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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 
Washington, D. C., November, 1879. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit my tenth annual report, covering the year 1879. 
The demand upon this Office for information has been greater during the present 
year than ever before. The Office has seut to correspondents 46,000 pieces of matter, 
of which 16,000 were letters, circulars, and inquiries, and 30,000 documents (packages), 
and has received from its correspondents 30,000 pieces of mail matter, of which 
27,000 were letters, circulars, receipts, and replies, and 3,000 documents (packages). 
The printing of circulars of information has been more than doubled during the year, 
and yet this work is much behind. They are entitled as follows: 
No. 1, 1879. Training schools for nurses. 
No.2, 1879. Papers, addresses, discussions, and other proceedings of the Depart-
ment of Superintendence of the National Education Association at the m~eting held 
at Washington, D. C., February 4, 5, and 6, 187.9; the proceedings of the Department 
of Superintendence of the National Education Association for 1877 ; and the proceed-
ings of the conference of the presidents and other delegates of State universities a.nd 
colleges in 1877. 
No.3, 1879. The value of common school education to common labor, by Dr. Ed-
wa.rd Jarvis, of Worcester, Mass.; together with illustrations of the same as shown by 
the answers to inquiries addressed to employers, workmen, and observers. 
No.4, 1879. Training schools of cookery. 
No.5, 1879. American education, as described by the French Commission to the 
International Exhibition of 1876. 
Should Congress by concurrent resolution place a sufficient number of copies of the 
annual report at my disposal, it would enable the Office to send a copy to each person 
supplying information for its use and to answer in the main the special demand for 
the document. It should also be sent to county superintendents, and it should be 
placed in the permanent libraries in correspondence with the Office. As a rule, 
only one copy could be spared to any single organization, whether State or city board 
of education or boards of college or other trustees, though in many instances several 
members of the same faculty or of the same board or committee are pursuing indi-
vidual investigations rendering personal possession of a copy of the report of great 
importance. In time it is hoped that some approximation to the number of such per-
sons can be made and all reasonable demands supplied. 
The task assigned the Office by the law of its creation and administra.tion is rendered 
peculiarly difficult by the vast extent of our country, by the varied phases which 
education assumes under the great diversity of local influences, and by the different 
degrees of progress in the several sections. To meet the demands of special classes of 
inquirers and to collate and reduce to the compass of the report the vast mass of in-
formation. respecting home systems and institutions, and to present therewith a brief 
general outline of education abroad, I have been obliged to tax the capacity of the 
Office to the utmost. 
Although the circulation of the report of 1877 and the greater number of circulars 
of information have enabled the Office to meet more fully than ever the demands upon 
it, the experience thus far had, while confirming the plan upon which the Office bas 
been at work, constantly furnishes new evidence of the need felt among educators that 
the Office should with greater promptness and in larger variety of form distribute the 
information which it receives. So inadequ~te are the present mea.ns of printing, that 
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matter which should be freely circulating can be sent out only in manuscript or be 
examined by those who visit the Office for the purpose of research. 
Unlike some departments of the service, this Office hitherto has not had the means 
at its command with which to supply its documents to teachers in any considerable 
nu.mber, but has been obliged to limit its work to those subjects which affect the ad-
ministration of systems and institutions aud to distribute its publications chiefly to 
the persons charged with such· administration. Teachers a.nd parents surely have an 
interest in the work this Office might do, and, on the principle of its foundation, may 
claim with fairness that its publications in due time should include details of school 
room work for their benefit. , 
I have from the first cordially admitted this duty of the Office, and shall be happy 
to see it performed at the earliest moment that the means placed at its disposal will 
permit. 
For the purpose of illustrating the demands upon the Office, I give a few extracts 
from letters received during the first four months of the year, and I invite special at-
tention to those bearing date in the month of April, as indicating something of the 
variety of the questions received in that limited period of time. Communications 
repeating the same inquiry are omitted. 
Jan. 1, 1879.-I have just secured the enactment of a bill by our legislature grant-
ing a charter and electing a board of regents for an Inter State Norma.l College, and 
am desirous to present a plan of organization at the convening of our board. Please 
send me such papers as you may have for distribution relating to normal schools in 
this country and Europe. Prof. E. A. Sheldon, of Oswego Normal School, suggests 
one on "The training of teachers in Germany" as very valuable for our purpose. Can 
yon aid me in securing copies of the best school laws of the Northern States, that may 
aid us in developing a good school system for our State¥ Any help extended to us in 
this line will be very highly appreciated by our people.- H. T. M. 
Jan. 3, 1879.-Will you please giv.e me your opinion of the work and worth of western 
colleges, i. e., colleges located west of the Alleghany Mountains¥ Is the prevailing 
habit of speaking of all such institutions with contempt justified by the facts¥- M. C. A. 
Jan. 4,1879.- Where can I find the best account of agricultural schools in Europe,_ 
M.TI.B. 
Jan. 5.1879.- We would like to obtain a complete list of the uqiversities and col-
leges of the United States. These institutions number about :360, and if your depart-
ment is in possession of printed lists containing the names and locations of them we 
would be greatly obliged to you for sending us a copy of it.- J. K. 
Jan. 11, 1879.-I write this to volunteer a suggestion, which I beg you to excuse ii 
found superfluous or inapplicable. It is: To gather (for any report where it will be 
appropriate) information as to whatever adult education there is in State prisons and 
penitentiaries and jails. I know there is some, and I believe there might to advantage 
be a good deal more, especially in pmctical morals, such as the necessity of the general 
requirements of society (e. g., safety of property), &c. It is, however, adult schools or 
cla ses that I have in mind as the thing about which you could get information.- F. 
B.P. 
Jan. 14, 1879.-I suppose that it is now, or soon will be, a proper time to procure 
from Congress an act incorporating the college in which Mr. Gurdjian is interested, 
and which he hopes to see erected on the shores of the Bo3porus. 
The first step necessary is the drawing up of a constitution and charter for the in-
stitution. In order to do this a model is necessary, and Mr. Gurdjian informed me that 
you had promi ed to procure the charter of the Robert College or a copy of it to serve 
a~ a model. I hope you have been able to do this, or will be when the proper time ar-
nves.-E. D. C. 
Jan. 15, 1879.-I there su.ch a document as a report of the superintendent of public 
schools in the island of Javat-S. C. A. 
Jan. 16, 1879.--: I woul.d like to be referred to any source of information concerning 
compulsory and mdu tnal education and to know if there is anything in cheap form 
that can be purchased for reference.- M. A . S. 
Jan. 20, 1 79.- I should like very much to obtain the number of medical colleges, 
udent , ~n~ graduates for the year 1877, and, if possible, for the year 1878; also, the 
ame ata t ttcs concerning the legal and clericalprofessions.-C. L. D. 
WORK OF THE OFFICE. IX 
Jan. 25, 1879.- I am to present a paper before the Northern Ohio Teachers' Associa-
tion, ten days from now, on" Equalizing the requirements for admission to college." 
The trivial differences amm"lg the leading colleges double up the work of a preparatory 
school which is a feeder to no one particular college in a fearful way. If you should 
have any pertinent suggestion to make me in the matter I should regard an early re-
ply as conferring a very great favor.-J. S. W. 
Jan. 27, 1879.- Please send me the names and post office address of the county 
superintendents of Nevada.- W. H. D. 
Jan. 27, 1879.- Intending to introduce in Europe Mr. --'s system of, heating 
and ventilating, we respectfully beg to ask for some information on the efficiency of 
.said system in the establishments in which it was applied.- G. & B. 
Feb. 1, 1879.- Can you cite me where I can get the best standard works in the form 
of addresses, essays, and books on the subject of higher education of women T Can 
you furnish me with statistics showing what colleges of higher grade and universi-
ties have admitted women to their classes and the resultsf-J. J. R. 
Feb. 3, 1879.- I am engaged organizing a library and reading room for the benefit of 
the employes of this railway, and I have been advised that in the Special Report on 
Public Libraries for 1876 I will find some articles upon the subject. 
I don't know where else to get the book. Can you furnish it to me f From Mr . 
• ·--'s reputation as a librarian, the articles, I have no doubt, will give us much ben-
·efit, while the report itself must contain much valuable information upon the sub-
,ject.-J. M. 
Feb. 13, 1879.- Can you send Mr. --, of Paterson, N.J., a copy of your Report on 
.Public Libraries f They have no public Zib1·m·y in that great city.-A. W. C. 
Feb. 13, 1879.-Part of my labor is among the freedmen of this place and vicinity, 
.and I feel anxious to learn all I can as to what is being done for the education of the 
colored people throughout the South. · 
I take the liberty of addressing you on the subject and asking you to send me such 
.documents as may give me the information desired.-M. C. 
Feb. 15, 1879.- Being' about to study more thoroughly the system of our public schools, 
.and wishing to publish a treatise in the Bohemian language about it, I humbly request 
_your kindness to send me, if possible, the latest publications of the educational de-
partment for my instruction and reference.- F. B. Z. 
Feb. 24, 1879.-0ur legislature convened on the 13th ultimo, and early in the session 
.a resolute effort was made to abolish my office [State superintendent of instruction]. 
Your valuable letter of the 25th came to hand in time to be of great service to me. 
Feb. 25, 1879.-I wish to find out the following data, and know not where to find 
-what I desire so well as at your Office: (1) How many and what States of our Union 
.have State boards of education T (2) Do all the State boards employ a secretary who 
is the virtual executive of the school system of the State f How long does he serve T 
·(3) How are these boards appointed T How many constitute the board f How long 
-do the members serve f Are any of them salaried f-J. H. H. 
Feb. 25, 1879.- I have the honor respectfully to request to be furnished, if compatible 
with your rules, with a copy each of any publications of your Bureau relating to medical 
·education in this country or Europe.-S. P. · 
Ma'rch 1, 1879.-Will you please be so kind as to let me know how, if possible, I 
.may obtain a report or history of popular education in Canada f Also in Germany T-
.J. R. G. 
March 1, 1879.- Will you be so kind as to send me any statistics you may possess 
bearing upon the influence of education upon crime and the percentage of crime as 
·between the educated and uneducated classes f-J. 0. K. R. 
March 4, 1879.- Can you send me any information in regard to the German technical 
.schools¥ I wish particularly to find out about the departments of bridge building in 
the schools referred to.- F. W. D. 
March 10, 1879.-Please send report showing the average salaries paid teachers in the 
,public schools in the different States.-F. W. B. 
March 10, 1879.-Do any of the reports of the Bureau of Education contain a list of 
the text books officially recommended in the different States ¥-M. 0. H. 
Mm·ch 17, 1879.-.Allow me to state in this connection that we have no normal school 
in this State. Neither are county teachers' institutes authorized by law. You will 
<see by refenring to .t'he school law of this State that the superintendent of public in-
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struction is required to hold a teachers' institute as often as once in each year in each 
judicial district, but teachers are not under legal obligation to attend; and practically 
we find a great deal of reluctance on the part of the teachers in attending the insti-
tutes. So far as your observation extends, would you advise the establishment of a 
State normal school to be sustai1;1ed and fostered by State appropriation 'I Would the 
same object- the thorough preparation of teachers for their work-be better and more 
cheaply secured by authorizing teachers' institutes to be held at least as often as once 
in each year in ear~h county under the supervision of competent men, institute conduct-
ors, and the necessary expenses paid by the State T-L. J.P. · 
Ma1·ch 21, 1879.-The citizens of our town held a meeting last evening and sub-
scribed about $4,000 towards building a school-house. The intention is to build a 
wing, so that hereafter the main centre building and another wing can be added. The 
trouble at present is, we have no plans, and can find no books on school-house archi-
tecture in our book stores.- W. F. W. 
March 21, 1879.-I write you for information as to the percentage of the population 
of European countries who cannot read or write, as compared with the United States.-
.A.. P. S. 
Aprill, 1879.-It occurred to me that you might have some papers bearing on edu-
cation in the South that cover ground not covered by the reports.- J. L. D. 
April1, 1879.- I have now a great favor to ask of you. It is that you will prepare for. 
my use a short account of the prison system and of the actual condition of prisons 
and of child saving work in the District of Columbia. Only the essential facts can 
be introduced into a book of so general scope and comprehensive character.-E. C. W. 
April7, 1879.- Will you allow me to recall to you that you have been so kind as to 
promise me some time ago some information on the United States ecoles p1·ojessionnelles? 
I would be very much obliged to you if you have any document for distribution on 
the subject, to have it sent to me.- P. D. 
April10, 1879.-Will you do me the favor to send me any information which you find 
your Office affords on (1) the number of pupils in secondary schools in France, 
Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, and England; (2) a list of juries on educa-
tional subjects at the Paris Exposition.-J. E. B. 
April 12, 1879.- Being engaged in the preparation of a work on " moral statistics,'~ 
I would like to embody in that work statisties bearing on the progress of education in 
the United States.- J. H. 0. 
April16, 1879.-I have received and examined the circular of information of the Bu-
reau of Education for March, 1872. The catalogue of the * * fraternity would fur-
nish data for tables on the percentage of deaths, average time since graduation, and 
occupations, which I shall try to compile if I have leisure; the data given may be 
relied on as quiteaccurate.-C. W. S. 
Ap1·ill6, 1879.-I am directed to you for a book containing a list of private schools 
and colleges in the United States. Should your book contain a complete list of all the 
private schools and academies in New England, with the number of the faculty, I 
should be very much obliged if you would forward it to me. It is the smaller schools 
that I wish particularly for.- L. M. S. 
· April. 19, 1879.-lf in your power, will you kindly give me the addresses of a few· 
private schools that are in the nature of reform schools, but that do not bear the odium 
attached to public reform schools T- J. H. S. 
Ap~il1~, 1879.-A text boo~ on dress cutting and fitting was placed in the hands of 
the guls m the seventh and eighth [years] grades of our public schools on the 1st of 
last. December, and lessons of forty-five minutes' length have been given each week 
until ~~e present date. The study ha.s met with much ridicule from the press and 
?PPOSltiOn .from the parents of the pup1ls required to Rtudy it. It has, however, grown 
m populanty, drawing to its support most of the believers in industrial education in 
the public schools. 
At a test given at my office on Friday, the 11th instant, it appeared that girls of 12 
to 14 years who had bad ten to twelve lessons in this work could cut and fit garments 
which they had received ill5truction upon (a lady's basque was the garment selected 
for the test) with considerable accuracy, :five out of thirteen rivalling the e:fforLs of 
profe ionaldres makers.-H. . T . 
. .April 23, 1 t9.- Can you give rfle any statistics or statements relating to the teach-
m~ of Hebrew and the other Semitic languages, the colleges having Semitic professor-
ship '·the number of students in the United States, and which college first established 
a cha1r of Semitic language and literature T -J. S. B. 
WORK OF THE OFFICE. XI 
.April23, 11:l79.-Can you refer me to _any reports giving the percentage of pupils of 
public schools who attend the colleges T Also, the percentage of the boys (who attend 
colleges) that are from cities and the proportion that are from the country t I would 
be under further obligation for any reference to successful methods of introducing 
science teaching in schools.- W. W. B. 
Ap1·il30, 1879.- I have the honor to make application for reports and printed mat-
ter bearing upon the important subject of school hygiene. I have accepted an invi-
tation, as president of our State board of health, to deliver an address upon this sub-
ject early in July next, before the teachers' association of the State, at the University 
of * *, and I wish to take the important occasion for spreading some wholesome 
truths before the public upon the philosophy or the physiology of education.- S. S. s. 
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENTS OF THE OFFICE. 
The following summary gives the number of the correspondents of the Office at the 
head of systems and institutions of education in our co.untry, who furnish the informa-
tion contained in these reports : 
Statement of edu.cationctl systems and institutions in correspondence with the Bu1·eau of Edu-
cation in the years named. 




States and Territories .. 0 .............. 37 37 44 48 48 ' 48 48 48 48 48 
Cities .................. , 0 ..... 0 ....... .......... 249 325 533 127 241 239 241 258 333 
Normal schools 0 .................. o 0 0. 53 65 98 114 124 140 152 166 179 . 242 
Business colleges .................... . 26 60 53 112 126 144 150 157 163 191 
Kindergarten ...•••.•• , ...... 0'. ....... ........... ............ ............ 42 55 95 149 177 217 322 
Academies ... 0 ................... . .... ......... 638 811 944 1, 031 1, 467 1, 550 I, 650 1, 665 1, 848 
Preparatory schools ... 0 ............... ........ .......... ............ 86 91 105 114 123 125 138 
Colleges for women ..•••••.•.•. 0 •••••• 33 136 175 205 209 249 252 264 ~77 29! 
Colleges and universities ............. 266 290 298 323 343 385 381 385 389 40Z 
Schools of science . .................... 17 41 70 70 72 76 76 77 80 E6 
Schools of theology ...• 0 ••• 0 0 ••••••• -
1
• 80 94 104 140 113 123 125 127 129 146 
Schools of law ........................ 28 39 37 37 38 42 42 45 50 53 
Schools of medicine ... 0 ............... 63 82 87 94 99 104 102 106 112 125 
Public libraries ....................... 156 180 306 377 676 2, 200 2, 275 2, 440 2, 578 2, 678 
Museums of natural history .••.•••••• .......... ........... 50 43 44 53 54 55 55 57 
Museums of art ....................... ........ .......... ........ 22 27 27 31 ........ .. ........... 37 
Art schools ........................... ......... ......... .......... .......... 26 29 30 . ........ . .......... 37 
Training schools for nurses ..•••••.... ......... ....... ........ ........ ...... ...... .. ..... ........ ....... 11 
Institutions for the deaf and dumb ... 34 36 37 40 40 42 43 45 52 57 
Institutions for the blind .. 0 .' ••••••••• 10 26 27 28 ~8 29 29 30 31 31 
Schools for the feebl e-minded ..••..••. ...... 8 7 9 11 11 11 13 
Orphan asylums, &c ....... . ................ ...... 77 180 269 
·:: I ~: 540 638 641 Reform schools. . . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 28 20 20 34 56 63 78 79 
Total........................... 831 2, 001 2, 619 3, 449 3, 651 6, 085 6, 449 6, 750 7,135 7, 869 
PRINTED MATTER RECEIYEJ? BY THE OFFICE. 
The number of pages, oct3tvo or larger, of foreign periodicals examined by the trans-
lator monthly is 4,072. The pages included in the reports from foreign countries it 
is impossible to state, but the increase from year to year is very considerable. 
The number of pages of printed matter examined for summaries and abstracts 
respecting education in this country in the . division of abstracts was over 90,000, 
an increase of more than 36,000 pages since 1876. 
LIBRARY. 
Mr. S. R. Warren's efforts in the library have resulted in placing the books on the 
shelves so as to be much morb ,wailable for use and in the initiation of a classification 
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which will be invaluable when complete. The library now numbers 23,000 pamphlets 
.and 11,000 books, besides many duplicates. 
For the proper administration of the library, Mr. Warren recommends: (1) A lad 
.not under sixteen years of age, to take charge of the shelves and cases, to label and 
number the books, and to serve as messenger and porter in the library rooms. (2) 
.A young man of good education, with some knowledge of books, to assist in the cata-
loguing and to have charge· of the card catalogue. He should have some knowledge 
-of the French and German )anguages. (3) A young lady, to assist in cataloguing and 
to write and copy letters on the business of the library, to keep registers of books 
,given out, of books received by gift or purchase, and of books needed in the library, 
.and to make lists for exchange. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
The statistical tables in the appendix are constructed from data furnished the Office 
·on blank inquiries sent out by it to the several States, cities, and institutions reported. 
The construction of the blanks involves the whole theory of educational statistics in 
-the United States. In the preparation of these blanks all the information possible was 
.secured, together with the opinions of those who had given the subject most attention. 
After careful study of all that could be obtained in the way of facts and opinions, an 
effort was made to discover if possiblf( the latent tendencies i'n the movements indi-
·cated by these statistics and to form blanks :fitted to bring together as far as possible 
the data required and necessary to answer the inquiries addressed to the 0ffice and 
.adapted to the actual condition of the facts as reported in the different systems and 
institutions of the country. Up to that time there was no nomenclature common to 
·States, cities, colleges, academies, or normal schools by which the :figures in their reports 
.could be compared with any measure of accuracy or satisfaction. My desire was, if 
the educators of the country cooperated sufficiently, that the forms adopted should be 
continued until the value of the generalizations these collections rendered possible 
:should be better understood and appreciated and a larger number of school officers had 
thought intelligently upon the importance of records and reports in their different sys-
·.tems and institutions and were prepared to advise with reference to further changes. 
My aim was neither to make nor to modify facts, but, as reported to the Office, to re-
.peat them with the utmost accuracy. This brought out, as no other method could, the 
imperfections of our American educational statistics. This purpose, expressed to the 
·educators of the country in my first reports, received a measure of approval and co-
·Operation beyond all my expectations. School officers conferred, committees advised, 
correspondents multiplied on the subject, and the impro',':3ments have been apparent 
·from year to year. Eminent statisticians have stated to me that there is no parallel 
instance in purely voluntary statistical reports. At :first my thought was that the 
forms adopted might be used for :five years, and that then the lessons afforded thereby 
might be used in making modifications. But the :five years passed with gratifying 
improvements in nomenclature, in accuracy, and completeness. The evidences multi-
plied illustrative of the usefulness of the good work this collection of information was 
·doing. As other years passed and the results grew more satisfactory, I concluded it 
best that these forms should remain the same for ten years, unless there was special 
rea on or general urgency for a change. The freest suggestion has all the while been 
invited from every quarter. Many valuable opinions have been received. 
The close of the decade is at hand. The census of lEBO, that great decennial account 
of the people of the United States, will soon be taken, and its results cannot fail to 
afford further suggestions with regard to any changes desirable in the method of col-
lecting the annual statistics for these reports. My hope is that those among our edu-
cators who are best prepared to aid in putting this forward will in dne time co-
operate with the Bureau. 
It mn.st be remembered that whatever methods are adopted affect educational records 
.not alone in institutions of learning that may be under the control of a single bead or 
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small execu~ive board, but great systems as administered in cities and States, wherein 
changes will involve the action of State legislatures and city assemblies. Nor should 
it be forgotten that the late increased attention to educational statistics in other coun-
tries, notably in France ,and Japan, indicates the possibility of certain agreements on 
at least a few points of nomenclature by which international comparisons may be made-
with greater satisfaction than hitherto has been possible. 
However much these statistics may pfomote the formation of the science of educa-
tion, it should be remembered that they relate only to the school period; while the 
science of e(lucation, to lay its foundations broadly and surely, must take into consider-
ation the period of life before the child comes under the instruction of the teacher,. 
and the effect this instruction has after the child passes from the school into active 
life. ·Mothers and nurses must aid in studying the psychological development of in-
fancy, and the histories of colleges and professional schools must trace the influence· 
of their instruction upon their alumni, as coordinate workers to one end. 
Statistical su·mmary of institutions, instructors, and students, as collected by the United States: 
Bureau of Education, for 187 4, 1875, and 1876. 
1874. 1875. 1876. 
ai ai ai 
.!S ... tf1 ... .!S ... a:> 
.!S ,..... a:> ai a:> ai 0 ..« 0 .g :a 0 .g 0 Q ·s. 0 0 :a 
..« <1! ..« <1! ..« c;s Q a:> = Q a:> 0 Q a:> ~ t/1 E-i Poi rn E-i Poi rn H 
-------------·----------
City schools ....... . ........ (a) 16,488 976,837 (b) 22,152 1, 180,880 (c) 23,504 1, 343, 487' 
Nor mal schools ......••..••. 124 966 24,405 137 1, 031 29, 105 151 1, 065 33,921 
Commercial and business 126 577 25,892 131 594 26,109 137 599 25, 23! 
colleges. 
Kindergarten .............. 55 125 1, 636 95 216 2, 809 130 364 4, 09~ 
Institutions for secondary 1, 031 5, 466 98,179 1,143 6, 081 108,235 1, 229 5, 999 106, 647' 
instruction. 
Preparatory schools ..••..•. 91 697 11,414 102 746 12,954 105 736 12, 36!)· 
Institutions for the superior 209 2, 285 23,445 . 222 2, 405 23,795 225 2, 404 23, 856· 
instruction of women. 
Universities and colleges ... 343 3, 783 56,692 355 3, 999 58,894 356 3, 920 56,481 
Schools of science ...•.•.... 72 609 7, 244 74 758 7,157 75 793 7, 614 
Schools of theology .•..••.•. 113 597 4,356 123 615 5, 234 124 580 4, 2118 
Schools of law ............. 38 181 2, 585 43 224 2, 677 42 218 2,1i64 
Schools of medicine, of den- 99 1, 121 9, 095 106 1,172 9, 971 102 1, 201 10,143 
tistry, and of pharmacy. 
Training schools for nurses. ......... ........ .. .. ................. ............ . ........... . . .. -.. ~ -........ .. ........ . ........... ............ 
Institutions for the deaf 40 275 4, 900 41 293 5, 087 42 312 5, 209 
and dumb. 
Institutions for t,he blind ... 2(1 525 1, 942 29 498 2, 054 29 580 2, 083 
Schools for feeble·minded 9 312 1, 265 9 317 1, 372 11 318 1, 560 
children. 
Orphan asylums, industrial 269 1, 678 26,360 278 1, 789 54,204 3~5 3,197 47,43!i 
schools, and miscellane-
••• ohatiti,. I 
Reform schools ..... .••..••. 56 693 10,848 47 678 10,670 51 800 12, Ob"i 
~ 127 cities, each containing 10,000 inhabitants or more, were included in 1874; their aggregate popu-
labon was 6, 037, 905. 
b 177 cities, each containing 7,500 inhabitants or more, reported in 1875; their aggregate population 
was 8,804,654. 
c 192 cities of 7,500 in.ha.bitants or more reported in 1876; their aggregate population was 9,128,955. 
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.Stati.st-ical sttmmm·y of institut·ions, instructors, and students, as collected by the United States 
Bureau of Ed·ucation,for 1877, 1878, and 1879. 
1877. 1878. 1879. 
..; 
I 
..; ~ ai ;.. ..; 
"" 
ai ctl 
..; ctl ..; ctl 
.!!! '0 ..:I :;::! '0 ..:I :;::! '0 ,Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·a 
..:I c:<l ~ ..:I <11 ~ ,Q c:<l 




City schools ................ (a) 23,830 I, 249,271 (b) 27,944 1, 556, 974 (c) 28,903 1, 669,899 
Normal schools ............. 152 1,189 37,082 156 1, 227 39,669 207 1, 422 •10,029 
Commercial and business 134 568 23, 4!)6 12!) 527 21,048 144 535 2\l, 021 
colleges. 
Kindergarten .............. 129 335 3, 931 15!) 376 4, 797 1!)5 452 7, 55•1 
Institutions for socondary 1, 226 5, 963 98,371 1, 227 5, 747 100, 374 1, 236 5, 961 108,734 
instruction. 
Pieparatory schools ........ 114 7!)6 12,510 114 818 12, 538 123 818 13,561 
Institutions for the superior 220 2, 305 23,022 225 2, 478 23,639 227 2, 323 24,605 
instruction of women. 
Universities and colleges ... 351 3, 998 57, 334 358 3, 885 57,987 364 4,2!1 60,011 
Schools of science .......... 74 781 8,559 76 809 13,153 81 884 10,919 
Schools of theology ........ 124 564 3, 965 125 577 1,320 133 600 4, 738 
Schools of law .........•... 43 175 2, 811 50 196 3, 012 49 224 3, 019 
Schools of medicine, of den- 106 1, 278 11,225 106 1, 337 11,830 114 1, 495 13,321 
tistry, and of pharmacy. 
Training schools for nurses. 
······ 
.......... ................. ....... ............. . .............. 11 51 298 
Institutions for the deaf and 43 346 5, 743 52 372 6, 036 53 379 6, 391 
dumb. 
Institutions for the blind ... 30 566 2,179 30 547 2, 214 ·30 599 2, 213 
'Schools for feeble-minded 11 355 1, 781 11 422 1, 981 13 491 2, 234 
children. 
Orphan asylums, industrial .......... .......... ............ 389 3,688 67, 082 411 4, 004 75,020 
schools, and miscellane-
ous charities. 
Reform schools . ............ .. .... , .................. 68 996 13,966 67 1, 066 14,216 
~195 cities of 7,500 inhabitR.nts or more reported in 18i7; their aggregate population was 9,099,025. 
b 218 cities of 7,500 inha.bita.nts or more reported in 1878; their aggregate population was 10,224,270. 
c 240 cities of 7,500 inhabitants or more reported in 1879; their aggregate population was 10,801,814. 
TABLE I.-PART 1.- Summa1·y (A) of school age, population, enrolment, , attendance, tj-c. 
States. 
.Alahama .. ......... ... ............ . 
Ark:\n .!! •. ..•••••••• . ...••..•.....• 
California .. ..... ..•.... ........ . .... 
Colorado ..••• . .........•............ 
Connecticut ........................ . 
D laware ... ...... .... ............. . 
Florida .... •.. ..... . ................ 
Georgi!\ .. ........•..........•.....•. 
lllinoi ..... ... ..... ... . .. .... . .•. .•. 
Indian!\ ........•... ····-··· .•..••.. .. 





















0 = 0 
:g ctl trJ <l) ~ 
-a 1::: <'l +" <l) 
~ ctl p., 
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0 ~ § ~0 ..::l 
I 0 w. z 
376,649 i. ... ........ 
236,601 ................ 
216,40-1 ................. . 
29,73 ... . . ............ l 
138,428 115, ooo I 
33, 64!) ................... 
b72, 9 5 
............ 1 
133,444 .................. . 
1, QOO, 694 ....... ........... 
70 I 101 530,839 ' 
bin 1 6. cln 1878. 
.E; ~ 
't:! ai ~8 ~~ e.g 
"; ~ ~ trJ 
~ 0 Q;)'t:! 
ctl ·-
bO C 
.c;a ce ell ;.. .... 
s c:s <l) 
~ ~ I> 
z <d 
174, 585 112,374 
53,049 . ............... 
1511, 76(1 98, 468 
14,111 10, 99 
119,382 72,643 
26,672 . .................... 
c36, 964 c23, 933 
226,627 d 132, 000 
693,331 404,479 
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TABLE I.-PART 1.-Sumrnm·y (A) of school age, population, q-c.-Continued . 
~ <a'+-< . s ~ = ,; ~ = 0 "';j ~ .s Q) r12 Q) I» ~ ~· Q) 
"" :a ai "';j ~ oe 0 ~ ... 'a Q) ... ..c:l Q l::l 
.s 
States and Territories. ai ~ 
Q) I» ffi ~ "';j ; "';j bJ) 0 ~~ c: ~ ~ "" Q Q) "';j Q) c: Q) .... bt = bJ)O c: ~"';j ai 'S~ ~ .s ~~ "" 0 0 ~ § bJ) Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I> !j .... r:n r:n ~ z <lj 0 
Iowa ................................. 5-21 577,353 369, 447 431, 317 264, 702 147 
Kansas ......... . .................... 5-21 312,231 197, 342 208,434 123,715 124 
Kentucky ...•.. ................................ a6-20 539,843 . .................... b227, 607 b160, 000 bllO 
Louisiana ............................ 6-21 330, 930 . ................... 78,528 c50, 248 
Maine ............................... 4-21 215,724 ....................... 151,948 103, 737 121 
Maryland ............................ 5-20 d276, 120 ..................... 165,486 84,245 189 
Massachusetts ..•......•....••...•.•. 5-15 303, 836 ...................... 311,528 234,249 175 
Michigan ............................ 5-20 486,923 ................... 342,138 c201, 179 150 
Minnesota ........................... 5-21 e'271, 428 ...................... 171,945 clll, 764 92 
Mississippi ...... ...................................... 5-21 362,370 . ................... 217,753 138, 973 /77.5 
Missouri . ............................ 6-20 702, 153 ....................... 450,000 c207, 422 100 
Kebraska ........................... . 5-21 123, 411 ........................ 76,956 ..................... 107 
Nevada .............................. 6-1:l 10,295 ...................... 7, 5[10 5,108 e161 
New Hampshire ....••.•....••...•... 5-21 c72, 102 ....................... 65, 048 48,910 101.5 
New Jersey .......................... 5-18 327,818 . 278,646 203,568 112,070 
! 
194 
New York ........ .-.................. 5-21 1, 628,727 ..................... . 1, 030,041 570,382 179 
North Carolina ..................... ·. 6-21 426, 189 .................... 238, 749 150, 788 46 
Ohio ................................. 6-21 1, 043, 320 770, 070 734,651 459, 990 lW 
Oregon ...................... .. ...... 4-20 56, 464 ................. 32,718 20,810 88 
Pennsylvania ....................... 6-21 1]1, ~00, 000 ................... 935, 740 587,672 149 
Rhode Island ....................... . 5-15 49,562 .................... 45,700 28,735 182 
South Carolina ....................... 6-16 2:28,128 228,128 122, 463 ................... 73.33 
Tennessee ........................... 6-21 514, 643 .................... 264,687 186,162 69 
Texas ................................ 8-14 208,324 ............ ..... . 192,616 .................... 80 
Vermont ............................ . 5-20 92,831 .................. 77,521 49, ~31 125.5 
Virginia ............................. 5-21 483, 701 30'7, 742 108,074 65, 771 107 
West Virginia ....................... 6-21 206, 123 ................... 136,526 90,268 100.76 
Wisconsin ........................... 4-20 483, 453 ................... 293,286 ................ /153.7 
--------------------Total .............. : .......... ............ 14, 782, 765 2, 797,214 9, 328,003 5, 223,100 .............. 
-·--· == ===--=== ======= == --A1·izona . ............................. 6-21 5, 291 .................... 3,143 1, 992 16;\ 
Dakota .............................. 5-21 18,535 .................... 9, 822 4, 618 97 
District of Columbia .... . ............ 6-17 e38, 800 c35, 948 25, 130 19,488 189 
Idaho ............................ .. . . 5-21 5, 596 .................... e3, 4:!2 .................... ........... 
Montana ............................. 4-21 5, 885 ..................... 3, 909 2,'804 105 
New Mexico ......................... 7-18 d29, 312 ................ h5, 151 .................... h132 
Utah .............................................. 6-16 34,929 34,929 23,124 16, 1)76 139 
Washington ......................... 5-21 24,223 ................... 14,032 9, 585 87.5 
Wyoming . ....................... .. .. 7-21 .................. ................ 2, 090 1, 287 
Indian: 
Cherokees .... . .................... ) 3, 200 c1, 714 
Chickasaws . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. I I 650 .................. .. 
Choctaws .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • . • .. .. .. .. > 5-20 e17, 000 ........ .... 
1 
< 1, 400 c921 
Creeks..... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. I I 800 c582 ....... . 
Seminoles .......... ................ ) L 200 170 ....... . 
Total ........................ -- ~ ~ -r79, 571 ~-70, 877 ~-96, 083 -59,237 1== 
Grand total .................... ~ ]7,96~~7s'6~ 9,42~ 5.282.337 [~~ 
aFor colored population the school cEstimated. fin the counties . . 
age is from 6 to 16. d Census of 1870. gIn 1873. 
bIn 1877. eln 1878. hln 1875. 
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SCHOOL AGES IN THE UNITED STATES. 
The following diagram shows that there a.re sixteen different school a.ges in tho 
States and Territories; the longest, extending from four years of age to twenty-one, 
covers a period of seventeen years, and the shortest, from eight years of age to four-
teen, a period of six years only. 
Diagmrn No. 1, showing the d·ifferent school ages in the States and Ter1·ito1·ies duTing 1879. 
N urn ber of years in each school age. 
School years., __ :__ _______________________ School years. 
17. 16. 16. 15. 15. 14. 14. 13. 12. 12. 12. 11. 11. 10. 10. 6. 
l• \ ;·;···\\:\ ·. ~ ~ ~ . ~~ : • :: • ~: •. :: . ~-: ~ •;; : ~ : :-::1:::: ~:: •• : :· • ::: • ::: ::::: ::: :::; ::::~~ :~~~ ~~ i 
10 - --- -- - - ---- ---- -.. . ---- - ... ---- ---··· -... -10 
11 .... ... .. . ..... ........ -. - -- ~ -- - · ·- · · -·-- ---- . .. . -·- - . ... . .... .. . ---· ... . .•......... 11 
1
123 :_ :. :_ : __ : :_ :. ~-~-~_:_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ ·_ . .. . - ... -....... - ... .. .. . .•......... ................ ..... .. 12 
....... ....... . . .. ... ... . ... . ...................... ..... . 13 
:~ ·::::•.::. :: ••• •••• •• I•• • ••• :: ••• : ••• ••- •••• •••• •••• •••• ::: •••• •••:•:•::: :~ 
~~ •••• ••••• •• :: I•• •• I•• ••• •• .J ••• 1.. ::. ::: 1 •••• ~ ••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••••• :: : :::::.·:· •:: ] ::: :::: ::. :: .:: .. ::: :•:: :•:: :••: :::: -:: ::: :::: :::: ::•: :• .••: .. :: : 
Diagram No.2 shows what percentage of the population of legal school age in the 
several. 'tates and Territories was in daily average attendance and what percentage 
of said population was enrolled in the public schools. The fact that the school age 
varies widely in different States not only partially accounts for the relative positions 
of the tates indicated in the table, uut also explains how it is that in Massachusetts 
more than 100 per cent. of the chilclreu of school age are reportecl enrolled. The per-
centage of daily average attendance i.s not given in the States of Arkansas, Delaware, 
Nebra lm, • outh Carolina, Texa ·, and Wisconsin, nor in the Territories of Idaho, 
Indian, N w Mexico, and ·wyoming. 
Dia!!Tam .~:To. 3 shows the a.verao-o monthly pay of teacher. iJl the States ancl Terri-
torie . Fractions of dollar are di .. regarded in tho diagram, but the exact figures may 
lw found in Table J, Part 1, pao-es xvii, xviii. In the case of Alabama, l!lorida, New 
York, Torth Carolina, Teune ee, Texa , and ·wyoming the average compen&at~on is as 
given in the tabl , i. e., for the whole body of teacherH, and not a.s given in the clia-
rram for ach ex eparately. The figures in }lissonri and Wiscon in refer to the 
·ountry . chool.- only· for the pay in city school. , e the notes to the table on pag.e 
xvii. 
STATE OR TERRITOltY. alt:~~~~~e. Enrolment. 
Massachusetts.------_ Rhode Island. _______ _ 
New Hampshire -. _ .. _ 
Connecticut.---._.-_._ 
Vermont.-._ ..... --- .. 
Pennsylvania .. _ ..... _ 
Iowa ................. . 
~:iiro~~;;_ ~ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ -.:: :: 
Indiana ............. . 
Maine ............. .. 
Ohio .. ------- -···--- --
NN::i~~~::::::::::::: 
Kansas .............. -
Montana .......... --._ 
Utah ................ . 
West Virginia ....... _ 
Di_strict.of Columbia._ 
MlSSOUI'L ..... - .. - -- --
Minnesota .......... .. 
New York .......... .. 
:N~w_Je_rsey .......... . 
:MlSSlSSlppl ...•••.•... 
.Arizona._ ........... .. 
Maryland ........... .. 
Washington ......... . 
Oregon __ ............ .. 
North Carolina ..... . _ 
Dakota .............. -
Georgia ............. . 
Tennessee .......... .. 
Florida .............. . 
Colorado ............. . 
.Alabama ........ _ .... . 













































































Diagram No. 2, 
Showing the relation of average attenrlance and enrolment to school 
population in the States and Territories. 
I 
EXPLANATION.-If the population of school age in l-thode Island be put at 100, the public school enrolment of the 
State is 92, and the average attendance on public school::> is 58; so of the other States. In Massachusetts the enrol-
ment exceeds the population of legal school age. As full statistics have not been received from the States of .Arkan-
sas, Delaware, South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin, or from the Territories of New Mexico, Indian, Wyoming, and 
Idaho, they are not included in this diagt·am. 
I 
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TABLE I.-PART 1.-Sumrn~ry (B) of the numbe1· of teachers employed in the public schools: 
and the average monthly salm·y of teachm·s in the respective States and Ten·itories. 
States and Territories. 
Number of 
teachers. 
A •erage monthly 
salary. 
----.,--------------------J·-M_a_le_._ Femalo. Malo. I Fomolo. . 
Alabama ..... .. ---------------- .. ---- .. ------ ............... . 
Arkansas.--····---·----------- ............................. . 
California .................................................. . 
Colorado .................................................... . 
Connecticut ....... .... .... ...... ~ .......................... . 
Delaware ....................... . ........................... . 
Florida ................................................... --· 
Georgia ...... ............................ ........ ........... . 
Illinois ..................................................... .. 
Indiana ..................................................... . 
Iowa ....................................................... .. 
Kansas ........................... · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · • • · · • · · · • · · 
Kentucky ................................................... . 
Louisiana .................................................. .. 
Maine ..................... -.......... • • • • · • • • · .. · · · · · · · · .. ~ ·-
Maryland ................................................... . 
Massachusetts ................................................ . 
Michigan ................................................... . 
Minnesota ................................................. .. 
Mississippi ............................................. .... . 
Missouri. ................................................... . 
Nebraska ................................................... . 
Nevada ..................................................... . 
New Hampshire ................ ................. ...-.......... . 
New .Jersey ...........•....•..........••..•...••.•••..••..••. 
New York .................................................. . 
North Carolina ............................................. . 
Ohio ........ _ ............................................... . 
Oregon ...................................................... . 
Pennsylvania ............................................... . 
Rhode Island ............................................... · 
South Carolina .............................................. . 
Tennessee .................................................. . 
Texas ....................................................... . 














1, 549 ($18 70) 
315 a$50 00 I a$40 O(} 
2, 217 82 13 66 37 
338 57 271 52 88 
b2, 344 57 19 35 27 
cl69 33 08 · 26 19 



















(1, 949) 27 00 25 0(). 
b2, 325 b4, 527 37 83 23 60· 
1, 280 1, 811 43 49 43 49' 
1, 212 7, 537 67 44 33 50 
3, 954 9,662 38 69 23 48 
1, 797 3, 210 35 78 27 23 
3, 576 1, 789 28 35 27 15 
(11, 268) e35 00 e3o oo 
1, 607 2, 211 33 25 29 55-
49 135 84 46 83 09 
628 2, 954 34 09 22 83 
977 2,355 56 94 33 73-
8,164 22,505 (41 80) 
2, 398 973 (22 14) 
11,456 12,031 56 00 41 0() 
(al, 068) 43 90 33 80• 
9, 607 11,603 33 62 29 69' 
272 991 73 84 42 37 
1, 934 1, 232 25 54 23 8' 
4,436 1, 566 (25 67) 
a3, 457 a873 (a38 00) 
783 3,669 29 12 19 04; 
Virginia . . . .. . . . • . . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . . • • • . . . • • . 1, 410 1, 094 · 30 05 24 7ir. 
West Virginia............................................... 3,142 989 c28 21 c26 1g 
Wisconsin . ... . . . .. • .. . . . . . . . . . • .. . . • • . • . •• • • • • • . . . • . . • . . . . • . (9, 875) /37 75 /25 72 
-1---_: 
Total number of teachers in States . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . • . .. . (270, 163) _ ................. .. 
=='====== 
Arizona............................... .. ..................... 27 24 84 00 68 00 
Dakota...................................................... 210 254 36 00 25 00 
District of Columbia......................................... 34 368 89 47 6195-
Idaho ............ ______ ... ....... . _ ...•..... _. __ . ______ .... ___ . __ .............. _____ . _____ . 
Montana .................................................... . 65 80 66 14 52 20 
a In 18i8. 
bNumber of males employed in winter; number 
of females employed in summer. 
c For white s::hools only. 
din 18i7. 
ED-II 
11 In graded schools the average salary of men is 
$87; of women, $40. 
/In the counties; in the cities the average salary 
of males is $85.90 ; of females, $35.03. 
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Male. Female. Male. Female. 
------------------------------------------~---------------------------
New Mexico. ; ............................................... . a132 al5 . ........... 
·········· 
lJtah : ...................................................... . 261 248 b$35 00 b$22 00 
Washington ................................................ . 236 324 4114 33 34 
Wyoming ................................................... . 20 29 ($55 94) 
Indian: 
Cherokees . . • .. .. .. .. .. • • • • . • • .. .. .. .. • .. . • • .. • • .. • .. . • .. } 
Chickasaws .......................... ~····--············· 
Choctaws .............................................. .. 
Creeks ............... : .................................. . 
Seminoles ............................................... . 
(c196) 
( ................... . 
J ... -~~-~~- ..... ~~-~~ 
l .................. .. 50 00 50 00 
Total number of teachers in Territories ..••••••••.•••. (~. 523) 
I ===============\=======:\==== 
, Grand total ........................................... . (272, 686) 
a In 1875. bin 1878. cin 1877. 
TABLE I.-PART 2.-Swrnrna1'y (A) of annual income and expenditure, g·c. 
..States. 
.Alabama ....... .. 
Arkansas ...... .. 
$387,703 
261,088 
~lifornia . • . • • • . . 3, 653, 799 
(:olorado . • . . • • . • . 222, 135 
Connecticut .•.... 
Delaware .....•.. 
Florida. ........ .. 
'Georgia ........ .. 





















Y.wliana. . . . . . • . . . . 4, 427, 670 430, 898 
'Iowa .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5, 283, 040 992, 5 0 
Kan.sa.s . . .. . .. .. .. 1, 868, 563 2 2, 109 
Kentucky . . • . . • . . e1, 827, 575 " e5, 000 
Louisiana.... . .. . 613, 453 .......... .. 
Maine............ 1, 078, 33 72,176 
:Maryland ........ 1 1, 611, 76() 167,787 
Annual expenditure. $] 
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~ ]:;l,g ::lo 
'¢ rn.a rn 
E-1 ~ 
$11,615 $364,418 $1, oao $377,030 .............. 
205,449 .............. 
a43, 576 2, 285,733 371,992 3, 010,907 $6,857, 38() 
............ 153,144 36,100 229,402 496,891 
27, 306 1, 015,883 288,050 1, 375,880 ............... 
1, BOO 130,765 91,073 223, 638 b484, 361 
ell, 595 c85, 361 c5, 860 c134, 880 c116, 934 
465,748 ............. 
4, 180,374 1, 686,878 6, 190,733 16,902,710 
3, 002,518 d1, 043,313 4, 476, 72() 11, 787,705 
d2, 927,308 1, 131,589 5, 051,477 9, 236,613 
10, ()53 1, 012, 69() 285,033 1, 590,794 4, 391,566 
e25, 000 e1, 000,000 e100, 000 e1, 130,000 e2, 300,000 
15,867 415,814 78,393 
2 , 407 I 8G8,498 115, 610 
/529,065 c700, 000 
1, 084,691 2, 947,655 
25,200 1 ·1, 139,421 21(), 150 1, 551,558 ..... ............... 
55, 68 h4, 339,082 .................. 4, 994,824 .................. chu tt . . . g!, 399, 801 599, 74 1 
icbigan.. .. . .. . 3, 112,224 3 i, 063 i17, 541 dl, 873,460 4()7, 576 2, 775, 640 9, 011,454 
a Paid from eneral fund of coun ie , not included ein 1877. 
In 'tate exp nditure. /Includes other expenditures not here specified. 
b or white choou only. gTotal of items reported. 
<=In 1 i . hincludes miscellaneous expenditure. 
r.:tinclud ealarie of uperintendent3. iAmount paid township superintendents. 
l 
Diagram No. 3, 
Showin_g the averaJe monthly pay of teachers in the States and Te1 ritories. 
STATE OR TERRITORY. FEMALES. I MALES. 
DistrictofCulumbia.. $62 
1~f-:================i==============================E~===iEZ2E:E~~~§§j~§§§§§~ Ne l "' f-  ~~-· 
t:K~~~i~-:·:·:·::_:_:_::::~: !~ !i 
Rhode Island......... 42 74 
Massachusetts...... . . 33 67 
Montana...... . .. .. .. . 5~ . 66 
Colorad<?.. .. .. . .. .. .. . 53 57 
Connect!cut........... 35 57 
New Jersey........... 34 57 
~J~~~:::.::.:.:::::::: 56 56 
Choctaws...... .. .. .. . §~ ~g 
Seminoles .. .. . . . .. . .. . 50 50 
Arkansas............. 40 50 
Oregon................ 34 44 
Marylaud............. 43 43 
~!o!~~·~·::.::::::::: 42 42 
Washington Territory ~~ !~ 
Florida .. • . . . . . . • . . . .. 40 40 
Indiana............... 3fi 40 
Kentucky.. . .. .. . .. . . . 35 40 
¥~~~!~~~ .. .-.-.-.-.:::::::: ~~ 5~ 
M'!'ine -·:. .. . . .. ...... 24 38 
W1sconsm............ 26 38 
Minnesota............ 27 36 
· ~~~~~:_:_:_:_:::::::::: ~ ~~ 
~~nniflvania:........ 30 34 
~:~~~!:~~~~~~: ~:::: ig ~~ 
Iowa. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. 26 ~~ 
!~~;;:_:_~_:_:_:_:_~:::::: ~: ~~ 
w:l:!lS8lpp~ ..... -- -- . . . 27 2d 
L ~t .V1rgmuL....... 26 28 
omsmna.... .. .. . . . .. 25 27 
Tennessee............... 26 26 
South Carolina........ 24 26 
North Carolina........ 22 22 







EXPLAN.A.TION.-The white and para Uellint>s represent. the amounts paitl to females and males respectively; where 
the pay is t.he same for both sexes, or where it is not separately reported, the white indicates the average pay of the 
whole body of t~achers. See the rem: rks respecting the diagr·am on page xvi. 
•. 
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TABLE I.-PART 2.-Summat·y (A) of annual income and expenditure, 4'c.-Continued . 
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·s1 ·~ ai . ~~ ~ 
.e l=l. fi1 - ~'g~ States and Terri- al _£ ~ . .l:l rt:!Q) "'~ <:,) ai s .s·~ ~ ~ ~~Q) tories. 





0 ~ ~i; 'd ooOJ m ~ ~~~ Q)-+" Q) ~ ~ = ·~ ·g <:,) .~:g,g  Q)=~ Ill ~ ~ :!:::?~~ 'd ~ ~ ~,.cal <li w. w. w. E-1 ~ 
Minnesota ••••••. $1,394,738 ................... $13,600 $920,122 ............... a$1,394, 738 " $3, 084, 026 
Mississippi .•••••. 739,915 ..................... 11,840 626,461 $3,247 641,548 ............... 
Missomi. •.. ..... 3, 188,489 .............. ........... 2, 213,927 ............. a3, 069,454 9, 000, 00i) 
Nel>raska ..••..•. 881,308 $252, 616 29,782 484,999 181,332 948,729 1, 810,088 
Nevada •••....... b236, 491 ....... .......... .......... ............... .. ............... 204,159 b283, 338-
New Hampshire .. 587,411 52,925 13,802 425,047 75,018 c609, 588 2, 311,660 
New Jersey •••••• 1, 889,475 365,736 22,790 1, 407,369 93,580 1, 889,475 6, 401,603 
NewYo~k ........ 10,254,499 1, 438,344 115,400 7, 600,392 1, 309,874 10,464,010 30,012,579 
North Carolina .•. 493,381 14,807 5,137 304,519 13, 078 337,541 192,793 
Ohio .•••••••. .. •. 7, 747,485 816, 217 144,128 4, 937,014 1, 813,966 7, 711,325 21,103,255 
Oregon ...•..••... 351,673 95,972 7,185 205,523 13,124 323,834 520,963 
Pennsylvania ..• . 8, 210,084 1, 031,131 ............ 4, 605,987 1, 998,670 a7, 747,787 24, 063,138 
Rhode Island .. . •. 60:l, 208 118,683 9,522 402,097 67,445 597,747 . 2, 654,148 
South Carolina . .. 304, 167 7, 017 18,713 284,953 8, 637 319, 320 352,046 
Tennessee .....••. 879,307 49,656 12, 023 610,326 38,647 710,652 1,162, 685 
Texas .•••••...•.. 972,904 18,681 ............... ~88, 223 4a, 546 837,913 ............ 
Vermont .••...••. 528,119 43,325 14, 683 39~. 457 45,704 496,169 ............. 
Virginia .•.•...•. 670,706 58,487 39, 150 391, 393 81, 359 570,389 1, 088,957 
West Virginia •... 787,521 83, 881 14,149 504, 196 106,845 709,071 1, 676,872 
Wisconsin ....•.. 2, 756,881 225,202 41, 674 1, 581,630 345, 951 2, 194,457 5,169; 979 
Total.. ••••• 82,767,815 8, 371, 629 1_2'88, 306 53, 481, 113 /12, 194, 640 77, 176, 354 1 176, 121, 408 
====--= 
Arizona .••..••... 32,421 ................ 
Dakota ........... 81,642 25, 595 
Dist. of Columbia. 380,000 3, 252 
Idaho •••••....•.. 23,000 ................. 
Montana .•••...•. 66,401 12, 881 
New Mexico .•.. . e25, 473 .................. 
Utah •••..••.••.•. 136,690 29,245 
Washington •..... 105,520 14,592 
Wyoming ....... . 7, 056 .......... ........ 
Indian: 
Cherokees .... 74,000 ................. 
Chickasaws .. 22,000 ................. 
Choctaws .••. 30,200 .... ............... 
Creeks •.•.•.. 28,356 ................ 
Seminoles .•.. 7, 500 ................. 
Total.. ••••. 1, 020,259 85,5651 
Grand total. 83,788,074 8, 457,194 r 


















................. . ............... 29, 200 78,681 
37,881 12,483 75,959 133,952 
255,184 99,047 368,343 1, 184,714 
20,000 .................. d20, 000 . ............... 
41,733 8, 317 67,731 99,335 
el5, 432 e3, 458 e18, 890 .. ................. 
98, 839 7,106 136, 690 393,985 
94,019 2, 885 114,379 220,405 
22, 120 . ............ d22, 120 61,675 
................. ................ 74, 000 . ................ 
. ............... .................. 22,000 . ................ 
12, 000 . ............. a30, 000 .................. 
.................. ................ 28, 356 .. .............. 
................... ............. ...... 7, 500 .. ................. 
--------597,208 133,296 1, 015,168 2, 172,747 
== == == == 54,078,321 12,327,936 78, 191, 522 178, 294, 155 
d Amount paid for tuition onl v. 
e In 1875. 
c Includes other expenditures not here specified. 
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TABLE I.-PART 2.-Surnmary (B) of per capita expenditure. 
,, .. 
States and Territories. 
Massachusetts ... ..........•...•.•.... 
California ........................••••. 
Montana .. .....•..••. . ...•..•..•.•.••• 
Connecticut .......................... . 
Rhode Isla.nd .......................••. 
District of Columbia ..•........•.•.•.. 
Iowa ..•....................•..... .. ••. 
Delaware ...............••• .. .•.•.•.••. 
Nebraska .........•.•....•....••••..•. 
Arizona .............................. . 
Ohio ................................. . 
Colorado .....•..............••........ 
New York ............•.••••.....•••••• 
Indiana .....•.•••••..•..•...•....•..... 
Oregon .....•........•..•.•.•••.•...... 
Michigan ............................. . 
Illinois ............................... . 
Vermont ............................ .. 
Kansae ......•....•.•...............••. 
Maryland ............................ . 
New .Jersey .......................... . 
Washington ................... ...... .. 
Maine ............................... .. 
Utah ................................. . 
West Virginia ....................... .. 
Kentucky ........................... .. 
Mississippi ........................... . 
Louisiana ............................ . 
• outh Carolina ...................... .. 































Georgia................... ............ a95 
..~: orth Carolina . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 792 
Wiscon in ........................................ . 
Minnesota ........................................ . 
Penn ylvania ................................ ... .. 
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.s ~~ 













.... ~~-;'g <l.)<ll p....O 
5§ ... "'<ll ~~=~~~ 
P.,'"' ~-S<3~ p:, ...,
Ill~ <l.)·~.s >--t ~ ~<d :;:; ~ceJl & 
1=10..-i .s g..-~...,~ 
•.-<P,"' ~:§@! e,.. § 
_go"' ,go"'..,g 
~~~ ;a~ 1=1 ~~ 
<l.>P..Q;) ffi·a*.srtl 
P,Cil ~ ~~~-S~ lo1<ll+> 
F1 Ft 
... ................... .......................... 
b$12 44 b$15 61 
...... .. ..... ....... . ........................ 
11 60 ......................... 
..................... ................... 
10 16 12 14 
13 67 15 17 
c9 09 ..................................... . 














8 96 9 13 
......................................... 
7 67 8 95 
....................................... 
811 .................................... .. 
7 90 13 54 ........................ .. 























8 06 811 
...................................... 
6 74 7 45 
.................................. 
9 83 ........................ .. 
a7 63 a3 33 ............. . 
6 98 ........................ .. 
d5 00 ......................... . 
3 80 ......................... . 
.................................................... 
139 ............ .. 
7 83 1 67 1 88 
a315 ......................... . 
2 238 ........................ .. 
.......................................................... 
all 81 ......................... . 
3 24 ........................ .. 
-
u In 1 7 . c Does not include expenditure for books. 
b Per capita of population betwe n 5 and 17. dIn 18i7. 
t:."GI:.ADED CHOOL • 
of the variou States i the meagre infor-
m tion pr f>nt cl \'ith r £ r ·n ·e t ungrad d chools. '\Ve haYe no estimate of the 
numb r f childr n in truct d r of the number of teacher employed in them; only 
proxima ~ timate can be made from data furni hed. Thu , of the thirty-eigh 
UNGRADED SCHOOLS--THE TEACHING FORCE. XXI 
States, eleven report the number of graded and ungrad~d schools. The total for the 
eleven States is 73,360 schools, of which number 62,722, that is, 85 per cent. of the 
whole, are ungraded. The percentage of such schools is smallest in Rhode Island, 
viz, 36 per cent.; in Pennsylvania it is · 65 per cent. of the whole number; in New 
Hampshire, 82 per cent. ; in Connecticut, 83 per cent. ; and in each of the seven other 
States that report, namely, Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Tennessee, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, and Nebraska, it is above 90 per cent. 
The proportion of the school population enrolled in these ungraded schools is not 
· reported, and can only be inferentially determined. In Rhode Island it appears to be 
a little more than a third of the whole ; in Tennessee it is over seven-eighths; in low a, 
nine-tenths; and in Michigan less than two-thirds. 
In general, graded schools are found only in cities. In the rural districts ungraded 
schools are (and must continue to be) the rule save in exceptional districts or where 
two or three districts can unite their school funds and forces. 
THE TEACHING FORCE. 
The assertion that "the teacher makes the school," trite though it be, is nevertheless 
so true that in any inquiry as to the quality of country schools we should seek first 
to ascertain the character of the teaching force. 
In the school system of each State provision is made for the examination, licensing, 
appointment, and supervision of teachers. The authorized means are not all equally 
good, perhaps none is the best that might be devised, but various causes conspire to 
prevent the results from being either as uniform or as satisfactory as they might be 
in spite of imperfections in the . systems themselves. The operation of these causes 
can best be illustrated by reference to particular States. 
In Rhode Island the State board of education, composed of the governor, lieutenant 
governor, and six persons elected by the general assembly, nominally examines teach-
ers and grants licenses. In practice, candidates are examir:.ed by town superintend-
ents and district trustees and licensed by district trustees, subject to the approval of 
town school committees; and as the last are offices of somewhat doubtful authority 
and tenure, there is nothing fixed or uniform either in the metnods or in the stand-
ards of examination. The consequences are stated as follows in the report of the 
school commissioner for 1879 : 
I wish very briefly to call attention to the other phase of this question of qualifi-
cations, that which is determined by examination mainly, and upon the strength of 
which nearly all certificates are granted. To··any at all conversant with the subject, 
it must be apparent that our present system is very loose and inequitable. By the 
operation of our theory of local control, there may be within the State, and doubtless 
there are, as many standards for obtaining a certificate as there are different towns; 
and sometimes we have the spectacle of two or more standards for the same town. 
Now, as these certificates ostensibly represent a uniform degree of qualification, the 
grade being the same, it is at once very-clear that very grave difficulties must arise; 
while a surer way of blocking the wheels of progress towards a higher standard 
throughout the State could hardly be devised. The difficulty is one of long standing, 
and has been many times considered, and various attempts have been made to remedy 
it, but with only limited success. But past failures should only stimulate to new en-
deavor. Success seldom crowns the first effort. We certainly are in better condition 
to-day to enter upon this work than ever before. Our excellent normal school 
furnishes the ideal standard of qualifications, and it is also giving to the State year 
by year those who are better and better prepared to illustrate that ideal. Then, too, 
there is a growing feeling among the people in favor of the recognition of the exist-
ence of a professional standard, which will serve as a most valuable basis for action 
looking to the elevation of the same. In what way the needed reform in this matter 
can be best brought abont it is not easy to say while we retain our present complex 
district system. But while we cannot decide upon details, I think we shall have lit-
tle or no difficulty in agreeing upon the proposition that the question of deciqing 
upon the nature and extent of the literary qualifications ancl the professional stand-
ing of teachers should be vested in experts, whose opinions and judgments would be 
e!ltitled to weight by virtue of their fitness to judge. I am well aware that this propo-
Sition is contrary to the general spirit of our legislation, but new conditions bring 
new possibilities, and they in turn demand new methods of treatment. 
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Joseph W. Congdon, superintendent for East Greenwich, R.I., dwells more in detail 
upon the evil effects of the present practices, as follows : 
How often does the trustee take advantage of his office and appoint some relative 
or connection of his own, and give him the benefit of the salary, with little or no regard 
to the qualifications of the candidate! How often is a school district kept in turmoil 
for weeks by intrigues to secure the election of a trustee who, having no relative of 
his own, has entered into a distinct understanding to appoint some leading man's 
daughter or niece! The effect is as bact as possible. Instead of regarding the position 
of teacher as a sacred trust, whose duties are to be thoroughly and conscientiously 
fulfilled, they are regarded merely as drudgery necessary to be submitted to but got 
through with as easily as possible consistent with securing the salary. The conse-
quence is t.hat in a very large number if not in a majority of districts it would seem as 
if the choice of teachers is dictated almost wholly by this species of favoritism, and 
that no intelligent effort is made to secure capable and efficient teachers. Under this 
system there is little chance of obtaining good teachers and still less of keeping 
them. If, by mere good fortune, a good teacher is secured, he has little chance of 
retaining his position after the expiration of the term of office of the trustee who ap-
pointed him. The trustee is superseded by intrigues similar to those that secured 
him his office, and the new one of course appoints a relative or friend of his. 
But it may be asked, Why does the committee or superintendent give certificates to 
such incompetent persons~ To this the answer is easy: there is no standard of com-
petency, and it is almost wholly left to the discretion of the examiner. Under this 
system a low standard has been established which it is practically impossible to 
change. The teacher is employed, and then comes before the .committee for a certifi-
cate. To refuse one, nnless in a gross case, is a personal offence, and is charged to 
personal feeling, and with some show of reason, for the unsuccessful candidate can 
probably point to many no better than himself who have easily obtained certificates. 
Besides, no examination can determine the probable efficiency of a teacher. It can 
only in a vague and general way test the amount of his knowledge. 'fhe capacity of 
the candidate to govern a school and to impart to others the knowledge he possesses, 
can only be ascertained by experience. Moreover, a mere pass examination is a very 
poor test, because it can easily be made the barest formality. If, as in some of the 
States, all persons within the county who were tlandidates met and were examined 
together, and their relative standing thus ascertained, there would be something, at 
least, like a fair test of the relative capacity of the candidates, and it would require 
considerable co\rrage to deliberately prefer the inferior and comparatively unqualified 
to those of superior qualifications. 
In Pennsylvania teachers are examined by the county superintendents, who confer 
upon successful candidates the license issued by the State superintendent. They 
are selented and appointed for actual service by the district board of school directors, 
and in the discharge of their duties they are supervised by the county superintendents. 
Finally, the county superintendents are elected by the district board of directors aml 
commissioned by the State superintendent. As county superintendents can withhold 
licenses from incompetent teachers, so the State superintendent may refuse to commis-
sion a person elected to the office of county superintendent, or revoke a commission 
which has been granted, if the holder prove unworthy. 
Through this interdependence of the school officials, the chances for the appoint-
ment of inefficient teachers are greatly reduced. The county superintendent, feeling 
his own professional character involved in the act of granting teachers' licenses, is 
more careful to atisfy himself of the qualification of candidates than to consult the 
per onal preferences of directors; moreover, as the Rchool laws specify the qualifica-
tion which haU entitle a teacher to receive either a provisional, professional, or per-
roan nt certificate the xaminer has a definite standard by which to test the work of 
candidate.. Notw'th tanding the e wi e provisions for elevating the character of the 
t aching profe ion, complaints are made that patronage and favoritism are too much 
cone rn din th appointment of teach r . 
Th att ndance upon primary chool in }1ichigan bows a marked decrea e during 
tb y ar, which i attributed by the , tate, uperintendent to a want of respect for the 
hool.- ari in , from the indiffer nt y tern of xamining teacher ince the sub titu-
tion of town hip for county sup rintend nt . 
Tb · r port from aU th tat indicate to a gr ater or le s degree similar experience 
with r fer nee to the appointment of teacher . 
TEACHERS' TE~URE OF OFFICE. 
The tenure of the teacher's office is a condition whose effects are not sufficiently· 
appreciated. Favoritism, change of trustees, and the decrease of salaries too fre-
quently deprive schools of teachers who have become familiar with their indlvidual 
needs and replace teachers of merit aud experience by cheap substitutes. It is a 
favorable symptom that the reports from the several States give evidence of a grow-
ing tendency in rural districts to renew engagements with tried and successful teach-
ers. Where this practice prevails and the salaries offered bear a fair proportion to 
the wages for other labor, probably as great a degree of permanency is secured as 
could be under any system. Salary is doubtless the chief influence in the determin:a-
tion of the tenure of office. "'While the salaries vary so widely in different States 
and in the different sections of the same State, the poorer districts will continually -
suffer the loss of efficient teachers. A co:t'nparison of Table I, Part 1 (page xvii), 'with , ' 
the same for 1878, shows a slight decrease in salaries in the majority of the States. 
The logical consequence of such false economy is strikingly illustrated in the case: 
of Michigan : In this State the pay of teachers in the rural districts bas decrf_lased -
within the last four years about 25 per cent. ; during 1879 the pay of women teaching 
in the primary schools did not average more than that received by women employed 
as domestics. The poor pay resulted in poor teachers ·and a general decline in pu blie 
school attendance. Those who will take the trouble to examine the column of aver-
age monthly salary in connection with that of average duration of school in days~ 
will find abundant evidence of the need of a decided improvement in the two partie,-. 
ulars which together represent the pecuniary probabilities of the teacher's vocation~ 
EXAMINATIO~ A.l.~D I~SPECTlON OF SCHOOLS. 
Admitting as we must the supreme importance of the teacher in determining the 
quality of an individual school, it is nevertheless obvious that the schools of a State 
cannot reach their highest excellence without examination and inspection. The teach-
ers themselves understand this; the best teachers are everywhere ready to cooperate 
in any effort for the maintenance of such superintendence. Of examination there is 
enough, possibly too much. Much of it is excellent in method and satisfactory as -a 
means of determining what t.he schools really accomplish, while the discussions in 
teachers' institutes prove that teachers watch the indications of these exercises and 
are ready to apply them to the imp~ovement of their work. 
Inspection, which is by far the most important of the two services, has scarcely any 
recognition in the conduct of our country schools. In the States which take the lead 
in education, this is acknowledged to be a fatal defect; ~ise, public spirited men, -
both among those employed in the administration of school affairs and those not 
directly concerned in them, are anxious to see some means devised for its correction. -
Ron . . T. vV. Dickinson, secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, in his 
report for 1878-'79, says: 
Some of our schools are wanting in that intelligent systematic supervision without 
which the conditions of good schools cannot exist. * * If all the schools in this 
Commonwealth were placed under the supervision of educated men, acting as pro-
fessional agents of the school committees of the towns, then there would soon be 
found in these schools well trained teachers teaching, in accordance with a good 
method, well devised courses of studies to properly graded classes of enthusiastic 
pupils. And, more than this, there would soon be that unity of plans of schoo1l 
work all over the Commonwealth which would be sure to ~ontribute to a rapid and! 
permanent progress. ~' * We need our school committees as they are now ap-
pointed and organized. They must forever hol<l the schoo~ under their control; but 
t hey must be supplied with Hkilled agents to do what requires time and c-onstant 
study and scientific knowledge and practical skill and a successful experience to d@ 
well, namely, t o make good plans for a true school, and to guide those who use the 
plans to the .best r esults. 
~ . * * ~ * * * 
Within the past few years the educators of the Common wealth have turned their 
at tention from the mere mechanical practice of t he a:rt of teaching to a eareful study 
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<Of the prlnciples upon which the true art is founded, and the result has been a won-
derful and rapid advance in educational ideas. As a direct result of the study of the 
philosophy of education, some towns have lately made radical changes in the courses 
o0.f studies taught in their schools and in the methotl by which these courses have been 
t aught. The schools of such towns have generally been led to these ends by the di-
Tecting power of an educated superintendence. There is a prevailing sentiment now 
in the Commonwealth in favor of such superintendence of the schools, so that, even 
in the smaller towns, containing too few schools to furnish constant employment to a 
.special superintendent or possessing too little wealth to pay his salary, even in such 
towns it is a common thing for the members of the school committee to appoint or 
commission one of their number to give so much of his time as is necessary to looking 
.after the internal affairs of the schools. By au actual examination of all the schools 
-of one of our counties, it has been determined that those under the care of special 
.supervision are producing far better results than those left to the accidental visits of 
.agents quite fully engaged in other employments. 
In Rh-ode Island, of 36 towns, 34 report paid superintendents, but it does not appear 
that any of the incumbents, outside of Providence, Newport, and Pawtucket, have 
had special training for these duties. The salaries paid elsewhere range from $25 to 
$300 per annum, the average being $125. Necessarily the office is assigned to men 
whose main dependence is upon some other basiness; a circumstance which effectually 
prevents the kind of inspection that is now claimecl to be essential to the successful 
operation of a ;public school system. This conviction is repeatedly expressed in the 
- Rhode Island report of 1879. Thus the superintendent of Scituate says: "The schools 
oof this town have been visited during the past year but once each term instead of 
twice, as the law requires. Your superintendent could not afford to do more, on account 
-of the small amount of money appropriated to pay for this work." The committee of 
.South Kingstown say: "Your committee regret that the summer schools were entirely 
without supervision, and urge upon you the necessity of fixing an adequate compen-
sation, and either appointing, or referring to your committee or the council to appoint, 
.some competent person to look after that most important of our free institutions, the 
'-COmmon schools." 
With respect to supervision the school laws of Pennsylvania are among the best that 
have been devised in the United States, nor has any one of the States at present a 
more efficient system of supervision for country schools in practical operation. The 
qualifications which render a man eligible to the office of county superintendent are 
prescribed by law : he must possess a diploma from a college legally empowered to 
grant literary degrees, a diploma or State certificate issued according to law by tho 
.authorities of a State normal school, a professional certificate from a county, city, or 
orough superintendent of good standing, issued at least one year prior to the election, 
or a certificate of competency from the State superintenuent of common schools. He 
must be a person of sound moral character, and must have had successful experience 
in teaching. In the case of every applicant for the commission of a county superin-
tendent the State superintendent is empowereu to determine whether the evidence as 
to the specified qualifications is sufficient or not. The salaries of the county superin-
tendents are ali3o fixed by la·w, so that they are in a great measure protected from the 
caprice of the ignorant or the influential in the district which they serve. 
In Ohio the movement refe~red to in my last report for securing special legislation 
'n the intere t of country ·chool ha heen prosecuted with unabated ardor. A system 
~f ounty ·up rvi ion i one of the new measures to be urged for the action of the 
1 gislatnr . 
It ha alr ady l)een wioely di cu sed and received with decided expressions of ap-
proval 1) tho e ducator who are be t informed. 
1 houlu h borne iu minu that inBpection includes much more than the work-
inrr of th chool iu the cour of it ordinary routine: plans of construction, warm-
inrr, dr iuarr , v ntilati n, the .·npply of illustrative and other material all come 
within it provinc . Th condition , e pecially so far as they relate to sanita-
tion ar b t r und r::;t od t'Cau " r be£ r . Communities which once showed little 
· nt ·r tin. u · of the tail of ·h ol affairs save :financial e timates are concerning 
them elv abou them an · by which the sum expended may yield adequate returns 
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in the intellectual progress and the physical well being of the children, and conse-
quently the time is opportune for securing public cooperation in p1ans for efficient 
inspection. 
Table I, Part 2 (pp. xviii, xix), gives. the estimates of property to be cared for and 
money to be expended, forming an appreciable measure of the responsibilities resting 
upon supervising officials. In many of the States the school funds a.re managed with 
honesty, economy, and financial skill, and, though the estimates of appropriations are -
often met with demands for retrenchment, it generally happens that in those States 
which take the lead in intelligence the people increase their contributions when the 
necessity of so doing is apparent. Thus, in Bristol, R. I., it became evident, 1war 
the end of the winter term, "that the only way to keep the expenses within the limits 
of the appropriations made was to shorten the term by one week and discharge the 
teachers. * *' * A special town meeting was called by request of citizens. The 
needs were stated, and with almost entire unanimity the requisite supplies were 
voted." Such action is by no means unusual. 
In the matter of the management of school funds, Pennsylvania has a proud record. 
Since 1863 more than $100,000,000 have been raised and expended for the public edu-
cation of youth; with reference to which amount State Superintendent Wickersham 
says : '' A few thousand dollars would cover all the losses. During the flush times 
following the war there may have been some extravagance in the building of school-
houses ; but actual dishonesty among school board officials is almost unknown." 
In Michigan the rural districts reduced their indebtedness Q.ver 50 per cent. during 
1879. 
Similar examples might be multiplied; but, on the other hand, reports from many 
States show an inextricable confusion in school finances, arising from a defective sys-
tem of accounts or general mismanagement; thus, in Virginia, Superintendent Ruff-
ner states that the exhibit for 1878-'79 is melancholy enough, such debts having been 
allowed to accumulate in some counties that the local boards determined to open no 
schools and to use the income for paying off these debts; at the same time the super-
visors diminished the school levies when they should have been increased to the full 
extent of the law. 
The great disproportion between the school income of the several States, a.s shown 
in Table I, Part 2, Summary A (and which for complete underst:,;tnding must be ex-
amined in connection with the statistics of population, Table I, Part 1, Summary A, 
pp. xiv, xv), indicates more plainly than particular examples the economic impor-
tance of efficient supervision. 
All the facts here reviewed testify to the importance of the administrative depart-
ment of the common school system. It has been a gradual development determined 
largely by local demands and peculiar or unforeseen conditions, and bears unmistaka-
ble evidence in some of its features of being yet in the experimental stage. While, 
as we have seen, various and often incongruous influences have determined the char-
acter of the men charged with its responsibHities, business qualifications have had 
much to do with their appointment or election. This was a natural consequence of the 
increase of school funds and the rapid multiplication of school-houses and appurte-
nances to meet the demands of the increased population. The improvement in all 
material appliances (as suitable houses, furniture, and apparatus) and the judicious 
investment and management of school funds are marked characteristics in the hi.s· 
tory of public education for the last twenty years: but the means by which such in-
terests are promoted and the standard by which they are tested differ essentially from 
those best adapted to improve the work of instruction; hence this phase of develop-
ment, excellent and important in itself, has had also its drawbacks. 
It has introduced too much of tho formalities of business operations into all school 
exercises, thereby hindering somewhat the progress of individual minds and prevent-
ing the ready adaptation of the schools to changing social and industrial conditions 
according to the most approved pedagogical principles. 
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That these evils are exciting special attention is evident to all who have followed 
the popular discussions of school interests, who know the tenor of recent school re. 
t ho h":ve watched the action of educators and school officers. It is equ,al1y por s, or w (01- • • • • 
evident that the enemies of public educatwn have found m t.he pu?llC. excitement 
with reference to the subject, in the ready acknowledgment of ImperfectiOns, and in 
the new departures which have been cautiously inaugur~ted, the occasion fOi· the re. 
newal of their attacks upon the sy8tem of free educatiOn and upon the principles 
which are at its foundation. 
Fortunately, their sweeping, arrogant d~nu~ciation have produ~~d a natural reac. 
tion of public sentiment: the folly of arra1gmng the hool for fathng to pass their 
le<Titimate bounds and to assume the moral obligation of par nts, church, and society 
h:s been exposed {the idea that the function of the chool? i p.ecia~ baa penetrated 
the public discussion of their methods and result~; and gw n duect10n to criticism. 
, In the spirit of candid and dispassionate inquiry inve tigation have been pursued 
and reports published which afford us more exact information concerning elementary 
education in certain localities than has hitherto ueen attainaule for any portion of the 
country. Of all such special reports the most preci and comprehensive is that of 
the examination of the Norfolk County schools, Ma sachu tt . A it was published 
in the Forty.third Annual Report of the Massachu ett Board of Education (18i8-'79) 
and has also been printed separately and widely tlistriuut d, it is unnecessary to repeat 
the details here. 
The examinations were conducted by a (llommittee of th Norfolk County school 
committee, appointed to test the proficiency of pupil who had b en four years and 
two years in the three leading studies pursued in the el m ntary grades, viz, reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. This fact should be kept; in mind, and the inquiry should 
not by mistake be taken to include the advanced work p rformed in the bigLer grades 
of public schools. 
Mr. Walton has added special value to this collection of fact by his intelligent ob· 
servations upon the vexed questions relating to the method of teaching drawing, pen· 
manship, spelling, composition, and arithmetic. Certain errors in spelling, upon 
which the report places great stress, as, 22l.di:fferent misspelling of "scholar," 108 
of "whose," 52 of "depot;," are unmistakable evidences of careless training, which 
will work evil throughout the mental development. Whatev r may be the anomalies 
of English orthography, it is reasonable to demand that all children who spend four 
years in school shall learn and have at instant and constant command the correct 
spelling of the names of the most familiar object.s and relations. Carelessness in these 
simple but important details is the fatal heginning of that superficiality which is 
charged against our common school instruction and from which it must be guarded. 
The condition of the Norfolk County schools and the particulars in which imme· 
diate improvement is demanded are essentially the same as reported for other sections 
of the country. It is noticeable that wben school officers and teachers enter upon the 
discussion of school affairs they do not, as a rule, confine themselves to exposing de· 
fects, but give practical suggestions for their correction. 
The improvements urged as a result of this examination are also simi1ar to those 
pres~nted as rem~dies for similar evils elsewhere; they are sub tantially as follows: 
Radical changes m all primary instruction; teachers directed to talk with the chil-
dren inst~ad of to them, thereby drawing out the tender miml, and progressing only 
as the ch1ld can keep pace; perception to be stimulated especially perception o.f 
f?rm, place, and direction; the teaching of reading and ~f the correct use of the 
stU:ple lan~uage at the child's command to be made one of the aims in the first stn,ges 
of mstructwn · the cult· t• f h b't f t• 
' Iva 10n o a 1 s o neatness and order, correct positions o 
the body, polite manners, and kindly dispositions, especially eiJjoined as the foundation 
of moral culture; the child's love of nature and curiosity with reference to all her 
phenomena to be recognized in general exercises. 
Some practical suggest.ions for advanced grades are added: It is urged that t,be 
r= 
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work of instruction should be continued with particular reference to that large ma-
jority of pupils who never enter the high school. _ Reading must still hold an impor-
tant place and be so conducted as to give an easy style of rendering and a taste for 
the best authors. In writing, a good business hand is made the requisite; in arith-
metic, business computations to be chiefly practiced; in geography, countries to -be 
studied in the order of their importance ; good morals and the love of country to be 
inculcated. 
In addition to this specific enumeration of branches to be taught, the following re-
forms in the general conduct of rural schools are demanded : Better classification, 
longer terms, higher standards of qualifications for teachers, more intelligent super-
vision, professional superintendents, and less complexity of jurisdiction. 
Many of these changes can only be prought about through the wish and consen~ of 
the people, as expressed through their representatives. The views of educators are 
finding expression in petitions and bills, and no interests are likely to be urged with 
more persistence and zeal upon the attention of State legislatures than those of the 
public schools. The practical work for those who see the need of reforms and are 
ready to render aid in their accomplishment is to watch and stimulate and guide 
legislation upon school affairs and quicken parental cooperation. 
GENERALIZATIONS BY YE~RS AND BY TOPICS WITHOUT REFERENCE TO STATES. 1 
Statistical Sltrnrnary showing the school population, em·olment, attenda-nce, income, expendi-









Sohool population ••••.••.••••••••••.••••.•••••• ·. I 1875 36 8 13,889,837 117, 681) 1876 37 8 14, 121, 526 101,465 1877 38 9 14,093,778 133,970 
t 
1878 38 9 14,418,923 157,260 
1879 38 9 14,782,765 179,571 
Number onmllOO m publio achoola .••.••.•.•.••. 1 
1875 37 11 8, 678,737 77,922 
1876 36 10 8, 293,563 70, 171) 
1877 38 10 8, 881,848 72,630 
t 
1878 38 10 9, 294,316 78,879 
1879 38 10 9, 328,003 96,083 
Number m daily attondanoe .••..•••....•••••••.• J 
1875 29 5 4, 215,380 36,428 
1876 27 5 4, 032,632 34,216 
1877 31 4 4, 886,289 33,119 
l 18'i8 31 5 5, 093,298 38,111) 1879 32 8 5, 223,100 59,237 
{ 1875 13 5 186,385 13,237 
l 1876 14 3 228,867 9,137 
Number of pupils in private schools ... .. ...... . i 1877 12 4 203,082 6, 088 
1878 12 4 280,492 6,183 
l 1879 19 4 358,685 7,459 
l Respecting the accompanying diagram showing school population, enrolment, and average attend-
:mce, it may not be out of place to caution the reader that the curves indicate the figures as reported,;. 
for instance, the abrupt rise in school population from 9, 632,969 in 1871 to 12,740,751 in 1872 is attribu-
table to the fact that only 29 States reported the item in 1871, while 37 reported in 1872. So in the case 
of average attendance in 1875: only 29 States report the item, while 37 report their enrolment, thus 
explaining tbe absence of concomitant variation in these ite:ma which may be generally looked for. 
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Year. In States. In Territo-




( 1875 36 9 247,423 1, 839 
'5;otal number of teachers ..••••••..•••.•••••.••• j 1876 37 9 247, 557 1, 726 1877 37 9 257,454 1, 842 
l 1878 38 9 269,132 2, 012 1879 38 9 270, 163 2, 523 
Num~er of malo teachers_ ••••••.•••••.••••••••••• { 1875 31 8 97, 796 656 1876 32 9 95, 483 678 1877 33 9 97,638 706 
1878 34 8 100, 878 789 
1879 34 8 10,4, 842 985 
Number of fmnalot"""h""'······················ { 
1875 31 8 132,185 963 
1876 32 9 125,644 898 
1877 33 9 138,228 086 
1878 34 8 141,780 1, 027 
1879 34 8 141, 161 1, 342 
Pnblio s:hool !noomo ••••.•••••••••••.••.•.•..••. { 
1875 37 8 $87, 527, 278 $1,121,672 
1876 38 9 86,632,067 717,416 
1877 37 9 85,959,864 906,298 
1878 38 10 86, 035,264 942,837 
1879 38 10 82,767,815 1, 020,259 
Public sohooloxpsnd!ture . ••••••••••••..•..••••• { 
1873 34 9 80,950,333 982,621 
1876 36 10 83,078,596 926,737 
1877 37 8 79,251,114 982,344 
1878 38 10 79,652,553 877,405 
1879 38 10 77,176,354 1, 015,168 
I 
( 1875 28 3 81,486, 158 323,236 
Ponn .. snt sohool fund ••••••.•••••.•••..•••.. ••. { 
1876 30 2 97,227,909 1, 526,961 
1877 26 2 100, 127, 865 2, 106,961 
1878 32 1 106, 138, 348 1, 506,961 
1879 30 2 110,264,434 2, 776,593 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF TilE EDUCATIONAL CONDITION OF THE STATES. 
The comparisons here instituted are between the school years 1877-'78 and 1878-'79. 
1\"'EW ENGLAND STATES-)1AINE. 
For the first time in several years there appears an increase in the number of youth 
of school age ( 4-21) in Maine, this increase being 513. But, partly from political dis· 
turbanccs and some unfriendly legislation as to schools, the enrolment and average 
attendance fell off more than 3,000 in the State schools1 instead of increasing as in the 
two preceding years. The free high schools particularly suffered, suspension of the 
tate aid previously given cutting them down from 160 to 66, with, of course, a cor-
responding decrea e of enrolment. Still, schools and teaching force in lower grade 
were kept up, the number in both going beyond that in 1877-'78, and the quality ap-
parently improving, as more teachers were graduates of normal schools. Receipts and 
expenditures for public schools were, on the whole, considerably increa ed. Instruc-
tion in colleges and profe ·ional chools was pro ecuted as before, with respectably 
high tandards and ome additional ad vantao-e , w bile pecial in truction of deaf-mutes 
in a chool at Portland had, for the fir t t ime, tate as i tance. 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
The estimat~d school population in this State was set at 1,683 less than in 1877-'78 
and the reported enrolment in the public schools was 975 less. In pay of teachers too, 
in the number of graded and high schools, and in the general expenditure for the sup-
port of public schools, there appeart~ a falling off. There was an increase of 500 pupils 
in average daily attendance in the public schools, although attendance on other than 
publi@ schools fell off 716. The average time of public schools was increased by almost 
5 days; the school-houses with globes or outline maps increased by 69; more men by 
28 taught in the State schools; and $3,970 more were raised for them. At Dart-
mouth there were 13 more students in the college proper, 17 more in the Agricultural 
State College, and 2 more in the civil engineering school, those in the Chandler Scien-
tific and the Medical School somewhat fewer in the fall of 187~. 
VERMONT. 
This State presents a fair advance, the whole enrolment in the public schools reach-
ing 4,440 more, through the entrance of many under and over the school age; while 
of youth of school age there were 3,185 more in all schools. The average daily attend-
ance in the public schools also considerably advanced, the average time of school was 
somewhat lengthened, and the receipts for school purposes increased. The only falling 
off was in the pay of teachers, in the amount expended on the schools, and in the num-
ber of the teachers who had attended a Vermont normal school. Normal schools were 
continueti, though assailed, and 1 in 9 of the teachers in the common schools was 
said to have been trained in the~. No important change appears in secondary, supe-
rior, or professional instruction for the year. 
l\IA.SSACHUSETTS. 
With 6,634 more youth of school age and with greater stringency in the laws for the 
instruction of them, the enrolment in the public schools here was only 1,347 greater 
than in H377-'78. Still, an average attendance of 5,802 more pupils daily brought up· 
the ratio of such attendance from 76J:l6 to 77.09, though the average attendance on 
other than public schools fell off 164. The State charitable and reformatory schools 
had a smaller average number to provide for; the normal schools seem to have im-
proved their methods of instruction by introducing more of practice teaching; summer 
schools for teachers did something towards improving those already in the field; ;Har-
vard and Wellesley did some good work in the same direction, and the former adopted 
for all graduating students a system of distinguishing degrees which will be likely to. 
be followed elsewhere. 
IU·IODE ISLAND. 
A,lthough a census of the youth of school age in 1879 showed a falling off of 3, 754 
since 1875, there were 717 more pupils entered in public schools for 1878-'79 and 295> 
more in average daily attendance. Three more public school buildings were reported, 
and 18 more public day schools, 19 more being also graded. Meetings of teachers for 
mutual improvement helped to elevate them; the State school for training teachers 
entered on new quarters with increased advantages for work, and Brown University 
reported progress in an effort to more fully systematize its courses. Almost the only 
important falling off o,ccurred in the revenue for public schools, in the enrolment in 
evening schools, and in teachers' pay. 
CON:-IECTICU1'. 
The statistics for 1878-'79 appear to i Uicate a check to the steady progress reported 
for previous years. Against an increase in 1877-'78 of 1,308 youth entitled to free in-
truction in the public schools, there i an jncrease of only 21, and the enrolment in 
:public chools was 446 below that of 1 78. The average attendance diminished still 
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more. As the grading of the schools was more complete, the number of teachers 
greater, and the school-houses in about as good (}Ondition, the only apparent e::rplana-
tion of the check to progress is the marked decrease in the pay of teachers. In nor-
mal; secondary, superior, and scientific instruction no special change is noticeable; 
but the Yale medical department extended its required course tp 3 years instead of 2, 
with strict preliminary and annual examinations. 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC. STATES-NEW YORK. 
The record for 1878-'79 is: Youth to be 'taught, 13,471 more than in 1877-'78; youth 
actually taught in common schools, 2,011 fewer; in average daily attendance on such 
schools, 7,224 fewer. Taught in private schools, 596 more; in normal schools, 94 
more; in academies and colleges reporting to the State regents, 684 more. Public 
school-houses, 38 more; teachers in public schools, 102 more, with some diminution in 
the average annual pay, because the receipts for public schools were $1,539,121less 
than in 1877-'78. In 6 of the 8 State normal schools the academic teaching ceased; 
in that of the city of New York the course was extended from 3 years to 4. In high 
school studies 30,377 pupils were reported, an increase of 77. In collegiate study no 
special change appears, except an increasing tendency toward scientific and artistic 
branches. 
NEW JERSEY. 
·with 3,747 more to be instructed and 934 more enrolled in public schools, the aver-
age monthly enrolment in these schools fell off 22,127, and the enrolment in private 
and church,schools 1,31.6. The average attendance, too, which in the public schools 
had been increasing since 1873, was less by 1,534 than in 1877-'78. All this, as re-
spects the State schools, was probably the indirect result of a reduction of $114,57 4 in 
the school receipts and expenditures from public funds. Still, school buildings were 
more numerous and of somewhat improved quality, the valuation of them going up 
$101,205. Normal and high school training went on much as-before, and in the bepter 
class of colleges there were improved facilities for study. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
The hindrances to school work noted in 1877-'78 as growing out of diminished funds 
for common schools continued to operate in 1878-'79. A further reduction in the pay of 
teachers and in other expenses was the natural result, accompanied by a reduction of 
1,040 in public school enrolment and of 16,153 in average attendance. And yet there 
wero 319 more schools reported, 373 more graded ones, 319 more teachers; singing and 
higher branches were more fully taught, while, notwith tanding a largely decreased 
attendance in private and church schools, there were 253 more of them. The 10 State 
normal schools entered on a revised course of study at the beginning of their school 
ear; the one in Philadelphia increased its alrea<ly great advantages; secondary in-
trnction in good city high schools was prosecuted with fuller means of illustration; 
coll giate aud profe ional school standards were maintained; and in some scientific 
and art school., with additional ·pecial school , there wa a largely increased training 
for useful and artistic indust rie . 
DELAWARE. 
There i. nothing here to note for 1 i '79, out ide of Wilmington, but a decrease of 
109 in free chool. for white youth and of 111 in teachers for them, with an increase 
of 6 in the chool for colored youth and a decrea e of 58 iu the attendance on these. 
In\ ilmin ~ton, a go d school system, well sustained a.nd with teachers well prepared, 
in nr t ady progre . 
MARYLAND. 
In thi • tat , a. in Penn ylvania and Delaware, there is no cen us of youth of 
school age. There were, however, 9,212 more on the rolls of the State schools in 
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1878-'79, wit_h 2,416 more in average daily attendance, 20 more schoo.ls, and as many 
more teachers; average school term 7 days longer, and-average pay of teachers fairly 
increased, to correspond with a considerable increase of general receipts. Normal 
school training for both white and colored teachers held its own; that in high schools 
was made higher and better; Baltimore City College added a year to its course, and 
Johns Hopkins University maintained its high standard and increased its work. 
VIRGINIA. 
As in 1877-'78, State funds were largely withheld from the schools and the receipts 
were diminished by $267,675. This compelled a reduction of 2,054 in the number of 
free schools taught, of 2,099 in teachers for them, of $2.14 to $2.41 in the average 
monthly pay of those employed, with the result of 94,170 less enrolment and of 50,61.13 
less in the current daily attendance. The strong feeling this aroused throughout the 
State promised, however, such widened local taxation for free schools as it was hoped 
would bring them up another year to nearly their former standing, and the first figures 
since received tend to justify this hope. There was still no State normal teaching, 
but initiatory steps were taken towards the institution of it in 1880. Private and 
county normal teaching made some advance. Collegiate and professional irtstructiou 
was continued by the same institutions and with about the same standards. A new 
and important special school (the Miller Manual Labor School, Albemarle County), with 
large endowment for training orphans in school studies and industries, made its first 
report, showing 29 boys on its roll in 1878-'79. 
SOUTHERN ATLANTIC STATES-NORTH CAROLINA. 
The only thing that remained stationary here was the short average school term, 
only 46 days, as in 1877-'78. Youth to be taught increased 3,809; enrolment in free -
schools, 10,657; average attendance on them, 18,235; number of schools, 354; receipts 
for them, $40,865; expenditures, $13,254; available State school fund, $92,500. E-yen 
a decline of 351 in the number of teachers is probably not an off~et to this ~ducational 
advance, but only an indication that many short term schools, instead of having each 
a different teacher, were conducted in contiguous districts and successive terms by 
the same persons. The teachers, too, were probably better qualified, as the State 
summer normal school for whites had taught 402 in its session of 1878 and had 290 
attending in 1879, while the one for colored pupils was also sending out graduates 
from its 3 years' course. Many of the increasing number of collegiate and professional 
students, too, doubtless taught some part of the year. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
From the lack of a State census it does not appear what was the increase of chil-
dren entitled to instruction; but 6,224 more than in 1877-'78 were enrolled in public 
schools; 1 49 more teachers found employment (though at reduced average pay); 123 
more school-houses were in use, of which 81 were built during the year, at a cost of -
$5,556, while 29 more than in the previous year were owned by the school districts; 
and, though the receipts for free schools were $12,030 less, the expenditure for them 
was $290 greater. The State University and the State normal school for whites re-
mained suspended, but several normal schools for colored pupils trained' teachers for 
the schools. The only apparent advance in collegiate instruction for the year was 
at Claflin University, which reported a marked increase in the number of students 
and a considerable advance in the standard of scholarship. 
GEORGIA. 
Although there was no census in 1878-'79 to show the increase in youth of school 
age, 16,755 more were reported enrolled in public schools, with a small increase in 
average attendance; pupils in private schools fell off 4,425. Public schools increased 
1No record is made here of average attendance. 
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by 374, while private ones diminished by 109. There was no State normal training 
for whites in the year, and the hope of having the normal college for whites trans-
ferred from Nashville, Tenn., to Atlanta was disappointed; but training of teachers 
for the colored race continued at Atlanta University, with State aid. No special 
change appears in collegiate and professional training in this year. 
FLORIDA. 
At the time-when the abstract for this State was seut to press no statistics for 18i8-
'79 had been received. Since then they have come in, and present an enrolment of 
73 more pupils in public schools, an average attendance of 1,668 more, 58 more schools 
and 2 fewer teachers, $5,824 more expended for them, some normal training for col-
ored teachers through Peabody fund aid, and 8 white teachers under instruction at 
the Nashville Normal College for the State schools. 
GULF STATES-ALABAMA. 
With 125 fewer schools and teachers and an increase of only 6,404 in youth entitled 
to free schooling, there were 13,872 more enrolled and 13,249 more in average attend-
ance, with a proportionate increase fn the school expenditure. The fewer teachers 
thus got better pay, while 3 State no:ttmal schools and numerous new township insti-
tutes helped to improve their quality. The standard of admission to the State Uni-
versity was considerably raised, and a graduate course was started at the Agricultural 
State College, professional courses and standards remaining as they had been. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
A good record meets us in this State: 16,480 adtlitional youth of school age, an 
enrolment of 11,775 more in the free schools, and an average daily attendance of 2,997 
more, with $113, 647 more raised for the schools and $48,743 more expended for them. 
Better teaching, too, was doubtless had from the influence of the two State normal 
schools and of four ertensively attended institutes held by the State superintendent, 
with good help, in four different cities consecutively. No evidence comes, however, 
of ad vance worth noting in higher and professional instruction. 
LOUISIANA. 
Uncertainty of school officers as to income for the schools and uncertainty of 
teachers as to the receipt of their pay, combined with movements towards a change 
of school laws, hinder progress in the public schools throughout this State. Hence, 
with an estimated :increase of some 58,000 youth of school age, only 1,699 more were 
enrolled in public schools, and the total of schools taught and of teachers for them 
fell off. The schools of New Orleans were with difficulty kept open 9t months, and the 
fund for paying teacher there proved inadequate. Normal training for both white 
a1,1d colored pupils was continued in that city only through aid from the Peabody 
fnnd. The r organized State University made no report. 
TEXAS. 
A partial report from this State, received as the matter relating to it went to press, 
shows con iderable gains in 1878-'79, such as 13,971 in children of school age, 45,670 in 
cnrolm nt in the public chools, which were more numerous by 1,560; the receipts for 
·chool · incr a · d, too, by '113,420, and the expenditures for them by $90,379. Later 
reports from countie and cities not at fir t heard from indicate that the real gains 
v r :rr ·at r than above tated. Normal in traction for both white and colored pupils 
va al:o aid to b fairly inaugurated under State au pices. The State College of 
Agriculture for "\Vbit had 24 tudent . 
Ol:TilER.- CE.'TRAL STATES-AR~SAB. 
Th report fr m th • tate. uprrint ndent for the year shows that, with 20,12G more 
childr n to e taught, h ·r w r 19,:302 more gath red iuto public school , under 583 
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more teachers and in 148 more school-houses. This, with receipts for free schools 
$90,753 greater and expenditures for them $57,056 more, is very fair progress. In 
the 2 State schools for training teachers 4 years' normal courses were the rule an<l in 
the State University there was a respectable advance in standard settled on for 1880. 
The university also reported a medical department organized for 1879- '80, with the 
current ''regular" standard, but offe1'ing a 3 years' graded course. 
KAKSAS. 
Except in the average pay of teachers and the valuation of school property, all is 
progress here : $65,260 more raised for public schools, 412 more of these built or 
opened, 512 more with a graded course of study, 2,900 more with uniform text books, 
an increase of 11 days in the average school term, and, out of 45,656 more youth of 
school age (poured mainly by large immigration into the State), 30,628 more shown on: 
the school rolls, with 16,783 more in average daily attendance. The chief State nor-
mal training, by county and State normal institutes, gave the greater part of the 
teachers 4 weeks' instruction in good methods, while normal courses of 2 to 3 years.. 
held many more, the St ate University and several colleges cooperating in this work .. 
MISSOURI. 
The report here was that out of 13,905 more youth to be educated only I,WJ entered 
the public schools, these schools diminishing in number by 1tl8 and the number of 
school-houses reported being less by 256; though the 'estimate of the value of all 
school property was put $67i:l,601 higher. The number of teachers was 31 less, the av-
erage monthly pay of men $1.36 less, that of women $1.91 more. Receipts for public·. 
schools fell off $1,019,128; expenditure for them increa.sed $503,321. The permanent . 
State school fund, though with some different elements in the two years, was reported . 
$264,179 larger in amount. The 3 State nbrmal schools for whites were said to be, 
flourishing and useful, as well as one at the State University, and one aided by the-
State at Jefferson City, for colored youth. The State University received from its_. 
president the gift of an observatory and telescope, and somewhat advanced its stand- · 
ards, while Washington University, St. Louis, added to much previous good work a . 
considerable extension of its training for industries. One new college, Stewartsville,) 
was added to the previous list. 
KENTUCKY. 
From failure of the late superintendent of instruction to report any statisties for last 
year, or any but of the youth of school age in 1879, no show of any progress in the lat-
ter year can be presented beyond the fact that. the whites to be schooled were 17,475 
more than in 18713-'77; the colored, 9,847 more. How many of these were gathered 
into schools appears only in the cities, in which fair work seems to have been done. 
A State summer normal school, established in 1878, trained 40 pupils in its session o£· 
1879 and then was closeu; but institutes were held under State authority in 114 coun-
ties and gave instruction to 6,074 teachers, and 9 private normal schools worked in 
the same direction. The State University had for the year 154 students; the State 
Agricultural College matriculated 118, double the number that entered the former year. 
TENNESSEE. 
By a change in the school age (from 6-18 to 6-21) and by natural increase, 65,726 
were added to the number entitled to free schooling in 1878-'79. Yet, of this large in-
crease, only 3,535 seem to have gone into the public schools, though 3,277 more pupils 
were reported in private schools. The average daily attendance in the former went 
up, however, 13,964; that in the latter, oniy 1, 729. There were 218 more school-houses, 
266 more schools opened (24 of them graded), 410 more teachers, and 'an increase in the 
value of school property amounting to $111,286. The points of loss were 8 days less 
average time of schools, $119,377 less money for them, and thus a falling off of $2.45 in 
average monthly pay of teachers. The normal school arrangements were only changed 
ED-III 
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by the addition of 3 private normal schools to the previous 12. Superior and pro-
fessional training w~nt on with the same arrangements as before. 
WEST VIRGTI<IA. 
With 3,409 fewer children to be trained the public system here enrolled 5,342 more 
and had 3,635 more in average daily attendance; there were 176 more school-houses, 
· 215 more schools (23 more being graded), and 384 more teachers; the school term was 
lengthenec14.4 days, although the receipts for schools were less by $47,654 and the 
valuation of school property fell off to some extent. The 5 State normal schools went 
forward with their work, though without the promised State appropriation, and so 
did one for training colored teachers, while institutes with $1,000 aid from the Pea-
body fund did much to improve the existing teaching force. In other instruction the 
only c,!lange was the introduction of a law department and of some medical lectures 
at the State University. 
NORTHERN CENTRAT, STATES-OHIO. 
Against the great increase ~f public school enrolment and attendance in this State 
in 1877-'78 must be set for 1878-'79 a decrease of 5,543 in the former and of 5,382 in 
the latter, though the youth to be instructed numbered 1,357 more and the school-
houses opened to t.hem 164 more. The new school-houses built, too, were fewer by 44, 
and the valuation of the new buildings was $263,0.21less. Receipts for free schools 
fell off $94,426; expenditures for them, $283,800. All this, with the fact that the 
comparatively few private schools increased their pupils by about the number that 
the State schools lost, indicates a dissatisfaction with the latter somewhere, and this 
is. said to have been with the numerous poor country schools. A movement to improve 
these by training for them better teachers in the State normal schools, and by giving 
them the benefit of town school systems and of county supervision, failed to secure 
legislative action. The State remained thus dependent on private normal training, 
city normal schools, and institute instruction for the skilled teachers she required. 
Other inst.ruction went on much as before. 
MICHIGAN. 
In this State the youth for schooling were 10,187 more than in the previous year, 
but the enrolment in public schools was 17,564 less, though private and church schools 
gained nearly half of what the others lost. A falling off of $128,261 in receipts for 
publi.c schools required again a decrease of teachers' wages, which were reduced, on 
:an average, $2.72 a month for men and $2.68 for women. Much of all this is attrib-
uted to a growing disrespect for the numerous poor teachers, and consequently poor 
chools, that have come from the change in 1875 9f skilled county superintendents for 
unskilled township officers. A well ananged system of teachers' institutes mitigates 
-the deterioration from this source. The high schools, normal school, University, 1 
Agricultural College, and State special schools seem all, however, to have done well. 
L.'WIANA. 
No rrains like tho e of 1877-'7 are reported; only an increase of 8,948 in youth of 
chool age, of 92 in public school-houses, of 3 days in the average time of school, of 
, 251,0r in the valuation of school property, and of $42,498 in the amount of avail-
able tate chool fund. All else is loss: a decrea e of 8,643 in public school enrolment, 
.of 3,750 in averarre daily attendance, of 9 in the number of graded schools, of 17 in 
chool-bo e built within the year, of 191 in the number of teachers, of $1 to$ .40 in 
aver lYe m nthly pay of teachers, of 164,29 in receipts for schools, and of "' 175,1 2 
iu xp nditur for th m · and this notwithstanding kilful and efficient superintend-
ency. • till 52 pupil in the tate normal school, 2,327 in private normal , with train-
ing in thi lin in ·oll ge and many summ rschool , gave promi e of good teaching. 
·r·:~.r. 
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Tile State University had 33 high schools on its approved list, and Purdue University 
matriculated 195 students for its excellent scientific course. 
ILLINOIS. 
Statistics here, too, indicate a falling off of 1,727 in educable youth, of 13,399 in 
public school enrolment, of 4.~2 days in the average time of school, of 5B2 in teach-
ers, of $12.62 in average monthly pay of men (against $3.31 advance in that of 
women), of $3,492,388 in receipts for schools, and of $1,335,366 in expenditures for 
them. School property in the State system was valued, however, at $796,840 more, 
and private schools reported 6,268 more pupils, under 108 more teachers. In normal 
schools linked with the State system 778 pupils were preparing to be teachers; in pri-
vate norm~ls, 215, besides classes in 10 colleges and numerous summer schools. In 21 
approved high schools pupils for the State University were given the privilege of en-
tering on their diplomas; in 14 more, examination of students for such entrance was 
allowed to be conducted by the principals. In the University itself and in the pro-
fessional schools and special schools, fairly high standards seem to have been well 
maintained. 
WISCONSIN. 
There were 5,861 fewer youth of school age reported in public schools, though there 
were 4,761 more entitled to free schooling; 7.3 days less in the average school tcrxp. 
outside of cities, where it was 6.~ days longer than before ; the average monthly pay 
of men reduced, and that of women slightly· advanced. Attendance in the 4 State 
normal schools was less also by 82 ; in colleges and academies reported, less by_ 
231. In other things there was a gratifying increase, 243 more districts report-
ing, 502 more that purchased text books for their schools, 6 more free high schools, 1 
65 more public school-houses, with 4,067 more sittings, 67 more teachers, $4,453 more 
raised for schools, and $15,925 more spent on them. The State University bad a new 
assembly hall and new observatory, and Ripon College an addition of $15,000 to its 
endowment. The State school for. deaf and dumb at Delavan lost its building by fire, 
but without loss of pupils, and a new school for teaching articulation to deaf-mutes 
at Milwaukee had 21 pupils. 
MINNESOTA. 
From lack of a school census, there is no information as to increase of educable 
youth, but 3, 739 more of school age were reported enrolled in 190 more districts, with 
136 more school-houses, under 135 more teachers. The number of towns reporting 
graded schools fell off, however, by 14, and the reported number of scholars in such 
schools by 3,152; receipts for public schools were $57,918 less than in U377-'78; the 
expenditures for them $99,947 lower, and tlie valuation of school property decreased 
$298,:~26 . From the diminution of receipts, the average monthly pay of men teaching 
ill public schools was made $1.7 4less and that of women 89 cents less, the only financial 
improvement being a gain of $190,766 in the available State school fund. With a 
view to preparing students for the University, a law to encourage high schools and 
bring them up to a proper standard was passed. 
IOWA. 
As in 1877-'78, the comparatively small increase of school . population (only 1,879) 
and nearly as many more (2,955) were enrolled in public schools (with 1,433 more in 
other schools), and 7, 789 more were kept in average attendance. School districts and 
subdistricts increased by 320, public schools by 250, school-houses for them by 225, 
teachers in them by 568 (besides 58 more in private schools), the average school term 
by 1 day, the receipts for the State school system by $442,184, the expenditure upon it 
by $358,939, and the permanent school fund by $15,612. The only retrogressions that 
appear are the reduction in the valuation of school property of $98,929 and the average 
10f these, 3 were aided by the State; the other 3 were not yet old enough to claim such aid. 
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monthly pay of t~achers of $2.27 for men and $144 for women, though means to pay 
them seem to have been ample and t,he teaching quality exceptionally good. Normal 
training was given in 2 State, 4 private, ancl 9 collegiate instit,utions; the State Uni-
versity transferred all preparatory work to the schools below it. 
NEBRASKA. 
This State added 19,381 to its youth of school age, 14,171 to its public school enrol-
ment, 86 to its school districts, 86 to its schools (7 4 to schools with more than 6 months~ 
session), 15 to the average clays of school, 88 to the roll of its school teachers, $3.80 a 
month to the average pay of women teaching, $3,621 to the valuation of school prop-
erty, $32,008 to its receipts for public schools, $11,797 to its expenditure for their sup-
port, and $205,441 to its permauent available school fund. Two fewer male teachers 
and a reduction of $1.40 in the average monthly pay of men were the only fallings off. 
The 1 State normal school had 232 normal students and graduated 50 ; a private 
normal had 70 students in a 5 years' course. A new collegiate institution was added 
to the 4 already in existence and a theological school established in 1878 made its first 
report. 
COLORADO. 
With 3,267 mort3 youth of school age, 2,530 fewer appear on the public school rollsr 
under 26 more teachers, and 1,200 more were in average attendance. The monthly 
pay of the male teachers went up $7.37; that of women, $5.93; the receipts for the 
State schools fell off $59,539, and the expenditure for them, $14,448. Normal training 
continued to be given in the normal classes of the high school at Denver and of the 
State University at Boulder, with the addition of like instruction at Colorado College. 
The State University reported its first collegiate class, its work having previously been 
preparatory; the agricultural college had a like one ready for 1880; and the School or 
~fines arranged a vacation course of mining inspection for the summer of 1879. 
STATES ON THE PACIFIC SLOPE-NEVADA. 
The year 1878-'79 being an off one as respects Nevada reports, the few statistics 
of a brief return form the only basis of comparison with the preceding one. These 
show an increase of 670 in yout,h of school age, of 442 in the average daily attendance 
in tate schools, and of 15 in the number of teachers for them. The enrolment in 
tate schools fell o:ff by 22, and the average monthly pay of teachers decreased $21.54 
for men and 91 cents for women. The expenditures for public schools were thus re-
duced .'98 . 
CALIFORNIA. 
Of 10,929 more children to be instructed, 6,209 more appeared on the State school roll 
and 3,772 more in daily average attendance; there were 70 more school districts, 160. 
more teacher of apparently higher average qualifications, in schools better supplied 
with illu trative apparatu , a well a with appliances for ventilation, health, and 
comfort, and havinO' 4. days longer terms. The valuation of s~hool property was 
· 514 019 higher. Of the teacher , 10 more were graduates of the State Normal School 
and 03 mor attended the teacher ' institutes. Teachers' pay was cut down on an 
averaO'e · '1. 2 to· '1. 7 a month, tom eta reduction of. 166,862 in receipts for schools, 
the .·avinrr in exp nditure reaching '144,90 . Normal training was extended in thO" 
<lirec:tion of preparation for Kind rgarten work by the efforts of an experienced 
teach r. rTo with tanding orne di coumgement of high school work under the new 
cou titution, 4, i1 pupil w re report d in high ·bool "'rade . An elevation of stand-
ard in th 2m dical colleges wa the chief chang in education beyond the high chools. 
OREGO. · .. 
The advance made here in 1 wa not quite rea ·bed a"'ain in 1 i9, for although 
th r wa <hoot au equal increa (3,0Q-2) in youth of chool age, and ::.U enrolment 
in th public chool on of 5 726 again t the former gain of 95 , the av .rage <laily 
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attendance (then a gain of 7,077) shows now a loss of 624, and the priyate schools 
gained on the public ones. The average school term lost 5.6 days, and average pay 
of teachers went down 53 cents a month for women and $1.35 for men ; but school prop-
erty was rated $37,905 higher and receipts and expenditures for public schools both 
showed a large proportionate increase. The State University increased its capacity 
for work by the addition of much new apparatus and of 2 professors, and the new 
Blue Mountain University reportetl its collegiate and fine arts departments organiz.ed 
and in operation. 
THE TEHIUTORIES. 
Alaska, in 1879, though still unorganized, presented, besides the 2 required schools 
on the Seal Islands, 3 others sustained by missionary enterprise at Fort Wrangell; 
with over 130 pupils ; another of the same class, with 60 pupils, at Sitka; others of 
unknown number among the Aleuts; and yet more elsewhere; apparently at least 13 
in all. The natives are said to have evinced a great desire for education and con-
siderable aptitude. I 
1The following letter, throwing light on the condition of educational effort in this Territory, is given 
in full : 
SUPERINTE~DENCY OF PUESBYTERIAN HOME MISSIONS FOR THE TERRITORIES, 
Denvm·, Colo., December 30, 1879. 
RoN. AXD DEAR SIR: The prominent events of the past year in connection with the educational work 
in Alaska were the erection of a commodious school building at Fort Wrangell and a pel'ft'onal visit of 
Rev. Henry Kendall, D. D., and myself. 'l'he McFarland Home for Girls (a boarding school), in the old 
military hospital, and the day school, in an abandoned soldiers' mess room at Fort Wrangell, had so far 
outgrown their temporar.v quarters as to imperatively demand enlarged accommodations. 'l'o meet this 
d'emand, in the winter of 1878-'79 I made an appeal through t.he newspaper press and by public ad· 
dresses for funds to erect a suitable building for the use of the boarding and day schools. The appeal 
was successful, and by May, 1879, between four and five thousand dollars were contributed by the 
Presbyterians of the United States. ' 
Last spring Dr. Kendall, secretary of the Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church, and 
myself were requested by Ron. John Sherman, Secretary of the Treasury (who has the supervision of 
Alaska affairs), anu by Ron. Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Interior, to visit Alaska and report to t·hem 
upon the condition of the native population, their need of schools, &c. This we did, spending July, 
August, and September in the trip. Upon our arrival at Fort Wrangell we at once set men at work 
on the erection of a buildin~, 40 by 60 .feet, two stories high, besides basement an,d attic, for the Girls' 
Industrial Home, and a building 36 by 55 feet in size to be use,d jointly as a church and school rooms. 
No one that has not tried building a thousand miles from a hardware store and a hundred miles from a 
saw mill, in a community where there was not a horse or any other beast of burden, and but one wheel-
barrow, can realize the vexatious delays incident to such a work. Nevertheless the school· house was so 
far completecl as to be occupied at the opening of the fall term, and the boarding house is incloseu and 
will be completed early next spring. · 
At Sitka the school 'commenced by Rev. J. G.l3radv and Miss Kellog-g last year was suspended by 
the marriage and removal of Miss Kellogg to Fort Wrangell. This fall it has been reopened by Mr. 
Alonzo E. Austin, of New York City. 
A trip was made to some of the 'native villages upon the Stickine River. We also attempted to 
reach the villages north as far as the Chilcats, at the head of Lynn Channel, but were prevented by 
the breaking down of our steamer. Disappointed in our northern trip, I availed myself of an oppor· 
tunity to take passage with eighteen Indians in a canoe and visit the villa"'eS down the coast as far as Me~lakatlah, in British Columbia. Metlakatlah is a mission station of the Loudon Church Missionary 
Somety. 
On October 1, 1857, Mr. William Duncan reached Fort Simpson. British Columbia, finding there nine 
tribes and some 2,300 Tsiinpshean Indians. They were degraded and savage cannibals, seemingly 
b eyond the reach of instruction. On June 28, 1858, be openeil the first schoor in the house of a chief. 
The attendance was 26 children and 15 adults. The interest gre'V so rapidly that in July the erection of 
a school building was commenced. Before the close of the year there were 140 chiluren and 50 adults in 
attendance. On May 27, 1860, Mr. Duncan located a new village, which he named Metlakatlah, and 
removed to it such Inuians as were willing to come under instruction. The village now numbers 1,000 
civilized and intelligent Indians. Spirituous liquors of all kinds are strictly prohibited. All are re-
{!Uired to keep the Sabbath, attend chm·ch, and send their children to school. The men are educated 
as farmers, blacksmiths, carpenters, merchants, &c. They live in well built houses (two story frame), 
and have a Gothic church capable of ::~eating 1, 000 persons. They have also a school building that will 
t~~~z.oo pupils. Metlakatlah is a living illustt;ation of the effect of a Chri::~tian education upon a savage 
In 1R64 a mission school was established at Kincolitte. The London Church Mission Society has 
also established schools at Kittackflamin, 40 miles above Kincolitte, on the Nasse River; also at Kit· 
wingach, on the Skeena River, 100 miles from Kittackdamin; at Kishpiyoux, on the Upper Skeena; 
at Massett, on Queen Charlotte Island, and at Fort Ruper~ on the northern end of Vancouver Island. 
In the fall of 1874 the Methodist Church of Canada sent r-ev. and Mrs. Thomas Crosby to Fort Simp· 
son, B. 9., where ~hey have built up a prosperous Indian village. They have a uay school ofl20 pupils 
and a g1rls' boardmg school of 15. 
The Canadian Methodist Society has also establisheu schools at two villages on tho Naas River, at 
Kitamart, Bella Bella, and other points: 
The school at Fort Wrangell was rernforce<l in July l)y the anival of Miss Maggie J. Dunbar, an 
accomplishc<l teacher from Steubenville, Ohio. In June, W. H. R Corlies, M. v., and wif11 removed 
from Philad •lphia to Fort Wran;:( 11 to do mission work at tlleir own expense. They opened a school 
With great success on the beach, among the visiting Indians, of whom there are often as many as a 
thousand. While the pupils were constantly changing with the comin~?: and going of the parents, yet 
eed was sown and impressions made that are already bearing fruit in the request for schools among 
the more distant tl'ibcs. 
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A?'izonct, through the efforts of a working superintendent, had 23 more school rooms1 
14 more teachers, an average of 41 more days of school and of 2,202 more youth of 
school age, and 403 more in public schools; with 1,102 more in average daily attend-
ance. For the support of the free school&$11,025 more were received and $7,804 more 
expended. The only reduction was in average pay of teachers, $7 a month for males 
and $6 a month for females. The value of school property was nearly doubled. 
Dakota reported 6,334 additional youth of school age, 2,672 additional enrolled in 
public schools, and 3,276 additional in average attendance under 134 more teachers. 
and in 169 more school-houses, with an additional valuation of $73,633. Her school 
receipts went $8,692 beyond those of 1877-'78, and her expenditures $16,166 beyond, 
though the pay of teachers was reduced on an average $1.16 a month for men and 
$1.54 a month for women. 
The District of Columbia had no census in 18i9 to show the increase of educable youth, 
but 2,288 more pupils were enrolled in public schools and 1,355 more were in daily 
attendance, notwithstanding a great lack of accommodations for them. Two days' 
additional school term, 23 more school-rooms with 1,420 more seats for study, 32 more 
teachers, $6,394 rriore in receipts for schools, but $5,263 less expenditure on them, are 
further items of report. The pay of women tea~hers was cut down, on an average, 
$2.13 a month, but men, mostly in higher positions and with greater responsibilities, 
had an average of $2.92 more. 
Idaho, through an extension of the school age, in addition to the natural growth, 
pre ents 654 more youth to be educated and makes the number in her public schools 
2,164 greater. Receipts for school purposes (including in 1877-'78 the balance on 
hand and in 1878-'79 county and local taxation only) were less by $10,347; the ex-
penditure for teachers' salaries $3,083 less. 
The Indi(tn Territory had 6,250 children of the five nations in its schools (257 more 
than in 1878), these schools numbering 195, teachers not given. Of these Indians 
2,650 were reported as having learned to read within t.he year, making the whole 
number of readers 33,650. Of other Indians in that Territory and elsewhere 7,193 were 
under instruction, an increase of 964, while 346 more than in the previous year wore 
held in average attendance under 55 more teachers. The beginning made in 1 '78 of 
educating large numbers ii·om the wild tribes in schools of high character as future 
teachers of their race progressed and was extended, with most encouraging results. 
Montana, with only 570 more youth of school age, enrolled 632 more in her schools 
and had 420 more in average daily attendance in 11 more school-houses, 29 more 
schools, and under 29 more teachers; received $540 more for schools and spent $2,226 
more on them. 
New .Mexico, as before, had the same imperfect county school system, receiving one 
fourth of the public taxes, yet entirely 1mder local and largely under sectarian con-
trol, reporting to no central head and giving no general statistics. 
Utah enrolled on its school list& 1,349 more pupils (which was 14 more than the 
increa e of those entitled to free schooling) and reported 1,127 more in average daily 
attendance, mis ion chool in the Territory al o having a considerable increa e. Ad-
vance wa · bown, too, in the organization of 19 more school districts, in the fact that 
'> more made report and that there were 27 more schools, 20 more teachers, and 2 
day 'long r chool term, whi.le receipt and expenditures for schools advanced each 
mor than .'·23,000. 
Washington from imperfection of a previou 
Durin~ the omm r, R '\". . . Haury ancl Mr. John B~r. of the Mennonite Church in lllinois, 
\"l it ·d • ·outbe t~rn Ala ka, ex~nding their trip we tward to Kadiak I~land and Cook's In! t but 
!'(·turned witbou the e tabli hment of any cbools. ' 
Durin" the coming y ar our board propos enlarging the school at itka and the establi hment of a 
nnw cbool at tb bilcat villages at the bead of Lynn Channel. 
V ry truly your , 
Ron. ,Jon.· EATO. , 
Commiuioner oj Education, 
Washington. D. 0. 
SllELDOX J .A.CKSO \ 
Superintendent. 
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aole ativance, but, out of 11,036 more children for the schools, showed 6,850 more in 
them, 68 more districts holding schools, employment being given to '291 more tea,ch-
ers at higher wages for both men and women, as the receipts for school purposes were. 
$55,755 more. 
Wyoming made up for past deficiencies by reporting for 3 successive years, including: 
1879, showing increase from 1877 of 49 in public school enrolment, 173 in average· 
attendance, 4 in the number of school buildings, 8 in the number of schools taught, 
$40,297 in the value of school property, and $4,492 in the annual expenditure for 
pay of teachers. The items of decrease were a reduction of $16.02 in the average.: 
monthly pay of teachers and of $17,566 in receipts from local tax for schools. 
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF EDUCATION AT THE SOUTH. 
Table showing compamtive population and enrolment of the white and colored races in the pub~ic· 
schools of the recent slave States, with total annual ex_l)enclit·wre for the same in 1879. 
I '"' White. Coloreu. <2 
~ I 
~ ~ ~ I 0" e!:S 0 ..<:l 0 .s ~:3 Eai 
' 
. :.3 ~:.;;: • .-.<l) ,. 
.... <il ~ 
.... '" 
't:S<..l 
States. 0~ 0~ ~,. '"E ~ <l) ... g. ~ <l) A A ..; <l) A A~ t>l) 0 • 0 ~ CJJ 0 • 1'1-+" A Q.; ell A't:S A ~ ~roo <l)O 
~ .§ 1.1'd~ ~ 8 ~(5~ p 
0 8 Q.l 0 0 0 ~ <l) 0 0 .,. 9..<=l ~ ... '-'..<:l ... ..<:l ..« ~ ;;l ~ ""' ~ ... Q 1=1 0 Q ~w Q.l Q w p:; w p:; H 
Alabama . . ............... 214,098 106,950 50 162,551 67,635 42 $377,033 
Arkansas . . . .. ... · ....... . b174, 253 b39, 063 22 b62, 348 b13, 986 22 205,449 
Delaware ................ 31,849 2S, 830 75 3, 800 2, 842 75 ·223, 638 
Florida . . ................. c40, 606 bc18, 169 45 c42, 001 bc18, 795 45 c134, 880 
Georgia ...............•.. c236, 319 147,192 62 cl97, 125 79,435 40 465,748 
Kentucky ................ d476, 870 11208,500 48 d62, 973 e19, 107 30 el, 130, 000 
Louisiana ................ c141, 130 44,052 31 c133, 276 34,476 26 529,065 
Maryland . ... .. .......... /213,669 138,029 65 f63, 591 27,457 43 1, 551, 558 
Mississippi ........... . .. 156,434 105,957 68 205,936 111,796 54 641,548 
Missouri ................. 663,135 428,992 65 39,018 20,790 53 3, 069,454 
North Carolina .......... . 271,348 153,534 57 154,841 85,215 55 3:!7, 541 
South Carolina . . . ....... . e83, 813 58,368 70 e144, 315 64,095 44 319, 320 
Tennessee ............ : .. . 388,355 208,858 54 126,288 55,829 44 710,652 
Texas ................... b160, 482 clll, 048 69 b47, 84!l c35, 896 75 837,913 
Virginia ................•. 280, 849 72, 306 26 202,852 35,768 18 570,389 
West Virginia ............ 198,844 132,751 67 7, 279 3, 775 52 709, 071 
District of Columbia . ... . c26, 426 16, 085 61 cl2, 374 9, 045 73 368,343 
3, 758, 480 / 2, 013, 684 ==j1,66s, 410 j6s5, 942 /== ----Total. .•......•.... 12,181,602 
a In Delaware and Kentucky the school tax collected from colored citizens is the only State appropri· 
ation for the support of colored schools; in Maryland there is a biennial appropriation by the legisla. 
ture; in the District of Columbia one-third of the school moneys is set apart for colored public schools; 
and in the other States mentioned above the scliool moneys are divided in proportion to tbe school pop-
ulation without regard to race. 
b Estimated by the Bureau. 
cln 1878. 
d For whites the school age is 6-20; for colored, 6-16. 
eln 1877. 
/Census of 1870. 
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Location. :::~ Q ] .s Q :::! 
~t-~ ~ '"0 
>:1 E ~>:1 H rn 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
l<.ust Normal Institute ............. ------.----- Huntsville, Ala .... - •. ------ Meth... . . 235 
StateN ormal School for Colored Students ...... Huntsville, Ala............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Lincoln Normal University ................. - .. Marion,.A.la ..... ....................... . a5 a225 
::Emerson Institute. ____ ........................ Mobile, Ala .............. - . . Cong. -- --
..A.labama Baptist Normal and Theological School Selma, .Ala ................. - Bapt .... --
240 
250 
Normal department of Talladega College ... --. Talladega, .A.la ........... -- - Cong .. - -- 6 95 
.State Normal School for Colored Students ...... Pine Bluff, Ark ........................ . 4 72 
Normal department of Atlanta University ..... Atlanta, Ga . ................ Cong... .. .... .. a176 
Raven Normal SchooL ..... ------ .............. . Waynesboro', Ga ............ Meth.. ... ...... 125 
Normal department of Berea College ......... . Berea, Ky . .................. Cong..... (b) (b) 
Normal department of New Orleans University. New Orleans, La ...... ·-.- - .. Meth .. .. . -·--·· ·--- · · 
Normal department of Straig.ht University .... New Orleans, La............ Cong.. . .. (b) 91 
Peabody Normal SchooL ...................... . New Orleans, La ..... .... .. ...... ...... a2 a35 
Baltimore Normal School for Colored Pupils... Baltimore, Md ........................ ·.· 4 190 
<Centenary Biblical Institute .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Baltimore, Md.............. M. E...... a5 a75 
Natchez Seminary ............................ . Natchez, Miss .. . ............ Bapt...... 4 46 
Tougaloo University and Normal School....... Tougaloo, Miss.............. Cong . . . . . 6 96 
Lincoln Institute .............................. .Je:jferson, Mo ............ : .. ........... . 
State Normal School for Colored Students . . . . . . Fayetteville, N. C. . . . . . . . . . . . ........ - --
Bennett Seminary.............................. Greensboro', N.C.......... Meth ... .. 
Lumberton Normal School. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. Lumberton, N.C ...................... .. 
St. Augustine's Normal School................. Raleigh, N. C ... _... .. .. .. .. P. E .. .. .. 4 
Shaw University . ................. . ............ Raleigh, N.C. __ .__ .......... Bapt ..... . 
Institute for Colored Youth . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. Philadelphia, Pa............ Friends ... -.... -
Avery Normal Institute .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . Charleston, S.C............. Cong.. .. . 8 
Normal department of Brainerd Institute...... Chester, S. C. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Pres b. . . . . 3 
Claflin University, normal department .. ....... Orangeburg, S.C ............ M. E ..... . 
Fairfield Normal Institute ..................... Winnsboro', S.C ............ Pres b ..... .... .. 
The Warner Institute ....................... : .. 
Knoxville College ............................. . 
Freedman's Normal Institute .......•.•........ 
LeMoyne Normal Institute ........... ... ..... . 
Central Tennessee College, normal department . 
~a hville Xormal and Theologicalinstitute ... . 
Normal department of Fisk University ....... . 
Tillot on Collegiate and Normal Institute .... .. 
'tate .·ormal. chool of Texas for Colored Stu-
drnt.. 
.Jones borough, Tenn ........ -.. -...... --
Knoxville, Tenn ............ Presb •.... 
Maryville, Tenn ............ Friends .. . 
Memphis, Tenn............. Cong .. ---
Nashville, Tenn ....... ...... M. E .... .. 
Nashville, Tenn ........ ..... 
1 
Bapt. .... . 
Nashville, Tenn ........... .. Cong . .. .. 
Austin, Tex ........... ................ .. 



























Hampton .Tormal and Agricultural Institute d . Hampton, Va _ .... __ .. _ ..... Cong.. .. . e28 e320 
.·t. t•·pben's .... Tormal chool. .................. Petersburg, Va ............. P. E...... 8 240 
M.int•r Xormal chool ...... ------ .............. Washington, D. C ...... __ ... ------------ 19 
... ~ormal departm nt of Howard University ..... Washington, D.C ........... Non-sect.. 2 95 
4~ormal departm nt of Wayland eminary .... . Washington, D. C ........... Bapt...... {f) {f) 
TotaL ....... ... .... ..... ................... ___ ...... _____________ ................. J 181 1 6,171 
t( In 1 i . 
1J Inclurll'd in univer ity and colle"'e r port . 
cl:'or two year . 
d. In addition to th aid givl'n by tho merican 
i ionary A. o iation, thi:J institnt is aided 
from the income of Virginia's agricultural 
college land fund. 
e For all departments. 
f Reported under schools of theology. 
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Location. .§~ Q ~ p 
.!2-JJ's ~ ~ "1:1 Qio ~ E ~:::l w. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR SECONDARY INSTRL'CTION. 
Trinity School....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Athens, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cong ..... 2 162 
Dadeville Seminary ............................ Dadeville, Ala ........... ... M. E ..... ...... ...•••• 
Lowery's Industria1 Academy................. Huntsville, Ala .............••••••...... 
Swayne School ..................... . ... . ...... Montgomery, Ala .......... . Cong .... . 6 470 
Burrell School . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Selma, Ala . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Cong .. .. . 448 
Talladega College...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Talladega, Ala.... . . . . . . . . . . Cong . . . . . 12 212 
Walden Seminary ..•........... : ............... Little Rock, Ark ........... M. E ..........•. 
Cookman Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... • . . . . . . . Jacksonville, Fla ...... :.... M. E...... a5 a140 
Clark University ..•.....................•..... Atlanta, Ga ................. M.E .... .". . 5 167 
Storrs School . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cong . . . . . 528 
Howard Normal Institute ............... ....... Cuthbert, Ga ............... Cong .... . 
La Grange Seminary ............ ~......... ..... La Grange, Ga............... M. E .... .. 4 
66 
14Q 
Lewis High SchooL................ . .. .. • . .. .. . Macon, Ga . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. Cong . .. .. 110 
Beach Institute .................. ......... ..... Savannah, Ga ............... Cong ..... 
1 
6 338 
· St. Augustine's SchooL........................ Savannah, Ga .. .. . .. .. . . .. . P. E ................. . 
Day Schoolfor Colored Children ............... New Orleans, La . .......... R. C...... ...... 80 
St. Augustine's SchooL ........................ · New Orleans, La . . . . . .. . • .. R. C .. .. .. . 3 GO 
St. Mary's School for Colored Girls ............ New Orleans, La .. ......... R. C ... .. . .... .. 60 
St. Francis' Academy................. ......... Baltimore, Md.............. R. C .. . . . . .. . . . . 50 
Meridian Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. E. . . . . . . .......... . 
Natchez Seminary · ............................. Natchez, Miss .............. Bapt...... 4 45 
Scotia Seminary .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . Concord, N. C.......... ..... Presb.... . 8 152 
St. Augustine's School. ........................ New Berne, N.C ............ P. E ................. . 
Estey Seminary .............................. ·.. Raleigh, N. C . . . • . . . .. . . . . .. Bapt ................. . 
Washington School............................ Raleigh, N.C............... Cong .. ... 3 149 
St. Barnabas School ........................... Wilmington, N.C ........... P. E...... ...... a100 
Williston Academy and Normal School..... . . . Wilmington, N. C...... . . . . . Cong . . . . . a6 a126 
AlbanyEnterpriseAcademy .... ..•............ Albany, Ohio . .......... .... Non-sect.. 4 64 
Polytec.hnic and Industrial Institute .......... Bluffton, S.C ................ Non-sect.. 8 263 
High School for Colored Pupils................ Charleston, S.C .. ... ... ; . ... P. E ...... . .......... . 
·Wallingford .d.cademy ......................... Charleston, :S.C ............. Presh..... 261 
Brainerd Institute .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . Chester, S.C.............. .. Presb . ... . 
Benedict T nstitute....... .. ..... .. ............. Coltlmllia, S. C . . . . .. . .. . .. Bapt ..... . 
Brewer Normal School ...... . ... . ............. Greenwood, S. C ............ Cong ... . . 
West T ennessee Preparatory School. . . . . . . . . . . Mason, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Meth . ... . 






West Texas Conference Seminary...... .. .. . • . . Austin, T ex .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . M. E ................. . 
Wiley University .. ........ .................... Marshall, Tex .... .......... M. E...... a3 a123 
Thyne Institute ............................... Chase City, Va .............. U. Presb . 3 213 
R~chmond Institute ................ ............ Richmond, Va .............. Bapt. .. ... 92 
St. Philip 's Church School..................... Richmond, Va . . . . . . . • . . . . .. P. E...... 2 100 
St. Mary's School.............................. Washington, D.C........... P. E ................ .. 
----
Total . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . 120 5, 297· 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 
Atlanta University .......... .. ............... . Atlanta, Ga . . .............. . Cong ... .. 
Berea College.... . ...... . . ................... . Berea, Ky ................. . Cong .... . 
Leland University ...•......................... New Orleans, La .......... . Bapt . .... . 
New Orleans University ...................... . New Orleans, La . ......... .. M.E .•.... 
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Statistics of institutions for the instruction of the colored race for 1879-Continued. 
Name and class of institution. 
<b. 
a.i ~-~ ... 0 2 Location. P'te "Q -~-S = @ 
...... s .ti .-c 
"Wo "' E p:::~ 
.::l rn 
UNIVERSITffiS AND COLLEGES-Continued. 
Straight University ................ . ......... . New Orleans, La ..... -.· ..... Cong ..... all b260 
Shaw University .....••....................... Holly Springs, Miss ..•... ... M.E ...... 6 273 
Alcorn University .................. .. ........ . Rodney, Miss ............... Non-sect .. 10 180 
Biddle University ............................ . Charlotte, N. C .•...•........ Presb ..... 151 
Wilberforce University ....................... . Wilberforce, Ohio .....•.... M.E ...... 15 a150 
Lincoln University .......................... .. Lincoln University, P.a .... .. Presb ..... c9 c74 
Claflin University and College of Agriculture .. Orangeburg, S. C ........... M.E ...... 10 165 
Central Tennessee College .................. . .. Nashville, Tenn ... . . . ...... M.E ...... 13 139 
Fisk University .............................. . Nashville, Tenn ........... . Cong ..... 13 74 
Agricultural and Mechanical College ......... . H empstead, Tex ....... . .. ... ............... ·····- . ........ 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute .. Hampton, Va .............. . Cong . .. .. (d) (d) 
Howard University e ..... ...................... Washington, D. C ........... Non-sect.. e33 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 \ 1, 933 
SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY. 
Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological Selma, Ala ........ ~ . . . . . . . .. . Bapt ..... . 
School. 
Theological department of Talladega College.. Talladega, Ala ..... ........ . Cong . . . . . 14 
Institute for the Education of Colored Ministers Tuscaloosa, Ala .. .. . .. .. . .. Presb.. .. . .. .... -- · .. · 
Atlanta Baptist Seminary ..................... Atlanta, Ga ................ Bapt...... 3 113 
Theological department of Lelanu University.. New Orleans, La ... .... :.... Bapt...... c2 c55 
Thomson Biblical Institute (New Orleans U ni- New Orleans, La...... . . . . . . M. E. . . . . . c1 c16 
versity). 
Theological department of Straight University 
Centenary Biblical Institute . ...... ........ ... . 
Theological department of Shaw University .. . 
Natchez Seminary ........... . ................ . 
Theological department of "Biddle University .. 
Bennett Seminary .............. ... .......... .. 
Theological department of Shaw University .. . 
Theological Seminary of Wilberforce University 
Theological department of Lincoln University. 
Baker Theological Institute (Claflin University) 
Nashville Normal and Theological Institute . . . 
Theological course in Fisk University ........ . 
Theological department of Central Tennessee 
College. 
Richmond Institute ... ..... ....... ......•.. .. . . 
Theological department of Howard University. 
Wayland eminary ........................... . 
New Orleans, La ..... ...... . 
Baltimore, Md .............. 
Holly Springs, Miss ...... , . 
Natchez; Miss .............. 
Charlotte, N. C .............. 
Greensboro', N. C .......... 
Raleigh, N. C .............. 
Wilberforce, Ohio .......... 
Lincoln University, Pa ..... 
Orangeburg, S. C ........... 
Nashville, Tenn ............ 
Nashville, Tenn ................ . 
Nashville, Tenn .............. . 
Richmond, Va .............. 
Wa hington, D.C ......... 
Washington, D.C .......... 
Cong ..... 21 
Meth ..... c6 c29 
Meth ..... c2 c17 
Bapt ...... 2 31 
Presb . ... 4 
Meth .... . 
Bapt ...... 2 59 
M.E .. ... . 16 
Presb ..... c7 c22 
Meth ..... 2 28 
Bapt ...... 6 50 
Cong ..... c2 c12 
M.E ...... 4 45 
Bapt .•.... 10 86 
Non-sect .. 4 50 
Bapt ...... a9 a84 
----
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 762 
SCliOOL OF LAW. 
Law d partment of Straight University ........ New Orleans, La ....................... . c4 c28 
Law department of haw niversity . . . . . . . . . . Holly Springs, Miss ....... ..... ... .... . c1 c6 
Law department of Howard University........ Wa bington, D. C ........ .. .. . .. ..... . 3 8 
----Total .... . ......... .... .. . ............... . ....................... · . ........ .. .. .... . 8 42 
== 
a For all departm 11 • d Reported with normal schools. 
b ormal stud nt are here reckoned pr para-
tory. 
e This institution is open to both racesand the 
figures giv n are known to include some whites. 
c In 1 , . 
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Statistics of institntions for the inst1·nction of the colored race for 1879- ContinuE:d. 
Name and class of institution. 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE. 
Medical department of New Orleans University New Orleans, La . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . a5 aS 
Medical department of Shaw University ....... Holly Springs, Miss......... .... .. ...... al a4 
Me harry medical department of Central Ten- Nashville, Tenn............ .... . . .. .. .. 9 2a 
nessee College. 
Medical department of Howard University .... Wa.shington, D. C ...................... . 
Total ........................ = ................ ............. .......... .. 
SCHOOLS FOH THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE 
BLIND. 
Institution for the Colored Blind and Deaf- Baltimore, Mel .......... -.. -1 .......... .. 
Mutes. 
N~~:~::~li~: ::~~!~~:r:~rd:::r~~:!t~~d Raleigh, N.C ............... , .. . __ ...... _ 
I Total .................................................................. , .... ....... .. 
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.Alabama . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. ........ . 
Arkansas ........................... . 
Delaware .......................... .. 
Florida ............................ .. 
Georgia ...................... . ...... . 
Kentucky ......................... .. 
Louisiana ........................... . 
Maryland ........................... . 



















Missouri.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 018 20, 790 







6 25 1, 292 












North Carolina .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 154, 841 85, 215 17 542 6 17 527 
Ohio........................................................................... 1 4 64 
Pennsylvania. ...................... ... .................... 1 300 ............ J ...... .. 
South Carolina .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 144, 315 64, 095 4 14 929 6 24 I 1, 03tt 
Tennessee .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 126, 288 55, 829 7 42 1, 378 2 2 76 
Texas .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 47, 842 35, 896 2 6 207 2 123 
Virginia..... .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. . • . • • • • .. 202, 852 35, 768 1 36 560 3 405 
West Virginia....................... 7, 279 3, 775 ...... ------~-------- .................. .. 
District of Columbia................. 12, 374 9, 045 7 114 1 ..... · ...... .. 
Total ... ... .................... 1,668,410 6s5,94'2j421816,lli 42120 5,291 
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colleges. Schools oflaw. 
-rn----:-1-~~~~- "'-. I rn ~ • a; I ~ . g ~ r;:: l g ~ ~ g , ~ ~ 
. ~1~ 1 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 
.Al-ab_a_m_a _____ -.. ---.. ---------. -.. -.. -.------------.. -.. ·~~ = ~~=~ ------ 14T~~~~r~~= 
Georgia................................... 1 13 1 71 113 ------ ~ ------ ..... . 
Kentucky................................ 1 12 180 ................ ··i···· ·· ......... ··· 
~:;;::: ~ ·. ~ ~~ ~------~~:: :::::::::::::::::::: .... ~- ... ~~- 1. -- ~~~. 4 ~~ .... ~ .J .... ~. , .... ~~ 
Mississippi...... . .. .. . . .. .. • . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 2 16 1 453 4 48 1 I' 1 6 
~~;:~-~~·~~~i-~~::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::: 1 1:9~ ~~~ 111, 872 ..,~;, !:_ :_:_:_:_:_ :_:_:_:_:_:_ !,:_:_: __ ·._·.:_ 
Pennsylvania............................. 1 I 74 -
South Carolina .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. • • .. . . .. .. . . 1 10 165 1 ! 2 28 I· ..... , ...... 1 ..... . 
Tennessee ........... _......... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 26 213 3 12 107 1 ..... -,-.. -.. , ... · · · 
~:::~:;:~:;~~~;~:_::: ::::::::::::::::: _;_ :::;:I :: :;; --: --:: -::: · ~ :::; I :::; 1 :::::~ 
Total................................ 16 1 ~37 \ 1, 933 \ 22 79 762 I 3 I 8 42 
States. 
Louisiana .. _ ........................................ ... .... . ... ! 
Schools ofmedi- i Snhools for the I deaf and dumb 







~ rn I ~ ~ ~ g I ~ ~ 
·s. ~ p, ~ ~ I ~ H ~ 
5 8 ................. . ---·--,--
Maryland ............................................................ 1...... ...... 1 1 30 
~::~::"~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :_:_:_:_:_:_ --:--::::::-----:- ----:- ---;~- 1 :::; :15 ! -:-~ 
District of Columbia . ........... .... ....... · ............... ·--· 1 I 8 1 65 ............ ~ -----· 
Total .. -- ................................................. --4-,23 99 --2-_16120 
Table showing the numbe1· of schools for the col01·ed ?'ace and enrolment in them by institutions 
without 1·ejerence to States. 
Class of institutions. Schools. Enrolment. 
Public schools............ ........ ............... .......... . .................. a14, 341 a685, 942 
~ormalschools ··---····-----... ............ ...... ...... ...... ............ .... 42 6,171 
Institutions for secondary instruction ..... _........ . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 42 5, 297 
Uni>ersities and colleges...................... ....... ...................... .. 16 J, 933 
.. :~:~ :~~~;::~:::: :::::: _::: :::::::::::::: :::-:::::::::::-:::::::::::: ,: I ,:: 
• Cl1ools forth d afand dumb and the blind . ................................. ~ 2 120 
Total .............. .............. -........... ....... ................... . 14, 472 
1 
700,366 
l1 To th · hould b add d417 chool., having au enrolment of20,487 in reporting free States, makina 
total numb()r of color d public school 14,75 , and total enrolment in th m 706,429; this makes the total 
number of. choolJ, far a r ported, 14, 9, and total number of th color d race under instruction in 
th .m 720,853. The colored public cbool of tho e. tates in which no eparate reports are mad , bow-
ev r, are not included. 
• 
EDUCA'riON OF THE COLORED RACE. XLV 
By reference to the table it will be seen that the colored school population in sixteen 
States and the District of Columbia is 30 per cent. of the entire school popnlation ;-
in Florida, Mississippi, and South C11rolina it is in excess of the white school popula-
tion. The ratio of enrolment to school population is 42 per cent., leaving about 58 
per cent. of the colored children to swell the ranks of illiterates in the South. 
The chief causes of this deplorable condition are such as affect in the main both races 
alike. They are (1) the low state of school funds, which are altogether too small to 
maintain schools enough for the accommodation of . the scattered inhabitants in the 
great agricultural districts; (2) the natural obstacles to the i~troduction of schools in 
communities which have developed without any provision for them and are destitute 
of the appliances and experience necessary to their conduct. Certain influences 
operate exclusively against school provisions for the colored people. These are dimin-
ishing, however, and having less effect alike upon the legislation mi.d administration 
of school affairs. 
The question of preparing teachers for the colored schools is one of extrflme interest. 
Forty-two normal schools and departments were engaged in this work during the year,. 
having 81 instructors and 6,171 students. The funds for their support were derived 
chiefly from the Peabody education fund, with contributions from the religious denom-
inations. Twelve 1 only received State aid in a sum amounting in all to $49,820, or 
about two-thirds the amount appropriated by Massachusetts to her six normal schools 
and but a trifle over half the city appropriation for the Normal College, New York. 
The statistics of institutions for secondary instruction, of colleges and universities, 
and of schools of theology show a similar dependence upon benevolent societies. These 
facts indicate the imperative demand for more adequate public provision for the 
education of this portion of our people. An examination of Table I, Part 2, shows 
how small is the amount of school funds raised by taxation in the sixteen States here 
enumerated as compared with the same fund in other States. The friends of educa-
tion all demand that this amount should be increased and favor the recommendation 
which I have repeatedly made that there should be some measure of national aid 
devised for this purpose. 
It is evident that the industrial and educational renovation for which these Southern 
States are suffering and for which t,he friends of progress there are laboring, can only 
be assured through the effective efforts of the resident cit izens. Aid may be extended, 
but the animating spirit must come from within, and each locality must do its own 
work. On this point the lesson of the exodus, the most remarkable event of the year 
in tbe history of the colored people, is unmistakable. 
The 14,3·h public schools reported in the table are entirely too few for the work to 
be accomplished and when the limited duration of the school year is considered (see 
Table I, Part 2), and the great difficulty of securing competent teachers, we are forced 
to admit that, notwithstanding the philanthropic efforts that have been put forth and 
the funds contributed, much greater progress is e.emanded by the interests of those 
communities. 
Industrial training is particularly needed throughout these States and, as it appears, 
equally for the promotion of the welfare of both races. In nearly all the denomina-
tional schools established for the freedmen there are some attempts in this direction, 
but the only reports that have reached us of systematic and pra,ctical instruction in 
ordinary industries are from the L e Moyne N orma,l Institute, Memphis, Tenn.; Atlanta 
University, Atlanta, Ga.; aud Hampton Normal and Agricultural Inst.itute, Hampton, 
Va. The industrial training in the latter is particularly thorough. It includes farm-
ing, sewing, knitting, machine making, wood working, blacksmithing, shoemaking 
and harness making. A cooking school is also contemplated. 
1 These were the Sta te ormal School, Huntsville, .A.la.; Lincoln Normal University, Marion, .A.la.; 
State Normal School, Pine Bluff, .A.rk. ; .Atlanta University (normal departm ent), .Atlanta, Ga. ; Balti-
more Normal School, Baltimore Md. ; Alcorn University, Rodney, Miss. ; Tougaloo University and 
State N ormal School, Tougaloo, Miss . ; Lincoln Normal Instit ute, J cfferson, Mo. ; State Normal School, 
~·ayetteville, N.C.; Claflin University (normal department ), Orangeburg-, S.C.; Normal School, Prairie 
View, T ex. ; Hampton Normal and A gricultural Institute, llampton, Va. 
XLVI REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
PEABODY FUND. 
Table showing the amount and disposition of the sums disbursed front the Peabody fund from 
1868 to 1879, inclusive. 
Year. 
----------;---------------------
1868 -------- -- --.- - - - -- --- . - - . $4, 750 $2, 700 
1869 -.- ••••••• ---.- •. - •• -.-.-- 12, 700 
1870 - •••.••• - .• --.-.---.- •. - - . 10, 300 
1871 - - •. - •••••.••••• - ••• -.. • • • 15, 950 
1872 - - •.••••.••. - ••••• - ---. -- . 29, 700 
1373 •••••• - •• . ••• - - ••• - ••. - - . - 36, 700 
1874 ·•••••••·•••·•·•·•••··•··· 31,750 
1875 • - •• - •• -- ••• - •.••. - ••• -.-- 23, 350 





















































1877 -- •• - --.-.---- •.. -- .• ----- 18, 250 4, 900 4, 300 4, 000 6, 500 3, 700 5, 990 
1878 ---- ••. --.- ••• - •• -- ••• - •• - 15, 350 4, 500 3, 600 6, 000 3, 900 1, 100 600 
1879 •••....•••••••.••.•••..•.. 9,850 6,700 4,250 6,500 3,000 3,600 4,000 
Total. .•........•....•.. 226,450 98,8o0[----s5,"5o0 83,562 55,350 60,150 ---mJ~ 
Year. 
-------------1--- --------- ----~----
1868 ..•••••••••••••.••..•••.•••......•. $8,700 
1869. - - .••• - ••••• -••• - • - - - - .. - - • - •• - - • - 10, 500 
1870. ·••••• ...•••••••••••••••••••• ---.. 5, 000 $1,000 
1871. .••••••••• -- •• -.---- ••• - .• - - ---.-. 12, 400 
1872- - - - .. - - . - -- - ••. - - - - - . - - . - - - - - • - - • - 11, 500 
1873 ............ - .•..•..•. ---.-- ..... - ...•. --.- ....•.. ----. 
1874 •.•••••.....•..•..••.•......•••.•.. 
1875 .....••....••. -- ··••··• .•••••.•••.. 
1876 •.•••••••••..•..•.•.•.•••••.••..••. 
1877 ·•••••••·••·• ·····••••••• ...••..... 
1878 .................................. . 




























































Total . .. . • .. . . . . . • . • . • . .. . . . . .. . 71, 500 34, S50 72, 200 I 218, 250 116, 760 1, 136, 550 
The total di bursements in 1 79 from the Peabody fund were somewhat less than in 
any previou year since 1868. The circumstance is due in great measure to shrinkage 
in the income, r ulting partly from the reduction of the interest on United States 
'overnment bond and partly from change in State securitie . In his annual report 
r. Barnas ar , general agent, said: 
Of the wo grand object which this board bas from the beginning had in view. 
nam ly, the promotion of common chool ducation and the profe ional training of 
t ach r, th former or primary one, ba. been so far attained that it may, in great 
part, b a-£ ly l f in the h< nd of the people, and our chief attention henceforth be 
riven t th latt r. ,. i' ¥ It i a plea ing coincidence that at the very time when 
thi l>oar~ i. turnin(T it ?hi f att ntio_n _to t?-e i?Jprovement of th~ ed.ucation given in 
tb, publJc . h I · a WHl pr ad opm10n 1 rmultan ou ly pnngmg up that the 
!!1' t t want now xi ·ting in th v ral , 'tate is that of well trained. teachers. 
THE PEABODY FUND. XLVI( 
In accordanP-e with this drift of public opinion and the determination of the board, 
a large proportion of the money distributed was applied to the support of teachers' in-
stitutes, normal schools, and scholarships for students who gave promise of making 
capable teachers. 
The administration of the Peabody fund has had a remarkable influence in develop-
ing the school spirit in the South, in awakening the people to a sense of their obliga-
tion with reference to the support of public schools, and in maintaining a high stand-
ard for such schools. This last result has been accomplished by the wise policy 
pursued by Dr. Sears in insisting upon a certain degree of excellence in a school as -
the condition of receiving aid from the fund. 








































TABLE II.- Surnmary of school statistics of 
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s 0 0 ; 
;:I 0 ..Cl i-
~ ~ ~ -lj 
------ --- ----- ------
1 2 3 4 t'i 6 7 s 9 10 
- --- --- --- -----------
Mobile, .A.la .... ... . ... 47, 000 7-21 . .......... 
-- --- -······ · 
a125 172 4, 659 4, 014 
Montgomery, .A.la* .••. 15,000 7-21 3, 004 
-··--
. .... . .. . . 
---- --- -- -- -------
.......... 
Little Rock, .A.rk* ..... 18,000 6-21 6,146 7 ' 1, 520 
Los .Angeles, Cal. ..... 11,183 5-17 2, 981 10 
------- · 
Oakland, Cal.. ...... .. 50,000 5-n 7, 950 16 5, 059 
Sacramento, CaL ...... *26, 000 5-17 4, 943 11 ...... .. .... 
San Francisco, Cal ... . 305,000 6-17 58, 110 73 ..... ... .. . 
Stockton, Cal ..... .. .. 14,000 5-17 2, 550 9 .......... 
Denver, Colo. (i of city) 30, 000 6- 21 4, 000 6 2,100 
Bridgeport, Conn . . .. . *25, 000 4-16 6, 362 ..... . ........ . . 
Greenwich, Conn* .... 8, 000 4-16 1, 934 19 . ........... 
Hartford, Conn .. . . .. . *50, 000 4-16 9, 525 *17 ... ... ..... 
Meriden, Conn* _ ...... e10, 495 4-16 3, 823 12 
· --·- · · · 
New Britain, Conn . ... *11, 000 4-16 3, 118 *11 
--- --- --
New H aven, Conn .. .. . ~59, 829 4-16 13, 470 21 9, 142 
New I.ondon, Conn ... *10, 000 4-16 2, 037 
---- - ------ -· 
Norwalk, Conn_ ..... . *15, 000 4-16 3,141 *12 *3, 200 
Norwich, Conn/ .... .. 18, 750 4-16 1, 507 6 1, 259 
Stamford, Conn~ ...... 11, 000 4-16 2, 472 ....... ............. 
Waterbury, Conn* .... 16, 039 4-16 3, 7!l9 21 .......... 
Wilmington, Del ...... 40, 000 6-21 . ................. 19 5, 728 
.Jacksonville, Fla ...... 7, 500 6-21 1, 011 3 950 
Key W est, Flai _ ...... 15,000 6-21 3,415 5 
---····· 
Atlanta, Ga ..... . .. .. . 45,000 6-18 10,360 15 2, 750 
Augusta, Ga .......... 27,012 6-18 5, 628 19 .............. 
Columbus, Ga . .. .. . .• . 10,000 6-18 2, 863 6 980 
Macon, Ga ...... . ..... 16,000 6-18 3, 339 9 1,136 
a'\"annah, Ga • j ....... 30,000 6-18 10, 917 7 ......... 
Bell vill , Til _ .... ..... 
14, 000 [ '-" 4, 532 4 2, 000 
Cbica"'O, m. -......... 500, 000 6-21 k135, 000 55 40,605 
Danvill , Ill .... ...... . 8, 339 6-21 2, 878 5 ........... . 
Dooatur, ill _____ __ ___ - ~ 10,000 6-21 3, 456 ....... ..... ....... 
Fre port, TIL .......... 0, 000 5-21 .......... ...... 5 2, 000 
Gal sbnr", lll • ........ 14,000 6-21 4, 354 7 2,100 
Jacksonvill ,ill ...... . 
"· 000 I ._, 3, 700 7 --~~-~~~-~ .Joliet, Til . ......•.. . .• . 14,000 6-21 3,499 8 
0 taw a, Ill ............ ~000 G-21 I 3,168 1 8 1, 680 p ria, Ill• ............ 38,000 6-21 
'947 16 3, 502 
uincy,lli ...... ...... 30,000 6-21 8, 513 0 3 100 
*From R port of the Commi sion r of Education for 1878. 
numb r. 
ed ">aluntion only of p er!:!onal pr p •rty is in -luued. 
27 168 2,142 I, 536 
27 193 1, 776 1,161 
124 209 5, 504 4, 831 
75 194 3, 895 
696 211 38, 129 27, 075 
36 200 2,165 
47 185 2, 700 1, 817 
dSO 4, 840 d3, 501 
26 1, 552 d845 
d142 7, 701 d4, 776 
45 2, 782 d1, 821 
d39 2,342 ell, 567 
222 199 11, 732 8, 097 
d41 1, 963 d1, 393 
d48 2, 575 ell, 723 
33 196 1, 251 951 
32 197 1, 606 972 
54 3,157 d1, 842 
115 t96 6, 871 4,436 
17 166 806 
17 165 1,168 828 
77 200 5, 000 4, 730 
32 166 2, 001 1,142 
22 178 1, 245 932 
27 168 1, 491 9:i6 
76 200 4, 019 · 3, 085 
34 199 1, 859 1, 649 
903 198 58,947 41,927 
30 1, 824 1,152 
20 1, 786 1, 347 
28 197 1, 750 1, 350 
34 178 2, 301 1, 630 
35 188 1, 868 1, 279 
37 198 1, 852 
29 197 1, 737 1, o:.s 
73 . 200 4,118 3, 03 
55 197 3, 770 2, 431 
cAsl!e sed valuation. 
d For the winter term. 
e Census of 1870. 
CITY SCHOOLS. 
cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over. 
<l) 
-e 't:i Average expen- I ~ ~ <l) ~;.; ses per capita I ~ PI' of daily aver-Pupils .. o"' "'"' Expenditures. ee ... Q) "'::::l age attend-;:_e, eeo A~ l=l't:i o·o '+-<PI 0~-c Ol-< 
<Del) ~~ rll<l) --- :gA .., =..= 
'al.., Orll 0;, ~ai P-.S ";'0 ~ p. so ;..o =a 0 c:,g ~~ 1f~ "" .e-1 ~ PI ... .., Q~ 8§ .§ ai l=!oo 
'"'"" 
.e-<Da~ 'i~ 't:i..s _.,.-. rd.-. ~:;3 <l) ~~ a:>ee ~1 "'"' Q .... p. ~PI <l) ~s ee .... .,.;::! "" ]~ s ~;::! ..s~ 'al ~ ::3 ~ .., ~.s ~ ~ 0 E-1 E-1 P-t 
11 1~ 13 14 1~ 16 
............... b$14, 639, 000 $81,000 1 $40,719 .. ................ 
........ ... .. ..................... ............... ............. 2, 869 .. ............ . 
450 c5, 500, 000 50,700 7 34, 921 ................... 
366 c6, 879, 144 84,500 .8 41, 924 $3,835 
749 37,896,037 335,550 3. 2 194, 770 22,881 
4, 800 *c12, 000, 000 221,500 ....... 96, 923 8, 633 
7, 224 c244, 477, 360 3, 038,000 1. 6 856, 107 55,815 
250 c7, 000, 000 161, 081 5 66, 243 342 
400 22,000,000 232,000 8 73,331 ..... ....... ..... 
250 ell, 979, 850 ........... . ....... ........... 58,142 1'i3 
142 c3, 627,216 .............. .......... 12,325 35 
1, 400 c48, 527, 506 .................... .......... 172,674 1, 312 
886 c8, 783,839 ................... ....... 40, 027 2, 783 
470 c4, 619, 659 ................... .. ............ 26, 271 644 
1, 500 60,000, 000 558,500 15.5 230, 373 3, 875 
40 c6, 567,581 ................. ......... 25, 066 200 
139 c6, 034,499 ................. ........... 31, 194 69 
140 9, 095,890 95,150 2. 5 28, 841 135 
648 ......................... . .................... .......... 21,464 428 
473 c7, 958,728 .................. ......... 43, 988 8, 995 
.............. 26,000, 000 *265, 339 3 93,725 0 
........ ..... ........................ 22,200 ............ g14, 200 g100 
500 1, 000,000 17, 000 ........ 9,140 700 
800 20,000,000 95, 000 ........ 39, 664 0 
1, 000 6, 897,350 ............... ........... g41, 470 .................. 
300 4, 000,000 211,500 2. 25 12,559 650 
200 c7, 500,000 26,500 2 g18, 093 217 
500 .................... 57,500 ...... 47,134 . .. ..... ........ 
700 6, 430,824 74,200 16.4 55,049 13,896 
2.2, 000 cl17, 970, 035 2, 138,381 6. 2 875,459 74,604 
.............. ...................... ................ ...... 23, 263 ................ 
............ ........................... ................ .. .......... ................. .. 97 
200 3, 824,220 73,000 13 33, 926 300 
............ 9, 000, 000 100,100 4 ................... ................... 
600 3, 000,000 149,700 10.2 37, 432 782 
619 7, 252,338 58,868 ............. 26, 338 ................. 
............. c1, 465,511 80,050 16 32,518 1, 700 
1, 660 21, 428, ooo I 186, 800 6 56,928 12,787 
1, 800 18,000, 000 215, 000 5. 24 46, 930 2, 226 
f The report here given, exclusive of that of pop-
ulation, is for the central school district only, 
which comprises about one-half the city. 
g Includes returns from the entire county. 
ED-IV 
ance in public 
schools. 
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Q;) 0 ~ = ~ E-1 H 
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11 lS 19 20 
------
-----1 
$34, 613 $40,607 .. .... ....... ................ 1 
. ................. ............ .... ...... ............ . 
2 
14, 020 23,603 $10 10 $2 22 3 
22, 000 31,541 20 24 3 62 4 
115,131 170, 774 23 83 ............. 5 
51, 148 76,899 23 00 1100 6 
618, 486 876,489 25 46 4 84 7 
29, 118 37,441 ($19 53) 8 
34,435 73, 331 20 32 4 40 9 
41, 595 53,167 ... .......... ............... 10 
10, 806 12,325 ............. . ............... 11 
104, 906 148, 352 .... .. .... . 
.. ...... 112 
24, 834 35, 315 ........ 13 
18, 689 26,271 .. ...... 14 
135, 732 226,293 17 61 3 75 
18, 756 25, 066 ........... ..... ..... ... 
23, 029 30, 557 ........... ............ 
17,381 28,841 20 37 6 14 
16, 709 21, 459 .. .. .. ....... ................ 
23,626 43,972 .............. ............. 
47, 914 63,983 11 25 3 18 
gh12, 500 g16, 239 ............. . .......... . 
8, 011 9, 564 8 00 ............ 
h35, 287 38,083 10 12 ............ 
.. .............. .. g28, 448 ........ .... .. .............. 
7, 705 12,023 10 03 2 ?6 
hlO, 237 11,817 .............. ...... ........... 
46, 682 57,062 ............... .. .... . ........ 
16, 142 44, 765 9 99 2 40 
h530, 646 809, 502 12 84 2 46 
14,153 21,890 . ........... .............. 
h16, 104 28,609 11 80 .. ............ 
h14, 770 24,129 . .. . ..... .. ............ . 
16, 085 20,601 ........... .. .. ......... 
18, 000 30, 348 15 24 311 
15, 660 19, 008 . ........... . ................ 
13, 750 26,922 12 00 2 25 
32,036 54,632 11 20 2 57 
27, 700 46,375 11 81 284 
hlncludes cost of supervision. 
i Including Monroe County. 
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.. 2 I a " ~1_6 _ __ ,._ 8 9 1 10 
---:---_ 
'40 Rock Island, lll .•••••• 12, 500 1 6-21 3, 42:> 6 1, 740 1 37 179 2, 100 1, 59<1 
41 Springfield, lll .....••• 25, 000 6-21 ..... ..... ..• •. ........ 54 ...... 2, 776 2, 114 
42 Evansville, Ind* ....... 40,000 6-~ 12,877 14 ............ 115 .. ...... 5,113 ............ 
43 Fort Wayne, Ind ...... 28,460 6-21 12,649 9 3, 798 88 195 3, 356 2, 601 
44
1 
Indianapolis, ~nd ...... 80, 000 6-21 26,039 25 10,291 214 194 12,322 9, 369 
45 Je:ffel'sonville, Indc ... *10, 000 6-21 2, 912 5 ........... . 28 ....... 1, 551 . ............ 
46
1 
La Porte, Ind .......... d6, 581 1 6-21 .............. .. .... .............. 26 ----· 1, 224 868 
47 Logan~port, Ind ..... ". 15, 000 6-21 4, 091 6 1, 525 29 196 1, 767 1,188 
48 Madison, Ind .......... 10, 000 6-21 5, 400 7 1, 800 42 200 1, 745 1, 218 
49 1 Richmond, Ind* ....... 14, 000 6-21 4, 236 8 1, 679 45 200 2,142 1, 602 
50 I South Bend, Ind .•..••• 12, 000 6-21 3, 215 7 1, 835 32 178 1, 717 1, 235 
51 1 Terre Haute, Ind ...••. 25,000 6-21 8,372 11 4, 041 78 195 4, 035 2, 866 
52
1 
Vincennes, Ind ....... : 8, 646 6-21 2, 326 4 
········ 
18 197 1, 187 
········· 
53 Burlington, Iowa ...... 22,000 5-21 6, 350 12 3, 724 67 194 3, 339 2, 331 
M Council Bluffs, Iowa ... 15,000 5-21 3, 600 10 *1, 500 37 197 1, 745 1, 420 
55 Davenport, Iowa ...... 25,000 5-21 9, 097 12 4, 249 86 189 4, 841 3, 488 
56 Des Moines (westside), 15,000 5-21 3, 664 5 .......... 39 186 2, 490 1, 568 I Iowa. 
30,000 5-21 10,014 9 3, 500 81 196 3, 831 1 2, 628 57 I Dubuque, Iowa ........ 
58 Keokuk, Iowa .. .•..... 15,000 5-21 4, 606 9 2, 200 50 190 2, 469 1, 906 
5!) Ottumwa, Iowa ........ 9, 100 5-21 2, 600 3 1, 400 23 188 1, 500 1, 380 
60 Lawrence, Kans . .....• 7, 912 5-21 2, 824 10 ........... 17 168 1, 618 1, 081 
61 1 Leave:nworth, Kans . •. 20,000 5-21 6, 335 8 3,150 41 186 3, 060 2, 308 
62 Topeka, Kans .. .....•. 12, 500 1 5-21 2, 816 ... ... . 1, 692 30 180 1, 935 1, 607 
63 Covington, Kr .. ....•. 30,000 6-20 10,094 6 ............ 63 ....... 3, 286 2, 485 
64 Lexington, Ky ........ 16, 000 /6-20 5, 299 9 *2, 000 31 g183 
'·"' I 1, 615 65 Louisville, Ky ... ...... 135,000 6-20 43,712 29 ............. 327 211 19,484 13,405 66 Newport, Ky ..... ..... 24, 000 6-20 6, 807 5 2, 600 43 200 2, 544 1,!) 2 
67 Owensboro', Ky . •••••• 10,000 6-20 1, 232 2 700 16 186 815 646 
68 Now Orleans, La ...... 203,439 6-21 "68, 918 69 .............. 426 204 20, :~49 I 17,491 
69 AU!!ll.'!ta, Me* . . ••..•.. 10,000 4-21 2, 288 28 .............. ....... ... 
·· ·- · 
1, 217 I i994 
70 Bangor,:Me ........... 18, 500 4-21 5, 362 36 3, 624 77 152 2, 995 I 2, 6i5 
71 Bidd ford, Me* ....... . 10,285 4-21 I 3, 662 21 2, 072 1 40 190 1, 779 j1, 100 
72 Lewi ton, M e . .... .... 20, 000 4-21 5, 974 29 76 (k) 3, 558 2, 061 
73 Portland, Me .. ..•... .. *36, 000 5-21 9, 739 21 --~:~;~ ·1 116 200 6, 437 I 4, 240 
74 Baltimore, Md ........ 393, i96 I 6-21 I 86, 961 63 ........ ! 822 183 36, 505 30, 477 
75 Cumberland. :Mdl. .... 38, 000 6-21 8, 000 .... . !. ....... 130 ....... . 6, 883 .. ............ . 
.. Fs om Report of the Commi ion6t of Education d Cen u of 1870. 
f(lr 1 1 • 
a Io ·lode ClJ t of opervi.-1ion. 
b A. · · . d ,·,tlo.ation. 
operiuten•lt·nt for 1 7 . 
e Ev ning schools are maintained at an exp me 
of' $628. 
/For colored children, 6-16. 
CITY SCHOOLS. Lt 
~tatistics of cities, <fc.-Continued. 
Q:> t' 'd Average expen-~ ~ - ses J:er capita <l) rn::-; 
~ P..<ti <l)~ Expenditures. of ally aver-Pupils. ~ 0<l) rn..-... 




.... ::SA rnrn <l> ai >=I 0 "ai~ i::l..-... o..-... ~ ~ Q:> <V,!!i t>-.S ~~ e-:::: t>- ,;, rn 
.§8 :::~8 0 <l) ... 'd >=I ~t' ... -~ 0 <l) ....... ~ ,el p.. ~ ~g ~~ ~rn ~ ~ p.. ~::-; <ll::-; 0 ·~=~ .§$ "ai "' 1>1 ~<l) "'o oo .9< rn >=I >:~"c;j Q) Jl)Q;) ~8 .-o"'- A·- ... !=I <l) "ai 'd-+> Q~ Q) l=la;. "rn p.. ~-E <l)'d Q <l)~ ~p.. ... <l) ~~ <l) §s ~ >< g ... I>- Q:> QQ;) ~-- alrn ;... 8 ... 
.§ Si::i cSG Cil 8 A Cil ~p.. 'd Q 
-- p.. ~ :p ~I> ¢ ~ aj ¢ ·a ~-S rn ~ <l) ~ ~ ~ 8 8 ~ 8 8 
------- ------
11 1~ 13 14 1~ 16 17' 18 19 20 
------- ------
400 $6,774,160 $94, 600 10 $29,808 . ...... ........ . $16, 310 $28,327 $11 99 $4 30 
............ .............. ... .. . . . ......... ........ . ........ 30,446 ............... .. a25, 279 28, 070 ............. . ........... 
.............. .................... 501,800 .. ......... ................ .................. .. 59,930 102,686 ............ ........... 
2, 800 11,809,110 224, 650 3. 3 121, 871 $5,711 39,210 62,342 18 13 364 
1, 597 b60, 000, 000 918, 137 1.6 313,361 30,274 118,592 201,462 14 24 3 99 
............. ..... ...... ......... 60, 100 .......... . .................... .................. 12, 548 19,085 ............. -- .. 0 .. ••• 
.. .... ... ........... .... ....... . .............. 
------
31, 802 ................. ...... .......... .. 24,570 .............. .......... ..... 
800 6, 000,000 175, 500 4 37,005 613 13,450 26,892 12 58 3 36 
1, 000 5, 500,000 88, 000 ........... 51, 150 3, 425 18, 541 40,007 .............. ............. 
........... 10, 600,000 64,500 4.1 48,969 17, 500 21,500 48, 470 13 92 . 4 78 
600 ................... .... . ....... ............ 35,184 ............. ... 11, 631 16,025 ............... .............. 
700 25, 000, 000 225,471 3. 2 89,898 16,975 41,467 71,692 15 34 3 75 
594 .... ................... 75,000 ........ 11, 450 9, 900 15,372 ....... ....... ......... 
], 200 10,000,090 150,000 8 62,043 4, 504 35,655 51,727 16 00 4 25 
180 b4, 000,000 120,000 4. 5 *53, 785 .............. ..... .. ........... *44, 829 .. ....... ... .......... 
.......... 16,000,000 291, 200 13 113,484 13,552 50,375 e83, 810 16 70 4 05 
350 6, 500,000 154, 000 13 69,917 8, 445 23,451 48, 661 
·······-
........... 
1, 887 16,001, 680 160, 000 8. 25 55,594 2, 769 34,818 50,273 13 20 4 82 
200 6, 000, 000 100, 000 6. 5 49,000 300 21,700 34,700 12 50 ........ .... 
200 3, 522,960 57, 550 15 28,016 2, 200 13,000 35,692 14 02 3 29 
75 1, 895, 679 100, 000 10 25,143 ............. 8, 876 25,143 9 31 2 70 
725 8, 000,000 168, 200 7. 9 25,060 7~ 18,000 24,986 11 00 ...... ....... 
......... 2, 430, 181 111, 000 8 21,259 ............. 14,252 19,682 11 24 . .......... 
2, 500 15,000, 000 206, 000 2. 5 78,218 500 27,767 78,344 ........... ........... 
600 5, 000,000 29, 000 1. 5 14,658 . ... .......... .... .. ....... 18, 319 (h) (h) 
.......... , 64, 684, 539 865,390 4. 5 220, 156 0 160, 598 218,769 14 09 2 22 
......... b7, 200. 000 ................ .. 2. 5 27,576 .. .............. 19, 140 27.327 10 41 1 90 
100 3, 000, 000 53,500 
·- --- -
9,350 ......... .. .... . 7, 000 9, 750 11 20 1 40 
12, 000 b91, 117, 920 647, 500 2 219,173 5, 763 239, 006 302, 595 13 96 3 99 
... ....... . ...................... 65,000 ........... 28,509 . .............. .. ................ 24,094 . ........... .. ............. 
300 12, 000,000 150,000 2.1 29,630 ............. 21, 978 29,630 8 43 2 19 
........... b5, 682,000 34, 000 .. ......... 17,037 . ............. j12, 680 14,950 . ............ ......... .. 
260 b9, 152, 121 176,200 ~- 5 32,498 2, 765 a25, 323 32,444 12 05 3 38 
1, 330 30, 184,928 350,000 ........ 96,634 17,042 58,373 96, 635 14 30 4 47 
14,000 250, 000, 000 1, 640,000 1.4 591,126 43,898 473,447 643,895 15 53 4 15 
......... 18, 000,000 250, 000 ......... 53,240 ............. . ............ ............ .. . ............ .. .............. 
nin colored schools, 160. j ]'or graded schools only. 
h.A.verage of entire expense per capita: for white k Rural schools, 167 days; primary and interme-
schools, $14.08; for colored, $7.54. diate, 180; grammar, 184; high, 181. 
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= p:, biJ 0 = Pupils. ~ rh "0 ~ Ql) E ~ ~ ~ Ctl a1 g. ;.., ~ 
..s ~ p.. 
= rh ,t:l Ctl ;.., Ctl ~ ~ Cities. -+" d' c; Ql) ~ '0 ~ <li .s ~ ..<:I 0 ~ 0 Q -a ;.., ~<li ~ ~ ..<:I ~ ~ ;.., Q 
'iil .2$ Ctl ,t:l. ..SQ p.. c; ~ Ctl Ctl ~as ...;:~ "0 0 p.. .... .... .... ~ ~ ..<:I 0 0 0 0 ~~ ~'g ~ Q p.. ;.., ~ ;.., "0 ;.., rn Q) ~ 
~ 7J c; ,t:l ,t:l ,t:l .... ~ e~ 0 s s s 0 Q.l Ql) ..<:I ~ 
-a = ::s = 0 ~ I> ~ H 00 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------------- ------
l 2 3 4 ~ 6 ,.. 8 9 10 
-------------------
76 Frederick, Md .••..... 8, 486 6-20 ................ 4 ............ 19 154 1, 234 825 
77. :Boston, Mass .•.•.•..•. a341, 919 5-15 64,766 158 55,820 1, 260 .. ....... 56,667 46,784-
78 :Brockton, Mass .••... . 12,000 5-15 2,107 19 ........... 44 Hl5 2, 304 .............. 
79 :Brookline, Mass ...••.. 7, 500 5-15 1, 303 ..... ........... 36 
··-·· 
1, 473 .......... .. 
80 Cambridge, Mass ...... a47, 838 5-15 8, 885 26 8, 924 173 198 8, 500 6, 385 
81 Chelsea, Mass ......•.. a20, 737 5-15 3, 313 ....... 
······-· 
69 ........ 3, 901 2,699 
82 Chicopee, Mass ...... . a10, 335 5-15 2,104 10 1, 540 33 195 1, 467 1, 040 
83 Fall River, Mass* ..... 50, 000 5-15 9, 793 32 7, 690 133 200 9, 604 5, 727 
84 :Fitchburg, Mass .•••.. 12,000 5-15 2, 239 19 3, 253 63 191 2, 647 1, 920 
85 Gloucester, Mass ..... 18,000 5-15 4, 050 20 4, 006 87 198 3, 290 3, 032 
86 Haverhill, Mass ....... a14, 628 5-15 2, ,539 ....... ............. 65 ...... 2, 756 2, 066 
87 Holyoke, Mass ..• . .... 23,000 5-15 3, 587 12 2,198 68 187 3,165 1, 838 
88 Lawrence, Mass .. .•... 40, 000 5-15 6, 836 20 4, 600 118 197 d5, 684 d4, 254 
89 Lowell, Mas!l* ......... 53,000 5-15 8, 087 39 7, 802 196 197 12,458 6,112 I 00 Lynn, Mass .....•••••. 35,000 5-15 5, 792 31 5,575 109 205 6, 233 4, 711 I 
91 Malden, Mass ..••..••. 12,000 8-15 2,153 11 2, 360 49 198 2, 688 1, 844 I 
92 Marblehead, Mass ..... 7, 500 6-15 1, 694 11 ............ 27 200 1,302 1,156 
93 Marlborough, Mass ... 8, 830 5-15 2, 066 12 1, 985 *38 {160} 2, 068 1, 611 I 180 
94 Milford, Mass ..•• •.•.. a9,818 5-15 2,138 ........ ............ 42 ...... 2,349 1, 695 I 
95 New :Bedford, Mass ... a25, 876 5-15 *4, 208 23 ........ ... .. 106 ....... 4, 500 4, 207 
96 Newburyport, Mass ... a13, 323 5-15 2, 461 ....... 2, 241 46 ....... 2,295 1, 530 
97 Newton, Mass* ...••••. 16,500 5-15 2, 846 17 3, 676 88 194 3, 359 2, 767 
98 Northampton, Mass ... 10,854 5-15 2,026 25 2, 200 53 lf165 2,197 1,600 
99 Pittsfield, Mass •••••.. 13,400 5-15 2, 353 26 2, 250 ff7 195 2,605 1,805 
100 Quincy, Mass ......... 10,500 5-15 1, 900 7 ........ --· 45 197 1, 910 1,461 
101 Salem, Mass .......... 26,000 5-15 4,673 17 4,431 101 205 4,272 2, 936 
102 Somerville, Mass .•••.. 23,000 5-15 4, 500 18 4, 580 92 188 4,521 3,901 
103 Springfield, Mass .••. . 32,000 5-15 5,524 25 5,609 118 198 6, 024 4,399 
104 Taunton, Mass ...... . . 19,000 5-15 3, 246 36 ............. 84 190 3, 670 2, 636 
105 Waltham,Mass* ...... 10,500 5-15 1, 995 11 ............ 43 195 1, 762 .......... . 
106 W eymonth, Mass . .... 10,000 5-15 2, 012 .... . ......... 60 ..... 2,102 1, 762 
107 Woburn, Mass ....... 10,694 5-15 2,424 24 2, 332 46 200 2,238 1, 790· 
108 Worcester, Ma s ..... . 55,000 5-15 9,827 38 8, 661 228 194 10,840 7,463 
109 .Ann Arbor, Mich ...... 7,500 5-20 2, 483 6 1, 580 33 198 1,845 1,291 
110 Bay City, Mich ...•... 20,000 5-20 4, 211 7 2,000 45 194 2, 814 1, 594 
111 Detroit, ::M.ich . . .... . .. 116,000 5-20 37, 684 29 12,231 248 194 14,837 10,665 
112 E t a!!inaw, Mich .. . 22,000 S-20 5, 327 10 2, 769 53 196 3, 018 2, 303 
113 Flint, Mich . .......... 8,417 5-20 2, 441 6 1, 699 34 196 1, 823 1,163 
11 rand Rapids, Mich ... 33,000 5-20 9, 559 16 4, 704 89 196 5,109 3, 478 
m Report of the Comp:Us ion r of Education fi r 1878. 
t n a o 1875. 
b As es d valuation. 
c Includes 110me incidental expenses~ 
CITY SCHOOLS. LII.I 
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ell 1>. Average expen·l 
~ _.., .. ses per capita ell 11 ~ of daily aver-~ 8~ ~~ Expenditures. = age atte nd· ~;g ...... 
.... to P.o 
o·~ 'S~ o._ 
ell ell rflell 
~~ ellp. ~p. d;, ~g ~s I> 1> .::1 l>,.<:l 0 ~~ "'S "' ~;3 .e-, i1 p. P. ~~ Oell ~~ 8§ -oA ~:;: '@ ~~ <l)9 <P-o <:) Q)<l) ~a rll<ll <l) ~s ~:;:; .. ., ... CIS 
.§ S>:J ~d ~ s ~ :0 XI> ~ ~ <ll 0 E-1 E-1 Po; 
----
12 13 14 l~ 16 
............................ $19, 000 
------
$7,296 $85 
b$613, 322, 692 7, 696, 300 ............ 1, 564, 915 38, 500 
7, 500, 000 90, 275 4. 25 35,325 673 
b22, 493, 900 116,500 ......... 36,290 ... .............. 
b49, 238, 098 582, 000 3. 2 162, 504 .............. 
b15, 377, 402 ..................... ............ 47,491 .............. 
4, 900,775 166, 100 4 ................... ... ............ 
b42, 326, 730 1, 369, 626 2. 33 142, 645 34,536 
b9, 029,393 168,857 3. 8 35,967 ................ 
8, 022,623 130, 750 8 47,821 1, 234 
b9, 173,333 ................... ............. 47, 620 . ................ 
11,000,000 139,920 4. 9 51, 999 14, 304 
30, 000, 000 263,318 2. 95 66, 429 ................... 
50,000,000 492,300 3. 9 139, 677 14, 081 
22,487,864 493,500 4 86,817 1, 200 
blO, 420, 325 197,600 3.1 35,707 1, 000 
b3, 361,300 39,800 2. 5 14,105 . ............... 
b3, 505,478 59,500 5. 7 20, 779 . ................ 
b4, 375,096 .................... ......... 22,594 . ................. 
b25, 772, 718 .................... ........ 75, 000 .. .............. 
b7, 409,588 .................... ........... 25, 331 .................. 
25,012,930 426,000 3. 34 83, 606 2, 306 
*7, 077,300 96,000 .......... 24,095 ................. 
7, 32o, 848 69,500 4. 28 31, 734 689 
..................... 119,000 ............ 42,065 8, 000 
26,000,000 326,530 5. 5 81, 076 14, 262 
b18, 950, lGO 436,350 4. 5 85,027 ................. . 
b29, 441, 324 553, 500 2. 8 84,353 .......... .. .. ..... 
20,000, 000 202,000 3 48,750 4,150 
b9, 565,900 180, 000 3. 25 32, 165 500 
b5, 293,032 ..................... ........... 25,908 50 
8, 052,508 194,500 3.1 28, 109 116 
39,585,358 889,570 3. 3 141, 502 11, 596 
3, 814,800 130,000 1.9 30, 314 1, 606 
7, 651,130 145,000 2. 25 51, 687 6, 048 
83,198,040 747,690 2. 28 
.... '"I 24,1353 7, 759,000 150, 000 1. 5 39, 318 1, 011 
4, 386,186 125,000 5. 8 30, 809 . 500 
25,000,000 35,000 8 104,470 15,427 
d. For the second term of the school year. 
e Includes cost of supervision. 
00 aS 












11' ' IS 
$5, 668 $7,296 
1, 117, 028 1, 558, 163 
19, 860 27,744 
................. . ......... ....... 
132,663 162, 504 
c47, 491 49,491 
................ ................. 
73, 886 143,271 
26, 174 35, 033 
82,368 47, 765 
c46, 900 48,020 
. 24, 013 49,549 
e55, 432 72, 253 
91, 810 127, 048 
e62, 887 90, 701 
27, 138 35, 837 
e12, 190 14,105 
13, 312 18,692 
15, 952 23,404 
c76, 404 78,832 
c26, 066 26,815 
61,161 83,606 
17,078 23, 244 
21, 083 31,666 





g25, 840 28,240 
c24, 500 26, 350 
20, 345 27,864 
111, 951 141,502 








ri:J ~ ~ 










19 1 20 
$6 87 $1 87 
*24 83 *9 10 
.............. .... ......... 
.... .. ....... . ........... 
21 20 4 25 
............... 
----- --· 
. ........... . ............. 
13 25 5 73 
14 57 3 67 
11 96 3 55 
. .. ........ ............ 
13 99 2 26 
11 00 9 09 
16 81 5 88 
13 71 4 19 
14 20 3 09 
.............. ............ .. 
8 73 2 87 
............ .. .. ............ 
............ ............... 
.......... .. . .............. 
24 87 6 90 
............ .... . ............. 









































20 58 5 93 1 
16 82 4 97 1 
15 80 3 30 1 
13 04 2 97 1 
($15 52) 1 
--------
........ 1 
12 36 3 13 1 
15 77 3 74 1 
13 52 3 25 1 
12 60 6 91 1 
13 72 3 22 1 
11 34 411 1 
................ ........ 1 
13 72 2 63 1 
fIn high schools, 195. 
g Estimated. 
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TABLE II.- Surnmary of chool' 
I ~ 
g . ~ I ~.0 
~ r.o "0 $ ~ ~ I 
'[ ;a ;. ~ 
&. :a cS en ~ 
@ ci ~ : fo ~ ~ m ~ ~ 2t ~ o .e -2 I ,g ~ t>, • ~ ~-- ~ ~ .8 c.) ,a. ~~ 
Pt 0 ::; ..... '+-< ..... : 13~ "0 s:l 
"0 ,g 5' o o o ~ ~;:::::l0 .g 
Cities. 
Pupils. 
] ~ ,g ~ @ ~ ~ .8 ~ ~ , H as :z; z ~ ~ ~ ..q 
~ I ~ ~ $ $ 2 I ~ ~ .. I gt$ 
-1----l---2--1,-3- 4 ii 6 i ,.~, s - 9 10 
115 :Manistee, Mich.. ...... 8, 000 5-20 1, 616 8 1 712 14 1 198 961 ' 616 
116 :Muskegon, :Mich . . . . . . 9, 596 1 5-20 2, 629 8 1, 400 30 197 1, 639 1, 038 
117 Saginaw, :Mich........ 12,000 5-20 2,845 1,600 30 19!Jt 1,690 1,151 
118 St. Paul , :Minn . .. • .. .. 51, 030 6-21 13 3, 688 86 195 4, 003 2, 785 
119 Natchez, Miss c* • • • • • • 19, 000 5-21 8, 107 54 2, 871 76 120 2, 730 ~. 509 
120 Vicksburg, Miss . .. • . . 1:3, 000 \ 5-21 3, 000 21 1, 196 
121 Hannibal, :Mo. . . . . . . . . 13, 000 6-20 3, 304 8 1, 630 28 I 176 1, 967 1, 323 
122 Kansas City, Mo ..... . 




St. Louis, Mo . : ..... .. 
edalia, :Mo ........ .. .. 
Springfield, Mo ...... . 
127 Nebraska City, Nebr . . 
128 Omaha, Nebr ........ .. 
129 Concord, N. H* ....... . 
130 Dover, .... R .......... . 
131 Manche!;ter, N. H* ... . 
55, ooo 6-20 11, 325 9 1 4, Goo 62 195 5, 259 3,140 
30, 000 I 6-20 7, 658 10 I 3, 140 58 • 198 3, 691 2, 521 
333, 000 6-20 101, 825 122 ! 44, 711 1, 093 197 55, 122 36, 077 
10, 000 6-20 2, 877 6 I 1, 515 21 179 1, 843 1, 210 
:: ~~~ I ~~~ ~: !:~ : I' . ~.-~~~ .I ~: I ~~~ 1, ~:~ ::~ 
27, ooo 5-~1 G, 468 9 I 2, 466 47 199 3, 033 1, 050 













.. 1 66 2, 375 1, BOO 
28, ooo I 5-15 3, 065 24 3, 125 79 186 3, 886 2, 454 





10, ooo 5- 2, 1o5 13 21 I 2oo 1, 905 
/40,000 I 5-18 11,134 ..... ,:::::::: 110 ..... 7,668 








120, 000 5-18 40, 204 
137 137, 000 5-18 41, 935 
138 .. ew Brunswick, N. J . 19, 000 5-18 6, 089 
139 Orange, N. J ........ .. 14, 000 5-18 3, 702 
140 Paterson, N.J ........ . 42, 000 5-18 13, 906 
141 Trenton, N. J . .... . .. . 28, 000 5-18 9, 221 
142 Albany,N. Y · .. ...... . 86, 541 5-21 37, 000 
143 Auburn, N.Y ........ . 
144 Bin hamton, .r • y· ... . 17, 624 5-21 4, 246 
145 Brooklyn, N.Y ....... . 
146 Buffalo, N. Y ........ . 
20, 200 5-21 I 5, 469 
•482, 493 5-21 I *164, 25o 
134, [;57 5-21 52, 000 
147 Coho · ...... Y" . ...... .. 
14 Elruil-a, N. Y ... ..... .. 
149 Hudson, .. -. Y • ..... .. . 
150 Ithaca,~ .... Y . . .. ..... . 
151 King ton, ~ .... Y. Ci of 
city). 
152 Lo kport, ~-. Y ........ 
"}'rom Report of tho Commi 
for 1 7 . 
aA . ·d nlnation. 
5-21 9, 556 1 
5-21 6, 033 I 
5-21 3, 500 I 
5-?1 I 2. 591 
5-;1 2, 892 
13. ooo ;;-21 4, 185 I 
ion r of Edu<·ation 
20 . 12, 810 
31 1 15,047 
2, 370 
4 1, 244 
10 I 6, 109 












6 j 1, 668 
5 1 1,671 I 
7 ~2, 448 




101 1 204 









64 1 193 3, 168 
56 205 3,102 




41 205 3, 589 
81 195 4, 287 
22 ..... 1 1, 299 
32 192 
32 204 1 




b Includes cost of supervision. 















d Based on av rage numbtr belou~ing. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LV 
stat·istics of cities, ~c.-Continued. 
Pupil•. I Expenditures. I 
Average expen-





-- ------1-----1- - - 1-----'----------------
1J 12 13 14 16 11' 18 19 20 












3, 300, 000 
a3, 000,000 
a2, 780,000 
a8, 100, 000 
15,000,000 
$35, 000 11 
82, 665 21.4 

























$9. 994 $11 90 
27,439 11 70 
25,975 11 59 
80,557 20 88 
$3 57 115 
4 35 116 
1 43 117 
2 03 118 
9, 626 3 70 23 119 
9, 945 .. -- -- -- -. . • • • • . 120 
18, 882 9 73 2 37 121 
78,141 ---·-··· ...••••• 122 
47,440 14 78 3 63 123 















76, 590 b632, 988 1, 009, 051 d16 73 d2 00 124 
240 al, 870, 147 73, 600 
200 2, 500, 000 24, 025 
200 3, 500, 000 














10, 000, 000 
20, 000, 000 
*a8, 291, 704 
10, 000, 000 
20, boo, ooo 
120, 808, 562 
a82, 140, 700 
10, 560, 000 
a4, 314,000 
19, 169, 609 

















9, 025 16, 736 - .. - - - - - - - . • • • • . 125 
6.5 18,660 142 5,200 11,037 . ................ l~G 
3. 5 7, 000 112 5, 142 6, 923 . -- ... - ... -.- ... 127 
10 69, 555 2, 095 30, 698 64, 379 d16 56 d4 46 128 
. ----. 34, 072 8, 900 19, 943 40, 742 . - .. --- .. ------. 129 
3 3 *24, 574 .. -.--- .. --.---. 130 
2: 9 ---- ~~: ~~~ ... -;: ;~; . , .. -~~: ;~;. 48, 811 15 46 3 32 131 
.. --.. 30, 064 1.... • • .. • . b21, 803 28, 4 78 ( e$12 69) 132 
... -.- 22, 974 .. ----.--- 18, 264 23, 035 . --.--- ... --.--. 133 
.• - . . • 72, 000 . - •••• - - . . . - - - . - • . . - . - . - - ' 134 
2. 5 39, 464 169 24, 766 36, 523 13 41 4 52 135 
4 222, 464 4, 443 138, 000 222, 364 14 50 3 70 136 
. ----- 204, !l:J5 2, 969 126, 858 207, 868 14 08 3 66 137 
4. 5 42, 186 586 18, 950 49, 499 11 86 2 19 138 
2. 4 25, 207 201 18, 200 23, 927 21 58 4 41 139 
1. 63 75, 464 G, 008 50, 530 73, 946 12 09 3 60 140 
2 54, 908 519 30, 362 g54, 908 14 09 3 71 141 
.. -- .. 288, 637 3, 634 138, 085 202, 754 ... --- .. . -- .. - -- 142 
1, 200 
553 
11, 658, 366 
7, 263, 777 
142, 800 2. 92 48, 512 5, 558 23, 758 38, 572 11 29 3 34 143 
226, 888 4, 3 46, 167 2, 780 27, 702 39, 384 14 29 3 7cJ I 144 
2o, ooo ..... ___ .. __ __ 4, 876, 664 .. __ __ 1, a97, 626 I 2flo, 357 735, 342 1, 214, 835 (14 81> 1145 
9, 077 .......... .... 754,900 ...... . 441,878 1 1,432 281,027 310,403 ....... 1 ........ , 146 
250 12. 080. 866 97, 500 6 I 65, 061 ! 7. 931 21. 160 38. 059 12 82 4 64 ~ 147 




700 --- ..... -- .. -- 32, 500 .. ---- 13,768 722 8, 912 10, 672 12 90 ---2- ·5·7-- ~4590 
60 6, 000, 000 42, 000 5. 7 27, 427 i , 367 13, 661 27, 000 
,.. •• 363,395 "~ '" 3. 3 "· 661 : "· 096 " · 110 "· 661 " "r , "I'" 
550 I 8 000 000 I 105, 000 I 4 45, 542 I 3, 9<>1 2i!, 424 33, 590 4 33 i 3 69 lG2 
e Whole expense based on total enrolment. h In the evening school~, held for si~ weeks only, 
/In 1877. there was a total enrolment of 7,201 with an av-
g Includes the balance on ·band at the close~ erage attendance of 3,934. These itoms are not 
the fiscal year. included in the totals given above. 
I;Vl REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE II.-Summat·y of school 
.. 
--1 I ~ 
§ I t;..:. ~ Pupils. ~ -~n ] ~ 
~ :s : ~ ~ 2 ~ ~~= I~ 
Cities. ~ l'i - !of) o:> o o;, = ~ tn -~ g E .g ,.g ... I ~ . 
4J ~ ~ ~ ;".: ~ ~ $ • I :-~Q> 
s. o ~ "' l1l ""' ~ s11 1 ~ ~ 
"' 0 g. 'S 'S 'S ~ :=~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~ .. .. ... "' I .. 9 I <t> :::1 ~ "' Ql <t> <t> "' <t>'"' bnv 
.§ ~ g '8 '8 '8 ~ 0 ~ ... ~ ~ .g :::1 ::1 ;:l 0 I ~ I ~ 
1----------1-tl-- H w ~ -~1_z_~ _______ <tJ __ 
1 ~ 3 4 5 I -6 I , I s I 9 I 10 
1---. -- -~-·-~-,--_ 
153 Long Island C1ty, N. Y 17, 500 4-21 5, 533 7 
1 
... .• ••. I 48 ; 206 I 3, 644 2, 2;:>8 
154 Newburgb,N.Y ...... 17,500 5-21 5,874 6 j 2,958 1 56 1 201 1 2,431 / 2,240 
155 New York, N.Y . ... . .. 1, 242,000 5-21 375,000 127 143,013 1 3, 406 207 , 263,450 ; 131, 295 
156 Ogdensburgh, N.Y... . 12, 000 5-21 4, 096 10 1, 500 30 197 1, 951 1 1, 112 
157 Oswego, N. Y . . . . . . . . . 22, 000 5-21 8, 739 15 3, 900 II 68 195 1 4, 264 2, 831 
158 Poughkeepsie, N. Y c.. 20, 022 5-21 6, 000 7 . . . . . . . . 68 
1
..... 3, 911 
1 
2, 186 
150 Rochester, N.Y...... . 89, 000 5-21 31, 452 27 9, 883 . 230 
1 
105 I 12, 002 8, 144 
160 Rome, N.Y............ dll, 000 5-21 2, 995 1, 332 I 28 1 193 1 1, 759 1 1, 0171 
161 Saratoga Springs, N.Y.! 8, 267 5-21 2, 456 12 1, 627 I 30 201 1, 755 : 1, 018 
162 Schenectady, N. Y* ... . 1 12, 759 5-21 4, 450 41 . . . . 2, 376 I 1, 617 
163 Syracuse, N. Y . . . . . . . . 54, 807 5-21 17, 747 23 8, 224 182 i 196 9, 310 i 7, 037 j 






~ - 1- ~6- 9, 716 I 5, 546 1 165 Utica, N. Y.... . . . .. . . . 35, 000 6-21 10, 727 18 4, 614 " 5, 245 1
1 
3, 858 
~~~ :~::;:~.~-~*::~~: 1~::~! ~~~ !::~~ ---~- :::::::: ··---~~- 144 2·~:: ... ~·- ~~~-
168 Akron, Ohio*......... . 17, 000 6-21 4, 429 11 2, 554 52 195 2, 747
1 
2, 161 
169 Canton, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 13, 000 6-21 3, 787 6 2, 006 39 191 2, 317 1, 686 
170 Chillicothe, Ohio* . . . . . 15, 000 6-21 3, 404 5 2, 025 46 187 1, 844 . ! .. - · ·- · 
171 Cincinnati, Ohio....... 255, 000 . 6-21 91, 693 48 37, 002 710 205 35,761 26, 537 
172 Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . 145, 545 6-21 46, 239 40 20, 062 385 196 22, 741 15, 693 
173 Columbua,Ohio ..• ..•• 51,881 6-21 14,178 25 7,037 132 194 7,409. 6,100 
174 Dayton, Ohio*........ . 35, 000 6-21 10, 798 12 5, 627 125 196 5, 888 4, 394 
175 Fremont, Ohio . ..... . .. 8, 500 6-21 2, 368 9 1, 000 21 102 1, 042 706 
176 Hamilton, Ohio .. .... .. 15, 000 6-21 5, 168 5 1, 850 32 195 1, 907 1, 421 
177 Ironton,Ohio.......... 8, 851 6-21 2,720 10 1,540 30 190 1,607 1,176 
178 Mansfl.eld,Ohio* . ...... 10,000 6-21 2,821 6 1,962 32 177 1,889 1,461 
179 Newark, Ohio . . . . . . . . . 11, 000 6-21 3, 7l5 1, 990 40 180 1, 854 1, 338 
180 Pomeroy, Ohio . . . • . • . 8, 000 6-21 1, 956 7 1, 200 25 177 1, 279 860 
181 Portsmouth, Ohio . . . . . 15, 000 6-21 3, 485 2, 020 40 199 2, 131 1, 644 
182 Sandusky, Ohio . . • • • • • 15, 821 6-21 6, 113 10 2, 750 43 194! 2, 657 1, Sj9 
183 Springfield, Ohio . • . • . . 20, 760 6-21 5, 683 8 2, 733 57 187 2, 683 2, 066 
184 Steubenville, Ohio..... 16, 000 6-21 4, 373 6 2, 032 40 197 2, 458 1, 854 
185 Toledo, Ohio . . . . . . • . . • 50, 000 6-21 14, 898 23 6, 500 125 195 7, 615 4, 739 
186 Young town, Ohio* . •. 18,000 6-21 4, 769 37 ..... 
1 
2, 080 1, 398 
187 Zanesville, Ohio . . • • • • . *18, 000 6-21 5, 497 18 69 . . . . . 3, 103 
188 Portland, Oreg . . • . . . . . 21, 000 4-20 4, 302 4 2, 010 42 200 2, 363 1, 86.1 
189 Allegheny, Pa .. ..... .. 78, 400 6-21 21 11, 000 203 192 11, 610 8, 287 
190 entdwn., Pa. . • . . • • . . 18, 000 6-~1 8 3, 500 52 180 3, 319 2, 432 
JOt AltoonA, Pa . . .•.••. .. . 19, opo 6-21 •a, 604 15 2, 725 47 189 2, 510 2, 164 
192 Carbondal I Pa........ 9, 000 6-21 a, 000 8 22 190 1, 435 1, 026 
103 Cb r , Pa . . . . • . • . . . . 15, 100 6-21 1-......... 9 2, !.00 45 194 2, 698 1, 970 
• 1! m Report of th& Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Assessed valuation. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LVII 
8tatist,ics of cities, g·c.-Coutinueu. 
I 
<t> 
_e. 'd I Average expen-I ~ ... ~ . ses J:er capita <t> 
Pupils. ~ A• ~~ Expenditures. of aily aver-o:l ~gs "'::::I age attend-:t- A~ o:lo >=I'd ance in public o·a ~~ 0;.; schools. ooa:> 
---
l)<t> :;5A ~;:: <t>A ..., ~g H cb ~ ri; >=I • I> <1i <ti ~ <1)<71 1>>:~ s'O 0 a:> ... 1::: ~; 1>,.. ... ·c .s 'd a:> ...... 0 ~~ ~I A 8-§ <1i 
.§ ri; o:l ;a ~g A ~al . l~ ..., 1 ~ · ~"~rn ~~ .S< >=I Q';i a:><t> "g§' 'd,_g 
I 
&§ ell ~ a:> -rn A 0'"' 'asd Q)'d <:..>+> <:.) .... p. ~~ rno:l ... ~ ~~ ...,.,. 1~ ;.;p <:.) >:~S a:> <t> ~ 
.. §-~ ... 03 ..<:l ~ ,S<;l 03 ~ 
I 
<:.) 3 ,bA ~ :,3 HI> I ..., o:l ~ <:.) +>>:~ ~ ~ o:l 0 Q) Q) 0 ~ rn .... E-' E-' Po. E-' E-' ~ 
I 
--- ---
19 1 20 11 I 12 13 14 1~ 16 1'1 18 i 
,.,
1 
'*'· '"· "' $65, 000 ~I $41;492 $575 b$ao, 120 $41,223 $14 57 $4 86 153 585 13, 000, 000 191, 000 3. 5 41,676 3,192 27,715 40,238 13 04 3 50 154 
45,000 al,OD!,069,335 7, 861,881 ..... ·I 3, 805, 148 299,783 2, 617, 927 3, 374, 966 23 03 4 02 155 
648 ....................... 45,000 
• I "· ., 1, 850 10, 225 16,488 .............. ............. 156 1, 322 a8, 947,950 175, 097 3 40,992 685 26, 192 39,978 9 62 3 20 157 
651 .· ..................... 116, 600 ...... 55,899 . 10,133 23, 941 39, 969 ............ . ......... 158 
.3, 500 38, 884,340 503, 500 
: . 2 1 
168, 957 18,749 118,464 168, 768 14 76 5 95 159 
400 4, 398,205 71,500 22,690 2, 576 11, 559 21,674 12 15 2 55 160 
130 41,101,839 35, 500 2 ' 33,079 2, 435 16,436 20,722 15 56 2 12 161 
350 70, 000 
I 
24,577 4, 594 16, 979 24,577 162 ....................... 
.. ;~~- ~ . ........... ···p·---i, 884 29,684,609 768,700 109,498 6, 773 8,499 109,498 11 90 3 98 163 
l, 500 .................... 235, 000 
...... 1 123, 993 13,279 80, 070 110,473 .. ............. ........... 164 
700 25,000,000 463,784 ·~·. , 106, 157 8, 020 46,380 70, 091 12 69 3 45 165 100 ...................... 95, 000 36,269 14, 385 17, 636 36,269 -······· .............. 166 !136 4, 844,218 9, 600 .......... 18,270 2,101 8, 999 11,486 .......... .. . ............ 167 
450 9, 000, 000 100, 000 Ll 71,916 7, 039 25, 396 44,528 12 93 3 63 168 500 *a5, 059, .270 100, 000 47,865 3, 234 17, 989 36,955 12 51 5 49 169 350 I' 10, 000, 000 150, @00 44,045 2, 928 _20, 669 31,290 14 26 4 50 170 
11.6, 889 a179, 000, 000 2, 000, 000. 3. 25 809,454 136, 696 460,797 741,274 20 12 2 66 171 
il.O, 53S 211, 544, 312 *1, 663,035 4. 5 iJ97, 579 78,946 237, 017 381, 8fl5 15 76 3 54 172 
1, 889 43,500.000 603, 968 4. 5 170, 578 10,015 93,948 135, 857 17 33 471 173 
2.100 30, 000,000 351, 000 5. 7 188,647 28, 169 86,623 176,842 20 49 ............. 174 
300 3, 000, 000 54, 000 5 16, 509 .................. 9,175 13,376 15 00 2 10 175 
2, 958 6, 194,460 235, 100 5 49,626 ................. 18,200 38,128 14 10 3 67 176 
250 3, 675,836 27, 300 5. 5 17,647 276 12,983 16,920 12 31 1 83 177 
135 5, 500,000 150, 600 4. 8 36,755 969 13,544 27,101 10 50 2 17 178 
280 ~ ........................ 95,300 5 45,902 ................ 17,000 22,830 ... ......... . ............. 179 
300 1, 867, 103 50, 220 5 21, 394 150 9, 290 13,858 11 96 4 15 180 
200 4, 500,000 180,000 5 51,311 4, 467 . 18,485 35,102 10 00 3 62 181 
91}0 10, 062, 562 204,000 7 43,928 ................. 22, 284 38,273 13 06 2 67 182 
800 15,000,000 119, 819 5. 5 66, 063 2, 620 29,291 48,364 15 14 3 57 183 
400 a5, 344,420 125, 900 4. 5 46,703 .................... 18, 149 29,082 ]0 73 2 92 184 
"2, 000 al8, 687, 955 551,000 6 189, 6!2 251 57,298 139, 131 12 53 2 78 185 
- .......... ........................ 138, 562 ......... ~0, 045 ................... . ............... 47,299 .. ............ . ............ 186 
600 ......................... 175, 000 3. 5 . ................ ...... ........... 35,311 49,467 17 24 5 53 187 
480 13, 000,000 149, 636 4. 5 ' 69,410 36,854 , 28,601 80,672 16 31 6 41 188 
.3, 500 a46, 000, 000 922,377 4. 9 I 251,271 9, 298 107, 162 243,784 12 93 5 21 189 
500 12,000,000 400,000 5. 5 1 47,869 • 42, 1~6 19& ................... ................. . ............ ............ 
800 5, 400,000 73,800 13 
f 
28,568 161 16, 616 25, 357 8 14 2 39 191 
2oo 1 3, 000,000 41,400 11 9, 427 1, 326 6, 1a8 9, 541 6 25 1 72 192 
250 I aG, 543,292 97, 000 6 49, 1!48 ................. 20,000 50,200 . ............ ................ 193 
~ Ix:cludog pay of janitors. c From report of State superintendent for 1878. d Census of 1870. 
LVIII REPORT OF THE . COMMISSIO~ER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE H.-Summary of school 
10 
1---------~-----~------------- --------
194 Danville, Pa . .•••••.••. 
195 Easton, P a .......... .. 
106 Erie, Pa* ............. . 
197 Harrisburg, Pa . .•..•. . 
198 Lancaster, Pa* ...•.... 
199 New Castle, Pa ...... .. 
200 Norristown, P a . ...... . 
201 Philadelphia, P a ...•.. 
202 Pittsburgh, Pa ..•..••. 
203 Pottsville, Pa* ....... . 
204 Reading. Pa .. ........ . 
205 Scranton, Pa* ........ . 
206 Shenandoah, Pa ...•... 
207 Titusville, Pa* ......•. 
208 Wilkes-Barre, 3d <list., 
Pa.* 
20!l Williamsport, Pa ...•.. 
210 York, Pa* ...... ..... .. 
211 ..:T wport, R. I ........ . 
212 Pawtucket, R. I ... ... . 
213 Providence, R. I. .... .. 
214- Warwick, R. I* ....... . 
215 Woonsocket, R. I. .... . 
216 Charleston, S. C ....•.. 
217 Chattanooga, Tenn . .. . 
218 Knoxville, Tenn ..... .. 
219 M mphis, Tenn ...... . 
220 INa hville, Tenn ...... . 
221 IIouston, Tex ..... .•• . 
222 an Antonio, T x .. •• . 
223 Burlington, Vt* ..... • . 
224 Alexandria, Va* ...... . 
225 Lynchburg, a ...... .. 
226 Norfolk, Va ......... .. 
227 P t rsburg, Va ....... . 
m Port. mouth, Va· ..... . 
229 Riehm oDd, Va .. . .... .. 
230 Fcmd du La , Wi~ ...•. 
231 r n Ba. , Is ....... 
*8, 000 6-21 
*14, 000 6-21 
26, 000 6-21 
30,728 6-21 
23, 000 6-21 
*9, 000 6-21 
15,000 6-21 
*765, 001) 6-
155, 000 1 6-21 
14, 500 6-21 
*45, 000 6- 21 
45,000 G-21 
9, 000 6-21 
8, 500 G-21 
10, 174, G-21 
21, 000 6-21 
14, 000 6-21 
14, 028 5-15 
19, 000 5-15 
103, 500 5-15 
11, 700 5-15 




45, 000 6-21 
28,000 6-18 
30, 000 8-14 
22,500 6-18 
15, 000 15-20 
14,000 5-21 
16,000 5-21 
2~. 000 5-21 
20,000 [)..21 
n, ooo 1 5-21 
80, ooo I 5-21 
13,000 4-20 
7, 500 I 4-20 
9 ........ 
19 ... .. •. 





55 ....... . 
9 
8, 100 24 7, 150 











5 1, 500 












2, 807 8 ........ 
2, 100 4 4, 560 
9, 011 10 3, 780 
9, 046 8 3, 825 
2, 968 14 1, 147 




4 l , 200 
6 1, 025 
7 1, 320 
7,417 5 1, 08 




16 1 17 
5 
5, 558 
2, 8oo I 
1, 040 
26 ... .. 
51 ... .. 






65 ..... 3, 426 
27 ..... 1, 305 













32 196 1, 500 
















3, 323 " 2, 14 
47 .... . 


























































•1 rom P. port of th Commi ion ·r of Education c Include tb cost of supervision. 
for 1 7 d Includ alari s of officers of the board, ec-
a .A I(} >aluation. 
bIn 1677. 
r t.a ri , me engers, &.c. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LIX. 
statistics of cit·ies, 1'c.-Continued. 
4l t> "0 A. verage expen-~ ~ ~ r.n~ ses per capita 


















































.... t' A~ ;::~"0 o·;s ~~ 0"" 4:>4) w4l Q;>P; d,q 4lA g_~ a) ~""' d-~>.s ~0 I> ~o-,g ~ -§ ~ ~.t' ..-4<:) ,.:., $l A Cllrt:i s . c:<"" ~E; QQ;> o;::~ A ~2 
"'g. oo "0'+'< .c:l·~ '$ ~~=~ Q;> .. 
'"'.-o <::>""" 
<:) Q;Q.> 
~A ~4) wc:il 4l ~~ '"';::j .. 
~ · .§ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
""' 
~ 1>. 
""' ~ ~ " 0 Q;> E-1 E-1 p, 
12 13 14 1:> 16 
.................... $60, 000 ......... $8,993 .. ................. 
*a$9, 201, 624 255, 200 ... ........ 42, 095 .................. 
b22, 439, 977 282, 200 .......... 81,499 ................ 
15,770,262 418, 221 I 13 91,355 $3, 975 
b13, 194, 298 147,000 ............ 59,497 .......... .. ....... 
*4, 910,568 
--. ~~~.-~;~· I --~~~- 11,118 ............ ....... 7, 737, 107 33,702 512 
.................. ....... 6, 363, 100 -.••• - 1, 430, 942 ....... ......... 
allO, 404, 698 1, 900, 000 ........... 556,267 35, 925 
b12, 000, 000 180,000 ............ 40,437 .............. 
alS, 000, 000 273,510 3 123, 059 23, 065 
10,144,942 275,000 ......... 141, 860 11,410 
3, 000,000 50, 500 10 25, 177 1, 433 
al, 700, 000 80, 000 
··--·· 
31,822 .............. 
a2, 329,019 125,400 10 27,576 937 
7, 200,000 105, 960 5 51, 784 9, 984 
8, 561,833 125, 000 3. 5 29,129 .. ................ 
a24, 820, 300 208, 008 1•2 42,763 567 
.......... .......... 175, 281 ........ 52,692 ............ ... 
....................... 1, 450, 000 ... ....... *358, 409 . ............... 
a9, 305, 350 .................... 5. 3 11,883 .................. 
........................ ............... ... . ......... ..................... 
................ 
a26, 422, 000 125,000 1 67, 199 ......... .. .... 
a3, 664,377 22, 100 3 13,420 47 
................... 28,200 ....... 13,660 .. ................ 
25, 000, 000 139,050 1 29,221 ................ 
12, 000, 000 169, 2oo I 4. 5 57,464 75 
6, 000,000 21, 100 .••••• 17,591 413 
10,000,000 45, 000 .......... 26,057 8, 288 
.......................... .................. ............ 23,449 ............. 
4, 000, 000 24,250 2. 3 9, 927 .. ......... ....... 
a1, 750,448 34,000 1.4 12,738 39 
11,334, 291 57, 000 ........... 20,202 540 
............... ....... 59,500 ............ 14,571 ............. 
2, 948,478 10, 500 2 8,499 302 
39,796, 936 248, 656 14 64,269 ...... ...... .. 
4, 000,000 125, 110 6 30,402 686 
1, 603,713 67,800 ............ 14,373 123 
e Schools were closed for several weeks because 
of the yellow fever. 
ance in public 
schools. 1 
~ rh rh ~ ~ 
.$; .. 
"0 ~ ~ ~ §g A ~ 
rt:! ~ ~-&i Q;> 
-rt:! 
4l 
.::r&: ..... A' 
.5 
"" 
>4 g~ ~ (l) 4l 
,<:I 3 .,.A "0 <:) ell ~ '8 4l 0 ~ ~ E-1 E-1 
---
----------
11' 18 19 20 
- ----------
---
$5, 900 $8,993 .............. ................ 194: 
.. .............. 39,564 . .............. ............... 195-
................... 71,344 ........... ............. 196· 
49,416 90, 931 $14 86 $2 42 197 
.................... 52,233 .. .......... ............. 198 
................. 11,518 ............. ............. 199 
19,710 30,532 12 58 4 06 200 
1, 004, 185 1, 418,074 .. ........................ .. 201 
279,235 487,788 ($17 10) 202 
·········· 
40,004 ... .............. . 203. 
43,806 95,579 8 35 3 70 204 
53,832 89,106 10 55 6 35 205· 
5, 800 19,337 6 28 2 30 206· 
............... 31, 019 . ............ ....... ...... 207 
ciS, 400 26,809 13 26 3 00 208 
23, 244 42,163 11 40 3 39 209· 
15, 860 29,116 8 89 ............ 210 
30, 570 42,736 18 65 5 94 211 
22,773 44,143 . .......... .......... 212' 
181,917 196,684 . ........... .............. 213. 
11,588 11,845 11 23 .............. 214 
.. ............ ............... .. ............. ............... 215 
d57, 289 65,676 ............. . ............ 216 
7, 703 15,384 8 32 1 63 217 
c12, 256 13,241 (13 18) 218 
23,926 40,850 10 40 5 34 219 
48,562 68,686 15 21 119 220 
12,878 15, 092 12 87 1 80 221 
9, 530 20, 2J3 14 45 1 26 222' 
. ................. 21,059 . ............ .......... 223. 
7, 800 ~0, 272 9 25 2 08 224 
8, 658 12,668 12 24 2 59 225-
13,500 19,649 ...... ...... ............ 226 
11,836 14,568 . .......... ........ . 227 
6, l!JO 8,497 10 96 2 88 228 
43, 153 64,269 11 76 2 06 229· 
17,636 30,215 10 72 .......... 230 
7, 681 9, 929 10 18 2 24 231 
f Estimated. 
g Census of 1875. 
LX REPOR'r OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE II.-S1(,m,ma1·y of school 
.... 
~ ~ ~ bC 0 ,; ~ Pupils. ~ '"d bl) ~ .s Q) '"d 
"" "" §' :a Q) ~ ~ ~ 
,.Q rn ,; rn 
= ~ e "" Cities. a) = ..... bll <U '0 Q) 0 0 ~ ..d 0 rn ~ ~ 0 Q ..d "" ~~ ~ 1 ~ ol Q <U 
'0 ::; rn .£ rn ,.c • ~ 
""' ""' ""' 
rn s.-o '"d~ 
'"d 0 ~ 0 ~ g~ <U ..d 0 0 0 '"d Q ~ ~ "" "" Q)~ ~ ct2 <D <D '"d ~ ~$ 




9 1 10 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 ,.. 8 
232 Janesville, Wis ..... . . 10,000 4-20 3, 6io 10 ... ........... 36 178 1, 695 1, 216 
233 La Crosse, Wis* ...• ••. 17, 000 4-20 3, 968 9 2,150 33 193 2,199 .......... 
234 Madison, Wis __ •.•... _ 12,000 4-20 *3, 951 9 1, 600 32 180 1, 958 .......... 
235 Milwaukee, Wis ...... "120, 000 4-20 37,742 25 ......... 239 203 16,457 10,490 
236 Oshkosh, Wis* _ ••. .••. 18,000 4-20 5,409 10 .......... 51 197 2, 846 . ....... . 
237 Racine, Wis .•••• ••. ••. 17,000 4-20 5, 456 8 2, 240 45 200 2, 397 1, 610 
238 Watertown, Wis ...... 8, 000 4-20 3, 562 5 ••••••• • I 22 198 1, 310 685 
239 Georgetown, D. C. b . ••. } 24,241 11,736 240 Washington, D. C.b .••. 150,000 6-17 53 12,922 240 189 14,942 
----------- ,-------------
Total .......... --j10, 801, 814 2, 586,579 4, 0021918, 389 28,903 1,669,899 1,072,632 
~ 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Assessed valuation. 




"" ~~ ~ Q) Pupils. 1<1 ~~ Ol g;;:::::l :.& A:!S OlO ~:~'d o·z ~~ 01-c Q)Q) rr.;Q) 
--- ~~ Q)A Q:>A ~ p,... ~"' ~ . Q)t1l P.!=! ~~ ~ s-o ,.Cl·;, 
-o Cd~ 2'1 O,.d ~~ ~'<o ~~ !=!ttl OQ:> 8§ ~.s 'i§' .-o"'< ~~ Q:>Ol ~a Q)'d ...,p. ~~ ~E <:e ...... ~ SP S"' .S<il ...... A :,3 ~<jP. ~~ ~ ~ Ol ~ - ..... ~ 
11 12 13 14 
250 $5, 000, 000 $87,750 3. 8 
700 6, 000, 000 90, 625 -........ ... ~ 
500 a4, 000, 000 100, 000 4 
7, 392 a55, 875, 969 665, 773 ......... . 
700 ........ .. .... ........ .................. . ......... 
951 7, 692,669 81, 532 3. 75 
500 2, 000,000 37, 500 5. 5 
5, 481 81, 060, 955 838,802 ........... 
-------------





.n ai 8 Q) 
"" 
..... ~ ~ A ~ s -
'Ci -~ ~~ ~ t1l ~~ Q ~"' ~ Q) ~a "" 
"" 
Q) Q) 
~ 3 s ~ ~ a! ¢ 0 Q) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
--------
1~ 16 11 18 
--------
$19,194 $1,001 $10,349 $18,333 
61,098 24,546 18,474 47,267 
.. .. . . ~ ............ ................ ................. . ............. 
294,260 ................. 161,185 192,826 
49,602 ................. . ............... 27,358 
35,617 3, 039 21,087 28, 381 
15, 910 260 8, 070 11,378 
338,762 2, 988 152,303 229,520 
----------------






ance in public 
schools. 
~ .,.; ~ 
~ 'd 1=1 • a~§ ~ 
~ -;J Q) 
0''"' ~ ...... p. 
...,"" i Q~8A :sl 
"13 Q 





$9 75 $4 50 
............ 
..... ---· 
.. .............. .. .............. 
1110 .............. 
............... ............. 
13 20 254 
10 28 3 12 
13 61 5 69{ 
------



















b These statistics, excepting receipts, are for white schools only; for those in which colored schools. 
are included, see Table I of the appendix and the preceding summary of the same. 
LXII REPORT OF THE COMMfSS~IDNER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE !I.-Average expenses pe1· capita of daily average attendanr.e in city public schools. 
"!:i ~ "!:i ~ ~ q) ~ q) 
~~ ~ ~~ o.1 00 oo ~·(;} ~a; :p•;j ~~ ~q) Cities. Q·~ q;, rn Citiea . Q·~ .b~ 8~ q;,rn '01=: 'til=! ~~ ~ _,.,q;, ·e~ rnA rnA ::I= 
.s iil -~ ·~ rn 
.... s ... 1-< c 0 0 
"' 
;:.; ~ ~ 
:San Francisco, Cal................ $25 46 ~I\ Chillicothe, Ohio .........•.••... , $14 26, -;-~ 
Newton, Mass . ................... 24 87 6 90 I Kingston, N.Y. (j of city)....... 14 26 I 2 67 
Boston, Mass..................... 24 83 9 10 Indianapolis, Ind .. . ..... ... ..... 
1 
14 24 3 99 
·Oakland, Cal... . ..... .. .. . ....... 23 83 ........ 
1 
Malden, Mass................... 14 20 3 Oi) 
New York, N.Y.................. 23 03 4 02 II Hamilton, Ohio. . .. .. .. . ......... 14 10 3 67 
:Sacramento, Cal...... . . . • . .. .. . . . 23 00 11 00 Trenton, N. J .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . 14 09 3 71 
Orange, N. J .............. ~ . . . . . . . 21 58 4 41 Lomsv1lle, Ky...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 09 2 ::2 
·Dambridge, Mass ................. 21 20 4 25 1 Newark, N.J................... 14 08 3 66 
St. Paul, Minn ... .'............... 20 88 2 03 Ottumwa, Iowa .. . . .. . • .. ... • • • . 14 02 3 29 
.Salem, Mass ..................... . 20 58 5 93 Holyoke, M ass.. . ............. .. 13 99 2 26 
Dayton, Ohio........ .... ......... 20 49 j N ew Orleans, La . • .. . • • • . • . . . .. . 13 96 3 99 
Norwich, Conn.................. . 20 37 6 14 1 R ichmond, I nd.................. 13 92 4 78 
D enver, Colo. (t of city) . • • • • . . . .. 20 32 4 40 \ Detroit, M ich . • . .. . . . .. • • .. .. .. . 13 72 3 22 
Los A.ngt~les, Cal................. 20 24 3 62 \ Grand Rapids, Mich. ... ......... 13 72 2 63 
· ~i:;~:~~i~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~~ ~ :: 1 ~~::~~:~:.-~--a·:::::::::: :::·i 13 71 ::: 
Fort Wayne, Ind • • . . .. .. . .• .. .. . 18 13 3 64 1 Washmgton, D.C............. 13 61 I 
New Haven, Conn................ 17 61 3 75 Ann Arbor, Mich............... 13 52 3 25 
·Columbus, Ohio.................. 17 33 4 71 Elizabeth, N.J.................. 13 41 4 53 
ZanesTille, Ohio.................. 17 24 5 53 \ Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (3d district) .. IS 26 3 00 
Somerville, Mass . . • . . • . .. .. .. . .. . 16 82 4 97 Fall R iver, Mass . . • .. . . • • . . .. .. . 13 25 5 73 
Lowell, Mass. .... ..... ....... .. .. 16 81 5 88 1 Dubuque, Iowa.................. 13 20 4 82 
t. Louis, Mo . • . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . a16 73 a2 00 Racine, Wis ................... : . 13 20 2 54 
Davenport, Iowa . ................ 16 70 4 05 Elmira, N. Y...... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 13 12 2 52 
Omaha, Nebr .. ..... ........... .. . a16 56 a4 46 
1 
Sandusky, Ohio ...... ........... 13 06 2 67 
Portland, Oreg................... 16 31 6 41 Newburgh, N.Y ..... ........... 13 04 3 50 
Burlington, Iowa . ••. .. ... • ...... . 16 00 4 25 Taunton, Mass .. .... ...... ...... 13 04 2 97 
Springfield, Mass . ... ........... . 15 80 3 30 Allegheny, Pa . .................. 12 93 5 21 
Worcester, Mass ................. 15 77 3 74 Akron, Ohio ............... ...... 12 93 3 63 
Clevelaml, Ohio .. ..... .... ... .... 15 76 3 54 I Ithaca, N.Y ...... ........ ....... 12 90 2 57 
aratoga Springs, N.Y ........... 15 56 2 12 I Houston, Tex ............... .... 12 87 1 80 
Baltimore, Md ... ....... ... .. .. . .. 15 53 I 4 15 Chicago, lll ............ .. .... .. . 12 84 2 46 
Manchester, N. H ....... .. . ...... 15 46 3 32 I Cohoes, N. Y ........ ........ .. . . 12 82 464 
Terre Haute, Ind ................. 15 34 3 75 Utica, N.Y ...... ................ 12 69 3 45 
.Jacksonville, Ill ............. ..... 15 24 3 11 Bay City, Mich .................. 12 60 6 91 
Nashville, Tenn .................. 15 2l 1 19 Norri town, Pa .............. .. 12 58 4 06 
pringfiel<l, Ohio ................. 15 14 
I 
3 57 Logansport, Ind ................ . 12 58 3 36 
Fremont, Ohio .....•. .. . ··········1 15 00 2 10 Toledo, Ohio .................... 12 53 2 78 
Harrisburg, Pa .••. .• ............. 
1 
14 86 2 42 Canton, Ohio ... ............ ..... 12 51 5 49 
t. Jo ph, Mo .............. ..... 14 78 I 3 63 Keokuk, Iowa. .......... .................... 12 50 
Roch .. tec, N. Y .••••••. ••.•...... 
1 
14 76 I 5 05 Woburn. M:a 8 .......... ...... .. 12 36 3 13 
Lon<> Island City, N. Y .... .. .... 14 57 4 6 Ironton, Ohio .. ........ ............. ......... 12 31 1 83 
Fit ·hburg, Ma s ................. 14 57 I 3 67 Pitt fi ld, Mass ................. 12 27 484 
~J r y City, N.J .. ............... 14 50 3 70 Lynchburg, V:1. ... ...... ..... .. .. 12 24 2 59 
n Antonio, T x ..... ....... .... 14 45 1 26 P..omt:,N.Y .............. ........ 12 15 2 55 
Loekport, ••. Y ...... ......... .... l H 3a I 3 69 Pa er on. L ~ .J ..... . ............ 12 09 3 60 
Port! nil, M ......... ....... ..... 14 30 4 47 Lf'Wi on. Me ............ . ..... . 12 05 3 38 
Bln!!hamton, • .'. Y ............... . 14 ~ 3 iO Ottaw , Ill ............. ......... 12 00 225 
aB:1 ed on avtra"~ numb r belon ring. 
CITY. 
Boston- - - -- - - - . 
New York .. . __ . 
San Francisco . 
Brooklyn ... - ... 
St. Louis.--- __ _ 
.Tcrse:v- City_-- . 
Cleveland . __ . _. 
Indianapolis . . . 
Buffalo _-- .. . __ 
Newark . . ·---_ 
Louisville . ___ _ . 
~iit;~.t;~kee::: : · 
Baltimore . __ . _. 
Cinciunati. .... . 
Detroit ___ .. ___ . 
Rochester _____ . 
.Albany . --- --· -· 
New Orle:tnll . _. 











































Diagram No. 5, 
Showing the relation of average attendance ancl enrolnuent to school 
population in cities of over 7 5, 0 0 0 inhabit ants. 
NOTE.-.As full statistics have not been received from .Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, aud Pro·ddence, 
;hose cities are not included in this diagram. 
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TABLE H.-Average expenses per capita of daily aver-age attendance, g·c.-Continued. 
rd ~ rd ~ ~ ~ 
al ~ al ~ 
~ ~ ...... ~-= ~ oo co .~.s $";) ~m ~~ 
<:.l'"' ~~ ~·~ Cities. :=~'> ~rn Cities. ~(/1 
_p1i,) rd~ E1i> rCQ '"'0) '"'0) 
rn-=- . s ... t.;.., .s ... ~= ~ i:l ..... .,
'"'OO 
... ... ... ... 
0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Rock Island, Ill .••••............. $11 99 $4 30 Watertown, Wis ................ $10 28 $3 12 
Pomeroy, Ohio ......... ... ....... 11 96 4 15 Green Bay, Wis ................. 10 18 2 24 
·Gloucester, Mass ................. 11 96 3 55 Atlanta, Ga ..................... 10 12 
. Syracuse, N.Y ................... 11 90 3 98 Little Rock, Ark ................ 10 10 2 22 
Manistee, Mich .................. 11 90 3 57 Columbus, Ga ................... 10 03 2 36 
New Brunswick, N. J ..... ....... 11 86 2 19 Portsmouth, Ohio ............... 10 00 3 62 
Quincy, lll ....................... 11 81 2 84 Belleville, Ill .................... 9 99 2 40 
Decatur, lll ...................... 11 80 Janesville, Wis ................. 9 75 4 50 
Richmond, Va ..... .............. 11 76 2 06 Hannibal, Mo ............ ; ...... 9 73 2 37 
Muskegon, Mich ................. 11 70 4 35 Oswego, N. Y ................... 9 62 3 20 
::Saginaw, Mich ................... 11 59 1 43 Lawrence, Kans ................ 9 31 2 70 
Williamsport, Pa ................ 11 40 3 39 Alexandria, Va ................. 9 25 2 08 
, 
East Saginaw, Mich .............. 11 34 411 York, Pa ........................ 8 89 
.Auburn, N.Y ................... 11 29 3 34 Marlborough, Mass ............. 8 73 2 87 
Wilmington, Del. ................ 11 25 3 18 Bangor, Me .. ............ . ...... 8 43 2 19 
'Topeka, Kans .•••••.•••••.••..... 11 24 Reading, Pa ..................... 8 35 3 70 
Warwick , R."I ...... ............. 11 23 Chattanooga, T enn ..........••.. 8 32 1 63 
Peoria, lll. ....................... 11 20 2 57 Altoona, Pa ..................... 8 14 2 39 
•Owensboro', Ky .................. 11 20 1 40 Key West, Fla .................. 8 00 
Milwaukee, Wis ................. 11 10 Frederick, Md .................. 6 87 1 H7 
Lawrence, Mass .................. 11 00 9 09 Shenandoah, Pa ................. 6 28 2 30 
Leavenworth, Kans .•••••.•...... 11 00 Carbondale, Pa ...............•.. 6 25 1 72 
Portsmouth, Va .................. 10 96 2 88 Natchez, Miss .................. 3 70 23 
·steuben ville, Ohio ...•• _ .•. . ..• . 10 73 2 92 Stockton, Cal .............. ..... ($19 53) / 
Fond du Lac, Wis ................ 10 72 Pittsburgh, Pa ..............•... (17 10) 
Scranton, Pa ................. ..... 10 55 6 35 Waltham, Mass ................. (15 52) 
Mansfield, Ohio .................. 10 50 2 17 Brooklyn, N.Y .... ........ ...... (14 81) 
Newport, Ky .............. ....... 10 41 1 90 Knoxville, Tenn ................ (13 18) 
.Memphis, Tenn .......... ........ 10 40 5 34 Nashua, N. H ................... a(12 69) 
a Whole expense based on total enrolment. 
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Table II presents the school statistics of 240 cities containing each 7,500 inhabitants, 
or more. Their estimated school population is 2,586,579; the enrolment in public· 
schools, 1,669,899; the average daily attendance, 1,072,632; the number of teachers, 
28,903. The estimated value of property used for the purposes of the schools i 
$84,175,336,or 1%-per cent. ofthe estimated cash value ofthe taxabl~property ofthese 
cities. The tax for school purposes on the assessed valuation ranges from eight-tenths. , 
of a mill on the dollar in Los Angeles, Cal., to 16.4 mills in Belleville, Ill. The amount 
expended in teachers' salaries in the 218 towns which report the item is $16,142,985, and 
the total of expenditures for 233 cities is $24,468,620. Newton, Mass., reports the 
. highest average expense per capita of daily average attendance, viz, $31.77, and 
Natchez, Miss., the lowest, $3.93. 
The ma,gnitude of the interests thus tabulated and the advantages which cities. 
naturally afford for progressive action and the systematic conduct of institutions 
impart peculiar importance to the history of city school systems. The considerations. 
which are made most prominent in the reports of the cmrent year will be found below. 
SUPERINTENDENCE. 
The conviction that the duties of the superintendent's office can only be discharged: 
by trained specialists is not more manifest in the reports of cities in which men of this. 
class are already employed than in those of cities in which as yet the public has not 
authorized such a choice. The report of the school board of Philadelphia thus empha-
sizes the demand: 
An urgent need of this department is competent superintendence; its absence is an 
anomaly. The:re is no knowledge possessed by any central power of the character and 
condition of the schools of this district, and without such knowledge there must be· 
waste, mutual ignorance of wants, indifference, and a1.mses unredressed. Nowhere· 
is it attempted to conduct a school district of half the proportions of this without the: 
hourly supervision of a staff of thoroughly trained specialists in education. The effect 
of the inspection and direction of our schools by proper persons clothed with sufficient 
power to fulfil their office would be to increase enormously their results. This work 
not only requires an expert, but attention that is constant and syt:Jtematic. Controllers 
and directors, chosen for the business management of the department, have neither the 
time nor special knowledge to enable them to discharge such duties. This work 
demands the service of a most liberal education, with a scientific and enlighteneJ 
knowledge of educational systems, particularly that of primary education. As well 
might the directors of a steamship company attempt to dispense with boiler inspectors. 
and pilots as for the school control to assume the duties of this office. 
TEACHERS. 
The preparation of teachers, methods of appointment, and gradation of salaries. 
have been subjects of earnest discussion through the year. The old idea that any-
body can teach, especially if incapable of doing anything else, and the more advanced 
notion that character is the only requisite in the teacher's vocation, no longer prevail 
in our cities. It is indeed true that the prime requisite of character is not wanting in 
the present conception of a teacher's qualifications, but by it is meant character in 
which moral excellence and natural aptitude are reenforced by knowledge, mental 
discipline, and experimental training. 
Fortunately the interest in teachers is not limited to their preparation. The deter-
mination to adopt a wise and just policy, with reference to teachers' salaries,t tenur 
of office, and the number of scholars assigned to each, is definitely announced in a. 
few report · and in many other , in which no resolution is expressed, there is evi-
dence of a di po ition to move in the e matters. We really eem likely to attain th 
moment when we may ay, a did M. Bardoux, speaking for the French nation to· 
the teachers of France, " It is not nece sary that I should a sure you of the devotion 
of th r public· what bas be n done and the pre ent effort peak." 
But notwith tanding the undeniable progr s in public entiment concerning city 
cho 1 and in their g neral manag m nt, they are still subject to some of the ad ver eo 
of :Boston, 1879; of Pbilad lphia, 1879 ; of :Baltimore, 1879;. 
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influences tha·t have been found to affect the rural schools. In general, cities and 
large towns, under some State act, have independent jurisdiction over their school.s 
and regulate in their own way the selection, appointment, and payment of teachers. 
In many cities an annual election determines the continuance of old teachers and the 
appointment of ·new. It is easy to see that patronage and favoritism may enter into 
all these arrangements and disturb them. 
Ron. A. L. Mann, superintendent of the San Francisco schools, thus illustrates the 
point: 
''You know nothing of politics," said a veteran to a school officer. ''The 'boys' are all 
down on you. They say 'you are no good to your friends.' You must understand there 
is a certain reciprocity about these things." The application of these words of wisdom 
to school affairs is this: the ''practical" politician says to the school official, "I secured 
your nomination in the 'reform' party, therefore you owe me the a.ppointment of so 
many school teachers." It is useless to remonstrate, to point out the difference be-
tween ephemeral election clerks and poundkeepers and those who are to take charge, 
for life it may be, of the formation of the character of your own and your neighbors' 
children. If you do not accede you are marked for political slaughter, and in the 
next "convention" the deed will be done without remorse. 
The re;nedy for such evils is 'obvious. Methods of appointment, of promotion, and 
of determining the tenure of office should be adopted and maintained which are at 
once and forever removed from the dubious action of politics. These are matters for 
wise legislation, and in this view the teachers themselves can effect much in educat-
ing the public up to their duties. 
The words addressed by M. Casimir Perier, under-secretary of ~tate in the minis-
try of public instruction in France, to the primary teachers may be cited. He re-
fers to conditions that do not exist in our country, but the sentiment he expresses is 
applicable here. "Whenever," he says, "each of you in your communes shall have 
trained enough intelligent and educated men to relieve you of other duties ancl leave 
you to your special functions, I believe a great improvement will take place. * * 
Work for this end on your side as we shall work on ours. We ought to join our-com-
mon efforts, and from the union of so much exertion and such dispositions only a good 
result can follow." 
It must be admitted that the abuses of which we complain are not carried to the 
worst extreme, or even so far as is sometimes represented in the discussions of the sub-
ject. 'rhis is proved by the positive duration of the term of service of teachers in the 
large cities-eight, ten, twelve years being no unusual averages. The teacher has 
always an appeal to the parents, who know his service, and herein is a powerful cor-
rective. In many communities in which, theoretically, the teacher's position is at 
the mercy of an irresponsible officer, practically he can hold it as long as he deserves; 
he may he annoyed, but can neither be dismissed nor disgraced with impunity. 
The number of pupils assigned to a teacher is a matter not easily controlled, even 
under tho wisest and most honest policy. It is inextricably involved in estimates of 
school population, income, expenditure, position, and arrangement of school building.s. 
PRIMARY GRADES. 
The most decided evidence of life and progress in our city systems is the attention 
given to the primary schools. The efforts for the improvement of this gmcle are in 
various stages of advancement. 1 In some cities nothing has been attempted beyond a 
J As showing the ad van co in elementnry instruction in Germany, the following, which comes into the 
Office as this report is going through tho press, is of special interest. Der Deutsche Schulmann gives 
the course of instruction prescribed for German elementary schools during four centuries, as follows: 
Sixteenth centurv.-Catechism, singing of church ~ongs, reading, and writing: 
Seventeenth century.-Rellgion, reading, writing, arithmetic, singing, and object lessons. 
Eighteenth century.-Religion, reading, writing, arithmetic, singing, natural history, geography, and 
history-the last three optional. 
Ntm.ct~enth century.-Religion, objr.ct lessons, German (language lessons, reading, spelling, composi· 
iion), arithmetic, geometry, natural history, botany, zoology, geography, history, singing, writing, 
dra.wing, gymnastics, and needlework (for girls). 
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careful examination of the present condition and a candid admission of present de-
fects. 
Mr. W. H. Wells, president of the Chicago board, dwells upon the lack of suitable 
accommodations for the primary schools, which, he says, is doing irreparable injnry 
at the most important stage in the educational course. More than two thousand 
children are compelled to occupy basement rooms endangering the health of both 
teachers and pupils. Many of these rooms, besides other disadvantages, are deficient 
in light, and the eyes of the pupils are exposed to serious injury. ·with reference to. 
the system of double divisions this same officer says : 
More than seven thousand children belong to double divisions, and only receive in-
struction during one-half of the day. There can be no doubt that pupils in one or 
two of the lowest grades derive as much benefit from three and a half or four hours' 
school instruction in a day as from five hours', but none of these pupils receive even 
three and a half hours' instruction a day. 
He further objects to the crowding of all the instruction of one set of pupils into 
the forenoon and that of another set into the afternoon, "as an evil that should not 
be suffered to continue." The earnestness of the general movement for the improve-
ment of primaries is well illustrated in his words: 
Our primary schools do not afford a complete course of school instruction, but they 
are by far the most important part of our school system and the basi& of all ·the rest. 
* * * It is in the primary schools that more than three-fourths of all our school 
instruction is given, and more than one-half of the whole number entering school do 
not remain long enough to pass into the higher grades at all. I have dwelt particularly 
upon the primary schools, because here is the weakest point in our educational course 
and because we have lilO long discriminated against them by making more complete and 
satisfactory provision for the grammar sohools and high schools than for the primary 
school. 
The prevalent system of salary adjustments ,operates against the improvement of 
primary grades. The president of the Philadelphia board congratulates the city that 
the new basis of compensation promises w~ll for the lower grades. He says: 
It must be clear to every one that the work of the primary school is of the most 
serious importance, and that if it is well done it will relieve and greatly aid the work 
of the higher schools. The system of basing compensation upon term of service will 
not only make it feasible to assign teachers to grades for which they are specially 
-capable without doing them injustice in pay, but it secures their retention in such 
positions, with an advance of salary, after experience has added to their worth. 
In pursuance of the same subject, the president of the Baltimore board says: 
If some arrangement could be made by which teachers TJOssessing special skill in th(\ 
instruction and management of young children might lle induced to continue in 
-charge of the lowest classes, and forego promotion, it would certainly be a gren.t 
advantage to the school. 
The lower grade of certificate generally required for primary teachers has also ex-
ercised a depressing influence upon the grade. 
Among the changes introduced in the recent revision of the Boston schools is an 
.amendment of the regulations fixing the same grades of certificates of qualification 
f< r a i tants of the primary and grammar schools. It would seem as if these indis-
pen able conditions to the successful conduct of the primaries- suitable accompwda-
tions, adequate salarie , and honorable certificates- could lle secured in all cities if 
the matter were brought before the proper legislative authorities disencumbered of all 
eollateral questions and interests. But with these secured there remain the important 
-considerations of m thods and &ubjects of instruction, of the spirit to be encouraged 
.and tb purpo es to be maintained. It is impossible to do more than suggest the 
t nd ncy of th d' cussions. o far as studies are concerned the demand is for 
£ w r ubject and greater vq.riety and individuality in methods. The child is re-
ard d a an intelligence 1;o b excited, developed, strengthened, where he used to be 
eramm d. In t a of ing thrown back upon a lifeless primer and a wearying rouml 
<>f routine recitations, be is to bo brought into tho closest relation with the mind of 
he teacher. HTb.at fixed mental exertion, that power of continued application, that 
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mastery of books and exercises, which are the proper objects of higher grades are found 
out of place here." "Iu this earlier grade," says Dr. Samuel Eliot, "we should be satis-
fied with opening or expanding the minds of our pupils; we should not try to fill them. 
We have to set the intellectual powers in conscious exercise, but not to exercise them 
all, or any one of them entirely. Primary teaching is an impulse rather than a com-
plete movement. * * * The training of little children is persuasive rather than 
compulsory. * * * Delicacy of touch is indispensable. * * * Variety of han-
dling is also indispensable. Topics should be * * , * presented according to the 
capacity of the individual child." 
While in other grades it may be sufficient that the teacher should be master of the 
subject and its presentation, here it is essential that she be in sympathy with the 
natnres she is training. Primary teaching does not require so much special knowledge 
or skill in intellectual abstractions as the higher grades, but more general knowl-
edge and a more symmetrical development of all the faculties. The primary teacher 
must be strong in the sympathetic qualities, that she may not stifle the heart of the 
child while exercising his intellect. 
GRAMM.A.R GRADES. 
The work of the grammar grades has heretofore been too largely determined by the 
subsequent requirements of the high schools. Greater attention is now paid to the 
wants of the majority who leave school in the early stages of the grammar; and from 
present indications we may expect important modifications of the grammar school 
courses and both modification and extension of those of the high schools. Too little 
has yet been done with reference to either to warrant any very positive or general 
statements. 
SOUTHERN CITIES. 
The improved condition of public schools in many southern cities deserves special 
notice. By reference to my report of 1873 it wll be seen that public education was at 
that time greatly embarrassed throughout the South, and there was reason to appre-
hend the overthrow of what had already been accomplished. Since 1877 a perceptible 
reaction has taken place, which, though gradual in its development and interrupted 
at some of the most important centres by tbe presence of yellow fever, has resulted in 
substantial progress. Some phases of tbe improvement admit of representation in the 
tabular forms; thus, Richmond and Petersburg, Va., show increase in the number of 
school buildings, in enrolment, and in average daily attendance. In Chattanooga, 
-Knoxville, Nashville, and even in Memphis, Tenn., which has been so fearfully devas-
tated and crippled in funds, the legal school age has been lengthened, a greater num-
ber of teachers has been employed, and the enrolment and average daily attendance 
increased for the period during which the schools are open. In Atlanta, Ga., the num-
ber of school buildings has been nearly doubled since 1877, the number of teachers 
increased 37 per cent., enrolment in public schools 31 per cent., and the average daily 
attendance 90 per cent. Little Rock, Ark., has made an excellent beginnfng. The 
system is well supervised and growing and improving in all tlirections. Notable fore-
thought has been shown in securing ample grounds for buildings. In San Antonio, 
Tex., an excellent systemofpublie schools is in operation, consisting of one high, four 
grammar, and three primary schools. Several large stone school-houses have been 
built and the school funds increased. 
Still ;more important, however, than the improvement in these specific conditions is 
the chan~e in public sentiment. The people now take some pride in the schools, which 
they formerl.y viewed with contempt or suspicion, and the demand for admission is far 
greater than can be met by the present accommodations. · 
Equal improvement is manifested in the character of the instruction imparted; the 
elementary branches are more carefully tau~t and the necessity of a special prepa-
ration for the teacher's vocMiion is recognizea. 
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Unfortunately finances have not in all places kept pace with the growth in other 
respects. Receipts from school funds and taxes have diminished, and it is consequently 
impossible to secur~ .the best results from the favorable turn in public opinion. 
AUTHORS' DAYS IN SCHOOLS. 
Ron. J. B. Peaslee, superintendent of the Cincinnati schools, has with others long 
felt the need of giving more attention to the memorizing of gems of English as well as 
greater care in the cultivation of a taste for the best reading and knowledge of the 
best authors. In July, 1879, Superintendent Peaslee announced at the State Teachers' 
Association his intention to celebrate the birthdays of popular authors in the schools 
with a view of deepening the interest in standard literature. He began this new 
feature of work by the celebration of ·whittier's seventy-second birthday. The pro-
gramme in the various scho(}'].s consisted of compositions by pupils on the life of the 
an thor, recitations and readings from his poems, and singing by the pupils and appro-
priate talks by the teachers and others. It is understood to be his intention to make 
these celebrations a regular and important feature of school work. It appears to be 
a suecessful effort to supersede the usual fondness for light literature by creating an 
early love and admiration of the ennobling thoughts-and sentiments of truly great men. 
COLOR BLINDNESS. 
In all the public schools of Boston above the primary grades, Dr. Joy Jeffries has 
tested the children for color blindness. The number of male students examined was 
14,469; of these 608 were color blind, or 4.202 per cent. The number of female stu-
dents examined was 13,458; of these 9 were color blind, or 0.066 per cent. 
Dr. J effries observes with reference to these results: 
They are so near what is found by the best observers in Europe that we may take 
them as the expression of a generallaw. Color blindness i3 not curable by any known 
method, and the color sense does not alter through life; hence the statistics gathered 
from the schools apply to the whole community. We may conclude that 1 male in 25 
is more or less color blind and that the defect very rarely occurs among females. 
In noticing the general deficiency manifested by boys in the use and knowledge of 
color names, Dr. J effries observes: 
This want does not show itself in school life, in examinations or exhibitions, but 
does show itself very quickly when the boy comes out into every day life and occupa-
tions. I t is naturally supposed that in a general way boys will learn colors and color 
names as girls do, from their occupations with colored objects and materials. The fact 
is, however~ as absolute experience has abundantly shown me and the teachers watch-
ing my wor.l{, that but very few boys of the grammar or hi&her schools are familiar 
with the color names of even the primary colors, and that st1llless can they correctly 
apply t~ose n~mes they do ~ememberwhenshown colored objects. if * if It seems 
almost 1mposs1ble that a bnght hoy of fourteen not color blind should not know the 
word green or be able to apply it; yet this does not give an extreme idea of the 
truth in reference to the ignorance of color names and their application amongst our 
chool boys. 
uch examinations indicate the great need of systematic training in color names 
and th ir application in the lowe t grade of schools. In this matter we have not 
1 een a active as many European nations; in the German schools especially this in-
traction has long be n imparted, and has received of late a new impulse, partly from 
th importance attached to te t for color blindnes and partly through the succe ful 
fi'ort of r. Hugo ~fagnns, p--r:o£ s or in the University ~f Breslau, in devising simple 
and ffi ctive methods of teachincr. The International Medical Congress, which met 
at Arn t ruam dnring they ar, awarded a diploma of honor for his valuable work. 
Att ntion has beeu called to the importance of testing railroad employes for color 
blincln . In a confi renee with the railroad committee of the Massachusetts legi -
latnr , r. J ffri maintain d that such examinations should be made obligatory 
and b c ndncted lJy xpert . The result of that hearing was a legislative order to 
the railroad commi ioner to investigate the subject and report. In their report the 
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commissioners state that any one can make examination for these defects, a it does 
not require the action of an expert. The opposite position taken by Dr. J e:ffries is sup-
ported by Professor F. C. Donders, of Utrecht, Holland, chief of the inspection and 
control of color blindness and. visual power, and by Professor Frithiof Holmgren, of 
Upsala, Sweden, chief of the control in Sweden. The latter gentleman is well known 
in this country as an authority on color bindness through his book, upon which is 
based the United States Manual, Color Blindness, its Dangers and its Detection, which 
has been adopted as the standard in our Army, Navy, and Marine Hospital Service. 
TABLE III.-:NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The following is a comparative summary of normal schools, instructors, and pupils 
reported to the Bureau for the years 1870 to 1879, inclusive: 
1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
--
----------------
Number of institutions ...... 53 65 98 113 124 137 151 152 156 207 
Number of instructors ....... 178 445 773 887 966 1, 031 1, 065 1,189 1, 227 1, 422 
Number ofstud~nts ....•.. H. 10,028 10, 922 11,778 16,620 2_4, 405 129, 105 33,921 37,082 39,669 40,029 
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California . . . . • • . . • • • . . • . ... 
Colorado .....•.•...•..•..... 2 .••• • ••. 37 
132 Connecticut................. 1 
Georgia..................... 3 
Illinois...... .... .. .... .. . . . . 9 
Indiana....................... 10 
Iowa........................ 8 
Kansas .....•......•..•..... 3 
K entucky. .............. . ... 9 
Louisiana . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Maine . ...................... 7 
Maryland................... 6 
Massachusetts . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 8 
Michigan .................... 3 
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . 3 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 4 
Missouli. ....•............... 9 
Nebraska....... ............. 3 
New Hampshire............. 1 
New Jersey.................. 1 
NewYork................... 11 
North Carolina............... 8 
Ohio......................... 15 
Or "On... ... .... ............ 2 
Pennsylvania...... . . . . . . . . . . 10 












































TABLE III.-Sumtma?'Y of 
Number of students. I Graduates in tho last year. 
Number of nor- Number of ~ tn mal students. other students. 
~~ 
,..: ~~ Q) 
.0 oal 
~ .0 .... ~.s 
aS aS ::l ~'::I cD 









284 253 b12 b29 
28 
(c100) 
33 ......... . ... . 
112 106 
22 ............................ .. 
14 118 0 0 37 30 
{ 
(c176) ~ 




l 4291 642 296 } 76 
5 (c23) { 
t 787 I 548 5 40 34 267 { ~~rl7) ~~~ } :: 







5 (c91) { 
I 1 I 96 5 0 30 25 
5 (c83) } 
1 2591 276 ° 
57 279 97 198 35 
125 1, 082 . .. .. .. . .. • . • • • . 276 
109 
{ 5~1104) 14 ... . . _<~~~~) ...... ~ 84 












l 341 41 } 40 27 ............. . 5 (c96) 
l 653 603 
(c103) } 
ssl 5o ?36 
144 1:~ t~~~:~6~~~::::: : 1 :: 
50 167 164 178 28 
5 (c1, 099) (c459) } 
l 5581 2, 400 461 1, 686 651 
516 367 75 50 d25 
!•. ,~•"> so• ll ,.. "' 224 










South Carolina............... 4 
T nne ee ..•••.•...........• 13 
1, 7~: 2, a!: ~ -- .. ~~. . ... ;~~. 4s! 
5 (c50) ~ 
a029 1t 64 1 35 1 5 206 184 15 5 (c245) I (c84) } 67 
al, 788 , l 391 1 210 294 1 264 55 
14 
a. I iflcation not report d in all ca c . 
b Ru t..'ormal Institute report 1 graduat as engagP.d in teaching, but makes no report of the 
umber graduatin" at tholnst commencement. 
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statistics of normal schools. 
Volumes in libra- ,.<:1 rn.., ,.<:1 e . ·~ 6JJ <l> a .... rn '"-' <P ....... o ] §~ Q ]§: rn a3~§ ries. ;a-P ~~ s~ >. 'd :gJ <P bll 0 ~.p ~ib ,.<:1 !=l<O! e8:g 
""' 
.sib ~o(jt>il .s ~ Q 'd =~ ~ a rn .s; ,.<::1~ bill>, bll§ rn bll 111m~ ~ ~;a bll rni=l co ar.S rn...., ]·~ .s.s ·~~ 
·i ~ -=~ .,qC\ls Jl~ ~~ bll111 ~ g.~ *~ ::s.s "CiJd ]]8 ~ Om .s g ~ ?::·~ ~E p.O +"<P ..c:; .... .,qa rn.o ~-@ ~~ ~.e-~ <Obi) p. _'d co·"' gs,.o rll<i ..0 I» 




4,325 430 3 2 6 6 3 4 ........... ............. 1 6 
200 20 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 
1,416 ............. 2 2. 2 ............... 1 2 2 1 2 2 
............. ........... .............. ............ ............... . .......... -...... -.. .. .. .... . .. .. .. 
. .... .. .. .. . . ........ ....... .. ............. 
1,400 100 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
200 100 ........... .. ............. 2 2 .. .. .. . . .... 2 1 ..... ........ .. ........ 1 
8,444 1,249 7 4 8 5 5 8 6 1 6 8 
9,330 1,245 9 3 10 5 6 8 4 2 6 8 
2,980 85 6 2 6 4 5 6 2 ........... 2 7 
1,650 150 3 1 3 2 2 3 1 1 2 3 
3,425 205 3 2 8 5 5 5 2 1 2 5 
1,042 15 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3, 083 627 5 3 4 1 4 5 3 ........... 3 6 
3, 312 ............. 3 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 
11,889 335 8 6 7 ......... 5 5 4 1 3 8 
3, 000 500 1 1 1 .............. 1 1 1 .. .......... 1 1 
850 150 3 2 3 0 3 2 3 1 3 3 
1,300 25 1 ............. 3 2 2 2 . --· .. ...... ....... ....... 1 3 
5,952 209 7 2 7 6 5 5 4 1 ........... 8 
............ 50 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 
400 100 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
500 50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
5,774 513 10 5 10 3 9 9 8 6 10 10 
1,350 250 2 ........... 7 2 2 3 2 3 1 6 
9,302 356 11 5 11 6 8 8 5 1 4 11 
100 ............. 1 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 
13,860 1,352 15 7 14 11 8 12 5 5 13 14 
2, 000 30 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1,370 ............ 3 1 2 2 2 2 .. ........... ............ 2 2 
18,500 500 7 1 10 7 4 6 4 1 6 s 
c Sex of these not reported. 
dLnmberton Normal School reports 20 graduates as engaged in teaching, but makes no report of t1.~ 
number graduating at the last commencement. 
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TABLE III.-Summm·y of 
.g Number of students. I Graduates in ~ the last year. Q;) 
.s al Numberofnor- 1 NumbEor of I'; ~ 
.s rn Q mal students. other students. a>t>D 
'0 E Q);::l 0~ P.·~ ~ <'l~ States. ~~ 
.s ~Q Q~ Q;) d rn~ 
.0 OQ) 
.._.ell 
..... ~ ~~ 0 0 ~~ 
I'; ~ ~ ~ 1=1 ~:; Q;) Q;) 
-a -a 3 ~ .o <> ~ ~ '0 s~ ~ s s ~ ::s ~ 0 Q) Q) ~ ~u ~ E-1 ~ 1'<-t ~ ~ 
--- --------- --------
{ (a49) } Texas ........................ 5 15 402 103 109 62 79 ......... ............. 
Vermont .................... 4 20 387 138 249 .............. ............. 85 21 
Virginia ..................... 4 37 752 153 105 249 245 43 40 
West Virginia ............... 7 28 b654 217 182 41 31 55 20 
Wisconsin ................... 4 53 1,830 408 567 414 441 58 54 
District of Columbia ......... 5 13 139 7 51 61 20 44 43 




------,-(a2, 365) (al, 369) I Total .................. 207 1,422 b40, 029 l•. "'I·~ 610 I 4, 3671 ~ 492113, 347 2, 094 




















..... I I ~ J 5 S'" _CJ:J _t.:> .!-' Whole number. Fr
"'I ~CJ:l<OOl~ 0> s 01 t11~....,.occ o ~ 0 C)1 c.n 0 0 0 ~· ~. 
-~ I I Increase in the last . ~ 
8; Ol ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ school year. ~ 
~ 0-lt.:>~O Ol If' 
I I Number of schools in which ~ 0 ~ ~ t.:> ,_. CJ:> ,_. drawing is taught. 
I I Number having collections 
I : of models, casts, &c., for ?t 0 ,_. ., ,_. 0 : ,_. free hand drawing. 
I 
: I Number of schools in which 
~ : vocal music is taught. 
-'~ o~~CJ:>CJ:>; CJ:> 
I . I Number in which instru-
cc I : mental music is taught. 
0 0: 1-' 01 Clo:l ......... 1-' 
I . I Number possessing chemi· 
co I : cal laboratory. 
-.J ..... : ~ 0: (I:J 1-' 




"' ,_. ,_. ~ ,_. : CJ:> ., ratus. 
I . I Number possessing a muse-
-'~ I : um of natural history. 
"" .......... ~ 0: .......... 
I . I Number possessing a gym-
CJ:> I : . nasium. 
1.\:) 0 1-': ....... : t-l 
I : I Number having model ~ ,_. ~ ~ ., ., ! ,_. schools. 
I 
I 
Number in which students 
receive diplomas or cer· 
I ,_. I tifi.cat.es on completion of Ol course. 
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TABLE IIL-Summa1·y of statistics of normal schools. 
Number of normal schools supported by-
State. 
States. 
.... ...... '0~:~ 0 0~ 
.,; 
'"'£ ~~ ......... <1)0 <llo <!)~ 
,.co ..c~ ..C<ll S'3 s ... S"O 
d<ll d<1J =d 
z z.El z~ 
-----
Alabama ............... 3 15 300 
Arkansas .............. 2 38 
California .............. 1 17 603 
Colorado ............... 22 
Connecticut ........... 8 132 
Georgia ................ 176 
illinois 
················ 
2 26 546 





..... ...... '0~:~ ..... '0~ '0~:~ 0 0~ 0 ~~ ~£ '"'2 .,; '"'£ .,; '"' ...... k+> <1)0 
,.cg <l)~ QlO <1)0 <l)~ ..c~. ..C<ll ,.co 'S~ ..C<ll ~~ 8"" s-o s'3 s~ =~ c:s.S :;:l<ll :;:l<1J =E z Z.El zcs z z.s zm 
--------- -
--





Kansas . .. • • • .. • .. • • .. . b1 7 ........................................... . 
Kentucky ............................ . ....................................... . 
Louisiana. .•.....•.•..•..•... . ' ................................................. . 
Maine . . . .. . • . . • . . .. .. . 18 485 . .. .. . .. • .. . . . . .. . 1 8 
Maryland.............. 2 16 266 ..................... . ............. . 
49 1, 091 Massachu.setts..... .. . . 6 . • . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 7 93 
11 104 Michigan ............. ·. . .............................. . 
Minnesota ........... .. 25 425 
Mississippi . • .. .. .. • .. . d2 9 136 
Missouri. ............. . 39 1,132 10 150 
Nebraska ............. . 9 232 
New Hampshire ..••... 30 
All other agencies. 
..... ..... . 
0 0~ 
<1J 
... s ......... 
<1)0 <PO 
,.co 





















































25 217 NewJersey............ . .................................................... . 
New York............. 8 116 2,709 ...... ...... ...... 59 1, 321 2 5 27 
North Carolina......... 2 23 383 ...•.•...............•......•....... 6 30 500 
Ohio . . . • . . . . . .. • • .. .. • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . e5 43 820 10 55 1,430 
Oregon ....................................................................... . 2 9 54 
Pennsylvania.......... 10 133 2, 782 d3 3 58 1 27 1, 092 5 10 120 
Rhode Island . • .. .. • • • . 1 11 155 . . . . • . . • .. .. . .. • .. . .. • • . . ....................... · • • · · • 
South Carolina.......... 1 3 81 . •. . • . . .. .. . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . .... .. 11 68 
Tennessee ............. 1 !I 135 T exas ........ .... ...... 2 156 12 59 780 e3 7 105 
Vermont ..•.•.•..•. . • . . 20 387 1 ······ ······ 
Virginia ......... .. .... 1 20 218 e2 10 ................. . 8 30 
West Virginia. ..••..•.. /6 19 399 9 ...... 
Wisconsin....... . • • . • . 4 53 975 . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . • • .. . . ......... .. 
District of Columbia.... .•• • . . . . • • . • .. • . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . 1 4 20 4 9 38 
Utah . . . • . . .. . . . . . • .. . . g1 3 44 ...... ................................ .......... ..... . 
Tow ............ 80 ----n3j15.o83 --7 -24T390f13T1ss13:6341lo7 49o 6.260 
a. This summary contains the strictly normal students only, as far as reported; for total number of 
etud nts, e the preceding ummary. 
bNo appropriation for the last year. 
c~iv some allowance from tate. 
d e of these bad no appropriation for the la t year. 
eOne of th se i partially upported by State. 
/Two of th e report no appropriation for the last year. 
;1T~ orial appropriation. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
.Approzn·iations for nm·ntal schools. 
Name of school. 
State Normal School, Florence, Ala .•••..••••..••••..••••..••••.•••••..•..... 
State Normal Schoolfor Colored Students, Huntsville, Ala .•••••.•••••.••••• 
Lincoln Normal University, Marion, Ala ..••••...•••••...•.•.......•...•..•. 
Normal department of Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, Ark .•. 
Branch Normal College of Arkansas Industrial University, Pine Bluff, Ark .. 
California State Normal School, San Jose, Cal. •••••..•.••..•.••.•.••..•••.••. 
Connecticut State Normal School, New Britain, Conn ..••••••••••.••••••...•. 
Normal department of Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga ... ~ ••..••.•.••••••.•• 
Southern Illinois Normal University, Carbondale, lll .•.•••.•.•••...•••.••••• 
lllinois State Normal University, Normal, Ill ..•.••..•...••••••••••.••.•••••• 
Cook County Normal and Training School, Normalville, Ill ..••••.•••••.••••• 
Peoria County Normal School, Peoria, TIL .•••• _ .......••........ _ .••••.••••• 
Central Indiana Normal College and Business Institute, Ladoga, Ind .•••••.. 
Indiana State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind ..•.••..••••..••••.•••••..•••• 
Iowa State Normal School, Cedar Falls, Iowa ..••....••.•••••.•••••.•••.••••• 
Eastern Iowa Normal School, Grandview, Iowa .•••••.•••••.•••••.•••.••..••. 
Kentucky Female Orphan School, Mid way, Ky _ ....•.....•.•.•••.••.•.••.•. _ 
Peabody Normal School for Colored Students, New Orleans, La .••••••••• _ •• _ 
Peabody Normal Seminary, New Orleans, La ••••••..•.••..••.•.•••••.••. __ . _ 
Eastern State Normal School, Castine, Me ...•.•.•.•.•..•.•••.•.•••.•••..•••. 
Western State Normal and Training School, Farmington, Me .•••••.•••.•...• 
Madawaska Training School, Fort Kent and Van Buren, Me .•..••.•••••.•.. 
State Normal and Training School, Gorham, Me .•••••..•..••.•••••..••••.••. 
Normal Practice School, Lewiston, Me....... . •••••...••••..•••• , .••••.••••• 
Normal department of Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, Me ..••.•••..••••• 
Baltimore Normal School for Colored Teachers, Baltimore, Md .••..••••• _ •• _ 
:Maryland State Normal School, Baltimore, Md ..••••....•••.•••••...•••.••••• 
Massachusetts Normal Art School, Boston, Mass .•••••..•••••.•••••••••••.••. 
State Normal School, Bridgewater, Mass .•••••.•••••.•••.•••••.•••.•••••.•.. 
State Normal School, Framingham, Mass .•••••..••••..••••.•••••••••••.••••• 
State Normal School, Salem, Mass ..•....•...••••.•..••.•••••..••.••••••..•.. 
Westfield State Normal School, Westfield, Mass ....•••••••••.•..••••••..•••. 
Massachusetts State Normal School, Worcester, Mass ......••.••••••.•••.•. _ 
Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich .•••.•.•••..••••.•••..•••.••. 
State Normal School, Mankato, Minn ..••••.•..••......••••.•••••.•••••.•••• _ 
State Normal School, St. Cloud, Minn .•••.••..•••••.•••.••..••. _ •••••.• _ ..• _. 
State Normal School, Winona, Minn .•••••.•.•••........••....•••••.••••..•.• 
Mississippi State Normal School, Holly Springs, Miss .••••• _ .••. _ .•••• _ ••••• 
Southeast Missouri State Normal School, Cape Girardeau, Mo ..•. _ •..•••• __ _ 
NormalSchoolofthe University ofthe State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo ••••• 
aExclnsive of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b Appropriation in common with the university. 
cAnnual appropriation to the university. 
a Exclusive of one-half interest in the college ancl seminary fund, $18,000. 



















































































{}From local contributions and from Peabody fund; the amount per capita being the amount of these 
two funds. 
h From Peabody fund; the amount per capita being the amount of this fund. 
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A1Jpropriations for nm·mal schools- Continued. 
N arne of school. 
Lincoln Institute, .Jefferson City, Mo .............. ....... ................. .. 
North Missouri State Normal School, Kuksville, Mo ..••....••.•.•..•••••••• 
St. Louis Normal School, St. Louis, Mo .................................... .. 
State Normal School, second district, Warrensburg, Mo ................... .. 
Nebraska State Normal School, Peru, Nebr ................................. . 
New Hampshire State Normal School, Plymouth, N.H ................... .. 
New .Tersey State Normal School, Trenton, N . .r ............................ . 
New York State Normal School, Albany, N.Y ............................. . 
State Normal ancl Training School, :Brockport, N. Y .•••••..••.••••••.•.•.... 
State Normal School, :Buffalo, N.Y ......................................... . 
State Normal and Training School, Cortland, N. Y .......................... . 
State Normal and Training School, Fredonia, N.Y ........................ .. 
State Normal School, Geneseo, N. Y ........................................ . 
Normal College, New York, N.Y ........................................... . 
State Normal and Training School, Oswego, N.Y . ........................ .. 
StateN ormal and Training School, Pottidam, N. Y ...•••...•••••••...••..•••• 
University Normal School, Chapel Hill, N.C .............................. .. 
State Colored Normal School, Fayfltteville, N.C ........................... .. 
Trinity College Normal School, Trinity College, N.C .•••.•.•...•.•.•.•••••.. 
Cincinnati Normal School, Cincinnati, Ohio ................................. . 
GenevaN ormal School, Geneva, Ohio .....•.••••........•.••..•••.••••..••... 
Mansfield Normal College, Mansfield, Ohio ................................. . 
Southwestern State Normal School, California, Pa ... ....................... . 
Northwestern State Normal School, Edinboro', Pa .•••••...•••..•••..•..••••• 
Central State Normal School, Lock Haven, Pa ...... ........................ . 
Pennsylvania. State Normal School, fifth district, Mansfield, Pa ......•..•••.. 
Pennsylvania State Normal School, second district, Millersville, Pa ..•...•.. 
Philadelphia Normal School for Girls, Philadelphia, Pa ..................... . 
Cumberland Valley State Normal School, Shippensburg, Pa ................ . 
West Chester State Normal School, West Chester, Pa ...................... . 
Rhode Island StateN ormal School, Providence, R. I .. ..•.•.•••••..••....•.•. 
Claflin Uni"Versity, normal departmeat, Orangeburg, S. C .................. .. 
Freedmen's Normal Institute, Maryville, Tenn ........... .• ..••.••.••.....•. 
McNairy County Normal School, :Purdy, Tenn ............................ .. 
Tillotson Collegiate and Normal Institute, Austin, Tex ..................... . 
am llotlllton Normal Institute, Huntsville, Texas ......................... .. 
tate Normal School of Texas for Colored Students, Prairie View, Tex ..... . 
tate Normal chool, CIUitleton, Vt ........................................ .. 
.Johnson tate :ronnal School, .Tolmson, Vt ................................. . 
State Normal chool, Randolph, Vt ............................... .......... . 
Valley Normal hool, :Bridgewater, Va ..................................... . 
b nandoah V Uey Normal hool, tra burg, V a .......................... . 
t.ate Normal School at Glenville, Glenville, W. Va. ......................... . 
a Exclnsive of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b City appropriation. 
c Al $1,200 town appropriation. 
dConnty appropriation. 
e City appropriation; also $400 St.ate appropriation. 

























































g County appropriation; al o an eqnal amount from the State. 
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Appropriations for normal schools- Continued. 
Name of school. 
Marskall College, State Normal School, Huntington, W.Va ..•.••...•••..••. 
West Liberty Normal School, West Liberty, W.Va .•••••.....•.....••.••••. 
Oshkosh State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis .........• ···· ··-····· .•...•.... 
Wisconsin State Normal School, Platteville, Wis ·····: .•••••........•......• 
State Normal School, River Falls, Wis ..••••...•.•......•..••••..••••.••..•.. 
.Normal de:partmentofHoward Universit:f, Washington, D. C .....•.•••••.... l 
Washington Normal School, Washington, D.C ...........• ···-·············· 
Normal department of the University of Deseret, Salt Lake City, Utah .••••• 
a Exclusive of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b Appropriation in common with the university. 


















The law of human experience warrants expectation of succes3 only on preparation, 
whatever occupation is under consideration, whether it be one of the Jearned profes-
sions or some branch of commercial, mechanical, or agricultural industry. The fan-
damental principle of the normal school is simply an application of this theory to the 
work of teaching. 
How the opposition to these schools which has manifested itself in a variety of at-
tacks, open and covert, is received by the body of the people is shown in the preceding 
summary of the institutions reported to this Office, the number in 1879 both of institu-
tions and students being about four times what it was in 1870. The increase of 1879 
over 1878 shows 51 institutions or departments, .195 instructors, and 360 students. 
Evidently educators need give less attention to the defence of the principle upon 
which normal instruction is based, but should concentrate their efforts on improve-
ments in its methods and its practical application. 
From this summary it will be seen that normal schools have been established in all 
of the States save Delaware, Florida, aud. Nevada. Eighty are maintained in part or 
whole by the State, seven are termed county normal schools~ and thirteen are estab-
lished in connection with city systems. Ohio, to its shame, has no normal school main-
tained by the State; but the appreciation of this instruction in the cities where educa-
tion is most advanced is shown by the five city normal schools, which reported820 
pupils. State normal schools would invite pupils from the rural districts and send 
them back better qualified to accomplish the improvement so greatly needed in those 
schools. 
From this table it appears that the number who graduated from normal schools 
during the year was 3,347, certainly not at all equal to the number of well qualified 
teachers demanded anew in the schools of the country during the year. The fact 
that only 2,09-1 were employed when the reports were made indicates that there is not 
yet everywhere a proper appreciation of the teacher's professional preparation. Far 
too many, both men and woman, are employed as teachers who are entirely unfit for 
the work. The gain in behalf of normal instruction, great as it has been, is not yet 
at all adequate to our necessities. Information must be disseminated showing what 
incompetency is, and how vast and cruel its evils, at the same time giving correct 
ideas of what right teaching is, and of its necessity and benefit to the individual, the 
family, and the commliDity. 
The increase indicated in libraries and in the other appliances of these schools, 
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while gratifying and encouraging, is inadequate. There can be no great learned pro_ 
fession without books and a literature of its own, used and mastered by those under-
taking its responsibilities. Teachers must have a taste for reading and be willing to 
expend from their personal income to proc:ure educational journals and treatises. The 
teacher who does not read and reflect upon what he reads, and digest and make its 
truths his own, cannot grow; indeed, cannot be a live teacher. He has accepted the 
doom of professional death. It He has no place among growing young minds, and the 
community should not imffer his mental corpse to be deposited in the midst of their 
children. The teacher not only must take advantage of all there is for him in books 
or methods and subjects, but he must go beyond. He should be able to appreciate 
and acquire what there is of his profession that cannot be included in books, and he 
should not be satisfied till he can adapt his method in every exercise to the nature and 
environment of every child under his instruction. · 
In gathering appliances for normal schools, it is apparent that there are many en-
gaged in their management who have not thought out the pedagogical uses of illus-
trations; indeed, that there are many so far behind that they are not familiar with some 
of the most common aids in use among their better qualified coadjutors. Where these 
schools are under State administration the remedy can be promptly applied. 
While it is now generally admitted that the best preparation for teaching is the 
kind required for other professions, viz, liberal education followed by special profes-
sional training, it is conceded' that the endeavor to crowd this twofold work into the 
ordinary course of a normal school is a great mistake. 
Upon this subject Dr. Samuel Eliot, superintendent of the Boston schools, says: 
Takin()' for granted that the [Boston] normal school needs teachers of the greatest 
attainable force, let us consider what study promises the best returns. The time for 
it we remember, is a single year, or, omitting vacations anu examinations, two-thirds 
of a solar year. This is plainly inadequate for both general and special instruction, 
and, as the school is not intended to undertake both, the first thing to do towards im-
proving it is to limit it to. its special object. 
He ad vises higher standards of admission, a rigid adherence to the regulation re-
quiring a candidate to be at least eighteen years of age and to present a recommenda-
tion from the master or committee of the last school attended, certifying personal 
fitness for the teacher's work. Again, he says : 
No normal school has time enough for both general and special studies, and what-
ever it devotes to the former, unless in the most superficial manner, can be ill spared 
by the latter. A professional school is bound to give professional training. A law 
school teaches law, not logic, or rhetoric, or declamation; a medical school teaches 
~edicine, not natural science, except so far as it is a part of medical; anu so a teach-
mg school teaches teaching, not thinking, or speaking, or writing, or anything else 
save as an illustration of didactics. This seems to me the province of our school as 
of any other, and the committee have recently taken the same view in increasing the 
ttme all~tted to the practice of teaching throughout the schools, while that allotted 
to studymcr in the normal school itself has been reduced. The regulations now say 
"at least three months" for observation and practice, and that is one-third of the 
school year. The other two-thirds will be profitably spent in learning how to ob erve 
and how to practice to the greatest advantage. 
Louis Soldan, principal of the Normal School, Sb. Louis, says in the annual report 
of the St. Louis schools for 1 79: 
N?r~al schools ~ay rl3view grammar school work, but they cannot begin it at the 
be~u~.mng, for th~1r . course of st~dy ~s too short for such an undertaking, and their 
1 g1ttmate work ~Les m anot~cr directiOn, namely, to prepare those who have the basis 
of a g~od educatiOn for the Important task of teaching the children of this great city. 
Radical changes have been made in the course of study in the Philadelphia normal 
schools, the mo t important of which is the provision for increased and more system-
atic ins ruction in the theory and art of teaching. 
The propo ition to aba.ndon the State normal schools, introduced in the assembly of 
the tate of :rew York in the ses ion of 1878, gave rise to a discussion outlined in 
my 1 annual report. In pursuance of a resolution which passed the assembly Jan-
uary , 1 , a special committee was appointed to make a careful examination of 
the chool in question, and to report whether they are fulfilling their original pur-
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pose, and what, if any, further legislation is necessary to increase their usefulness. 
In a report transmitted to the assembly May 19, 1879, the committee presents under 
the :first consideration the following conclusions : 
(1) That the normal schools are performing intelligently, efficiently, and in good 
faith the work expected of them by the State. 
(2) That the normal schools are an essential part of our public school system, and 
aa such should be liberally and unwaveringly supported. 
(~) That without normal schools there would be that waste in the public expend-
itures which must result from the employment of unskilled and incompetent teachers; 
and hence that true economy requires their maintenance. 
( 4) That normal schools should have a settled place in the permanent policy of the 
State, and that henceforth the only question should be, How can they_ be improved 
and extended f 
With reference to the legislation needed to rendm.- tho normal schools mo~e useful to 
the State, the committee is of the opinion "that no legislation is required immedi-
ately affecting the schools now in operation beyond providing for them a liberal 
support." 
The committee also presents a series of recommendations which, so far as they relate 
to other than local conditions, are in accordance with opinions already cited. It is 
recommended "that the standard for admission should be raised in order to give more 
time for the purely professional work of the schools; * * * that the normal scholars, 
in addition to the promise to teach, which they now make on entering the schools, 
should also promise to report to the respective principals, during a specified time, as 
to the teaching actually done by them after leaving the normal school; * * * that 
the people generally avail themselves of every opportunity to examine all of the nor-
mal schools. The committee believes that most of the opposition to them has arisen 
from or been supported by a lack of acquaintance with them. Let them be visited. 
Let their work be examined. The schools themselves desire it. Great gain would 
result fro¥1 it. It would lead to a more intelligent and active cooperation on the part 
of the people in this and all efforts to raise the standard of popular instruction and 
citizenship." 
Examples might be multiplied to prove that the discussion concerning normal 
schools has deepened the conviction of their value, revealed more clearly their true 
province, and caused decided improvements in their subjects a.nd methods. of study. 
The normal school of Cihicago, closed in 1877 because it was graduating more teachers 
than could be employed in the city, has not been reopened. 
By the adoption of proper requisites for admission to a city normal school, a due 
pro]1ortion might be maintained between the number of its graduates and the vacan-
cies for which they would be required; thus the possibility of an intermittent exist-
ence, ·so fatal to the vigor and influence of an institution, would be avoided. 
During the year a memorial was addressed to the general assembly of Ohio calling 
attention to the backwardness of the State in providing normal schools and urging 
the immediate establishment of one at some central point. It also reQorrimeuded that 
the money now paid for institute work should be expended by the State in the em-
ployment of a regular board of institute managers charged with the duty of unifying 
aud systematizing the instruction in these institutes in the several counties. The 
memorial was circulated for signatures in every county, and it is intended to present 
it to the legislature as soon as the canvass of the State is completed. 
As the work of normal or teachers' i:qstitutes extends and larger appropriatiqns are 
absorbed in their conduct, the need of a regular board of managers and ;:t systematic 
organization of the work, as expressed in the memorial alluded to above, is g~nerally 
recognized. 
Ron. J. L. Denton, Stat~ superintenclent of schools of Ark~neas, and J. M. Fish, 
superintendent of city schools of Little Rock, are active in promoting the work of 
normal schools. A summer normal school was conducted by the latter, in the city of 
Little Rock, for a term of four weeks, beginning June 16. 
While efforts are thus in progress for multiplying the number oftraiuingschools for: 
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teachers and improving those in operation, many colleges and universities are making 
special provision for instruction in the theory and art of teaching. Chairs of peda-
gogics have been established in the Universities of Missouri, Michigan, and Iowa; 
didactics is taught by lectures in the University of Wisconsin and plans are matur-
ing for courses of lectures on pedagogics in Harvard University. In Johns Hopkins 
University the teachers' class in zoology was conducted during the session of 1878-'79 
by Dr. Brooks. 
The aim of t.he course was to supply at first hand, by the study of typical forms of 
animal life, such an acquaintance with the principles of morphology as would be of 
use in teaching any branch of natural science, a.nd the furnishing of facts, to be re-
tai.lell to classes, was made a very subordinate object. * * The course of instruction 
included fifteen one hour lectures and forty-five hours of laboratory work, on the morn-
ings of fifteen Saturdays.-(Pourth Annual Report Johns Hopkins University, 18i9.) 
In this connection the following letter from Dr. J. M. Gregory, giving some account 
of his work and lectures in behalf of norma,l training in the University of :Michigan, is 
of general interest and is given in full: 
DEAR SIR: In response to your inquiry I furnish the following statement of my 
lectures on education and the art of teaching, given formerly at the University of 
Michigan. 
In Ul58, when I entered upon my duties as superintendent of public instruction for 
the State of Michigan, I was impressed, as 1111 who have bad the care of school systems 
must be, with the vital necessity of obtaining a supply of well tr3.ined teachers. 
After all expenditures for fine school buildings and all provision of text books ancl 
other apparatus of instruction, it is the teacher that makes the school. If a school 
system fails at this point, it fails in all. Better a good teacher without n,ny facilities 
or aids than a poor, incompetent teacher with all the apparatus which wealth can 
purchase. A true teacher, with nothing but a spreading oak for his school-bouse and 
its leaws for his books, will successfully teach and educate. An untrained and 
unskilful instructor will fail, though surrounded by a library or in the midst of a 
furnished laboratory. It was, and is, to my mind, one of the most serious faults of 
our American school systems that so much is paid for fine school buildings and for 
teachers' wages and so st.iuted au allowance is made for the agencies by whick teachers 
may be thoroughly trained and preparecl for their work. Teachers who can earn 
their wages by good work will never lack for compensation. But the payment of 
good wages will not necessarily and of itself produce good teachers, though an 
important force in that direction. 
It was under the influence of such views that I used with the utmost vigor the 
means put in my hands by the State for the training of teachers by means of State in-
stitutes. I urged also upon the high schools and colleges of the State the establish-
ment of teachers' classes and, when practicable, of normal courses of study. A good num-
ber of such classes were annu::tlly taught, and in several schools regular courses for 
teachers were established. The State of Michigan owes much of the high credit of its 
school sy tem not alone to the reputation of its stately and magnificent State univer-
ity, hut to t,he earnest and persi&tent efforts which .have been made within its bor-
ders to train and qualif.v its common school teachers. It was well said by one of it 
uperintendents that if he were to undertake the education of its school childr n as 
an individual enterprise, with the school fund as the fixed price, be would use a tenth 
of the fund to train a 1 ody of competent teachers, and with the other nine-tenths as 
wa~'~'cs would accompli h more than the whole would do as then used in the payment 
of unpr par d instructor . 
An x · llent normal school was doing its utmost to meet the p11blic wants, but the 
£ w scor of teachers that it could annually furnish were only a handful in com-
pari on with the thousands which were needed. The school boards having in charge 
the grad <1 and high ·hools of the tate, naturally looked to the university and col-
] g s to snpply them their principal teacher . 'rhe possession of a college diploma 
wa nppo. d to indicate not only the pre ~nee of the neces"ary scholastic acquire-
m nts hut also th ability to t ach and manage a high school. From this can I 
~onn<l ur cbool often ·uffi·ring in th hand of in xperienccd teachers, who e 1 ~rn­
ID" ':a· ample lm~ who w r ·adly i~'~'norant of the fir t principles of the ci nee of ed-
nc. t10n, and e. pe w.lly of the art f th t acbcr. R iding nea,r the State univer itr, 
I frequ ntly nrg d .upon the att ntion of it pr . id nt and member of it. faculty tl1 
"'ron~ that w· b ~rw.don to. th .. cb 1· of tl.1 , tat by their failure to give their 
tnclent. m p 1al1n trnct10n m th work m hich o many of them sought t m-
porary r perman nt employm nt. 
It wa · . I th~nk in th winter of 1 GO tba I t nc1er cl my services to the pre iclent 
of the nmver 1ty to commence th w rk of in trnction in p dagogic , oft ring, if ar-
ran~ m .nt could b mad to nit m;r H nr t gi v to the senior cla and ucb other 
tnd nt a cho e to a tend them a fr c cour c of lectures upon the principles and 
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philosophy of education and upon the organization, management, and instruction 
of schools. The offer was courteously accepted, and a course of lectures was given 
occupyinO" several weeks, embracing usually two lectures each week. They were 
attended0 not only by the members of the senior class but also by many students of 
the law and medical schools. 
As several of the chief universities and colleges of the country are now at length 
wakino- up to their duty to the general school system and establishing chairs of edu-cation~! science and art, it may not be uninteresting or useless to describe the :field 
covered by this early effort to introduce pedagogic instruction into an American uni-
versity . . 
UTILITIES OF THE COURSE. 
At the outset the attention of the class was called to the prominent position which 
education and educational institutions hold in our national life and civilization. The 
utterances of the chief magistrates of the Nation and of the States, from Washington 
down, have recognize~ the necessity of popular education and of public intelligence 
to the preservation of liberty and the perpetuity of our form of government. 
The scope and power of these great truths, so often repeated and so little under-
stood, were explained and enforced. The relations of popular education to the ad-
vancement of civilization and to the progress of the sciences and arts are now recog-
nized; and the vast importance of the public school system to the individual, to· 
society, and to the State follow as logical sequences of indisputable force. 
Next, their own duties as educated men were pointed out; many, if not all of them,. 
were to be, n,t leat:Jt temporarily, teachers, and the absurdity of undertaking a busi-· 
ness which they did not understand, was urged. To have been taught does not nec-
essarily give the ability to teach any more than taking medicine prepares one to be a 
physician. If it is wrong for one to offer his services as a watchmn,ker or even as a 
skilled laborer who h as no knowledge of the t,rade he proposes to practise, how much 
more inexcusable is he who offers himself as an instructor and knows nothing of the 
processes or principles by which h e may successfully discharge his duty to the chil-
dren whom he undertakes to teach! 
Even if our college graduates do not intend to become teachers, still, as educated 
men, they will naturally be called upon to serve upon school boards and in other 
ways to influence or control the school system. None of them, t,herefore, in such a 
country as ours, where the school system counts for so much, ought to leave college 
without a general knowledge of educational science. To be ignorant of the political 
system, of the machinery of government, and of common political principles, would 
be justly counted as a reproach to any man of liberal education. But to be ignorant 
of that widespread and pervasive system of agencies by which the political and social 
lifo of the nn,tion is to be constantly renewed and directed and of that mighty and 
expensive machinery through which the entire childhood of the country is expected 
to pass, must certainly be more shameful to the individual as it must be more dis-· 
astrous to the state. 
But besides and beyond their possible duties as teachers and school officers, there-
remain their interests as future parents on whom will fall the chief responsibility in 
directing the education of their children; and certainly no knowledge could be outside· 
of their true interests and duties which would h elp them to discharge with success these-
highest and most delicate responsibilities which come upon a human being in this life. 
By such considerations and arguments the attention of the class was aroused to the 
importn,nce of this, to them, new :field of study. May it not be hoped that these argu-
ments, always valid and always increasing in force, will ultimately lead all our col-
leges to fulfil the high duty that they owe? in this respect, to the country which 
nourishes them ~ 
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY. 
As a basis for the more practical part of the course, a statement was made of the 
fundamental divisions and principles of educational science or philosophy. Education 
was shown to involve two great :fields of f4ct or truth: First, the being to be educated; 
second, the knowledge to be lea1·ned. If a teacher with a group of little children before 
him, will ask himself thoughtfully in what his task consists, what are the exact terms 
of his problem, he will notice these two facts: :first, my pupils are chilcken, imma-
ture beings, needing growth-my work is the development and discipline of their 
powers; second, they are igno'rant- I am to give them instruction in many branches of 
knowledge. ' 
Educacton involves both of these terms; it must train or discipline, and thus de-
velop powers; and, secondly, it must teach, or communicate knowledge. The art of 
the teacher n,nd t;he business of the school are all comprehended in these two. The 
whole machiner;v of instruction must be shaped to these ends. 
Education is the cultivated growth of living powers and faculties. As cultivation, 
it involves tho exercise, training, discipline, and direction of the powers to be culti-
vated. As a growth, it involves nourishment, inward action, and digestion. As 
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physical growth demands food and exercise of the body, so mental education demands 
mental food or knowledge, and mental exercise in thought, study, and all forms of 
mental activity. 
On these two great facts educational science constructs itself. It takes into account, 
on the one side, all the variations of childhood in Hs diversities of age, temperament, 
and environments, and, on the other side, the various departments of knowled~e, their 
essential differences in the nature of the facts involved, the peculiarities in their differ-
ent stages of development, and their connections with each other, with the human 
intellect, and with the business of life. 
It would require too much space to follow further the line of discussion in this field. 
As the aim of the course was thoroughly practical, only so much attention was given to 
these fundamental principles as was necessary to show that education is not a mere 
matter of shifting empiricism, but is based in a philosophy as fixed as the laws of 
mind and the system of nature. It was held that no teacher was safe from sinking 
into the practice of mere school room quackery who is not led to see that in all his 
processes he is dealing with great natural laws, as scientific and as dominant as those 
which control the chemist in his laboratory or the mechanician in the employment of 
the forces of nature. 
THE GRADES IN EDCCATION. 
The proper organization and management of schools afforded another field for the 
lectures; and, as the graded school system of the State was then being somewhat 
rapidly developed, a careful discussion was made of the theory of school gradation. 
A graded school is properly nothing but a group of schools organized into a system, 
the schools being adapted each to a different grade of pupils. It proceeds upon the 
assumption that each period of childhood bas its own appropriate studies and meth-
·ods of instruction, and requires, therefore, a school peculiar to itself. It was shown 
that the schools of the several grades met and provided for natural periods of mental 
growth on the one side ancl natural stages of the development of knowledge on the 
other. If the life of a child is watched carefully from infancy up to maturity, it will be 
found to consist, not of a continuous and as it were homogeneous growth of the sev-
eral faculties, but of successive periods in which new powers appear and new elements 
of character become dominant. As there are successive changes in the physical sys-
tem, like that which occurs at puberty, which divide the growth into stages or 
periods, exhibiting new forces and phenomena, so in the intellectual life its different 
periods are marked by the introduction of new faculties and new intellectual proc-
esses. Every essential power of the human mind can be detected, as a germ at least, 
in the first hours of mental development, but the evolution of these different faculties 
does not go forward with equal pace. 
These lar~er stages may in general be sufficiently discriminated from each other to 
afford practical guidance in the gradation of instruction and in the separation of the 
departments of a graded school. 
In the first of these the perceptive or acquisitive powers of the child are in chief 
exercise. The sensibilities are keen, the curiosity is in full power, and the novelties 
of environment as yet fresh and vivid. It is evident that instruction in this stag~ 
mu8t of necessity be chiefly addressed to the senses, and must consist of such facts as 
can be seen, beard, and handled. 
Over against this stage of the mental life lies that lower platform of knowledO'e 
Qccupiecl by the multitudinous but simple facts of sense. It is as if the earlier path-
way of knowledge was conformed to the childish power of apprehension: for the sim-
ple unreflecting sense, the simple palpable form; for the short steps of childish infer-
ence, the imple relation of contiguous facts; for the limited power of childish atten-
tion, the equally limited pha. e of nature's truth; and for tho nascent and scarcely 
app aring pow r of cla sification, the simplest and plainest resemblances of forms, 
color , and beings and so also to the new power of speech, confined to a few words, 
and tho e noun and verb , a field of observation made up of a few familiar things 
and b ing1 and their simplest act and motions. 
Thu. childhood and nature are in agreement. To the childish intellect nature fur-
ni. be fittinu food and an appropriate playground. The true primary school imitates 
natur and m t childi h power with childhood'!:! proper le sons. 
In tb . ·e correlated terms the whole theory of the primary grade, its studies, and its 
m tbQd of in tru tion ar cl arly involved. 
The econd broadly marked stag of mental growth shows the introduction of the 
activ powe~ of ima~ination and the practic~l judgm nt . The o are stimulated by 
the. fa. t comrng on ctou n f pow r of actwn and by the awakening appetites and 
1 . 1r forth good and pleasure of life. Tho little child who e perpetual cry wa 
I t me ee! " now 3;dds th manifest di po ition to do, to have, and to 
n e , without lo mg th k on of their curio ity, are now eager to 
find out aus and con qu n e ·. b mind gra p after proces 'es, the busy hands 
can care 1 b re ·train d from th ir p rp tual activity. It is vjdent that a new 
pba of.knowl dg~ i n ed d t m et thi ·new pba of ill<. And, as we found lying 
ov r arral.IlS our pnmary stage of mental development a primary platform of knowl-
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edge, so we find set opposite this second stage of mental development a second plat-
form of truth. Facts become more complex, causation is traced further, and the uses 
of things begin to be seen. The child recognizes himself as a cause, and seeks to 
produce the effects he bas found useful. Nature, instead of being a simple wonder 
book, becomes to him a book of riddles to be guessed, of problems to be solved, of 
things to be reached, shaped, counted, combined, used, and preserved or traded away. 
The utilitarian a~e is come. Knowledge has a stage correspondent to this stage of 
mind. Its classifications are by properties and uses instead of by simple forms and 
colors. Its motions have force, intention, and effects, instead of Rimple direction and 
velocity. It finds uniformities, laws, and meaning in nature's phenomena, and the 
world shapes itself as a whole with related parts. 
The pupil, at this stage, wants, above all other things, the pen and pencil and the 
familiar objects of nature. Learning must be united with doing, principle must be illus-
trated and fixed by practice, and theory must be proved by new constructions of facts. 
The language itself answers to the new forms ofknowledge. To its nouns and verbs 
it adds adjectives, adverbs, and the connectives, and distinguishes differences of 
moods, tenses, and cases. Such are the general features and outlines of the secondary 
or intermediate stage of education; and answering to it must come the second grade 
of schools, broken frequently into several grades for convenience in teaching. 
A third stage of intellectual growth is reached when the reason, inquisitive and dis-
cursive, enters fully upon the scene, and the mind begins those great questionings of 
the why and the how of the phenomena of nature and of life. The know ledges which 
in the first stages were simple facts of sense, unclassified and unexplained, and which 
in the second stage were problems of combinations and results of practical uses and 
powers, now for the first time assume scientific definiteness and completeness, exhib-
iting laws of nature, principles, and philosophy. This is the realm of the high school 
and the college, in which instruction is addressed to the rational understanding. The 
judgment may still employ the senses as instruments of observation and the practical 
powers as means of experiment, but it transcends them all in its higher work and 
deals at last with the problems of pure thinking. 
The mind bas now reached and is entering on its mature stage, and it finds con-
fronting it the mature scientific forms of knowledge. The methods of study and in-
struction must also change, and the school of the child must give way to the depart-
ments or institutions of higher learning. 
Thus these two ~reat parallels of unfolding mental life and 9f developing science 
move by equal and corresponding stages and lend each other mutual aid and support. 
THE TEACHING ART. 
From these fundamental principles, the lectures proceeded to unfold the practical 
gradation of schools and to define the studies and methods of instruction appropriate 
to each, and in connection with these the practical question of school exercises, school 
programmes, and of teachers' work generally. 
The methods of teaching appropriate to different branches of knowledge constituted 
another field for the lectUl'es. They included methods of teaching reading as the trans-
lation of written into oral language ; of arithmetic as the science of pure and applied 
numbers; of grammar as the art of criticising and correcting speech; of geography as 
the doctrine of locality, with its natural or physical, its commercial, and its political 
and historical relations; of history as of the movement and distribution of events in 
time and in territorial relations; and of other sciences of mind and mat-tier. 
The subjects of moral education and of school government were analyzed andre-
ferred to the fundamental principles which must ever control them. Some of the 
great systems of educational philosophy, such as that of Pestalozzi, were described and 
criticised. The doctrines of Frobel had not yet been widely promulgated in this 
country. 
'rhe State systems of education, including school territory, school funds, school 
offices, and their several classes and functions, and schools themselves of all kinds and 
grades, with public libraries and other agencies of popular intelligence, also came 
under review. · · 
Such, in brief, was the scope of this early effort at pedagogical instruction in a 
State university. Of its utHity proofs came, in after years, as I met in other States 
members of the class who testified to the practical advantages they had gained from 
the lectures they had attended. 
The foregoing account has been given chiefly from memory, and may in some cases 
include in the statements topies discussed in subsequent courses of lectures. 
It may be added to complete this history, that when I afterwards became president 
of Kalamazoo College I introduced this course of lectures as part of the instruction of 
the senior classes. Going thence to the presidency of the Illinois State Industrial 
University and carrying with me the same convictions streugthened by experience 
and observation, I introduced into this last institution the course of pedagogical lect-
ures, not only for the senior class, but for all students who desired to attend them. 
The lectures were given at such an hour as would allow the attendance of all, and 
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frequently the lecture room was crowded, not only by the students of the univer-
sity, but also by the teachers from the neighboring city who asked permission to 
attend. 
In conclusion, I wish to express the settled conviction not only of the duty of our 
higher institutions of learning thus to aid the public school systems of the coun-
try, but, stronger still, of the value of this work to the colleges and universities them-
selves in the grand revenue of popular appreciation and support they would gain by 
it and in the enlargement and increasing might of their influence over the civiliza-
tion, the intemgence, and the prosperity of the entire citizenship of our country. Help-
ing the lowest schools to higher planes of usefulness and to a richer fruitage, they 
would themselves rise to higher rank and to wider harvests. 
JOHN M. GREGORY. 
Ron. JOHN EATON, 
Commissioner of Education. 
The question of the teacher's compensation necessarily enters into the consideration 
of his training. When he has done his utmost, availed himself of the best opportu-
nities to prepare himself for the successful discharge of his responsibility as a teacher, 
is his compensation to be reasonable or not ? One of the considerations bearing upon 
the compensation of teachers, pointed out by Roger Ascham three hundred years ago, 
has not yet ceased to exist. Speaking of the importance of selecting the best teach-
ers he says: 
It is a pity, that commonly more care is had, yea and that among very wise men, to 
find out rather a cunning man for their Horse, than a cunning man for their Children. 
They say nay in word, but they do so in deed: For to the one they will gladly give a 
Stipend of two hundred Crowns by the year, and loth to offer to the other two hundred 
Shillings. God that sitteth in Heaven lau_gheth their Choice to scorn, and rewardeth 
their Liberality as it should: For he suttereth them to have tame and well ordered 
Horse, but wild and unfortunate Children ; and therefore in the end they :find more 
Pleasure in their horse, than Comfort in their children. 
But often where the importance of the teacher's qualification is admitted there is 
hesitancy in giving him reasonable compensation. The amount of teaching that is 
underpaid is appalling. The effect this must have upon the efficiency of the profes-
sion is apparent. The most useful and eminent teachers and educators live all their 
days most economically and die and leave their families in poverty and dependence. 
The examples are numerom:;. The facts which come together in these statistical col-
lections illustrative of this truth are too numerous to permit their enumeration. Only 
one can be mentioned. Prof. J. H. Raymond, LL.D., best known in connection with 
his great services as president of Vassar College, before entering upon his duties there 
alluded to the salary he had received during his service of fourteen years in the fac-
ulty at Hamilton, five years at Rochester, and nine years in Brooklyn. He said: 
1Iy labors have been accepted with an over generous praise and paid for at the 
u ual market price for such commodities, and yet I have done it at a constant pecun-
iary sacrifice to myself and have been dependent upon extra-professional labors to 
ke out a bare support for my family. I close my work this summer, and with it my 
twenty-eighth year of pul)liC service, with impaired health, a fan;lily unprovided for, 
and an empty purse. 
Thi condition of fact is aug gesting to many thoughtful persons the question, Shall 
we ompensate our teachers fairly and place the profession upon a footing with other 
vocation , or shall teachers be underpaid during their service and provided with pen-
ions after they are unfitted for active service in the school roomY 
TABLE I .-COMMERCIAL Al\"'D BUSL~ESS COLLEGES. 
The £ 11 winrr i a comparative exhibit of colleges for bu iness training, as reported 
t tbi Bur au fr m 1 iO to 1 79, inclu ive: 
-
1871. I 1872. 1870. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1 79. 
_,_ 
-- - - - ------ ------
. "umb rofin titntions . .. 26 60 53 112 126 131 137 134 129 144 
. ·umber of in tractors ... 154 168 263 514 577 594 599 568 527 535 
... · uml,rr of . tod nts . .... 5,824 6,460 ,451 22,397 25,892 26,109 25,234 23,496 21, 048 122, 021 
- --
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TABLE IV.-Summm·y of statistics of commercial and business colleges. 





Illinois .... ..... ............................ 
Indiana ... .. ..................................................... ..... . 





Massachusetts .. .... ............................................... 
Michigan ...... ..................................................... 
Minnesota .................................. 
Mississippi. ................................ 
Missouri ... . ............................... 
Nebraska ............................................................... 
New Hampshire .................... . ....... 
New .Jersey .....•.............••.......... . 
New York ..•. ................................................... 
North Carolina ..................... .. ... ... 
Ohio ...... .......................................................... 
Pennsylvania ...... .......................................... ... 
Rhode Island ...... ··---~--··· ............ 
Tennessee . ................................. 
Texas ...................................... 
Virginia. . ................................... 
West Virginia .... ....................................... ... 
Wisconsin .................................. 
District of Columbia ....................... 
Total. ................................ 
a Classification of 138 not reported. 
b Classification of 300 not reported. 
cClassification of 76 not reported. 
dClassification of 125 not reported . 
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535 j22, 021 
/Includes 8 special students whose classification is not given. 
glncludes 25 special students whose classification is not given. 
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536 52 1, 750 
310 
·------- -- ----- -
2, 250 618 17,220 
1, 027 592 .. .......... 
1,139 452 340 
100 34 
--------
335 - 38 2, 500 
201 88 1, 529 
221 112 . .... ....... 
732 35 .. .... . ....... 
916 378 7, 000 
505 145 217 
83 1,100 
1, 281 161 2, 340 
75 35 ....... ........ 
196 32 300 
441 336 775 
2, 633 907 2, 695 
12 .. ........... .............. 
1, 696 410 h14, 700 
779 301 177 
328 101 100 
157 43 457 
148 21 ............... 
27 16 536 
182 35 ..... . ...... 













































h. Includes library of St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, which is reported with commercial department. 
i Classification of 424 not reported. 
jClassification of 1,120 not reported. 
k1,521 students attend both day and evening schools. 
In connection with this summary of the facts in regard to education in colleges for 
business training in this country I cannot do better than call attention to the more 
thorough manner in which young persons aiming at commercial pursuits are instructed 
in some older countries. 
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In Continental Europe commercial educ8Jtion is given in special schools of com-
merce and in certain secondary schools. The schools of commerce are, as a rule, 
higher institutions of learning which do not give elementary instruction. As their 
pupils have nearly all received a thorough training at secondary sc"4ools, -the instruc-
tion can be exclusively devoted to higher branches. The graduates of commercial 
schools in Continental Europe easily find lucrative positions at home and abroad be-
cause they are familiar with three or four foreign languages, an advantage which 
cannot be claimed by many graduates of commercial schools in other countries. The 
secondary schools, where the theory of commercial subjects is taught, are the German 
Realschulen and the French, Belgian, Italian, and Spanish secondary schools. The 
Realschulen give their pupils a thorough training in modern languages, arithmetic, 
history, geography, and natural sciences, and thus eminently fit them for business. 
With this thorough theoretical training the graduates can easily acquire the practi-
cal part in the business office. The French, Belgian, Italian, and Spanish secondary 
schools have, as a rule, special commercial sections for the teaching of mercantile 
subjects. These sections are largely attended and seem to grow daily in the favor 
of the public. 
In the commercial schools proper the courses of instruction last two or three years. 
The following extracts from recent programmes show the ways in which Europeans 
deal with the demand for a practical business education: GArmany has higher com-
mercial schools in every chief provincial city and in a large number of smaller towns. 
The course of instruction embraces German, French, English, Italian or Spanish, 
commercial arithmetic, book-keeping, commercial correspondence in different lan-
guages, botany, the study of raw materials and manufactured articles, history and 
geography, commercial law, weights and measures, monetary systems, physics, chem-
istry, and drawing. 
France has a large number of commercial schools, the most prominent among which 
are those of Paris and Marseilles. All branches relating to commerce are thoroughly 
taught in a course of three years, with the exception of modern languages, which are 
optional instead of being obligatory, as in German schools. Marseilles, however, has 
made English an obligatory branch, while Arabic, modern Greek, German, Italian, 
and Spanish remain optional, though very useful in the Mediterranean trade. 
At the commercial school at Ziirich, German, French, English, and Italian are ob-
ligatory branches. Great stress is laid here on mercantile history and on applied 
mechanics. 
In Spain some of the secondary schools have commercial sections, in which the fol-
lowing branches are taught: Mercantile arithmetic, weights and measmes, coinage 
ystem , book-keeping for whol~sale and retail establishments, calculations applied to 
all kinds of business, mercantile geography and statistics, political economy, commer-
cial law, the panish, Fr nch, and English languages. 
Belgium has probably one of the best commercial schools in the world. It is sit-
uated at Antwerp, and was e tablished in 1852, at the expen e of the Belgian govern-
m nt and the city of Antwerp. The course of study la ts two years. The age of the 
tndent ranges from 1 to 20. The course embraces tho French, Dutch, German, Span-
i h, Italian, and English languages and all the other branches relating to commerce. 
The tudent r ceive a thorough practical training in the mercantile offices conn cted 
with th chool. The programme of these offices embraces transactions of a general 
bu ·ine. hou e, practical lemon tration and application of commercial arithmetic, in-
voic · · account of ale , account cnrr nt, commercial calculations and valuation , 
xchang operations, public funds, book-keeping, bills of lading, insurance, banking, 
and orr spondence in for ign languages. The mercantile office keep commercial 
n w. p p r from London, ~iv rpool, Cologne, Frankfort, Berlin, V.ienna, Am t rdam, 
Hambur, av:r , w Y rk, Havana, Rio de Jan iro, Buenos Ayre , Valparai o, the 
E Incli ' and China. 
Tb comm r ial chool. in Europ ar eith r state, provincial, or municipal insti-
tions, bu tb Y re all under the supervision of the state. 
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TABLE V.-KINDERGARTEN. 
The following is a comparative summary of Kindergarten, instructors, and pupils 
reported to the Bureau from 1873 to 1879, inclusive: 
1873. ,1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 
--- - -- ---
---
Number of institutions .................... 42 55 95 130 129 
Number of instructors ...................... 73 125 216 364 336 
Number of pupils .... ......... .. ........ ... 1, 252 1, 636 2,809 4, 090 3, 931 
TABLE V.-Summary of statistics of Kind&rgarten. 
States. 
.Alabama .................................................................... . 
California ..... . .................................................. -.......... . 
Connecticut ................................................................ .. 
Delaware ................................... - ................. · .. · .. · .. ·- .. · · · 
Florida ................... .... ............ - · · ·-- .. -- · .... -- .. ·- .. · .... · · .... · · 
Georgia ..................................................................... . 
illinois .. .................................................................... . 
Indiana ................ ............... ...................................... .. 
Iowa ............ . .............. .. .......... . ....... .. ...................... .. 
Kentucky ............. . ..................................................... . 
Louisiana ................................................................ ·- .. 











Massachusetts . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. . . .. . . . . . . 16 
Michigan .................................................................... . 
Minnesota ................................................................... . 
Missouri ........................................................ . -.......... . 28 
NewHampshire.............................................................. 1 
New .Jersey.................................................................. 17 
NewYork.................................................................... 31 
North Carolina ............... . .............................................. . 
Ohio ........................................................................ .. 
Pennsylvania ............................................................... .. 
South Carolina ............... ...... ......... ............................... .. 
Tennessee . ................................ ...... ........................... .. 
Virginia ...... ........ ....................................................... . 
Wisconsin ................................................................... . 
District of Columbia ........................................................ . 
Total. ........ ............................................. ... ........ . 











































































The increase of these interesting institutions during the year has been marked. 
Thirty-six new Kindergarten are reported, with 76 additional instructors and 2, 757 
additional pupils. The fact that the Kindergarten depend almost exclusively on 
private effort subjects them to great changes and renders the collection and compila-
tion of their statistics extremely difficult. It will be observed that these institutions 
now report from nearly all of the States, thus by their great dissemination bringing 
to bear their methods upon the institutions and systems in the great majority of 
educational centres in the country. 
The great desirableness of their methods where provision is made for dependent 
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infants under eight years of age is becoming more manifest. The skilful teacher 
finds no injurious home influences in the institutions where they are gathered operat-
ing adversely to . the spirit and methods of the Kindergarten, while their skilful 
adaptation under a devoted and accomplished teacher seems to add new joy and in-
spiration to the darkened life of the young child. His evil tendencies and beginnings 
receive a new resistance, and the better elements of his nature are aroused and pre-
pared to gather greater advantages from whatever opportunities may be enjoyed in 
the future. 
Kindergarten are already reported in connection with the Boston Orphan Asylum; 
the Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble-Minded Children; the State Institution 
forthe Blind, Ohio; the Home for the Friendless, Columbus, Ohio; and a Kindergar-
ten is included in the plan for the new Orphans' Rouse, in Columbus, Ohio. 
Twenty-one of the Kindergarten reported are in the Southern and Southern Central 
States. 
The effort to introduce the Kindergarten into the public school system is attended 
with embarrassment. The Kindergarten proposing to receive children at the age of 
2t or 3 years anticipates the legal school age in different States by 2 and 3 years. 
The public Kindergarten in Boston was abolished at the close of the school year, in 
accordance with the recommendation of the revision committee, after an existence of 
nine years. The report of the school committee says: 
It is not denied that the school proved a decided success. It had many enthusiastic 
friends and no enemies. The movement for its abolition called out vigorous remon-
strances, and a petition for its retention signed by many well known citizens was pre-
sented to the school board. * * * As the experiment had succeeded, the logical 
and consistent course would seem to be to establish a sufficient number of such schools 
to accommodate all children of the Kindergarten age; but the expense of such an un-
dertaking * -~< " seemed to the board too great to assume without a more general 
and pronounced demand on the part of the public. 
Su~?rintendent Eliot says: 
Were the Kindergarten the only provision to be made for those of Kindergarten 
age we should need a great many additional schools, but it is not the only, and, as a 
general rule, I think, not the best. For the very young children a day nursery seems 
to me preferable; for those of 5 or 6 a primary school of the right stamp appears 
better than a Kindergarten. This new school is a reaction against the old schools, 
whose routine and d1scipline were often pushed to great extremes. A.gainst the 
hard character which they thus acquired, something in the way of protest was in-
evitable, and it came in the form of the Kindergarten. For the good it has done in 
mellowing the primary school we cannot be too grateful; but to acknowledge its 
setvice in this respect is not to acknowledge the necessity of substituting it for the 
primary or the lowest classes of the primary. * * " Whatever Kindergarten 
theory may be, Kindergarten practice seems to be defective in forming the habit 
of atten ion. " * " If attention is the :first, self-control is the second purpose in 
early training ; and this too appears to me to be delayed by Kindergarten exercises. 
I have had th opportunity of seeing them vibrate between two conditions: one of 
d pen<l uce upon the teachers' directwns greater than is common in a primary .school, 
the oth r of noi , ornetimes disorder, when children have no control of themselves 
and Y ry little i exercis d over them. * * * Unless I am much mistaken, the 
Kind rgart n i rather a private charity than a public school.- (Report Boston public 
chool., 1 79.) 
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furnishes its own directors and assistants, and in which the cost of Kindergarten 
tuition is reduced from the usual price of $50 or $100 for each pupil instructed to an 
average of $5.70 a pupil on the basis of average attendance and$3.52 on the enrolment. 
The following remarks are taken from Dr. Harris's discussion as to the "Limits of 
the Kindergarten as an educational appliance:" 
While the industrial preparation involved in the Kindergarten exercises is a suffi-
cient justification for its introduction into our school system, * * * there is much 
else which is common to the instruction in the school subsequently and occupies the 
same ground. * * * The instruction in manners and polite habits which goes on 
in all well conducted Kindergarten is of very great value. * * * Moreover, there 
is a cultivation of the imagination and of the inventive power which possesses great 
significance for the future intellectual growth. The habits of regularity, punctuality, 
silence, obedience to established rules, self-control, are taught to as great a degree as 
is desirable for pupils of t.hat age, but not by any means so perfectly as in the ordinary 
well conducted primary school. The two kinds of attention that are developed so 
welUn a good school, (1) the attention of each pupil to his own task, so absorbed in it 
that he is oblivious to the work of the class that is reciting, and (2) the attention of 
each pupil in the class that is reciting to the work of the pupil reciting, * * * are 
not developed so well as in the primary school, nor is it to be expected. The freedom 
from constraint which is essential in the Kindergarten, or in any school for pupils of 
five years of age, allows much interference of each pupil with the work of others, and 
hence much distraction of attention. It is quite difficult, to preserve an exact balance. 
The teacher of the Kindergarten is liable to allow the brisk, strong willed children 
to interfere with the others and occupy their attention too much. As regards imag-
ination and inventive power, it is easily stimulated to an abnormal degree. For if it 
is accompanied by conceit, there is a corresponding injury done to the child's faith and 
reverence which must accompany his growth if he would come to the stores of wisdom 
which his race has preserved for him. * * * As regards the claimed transcendence 
of the system over all others in the way of moral development, I am inclined to grant 
some degree of superiority to it, but not for intrinsic reasons. It is because the child 
is then at an age when he is liable to great demoralization at home, and is submitted 
to a gentle but firm discipline in the Kindergarten, that the new education proves of 
more than ordinary value as a moral discipline. The children of the poor, at the sus-
ceptible age of five years, get many lessons on the street that tend to corrupt them. 
The children of the rich, meeting no wholesome restraint, become self-willed and self-
indulgent. The Kindergarten may save both classes and make rational self-control 
take the place of unrestrained, depraved impulse. But the Kindergarten itself has 
dangers. The cultivation of self-activity may be excessive, and lead to pertness and 
conceit. The pupil may get to be irreverent and overbearing, hardened against re-
ceiving instruction from others. In fact, with a teacher whose discernment is dimmed -
by too much sentimental theory, there is great danger that the weeds of selfishness 
will thrive faster among the children than the wholesome plants of self-knowledge 
and self-control.-(Report of St. Louis (Mo.) Public Schools, 1879.) 
In sustaining and developing sentiment in behalf of Kindergarten in California, 
great credit is due to Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, a well known writer and teacher of a 
Sabbath school class of about three hundred persons from 16 to 80 years of age who 
have cooperated with her in raising funds for the establishment of free Kindergarten 
for destitute children. They were very fortunate in obtaining for their first Kinder-
garten teacher in this movement Miss Kate Smith, who was trained by that devoted 
Kindergartner, Miss Marwedel, the pioneer in this work on the Pacific Coast. 
Mrs. Mary Mann, who participated so fully in the labors of her husband, Ron. 
Horace Mann, in behalf of education, and who has since his death studied and labored 
so faithfully in the same spirit, has, like her sister, Miss E. P. Peabody, done much to 
promote a correct idea of the Kindergarten. In a recent discussion of the subject she 
says: 
Caste, which our Government abolishes politically, is the deepest moral abyss that 
separates human beings. Education is the only thing that can abolish it morally, 
and H must be education, that is, development, and not mere acquisition, which does 
not educate, but may add power to evil as well as to good. Knowledge is always 
power, but it is not always beneficent power. It is a well known fact that some of the 
greatest criminals in society have been men of ability and knowledge. These, divorced 
from conscience, made them only the more powerful for evil. The Kindergarten idea 
is to relate the child to God through nature, and from the very first to remand it to 
conscience as its guide in conduct. Put therightideaintothechiJd with all the skill 
at your command, and its savagery will soon disappear before that light. Give it an 
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assured feeling of heavenly care and protection, and it will understand how to do good 
to others, even without appealing to the golden rule, which, if precaution is not taken, 
may become a selfish rule. Its inculcation will give the intellectual reason for doing 
right to others ; but if love is not invoked at the same time to do to others as you 
would have them to do to you, it may be only a matter of expediency. It is a per-
fectly legitimate use of the intellect to invoke it for social purposes. We would not 
be too fastidious, for it is often necessary to call in its aiel so far before the love mo-
tive can be addressed; but selfishness is hydra-headed, and must be guarded against 
even there. 
The Kindergarten system is now widely adopted by intelligent educators, and has 
already modified education in many places beyond the proper age for its exclusive 
use. But, popularly, many objections are advanced against it. This is from ignorance 
of its true scope and significance, and the prejudice will gradually fade away. The 
uneducated look upon reading and writing as education. There is an age where 
these -become practically indispensable, but they do not in themselves educate. We 
can conceive of very profound education without them; for a living teacher, with 
nature as an aid and instrument, could develop in a child the faculties of observation, 
attention, comparison, judgment, without any use of books. His experiments with 
nature may give him a great deal of knowledge useful and available in life, and the 
more so because be learns them practically; he may learn many sciences after his ob-
serving faculties have been cultivated by the exercises Frobel thought out and organ-
ized; he may learn botany, mineralogy, geology, physics, in this way, always sup-
posing his teacher competent to guide him. The earth may be described in its totality 
by the aid of so much of it as comes under the observation of the pupil: and its his-
tory, p:p.ysical and political, made known to him. His observation of the heavens 
may be the nucleus which shall be the occasion of his learning those laws of nature 
exemplified by the position of the earth and other planets in relation to the sun and 
of other suns to their systems. The plastic arts may be learned by intelligent manip-
ulation of plastic substances, and music and color and drawing give him the elements 
of the other fine arts. All this could be done on a desert island by the adequate 
teacher and intelligent pupil, so that reading and writing are not education. They 
are simply its instruments, though most potent ones. Mathematics is the basis of the 
intellectual instruction of the Kindergarten, offered as material for intuitive concep-
tion, not explained by technical words and processes, but made known in delightful 
constructive plays in which the children are conscious only of amusement while they 
are imbibing scientific principles. An:d this is fitting, for "God geometrizes," as the 
insight of genius has expressed it, and can be thus traced better than in any other 
demonstratiOn of Himself but that of love. The science of numbers grows out of the 
geometric plays with cubes, and with its aid the square root and the cube root may 
easily be made intelligible to the child, for he can soon be taught to make squares 
a.ncl cubes of all sizes by combining his blocks. Parallels, perpendicular lines, angles 
and their relations to the circle, follow inevitably, and, by drawing, the chHdren soon 
learn to represent them on their slates. The pleasure of making and drawing sym-
metrical forms is inexhaustible, and is soon demonstrated by inventions of forms of 
beauty whose underlying principle is mathematical. But care must be taken not to 
load the mind with definitions and rules. Young Kindergartner, whose mathemati-
cal knowledge is at best ver.v limited, must be carefully trained in this respect, for 
they do not easily understand the philosophy of it, and thus expose the system to be 
misjudged by the physicians, who know better of what the little brain is yet capable 
without injury. The Kindergartner must. crucify her wordly ambition. She is not to 
work for her own glory; if she does, she has missed her vocation and is unworthy of 
this holy work. The occupation of paper folding is another form in which mathemat-
ical truth can be made into means of intuitive knowledge. All the occupations of the 
Kindergartner, indeed, have similar r lations; notably the pea work, which teaches 
per pective by the skeleton forms of mathematical solids. The manipulation of this 
occup~tion i difficult and shoulcl be deferred to the very last of the course, but the 
n;tbro1dery and the paper cutting al o give it, anu more easily. If Kindergilrtn r 
will con:fi.n them elv~ to ID:aking ch~ldren ~ things with their own eyes and judge 
a~d compare th m w1th h 1r o.wn mmds WJ.thout any attempts at abstractions, they 
w~ll gradually ee th m gen~rali.ze for them el v s ev n in word ; they do i·t till earlier 
w1th?nt w rd. ~y tJ;t combmabon they mak of item of intuition. Wh u th y can 
r cltly g ·nerahze m words th y ar r ady to leave the Kindercrarten for a second :L~ of in ru ·tion. Fro~el 1 ft aclditional apparatu for th 0 intermediato cla 
~ h1ch b propo d, by. w hwh h childr n could arry th ir math matical intuition 
mto ry. ·tallography w1.th a .. m"';lch a a they at fir t di criminated th ball, cub , 
'ncl ·ylmcl r. The mam prm ·1pl of th int rm diate cla a well a th Kinder-
rart n i to · udy all ci nee in nature rath r than in book ,'and with the obj cts to }ook at and handl .1 
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The faculties are thus prepared to take hold of self education with the help of books 
as soon as there is sufficient maturity, and no education is complete but self educa-
tion. We do not think that progress once entered upon is easily arrested; by self edu-
cation it is perpetuated, and society is released from its surveillance over the educa-
tion of man when he is prepared to assume the responsibility of it himself. Rightly 
regulated progress is the great principle that should rule in education. The.acquisi-
tions that are made by the continual unfolding of the mind never become a dead 
weight or destroy individuality of thought. All knowledge that has been founded 
on intuitive knowledge is living, vital, intellectual life, no other man's thinking but 
one's own. It may be identical or nearly so with some other man's thinking, but it 
is not an imposed know ledge. Its source is in conviction, and, as all truth is one, mind 
will be satisfied with nothing less than the truth, and all minds so trained will be 
knit together in a true unity. 
TABLE VI.-SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
The following is a comparative summary of the number of institutions for secondary 
instruction making returns from 1871 to 1879, inclusive: 
1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
- -- ---------------------
Number of institutions . ... 638 811 944 1, 031 1,143 1,229 1,226 1,227 1,236 
Number of instructors._--~ 3,171 4,501 5, 058 5,466 6, 081 5,999 5,963 5, 747 5, 961 
Number of students.----·· 80,227 98,929 118,570 98,179 108,235 106,647 98,371 100, 374 1 108, 734 
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TABLE VI.-Summary of statistics of 
Instructors. Number of students. 
States and Territories. 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 
---------[- ------------------ ---------
.Alabama ............... . 
Arkansas .............. . 
California .............. . 
Colorado .............. . . 
Connecticut ........... . 
Delaware .............. . 
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Georgia................. 116 a133 105 a7, 665 3, 832 2, 874 4, 607 1, 078 282 
Illinois .. ..... . ...... _.. 28 66 175 3, 565 1, 114 2, 451 b2, 181 423 610 
Indiana................. 12 20 32 a2, 264 792 1, 330 1, 478 110 20 
Iowa.................... 50 87 97 a4, 710 2, 397 2, 250 2, 120 445 395 
Kansas . . . .. . ..... ... . . . 3 4 18 a295 6 74 15 65 6 
Kentucky ...... ...... _. 50 90 134 a3, 582 1, 367 2, 055 2, 496 592 449 
Louisiana ............. _. 9 23 31 771 415 356 261 60 84 
Maine . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . 25 44 46 a2, 246 1, 203 973 1, 224 329 166 
Maryland............. . . 35 altO 61 a2, 442 1, 324 998 1, 641 462 411 
Massachusetts ........ _. 49 92 162 3, 829 1, 700 2, 129 2, 760 628 837 
Michigan . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 8 19 38 913 337 576 802 123 78 
Minnesota.............. 15 34 43 1, 917 990 927 1, 009 262 427 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 25 43 1, 882 928 954 1, 202 263 62 
Missouri...... . . . . . . . . .. 22 a56 68 2, 298 1, 076 1, 222 1, 590 292 297 
Nebraska............... 1 3 80 6 74 80 22 26 
Nevada ..... .................... ···· ·· · .................. . ..................................... .. 
New Hampshire........ 30 50 51 1, 646 875 771 1,132 441 196 
New .r ersey. . . .. .. . . .. .. 47 100 115 a3, 101 1, 576 1, 347 1, 537 631 934 
New York.... .. ... ..... 201 562 715 a21, 809 10,634 9, 230 13,191 b3, 508 . 3, 395 
North Carolina.......... 32 48 45 a2, 350 1, 206 1, 044 1, 550 470 183 
Ohio . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 41 a82 140 a3, 608 1, 592 1, 966 1, 480 425 191 
Oregon . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . 14 16 43 1, 175 445 730 781 103 98 
Pennsylvania...... ..... 86 215 316 5, 857 3, 470 2, 387 b3, 933 b1, 232 1, 314 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . 6 11 30 372 151 221 227 160 124 
So nth Carolina........ .. a20 17 al, 634 169 167 174 72 31 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 71 a96 108 a5, 420 2, 682 2, 488 3, 626 828 209 
Ttxa . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . .. 17 51 34 1, 825 1, 094 731 1, 412 246 311 
V rmont...... ...... .... 30 53 82 a3, 082 I, 432 1, 590 1, 928 707 326 
Virginia . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 27 54 72 1, 697 809 888 1, 284 445 364 
We t Virginia........... 8 10 21 a710 224 459 267 68 16 
Wi con in.............. 14 42 87 1, 897 734 1, 163 b1, 192 175 535 
Arizona................. 1 .... .......... .......................................... ......... . 
Di trict of Columbia.... 23 43 93 1, 275 3~2 953 935 225 219 
Indian T rritory ...... .. 1 . 2 1 60 60 ....... . 60 8 .. ..... . 
ntana ............. . .. 2 .............. .. 24 .................. .............. ...... .. 
•• w exico ... -- ..... .. 6 17 14 597 317 280 337 90 
Utah· ·-- ·-------....... 18 1 51 a2, 047 842 884 1, 084 91 50 
:yo:;7.~~~~-~-:.:: ~ · -----~- ' -·----~- 1~~ 1 -----~~ - · -- --~~- ----~~- ·- ---~~- ···---~-
Total · · ·- · · · · · · · · · 1, 230 a2, 512 3, 449 ~ 50, 196 51, 453 lb65, 880 b16, 236 114:503 
a Sex not reported in all cases. 
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30 13 9 10 
b522 194 119 14 
49 14 17 8 
66 76 64 8 






















































































5 1, 350 
2 2,150 
49 4, 872 
21 12,750 
6 3,195 
23 7, 915 
2 550 
37 11,740 
7 1, 375 
18 8, 023 
20 19,096 
24 33,739 
4 2, 299 
11 3, 933 
11 5, 214 
20 8, 985 













































































































































































14 11,475 473 249,600 
33 16, 233 761 650, 000 
123 136, 788 15, 328 3, 657, 615 
15 14-, 742 420 178, 550 
28 20,180 
6 2, 400 
51 48,885 
4 5, 872 





6 3, 200 
11 11,355 
1, 190 564, 800 
100 101,000 























7, 335 3, 420 
10,000 500 
80, 700 4, 868 
25, 000 4, 000 























5 ------ 18 











6, 840 104 71, 600 - - - - - - - - - - - .•.•.... - 8, 250 







132,200 1, 000 680 
12,500 
16,955 
.. ---- --- ... ------ -.... - 2 2 2 350 100 7, 000 - .• -..... - -•• --.-.-. 2, 000 
------ ------ ------ .•••••.•.... ····•· ---··· -------- -----··· ········•· ···-··--·- ······---- 1, 000 
-------------------------------
b6,104 2, 504- 1, 760 521 64-2 715 735 485, 600 31, 035 17,736,908 3, 212, 030 1, 117,421 1, 756,723 
b Classification not reported in all cases. 
XCIV REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Statistical summat·y of pupils receiving secondary instruction. 
In preparatory depart-
ments of-
States and Territories. 
-------------1--- --- - --------- --------
Alabama...... . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 537 
Arkansas . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 61 
California.......................... 1, 341 100 
Colorado ... ... .................................... . 
Connecticut...... . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 440 ....... . 
Delaware ................................ ...... ... . 
Florida ................................ . .......... . 
Georgia. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 83 100 
illinois ................ ·_ . .. .. . . .. . .. 1, 559 
Indiana.......... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1, 075 
Iowa............................... 646 
~:::::~~~ ~ -_ -_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::- - --.~;~· I 
Louisiana.......................... 270 
Maine.. . .......................... 551 








Massachusetts . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . c5, 854 ....... . 



















Minnesota . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . ...... . 150 1, 917 
Mississippi ............................... . 
Missouri . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 1, 252 
Nebraska.......................... 70 
67 1, 882 



































. .. ........... 
278 488 
2, 719 110 
1, 576 119 













Nevada........................................ .. .......................... 42 
New Hampshire . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 296 1, 646 772 176 ............... . 
New Jersey. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1, 192 342 3, 101 378 26 
New York .................. ~ .. . .. . 3, 334 2, 606 21, 809 2, 097 668 2, 701 
North Carolina . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . 125 2, 350 123 356 
Ohio .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 4, 261 931 3, 608 834 184 3, 087 294 
Oregon ....... ... ............... : ... 138 1,175 40 701 75 
Pennsylvania .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1, 525 1, 344 5, 857 1, 021 240 2, 017 66 
Rhode Island . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 135 372 631 
·-------
































outh Carolina........ . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . 390 1, 634 150 229 254 2, 657 
Tennessee .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. 260 642 5, 420 130 482 1, 371 . .. .. .. . 8, 305 
Texas ..... ......................... 57 141 1, 825 415 158 839 . .. .. .. . 3, 435 
Vermont ........................ ... ................ 3,082 198 94 ........ ........ 3,374 
Virginia . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 209 494 1, 697 188 173 186 155 a, 102 
We t Virginia..................... . ....... 72 710 55 78 915 
Wi consin .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 145 855 1, 897 320 194 881 30 4, 322 
Di tri~t of Columbia...... . .. . .. . .. . 151 81 1, 275 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . 211 1, 718 
Indian Territory.............................. .... . 60 ...... .. ...... .. ........ ........ 60 
Montana............................ .. ..... ........ 24 ....... . ........ ... .. . •. ........ 24 
N w Merlco....... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . 597 . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . • .. • 597 
Ut b ...... .............. .... ........... ............ 2,047 ........ ....... . 325 . ...... 2,372 
:;ro::;~~-~~~-~~::::::::~:::: ~~:::::: :::::::: 1~~ :::::::: :::::::: ----~~~- 1 :::::~:: 2~: 
Total ............... ........... 27,ls3ll,228 i08,73413,561T6,103 27,467Tl,944196,200 
• a In ei,.,bty-nin citi . bStrictly normal students are not included. 
c In Bo ton, only the averarre number belongin,., is included. 
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TABLE• VII.-PREPARATORY SCHOOLS. 
Detailed statistics of preparatory schools will be found in Table VII of the appendix. 
The following is a comparative statement of the statistics of these schools as reported 
to the Bureau for 1873, 1874,1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879: 
1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
---- ------------ ------
Number of institutions ...... 86 91 102 105 114 114 123 
Number of instructors ....... 690 697 746 736 796 818 818 
Number of students ......... 12,487 11,414 12,954 12,369 12,510 12, 538 13,561 
The preparatory schools reported indicate an increase of 9 schools and, with the 
same number of instructors as in 1878, an increase of 1,023 students during the year 
1879. 
TABLE VII.-Summary ojstatistics of preparatory schools. 
Number of students . 
States. 
.,j ~ ~ ~Q;i ~@ 0"-' ~ 0 -~~ ~~~ •&j<X) -~oil ] rllb.O ~:a ]]~ oii<P <P~ 
r11 '0~ ~0 ,; ~~. ·so o 
.s (:l8 cS.s § ~ ~ r11 ~-s 
..... 
-:.s b.O:i: 'C 8<s ~ .-c-~~ 0 
~ I=!<P .s ~ ~ 'C 0 ~Cj ~ <P -~ m ~0 cD<D•...-c <P ,g! 
'S P<o ~ fi):g~ ~0 <PO :S ~'0.-o ""'orll ~ ~0 ~~ 0 ~rll~ 
-------- ------ ----
California ................................. . 6 44 60 66 453 28 24 
Colorado . . , .... ...... ..................... . 1 2 3 6 21 
--------- -
... 
Connecticut ............... . ............... . 5 38 257 33 605 54 14 
Georgia ........... ....... ..... ............ . 2 5 6 144 86 ..................... 
lllinois .................................... . 4 23 68 44 70 ................... .................... 
Indiana ...... ............ . ............... .. 3 a30 .... .. .... .. .... ............... 6 . ................ 
Iowa ..... .............. ...... ......... .. .. . 2 2 52 2 
----------
Kentucky ................................. . 1 6 19 15 52 ................... 
- .. ----- ...... 
Maine ................................. .. .. . 6 23 a587 2 284 50 3 
Maryland ................................ .. 2 14 20 5 237 8 
Massachusetts ........................ ____ . 23 178 a1, 854 161 1,196 153 39 
Michigan. _ ............................... .. 7 8 64 1 
Missouri ................. _ ......... _ ... ... . 1 ............................ ~ ................... .. 
New Hampshire ................ _ ..... _ .. __ . 6 41 
New .Jersey .............................. _. 5 34 
New York ................................ .. 21 154 
Ohio ...... ................................. . 6 66 
Pennsylvania .. ........... . ................ _ 10 64 
Rhode Island............................... 4 41 
South Carolina .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . 1 3 
Tennessee ................................ _. 
Texas ..................................... . 
Vermont . ................................. . 
Virginia ............................... - ... . 





















218 6 6 
1,173 100 29 
402 72 4 
620 35 24 









48 25 4 
148 13 3 
TotaL ............................... . -----·------------123 818 a6, 070 838 6, 653 740 169 
a Includes preparatory scientific and other students. 
XCVI REPORT· OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE VII.-Summary of statistics of preparatm:y schools-Continued. 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
~ 
l1i ~ a:> 
States. 
s Jl~ ~ 




'S 030 a;,UJ 
'"' p 0 
lzi ~ 
-----------------------------/------------!--------!-------- -----------
California ............................. .. 3,325 100 
Colorado. . . . . . .. . .. • • • • • . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . ...... . 
Connecticut. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 200 225 
Geor1,ria...... . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 ....... . 














Indiana . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ....... 
Iowa.................................... 2, 400 .. .. .. .. 80, 000 4, 250 750 1, 130 
SE;:: ::::::::::::::::::::-:::·::: ::~~ 1-- -~: ::::: :::_~:;;; :: ;:;~ ,~ ::: 
Massachusetts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 25, 650 465 885, 500 478, 192 30, 525 91, 161 
Michigan_... . ................... ....... 400 150 40,000 ........ ............ ......... . 
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
New Hampshire .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 7, 750 288 321, 000 349, 588 19, 751 98, 850 
New J er1:1ey . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 760 306 196, 000 21, 000 1, 260 6, 524 
New York.............................. 13, 329 545 1, 105, 947 30, 000 2, 100 49,256 
Ohio .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 25, 700 200 190, ooo 25, ooo 1, 750 26, 940 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 150 331, 300 30, 000 1, 800 31, 900 
Rhode Island........................... 1, 650 75 217,000 100,000 6, 000 21,045 
South Carolina .................................... -~-- ............................ ·· ' ····--. ····· ... 
Tennessee . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 6, 000 ............................. . 
Texas .................. ....... .................... ···--··· ....................... ------ ···· ······--
Vermont........... .......... ........... 300 45, 000 10, 000 600 475 
Virginia .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. 7, 100 50 28, 000 ... ... .................. - ... .. 
Wisconsin .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 4, 400 45 192, 200 · 10, 000 .. .. .. . . .. 48, 340 
Total ............................. lll,'6i4f 2,924 '4,571,530 1,329,587 -79,216 422~ 
Secondary instruction in this country as generally understood has included work 
done in academies and high schools and in a class of institutions, known as preparatory 
schools, specially devoted to fitting persons for the American college. Occasionally 
an in titution of this grade is known as a seminary or institute. In a number of 
in tances these institutions are well endowed, well furnished with appliances for Hlus-
tration and with libraries, and employ none but able and scholarly instructors, and 
do a quality of work of the very first order. Generally they give more special atten-
tion to pr paration in the cla sics. As yet there are few preparatory schools devoted 
to the pr paration of students for admi ion to the colleges of science or of agriculture 
and th mech nic art ; but there is steady progress towards the remedy of the e de-
fici nci . 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. XCVII 
TABLE VIII. -SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Statistics in d~tail of schools for the superior instruction of women will be found in 
Table VIII of the appendix. The following is a comparative summary of institutions, 
instructors, and pupils from 1870 to 1879, inclusive: 
, 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
------ --------- --------
No. of institutions .. 33 136 175 205 209 222 225 220 225 227 
No. of instruct~rs ... 378 1,163 1, 617 2,120 2, 285 2,405 2,404 2, 305 2,478 2,323 
No. of students.·--· 5, 337 12,841 11,288 24,613 23,445 23,795 23,856 23,022 23,639 24,605 
Compared with the statistics for 1878, institutions reported for the superior instruc-
tion of women have increased by 2, their instructors have diminished by 1551 and th6' 
~tudents have increased by 966. 
ED-VII 
XCVIII REPORT OF THE C011UUSSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE VIII.-Summm·y of statistics of instiitf· 






















New Hampshire •.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
New J' ersey •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••. 
New York .••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
North Carolina •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Ohio .•••.••.••••••••.•••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••. 
Oregon .••..••.•••..••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
P ennsylvania .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••. 





























































































Tennessee......................... ....... ......... b140 28 16 
Texas...... • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . 49 16 8 
Vermont........ • ••• •••.•• •••• •• . ••. •• . • •. . •• . . • •. 10 5 1 
Virginia. . • . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . 88 30 12 
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Wisconsin......................................... 2 22 6 16 194 
Total .....•..•..••..•••.••••••••..••.••••.••. 227 b2, 0771--m-1 .536[-246 --e,lOa 
a Classification not reported in all cases. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. :X:CI~ 
tions for the superior instruction of women. 
Students. · 'd Libraries . Property, income, &c. 
. § ~ 
!:;F:.o .., <ti 
s Number in collegiate ~ ~<!) riJ ai <ti "' ~~ ..:s lo.O "' ~ 0 department. p, II)~ <!) .s ~ .;: <!) ~ "' 0 ~ 'd .~~ :;:::) <!) ~ <!) .s . ~ . ~ ..... <ti ..o_E ~ .... '; ......... rn~ Q .,.,rn ~ 
.5 ~0 <!) <!)c:il ~~ Q ~ rn<!l ~ ~ ~<ti ..,Q s s<!) ,§ 'd ,S$ dl ~ ........ ~~ 
.E ::lp.. 0 ~ p, <!) ~~ 
.s'E ~p, 0 ~ <!)~ ~ ~~ "' 0 'O"e ~p, .... p, ..00 0 of ~ $S 0 I> 1>0 ~ A s 1:~ Q '>-<Q 
""' .s~ ""' ~ .... ~ ..... ~ s oo 0 0 0 dl 
·s 8 <!) § ~.., -s§ .., .;: ';:l ~ <!)~ ~ ~ ~ <!) 
lo.O <!) ::l 
'S..:S ..0 dl <!) ::l s .~ <!) p, 'd ~ ~ <!) ~ 0 0 <!) ~ rn o:l .... s Q ::l;>, Q ?. Q ~ ~ .... ~..0 ~ ~ p. .,q ~ <!) C!:l E-1 '""I ~ 
---
-------
493 6 22 a866 8 6, 300 75 $440,000 ................. ...................... $16,000 
......... ....... ............ 351 1 4, 000 1, 300 15,000 .............. ................... 11,323 
60 ............ ............. a260 ............. 1, 900 . ............ 58, 000 ................. .................. 4, 000 
49 6 ............ 86 1 1, 500 0 35,000 ............... .................... 2, 500 
............ ............ ........... .................. ............ ... .............. ................ ...... -......... ...... .. ................ . ............ 
882 66 73 al, 841 12 9, 300 170 441,000 .................. ........ .... ..... 40,900 
520 206 21 al, 395 9 10,550 185 685,000 $27,000 $1,320 42,565 
16 25 ............ a106 1 1,100 ... ........... . 55,000 .. ................. ................ 8, 370 
92 28 4 a408 2 1, 840 60 44,000 .......... ........ .............. .... . -·· ........ 
62 9 ........... 123 1 1, 000 100 130,000 4, 000 240 10,000 
1, 001 22 4 a2, 126 18 15,900 963 517, 500 ................. ................ 53,456 
279 2 13 450 4 2, 700 40 133,000 20,000 2, 000 11,400 
58 100 4 462 2 3, 500 40 100,000 40,000 2,400 3, 775 
147 10 20 a364 3 8,125 ............... 151, 000 20,000 1, 000 8, 000 
849 259 8 al, 378 2 46,187 672 1, 070,000 454,424 il3, 100 70,136 
.......... .......... .......... 44 .... ........ 640 .............. 50,000 ............. .......... 7, 490 
30 ....... .......... a128 1 1, 200 10 42,000 ............ ............. 1, 800 
554 12 14 a1, 011 9 5,160 160 218,000 ............... ................ 33,843 
763 68 14 a1, 945 \ 13 12,550 543 409,000 30,000 1, 500 47,144 
............ ........ 1 a50 
····•··· 200 0 30,000 0 0 2, 500 
81 15 13 a365 3 2, 420 10 95,000 132,000 7,420 4, 995 
44 10 3 a319 2 3, 800 }00 105,000 ............. ............. 12,000 
366 32 64 a2, 968 5 30,674 281 1, 562,000 41,400 2,242 61,681 
\ 
258 9 ....... a621 5 3, 600 . ............ 220,000 .............. ............ 17,500 
549 136 2 a960 5 15,950 330 844,000 16,500 1,060 66,045 
........... 11 .. ......... al55 0 600 50 35,000 ................ .............. ............ 
234 125 27 1, 076 8 15,029 175 570,000 11,950 700 23,806 
278 2 3 512 4 1,150 80 38,500 ............... ............ 900 
1, 084 77 30 a1, 870 14 21,300 292 351,000 30, 000 1, 800 63,370 
347 ......... 2 a603 6 2,122 262 102, 500 ........... ............ 13,350 
91 ....... 4 189 1 1, 000 ............. 95,000 ............. .. ............. 
422 9 2 a966 10 4, 700 70 421,000 .............. .......... . 47,800 
234 11 4 304 2 397 91 15,000 .................. ................. 7,140 
79 26 4 303 1 3, 800 25 135,000 6,190 4139 12,650 
----------
---
9, 212,500 1 
---
9, 922 1, 282 356 a24, 605 153 240,194 6,084 833,464 55,251 706,439 
b Sex not reported in all cases. 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OP EDUCATION. 
Degt·ees conferred by institutions for the superiot· instruct-ion of women. 
States. 
-Alabama .......... ----·- ..•.....•..•.....••. 
Delaware .•............•...............•.•.. 




Kentucky .........•.....•....•..•.•• ...... . 
Louisiana .........••..••..........•......... 
Maine .......••......•.•••..•••.•.••••.•..•. 
Maryland .................................. . 
Massachusetts ............................. . 










Mississippi . .. . . . . • . . .. . . . . .. • . . . . . • . . . • . . .. 35 
States. 
New .Jersey ............................... . 
New York ................................ . 
North Carolina ............ ...... ........ .. 
Ohio ..................................... .. 
Pennsylvania ........... ~ ................. . 
South Carolina ............................ . 
Tennessee ................................ . 
Texas ................................ -.... . 
Vermont ................................. -. 
Virginia ...... ....................... - .. - .. . 
West Virginia .......... . ................. . 













'Missouri . • . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. . . . . . .. . . . 58 Total...... ... .... . ................... 727 
NewHamp&hire............................ 8 
The above summary brings into view the main facts in regard to this class of insti-
'ttutions. It will be observed that in some instances these, to a considerable extent, take 
the place of high schools, as in Kentucky, where there are 23; in Missouri, where there 
are 17; in Tennessee , where there are 16; and in Georgia, where there are 15. It is 
interest,ing to observe in these institutions the growth of those conditions which as-
sure permanence and a better quality of work; yet it will be seen that the 227 institu-
twns reporting possess grounds, buildings, and apparatus valued at only $9,212,GOO, 
and that they repo!'t the meagre endowment of $833,464. 
If this is all that the better instruction of women bas secured during the period in 
which the que tions relating to woman have been so earnestly agitated, it is natural 
to ask Has this agitation been most wisely conducted f> But in estimating the exact 
amount accomplished in the advance of woman's education there must be taken into 
account, in addition to the data presented by this table, the facts connected with her 
attendance upon high schools, normal schools, and State universities. The high school 
and normal school as elements of the public school system have wrought especially in 
her behalf. I it on this account that some persons assail them both f 
The smallne s of the libraries connected with institutions for the superior edu-
cation of women honld not be overlooked. Altogether they report only 240,104 vol-
umes, ancl an increase of 6,0 4 during the year. Certainly all cultured women maybe 
exp cted to acquire not only a knowledge of the best styles of speaking and writing, 
u found in th works of the masters in literature, but a taste for reading and a sound 
judgm nt in choo ing what to read. It is to be hoped that this clear presentation 
of the defect of the e institution for the uperior instruction of women, their lack of 
fnnd and librarie and apparatus, will lead to r new d efforts to supply these defi-
<:ien ies on the part of their conductors and on the part of tho e who would bestow 
their benefactions in aid of education. 
\'1 orthy of all commendation are the efforts made uy some of the teachers to direct 
aright among their youthful stud n~s the t ncl ncy to the ill play of jewelry and other 
exp nsive per onal ornam nts during th ir chool days. 
The advanc of tandards for admi ion and graduation in connection with thee 
in ti ution i. full of inter t. Va ar,. mitb, and Welle ley, by the high po ition they 
h "' tak nand the thoroughly good work th ·y do, ar worthy of all commendation and 
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are exerting a great influence upon the whole question of superior instruction for 
women. There is evidence of an increasing desire in the public mind to furnish women 
an education fully equivalent to the best education furnished men. Indeed the ob-
jections to the coeducation of the sexes are believed, as examined by the best authori-
ties, to be continually diminishing at a rapid rate. It will be noted that the univer-
sities of Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa, as well as Cornell, Boston, Middle-
town, the University of Vermont, a,nd others that admit women, reqnire identical a,t-
tainments for both sexes for admission and graduation. 
Dr. F. A. P. Barnard, president of Columbia College, New York, in his report for 
1879, discussing the expediency of receiving young women as students, reviews the 
standard arguments for and against it, cites the result of the experiments in Cornell, 
Michigan, and Bo~ton Universities, ::tnd elsewhere, and, in conclusion, says: 
. "Whatever may be the fate of the present suggestion, the undersigned cannot permit 
himself to doubt that the time will yet come when the propriety and the wisdom of this 
measure will be fully recognized; and as he believes that Columbia College is des-
tined in the coming centuries to become so comprehensive in the scope of her teaching 
as to be able to furnish inquirers after truth the instruction they may desire, ill what-
ever branch of human knowledge, he believes also that she will become so catholic in 
her liberality as to open widely ller doors to all inquirers without distinction eithl:lr of 
•llass or sex. 
The Harvard Annex, so called, came into operation as a private enterprise, having 
no reference to the general question of joint and disjoint education, hut no one famil-
iar with the conditions can doubt that the question will in time be forced here to 
definite issue. This probable result, no less than the character of the instruction 
offered, causes the Annex to be viewed as one of the most important events in the records 
of the year. The ladies who took charge of the movement made the first public an-
nouncement in a circular of February 22. A second circular, issued May 1, promised 
fifty-one courses of study by the best instructors in the college, offering, says Prof. 
Goodwin, "better advantages than any institution in America offered to young men 
fifteen years ago." On the 24th of September examinations were held at the same 
time as those for admission to the college, and with corresponding requisites; as :1 
result, three young women were entered for a regular course of four years, another 
began a four years' course of advanced studies, and twenty-one were admitted as spe-
pial students. 
The discussion in the board of overseers and the medical faculty of Ha.rvard Uni-
versity on the admission of woinen to the school, observes President Eliot in his re-
port, was the most interesting transaction of the year. 'l'he committee to whom was. 
referred the proposition of Miss Marian Hovey, trustee, "to give the sum of $10, 00() 
to the H3trvard Medical School if its advantages be offered to women on equal terms 
with men," presented a majority report in favor of women under specified conditions. 
The faculty also recorded their opinion in favor of the proposal, ''provided a sufficient 
sum of money can be obtained to warrant the corporation in so doing." 
Though the proposition was finally declined, the language of the vote plainly indi-
cates that circumstances, not principles, determined the result. 
''It is obvious," says President Eliot in his report of the proceedings, "that both 
the governing boards are in favor of giving medica,! educa,tion to women in the uni-
versity under suitable :~;estrictions; and it is also a,pparent that the reasons given by 
the faculty for not admitting women to the school are temporary in their nature." 
And again, noting the vote of the councillors of the Massachusetts Medical Society ''to 
admit females to examination as candidates for admission to fellowship," he says: 
This action cannot but suggest the inquiry whether it be expedient that Harvard Uni-
versity should make no provision for educating a class of persons who are admissible 
as memben~ of so ancient all(l respectable a professional body as the Massachusetts 
:Medical Society. 
The Vlomen's Educational Association of1fassachusetts has done much to promote 
the higher education of women, especia,lly in supporting the Harvard examinations 
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for women 1 ancl in contributing to the establishment of the biological laboratory, hav-
ing special reference to the instruction of women, in the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
The Concord Summer School of Philosophy, which held its first session during the 
year, will exercise a decided influence upon public O]_)inion with reference to the liberal 
education of women, particularly through the opportunity it affords of demonstrat-
ing the social importance of the movement; women are admitted to all the lect-
ures on the same conditions as men. Mrs. Edna D. Cheney was announced as one of 
the five regular lecturers, and lectures were promised by Miss Anna E. Brackett and 
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe. Miss Elizabeth Peabody contributed much to the enthusiasm 
~nd success of the first session. 
It will be interesting here to consider some of the facts connected with the success-
ful efforts to promote the higher education of women in Great Britain. The results . 
.attained there are mainly due to the large number of associations organized for this 
purpose, with their large and influential membership. Prominent among these asso-
-ciations are those at Cambridge, London, Oxford, ClifLon, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and 
Glasgow. The following are the most prominent of the higher colleges for women 
now in operation: (1) Girton College, Cambridge, established 1869; number of stu-. 
dents, about 50. (2) Newnham Hall, Cambridge, opened October, 1875, for reception 
of students coming from a distance to attend lectures fur women at Cambridge. (3) 
Norwich Hall, Cambridge, opened in 1877 for the same purpose as Newnham Hall. 
< 4) Cheltenham Ladies' College, the highest division of which ranks as a college for 
women. (5) University College, Bristol, supplying higher education for persons of 
.either sex. (6) The ladies' division of the Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and 
Engineering. (7) Bedford College, London, incorporated 1869. (8) Brompton Even· 
ing College for Women, London. (9) The City of London College for Ladies. (10) 
'The London School of Medicine for ·women. (11) Queen's College, I.-~ondon. Besides 
these colleges there are over 100 high schools for girls scattered all over the country. 
ADMISSIO~ OF WOMEN TO ENGLISII UNIVERSITIES. 
On the 23d of October, 1i-i62, a committee was formed for obtaining the admission of 
young women to the university local examinations. In December, 1863, an experi-
mental examination was held in London, with the cooperation of the syndicate for 
conducting the Cambridge local examinations, the regulations for male candidates 
b ing stl'ictly observed. Forty seniors and 43 juniors (girls) were examined; as 
only six weeks' notice could be given, it is not surprising that only 6 seniors and Z7 
juniors were successful. The experiment, however, bad shown that there were no 
practical difficulties in the way of the scheme, and the committee was encouraged to 
})li'r verc in its effort . The following year a memorial, signed by about a thousand 
ladi sand gentl men officially engaged in or connected with educational work and 
aupp rted by otb r inftu ntial p r ons, was presented to the vice chancellor and 
nat of the niver ity of Cambridge. The answer was favorable, and in 1865 the 
Cambridg local examinations were finally thrown op n to young women and six local 
c ntr formed. The examination h ld in Decemb r, H378, was the fifteenth to which 
'·om n h::u.l b n admitted, and in tho e :fifteen year the number of centres for exam-
ination ha incr a d from 6 to 76 and the number of candidates from 126 to 2,379. 
Th xampl of Cambridg in admitting women to the local examinations was fol-
low d ft r a time by Oxford, but on a differ nt plan, the xe not being classed 
parat ly, 1m taking their pla e tog ther on th re ult of tb examination; in 1878 
30 p r · nt. of the whole numb r of candidat s wer worn n. 
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The next step in order was the effort to obtain university education for women. 
This movement began amidst difficulties of every kind; nevertheless, in the course of 
10 years, it achieved its object. The first step was the foundation of Girton College, 
Cambridge. The university does not recognize in any official sense the existence of 
the women's college, but the help and favor of individual members has never failed; 
t~e teaching has been Cambridge teaching, and the Girton students have yearly been 
examined from the same papers and under the same conditions as the undergraduates, 
both for the previous examination and for the examination for degrees with or with-
=out honors. The influence of Girton College has led to the establishment of two halls 
1n conservative Oxford and to the most important concession . of all, the opening of 
tlte London University degrees to women. Under the supplementary charter of 1878 
th~ senate of the latter university made all existing regulations applicable to females 
as well as to males. All examinations, with honors, scholarships, exhibitions, prizes, 
·and rewards of all kinds, are now open to both sexes equally. 
At the examination held in July, 1879, for matriculation at the University of London, 
the success of the female candidates was brilliant. The total number of candidates 
was 868, and of these 526 passed, or 61 per cent. Of these candidates 68 were women, 
of whom 51 passed, or 75 per cent. Of the 475 young men who passed, 126, or 27 
per cent., were placed in the honors division; 319, or 67 per cent., in the first class; 
~nd 30, or 6 per cent., in the second class. Of the 51 successful women, 29, or 57 per 
cent., were placed in honors; 22, or 43 per cent., in the first class; and none in the second 
class. Twelve ladies presented themselves in the summer of 1879 for the B. A. degree 
examination of the University of London. Of these 12, 9 passed, 6 in the first division 
and 3 in the second. Four present,ed themselves for the first B. s. examination, of 
whom 2 passed, one in the first and the other in the second division. F.our presented 
themselves for the preliminary scientific examination, all of whom passed in the first 
division. 
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TABLE IX.-UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES,l 
The following is a statement of the aggregate number of this class of institutions,. 
with-instructors and students, as reported to this Bureau each year from 1870 to 1879, 
inclusive: 
1870. 1871. 1872. .1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
------------------
Number of institutions ...... 266 290 298 323 343 355 356 351 358 364-
Number of instructors ....... 2,823 2, 962 3, 040 3,106 3, 783 3, 999 3, 920 3, 998 3, 885 4,241 
Number of students •.•••••.•. 49,163 49,827 45,617 52,053 56,692 58,894 56,481 57,334 57,987 60,011 
1 I have already called attention to the desirability of changes in our tabular forms. The improve-
ment made in the statistics presented under this heading seems especially to warrant an advance step, 
and I cannot but hope that the officers of these institutions will lend their aid in the elaboration of new 
forms adapted to their changed conditions and to any special schemes that cannot be adequately stated 
in our present forms. 
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TABLE IX.-Su-rn-rnary of statistics of universities and colleges. 
I 
il ~ ..... ~ _g ~ rT.l rT.l 0 0 ] -~ Years in course. 0 -§ ~ Po rT.l ~ '0 <P <P 
"" ~ '0 § ..... 'd Po ~ ~ "" "rn "rn "" Q 0 bl) ~ ~ ~ ~ Cl) Q) -~~ Cl) bl) I»• C)tt3 rT.l p. ~ ,....rn Cl) ~] bl) bO biJ Q) Q) 0 ~ .s §] >a ~ .s .s I» I» rT.l h ;:;~ "' Cl) "'"" ~~ ~2 :e'8 t: t: !j Cl) ~~ ;:ia3 States and Terri- 1-<0 .SO~ O<P bl;'d "" Cl) O<P <Pp. Pot: ~~ .s ~ 0~ 0 0 0 ~~ ~~ be~ tories. ~~ t:<" Cl)~ p.<ll g. Po ~ 0~ I'< a 
'"'.<:l ~'d QJ'+-1 Q) <I) -i"rt:l QQ) 
I 
§gs 0 ..,.o ol» 1-<0 "" ... "" .<:l'"' ~!j ,<:ll» ..... 0 g. p.l-< Po l~ -<" -<" -<" ...:>::l ~~ ~0 '+-lbQ 0 Q)O 0 0 0 -~ 8 ..... 0 ~ Cl) lii:O ,<:lQ) 0Q) 





'Alabama •••..•••.. 4 4 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 (). 
Arkansas .•••.•••. 5 5 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 (). 
~ California •..•..... 12 12 0 0 11 1 0 4 2 9 0 1 
Colorado ...•.••••. 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
;connecticut ....••. 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Delaware ....••.... 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Georgia .•.....•.•. 7 7 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 (} 
lllinois .••••••••••. 29 25 4 1 27 1 0 6 3 24 0 2 
.Indiana .•.•.•••••. 15 15 0 1 14 0 0 1 0 12 0 3 0 
;1?-\va .............. 19 18 1 1 16 1 1 3 1 16 0 2 
~ansas ..•.......•. 8 8 0 0 7 0 1 1 0 6 0 2 
~(en:~cky •..•..... 14 14 0 1 11 2 0 3 3 9 0 2 0 
LOUISiana •......•. 7 7 0 1 6 0 0 1 2 3 ·o 2 
Maine .•.•••..••••. 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
~aryland ......... 9 8 1 0 9 0 0 1 1 5 0 2 1 
~assachusetts .. ~. 7 7 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 6 0 1 0 
[M~ch~gan •..•...•. 9 9 0 0 8 0 1 0 1 8 0 0 
Mmnesota .•••.•••. 5 4 1 0 4 0 1 3 1 3 0 1 0 
,Mississippi. •...••. 4 4 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 () 
~ssouri .......... 15 15 0 2 11 2 0 2 2 9 0 3 1 
;Nebraska ......... 4 2 2 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 
;Nevada .••••.•.•.. 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
;New Hampshire ... 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ()o 
:New Jersey ••••••• 4 3 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 0 
New York ........ 29 25 4 0 28 1 0 5 1 22 0 6 0 
North Carolina .•.. 8 7 1 0 6 2 0 0 0 6 0 1 1 
,Ohio ............... 36 36 0 5 30 1 0 3 2 33 0 1 0' 
Oregon ............ 8 7 1 2 5 0 1 2 0 7 0 1 0 
Pennsylvania •.•.. 28 27 1 3 22 2 1 4 3 23 0 2 0• 
:Rhode Island .••••. 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
South Carolina .••. 7 7 0 0 7 0 0 1 0 6 0 1 o-
Tennessee ..••..••. 21 20 1 0 19 2 0 2 0 17 0 2 2 
Texas ............. 10 9 1 0 9 1 0 2 1 7 1 1 0' 
Vermont .......... 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 ()o 
.Virginia ...•.••.•.. 7 7 0 1 4 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 3 
West Virginia. •••. 4 4 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 () 
Wisconsin .••..•.. 8 8 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 8 0 0 () 
Dist. of Columbia .. 4 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
Utah .............. 1 f 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 (} 
Washington ..•.••. 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 ()o 
----20j22j3i1[221-9152 ----------Total........ 364 344 32 282 3 39 g; 
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TABLE IX..-Summary of atatismcB of 
.,; Preparatory department • ttl Collegiate department. Q;) Q;) q:! b.C 
"&1 Q;) 
Students ~ rn .,; Students 
Q Students. ~ 1:i in classical in scientific 
"0 .,; § Q;) course • course. "0 ~ .... E ..s rn s:l 
.§ ..., rn States and Ter- rn Q rn ~ 0 Q;) t ~ Q;) ~ .... ... r·itories. ~ '"Z!1) "0 Q 0 Q • 
.s rna:> ::s ~ ~ .... ~~ ;...rn ~ a:> .E~ 






Alabama ......•. 4 2 108 108 0 10 10 ....... 55 331 ........... ........ ....... ...... 
Arkansas .• _ ..... 5 20 a596 377 129 118 18 ...... 38 312 156 53 10 8 
California .... __ -_ 12 27 1, 295 1,121 174 180 224 ...... 160 818 bc410 39 85 58 
>Colorado .. _ .. _._. 2 2 70 49 21 44 26 13 49 14 1 -.... ...... ........ 
.Connecticut .. --. 3 ---· ............ ............ ........... ........... ......... . ..... 130 924 780 21 8 1 
Delaware-·--··-· 1 5 56 32 24 6 3 .... 7 50 27 8 .......... ....... 
-Georgia.--·-----. 7 8 278 205 73 104 16 .... 47 602 c347 46 55 1 
Illinois··----·--· 29 91 a2, 719 1, 823 634 c883 849 114 209 2, 204 775 135 340 153 
Indiana._--·----· 15 30 al, 576 993 416 c620 284 48 118 1, 039 d671 85 152 48 
Iowa ........••.•. 19 34 a1, 520 876 478 352 492 115 133 1,104 c443 c172 127 sa 
'Kansas-----··--· 8 9 699 461 238 89 201 .... 62 373 84 16 71 22 
Kentucky ...... _. 14 12 a614 310 72 107 65 .... 116 1,161 c388 c109 39 48 
Louisiana---.-.-_ 7 13 a509 195 70 102 71 ...... 36 277 c62 3 14 8 
Maine _______ ---· 3 ·--· ............ ........... ............ .......... .. .......... ..... 36 440 417 23 ......... 
····· 
Maryland.--·---· 9 18 266 239 27 c96 29 50 113 1,161 c231 24 11 2 
Massachusetts .• - 7 ··-· 50 50 ........ ......... . ....... .... 145 1, 983 1,470 35 26 ...... 
Michigan-----·-- 9 17 879 551 328 209 230 ....... 112 1,135 163 44, 78 37 
Minnesota. __ -.-. 5 1 498 302 196 127 287 ...... 55 308 112 13 '60 45 
:Mississippi--···· 4 10 736 643 93 193 143 .... 27 209 92 1 96 ...... 
:Missouri._ •••• __ . 15 46 a1, 305 1,114 101 262 326 .... 166 1, 559 c305 c33 ~8 25 
Nebraska--·-. __ . 4 12 504 390 114 70 89 ~ .... 21 113 27 11 17 10 
Nevada---- ••. __ . 1 1 42 20 22 ...... 11 .... 1 . ..... ...... ... ...... ...... 
····· New Hampshire . 1 ---· .......... 
······ 
....... ...... .. ..... .. ... 14 215 215 ...... ...... ..... 
New Jersey .••••• 4 8 26 26 ...... ...... ...... ...... 59 642 485 ...... ....... 
····· New York ....... 29 115 2, 701 2,206 495 515 333 401 479 3,531 cl, 803 317 426 65 
N' orth Carolina •. 8 7 356 323 33 169 116 ...... 63 906 309 ...... 25 ..... 
Ohio .•••••••••••. 36 69 a3, 087 2,069 781 904 604 43 266 2,613 ce1,229 cl17 273 295 
Orogon ·----· ---· 8 17 701 381 320 169 318 ..... 24 252 86 39 42 45 
l'ennsylvania .•• .28 57 a2, 017 1, 508 459 676 317 80 308 2,040 c1, 280 81 244 15 
Rhode Island __ •. 1 
·--
. ....... . ...... ....... ....... ....... .... 19 271 c245 . ...... ...... 
····· 
ooth Carolina. .•. 7 7 a254 103 ....... 100 70 82 39 328 197 .. ....... 40 2 
Tennessee·----- • 21 38 al, 371 993 173 273 242 ...... 145 1, 826 c39R 38 125 72 
Texas ........... 
- 10 18 839 569 270 321 163 50 60 781 c154 cOO 77 16 
Vermont .••••••.. 2 ·-- ..... ..... . ....... ......... ....... 
······ 
...... 16 120 114 5 .. ..... ...... 
Virginia_ ...... __ 7 3 186 186 ....... ..... .. ...... .. ...... 57 662 148 . ....... 34 ....... 
West Virginia .•. 4 4 78 78 ....... 88 40 . ... 22 244 cl67 c37 28 ..... 
Wi consin ....... 8 20 881 665 216 351 397 ...... 93 701 282 55 68 38 
Di t. of Columbia. 4 11 211 211 ....... 131 111 ...... 35 145 85 . ..... 11 ...... 
'Utah···---···--- 1 ll 325 182 143 ...... . ...... .. ..... 3 ·---·- . ....... ........ . ....... ...... w hington .•... 2 ·--· a114 
· ---·· ·---·- -·----- ·----· ·-·· 4 126 ·---··-· -·---- ·----- ·-··-
-L------------------ -------------
Total. •.•••.. 364l735la27,467 19,359 16,100 17,219 5,99319 9-,3,5061
31,535(14,171 c1,617 2,630 1,097 
a x not r ported in all cases. b Includes 120 sex not given. c Classification not 
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universities and colleges- Continued. 
Collegiate de-
partment. Volumes in libraries. 
Property, income, &c. 

























































100 2, 500 $350, 000 
490 ------·· 141,000 
140 9, 800 1, 239, 620 
200 
5, 000 22, 000 
150 2, 000 
615 16,150 
1, 515 19, 742 
1, 965 12, 025 
2, 275 7, 220 
200 2,355 
212 11,569 
400 5, 900 
2, 071 14, 600 









































5, 603 1, 486, 700 








2, 000 21, 900 1, 200, 000 
5, 233 21, 090 6, 726, 946 
275 32, 113 506, 000 
4, 215 36, 443 2, 897, 086 
170 670 233, 000 






6, 400 210, 000 
7, 051 1, 244, 000 
2, 625 338, 000 
368,000 
435 27, 000 1, 390, 000 
805 500 363, 000 
4, 825 3, 200 840, 000 

























































$8, 670 $23, 500 $1, 000 
93, 940 10, 000 .. -.----
471 7, 000 2, 450 
109, 686 ...... - . 220, 000 
540 ----···· ...... .. 
24,420 8, 198 20, 300 
80, 946 ... - -- . . 95, 000 
25, 830 23, 000 24, 755 
52, 258 20, 000 23, 280 
8, 450 28, 093 2, 000 
39, 662 600 . - - .. - •• 
5, 676 ............... . 






34, 020 4, 784 21, 000 6, 776 
34,143 3,350 30,000 ·-------
63,647 77,475 ·------· 61,550 
2, 970 470 25,000 200 
. ·-·------ ---·------ 6, 000 ·-------
25, 000 21, 400 . ----. • . 100, 000 
81, 729 25, 934 . . . .. .. . 116, 313 
493, 459 527,688 172, 104 274, 265 
17,410 24,300 ·-----·- 5,120 






















.•.. - . - . 12, 500 
175 ------·· 
4, 927 . • • . • • • • 11, 50B 
15, 800 ... - - - - . 5, 100 
6, 200 16, 000 
65, 578 41, 310 13, 500 
150 10, 000 18, 000 
2, 993 2, 000 
•...••.. ·-- .. 1,200 80 ........ 100,000 4,000 700 3,000 1,000 ---····· 
2.498j5o8j2.8o1.991 69,963 395,846 37,209,354 40,258,937 2.6s4.077il.929.060 482,"ID 2,012:o;2 
repo rted in all cases. d Includes 165 sex not given. elncludea 274 sex not given. 
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Summm·y of college entrance examinations in 1879. 
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~-a ~ a ~ ~ ciS h '"' 0 .;..l Q) 
.s .;..l 1-< 0 3 ~ ~ ' :l) ~ ob.() <!) ~ .s 0 :.3 <!) -:;;o ~ Q) ~ 0 ~ «! 1-< ~ ~ 1-< ~ 1::: H H C!) H c.!:l H 
-- - - ---- - - -
- -
University of Alabama. Tuscaloosa, Ala..... 105 
.Arkansas Industrial Fayetteville, .Ark ... 475 
University. 
79 ..•. ... . .••• • . .••••• ..•. .... .••. .... 2G 
18 8 15 5 8 20 10 2!) 
St. .John's College of LittleRock,.Ark .... 134 
.Arkansas. 
St. Vincent's College .. 
Wesleyan University .. 
Lombard University ... 
Lake Forest University 
Monmouth College ..•.. 
.A ugustana College ..•.. 
St . .Joseph's College .... 
Evangelical Lutheran 
Concordia College. 
, Franklin College ...... . 
. :Butler University ..... . 
. Union Christian College 
Earlham College ...... . 
Ridgeville College .... . 
Griswold College ...••. 
Parsons College ....... . 
State University of 
Iowa. 
Los .Angeles, Cal. ... 
Middletown, Conn .. 
Galesburg, Ill ....... 
Lake Forest, lli ..... 
Monmouth, Ill ..•.•. 
Rock Island, Ill ..... 
Teutopolis, Ill ...... 
Fort Wayne, Ind .... 
Franklin, Ind ....... 
Irvington, Ind ..• . .' . 
Merom, Ind ....... .' . 
Richmond, Ind ...... 
Ridgeville, Ind ... ... 
Da.venport, Iowa .... 
Fairfield, Iowa ...... 
Iowa City, Iowa .... 
Cornell College .•....•. Mt. Vernon, Iowa .. . 
0 kaloosa College ..•••. Oskaloosa, Iowa .... . 
Penn 0ollege . . . . . • • • • . Oskaloosa, Iowa . ... . 
C ntral University of Pella, Iowa ....•.... 
Iowa. 
Tabor Coll ge..... .. . .. Tabor, Iowa ....... .. 
Western College....... Western Con., Iowa. 
t. Benedict's College.. .Atchil~on, Kans ..... 
Bak~r niversity...... Baldwin City, Kans 
Highland University... Highhnd, Kans .... . 
Concord U Diversity.... N cw Liberty, Ky .. . 
t. Cbarl s College . . . . Grand Coteau, La. .. . 
.J 1Ii ·r on College ..•... ·1 t. .James Parish, La. 
(Convent P. 0.). 
Ba College .......... L wiston, Me ...... . 
t . barl Coli ge ..... 
1 
Ellicott City, Md ... . 
W t rn Maryland Westminster,Md .. . 
Coll ge. 
















11 32 36 









11 3 .••. 
4 4 
13 4 3 
(j0 15 5 3 5 !) 
1 0 0 2 () 
.......... ......... .... ..... ...... ...... ..... 
........ ........... 8 6 
2 0 5 
3 
2 ...••. 1 .... ---·- --- ---· 
4 3 .... 2 
0 














1 b2 -••..••..••.•••..••• 
4 - - -. - . . • • • . • 12 13 - . • . - . • . . .. -
0 0 0 
57 
13 
49 4 4 . ......••••...• .• ••. .... .••..••• 
77 
1 .•.••. 2 . .• .. •• . .....••• 
77 ---.-.-- ·••••· -... -- - •.. -••. -.-. - •. - .••• 
24 
96 
24 ........ ·•·•·· .••....••...•......••....• 
24 .... . .. .... I 6 .....••...•..•...••• 
13 12 c1 ..... ........... ........... .. .... ....... ..... ..... .... 
74 , ...... , 29 22 07 69 0 5 
50 43 2 2 ......... ..... ....... ...... .... 3 
65 1 35 1 30 22 33 54 ..... ...... ..... ........ ..... 
113 94 1 7 .... ...... ....... .... 
144 1 46 27 17 49 35 ................. .... 22 
a Number conditioned in Latin, Gr k, mathematics, history, and geography. 
b Nnmber condition din scientific tudie . 
c Conditioned in Latin, Gr<:ek, anu mathematics. 
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Summa1·y of college entrance examinat·ions in 1879-Coutinued. 
112 Number admitted. 
Number rejected for 
~ 
deficiency in-
'd ~ ;a Conditioned in- ,.c1 $ § 112 ~ Q ! c::: 
Q;) 
Q tn 71 
Name. Location. .... ~ 0 0 ::l 
... 112 
OJ) 
.;. Q;) c7i 





Q ~ §.g. ~ ;:; 0 
.;,;> "' 
c::: s p p ~ I>:,Cl ~ ~ .. 1=1 0 ~ ~ ~ !::.o ;:i .!oi 0 ~ @ ~ Q;) ~ s 0 0 Q;) t.)O ~ Q;) ~ li'; ~ ce .. ~ ~ ... ~ E-1 H c!:l H c!:l E-1 
---- - -- -
- -
- -
Tufts College .•••••..•. College Hill, Mass .. 14 6 3 4 2 0 0 0 
Hope College .......... Holland City, Mich .. 19 14 4 ... . ..... . ..... . ...... 1 
Kalamazoo College ..•.. Kalamazoo, Mich ... 21 8 1 0 1 1 
Carleton College .....•. Northfield, Minn .... 20 10 4 7 ... . .... . ..... . ..... 1 
University of Missis- Oxford, Miss .••..••. 267 254 6 a7 ... .. .... .. ..... .. --- ... ... 
sippi. 
Rutgers College ........ :New Brunswick,N.J . 38 11 4 14 12 ... .. ... . ...... ...... ......... 
:St. Stephen's College .. Annandale, N. Y .... 14 0 0 0 0 
Cornell University ..... Ithaca, N.Y ..•...... 175 63 13 45 1 16 13 2!) 0 5 
V ~saar College ........ Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 45 39 0 1 1 0 6 0 2 
University of North Chapel Hill, N. C ... 61 45 12 15 ....... .. .... ....... ... . ..... ...... 
CHolina. 
Trinity College ..•..... Trinity College, N.C. 42 15 10 8 12 . 5 ...... ... ....... 
J3aldwin University .... Berea, Ohio ......... 38 15 7 6 4 4 4 5 3 
Denison University .•.. Granville, Ohio ..... 21 6 4 8 .......... ...... ....... ...... ...... .... 
Marietta College ...... . Marietta, Ohio ..•••. 30 18 5 4 4 3 0 0 1 
.Heidelberg Callege ..... Tiffin, Ohio ......... 30 28 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Urbana University ..... Urbana, Ohio ....... 1 1 3 .......... ....... ...... ...... ........ ...... 
Wilmington College .... Wilmington, Ohio ... 20 10 3 0 0 0 0 3 
McMinnville College ... McMinnville, Oreg .. 50 21 0 1 0 2 2 8 
Christian College ...... Monmouth, Oreg ..•. 93 70 11 9 0 0 0 () 
Pennsylvania College .. Gettysburg, Pa .••.. 41 21 5 11 2 ...... ..... ..... ....... 4 
University at Lewis- Lewisburg, Pa ...... 28 11 4 9 5 2 2 
burg . 
.Allegheny College ..•.. Meadville, Pa ...•... 40 25 0 4 ··-· ....... ...... ..... .... • J 
Western University of Pittsburgh, Pa ...... 46 16 8· 11 
J;'ennsy lvania. 
Lehigh University .••. . South Bethlehem,Plt 51 5 0 28 17 2 6 4 
Swarthmore College ... Swarthmore, Pa .... ......... 51 4 0 10 ..... ...... ........ ...- ... ...... 
Newberry College .••••. Newberry, S. C ..... 21 17 0 4 0 0 0 0 
East Tennessee Wes- Athens, Tenn ....... 200 90 40 30 20 20 10 6 .... .... 20 
leyan UniverHity. 
King College ........... Bristol, Tenn .• ..... 65 65 ...... .... ........... ........ ....... ....... ...... .... .... 
Maryville College ...... Maryville, Tenn ... . 6 0 
Mosheim College ....... Mosheim, Tenn ..... 135 10 6 25 20 0 
Central Tennessee Col- Nashville, Tenn ..•.. 9 2 4 0 0 ...... ...... ........ ..... .... 
lege. 
Fisk University ........ ~ashville, Tenn ..... 10 9 0 0 0 
UniversityoftheSouth. Sewa-nee, Tenn .•.•.. 94 94 ....... ....... ........ .......... ....... ..... . ...... . ...... ...... 
J3urritt College ........ Spencer, Tenn ...•.. 200 200 0 0 0 0 0 
Greeneville and Tuseu- Tusculum, Tenn ..•. 70 30 2 I) 4 7 3 8 4 1~ 
lum College. 
Southwestern Uuiyer- Georgetown, Tax ... 63 36 1!) 63 27 ........ ....... ... . ...... . -.. 
sity. 
a. Of these, 2 were conditioned in several studies, 2 in mathematics and English, and 2 in English alone. 
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Summary of college cnt1·ance exarninations in 1879-Continued. 
rt3 Number admitted. Number rejected for deficiency in-
Name. Location. 
Baylor University..... Independence, Tex .. 
Austin College ......•.. Sherman, Tex ..••... 
UniversityofVermont Burlington,Vt .•.•. . 
and State Agricult-
ural College. 
Middlebury College .•.. 
Lawrence University .. 
Beloit College ......... . 
University of Wiscon-
sin. 
Middlebury, Vt ..... 
.A.ppleton,Wis .•••.. 
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....... ......... .... ....... ........ 
5 4 2 2 2 
2 ........... ........ ........ ...... 
2 5 5 4 0 
11 0 0 
2 10 12 8 3 12 
RiponCollege . ........ . Ripon,Wis......... . 29 14 6 1 3 2 
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Howard University .... Washington,D.C.. . 7 5 .... .... ..... . .••... ..•. .... .... .••. 2 
Total. ........... -··-------··--- · ··----4,941 2,471 430 12941~--a70ii3r66-1o4 47 203 
Statistical Sltmmm·y of stu,dents in classical and scientific preparatm·y courses. 
Ncla~s~~r~~~~~~ ~o~ 
college. 
~ ~ ~ 0 Q 0 
al ..<:I -o....:. 
States. ~ o....:. §~ Ill~ 




·a c::.o ~e'! ... ~ G>r;e 
Cl) g.~ ~Cl) 1 -~ t:.O a ~Q .,: ..... 
.:1 ~ ~ 
---------
.Alabama .......................... . 30 10 
Arkansas... ....................... 105 .••••... 118 
California. . • .. • .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . 87 60 180 
Colorado. ................. ......... . ... .... 3 44 
Connecticut............... ......... 116 257 
Delaware.......................... 49 
Florida............................ 30 ............... . 
Georgia............................ 522 6 104 
Illinois....... ...................... 49 68 883 
Indiana.............. ............... 66 30 620 
low .............................. . 271 
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194 • 16 488 
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8Jatistioalsumma1·y of students in classical and scientific preparatory courses-Continued. 
N~~s1~Jr~~a~~ f~ 
college. 
~ 172 ~ ,..... 0 Q 0 
"08 4) ,.c::l 
States and Territories. ~ o....:. ~ wH 
e ~~ w$ 
172 !3~ ~~ -~ ~~ "§€:. E a:>l72 4) <ilE-1 I> a:> I'd p,_. •.-<b.() 
CIS a:> §~ Q 
"" CIS ~
~ ~ ~ 
---
Maryland .••. '. ..................... 83 20 96 
Massachusetts ..................... 169 1,854 
Michigan .......................... 25 8 209 
Minnesota .••......•••.......•...•. 187 127 
Mississippi ............... ..... .... 295 193 
Missouri. .......................... 144 262 
Nebraska .......................... 2 70 
Nevada ............................ .......... ........... ............. 
New Hampshire ................... 133 466 
New .Jersey ........................ 235 125 
New York ......................... 1,195 762 515 
North Carolina ..................... 235 169 
Ohio ............................... 171 318 904 
Oregon ............................. 71 169 
Pennsylvania ...................... 350 329 676 
Rhode Island ...................... 36 363 .... ...... 
South Carolina ..................... 32 20 100 
Tennessee ......................... 244 25 273 
Texas .............................. 244 415 321 
Vermont ........................... 300 88 
Virginia ........................... 63 . 122 
West Virginia ..................... 55 38 
Wisconsin ......................... 37 123 351 
District of Columbia ............... 16 131 
Number preparing for scientific 
course in college. 
~ 172 ~ •o ,..... ....,<;:1 0 Q ~ ..... 0 rd....:. <il+> ~ ,.c::l P,>:l • 
~ o.....:. §~ ~-:=:~ Ill~ 172~ 
€:. 
Oa;, 
t4> ~Ill ...... 
rtJ Oa:> ~~ ~ 
•i ~~ -~~ .s .... E-1 <ilO~ ~~~ a:>ao o:IE-1 I> a:> ~ §'-- •.-<b.() §~ ~§.8 Q 
"" CIS ~ ~=><so 
~ ~ ~ ~ Cl2 
------------
11 5 29 12 
44 161 ........... ........... 
18 3 230 
66 287 
249 143 
42 326 332 
........... 
. --· ........ 89 1 
.............. .............. 11 




322 162 333 
77 116 
82 114 604 a294 
86 318 75 
67 72 317 66 




66 ............. ............ ........... 
31 18 ............ 155 
2 / 40 



































New Mexico . . .. • • . . .. . • . . • . . . . . . . . 37 . • .. • • . . . .. . .. . . 13 . • .. • • . . . . • . • .. . . • • • • • • . 50 
Utah. .............................. 31 .. • • . • • . . . . . . .. . 4 . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. • . . 35 
Total ........................ 6,104 6, 070 7,219 2, 504~-838 5, 993 1 1, 944 ~ 
a Includes studen~s in regular scientific course. 
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.Statistical summary of students in inst,itutions for supetio?' in:struction (not including students 
in prepamfo1'y departments). 
States and Territories. 
Alabama. ..•• , ..• . .•...•..•.•••..•••.••••................••..•.•..... . 
.Arkansas ........................................................... . 
California. ........................................................... . 
Colorado .••••••.•••••••....•••••.••.•.•.••.••••••••••••••••.•.•...••. 
Connecticut ................... .. .................................... . 
Delaware ........................................................... . 
Georgia. ............................................................. . 
Tilinois .............................................................. . 
Indiana. ......... .. .................................................. . 
Iowa ................................................................ . 
Kansas ..................................... ....... .................. . 
Kentucky ........ .................... ... .... . ....................... . 
Louisiana. ........................................................... . 
:Maine .... .......................................................... . . 
Maryland ........................................................... . 
.Massachusetts ..........•.••..............••••.....•......•.••...•... 
.Michigan ........................................................... . 
Minnesota. .............. ....... ... .................................. . 
Mississippi ......................................................... . 
Missouri .....•.....•..••.•.......••.•.•..•...•....................... 
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Nevada. ............................................................................. . 
New Ra.mpahiro .... .. ..••.• ....•• .... .. .... .. ....... .• ••• . ••.. .. . .. . 215 69 
Now Jersey.......................................................... 642 165 
New York........................................................... 3, 531 2, 220 
North Carolina....................................................... 906 53 
Ohio.............................. ..................... . ............. 2, 613 
Oregon ......•..••.........• .......•.•. .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . 252 
a1 
161 
I ~ ~ . ·~.9 ~ 
!5~S 
-= ~0 ~lili!: 































P nnaylvania. ...... ... ....... .•..•....•....•......• .... ... ..• .....••. 2, 040 
2a 
328 
1, 859 836 
Rhode Island ................... ..... ................... ............ . 
'outh Carolina. ..••..•••.••••.....••.•.•.......... ....• ... ... •... ..... 
Tenneas e .......................................................... . 
T xas .•• ••••.•.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••.••••••.••••.... 
"V rmont ....... .•..• : .•.••..........................••.••.•.....•••.. 
Virginia. ...................... ····•·········••··············••··••··· 




























































Tb compara.tiv ummary ho~ a steady incr a ein coll g sand universities since 
1 1 • Th numb r of n ·h in titutions r ported for 1 79 i more than in 1878 ancl 
9 morr. than in 1 '0 · th numb r of in true tor i 3~6 more than in 1 7 and 1,41 
ruor tL n ju1 70, ~bile th number of stud nts i 2,024more than in 1 8 and 10,848 
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more than in 1870. The greater number of institutions (282) report a four years' course. 
There are gratifying indications of increase in appliances and resources; thus there 
were in libraries 69,963 volumes more than in 187tl (an increase, it will be observed, 
largely made up by additions to libraries previously reported). 
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS. 
The amount of scholarship fundsisan important item, whether considered as an in-
dication of the disposition on the part of the wealthy to promote scholarly ambition 
or of the pecuniary aid that students of marked ability bnt slender means may com-
mand. They are among the influences which make for "sweetness and light," audit 
is to be regretted that they are not reported by the several institutions with greater 
regularity and exactness. The table shows an increase in scholarship funds of $292,616 
above the same for 1878. A large part of this increase consists of $220,000 reported by 
Yale College, Connecticut, which failed to report the particular in 1878. 
EXAMINATIONS FOR ADMISSION. 
Conclusions unfavorable to our public schools, especially our public high schools, 
based upon the statistics of conditioned or rejected college candidates should be re-
ceived with extreme caution. From a comparison of Table IX with the corresponding 
table for 1878, it appears that thirty-three institutions which gave the items then repeat 
them now, showing a decided increase in the percentage of those who failed to meet 
the full requirements for admission. Even here there is but slight basis for comparison 
or generalization. ·The difference may indicate any one or all of several causes; as, 
advanced standards of admission, want of relation between preparatory and college 
courses, arising from the endeavoF to adapt the lower grades to the wants of the ma-
jority, greater desire for education in sections so poorly supplied with secondary 
schools that the colleges must make temporary provisions for preparatory students, 
&c. Thus these columns of the table are seen to be merely tentative, chiefly valuable 
in their present fragmentary state as representing essential elements in a complete 
exhibit of education. 
COLLEGE TRAINING AS A PREPARATION FOR LIFE. 
The endeavor to bring college and university instruction into the best possible rela-
tion with the conditions of modern life and the demands of ever increasing knowledge 
cont.inues under a happy balancing of the conservative and progressive spirit. We do 
not look for abrupt transitions or positive departures in any given year. The movement 
within the institutions is as gradual as the outside movement to which it responds. 
Its progress and effects are indicated in the following abstracts and selections from 
current reports: 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Ha1·vard Uni1'ersity.- "During the past ten years the number of candidates for admis-
sion to the freshman class has slowly increased, though not reg-ularly, from year to year. 
When the number and nature of the changes made in the requisitions for admission during 
this period are considered, this fact will be found very satisfactory. It bas been surprising 
to see how quickly the high schools, endowed academies, and private schools, which 
habitually or frequently prepare boys for this college, have accommodated their methods 
and their courses of study to the new requisitions of the faculty. TheEnglishrequisition, 
first enforced so lately as 1874, has met with universal approval. The requisition in 
French or German, first enforced in 1875, has been fairly complied with, apparently with-
out serious difficulty. The examinations in Latin and Greek at sight, which make part 
of the new method of admission adopted in 1876-'77, can be avoided, in Latin until 
1881, and in Greek until1883; but they have so commended themselves to the teachers 
of preparatory schools as fair tests of the acquaintance of their pupils with those 
languages that, out of 2 4 candidates for admission to the freshman class in 1879, 179 
chose to be examined in Latin at sight and about 150 in Greek; while at the prelim-
inary examination of 1879, out of 245 candidates, 215 were presented upon the new 
method, and of these 215 only 8 chose to avoid the Greek examination at sight. The 
new requi ition in science, first enforced in 1876, has been met moderately well to all 
ED-VIII 
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appearance; yet this is undoubtedly the requisition which in its practical working 
bas given the least satisfaction to the faculty and the schools. 
"The options introduced into the admission examination have tended to enlarge still 
further the work of the preparatory schools. " " " In 1876-'77 the faculty ver~ 
much improved and extended this original option by adopting a system under which 
every candidate is required to pass an examination upon a minimum requisition in all 
the preparatory studies and a further or maximum requisition in at least two out of the 
four departments, Latin, Greek, mathematics, and sdence. This free choice of two 
out of these four departments, made by the candidates or their teachers, has three 
effects: First., H makes a college education somewhat more accessible to young men 
for whom Lat in and Greek are 1efls profitable studies than mathematics and science; 
secoud1y, it widens the range of studies in the preparatory schools, to their great advan-
tage; and, thirdly, it o~)li~es the college to furnish in the freshman year instruction 
adapted to the wants ot &r,udents who enter upon the minimum requisition in each of 
the four departments, as well as instruction adapted to the wants of those who enter 
upon the maximum. * * * The maxima in Latin and Greek were offered by 69 
per cent. in 1879. 
"The seconuary schools of New England are greatly impeded in their development 
::md distracted in their work by unmeaning and unnecessary diversities in the admis-
sion rcq ui si tions of the principal New En gland colleges. Undoubtedly substantial eli f-
ferences exist, and must continue to exist, among the colleges in regard to the quali-
fications of the students whom they are willing to receive; but this necessary diversity 
need not prevent the adoption of uniform definitions of the requisitions and a com-
mon standard of examination in those subjects or parts of subjects which the colleges 
agree in prescribing. Thus one college demands French or German for admission and 
another dnes not, or one college demands the whole of plane geometr.v and another 
only a part, or one demands six orations of Cicero and another eight; but these diver-
sities need not prevent the adoption of a common standard of examination upon the 
four books of Cresar which both require, or upon that part of plane geometry and 
those six orations of Cicero which both require. Cooperation amono-the New England 
colleges to these ends would be very helpful to secondary schools an~ would strengthen 
the colleges themselves in the public regard. 
"Nearly three-sevenths of the candidates annually examined for admission to Har-
vard College are fitteu for college at private schools or by private teachers. About 
two- evenths come from high or -publie schools, and about the same proportion from 
' endowed academies and schools. About one-twentieth of the whole number come 
from other colleges. Of late years the endoweu schools and academies have been 
slowly gaining upon the public schools in the number of candidates presented and in the 
quality of the training given to their pupils. * "' * The arl.mission examinations 
of the university were held at Chicago, as well as Cincinnati, in June, 1879. Several 
requests have been received that these examinations be helU in other more distant 
place· where immediate supervision by a college officer would be impracticable; but 
the faculty i of opinion that it is not expedient to hold their examinations anywhere 
except under the direction of a eli interested college examiner intimately acquainted 
with all the details of the examinations as they are conducted at Cambridge. The 
practice of conducting admis ion examinations at remote points in order to save for 
the canuidate their travelling expen. es, which wa instituted by Harvard College in 
1 76 has proved to be of great conv nience for candidates and of some service to 
preparatory chools within easy reach of the points at which examinations are held. 
Yale College promptly adopted the iclea anu now holds formal examinations, like 
tho. e of llarvard, both at Cincinnati and Chicago, while several other New England 
coll ge: ar in the habit of forwarding their examination papers to friends in distant 
citi who conduct examinations on their behalf. The practice in its best form might 
a ily be con id rably extended.' -(Report of the president for 1 78.) 
Boston niversity.- "In the a utumu of 1 79, by the concerted action of t n of the 
• ·w Englanu coli ge , to wit, Han-arcl, Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, William , Amber t, 
We ·l yau, Trinity, Tuft., and our own, arrangements were made for the holding of 
four confi r nc of xaminers for the pnrpo.·e of te ting the practicability of agree-
m nt upon r qui itions in the four departments of Greek, Latin, mathematic , and. 
Eng1i h . On the 22d of D cemb r th e ronference. were held, the Greek examiner 
m ting a Camhridg th Latin at .... Tew Haven, th mathematical at Providence, and 
th En..,li. hat Hartford. In each ca. e tlw conferences arrived at result. almo t uuani-
mon. · ancl wh n the rerrui ition r ·ommend d hy h m r spectively wer ubmitted 
to tho eli!£ r n facul i , the r . pon. s w re, in ~en ral, mu ·h more favorable than 
had b n an icipat cl by th ori!!'inal promot•·r f th plan. Since that time a ma-
jority of th ab v nam din titutiou. hav •ith r modifi d th ir ntrance requi itions 
iu th direction of the r commend tions of th xamin r or hav decidrd to do o in 
s on£ r the catalogue and circular f th · pr . nt year. A further con£ renee 
ar alr , dy provided for <luring the pre. ·nt y ar th re i good ground to anticipate 
th enti r nee of th m em nt at n arly dat . 
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61 ln view of the great de~irableness of this intercollegiate cooperation, and also in 
~iew of the fact that some of the reasons which four year~ ago rendered it wise to 
mise our standa.rd of requirements for admission to an unprecedented height are dis-
ttppearing, and with the erection of more commodious buildings will wholly cease, 
our faculty ha.ve not thought it important to wait until 1885 before acceding to the 
lower standard substantially agreed upon by the associated colleges. They have, there-
fore, from the beginning, cordially supported the effort to secure uniform requisitions, 
and have voted to adopt as an alternative set for the coming year those agreed upon 
by the conferences of examiners in Greek, Latin, and mathem~tics. They have also 
voted tha.t as soon as a majority of the other colleges shall come to an agreement upon 
the remaining subjects, they will recommend the adoption of the enthe set a.s the 
·only requisitions for admission to the college of liberal arts."- (Report of the president 
for 1879.) 
.Johns Hopkins University.- In order to oecome "matriculates" or members in full of 
the university a rigid examination in Latin, Greek, and mathematics must be passed, 
except that scientific students may offer French or German instead of Greek. Stu-
dents who are not ready to matriculate in all branches have been conditionally re-
ceived as candidates for matriculation and a few who do not propose to become candi-
dates for degrees have, in exceptional cases, oee~ admitted· as special students. 
ELECTIVES. 
HTJ,?'Vard Unit•ersity.- "With the expansion of the elective system it was found that 
the semiannual periods of examination were lengthening with a serious diminution of 
. the time for instruction, and that no definite limit could be set to this process so long 
:as the practice of the faculty contemplated an entirely unrestricted choice of studies 
with the necessary provision against bringing more than one examination on one day 
for any given student." 
This difficulty has been overcome by dividing the hundrerl or more elective courses 
into thirteen groups. assi~ning a different day of examination for every group andre-
quiring students in selectmg their studies to choose but one from each group. · This 
restriction is of little practical consequence, the groups having been formed so far as 
possible of studies not usually taken together by any great number of students, while 
the proposed permanence to the grouping permits the student to lay out beforehand 
a three years' course of study with the certainty that he will not be prevented by new 
oeonflicts of weekly appointments or of examinations from pursuing the subjects of l1is 
·deliberate choice. 
Col·umbia College.-The extension of the elective system of study is "the only plan 
.by which it is possible for us to comprehend within our educational scheme the great 
-variety of important subjects which must be taught, if we would keep abreast with 
the progress of knowledge or would make our teaching in any of them thorough. 
'* " " It is now nearly ten years since the justice of these views was substantially 
recognized by the trustees in the adoption of resolutions offering to the senior class 
in our college a limited option in the selection of their studies. Two circumstances 
conspired to make the introduction of the elective system, to an unlimited extent, at 
that time, impracticable. Both of these had their causP- in the narrowness of our 
accommodations. " " * These disadvantages may be removed in case the old 
building as well as the new continues to be available for the uses of the department 
of arts. " * " The enlargement W"hich this system permits an institution to give 
to the extent of its teaching, as well as to the variety of its subjects, is illustrated in 
the case of Harvard University, where it has been Yery fully introduced, and where, 
according to the statement made some years since in the annual catalogue, the oppor-
tunities o:fl'ere<l to the student embrace about seven times as much as any single indi-
vidual can accomplish in the space of four years." - (Annun1 report of the president 
of Columbia College for 1879.) 
Boston Unive1·sity.-Last year, for the first time, the whole work of the third term 
of the senior year was made elective. Political economy (second term senior), geology 
(t!econcl term junior), and chemistry (first term junior) were also changed from re-
quired to elective studies. On the other hand, biology (first term junior) was changec1 
from elective to required. New electives in English literature were introduced through-
out the senior year. 
Johns Hoplcins University.- After matriculation, the stud(jnt may follow any one of 
seven courses which are antecedent to the baccalaureate degree. These courses are 
all of them o arranged as to secure a liberal and not a special education; they are 
suppo eel to be equally difficult and equally honorable; in them all strict examina-
tions are held, and promotion i only secured by a full compliance with the uni-
versity requirements. 
RETIRING ALLOW .ANCEB FOU UNIVERSITY OFFICERS. 
Ha?'VU?'d Unive1·8ity.-Plans for a retiring allowance for university officers were care-
tully discn ·ed during the year; and iu July, 1979, a contribution of $1,000 toward 
~be pension fund wa received from Mr. George Baty Blake. 
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GRADUATE DEPARTMENTS. 
Harvard Uni1Jersity.-The annual report of the president and treasurer of Harvard 
University (1879-'80) includes for the :first time a report from the secretary of the aca-
demic council upon the "graduate department of Harvard University." The growth 
of the department is traced from the residence of graduates for the purpose of pursu-
ing advanced studies (a practice as old as the college itself) through the operations of 
the scientific school, the system of university lectures, and the institution of the aca-
demic council, which was organized in accordance with its present regulations and 
powers in 1872. In that same year the announcement made in 1870-'71 that the 
degree of master of arts would not be given in course after the commencement in 1872~ 
but that an examination would be held annually for the award of the same, was carried 
into effect, and the new degrees of doctor of philosophy (PH. D.) and doctor of science 
(s. D.) were.adopted. Ry these successive acts the graduate department assumed a 
distinct character as designed "to foster advanced study, and particularly to pro-
mote the development of a class of specialists and highly trained teachers." 
In 1877-'78 it was determined to form a separate list of such studies as were 
regarded as primarily for the benefit of graduates and at the same time to throw more 
of the force of the university into the work of higher instruction. This list of studiea-
is now prepared yearly under the auspices of the academic council. In the catalogue 
of 1879-'80 it comprised forty-five courses. 
Candidates for the degree of A.M. are genera.Uy in attendance on college o:r graduate 
courses. Candidates for the degree of PH. D. and s. D. still do a part, and in some 
cases the whole, of their work outside of the regular courses, under the more or less 
frequent private advice and asHistance of professors. There are 7 fellowships for this 
department, 6 for graduates of any department of the university, and 1 which is not 
restricted to graduates. · 
Since the degrees of PH. D. and and s. D. were instituted the former has been con-
ferred upon 20 persons, th~a latter upon 6. Of this number 18 are engaged in the prac-
tice of their specialties in responsible positions, 7 are still pursuing their studies, and 
1 is in business.- (Report of the president for 1879.) 
Fellowship system of Johns Hopkins University.-Like the graduate department of Har-
vard University the fellowship system of Johns Hopkins University is especially adapt~d. 
to the wants of young men who are " desirous of becoming teachers of science and ht-
erature or determined to devote their lives to special branches of learning which lie 
outside of the ordinary studies of the lawyer, the physician, and the minister." . 
The fellows are the recipients of an honorary stipend sufficiently large to pay thmr 
necessary expenses, so that they may devote their time exclusively to study. The 
number of fellows appointed prior to September 1, 1879, was 51, of whom 20 were in-
cumbents for the year U:l79. Of the 31 others, 26 are engaged in their specialties, either 
as teachers or experts, 4 are still pursuing their studies, and 1 died without entering 
upon his fellowship. The degree of PH. D. was conferred upon 6 persons June 12, 187~. 
Boston University, School of All Sciences.- The number of students registered in thiS 
school for 1879 was 37, of whom 3 were young women. The degree of A.M. was con-
ferred upon 6 candidates and of PH. D. upon 2. 
Yale College, Department of Philosophy and the Arts.-Forty-six students were reported 
in this department for the year 1878-'79 ; the degree of Pll. D. was conferred upon 3. 
Michigan University reports 13 resident graduates for the year. The degree of PH. D. 
was conferred upon 1. 
The University of Virginia, whose undergraduate work is conducted under the head 
of a series of .schools, it! giving increased attention to graduate studies. 1'he aids and 
appliances, particularly in the departments of physics, chemistry, and natural history, 
have received important additions. 
TABLE X . -SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE. 
The following statement shows the number of institutions and departments of this 
cla , with instructors and student , as reported to this Office each year from 1870 to 
1879, inclu ive. The number under 1 73, 1 74, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879 iuclnde· 
the ational Military and Naval Acad mie : 
1870. 187L 1872. 1 1873. 1874. 
Number of in titutions .•.. 17 41 










1877. 1 1878. 
-----
74 1 76 
781 800 
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TABLE X.-PART 1.-S·um·rnary of statistics of schools of science. 
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.Alabama .................. . 
.Arkansas ................ .. 
·California ................. . 
Colorado .... . ............. . 
Connecticut .••...••....... 
Delaware ................. . 
.Florida ....... ..... ...... .. 
-Georgia ................... . 
.Illinois ........... ..... ... . 
.Indiana ................. .. 
Iowa ..................... .. 
Kansas ....... ........... .. . 
Kentucky ................ . 
Louisiana ... ... .......... .. 
Maine .................... . 
.Maryland .........•........ 
Massachusetts ... ......... . 
.Michigan ................. . 
.Minnesota ............... .. 
·.Mississippi .............. .. 
Missouri. ................. . 
.Nebraska ................. . 
Nevada . ............ ..... .. 
New Hampshire ..•........ 
New .Jersey ............... . 
:.N'ew York ..... .......... .. 
.North Carolina .......... .. 
Qbio ..................... --
Oregon ................... . 
Pennsylvania ............. . 
.Rhode Island ............ .. 
South Carolina ........... .. 
·Tennessee ..... ........... . 
·Texas ....•................ 
Vermont ....... . .......... . 
Vil;ginia ............ ..... .. 
West Virginia ............ . 
Wisconsin ................ . 
2 104 
(a) (a) 
1 I 1 15 
























































53 10 ............... . 
10 1 .............. .. 
2 7 










2 .................. .. 40 215 
183 















7 0 0 
0 0 
13 15 55 144 ....................... . 
10 8 (a) ...................... .. 
(a) ........................................... . 
...... ........ ...... 4 14 0 12 22 
....... ............. ...... 11 38 6 ....... 40 
48 324 14 128 0 
....... 
······-· 
. ....... 7 53 (a) ........ 94 3 
7 c294 ........ 13 ........ ...... 1 .............. .. 
1 (75) 3 150 
··----
......... 60 ........ 
4 (66) 10 58 13 ......... ........... ... ........ 




............ .......... ........... 
(a) (a) (a) 275 




.. -~=:·. r(~):· (a) 
(a) (a) 
0 0 0 10 
0 10 17 (a) 0 15 
9 108 16 37 357 1 300 44 I 
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
·--···- -
60 
3 19 11 72 38 10 
TotaL ............... 4s-55fdl,"ml96 403 3, s2s 627-92 2, 5os -u7 
U. S. 'Military Academy.... i- . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 49 -256 ~ ... ..... ........... ........ . 
IT.S.Naval.A.cademy.... .. 62 355 0 0 0 
Grand total ......... . 47 55 d1, 381 196 514 4, 139 627 92 2, 503 117 
a Reported with classical department (Table IX). 
b College not yet established. 
c Total number of both sexes in all departments. 
a Includes a number of female students. ' 
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TABLE X.-PART l.-Surnma1·y of stat·istics of schools of science-Continued. 
Libraries. 
States. 
.s """ .s ,;~ rn 
rn. ~ rn. "'A 
Q)tr:l Q)tr:l ~~ S·~ ~~ s-~ :::1"0 ::I~ .=;~ e~ ~:S . ..., 0.0 ~- ....... btictf 
""'- ·~ 0 ""'- "-'btl oce 0 o.. , 0~ 
...... 
c!l..Q 
""""" <!)<!) lr:JQ ~·~ tl);a a5 .OQ d!rn ~~.z <!) ~~ 1-< so Q ::lrn d!,.Q ~ 
t21 ~ t21 ~ 
------
Alabama. ......•.... . 2, 000 1, 000 $75,000 
Arkansas ........... . 150 50 150,000 
California ........... . (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Colorado .......... .. 85 85 15, 000 
Connecticut .. • .. .. .. 5, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • . c100, 950 
Delaware............ (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Florida .......... .. . .... ............ ... .... ..... .......... . 
Georgia .................................. -... -. e40, 000 
Tilinois ......... .... _ 12, 344 557 .. . .. • .. 4 70, 000 
Indiana..... .. . . . . . .. 2, 000 .......... -..... 300, 000 
Iowa • . • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 6, 000 286 498, 000 
Kansas .. • .. .. .. . .. .. 3, 000 60 300 90, 000 
Kentucky .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 85, 000 
Lomsiana............ 14,000 .. . ...... .................. . 
Maine .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 3, 974 · 71 0 143, 000 
Maryland............ 1, 500 1, 500 100,000 
Massachusetts....... 2, 000 50 300 505,771 
Michigan : _..... ..... 4, 000 403 500 264,134 
Minnesota............ (b) {b) {b) {b) 
Mississippi.......... 1, 500 .......................... .. 
Missouri............. 1, 678 ...... -- ~ -- ...... 152,960 
Nebraska............ (b) (b) ........ 25,000 
Nevada....................... .... .............. (b) 
New Hampshire . . . . . 1, 300 250 86, 000 
NewJers y ......... (b) (b) (b) (b) 
New York........... (b) (b) (b) g80, 000 
North Carolina...... 1, 500 50 ...... .. (b) 
Ohio .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 1, 500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500, 000 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 000 
P nnsylvania ...... .. 2, 000 ....... ·j 2, 000 532,000 
Rhod Island .. .. . .. . (b) (b) ....... _ ........... . 
uth Carolina....... (b) (b) 10, 000 
Tenn .... .. .. .. . {b) {b) {b) (b) 
T xa .......... ... .. 800 800 100 225, 000 
'Vermont. ...... ..... . (b) (b) (b) {b) 
'Virginia ............ . 2, 300 57 321, 031 
W t 'Virginia ..... .. (b) {b) (b) {b) 
WiRcon in ......... .. {b) {b) {b) 
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15,298 












209, 500 6, 500 1, 500· 
5, 000 /4, 550 1, 187 


































(b) 6, 960 
(b) 
.... ~.-~~~' I '. ~~.·~~~ 
......... . 500 
.......... 40, 000· 
..... .. .... ...... . ..... 
.............. ............ 
(b) 0 
4, 960 15,000 
900 0 
100 I 10,329 (b) (b) 
{b) (b) 
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20~ e:: :~: :~ ........... ~~ -- ...... ~ ·1· ....... ~ · l ia1~£)547 
Grnnd total.... 116, 981 3, 506 1 6,158 1 s. 567, a3a 1 6, o48, 745 1 424, 1186 1 76, 546 551, 97• 
a For two year . 
b Reyorted 'Wi b clns ical d partm nt (Ta.ble 
IX). 
c 'Valoe ofbmldin . 
d fu•om from all so ore xcept tuition. 
t 'Value of gronnus and buildings. 
/$3,000 of this fro:nleases ofland . 
g 'Value of apparatus. 
h Only a partial report. 
i Congr~sionol appropriation. 
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TABLE X.-PART 2.-Summary of statistics of schools of science. 
Preparatory depart- iJ ~ Scientific department. P< ment. ~ .cl Q 
~ "' 
Students. Students. 0 <P ~ <P ..c< <!:1. a.l 0 Q 
'0 ~ ~ a5 "' ~.e. 0 Q ~a.l i States. -5 = "' ~~ ~ "' "' = = Eh~ "' a.l "' 0 0 .... ~ ....
"' 
.s Q Q 'S~ ..... 0 0 0 





California ................ . 4 40 ........................... . 
Colorado ............. ... . . 1 ····;· ....... . 2 ·••••• •. 26 ................... . 
Georgia ....... ........... . 1 
Indiana ...... ............ . a1 ................................................................ . 
Louisiana ................ . 1 7 28 ................ 28 ........................... . 
Massachusetts ....••. ..... 5 ............. . 
Michigan .... ............ . 1 
Missouri. . ...... ......... . 1 (3 08) 
New Hampshire ......... . 2 ............. . 







7 ........ 20 7 
41 8 0 ...... 
55 .............. . 1 
27 120 1 .••..••. ...... 4 
New York ............... . 5 ..................... . 71 1, 568 44 14 ...... 62 
Ohio ..................... . 
Oregon ... ~ .............. . (b) (b) (b) 11 ........................... . 
Pennsylvania............. 6 ...... .. ...... .••••• .. 35 1, 775 13 . . . .. ... . ..... 10 
Vermont.................. 1 ...•.. ........ .....• .. 8 20 .......................... .. 
Virginia.................. 4 31 ........ 25 177 3 ..... ... . .. ... 13 
Total .. .. ... ..•..... 34---sr-~--:-:-~307j4.00ol:02--15-2o-97 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
"' . ~ "'. ~~ 6 6 ~§ ~IV .v"' "' <Pitl "'~ 8-~ ~ ~-~ .g "' alcil §ooe P<a.i ~~ "";oo.i Pc:a ~~ ..:::;~ 0 • "' .v·s '0"' o"' 0~ "'"' Si=l ~~ .cl 0 States. !S ~<ll !s E<v.., ~ o.S .s~ ~~~ O'd .s!' Op... .._.blla.i 'S.E <!:1.v d;~ ~ ~~ ~g ~] o.SE ~IV p.. ~<!:1 §-~ 4)~ ~ 0 
.01=1 =.cl .v~c:a S" -~~~ -~~~ ~ g'J) ~~ ~~ =·s ~ 0~ o= <:) 
'd..c< P< ~ ""' a\:>:$ a\P...c:a z.s ~ z.s I> ~ ~ ~ 
---·1----- 1------·J---- -------
California ........ : .............................. . 
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . $10, 000 . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . $10, 000 
Georgia ........................ ... ....... . . ..... . .......... .. ............ .......... ........ (b) 
Indiana.... . .......... . .... 900 .....••....... 
Louisiana ...... .. ·.· ............. .......... ... ... . 
Massachusetts. ... . . . . . • . . . 5, 200 100 .••••. 150, 000 $1,574,595 $79,110 $4,510 .............. 
Michigan..... . ...... ... ... (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Missouri .... ............. .. .......... ..... .. .... . 100,000 ................... ................. ............ 0 
New Hampshire. .......... 2, 000 50 ..... . 3, 000 15;i, 000 9, 500 3,410 
New Jersey .......... . . . . .. 5, 000 ... .......... . 350, 000 415,210 27,827 8, 625 .............. 
New York................. 7, 000 325 . .. .. . 2, 000,000 150, 000 d43, 902 36,450 ............... 
Ohio ............ ...... .......................... . 
Oregon..................... (b) (/;) (b) (b) (b) 
P ennsylvania . . . .. . .. .. . . . . 32, 813 1, 754 . . .. . . 625, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,774 ... . ........... . 
Vermont...... . ...... ...... 3, 000 . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 3, 000 ............ . .. ..... ...... .... ....... . 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 730 220 500 355, 000 40, 000 2, 200 10, 900 15, 000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,643 2, 449 500 --a,5ii6, 000 2, 334, 805 195, 313 j 63, 895 25, 000 
aN ot yet organized. 
b Reported with classical department (Table IX). 
c Includes a number of female students. 
a Includes receipts from other sources. 
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Table X, Part 1, relates to the colleges endowed by the national land grant. The 
number of these reporting was 45; number of instructors, 458; students in regular 
course, 31528; in partial course, 627; in graduate course, 92; and in preparatory course, 
- 1,577. 
Table X, Part 2, relates to schools of science not so endowed. The number of these 
reporting, not including the National Military and Naval Academies, was 34; number 
of instructors, 315; number of students in regular course, 4,000; in partial course, 102; 
in graduate course, 15; and in preparatory course, 367. 
STATE COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE A...~D THE MECHANIC ARTS. 
Date of organization.- According to the latest returns received in this Office· the 
States effected the organization of the institutions established under the land grant 
of 1862 in the following order: Kansas, in 1863; Massachusetts (Institute of Technol-
ogy), New .Jersey, Vermont, in 1865; Kentucky, New Hampshire, in 1866; Massachu_ 
setts (Agricultural College), Minnesota, West Virginia, in 1867; Illinois, Maine, New 
York, Virginia (Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute), in 1868; California, 
Iowa, Tennessee, Rhode Island, in 1869; Delaware, Missouri (Agricultural and Me-
chanical College), in 1870; Arkansas, Missouri (School of Mines and Metallurgy), Ne-
braska, in 1871; Alabama, Georgia (State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts), 
Mississippi (Agricultural aiJ.d Mechanical Department of Alcorn University), Oregon, 
Virginia (Agricultural and Mechanical College), in 1872; Georgia (North Georgia 
Agricultural College), Ohio, in 1873; Indiana, Louisiana, Nevada, South Carolina, in 
187 4; Texas, in 1876; Colorado, Georgia (South Georgia College of Agriculture and 
the Mechanic Arts, Southwest Georgia Agricultural College), in 1879. 
The schools in existence before 1862 which received the benefit of the act are Shef-
field Scientific School of Yale College (Connecticut), Maryland Agricultural College, 
Michigan State Agricultural College, University of North Carolina, Pennsylvania 
State College, University of Wisconsin. 
Two are not yet fully organizcu, viz: Southwest Georgia Agricultural College and 
the State Agricultural College, Florida. · 
The agricultural and mechanical colleges (21) in the following named States have 
severally independent charters and are not connected with State universities or other 
colleges: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts (2), Michigan, Ohio, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, Texas, Virginia (2). 
Tb colleges on the foundation of the land grant in these States severally form de-
partments of St:lte universities or colleges : California, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia 
(5), Minnesota, ii i sippi(~), Mi ouri (2), Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New 
J rsey, New York, North Carolina, Rhode Island, outh Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, 
West Virginia, and Wisconsin. 
Preparatory depa1·trnente.- Of the colleges included in Table X, Part 1, the following 
r port preparatory departments: 
tate Agricultural and Mechanical College, Auburn, Ala. ; Arkansas Industrial 
Diversity, Fayetteville, Ala. ; tate Arrricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo. ; Agri-
cultural Department of Delaware College, Newark, Del.; North Georgia Agricult-
ural Colleg ( niver.-ity of Georgia), Dahlonega, Ga. ; outh Georgia College of 
Agricultur and the Mechanic Arts ( niv rsity of G orgia), Thomasville, Ga.; 'outh-
w t G orgia Agricultural College ( niver ity of Georgia), Cuthoert, Ga.; Illinoi 
lndu trial Univer ity, Urbana, Ill.; Purdue niv rsity, Lafayette, Ind. ; Iowa State 
Agricul ural Colleg 1 Arne , Iowa; Agricultural and Mechanical College of Ken-
tucky, L xington, Ky.; Maryland A ricnltura.l College, College tation, Md.; ol-
leg . of Agricultur and Mechanic Art. ( niversity of Minne ota), Minneapoli , 
linn.; Agrjcultur 1 an M chanica! D partm nt of Alcorn Univer. ity, Rodney, Mi . · 
Agricultural an 1e hanical Coll rre of th , tat of Mi i ippi, 'tarkvill , Mi . ; 
Mi · uri chool of ~line and 1 tallur y ( niver ity of Mi ouri), Rollo, Mo.; the 
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Industrial College of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.; College of Agri-
.culture (University of Nevada), Elko, Nev.; Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; 
'State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg.; Pennsylvania State College, State Col-
lege, Pa.; Claflin University and South Carolina Agricultural College and Mechanics' 
Institute, Orangeburg, S. C. r University of Tennessee and State Agricultural Col-
lege, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Blacksburg, 
Va.; Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Hampton, Va.; Agricultural De-
_partment of West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.; College of Arts (Uni-
versity of Wisconsin), Madison, Wis. 
The following have no preparatory department: 
Colleges of Agriculture, Mechanics, Mining, Engineering, Chemistry (University of 
California), Berkeley, Cal.; Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, New Haven, 
Conn.; Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kans.; Louisiana State Uni-
versity and Agricultural and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, La. ; Maine State 
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, Orono, Me. ; Massachusetts Agricult-
ural College, Amherst., Mass.; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.; 
:Michigan State Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.; New Hampshire College of Ag-
riculture and the Mechanic Arts (Dartmouth College), Hanover, N. H.; Rutgers 
Scientific School (Rutgers College), New Brunswick, N.J.; Colleges' of Agricult.ure, 
Architecture, Chemistry, Mechanic Arts, &c. (Cornell University), Ithaca, N.Y.; Ag-
ricultural and Mechanical College (University of North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N.C.; 
Agricultural and Scientific Department of Brown University, Providence, R.I. ; State 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, College Station, Tex.; University of Vermont 
and State Agricultural College, Burlington, Vt. 
P1·eparatory cou,?·ses.-By r,eferenc*" to the table it will be seen that 1,577 students, or 
about 27 per cent. of the number reported iu Part 1, and 367, or 8 per cent. of the num-
ber reported in Part 2, are in the preparatory departments. · An examination of the 
studies pursued in these departments shows that they are not intended to provide special 
preliminary courses required by the subsequent collegiate courses, but are necessitated 
by the low attainments of candidates in the ordinary elementary branches. 'fhe case 
is plainly stated in the report'of the Illinois Industrial University. '' To meet an urgent 
d~mand," says the report, ''the trustees of the Illinois Industrial U ni versi ty consented 
to provide temporarily for teaching the preparatory studies lying between the com-
mon school studies and the proper college studies. Tbe high schools of the State are 
.already doing such excellent work and are multiplying to such an extent that it is 
decided that this preliminary work shall be dismissed fi·om the university entirely 
after June, 1881." 
Standa1·d of admission.-The requirements for admission, especially to such of the in-
stitutions as do not include a classical course, must in general he called very moderate, 
a condition which in the case of the colleges included in Part 1 seems to have been 
necessary, in order that they might be brought within the reach of the class of students 
for whose benefit the grant was originally made. The only special tendency to be ob-
served either in the preparatory courses or in the standards of admission is the omis-
.sion of Latin and Greek or the substitution of French and German in the place of Greek 
.and in a few instances an extension of the requirements in mathematics for students 
enteri.J;lg upon the scientific or technical courses. This pract.ice implies the conviction 
that primary and secondary instruction should be the same for all classes of students, 
which, as indicated by the following statement, prepared from the most trustworthy 
information, is also the prevailing opinion in Europe. 
In all European countries the higher technical schoo Is require a classical and sci en ti ftc 
training (general culture) from every candidate. rrhis general culture is acqu)red in 
the secondary schools, the course of which lasts nine years in German speaking conn-
tries and from six to seven years in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, an{!. Spain. 
I~ Germany the majority of the graduates of the Realschulen pass to the polytechnic 
-or other higher technical scllools, while the majority of the graduates of the Gymnasien 
pass to the university. The leading German educators hold that the graduates of the 
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Gymnasien get along better in the technical schools than those of the Realschulen. 
German educators almost unanimously condemn the introduction of industrial branches 
or practical work of any kind into the primary and secondary schools. 
Funds.- The funds of the colleges reported in Table X, Part 1, are derived from the 
proceeds of the land grant and from Stat,e, county, and municipal appropriations. 
The amount of moneys received from State appropriations by thirty-three of the 
colleges since the dates of their organization is $4,325,053. The amount received by 
thirty-seven from sales of United Sta,tes land scrip is $6,862,405. Twenty-seven insti-
, tutions, which state the amount from both sources, received from the former $3, 758,~71, 
and from the latter $5,154,737. 
The colleges differ material1y in the present amount of productive funds. This iS'. 
due in part to the liberal State or other appropriations and the individual benefac-
tions made to the institutions and in part to the different amounts realized by the several 
States from the original land grant. The latter condition is fully explained in the report 
of the Committee on Education and Labor (chairman, Hon. James Monroe), who were 
instructed by a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed February 2, 1874, 
"to inquire into the condition and management of the agricultural and other colleges. 
which have received grants from the United States under the act of July 2, 1862." 
In the report of that committee it is stated that the sums received from sales under 
the grant varied from 41t cents an acre, the price for which the State of Rhode Isl-
and sold its scrip, to $5.62 an acre, the amount received for a portion of its lands by 
Minnesota. 
The causes of this great diversity are stated in the report substantially as follows: 
Those States which by the provisions of the act could locate lands themselves, and in 
their own midst, were able to select the most desirable tracts and hold them for a. 
rise in value. They could lease the lands for a term of years or sell npon long time, 
with, perhaps, in some cases, exemption from taxation as an additional inducement 
to the purchaser. Still further privileges in locating lands were conferred upon some 
States of this class, especially upon California and Nevada. These States received 
the best prices for their lands . 
.As regards the States which received only land scrip, the relative time of sale was 
the question of importance. Those which first put their scrip upon the market no~ 
only felt the disadvantage of all t he restrictions upon the location of lands impo ed 
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posed by securing sound and judicious investments, such as "cannot reasonably be 
questioned." With reference to certain States, the report says: 
The committee would very imperfectly discharge their duty if they did not call 
attention to another class of States, smaller in number, in which, although no evi-
dence has been laid before us of fraud or personal corruption, the investment made is. 
such, as regards security, that it is more or less a proper subject of criticism. These 
States generally exchanged the educational fund .for State bonds, a mode of invest-
ment which is among the safest in States where settled order and sound financial 
principles are estabJished, but which may prove to be among the most haz~rdous in 
communities passing through· the condition known to us as reconstruction. 
Sources ofincome.-The income of the colleges is derived from interest on invested -
funds, augmented in some instances by annual State appropriation or State tax, and 
from tuition fees. The latter source represents but a small percentage of the income, 
excepting in the Sheffield Scientific School and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. 
Scholat·ships.-The colleges formed under the grant report 1,478 more State scholar-
ships than in 1878. Of this increase 635 are additional scholarships created in institu-
tions which reported last year, !)43 were reported elsewhere, and 300 were not reported. 
The number of other free scholarships reported is 50 less than last year, a difference 
which is more than balanced by the 80 annual scholarships reported last year from 
Massachusetts. 
Relation of the colleges to agriculture and the mechanic arts.- The colleges are apparently 
fulfilling, to a greater extent than at any former time, that provision of the act which 
declares that "the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and 
classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as 
are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts." In all the institutions prominence· 
is given to the branches which would probably be admitted to comprise a liberal and 
practical education in the arts specified, viz, the vernacular and its ljterature, draw-
ing, mathematics, the laws of mechanics and physics, natural history, geology, botany, 
experimental chemistry (both organic and inorganic), engineering and surveying (in 
some cases especially as related to irrigation and the reclaiming of waste lands), and 
political, rural, and domestic economy. Endeavors are made, at least in the wealthier 
colleges, to attract to these departments professors of established reputation. With 
very few exceptions the colleges report chemical and physical laboratories among· 
their appliances; museums of technology and natural history are multiplying, and 
above forty experimental farms, stations, and gardens are in operation. The experi-
mental work conducted by means of the farms, &c., includes tests of soils, fertilizers, 
cereals, fruits, the care of stock, the culture of fruit and forest trees, of hedges and 
:flowering plants, the care of bees and poultry, and dairy management. In addition 
to the immediate advantage of this practical work to the students, the results, as com-
municated through farmers' institutes and general and special reports, are found to · 
be of great service to all engaged in agriculture, horticulture, &c. 
Depm·tments of mechanic a1·ts.-Ten of the colleges report workshops and four printing 
offices among their resources. The department of mechanic arts is very fully repre-
sented in the reports of Cornell, Purdue, and Iilinois Industrial Universities and of· 
the colleges in the non-agricultural States, in which necessarily the chief demand is 
for the training required in technical pursuits and professions other than those per-
taining to agriculture. 
The following extract from the report of Cornell University will suffice to show how 
the workshops are organized and conducted in the more advanced ins~.itutions: 
The machine shop is to be conducted wholly as a means of instruction. and each· 
student in the department will be required to devote at least two hours per day to · 
work in the shop; so that he will not only ge·t theory and practice combined, but he· 
will also have opportunities to construct and use tools of the greatest precision. Each 
candidate for the degree of bachelor of mechanical engineering will be given an oppor-
tunity to design and construct some machine or piece of apparatus, or conduct a series. 
of experiments, approved by the department, such a promit!e to be of public utility. 
While the university does not propo e to remunerate students for their labor or guar-
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antee any return except instruction, advanced students will be allowed, to n. certain 
extent, to make tools or small articles for themselves. But in all cases they must 
work from approved plans and by the -consent of the director of the shop. Materials 
wasted l()r tools injured will be charged to the student wasting or injuring them. 
The instruction in shop practice embraces work requiring the use of a,ll hand tools 
-and the machines employed in the ordinary machine shops. The work consists in the 
production of standard tools of the highest excellence and the building of machines 
from original designs. With the exception of the standard surface plates, gauges, &c., 
which are only pronuced to give the students a knowledge of flat, straight, square, and 
round, together with the correct methods of producing them, there is no one thing or 
class of things manufactured. The work is always changing, and the relative kinds 
of work are proportional to that required in the production of new machinery. By 
this method it is believed that the students will learn not only the use of tools, but 
acquire experience also in the development of new designs. 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology receives a third of the annual income of 
the land grant fund for the State and in audition has property amounting to upwards 
-of $4001000. The income from its invested funds is largely increased by the tuition fees 
of the scholars, which are $200 a year. 
The faculty consists of the pre~!ident and fifteen professors, and there are eighteen 
.additional professors, instructors, and assistants. Instruction is given by lectures 
and recitations and by practical exercises in the fields, the laboratories, and the draw-
ing rooms. Text books are used in many but not in all of the departments; practi. 
cal instruction in the nature of the materials of construction and in the typical oper-
.ations concerned in the arts is considered a very valuable adjunct to the theoretica.l 
treatment of professional subjects. 
The institution offers ten regular courses, five of which are of a distinctly professional 
character. Each of these courses extends through four years, and for proficiency in 
any one of them the degree of s. B. is conferred. Advanced courses may be pursued 
1eading to the degree of s . D. 
In addition, a school of mechanic arts, in which special prominence is given to 
manual instruction, has been established for those who wish to er.ter upon industrial 
;pursuits rather than to become scientific engineers. 
The school is designed to afford such students as have completed the ordinary gram-
mar school course an opportunity to continue the elementary scientific and literary 
studies, together with mechanical drawing, while receiving instruction in the use of 
the typical tools for working iron and wood. 
The shop work is conducted upon a plan designed at the Imperial Technical School 
of Moscow, Russia, and carried out there with gratifying results. Its exact and sys-
·tematic method affords the direct advantages of training the hand and eye for accu-
rate and efficient service with the greatest economy of time, and the instruction in the 
use of tools and materials has also proved a valuable aid in intellectual development. 
'The shop courses of the school are as follows: First year: (1) carpentry and joinery, 
(2) wood turning, (3) pattern making, ( 4) foundry work; second year: (1) iron forg-
ing, (2) vise work, (3) machine tool work. 
Applicants for the regular course must be at least fifteen years of age and must 
pa a satisfactory examination in arithmetic, geography, and English composition, 
The tuition is '150 a year, with no extra charge for the use of tools or materials used 
in the regular exerci es. 
In pr senting their thirt enth annual report, the governing board of the Sheffield 
ci ntific chool call pecial attention to the relation of theory and practice in the 
cou of instruction. While a erting that "principles, not practice, mu t be ever the 
1 ad ing object" of the school, and that ''skilled engineers are not and cannot be made 
to order in any school," the board maintain " bat the student has a right to expect 
om thing mor than am r theor tical training, however thorough, a there ult of 
fiv years of arne t labor. He ha a right to exp ct that upon gru.duation be hall 
ha.v a u ful, practical knowledg of pro£ ional detail of such an extent a shall 
.rend r hi rvic imm diat ly and dir tly '' aluable and fnrni h him with at lea t 
them an of ub i tence and with imru diat employment. * * * The manufact-
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urer, on the other hand, who may employ such a graduate of a technical institution 
has in turn a right to expect that his services shall be at least worth his pay while he 
is acquiring in the shop those practical details which are necessary to supplement and 
complete his course." 
The many perplexing conditions involved in the endeavor to render the graduate of 
the schools "commercially valuable" are dwelt upon in this report, as they bad also 
been in the address upon the "Inadequate union of engineering science and art,'" 
delivered before the American Institute of Mining Engineers by A. L. Holley, presi-
dent of the association: 
The recent graduate, when be enters works, cannot for a long time recognize in the 
whirl and heat of practice the course and movement of those forces about which hi& 
abstract knowledge may be profound; the youngest apprentices are more useful than 
himself. The manufacturer, moreover, is inclined to expect too much from the gradu-
ate, and to put him at once, on the mere recommendation of his diploma and the school 
which conferred it, at work for which he is unfit, and, upon the natural failure of the 
young man to meet these expectations, to depreciate and undervalue the worth of the 
special preparation acquired in the schools. Perhaps this experience bas had chief 
influence in the development of the course of instruction· in which workshop and htbo-
ratorypractice is given simultaneously with theoretical training, and which, as we have. 
seen, is the course pursued in many of our technical schools. Professor R. H. Thurston, 
who presides over the department of mechanical engineering in the Stevens Institute. 
of Technology, says with reference to this combination of theoretical, empirical, and 
practicalinstruction: ''Several years must elapse before the real value of a method which 
aspires to make young men capable of going from the college into business and soon 
becoming efficient aids to older practitioners can be fully judged. I can only say that 
~originally allowed myself five years to determine whether it would be for my own 
mterest to continue in a work which then seemed to me one of the noblest enterprises-
in which a member of the profession could engage, and I am not inclined to feel less 
faith t,han I had at first in its success, and have not lost any of the enthusiasm with 
which I took upon myself that task." · 
Relation of general culture to technical education.-The address of President A. L. 
Holley also contains one emphatic utterance which deserves the especial attention or 
parents and educators. "It is useless/' he says, "to disguise the fact that the want, 
not of high scholarship, but of liberal and general education, is to-day the greatest or 
all the embarrassments which the majority of engineering experts and managers en-
counter. At the present day, the high school systems founded by States and by pri-
vate enterprise bring such au education within the reach of every one, and it seems 
of the first importance to promote, if not almost to create, a public opinion that liberal 
and general culture is as high an element of success in engineering as it is in any pro-
fession or calling." 
In the discussion which followed the address and the joint discussion of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers and ·the American Institute of Mining Engineers the idea 
was repeated by men of large experience in the demands of the profession. Dr. R. W. 
Raymond said: 
The more one observes the careers of men about him and the more one wrestles with 
difficulties of one's own, the more profound becomes the conviction that a young man 
mak~s a great mistake who, because he is going to take a technical education in engi-
neenni, deliberately decides that he will not have any general culture to begin on. 
* * And, again, I may say that the parents in this country, as a class, are just' 
the other way. * * * Parents are all the time pulling their sons out of college 
because they are going into some special line. The tendency on the plrt of fathers is-
exactly contrary to the tendency on the part of expe~s. · 
Mr. Coleman Sellers, president of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, said: 
I can~ot but indorse the advice to secure for our boys in their education as broad a. 
foundatw.n to stand upon as possible. I am sure this cannot be done by sending them 
to a p~bhc ~chool only; they should have some college education; colleges properly 
orgamz~d w1ll grow into favor as training schools for engineers. I am not sure that 
the ordmary uni:ersity course of Latin and Greek is the best, but even this has its 
a.dvantages, })rOvlded the young man can spare time enough before entering upon his 
lif~ work to obtain s<9me scientific training besides. I really think it would be a good' 
thmg for our young men to go through a thorough collegiate course and then take 
s.om~thing of a scientific course. But the end seems to be more fully met by estab-
hshmg in a.IJ our universities scientific schoolM. 
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Suchjudgments, founded upon experience, supply to the institutions reported in Table 
X the motive for regulating their admission requirements by the standards maintained 
in other colleges . 
.Admission of women.- Women are admitted to the following colleges endowed under 
the act of 1862: State Industrial University of Arkansas (the president thinks a 
special course desirable for women); University of California; State Agricultural 
College, Colorado (prescribed course modified to meet wants of women); Delaware 
College, Delaware (literary course specially provided for women); Illinois Industrial 
University (women admitted to any of the courses1 in addition a special course in 
domestic science provided for them); Purdue University, Indiana; State Agricult-
ural College, Iowa (''ladies' scientific course and practical course in domestic sci-
ence"); State Agricultural College, Kansas; Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
Kentucky; Maine State College of Agriculture; State Agricultural College, Massa-
chusetts; State Agricultural College, Michigan; University of Minnesota, State Agri-
cultural College; University of Missouri, School of Mines and Metallurgy; University 
of Missouri; Industrial College of University of Nebraska; Ohio State University; 
·Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.; the State Agricultural College, at Corvallis, Oreg.; 
Pennsylvania State College; State College of Agriculture, South Carolina; the Uni-
versity of Vermont and State Agricultural College; Hampton Normal and Agricult-
ural Institute, Virginia; University of Wisconsin. 
The present biological laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was 
instituted with special reference to the instruction of women, it being built in connec-
tion with the woman's chemical laboratory of the institute and with the aid of the 
Woman's Educational Association of Boston. Many women who desired to prepare 
themselves for teaching botany or zoology by the newer methods have availed them-
selves of the facilities here offered; others who were not intending to teach have 
found the laboratory work to be the proper foundation for the study of natural history. 
It is believed that the instruction afforded has done much towards showing what may 
be done and ought to be done in the way of the philosophical study of organic nature. 
Some of the women studying here have been special students of biology, and others 
have taken this subject in connection with chemistry and other branches. The ar-
rangements are such that one may u e the laboratory at such times as best snits her 
own convenience, and thus those who are already engaged in teaching or otherwise 
may employ a portion of their time in ]Jractical study. 
Women are not admitted to the State Agricultural College, Alabama; Sheffield Sci-
entific chool; State Agricultural College, Maryland; State Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College, ~fississippi; College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, New Hampshire; 
Univ rsity of North Carolina; tat Agricultural and Mechanical College, Texa . In 
the r maining colleges enumerated in the table the question of the admi sion of women 
s em to be still an open one. 
CIE~"ITFIC CHOOL .. ~OT E~"'DOWED WITll TllE 'ATIO~~AL LAXD GRANT. 
Tabl X, Part 2, embrace the old 't chools of science in our country and also some 
of the most richly endow <1. By refer nee to the appendix (Table X, Part 2), it will 
b s n that 20 of th s are d partm n ts of universities or colleges and 14 schools 
having independent chart rs. 
Agriculture is made a specialty in th Bu yIn titution, Harvard University. The 
great r number of the remaining in ·titution corre pond in their cour e of tudy and 
general purp with the d partm nt of ru chanic art alr ady de cribed in connec-
ti n with the in titntions enum rat d in Part 1. A few ar haract rized by di tinc-
ti\· fi atnr . 
The R nsselaer Polytechnic Institut .-Th R n la r Polytechnic In titute, the old-
~ of all our sci ntific chool , in it arli r r ar d v loped a decided tend ncy 
toward natural cience und r th lirection of Amos Eaton, a distingui hed naturalist. 
Later i wa reorganized a a p cial h ol of archit ctur and engin ering, and, at 
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present, all its resources are concentrated upon the course in civil engineering. It will 
be seen, however, by reference to the catalogue, that the expression civil engineering 
is used in its most extended sense, embracing, in addition to the usual subjects, steam 
engineering and mining engineering, while the wants of students in mechanical en-
gineering have not been overlooked in the provision for instruction and practice. The 
course of study submitted is not so completely specialized as the courses in a few other 
institutions, but it presents in a very intelligible form the notion of what constitutes 
a professional course for a civil engineer, and is also in substantial agreement with the 
courses in civil engineering in the polytechnic schools of Carlsruhe and Aix-la-Chapelle, 
though the courses in the latter schools are more extended and the standards of admis-
sion higher. The degree of civil engineer is conferred upon all graduates of the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 1 
School of Mines of Columbia College.-The School of Mines of Columbia College is not 
<Jonfined, as the name might imply, to mining engineering. It offers to students the 
means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of all those branches of science which have a 
-direct bearing upon the development of the resources of the country. Candidates for 
.admission must pass examinations in arithmetic, algebra, geometry (5 books), French, 
.and German (grammar and easy translations). The course of instruction occupies four 
years. Those who complete it receive the degree of engineer of mines, civil engineer, 
or bachelor of philosophy. 
The Stevens Institute of Technology.-The Institute is a school of mechanical engineer-
ing of a high educational order. It is especially distinguished by the extensive col-
lections in its several laboratories and cabinets. The mechanical laboratory, founded 
in 1875, has proved a most valuable adjunct. The records of the laboratory work are 
carefully preserved, and include a vast amount of data and information accessible to 
all students. The latest publishecl estimate of the experimental work done in this 
laboratory is for the year 1877. It represented a cost of about $10,000, and included 
investigations of the strength of building materials and metals, of the value of lubri-
cants, the composition of various commercial materials, test trials of steam boilers, 
and various special investigations of both public and private work. Some idea of 
1 The following is the four years' course in civil engineering: 
Division D, first year.-Mathematics: W ells's university algebra (Greenleaf's series); Davies' Le~en · 
·dre's geometrv; Greenleaf's plane and spherical trigonometry, with the use of logarithmic tables. 
Descriptive geometry: Warren's eltlmentary plane problems :_plates ; Warren's elementary projec-
tions-theory and plates. Stereotomv: Warren's drafting instruments and operations-theory and 
plates. Physics: Atkinson'sGanot's ElPmentaryPhysics to acoustics. French language: Fasquelle's 
French grammar. English language: Hart's English composition and rhetoric. Geodesy: Gillespie's 
chain and compass surveying- theory a])(l practice; farm surveying-practice. Topographical draw-
dug:. ~l~mentary drawing; topograph~cal plans. !ree hand drawing:. El.ementary practice. 
D~vtswn 0, second year.-MatliematlCs: .Analytic geometry Descnpt1ve geometry : General ortho-
graphic proj ections-theory- and plates. Stereotom.v: Bridge drawing; shades and shadows -theory 
. and plates ; linear perspect1ve- theor.v and plates. Chemistry: Inorganic chemi.str,y. Physics: Ther-
motics; acoustics; opt1cs. Natural history: Botany. French language: f:),yntax of grammar, with 
exercises and writing from dictation; translation of scientific works; epistolary correspondence and 
· conversation. English language : Composition; elemE-nts of criticism. Geodesy: Plane table survey-
ing-theory and practice; adjustment antl u~e of field instruments-theory and pntclice; trigon'o-
m~trical anc~ topographical surveyinl;"-theor.\. ; tri.gonometrical surveying and levelling-practice; 
mme surveymg-theory. TopographiCal drawmg: Map of farm survey ; colored topography-plates. 
Free hand drawing: Sketches of tools, of the components of machines, of bridges and other structures. 
Division B, thirayea1·. -Mathematics: Differential calculus; integral calculus. A stronomy: Descrip-
tive astronomy. Rational mechanics: Mechanics of solids; mechanics of fluids; mechanimil problems. 
Stereotomy: Machine construction aml drawing-theory and plates. Physics: Electricity· magnet-
ism .. N~tnral hist~ry: Min~ralogy an~ lithology ;_ des_cript~ve geology; tec'h~ical geology. Chemistry: 
Qual1tat1ve analys1s; blowp1pe analysis; determmat1ve mmeralogy ; techmcal chemistry. Geodesy: 
Hydro~raphical, top_ograpblCal, and town ur•eying-practice. Topographical drawing: Contourma.p; 
map of hydrographlCal survey. 
D~vision .A ,fourth Y.ear. -Ast~onomy: Sp.herical anu .practical. astr?I?-OJ:?Y· Physics: Thermody-
naiD.lcs ;_ electrod~namlCS. ~hyswal mec.hanws: ~echamcs of. sohds: frwt10n, strength of materials; 
mechamcs of flmds: /ract1cal by<lrauhcs, pract1cal vneumat10s. Machines: General theory of ma-
chi';les; d!lscription o .machines; t!Ieory of prime mover~: steam engines, air engines, electro-mag-
netic e?gmes .. hydx:auhc m?tor , wmd motors ; constr:uct10n and location of machines; designs for 
and reVIews of apemal machmes; measurement and estimate of power; weir and other measurements 
of the flow of water. Constructions: Equilibrium and stability of structures: revetement walls 
reservoirs, roofs, arches, girder bri~lg s, suspension bridges; designs for and reviews of speciai 
structures. Ster~ot_omy: Ston~ cnttmg-theory and J?lates. Geodesy: Higher geodesy; projection 
of maps-theory; _lme surveymg: road sur•eys, stakmg out for constructions. Road engineering: 
• Common roads ; rmlroads; canals; tunnels. Tile steam engine: lectures ; indicating and estimating 
the pow~r of steam engines; duty te~ts of waterw:orks pumping machinery. Metallurgy: General met-
allurgy, Iron ~etallurgr,. Natural history: PhysiCal geography. To_pographical drawing: Plans, pro-
. .files, and sections of railroad surveys. Law: Law of contracts. 
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what the institution has accomplished for the general progress of science may be 
formed by an examination of the list of papers published by various members of the 
faculty during the eight years of the existence of the institute. Upwards of 250 
papers are enumerated in the report of 1879. These embodied the results of original 
investigation and extended research, and were pubHshed in leading scientific journals 
of America, England, France, or Germany. 
Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science.- My report for 1878 contained a 
full account of the endowment, purpose, and general cond net of the Worcester County 
Free Institute of Industrial Science. "The theory of the institute," says Prof. C. 0. 
Thompson, the principal, "is that uoys who have the best training afforded by our 
common schools may enter not younger than sixteen upon a course of study which 
shall give them a good education based upon the mathematics, modern languages, and 
physical sciences, and such a knowledge of some form of handicraft or industrial art 
as will enable them to earn a livelihood immediately after graduating. * * * The 
course of study for all students proceeds for forty-two weeks in a year, for three years, 
in mathematics, through geometry, general and descriptive geometry, and the calculus, 
and blends with the course in physics and elementary mechanics the careful reading 
of Rankine's Applied Mechanics. Synchronous with this is a course of free hand 
drawing, mechanical drawing, physics and chemistry, and language, English and 
either French or German. Ten hours a week (from September to July), and eight 
hours a day for the month of July, each student practices, according as he is to be a 
mechanic, a civil engineer, a chemist, or a designer, in the workshop, the :field, the 
laboratory, or the drawing room." The last named forms of practice do not differ 
essentially from the same elsewhere. The work of the mechanics' course is done in 
the ~.,.ashburn machine shop, which is a thoroughly equipped manufacturing estab-
lishment. Students are here trained by the most expert mechanics and with the aiel 
of the best possible tools and machinery. 'l'he principle that "construction must 
vitalize and guide all instruction in practical mechanism" is never lost sight of; the 
synthetic method is pur ned, every piece of work done by a boy in the shop being 
made witn reference to some whole of which it is to form a part. 
It is believed that a graduate of the school will be prepared to compete with the 
apprentice who has worked under the ordinary circumstances of apprenticeship three 
full years- a belief which receives con:firmation by the success that has attended the 
nine classes already graduated, more than 90 per cent. of these young men having 
secured employment in positions for which their training especially prepared them. 
The Cooper Union F1·eeNight Schools of Science.-These afford a remarkable example of 
the intelligent application of a gr at charity. Their purpose is the technical instruc-
tion of the laboring cla ses, which i accomplished through the agency of a free library 
and reading room, free lecture , and two classes of schools, viz, the Evening School 
of Science and Art and the Art chool for Women. The course of study in the former 
embrace the ordinary Engli h branches, with advanced courses in mathematics, me-
chanics, physics, literatnr , and rhetoric. The art department of the evening school 
mbrac instruction in all branch s of drawing, viz, free hand, architectural, mechan-
ical, and drawing from ca t; a1s , industrial drawing and design and modelling in 
clay. Women are admitted to the cientific cla es, but not to the art classes, a spe-
cial school of art being maintained for them. The latter is divided into five depart-
m n , drawing, painting, photography, wood engraving, and normal teaching. 
In both of the art chool the raining i constantly directed to the preparation of 
the pupils for tho e mploym nt in which the arts of design and drawing ar the 
principal or ace ry occupation · 2, 20 pupils w re r gi ter d the pre~ent y ar in 
th Evening chool of ci nc and Art, of whom 2, 707 were ngaged during thl' day 
in various trade and occupation . Owing to the xigencie of their indu trial life, 
but fi w of the pupil can remain long nou h in the in titution t complete thew bole 
cou e and I' c ive h liploma and m dal of the 'oop r nion. rtificat of pro-
:fici ncy • r war t th whop ati f: tory xamin tion on the work of a par-
ticular la ; 34 n h rtifi a w r , awarfl d in 1 9. 
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The number of pupils admitted to the free morning classes of the Woman's Art School 
was 255, and to the engraving class for women, 37. In the art school the earnings for 
the year were $9,525. 7!), and in the engraving class, $1,820.59. All money earned in 
the schools belongs to the pupils, and a number are thus enabled to support them-
selves while studying. 
The subsequent career of the graduates is followed with constant interest, and the 
facts thus brought to light afford the most gratifying evidence of the practical results 
of the instruction. A large proportion of the graduates command lucrative positions. 
as teachers of art, photo-colorers, decorators, and designers. 
The school of telegraphy for women admitted 35 pupils the present year. The West-
ern Union Telegraph Company has so far interested itself in this school as to nominate· 
a teacher who trains the pupils in the thorough methods of that company. Although 
under no agreement to provide places for the scholars, the company has employed a. 
large proportion of the graduates on its lines. 
Instruction in all the schools and classes above described, together with all privi-
leges of the institution, is absolutely free. In consequence of the great pressure for 
admission and the earnest offer of many to pay for their instruction, the trustees have 
allowed an amateur class to be formed, which meets in the afternoon, out of the reg-
ular class hours, and the members of which pay a small fee. Half of the money thus 
realized goes to the teacheJ.' and the other half to the free schools. The fees for the 
present year amount to $2,326. 
Franklin Institute.- Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, is a society for the promotion 
of science and the mechanic arts. But in addition to the usual means by which a soci-
ety operates, viz, association meetings, published discussions, reports, journal, library, 
and annual courses of lectures, it maintains a drawing school, which was established. 
very early in the history of the institute (1824 or 1825 ). 
During the summer the board of managers arranged with the Pennsylvania Museum 
and School of Industrial Art to combine their efforts in this direction, and, as a result, 
the drawing school of that organization has been conducted for the pTesent year in the· 
Franklin Institute building. 
The present condition of scientific and technical schools in our country is thus seen 
to be very promising. A few which have assumed the distinctive title of such institu-
tions have little else to distinguish them from ordinary schools of secondary grade, 
but a large number have entered with intelligence and enthusiasm upon a special 
educational work. Already they have excited the people to an appreciation of scien-
tific methods and processes in their applicat,ion to agriculture and the mechanic arts, 
and as the results of such methods are more widely known and more fully compre-
hended the institutions rise in favor and influence and the demand for theit graduates 
increases. 
This Office having initiated an endeavor to present the record of original investiga-
tions and publications by the professors of our universities, colleges, and professional 
sch6ols has, with great reluctance, been compelled to forego an annual statement of 
this work and only give the publications, without reference to institutions, as sum-
marized in the publishers' lists. It is matter of just pride to us that our institutions 
are extending their activities in this direction and that their publications and their 
positive contributions to the progress of science receive honorable recognition from 
the scholars of other nations. As opportunity permits, this phase of their intellectual 
life will be presented in the annual reports and other publications of the Office. A 
circular of information with reference to original work accomplished by our univer-
sities and colleges in the departments of physics and chemistry is now in preparation 
by Prof. F. W. Clarke, of Cincinnati University., 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN THE SEVERAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. 
The teaching of agricultural science in Europe is not everywhere limited to special 
schools; on the contrary, it is a regular subject of instruction in a number of other 
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schools. In Germany, horticulture and arboriculture have been obligatory branches 
of all the normal schools since their foundation, and there are few elementary schools 
iu rural districts where these branches are not taught. In France, Belgium, Switzer-
land, Austria, Sweden, Denmark, and The Netherlands, the normal school course in-
cludes the elements of agriculture. This agricultural instruction in normal schools is, 
of course, of an elementary character, the scientific instruction being left to the special 
schools of agriculture which are found in every state or to the agricultural section& 
connected with several schools of veterinary surgery or schools of forestry. Follow-
ing is a brief account of the condition of agricultural education in several European 
countries . 
.Austt·ia.-The leading agricultural school is the Imperial Agricultural College of 
Vienna, which had 167 students in 1875-'76. Besides this, there were 69 schools of 
agriculture, with 2,035 students, and 174 agricultural evening schools, with 5,537 
students. Agriculture was also taught in 2,128 elementary schools, arboriculture in 
4,034, bee culture in 1,486, and silk culture in 862. In connection with the elementary 
schools, there were 3,215 orchards and 4,032 gardens, while farms were connected with 
each of the 69 schools of agriculture. The course of study in the Imperial Agricult-
ural College of Vienna is as follows: Theory of agriculture, agricultural literature 
and technology, agricultural machines and implements, rural constructions, botany, 
zoology, cbemistry in all its branches and applications to agriculture, natural philos-
ophy, astronomy, meteorology, French, German, English, Italian, book-keeping, po-
litica-l economy, mathematics and applications, agricultural statistics and finances, 
practical work in the fields and laboratories. 
Hungary has four schools of agriculture, the course of which extends over two years 
with the following branches of instruction : 
First year: Winter session : mathematics, physics, mechanics, geology, chemistry, 
physiology, botany, agronomy, horticulture, drawing. Summer session: engineer-
ing, zoology, botany, agricultural chemistry, agricultural mechanics, cattle breeding, 
study of wool, vine culture, plant culture. 
Second year: Winter session: rural economy, political economy, technology, cattle 
and sheep breeding, forestry, farm buildings, climatology, statistics, drawing. Sum-
mer session: book-keeping, farm valuation, technology, forestry, management of ca.t-
tle, notions of veterinary surgery, agricultural law, farm buildings, drawing. 
Belgium bas a state school of horticulture at Ghent, a practical school of horticult-
ure at Gendbrugge, a practical school of horticulture at Vilvarde, and a state agri-
cultural school at Gembloux. The latter school was established on a farm of 160 acres 
near Gembloux, in 1862, has a staff of 8 regular professors, and costs the state annu-
ally about 17,000. The course includes agriculture, technology, horticulture, botany, 
chemistry, geology, zoology, geometry, surveying, levelling, mechanics, the economy 
of forests, rural law, rural architecture, and veterinary science. 
The Netherlands.-In The Netherlands there is a state agricultural school at Wage-
mingen and a private agricultural school at Groningen. The course of study in the 
tate school embraces the modern languages, political economy, surveying, levelling, 
men uration, mechanical science as applied to agriculture, agricultural machines, con-
tru ·ti n of farm hou e , natural sciences in their application to agriculture, agti-
ultural technology, botany, zoology, anatomy and physiology of plants and animals, 
m dical treatment of dome tic animal , .general and special agriculture, arable land, 
meadow land, eg table and fruit gardening, the rearing ·of timber and fruit tree , 
for try, the rearing of cattl and bee , the management of dairie , farm book-keeping, 
and the farming ystem in the Dutch colonies. 
nmark ha one of th most famous schools of agriculture in Europe. It is styled 
th Royal Agricultural and V t rinary chool and is ituated at Copenhagen. It 
wa tabli hed a a high hool of agriculture in 1856. At pre ent it has the follow-
ing five ction : (1) Vet rinary urgery, with a course of two years and a half; (2) 
agricnltur with a cou of 21 month ; (:3) land surveying and inspection, with a 
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course of 21 months; ( 4) horticulture, with a course of 21 months; and (G) forestry, 
with a course of two years and nine months. 
Besides the Royal Agricultural School at Copenhagen, Denmark has about 100 lower 
agricultural schools all over the country, called farmers' high schools. At each of 
these are taught agriculture, botany, chemistry, zoology, natural philosophy, arith-
metic, book-keeping, grammar, geography, general and Danish literature and his-
tory, drawing, and surveying. The course in these schools lasts six months. 
lirance.-There are three kinds of agricultural schools in France, the farm schools 
(fermes-ecoles), the departmental schoc!s of agriculture, and the National Agricultural 
Institute (Institut National Agronomique). 
The farm schools began as private institutions in 1830 and were not adopted by 
the state until1848. Their object is to furnish good examples of tillage to the farmers 
of the district and to form agriculturists capable of intelligently cultivating the soil 
and directing farm labor, whether engaged on their own property or that of others as -
farmers, tenants, or managers. 
The farms vary in size from 200 to 2,000 acres and all have gardens, nurseries, and 
orchards attached. The director is chosen from the best farmers in the department, 
and besides him there is a staff of a farmer, an overseer of accounts, a nursery gar-
dener, a veterinary surgeon, and sometimes another specialist, as a shepherd, a vine-
yard manager, a silk grower, &c. The pupils are young men from the country fami-
lies, and number from 25 to 40 in each school. For entrance these pupils have to be 
16 years of a~e and pass an examination on the subjects of the primary school. The 
government. pays the board of each pupil and allows him 70 francs a year for cloth-
ing. The 'director is obliged to send every year a full account of the school to the 
government. The following list gives the names and number o:£ pupils of all the farm 
schools in existence in 1872: 
Name of the farm school. 
1 Riffeland................................................................. 1830 
"2 Les Trois-Croix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1832 
3 LaMantaurone .•••••.................................................... 1830 
4 Saint-MicheL...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1843 
5. Saint-Gildas-des-Bois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1840 
o6 Bain ............•.............•••••...................................... 1847 
:l Chauvaignac ......•...... ·................................................ 1847 
8 Kerwaek-Trevarez....................................................... 1847 
Lavallade........... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . • • • . . . . .. . • .. . • . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . 1847 
10 Chambaudin ....................................... ~..................... 1848 
11 La Chauviniere ...................... ~....... .. .. .. . . • .. . . . .. . . • . • . .. . . . . 1848 
12 L'Orme-du-Port...... . • . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • .. . • . . . . .. . . . . • • .. . . . . . . . 1848 
13 Berthand .......................................................... :.. . . . 1849 
14 Berptas ..................... . ............................................ 1849 
15 Beyrie . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . • . . . • .. . . .. . . . . • . . • . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . . • . . . . .. . .... . 1849 
16 Germainville ............................................................. 1849 
17 Lahayevaux . . . .. . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . • ... • . • . . • .. • . . .•• . •• •••• .• . .• . .• .. . .. . 1849 
18 Lanmoy . . . . . . • • . . . . .. . . . . • . • . • • . . . • • . • . . • .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . • .. .. . . • • . . . . . 1849 
19 La Villeneuve . .. .. .......................... ; ....... ::. . .. ~ . • • .. . . .. .. . . . 1849 
2q. Le Montat .t .• ............................ ·····---~-~ ..................... 1849 
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22 Montceau....... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849 
23 Monto .........•...•.....•...•..•..................................•..... 1849 
24 Nolhac ......•.......••...•.....................•......•....•.•........... 1849 
25 Puillerols . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849 
26 Pont-de-Veyle ..•..••••••..•.....•....................................... 1849 
27 Puilboreau ......................•........................................ 1849 
28 Rayah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849 
29 Toulon ...... ...................... ...... ................•............ . ... 1849 
30 Recoulettes ........ , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 11!51 
31 Saint-Gautier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1851 
32 Saint-Remy.............................................................. 1851 
33 Les Hubandieres.................. .... .. . ................................ 1852 
34 La Sa tie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857 
35 Saint-Doust.La-Paoutte ....... •... .......... . .................. ....... ... 1861 
36 La Mal grange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 
37 Macharre . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 
38 Saint-Elvi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 
39 La Cbassaque...... .... .......... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
40 La Roche . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
41 Merlieux. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
42 ~toy_es... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 














































Of the three departmental schools of agriculture that of Grignon is the most promi-
nent. It was established in 1827 by an ap-icultural society to which Charles X ceded 
1,200 acres of the public lands for that rmrpose. From that time until1848 the school 
received a grant to the extent of $5,000 a year. The staff is composed of six regular 
professors and a number of assistants. The school is divided into four departments: 
(1) mathematical scienc<'A, (2) physical and natural sciences, (3) technological sciences, 
and ( 4) agricultural sciences. The N ational.A.gricultural Institute (Institut National 
.A.gronomique), formerly situated at Veraailles, was transferred to Paris in 1876. In 
1877 it had 17 profe sors and 96 students. The course of instruction lasts two years 
and comprises the following subject : general and practical agricult.ure, agricultural 
technology, comparative agriculture, rural economy, sylviculture, zootechnics, hor-
ticulture, arboricnlture, vinicnltur , chomi. try in all its branches, botany, zoOlogy, 
geology, phy ics, meteorology, mechanic , rural constmctions, administrative law, 
and rnrallegi ·lation. 
Finland ha an in titute of agriculture, estalli bed at Mus1iala iu 1 37, and nine 
agricultural scho 1 of lower grade , e tabli hed at difD rent p ·riod ince 1 5 . The-
institute is divided into two d partment , one sci ntific, requiring a thorough com-
mon education of student entering, and the other giving the elem nt of the agricult-
ural science in the mo t popular and pra tical form. Each cour e occupies two year . 
The scientific course is exclu ively att nd d by per ons of ducat d familie , many of 
them havina b n studen at the univer ity before entering th in titute, and the 
popular one mo tly by sons or ervan t of pea ants or farmers. 
Finlan has also several schools for butter and cheese making, so...ne of which are 
connected with the agricultural s hools. In each of the eight counties there is a 
lo gh in tru tor, who goes aroun 1 and p nd some time with farmers who wi h hi& 
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instruction in adopting new methods in the cultivation of their fields a,nd the breed-
ing of cattle. 
Portugal.- By decree of 1852 instruction in agriculture is divided into element9.ry 
and higher. For elementary instruction, district gardens were established in 1852,._ 
and in 1869 a decree was issued establishing experimental stations in the districts and 
elementary courses on agriculture in the lyceums (secondary schools). For higher in-
struction in agriculture, there is the general institute of agriculture, established in 
1852 and incorporated in 1855 with the school of veterinary surgery. In some dis-
tricts elementary stations and courses on agriculture are established, which are open 
to all who desire to acquire a general knowledge of agriculture. 
Germany has at present over 150 schools of a,griculture, horticulture, arboricult-
ure, viniculture, and meadow culture. Each of these schools has farms, gardens, 
&c., attached. Prussia alone had, in 1876, 6 higher agricultural academies, with 44 
professors and 320 students; 46 agricultural schools, with 277 teachers and 1,409 
students; 29 schools of arboriculture and viniculture, with 71 teachers and 313 students, 
and 6 schoolsofforestryhaving an agricultural department attached, with 27 teachers 
.and 237 students. One of the most prominent agricultural schools in Germany is the 
agricultural college at Hohenheim, in Wiirttemberg. This school was opened in 1818. 
It has at present the following divisions: (1) higher school of agriculture, (2) lower 
1School of agriculture, and (3) school of horticulture. 
The higher school of agriculture has 15 regular professors and several assistant 
professors. The course of this division extends over two years and comprises the fol-
lowing subjects: General agriculture, plant culture, grape, hop, and tobacco culture, 
vegetable culture, sheep breeding, silk and bee culture, meadow culture, fruit culture, 
horse breeding, breeding of small animals and poultry, book-keeping, political and 
rural economy, taxation, rural law, literature, arithmetic, algebra, trigonometry, 
mechanics and physics, geometry, chemistry, botany, zoology, veterinary practice, 
animal anatomy, farm architecture, drawing} forest botany, growing woodlands, for-
est taxation, encyclopredia of forestry, technology of forestry, forest laws, and practi-
cal forestry. 
In Wiirttemberg great stress is laid on the Agriculturfortbildungsschulen (agri-
-cultural improvement schools), which are open every winter in the rural districts. 
Their number is 851, and the number of farmers who attend the courses is 17,844. 
Agriculture has been greatly improved in Germany since the foundation of so-called 
Agriculturversuchsstationen (agricultural experiment stations). The first station 
was established in 1852 in Mockern, Saxony. In 1877 their number was 55. 
The following table gives the names of the stations, the years of their establish-
ment, &c.: 
Name. Principal subjects of agricultural research. 
1 Co then, .Anhalt _ . _.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1864 Physiology of animals and plants. 
2 Carlsruhe, Baden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1859 Vine culture and wine. 
:3 Carlsruhe, Baden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 Seeds. 
4 Munich, Bavaria. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857 Manures and foods, and physiology of animals 
and plants. 
5 Munich, Bavaria ...... .'... ................ 1866 Breeding. 
6 Munich, Bavaria ............. __ .......•••. 1875 Cropping. 
7 .Augsburg, Bavaria ........ . _... . . . . . . . • • . 1865 Seeds and manures. 
8 W eihenstephan, Bavaria ..•... _. . . . . . • . . . . 1877 Dairying. 
() Triesdorf, Bavaria ..•..................... 1874 General agriculture. 
10 Bayreuth, Bavaria ....•......• _....... . . . . 1867 Manures, foods, and seeds. 
11 Speier, Bavaria . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1877 Wine and vineyard plants. 
"-2 Wiirzburg, Bavaria....................... 1877 M:marea and vineyard plants. 
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Name. 
13 Bremen . ............. .. ..... ...... .•.•.... 1874 
14 Brunswick ................................ 1862 
15 Rufach, Alsace-Lorraine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1874 
16 Eichsfeld, Saxe-Meiningen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 
17 Darmstadt ................................ 1871 
18 Rostock, Mecklenburg...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1875 
19 Raden ........................................ .. 
20 Oldenburg ............................... 1871 
21 .J ena, sa~e-weimar . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. 1861 
22 Zwatzen: Saxe-Weimar ................. ....... . 
~3 Leipzig, Saxony .•.............................. 
24 Debelar, Saxony . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 
25 Tharand, Saxony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
Principal subjects of agricultural research. 
Reclamation of waste lands. 
Chemical technology. 
Physiology of plants and wine products. 
Manures. 
Manures. 
Physiology of plants and cropping. 
Not reported. 
The soil. 





Physiology of plants. 
26 Dresden, Saxony...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1862 Physiology of plants. 
27 Pommitz, Saxony . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1854 General agriculture. 
28 Mock em, Saxony. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1852 Feeding of cattle. 
29 Hohenheim, Wiirttem berg...... . • • . . . . . . . 1865 Feeding of cattle. 
30 Poppelsdorf, Prussia . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 Chemistry, and physiology of plants. 
31 Poppelsdorf, Prussia . .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Not reported. 
32 Bonn, Prussia............................. 1855 General agriculture. 
33 Geisenheim, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 Vine culture. 
34 Weisbaden, Prussia ....................... 186d Wine. 
35 Mar burg, Prussia......................... 1877 Seeds. 
36 Attenorchen, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857 Soils, climate, and physiology of plants. 
37 Miinster, Prussia ......................... 1879 Seeds, manures, foods. 
38 Kiel, Prussia ............................. 1874 Seeds. 
39 Bremcrvorde, Prussia ..................... 1876 Not reported. 
40 Hildesheim, Prussi:~. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1870 Beet-root sugar manufacturing. 
41 Gottingen, Prussia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857 Feeding of animals. 
42 Gottingen, Prussia........................ 1876 Seeds. 
43 Halle, Prussia .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 1862 Pathology of plants. 
44 Halle, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1855 Cropping, manures, feeding, and feeding stuff. 
45 Breslau, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . • . . . . . . . 1875 Seeds. 
46 Breslau, Prussia . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . • . 1877 Not reported. 
47 Pea kau, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1872 Pathology of fruit trees. 
48 Peaskau, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 Feeding and physiology of animals. 
-4,!) Zabikowo, Prussia .. ... • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 General agriculture. 
50 R genwalde, Prussia...................... 1863 Soils and physiology of plants. 
:J1 B rlin, Prussia ............................ 1874 Distillery. 
52 Dahme, Prussia........................... 1856 Physiology of plants; seeds; manures. 
53 Dantzic, Prussia.......................... 1876 Seeds. 
54 Konigsb rg, Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1875 Technology of plants. 
'5 I In terburg, Pros ia....................... 1858 Chemico-technological subjects. 
Great Britain: (1) .England.- In England the Royal Agricultural College was estab-
lished at Cir ncest r in the county of Glouce ter in 1849. Agricultural education in 
England i 1 ft to private enterpri , and the name "Royal College" doe not imply 
up rvi ion or i tance by the state. The oll ge is situated on Lord Bathurst 
farms near the town f Cirence t r. '.rhe college building contams class room , 
library, mu nm, laboratorie , l ctur r om, chapel, dining hall, dormitories, and 
apartm nt. f< r r . id nt pro.fi ora. tudents ar admitted at the age of 1 on pa. -
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ing an examination on the ordinary English subjects. The curriculum includes chem-
istry (inorganic, organic, practical, agricultural, and analytic_al), botany (structural, 
physiological, systematic, and economic), natural philosophy, mensuration, mechanics, 
surveying, book-keeping, geology, physical geography, veterinary surgery and prac-
tice. Some of the students perform practical work under the farmer, but the majority 
only look on. The fees for tuition and board are £125 per annum; for tuition alone 
for day scholars, £50 a year. The staff is composed of a principal, a professor of 
agriculture, a professor of chemistry, a professor of natural history, a professor of 
mathematics and surveying, a professor of veterinary surgery1 an assistant chemist, 
and one or two masters and tutors. The patron is the Prince of Wales, 3jnd the in-
stitution is controlled by a board of management of twelve members, of which the 
Duke of Marlborough at present is president. The number of resident students is 
about 75. 
(2) Scotland.- In Scotland agricultural education has been taken charge of by the 
Highland and Agricultural Society, which by a supplementary charter granted in 
1856 was empowered to grant diplomas. The subjects of examination are the science 
and practice of agriculture, botany, chemistry, natural history, veterinary science, 
:field engineering, and book-keeping. There are three examinations, known as the 
second class certificate examination, the :first class certificate examination, and the 
diploma examination. In 1876 there was established the North of Scotland School of 
Chemistry and Agriculture, at Aberdeen. The curriculum is much the same as the 
standard laid down by the Highland and Agricultural Society. The number of stu-
dents is about 120. The tuition fee is £1 a session. 
(3) Ireland.- Ireland is the only part of the United Kingdom that has a regular sys-
tem of agricultural education. In that system there are four steps. In the :firstj)lace, 
all the national (elementary) schools are obliged to use an agricultural text book. In 
the second place, there are 115 of the national schools that are selected as schools which 
have not only a teacher but a farmer and a small farm attached, and form national 
agrieultural farm schools. In the third place, there are 16 national model agricult-
ural schools with model farms attached. And in the fourth place, there is the Albert 
Institute at Glasnevin, which' is in reality the national agricultural college of Ireland. 
The second and third classes of schools receive assistance from the state; the Albert 
Institute is supported by the state. This institute has a farm of 180 acres. To be 
admitted the candidate must be 17 years old, be familiar with the common English 
branches, Euclid, and book-keeping. The course, which extends over two years, com-
prises agriculture, horticulture, botany, vegetable physiology, chemistry, geology, 
animal anatomy, physiology and pathology, arithmetic, book-keeping, land survey-
ing, levelling, drawing, English grammar and composition. 
Italy has a high school of agriculture and veterinary surgery at Turin, another at 
Naples, and an agricultural college at Milan. The latter was founded in 1870. The 
annual government grant to this school amounts to about $6,000. The Milan college 
comprises (1) a comse for regular students of agriculture, (2) a normal comse for the 
training of teachers of agriculture, (3) special courses for those who conduct great ag-
ricultural enterprises (such as drainage), which in Italy are carried on by the prov-
inces, and (4) an experiment station. 
Sweden.- In Sweden the system of agricultural education is administered under the 
control of the Royal Agricultural Academy of Stockholm, which is not, as its name 
would suggest, a teaching institution, but rather a government bmeau, having under 
its control the 27 agricultmal schools, the two agricultmal colleges, the Stockholm 
experimental farm, the model and experimental dairies, and the agricultural societies. 
In the 27 agricultmal schools farming is taught practically as well as theoretically, 
each one having a farm attached. The two agricultural colleges are situated, the one 
at Ultana, in the north, the other at Altnarp, in the south. In 1876 the government 
grant to all the agricultura.l schools wa.s $47,000. 
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TABLE XI.-SCHOOLS Oi' THEOLOGY. 
The following is a comparative stR.temen"t of the number of schools of theology (in-
cluding theological departments) reporting to thie Bureau each year from 1870 to 18'19, 
inclusive, with the number of professors and number of students: 
•.. 




Number of institutions •..... 80 94 104 110 113 123 124 124 125 m 
Number of instructors ...•.•. 339 369 435 573 579 615 580 5n4 577 000 
Number of students .••.•.••. 3,254 3,204 3,351 3,838 4,356 5,234 4,268 a, 965 4,320 4, 738 
Statistical summary of schools of theology. 
Denomination. 
Baptist .......................................................... . 
:Roman Catholic .................................... ............ .. . 
Protestant Episcopal ............................................ . 
Presbyterian .................................................... . 
Lutheran ... . ..................................... ............... . 
Methodist Episcopal ... ....... ............. ..................... . 
Congregational .................................................. . 
Christi~ . ........................................................ . 
U nsectarian ..................................................... . 
Cumberland Presbyterian ....................................... . 
Universalist ..................................................... . 
Methodist Episcopal (South) ......... . .......................... . 
Free Will Baptist ................. . ............................. . 
:Reformed ...................................................... .. 
United Presbyterian ............................................ . 
Moravian ........................... . .......... . ................. . 
New Church .................................................... . 
African Methodist EpiscopaL ............••...................... 
Unitarian ....................................................... . 
Reformed (Dutch) ............................................... . 
United Brethren ........... . .................................... . 
Total ......................... . .............................. . 
Numberof Numberof Numberof 






























































133 600 4,738 
It will be noted that these institutions have been increased since 1878 by 8, their 
instructors by 23, and the students in attendance by 418. The Baptists have the 
largest number of these schools; the Roman Catholics, the next highest number of 
chools and the largest number of professors, while their students outnumber those 
of any other denomination by 39. 
Twenty-one different denominations report schools of theology under their direction. 
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TABLE XI.-Sumntary of statistics of schools of theology. 
Students. Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
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Alabama ............. 2 14 1, 200 50 $13,000 ............... ............. 
California ............ 13 2 12 2 5 8,120 113 122,000 ................... ............... 
Connecticut ......... 27 9 129 10 109 40 30,000 5, 000 415,000 $301,430 $24,785 
Georgia .• ·-·········· 2 4 126 .......... .............. ....... 600 10,000 ... .............. ........ .......... 
lllinois .......• · •..... 15 54 19 498 6 114 80 46,862 607 477,000 514, 629 42,024 
Indiana ........•..•. 4 5 61 13 5, 000 ............... ... ................ .................... ........... 
Iowa ...........•..... 4 14 4 104 5 1 1, 400 50 13,862 53,500 12,822 
·Kansas ..... . .... .... 2 4 ........ ............ .•. 3, 578 20,000 .................... ............. 
Kentucky ........... 4 12 4 170 3 37 20 1 16,800 200 24,000 160,000 10,000 
Louisiana ....... ..... 37 ....... ...... ...... .. . 300 .............. .. ................... .................. ............... 
Maine .............. . 2 5 54 25 19 23,537 250 75, 000 150,000 6, 000 
Maryland ............ 4 31 255 4 6 57,000 4, 000 72, 000 500 30 
Massachusetts ....... 7 49 19 292 192 65 66,150 1, 756 626,835 1, 225,999 77,879 
Michigan ............ 1 1 26 4 2 5,ooo 200 20, 000 1, 800 
Minnesota ........... 3 9 42 4 1, 000 25, 000 .................. ............... 
Mississippi ......... . 2 33 1 ........... 2, 000 100 65, 000 ........ ............ ................ 
Missouri. ............ 13 145 28 9, 650 70 60,000 40,000 
Nebraska ............ 4 1 7 ........ ...... .. .... ..... .... .. ........ . .... ...... 10, 000 5, 000 500 
NewJersey ......... 4 28 16 251 10 141 65 79,073 3, 018 964, 500 1, 357, 000 79,221 
NewYork ........ ... 13 65 23 516 36 325 113 99, 176 4, 258 1, 055,000 1, 804,028 114,345 
North Carolina ...... 4 12 91 3 3, 400 200 63,000 ..... .. .......... ............. .. 
Ohio ..• ..•. .......... 15 61 13 348 31 77 66 52,200 325 1, 016,867 303,180 34,891 
Pennsylvania ........ 14 79 20 566 20 200 83 96,184 452 535,378 1, 260, 982 76,953 
South Carolina ....... 2 57 25 14 22,295 1, 372 30,000 5,100 
Tennessee .. _ .... .. .. 7 27 179 14 23 13,340 200 215, 000 220,000 15, 500 
Texas .... ........... 2 9 23 . ..... · - ·· .... . .......... .................. ................... .............. .. 
Virginia . ............ 4 22 187 66 30 24,400 555 90,000 262,000 17,900 
Wisconsin ......•.... 2 18 216 26 3 25 7, 000 40 100, 000 35,000 1, 500 
District of Columbia . 2 13 134 5 4 7, 000 40,000 ..................... ....... ...... .. 
-
600 152,4, 577 
- -- -
682, 265 122,816 
----------Total ..••...... 133 161 1, 342 711 6,138,442 7, 713,248 521,250 
The above summary presents these institutions by States, wHh a number of addi-
tional important items. Excluding resident graduates there are in the 133 institu-
tiona 4,577 students in attendance; of these, 1,342 had received the degree of A. B. 
There were graduated at the commencement of 1879, 711. The number of volumes 
reported in all their libraries is 682,265. In New York, where the number of volumes 
iS the largest, there are over 99,000; in Pennsylvania, where there is the next largest 
number, there are over 96,000; New Jersey, the third State in order, has over 79,000; 
the foarth, l\fassachusctts, over 66,000; the :fifth, Maryland, 57,000; the sixth, Ohio, 
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over 52,000; and the seventh, Illinois, over 46,000. During the year there were added 
t o these libraries 22,816 volumes . 
.A. considerable number of these institutions do not report their financial items, but 
those reporting give for the value of their buildings and grounds $6,138,442, and the 
amount of their produ.ctive funds $7,713,248, the income from these funds being 
$521,250. It will be seen that the total amount permanently invested in the institu-
t ions reporting is the large sum of $13,851,690. Any one making a comparative study 
of civilization will be impressed with the significance of these figures in a country where 
church and state are entirely separated, and where the church is permitted by funda-
mental law to exercise no influence over the state save that exerted by its precepts 
upon the conduct of individual citizens or officers! and where the state has no juris-
d iction over religion and simply guarantees the liberty of the individual conscience. 
Here, indeed, are indicated great numbers and diversities of religious beliefs; but it 
may be fitly asked, Do distinctively religious institutions anywhere else show greater 
prosperity or exert greater influence upon the body politic' 
TABLE XII.-SCHOOLS OF LAW. 
The following is a statement of the number of schools of law reporting to this 
Bureau each year from 1870 to 1879, inclusive, with the number of instructors ancl 
number of students: 
1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
-------- -- - - --
---- --
N umber of institutions . .... 28 30 37 37 38 43 42 43 50 49 
Number of instructors .. ..... 99 129 151 158 181 224 218 175 196 224 
Number of students ......... 1, 653 1, 722 1, 976 2,174 2, 585 2, 677 2, 664 2, 811 3, 012 3, 019 
It will be observed that 1 school reported in 1878 was closed in 1879, while the 
•umber of instructors was increased by 28 and the number of students by 7. 
TABLE XII.-SummaTy of BtatiBtics of BchoolB of law. 
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Alabama . •. . ..• ... ... 2 6 
California. .. . •... ..... 1 8 
Connecticut .. .•.. .. . . 16 
Georgia ... . .. . . . . .... 2 8 
lllinois ............. . . 15 
In~ ............. 1 3 
Iowa . ....... .. ....... 2 12 
Kansas . .. .... ..... . . . 1 1 
Kentucky .... ..... . . . 3 10 
Loui.siana ............ 2 8 
aryland ........... . 1 4 
cbusett . . ....... 2 20 
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18 7 . . .. .......... .. .... .... ...... .... .. .... .. ..... . 
159 33 . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. $100, 000 $7, 000 ...... .. 
68 34 27 8, 200 300 .. . .. • .. 10, 000 GOO .. .. .. .. 
10 4 10 600 .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . . .. $420 
141 24 50 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5, 814 
153 18 119 2, 460 256 .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 5, 541 
13 ......... ..... .. . .................... ..... ............ .. .. ... . 
61 17 36 
,: I ::;:::J 5 33 
58 
2, 590 25 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . 3, 12~ 
26, 000 ...... $10, 000 .. .... . .. ....... .. a,ooo 
5, 000 
17, 500 .. .. .. .. • .. . .. 53, 689 5, 880 20, 9:!.3 
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TABLE XII.-Summary of statistics of schools of law-Continued. 
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Michigan ............. 1 395 
Mississippi. ......•... 2 27 
Missouri ...... -- ..... 2 13 105 
NewYork ............ 4 22 546 
North Carolina .....•• 3 5 21 
Ohio ................. 2 7 127 
Pennsylvania ........ 3 8 165 
Tennessee ............ 2 6 60 
Texas ................ 1 9 
Virginia ............. 3 12 170 
Wisconsin ........... 1 8 56 
District of Columbia . 4 16 277 
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312 .. •...... .......... ........ 6,604 
39 ........ ...... ........ .......... ........ 9,000 
39 500 .. .. .. 20, 000 .. .. • .. • .. .. . .. .. . 3, 8()0. 
2 ................................................ . 
50 3, 800 . .. .. • . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 10, 665 
15 25 1, 200 150 ................................ .. 
21 93 300 .. . • • . 20, 000 .. .. .. .. • . .. • .. .. . 4, 582 
TotaL...... . . . 491224 3,019 -6691,163 88,200 3.035 70,ooo $163,689 $13,480 139;352 
'fhe deficiency of these schools in libraries and in funds, either invested in buildings 
and grounds or in a productive form for the support of instruction, is . apparent from 
the above figures. It is surprising that a profession which requires such thorough prep-
aration and which has in it so large a number of men of wealth, and one which occu-
pies so large a place in the public affairs of the country, has done so little to endow its 
schools in the most substantial manner. 
Legal education.-A desire to advance the standard of legal education has recently 
become manifest in many directions. At the meeting of the American Bar Association 
in 1879 a resolution was presented to the effect that State and local bar associations be 
requested to recommend and further in law schools a general course of instruction, to be 
duly divided for the ordinary purposes of the studies and exercises of the first, second, 
and third years, and to include at least the following studies: Moral and political 
philosqphy; the elementary and constitutional principles of the municipal law gener-
ally; the origin and progress of the common law; the law of real rights and real 
remedies; the law of personal rights and personal remedies; the law of equity; the 
lex mercatoria; the law of crimes and their punishment; the law of nations; the 
maritime and admiralty, the civil and Roman law; the Constitution and laws of the 
United States and the jurisdiction of its courts; comparative jurisprudence and the 
constitution and laws of the several States; political economy. Many law schools, 
awake to the need of thorough legal training, are endeavoring to increase the require-
ments for admission and to elevate and extend the course of study. The advances 
which have been made during the last decade in the Harvard Law School are stated 
and commented upon by President Eliot, as follows: 
Between the year 1869-'70 and the year 1879-'80 the following changes have been 
wrought in this school: (1) Examinations for the degree have been instituted; (2) the 
period of study for the degree has been lengthened from eighteen months to three 
years; (3) the tuition fee has been raised from $100 to $150; ( 4) an examination for 
admission has been established. These measures are all restrictive, and it is obvious 
that the standard of the school must have been greatly raised. In the mean time the 
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number of professors has been permanently increased from three to four (at one time 
five), a librarian has been added to the staff of the school, and $34,062.99 have been 
spent for the increase of the library. 
It certainly is gratifying to those interested in the promotion of education in all it~ 
forms, to see that the members of the legal profession, especially those who arc in 
-charge of schools of law, realize the importance of correct and systematic instruction 
in the law. The public also should look well to the culture and attainments of those 
to whom its social~ political, and :financial interests are so largely intrusted. It needs 
not many lawyers but good lawyers, possessed of extensive knowledge, discerning 
minds, and unblemished character, men who are truly great. As it has boon said, 
"Great lawyers cannot be made from procedure alone. They are to be fed on a nobler 
.and more genero~s diet. Learning, history, philosophy, and ethics must be brought 
to bear upon them, and they must be taught diligently to 1 enquire of tbe sages, not 
·Only to know the law but the reason thereof.'" 
.Adntission to the bar.-The extent and thoroughness of preparatory legal training is 
determined principally by the requirements for admission to the bar. In order, there-
fore, more widely to inform the people and to increase the general demand for a better 
preparation of those who are admitted to practice, it has seemed advisable to present 
a summary of the conditions which regulate admission to the courts of the several 
States and Territories and to the courts of the United States. For this purpo."'e 
inquiries have been made chiefly through the clerks of the supreme courts as to the 
requirements in their respective States and Territories. Information more or less 
complete has been obtained from all the States except Louisiana and from the Terri-
tories in which there are territorial courts. 
The requirement in the States and Territories with respect to age is, with one ex-
·ception, that the applicant shall have attained his majority. In Alabama, if a person 
-of less age be possessed of sufficient mental maturity and knowledge of the law, he 
may be licensed to practise. 
Many States specify that the applicant must be a resident of the State; but in 
California, Massachusetts, and Minnesota it is sufficient if he certifies to his intention 
'to become a citizen. In Texas six months' residence is required. Often the applicant 
must be a resident of the county or judicial distric.t in which he enters his application. 
This is the rule in Minnesota, New York, Tennessee, and New Mexico. In Georgia 
the applicant must either be a resident of the circuit in which application is made 
or else have read Jaw there; in Vermont it is required that he shall have studied 
during the six months immediately preceding his examination in the office of an attor-
ney practising in the county where application is made. Iowa is the only State that 
makes special mention of the admission of women, and several States only provide 
for males. 
Good moral character is invariably required, but the methods by which the appli-
-cant is expected to prove the same to the court are varioul:l. Of the thirty States and 
Territories which mention that satisfactory evidence or testimonials are required, 
twelve do not specify the nature of the evidence required or the source from which 
testimonials must be obtained; seven require that t.he applicant's certificate of good 
moral character shall i sue from the county court; Minnesota and New Mexico specify 
that it shall be signed by one or more per ons favorably known to the court, and the 
applicant also subjected to examination. In Kansas, New York, and Wyoming the 
c rti:fi.cate mus come from the attorney with whom the applicant studied, and in New 
Y rk thi m t be supplem nted by an examination of the tudent's moral character. 
In ou h Carolina a certi:fi.cat from one pr:wti ing lawyer suffice ; in Oregon the 
affidavit of two attorn y are nee ary. In Main and Nevada the certificate is 
giv n by th xammmg ommitt , it being oo of their duties to satisfy themselves 
tha the applicant ha u tained a reputation for good moral character. In North 
arolina the applicant is x mined in op n court, and in Georgia before a judge of the 
np rior ourt, as t hi charact r. 
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The time of study required of the applicant previous to examination is given in the 
information received from eighteen States and Territories. In Illinois, Kansas, Ne-
braska, Ohio, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming the time is two years. In 
South Carolina it is two years or graduation at some law school; in Maryland, two 
years or graduation from the department of law in the University of the State. In 
New Hampshire, New York, and the District of Columbia the time is three years~ 
Oregon and Rhode Island deduct one year from the three otherwise required if the ap-
plicant has been liberally educated. New Jersey requires four years, one of which is 
remitted to those who have taken--a degree of A. B. or B. s. Vermont nominally re-
quires five years, but the court may reduce the time to two and a half years for those 
who have received a full collegiate education and to three years and a half for those 
who have received less than collegiate training. The statute in Massachusetts requiring 
three years of study has been repealed, and in that State, as is the rule with States 
not mentioning the time, the duration of the applicant's studies is not an element in 
the examination. Washington Territory requires only eighteen months' study, but 
it must all be in the office of some attorney in the 'Territory. The following peculiar 
requirement has been adopted by the supreme court of New Hampshire: "Any young 
man desiring to enter as a student at law in the office of any attorney in the State 
must make application to the supreme court at either the June or December law terms 
and obtain its consent." The three years of study begin at the time when the comt 
gives this consent. The period of study is usually to be spent in the office of. a prac-
tising attorney or in study under his direction. Several States specify how much 
time may be spent in a law school. In Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Missis-
sippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and the District of Columbia the time may be 
wholly spent in a law school; and it is to be inferred that this is the case in those 
States where the question of time does not arise. In South Carolina and the District 
of Columbia diligent study in any law school is accepted, but in many States the 
study must needs be in the law department of the State university or in some other 
specified school. Rhode Island requires at least six months' study in a law office; New 
York and Wyoming, at least a year. New Jersey allows eighteen months to be spent 
in a law school. 
The scope and extent of the examination are more or less at the option of the examin-
ing body. A few States prescribe the subjects on which the applicant must be pre-
pared. In Minnesota the student must pass a creditable examination on "real and 
personal property, contracts, partnerships, negotiable paper, principal and agent, 
insurance, executors and administrators, peraonal rights, domestic relations, willsr 
equity jurisprudence, pleadings, practice, evidence, and criminal law." While a . 
thorough examination of a candidate in these subjects will reveal the extent and ac-
curacy of his knowledge of the principles of the common and statute law, yet most ex-
aminations will introduce other subjects associated with these which are either of 
general value or of local or personal interest. An illustration of this is found in the 
subjects of examination prescribed in Nevada, which are as follows: 
(1) The history of this State and the United States, (2) the constitutional relations 
of the State and Federal Governments, (3) the jurisdiction of the various courts of this 
State and the United States, ( 4) the various sources of om municipal law, (5) the 
gell;era~ principles of the common law relating to property and personal rights and 
?bl~gat10ns, (6) the general grounds of equity jurisdiction and principles of equity 
JUTIBJ!r~dence, (7) l'llles and principles of pleadings and evidence, (8) practice under 
the c1vil and criminal codes of Nevada, (9) remedies in hypothetical cases, and (10) 
the course and duration of the applicant's studies . 
.Applicants are usually examined in open court, though a private examination by a 
committee appointed by the court is provided for in a few States. The reports as to, 
examining boards may be summarized as follows: 
In California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, .Michigan, Missouri, New Ramp-
hire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, WeRt Virginia, Dakota, and 
the District of Columbia tho examination is conducted by a juuge or by the judges. 
of tho court. 
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In Colorado, Maine, Maryland, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, 
Montana, and Utah the court appoints an exafuining committee. 
In Alabama, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New York, Ohio, Idaho, New 
Mexico, and Wyoming the examination is either by the court directly or by a com-
mittee appointed by the court. In Kansas the applicant is examined by both the 
judges and a committee of attorneys. 
The attorney, upon being admitted, is required to take an oath, which usually 
binds him. to support the Constitutions of the United States and the State, and to 
faithfully and honestly discharge his duties. In South Carolina there is inserted in 
the usual oath the following clause: "I recognize the supremacy of the Constitution 
a.nd laws of the United States over the constitution and laws of any State." Some 
idea of what is meant by the faithful and honest discharge of an attorney's duties 
may be inferred from the oath of office required in New Hampshire: 
You solemnly swear that you will do no falsehood, nor consent that any be done in 
the court, and if you know of any, that you will give know ledge thereof to the justices 
of the court, or some of them, that it may be reformed; that you will not wittingly or 
willingly promote, sue or procure to be sued, any false or unlawful suit, nor consent 
to the same; that you shall delay no man for lucre or malice, but shall act in the of-
flee of an attorney within the court according to the best of your learning and discre-
tion, and with all good fidelity as well to the court as to your client. So help you 
God. 
Inasmuch as the numerous lower courts in many of the States have t.he privilege 
of admitting attorneys, it has not been found practicable to obtain complete statistics 
as to the number admitted. The replies which have been received in answer to in-
quiries respecting the admissions in 1878 are as follows : Alabama, 27 in the supreme 
court; California, 21 by examination, 78 from other jurisdictions; Colorado, about 
180 (in Hl79); Connecticut, about 300; Illinois, about 300; Indiana, 62 in supreme court, 
500 to 700 in other courts ; ·Iowa, estimated at 600 ; Kansas, 42 in supreme court; Maine, 
estimated at 68; Maryland, 40 in appellate court; Minnesota, 14 in supreme court, 
estimated at 100 in all; Mississippi, estimated at 100; Nebraska, estimated at 40 to 50; 
Nevada, 18; New Hampshire, 16 in supreme court; New Jersey, 93 attorneys and 51 
counsellors; North Carolina, 55; Oregon, 37 (in1879); South Carolina, 46; Wisconsin, 
52 in supreme court; Dakota, 13; District of Columbia, 50; New Mexico, 3 (in 1879); 
Utah, 14-3 by examinations- (in 1879). 
The estimates are those of the clerks of the superior courts of the respective States. 
In New Jersey attorneys must practise at least three years in the courts of that State 
before they can be admitted as counsellors. 
Attorneys are usually received in the courts of States other than thm;e in which 
they have been practising, upon the presentation of their licenses to practice in a 
court of similar or higher jurisdiction and proof of good moral character. One or two 
State require also that the applicant hall have practised for a specified number of 
y ar , and in Georgia he must pass an examination on the laws of the State. 
It is requisite to the admis ion of attorneys or counsellors to practice in the Supreme 
Court of the United t:3tates that they shall have been such for three years past in the 
upr me courts of the State to which they respectively belong and that their private 
apd professional character sha.ll appear to be satisfactory. They are required to take 
and ub crib the following oath or affirmation: 
I ----, do sol mnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be) that I will demean 
wy lf as an attorney and conn ellor of this court uprightly and according to law, and 
~hat I will upport the Constitution of the United State . 
Th rul of admission to practice in the circuit and di trict courts of the United 
ntially like the rul of the suprem court. The rules adopted by the 
Court of Claims ar : 
~.,. coun 1 will b permitted to practise in th court unless he is a man of good 
moral ha.racter and ha been admitt d or licen ed to pra-ctise :in the Supreme Court 
?~ be ruted , a.t or in th hi~he11t court of the Di trict of Columbia or in the 
Dl~ court of som tat or T mtocy, of whi h n.dmi ion he hall furni h evddence 
ll.tisfa tory to tha court. 
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An attorney at law, licensed to practise in the courts of record of any State or Ter. 
ritory may :file an affidavit made before a person authorized to administer oaths under 
the laws of the United States showing when, where, and in what courts he has been. 
admitted, and that he is still entitled to practise therein. Upon such an affidavit the 
court or the chief justice or one of the judges in vacation will direct an order ad-
mitting such attorney to practice as an attorney in this court. But the admission as 
attorney will not authorize the attorney to appear in open court as counsel till ad-
mitted as before provided. · 
Law in the public schools.- It is not enough that the members of the legal profession 
have an intimate and familiar knowledge of the law and a correct understanding of 
its principles; there should be a general acquaintance on the part of all citizens with 
the laws which affect civil and domestic relations. The form of our Government and 
the methods by which it is carried on and the public and private duties of citizenship 
are matters of such vital importance that ignorance of them brings losses to the citi-
zen and danger to the country. If correct ideas of government and law and of per-
sonal rights, duties, and obligations are to exist among the people, they must be taught 
with the other studies of the public schools. Far sighted men, both in our own and 
foreign countries, are urging this introduction of the elements of law into higher pub-
lic and secondary schools, and their arguments and opinions cannot fail to appear 
sound and reasonable to those who give them thoughtful consideration. M. Ed. Mulle, 
judge of the civil court, department of the Seine, France, in an article on teaching 
law in advanced primary schools, makes the following statements: 
The course of study of the normal schools, or at least of most of them, contains a 
course of municipal law which has for its object to give the future teacher the essen-
tial notions which may enable him to hold the position of town clerk. This course 
comprises matters relating to preparing vital statistics, electoral registers, communal 
budgets, &c. Now, it is my intention to show in this article that law should not only 
be taught to future teachers but to all pupils of the advanced primary schools. 
* if if if if if if 
At a time when everybody discusses freely, it is indispensable for young people to 
:receive in school clear, precise, and sure ideas, free from uncertainty and obscurity, 
with regard to marriage, paternal power, tutelage, property, succession, wills, in a 
word, to all acts which constitute civil life, and the rules upon which these acts are 
based. And these ideas can only be imparted by means of teaching law based upon 
the text of the existing laws. 
It would be superfluous to argue at length the practical usefulness of this instruc-
tion. Nobody, it is said, is supposed to be ignorant of the law, but in reality nobody 
knows it except professionals. Of course, necessity and experience give to many 
persons, and especially to business men, some knowledge of law, but this knowledge 
is often incomplete and uncertain. Nothing is well known if it is not learned system-
atically. People who are otherwise well informed are embarrassed by the least in-
cident, and they are compelled to rely at all times on le~al advice. Another conse-
quence of the ignorance of law is the fact that the courts nave every day to deal with 
cases based on errors due to insufficient knowledge of the most elementary rules of 
law. ·It may be said that ignorance engenders as many lawsuits as bad faith. In a 
society like ours it would be consistent with public order as well as with the inter-
ests of individuals to see that all those who are not exclusively destined for manual 
labor know the essential principles of law. Moreover1 the study of law is, without being difficult, an excellent exercise for the mind. It 1s wonderfully adapted for the 
young intellects. It has the great advantage of resting- on a solid foundation-the 
~ext of the law. It stimulates the attention, because 1t is a school of logic which 
~ncessantly furnishes examples of excellent reasoning. The study of l~w, at least in 
1ts elements, is relatively easy. Laws are no longer clothed in symbolic forms; they 
are written in books which are ofte-n models of simplicity, precision, and clearness. 
Justice Strong, of the United States Supreme Court, gave an expression of his views 
on tbe place of the law in a course of instruction in a paper read at the annu8il meet-
ing of the department of superintendence of theN ational Educational Association, held 
at Washington, D. C., in February, 1879. Tbe following extract is taken from this 
paper: 
It_ certainly cannot be clHficult to instruct our youth that all government which 
<lesc~ves ~he na1p.e is a combi~ati?n of 4three powers sometimes united :i,n one agent, 
bnt m 1h1. country~ hy c<1nstitutwna1 ordinance, kept separa~ and inclepencleRt of 
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each other; that those powers are the law making, the law interpretin~ and enforcing, 
and the law executing; that to each of these are intrusted its own dut1es .and assigned 
its own sphere, into which no other power can intrude. What those duties are and 
what is the arrangement which allots them, I would have all schoolboys and school-
girls know before they leave the public teacher. I would have explained to them 
what are the advantages derived from such a division of power, and how, under it , 
the order and well being of the community are assured. 
I would have every youth learn how each legislative branch is constructed, how its 
members are chosen, and what advantages .flow from having two bodies, instead of 
one, necessary for the enactment of every new law. 
I would have him acquire a elear understanding of what is and what is not legis-
lative power, and what limits have been fixed to its exercise. Such knowledge would 
protect him against many a possible mistake. It is not uncommon for a community 
to become greatly agitated and ignorantly demand the passage of a law which the 
legislature has no constitutional power to enact, and which, if enacted, it would be 
t he duty of the conrts to declare invalid. Every such attempt is a trial to our institu-
t ions to which they should not be subjected, and which they would escape if the voters 
of the country understood the limitations of the Government under which they live. . 
I would have a youth in our schools taught the constitution, province, and power 
of our courts. Thus he would learn to respect the administration of the law, and with 
that reverence the law more. So I would have him understand the office and dut ies 
of the executive, and thus, in view of these several departments of power, be able to 
form some correct conception of the completeness and value of the government system. 
I would have him also observe and study the limitations of power defined in the 
constitutions, and the declarations of indefeasible rights beyond the reach of govern-
ment cont ained in them. 
With such knowledge added to correct moral training, he would be prepared for 
good citizenship, and for the intelli~ent a.nd useful performance of his duties to the 
public, and for a wise participation m the government itself. It would make intel-
ligible many things in the practical operations of government that to so many are now 
mysterious and apparently unreasonable. It would convince of its fitness to secure Ito 
all equal justice, domestic tranquillity, liberty, and general welfare. It woulcl deepen 
and diffuse a more ardent love of country. 
TABLE XIII. - SCIIOOLS OF MEDICINE. 
The following is a comparat,ive statement of the number of schools of medicine, 
dentistry, and pharmacy reported to the Office each year from 1870 to 1879, inclu ive, 
with the number of instructors and students: 




Number of institutions ...... 63 82 87 94 99 106 102 106 106 114 
Number of instructors . ...... 588 750 726 1,148 1,121 1, 172 1, ~01 1, 278 1, 337 1,495 
Number of students . .. . .. .. . 6, 943 7, 045 5, 995 8, 681 9, 095 9, 971 10,143 11, 225 11,830 13, 321 
It will be seen that the increase for the year in medical schools is 8, in the number-
of instructors, 158, and in the number of students in attendance, 1,491. 
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TABLE XIII.-Summarp of statistics of schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmacy. 
Students. Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
States. 
-------1-------------------------- ---
I. MEDICAL AND 
SURGICAL. 
1. Regular. 
Alabama ......... . 
Arkansas ..•.•...• 
California ......... . 







Iowa .............. 2 
Kentucky......... 4 
Louisiana ......... . 
Maine . .......... .. 
Maryland ........ .. 
Massachusetts . ... . 
Michigan ......... . 
Missouri. ......... . 
New Hampshire . . . 
NewYork ........ . 










Ohio ............... 7 
Oregon............ 1 
Pennsylvania ..... . 
South Carolina... .. 1 
Tennessee......... 4 
Texas ............. 1 
Vermont ........... 1 
Virginia........... 2 
Dist. of Columbia .. 





































28 ............ .. 
12 .............................................. .. 
62 10, 000 . 150 
171 
90 2, 000 
93 300 50 




50, 000 ....... : $4, 250 






50 2, 000 75, 000 $0 14, 48~ 
7 26 4, 600 25, 000 .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 1, 000 
133 2, 000 100,000 20, 000 .............. .. 
115 70 2, 000 ................ 127, 320 6, 830 55, 531 
16 133 2, 500 95, 000 . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 20, 771 
2 170 1, 350 200 111, 000 1, 000 100 37, 593: 
23 1, 200 25, 000 1, 200 72 
310 598 5, 555 283, 970 9, 000 500 13, 85S 
51 200 5, 500 150 166, 000 .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. 13, 004 
9 .............................................. .. 
82 304 5, 000 230 300, 000 50, 000 3, 000 43, 46& 
23 ........ . ..... .... .... .. . ....... ........ 3,400 
60 485 3 203 1, 600 20 64, 000 .. .. • .. . .. • .. • • . 6, 350 










6 ....... .. ..................................... .. 
49 ....... ................................ . 
45 1, 000 .. .. .. 60, 000 .. . .. . .. .. .... .. 




Total .. .. .. .. 68 988 9, 603 787 2, 759 51, 105 800 1, 872, 970 208, 520 14, 752 299, 062 
2. Eclectic. 
California .. . .. .. .. 1 
Illinois............ 1 
Missouri........... 1 
NewYork ......... 2 
Ohio ............... 1 
11 48 1 .................. .. 
13 ............ .. 





29 ............ .. 
35 
31 3, 020 .... .. 
74 ........ ... . .. 
20, 000 .............. .. 




40, 300 .. . .. .. . .. • .. . .. 1, 005 
80,000 ...................... .. 
Total ........ 6----ai"472'-27""16913,o20 ~190,300 ~=~ 17,965 
3. Hommopathic. =========== 
lllinois ...... ...... 2 
Iowa .............. 1 
Massachusetts . ... . 









97 .. .. • .. . . .. .. . 50, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 10, 000 
:: .. ~:~~: 1::~~: .. '~:::~. :~~:;;;: ::::::: ..•. _::: 
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TABLE XIII.- Summary of statistic8 of schools of medicine, cfc.-Continued. 
Missouri .......... . 
New York ........ . 
Ohio ............... 2 
.Pennsylvania...... 1 
Total ........ 12 
-n. DENTAL. 
[ndiana .........••. 1 
Maryland ........•. 1 
Massachusetts ...•. 2 
Michigan .......... 
Missouri. .......... 2 
New York ......... 1 
..Ohio . .............. 1 
Pennsylvania ...... 3 


























Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
17 ........ ...... .......... ........ ........ $3,600 
73 200 . 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 9, 994 
32 1, 000 0 .. 0 .. $59, 000 0 ...... 0 ............... . 
61 2, 000 .. .. .. 50, 000 ... 0 .... 0 .. • • .. • 14, 114 
343 5,520 120 294,000 $!0, 000 .............. 48,359 
-----------------
........... ............ .. ... ..... 620 .. .... ......... ............. 640 
41 1, 000 5, 000 ...... ...... ................ ............ 
22 30 .......... 18,000 ............... ................ 11,578 
15 125 20 12,000 ............. ............... 3, 000 
7 ............... ............ .............. ................ ......... .... ... ........... 
19 ............... ...... 5,000 .... ...... .... .............. 6,929 
31 .............. ............ 15,000 .. ........... ................. 7, 000 
118 5,100 6 80,000 1, 500 ................ 35,194 
7 ............... ............ 3, 000 ............... ............... 16,000 
-------------------· ----------
Total ........ ·14 207 765 94 260 6, 255 26 138, 620 1, 500 . .. .. . .. 80,341 
=====-==-====-====== m. PHARMACEUTI· 
CAL. 
>California .•........ 1 68 ............. ........ 500 . .. -~ ...... .... .... ... 1, 680 
Tilinois ............ 1 5 60 14 1, 200 ...... 3, 000 ......... ......... 2, 000 
-Kentucky ................ 1 3 47 5 60 32 5, 000 $0 1, 900 
Louisiana .......... 1 ........... ................ 18 
Maryland ... .....•. 1 3 60 13 5,000 ........ 
Massachusetts ... .. 1 4 85 0 92 1, 000 400 5, 000 3, 000 150 3, 000 
Michigan ...... .... 1 10 80 ........ f' 25 ......... ........... . .......... . .............. .. 
M.issouri. .......... 1 4 94 16 . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 3, 500 ............. 0.. 3, 500 
New York ......... 1 5 278 44 J' 044 46 37, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 15, 906 
.Ohio .......... . .... 1 3 91 . .. . . .. . .. .. . . 151 500 600 . .. . .. .. 3, 165 
.Pennsylvania. ...... 2 6 
Tenne88ee . . . . . . . . . 1 4 
3~~ 1~ 1 12~ .. ~·. ~~~ ... ~~~. .. . ~~~ ~~~ .. ~~·. ~~~ ... ~·- ~~~ .. .. .. .. . 
Dist. of Columbia.. 1 3 26 6 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .... .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . 820 
Total ........ 14 ~ 1, 2 o --n-1 372 6, 49S 656136, 300 1 19, 600 l,7oO 31, 971 
di~~:n~·urgi· ====~=====~==-~=== 
al: 
R gular ........ 68 088 0, 3 7 7 2, 750 51,105 00 1, 72,970 208,520 14,752 209,062 
Eel ctic . ...... 6 61 472 27 169 3, 020 190,300 . .. . . .. . . .... .. . 17,965 
Homceopathic.. 12 185 1, 201 80 343 5, 520 120 294, 000 40, 000 48, 359 
D n .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1 207 765 94. 260 6, 255 26 138, 620 1, 500 .. .. .. .. 80, 341 
Pbarma uti cal.... 1 54 1, 280 11 372 6, 495 656 136, 300 19, 600 1, 700 31, Oil 
Grand total .. 114 1, 4~5 13,321 --;}0013, 903 1 72,39511,602 2,642,190 269,620 16,452 477:69 
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Any one who recalls the history of medical education will observe that within a 
brief period there was but a single schodl of medicine, and that all the public instruc- ' 
tion in pharmacy and dentistry was given in the medical school; hence the pro-
priety of including all these institutions in the same table, even although· it is not 
yet possible to give an entirely satisfactory nomenclature. In a cursory view even 
of these figures, one cannot fail to notice the meagreness of endowments and libraries · 
and the lack of those conditions which give permanence and afford the assurance of 
:high attainment. It is gratifying to be able to observe the progress of efforts to 
secure better general culture for those who enter this profession and higher attain-
ments in the subjects specially pertaining to their professional duties. 
According to the census of 1870 there were, nine years ago, 62,383 physicians and sur-
geons in the country. The number of graduates reported to this Office since 1873 is as 
follows: 1873, 2,391; 1874, 2,343; 1875, 2,391; 1876, 2,629; 1877, 2,911; 1878, 3,080; 
1879, 3,271; or a total in the 7 years named of 19,016. If to this number we add 2,000 
for each of the years 1570, 1871, and 1872, ·a low estimate, we have 25,000 additions 
to the profession in ten years. This is much in ex~ess of any proportionate increase 
· in the population of the country and far beyond the loss by death in the profession. 
When we think of the numbers added without graduation, and even without prepa-
ration, the increase becomes appalling. With good reason Professor Alfred Mercer 
said recently, before the council of Syracuse University: · 
From the cheapness of American diplomas and from the few enforced legal restric-
tions on the practice of medicine with or without a diploma or any known qualifi-
cations whatever, we have 1 doctor to every 600 inhabitants; while a few miles from 
here, just over the Canadian border, they have only 1 to 1,200 inhabitants; while in 
Great Britain there is but 1 to 1,672; France has 1 to 1,814; Germany, 1 to 3,000; 
Bel~ium, 1 to 2,048; Austria, 1 to 2,500; Italy, 1 to 3,500; Norway, 1 to 3,480. Thus 
we .nave 2 doctors in the United States to 1 in Canada, nearly 3 to 1 in Great Britain, 
more than 4 to 1 in France, and 5 to 1 in Germany. The just relative proportion of 
doctors to population has been variously estimated at from fifteen to twenty-five hun-
dred. The present average of the civilized world would probably fall within these 
limits. 
Lewis H. Steiner, M. D., president of the American Academy of Medicine, in his 
annual address before that body, delivered in New York September 16, 1879, presents 
the considerations, now much urged, in favor of the preliminary education needed by 
the medical student. He says : 
The preparatory curriculum should comprise in a general way whatever is necessary 
to secure a scholarly command of the English language. To these studies must be 
added those that will reveal to him the mechanism of solid, substantial reasoning, to-
gether with the methods of forcible and beautiful expression. He must be taught to 
penetrate the hidden mysteries that constitute the priceless stores of logic and the 
rich mines of beauty that make up "the wealth of rhetoric. The laws of thought, of 
the science "that deduces ideas or conceptions one from another and constructs them 
into propositions, arguments, and systems," the rules that govern simplicity and clear-
ness of expression, along with those that imperatively regulate correctness of gram-
matical construction, these three formed the "Trivium" which the great scholars of 
the Mi~dle Ages, as well as those of the ancient classic nations of Greece and Rome, 
considered indispensable to all genuine, reliable learning. No modern progress has 
freed us from the necessity of following the same routine if we would attain like re-
sults. Can either be dispensed with in a profession where the results of accurate ob-
servation must needs be connected with their cause~ by no slight, imaginary thread, 
but by the most enduring chain, and where the "post hoc" never unerringly implies 
the ''propter hoc ~" 
He adds: 
The stt~d~ o~ the languages of Greece and ~orne is also needed, no~ only for the 
mental diSCipline they proVIde, but for the speCial knowledge they furmsh the future 
student of medicine. 
Again he says : 
Mathematical studies must also form an essential part of this preparatory course. 
They develop analytic power and the faculty of concentration of thought which are 
indispensable to the true student. The peculiar results upon mental training which 
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mathematical studies furnish are necessary to tho physician. He must be able to 
command himself and all his energies under the most adverse circumstances for cool 
and deliberate thought, to use the most acute analysis to avoid mistaking an effect for 
a cause, to put aside in the disr.ussion of a case whatever is accidental whilo he 
gives due weight to what is incidental and pathognomic, and finally so to employ 
the materia medica which scientific discovery has furnished him that abnormal 
actions shall be suppressed and those which are normal restored. And no study will 
go so far towards the cultivation of the faculty of doing this as mathematics. But 
its importan~e does not cease here, since its rules and teachings find direct applica-
tion in every branch of medical science no less than in the practical and mechanical 
sciences of the day. Physiology, anatomy, chemistry, and the different t~pecialties 
that now claim attention from the medical man. all have recourse to mathematics 
for assistance in securing exact results. 
There is another class of studies which also holds a fixed and necessary place in the 
normal preparatory course of the medical student. I refer to those studies which are 
specially called scientific, including physics, chemistry, and biology. These exercise 
a powerful influence in the way of mental discipline, while they furnish at the same 
time an immense amount of information absolutely essential to the medical student as 
a portion of the foundation of his medical knowledge and also necessary to the suc-
cessful practical application and use of the same in his future professional life. 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS WITH ADVANCED STANDARDS, 1878-'79 OR 1879-'80. 
First class.- Schools that required attendance on a 3 years' graded course of 9 months 
in each year, with annual examinations on the studies of the year and with fair pre-
liminary examination of all candidates for entrance who did not present a collegiate 
diploma or other evidence of full literary qualifications. 
The schools of this class in 1879 were (1) the medical department of Harvard Univer-
sity, Boston, Mass., which required the graded course, with annual examinations, of all 
its regular students from 1871, and the preliminary examination in English and Latin 
from 1877; (2) medical department of Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y., which 
urged the full graded course and its annual examinations from 1872, and required an 
from 1875; (3) medical department of Boston University, Roston, Mass., which offered 
all three from its organization in 1873, and required all from 1877, offe..ring also the 
next year a 4 years' course; (4) medical department of Yale College, New Haven, which 
offered the graded course from 1872, and required it, with a preliminary examination 
of high order, from 1879, except in cases where distinguished abilities and high liter-
ary culture might enable students to master its essentials in two years. 
The medical department of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor ,I which has an-
nounced preliminary examinations at least froiu 11:!50, which in 1877 extended its an-
nual session from 6 months to 9, and fully arrang~d a 3 years' graded course that bad 
been recommended for two preceding years, comes into this class in 1b80, having made 
this course obligatory from that year. 
In connection with this matter honorable mention must be made of the Chicago 
:Medical College, Chicago, Ill., which, organized in 1 59 with a view to a progre sive 
cour of medical instruction, in tituted such a course from the beginning, stood for it 
courag ously through much early opposition, and without actually requiring a 3.y ars~ 
gradation of studie has so urg d it as to secure the completion of it by a la.r(J'o part 
of it tudents. If not in this first class, yet it has been a pioneer in the mov rnent 
which ha formed the cla . 
econd. class.- cbools with a required graded course of 3 year , but of less annual 
duration than 9 month , and in most ca e without preliminary examination of candi-
dat for entrance on it. 
Arran .,ed in the ord r of their, tat , the e were in 1 79 (1) the medical department 
of th niv 1 ity of alifornia and (2) th A dical Coli ge ofthe Pacific, both in an 
Franci c , which in that y ar imultau ou 1y in titnt d 3 year ' grad C. cour e of 5 
montru in ach year, but ili<l not tll n xamin candidat for matriculation; (3) th 
"\ om u I dical 'oll g of the Tew York Infirmary, ew York City, which from 
at lea 1 0 pre· nt d a 3 y ars' grad <.l cour of 6 month in a ·by ar, urged thi upon. 
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its students, made it obligatory from 1875, with a preliminary examination, and from 
1877 has made its school year 8 months ; ( 4) New York Homreopathic Medical College,. 
New York City, which from 1872 recommended to its students a. graded course of 3 
years, with 5 months in each year, and made this obligatory in 1878; (5) the medical 
department of the University of Penm,ylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., in which such a 
course, to cover 5 months in each year, was instituted in 1877, but without prelimi-
nary examination, which is, however, to come in a mild form in 18t!O; (6, 7, 8) the med-
ical departments of Columbian University, 1 Howard University, and the University of 
Georgetown, all in ·washington, D. C., which all together in 1879 presented 3 years' 
graded courses of 7 months in the case of the first and of 5 in the other two, those of 
the Columbian and Georgetown Universities having made this advance in 1878. 
Into this second class come in 1880 Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Mich.; St. 
Louis Medical College, St. Louis, Mo.; Albany Medical College, Albany, N. Y., 
.and the medical department ofthe University of Wooster, Cleveland, Ohio, all4 hav-
ing announced graded courses of this standard as arranged for that year and to be 
thenceforth required. Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York City, made a 
similar announcement, but subsequently receded from its advanced position~ and 
announced that after the session of 1881-'82 it would return to its former course and 
requirements. 
The names presented are believed to embrace all medical schools in the United 
States entitled to a place in these two classes in the years mentioned. If any have 
been omitted it must be from the failure of institutions to forward to the Bureau the 
full information annually sought. In case of such omission full justice will be done 
in the report for 1880 to whatever schools may present evidence of right to stand in 
either class. 
As evidence of a growing sense of need of the higher standards here referred to, see 
the resolutions of two important medical conventions noted on page 300 of the ab-
stract following, one regular, the other homreopathic, but both calling for 3 years' 
courses, with preliminary examination as to qualification for entrance, the homreo-
pathic stating also that the minimum session in each year should be 22 weeks. 
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Dental pmctive in Pennsylvania and New York.- An act regulating the practice of 
dentistry was passed in Pennsylvania in 1876 making it unlawful for any persons 
thereafter to engage in dentistry except regularly authorized physicians and surgeons 
.and graduates from reputable and duly authorized institutions where dentistry is 
taught. · 
A board of examiners is established. Its members (six) are to be elected by the State 
Dental Society annually, two each year, for terms of three years. It is the duty of 
this board to meet at suitable times, occasions, and places to conduct the examination 
{)f applicants and grant certificates of ability to practise dentistry to all applicants 
who undergo a satisfactory examination and receive at least four affirmative votes. 
The fee is $30. Violation of this law is punished by a fine not less than $50 nor more 
than $200 and loss of fees. 
The law in New York regulating the practice of dentistry is substantially as follows: 
A dental society may exist in each of the eight judicial districts of the supreme court 
()f the State. This society elects eight delegates, two each year, whose term of office 
iS four years. These delegates form the body of "The Dental Society of the State of 
New York." Each incorporated dental college of the State, also, may send two 
delegates annually, who have equal powers with delegates from societies. Permanent 
.active members of the society, not to exceed twenty, may be chosen from among emi-
nent dentists. Persons not entitled to be regular members may be elected honorary 
members, but cannot' vote or hold office. The several district societies appoint not less 
1 Commonly known as the National Medical College. 
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. than three nor more than five censors, to continue in office for one year, whose duty it 
iS carefully and impartially to inquire into the quali:ficatjons of all persons who shaJl 
present themselves within the districts where they reside for examination, and report 
their opinion in writing to the president of the society, who thereupon issues a certifi-
cate of qualification which is countersigned by the secretary. The fee for this is $10. 
The State Dental Society also elects a board of censors, which has eight members, 
one from each district society. Two members are elected each year, and they serve 
for four years. This board meets each year to examine all persons who have received 
a certificate of qualification and are otherwise legally entitled to examination. When 
a favorable opinion respecting a candidate is reported in writing to the president of 
the society, it is his duty to issue to him a diploma conferring the degree of master of 
dental surgery (M. D. s. ), for which the fee is $20. 
Persons who have studied and practised dentistry with one or more accredited den-
tistsfor four years are entitled to examination. If the applicant has pursued collegiate 
studies, the time, not exceeding one year, may be deducted from the four years ; also 
one year may be deducted if he has attended a complete course of lectures at any incor-
porated dental or medical college in the United States. 
Regulation of the pmctice of dtntist1·y.-A draught for an act regulating the practice 
of dentistry recently made by eminent dentists in the District of Columbia, among 
them Dr. J. Curtiss Smithe, indicates the views of the profession on this subject. It 
provides that it shall be unlawful for any person to practise dentistry unless he shall 
have received a diploma from a duly authorized dental college or shall have practised 
five years within the District or shall have received a certificate of qualification from a 
duly authorized board of examiners. This board shall consist of :five dentists of at least 
five years' practical experience each. A majority of the board shall be required to 
examine an applicant and to sign a certificate. The members shall r eceive no com-
pensation for either time or services at such examinations. Each applicant shall pay 
a fee of $5, which shall be applied to the payment of the expenses of the board. 
Any person unlawfully practising dentistry shall be punished by a :fine of from $50 
to $200, or in default of the payment of the fine by imprisonment not less than thirty 
nor more than ninety days. Physicians and surgeons may extract teeth and prescribe 
for diseases of the mouth. 
Dentistry in England.-The official register of dentists for 1881, just published under 
the direction of the council of medical education, comprises the names of 5,263 
practitioners distributed over the United Kingdom. By the act of 1878 it was ren-
dered unlawful, under a penalty of £20, to as ume the title of dentist or to practise 
thi branch of urgical art without first obtaining a diploma from one of the recog-
nized college of surgeons. 
TABLE XIV.-UNITED TATES MILITARY AND NAVAL ACADEMIES. 
In Tallie XIV of the appendix will be found the statistics of the examinations of 
candidate for admi ion to the United 'tate Naval and Military Academies for the 
year 1 79. 
T·ABLE XV.-DEGREE . 
COLLEGE DEGREES. CLI. 
The conferring of honorary degrees without due consideration has tended to detract 
somewhat from the value of American degrees. The fraudulent and disgraceful pro-
ceedings connected with the sale of spurious diplomas have had a similar effect. The 
thorough exposure of this base imposition will do much to vindicate the character of 
our superior instruction, and the leading universities and colleges are ta.king efficient 
measures to restore and preserve the full significance of their honors. 
Many colleges now require an examination for the degree of M. A., and the degree 
of PH. D. has been introduced and is in most instances bestowed on examination 
only, though it occasionally appears among honoraries. 
Ha1·vard University.-In April, 1879, the corporation and overseers adopted an 
amendment of the university statute concerning degrees to the effect that there shall 
hereafter be four grades of the degree of bachelor of arts, instead of two, and twfi). 
grades of the degree of bachelor of laws, instead of one. This change was made at 
the instance of the college faculty and the law faculty. (See, for particulars, appen-
dix, page 110.) 
Harvat·d University, Bussey Instit·ution.- The degree of bachelor of agricultural science-
was conferred for the :first time at the commencement held in 1879. 
University of Virginia.- As the University of Virginia is organized on the plan of· 
distinct schools, the degrees indicate somewhat different attainments from the same as. 
conferred by other institutions. The six academic degrees are those of, proficient~ 
graduate in a school, bachelor of letters, bachelor of science, bachelor of arts, and: 
master of arts. The professional degrees are bachelor of law, doctor of medicine~ 
civil engineer, and mining engineer. 
TABLE XV.-Statisticalsttmmary of all degrees conferred. 
ui ~ ~ ~ ell ~ ell ~ r.ti r:al ll< " ~ p:; ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 ..:l 0 
~ ~ z g ~ 0 s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 Ill ~ ~ ~ w P1 .cq E-1 ~ 
~ ~ g ~ (1) ~ <li ~ <li j ~ g & g ~ ~ ~ 
g ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ~ g ~ g ~ g ~ 
Q ~ Q ~ -..~--~Q~Q § Q ~ Q ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ p:j ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-----------1---·---_-- __ _ I _________ _ 
GRAND TOTAL.-- .. ---.--.------ alO, 261 469! 3, 765 159 928 ~ 263 ~~ ! bl94 149 3, 587 ~ 1,204 ~ 
Total in classical and scien- c7, 082 4G2 3, 192 159 898 5 263 3514 2 81 149 1, 467 6 985 101) 
title colleges. 
Total in colleges for women d727 .. _ _ 573 .. .. 30 __ .. _ ... 18 ____ .... __ ..... _ . .. •.•...•• • 
Total in professional 2,452 7 ..•... ---· .... __ ...... ____ bl13 ____ 2,120 7 219 ___ _ 
schools . 
.ALABAMA ........ ------- -------= 109 131 711 3/ 10 ~ 21~1 f'l-· · 5 18 ~~ 7 S. 
Classical and schmtific col- --44l3 ~ Blo ~ -2 ~ :-:-:-:-= 5 ~- -:-:- ~-7 & 
leges. 
Colleges for women........ 47 .. . . 46 ....... . . .. •• . __ 1 ... .. . .••..••••• __ .••... ·-·-
Professional schools . . . . . . . 18 . .•.. ____ ... _ . . • _. . _____ ... _ .. ___ .. _.. 18 _ . ..•••..••• 
.ARKANSAS---··········-·····- · _ W 1 Hi ---·1····: .... :~:: .... 1 . .. . .. : ----~1 -··-
Cl""''al and •ciontifio ool- 10 1 10 _________ ., .•.. _ _ __ __ ___ 1 ..•••....•.... __ __ 
~~1~.~;,::::~. ::::: ::::::: :: ::: ::: : :: J::: .~~~. :: :: ::::: ~ :::::: :::: 
a Includes 288 degrees not specified. 
b There were also 419 graduates, upon whom 
in most cases diplomas were conferred. 
c Includes 182 degraes not specified. 
d Includes 106 degroes not specifi'C!d. 
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21.. 49 .. .... .... ...... 
~ ~ ~ ~ >. Ill ~ ""' ... p 
""' 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ Q ~ Q 
= 0 ~ c ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 
- ----- -
3 36 .. ....... ...... 
- ----- -
21.. ....... a•ea 
Colleges for women .••..••..••.........................................•............•...... 
Professional schools . . • . • . . 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . 15 . . . . . . . . . ... 
COLORADO ••••.••••••••••••••••.••..••.••••••.••• ·--~ •••. ,: •••• [[[ .•...••..••••• : .••••..••. 
Classical and scientific col- ..............•....•...••....................................... 
leges. 
Colleges for women .....................•.•....•........••............••................ -.. 
Professional schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ... 
COID."ECTICUT •••••••••••••••••• - 317 30 212 23 1[ 45 ]]] 20 3 16:1 23 ~ 
Classical and sci.mtific col- 317 30 212 23 1 . . 45 . . . . . . 20 3 16 . . 23 4 
leges. 
Colleges for women .•.......••. . .. . .••. ...... .•.... _ ............. ..• ........... ... ......... 
Professional schools ..... ...........•.....•........... . ........ . ..................••....... 
DELAWARE.................... 14 5 12 3 .••. ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~~~--- -' 1 ······ ~~- --··· 1 
Classical and scientific col- -lis --9-3 =~ 2~~~ = --1 ~ ~ ~ 1 
leges. 
Colleges for women . . • • . . . . 3 . . . . a . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••• · . . -----. · --· 
Professional schools ...•.•..............•................................•••.............. 
FLORIDA .••...•......•.•..••••• . ••. .. . . •••••••••••••••••. ~---- ~ ~~~~··············~······ •••• 
Classical and scientific col- ===~==~~~~~==~~~ .... 
leges. 
Colleges for women . ...... . 1 • •• • ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





o] 4 1]~] .... 1 62:1 7 3 
C!Moi.,.land "ientille oo1- 1071 7 62 a 9 .• 4 .• 1.. . ... 1 24.. 7 3 
C~ll:~e:a for women....... . 72 .••. 72 ..... .•• ·I·· .... ... ·I·· . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. ..... . .. . 
Professional schools . . . . . • . 38 .•...••.•. j. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 .. .•••••.••. 
lLLINOJ •••.......•••......••.. _a641 24-1521 71 85:r 11 1]~,] 13 11 . 310~~ 46 2 




85 . . 11 2 .. 
1
1. ... 11 36 -- 141 2 
Collg ~rwomen ..... . .. a31 .••. 7 ..... .• .1. ....... 1 9 ...........••••....•....... . 
Prof ionalschool . .....• 319 1 ...... 
1 
••• J ... ;;, .... ;;,;;,~ 13.... 274 ~ 321.-- · 
lNDU.l'U. ••••••.•.........•..... 2381 111 6 3 51 .. , 111--1··1··1···· 5 90 2,...... 1 
';.,' ':.1 nd..,ientific ool· --.u,lo11--6-31""5l~u~~~=-5 ~l~ -l 11 g . for wom n ........ . .....•. 
1 
.... ······1·--·1-···I·· ... ............... ........ , ......... . 
Prof 10IUIJ chools. ...... 24 1 ...... ····1---- ~ ····,;;, ;;;; .... .... 24:! ...... .... . 
a Inclod 15 degr not peci.fied. 
COLLEGE DEGREES. OLIII 
TABLE XV.- Statistical summary of all degrees conferred-Continued. 
tti 1:>4 l<l 
rn 
= 
!>< ~ rn tti il-< 0 < ~ 0 ... ~ rn 0 
0 ~ 0 0 ... 0 z 0 s ti ... f:l g Eo< ~ ... ~ 0 ~ ~ < ~ ~ w. Ill ~ 8 ~ 
~ e ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~~ Q;) ~ ~ & 8 g 8 g 8g8g8g8 g 8 g 8 g 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Iow-A-.-• -.-.. -•. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.• -.-.. -.-.. -.
1
_---a9-7 20 81 10 82 ~ 16 [~==1 11 al 98 1~ 119
1 
a 
Classical and scientific col- a15
1 
201 81 101 78/ 2 16 21 •••• • 1' a 20j.. 119j a 
C~~:~:·~ for women........ 4
1 
.... . ..... ····I 41 ............ ····I···· ........ · ......... . 
ProfessiOnal schools . . . . . . . 78i. . . . . • . . • . . . • . . ... / .......... , . . . . . . . . . . 78 ........... . 
KANsAs ........................ _ a31=-2 14 ····I l!i,: .... ::1]····1 2 ~---··: ······ ,- ··· :~~i:~,::·::~:·~:~~- ~ l' r- ~~ ~· -:: : :lt:: r~ ---: :::::: 11: ·::::: ~ _::: 
l'.rofessional schools ....... ' ... ..... J ... ..... -- [ · ............. ·. · -1-- 1-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
KE~TUCKY. .... .• .. .••••• •••••• a420t 5; 121 a; 13 1~1 -··· :~=:r~r=:=l ---- 1 1 -228~  a6/ 1 




.... , ... · .. · · .. ·· .. -- [···· / · ··· ...... , .. , ...... , . · · · 
ProfessiOnal schools . ...... = 238' ... . .:_::.:...:_.=..:, ....... . ~ .... ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . 210 ~~ 2~ . - •. 
LOUISIANA................... .. 99; 51 28 11. --·1--1· ;·. -- 1-· -- I· ... [.... 50 .. 21J 4 




sl 17 11 .... 1·---··------··· -1- --·r 5o .. 211 4 C~~:~:sforwomen....... . 11.... 11--- ·1·--· ..... . ...... ···· 1 ···- ~ ·-···· .... : ...... . 
Professional schools ............... :....:._·..:_ _...... . ....... ~ .... ~ ~ ~ .............. ~ ...... ! ... . 
MaDIE ••..•••••.••...•••...••. -~;_gj~_a;~.:.:.J...:.:..:..:I~J=I _a.:.::..:..:..:..:.:.l.:..::..:..:..: !-2 




Colleges forwomen... . .... 14 .... 14 .. ........................................... . 
Professional schools ....................................................................... . 
MARYLA~D .............. _ ........ _249 51 22 1 1: 6:::---·1 a / 187: a3 1 
Class1cal and sCientific col- 25 5 18 1 1 . . 6 . . .. . . . . . . 3 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 1 
leges. 
Colleges for women ......•. 4 .... 4 ............................ ·----- ........... . 
Professional schools .. • • • • . 220 ................ ., .. .. . . .. . • .. .. . . .. .. 187 .. a3 . . . . 
lfASSACHUSE'ITB ......... ........ -b847 26 42'5 6 61 ~ 7 ~l~~ 32 8 219 2 60 10 
Classical and scientific col- -mQ 26 ~ 6 ar~ 7 ~ l ~ 16-8 llO 2---; lo 
leges. 
Colleges for women ....... . 
Professional schools ...... . 
MICHIGAN .................... .. 
Classical and scientific col-
leges. 
12 .... 12 .... . ....................... ..... : .. ........ .. 
125 . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 . .. . 109 .......... .. 
================== 
550 24 81 10 40 1 32 1 5 .. 6 197 2 193 4 
521 ~ 81 10 40 1 32 1 5 . . 2 6 168 1 193 4 
Colleges for women . . . . . • .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . • .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .......... ·- .. • · 
Professional schools .. . .. .. 29 1 .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 29 1 ........ .. 
====-============= 
a Includes 22 degrees not specified. b Includes 42 degrees not specified. 
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'fABLE XV.-Statisticalsummary of all deg1·ees -conjerred-Continued. 
MINNESOTA •••.•••.••••• -- .•••. 
Classical and scientific col-
leges. 























a57 ... . 
a48 .... 
9 . ••. 
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Pi I>< ~ rii ~ P< ~ ~ £ 0 ~ 0 0 >'l 0 z 0 s ~ E-< e:l >'l Eo< 1"'1 1"'1 
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~ ~ 1"'1 < 0 ~ H rn il-4 <t1 H H 
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g ~ g ~ g l>.aJ ~ g 1>. g 1>. g 1>. 
... ... te ~ ... ~ s te .... ~ f:j eli ~ ~ H ... H t:l ... ;... 6 g ... t:l t:l p ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ '-' ~ 0 § 0 ~ 0 ~ 
~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~~~ l=l ~ 0 ~- 0 ~ ~ 1-1 ~ ~ 1-1 ~ 
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- -- - -- -
21 .• . . 1a ..................................... . 
23 . - .. 13 -- ... - .. -- . . -- . . . • • . -- -- -- -- . • • • • . -- .. 
4 .... 5-- ...... ---- .............. -- ......... . 
Professional schools . . • .. .. . ..................... . ........................ •.--- -- ·- ·-- · · ·--
Mis::::;:a~~~~-~~~~~~i~~-;~;_· _a:: : :::::: : ;, : ~ ~~  :::: ::::::: ~-~~ : 
leges. 
Colleges for women . . . . . . . . a35
1
. . .. 23 ........................................ : · . • • · 
>Ds~=:~:::w2::~:;,,: -::: ~ :, -- ~ : =~ --:~ ~~  :: ---: ---;~ ~ ----~ ·:: 
leges. 
Colleges for women . . . . . . . . d58
1
.. .. 43 . . .. 6 .................... ·- ·-- · -- -- ·-- · · · · · 
Professionalschools........ 230 1 .... . ............................. ~~.:.:.:..:.:..:_.:....:.:..:. 
NEB;l::~~~~- ~~i·:~~~~-;~1~-- ·:1:::: : ~ :::: :::: ~~ :::: ~ ;;1 :::: :::: ::::::; :::::: :::: 
leges. 
Collegesforwomen ....... ........................................... ..... ... .... ------ ·••· 
Professional schools ............ .. .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- .. - -.. --- · · ·-- · 
NEVADA ....................... ~------- ................. ] .... [:: .............. ]······ ... . 
Classical and scientific col- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... . .. _ . . . . . ....... ------ · · • · 
leges. 
Colleges for women . ...... . ...... ... ................................................... ···-
Professional schools ................................................ ..... .. -••. -- ------ -· --
NEWliAMPsHmE..... .......... e114 21 611 11 27li .... Ja l~~ ~ ---- 2 23 ~ ..... . 4 
--~----------------




11 27 11 .... 3.. .. . .. . 2 23.. ...... 4 
leges. 
'E::::~~~~~~7·:::::: .. - J ::7 --J :· "+- ~ ~;~ ::;] < ·::::·; :::::. :::~ 
~~". :: :.:::::·~c -~~- - '::~ __ , ,.~· _: 241 T T ::: ___ , -::: _ ~ :::::: _ --~ 
Pro~ ional chools . .. .. . . 31 .................... 1.... .. .. .. 31 .................... .. 
NEW ORK .................... /J,470 52 447 12 146
1
] 25 ]~~ 91 21 513: 290 9 










71 11 41 21 348 - ·1 290l 9 
a I.nclud 12 d 
b Inclodf' 32 d {,'T 
einclod 23 d •r 
not p ifi d. 
not p cifi d. 
not pecified. 
dlnclod s 9 degr es not specified. 
e Inclod 3 degr s not specified. 
flnclu!l . 33 d gr e not sp cifi d. 
COLLEGE DEGREES. CLV 
TABLE XV.-Statistical surnmary of all degrees conferred- Continued. 
NEW YORK-Continued. 
Colleges for women .•••.... 
Professional schools . ..•... 
a45 .••. 15 ....•............. . ..........•••••..........•• 
170 .... -~---· .... ..•. .. . ... .. .. .. 5 .••. 165 ........ . .. . 
NORTHCAROLINA .............. -b84I2 73 4 a=:=:' 1l=:=:'=:=:' .... 4 .•.... =:=:= ...... 3: 
Classical and scientific col-
leges. 
Colleges for women .••..... 
56 12 
b28 .•.. 
52 4 3 . . 1 1 .. . . . . • . 4 . . . . . . .. . -.- . . ~ 
21 ............................ ······ .......... .. 
Professional schools . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .................... . 
Classical and scientific col-
leges. 
Colleges for women . .....•. 
Professional schools ...••. . 
c837 43 280 6 82 .. 11 6 . . .. 24 20 356 3 74 8 
433 41 275 6 70 .. 11 6 .. . . 15 20 62 1 ...... 8 
c27 .... 5 ..•. 12 .................................... .. 
377 2 .................. -. .. . . .. 9 . . • . 294 2 74 .••. 
OREGON.... . .................. . 27 .... 8 ~~ 19: .... ~::: .... . ......... : ...•...... 
Classical and scientific col- 27 .. . . 8 .. .. 19 .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . • . • . .. ........ .. 
leges. 
Colleges for women ....................................................................... . 
Professional schools ..................................................................... . 
PE~"NSYLYANIA....... ...... . ... d984 34 293 18 04 ~ 7 3~1=:=:' 27 10 514l 39 z 
Classical and scientific col- d549 -a3 ~Is 64 ~ --7 3 ~ ~~ ~ lo 120 ~ --a9 Z 
leges. 
· Colleges for women........ 14 . .. . 11 . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. 3 ........................... . 
Professional schools .. . . . . . 421 1 ...... 
1
.. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. 27 . .. . 394 1 ......... . 
RHODE ISLAND ................. _ 73 5 701 3 .... : 31::: ... 1 ~: ...... 1 
Classical and scientific col- 73 5 70 3 .. .. .. 3 .. .. .. . .. . 1 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1 
101;es. 
Colleges for women ...................................................................... .. 
Professional schools . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. • • • . .. .. 
Classical and scientific col-
leges. 
Colleges for women ....... . 
Professional schools ...... . 
76 6 51 6 .••.....•... ... ..••. .•• . 25 .......... .. 
32 6 32 6 ............................. . 
19 .... 19 .......... .......... ......................... . 
25 .................................... .. 25 .......... .. 
531 26 157 7 23 . . 8 2 2 . . 23 6 279 1 39 1() 
Classical and scientific col- 432 26 60 23 . . 8 2 . . . . 23 279 1 39 1() 
lege!!. 
;;~:a~::o~~l:~=~-~~~~:~: ------~~ :~~: ----~~ :~:: ~~~ :~~: ,~~~ ~:::1:~~: ::~~:: ~ :~:::: :::: 
a Includes 30 degrees not specified. c Includes 10 degrees not specified. 
b Includes 7 degrees not specified. d Includes 37 degrees not specified. 
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TABLE XV.-Statisticalsuntmary of all degrees conferred-Continued. 
1----.--1----.-----------------
-----------l---.,.--l- -1-- -1--1-----------------
'TEXAS . .................. .. .... . a65 4 52.......... 6 .. .. .. .. . . 4 ................. . 
Classical and scientific col- --;:;56 --4 ~ = = ~'6 ~~ ~ =~--4 =· ~ ~ ~ 
leges. 
Colleges for women . . . . .. .. 9 . _.. 9 ...... _ .... _.. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . •.•......•...••.. 
Professional schools ................................. ....... ........ ........... ........ u·· 
VERMONT. ..................... ~ 94 14 42 61 1] 2 ]]].... 5 49: ..•••.. 3 
Classical and scientific col- 85 14 33 61 1 . . 2 .. . . .. . • • . 5 49 . . . . . . . . 3 
VlR:~:=-~~.:::,:~·:::::: ···;~ :;, ···;; ::;:::, =~ :: :~:b·::i :;; :::::;1: <>~ 
Cl;es;::~land scientific col· c156 13 44 1 2 ..... . . ·1· .. ·1· ... \ 10 21 . . 54 2 
Colleges for women . . • • • • . . d50 .. .. 37 . . • . 3 .... -- ~ · . 1
1 
.... I .... I. . .. . ................ . 
Professional schools . • . . . . • 24 ....... ... . _ ..... .............. .. ·I· .. . 24.:..:.. ~ ~ 
WEST VmGINI.A. ••.••• • ••••••••. d56 5 33 41 13: .••. =~ [1 .... 1 1 •••••• ~ ·•·•·· · ··• 
Classical ~nd scientific col- 43 5 ao 4 13 . . . .. . .. . --I· .. . 1 . ·• · · · .. · · · · · · · · .. 
~:::.~~::.::::::::: .... "13 :::: ... a :: ::: : :: : : :1::::1::: :::::: :: :::::: ::: 
WISCONSIN ..................... _ 133 6 64 1 32 ~ 4 ]]] 8 ~-g ...... : 25 1 
Classical and scientific col- 118 57 1 32 1 4 . . . . .. .. . . 3 .. . • . • . . 25 1 
leges. 
Colleges for women . . . • . • .. 7 .. . . 7 ....................................... ,. .. · · .. 
Professional schools .••.... ___ 8.:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:....:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:.. _8.:..:...:..:.. .:..:...:..:...,.:..:.. ......... . 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA • •••••••• -;Ifl 4 -Iii= l-:-:-llr·-:-1-:-:-1= -2 ---aiil-:-:-1 86 1 
::;z::::~~~~~~:. . .. :~1~ .... :: :::: .. ' ~~~~~ :::: ~ ..  .l .. -~ .. ' 
Professional chooll .. .. .. . 5 
1 
. ......... ..... .. .............. _.. . • • . 6\.. 52 .•. · 
a Includ s 7 degrees not pacified. 
b Includ 45 degrees not pecified. 
c Includ 35 de!!Te not specified. 
d Includes 10 degrees not specified. 
e Includes 1 degree not specified. 
PUBLIC LIBRARIES. CLVIl 
. TABLE XVI.-Summary of statistics of additional public libraries for 1879: 
States. 
California ............. . 







Maryland: ........... .. . 
Massachusetts ... .. ..•. 
Michigan •..•.•........ 
Minnesota ............ . 
Mississippi ....... ... .. 
Missouri. ........... .. . 
Nebraska ............ .. 
New Hampshire ...... . 
New Jersey .......... . . 
New York ........... .. 
Ohio .................. . 
Oregon ............... . 
Pennsylvania ......... . 
Rhode Island ........ .. 
'Vermont .. ..•... ....... 
New Mexico .......... . 
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.......... .......... 705 













a355 ......... . 
2, 3130 






47 ......... . 
460 .................. .. 
1, 030 a1, 440 .. . . . . . . .. 612 692 ......... . 
150 ................................................. . 
340 
175 
a235 ......... . 
1, 769 ......... . 
150 
145 
150 ......... . 
65 8()< 
300 .......... .......... 15,000 ............................. . 
2, 000 264 ..............................................•.• 
4, 150 637 !), 247 .. . .. . . • .. 2, 332 1, 645 68~ -
86, 77!) 6, 901 18, 492 19, 499 6, 737 7, 273 2, 568.-
a Only one library reported this item. 
Adding the totals of the preceiling summary to those of the statistics of 1878, 1877, 
of 1876, and of the Special Report on Public Libraries published by this Bureau in 
1876 (see also the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1875, p. cvii), we· 
have the following aggregates for the libraries now reported: 
Total number of public libraries reported, each having over 300 volumes .. 
Total number of volumes ............................................. . 
Total y~arly additions (1,641libraries reporting) ..•••................... 
Total yearly Me of books (836 libraries reporting) ..............••...... 
Total amount of permanent fund (1, 752 libraries reporting) ...........•. 
Total amount of yearly income (949 libraries reporting) ••.•..••••....... 
Total yearly expenditures for books, periodicals, and bindings (875 libra-
ries reporting). 










It should be noted, however, that the :figures for these items are but approxi-
mately true for the libraries of the country, inasmuch as they do not include the very 
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considerable increase of the 3,647libraries embraced in the Special Report on Pub-
lic Libraries or the increase of the 146 libraries embraced in the Commissioner's Re-
ports for 1876, 1877, and 1878, from the dates thereof to the present time. 
Many friends of library work have urged that the Office should again make a spe-
.cialty of gathering the statistics of libraries in the country; but so many other demands 
press upon it for consideration, and the time for the decennial census with all its 
.authoritative and complete investigations is so near at hand, that I have considered it 
expedient to defer any comprehensive report of library progress until after we have 
the benefit of the census investigations. 
TABLE XVII.-TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR NURSES. 
The establishment of training schools for nurses may be counted as a most wisely 
directed philanthropic effort; and all who are acquainted with this enterprise, whose 
purpose is the education of suitable women for onerous and responsible positions 
as nurses, watch its progress with deepest interest. These schools are doing their 
work with commendable zeal and thoroughness and many a physician finds in the~ 
graduates his most valuable assistants. A summary of their statistics is presented in 
the accompanying table, and a few facts which indicate the general features of the 
.schools are set forth in the statements following it. 
TABLE XVII.-Swm.mary of statistics of training schools for nurses. 
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1 Connecticut Training School for Nurses ..........••.. .. .. 2 14 . .. .. ..... 116 40 
2 Boston City Hospital Training School for Nurses . ..•..•.. 16 42 17 79 19 
3 Boston Training School for Nurses .....•............•.••. ............ 54 7 216 61 
& Training School for Nurses (New England Hospital) .••••• 1 17 6 67 41 
5 Missouri School of Midwifery and Diseases of Women and 4 11 24 180 173 
Children. 
6 Now York State School for Training Nurses . ........ ...•. 8 7 5 66 47 
7 ChA.rity Hospital Training School.. ..... .................. ....... .. .. . 40 28 120 57 
8 New York Training School for Nurses . .. ................. 8 64 30 ............. 98 
9 Training School of New York Hospital ........ ..... ..... . 4 26 14 52 14 
10 Nnrse Training School of the Woman's HOS}>ital .......... 1 17 ---~~- ' 117 46 11 Wa hington Training School for Nur es .................. 7 6 14 .......... Total ............... .. ............................... 
-51
1
- 298 i141T To271-s96 
AdmiJJsion.- It i recognized in all schools for the training of nurses that the duti s 
of a. nurs are uch that only tho. e who have peculiar aptne for the work should be 
couxag d to undertake it. In order to make an estimate of the applicant's fitne . 
it i. the cu tom of sev ral chools to end ber ali t of que tions such that the answer 
to th m will ill(licate the probability of h r becoming an acceptable nurse. Inquiries 
ar u nally made ~ith refi r nee to her condition in life, whether married, singl or a 
widow; h r a nativi y, and occupation; phy ical condition, family relation pre-
viou mploym nt, and refer nee . ometime informal inquirie are made ". hich 
rv the am pnrpo .. The uitable aa of applicant i generally placed at from 
2 t ~ y a . Th r on given i that tho e younger have not ordinarily suffici nt 
m ntal an pb i . l d v lopm nt and tho e older do not readily acquire new habit . 
Th cr tru. t an ar lnon dntie which devolve upon the nurse make it nece ary 
th he hould ba'\'e o d character and phy ical trength. The amount of education 
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required of applicants is not very great, as natural ability and willingness to learn 
are the chief requisites. Occasionally an examination in common English branches 
must be passed, but more often pupils are admitted upon the statement that they have 
acquired a common school education. The various requirements and the limited nl:im-
ber of pupils allowed preclude the reception of the majority of applicants. The' New 
York State School makes up a class each year of only six from the large number of 
applicants. Of thirty-three who applied at Bellevue (New York Training School) in 
December, 1879, only three were received. At the New England Hospital, in 1878, 
eighteen out of forty applicants were admitted to probation. 
Probation.- The pupils of the nurse training schools are usually admitted upon a 
month's probation, during which time they receive no compensation for their services 
beyond board and lodging. A large portion of those thns admitted fail to meet the 
demands made upon them during this time. Of the eighteen just mentioned as ad-
mitted to probation in the New England Hospital Training School, only nine were 
.approved. The trial is very severe upon new comers, who are for the first time com-
pelled to witness surgical operations and other equally painful sights, to bear patiently 
the whims and complaints of the sick, and to !)upply the wants of exacting patients. 
But those who courageously undertake the work and resolve to persevere in it, soon 
acquire a skilfulness which enables them to do their work acceptably and with com-
parative ease. Those fulfilling the conditions and expectations of the probationa:ry 
month are usually required to enter into a written agreement that prevents them 
from leaving the school before the completion of their course. Otherwise offers of 
liberal wages and other insufficient causes might withdraw some from their places, to 
the injury of themselves and the patients ~pon whom they were attending. 
Maintenance.-With one or two exceptions, pupil nurses are maintained at the ex-
pense of the school or the hospital to which it is attached during the time of their 
training. By reference to Table XVII, in the appendix, it will be seen that certain 
sums are paid in addition to board and lodging. This is not looked upon as a remu-
neration for services performed, as the instruction and experience are considered a 
sufficient compensation; but it seems desirable that the pupil should not be dependent 
on any one outside of the hospital for money to meet her expenses for at least dress 
and text books. These are not very large, as the greatest simplicity m dress is en-
joined and the text books are not numerous. The information in the possession of 
the Office does not render it possible to state what provisions are made for the board 
and lodging of pupils in all cases. It is considered extremely desirable that they 
should have not a mere living place in or near the hospital, but a comfortable and 
attractive home, furnishing surroundings that rest, revive, and reanimate those who 
are weary and discouraged from excessive toil and care and giving opportunity for 
undisturbed sleep in the daytime to night nurses and entire immunity to all from 
suggestions of the hospital. The Nurses' Home of the Bellevue Hospital provides for 
all these wants, and it has been said that the noticeable exemption from illness which 
the nurses of that institution ha.;e enjoyed is largely owing to their cheerful and 
healthy surroundings. 
It is but natural at this point to inquire into the sources of income which these 
schools have. Two make no report or statements that bear upon :financial questions; 
two, which are connected with public hospitals, are supported in the main by city 
appropriations. The others are supported principally by money received for the ser-
vices of nurses and from the gifts of friends, the income of funds, and the pay of patients. 
The Missouri School of Midwifery has fees of $75 for the entire course and $10 extra 
if the pupil be admitted to the dissecting rooms. 
Instruction.- The instruction afforded in nurse training schools seems to divide 
itself into practical, or that received at the bedside of patients; theoretical, or that 
obta.ined from text books and lectures; and auxiliary, or that which is useful in nurse 
training but not specifically a part of it. Practical nursing must be learned at the 
bedside, and beds of a hospital offer the best opportunities. There the nurse may 
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observe the treatment given persons suffering under a wide variety of medical and 
surgical diseases, and acquire a valuable and extensive experience in a short time. 
Another principal advantage in hospitals is the frequent visits of skilful physicians 
to give counsel and directions and furnish instruction at a time when it will make a 
lasting impression on the pupil's mind. The advice and assistance of experiencetl 
nurses are not only a present help to the nurse, but also prepare her for future occasions. 
The constn.nt oversight of both head nurses and physicians st.imulates the pupil to 
form habits of accuracy, fidelity, and attentiveness. Although the practical training 
is of chief value, yet systematic instruction from carefully written manuals of nursing, 
and by lectures and talks on subjects pertaining to nursing, is not omitted. The 
courses of instruction in the various schools are similar, and that of the Connecticut 
Training School may be taken as a representative of the whole. It includes (1) the 
dressing of blisters, burns, sores, and wounds; the application of fomentations, poul-
tices, and minor dressings; (2) the application ofleeches; (3) the administration of ene-
mas; (4) the use of the catheter; (5) the keeping of temperature records; (6) the best 
method of applying friction to the body and extremities; (7) the management of help-
less patients, moving, changing, giving bath in bed, preventing and dressing bed 
sores, and managing positions; (8) bandaging, making bandages and rollers; (9) 
making patients' beds, and removing sheets while the patient is in bed; (10) the keep-
ing of all utensils, sponges, bed, tables, &c., perfectly clean. 
The education of pupil nurses in branches collateral to their profession is not ex-
tensively attempted. Usually they are instructed in the preparation of delicacies for 
the sick, attractive articles of diet, and the drinks and st,imulants in common use in 
the sick room. On the subject of medical instruction the secretary of the Connecti-
cut Training School says : 
Whilst far from wishing our nurses to be so learned as to think they know as 
much as the physicians, we are de!Sirous to have them understand the structure of the 
human body and all its functions; for this purpose they study from text books on 
physiology, anatomy, and midwifery, reciting to and receiving valuable instruction 
from the head nurse, who also conducts quarterly examinations in these studies in 
the presence of ladies of the executive committee. 
Success.-The success of training schools for nurses is seen in the thorough prepara-
tion they give for the pursuit of a noble calling and in the excellent work done by 
the pupils and graduates in both hospitals and private residences. A report speaks 
thus of the benefits which the establishment of the nurse training school brought 
to the inmates of the Charity Hospital at New York: 
The change wrought in the hospital was sudden and radical. The nurses them-
elves were of a better class than it was thought -po sible to securo, many of them 
b ing ladies of cultur and refinement. Abuses which had existed since the founda-
tion of the ho pital were at once swept away. The care and sympathy received by 
th pati nt promot d th ir recovery, while the presence among them of the pupil. of 
th scho 1 o improved the moral tone of th institution that the cells for punishment 
were no longer n ce sary and were removed. The d n.th rate of the ho pital has 
steadily dimini h d ince the introduction of the training school. * * * Other 
cau s h ve contribut d to dimini. h the mortality but non so much as the increa d 
ffici n y in nursing, du to th car ful training of int llig nt nur es. 
Th work done in privat famili has receiv d, imilar prai e, and there is a con tant 
d mand upon th ch ol for pupil to go out to private nursing. The po t graduate 
u c of ducat d nur: · is ·vid nt from th continu d call for their services in pref-
rence t tho of an · oth rs, and r ·eive further proof from the expr ions of tho e 
wh hav · ob. rv d th ir work. Th organizing of training school i b ing agitated 
in v ral promin n iti and cannot fail of equally good re ults with tho e which 
h· v inv ri· bly tt n d them. 
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TABLE XVIII.-Summary of statistics of institutions fm· the deaf and dwnb. 
Number under instruc- <b 0 Instructors. ... ,.<:1 tion «luring the year. <D il:~ 
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Alabama ............................... . 
Arkansas .•••••••..............•.••..... 
C:alifornia _ ............................. . 
:-~0 1::: ~ ~~~ ---
1 6 106 67 39 211 
Colorado ...................... _ . _ ..... .. 1 2 1 28 11 17 28 
Connecticut ................. __ ......... . 2 18 2 273 168 105 2, 232 28 
Georgia .. _ . _ ........... ... __ .... _ •.. ___ . 2 84 50 34 300 4 
lliinoiH ................. . ............ ... . 
Indiana ................................ . 
Iowa .............................. _. ___ . 
Kansas ................................ .. 
Kentucky .......................... ... . 
r ... ouisiana . --. -- • - - -... -- -- . -••••. - - .. - - -
Maine ................................. .. 
Mary land . . ........................... _. 
Massachusetts ...... __ .. _. ____ ........ _. 
Michigan ............ _ ......... _ ..... ___ . 
Minnesota .................. _ ........ _ .. . 
Mississippi ................... _ ......... . 
Missouri ............. _ . . _ ........... __ .. 
Nebraska ......... _ .. ------ ____ ....... .. 
New York ................. ____ .. _ ...... _ 
North Carolina ... . ........... ........ .. . 
Ohio ........................... ____ .. __ _ _ 
Oregon ........................ ____ ..... . 
Pennsylvania .... _. __ ........... __ ._ .... . 
Rhode Island._ ...................... _._. 
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Tennessee............................... 1 110 05 45 ........ ..•..•.. 
Texas................................... 4 68 43 25 163 o 
Virginia. -.. -........................ .... 1 8 e1 83 48 35 502 6 
West Virginia........................... 1 4 1 65 40 25 151 
Wisconsin............................... 3 15 2 270 161 109 663 
DistrictofColumbia.................... 2 11 2 118 111 7 389 31 
TotaL. ............................ 53f379T59fh6, 391 I 3, 632 2.7ill""'i9,6i2 - 262 
ED-XI 
*Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a One is a deaf-mute. 
b Including the department for the blind. 
c For two years. 
d Temporarily closed. 
e.A.lso 2 deaf-mutes. 
fSex of 12 not reported. 
g Sex not reported. 
h Sex of 48 not reported. 
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Colorauo ........................... . 
Connecticut ....................... . 
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Iowa .............................. .. 
Kansas ............................ . 
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Maine ........................... --· 
Maryland . ...................... ... . 
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Missouri ........ ................... . 
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North Carolina .................. .. 
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a$15, 000 ................... a$13, 500 
b!, 000 $0 10, 137 
a36, 000 1, 500 a37, 408 
12,000 0 7, 000 
40, 101 4, 350 52,902 
15, 000 ................... 14, 500 
92,000 .. .................. . 77, 000 
58,000 55,855 
28, 000 ................ . 28,000 
17, 150 17, 100 
18,127 300 22,900 
Hi,OOO 8, 000 
1, 225 480 l, 500 
34,700 150 3G, 732 
15,462 3, GOO 23, G92 
a44, 04G c400 a48, 575 
24, 000 0 22,898 
!J, 500 !J, 000 
43, 7i!5 125 33,443 
10, GOO 0 . ................. 
172,041 74,818 353, 34G 




Oregon ............................. ..... ...................................................... . ... . 
Pennsylvania ........................ 5,050 500,000 57,649 435 98,476 
Rhode I land....................... 250 . .......................................... ... . .. . .. 
outb Carolina ... ................... .. .. .. . . . ... ............... . 
TcnnPss e .......................... 175 25 
T xa ............... ....... ......... 400 100 
Virp;inia. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1, 300 
:; :o::::~i-~::~~~ ~::::::::·.~----·.·.·_·_ 1 400 I 60 1, 000 ....... 









44, 303 l 1, 702 1 6, 188, 037 
ainclttdinrr tb d partmcnt for tb blind. 
b For ari • ; 123 p r capita for up port. 
a6, 800 a706 a6, 841 
25, 000 ........... ............ 23, 100 
14,720 ......... ........... .. 14,720 
a30, 000 a3G, 8.>1 
a23, 000 a24, 775 
30, 300 .................. . 29, 000 
a;,o, ooo 61 50,814 
1, 098, 452 1 87,725 1 1, 292, 534 
c Also, $4,128 from Rhops. 
d Congressional appropriation. 
r markabl progr s in tb Unit <1 tate , 
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rat.us, as reported for 49 institutions, is $6,188,937, the amount of State appropria-
tions for the year to 51 institutions is $1,098,452, apd expenditures during the year for 
GO institutions are $1,292,534. 
All the States recognize the same obligation with reference to the education of their 
deaf and dumb as of their speaking and hearing youth; thirty report institutions either 
supported entirely by the respective States or receiving annual appropriations. Those 
Sta.tes which maintain no such institution within their borders make provision for the 
education of their deaf-mutes in tho schools of neighboring States. In each of the 
following cities there is a public day school for dea,f-mutes, viz: Chicago, Ill.; Port-
land, Me. ; Boston, Mass. ; St. Louis, Mo.; Cincinnati, Ohio ; Erie, Pa. ;_ and Provi-
dence, R.I. 
The Na.tional Deaf-Mute College at ·washington completes the public provision for 
deaf-mute instruction. The course of study is the same as in the best American col-
leges, with such modifications as are necessitated by the peculiar wants of the deaf 
and dumb. The amount of Latin and Greek required is considerably less than in 
other colleges, and time is thus gained for French and German, which are regular 
studies of the course. The degree of bachelor of arts is conferred upon students who 
sustain the examination on the full course of four years. 
In the National Deaf-Mute College, vh;ible speech- articulation and lip read-
ing-is used with all pupils who seem likely to benefit by the training, and in nearly 
all the institutions classes are formed and teachers employed for instruction by .this 
method. A few institutions employ this method exclusively, namely, the Horace 
Mann School, Boston, Mass., the Institution for the Improved Instruction of the Deaf 
and Dumb, New York City, and the Wisconsin Phonological Institute, Milwaukee, 
Wis. 
In his report of 1879, President Gallaudet, of the National Deaf-Mute College, says: 
In our tenth annual report were presented the conclusions of the president. of the 
institution, formed after a careful examination of between fort.y and tifty institutions 
in Europe. Among these conclusions the opinion was expressed that not more than 
30 per cent. of the whoJe number of deaf-mutes could be expected to attain sufficient 
proficiency in speech to justify the time and. expense necessarily involved in their 
instruction. * * ,. No re&ults have [since] been attained. which mod.ity the conclu-
sions of twelve years ago with regard to the percentage of deaf-mutes that may be 
expected to succeed in articulation. 
This seems a fair expression of the present conviction of the majority of our teach-
ers; nevertheless the interest in the method by articulation and lip reading increases, 
and the results of all experiments in its application are carefully studied and widely 
discussed. 
Mr. H. F. Sanborn, president of the corporation of the Clarke Institution, says in 
its twelfth annual report: .. 
It is often thought, and sometimes said, that our mode of instruction is a costly 
luxury, well enough for the rich and the intelligent~ but not so well adapted to the 
poor or dull children. We find ou the contrary that just as it is the poor who need it 
most, so they profit most by it. * * * The annual report of the principal " * * 
gives much mteresting information concerning the graduates of past years who have 
kept up a correspondence with their former iu:structors. Portions of this correspond-
ence show that articulation, as taught by our methods, is not only very useful iu im-
parting instruction;, but practically available in carrying on the business of life after 
the pupils have let't school and entered upon their duties at home or in some outside 
employment. 
He ad.ds with candor: 
The number of former pupils [who are all thus making daily use of articulation and 
lip reading in their communication with those about them] is not yet very large, but 
it is sufficient to indicate what may be expected in the future. The English T1·aining 
College for Teachers by the artic ula.tion method (referred to in my report for 1877) 
was opened June 1, H:l78, at Castle Bar Hill, in the suburbs of London. B. St. Johu 
Ackers, esq., has been chiefly instrumental in accomplishing this result. 
The ad vantage of beginning deaf-mute instruction at as early an age as five years 
has been so fully proved by the results in the Horace Mann and Clarke schools that it 
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will undoubtedly become the practice wherever suitable arrangements can be made. 
Parents are also urged to see that systematic home or Kindergarten instruction is com-
menced at a still earlier age. 
The question of the coeducation of semi-mutes and those congenitally deaf is ex-
citing marked attention. Mr. I. L. Peet, principal of the New York Institution for 
the Instructio.n of the Deaf and Dumb, says: 
The difference between the deaf-mute and the semi-mute, so called, is fast disap-
pearing, whicl1 is attributable in part to the earlier age at which the law of the State 
permits us to receive our pupils and in part to the more natural methods which are 
now employed. 
Many teachers distinguished by their success and experience in instructing deaf-
mutes advance opposite opinions and advocate the total separation of the two classes. 
The subject requires fuller investiga.tion. The expediency of removing feeble-minded 
deaf-mutes from those whose mental faculties are normal becomes more and more ap-
parent as better methods of training are employed and clearer conceptions of possible 
results acquired. 
Industrial training is a general feature of deaf-mute schools and, even when con-
ducted in a desultory manner, is found to have a beneficial effect upon the habits and 
mental development of the pupils. Experience, however, has abundantly demon-
strated that the industrial training is of no avail as a preparation for earning a liveli-
hood nnl'ess it be conducted in a systematic manner and with the application of the 
sarno standards of excellence as are usually appHed in testing apprentices. , Society is 
greatly concerned in the correct understanding of this matter. Deaf-mutes must, like 
other classes, be made self supporting, and as it is plainly impossible for them to mas-
ter any industrial art, excepting under the supervision of those who can communicate 
with them, it seems to be of the utmost importance that the prejudices too often ex-
hibited against the industrial work of the schools should be dissipated. To this end 
competent instructors and sufficient material should be furnished and the industrial 
department placed on an equality in all respects with the other departments of the 
instit,utions. 
Complaint is made from time to time of the great difficulties experienced in the en-
deavor to bring all deaf-mute children under the influence of the instruction so freely 
provided. The estimates of attendance for the year show gratifying progress in this 
respect. 
Deaf-mute instruction in the United States was represented at the Universal Expo-
sition in Pari (1 78) by a large collection of institution reports, text books, photo-
graphs of buildings, the American Annals, and various ot.her publications. 
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.Alabama .. - .. ----·----- ... -.---·-.----·.--- .... --
.Arkansas---- .• ---· ...••. ---·- -- -···---- .. -----·-
California._ ... -·.-----· .......•...•.••........ -- · 
Colorado.-·-.-· .••.•......•..... -.···-- ·- .- ...••. 
Georgia. ___ -· .... _ ...... _ ............•...•. ___ .. . 
Illinois .... - ....... - -......•.. --..... -... -- . -- -- - -
Indiana . _ .... ... __ .... . ............ --.. - - - ..•• - --
Iowa ........ ·-··-------······--········-·---·-··· 
Kansas ....................•............... --- .... 
K entucky·----· .......... --···· .•••••...... ·--·--
Louisiana ... __ ·-- .. _ ... ··-- .........••..•. _ ... __ . 
Maryland .................................. ·-·- .. 
Massachusetts ........•..••.......•.......... -·--
Michigan . __ ... _ .. _ .. _ ..... ___ ..... _ . _ ......... _. 
Minnesota.--· .••. ·--- ........... _ ... __ .......... -
Mississippi.. ___ •. _._ .. _ •• •••. ·--- .•..•••.... ___ . . 
Missouri.-· ·---· -----·----- ........... ···----._ .. 
Nebraska ...• ·----· ....... ___ . __ ·---··- .......••. 
New York .....•........... __ ..................... . 
North Carolina ....... -·-·-·----··-···------ ..... . 
Ohio .....•.....•.•••••..............• , ...... '..... . 








































































Pennsylvania ______ ·-····--···············-----·· 37 26 108 1, 011 
South Carolina _ ...... _____ ........ _ ... __ . _ .... _ _ _ ..... __ .... _ 20 
















1, 100 200 
225 65 




1, 000 50 
...... .... .... . .............. 
Tennossee----··---···----·--·-----·-··--··--·-··- 1 11 30 222 1,141 46 
Texas _. _ ... _. __ .. ___ -- ... __ ....•.......... _ . . . • . 10 84 681 50 
Virginia . .. _._ ...... ·-·--·-----·---- __ ··--........ 31 235 (c) 
West Virginia .. --· -·. -- _ -- ___ . _ --· .. -----· _ .... _ 1 4 24 56 60 15 
Wisconsin----···-··-·--·------··············---·· 1 21 90 287 1,400 200 
TotaL. __ -... __ ..... - __ .. _ ••.........••.•. _. --sG 59915!} -2,213 ·9,09317, 458 ~ 
a For both departments. 
b School not yet opened. 
c Reported wit.h deaf and dumb department. (See Table XVIII and summary.) 
d For two years. 
e School not opened during 1879. 
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TABLE XIX.-Summary of s1alisiics of schools j'vr the blind-Continued. 
Property, income, &c. 
.A1a.bama ...................•..............•••••. (a) (a) (a) 
Arkansas. .••• •. . .. . . . . . . . . . .....• ... . •. . . . . . . . . $13, 000 $10, 000 $0 $11,005 $10,851 
California . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (a) (a) 2, 835 b38, 835 (a) 
Colorado .............................................................. ·-- ···· · ·· ·- ·· ..... . · ··· ······ 
Georgia . . .. .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . 80, 000 13, 500 125 10, 250 9, 802 
Jllinois.......................................... 114, 713 28, 318 1, 697 30, 016 33, 282 
Indiana ............................. -.. -.-. · · · · · 
Iowa ........................................... . 
Kansas .... ..................................... . 
Kentucky ...................................... . 
Louisiana ................... ................... . 
Maryland .............. ........................ . 
Massachusetts ................................. . 
Michigan ........... ........................... .-. 
Minnesota. ..................................... . 
Mississippi. .................................... . 
Missouri .... .................................. . . 
N braska. .. ........... ....... .... ..... ......... . 
N wYork ................ ...................... . 
North Carolina ................................. . 
Ohio ........................................... . 
Oregon ......................................... . 


















outh Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Tennessee ...................................... . 
Texas . .................................. .... ... . 
Vir~inia . ....................................... . 



























1, 503 31, 503 










0 8, 200 
































Wisconsin....................................... 185, 000 18, 500 21, 846 18, 653 
TotaL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 552, 673 I 400, 219 03, 941 I 715, 348 1 570, 037 
aR p rted with deaf and dumb d partment. (See Table XVIII and summary.) 
b For l}oth departm ·nts. 
c Valu of furnitnr and apparatus . 
• t Vain of apparatu . . 
e ActuRl r ipt on same, $32,625. 
SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND. CLXVII 
existence and privileges of these schools restrict the attendance upon them. The 
report of the Kentucky Institution for t.he Education of the Blind says: 
From positive knowledge received from our pupils concerning blind children known 
to them, whose parents for various reasons refuse to send them to school, and reckoning 
that there must be many more of whom we are ignorant, it is probable that there are 
200 blind chiluren in the State growing up without an education. 
This statement is confirmed by the estimate of Mr. William B. Wait, superintendent 
of the New York Institution for the Blind, who thinks that the number (85) of blind 
persons between 10 and 20 years of age being educated in Kentucky in 1878 was 39 per 
cent. of the whole number of blind children between those ages. A similar estimate 
is made for the other States, and varies from 11 per cent. upwards. 
Eclucational features of schools for the blind.- The object of these schools is to develop 
the minds and train the hands of blind youth. The superintendent of the Kansas In-
stitution for the Education of the Blind gives as the three things aimed at in that in-
stitution: (1) "To thoroughly ground all our graduates in the elements of an English 
common school education, and to give them a fair knowledge of history, literature, 
and the Constitution and government of our country;" ( 2) "to prepare every one who 
goes out from our school into life to earn his own livjng;" (3) "to so form the social 
habits and the moral and spiritual characters of our pupils that they may exhibit the 
graces or' good breeding in their social intercourse, always animated by the spirit of 
good citizenship, and always to live with a reference to eternity." The character of the 
social, moral, and religious natures of the blind is largely determined by their envi-
ronment, and therefore this part of their education varies with the institution which 
they attend and the teachers and pupils with whom they associate. The mental and 
manual training of the blind is regulated by definite principles and is therefore much 
the same in all their schools. 
School1Porlc.- In the Maryland Institution for the Instruction of the Blind the students 
are divided for their school work into three classes, primary, intermediate, and higher. 
"In the primary are taught the alphabet in raised letters and reading in the primer, 
arithmetic through short division, easy spelling, and sentence making. * if if In 
the intermediate are taught reading, spelling, geography, United States history, arith-
metic through fractions, English grammar to conjugations, and composition. '~ * if 
In the higher class have been taught during the past year (1879) algebra through 
equations, Davies's arithmetic finished, Maury's physical geography finished, Quack-
enbos's natural philosophy finished, Kerl's English grammar :linishe,d and reviewed, 
physiology, Fourteen Weeks in Chemistry, rhetoric, history of France, Rome, and 
Germany, and first book of geometry finished." In the Louisiana Institution for the 
Blind, "the studies to which attention has been directed are reading, spelling and 
defining words, point writing, arithmetic, descriptive and physical geography, physi-
ology, English gramma.r, general history, history of the U:cited States, history of 
English literature, elementary astronomy, and algebra. The study ofthese branches 
has been completed so far as mastery of the text books used can be called complete-
ness." 
In the College for the Blind at Vinton, Iowa, there is a "senior department," in 
which tho studies pursued are higher than in most schools for the blind The course 
for the three years is as follows: First year, algebra, rhetoric, physiology, zoology; 
second year, algebra, moral philosophy, chemistry, civil government, American litera-
ture; third year, geometry, mental philosophy, geology, logic, English literature. 
In the North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind three 
blind youths have attempted the study of law. 
Books and appliances for the blind.-.As heariug and touch are the two senses through 
which the blind receive instruction, tangible books and appara.tus, music and musical 
instruments, and the human voice are the means of their instrnction. It has been 
pos~:~ible to procure musical instruments, and good use has been made of them, but, as 
a report says, "the one great obstacle encountered in this department is tho laelc of 
text books in embossed type." This deficiency i1:1 now to be at least patrtially ~:~upplied. 
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In March, 1879, Congress, stimulated by the petit.ions of persons representing the 
interests of over thirty thousand blind, enacted "That the sum of two hundred and 
fifty thousand dollar:,;, out of money in the United States Treasury not otherwi::.e 
appropriated, be, and hereby is, set apa.rt as a perpetual fund "for the purpose of aid-
ing the education of the blind in the United St.ates of America, through the American 
Printing House for the Blind." This application of the money was made in accordance 
with the expressed wish of the Association of American Instructors of the Blind, 
which, in 1876, set forth in a series of resolutions that the especialneediS of the blind 
are embossed books and tangible apparatus, and that, if any aid should be given by 
Congress, it would most efficiently come through increasing the means of the printing 
house located in Louisville, Ky. This house was incorporated in 1858, with the 
avowed purpose of printing books and manufacturing apparatus for the blind with-
out making gain thereby. Six States made appropriations for its support; but, on 
account of the breaking out of the war, only three rendered any aid, viz, Kentucky, 
New J ersey, and Delaware. With the money provided a printing house was estab-
lished and equipped, and its products gratuitously distributed to the blind of the~:~e 
States; and it was a matter of national importance that the same benefits should be 
extended to the blincl of the whole country. 
The money appropriated was directed to be held by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
invested in United States bonds, and the interest paid by him semiannually to the 
trustees, upon the following t erms: (1) The income shall be expended each year in 
manufaduring and furnishing embossed books for t.he blind and tangible apparatus 
for their instruction, the same to be distributed among all the public institutions for 
the education of the blinu in the United States upon the requisition of the superin-
tendent of each duly certified by i Ls board of t.rustees. Each institution shall receive, 
in books and apparatus, that portion of the income of the bonds which is shown by 
the ratio of its pupils to the whole number of pupils in public institutions for the 
education of the blind, computation being made on the fir8t Monday of each year. 
(2) No part of the income shall be expended in the erection or leasing of buildings. 
(3) No profit shall be made on books or apparatus manufactured or furnished, but the 
price put at actual cost. ( 4) The Secretary of the Treasury may withhold the income 
of the bonds whenever he shall receive satisfactory proof that the trustees are mis-
using it. (5) The treasurer of the printing house must furnish. a satisfactory bou<l. 
(6) The superintendents of the various public institutions for the education of the 
blind hall ue, ex officio, members of the board of trustees of the printing house. 
Thi bo~ud mu t annually furnish a report of expenditures and receipts for supplies 
to in!>titutions to the ecretary of the Treasury. 
Indu trial work is a sociatcd with mental training in schools for the ulind. The 
in<ln tri s commonly tano·ht are broom making, cane seating, mattress makincr, piano 
tnning, machine and hand aewing, and fancy work. The e employments are easily 
1 arned and furnish a mean of partial or ent.ire support. The introduction of rna-
bin ry has 1 ened h profitablene s of broom making and mattress making. In 
tb W t work at canes aling is not always asily obtained. Piano tuning ha been 
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SCHOOLS FOR THE . .i'EEBLE-MINDED. CLXIX 
The practical results of the education of the blind have been shown by statistics 
recently collected by a committee appointed by the American Association of Instruc-
tors of the Blind. One table gives the occupations of those who have been educated 
in American schools for the blind and the number employed in each. From this table 
it appears that the number of those that have become superintendents of institutions 
for the blind is 16; t eachers ofliteratnre or music in schools for the blind, 115'; other-
wise employed in schools for the blind, 39; students and graduates of colleges and 
theological ~-Jeminaries, 28; ministers, 36; authors, 17; agents and lecturers, 70; 
teachers of music elsewhere than at institutions, 463; church organist!!, 88; piano 
tuners, 125; engaged in manufacturing, 305; working at handicraft, 702; storekeep-
ing and trading, 269; housekeepers, 205 ; usefully employed at home, 666. 
This list of occnpatious is sufficiently extended to show that the work of educating 
the blind has not been done in vain. 
TABLE XX.- Su·mmary of statistics of schools joT feeble-rnincled youth. 
'd 'd 
~ Number. of inmates. Q,l 
c;j I> 0 
rt:l ... 
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~~ "'o 3 oo ;a~ 
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<l5 al·;:; Q) ;a <D O p ~ 'd ] p · S ~ § s s 0 Pt <:l Q) 0 ::l Q ~ ;z; ~ R ~ ;z; ~ fi1 
--- --- -------
1 Connecticut School for Im becilos .. _. _ .. 25 471 31 78 ............ .............. ............. 
2 Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Chil- 60 153 127 280 220 $60, 000 $60,000 
ch·en. 
3 Indiana.A.sylum for Feeble-Minded Chil- 15 17 8 25 .......... ................ 1, 000 
dren. 
4 Iowa State Asylum for Feeble-Minded 23 98 46 144 ' 10 19,780 19,780 
Children. 
5 K entucky Institution for the Education 29 70 61 131 73 a7, 500 b26, 200 
and Training of Feeble-Minded Chil· 
dren. 
6 Private Institution for the Education of 58 58 24 82 140 ............ .. .... 36,480 
Feeble-MiJ,ded Youth (Barre, Mass.). 
7 Massachusetts School for Idiotic and 24 103 48 151 ....... 17, 500 17,500 
Feeble-Minded Youth. 
8 HillsidoSchoolfor BackwardandFeeble 9 7 1 8 ........... .... ... ....... .............. 
Children (Fayville, Mass.). 
9 Minnesota School for Idiots and Im- 8 14 8 22 0 6, 000 6,000 
beciles. 
10 Idiot Asylum, Randn.U's Island ..••.. __ . ............ 119 92 211 .. .......... ......... .... ..... ............... 
11 New York Asylum for Idiots------·---- 62 161 113 274 750 56, 073 55,214 
12 Ohio Institution for the Education of 100 300 209 512 201 94, 904 78, 670 
Imbecile Youth. 
• .. I 
1iJ Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble- 78 199 117 316 62,116 63,143 
Minded Cbildmn. 
--
1. 349 1ss5T2.2341 . 852 1 323, 873 1 363, 987 Total··---- ___ ... ----- - ............ 491 
a For salaries only. b Estimated. 
Several of tbe States have thought it wise to provide an i'ustitution for the carE\ and 
instruction of the feeble-minded children within thejr bor,ders; others, not having in-
stitutions of their own, patronize those established by neighboring States. Private 
enterprise also occasionally undertakes the improvement of persons belonging to this 
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needy class. While there will always be room for individual efforts in their behalf 
obvious reasons have been advanced why public provision should be made for the feeble-
minded. The state should extend. educa~ ional opportunities to all who grow up in it. 
It should ha\e a care not only for its strong and promising children, but especially for 
those who are helpless and unfortunate, from whom it is 1iable to suffer injnry if it 
does not afford them early and sufficient aid. The proba.bility of numerous recruits 
being furnished the pauper and criminal classes from t,he feeble-minded i-i> best dimin-
ished by giving them opportunities to receive instruction adapted to their several con-
ditions, work suited to develop the little strength they have, and surroundings that 
check vicious tendencies and encourage healthy and normal activities. By this treat-
ment, which the state seems best able to offer, they are not only removed from imme-
diate danger of becoming criminals, but they are oftentimes made to contribute to·the 
prosperity of the state by engaging in some of the minor industries, or at least by 
becoming unskilled laborers. It cannot he claimed that these schools are for the benefit 
of any one class. Rich and poor alikestandinneed of them. In the New York Asylum 
about 12 per cent. of the inmates are from families in good circumstances pecuniarily, 
:35 per cent. from families in moderate circumstances, and 53 per cent. from indigent 
o;r pauper families. 
The idiotic and imbecile form a distinct class of unfortunates, in which are found 
many grades of mental deficiency, from that which is capable of being overcome so 
far as to enable the child to eventually enter upon some useful employment to that 
which never can be remedied so as to remove him from being a helpless charge. Some 
institutions admit all grades of feeble-minded children; others, as the Illinois, In-
diana, Kentucky, and Massachusetts asylums, receive only such as give promise of 
being greatly benefited by judicious mental and physical training. The cost of main-
taining these schools varies in correspondence with the number of pupils, and the 
per capita expenses are also widely different. In Iowa the monthly expense for the 
maintenance and instruction of the inmates of the State asylum was $11 a month. In 
Kentucky, in 1878, the sum allowed for the maintenance of pupils and the repair of 
buildings was $150 per annum for each pnpil. In New York, in 1879, the average per 
capita cost was $169.47. In Il1inois, in 1878, the cost per capita for the support of 
each pupil was $324.12. 
As imbecili ty is a defect attendant upon some abnormal or imperfectly developed 
condition of the physical system, t.he education of imbeciles is based upon physical 
considerations and modified to meet individual peculiarities. They are aided in de-
veloping any mechanical or artistic faculty which they may possess, in the hope of 
promot.ing their self respect and giving them pleasant occupation. Simple industries 
are introduced into their schools, which enable them to contribute to th ir own sup-
port and which form the most natural and successful means of improving their minds 
and bodie . In the New York asylum mat weaving, making and repairing shoes, and 
brn b making are arri d on uy large classes. In the Massachusetts school brooms 
ar made by boy and sewing is done by girls. In tho Pennsylvania Training ch ol 
hoe, mattr , and l.lroom making are carried on, as well as various kinds of work 
upon the farm and in th hou hold. In th Kcntnc"k:r institution the boy work at 
carp ntry, gard ning, and ho making; the girl , at ~ewing and in the laundry. A 
f w quotati n from it r port for 1 9 will b of interest. 
A gr at <1 al of arp nt r work has l>e n done. Th halls have all be n wain -
ot d. A lanndr- 1} r girls ha b n bnilt, bops forth boy., n w fenc s put up, ld 
on r pair d, lloor. maflc an<l hnr.g, and mn.uy ·hang ff cted in halls and il or~< . 
T w w ar cloing all th work r quir d ahont the institution in arp ·ntry aml 
al om, kin•r and m ·ndin<Y all th ·bo u · din th i.u titution. 
W b. v · L· to i•rh hoy with th · gar n r who xhil it skill and profi icncy in 
gar<l mntr aD<l rai · all tb veO'•tab1 s u d in th in titution. Thre boys do tho 
milking an l t nd to w lve ·ow . . 
W hav , ·la . oft' n -four girl • cliviclNl qua11yb tw <>nth wing room and 
th 1, nnclry. f th · girt '" ditlnot .·p ·t mn ·h pr grc• H in h latmdr ' at fir t; 
but aft r ·. •ral m utb. trial"' , r' ati fi ·cl ' ·ith th ir )H' ,gr . 
The wmg d u by h girls i r markahle for quu1ity and quantity. 
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Farm work is considered by many the most suitable for feeble-minded boys, as it offers 
varied simpie employments and out door life. Assistant Superintendent Tarbell, of 
the Massachusetts school, after a visit to the State institutions of New York and Ohio, 
says in his report to the trustees : 
Could you see the farm work carriefl on by the boys at these two schools you would 
be convinced, as I was, that no school can compare favorably with the best until it 
has land upon which to employ and educate its boys. At Columbus, Ohio, a school 
of 4'75 pupils, the boys under the direction of 011e farmer and one gardener rai:se all 
the fruit and vegetables use.d in the institution, also a large share of the milk, keep 
the grounds in fine order, take care of a herd of twenty to thirty cows, ten to fifteen 
horses, and pigs innumerable -in fact do all the farm work on an estate of about two 
hundred acres and for an institution of five hundred to six hundred persons. 
The school instruction of tho feeble-minded does not produce so rapid and encourag-
ing results as their training in manual labor. It includes object lessons, Kindergarten 
work, articulation, reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, singing, gym-
nastics, &c. 

















California ...................... . 
Connecticut . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 2 
lllinois . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . 4 
Inuiana ........................ . 
Iowa ............ .... ........... . 
Kentucky ...................... . 
Louisiana ...................... . 
Maine........................... 1 










Massachusetts .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. 12 47 
Michigan...... . .. .. • .. . .. . .. .. .. 61 
Minnesota . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 3 
Missouri .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 13 
NowHampsbire................. 5 
NewJ'ersey .................... . 4 15 
NewYork ....................... 10 109 
Ohio . .. . . • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 50 
Pennsylvania .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. 4 48 
Rhode Island ................. ,. .. 9 
Tennessee ..................... .. 
Vermont ...................... .. 
Wisconsin ...................... . 
District of Columbia .......... .. 
26 
12 
2 ............... . 


































































































































Total ................... _ .. 67f 546f 52of8.7a6 8.4sojll.094 -3.122 ~129 --;;1,00i 
a This distinction not reported in aU cases. 
b Whole number of both sexes in school May, 1879. 
•l 
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TABLE XXI.-Surnmary of statistics of reform schools-Continued. 
<1l 
Libraries. Present inmates. Q 
.s 
<Ll 
""' Nativity . ~~ o5 <Ll<ll >=i ~ ~<lJ <3) 
::::8 s Cl) ~ 





ci ;..<Ll ... Q) ,.<:l ~ Q Q <3) <Ll Q 
:t c.o ..0 ..0 ~rn ' (i) s 8 ... 
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z 0 z z >=I R ...-! 
-----------
California ........................... ... ............. . 3,121 400 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a132 a10 3,309 1, 200 50 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a227 a285 2, 557 1, 025 303 
Indiana........................ . . a140 a7 2,150 200 100 
Iowa .......... . ............................ ...... . .. . 895 200 
Kentucky ........................ 206 16 1, 064 375 
Louisiana................ . ....... 99 .................. ... ...... . ....... . 
Maine . ....... . .................. . 
Maryland .... . ......... . ........ . 







Michigan......................... a405 a176 
Minnesota........................ a07 a5 
Missouri .................................. . ......... . 
N ew Hampshire.................. 101 16 
N ew.Tersey ..................... . 
N ew York . .. ................... . 
Ohio .... . .... . ......•.. _ ... _ ... _ . . 
P ennsylvania . .............. .. . . . 











1, 612 1, 400 
3, 808 1, 450 
10, 217 6, 604 
20, fi55 4,740 
384 800 
4,187 600 
1, 021 200 
1, 444 765 
42, 634 6, 420 
0, 073 5, 660 
17,305 1, 025 
2,685 1, 800 
170 20 
594 250 


























































383, 771 344, 484 
25, 000 
33, 883 7, 476 
15, 000 4, 400 
43, lOt 22, 342 
51 2, 648 62, 865 
92, 182 86, 595 
128, 700 23, 591 
30, 603 4, 762 
The correcting and restraining force of reformatory institutions does much to limit 
the amount of crime. T hey t urn toward willing obedience to Jaw and commendable 
habits of industry young per ons who e suiToundings and tendencies would naturally 
lead to the comnti ion of greater offi nces than those of which they have been g uilty. 
They do not leave that t rrible stigma upon t h eir former inmates which th e jail or 
the pri on fa t ns so firmly upon those that have left its walls. They simply remove 
juvenile d linquents from among those who are exercising over them an evil infl uence, 
not o much for puni ·hm nt a amendment. Thi end is accompli hed by depriving 
the d linquents of tll opportunity of committing crime, surrounding them with home 
re traints and comf rt , in ulcating moral principles and a sense of honor, giving an 
l •m ntary u ation7 and preparing them for some vocation which may be pur ued 
aft r th r forma t ory conr is nded. 
Tb r is nece ·. arily a d ·gree of punishment in r moving vicious and miscbi vons 
youtl1 fr m tb opportuniti of e"\il oin which their previous haunt afforded an 1 
in r 1niritw ~b m to h y &irict rules atld 1 or indo triously with mind and hand. 
Y · the id :1 of pm1 i hmr·n and impri pm n is not the on which r form scb ol are 
intend t o arr · out. T!Je law of )linn ta xpre · ·ly prohibit th • impri onm nt, for 
xccpt murd r, of children und r the age of sixteen years, but makes it the 
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duty of the courts to commit such youths to the reform .school, thus recognizing the 
difference between the school and the prison. The amendment of the offender is sought 
to be effected by the mildest means possible. In most institutions corporal punish-
ment is allowed only in extreme cases. The by-laws of the Connecticut State Reform 
School provide that" punishment may be inflicted by the deprivation of amusement 
and recreation, by withholding some favorite article of food or some privilege or in-
dulgence, by loss of rank aml standing in the class, by imposing some irksome duty, 
by close or solitary confinement for a limited period, and, when it becomes absolutely 
necessary to maintain good order and to enforce the rules and regulations of the in-
stitution, by corporal punishment by the superintendent or under his direction." This 
list of allowable punishments includes those commonly employed. Other inducements 
to good behavior than fear of punishment arc a-lso used. The system of rewards em-
ployed in the House of Refuge at Cincinnati, Ohio, is described thus: 
Each inmate, upon admission, receives a badge known as No. 3, with full informa-
tion how to obtain further honors. For each day's good conduct he obtains eight 
merits, and when five hundred have been. thus obtained, badge 2, then badge 1, then 
honors 1, 2, 3, 4, are awarded him, five hundred merits advancing a, grade. By con-
tinuous good conduct an ir.matc can obt.ain honor 4 in about fiftee.n months, and stands 
ready for his discharge, if be has a home to go to or one can be found for him or he 
can care for himself. Bad conduct results in the loss of these merits, according to an 
average table of oft'Emces, and, while not the only, this is the chief mode of punishment. 
It seems to be considered that discipline is best maintained and the desired results 
of reformatory education best secured bY. separating the inmates into families. This 
system is contrasted, in a recent report of the Connecticut State Reform School, with 
the older method of congregating all classes of offenders together, as follows: 
In the one plan the boys are classified and a limited number placed in a mode11t hut 
well built cotta.ge, furnished with all 11eeded home comforts, free from all prison a.p-
pliances, open for the admission of pure a.ir and the hlessrd sunUgbt, supervised by a 
gentleman and his wife, to whom tbf\ boys sustain the rela.t.ion of adopted chil(lren 
and from whom they receive parenta,l care nnd protection; while in the other plnn we 
have a congregation of boyA, large in nnmber, in one large bouse, wit,h boltNl doors, 
barred windows, and a walled yard for n playgronncl, with bnt little cont.a,ct with 
nature or its elements, a condit.ion so poorly calcn]ated to till tlw measure of a hoy's 
idea. of true life, and supervised not unfrecJnent.ly by pP.rsons that aRsnmA mp,rr\]y the 
character of guards or care takers, wHh a total absflnce of all pa.terna.l feeling or 
interest. The one system makes a na.tnral home, wit.h all its eorrP.sponding influences 
and attachments, while the other is a place of detention or an unnatural home, from 
which any boy will go away if opportunity is given him. 
The family system is approved by the schools in which it, has had a trial. The 
report of the Pennsylvania Reform School says: 
There has been considerable progress mn.cle towa,rd perfecting t]H~ "family plan" 
in the institution, and we feel warranted in reporting t.he plan a success after nearly 
three years' experience. 
A report from the New Jersey State Reform School adds its testimony in favor of 
the family plan thus : 
The work of reformation and instruction is here cnrriecl on in the open family sys-
tem. Under it the complete classification of the hoyE:< nan be effected, especially in 
large schools. The extremes can be widely separated, the tetter boys from the bad, 
the very young from the oldest, t.he more trustworthy from the snspectecl. We have 
five such classifications ca1led families, living under separate roofs, with separate 
school rooms, and playgrounds adjacent. 
In Iowa ancl Wisconsin the family plan has been adopted. In Illinois a family 
building bas been erected and admission to it ft·om other quarters is made the highest 
honor which can be won. No gnards are needed about it and the home privileges 
which it offers are not abused. Tho prevailing tendencies in all reformatory jnstitn-
tions seem to be, more than ever before, to bring the Jaw of kindness to the front. 
Michigan gives a good example of humane treatment of delinquents. "We believe," 
says th'e board of control of the State Reform School, "that elements of true progress 
for the institution are to be reached by cultivating in our boys self respect and trne. 
manliness, and in maintaining by precept and example a family government, builded 
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and cemented by mutual confidence and esteem. To tl1is cncl alJ bars and bolts, cells 
ancl whips h:1Ve been abandoned. No unsightly fence shnts away the ht>.::tutifnl worlcl 
without, and t.he love of home keeps our boys within its sheltel'ing arms." The su-
perintendent also adds the following : 
The boys are generally contented, and realize to a. great degree the fact that the 
reform school supplies for them a real need, and furnishes for most of them a better 
home than they hatl been accustomed to before their admittance here, a home where 
their physieal, intellectual, and moral culture are all songht to be promoted, and that 
under the fostering care of this christian home they are to be prepared to fill nt!eful 
and honoral>le positions in society. 
The truth of this statement will be attested by the fact that during the year just 
closed there were but two escapes. 
Many institutions seek to provide amusements for the gratification and instruction 
of their charges. One report says: 
We do not permit any holiclay to pass without proper celebration. The inmates are 
bount.ifully fed, Christmas presents are distributed, a,nd exercises, profitable and 
amusing, are provided in our large and commodious chapel in winter and on the 
"green" in summer. 
Moral instruction is absolutely necessary in reformatory education, and is given by 
the officers as occasion may demand. Much of this is doubtless neutralized by the 
talk and example of the more vicious youth, and more would be were it not for the 
customary separation of the inmates into classes determined by their deportmcn~. In 
this way the more innocent are protected from fnrthei· moral corruption and the 
grouud of accusation that reform schools increase the viciousness of their inmates is 
removed. Religions instruction is regularly given in most institutions upon tbe Sab-
l1ath either by christian friends or by those cm;mected with the school. Attendance 
npon church and Sabbath school is usnally encouraged, and oftentimes is looked upon 
hy the boys as a privilege. The Illinois State Reform School reports in 1878 on this 
point as follows : 
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lnto the several schools of the State Reform School. A recent report of the Mary laml 
Honse of Refuge says: 
As an important agent in our course of instruction, music continues to hold its long 
approved place. * * * The instrumental band hns served to develop mnch 
talent that otherwise would probably have ever remained dormant. In every re-
spect, ihe refining influence of musical training must be acknowledged as a most 
valuable adj nnct in the useful and moral educa.tion of the inmates. 
In Michigan military instruction has been found improving to the boys. Libraries 
·and reading rooms are acknowledged to be of inestimaule value in these institutions. 
The best training that can be given boys is that which prepares them for a life em-
ployment, useful both to themselves and to the comm1P1ity. In accordance wit.h this 
·view the system of letting out the labor of the boys on contract is being discounte-
nanced, and shops are called for, and in some cases provided, in which a boy may learn 
.a trade. The managers of the Minnesota State Reform School say: 
VVe strive to give every hoy of suitable age an opportunity to learn a useful trade, 
that be may have something to rely upon when he leaves t.he institution. With this 
end in view we have in trod need only such branches of mechanical industry as permit and 
necessitate the learuing of a trade; such as tinsmith, wood turning, cabinet making, 
carpenter, scroll sawing, the use and management of machinery, tailoring, and painting. 
To these we add farming, gardening, and seed growing. 
In any case, whether a trade is learned or not, there is an educational and disciplinary 
power and pecuniary help in work, so that all reformatory institutions furnish employ-
ment to their inmates. The various industries of these schools may be seen by refer-
ring to Table XXI of the appendix. The 31G boys in the Massachusetts State Reform 
School, at Westborough, according to the report for Hl78, were employed as follows: 
seating chairs, 106; farming and gardening, 67; at miscellaneous work, 33; in sewing 
room, 31 ; in sleigh shop, 15; in halls and yard, 14; in baking, cooking, and care of 
dining room, 12; in domestic work, 11; in laundry, 10; in paint shop, 6; in blacksmith 
shop, G; making shoes, 3; at the steam mill, 2. 
The aim of the reform school is the limitation of crime and the amendment of juve-
nile criminals. O:her schools are provided which seek to prevent the commission of 
crime by removing guiltless bnt tempted children to places of safety. The Massaehu-
setts State Pri.rna.ry School, at Monson, t.he Michigan State Pnulic School, at Cold water, 
and the Industrial Home School of the District of Columbia arc schools of this latter 
class. 
Massachusetts State Pl"imctry School.-The legislature of Massachusetts in 1863 pro-
vided for the establishment of a school for dependent and neglected chilclren at the 
State almshouse in Monson. In 1872 the almshouse department was abolished. Into 
t.his school such chihlrcn are received as were formerly supported in the va1-ions 
State almshouses, and are taught, exercised, employed, and maintained as tlteir health 
and condition require. The State board of chttrities may also transfer to the school 
inmates of the State reform school who have been committed for trivial offences and 
do not appear to be deprave(l in character. 
The board, by its agent, may also apply for the custody of any child under seven-
teen years of age who has been convicted in any court of an offence less than felony, 
an<l the rcqnest is usually granted, except in cases of extremely vicious youth. In 
the words of the r eport of the board, "If a suitable place elsewhere can he provided 
at once, the parents not being proper persons, then the child is transferred to such 
place, and, failing in that, then temporu.rily in the State Primary School, until a place 
can be found. By this arrangement a large number of children who would otherwise 
be con signed to tbe reformato1'ies are savedfr·om this humiliation; and the experience 
of the past t en years shows that this saving has been productive of great good, and 
has, to a very considerable extent, lessened the number of juvenile offenders to be sup-
ported n.t the expense of the Commonwealth and its municipalities." 
No pnpil is received under three or over sixteen years of ::tge, except for special 
reasons. The general management of the school and the preparation of rules arfcl 
regulations, which must be approved by tbe governor and council, arc intruste4 to tho 
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superintendent and inspectors of the almshouse at Monson. They and the other 
officers of the school are required "to use all diligence to provide suitable places in 
good families for all such pupils as have received an elementary education; :mel any 
other pupils may be placed in good families on condition that their education shall 
be provided for in the public schools of the town or city in which they reside." The 
expenses of the school are paid by the State, except that the overseers of the poor of 
towns in which children who have been committed to the school have settlement!'!, 
must pay $1 a week toward the support of said children so long as they remain in 
the school after notice of their commitment has been given. The principal industry 
pursued is chair seating, and the handicrafts taught are tailoring, shoemakiug, farm-
ing, b~1king, and dressmaking. 
Michigan State Public School.- The State Public School of Michigan was opened for 
the reception of children in 1874. It was designed for the purpose of relieving the 
almshouses of the young childrrn that were growing up in them to become perma-
nent paupers or to graduate from them into a . course of crime. Admission is coucli-
tioned npon the dependency of the child upon public support and upon his being 
healthy, capable of receiving instruction, and not more than fourteen nor less than 
three years of age. The buildings are intended for the accommodation of 300 pupils. 
They consist of one large building and eleven others grouped around it. One of these 
is used as a boiler-house and laundry, one for a hospital, and the other nine for cot-
tages. The children work, eat, and attend school together in the main building, but 
jn all other respects they live in families of twenty-five or thirty members. The 
cottages furnish the homes. Cultivated ladies prrside over them and gi vo a mother's 
care to the children such as they have not known before. Temporary provjsion is 
thus made for incligent children until permanent homes can be found for them. It is 
tho underlying object of tho charitable movement, of which tho State public school 
is an outgrowth, to transplant the young inmates of poorhouses int.o suitable families, 
"sending them out to such with more certainty and under better auspices than t.hey could 
go from poorhouses, tho idea being to abbreviate and not prolong the institutional lifo of 
the child-meantime, however, to afford the best of educational au vantages amlrectify 
the defective moral training of the poorhouse or the demoralizing influences to which 
the child may have been otherwise exposed." The act which established this school 
provide<l for a State agent, for tlJe especial purpose of procuring homos for these 
children. No such agent bas been appointed, but the superinten<lent has done what 
was in his power in this direction. 
Tho experience of the several years since the opening of the sch0ol warrants t.be 
board of control in maldng the following remarks: 
It is a source of gratification that the success of this institution still continues to 
attra.ct tho attention of social cientists and legislators in the several States in this 
country aud al o in Europe. ThP. Michigan ystem of ,·• tate support for dependent 
children in a school, no taint of crime attach in~ to any inmate hy reason of the man-
ner of it admis ion, i so original in its plan that it career has been watched with 
unu. ual inter st. And now that it bas been demon trated that all the most desirable 
r ult a.r r ached h r at 1 xp nse than bare support is badin the average county 
p orhou e, tho inter st ha b com greater among legislators. 
The Industrial IIome School.- The Industrial Homo School of the District of Colum-
ta.lJli h d in 1 64, "to fnrni h instruction, provide hom , 
children, to furnish th m 
inrr 
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"The girls are employed about the house, taking their turns in the different branches 
of household work, and some of the older ones have made splendid progress in needle-
work and do themselves great credit. Each evening in the week the children are all 
assembled in the school room and the time spent in singing or reading some interest-
ing book, or familiar talks or ad vice given that will be of benefit to them in after life." 
During the year 1879 the industrial features of the school were gaining the recogni-
tion and appro.,.al of prominent persons who were interested in such enterprises, and the 
District commissioners have greatly encouraged the work by authorizing the erection 
of a handsome and commodious workshop and school room. The additional indus-
tries which will then be pursued are shoemakillg, gardening, and eventually painting 
and pottery work. The children of t,he home have been engaged to a considerable 
extent in making tree boxes and stakes for the parking commission of the city. In 
1879 the articles manufactured were 3,827 tree boxes and 51,000 tree stakes; and the 
usual amount of miscellaneous work, such as caning chairs, repairs at the home, mak-
ing tables, builders' brackets, &c., was done. 
ED-XII 
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TABLE XXII.- Summary of statistics of homes and asyl1tms for orphan or dependent chil-
dren, infant asylums, and industrial schools. 







PART 1.- Homes and 
asylums, cl:c. 
Ahtbama ............. 4 
C~tlifornia............ 10 
Connecticut ... , . . . . . 5 
Georgia.............. 7 
Dlinois ............... 11 
Indiana .............. 11 
Iowa................ 2 
Kansas.............. 2 
Kentucky .. .. .. . . . . . 10 
Louisiana............ 9 
Maine............... 4 
Mnryland .. . . . .. .. .. . 15 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . 21 
Michigan ............ 8 
Minnesota . .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Mississippi.......... 2 
Missouri ............. 13 
Nevada.............. 1 
New Hampshire..... 3 
New .Jersey .......... 11 
NewYork ........... 75 
NorthCarolina....... 2 
Ohio ............. .... 29 
Oregon. .............. 1 
15 422 134 
115 1,491 1, 447 
37 2,245 394 
25 408 238 
116 5, 115 1, 120 
61 4,974 549 
29 1, 550 
9 1, 955 
56 2, 969 
97 16,233 
22 732 
65 5, 337 
190 51, 936 



















64 6, 119 . 777 
919 112, 579 blO, 591 
19 512 138 
406 35, 969 2, 866 




























































323 1, 900 15 












































43 650 44 12, 100 6, 60 
432 1, 249 74 52, 996 60, 261 
4, 541 21, 023 1, 564 1, 136, 644 1, 145, 676 
73 .. .. . .. . .. .. • 10, 446 10, 238 
1, 2~2 6, 364 128 329, 270 282, 37 
8 20 0 1,752 1,17 
Pennsylvania........ 49 563 33, 377 c5, 918 3, 586 2, 284 26, 136 886 1, 158, 009 734, 1~ 
Rhode Island........ 6 33 1, 897 364 188 176 300 20 29, 315 28, 81 
South Carolina... .. .. 6 49 4, 278 487 359 128 3, 194 183 30, 281 44, 78 
Tennessee .. .. .. .. .. . 5 33 3, 800 208 79 129 158 .. .. .. 2, 500 3, 70 
Vermont. ............ 2 18 1, 779 170 103 67 242 ...... 9, 63~ 9,63 
Virginia. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 7 31 1, 037 186 66 120 210 75 12, 450 12, 15 
W t Virginia....... 1 8 . .. .. .. . 52 0 52 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7, 602 8, 43 
Wi.acon in.... .. ..... 6 43 2, 743 420 172 248 1, 061 159 32,029 29,45 
District of Columbia. 4 31 2, 861 370 183 187 610 50 .... .. . .. • .. ....... 
IndianTerritory ..... 1 11 43 120 59 61 68 ...... ........... 13,00 
Total .......... 345 3, 352 322, 934 1d34,240 18,510 15,385 85,825
1
5,031 3,ao7, 010 j3.333, 04 
PAUT2.-Infanta.y- ==1'==1=--======== 
lum1. 
cnc~!o_:~~~-~~~~~~~~~ ~ ! :::::::: ..... ~~- ~ .. ---~~ -~ --- .. ~~- :~~::~~: 1 :::::: ..... ~·-~~~ ~:~~4 
linens .............. 1 ...... 2, 700 1 ................ ooooooo• l· ······· ...... 5, 073 ........ . 
a In clod 12.'> ssx not r ported. 
o lnclod 1 172 sex not r ported. 
c Include~ 4'3 ox not reported. 
dincludes 345 sex not reported. 
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TABLE XXII.- Summary of statistics of hom~s and asylums, goc.-Continued. 
~ I1J <I) Q ~ Q) ~ 
~ ~~ Sd rtf~ .s.s 00 ~~ ...... ~ 
States and Terri- ~ o ..... Ore::~ ~ a:Jgj ~§ tories. . oc;s 
. s ...... rc:::l .c..g OQ ~Q ~ ... ~ 
.c $ ..,- ;.s 
s s~ ~"' 
::l ::l ~ izi izi H 
Present inmates. Libraries. 
rti .p 
<I) 
"' ~ ~1!~ 
I> ,P<l) Q) 
...... ~h ~ 0 ·ig ~ Q) <I) 
"' ~ ~~ s 1=1 <l)Q <I) ~"' 0 ~ Q Q 




Kentucky .......... . 
Maryland ........... . 
Massachusetts ..•.... 
Michigan .......... .. 
New York ......... .. 
Pennsylvania ....... . 
Rhode Island .•.•... . 
District of Columbia. 
















1, 216 120 
1, 200 24 











. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ ........... .................... .................. 
................. .............. $29,662 $30,143 
................. ..... .......... .. ................. .................... 
140 ............ 408,517 422,730 
................. ........... 7,066 8, 549 
............. ............... . .................. .................... 
.............. ........... .......... .. ......... ....................... 

















M~tssachusetts ....... , 1 
Michigan ........... 1 
Minnesota ........... 1 
Missouri ............. 4 
New York ........... 13 
Ohio ................. 4 
Pennsylvania .•••.... 4 
Tennessee ........... 1 
Virginia .....•.....•. 
District of Columbia. 1 
-
Total .......... 45 
-Total, Part 1 . .... 345 
Total, Part 2 .••.. 21 
Total, Part 3 .••.. 45 






















151 11 2 9 30 5 
327 6aO 52 578 253 
560 106 26 80 ................ ............ 
962 62 62 .............. ........... 
265 265 ............... .......... 
113 73 7a 700 125 
1, 750 4a1 386 45 1, 474 259 
212 24 24, .............. 
~~ ! ..... ~~- 22 ........ , ...... 40 150 .••••• 
32,519 667 667 100 
108, 168 a34,385 22,451 11,627 7, 508 455 
1, 250 194 65 129 176 
1, 696 298 56 242 .............. ............ 
69 ............................ ............. ............ ........... 
160 160 60 100 ............. ............ 
.............. 66 42 24 250 75 
---------
147,937 a37,464 23, 170 13,987 10,641 919 
--~== =~=
322,934 b34, 249 18, 519 15,385 85,825 5, 031 
37,623 3, 307 1, 598 1, 709 140 .......... 
147,937 a37,464 23,170 13,987 10,641 919 
-----------
508,494 c75, 020 43,287 31,081 96,606 5, 950 
a Includes 307 sex not reported. 
b Includes 345 sex not reported. 
e Includes 652 sex not reported. 
4,519 1,410 
3, a55 a, 355 
................. .... .................. 




5, 341 I 5, 366 
5, 251 5, 251 
.................... ..... ......... 
a,479 5, 000 
366,816 379,879 
700 8,134 
7, 378 7, 828 
963 931 
....... ........... ...... .......... 
7, 091 6,819 
451,721 493,310 
== ----
3, 607,940 3, 333, 045 
456,287 467,710 
451,721 493,310 
4, 515,948 4, 294,065 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statisticalsummary of benefactions for 187'9, by States. 
States and Terri-
tories. 
_______ , _____ , _____ , ____ , ___ -----------------
.Alabama........... $19, 800 $600 $4, 000 .. .. .. $200 -........... - .. - $15, 000 .... .. 
.Arkansas ....................................................................................... .. 
California........... 18, 120 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . 6, 000 .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. . • • . .. .. .. • . 12, 120 .••••• 
Colorado........... 10, 568 8, 068 . • • .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. . 2, 500 ..... . 
Connecticut .. .. .. . 162, 837 150, 000 . .. .. .. . 10, 000 ...... 2, 137 .. .. • • • . $700 ............ .. 
Delaware ........................................................................................ . 
Florida. ......................................................................................... .. 
Georgia............ 9, 655 7, 500 .. .. • • • . . • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $2, 000 155 ..... . 
lllinois .... ........ 138,983 114,000 ........ 16,619 $175 . ..... 7, 000 . ..... .. 1,189 .... .. 
Indiana............. 4, 900 3, 100 .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. . .. • • • • .. • • .. 1, 800 .................... .. 
Iowa............... 43, 120 40, 650 .. • .. .. . .. • .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. • . .. .. . • • . 500 1, 970 ..... . 
Kansas .......... .. 9, 500 5, 500 ....... ........ ...... ...... 4, 000 ...... ......... ..... .. 
Kentucky ....... .. 7, 535 .......... -....... -....... .. • .. • .. .. .. 6, 500 -- .. .. • . 1, 035 .... .. 
Louisiana. ..... .. .. . 







$70 1, 000 ................... - .. • .. • .. 25, 000 .... .. 
:Maryland ..•..••••. 










1, ooo .. .. .. • . .. • • • • . • .. .. 3C, 600 82, 468 38, oo5 $1, 500 




500 ...... ...... . ....... ........ 2,500 ·••••• 
:Missouri .......... . 19, 853 .. • .. • • . .. • .. • • . .. • • .. .. .. .. 11, 000 . • .. • • • . 2, 000 .... .. 
Nebraska. ......... . 15, 000 . • .. • .. . 5, 000 ........................... - - ............ . 
New Hampshire . .. 20, 165 .. • • .. . • • . .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • . .. • • .. .. • • .. 3, 000 5, 000 12,165 
NewJersey ....... 165,250 165,000 ........ .............................. ..... . 250 
New York......... 462, 496 112, 732 ..... ... 282, 190 2, 000 525 .. • .. • .. 20, 000 35,913 9,136 
North Carolina. .. • . 45, 330 24, 580 . • • .. .. . . • • .. • .. .. • • .. . • • • .. 17, 500 ...... .. 3, 250 
Ohio . .. • . .. . . .. .. • . 164, 498 104, 202 .. • .. • . . 26, 646 .. .. • . .. • • .. 10, 500 ...... .. 23,000 150 
Oregon ... .. . ... • .. 25, 750 17, 200 50 ............... ..... ............... . 8, 500 
Pennsylvania. ..... 2, 583, 125 2, 095, 350 . • • .. • • . 20, 025 ...... 1, 500 450, 000 1, 000 15,000 250 
Rhode Island .. . • .. 52, 900 51, 000 . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. • • .. • .. .. . . .. .. . • . 1, 900 ............. . 
South Carolina...... 16, 700 9, 100 . • • .. .. . 7, 600 ........................................ .. 
Tennessee .. .. .. . . . 143, 962 141, 162 . .. • .. .. . • • • • • .. . • • • .. . • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. .. • .. . 2, 800 
Texas.............. 2,125 .......... ........ ........ ...... ...... ........ ........ 2,125 
Vermont........... 205,425 185,625 .. ................................ .......... 19,800 
Virginia .. . .. • .. .. . 74, 558 15, ooo 58, 658 aoo .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • . 600 
n· t.ofColnmbia ............ . ................................................................... . 
West Virginia. .. . • . 15, 500 3, 000 ........................... __ ....... . • • • • • .. 12, 500 
Wiscon.ein -... -... - 88, 685 87, 200 .. .. • . . . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • • • .. 485 1, 000 
New ~co ..... .. 
Utah ............. . 
W hlngton ...... . 
5,800 .......... ........ .... .... ...... ...... ........ ........ 5,800 
12, 751 .. .. ... • .. .. .. •• .. . ..... •• .. .. • • . .. • • . .. • .. • .. .. ... • .. 12, 751 ..... . 
550 50 ........ ........ ...... ...... ........ ........ 500 .... .. 
ToW •••••••. 5, 249,810 3, 878,648 59,778 1379,880 2,17614,862 543,900 ii2,0s3 257,978 i1,03a 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statisticalsumma.ry of benefac-tions for 1879-Continued. 
I ~ rc rri -5 1-< ~ -~ l:l ui 
I 
4) 
.;! a:> s l'l rc ~ 4) rrr . ' 1-< ~ d bll l:>ll. c;s a:> 4) ....... ~ ~ rcui . s ~ o"' ,.<:l~ ~ s Q ~~ rc"' ui 4) Institutions. ::=dj A as·l=: rc A ~~ d~ rrrA .;:.o "' .OA ;a ~ ..., 
"' 




Universities and col- $3.878,648 $2,264,569 $644,113 $91,000 $16,100 $10,670 $584,845 $267,351 
leges. 
Schools of science .•••. 59,778 23,970 19,133 .. .... .. -- .. 12,280 4, 295 100 ............... 
Schools of theology .••. 379,880 139,461 45,500 50,000 7, 500 7, 500 126,300 3, 619 
Schools oflaw ......... 2,175 .................... 2, 000 ............... 175 ............... .................. .............. 
Schools of medicine .... 4, 362 525 1, 700 .............. .............. .. .. ·-· ..... ................... 2,137 
Institutions for the su- 543,900 38,600 463,100 ............. 9, 000 27,200 1, 000 5, 000 
perior instruction of 
women. 
Preparatory schools ..•. 112,053 107,143 ............ ............... 1, 500 .. ........... 2, 225 1,185 
Institutions for second- 257,978 42,912 93,355 12,500 15,760 24,705 1,146 67,600 
ary instruction. 




--Total .••.••..•••• 5, 249,810 2, 618,330 1, 268, 901 153,500 62,815 74,470 716,116 355,678 
TABLE XXIV.-Surnmary of the numbe1· of educational publications. 
Number of :firms in-
California . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Indiana ........••••.......•...••... 1 
Maine.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .. 1 
Massachusetts .................••••. 23 
Michigan ......................... . 
Missouri ..••.•.•••...•............. 
New York ......................... . 




Archreology, :fine arts, and music . . . . 37 
Bibliography and literature......... 72 
Dictionaries and encyclopredias . • . • . 21 
Education.......................... 72 
General science.... .. • ... . ... • . . . •. . 51 
Geography......................... 5 
History . . . . •. .•••.•. •.. . . . • •• ••.• .. 61 
Language.......................... 68 
North Carolina..................... 1 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 7 
Pennsylvania ·----· ...... ...... .... 19 
Rhode Island........................ 1 
Virginia............................ 2 
Wisconsin.......................... 1 
District of Columbia . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Total . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . 138 
Law . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 33 
Mathematics ........ ........ ....... 28 
Mechanics and .physics.... . • . . • . . . . . 23 
Medicine and surgery ........... __ .. 47 
Natural history .... ••u··· .... •• .... • 25 
Philosophy and logic ........ .... .. . 10 
Political and social science.... .. .. .. 12 
Theology...... . • . . • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . 41 
Total •..•.....••••.•••••••••• 606 
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TABLE XXV.-Summary of patents jot improvements in school furniture. 
The following summary shows the patents granted by the Government for inven-
tions of school furniture and appliances during the year: 
From California.................... 1 New Jersey......................... 10 
Connecticut . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . 3 New York .••••....••..•• - ~ .. . . . . . . . . 39 
illinois....................... 10 Ohio............................... 14 
Indiana...................... 4 Pennsylvania .... .••••• •••• .... .... 15 
Iowa......................... 4 Rhode Island....................... 1 
Kansas . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2 Vermont .......••••..•••••...••. -. . 1 
Maine........................ 2 Virginia .... ...... •••• ••.• .... ...•. 2 
Maryland .•• • . . .•• ••. .. . . . . . • 3 West Virginia.. ... ...... .• ••• . .. . . .. 2 
Massachusetts .••• ••••........ 10 District of Columbia ..••••.•... - ... - 3 
Michigan..................... 3 Foreign ...........•.....•.•........ 10 
Missouri . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • • • . . . . 1 
New Hampshire.............. 1 Total·······--· .•..••••...... 114 
Improvements in-
Atmosphere, apparatus for moistening 
the .......•••••....•.. __ ......... . 
Blackboard ......... .............•.. 
Blackboard holder ..••....•....••..• 
Blotter ............................ . 
Blotter, writing tablet .......••..... 
Blotting sheet .....••••..••••..••••• 
Book, blank ...•...••••..•.......... 
Bookcase ..•••••...................• 
Bookcase, sectional . . . . . .......•••• 
Book, copy ...........••••.......... 
Book cover .•.•......•..........•••. 
Book cover, copy ...............•... 
Book cover protector ...•.•.•...... 
Book cover, removable ............. . 
Book covers, device for securing ••••. 
Book-keeping apparatus ........... . 
Books, &c., device for carrying ...•.. 
Books, &c., holder for ..........•... 
Bottle, ink ............•..... .. . _ ... 
Calculating percentage, &c., device 
for . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . ......... _ •... 
Calculator ... _ .............•••.. _. _. 
Calculator, mechanical .•.•......... 
Calisthenic motor .......•.........•. 
Circle , apparatus for describing .... 
Circles, instrument for drawing arcs 
of. . . • • . . .......•.....•..... __ •••• 
opyhold r ....................... . 
Copying and recording machine, com-
bined ...•. .... ....•.....•....•.•. 
ounting regi ter .....•............. 
rocible furnace ...•.•..••••...•.... 
k r ttee, school. •...•....••••• 
D k, chool •••..•..••.•.••••...... 
ks h landother ...•.•....... 
ra"'ing an acing apparatus ...•• 
rawiog apparatu 1 perspective .••.• 
Drawing board..................... 1 
Drawing table.......... •.... ...•.. 1 
1 Electric conductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
3 Electric induction coil • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1 Electric motor...................... 2 
1 Electrical conductor . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . 2 
1 Electricity, meter for measuring. . . . . 1 
1 Electricity, process and apparatus for 
1 the storage of ............•... -. . . 1 
4 Exercising machine .......... - . . . . . . 3 
1 Fileholder. . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • 1 
3 · File, paper......................... 2 
1 Galvanic batteries, solution for...... 1 
1 Galvanic battery _... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
1 Galvanic battery cell .•.••..... , . . . . 1 
2 Globe, terrestrial... .••. .••••. .. .... 1 
1 Globe, time......................... 2 
1 Gymnastic apparatus .......... - -... 1 
1 Heat and ventilation, producing . . . . 1 
1 Heat regulator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1 Heat regulator for furnaces, auto-
rna tic . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • . . • • • • • 1 
1 Heater for dwellings................ 1 
2 House ventilator -----· ••. • •. . . . . . . . 1 
2 Inkstand . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 6 
1 Inkwell . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 
1 Inkwell for school desks . . . • . . . . . . . 1 
Inkwell lid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • 1 
1 Lead and crayon holder. • . . • . . • • . . . . 1 
1 Microscope . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . 2 
Mucilage holder.................... 2 
1 Mucilage holder and distributor.... • 1 
2 Music holder and leaf turner . . . . . . • • 1 
1 Musical instruments, adjustable key-
1 board for.... . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 
7 Musical instruments, automatic at-
1 tachment for keyboard . . . . . • . • . . . 1 
1 Musical instruments/ pedal for . . . • . . 1 
1 Musical note tablet...... ........... 1 
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·TABLE XXV.- Summm·y of patents for imP'rovements in school furniture-Uontinued. 
Numbering machine................ 1 Pencil sharpener, eraser, and tablet, 
Pen .••• ·--~-·...................... 1 combined........................ 1 
Pen and pencil case.... • . . • . . . • • . . . • 2 Portfolio and writing tablet, com~ 
Penholder...... . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . •• • • . 2 bined . • • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • 1 
Pen, pencil, and ink case •••• ....... 1 Ruler . . . .. ••. .. .. .. .. •• • ••• .. . . .. . • 1 
Pen, perforating .............. . --.... 1 Ruler, parallel ................ ~.. . • 1 
Pen, pneumatic perforating . . • . • • • • . 1 Scholar'S companion . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . 1 
Pen, pneumatic stencil . • . . . .. .. • .. • . 1 Sponge cup.... . .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . • . 1 
Pen, stencili.ng . . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • 2 Tablet, writing............... •••• .• 1 
Pen, stylographic fountain.......... 3 Teaching arithmetic, device for..... 2 
Pens, fountain attachment for writing 1 Teaching penmanship, device for .... 
Pencil.............................. 2 Teaching word analysis, apparatus 
Pencil and line measurer, combined . 1 for .. . . .. . . .. .. .. • . .. . .. • .. .. • • .. . 1 
Pencil attachment . . . . . . • • • • . . .. .. .. 1 Telescope . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1 
Pencil case .......• ~... . • • • • . .• • • • . . 1 Telesuopes and microscopes, eye piece 
Pencil bolder, slate .... , .. .. .. .. . . .. 1 and objective for .. .. .. • • • . .. .. . . . 1 
Pencil, lead ......... .......... .... . 1. 'Vriting table .... .... .... .......... 1 
Pencil sharpener and pencil point pro-
tector, combined.................. 1 · Total ........................ 141 
Pencil sharpener and slate frame, 
combined slate . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . • . . . 1 
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I.-EUROPE . 
.A.usTRIA-HUNGARY.l-a. AUSTRIA, constitutional monarchy: Area, 115,905 squ~tre miles; population, 
21,5fl5,435. Capital, Vienna; population, 1,020,770. Minister of public instruction, Dr. C. von Stre-
mayr. 
Miscellaneous educational items.-In 1879 the University of Vienna had 257 professors 
and 3,609 students; the high school for agriculture at Vienna, 28 professors and 450 
students; the University of Gratz, 94 professors and 743 students; ::tnd the technical 
schools of Vienna, Gratz, Lemberg, and Brunn, together, 3,300 students. Accord-
ing to Dittes' Paedagogischer J ahresbericht for 1878 there is a movement on foot 
to induce the legislature to abrogate the law making school attendance compulsory 
for eight years. The agitation is especially strong in the rural districts, where the 
farmers rely to a great extent upon the aid of their children. 
The want of teachers is making itself seriously felt in several provinces. This is 
partly due to the insufficient number of teachers' seminaries· aud partly to the exceed-
ingly low salaries offered by the school authorities. 
The Austri:1n teachers are almost unanimously against the introduction of school 
savings banks. They base their objection on pedagogic grounds. They say a child 
cannot save because it cannot yet earn anything. Instead of teaching a child the 
virtue of economy, he might be induced to obtain money by false means, in order to 
deposit as much as his neighbor. They further say it is unpedagogic to make chil-
dren too early acquainted with money matters and speculations. 
b. HUNGARY, constitutional monarchy: Area, 118,172 square miles; population, 15,509,455. Capital, 
Budapest; population, 270,473. Minister of public instruction, .A. von Trefort. 
The budget of the ministry of public instruction still occupies a very modest posi-
tion in the general budget of the kingdom. The total amount allowed for the year 
Hm:! was only $2,050,541, while in 1873 it amounted to $2,500,000. The budget of the· 
minister of public instruction was only 1.70 per cent. of the general Hungarian bud-
get for 1878. The army and court expenses, the public debt, and the railroad subsi-
dies absorbed 76.79 per cent. of the total expenses in 1876; for other purposes, there-
fore, there remained only 23.21 per cent. 
The budget, however, does not show the whole amount annually expended for edu-
1Thelatest official statistics are iiven in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
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cational purposes. A considerable income is also durived from endowments and do-
nations. The total expenditure may be estimated a[; $3,500,000 a year. 
Elementary schools.- All the elementary schools of Hungary and of the political and 
religious communities are public schools. The organization of these schools is not 
subject to the approval of t.he school authorities. Private schools may become public 
when their organization is approved by the government. The communal schools are 
undenominational. The communes are, howev~r, at liberty to give subsidies to de-
nominational schools in proportion to the population the schools represent. The 
denominations may turn over their schools to the communes and the latter are 
obliged to adopt them. If the 'parents of 30 children of school age refuse to send their 
children to the existing denominational schools, the commune is bound to establish 
and support a separate school for them. The pupils have to pay a small tuition fee; 
the poor children, however, are exempt from this payment. As a rule not more than 
60 pupils may be placed in one school room. The school is open at least nine months 
in the year in cities and eight months in rural districts. The number of lessons is 
20 to 25 a week, including the obligatory religious instruction. Each child is in-
structed in his mother tongue; in communes with a mixed population, the teachers 
have to be familiar with the languages in use. 
Hungary had, in 1877, 12,137 communes and 15,486 elementary schools, against 
11,769 communes and 15,282 schools in 1875. About 840 communes have no schools 
at all. With regard to their character, the elementary schools were divided, in 1877, 
into 1,731 state and communal and 13,755 denominational and private schools. The 
school population (6 to 15) in 1877 was 2,127,950, or 15.70 per cent. of the population. 
The total number of children of school age attending school in 1877 was 1,559,636, 
viz, 846,793 boys and 692,843 girls. Of this number 1,218,653 attended the elementary 
day school, 287,601 the review school, 12,414 the higher elementary and burgher 
schools, 23,089 the elementary private schools, and 17,879 the secondary schools. The 
number of children of school age attending no school in 1877 was 568,314, viz, 264,705 
boys and 303,609 girls. With regard to their mother tongue, the children attending 
school are divided as follows: Magyars, 758,473; Germans, 272,684; Roumanians, 
1 6,001; Sclavonians, 239,207; Servians, 33,589; Croats, 25,875; Rutheneans, 43,810. 
In 1877 the school authorities imposed 735,020 .fines for irregular attendance. The ele-
mentary school teachers numbered 20,717 in 1877 against 19,610 in 1874. There are 
still 4,910 teachers without diplomas. Two thousand five hundred and twenty-five 
teachers have served over 30 years, 1,317 from 25 to 30 years, 1,648 from 20 to 25 years, 
2,438 from 15 to 20 years, and 2, 797 from 10 to 15 years. The rest have served less than 
10 years. The great majqrity of Hungarian schools have only one class. The organiza-
tion of graded schools makes very feeble probJTess. From 1!:l71 to 1877 the increase of 
grad d schools has only b en 0.01 per cent. The majority of the 15,48fr school-houses 
ar not y t arranged in strict accordance with the law. Want of schools and teachE:rs, 
irregular attendanc , defective school rooms and appliances, want of text books, and 
th inad quat training of the ~achers, all are obstacles in the way of educational 
progr in Hungary. .Anoth r great difficulty presents itself in the polyglot character 
f th country. 
Iligl r popular and bu1'yller schools.-The advanced popular schools in Hungary are the 
high r el m ntary cho ls and the bUl'gher chools. The establishment of a higher 
l m ntary chool, or, if the m an allow it, of a burgher school, is the duty of every 
mmun with a p pulation of at lea t 5,000. The course of study in the higher 
1 m nt ry hooll t thr e years for boys and two years for girl . No one i n.d-
mittecl b for mpl ting th six years' course in the lower elementary school. In 
th bur •h r ch 1 the o of tndy la t six years for boys and four years for 
girl. · II ·r pnpils are admi d after the completion of the first four years in the 
1 w r 1 m n cy s ho 1. In 1 7 th re w re 62 high r elementary and _61 burgher 
ch 1 · In u t 1 , lin· r Tr t rt p int d ont 212 communes which ought to 
abli b uch cb 1 nee r in, to la.,v. The number of pupil of the higher element-
a • ncl bar •h r sch ols w 12,414 in 1 71 viz, 6,758 boiYS and 5,655 girls. 
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Teachers' seminaries.- In 1877 there were 65 teachers' seminaries, viz, 51 for males 
and 14 for females. Of these 65 institutions 22 belonged to the state, 26 to the Cath-
olic Church, 3 to the Greek Church, 9 to the Augsburg Confession, 4 to the Helvetic 
Confession, and 1 to the Hebrews. The number of teachers employed in all the 
seminaries was 636 in 1877 and the total number of students 3;991, of whom 1,138 
were females. In 1869 the number of female students was only 121. The cost of 
the 22 state seminaries was $254,000 in 1877. 
Indltst·rial and commercial schools.-In accordance with a resolution of the Hun-
garian legislature the minister of public instruction !tppointed a commission to study 
the questions relating to industrial schools. This commission recommended the estab-
lishment of apprentice schools and of higher industrial schools. There are about 250 
cities which require industri~l schools, but the minister cannot satisfy them all at 
once for want of money. A few schools of this class are now open, but the attendance 
iS still irregular. The commercial schools are also still in an unsatisfactory condition. 
They numbered only 24 in 1877 and were attended by 1,114 pupils. 
Secondm·y schools.- In 1877 Hungary had 148 Gymnasien, with 1,825 professors and 
31,457 pupils, and 34 Realschulen, with 5,647 pupils. There is a secondary Bchool for 
girls at Budapest, with 16 teachers and 221 pupils, and one at Oedenburg, with 85 
pupils. There are several other secondary schools for girls, but their reports are want-
ing. There are seminaries for the training of secondary school teachers at Budapest 
and Klausenburg. These seminaries are conducted by professors in the universities 
and polytechnic school. 
The universities.- AU the schools of theology, including the faculty of theology of 
the University of Budapest, are under the control of the respective religious denomi-
nations. The number of schools of theology is 40, 39 of which belong to the various 
Christian denominations and one to the Hebrews. These 40 institutions had, in 
1877, 258 professors and 1,672 students. The two universities are e~ituated at Buda-
pest and Klausenburg. The former has the four faculties of theology, law, medicine, 
and philosophy, while Klausenburg has only the three latter faculties. Budapest 
had, in 1878, 7 chairs of theology, 37 of law, 47 of medicine, and 73 of philosophy. 
The number of students in the same ye::tr was 2,717. The University of Budapest has 
no students' associations, such as are found in Austria and Germany. There is only 
an academic reading club, to which also the students of the polytechnic school have 
admittance. The University of Klausenburg, in its present form, dates from 1872. 
In 1876-'77 it had 111 professors and 363 students. The university library has 13,834 
volumes. Besides the universities, Hungary has 13 academies of law, of which 5 
belong to the state and 8 to religious denominations. The latter have to submit their 
courses of study to the approval of the minister of public instruction. In 1877-'76 
these 13 academies bad 127 professors and 991 students. 
BELGIUM, constitutional monarchy: Area, 11,373 square miles; population, 5,336,686. Capital, Brussels; 
population, 384,848. Minister of public instruction, P. van Hnmbeeck. 
The accession of the liberal party to power in July, 1878, was the beginning of a 
new era in Belgian education. The liber:=tls not only created an independent minis-
try of public instruction (heretofore there was only an educational section in the 
ministry of the interior), but they at once asked the Chambers to revise the education 
law of 1842, which gave the clergy almost unlimited power over the schools. The 
reform bill became law in July, 1879, and has since been enforced vigorously by the 
government. Henceforth religious instruction is optional, and may be given after the 
regular school hours. The priests are no longer employed as school inspectors, and 
they may not compel the teachers and pupils to attend church. The church authori-
ties are bitterly opposed to the law and threaten to excommunicate the teachers who 
continue to serve in government schools and the parents who patronize them. 
Belgium has at present 5,857 elementary schools, viz, 1,766 for boys, 2,127 for girls, 
and 1,904 for both sexes. Four thousar d six hundred and sixty-one of these schools are 
under the supervision of the state and 1,191 are without such supervision. The total 
number of pupils is 669,192, viz, 336,575 boys and 332,617 girls. The infant schools and 
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evening schools have together 97,382 pupils. The expenses for elementary education 
amount to nearly $5,000,000 a year. The total number of teachers is ll,8o.J. The law 
of 1876 fixes the minimum salary at $200. 
The Belgian Educational League has issued a programme for an international 
educational congress to be held at Brussels in connection with the celebration of the 
fiftieth anniversary of Belgian independence in 1880. The object of the congress is to 
ex;plain and popularize the social and educational questions relating to all grades of 
instruction: It will be divided into six sections, to which will be assigned every 
phase of instruction, from the infant school to the university. Special attention will 
be paid to school legislation and school hygiene. Invitations have been sent to all the 
civilized countries in the world, and many leading educators have expressed a desire 
to attend the session~. · 
DENMARK, constitutional monarchy: Area, 14,553 square miles; population, 1,903,000. Capitu,l, Copen-
hagen; population, 250,000. Minister of public instruction, A. C. P. Linde. 
Denmark has a school population (6 to 14) of 200,761. All these children, except 
those who are mentally or bodily disabled, attend school. There are 2,781 primary 
schools in the rural districts a,nd 113 in the towns. For the training of teachers, there 
are 5 seminaries, with 233 students. The secondary schools number 26 and the sec-
ondary school teachers 314. The University of Copenhagen has 60 professors and 1,250 
students. The university library contains 275,000 volumes. For special education, 
Denmark has a royal veterinary and agricultural school, with 16 professors and about 
200 students; a polytechnic school, with 13 professors and 150 students; 2 academies 
of fine ar!s; 1 technical school; 8 navigation schools; a military academy; and several 
charitable institutions. 
FINLAND, a dependency of Russia: Area, 144,222 square miles; population, 1,857,035. Capital, Hel-
singfors; population, 34,579. 
Finland has 124 town schools and 293 country schools. The total number of infant 
schools is 100. The :E'innish language is used in 243 schools; in the rest the Swedish 
language is spoken. There are still252 districts without schools. The town schools 
are attended by 6,815 pupils, and the country schools by 11,:~63. For secondary ed-
ucation there are 18 lyceums and 33 Realschulen. The University of Helsingfors bas 
892 students, of whom 642 are regular students and 250 hearers. 
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the old scholastic spirit and under the control of theologians, showed itself more 
than ever hostile to changes. It excluded Hebrew, Greek, and all other brancheB from 
which the partisans of the reform movement derived the spirit of criticism and free 
inquiry. The university was therefore opposed to the college created by Fran9ois I, 
and used all means to hinder its development. After great efforts by the university, 
the royal college was placed under its jurisdiction. The college professors continued 
to instruct gratuitously, but they had no authority to confer degrees. The number of . 
chairs increased, however, to such an extent that law, medicine, anatomy, the sci-
ences, and letters were represented in the college with a liberty which was unknown 
in the faculties. This liberty is still to-day the rule in the College of France, which 
has been entirely separate from the University of France since the beginning of the 
present century. From 1871 to 1878, seven new chahs were created, and the salaries 
of the professors have been raised from $1,500 to $2,000. 
Education in Paris in 1876 and in 1879.-In 1876 the population of Paris was 1,988,806. 
The number of children between the ages of 2 and 6 years was 113,190, and between 
the ages of 6 and 14 years, 219,764. In 1877 there were present in the salles u'asile 
26,718 children, viz, 22,837 in public and 3,881 in private ones; the number present in 
the schools was 168,729, viz, 93,157 jn public and 75,572 in private schools. There 
were thus 195,447 children in attendance. For the accommodation of these children 
there were 1,404 establishments, viz, 146 salles d'asile1 and 1,258 schools. Three hun-
dred and ninety-one of these 1,404 schools were for boys and 867 for girls. Of the boys' 
schools 141 were public and 250 private and of the girls' schools 144 public and 723 
private. The total number of new schools erected in Paris since 1867 is 105, with 
44,814 seats. 'fhe number of children of school age (6 to 14) who did not appear on 
the rolls of public and private schools was 42,000. Of these about 3,000 children 
received instruction at home and about 30,000 attended the public or private schools 
during some time of the year. There remained, therefore, 9,000 children for whom 
school accommodation had to be provided. Paris has a central drawing school for 
girls, which was attended in 1878 by 3,148 pupils. The adult schools numbered, in 
1877, 7,482 male and 3,828 female pupils. 
The following account of the condition of education in Paris on March 1, 1879, is 
extracted from the report of M. Greard, inspector general of public instruction and 
director of primary schools for that city. 
In former reports, especially in the memoir prepared on the occasion of the Univer-
sal Exposition of 1878, it was stated that in less than 10 years, from 1867 to 1877, and 
especially since 1871, 57,000 new seats for scholars had been provided. In this report 
no attempt is made to state what has been done to supply the demand, but it men-
tions what has still to be done to accommodate all the children who ought to be in 
school. 
I. Schools: The following table shows the condition of lower primary schools 
( ecoles primaires elementaires) for boys and girls ou the 1st of March, 1879: 
Permanent seats ................................................ . 
Temporary 6eats ............................................... .. 
Total ..................................................... . 
Pupils on the rolls . . . .. . • . • • • • ................................ .. 
Excess of pupils on the rolls over the number of permanent seats .. 
Excess of pupils on the rolls over the total number of permanent 
and temporary seats. 









Schools for Total. girls. 
43,871 91,745 
2,608 6, 006 
46,479 97,751 
=-==== == 46,812 98,663 
2,941 6, 918 
333 912 
1 Salles d'asile in France and ecoles gardiennes in Belgium correspond to infant schools in England 
and Kindergarten in Germany . . Intended for very young children, instruction is usually limited to 
singing, physical ~xercises, &c. 
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From the foregoing table it appears that, in order to give suitable accommodation to 
a large number of pupils on the rolls, 6,918 seats must be provided. But this number 
would only supply the present demand and not furnish a single seat for newcomers. 
How many seats are then needed' To answer this question we must ascertain the 
number of children between the ages of 6 and 14 and the number of pupils who can 
be accommodated at present in the public and private schools. The following table 
furnishes these numbers: 
Schools for 8choo!sfor Total. boys. girls. 
Number of children between the ages of 6 and 14, according to 102,781 106, 983 209,764 
the census of 1876. I 
Number on the rolls in public schools ..... --·- ......... ·----- .... 51,851 46,812 98,663 
Number on the rolls iu private schools-·---------- ____ ..••. ·----- 24,564 46,601 71,165 
Total number of pupils on the rolls of public and private primary 76,415 93,413 169,828 
schools. 
Excess of children of school age (6 to 14) over the number of 26,366 13, 570 39,936 
pupils on the rolls. 
It must be observed, however, that the 169,828 pupils on the rolls are not all be-
tween the ages of 6 and 14; a certain number of them are under the age of 6 aRd 
others are above the age of 14. In order to ascertain the exact number of children 
between the ages of 6 and 14 who do not :find accommodation in the public and pri-
vate schools, the number of pupils under and over age must be deducted from the 
total number on the rolls. The report of 1878 gave the number of children under and 
above the school age who occupied seats in the public and private schools as 17,160. 
This number deducted from 169,828 leaves 152,668, and the latter number deducted 
from the total school population (209,764) gives 57,096 children between the ages of 
6 and 14 who do not attend at present any public or private primary school. 
It must now be ascertained how many of these 57,096 children ought to be furnished 
with seats in the public schools. According to the estimate in the report of 1878 the 
number of children between the ages of 6 and 14 enrolled in the salles d'asile is 6,525 
and the number of those receiving instruction at home is estimated in the same report 
at 1:3,t350. If to these numbers be added about 30,000 children wbo attend irregularly 
or for a short period only, we have a total of 50,375 children who ought to have seats 
in the public schools, but who need not provided for at once. The exact number of 
seats wanted to cover the bare necessity of the case is, tb,erefore, 6, 721, or, in round 
numbers, 7,000. We must not, however, close the doors to those children above school 
age wbo wish to -continue their studies. The number of these is 3,600. And if we 
add the 5,600 children above six years of age now on the rolls in the salles d'asile 
and the 7,000 children who do not :find suitable accommodation in school at present, 
we find that we must provide 22,921 new seats in the primary schools. 
II. Salles d/asile: These had, March 1, 1879, accommodation for 19,024 pupils. The 
following shows the proportion between the present accommodations in the salles 
d'a ile and the infant population (2 to 6) in 1876: Number of boys and girls between 
the ages of 2 and 6 in 1876, 113,190; number of children enrolled in the public salles 
d il , 24,439; numb r of children enrolled in 1he private salles d'asile, 3,659; total 
number of children Qurolled in public and private salles d'asile, 28,09 ; excess of the 
infant population (2 to 6) over the numb r of children enrolled in th alles d'asile, 
,09-2. 1aking an allowance for the number of children who are cared for in private 
salle d a ile and at home, we :find that the municipal authorities ought to provide 
,500 n w plac in the public salles d asile. Adding to this number the 23,000 seats 
r quired in the primary schools we have a total of 29,500 seats. The buildings in 
course of erection will furnish 4,834 seats, viz, 2,022 for boys, 2,117 for girls, and 695 
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for infants in the salles d'asile. This reduces the number of seats required to 18,861 
in primary schools and 5,805 in the salles d'asile. 
III. P1·ojects under consideration: The various projects under consideration will fur-
nish a total of 21,172 new seats to primary schools and 5,970 new seats to the salles 
d'asile, or 2,476 more than are actually required. The execution of these projects will 
require the sum of $5,605,960. 
IV. Higher p1·imary schools (ecoles primai1·es superieures): The city of Paris has at 
present four higher primary schools: The Ecole Turgot, the Ecole Colbert, the Ecole 
Lavoisier, and the Ecole J.-B. Say. A fifth school is in course of erection on the 
Place du Trone. In order to complete the .organization of the higher primary edu-
cation two more schools must be organized and the Ecole Lavoisier enlarged. The 
erection of the new schools and the improvement of the existing ones require the sum 
of $720,000. 
The total amount, therefore, required for the erection of primary schools, salles 
d'asile, and higher primary schools is $6,325,960. 
GERMANY, constitutional empire: Area, 212,091 square miles; population, 42,727,360. Capital, Berlin; 
population, 966, 858. 
Statistics of German universities in 1879. 
Universities. U ni varsities. 
------------1----1----1--------------------
Berlin .......................... .. 
:Bonn .......................... .. 
:Breslau ........................ .. 
Erlangen ............ ........... . 
Freiburg ........... ...... ...... .. 
Giessen ......................... . 
Gottingen ........ ..... ......... .. 
Greifswald ... ................ ... . 
Halle .......................... .. 
Heidelberg ..................... .. 























Kiel ............................ . 
Konigsberg ............... . ..... . 
Leipzig ......................... . 
Marburg ........................ . 
Munich ........................ .. 
Miinster ........................ . 
Rostock ........................ .. 
Strassburg ..................... .. 
Tiibingen ................... ... . . 





















Illiteracy in the Gm·man Empire.- Dr. Engel, director of the royal statistical bureau 
at Berlin, made the following remarks at the International Statistical Congress held 
at Paris in July, 1878: 
At the last census in Prussia I succeeded in obtaining fr~m each com une the number 
of persons who could neither read nor write. We want to know that in our country. 
Of_40,000,000 personal cards we found 25,000,000 persons who could neither read nor 
wnte. 1 The Prussia11 reports are very reliable in this respect. There are communes 
where 80 per cent. of the inhabitants can neither read nor write. 
a. BADEN, grand duchy: Area, 5,851 square miles; population, 1,507,179. Capital, Carlsruhe; popula· 
tion, 42,895. Director of the superior conncil of education, Dr. G. Nokk. 
The educational budget of Baden for 1879 contains $248,473 for the two universities-
Heidelberg and Freiburg-and the polytechnic school at Carlsruhe; $72,034 for 
Gymnasien; $40,724 for higher burgher schools and Realgymnasien; $16,098 for indus-
trial schools; $44,896 for teachers' seminaries; $128,939 for popular schools; $19,834 for 
deaf-mute and blind schools; and $3,540 for the school of architecture. 
According to the Official Gazette there were 241 teachers' places vacant on the 1st 
of January, 1878. 
1 Of course, this includes infants and all persons in every condition and of every social grade. 
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b. BAVARIA, constitutional monarchy: Area, 29,293 square miles; population, 5,022,390. Capital, 
Munich; population, 198,829. Minister of. public instruction, Dr. von Lutz. 
For the latest educational statistics, see the Report of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion for 1878. 
c. BREMEN, free city: Area, 106 square miles; population, 142,200. 
The Jahrbuch fiir Bremische Statistik, Bremen, 1879, gives the following account 
of the present condition of education iu the city: 
In 1878 Bremen had 52 schools, of which 48 were public and 4 private. The num-
ber of classes was 337; the number of male pupils, 8,658, viz, 8,584 in public and 74 
in private schools; and the number of female pupils, 8,657, viz, 8,070 in public and 
587 in private schools. There were, therefore, together 17,315 pupils, of whom 16,654 
attended the public and 661 the private schools. One thousand eight hundred and 
twenty-one fines were imposed in 1878 for irregular attendance or non-attendance. 
The number of teachers was 400 in 1878, of whom 71 were females. The tuition fees 
amount to $5 a year for every child in the city and $2.50 in the suburbs. Poor chil-
dren pay no fees. The number of non-paying pupils is 24.34 per cent. of the whole 
number in attendance. The education of every child cost the city $7 in 1878. For 
secondary education Bremen has 26 schools, with 3, 768 male and 2,631 female pupils. 
In secondary schools the minimum tuition fee is $10. 
d. H.iliDURG, free city: Area, 148 square miles; population, 388,618. Educational affairs are under 
the control of a high school commission (Oberschulbehorde). 
The official report for 1878 gives the following account of the condition ·of schools: 
Hamburg has 49 public schools, with 519 classes and 24,820 pupils, viz, 13,883 boys 
and 10,937 girls; 29 semi-public schools (halbo:ffentliche Schulen), with 187 classes 
and 7,287 pupils, viz, 4,770 boys and 2,517 girls; 152 private schools, with 727 classes 
and 16,238 pupils, viz, 5,869 boys and 10,369 girls. There are thus in all 230 schools, 
with 1,433 classes and 48,345 pupils. 
e. PRUSSIA, constitutional monarchy: Area, 137,066 square miles; population, 25,742,404. Capital, 
Berlin; population, 966,858. Minister of public instruction, von Puttkamer. 
According to the Central blatt f'ti.r die gesammte Unterrichtsverwaltung in Preussen, 
July and August, 1877, Prussia had 84 Realschulen of the first order, with 945 direc-
tors and regular teachers, 133 additional scientific teachers, and 169 special technical 
teachers. The number of pupils was 25,677. 
In March, 1877, Prussia had 213 Fortbildungsschulen (review schools) receiving sub-
sidie from the state. These schools were attended by 21,724 pupils. In December, 
1877, there were 23,250 schools in which needlework was taught and 6,232 schools 
into which it was not yet introduced. Of all the Pn1ssian elementary schools, 41 per 
cent. are ungraded and 59 per cent. are graded. Of the 86,177 recruits examined in 
Pru ia in 1!578, there were 2,140, or nearly 2.5 per cent., who hitd received no school 
educat ion. The average cost of education of every child in the popular schools in 
Pru ia is about · a year. 
Education inBerlin.-According to the Verwaltungs-Bericht des Magistrat zn Ber-
lin pro 1 9, the city of Berlin has 174 public schools (primary and secondary), with 
2,11' clas and 109,754 pupil , viz, 60,445 boys and 49,309 girls. Of the e pupil 
,7 or per cent., are over 14 years of age, and 100,968 are between the age of6 and 
14. The private schools have 721 classes and 23,158 pupils, viz, 8,204 boys and 
14 o~ girl . The city bas, therefor , in aU 264 schools, with 2,885 classes and 132,912 
pupil . Of the e chools 14 ar Gymna ien, 7 Realschnlen, 2 Gewerbeschnlen, 53 higher 
£ mal hool , 3 teacher ' seminarie , 9 higher schools for boys, and the rest elementary 
and a vane 1 mentary schools for both sexes. In 1879, 8,325 fines were irnpo ed 
for irregul\U' attendance or non-attendance. 
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f. ALBACE-LORHAINE, imperial tenitory (Reichsland): Area, 5,580 square miles; population, 1,531,804. 
The constitution of the German Empire was introduced in Alsace-Lorraine January 
1, 187 4. The administration of the Reichsland is under a governor general, bearing the 
title of Statthalter. The present · Statthalter is Field Marshal von Manteuffel. The 
three principal towns of the Reichsland are Strassburg, with 94,306 inhabitants; Mlihl-
hausen, with 58,463; and Metz, with 45,856. 
The following is an abstract of the official report for the years 1871 to 1878: 
In 1871, when Germany annexed Alsace-Lorraine, there were altogether 4,038 
teachers employed in popular schools. Of these 1,507 were religious and 2,531lay 
teachers. The government at once raised the number of teachers' seminaries from 4 
to 9. These seminaries had, in 1878, 9 directors, 42 male and 11 female teachers, and 
873 students. The state has paid, from 1871 to 1877, $376,046 for the support of the 
seminaries and $93,425 for that of the preparatory schools. 
Higher fe-male schools.- In 1877-'78 there were 70 higher female schools, with ·387 
teachers and 6,000 pupils. 
Middle class schools ( Mittelschulen ).-Of the 9 middle class schools that ofMiihlhausen 
is the most prominent. It halil at present 17 teachers and 365 pupils. Fortbildungs-
schulen (review schools) number 153, viz, 27 in cities and 126 in rural districts. 
Elementary schools.- ( 1) Public schools: There were, in 1878, 524 schools fo.r boys, with 
939 classes and 50,615 pupils; 522 schools for girls, with 981 classes and 46,880 pupils; 
1,557 mixed schools, with 2,362 classes and 112,832 pupils. The number of teMhers 
was 4,167, viz, 2,357 males and 1,810 females. (2) Private schools: There were 21 
schools for boys, with 4:J clasRes and 21032 pupils; 50 schools for girls, with 83 classes 
and 2,529 pupils; 60 mixed schools, with 70 classes and 2,731 pupils. The private 
school teachers numbered 197. The number of Kindergarten was 432, and the number 
of pupils 38,812. 
Secondary schools.-Alsace-Lorraine has 26 secondary schools (lycees, Gymnasien, 
and Realschulen), with 6,212 pupils and 244 regnlar and 80 assistant teachers. 
Before the Franco-Prussian war Alsace-Lormine had :32 state secondary schools and 
9 private (church) institutions, with about 6,200 pupils. 
g. SAXONY, constitutional monarchy: Area, 6, 777 square miles; population, 2, 760,586. Capital, Dresden; 
population, 197,295. Minister of public instruction, Dr. von Gerber. 
The following is an abstract of the official report of the ministry of public instruc-
tion for the school year 1878-'79: 
The University of Leipzig had, in the winter of 1878-'79, 165 professors, 3,061 stu-
dents, and 111 "hearers." The polytechnic school at Dresden had 42 professors and 
592 students. For secondary education there were 13 Gymnasien, with 284 teachers, 
147 classes, and 4,063 pupils; 12 Realschulen of the first order, with 250 teachers, 151 
classes, and 3,525 pupils; 20 Realschulen of the second order, with 215 teachers, 131 
classes, and 2,884 pupils. For the training of teachers there are 18 seminaries, with 
269 teachers and 2,600 pupils. Of this number 186 are females. 
Higher female schools.- In December, 1878, Saxony had two recognized higher female 
schools (Dresden and Leipzig), with 35 teachers and 754 pupils. 
Elementary schools.-The number of public elementary schools in Saxony was 2,134 
in December, 1878, and the number of review schools, 1,866. The elementary schools 
were attended by 453,312 pupils, viz, 223,290 boys and 230,022 girls. The review schools 
had 68,604 pupils, viz, 67,831 boys and 773 girls. 
Saxony has 2 schools for the blind, with 301 inmates. 
The certificated private elementary schools numbered 99 in 1878. These schools 
had 7,575 pupils, viz, 3,123 boys and 4,452 girls. 
SaJcony has, in all, 4,201 institutions of learning, with 12,985 classes, 549,372 pupils, 
and 8,660 teachers. The total expense for education was $4,807,909 in 1878. 
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h. WtlRTTEMBERG, constitutional monarchy: Area, 7,675 square miles; population, 1,881,505. Capital, 
Stuttgart; population, 107,273. Director of the education department, von Roemer . 
. The following is an abstract of the official report for the school year 1877-'78: 
Wiirttemberg had, in 1878, a university at Tiibingen, with 108 professors and 1,144 
students; an academy of agriculture and forestry at Hohenheim, with 27 professors 
and 81 Btudents; a school of veterinary surgery at Stuttgart, with 12 professors and 
40 students; a polytechnic school, with 71 professors and 400 students; a school of fine 
arts, with 12 professors and 80 students; a conservatory of music, with 42 professors 
and 250 students; 91 classical secondary schools, with 8,623 pupils; 72 Realschulen, 
with 7,341 pupils; and 16 elementary city schools, with 2,254. The number of ele-
mentary schools in the rural districts is not given in the report. 
The University of Tiibingen celebrated the four hundredth anniversary of its foun-
dation in 1877. This institution was founded in 1477, by Eberhard im Bart, first dul{e 
of Wiirttemberg. The lectures commenced October 1, 1477. The University of Ttl-
bingen had, from its foundation, four faculties: Theology, medicine, philosophy, and 
jurisprudence. On the introduction of the reformation the faculty of theology be-
came Protestant. At present the university has the seven follo-\ving faculties: (1) 
Protestant theology, (2) Catholic theology, since 1817, (3) jurisprudence, ( 4) medi-
cine, (5) philosophy, (6) science of government, and (7) nataral sciences. 
In 1877-'78 the university had 49 ordinary and 10 extraordinary professors. Of the 
49 regular professors, 5 were for Protestant theology, 6 for Catholic theology, 7 for juris-
prudence, 8 for medicine, 11 for philosophy, 5 for science of government, and 7 for nat-
ural sciences. The salaries of ordinary professors in 1877-'78 ranged between $900 
and $1,100 and those of extraordinary professors between $450 and $550. Besides these 
:fixed salaries the professors receive fees for private lectures and for examinations. 
Wlirttemberg has furnished 667 professors to foreign countries. The largest number 
(110) went to Vienna, 88 to Freiburg, 50 to Heidelberg, and the rest to different other 
European universities. 
In 1879 the total number of students is reported as 1,196, against 834 in 1870. 
From 1865 to 1876 the University of Tiibingen conferred 548 degrees of doctor and 
46 honorary medical degrees. 
The income of the institution was $153,668 in 1877-'78. Of this sum $18,943 are 
derived from endowments and fees and the rest from the public treasury. 
GREA.T BRITA.IN A. MD lRELA.ND, constitutional monarchy : Area, 121,305 square miles; population 
33,805,419. Capital, London; population, 3,620,803. 
a. ENGLAND AND WALES. Capital, London; population, 3,620,868. 
Elementatry schools.-From the report of the committee of council on education we 
learn that, ln the year ending 31st August, 1878, the inspectors visited 16,293 day 
schools in England and Wales to which annual grants were made, containing 23,618 
departments undor separate teachers and furnishing accommodation of 8 square feet 
feet of up r:ficial area per child for 3,942,337 scholars. There were on the registers 
the name of 3,495, 92 children, of whom 1,189,557 were under 7 years of age, 2,158,179 
were between 7 and 13, and 14 , 156 were above 13. 
The following table shows the rate of progress since the passage of the elementary 
education act of 1870 and 1876 : 
Years ending August 31-
1870. I 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 
:Estimat d population . •.••• •..... ............. 22, 090, 163 23, 944, 459 24,244,010 24,547,309 24,854,397 
~amber of chuola in8p t ................ .... 8,281 13,290 14,368 15,287 16,410 
Number of d p::utments: 
1. De.y ............................... 12,061 19,245 20,782 22,033 23,618 
2. Night ..... ....................... . 2,504 I. 392 1,474 1, 733 I. 718 
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Years ending August 31-
1870. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 
Accommodation: 
1. Day schools .......•••••••.•... ... 1, 878, 584 3, 146,424 3, 426,318 3, 653,418 3, 942,337 
2. Night schools ........•••••••••••.. .. ................. 13,055 14,810 16,169 15,029 
Present at examination: 
1. Day scholars .•••••••••.•••••...•.. 1, 434,766 2, 221,745 2, 412,211 2, 633,108 2, 944,127 
2. Night scholars ......••••.•........ 77, 918 37,666 41, 133 50,203 50,181 
Average attendance: 
1. Day scholars .••. .• •.••••••.....•.. 1, 152,389 1, 837,180 1, 984,573 2, 150,683 2, 405,197 
2. Night scholars ....••.•••••..•..•.. 73,375 48,382 49,858 57,785 56, 501 
Number of teachers: 
Certificated ..••.....•.•••.••••....... 12,467 20,940 23,053 24,841 27,324 
Assistant .•••••.....•••••.•..... .. .•. 1, 262 2, 713 3,173 4, 021 5,480 
Pupil ...•••.•••••.....•••............ 14,304 29,667 32,231 34,008 34,399 
Studying in training coll~es ........ 2, 097 1 2, 975 3, 007 3, 027 3, 080 
Training college3.-The accommodation provided in 1879 by the tra.ining colleges is 
sufficient for 3,194 students, and 3,108 are in residence. These colleges can, therefore, 
at present furnish a yearly supply'of some 1,500 teachers who have been trained for 
two years. The average salary of a certificated master, which in 1870 was $478, is now 
$594; that of a scl)oolmistress was $289 in 1870 and is now $356. In addition to their 
other emoluments, 5,369 out of 11,595 masters and 5,018 out of 14,651 mistresses are 
provided with residences. 
School bom·ds.-In the year ending :31st of August, 1878, the number of board 
schools increased from 2,0t:l2 to 2_,682, while the accommodation in these sch0ols rose 
from 705,122 to 890,164 and the average attendance from 427,533 to 559,078. Boards 
have been established to the number of 1, 934, representing a population of 13,150,219. 
School attendance committees.-The elementary education act of 1876, which came 
into operation on the 1st of January, 1!;77, provides for the appointment of a school 
attendance committee for every borough and parish for which a school board has not 
been elected. These committees have been appointed in 108 boroughs and in all those 
unions (582) of which any portion was uot under the jurisdiction of a school board. 
Schools in London.- For the half year ending Christmas, 1878, the average number 
on the roll was 444,332 and the average attendance 350,507. In 1871 the mimber of 
pupils on the roll was 222,518 and the attendance 174,301. It appears, therefore, that 
in something less than eight years the roll has nearly doubled and the average attend-
ance more than doubled. In other words, the roll has increased 27,000 a year and the 
average attendance at the rate of 22,00o ·a year. The accommodation in board schools 
for the quarter ending Christmas, 1678, is given as 198,470, the average attendance 
being 165,900; while the average attendance in voluntar.v schools for the same period 
is stated to have been 184,607, with accommodation for 274,501. 
Schools in Birmingham.-Population, 343,787. In December, 1871, there were accom-
modations for 30,696 pupils; the number on the books was 25,941 and the average 
attendance 16,263. In February, 1879, the following condition prevailed: Accommo-
dation in denominatioual schools, 29,473 ; in board schools, 24,638; in private school!! 
recognized by the board, 945; total, 55,056. On the rolls in denominational schools, 
29,697; in board schools, 28,755; in private schools, 946; total, 59,398. Average at-
tendance on denominational schools, 21,410; board schools, 21,401 ; private schools, 
686; total, 43,497. 
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The results shown in these statements are further illustrated by the following table, 
which gives particulars relating to the principal towns in Engl:md: 
Boroughs. 
London .............•••.•.•••••...••..•••••.•••••.... -.---.---. 





Brighton ..... .. ....•.• ••••••• •.•.•••• •.•.••........•• ..... • .••. . 
Bri~:~tol. .....••••••.•...•..•..•.••• --. -·------ ··--- ··· · · · ·· ·· • · · 
Derby ..•..•.••••........•.•.....•••.•••••.•.•....•••....... .. . 
Halifax .........•••.. ...•.... ••..•••..•...............•.•...••. 
Hudders:field.. .•••••.. ...•..•........•.•.••••••....•••.......... 
Hull ..................•.•••••..•..•....•..•.••........••. ... •. . 
Leeds .. ................•..•.••.••... .. •.•.•••.................. 
Leicester ..•........•••.•..........•.....•..................... 
Liverpool .............•...•.•••••........•.....••.•.••• --······ 
Manchester .........•.............••........••••............... 
~ewcastle-on-Tyne .........•......•..•••••....... .•....... .... 
Norwich . .............•........•..•.•...•.••................... 
Nottingham ............................ ... ...•................. 
Oldham ............ ........... .. ..........•................... 
Plymouth ...•••.......••••..•.•••..•.•..........•.......• . ..... 
Portsmouth .................................••...............•. 
Salford .......•....•..•.................•••.•..••••........... 
Sheffield .....•....... .......•..••••• .••••.•..•...••............ 
Stockport .......•.•.•.•••••.....••......•.•.................... 
underland .......•...............••..........•.•.....•.•...... 






























174, 301 350, 507 
3, 857 4, 895 
16,263 43,497 
7,5e 13, 026 
7, 209 15, 014 
9, 064 21,304 
4, 63j 9, 249 
13,385 20, 223 
4, 7841 9, 061 
4, 819 7, 876 
4, 526 10,665 
fi, 920 16,770 
13, 599 37,920 
5, 037 14, 966 
31, 348 51,329 
26, 328 38,020 
5, 690 13,473 
6, 317 9, 251 
5, 840 10, 905 
6, 765 12,563 
5, 000 7, 838 
5,498 10,276 
9, 682 18, 164 
11,985 30,192 
3, 433 7, 202 
4, !!85 !l, 136 
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There were in the schools18,387 boys and 4,518 girls receiviug a plain English educa-
tion. In the three years, 1876, 1877, 1878, there were sent to sea from reformatories, 
industrial schools, and training ships 1,740 boys. Since the commencement of the 
work, out of the 46,367 boys who had passed through the schools up to the end of 1879, 
no less than 3,565 boys from reformatories and 3,285 from industrial schools and ships 
(in all, 6,850) had .gone to sea. The cost of reformatories is not increasing much, and 
would soon diminish if all managers of reformatories would follow the example set at 
Leeds and decline to receive children under 12 on a first conviction. There is a steady 
annual increase in industrial schools. Day industrial schools are working well where-
ever they have been established. Truant schools have not been largely adopted, there 
being only three in the kingdom-London, Sheffield, and Liverpool. The number of 
reformatory schools is 52 in England and 12 in Scotland, 64 altogether, with 5,756 
boys and 1,207 girls under detention. The number of certificated industrial schools 
was 129 on the 31st of December, 1879, with 12,5~5 boys and 3,275 girls. The expendi-
ture of the reformatory schools for 1879 was $6~0,915 ; of industrial schools, $1,518,275. 
b. SCOTLAND: Population, 3,527,811. Capital, Edinburgh; population, 215,146. 
The following is an abstract of t.he official report of the committee of council on 
education for the year 1879: 
In the year ending August 31, 1879, the inspectors visited 3,003 day schools to 
which annual grants were made, containing 3,31:3 departments under separate teach-
ers and furnishing accommodation for 585,629 pupils. There were on the registers of 
these schools t.he names of 508,452 ch'ildren, of whom 10tl,863 were under 7 years of 
age, 363,143 between 7 and 13, and 36,446 above 13. 
Of these pupils, 447,801 were present on the day of the inspectors' visit, while 
385,109 were, on an average, in daily attendance throughout the year. 
The night schools examined during the year were 271 in number; 13,799 pupils 
above 12 years of age were, on an average, in attendance each night. 
The inspectors found 5,148 certificated teachers at work in the aided schools which . 
they visited, while the seven training colleges, from which the supply of such te~-tehers 
is mainly recruited, were att6nded in 1879 by 970 students. 
The following table shows the rate of progress in the period which has elapsed 
since the passing of the act of 1872: 
Year ending .August 31-
1872. 1877. 1879. 
Estimated population.............................. ......... ....... 3, 495, 214 3, 560, 715 3, 628, 065 
Number of schools inspected .••..•....•......•... ~..... . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 979 2, 943 3, 019 
Departments: 
Day ...•............... _................. . . . . . • . • . • .. • .. • . . . . . . 2, 133 3, 217 3, 313 
Night.............. ........ .................................... 68 288 271 
.Accommodation: 
Day schools...... .. .. .. .. • . • . . . . . • .. . . . . • . . . . .. .. . • . .. • .. . . . . . . 281, 688 535, 949 585, 629 
Night schools .... ~ ............................................. -··········· 2, 237 2, 724 
Present at inspection: 
Day pupils ............................................. ...... . 225,300 417,699 447,801 
Night pnpiltl . .......................................... .. ..... . 2, 641 14,474 13,743 
.Average attendance : 
Day pupils .. .......... .. ............................... -- ..... - 213,549 360,413 385,109 
Night pupils .................................................. . 3, 653 15,445 13,799 
Number of teachers: 
Certificated........ . . .. .. . .. . . • • . .. • .. • . • . . • • .. • • .. .. . . .. • • .. . . 2, 566 4, 680 5,148 
!:;~t~~:. :: :~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::: ~: ~: ~~~ ~:: :~~ ~:~~~ ~: ~ :::::::::::: ...... ~.-~;·1 
Studying at training colleges .. • . . .. .. • .. • • .. .. • • .. . . • .. .. .. • .. 729 
200 357 
4, 989 4, ()48 
1, 02"1 970 
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c. IRELAND: Population, 5,317,416. Capital, Dubli.n; population, 314,666. 
The following is an abstract of the forty-sixth report of the commissioners of national 
education in Ireland for the year 1879: 
On December 31, 1879, there were 7,522 schools·on the operation list, or 79 more than 
in 1878. The number of pupils on rolls who made at least one attendance during the 
}ast fourteen days on which the schools were opened in 1879 was 559,081. The num-
ber of individual pupils on rolls who made any attendance at the national schools 
between January 1 and December 31, 1879, was 1,031,995. The average daily attend-
ance of pupils-for the year 1879 was 435,054. 
The following table exhibits the number of national schools, with the average 
attendance for each of the last twenty years, December 31, 1879: 
.., ~· .., ~~ 
'0 ~"8 '0 0 "CC~ 0 .g§ ~g :;:l~ ~g ~~ 
m:o, ...::~ rn:zj ,.<:lc'l 




~0 ~~ OJ O <l)~ 
,a~ ,a~<li 
'S.s '8~~ s-... s~~ ~ ~- ... ~ >:I £-S~ ~ 
-----
1860 ........ . ... ..... ...... ... ... 5,632 2()2, 823 1870 ........................... . 6, 806 359, 199 
1861 ......................... ... . 5, 830 284,726 1871 ......... . ..• . ... . •. ·• •· · .. . 6, 914 363,850 
1862 ............................. 6, 010 284,912 1872 ................ ............ 7, 050 355, 821 
1863 ............................. 6,163 296, 986 1873 ................ .... : ....... 7,160 373,371 
1864 ......... - .... --- ............ 6, 263 315,108 1874 ...... . ..................... 7, 257 395, 3!!0 
1865 ............................. 6, 372 321,209 1875 ............................ 7, 267 389,961 
1866 ............................. 6, 453 316,225 1876 ............................ 7, 334 416,586 
1867 ................ ....... ..... . 6, 520 321, 683 1877 .................. .......... 7, 370 ·!18, 063 
~::: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ::~:::::I 6, 586 354, 853 I ~:~: : : : : ::::: ~ : ~:: ~ ::::: : : ~ : : ~ ~ :I 7, 443 
437,252 
6, 707 358,560 7, 522 435,054 
Model schools.- The number of district and minor model schools in operation at the 
end of the year was 26 and the number of pupils on the rolls 10,052. Tho average 
daily attendance for the year was 8,830. 
GRKECE, constitutional monarchy : Area, 19,941 square miles; population, 1,457,894. Capital, Athens; 
population, 44,510 . 
. For latest educational statistics, see the Report of the Commissioner of Education 
for 1878. 
ITALY, constitutional monarohy: Area, 114,296 square miles; population, 27,769,475. Capital, 'Rome; 
population, 244,484. Minister of public int~truction, F. P. Perez. 
For latest obtainable school statistics, see the Report of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion for 187 . 
Miscellaneous educational items. -Primary education has been made obligatory 
throughout Italy by law of July 15, 1 77. 
The primary schools w re attended in 1 62 by 1,008,674 pupils, in 1866 by 1,217,870 
pupils, in 1 tO by 1,577,654pupil, in 1874 by 1,836,381 pupils, and in 1876 by 1,931,617 
pupil. 
The minister of public instruction has sent several educators abroad to stnd:v tho 
cho 1 sy tern of ther conntri . The mini ter of industry and commerc als~ la s 
'r t tr on th xperi nee of oth r countri . The annal of the ministry contain 
tr u lation of report on in u trial ducation in ~clgium. 
The P p ha c ntribut d 20,00 t wards th upport of the Catholic school . He 
b a r d a 1 tter to th cardinal vi ar of Rom ~in which he xpre great or-
row ov r the rapid sprea of Prot tant cb ol in the Eternal City. The total uum-
r f prie ~ an m mbe of religious orders engaged in teaching in Italian schools 
i 16,000. 
) 
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NETHERLANDs, constitutional monarchy: Area, 20,527 square miles; population, 3,865,456. Capital, 
The Hague; population, 104,095. Minister of the Interior, W. Six. 
The following is an abstract of Verslag van den Staat der Scholen ·over 1877-1878, 
'sGravenhage, 1879: 
The Dutch universities are situated at Leyden, Utrecht, Groningen, and Amsterdam. 
In 1877-'78 Leyden .had 627 students; Utrecht, 401; Groningen, 18\J; and Amster-
dam, 389. For secondary education there are 51 Gymnasien and Latin schools, with 
240 teachers and 1,503 pupils; 35 burgher schools, with 4,319 pupils; 34 higher in-
dustrial schools, with 3,114 pupils; 53 higher burgher schools, with 4,000 pupils; and 
20 high schools for girls, with 828 pupils. For special education there is an agricult-
ural school, with 92 pupils; a polytechnic school, with 319 students; 11 naval schools, 
with 26 professors and 536 students. · 
For elementary education there are 2,712 public schools, 124 aided private schools, 
and 977 unaided private schools, or, in all, 3,813 schools. The total number of element-
ary teachers is 12,292. The number of pupils was 486,737 in 1877, viz, 253,410 boys 
and 233,327 girls. 
A new school law was enacted August 17, 1878. The :first organic school law dates 
from 1857. This law gave rise to severe criticism on the part of nearly all denomina-
tions, which want sectarian schools. The law of 1878 does not satisfy them either, 
since religion is excluded from all the public schools. The branches of instruction 
for primary schools are reading, writing, arithmetic, elements of geometry, language 
lessons, national history, geography, natural history, singing, and needlework for 
girls. The school authorities have, however, the power to introduce. the elements of 
l!'rench, German, English, general history, mathematics, free hand drawing, agricult-
ure, and gymnastics wherever they deem it expedient. 
No school building may be used after the board of health has pronounced it dan-
gerous to the health of pupils. 
Each commune .is obliged to establish and support the necessary number of unsec-
tarian schools. The state contributes 30 per cent. to the educational expenditures of 
the commune. 
Private schools may be established with the approval of the school authorities. 
These schools may also receive state subsidies under certain conditions. 
The new school law does not make education obligatory. It is believed that the 
law cannot take effect unti lltl81, because it necessitates an increase of nearly $1,200,000 
in the school budget. 
PORTUGAL, constitutional monarchy: Area, 36,510 square miles; population, 4,429,332. ,_;apital, Lisbon; 
' population, 275,286. 
The Office has not received an educational report from Portugal for severa1 years. 
According to the Statesman's Year Book the expenditure on public education by the 
government averaged $10,000 in the years 1tl75 to 1879. By a law enacted in 1844 it is 
compulsory on parents to send their children to a place of public instruction; but this 
law is far from being enforced, and only a very small fraction of the children of the 
middle and lower classes attend school. 
RussiA, absolute monarchy: Area, 8,444,766 square miles; population, 85,685,945. Capital, St. Peters-
burg; population, 667,926. Minister of public instruction, Count D. Tolstoi. 
The following is an abstract of the report of the minister of public instruction for 
the year 1876 : 
The eight universities under the jurisdiction of the minister of public instruction 
are St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kharkof, Kazan, Kief, Odessa, Dorpat, and Warsaw. The 
teaching corps of these v-niversities numbered on January 1, 1~7, 601 regular and 
assistant professors. The number of students was 6,208, of whom 5,629 were regular 
students and 579 "hearers." For special education Russia has the Imperial Historico-
Philological Institute at St. Petersburg, with 156 students; the Historico-Philological 
Institute of Prince Bezborodko, with 31 studente; the Institute of Oriental Languages, 
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with 41 students; the Lyceum of Law, with 217 students; the Institutes of Veteri-
nary Surgery at Dorpat, Kbarkof, and Kazan, with 405 students; and the School of 
Agriculture and Sylviculture, with 127 students. 
For secondary education there are 129 Gyn:nasien and 60 Progymnasien. The total 
number of pupils in these 198 institutions was 50,701 in January, 1877. Besides these 
there are 56 non-classical secondary schools, with 10,888 pupils. 
Prirna1·y schools.- For primary education Russia has 25,077 schools, with 856,139 boys 
and 180,712 girls. 
The following table exhibits the condition of education in detail: 
Statiatics of Russian universities Janna?'!/ 1, 1877. 
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between the universities and other institutions of learning not at all within the juris-
diction of the ministry of instructiort, a bond formed by belief in the community of 
interests of all young Russian students, by which errors and conflicts in one educa-
tional institution or administrative branch are instantly communicated, as if by a 
lightning conductor, into the universities. In consequence of the incessantly recur-
ring disorders hundreds of students who have not completed their course, most of 
them miserably poor, are turned out of doors and placed in a position where they can 
make a regular t.rade of exciting compassion ancl discontent. These expelled stu-
dents, who form a class of their own, the proletarians of intelligence, usually have no 
other occupation than to lead their former comrades into foolish measures, make little 
conspiracies, keep up relations with revolutionary emigrants in Switzerland, and, as 
the technical expression runs, ''go into the people," that is, inoculate rude men, strong 
minded women, and half grown school boys with their own vague and foolish ideas. 
This state of affairs, recently brought to light by a long succession of criminal trials, 
has been so classically described by Turgenief as to require no further exemplifica-
tion than the accounts in Fathers and Sons and Virgin Soil. · 
What will be the end' It is no more possible to see the end of this uncomfortable 
situation, which is equally dangerous to the Russian government and Russian univer-
sities, than to find a solution of the other difficulties existing in various spheres of 
Russian life. As a national proverb taken from Huxtbausen thirty-five years ago 
runs, they "have set sail from one shore without being able to reach the other." The 
government bas accomplished as little by concession as by attempts at repression; the 
former were regularly abused, the latter answered by opposition that could not be 
conqueren. Only where the students have remained in undisputed possession of free-
dom and independence, as in German Dorpat and Swedish Helsingfors, has the transi-
tion from the old to a new time been quietly and noiselessly accomplished. In St. 
Petersburg, Moscow, Kief, Kharkof, Kazan, and Odessa there is as much if not more 
cause for apprehension now than the day after the old system was declared bankrupt, 
Relief will first be obtained when the new Russia bas established firm regulations, , 
which impose limits not only upon the governed but the governing power, and forever 
remove those fears of a return of the academic ancien regime, w hicb, with occasional 
arbitrary acts of the sovereign, have been the principal causes of all the trouPies in 
Russian universities in later times. 
Statistics of Gymnasien and Progymnasien for boys under the jurisdiction of the minister 
of public i118t1·uction. 
Number of institutions. Number of pupils. 
January 1, 1876. / January1, 1877. On January 1-
School districts- ~ -~ II ~ ------;-·---.,.-------
.~ ~ -~ -~ 
~ 8 ~ 8 1876. 1877. Increase. 
_______________ ,_ !_ E [_! l ___________ _ 
St. Petersburg . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 7 1 15 7 5, 063 5, 453 390 
Moscow............................. . 20 121 20 13 I 7, 360 7, 6~3 323 
Kazan...... •...... .. . ... . . ... .. . .... 8 2 8 2, 995 3,119 124 
Orenburg . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . .• • • .. . • . . . 6 1 6 2 1, 598 1, 614 16 
Kharkof . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . 11 9 11 10 4, 910 5, 136 226 
Odessa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 7 13 10 4, 344 4, 956 612 
Kief.. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . 11 6 11 6 5, 558 5, 88~ 324 
:::.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :! [ .. , ... ~. :! . 5 :::: ::~: : 
West Siberia.......................... 2 
1
.. .. .... 3 ........ ' 510 606 96 
East Siberia. . . . .. . .. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 2 2 3 628 683 55 
Total ..•...•...••..•..••.•.••.•. ~~-59J:28-67jfl.63950,701~ 
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Table showing the 1·eligion and social position of the litudents of Gymnasien and Progymnasien 
Janum·y 1, 1877. 
Of these were- Social position of the pupils. 
School districts. 
-------1---1---- --------------------------
St. Petersburg..... 5, 453 4, 626 254 369 178 5 21 3, 159 270 1, 647 275 102 
Moscow...... . . . . . 7, 683 6, 944 193 213 146 7 180 3, 864 461 2, 889 388 86 
Kazan . . .. . . . . . . . . . 3, 119 2, 796 75 150 65 6 27 1, 522 233 1, 010 295 69 
Orenburg.......... 1, 614 1, 301 60 35 32 47 139 714 106 588 199 7 
Kharkof. .•... ... . . 5, 136 4, 741 94 113 172 4 12 2, 669 379 1, 398 G37 53 
Odessa............. 4, 956 2, 783 221 107 1,531 . . . . . . 311 1, 810 156 2, 648 159 183 
Kief. .....•.....•.. 5, 882 4, 069 1,076 101 632 2 2 3, 434 540 1, 455 349 104 
Vilna . . • . . . . . • . . . . . 4, 100 1, 353 1, 651 150 908 33 5 2, 337 177 1, 329 224 33 
Warsaw........... 7, 778 942 5,448 360 1,007 8 13 4,146 240 2, 566 785 41 
Dorpat . ... . .. . . . . . 3, 691 458 361 2,592 242 . . . . . . 38 1, 528 229 1, 539 306 89 
West Siberia.... . . 606 520 32 7 47 .•.......... 
1 
292 32 242 40 ..•. 
East Siberia . . . . . . . 683 605 16 7 52 3 . • . . . . 275 31 299 51 27 
Total. ......... 50,101 31.1381~ 4,204 s,o12 115 75125.750 2,844 17,610 3.7o3f 794 
Statistics of the non-classical secondary schools ~ecoles p1·ofessionuelle8). 
School districts. 
\ Number of schools. Number of pupils. 
January 1, I January 1, January 1, Janunry 1, 
1876. 1877. 1876. 1877. 
St. Petersburg . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. 6 896 1,111 
:Moscow............................................. 10 12 1,112 1,427 
Kazan............................................... 4 587 734 
Orenburg............................................ 2 220 415 
Kharkof............................................. 3 5 492 923 
Ode~a............................................... 7 8 1, ~67 1, 743 
Kief ................................................. 5 6 1,470 1, 615 
Vilna................................................ 4 4 1, 231 1, 213 
Warsaw............................................. 3 3 833 893 
Dorpat............................................... 2 2 671 732 
East Siberia .... ............................................... .. 
TotaL ......................................... -----46-1-----1-~ ~ -----;~~;-1 82 10,888 
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Statistics of primary schools January 1, 1877. 
School districts. 
Number of pupils. 
N~~~ls.of ~-----;----
Boys. I Girls. 
St. Petersburg ...... .............................................. . r, 784 54,178 11,407 
Moscow ........................................................... . 4, 568 186,780 40,157 
Kharkof .............. ....................................... .... .. 2, 372 117,777 12,636 
Kazan ............................................................. . 2,364 86,490 13,299 
Vilna ...... ........................................................ . 4, 007 96,809 7, 800 
Kief ............................................................... . ?, 573 63,661 6, 697 
Odessa ............................................................ . 1, 292 59,755 12,059 
Orenburg ....................................................... .. 1, 692 47,059 12,550 
Dorpat .................. .......................................... . 520 15,268 6, 558 
Warsaw ...... .......................... .. ........... ............. .. 3,184 113,374 55, 175 
West Siberia ..................................................... .. 493 10,518 1, 886 
East Siberia ..................................................... ·-- 228 4, 471 488 
----------Total ............................. ........................... . 25,077 856,139 180,712 
SPAIN, constitutional monarchy: Area, 182,758 square miles; population, 16,835,506. Capital, Madrid; 
population, 475,785. 
Recent · statistics of primary and secondary education in Spain have not been re-
ceived by this Office. The following is an abstract of the official university statistics 
for the year 1878-'79 : 
Table s(l,owing the numbe1· of professors in the ten Spanish univm·sities and the number of 
students in each faculty. 
Professors. Students in-
Uhlversities. ..,:l ~~ ai ~ ~ ~ p,oll l1i c;;> ~j .s ell ~ Q;l ~ ~ 3 c;;> ~ 3 1D ~ -~ 'til ]'d ol) ~ 0 ol) ..cl 0 ~ E-i ~~ H rn ~ ~ E-i 
------------------------
Madrid ............. . .... .. 82 45 127 244 2, 055 407 2, 489 1, 477 6, 672 
Barcelona ............... .. 54 1,10 84 42 708 211 l, 068 430 2,459 
Granada ................. . 43 27 70 52 562 17 422 172 1, 225 
Oviedo ................... . 13 9 22 216 ........... .. ......... .. . .............. 216 
Salamanca ............... . 38 24 62 36 152 35 149 372 
Santiago ................. . 36 24 60 2 314 5 368 90 779 
Seville ..... · .............. . 53 27 80 96 647 36 603 l, 382 
Valencia ... . ............ .. 31 18 49 80 943 150 945 2,118 
Valladolid . .............. .. 30 18 48 471 409 88!> 
Saragossa. ....... .......... 35 21 56 46 341 .20 364 771 
Total ................ --ru-~1~--wB 6,409 --s8l 6,817 2,169 16,874 
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Table showing the income and expenditu1·e of the Spanish universities in pesetas (1 peseta = 
20 cents). 
U Diversities. 
Madrid ...................................................................... . 
Barcelona .............. -- .................................................... . 
Seville ............... _ .................... _ .......... __ •••.•••••.• _ ......... .. 
Valencia ............................................................... ..... .. 
Valladolid .............. _ .......................... __ ........................ .. 
Granada ....... _ ..... _ ............ _ ...... _ ....... __ .. _ ... _ ••.••••• _ ........ _ .. 
Saragossa .•••••. •••.• _ ............ __ .•. _ .......... _ ............... - ..••..•. - .. 
Santiago .......... _ .. _ ............. _ ....... _ .... _ ........................... .. 
Salamanca ..... _ ..... _ ................................... _ .................. .. 



























Total .................... __ ......................... _ .. • .. . . .. . • .. .. • • • . 2, 486, 228 2, 602, 413 
The universities are supported by the state, which also collects the fees. Exceptions 
to this rule are the faculties of sciences and medicine at Salamanca and the faculty 
of medicine at Seville, which are supported by their respective municipalities and 
provinces. 
All the universities have a complete faculty of law and all except Oviedo have a 
faculty of medicine. Madrid, Barcelona, Granada, and Santiago have faculties of 
pharmacy. Each university except Oviedo has a faculty of sciences. Facnlties of 
philosophy and letters are found in all the universities. All the universities confAr 
degrees of licentiate, but Madrid alone is authorized to confer the degree of do?tor. 
Theology is not taught in any Spanish university, but in sljminaries under the ex-
elusive control of the bishops. 
SWEDEN, constitutional monarchy: Area, 170,979 square miles; population, 4,429,713. Capital, Stock· 
holm; population, 157,215. 
Although the present school system in Sweden is 35 years old, it still has its weak 
points. One of them is the irregular attendance at school. The law compels all chil-
dren to attend school for 5 or 6 years, but about one-half of the children of school 
age do not attend school. Hardly one-half of the army recruits can read fl.uently.-
(-8eyffarthls Chronik, 1878.) 
For latest stati~:~tics see the Report of the Commissioner of ~ducation for 1878. 
SWITZERLAND, federal republic: Area, 15,233 Rquare miles; population, 2, 759,854. Capital, Berne; 
population, 36,000. 
Statistica of Swiss universities.- In 1879 the university of Basel had 71 professors and 
245 students; Berne, 85 profe ors and 385 students; ZUrich, 79 professors and 390 
stud nts. The school of veterinary surgery at Berne had in the same year 5 profess-
ors and 28 stud nts. 
The Federal Polytechnic School, Ziirich.-The Eidgenossische Polytecbnicum had 564 
regular tud nt and 223 h arer in 1878-'79 against 640 r gular students and 263 hearers 
in 1 7-7 . Th re wa 1 therefore, a decrease of 76 in the number of regular student 
and of 40 in the uum ber of hearers. Of th~ 564 regular student , 300 w re wi and 
2 4 foreign rs; in 1 7-'7 there were 331 wi s and 309 foreign rs. Of 51 candidate , 
47 succ fully pa d th xamination for a diploma. ince the stabli hment of tho 
hool 979 dipl rna hav b en con£ rred, viz, 79 to archit ct 1 309 to ci il ngine rs, 
241 to m chanica! ngin rs1 la9 to ch mi t , 115 to student of fore ry and agri-
cultnr , and t p cial ach rs ho hal completed their courses in the normal 
ti n. The li rary f be ch 1 ha be n increa d by 1,077 volume , the total 
number of volume now being 21,561. The cbool takes 120 p riodical publications. 
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. The polytechnic school at Zurich was said by the Kolnische Zeitung to have ceased 
admitting women to its instruction, but this is erroneous. The practice of admitting 
all such applicants from other countries without examination has been discontinued, 
it is true, but all women of good character and sufficient preliminary training are 
admitted as before. In consequence of a ukase of the Czar, all the female S'tudents 
from Russia have left the school. 
A report for the year 1878 on Swiss education, by K. Grob, secretary of the educa-
tion board for Zurich, gives the following account of schools in Switzerland: The, 
cantonal reports are very incomplete: some do not give the exact number of schools ' 
and some do not report the number of pupils. Zurich 1·eports 363 primary schools, 
with 608 divisions; Berne, 1,811 divisions; Lucerne, 289 divisions; Uri, 24 schools, 
with 49 divisions; Schwyz, 111 divisions; Unterwald, 14 schools and 36 divisions; 
Glarus, 29 schools; Zug, 61 divisions; Freiburg, 381 divisions; Soleure, 213 divis-
ions; Basel (city), 100 divisions; Basel (country), 124 divisions; Appenzell, 31 schools; 
St. Gall, 221 schools and 445 divisions; Aargau, 283 schools and 546 divisions; Thur-
gau, 184 schools and 249 divisions; Ticino, 254 schools and 473 divisions; Vaud, 804 
divisions; Valais, 473 divisions; Neuch:ttel, 1~7 schools and 349 divisions. Geneva 
does not report the number of schools.. The number of pupils reported and estimated 
for all the cantons is 429,689 and the number of teachers 7,963. The review schools 
(Fortbildungsschulen) number 818 an4_ the pupils of these schools 14,202. There are 
about 355 infant schools, with 17,025 pupils. The number qf pupils attending private 
schools is estimated at 10,139. 
Seconclary a1t~ special schools.- There are about 461 secondary and special schools, 
including teachers' seminaries and higher female schools. These schools are attended 
by 30,812 pupils, viz, 21,192 boys and 9,620 girls. 
TURKEY, absolute monarchy: Area (Turkey in Europe), 62,028 square miles; population, 4,275,000. 
Capita.!, Constantinople; population, 600,000. 
The Office has received no reports from Turkey. The following is an extract from 
a dispatch received by the State Department from Hon. Edward F. Noyes, United 
States minister to France: 
At Constantinople, on the magnificent shore of the Bosporus, stands a fine college 
building founded by Cyrus Hamlin and endowed by the munificence of Christopher 
R. Roberts, both American citizens. Though established but a few years ago, this col-
lege now numbers among its students the children of five or six different races- Greeks, 
Bulgarians, Armenians, Syrians, and Russians. Near the bridge which joins Galata 
to old Stamboul is located the Bible house of Dr. Isaac Bliss, formerly an American 
missionary, but now agent of the American Bible Society of New York. From this 
bouse Bibles are daily sent out, printed in the Armenian, the high and low Turkish, 
the Greek, and the Sclavonic languages, to all parts of the Turkish Empire where these 
languages are spoken. At Siras, in the heart of Asia Minor, and at Lake Van, jn 
Koordistan, American missionaries preach and teach. At Marash, in North Syria, 
near the passes of the Taurus Mountains, another college is springing up, supported · 
by an endowment secured. in the United States by Dr. Pratt, an American missionary. 
There is also at this place a female seminary directed by Miss Proctor, an American 
lady. At Latakeea (ancient Laodicea), in Syria, in the only well built edifice outside 
the walls, is an American school crowded to overflowing with the peasant childTen of 
the back lying mountains. At Damascus and at Zahleh, in Mount Lebanon, American 
mi~sionaries superintend schools which they.have established in many villages of the 
neighborhood, and the plain back of Tyre and Sidon is dotted with primitive school-
house~ under the same or similar supervision. At Haifa (Mount Carmel) a Germa~­
Am.erwan colony has planted vineyards and redeemed large tracts of abandoned lands, 
while at the samo time <levoting themselves to the improvement of the natives. In 
Egypt, at Alexandria, Cairo, and Sioot, t.he American missionaries have day and 
boarding schools for both boys and girls, and in Upper Egy;pt considerable progress 
ha been made. At Cairo there is a most prosperous college in a magnificent stone 
building, which is doing a grand work for Egypt. The sales of books by the Ameri-
c~n missionaries in Egypt in the year 1879 aggregated 21,,000 volumes, about one-half 
B1hles and religious books, the other half educational and miscellaneous. 
llut perhaps the most important and successful of the educational institutions es-
ta~lished by A~eric.ans in the East is the College of Beyront, in Syria. It comp;riaes 
a hterary and sCientific department, a medical college, and an observatory, all founded 
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and conducted by Americans. Since this college was established the Jesuits, the Papal 
Greeks, the Greeks, and ·the Maronites have opened high schools in that city, so tilat 
now there are in Beyrout fifty-six schools, with about six thousand scholars, all of 
which is undoubtedly due to the impulse given to the cause of education by the Ameri-
can missionaries. There is also an American. female seminary at Beyrout now in suc-
cessful operation. The books published by the American missionaries at Beyrout 
circulate wherever Arabic is read - from Mesopotamia to Tripoli and Tnnis, in North 
Africa. These publications include the Bible in four or five sizes and forms, three or 
four works on Arabic grammar, three school arithmetics, algebra, geometry, loga-
rithms, full te:x:t book ou astronomy, small school astronomy, geography, hymn books 
(large and small), elements of music, dictionary of Arabic language, botany, chemistry, 
anatomy, surgery, pmctice of medicine, moral philosophy, natural philosophy, books 
tor primary schools, and many others. The salutary influence of American mission-
aries and teachers in the Turkish Empire cannot possibly be overrated. 
II.- AsiA. 
JAPAN, absolute monarchy: Area, 156,604 square Jpiles; population, 32,794-,897. Capital, Tokio; popu· 
lation, 674,447. Acting minister of education, Tanaka.Fujimaro. 
The following is an abstract of the official report of the acting minister of educa-
tion for the year 1877: 
Elementary schools.-The number of elementary schools in all of the 7 grand school 
districts was 25,459, of which 24,281 were public and 1,178 private. Compared with 
the statistics of the previous year, this shows an increase of 794 public schools and a 
decrease of 282 private schools, being a net increase of 512 schools. The number of 
teachers was c9,825. Of these, 56,658 were males ancl 1,275 females employed in the 
public schools and 1,609 males and 2H3 females employed in the private schools. The 
number of scholars was 2,1G2,!)G2, and of these 1,552,410 were males and 543,768 
females in puhlic schools and 42,:332 males and 24,454 females in private schools; com-
pared with the corresponding numbers of the previous year, this is an increase of 
58,827 males and 41,881 females in public schools, the mte of increase in the number 
of males being 3.93 per cent. and in the number of females 8.34 per cent. Tho num-
ber of males in private schools had decreased by 4,9~6 and of females by 621, so that 
the total number in botb public and private schools had increased by 95,161. The 
average daily attenuance in public and pxivate schools was 1,500,164, or 70.77 per 
cent. of the school population. 
Middle schools.- Of mid<lle schools, the public establishments were 31 and the pri-
vate 358 in number, the total number being 389. The number of instructors was 910. 
The number of t>tudents waR 20,52~. Of these, 3,077 were native males, 2 foreign 
males, and 192 native females in the public middle schools, and 16,331 were males and 
920 females, all natives, in the private middle schools. 
The university.-The number of stUflents in the departments of law, science, and 
literature was 710, and in tho medical departmenu 1,040. 
Normal schools.- The number of middle class normal colleges was 2, of which one 
b longed to the government and one was instituted at the local public expense. The 
number of instructors was 25 and of students 177. For the training of elementary 
teachers there were 4 government establishments and 87local establishments, 1 female 
normal school established by the government and 4 instituted at local expense, the 
total number being 96. These seminaries had 76o male and 24 female teachers and 
7,2'22 male and 79:1 female student . 
Special schools.-The total number of public and private special chools wa 52, with 
161 teachers and 3,3v1 students. The number of foreign language schools was 2 , of 
which 2 belon e to the government, 5 w reinstituted at the public exp nse, and 21 
w re privat . There wa one foreign language chool in which French, G rman! 
R ian, an Chine wer taught and 25 in which Eugli h wa tauiYht. Th numb r 
h 109 and the numb r f tud nt · 1 5:l2, viz, 1,402 male and 120 female . 
.Educa.tionalm~Ueun .-Thi m tabli h din 1 1, contains at pre ut 33,754 
specimens. 
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III.-AFRICA. 
EGYPT, a dependency of Turkfoy: .Are:t, 1,406,250 squ:tre miles; population, 16,952,000. Capit~tl, Cairo; 
population, 349.883. 
The following is an abstract of the Essai de statistique generale de l'.:ggypte, by F. 
Amici, chief of the Egyptian bureau of t~tatistics, Cairo, 1879 : 
Public instruction has received an energetic impetus under the reign of His High-
1 
ness Ismail Pasha. Schools have been established or reorganized all over the country. 
Ambian ]J1'imary schools.- Arabian prim~ry schools are not only found in the larger 
cities and towns, but also in the villages. In primary schools of the first order, read-
ing, Arabian, gram mar, penmanship, Tu.rkish, and arithmetic are taught, and in those 
of the second order, besides the above branches, French, English, geogmphy, Euro-
pean penmanship, and history are taught. 
'The number of Arabian primary schools was 2,696 in 1872, 4,685 in 1875, and 5,370 
in 1878. The number of pupils was 82,256 in 11:!72, 1 i1,803 in 1875, and 137,545 jn 1878. 
There is thus an increase in the number of pupils of 67.21 per cent. since 1872, while 
the number of schools has doubled. 
Municipality schools.- In the municipality schools the course of study is more ex-
tended than in the primary schools. The branches taught are reading, Arabian, writ-
ing and grammar, Turkish, French, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, geography, his-
tory, drawing, and the Koran. The municipality schools are not numerous; they are 
situated at Cairo, Alexandria, Beni-Souef, Sioot, Tantah, and Rosetta. A few of 
these schools have boarders, but most of them have only da.y scholars~ The total 
number of pupils of the municipality schools,in 1878 was 3,007. 
Government schools.- The government schools are the superior institutions of learn-
ing. They are all situated at Cairo, with the exception of one, which is at Alexandria. 
They are: the polytechnic school, with 32 students in 1878; the commercial school, with 
17 students; 1 he law school, with 47 students; the preparatory school, with 185 stu-
dents; the school of arb and trades, with 46 students; the school of medicine and 
pharmacy, with 177 students; the school of midwifery, with 20 students; the school of 
Darb-El-Nasrieh, with 262 students; the industrial school, with 58 students; and the 
preparatory school at Alexandria, with 216 students. 
Mosque schools.-The mosque schools arc the schools of Ibrahim Pasha at Alexan-
dria, El-Ahmadi at Tantah, and El-Azhar at Cairo. 
The course of study of these schools includes Arabian grammar; literature; prosody 
and poetry; rhetoric; logic; principles of jurisprudence; jurisprudence according to 
the fourrites-Hanafi, Chafihi, Malihi, and Hambali; the unity of God; the Koran, 
and Mussulman tradition. The total number of students of the mosque schools was 
12,845 in 1877. 
School fo1· the blind.-The school for the blind wa.s established in 1874. It is in 
charge o:f M. Onsy, who has introduced the most improved European systems of in-
struction. The course of instruction comprises religion, thn Mussulman laws, and 
several trades. In 1H78 the institution had 46 inmates, viz, 36 boys and 10 girls. 
Gi1'ls' schoolB.-The two girls' schools at Cairo are of recent date. The total num-
ber of pupils was 390 in 1878. Of this number 99 were boarders and 291 day schol-
ars. In 18n these schools had only 226 pupils, all of whom were day scholars. The 
report does not give the course of study. 
Schools of foreign colonies and religious communities.-These schools, which are found 
in several localities, have 12,247 pupils, viz, 7,622 boys and 4,625 girls. In 1875 there 
were only 8,961 pupils; there is thus an increase of 36.67 per cent. in :five years. Of 
these 12,247 pnpils, 6, 419 are Egyptians, 1, 773 Italians, 1,477 Greeks, 552 Syrians, 548 
French, 453 English, 255 Malte11e, 208 Germans, 207 Austrians, 9t:l Turks, :n Spaniards, 
22 Persians, 8 Russians, 7 Pole , 5 Swis , and 184 of different unknown nationalities. 
From the foregoing it appears that Egypt had, in 1878, 5,562 schools, with 167,175. 
pupils, against 4,817 schools and 140,977 pupils in 1875. 
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IV.-NORTH AMERICA AND SOUTH AMERICA. 
CANADA, Dominion of Canada, British possession: Area, 3,483,952 square miles; population, 3,602,321. 
Capital, Toronto; population, 21,545. 
a. BRITISH COLUMBIA: Area, 213,000 square miles; population, 10,586. Capit:il, Victoria; population, 
4,540. Superintendent of education, C. C. Mackenzie. 
The number of schools in existence in 1878 was 5~, taught by 58 teachers, viz, 31 
males and 27 females. The number of pupils in attendance was 2,198, viz, 1,242 boys 
and 956 girls. The expenditure was $48,411, about $20,000 of it derived from school 
tax ; $39,732 were paid to teachers. There is one high school, with 61 pupils. 
b. Nov .A. ScoTIA: Area, 18,660 square miles; population, 387,800. (Japital, Halifax; population, 29,582. 
Superintendent of education, David Allison. 
The following is an abstract of the superintendent's report for the year 1879: 
Total number of school sections, 1,~06; number of sections without schools, 206; 
number of schools in operation, 1,935; number of pupils registered, 84,356; number 
of teachers and assistants, 2,011; daily average attendance, 46,441; total government 
expenditure for education in 1878, $205,574. 
c. OXT.ARIO: Area, 121,260 square miles; population, 1,620,851. Capital, Toronto; population, 46,092. 
Minister of public instruction, Adam Crooks. 
The following is an abstract of the report of the minister of public instruction for 
the year 1878 : 
The total receipts for all public school purposes for the year 1878 amounted to 
$3,247,321 and the total expenditure to $2,889,347. 
The school population (5 to 16) was 492,3GO. The number of children between the 
ages of :five and sixteen years attending the schools was 467,4:33; the number of 
pupils of other ages attending school was 21,582-total number of pupils attending 
school, 489,015, viz, 260,400 boys and 228,615 girls. In the 4,900 schools reported, 6,473 
teachers were employed, 3,060 males and 3,413 females. 
School boards and rural school corpomtions.- The total number of urban school boards 
was 224 and the total number of pupils in urban schools 43,754. The number ofr.nal 
school sections was 4, 700. 
Roman Catholic separate schools.~ Number of schools, 177; number of teachers, 333; 
number of pupils, 25,280. 
High sclwols.-Number of schools, 104; number of pupils, 10,574. 
Normal and model schools.- In 1878, the normal school of Toronto admitted 139 
pupil . The total number admitted since its creation is 8,022. The normal school 
of ttawa admitted 87 pupils in 1878. 
The educational museum forms a valuable part of the Ontario educational system. 
It contain a collection of school apparatus, models of agricultural and other imple-
ment , p cimens of the natural history of the country, casts of antique an<l mod ru 
tatu and bu t , engraving of the works of great masters, and collection. for pro-
m ting art cience, and literature. 
Th Dominion Annual Regi ter and Review for 1 79 says in regard to Ontario: 
. winrr t a vari ty of circumstance , Ontario stands at the head of the oth r prov-
mc a . n ucatino- country. This i owing to several causes. Among them may 
~) · m nb n 1 th fa.ct tba it wa the traditional policy of the United Empir loyal-
l wh ttl d th · province to promote dncation in very way in their pow r. 
con !II · at a om arati vely early d y in tho hi tory of the dev lopment of th 
pr vine h dir cti n of it du ational d tiny fell into the hand of * * * R Y. 
B~ rt n y r: n : ., LL.D., who wa appo.int d to office in 1844, and retired in 
1 t6. r. R\· . n 1n n the p opl of ntoxio, aft r y ars of eli cu ion, to adopt, 
1 ,1 • ardinal principl th yst ,m of fr cho 1 . Thi principle, with it. 
rupl·m n of 1 compnl ry uc tion,' in a m<Xli:fied form now Jies at th basi of 
tb otario y t m f e uca ion. 
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d. PRINCE EDWARD IsLAND : Area, 2,173 square miles; population, 94,021. Capital, Charlottetown; 
population, 8,807. Chief superintendent of education, D. Montgomery. 
The following is an abstract of the superintendent's annual report for 1879: 
During the year marked progress has been made in many school sections. Seven 
new buildings have been erected, providing ample accommodation for 24 school 
departments and for not less than 1,200 children. There were, in 1879, 406 school 
districts, 470 school buildings, 450 teachers, 19,904 pupils enrolled and 10,713 in aver-
age attendance. Total expenditure for education in 1879, $91,007, against $60,481 in 
1875. The government subsidy to education amounted to $11,117~ against $9,742 in 
1878. Arrangements have been made 'by the board of education for forming teachers' 
'associations throughout the province. 
e. QUEBEC: Area, 210,020 square miles; population, 1,191,516. Capital, Quebec; population, 59,695. 
Superintendent of public instruction, Gedeon Ouimet. 
The system of education in Quebec dates almost as far back as its settlement. The 
first care of the Franciscan and Jesuit Fathers, on their arrival in Canada, was to 
establish schools for the Indians. The first school was opened at Three Rivers by 
Pere De Plessis; the next at Quebec, by Pere Le Jeun, in 1632. The Jesuit College 
at Quebec was founded as the Seminary of Notre Dame des Anges iu 1635, and in 
1639 Madame La Peltrie established the Ursuline Convent in 1.he same city. In 1647 
the clergy of St. Sulpice, of Paris, founded the Seminary of Montreal, and in 1678 
the distinguished Mgr. de Laval founded the institution now known as the Laval 
University. Between 1653 and 1697 the Jesuits, Recollets, Ursulines, and the order 
of the Congregation established convents and schools at Montreal Three Rivers, and 
Quebec. In 1737 the Christian Brothers sought to establish schools throughout the 
settlements, but they met with great discouragements. In 1774 the order of the 
Jesuits was suppressed and their estates vested in the government for educational 
purposes. In 1801 an act was passed for the "advancement of learning," but the 
object failed for want of funds. In 1824 an act was passed authorizing the parish 
priest and church wardens to establish a school for every 100 families. Little further 
was done unti11840, when Upper and Lower Canada were united. In 1841 a compre-
hensive ad was passed which laid the foundation of the present system of education 
in both provinces. The education department of Quelfec is at present administered 
by a superintendent of education. He is under the direction of the council of pub-
lic instruction, divided into a Roman Catholic and a Protestant section. The present 
superintendent, Ron. Gedeon Ouimet, Q. c., Lll. D., gives the following account of 
the condition of education in the province in 1877-'78: 
The number of municipalities reported is 967; school divisions, 4,233, increase 40; 
~chool-honses, 3,945, increase 119; schools, 4,209, increase 94; number of pupils, 234,828, 
mcrease 2,063; average attendance, 180,294, increase 1,673. 
The number of model schools reported as in operation was 115, viz, 78 for boys and 
37 for girls. The boys' model schools were attended by 6,067 pupils. Of mixed model 
schools there were 145, attended by 5,372 boys and 5,336 girls. Of separa.te schools 
there were 233, viz, 76 Roman Catholic and 157 Protestant. The number of classical 
and industrial colle~es or county institutions for higher education was 40, attended 
by 7,87.4 pt~pils. There were 3 normal schools, attended by 642 pupils during the 
year, v1z, 284 males and 358 females. 
The total number of educational institutions of all kinds in operation in 1878 was 
4,681, attended by 2::!4,828 pupils, viz, 119,472 boys and 115,256 girls. 
The number of teachers employed in the elementary schools was 6,132, viz, 1,167 
males and 4,965 females. The number of public libraries reported was 211, contain-
ing 129,794 volumes. 
The total expenditure· under warrants from the government for the year ending 
June,.1879, was $372,724, distributed as follows: Common schools, $150,000; high or 
supenor education, $81,814; 3 normal schools, $115,081; institution for deaf-mutes, , 
$~2,000; superannuated teachers, $8,000; inspectors' salaries, $31i759; poor municipali-
tles, $ ,000; book depository, $16,603; prize book, $6,500; journa of education, $4,000. 
The total of the sums raised by local taxation is not given; it is, however, presumed 
to be at least double that of the parliamentary grant. 
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f. NEw BRUNSWICK: Area, 27,322 square miles; population, 285,594. Capital, Fredericton. Chief super. 
intendent of education, Dr. Theodore Rand. 
In 1877-'78, New Brunswick h:td 1,395 schools in operation; pupils, 54,472; teachers 
and assistants, 1,350, 510 males and 840 females. Expenditure, $216,517, $132,595 pro-
vincial grant and $83,952 county grant. There were in the same year 51 "superior 
schools" and 14 grammar schools. Pupils in the superior schools, 2,683; in the gram-
mar schools, 2,396-total 5,079. The grant to superior schools was $7,114; to grammar 
schQols, $5,297. 
NEWFOUNDLAND, British colony: Area, 42,000 square miles; population, 146,536. 
The following is an abstract of the report of Ron. William Pilot, superintendent 
of Church of England schools for the year-1879 : 
Although in some districts epidemic diseases have been very prevalent among tho 
young, the total number enrolled in the common schools has increased from 6,628 in 
1878 to 7,019 in 1879. The average attendance has been raised in proportion. The 
qualifications of teachers have been slowly and steadily improving. The total num-
ber of schools is 129. Of these, 49 have been graded according to the provisions 
of the education act, leaving 80 still ungraded. There were 86 male and 45 female 
teachers employed during the year. 
JAMAICA, British colony: Area, 6,400 square miles; population., 506,154. Capital, Kingston; popula· 
tion, 35,000. Inspector of schools, John A. Savage. 
The following is an abstract of the official report of the inspector of schools for the 
year 18i9: 
1868. 
Number of schools under inspection .....••....................... 268 
Pupils on the rolls ........... .............................. ..... .. 19,764 
Average attendance of pupils ................................... . 12,216 
Pupils present on inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... .. 14,453 












18, 477l 68. 
ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION, federal 'republic: Area, 515,700sq uare miles; populv.tion in 1879 (esti-
mated), 2,400,000. Capital, Buenos Ayres; population in 1879 (estimated), 200,000. 
According to Seyffarth's Chronik, 1878, the Argentine Republic has 117,000 pupils in 
the popular' schools. The teachers receive a salary of from $80 to $100 a month. 
Fm: latest statistics, see tho Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
BRAZIL, constitutional empire: .A.ren, 3,287,964 square miles; population, 9,448,233. Capital, Rio de 
Janeiro; population, 274,072. 
The Office has not received a report from Brazil since 1876. In that year Brazil had 
5, 0 primary and secondary schools, with 187,915 pupils; 19 Roman Catholic theologi-
cal minarie , with 1,36i3 students; 1 polytechnic school, with 399 student ; 2 medi-
cal facultie , with 950 students; 2 faculti. of law, with 406 students; 1 commercial 
scho 1, wi h 57 tudents; 1 school for the blind, with 29 pupils; 1 school for the deaf-
rout , with 20 pupils; 1 academy of :fine arts, with 107 students; 5 museums; and 
v ral librarie , with 460,272 volume . . 
'V.- AUSTUALASIA. 
Nxw Sot..'TII WALES, :British colony: Area, 323,437 square miles; population, 503,981. Capital, Sydney; 
population, 134,755. President of tho ouncil of ducation, J'. mith. 
The foll wing i an abstract of the r por for the year lSi : 
The total xpenditure for primary education in 1878 was 410,725l. During the 
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year 1878 there were in operation 1,187 schools, attended in the aggregate by 128,125 
children. In 1887 there were only 642 schools and 64,740 pupils. 
Teachm·s.-The whole staff in 1878 included 1,116 principal teachers, 281 assistants, 
and .<! 23 pupil teachers. More difficulty was experienced in providing situations than 
in procuring teachers. During the year, 92 students were admitted to the training 
school, of whom o9 completed the full course of study and passed the prescribed 
examination. 
QUEENSLA...'l"D, British colony: Area, 678,600 square miles; population, 181,288. Capital, Brisbane; 
population, 19,413. Secretar.v for public instruction, A. H. Palmer. 
The following is an abstract of the secretary's report for thP, year 1879 : 
At the beginning of 1tl78 there were 276 schools in operation, while at t,he beginning 
of 1879 there ""'ere 291, an increase of 15; at the end o( each year the numbers were 
29::! and 314, respectively, showiug an increase of 22. In 1R78 the number of teachers 
employed was 838; in 1879 there wer13 924, an increase of 66. The annual enrolment 
was 41,3t:O, showing an increase of 719 over 1878. The average daily attendance was 
21,418; increase, 424. 
The gross expenditure on primary education in state and provisional schools during 
the year amounted to 101,25:3l. 14s. 5d. 
Neglected childTen.-:-The teachers of U3 schools have reported 636 children (377 boys 
and :259 girls) of school age residing within two miles of their schools whose education 
is being totally neglected. The neglected children thus brought under the notice of 
the department constitute 1.5 per cent. of the school population. The teachers of 166 
schools report that t,here are no totally neglected children in their neighborhoods. 
The teachers of 199 schools have reported 3,398 children-1,669 boys and 1,729 girls-
who were not at school120 days during the year. 
TASMANIA, British colony: Area, 26,215 square mile~; population, 104,217. Capital, Hobart Town; 
population, 19,092. Chairman of the board of education, Henry Butler. 
The following is an abstract of the report of the board for the year 1878: 
Dnring the year 1878 there were 164 1:>chools in operation. The total number of 
different children on the rolls was 12,453; average daily attendance, 6,032. In 1863 
the 1mmber on the rolls was 7,124 and the average attendance 3,426. The total 
expenditure in aid of public schools in 1878 amounted to 16,0:!1l. 
VICTOR~, British colony: .A. r ea, 88,198 square miles; population, 823,272. Capital, Melbourne; popu-
lation, 19,092. Minister of public instruction, W. Collard Smith. 
The following is an abstract of the minister's report for the year 1878-'79 : 
Table showing the number of schfJols in operation and the nu'rnber of pupils. 
Total number of children en-
rolled during the year. 
Boys. Girls. Total. 
Number of children in aver-
age attendance throughout 
the year. 
Boys. Girls. Total. 
-----------1----------------------
Day schools in operation . . . . . 1, 456 108, 870 106, 485 215, 355 57, 090 54, 188 111, 278 
Night schools in operation . . . 208 12, 601 3, 213 15, 814 4, 189 1, 141 5, 330 
TotaL .................. --1-, 664 1'21, 471 llo9, 698 J 231, 169 ~ -5S, 329 -116, 608 
On Junu 30, 1879, there were 1,502 head teachers, 896 as~:>istants, 523 workmistresees, 
ancl1,085 pupil t eachers employed in the schools. This gives a total of 4,006 teachers, 
viz, 1,852 males and:.!, 154 females. 
Compulsory education.- During the first six months of the year 1878 the enforcement 
of the compul ory clause was undertaken by 139 boards either with or without the 
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assistance of truant officers, during the September quarter by 148 boards, and during 
the December quarter by 167 boards. These facts indicate a desire on the part of the 
board to see the compulsory principle of the educa.tion act fully carried out. Prose-
cutions were instituted during the year in 5,241 cases, of which 3,881, resulting in 
3,333 convictions, were ordered by the department, ancl1,3GO, resulting in 1,095 con-
victions, by the boards of advice. Fines were imposed varying in amount from one 
shilling to one pound. 
Penny savings banks.- With a view to encourage the formation of thrifty and provi-
dent habits amongst the children, a system of penny savings banks has recently been 
established in connection with the principal schools. For the present the plan has 
been tried only in schools at which the attendance of scholars exceeds 250, and it has 
been in operation too short a time for any decided opinion to be pronounced as to the 
result. 
SoUTH AusTRALIA, British colony: .Area, 903,690 square miles; population, 213,271. Capital, Adelaide; 
population, 31,573. Minister controlling education, Thomas King. 
The following is an abstract of the official report for the year 1879: 
The number of schools open at the close of the year 1879 was 340, against 310 in 
1878; increase, :30. The number of children under instruction in 1879 was 39,127, 
against 34,491 in 1878. The average monthly attendance was 18,523. The number of 
teachers employed during the year was 781:!, viz, 328 males and 460 females. 
SPECIAL SCHOOLS. 
City boards of education have established Kindergarten, evening schools, drawing 
schools, and day schools adapted to the wants of special classes of pupils. The de-
mand for such schools increases with the growth of city population and the develop-
ment of industries. They are found chiefly in commercial and manufacturing districts-
and in general accomplish the best results where they have the most liberal support. 
Evening schools.- The success of evening drawing schools wherever established has 
'been marked. The committee of music and drawing in Boston says (Boston school 
report, 1879) that the attendance in one of the free evening drawing schools (that at 
Apple street) averaged eighty pupils an evening. The members of the mechanical 
lass were mostly grown men, who sought instruction in mechanical and architectural 
drawing. 
The utility of evening high schools has 1.Jeen much discussed during the year. The 
whole number of pupils registered in the one at Boston for the year 11:!78-'79 wl!s 2,326, 
and the av rage number receiving instruction was 955, about two-thirds as many as 
were in attendance in the eight regular lligh schools. The committee are of the 
opinion that the course of study is too extensive and pretentious. 
The committee on evening school , Albany, N. Y., reports that in their present con-
clition the e schools do not recompense the cit.y for its outlay, and recommend either 
that tlle school he di continued or that opportunities be furni hed in them for the 
lligher grad of study, which, in the evening schools of other cities, llave been pro-
rln tiv of good re ults. . 
In Pr vidence, R. I., the evening high school was uiscontinued, but the committee 
rNl'l t that it be r op n d. 
In the report from Pater on, N. J., it is stated that the success of the evening 
chool., sp cially tbe high chool, more than realized expectations. 
In tb v ning high sch ol, w York City, an excellent cla ification i maintained, 
· u of tudy is xt n iv and practical. More than 3,000 per on , who e 
a~re vari cl from 14 to 47 y ars, a.ppli d for admi. ·ion, of which number only 1,7i6 
w re • bl t pa th ntt:an · xa.mination. Mos of tho rej ct d sought admi ion 
to th th r v ning cb 1 v ry many fth m with tllc purpo of preparing them-
to nt r th irrh ·chool at sow future tim . Tlle t rm con i t d of 
hti, xclu i ve f all holiday . tudent w h improve-
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ment in study is satisfactory and who have not been absent more than fifteen nights 
are entitled to certificates, and those who receive three annual certificates are en-
titled to diplomas. Four hundred and eighty certificates and 58 diplomaswereawarded 
at the end of the term. 
In the evening high school, Chicago, lll., two classes in stenogra,phy were formed, 
which received instruction on alternate evenings; the pupils in these classes did not 
receive instruction in the other branches. 
Elc;nentary evening schools. - More attention seems to have been given to the condi-
tions and wants of the elementary evening schools in the principal cities than in pre-
vious years. 
In Boston it is determined to reduce the number, guard admissions more carefully, 
insist upon greater regularity of attendance, and furnish more suitable text books 
and more convenient rooms. 
In Cincinnati, Ohio, the night schools have been closed for one year for reasons not 
stated in the report. 
Forty-one evening schools are reported from St. Louis, with an enrolment of over 
6,000. Some opposition having been manifested toward these schools, apparently 
from ignorance of their character and the class of people whom they benefit, a series 
of tables was prepared, presenting important facts concerning them. From tbese it 
appears that above 81 per cent. of the number enrolled were over 14 years of age, 48 
per cent. being more than 16 years old. The occupa.tions of all but 311 are given, 
and are found to be such as furnish a motive for ment.al improvement, More than half 
the number enrolled were natives of Missouri; 697 were of foreign birth. Twelve 
hundred evening school pupils, who contribute to the productive industry of the city 
during the day, gained the privilege of free membership in the public school library. 
The privilege is given as a reward for punctual attendance in the evening schools 
sixty evenings out of sixty-four. · 
The report from San Francisco shows five evening schools,· embracing twenty-five 
classes, having a total enrolment of 2,083 pupils. An excellent system of gradation 
was introdncecl at the beginning of the year, and a much greater degree of punctu-
ality and regularity of attendance was secured than theretofore. 
In general, it appears that where the evening schools are not accomplishing good 
results the evil might be remedied by consolidating the schools, introuucing better 
discipline and classification, and employing better teachers. 
Othe1' special schoole.-In addition to the evening schools, Boston, Mass., Cincin-
nati, Ol1io, and Erie, Pa., each report one clay school for deaf-mutes, New York one 
nautical school, and San Francisco one ungraded school. 1 
DRAWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Wherever the requirements of t,echnical and industrial training are understood, 
dmwing is recognized as an essential preliminary. Professor Huxley includes it in his 
summary of elementary branches. Mr. Coleman Sellers, president of the Franklin 
Institute, Philadelphia, said at a meeting of thefAmerican Institute of Mining En-
gineers: 
I hold that the very foundation of all engineering practice is the knowledge of that 
language of the world, the language of the pencil. 
lu a similar meeting, Prof. J. B. Davis, assistant professor of civil engineering in • 
the Univer ity of Michigan, said: 
Instruction in drawing should not be postponed, as is· frequently the case, till 
the student enters college. It should not begin in i.he hi~?h school, nor even in the 
grammar school. * * * ,It certainly seems that the ch1ld should begin drawing 
oon after learning to read easy words. 
J For further particulars with respect to special schools, ee the heading Special Instruction, unuer 
tho respective States, in the appendix. 
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In his paper upon "Handicraft in school," published in the report of the Massa-
chusetts board of education (1878-'79), Prof. C. 0. Thompson, principal of the Wor-
cester County Free Institute, expreRses the opinion that, "If the faithful teaching of 
drawing to all pupil'! as now systematized and direct.ed [in Massachusetts] does not 
serve to rouse and quicken mechanical tastes, jt is vain to hope that any manual train-
ing of a portion of the pupils could do it." Similar statements might be multiplieu. 
The reports of 1879 show marked increase in the number of cities and towns in 
which this branch has been included in the common school course. Massachusetts 
still takes the lead in this matter. 'rhe features of the system as developed in that 
State are (a) the act in accordance with which "any city or town may, and every city 
and town having more than ten thousand inhabitants shall, annually make pro-
vision for giving free instruction in industrial or mechanical drawing to persons over 
fifteen years of age, either in clay or evening schools, under the direction of the school 
committee;" (b) a prospectus of work carefully elaborated with reference to every grade 
of school; (c) the State Normal Art School. 
The act of 1870, by its title, "Industrial drawing act," defines the nature of the 
required instruction. In the scheme of drawing, the schools of the S~ate are classified 
in two groups, Yiz, primary and general (embracing primary, intermediate, grammar, 
and high schools) and secondary and special (embracing normal, tlrawing, free even-
ing, industrial, and normal art schools). 
In the primary and intermediate schools, the time allowed is two hours a week, 
divided into four half hour lessons ; in the grammar schools, the time is one and a half 
hours a week, in two lessons of three-quarters of an hour each. 
The lessons begin with simple linear combinations and proceed by careful gradation 
, through free band drawing from the :flat, model, and object drawing from copy and 
solid, geometrical drawing with compasses, free band analysis of omament and plant 
form, and parallel and angular perspective. Drawing from memory and dic ~ation 
and design or inventive drawing are pursued with similar gradation throughout the 
course. So much of the work is comprised in the nine years from the primary to the 
grammar grades, inclusive. In the high schools drawing occupies two lessons a week 
of one hour each. The following is the synopsis of subjects: 
First year: (1) Perspective, parallel and angular; (2) models and objects, shaded 
with (a) point and. (b) stump; (3) free hand analysis of plant form and historical orna-
ment; ( 4) applied design. 
econd year: (1) Perspective, angular and oblique; (2) models and objects, shaded 
from solid; (3) free llaml. analysis of plant form and historical ornament; (4) applied 
deign. 
Third year: (1) Historic ornament, in monochrome and color, from the cast and ex-
amp! s; (2) light and shade, with brush, from examples, cast, and nature; (3) color 
and harmony of proportion, from diagrams, example , and naturo; ( 4) applied designs. 
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been taught in the school in the six years of its existence is 1,543; of these, 201 have 
taken one or more certificates, of which number 11:~ are employed in teaching drawing, 
W continue their studies in the school, 9 are employed as designers, draughtsmen, &c., 
and 29 are not beard from. 
'l'ho drawing teachers employed in the five State normal schools have all been stu-
dents in the Normal Art School; of 9 teachers now employed in theN ormal Art School 
itself, 7 were trained in it; of 20 special instructors employed in the day and evening 
schools in Boston, 15 have been educated in the r:>chool, the remaining 5 having been 
appointed before the school was established. In such important centres of manufact-
ures as Lowell, Worcester, and Fall River, trained teachers from the Normal Art 
School are employed to instruct the teachers of the public schools, supervise their in-
struction in the schools, and conduct the free evening clar:>ses for mechanics. The 
ammal exhibition in Boston of industrial drawing from different cities and towns has 
done much to enlighten the public upon the subject and to develop the judgment of 
teachers. One of the most important results of the eight years' effort has been the 
preparation of the regular teachers to carry on the instruction in their respective 
grades. 
Any summary of the work would be exceedingly imperfect without some reference 
to the principles that have controlled its development. The use of the expression 
"indust.ria.l art," as opposed to pictonal, produced in some quarters the erroneous 
impression that it war:> also opposed to the beautiful. In truth, the study of natuml 
·beauty is a noticeable feature in the scheme presented. Mathematical forms, plant 
forms, and the human figure are made the constant subjects of analysis and treated 
as the source of richest suggestion for the art of designing. Imitation is allowea, 
copying is allowed, but in the main the pupil is led fi·om observation to comparison, 
from comparison to judgment, and thence to an independent exercise of his own skill 
or ingenuity. Uniting with the philosophic conception of his subject unusual practical 
ability and aided by the steady sn pport of the art committee of the board of education, 
the art director, Walter Smith, has accomplis h eel the difficult task of carrying the 
system into successful operation throughout the State. 
SEWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS • 
.Roston.-Sewing has been continued as a regular branch in the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth classes of the grammar schools. The following letter, giving details of the work 
in a single school, may serve as a valuable guide ~here it is proposed to introduce 
this branch : 
DEAR SIR: Sewing, as taught at present in the Winthrop School, was introduced 
ten years ago. A teacher is pt>rmanently employed, the school being very large, and 
gives instruction two Lours a week in lessons of one hour to the scholars from eight 
to thirteen (average age), while the older girls, from thirteen to sixteen, sew one hour 
a week under the regular teachers. The materials, except needles, thread, and thim-
bles, are brought from the homes, and are prepared by the sewing teacher andre-
tained at the sclwol in a work basket provided for each class room till the article is 
completed. It is then exa::uined by the teacher of the class, and if properly done the 
pupil is perrnit.tecl to take it home, a record being kept of each individual's work at 
the school. (Inclosed find schedule of kind and amount of work done in a school 
year.) J 
A basket of work is obtained from some charitable society to furnish those too poor 
or indi1ferent to bring material of their own, and the finished garments are returned 
to thti ociety for such use as they deem wise. With this rule there is no difficulty in 
procuring work from almo t every home, though we receive children from a very 
poor section of the city. 
1 Following is a statement of tho am,ount and kind of sewing d11ne in the Winthrop School from Sep-
tember, 1878, to July, 1870: 
Aprons, 825; bags, 117; bibs, 27; boys' jacltets, 3; boy's suit, 1; button holes, 897; children's dresses, 
24; collars, 5; corset co\'crs, 28; cnffs, 2; curtains, 7; dresRes, 5; dressing sacquos, 11 ; dusting cn:p, 1 ; 
garment!:! mended, 2; handkcrchi •fs, 484; holders, 2; la.p bags, 183; necKties, 7; nightcaps, 4; night 
dreRses,18; napkins, 80; pantaloons, 1; pillow shams, 1,1; pillow sUps, 288; ruflling, 12 : sbeet.s, 13; shirts, 
10; skirts, 57; sleeves, 148; stockings mended, 65; tablecloths, 17; towels, 1o0; undergarments, 323-
total, 3,808. 
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The discipline of the class during the sewing hour is intrusted to the regular 
teacher, and it is also her duty to distribute the work to tlle class, that tho children 
may be ready to commence at once and not lose any time from tlle hour devoted to 
sewing. 
The girls in the graduating class are taught to measure, draught a pattern, and 
cut and make a wn.ist liuino- to :1 dress, and it is not unusual to make dresses for the 
poorer children iu the scho~; and girls are in school dressed in their own handiwork. 
This requires but one hour a week. 
Each little girl on entering school makes a work apron or ln.p bag; afterward the 
following order is pursued: backstiching, hemming, t.opsewing, overcasting, running, 
felling, gathering, stroking gathers, h emming on gathers, button holes, sewing on 
buttons, mending, darning, basting, flannel stitch, feather stitching, herring bone 
stitch, a.n<l cutting. 
The scholar~:~ do the book work equally well as before this branch was introduced. 
rl'his is susceptible of proof; and every girl leaves school a qualified seamstress. The 
eil'ect upon the homes and the appearance of tho children is wonderful. No one can 
apprecin.te it who has not witnessed it. Much of the plain sewing for households 
of the poor is done in the public schools. The benefit to the community who can 
estimateV 
In the mixed schools, when girls are taken from one or more classes to form one 
div i ion iu S(lwing, the boys of these classes can be put under one t.eacher while the 
other takes charge of the class in sewing, and these teachers can alternate in their 
duties. 
Yours, respectfully, 
Ron. JonN EATON, 
Conrmis~;ioner of Education. 
In iis report the committee on sewing says: 
ROBERT SWAN, Pt·incipal, 
For Mi:ss CUMMING, 
1"eaohm· of Sewing. 
The incentive to good work has been greatly encouraged by the exhibitions of sew-
in•', in which both parents and pupils have taken an increased interest, and the suc-
ccs~ achieved in Boston has led to 1 he introduction of sewing in the schools of other 
citit" and towns in this an<l other tate , aud we trust the day is not far distant when 
it will be taught in all the schools of Massachusetts. 
Sewing in the pttblic schools of other oities.-From Newark, N. J., Baltimore, Md., 
Indianapolis, Incl., Grand Rapids, Mich., and Davenport, Iowa, accounts reach us of 
expuiments in the same direction. 
NEEDLE-WORK I GERMAN ELEMENTARY SCliOOLS. 
Although very much is clone in the way of teaching needle-work in German schools 
very little i~:~ printed. In the absence of authoritative reports I am able to give the 
following intcre ting summary of facts from the personal knowledge of Prof. C. H. 
Plu(J'g6, of thi Office: 
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singing, and working. The great object of this is to make the hours devoted to this 
work a sort of recreation. The teachers excite the inlierest of their pupils by promis-
ing to exhibit all the work :finished during the year at the examination which takes 
place before the close of the school year. In the class the older pupils teach the 
younger ones, so that more is accomplished by mutual instruction than by the efforts 
of the teacher. The children may at any time, even outside of the needle-work class, 
ask their teacllers' advice and show the work performed at home. Children perform 
needle-work cheerfully and willingly, because their teachers take an intelligent inter-
est in the work. The teachers conbider their professional duties their greatest, their 
only ideal in life; they do not. look upon their profession as a mere stepping stone to 
something better. Por a German teacher there is nothing better than the school. As 
a rule the German teachers begin needle-work in the third school year and continue 
it until the children leave school, at the age of 14. The children are divided into 3 
sections: the tirst comprises girls from Cl to 10 years of age; the second, from 10 to 12, 
and the third, from 12 to 14. In the :first section plain knitting and crochet work are 
taught, and it is seldom that a girl of 10 cannot knit her own stockings. The second 
section takes up :finer knitting and crochet work, and adds plain sewing and embroid-
ery. The third and last section continues the branches of the two preceding sections 
and takes up in addition :fine stitching, the cutting and sewing of all kinds of gar-
ments, and the lettering of linen. 
A girl who has thus spent six years under the able guidance of a competent teacher 
in a common elementary school is not only able to make her own garments but to be 
of great service to her parents. And if German girls find employment so easily at 
home ami abroad it is bec~use they possess a great deal of skill in needle-work. A 
gil'l of 15 trained in a common elementary school of Germany receives at present $4 
a week in an industrial establishment in Philadelphia, while her American sisters 
between the age~:> of 1tl and 24 have to be satisfied with $1.50 aml $2 until they have 
acquired more manual skill. 
MANUAL TRAINING FOR BOYS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The practicability of introducing manual training for boys int.o public schools is 
being tested in Gloucester, Mass. In September, 1878, a sum of money to be expended 
for that purpose was placed in the hands of the school committee, and soon after a 
shop was :fitted up with accommodations for twelve workmen. In addition to the 
vise and bench hub, a set of twenty tools was provided for each member of the class. 
After thorough drill in the names and uses of the tools, the class enters upon a course 
ofinstrur.tion comprehending forty lessons each school year. The time of each lesson 
is one-half a regular session, so that four classes cau be accommodated daily. It is 
stated that at the close of a year nearly every member of the class can do any of the 
work that has been attempted. · 
MANUAL TRAINING IN A FRENCH SCHOOL. 
An apprentice class was annexed to the school in the rue T.ournefort, Paris, in No-
vember, 1873, which receives an annual subsidy from the municipal council of 8,000 
francs. A recent budget gives the items of expenditure as follows: Salary of director, 
1,000 francs; :first assistant, 600; second assistant, 400; professor of iron work, 600; 
two professors of cabinet work, 600 each; proCessor of turning, 600; of mechanism, 
600; of modelling and engraving, 2,000; materials, &c., 1,000. 
The work in the shops is cabinet making, iron work, wood and metal turning, 
modelling and engraving in wood and stone. The apprentices are selected from the 
school with which the shops are connected, a few only coming from neighboring 
schools. To be admitted they must have a standing in the brauches of the middle 
class and be at least eleven years of age. The parents' consent is also required. 
The ordinary day's programme is: 7.30 to 8.30 A. M., special courses by the director; 
8.30 to 9.30 .A. M., primary and technical instruction or oruamental drawing; 9.30 to 
11 A. L, manual labor in the shops; 11 to 11.30 .A. M., primary wstruction; 11.30 A.M. 
to 12.30 P. M., dinner; 12.30 to 1 P. M., special courses by the director; 1 to 1.30 P. M., 
technic::..! instruction; 1.30 to 3 P. M., manual labor; 3 to 4 P. J\L, primary instruction 
or mu ic; 4 to 5 P.M., lunch, with gymnastics twice a week; 5 to 6.30 P. M., primary 
instruction. 
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M. Laubier, ·the director, says: 
Unfortunately uo arrangements have been made to guide the pnpils after they have 
lefu the school. The va.rious mechanics <.lo not take a.ny notice of the training which 
our pupils have received and make them stay at their trades as many years as other 
apprentices. · Nevertheless our pupils learn their traC:es more rapidly and their supe-
riority is apparent. 
With reference to the general conduct of manual training in schools M. Laubier 
says: 
The first obstacle is the inefficiency of the teachers. For the management of a work-
shop a special know ledge of tools and raw materia,ls and some practical experience are 
requisite-qualifications which few teachers possess. Pupils wbo attend the work-
shop should in every r espect be treated like the other pupils. ThoHe who are in favor 
of the separation of schools and workshops are wrong. The necessity of object teach-
ing is generally allowed; can t.here be a better system of object teaching than that 
offered in the transformation of raw material~ It is not necessary to pay the pupils 
for their work any more than to pay them for learning to read and write. 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 
Kitchen gardens.- The systematic training of girls in domestic indnst.ry was extended 
during the year. We have reports of kitchen gardens in New York, Boston, Brook-
lyn, and Chicago, and inquiries from many places indicating an interest that will 
doubtless result in the opening of more of these training classes. 
A number of the children who were in Miss Hnntington's kitchen garden (New York 
City) in ltfi7 are now employed in families, and their employers tet;tify to the excel-
lence of the training they received. 
Schoo ls of cookery.- The New York Cooking School, under the charge of Miss Juliet 
Corson, bas had a very successful year. The total attendance upon Miss Corson's 
public and private lectures and lessons given in New York from .Jannary to April 
was 6,560. A course of lessons given by her in Peoria, Ill., in May of the current 
year, has apparently opened the way for the introduction of this branch of instruc-
tion in the Industrial Home of that place. During the year she gave similar courses 
in Indianapolis, Ind., and Washington, D. C., with marked results. 
Miss Maria Parloa sends the following statement with reference to the cookery school 
in Boston under her direction: 
The -past school year I have had 4 cla.sses of 6 each which took 121essons Pach, and 
4 classes of 6 whi(;h took 24 lessons each; whole number of pnpHs 49, whole nnmuer 
of le sons 144. These classes are working classes, each pupil being respousiblf:l for 
som one or more dishes, the work being so arranged that in most cases five members 
of the class are looking on and taking notes while one is preparing ller dish. 
Miss Parloa also gave a. course of lessons in Lasell F emale Seminary, as last year. 
The attendance of ladies of wealth and cnlt.ure npou these classes is a hopeful 
symptom, a their example will exercise a powerful influence against that contempt 
for homely industries which threatens to become a serious evil among the poorer cla~ses 
in Am rica. 
The Bo ton Cooki.ng 
W m n s Educational 
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A number of the colleges reported in Table X, Part 1, have departments or schools of 
domeAtic science; notably the Iowa Agricultural College, Illinois Industrial University, 
and the I~ansas State Agricultural College. 
UNITED STATES ARMY POST SCHOOLS. 
Legal requi1·ement.- Section 1231 of the Revised Statutes requires that-
Schools shall be established at all posts, garrisons, and permanent camps at which 
troops are stationed, in which the enlisted men may be instructed in the common English 
branches of education, and especially in th~ history of the Unit~d States; and the Sec-
retary of 'Var may detail such officers and enlisted men .as may be necessary to carry 
out this provision. It shall be the duty of the post or garrison commander to set apart 
a suitable room or building for school and religious purpo1:0es. 
Schools under this 1·equirement.- A board on the establishment of sehools at military 
posts, garrisons, &c., having r eported a plan for their organization and support which 
was approved by the Secretary of War, a general order for compliance with this plan 
was iss nell by direction of the General of the Army, May 18, 18itl. Immediate measures 
were taken at nearly all the permanent military posts toward the establishment of 
schools for promoting the intelligence of soldiers and affording education to their 
children as wen as to those of officers and civilians at the remote frontier posts. 
Requisitions for the construction of suitable buildings for chapel, school, and library 
were soon forwarded by post commanders and approved by the vVar Department 
whenever funds for the purpose were available. At twenty-nine posts such buildings, 
at a cost of $33,708, were erected, and at others existing rooms were put to service. 
In all, sixty-niJ;te posts were thus provided with schools in 1878-'79, and an average of 
754 enlisted men and 1,039 children received instruction in them. 
A lettPr from the officer who was put in general charge of this education in the 
Army (General A. McD. McCook) says that great difficulty has been experienced in 
the selection of enlisted men suitable for teachers, and that at numerous posts schools 
could not be established (or if established had to be discontinued) on account of the 
want of men that could be trusted to do t.he teaching. 
Enlisted men detailed as teachers receive 85 cents a day extra pay. They are 
subject to military discipline as other soldiers and are liable to be called on to perform 
active service at any time. Normal schools to prepare for teachers enlisted men pos-
sessing the qualifications and inclination to become such have been established at 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and David's Island, N.Y., depots of the general recruiting 
service, and thus a better class of t eachers will probably be soon provided. They are 
expected to understand the rudiments of a common school education; to be conversant 
with reading, writing, and arithmetic; and to possess a fair knowledge of geography, 
grammar, and history. They must also be able to demonstrate clearly and in plain 
language the subjects before them. 
School books for these schools are furnished by the Quartermaster's Department, on 
the applicat ion of post commanders, in lieu of or in connection with the newspapers 
and periodicals which it has been the custom to furnish to each post in proportion to 
its strength of garrison. 
SUMMER SCHOOLS. 
Har11ard Univer8ity.-The summer courses in chemistry, botany, and geology were 
attended, as appears from the report, by 64 persons. 
Johns Hopkins University.- The Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory, under Dr. 
Brooks, held its second session during the summer of 1879, attended by a select com-
pany of advanced students of zoology. As most of the members of the party were 
trained investigators, much work was accomplished. Pending the publication of com-
pleted papcra, a list of sulJjects in regard to which the investigations were most fruitful 
jn new information is givt:lh in the report of the university for 1879. 
University of Vi1·ginia.-The private summer course of law lectures was attended 
the present year by 75 pupils. The lectures are maintained for two months (July and 
August) and arranged for a junior and advanced class. 
CCXVIII REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Concm·d School of Ph-ilosophy.- The belief that a school of speculative philosophy 
would meet a recognized want in the intellectual life of our people has long been 
entertained. The idea assumed practical shape early in 1879, when a faculty of phi-
losophy was organized informally at Concord, Mass., the home of Emerson and Bronson 
Alcott. In accordance with the announcement of this faculty, the first session of the 
Summer School of Philosophy and Literature was opened in July, ·and continued for 
five weeks with an average attendance of forty pupils. The influence of the school 
was not limited to those in attendance upon its co~ferences, as the discussions in lead-
ing magazines and periodicals for many succeeding months abundantly prove. 
The Chautauqna Literm·y and Scientific Ci·rcle was organized August 10, 1878. Its object, 
as set forth in the prospectus, is to promote habits of reading and study in nature, arb, 
science, and in secular and sacred literature, especially among those whose educatioual 
advantages have been limited.. The course of study is intended to cover a period of 
four years. The roll of the first class numbers 8,200 members. 
The Summer School of Languages and the Summer School of Pedagogics. out-
growt.hs of the Literary and Scientific Circle, were held in the summer of 1879 in the 
grove of the assembly, which has been <le<licated to the uses of the circle. 
EDUCATION AND FORESTRY. 
The import2.nt relations of education to forestry are pertinently set forth in the fol-
lowing brief remarks by Dr. Franklin B. Hough, specially qualified to speak with 
authority on this subject: 
The rapid diminution of our native forests and the increased dell\ands for their 
products resulting from our growmg population and new discoveries in the arts ad-
monish us that the time is near when these supplies will begin to fail and their prices 
advance so as to be seriously felt. 
It is evident that, notwithstanding the substitution of other materials in many 
places where timber has been heretofore used (as in shipbuilding, bridges, buildiugs, 
&c.), there are many u , es in which nothing will supply the place of wood. It is 
equally evident that the planting aud care of woodlan<ls must before long engage 
the attention of our American people, as it has for a long period that of various gov-
ernments in Europe, and that in this enterprise, as in every other, success will depend 
upon tho intelligence bestowed upon it. 
As the title to the lands in most of the States, and to a large extent in the Teni-
tories, has passed to private owners, it is reasonable to suppose that timber culture 
will in our country depend largely upon private enterprise, and it is among ~he 
strongest of probabilities that a time is coming, and. not distant, when informatwn 
will be songht as to t he best methods of plantmg and management and. the surest 
means for secnring a profitable result. 
In this field of enterprise that is alrea<ly beginning to attract public attention we 
:fiml many subjects of an educational nature that it comes within the province of onr 
schools and oeminarie to teach, and which it would be well to consider1 in view. of the probable demand that may at no distant day arise for opportunities of instructJon 
in the various sciences that apply to forest culture. 
The imple and absolute tenure of our lands and the entire absence of anything 
li~e ;right_ of common ujoyment among the inhabitants of any town h ip or otJ;t r 
d1 tnct w;U render ou.r future systems of managem nt quite ea. y as comrarrd w1th 
tho m Europe, and m fact the only q_uestions that can arise will be tho e that re-
late to cultivati.on and. manag ment by private owners or those who may a ociate 
to_g, t~ r forth 1r cot?nlO_u int rest . With questions of general ttdministration and. 
of JUI'I prudence, wh1 h 1n Europ are of O"reat iDiportance, we ha\e little to do be-
y nd the protection of 1 ral right , and we shall need a general education of all 
cla rather than th pecial trainiug of a few. 
L t n con ider om of the branche of l arning that it may properly come within 
th province f our ·bool. to impart: 
(1) A kno\ ledg of th importune of our woodlands, in the general conomy of 
th. cuuntr;\•. a tb • our· from wh nc tb mo t important upplie are dcriv d, and 
wttb ut wlu ·b them . t riou inconv nienc . mu t 'Qe f lt. 
(2) T~1 iu ·id ntal a.d,•antag to !ITicultur r ultwg from the pr nc of n. due 
pr port10n of wo dlaud in prot tin a c nntry from <lroucrht, from injnriou "·iud 
nd. from ':i :i itud . of h('at and colll; th •ir ~ ct upon humidity and oth r cli-
m h · ·ond1hon an upon h maiut nan of wat r supply. 
(-l) Tb prin ·ipl f v g('tahl , phy ·i I {t involv din tb ., rmination and growth 
of d.s and in the formation of wood in tre , the r quirements of particul r p cies 
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as to soiJ, climate, and other circumstances, and the influences that favor or prevent 
successful growth. 
( 4) The best methods of management, including the various processes employed in 
sowing, transplanting, and other modes of propagation, and the conditions under 
which t.hey may be practised with greatest certainty or in which they cannot be ex-
pected to succeed. 
(5) The economies to be observed in the management of woodlands and in the use 
of their products, whereby their waf?te may be lessened, their durability extended, or 
their value increased. 
(6) The precaut.ions absolutely necessary for protection against injuries, especially 
in the avoidance of careless :lires. These precepts should begin with the child in his 
first lessons at school, and be thoroughly impressed upon him at every stage of h1s 
education, for careless and accidental fires destroy more woodlands than are used by 
man, aml a thorough habit of watchful care in the use of fires would do much in pre-
venting these damages. Among other injurious causes is the pasturage of woodlands, 
and every boy who has the care of farm stock should learn the waste and damage 
that may re&ult from allowing cattle to range in young woodlands, from which a 
future growth of timber is expected to be derived. 
(7) Th~ provision of mea.ns of instruction in the way of cabinets of woods and of 
wood products and by correctly labelled plantations of as many different species of 
timber trees as can be grown to advantage upon the grounds belonging to schools 
and seminaries of learning. In connection with this subject emulation may be ex-
cited in the formation of herbariums and in enterprises by way of planting, grafting, 
and other details of arboriculture, and by es:::a~·s upon questions of sylviculture and 
rural adornment. These exercises might implant a love of trees and a taste for the 
beauties of nat.ure that in after years would find applica1.ion in village adornment and 
ornamental parks and plantations, tending to a more general appreciation of these 
objects of enjoyment, refinement, and happiness. 
The foregoing are but a few of many ways in which education may be made useful 
to forestry, by imparting to the young correct ideas as to the importance of our wood-
lands to the general welfare-a usefhl degree of information upon a subject that must 
ere long engage public attention and very probably become an object of interest in 
its financial aspect. 
ORGANIZED CHARITIES. 
One of the most serious obligations devolving upon the public js that of making 
provision for the dependent classes. Individual charity, church societies, and benev-
olent organizations of various origin, which sufficed when our cities were thinly popu-
lated, are entirely inadequate under the present conditions of city life. By reason of 
their natural limitations these agencies have not the means of detecting and resisting 
imposition or of securing work for those who have become dependent through lack of 
business opportunities; hence they often indirectly increase duplicity, improvidence, 
indolence, and enforced idleness by t.heir intended remedial efforts. Moreover, it is 
well known that a large proportion of the cases to be dealt with are beyond the reach 
of such agencies as they are also outside the scope of existing poorlaws. For these, 
as a writer has well said, ''there exists a constant and sore need of some charitable 
organization which shall represent ~nd serve the whole community as its eye and its 
hand, and which shall do, under adequate guards and limitations, what we all know 
ought to be done with courageous thoroughness." 
The requirements seem to be met in an organization whose scope is indicated in the 
title "Society for Organizing Charitable Relief and Repressing Mendicancy." The 
full name was first adopted byth6 Philadelphia society, organized June 13, 1878. Two 
similar societies bad been previously formed in this country, viz, Charity Organization 
Society of Buifalo, N.Y., December 11, 1877, and Board of Associated Charities, New 
Haven, Conn., June 1, 1878. Additioual societies formed up to date are Brooklyn Bu-
reau of Charities, November 26, 1878; Charity Organization Society of Newport, R.I., 
l''ebruary 12, 1879; Associated Charities of BostonJ February 26, 1879; Poughkeepsie 
(N. Y.) Charity Organization Society, June 9, 1879; Associated Charities of Cincinnati, 
November 18, 1879; Charity Organization Society of Indianapolis, December 12, 1o79. 
These societies differ somewhat in organization and modes of action, but are so much 
alike in essential characteristics tha,t a just conception of them all may be formed from 
the study of the Philadelphia society, which has attracted great attention by the sim-
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plicity of its plan and the effectiveness of its operations. As set forth in its first report, 
the objects proposed are: 
( 1) To see that all deserving cases of destitution are properly relieved; (2) to pre-
vent indiscriminate and duplicate giving; c:~) to make employment the basis of 
relief; ( 4) to secure the community from imposture; (5) to reduce vagrancy and pau-
perism and ascertain their true causes. ' 
The accomplishment of these objects is sought: 
(1) By a system of visiting and inquiry so thorough as to secure full knowledge of 
the merits of each case; (2) by placing, under proper limitations, the results of these 
inquiries at the service of poorboards, church societies, charitable organizations, 
and private persons of benevolence, and inviting their cooperation to prevent waste-
ful and mischievous almsgiving; (3) by obtaining the necessary help for all deserv-
ing cases of want from the proper charitable societies or from official or individual 
sources; or, failing in this, by furnishing relief from its own funds; ( 4) b.v raising 
the poor from a condition of dependence by fostering their self respect and by pro-
moting habits of forethought and self help and better a11d more sanitary modes of 
living; (5) by seeking to secure the harmonious cooperation of existing charitable 
organizations with each other and with this society. 
Concerning the distinctive features of this organization and its prospects, the gen-
eral secretary, D. 0. Kellogg, writes: 
The central board understands that this movement to organize charity in Philadel-
phia differs from like undertakings in European and other American cities in that 
they began with efforts to bring into concert of action existing benevolent societies, 
finding in their agreement a foundation on which to stand, while this began in the 
attempt to educate the eommnnity directly and to popularize true principles of hu-
manity, seeking in a wise public sentiment the support which it needs. It bas, there-
fore, addressed itself to creating ward associations and diffusing among them the 
best information at its command; it has scrupulously respected the free action of its 
auxiliar~- soeieties, perceiving that experience is the best educator, and wishing to 
encourage the greatest spontaneity of suggestion and method throughout irs con-
stituency. It has largely confined its labors to every variety of service which the 
ward associations have asked of it, to procuring for them new facilities for their work 
and to disseminating information. This work proved to be full of detail and of lar~o 
range and involved heavy expense, but it is believed that the expenditure will 
rapidly be justified in the humaner aml nobler ministrations of our citizens to their 
unfortunate and. suffering neighbors. * * * The board has witnessed with deep 
satisfaction the reception given to this society in Philadelphia. " * * 'J'he sobriety 
of judgment, the thonghtfuJness of inquiry, the persistence of purpose, and earnest-
ness of bnmani ty displayed have laid upou this society a weighty responsibility to use 
its utmost energy aml wisdom in meeting the sympathy extended to it ant! the ex-
pectations formed of it. 
There is one criticism which will inevitably be made on the work of the society 
where its principles are not understood. If the community look upon it as essen-
tially a relief-giving society, it will conceive that it asks money for t he destitute, and 
ought, therefore, to make the cost of administration as small as possible in proportion 
to the amount expendecl as alms. But that standard of judgment is an erroneous one. 
Thi soci ty sprang out of the conviction tha,t the poor were not being benefited but 
injured by indiscriminate alm giving. It is based upon the belief that the truest 
te t of succe in charitable work i to be sought in reducing the demand for it. The 
avowal may as wdl be promptly and plainly made that this society exists chiefly for 
purpo e of admini tration, all(l that it counts it better to spPnd five dollars in seeing 
that our poor br tbrcn suffer no harm than one in corrupting their moral sense and 
br aking down their self reliance. Nor does this view of tb~ social problem spring 
ont of an ' r lnctance to hare with the poor the bounties of Providcuce so common 
to mo t famili in this ity. Rath r i it een that the needy should have more aMen-
tion and n bler mini tration. than the purse can supply, in order that eventually 
th Y may have pur s of their own out of which will flow unintermitting supplies of 
comfort. 
Wb r v r so ieti for organizing charities have been established, great credit is 
gi ..  n to worn n for th ir prompt and intelligent participation in the work. They 
nt r int th pirit of th organization, yield readily to the restraints it impo e upon 
impul , and carry into th d licate work of visitation tact, ch erfnlnes , and the 
pow r to excite hope, conrage, and elf respect in those who have become despairing 
or indifferent. 
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As the administra.tion of charity is brought under the control of fixed principles and 
the facts brought to light are interpreted by rational laws, the importance of sys-
tematic training for the children of the ignorant and destitute is more clearly recog-
nized. To this work the societies address themselves as the most certain instrumen-
tality for the prevention of want. They c'oopcrate with public school boards and 
truant officers in the endeavor to bring neglectecl children into the public schools and 
to secure their constant and punctual attendance, and are unremitting in their en-
deavors to ex.cite in the parents a proper sense of their responsibilities in this respect. 
If clothing and other supplies are necessary in order that the children may attend 
, school they are provided by the auxiliary relief societies. Special schools and classes 
are opened under the auspices of the societies, as Kinuergarten and industrial schools 
tor girls. Industrial classes for women are also formed, and after the women have 
been taught to do some useful work endeavors are maue to supply them with employ-
ment. · 
The experience of these societies strongly emphasizes the demand for industrial 
training. However it is to be provideu, whether in connection with public schools 
or separately, whether under public or private auspices, there can be no question that 
at tho preseut time ii is one of the most crying needs in our country. 
Summer care of child1·en.- The summer care of children is one of the most interesting 
outgrowths of the charitable spirit which is so active in our country. Philadelphia, 
perhaps, must he regarded as the leader in this direction, the Children's Hospital, the 
Seaside Home, the Sanit.arium on the Delaware, and the children's week in the coun-
try having originated there. 
"Country week" has become an established institution in all our great eastern cities. 
The purpose is to secure for poor and invalid children the enjoyment of pure country air 
and the freedom of country life for a short season during the heated term, and brief 
as is this time of recreation its beneficial effects are unmistakable, the children re-
turning invigorated, happier, and morally better. The following statement of the 
work as couducted for the summer of 1879 under the auspices of the Young Men's 
Christian Union, Boston, gives interesting details: The whole number of persons who 
receivecl the benefit was 1,316; 41 of these were sent out twice. Board was paid for 
1,139 persons; travelling expenses, for 218 <;>thers, who were invited by friends either of 
the enterprise or of the individuals. Of those sent out, 733 were girls, 423 boys, and 
164 adults. The average length of the visits other than those to personal friends was 
between nine and ten da.ys. 'l'he best results have appeared where visits have been 
made to private families upon invitation, as thus the refining influence of a home life 
different from that known to the city poor is added to the other ad vantages. 
The system of registration maintained by the societies for organizing charitable re-
lief is found to be au invaluable aid in the selection of families needing the ad vantages 
of " country week " and similar enterprises. 
P1·otection of child1·en.-The fifth annual report oftbe New York Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children gives a comprehensive statement of its origin and 
humane work. The first society of the kind in our country, it was organized in 1874. 
Through its efforts for the last five yeard and the cooperation which it has secured, 
child beggars have to a great degree disappeared from the streets of New York; the 
practice of employing little girls to sell flowers at the doors of places of vile resort 
has been broken up, and hundreds of children have been rescued from lives of pau-
perism and infamy. Legislative action has also been secured to prevent the exhibi-
tion of little children in dangerous acrobatic performances and in "juvenile opera 
troupes." 
Two measures of great importance have been successfully carried on during the last 
year. The first was directed against the system by which mis~rable little Italian 
children were sold by their parents or relatives to a class of men called ''pauroni," 
who shipped the children to America and compelled them to work in our streets as 
wandering musicians and peddlers. One of these "pauroni" was brought to trial 
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and pronounced guilty, a verdict which has virtuaUy overthrown the system. The 
secon!l measure referred to was the passage of a law making the sale of liquor to 
minors a criminal offence. 
Nineteen kindred societies have been formed in our country since the establishment 
of the New York society, of which the following is a complete list: 
The Rochester Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Rochester, N.Y. 
Charles S. Baker, president; Newton M. Mann, secretary. 
The Newburgh Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Newburgh, N.Y. 
Hon. J. J. Monell, president; Peter Egar, M.D., secretary. 
The Albany Society for the Prevention of CrueUy to Children, Albany, N. Y. Miss 
Annie V. Russel, secretary. 
Quflen City Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Buffalo, N.Y. 
Cleveland Humane Society, Cleveland, 0. Hon. R. R. Herrick, president. 
The Cincinnati Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and Animals, 
Cincinnati, 0. John Simpkinson, president; A. A. Clark, secretary. 
California Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, San Frandsco, Cal. 
Joseph W. Winans, president; Nathaniel Hunter, secretary. 
The Pennsylvania Society to Protect Children fi·om Cruelt.y, Philadelphia., Pa. Hon. 
D:tniel M. Fox, president; Benjamin J. Crew, secretary. 
Allegheny County Humane Society, Pittsburgh, Pa. Prof. L. H. Eaton, president; 
Joseph G. Walter, secretary. 
Mas achusetts Children Protective Society, Boston, Mass. William Gaston, presi-
dent; Loring Moody, secretary. 
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Boston, Mass. 
Charles F. Shimmin, president; Mrs. J. W. Wolcott, secretary. 
Illinois Humane Society, Chicago, Ill. John G. Shortall, president; A. W. Landon, 
secretal'y. · 
Tlle New Hampshire Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Portsmouth, 
N.H. Charles W. Gardner, president; Mary A. Fot:!ter, secretary. 
Keene Hum:tne Society, Keene, N. H. Caleb 'r. Buffum, president; Esther Han-
dcraon, secretary. 
Society for the Protection of Children from Cruelty and Immorality of Baltimore 
City, B<tltimore, Md. Andrew Reid, president; Wm. R. Barry, secretary. 
New Jersey Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Vinela.nd, N.J. T. 
W. Braidwood, president; Henry W. Wilbur, secretary. 
Delaware Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Wilmington, Del. D. 
W. Maull, M. D., president; Austin Harrington, secretary. 
avannah Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Savannah, Ga. .Alfred 
Haywood, president; W. W. Mackall, jr., secretary and treasurer. 
Minnesota tate Society for the Prevention of Cruelty, St. Paul, Minn. Daniel R. 
Noy , pr id nt; E. W. Cha e, ecretary. 
\.icon in Human Society, Milwaukee, Wis. Hon. E. D. Halton, president; R. C. 
p ncer, secretary. 
Tho Boston society baa established a temporary house of relief, in which rescued 
children an be hclter d until p rmanent homes are secured for them. 
The following foreign soci ties are reported: 
ci ty for the Protection of Women and Children, London, Eng. 
i te rot ctric d Enfant , Pari , France. 
ci t:l di Milano p r la Pr tezion dei FanciuUi, Milan, Italy. 
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ufficiently <1 fined in the enactments 
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definite. responsibility. Of course the constitution and laws for each State are 
supreme; but these may be right or wrong. The subject needs careful consideration. 
Some of the powers of school committees are plainly set forth in a decision rendered 
some years since by Chief-Justice Sllaw, of the Ma!:lsachusetts supreme court, as fol-
lows: 
. There being no specific direction how schools shall be organized, bow many schools 
shall be kept, what shall be the qualifications for admission to the schools, the age 
at which children may enter, the age to which they ruay continue, these must all be 
regulated by the committee nuder their power of general supt>rintendence. 
The power of general superintendence vests a plenary aut.hority in the committee 
- to arrange, classify, and distribute pupils in such a manner as they think best adapted 
to their general proticiency·and welfare. H they should judge it expedient to have 
a gra.de of schools for children from seven to ten and another for those from ten to 
fourteen, it would seem to be within tlJ\lir authority to establish such schools; so, to 
separate male and female pupils into different schools. 
In the absence of special legislation on this subject, the law has vested the power 
in the committee to regulate this system of distrilmtion and classification; and when 
this power is reasonauly exercised, without being abused or perverted by colorable 
pretences, the decision of the committee must be deemed conclusive. 
Among 1he other points upon which decisions have been rendered in the supreme 
court are that the general school committee have power to exclude from school "a 
child whom they deem to be of a licentious anrl immoral character, although such 
character is not manifested by any acts of licentiousness or immorality within the 
school;" "to exclude a pupil from a public school for misconduct which injures its 
discipline and management " or if he be suffering from a contagious disease; to ex-
amine teachers, and to agree upon their salaries; to bind the town for books pur-
chased. 
TAXATION FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES. 
Following is a statement of the rate of taxation for school purposes in the several 
States and Territories: 
STATES. 
Alabama: State tax, $1.50 on each poll; county, not to exceed 10 cents on each $100 
of valuation. 
ArkanBaB: State, 2 mills on $1 and $1 poll tax; district, not to exceed 5 mills on 
the dolla.r. 
Califor·nia: A general poll tax of $2; county taxes, not to exceed 50 cents on each 
$100, except in San Francisco County; district tax, optional, not to exceed 1 per cent. 
for school purposes. 
Colorado: State tax, not to exceed 6 mills on $1 for all purposes, including schools; 
county taxes, 2 to 10 mills on $1 for schools; district taxes, optional. 
Connecticut: State tax, enough to give, with the income from the school fund, $1.50 
for each child of school age; towns which include cit.ies within their limits, not more 
than 1 mill on their grand list; districts, enough to enable them, with their appor-
tionment from the State aud town, to maintain schools, according to law, 24 weeks. 
for less than 24 scholars or 30 for a greater number. ' 
Delawa1·e : Requires $100 to be raised for schools in each district of the two upper 
counties and $60 in each district of the lower one, to supplement the State fund ap-
portioned to the schools for whites. The taxes of the colored people go to the Dela-· 
ware Association for the Education of Colored P eople, to be used. in maintaining 
schools for them. 
Flo1·ida: A State special tax of not less than 1 mill on $1 for schools and a county 
tax to equal at least half the amount apportioned to the county for the year from the 
State common school fund. 
Georgia: A State poll tax not to exceed $1 annually on each poll, a specjal tax on 
shows and exhibitions and on the sale of spirituous and malt liquors; county tax for 
schools, apparently optiona.l. 
JllinoiB: A State tax of 2 mills on $1, or onough to make the annual distributable 
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school fund $1,000,000 annually; district, city, or village taxes for schools, not to ex-
ceed 2 p"r cent. for edu.cational and 3 per cent. for building purposes. 
Indiana: State tax, 16 cents on each $100 and 50 cents on each poll for schools, with 
the income from liquor licenses; local tax for tuition, not to exceed 30 cents on $100; 
for school-houses, furniture, &c., not to exceed 50 cents on $100. 1 
Iowa: No State tax; county tax, 1 to 3 mills on the dollar; district tax, not to ex-
ceed 10 mills on $1 for school-house fund, $5 a pupil for contingent fund, and $15 a 
pupil for teachers' fund, including the semiannual apportionment. 
Kansas: State tax, 1 mill on $1; district taxes, not to exceed 1 per cent. each for 
buildings and teachers, with 2 mills on $1 for library, and enough more tQ; pay the 
interest on district indebtedness and provide a sinking fund for the liquidation of it; 
in cities of 2,00u to 15,000 inhabitants, not to exceed 8 mills on $1 for cnrrent school 
purposes; in those with more than 15,000, not to exceed 5 mills on $1, with the same 
provision in both cases as in districts; for raising also enough to pay the interest on in-
debtedness and create a sinking fund to liquidate it. 
Kentucky: State tax, 20 centA on $100; optional district tax, not to exceed 25 cents on 
$100 for lengthening the t.ime of school and paying teachers' wages. with a capitation 
tax of $2 on each white male inhabitant over 21 years old for building and furnish-
ing a school-house when needed, and an annual one of not more than 50 cents a ht•ad 
for the supply of fuel and other cont.ingen t expenses of the school. Cities and towns 
reporting as one district may levy 30 cents on $100 annually for a graded system of free 
schools. The above provisions apply to schools for whites. For supporting those for 
colored pupils there is a tax of 45 cents on each $100 of property owned by-colored 
persons and a capitation tax of $1 on each colored male above the age of 21, with all 
taxes on dogs, deeds, suits, or licenses collected from colored people. · 
Louisiana: State tax, 1 mill on $1, with $l.r.D poll tax to be reserved for sch')ols in 
the parish where it is collected; parish tax not to exceed the State tax. 
Maine: State, 1 mill on $1, with a tax of 5 mills on $1 on deposits in savings banks; 
local tax, not less than 80 cents to each inhabitant for support of schools, with what 
may be required for building, library, furniture, apparatus, and payment of debt · 
Maryland: State tax, 10 cents on $100; county, the same, or as muth more as may 
be agreed on between tlw county school commissioners and county :finance commis-
sioners. All taxes for school purposes paid by colored people go to the maintenance 
of schools for colored children. 
Massach1tsetts: No State tax; local taxes for support of schools, not less than $3 for 
each child of school age (5-15), with enough for building and repair of school-houses, 
purchase of needed apparatus and sehool books. 
Michigan: No State tax for schools, except what may be necessary to meet interest 
on school funds ; township tax, 1 mill on $1 ; district tax, not more than $250 in any 
year for building where there are less than 10 school children, nor more than $1,000 
where there are le s than 50; district taxes for the support of schools, enough, with 
the tate apportionment, to enable those haviug 800 children of school age to k ep 
1:1chool open for 9 months, tho having from 30 to 800 to keep them open 5 months, 
and all other not les than 3 months. 
Minnesota: County tax, ord red by the State, 1 mill on $1; district, in ordinary 
ca:1 , not to exceed 600 a. year£ r a school-house, or $200 in a district with less than 
1 ot r , wi b whatever may be needed to maintain the schools the full legal tim , 
n.y • cruiog ind bt dn s, and me t contingencies. 
Mississippi: tate poll tax f r chools not to exceed $2 a head ; county tax; not to 
ex d 3 mill on , ·1; trn t es al o to provide fuel and other necessaries, and in towns 
con ti totiog separat di trict tb town board to do thi by tax. 
MissMr · : At 1 t ue-quarter of the tate re nue ( xclo ive of he int r at and 
si kin' fund) to bed v t th public schoola, with district taxes from 40 to 65 
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cents on $100, and whatever may be necessary to provide school accommodations or 
pay indebtedness. 
Nebraska: State tax, 1 mill on $1; district, not to exceed 25 mills on $1 for ordinary 
school expenses, with whatever may be voted to build school-houses, furnish fuel for 
them, and meet indebtedness. 
Nevada: State tax, i mill on $1 to supplement the revenue from school fund; county, 
15 to 50 cents on $100; district, what the people may vote to put up bni1rlings, keep 
them in repair, mainta,in schools in them, &c. 
New Harnpshire: State tax for a 1 purposes, 50 cents on each poll and as much on 
each $100 of taxable property; for each dollar out of $1,000 of this assigned to a town 
to be raised, the town must raise $350 for school purposes, and may increase this amount 
for either ordinary or special purposes. 
New Jersey: State tax, 2 mills on $1; local taxes, whatever additional amount may 
be needed to maintain schools 9 months, erect, repah·, or furnish school buildings, pay 
indebtedness; &c. 
New Yorlc: State tax, $1.069 in 1879; local taxes, largely optional, but not to exceed, 
in an ordinary district, $25 a year for school apparatus and text books, $10 for library 
books, $25 for contingencies, and $1,000 for building, without the approval of tho 
school commissioner in the last case. 
Nm·th Carolina: A State and county poll tax, not to exceed $2 a head for both, is 
levied annually for purposes of education and support of the poor, three-fourths of it 
to go to the former, with Si cents on every $100 (and 25 cents on every poll ~ ) adui-
tional. 
Ohio: State tax, 1 mill on $1; district taxes, largely optional as to amount, but not 
to exceed, for ordinary school expenses, 4t mills in Cincinnati, 4~ in Cleveland, and 7 
mills elsewhere on $1, with fu of a mill for library annually. 
Oregon: County tax, ordered by the State, 3 mills on $1; district taxes, what the 
-people may vote. 
Pennsylvania: Each school district must raise annually for its schools a sum equal 
to its share of the $1,000,000 State apportionment, but not, in ordinary circumstances, 
to exceed 13 mills on $1 for current school expenses, with an equal sum for building 
in case of need ; cities are authorized to raise also from 1 to 3 mills on $1 for extin-
guishing indebtedness. 
Rhode Island: No special State tax for schools, but each town required to raise by 
tax a sum equal to its share of the annual State apportionment of $90,000. 
Sou.th Carolina: A $1 State poll tax, with a required county tax of 2 mills on $1 of 
all taxable property. 
Tennessee : A general poll tax of $1, with a county tax of 1 mill on $1 ; no district 
tax to raise a further sum to prolong the schools allowed since 1875. 
Texas: A poll tax of $1, to be added to the income from the State school fund, auu 
snch part of the State revenue as the legislature may appropriate, not to exceed t 
annually. No districts and consequently no district tax, except in cities and towns 
that have assumed control of the public free schools within their limits. These, by a 
two-thirds vote of the taxpayers, may raise not more than 5 mills on $1 to supple-
ment tho State apportionment and prolong the schools to 10 months each year. 
Vermont: Taxes to supplement the State allowance, such as may be voted by the 
people of each town or district ; in towns with town school systems, not less than :25 
cents nor more than 50 cents on tho dollar of the grand list, unless an additional tax 
be voted at tho annual town meeting. 
Virginia: A State tax of 1 to 5 mills on $1, with a poll tax of $1 on each voter; 
county tax, not to exceed 10 cents on $100; district, tho same, except in Alexan<lria 
County 50 cents on the $100 may be imposed in any district by a three-fourths vote. 
West Virginia: State tax, 10 cents on $100, with $1 poll tax; district, not to exceed 
50 cents on $100 for primary schools, 15 cents for graded schools, and :~0 cents for high 
school , with not more than 40 cents on $100 for building~ in any year. 
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Wisconsi-n: No State tax specifically for schools; each town and city required to 
raise by tax annually for support of schools ther.ein a sum not less than half the 
amonut received from the income of the school fund; the total amount of district 
tax: for all school purposes not to exceed 5 per eent. on the assessed valuation of the 
taxable property within it for the current year. 
TERRITORIES. 
A1·izona: A territorial tax of 15 cents on $100.; a county tax of 50 to 80 cents on 
$100; where these prove insufficient to maintain a school 3 months, a supplementary 
di strict tax of the amount needed, with an allowed additional one for school buildings. 
Dakota: A poll tax of $1 on each voter and 2 mills on $1, in each county; in each 
school district, not more than 1 per cent. for building, t of 1 per cent. for furniture 
and apparatus, t of 1 per cent. for teachers' pay and incidentals, and$25for a library, 
in any year. 
District of Columbia: No tax speci:fica1ly for school purposes; an annual appropri-
ation for such purposes from the general fund. 
Idaho : A county tax of 2 to 8 mills bn $1, with the money from fines and forfeit-
ures and $3 for each teacher examined; in districts, taxes for building and support 
of schools determined by vote. Repairs not exceeding $2rl are allowed to be provided 
for by a rate bill on persons sending children to the school; contingent fund not to 
exceed 10 per cent. of the ordinary school fund. 
Indian Territm·y: Schools of the five civilized tribes largely, if not wholly, sustained 
from tribal funds. No information of any tax. Schools for other Indians, sustained 
by United States Government and by misswnary organizations. No known tax. 
Montana: County tax, 3 to 5 mills on $1, with the fines for breach of liquor license 
or other penal laws; district taxes, optional as to levy and amount. 
New Mexico: One-quarter of the 1 per cent. tax levied annually in each county for 
territorial and county purposes goes to the county schools, with any snrplus above 
$500 remaining in the county treasury after payment of all current annual expenses; 
also $1 poll tax. . 
Utah: A territorial tax of 3 mills on $1 for sehools, with the proceeds from sales of 
estrays and of a tax on railroads ; district taxes for the purchase, erection, repair, or 
other expenses of school building, not to exceed 3 per cent . per annum. 
Washington: Territorial tax, 3 to 6 mills on $1, with all moneys al'ising from fines 
for breach of penal laws; district taxes for all school purposes not to exceed 10 mills 
on 81 in any year. 
Wyoming : County tax for schools. $2 on each poll and 2 mills on $1 of property; 
district taxe , optional as to levy and amount, except that f.or a district library not 
moro tban '100 a year may be raised. 
TERRITORIAL SUPERYISION OF SCHOOLS. 
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Dalcota.-The superintendent of public instruction is appointed by the governor, 
with the consent of the legislative council of the Territory, and holds his office for 
two years. Before entering upon his duties he is required to give satisfactory "bonds 
in tue sum of one thousand dollars for their f:1ithfnl performance, and to take the 
oath required of civil officers within the Territory. His general duties aee to make 
and preserve an official record of his ~Lets as such, to promote public education 
throughout the Territory and wisely plan for its future educational interests, to visit 
the common schools ami. confer wHh teachers and county superintendents with a view 
to increasing the efficiency of the schools, and to furnish blank forms for collecting 
statistics and making reports. He has power to grant certificates of qualification; 
and he is required to regulate the degrees and prescrH>e the examinations necessary to 
test the qualifications required of persons who would receive first, second, and third 
grade certificates from county superintendents. He is directed to determine appeals 
made to him from the decision of county superintendents and to make an annual re-
port to the governor. The salary of the superintendent is six hundred dollars per 
annum, and he is allowed money for travelling expenses, printing, stationery, and 
miscellaneous expenditures, not to exceed four hundred dollars. 
Idaho.- The territorial controller is ex officio superintendent of public instruction. 
His duties as superintendent are to exercise a general supervision over the public 
schools of the Territory; to furnish school officers and teachers with such prin~ed 
blanks as may be n teded, and to distribute copies of the school law among said offi-
cers; to present to the legislative assembly biennially a full report of the condition of 
the public schools, with the usual statistics and suggestions; and to receive, keep, 
and deliver to his successor all property, documents, and papers belonging to the office 
of superintendent. 
Montana.-The sr1perintendent of public inst ruction is appointed by the governor, 
with the consent of the legit>lative council, for a term of two years. He has general 
supervision of public schools, collects and tabulates school statistics, prepares blanks 
for the use of school officers, travels through the different counties, consults with county 
superintendents, and visits schools, delivers lectures on educational topics, prescribes 
rules and regulations for schools, decides disputes on appeal, receives reports from 
county superintendents, and makes annual reports, on the odd years to the governor, 
on the even years to the legislature. He receives a salary of $1,200 per annum, and 
contingent expenses D,re paid. from any fund in the treasury not otherwise appropria.tecl. 
New Mexico.-By a law of 1874 the duties of territorial superintendent of schools 
were assigned to the territorial librarian, and his ,salary, which amounted. to $299.GO 
in the two years ending in 1878, is paiJ. to him in the latter capacity. He is required. 
to make a report to the gover-nor, in which shall be included (1) the number of schools 
in each county and the number of pupils taught; (2) the number of teachers and 
their salaries; (:3) the number of pupils m each precinct, and the average attendance 
of these; and ( 4) the branches taught in the schools. The principal superintendence 
of school affairs appears to be intrusted to county supervisors. 
Utah.-A territorial superintendent of district schools is elected at a. genera.l elec-
tion for a term of two years. Before entering upon the duties of his office he is re-
quired to qualify by taking the prescribed oath and executing a bond in the sum of 
$10,000 for the faithful performance of his duties. He k eeps a record of the condition 
of J.istrict schools throughout the Territory, furnishes printed forms for the various 
reports required of teachers and school officers, receives the annual reports of the 
county superintendents, and make'3 biennial reports to the legislative assembly. The 
territorial superintenJ.ent, the county superintendents, and the pn~sident of the faculty 
of the Uuivert:>ity of Dcseret, a.t a meeting called by the territorial superintendent 
for tho purpose, adopt text books for exclusive use iu the Territory, not to be changc<l 
for five years without sufficient cause. The salary of the superintendent is $1,500per 
annum. 
CCXXVIII REPORT OF THE CO:\lMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Washington.- The superintendent of public instruction is appointed by the governor, 
by and with the advice and consent of the legislative council, for a term of two years. 
He gives a bond in the sum of $2,000 for the faithful performance of his duties, and 
takes the nsual oath. He has general supervision of public instruction ; superintends 
the printing aud. transmitting of such blanks, forms, rules, and regulations as the 
board of e'lncation may authorize; travels in the different counties, at least t,hrce 
months in the yea.r, for the purpose of visiting schools, consulting with county super-
intendents, and addressing public assemblies; holds at least one teachers' institute a 
year; makes a biennbl report to the governor, containing a full presentation of the 
educational condition of the Territory; and is president of the board of education. 
The salary of the superintendent is $600 per annum, with contingent expenses not ex-
ceeding $300, paid out of the treasury of the Territory. 
Wyorning.-The territoriallibl\arian is ex officio superintendent of public instruction. 
He has a general supervision of all the district schools; has power to grant certificates 
of qualification to teachers and to regnlate the gr:1de of county certificates; must see 
that the text books determined upon at the. territorial teachers' institute, which is 
held annually by the school officers of the Territory, are introduced into the schools; 
makes a record of all matters pertaining to t,he business of the office; keeps all docu-
ments in an orderly and presentable manner; prepares and has prmted and transmit-
ted to school officers suitable forms for all required school reports; and makes a report 
to the legislative assembly on the first day of each session (biennially) of the condi-
tion of the schools under his supervision. The pay of the superintendent is $5 a d::ty 
of actual service, not exceeding fifty <lays, and his travelling and other necessary offi-
cial expenditures are reimbursed from the territorial treasury. 
TRESPASSES UPON PUBLIC SCHOOL LANDS IN THE TERRITORIES. 
Dnring the year the prevention of trespasses upon public lands reserved in tho Ter-
ritories for the .bencfi.t of public chools has been the subject of a special correspond-
ence between thi Office and Hon. W. H. H. Beadle, territorial superintendent of public 
instruction, Jamestown, Dak. His letter· of inquiry is given in full, as it presents 
questions often arising in connection with ti.J.e school lands of the Territories: 
W ATIPETO~, DAKOTA TERRITORY, July 15, 1879. 
SIR: I have the honor to request information and advice from yon npon the subject 
of protecliog the public school lauds in Dakota from trefpass an<l waste. I am at a 
loss to know how to proceed. Are they United States public lands under the general 
la.w, so that person. who cut timber from them can uc so proceeded ag:1inst~ Or arc 
th yin any degree so under territorial jurisdiction as to enable us to bring actions in 
favor of our pnblic school fun<l1 
:1any trespa es are made upon timber upon sections 16 and 36, and the whole or 
part of many s ctions are cultivated as farms. These give large profits sometime, 
arc free from all taxP , aml y t the culture dcteriomtcs the value of the land. In-
cln<led a :t part of the celcbratccl Dalrymple wheat farm are school lands. I mention 
thi . 1.o show how hi(Th ill th eli regard of the future school fund. 
I ~f·spe ·tfnlly rcque t th best legal advice and instructions you may be able to 
obt. 1n or •1v • me. 
V ·ry r spectfully your obedient servant, 
W. II. H. BEADLE, 
uperintendent of Pttblic lnstrllction of Dakota. 
Tlw Hon. CO::\DII'. ro.-ER OF EDUCATio4·, Tfa8ltington, D. C. 
Th ahov ]r~ttPr W3 tran. mi t c1 to th honornble, 'ecretary of the Interior, and hi} 
mad· immediat · an '" ·r it iuquirie a follow. : 
EPART:\lE.'T F TUE L'TERlOR 
TJ1a11hington, D. C., .Llugu/Jt , 1 79 . 
. m: T have rc .h-f!d yom··lett r of the fith in.tant, in losing a l tter fr m IIoo. 
'Y. II . II. 1 eacllc, llJH•riutenflent of publi · in. truction f, r akota T rritory date<l 
Wabp ·t n, ako a, th · l:>th ultimo, in r lation to d pr <lation b ing committed 
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upon sections 16 and 36 in said Territory by cutting and removing timber therefrom 
and also by cultivating the same for crops as private property. 
Mr. Beadle desires to be informed whether sections 16 and 35 in each township 
of surveyed ·lands in said Territory are public lauds, or whether they are ''so under 
territorial jurisdiction as to enable us to bring actions in favor of our public school 
fund." 
Section 14 of an act entitled "An act to provide a temporary government for the 
Territory of Dakota, and to create the office of surveyor general therein," reads as 
follows: 
"And be it ju1·ther enacted, That when the land in said Territory shall be surveyed 
under the direction of the Government of the United States, preparatory to bringing 
the same into market, sections numbered 16 and 36 in each township in said Territory 
shall be, and the same are hereby, res()rved for the purpose of being applied to schools 
in the States hereafter to be erected out ofthe same."-1~ Stat., page 243. 
The lands are public lands, although reserved for a particular purpose, and all 
trespasses committed upon them render the parties guilty of such trespass liable to 
prosecution under the laws of the United States. The penalties collected for tres-
passes, however, would not inure to any school fund of the Territory. The United 
States has not granted the title to such lands, but has reserved them, in order that a.t 
some future tirue, when a State shall be erected out of such Territory, the same ma,y 
be granted to such State. 
In relation to the right of the United States to prosecute for trespasses, I think 
there can be no quest.ion. Section 2461 of the Revised Statutes· provides specifically 
the punif;hmentfor cutting and removing timber from the public lands; and while I 
am not aware of any statute which provides for a rule of damages for using and culti-
vating lands of the United States which cannot under the law be sold, still I am of 
the opinion that the United States has the right to recover mesne profits for the use 
of said lands. 
In the case of Cotton t•s. United States, 11 Howard, 229, the Supreme Court say: 
''Although as a sovereign the United States may not be sued, yet as a corporation or 
body politic they may bring suits to enforce their contracts and protect their property, 
in the State courts or in their own tribunals administering the same laws. As an 
owner of property in almost every State of the Union, they have the same right to 
have it protected by the local laws that other persons have." 
In the case of the United States vs. Gear, 3 Howard, 120, it was held that the United 
States bad the right to maintain au action of trespass for taking ore from lead mines. 
On the same principle I think the Government would be entitled to recover for any 
other beneficial use to which the public lands might be put. · 
Yon may, therefore, advise Mr. Beadle that if he will furnish this Department wit.h 
information as to the cutting and removing of timber from sections 16 and 36 or any 
other public lands in the Territory of Da~ota, giving a description of the tract tres-
passed upon, time when the trespass was committed, and the person or persons by 
whom committed, the same will receive prompt attention. 
You may also advise him that if he will furnish to this Department like information 
of persons who are cultivating and using such sections, proper action will be taken 
thereon. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN EATON, 
Commissioner of Education. 
C. SCHURZ, Secretm·y. 
The communication from the honorable Secretary of the Interior and the reply of 
this Office were printed for the information of territorial· and county superintendents 
of public instruction in the Territories. Mr. Beadle forwarded copies of this circular 
and a printed letter from himself to the several codhty superintendents of public 
schools in Dakota. In his letter he says : 
The law makes it the duty of the superintendent of public instruction to preyent 
'?Y eyery means in his power any waste or unlawful payment of school funds, and it 
~s ab~e the duty of every school officer to guard against the present loss or future 
1mpa1rment of school revenues. We must, therefore, all join in preserving the value 
of .these lands and preventing their deterioration by cultivation or timber cutting. 
It IS a common public interest against the advantage of a few individuals at public 
cost. 
The United States attorney has similar instruct\ons from the Department of Justice, 
and it is the duty of all school officers now and hereafter to roJ_Jort to that officer every 
case of such trespass, with the description of the tract, the names of tho trespassers 
and then ce!-isary witnesses. There is no authority to permit the use or occupatio.u 
of the e lands or to compromise trespasses upon them. 
CCXXX REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
AREA OF SCHOOL LANDS IN THE TERRITORIES. 
The following table will show the amount of lands (that is, the sixteenth and 
thirty-sixth sections) reserved for common school purposes in the 'rerritories already 
organized: 
T<3rritory. Total area. I Date of law. 
Acres. I 
Arizona ................................................................. . 
Dakota .................................................................. . 
Idaho ................................................................... .. 
Montana ................................................................. . 
4, 050, 347 May 26, 1864 
5, 36G, 451 ~ March 2, 1861 
3, OGS, 231 March 3, 1863 
5, 112, 035 1' F eb. 28, 1864 
5 Sept. 9, 1850 N ew Mexico.............................................. .. .............. 4, 309,_368 { July22, 1354 
~::~i~;~~~ :::::::::::::::::: ::~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ~~:: ~~~ 1 :::~h ~: ~:~~ 
Wyoming ........................................................... :.. . . 3, 480, 281 1 July 2.5, 1868 
Total .............................. _ ................................ -:iO, 879, 0011 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
(1) I recommend that the office of superintendent of public instruction for each 
Territory be created, to be :filled by appointment by the President, the compensation 
to be fixed and paid as in the case of other Federal appointees for the Territories. 
(2) In view of the large number of children growing up in ignorance on account 
of the impoverished condition of portions of the country, and in view of the special 
difficulties in the way of establishing and maintaining therein schools for universal 
education, and in consideration of the imperative ueed of immediate action in this 
regard, I recommend that the whole or a portion of the net proceeds arising from the 
sa.le of public lands be set aside as a special funu, the interest of said fund to be 
divided annually pro rata among the several States and Territ.ories and the District 
of Columbia, under such provisions in regard to amount, allotment, expenditure, and 
supervision as Congress in its wisuom may deem :fit and proper. 
(3) I respectfully recommend that such provision as may be deemed advisable bo 
made for the publication of 15,000 copies of the report of the Commissioner immedi-
ately on its completion, to be put at the control of the Bureau for distribution among 
it:~ correspondents, in addition to the number ordered for distribution by members of 
the ~enate and House. 
(4) I recommend that provision be made for the organization of an educational 
mu eum in conn ction with this Office and for the exchange of educational appliances 
with other countries. 
(5) I recommend the enactment of a law requiring that all facts in 1·egard to national 
aiu to education and all facts in regaru to education in the Territories and the District of 
Columbia nece ary for the information of Congress be presented through this Office. 
(G) I r comm nd an incre e of the p rmanent force of the Office. The experience 
of th Office indicate clearly that the collection of euucational information anu pub-
lication of th same, a r quireu by the law regulating it, cannot be properly uone 
with tho pr cut limited clerical force. 
CO~'CLUSION. 
Tho:e u(J'a" 1 in the office work with me Lave my hearti ·t thank . It i pl a ant 
to in r a in~ indi ation of a corr ct und r tanding of the Office in the public 
mind. I tak plea ure in makinl7 th full t acknowlcdgm nt to all in th public 
· ·n·ice and all nga<r <l in tho work of du ation throughout th country who havo 
aid d m in th pro cution of the work of th<' ffic . 
I ha.vo th honor t b , v ry re p ctfully, your oh di nt rvant, 
llon. 
JOH .. r EAT J.:T' Commissioner. 
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The following abstracts of education in the States and Territories are derived from a great variety of 
sources. First among these come reports of State officials, such as State boards of education and State 
superintendents of instruction; next, those of county and city superintendents, school committees, act-
ing school visitors, and principals of State institutions. From' these is derived nearly all the informa-
tion given respecting elementary and special instruction, city school systems, and normal schools, a,nd 
much of that relating to seconda,ry schools, as the high schools of the States and cities. What con-
cerns private secondary schools is· almost wholly from returns made by the principals of these to tho 
Bureau of Education, supplemented by catalogues and other documents. 
For the matter relating to universities, colleges, and scientific ancl professional schools, dependence 
is pl:lced on the annual catalo~ues of these institutions, on occasional circulars issued by them, and on 
special returns, made usuaJ.l.y m the autumnal and winter months, in reply to circulars of inquiry sent 
them by the Bureau. 
In every instance, official authority only is relied upon for statements distinctly and definitely made, 
the printed catalogues and reports being chiefly used for this purpose, though sometimes an item of 
interesting information from other than official sources may be given, with a reference to the quarter 
from wp.i?h ip is derived. In such cases, however, the effort is always made to verify the statement 
before 1t 1s g1ven to the press. , 
The matter derived from the various sources above indicated is formulated, in the abstracts of educa-
tion for each State, substantially in accordance with the schedule given below. 
GENERAL PLAN OF THE ABSTRACTS. 
1. STATISTICAL SUMMARY ..................... : •••. (a) School population al!.d attendance. 
(b) School districts and schools. (c) Teachers and teachers' pay. 
(d) Income and expenditure. 
2. STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM .......................... (a) Officers. 
(b) Other features of the system. (c) General condition, marking specially anything 
new and noteworthy. 
3. CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
4. TRAINING OF TEACHERS .•.................•..•• (a) Normal schools and normal departments. 
(b) Teachers' institutes. 
(c) Teachers' departments of educational journals. 
5. SECONDARY INSTRUCTION ....•••...••..••••..... (a) Public high schools. 
, (b) Other secondary schools. 
6. SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION_ ..•...••.• _ ....•..•...•. (a) Colleges for young men or for both sexes. 
(bi Colleges for women. 
7. SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION .... (a) Training in scientffic schools and agricultural 
colleges. · (b) Training in theology. (c) Training in law. 
(d) Training in medicine. 
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION ........................... (a) Deaf, dumb, blind, &c. 
9. EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS ..• ..•.............. (a) Meetings of State kssociations. 
(b) Special meetings of teachers, school principals, 
and superintendents. 
10. NOTEWORTHY Bli:NEFACTIONS. 
11. OBITUARY RECORD .............................. (a) Brief memorials of teachers, superintendents, 
and other promoters of education who have 
died during the year. 
12. CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS ................. (a) StateboardofeducationorStatesuperintendent. 
For convenience of reference and comparison, the statistics furnished the Bureau in answer to its cir-
culars of inquiry are given in tables at the conclusion of this volume, while summaries of these statistics 
may be found under their appropriate heads in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
For the general courtesy with which his circulars have been answered, alike by State and city offi· 
cials, by college presidents and heads of schools, as well as for documents additional to these replies, 




STATISTICAL SUMMARY. a 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Inc,..,.,e.l Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (7-21) .•... 214,720 214,098 . ...... -.... 622 
Colored youth of school age ••••...... 155,525 162,551 7,026 . -......... 
Whole number of school ~ge •.••••... 370,245 376,649 6,404 .. ... -- ...... 
Whites enrolled in public schools ..... 96,799 106,950 10,151 . .. -........ 
Colored enrolled in public schools .... 63,914 67,635 3,721 . .... -....... 
Whole enrolment .................... 160,713 174,585 13,872 -.......... -.... 
Average attendance of whit010 ...... ... 57,466 65,936 8,470 ..... -....... 
Average attendance of colored youth. 41,659 46,438 4,779 . .............. 
Whole average attendance ........... 99,125 112,374 13,249 .. -......... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ...••....... . . -..... -.. --. 1,741 .. - .. -.- ..... .. .. .. -......... 
Public schools for whites ............. 3,335 3,177 ............... 158 
Public schools for colored ... ....••••. 1,461 1,494 33 ........ ... ... 
Whole number reported .... .....•••.. 4,796 4,671 . -.. -- .... -. 125 
N~mber of pupils instructed in spell- 152,538 163,984 11,446 ... --- ...... 
mg. 
4,923 N urn ber instructed in reading ••...•.. 111,947 116,870 ... --· "' .... 
Number instructed in writing ......... 74,332 80,870 6,538 -- .. -- ...... 
N urn ber instructed in arithmetic ...•.. 58,478 65,324 6,846 .... -.. -..... 
Number instructed in geography ..... 27,677 31,176 3,499 .............. 
Number instructecl in grammar and 18,357 20,699 2,342 .... -·· ........ 
other branches . 
.A. verage length of schools in days .... 84t 84 ...... -..... t 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White teachers in public schools ...... 3,338 3,179 .... -- ..... 159 
Colored teachers in public schools .... 1,462 1,496 34 ... -.......... 
Whole number of teachers ...•••.•... 4,800 4,675 ... -....... 125 
Number of white male teachers ...... . 2, 176. 2,037 . -.- ....... 139 
Number of white female teachers .•... 1,162 1, 142 ..... -...... -. 20 
Number of colored 111.ale teachers ..•... 1, 102 1,089 ........... --· 13 
Number of colored female teachers ... 360 407 47 ~ ... -... -- ... -
Average monthly pay of teachers ..•.. $17 44 $18 70' $1 26 , .......... 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. b 
Whole income for public schools ... _ .. $377,188 $387,704 $10,516 ... -- ...... 
Whole expenditure for them ...•...... 358,697 377,033 18,336 ............... 
a Superintendent Box says that these statistics are somewhat imperfect, as there was no report from 
Winston County for either year and estimates only for Fayette and the colored schools of Blount 
County. 
b The figures for income and expenditure are from written returns of the State superintendent to 
this Bureau. 
(From reports of Hon. Le Roy F. Box, State superintendent of education, for the 
years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These consist of State and county superintendents of education, township superin-
tendents of public schools, and county boards of educa.tion, which last are composed 
of the county superintendent and two persons associated with him for the purpose of 
examining teachers and conducting teachers' institutes.-(Schoollaw.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The schools are sustained by money supplied from the State treasury; by an optional 
l ocal tax for each county except Mobile of not over 10 cents on the $100, half the pro-
ceeds to be for the pay of teachers, the remainder for incidental expenses ; and by a 
poll tax of not over $1.50 on each male 21 to 45 years of age. The basis of appor-
tionment is according to the enumeration of children between 7 and 21 years in each 
county. White and colored children are to be taught in separate schools, and no 
money is to be used for denominational or sectarian schools. Teachers must bold cer-
tificates from the county board, must send in quarterly reports before applying for 
their pay, must be members of the county institute for their race, and must attend it 
once annually. The school month is 20 days of not less than 6 hours each. At the 
public examinations, held at least once a year, the county boards are required to give 
cert~cates to pnpils proficient in the required studies. Provision is made by law for 
normal schools ·andfor an agricultural and mechanical college.-(Schoollaw.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
There are indications of considerable improveme:Qt in the school year 187~'79 over 
the general educational condition of 1877-'78. The youth of school age increased only 
6,404, but there was an increase of 13,872 in thefnblic school enrolment, and of 13,249 
in the average daily attendance. An increase o $1.26 in the average monthly pay of 
teachers to some extent explains this improvement, and so does the fact that the teach-
ers, under the new school law, not only have to submit to an examination, but also, 
having to attend the township institutes, have been brought into association with ex-
perienced instructors, and have gained in many cases from them and from their fellow 
teachers new and useful ideas about the theory and the art of teaching. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The direct aid from this fund to individual public schools has been withdrawn, from 
the conviction that it can be more efficiently applied in the training of a better class 
of teachers.- (State report and proceedings of the Peabody fund trustees, 1879.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. • 
OFFICERS. 
The school officials vary in the different towns and cities. Birmingham, Huntsville, 
and Selma have only city superintendents; Eufaula and Montgomery, city boards of 
ducation as well as superintendents of schools; Mobile, a combined city and county 
board of school commi sioners and a superintendent ; Opelika., a superintendent and 
a board of trustees. 
Cities. 
Mobile ..................... . 
Montgomery............ .. . 
Una .................... .. 
STATISTICS. 
E timated Children of E.nrolme:J?t .A. verage Number of Expendi· 



















TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The State Nm·rnal Sch.()ol, Florence, reports a 3 years' course; 153 students, 48 of them 
in the normal class; , 5 graduates, 4 of them teaching; and its pupils prepared for teach-
ing in the public schools without further examination.-(State report and return.) 
The Lincoln State Normal School, Marion, reports 211 students at the session of 1878-'79, 
of whom 115 were in preparatory and 96 in the normal classes; 98 at the opening se~ 
sion of 1879-'80, of whom 39 were preparatory, 56 normal, and 3 collegiate; and Latin, 
French, Greek, zoology, botany, physics, geometry, drawing, and vocal music taught, 
·in addition to the regular common school branches.-(State report.) 
The State Normal School for Colored Teachers, Huntsville, is reported to have been in 
a :flourishing condition, with an average attendance of 51 pupils.- (State report.} 
The Rust Normal Institute, Huntsville, which is maintained by the Freedmen's Aid 
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, reports 235 normal pupils pursuing its 
3 years' course of study, and 18 graduates, all engaged in teaching.-(Return.) 
The Ernerson Institute, Mobile, under the charge of the American Missionary Associ-
ation, reports 48 normal and 192 other students attending its 3 years' course and 3 of 
its graduates engaged in teaching.-(Return.) 
The Alabarna Baptist Normal and Theological School, Selma, reports for 1878-'79: res-
ident instructors, 6 ; normal students, 30 ; other students, 220. There is no statement 
of the length of its normal or theological course.-(Return.) 
Talladega College, Talladega, gives a 4 years' normal course. In 1878-'79 there were 
95 normal and 214 other students, taught by 6 non-resident instructors and lecturers .. 
The 7 pupils graduating in that year are already engaged in teaching.-(Return.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
These institutes, which were organized in nearly every county in the State, were-
generally well attended and the exercises reported as interesting. It is thought that 
in addition to the awakening of new il+terest among teachers in the important work 
to be done such meetings will be the means of improving methods of instruction and-
discipline in the schools, with a gradual approach to uniformity in text books. '· 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The State report gives no information in reference to any high schools in. the State,_ 
no such schools being now authorized by general law. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory depart-
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, IX, and X of the appendix following, and. 
the summaries thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
These are the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa (non-sectarian); Southern Uni-
versity, Greensboro (Methodist Episcopal South); Howard College, Marion (Baptist);-
and Spring Hill College, Mobile (Roman Catholic); to which may be added Lincoln 
University, Marion, heretofore engaged in preparatory and normal work only, but 
showing for 1879-'tiO a small collegiate class. All but the first have arrangements for. 
preparatory training. 
The University of Alabama has academic, professional, and military departments,. 
and gives its academic instruction not in separate collegiate classes but in l:lchools, 
each under its own professor, the sum of the studies in these making up the usua14 
years' collegiate course. These academic schools are 9, viz: Latin, Greek, English, 
other modern languages, chemistry, geology and natural history, natural philosophy 
and astronomy, mathematics, and mental and moral philosophy. Elective courses, con-
taining the studies of at least 3 schools, are allowed for those who do not wish to pur-
sue the full collegiate course. The requirements for admission, heretofore including 
only the elementary principles of algebra and the English language, with 4 books of 
Cresar, in 1880 will al o include at least 2 books of the Anabasis, 6 books of the 1Eneid, 
and 6 orations of Cicero. 
The Southem Un iversity and Howard College also ~ive collegiate imtruction in sep-
arate school, the studies in which may be pursueu electively or in such a_ way as t()> 
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form a 4 years' graded course leading to the A. B. degree. The former has also a. 
master's course of 1 year beyond this, leading to the degree of A. M.; Howard College 
has one apparently the same, but less definite. 
Spring Hill College has the usual Roman Catholic arrangement of 3 grammar classes 
leading up to a 4 years' college course. 
For statistics of these institutions in detail, see Table IX of the appendix following; 
for a summary of those statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Com-
missioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS li'OR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The statistics of this class of schools may be found in Table VIII of the appendix 
and in a summary in the report of the Commissioner preceding. Music, drawing, and 
painting, with French, appear to be generally taught, and in some ca es German a,lso. 
Of 7 reporting, all but 1 taught the first four branches named and 3 the last, 5 had 
libraries of 200 to 3,050 volumes, 4 had some means of chemical or philosophical illus-
tration, 2 the beginnings of a museum of natural history, and 1 a gymnasium. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical ColleO'e, Auburn, continues its 2 year 
preparatory course, its 4 year courses in agriculture, literature, science, and civil en-
gineering, shorter courses in surveying, in building, a.nd in architecture, and its 2 year 
commercial course. The 4 year courses, except in languages, are identical for two 
years; then the studies are arranged with reference to the degree desired. In the 
special courses for surveying, architecture, and commerce, certificates of proficiency 
only are allowed. A graduate course entitles to higher degrees than those previously 
given. There were 279 students reported for 1878-'79, of whom 104 were in the pre-
paratory department.-(Catalogue.) 
Other opportunities for scientific study were given in the State university, in the 
Southern University, and in Howard College.-(UataloO'ues.) 
For full statistics of the agricultural college, see Tabfe X of the appendix; for sta-
tistics of the other institutions referred to, see Table IX. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological training under Methodist iu:tluences is given in a 5 years' course that 
runs parallel with the collegiate courses for A. B. and A.M. at the Southern University, 
Greensboro, and that may form a part of these; under Baptist iniluence , in like 
courses, though less definite as to length, in the School of Moral Science and Theology 
at Howard College, Marion, an~ in the Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological School, 
elm a; and under Congregationa.l, in the theological department of Talladega College, 
Talladega, the last two de igned especially for colored students. At the outhern 
University 78 students appear .to have prosecuted studies in the School of Biblical 
Literature in 1 78-'79. At Howard Coli ge the number cannot be determined from 
the catalogue. In the school at elma 50 are marked "theological;" in that at Tal-
ladega, 14.-(Catalogue for 1 7U-' 0.) 
L egal instruction is given in the Law School of Southern Univer ity, Green boro, 
proficiency in the course qualifying the tudent for admis ion to practise in all the 
courts of the State, anu in the 'tate university, in which there are 2 schools, that of 
cot?mo~ and tatute law and that of equity jurisprudence. The cour e in the tate 
umver tty requir s 15 month , with no examination for admis ion; 1 . tuclents were 
pr nt in 1 T '79, und r the t aching of 2 professor . tatistics of the other chool 
are wanting, a i also information in regard to the continuance of the law department 
of Howarcl Coll ge, report cl in 1 76-'77.-(Coll ge catalogue and return.) 
.Mfdical in~truction i provid d in the 'outhern University, whiuh ha a m dical 
facnl.ty of 5, th. cu. t mary 3 y ars' cour. e of reading, with 2 of l cture attendance; 
and m th f chcal Colleg of Alabama, which r port a 3 years' cour e, 9 professor , 
and 0 tudent , but no xamination for admi ion,-(College catalogue and return.) 
• PECIAL I... T TRU TIO .... 
FFICER. 
Hon. L£ RoY F. Box, tate l!tperi,~tendent of education, Mont(Jomery. 




1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
/ ----~ 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
~ 
Youth of school age (6-21) ........... 216,475 236,601 20,126 . ----. -.. -
Eurolled in public schools ............ 33,747 53,049 19,302 . .. -......... 
SCHOOLS A.ND SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Reported as built during the year ..... 80 188 108 ................. 
Built previously ..................... 400 520 120 ........ -...... 
Cost of houses built during the year .. $9,489 $18,143 $8,704 . ................ 
Estimated value of school property ... 118,514 151,565 33,051 ~--- ... -.-
BRANCHES TAUGHT. 
I 
Number of pupils jn spelling ......... 21,922 33,920 11,998 .................... 
Number of pupils in reading .......... 17,252 28,403 11, 151 ................... 
Number of pupils in writing .......... 6,490 16,672 10,1tl2 . --- ... -- .... 
Number of pupils in written arith- 15,063 10,8fH ................... 4,202 
me tic. 
Number of pupils in grammar ........ 4,037 6,030 1,993 ................... 
Number of pupils in geography .....•. 4,302 2,195 ....................... 2,107 
Number of pupils in history .......... 1,352 6,026 4,674 .................... 
Number of pupils iu higher branches .. 1,425 9~~6 .................. 489 
T~ACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching ......................•. 710 1,143 433 ..... -- ..... 
Women teach in~ ..................... 165 315 150 . --- ...... 
Total number o teachers ............. 875 1,458 583 . --- ...... 
Average monthly pay of men ......... $50 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . -- . .. .. .. -- .. -...... ...... --- --- . 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 40 . .. .. .. ... ... . -- --· . ----. -........ .... -...... 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools .....•..... $170,335 $261,088 $90,753 ............. -.. 
Expenditure for public schools ...•••. 148,393 205,449 57,056 .. -- ....... 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available school fund ..... $11,200 $136,070 $124,870 . ----. -...... 
Permanent school fund ............... 191,097 190,186 .... --- ... -- ... $911 
(From reports of Hon. George W. Hill and Hon. James L. Denton, State superin-
tendents of education, for the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The State school officers are a superintendent of public instruction chosen biennially 
by the people and a board of commissioners of the common school fund, the latter 
composed of the governor, secretary of state, and superintendent of schools. 
The local officers are county examiner , one for each county, appointed by the county 
court and di trict directors, 3 for each district, elected by the people for terms of 3 
years, one going out each yea.r. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public chools are ustained by the income of the State school fund, with a tax of 
$1 per capita on male inhabitants over 21, and so much of the ordinary Sta.te revenue 
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as may be set apart for the purpose by the legislature. The rate of State taxation is 
restricted by the constitution to 2 mills on the dollar. District taxes ma.y be levied 
by vote of the qualified electors of each district, but the rate must not exceed 5 mills 
on the dollar. If in any year the funds are insufficient to sustain schools for 3 months, 
tho electors of the district may determine by vote that no school shall be taught during 
such year. The revenues are apportioned to each school district in proportion to tho 
number of persons therein between 6 and 21. 
In order to be paid from public funds, teachers must have been examined and 
licensed by the county examiners, who issue to them certificates of first, second, and 
third grades, valid in the county in which they are issued, the highest or first grade 
being good for two years, the second for one year, and the third for 6 months. Pro· 
vision is made for the training of teachers by means of institutes; one must be held 
by the State superintendent in each judicial district annually, and county examiners 
must hold county institutes or appoint some suitable person to hold them. Schools 
are closed on the days appointed for examination of teachers and for the annual insti· 
tute. It is made the duty of teachers to attend such meetings and they receive their 
usual pay for the time thus spent. Ueports of educational statistics must be made 
each year by school directors to examiners and by them to the State superintendent. 
If directors fail to make such reports, the districts represented by them forfeit their 
share of the school money and directors are personally liable for damages that dis-
tricts may thus sustain. The law requires the establishment of separate schools for 
the two races, and also that provision be made for the education of every youth as 
nearly as possible. The use of sectarian hooks in the public schools is forbidden.-
(School law, 1875.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
As the State &uperintendent's report for 1878-'79 is not to be issued until January, 
1881, nothing can be added to the foregoing summary of statistics prepared from 
figures kindly furnished by Superintendent Denton. 
The figures show an increase in the number of youth of school age and in the num-
ber attending public schools, in the number of school-houses huilt during the year 
and of teachers employed, in the value of school property, and in receipts and ex-
penditures for public schools. 
CI'I'Y SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
LITTLE ROCT{. 
Officers. - A board of school directors of 6 members, elected for 3 years, 2 going out 
each year, and a superintendent appointed by the board. 
Statistics.-Estimated population of the city, 21,000; children of school age (6 to 21), 
7,031; number enrolled, 2,249; average daily attendance, 1,294; expenditures for 
public schools, 17,442.41. 
The superintendent reports that the efficiency and popularity of the public scho~ls 
are steadily increa ing. For 1878-'79, there was an increase in the number of pup1ls 
enrolled and in the average daily attendance, with a decrease in the expenditures. 
The schools are cla ed as primary, grammar, and high. The last enrolled 100 pupils, 
bad 86 in average daily attendance, and graduated 14; all but one of the graduates 
were young women. The superintendent trongly urg s the introduction of vocal 
music and drawing a branches of study in the public schools.-(Report, 1878-'79.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHER • . 
niv ity, Jud-
up rintend nt, no information 
ARKANSAS. 11 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Two high schools at Little Rock, one for white and one for colored pupils, are the 
only public high schools in this State from which information has come for the year 
1878-'79. The school for whites is reported to have maintained its standard and in-
creased in popularity. Some opposition to higher edt;~.cation at the expense of the 
State has been manifested, but it came mainly from those who oppose the general 
system of free schools or those interested in private schools. The course is arranged 
in 4 classes, a subjunior, junior, middle, and senior, and includes the Latin and Ger-
man languages, but not Greek. Since the organization of the school 46 pupils have 
graduated, including 14 in 1878-'79, of whom 36 were young women and 10 young men. 
The efforts of the board of education to sustain a hi_gh school for coloreclpupils have not 
been so successful, owing, apparently, to a lack ot pupils for its higher classes. Only 
the junior class was organized during the year; it began with 11 pupils, but only 6 
remained, and only 3 of these passed the examination for the middle class.-(City 
report.) · 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, an<l preparatory depart-
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix following, and summaries 
of them in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Arkansas State Industriai University, Fayetteville, offers 4 years' free instruction 
in its preparatory and collegiate departments to 350 students appointed by county 
judges and to 237 in its normal department. I The preparatory department has been from 
the :first a necessity, because of the comparatively low grade both of public and pri-
vate schools. It begins with 2 classes, which include only elementary English studies, 
and continues through 2 others, divided between English, scienti£ c, and classical studies, 
a6cording to the higher departments which the student~:~ are to enter; the scientific pre-
paratory students take French, German, and drawing in the Jast 2 years, with other 
studies, and the classical add to these Latin in the third class and Latin and Greek in the 
fourth. This arrangement, to take effect in 1880, is an improvement on those of earliel' 
years, when English studies only entered into the preparatory course and when ther&J 
was no required difference of preparation for the higher courses. These higher courses 
are classical, scientific, agricultural, and ell.gineering, each of 4 years, and leading to 
the degrees of A. n., sc. B., AGRI. B., and o. E., with a normal course of 5 years, lead-
ing to the degree of LIT. B. Partial courses are also allowed, and instruction in 
music, free to some with a moderate charge to others, is provided for. 2 According to 
the report for 1878-'79, the instructors appear to have been 15; the students in prepara-
tory studies, 232; in collegiate, 148; in music, 31; in drawing, 9; total, 420, counting 
n~>ne twice. The normal students appear to be included in the preparatory and colle-
giate. 
The other institutions for superior instruction are, as before reported, Arkansas Col-
lege, Batt:~sville (Presbyterian); Cane Hill College, Boonsboro (Cumberland Presby-
terian); Judson University, Judsonia (Baptist); and St. John's College, Little Rock 
(non-sectarian). 'l'wo others in the State bear collegiate titles but do not seem to have 
reached collegiate rank. All have preparatory courses and at least 3 have primary 
courses. The classical collegiate courses are of 4 years, except in the case of Arkansas 
9ollege and of the department for women at Cane Hill, which are of 3 only. Music 
18 taught in all, drawing and painting also at Cane Hill, Judson, and St. John's, the-
last 2 having commercial departments.-(Catalogues.) 
For statistics of all these colleges, see Table IX of the appendix following, and for 
a .s~mary of them, the corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner pre-
cedmg. 
INSTITliTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
All the above mentioned universities and colleges admit young women to their 
privileges and Cane Hill College, as noted, has a special course for them. 
1 TbeTe is also an honorary scholarship for each of the 74 counties, tbe bolder of which is to b& 
selected from the public schools for BI!Jlerior m rit and proficiency. 
'A medical course was resolved on June 16, 1 79, to be begun m 1879-'80 at Little Rock. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Arkansas Industrial University, St. John's College, and Judson University 
provide courses of scientific study leading to the degree of B. s. ; the course in the 
two first named covers 4 years and 3 in the last. In the Industrial University there 
.are also courses in engineering and agriculture, each of 4 years. For statistics, see 
Table X of the appendix, and summary of this in the report of the Commissioner pre-
ceding.- (Catalogues and return.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The only school for professional instruction reported from this State is the medical 
department of the Arkansas Industrial University, organized for the year 1879-'80, 
:and havin()' its seat at Little Rock. The requirements for graduation are 2 full 
courses of fectures in a "regular" medical college, the last of "'hich shall have been 
in this, and 3 years' study of medicine (inclusive of the 2lecture courses). A voluntary 
graded course of 3 years has also been established, and students are strongly advise(l 
to take it in preference to the other.- (Catalogue of university, 1878-'79.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION Oll' THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Arkansas Deaf-Mute Institute, Little Rock, reporting only onee in two years, 
makes for 1879 no addition to the information given in the report for 1877 and 1878, 
when it was stated that for those years the number of inmates had been 69, of whom 
42 were boys. Instruction is given by means of the sign language rather than by the 
system of articulation, though in the case of semi-mutes the endeavor is made to keep 
up the use of speech and develop it by practice. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Arkansas School for the Blind, Little Rock, gave instruction to 32 pupils during 
1878-'79 in the common English branches, mathemat:cs, and music. Boys are taught 
mattress and broom making and chair seating, aud girls sewing (by hand and machine), 
knitting, crocheting, bead work, and housework.- (Return.~ 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
'fhe annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was announced by its presi-
dent, November 20, 1 79, as about to be held at Helena, December 29-31, btlt no account 
of its proceedings has been received. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. J A~IES L. DENTON, State superintendent of public instruction, Litae Rock. 





18i7-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease .. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5 to 17) ____ ..... 205,475 216,404 10,929 ........ --. 
Number of these iu public schools .... a138,597 a144,806 6,209 . -.. -..... 
Number between 5 and 21 enrolled ... 154,064 156,769 2,705 
..... -·-·- .. --. 
White youth in public schools .... ·--- 137,497 143,892 6,395 -............ --
Colored children iu public schools._ .. 767 658 ............ -.. -. 109 
Indian youth in public schools ...... _ 333 256 ............. -. 77 
A vcrage number belonging_ .•.. _ .. _. _ 103,006 105,837 2,831 ............. -.. 
Average daily attendance . _ . __ ....... 94,696 91:!,468 3,772 . -.... -....... 
Percentage of enrolment on youth of 67.45 66.91 .......... --- ... 0.54 
school age. 
Percentage of average belonging on 50.13 48.90 
------ .... 
1. 23 
youth of school age. 
Percentage of daily attendance on 46.08 45.50 .......... --- ... 0.58 
youth of school age. 
Enrolled in private schools _. __ ...... 15,310 15,432 122 
....... ·----· 
Not attending any school . .- .•........ 50,674 56,:369 5,695 ............ 
DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
N urn ber of school tlistricts _____ ....... 1,929 1,999 70 . --- -· .. -... 
Districts with suit.a.l.lle accommoda- 1,510 1,631 121 ....... . ----. 
tions for all pupils. 
Districts with sufficient grounds ..... 1,732 1,763 31 ............. 
Districts with well ventilated schools. 1,723 1,845 122 
---- ·----· Districts with well furnished schools __ 946 977 31 . -- ...... --. 
Districts well supplied with apparatus. 446 590 144 ~----· ....... 
Dif!trictsmaintaining schoolsl:l months 829 914 85 
..... ·----· 
or more. 
Districts maintaining schools less than 859 636 ... -- ... -...... 223. 
S months. 
Districts employing the same teacher 492 564 72 . "'-- ... -........ 
more than a year. 
4 Number of first grade schools __ .... ___ 1,003 999 . --- .......... 
Number of second grade schools ....•. 972 1,081 109 -.... -........ -
Number of third grade schools ..••••. 619 663 44 
....... ·----· 
·whole number of schools ............ 2,578 2,743 165 ............ 
New school-houses built .. _ .......... 126 122 ............ -.. - 4 
Average time of school in days ....... 144.2 149 4.8 ,. ......... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools ....... 1,192 1,236 44 ....... -.. -- .. 
Female teachers in public schools . _. _ 2,101 2,217 116 ..... -....... -.. 
Whole number of teachers .. . ... _ ... _ 3,293 3,453 160 .... -.............. 
Number holding life diplomas ...... __ 336 476 140 
·----· ----Number holding educational diplomas_ 417 489 72 . ---- ..... -
Number with first grade State certifi- 657 690 33 ... -...... -.. 
cates. 
Number with second grade_ ...... ____ 299 41G 111 .. -- .. ~ .... -.. 
Number with third grade .. __ .. _. _ .. - 113 153 40 .. -........ -... 
Teachers attending county institutes . 1,623 2,426 803 .................... 
Teachers taking educational journals. 1,342 1,656 314 -- .......... -... 
Teachers who are graduates of the 300 408 108 . -.- ... -.... -~ 
California State Normal School. 
Teachers who are graduates of other 190 188 - .. -........ -..... 2, 
normal schools. 
verage monthly pay of men .. __ .. _. $83 95 $82 13 .. .... -..... -.... $1 82 
Average monthly pay of womeu ...•.. 68 24 66 37 .................... 1 87 
A 
a Tho whole numl1er enroll d includes the ages from 5 to 21; for 1877-'78 it was 154,064, and foD· 
1878- 79 it was 156.769. 
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Statisticalsumrna1·y-Cont.inued. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
VALUATION OF SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
.School sites, buildings, and furniture. $5,990,277 $6,477,028 $486,751 .. -..... -.. 
Schoolli braries ............. - •••..... 242,676 258,045 15,369 . ............... 
School apparatus .... _ ............•.. 110,417 122,316 11,899 . -- ....... 
-------------------
Total valuation ........... _ . · ••. 6,343,370 6,857,389 514,019 . .......... 
L.~COME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for pn blic schools ..• _ •. a$3,820,661 a$3,653,799 . -.-- .... - $166,862 
Whole expenditure for them ......... 3,155,815 3,010,907 - ...... .. -- .. 144,908 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available fund .•. ---· ...... $2,011,800 
...... ······I···· ...... ......... -.. 
a Includes balance on hand. 
(From reports cf Ron. Ezra S. Carr, State superintendent of public instruction.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These arc a State superintendent of public instruction; a State board of education, 
with the superintendent as secretary, which acts as a State board of examination; 
.county superintendents of schools, with county boards of education, acting as county 
boards of examination; city superintendents, city boards of education and of exam-
ination; school district trustees, 3 for each rural school district. The State superin-
tendent is a general supervisor of the whole school system of the State, is ex officio a 
member of the board of regents of the State university and of the board of trustees 
of the State ~ormal School. Women are eligible to all school offices in the State, 
.and a woman was for four years deputy superintendent of public instruction.- (School 
law, 1880; State constitution, 1879.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF TilE SYSTEM. 
Under the amended law~ the public schools are to be free to all between 6 and 21 
years of age, but tho basis of apportionment is still to be the number annually re-
turned as from 5 to 17. Only primary and grammar grades now receive a portion of 
the State school funcl and State school tax; the other grades are to be sustained by 
the communities which establish them. To receive a1d from the State, the public 
schools JUUSt be non-sectarian, t.he teachers (who must be over 18) duly licensed, the 
text books chosen by local boards, and white and colored children taught, if pos ible, 
in separate schools. The number of school children is determined by an annual cen-
sus, and the schoo1'3 must be taught at least six months in the year. Instruction in 
manners, morals, and physical exercise is required by law, and provision is made for 
high, evening, technical, and normal school , to be sustained by the comm.unities in 
which they arc e tabli ·heel; also for a State university, with both sexes admitted on 
equal t rm , and in which a complete freedom from all political or sectarian influences 
is required. 'fhe en ire revenue derived from the agricultural college grant is to be 
u ed xclnsively for the support of at least one college of agriculture and mechanic 
arts. The law al o provid for a school district library for each district in the State, 
a p rcenta"'e of th tat cbool fund to be u ed for this purpose and the books to be 
a.pprov d h the ' tate board of education.- (School law for 1 0 and tato consti-
tution, 1 !J.) 
GE •ERAL CO-"DITION. 
CALIF ORNIA. 15 
with those of 1877-'78, indicate that the enrolment and daily attendance in the public 
schools still come far short of the number of youth of school age, and that, with some 
increase in the average number on the rolls and in daily attendanee, there was yet a 
relat ive decrease in the pereentage of these averages. Private and denominational 
schools, too, showed for the year the same comparatively s~ow growth. In the pub-
lic schools, however, there was an increase in the number of sehool districts, in those 
)laving ample aceommodations for aU pupils, sufficient grounds, well ventilated and 
well furnished school-houses, and sehools well supplied with apparatus. The number 
of districts maintaining schools 8 months or more was greaterby85; the average num-
ber of days taught in all the schools greater by 4.8; while the inerease of teachers, 
160, kept fair pace with that of sehools, 165. Then, too, there was a marked improve-
ment in the teaching force, 72 more teaehers holding educational diplomas from the 
State board, whieh diplomas imply suecessful previous teaching for at least 5 years; 
140 more holding life diplomas, which imply a like experieneP for at least 10 years ; 
33 more with State certificates of the first grade, 111 more with those of second grade, 
40 more with those of third grade, and 108 more who were graduates of the State Nor-
mal Sehool. County institutes were attended by 803 more teachers than in 1878. 
OTHER TOPICS TREATED. 
Superintendent Carr speaks of the need of technical and industrial training in the 
schools; it requires no argument, he says, to prove that the housemother is of all 
beings an industrialist and that the industrial training of girls is the only thing 
which can save the people from deterioration, while out of every 100 men in California 
some 68 are engaged in industrial occupations. Several of the leading teachers have 
already interested themselves in this subject; three school newspapers were printed 
and published by pupils of the public schools; some schools had gardens and grounds 
cared for by scholars; and one school in Sonoma County exhibited specimens of needle-
work. Some teachers have undertaken to make the subject of education by work 
thoroughly understood by the people. Mr. Carr also urges the introduction into this 
country of schools of forestry similar to those in Europe, so that by acquiring a knowl-
edge of the natural laws of forestry the process of denudation may be arrested. In 
relation to school libraries he considers that teachers should be required at the end of 
the term to make a report of the use of the library, that they should show pupils :Row 
and what to read, then place the intelligent reading of profitable books to the credit 
<>f pupils, and, other things being equal, thus secure to them a higher standing in the 
monthly or term reports. Mr. Carr advocates a system of free text books in the schools, 
yet he would give all text books a secondary plt:tce, as the voice of the teacher a wakens 
the intelligence of the pupil and quickens his mental activity in a way that no text book 
does. He also deems it advisable to give permanent situations to teachers who have 
given satisfaction during one school year, as they then become encouraged to identify 
themselves with the interests of the community. Owing to the incapacity or frequent 
neglect of local school officers, one-half of the school money is wasted, a difficulty 
which he thinks might be obviated by substituting the township system of supervision, 
and by making the people understand that a cheap school is a, poor school. The be-
ginning of school reform, he says, should be in the local school. It would tend to the 
social improvement of rural neighborhoods to make the school-house and grounds 
exponents of whatever refinement, culture, and public spirit there may be in the com-
munity. He earnestly desires that instruction in the metric system be obligatory in 
every grammar school. With reference to the spelling reform he cites the argument s of 
prominent writers pro and con, and believes that 11honetic spelling will protect and 
preserve our mother tongue.-(State report, 1878-'79.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
A .flourishing school of this class in San Francisco is said to serve as a model for 
many similar classes connected with private schools in the State. A second free Kin-
dergarten was opened in the city in October, 1879. It was under the auspices of Mrs. 
Sarah B. Cooper and her Bible cla s of 100 young ladies. In instructing the Kinder-
garten pupils, also, Miss Reed, the teacher, is assisted by members of the Bible class, 
who thus become proficients in the system. A Kindergarten was also established in 
Sacramento in 1 79. In order to extencl this method of instruction, Superintendent 
Carr suggests that in the larger citie the young ladies graduating from normal Kin-
dergarten classes be furnished each with a suitable class room, the necessary appara-
tus, and with subprimary cla es which they are to teach without salary for three 
m~mths. This experience would compen ate them for their trouble, while the value 
<>f such a preparatory cour e would be inexpen ively shown. 
For stati tic of Kindergi.Lrten reporting in 1 79, see Table V of the appendix, and 
the summary thereof in the report of the Commi ioner preceding. 
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
Ol<'FICERS. 
A board of education, a board of examiners for teachers, and a superintendent of 
t.h e city public schools are the usual offidal staff in each city of the 8tate. In San 
Francisco the superintendent is allowed a deputy. 
STATISTICS. 
Cities. E stimate<l I Children of 'i E_nrolme!!t I A v ~ r a~ e I Nnm ber of j' Ex p en cl i · population I school a"e m pnbbc I clmlr a.t- teachers. ture. 
"j '" · sclwols. 
1 
tendance. I 




J , 776- ~ 1,161 27~--$-3-1,-54-1 
Cl -- - 33, 000 7, 950 5, 590 i 4, 831 124 169, 875 
Sacramento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 000 I 4, 603 3, 142 j 2, 305 79 1' 81,015 
San Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305, 000 62, 105 38, 1::9 27, 075 6!16 876, 489 
San Jose ......... . .. ___ __ .. . 18, ooo 3, 385 2, 33fl I 1, 470 4~ I 50, 25S 
Stockton.................... 14,000 2,550 j ~.165 ---------··- 36 -- --37_,_44-1 
-----------------~-----~--------~----
ADDITIONAL EARTICULr\RS. 
Los Angeles sends only a statistical return; this shows, besides the :fi~nres above 
given, 10 school buildings, with schools classell as primar.v, grammar, and high. 
Oaklancl.- Superintendent Campbell's report for 1878-'79 indicates a considerable 
increase in enrolment and attenuance; he says t hat the pla,n of semiannual exami-
nations and promotions has met with great success. Since 1871 the number of school 
rooms in use has increased from 26 to !:J(). 
Sacramento reports a general advancement in school work; German an<l l'"'ren~h 
taught in the high school and German in t,he grammar grades, with progress made m 
both branches; ample school room provided for ail pnpils; a. well lightefl and ":_ell 
vent.ilatecl school-house erected in 1H79; one ew~ning scbool, with 2 t.eachers; and n78 
pupil~ attending private schools.-(Report of superint-endent of city schools, 187&-'79.) 
Satt Fmucisco reports an increase in a.ttenclance during the year; 2 subst-a.ntia.l school-
hous 'S. erected and 4 additiona.1 rooms secured for sebool purposes by the buil 1li1~ g: of 
2 oth~~r H~all school-houses. The new method of a.y,pointing teac~ers ~y eompet~tJVo 
exammat10n proves a complete snecesR, as well as the plan of b~1vmg ~niJstJtntc 
teacher t o till vacancies. French and German a,re tangl1t iu t,hc primary ·choo1s by 
teachers who have also classes in t,he English branches. The Saturday normal cl~s, 
attended by experienced as well as inexperienced teac:hm·s, gives satisfaction. Sp~mal 
cla es in book-keeping were organized in 1b7 -'79, an1l much at.tent-ion was paHl to 
free hand, mechanical, and architect,ural drawing. The day schools, 55 in mtruber, 
w re divided into grades below the hirrh schools, and a revised cour:e of stndy 
throughout these grades wa acknowledge~! to be a very advantageous change, while 
the employment of few r special teachers forth laJJcruages saved $11,700 in the cos-
mopolitan school . The evening schoolR, 5 in nurui;er, enrolled 2,0 :~ pupils, 1,H34 
boys and 249. girls, _with an av rag attendance of 6!.19. The e were di_vi1led ~nto 5 
g.rad . , ach mcluiling about 2 gracl s of the day . ehool~, and were contmu d m ses-
1:\ ton ~rom • l_)temh ~ J to May 1, ·ome class s holding together still lon(J"cr. Book-
ke pmg and mdu. tna.l <lrawing wer tan<Tht.--(City r<'port for 1 7 -'79.) 
an .To11e r port a licrht decr<'a in the vonth of ·chool a~re and in the enrolment 
of 1 '79 but a,n incr ·a.~ in att ndanc c~ver 1 77-'7 . Tlfe t acher av raged 42 
for th y ar, 47 in the first and :l7 in the second term. One of these wa .. · a pecial in-
lrtructor in_ drawin~. Th<' T!rivat chool. rcport ·cl u-12 pnpilH, while 940 children were 
not und r In!itructwu.-(CJty rep rt, 187 79.) 
'tockto11 r!!port 9 ·hool \mildin~s: p cial t<•aclwr of mn~ic and p nman!ihip; 200, 
ou~ of 210, ehool_ days t~tn,ht; chool propc·rt vahwd ~Lt . HH,O 1; and 250 pnJiils iu 
pnva. ·or paroclual .·chooJ .--(Heturn.) 
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have been 550 teachers graduated since 1861, and a larger proportion than usual are 
said to be in the practice of their profession.- (State report, 1878-'79.) 
OTHER NORMAL TRAI:l'.JJ.~G. 
In the Pacific MethocUst College, Santa Rosa, and Hesperian College, W ooclland, 
normal classes were formed and normal instruction given in the year 1879. Super-
intendent Carr expresses the opinion that with the increase of population there 
will be a greater demand for normal instruction. This demand should be met by 
establishing normal institutes at different points in the State and by having the 
high school course ca.rri.ed through another year, which should be devoteu more espe-
cially to didactics. This plan was adopted in the girls' high school at San Francisco, , 
and three classes of well trained teachers have been graduated. The normal class 
numbered 95 pupils in October, 1879; aud Supcrinten.d.ent Mann said that a complete 
normal school could be immedia.tely organized with three hundred pupils.-(l:ltate 
and city reports for 1879 and Pacific School and Home Journal, June, 1tl7V.) 
NORMAL SCHOOLS FOR KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS. 
The school established by Miss Emma Marwedel for the training of primary teach· 
ers, which was moved from Oakland to Berkeley in the summer of 1879, graduateu 5 
pupils in Oakland, October, 1879, of whom 4 are teaching. Miss Marwedel's intention 
was to establish an advanced normal class in Berkeley for persons desiring to learn 
the whole of Frobel's system. In Miss Reed's Kindergarten, in San Francisco, there 
were 2 scholars taking a normal comse.- (State report, 1878-'79, Pacific School and 
Home Journal, and The New Education.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
There were 34 institutes reported in 1R79, with an attendance of 2,426 teachers, at a 
cost of $2,988.22. This was a decrease over t.he previous year of 2 in the number of 
these meetings, but an increase of B03 in teachers attending and of $2G8.47 in expendi-
tUfe.- (State report, 1878-'79.) 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Pacific School and Home Journal, published monthly in San Francisco, con-
tinued in 1879 its interesting discussions of educational topics and contained many 
articles of value to teachers. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCI-IOOI-S. 
The State report shows an enrolment in 1879 of 4,8il pupils in the high school 
grades, but the number of such schools is not given. In Oakland, where the plan of 
semiannual examinations was tried for the first time in the high school, there were 
30 pupils graduated in June and 22 in December. In Sacramento a thoroughly gra.ded 
and well or~anized high school, with principal and 3 assistants, was reported. In San 
Francisco the two high schools have excellent courses 1 and full classes, the one for 
boys graduating 31 pupils and that for girls 186. A normal class in this last school 
also sent out 36 young ladies from a course one year beyond the regular one. The 
high school at Stockton is said to take high rank among those of similar grade in the 
State. It graduated 14 pupils in Jnue, 1870.-(State report, 1878-'79, Pacific School 
and Home Journal, June and July, 187V, and city reports.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCIIOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private acaclemic schools, preparatory schools, 
and preparatory departments of colleges or universities, see Tables IV, VI, VII, anu 
IX of the appendix following, and the summaries thereof in the report of the Corrimis· 
sioner preceding. Besides t.he separate business colleges, 8 of the colleges in Table IX 
have mther commercial departments or arrangements for instruction preparatory to a 
commercial life. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
U. TIVEI~SITIES AND COLLEGES FOR YOUNG l\IE~ OR 1r0R BOTII SEXES. 
The University of Calijon1ia had in 1870 a college of letters for its classical depart-
ment, 5 colleges in the scientific department, a college of law, colleges of medicine 
and pharmacy, the fullest collegiate studies in the college of letters, lower require· 
mcnts in th literary course, regular and special courses in each college for students 
dcsirmg a thorough and systematic education or seeking proficiency in one or two lines 
1 The course preparatory to collegiate or university study in the boys' high school is of unusuo.l ful· 
ness and thoroughness, equalling the curricula of some institutions that claim collegiate rank. 
2ED 
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of study, and special studies for the "students at large," who, with the consent and 
approval of the faculty, arrange their own plan of study. Industrial drawin~ is 
taught through three years of the college course, and instruction in Hebrew and Syriac, 
as well as in French, German, and Spanish, is also given. The State appropriations 
for the university are devoted to the 6 colleges of the classical and scientific depart-
ments; the college of medicine is self supporting, that of law has a separate endow-
ment, and that of pharmacy is affiliated with the university but still retains its own 
organization.-(University Register, 1878-'79.) . 
Of the 12 other colleges in the State reporting to this Bureau, 5 are under Roman 
Catholic influence, 2 Christian, 1 each Baptist, Methodist Episcopal South, Protestant 
Episcopal, Methodist Episcopal, and non-sectarian. All have collegiate courses, sev-
eral give a bnsiness education in their commercial departments, and 1 has a normal 
coursei while the University of the Pacific, in addition to the regular scientific depart-
ment, 1as a 3 years' Latin-scientific course. 
For names, location, and statistics of these colleges, see Table IX of the appendix, 
and the summary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Opportunity for the higher education of women is found in 7 of the colleges men-
tioned above, as well as in other institutions designed for this sex alone. 1 
For full statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix, and a summary thereof in the 
report of the Commissioner precuding. Reference should be made to Table IX for the 
number of female students· in the colleges for both sexes. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIE~TLFIC. 
The law requiring the maintenance of 5 distinct colleges of science in the Uni-
versity of California is fully carried out, every opportunity being given to the stuclents 
in the ln.st two years of the col1ege course to pursue thoroughly scientific branches. 
In 1878-'79 there were 122 students studying either agriculture, chemistry, civil engi-
lH·ering, mechanics, or mining. 
Scientific courses are also found in the majority of the other collegiate institutions 
of the State, although in some cases there is very little difference botweon the clas-
sica,l and scientific conrses.-(Univorsity Register and college catalogues.) 
• The School of Civil, Mining, and .Mechanical Engineerin!'!J San Francisco, unclor the 
charge <'fA. Vander Naillen, wiih 4 professors in the ditterent departments, reports 
a liberal patronage, seven years of excellent work, many graduates of both sexes who 
have <lone great credit to the school, and an evening class for such as cannot attend 
in the day.-(Letter from spedal correspondent.) 
The .ll[ercanlilc Libmry lectures, referred to in the report of 1877, have been discon-
tinued for want of a suitable hall. These lectures afforded an excellent means of in-
struction to the laboring classes and their cessation is to be regretted.-(Lotter.) 
Tho San .Francisco Acaderny of Sciences has <liscontinued its annual reports on account 
of lack of funds, but private information imlicates the continuance of the regular semi-
monthly lectures :1nd debates and that a fair ammmt of general interest attaches to 
these meetings. The membership of the society is said to be about like that in eastern 
cities of like size, and the work dono by the academy is of substantial value to the 
Pacific coast.- (Letter.) 
For statistics, as far as reported, see Table X of tho appendix: following. 
PROFE SIO~AL. 
Theological instruction in a 2 year ' course is offere<l, under Christian infiuences, in 
the biblical department of Pierce Christian College, College City, which requires an 
examination for admission to all its department , ancl under Baptist infiuenc s in 
th. 'ollcgo of California,~ Vacavill ; in a 3 years' cour , under 3 r sident and:~ non-
r Hl •n in tructon~, in th Pacific Theological Seminary, Oakland (Congregational), 
and under 4 r sid nt in tructors in the San Francisco Theological S 'minary (Pre by-
terian),' bich last r quir sa thorough examination for admission.-(Ca.talogucs and 
return .) 
Legal tndies were pursue 11Jy 10:3 :tndent in 1 78-'70 in tho Ua. tiorrs College of Law 
conn ct ·d vith the University f alifornia. Tho course xt 'nus ov r 3 )." ars, with 
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an examination for admission to each class. No student is allowed.to receive a diploma 
unless he has been in regular attendance on the studies of the senior class and has passed 
the examination at the end of the course.- (University Register, 1878-'79.) 
Medical instruction is given in the medical department of the University of Califor-
nia. There is no examination for admission as yet, but 36 months of actual study are 
required of the students before graduation all(l not simply the 3 courses of lectures 
given in some medical colleges.- (Return.) The Medical College of the Pacific re-
quires an examination for admission and attendance upon 3 courses of lectures be-
fore graduation.-(Catalogue, 1878-'79.) 
In the California College of Pharmacy, which retains its own organization although 
affiliated with the university, there were 68 students in 1879. There is no examina-
tion for admission. In order to receive a diploma, students are required to have a 
knowledge of medical botany, 4 years' practical experience, and to have attended 2 
lecture courses of 5 months each.-(Return and University Register for 1878-'79.) 
For statistics of professional instruction, as far as reported, see Tables XI, XII, and 
XIII of the appendix, and for summaries of these statistics, see corresponding tablea 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUl\IB AND THE BLIND: 
The California Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, 
Berkeley, reports 105 deaf-mutes and 28 blind on its rolls in October, 1879. Two build-
ings or homes have been completed and occupied since 1877; there bas been no change 
in the course of study, and the educational results of the last two years are 1·eported 
satisfactory.- (Thirteenth report of the institution.) 
EDUCATION OF THE CHINESE. 
Although it is difficult to secure trustworthy statistics respecting the Chinese, Census 
Marshal Swift says that in the county of San Francisco there were· 2,221 Chl;nese 
under 17 years of age in 1879 and 622 between 5 and 17 attending school. In 1878 
about 3,000 Chinese went to the Sunday schools, which are substantially educational 
institutions, .and were there taught the elementary branches in connection with moral 
and Christian teachinO', The 4 evening mission schools under Presbyterian auspices 
had an average attendance of 190 pupils under charge of 14 teachers; 2 day schools 
were said to average 50 children; the 5 evening and clay schools of the Methodist 
mission reported 149 Chinese, those belonging to the CongregationaUst body 250 
pupils, and a Home for Chinese \Vomen bad a day school averaging 15 in attenclance.-
(Letters from Mrs. S. J. Cooper.) 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The San Francisco City and County Industrial School reports 456 inmates in July, 
1879, the boys employed in workshops four hours each day, the girls occupied with 
sewing and other duties, and both sexes receiving four and a quarter hours' schooling 
during the day.-(Report, 1876-'79.) 
TRAINING IN ART. 
The San Francisco School of Design, which was organized in 1873 under the auspices 
of the San Francisco Art Association, reports an average attendance of 69 pupils dur-
ing 1879. It continues to give instruction in drawing and p;1inting, and pupils 
desirin~ to study in this school must be 14 years of age. -Pupils pay tuition fees, and 
any deficiency is made up l,ly the art association.- (lieturn.) 
TRAUUNG FOR SEAMANSHIP~ 
As stated in the report for 1878 the training school for boys on the schoolship James-
town ceased .for want of appropriation, and on March 1, 1879, the schoolship was 
turned over to the naval authorities.- (Pacific School and Home Journal, April, 1879.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The Stat~ Teachers' Association met at Oakland, January 2-4, 1879, nearly 300 
teachers bemg present, many of them the ablest educators of the State. The asso-
ciation was subdivided into superintendence, grammar, and primary sections, and in 
t~ese divisiom, as well as in the general meeting, many interesting addresses wore 
gtven. President John Swett read papers on "The profession of teaching," "Moral 
training," and "Drawing." Dr. E. S. Carrgavearesume of the "Educational progress 
of tho State for the past year." Prof. E. R. Sill, of the State university, stated what 
tho schools needed, viz, tho best te~chers, less machinery, and more wisdom, school 
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offices filled by appointment, the best text books, and the pupils taught to read the 
best authors. Miss Irene Hardy spoke of the bad results attending the reading of the 
sensational literature of the day, and proposed means to remedy the evil. Other topics 
treated were "Arithmetic," by Professor William Welcker, of the State University; 
"Examinations of teachers in the light of recent exposures," by Charles H. Shinn; 
"Morals," by Professor Martin Kellogg; and "Ungraded schools/' by Superintendent 
A. L. Mann. The meeting, which was too short to finish all the business brought be-
fore it, then adjourned to the first Monday after Christmas.-(Educational ·weekly 
and Pacific School and Home Journal.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFPICER. 
Ron. FitED. M. CAMPBELL, State superintendent of public instruction, Oakland. 





1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. . 
Youth of school age (6-21) ............ 26,471 29,738 3,267 .. -- .......... 
Enrolled in public schools .•.......... 16,641 14,111 .. -........ -- .. 2,530 
.Average attendance .•.•.....•.....•.. 9, 699 10,899 1,200 ...... -.. --..... 
Percentage of enrolment to whole num- 63 48 .. --- ..... -- 15 
ber. 
Percentage of average attendance to 36 33 ............ 3 
whole number. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts ...................... 372 ................... . .. -- .... -- ... .... -......... 
Public school-houses ................. 249 .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. ---. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ................. 
Sittings provided .................... 12,824 
··----------
.... -............. ......... ----
Average time of school in days ....... 91 89 ...... --. -...... 2 
Valuation of public school property •.. $474,771 $496,891 $22,120 ................. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ...•••. 226 255 29 ...... .. ...... 
Women teaching in public schools .... 341 338 ...... -........ -.. 3 
Whole number employed ............. 567 593 26 ........ - .. .... 
Average monthly pay of men ......... $49 90 $57 27 $7 37 ..... -- -.... .. 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 46 95 52 88 5 93 .. -..... ... .... 
INCOME A...l1W EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $281,674 $222,135 ................. $59,539 
·whole expenditures for them ......... 243,!:l50 229,402 ...... -- ..... -. 14,448 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount arising from land sold ........ $40,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. -- ........ ...... -- ......... 
.Amount paid in ........ _ ............. 12,541 . .. .. -- ............... ·----· ....... .. --- ... -.. 
Interest on available fund ............ 
1 
5,600. . --- .. -. -.. -... . . .. -- ........ - . -................ 
(From biennial report of Hon. Joseph C. Shattuck, State superintendent of public 
instruction, for 1878 and return from same for 1879.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of public instruction, elected by tbe people for two years, 
and a State board of education, composed of the superintendent, the secretary of 
state, and attorney general, have the oversight of the public schools of the State. 
The same officer , with the governor, are also a State board of land commissioners, 
in whose bands is the management of the school lands. 
A county superintendent of schools for each county is elected by the people for 2 
years. District boards of education, also elected by the people, com prise 6 or 3 mem-
bers, according to tbe popuJation, and hold office in the former case 3 years, in the 
latter 1. Committees of 3 members, with the county superintendent as president, to 
attend to union high srlH)Ol di tricts, aro also provided for. Women may vote in dis-
trict meetings anu hold district chool offic - . 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The system provides for common and high schools and a State university. They are 
supported from the income of the State school fund and the proceeds of State, county, · 
and district taxation, State funds are apportioneu to the counties in proportion to the 
number of children of school aO'e therein, but only such counties as have made are-
port of school statistics to the State superiE.tendent are entitled to receive their share. 
Districts may vote to raise special funds; also funds for school-house purposes, which 
must be kept separate from others. No district can receive its share of general or 
county funds unless it has maintained a school 60 days during the year preceiling. 
District boards are not allowed to employ teachers in the public schools who have 
not received license to teach from the proper county or State authority. Certifi-
cates issued by county superintendents are of 3 grades and are valid, the first for 2 
years, the second for 1 year, and the third for 6 months. State diplomas are ~iven 
by the State board, on examination, to teachers of eminent professional expenence 
and ability who have taught 2 years in the State. They are of two graues (tho high-
est being considered proof of the holder's fitness to teach in the high schools) and 
are valid during the life of the holder unless revoked. There is an allowance of 
$100 annually to each judicial district in aid of teachers' institutes whenever such 
are desired by 25 or more teachers therein, and boards of directors are authorizeu, if 
they deem it advisable, to close the schools during the session of the institutes, the 
pay of teachers attending them to continue the same as though the schools were not 
closed. The law forbids any distinction or classification of pupils on aceount of race 
or color, the teaching of any sectarian tenets, the requirement of any religious t_est 
or qualification on the part of teachers or pupils in any public educational institution 
of the State, and also the demand that either teacher or pupil shall be required to 
attend or participate in any religious service whatever.-(State school law, 1877.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
In the absence of any printed report for 1879, nothing can be said in regard to the 
general condition of the public schools in the State beyond what is shown by the 
statistical summary. There was an increase of 3,267 in the number of youth of school 
age and a decrease of 2,530 in the number enrolled in public schools, which brings 
down the percentage of enrolment from 63 to 48, a decrease of 15 for the ye~. 
Through the increase of school population the percentage of pupils in average daily 
attendance was slightly less than in 1878, although the actual number in average at-
tendance was 1 200 greater. 
N otwithstandlng a decrease in the receipts and expenditures for public school pur-
poses there were 26 more teachers employed, and the average pay was increased by 
$7.37 a month for men and $5.93 for women. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
, DENVER. 
Officers.-The management of public schools is in the hands of a board of education 
of 6 members, elected by the people for 3 yea1s, 2 to be changed each year. A city 
superintendent of schools is cho en by the board annually. 
Statistics.- Estimated population, 30,000 · youth of school age, 3,900; number en-
rolled in public schools during 1878-'79, 2,700; ~verage daily attendance, 1,790; nu~­
ber of teachers employed, 47; sittings for study, 2,100; expenditures for pu~lio 
schools, 73,331; days the schools were taught, 185; valuation of school sites, build-
ings, furniture, &c., 232,00 ; estimated enrolment in private and parochial schools, 
400.- (Return.) 
Additional particulars.-The report shows a steauy progress in public school affair · 
O~n~ to the :apid increa o of rwpulation, ea ·h year adds to the number of sch~ol 
buildings reqmred, and 2 were completed during 1878-179. Tho enrolment of pupt~s 
was considerably incr a eel over that of the previous year, while the outlay for th 1r 
instnlction wa onl a f, w dollars more. The schools are cla ·sed as primary, gram-
mar, and high, ach cour e covering four year . There were 132 pupil nrolled in 
tho high sell ol, f whom 57 w re boyS nd 75 girls. A normal training cla s i in 
onnection with it, hich pupils belono-in" to the two higher cla es are p rmitted to. 
join on tho reqn t of their par ,nt and with the pprovai of tho princi} al. This nor-
mal work i accepted in li u of one of the three studi . which each pupil is r quired to 
t ke. There is al o a public hoollibrary in conn ction with his school numbering 
9 3 volum , an incr ·e of 50 during the year. The G rmau language and vocal 
m ic form a part f the cour e of study in th public schools, rman b ing optional 
top pils who haver che<l the bird grade. About five hundred were stud.)ing it in 
1 ~7 , excl i ve of tho e in the hi ,h school.- (City r ·port, 1871>-'70, and return.) 
OTIIER CITIEq. 
A corr sp nd nt f th ~ Educational T •• l·an ·r, writing from L adrille 1mder 
d tc of Dcccmb r "l:/1 1- - , • y : 1 1he growth of schools in this city is wond rful. 
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One year ago the total enumeration in the district was less than 100, and the attend-
ance at the single school was less than 60. Now the enumeration is over 1,200 and 
tho enrolmen-t in the schools over 600. There are 9 schools in operation now and 
every day the necessity for more school room is apparent. The city owns but one build-
ing and rents the other rooms, paying about $250 a month rent1 There will be a cen-
tral school building erected next spring, with accon:unodatioiis for about 1,000 pupils, 
which, with the 4 primary schools in the more remote parts of the city, will probably 
be sufficient for the next year. The salaries paid teachers range from $65 to $125 a 
month, which is very low, considering the price of living here. The studies pursued 
embrace all the branches usually taught in city schools of the primary, intermediate, 
and grammar grades, with large classes commencing the high f'!Chool course. The 
pupils represent nearly every city and town in the East, and the work of classifying, 
grading, and arranging is much complicated thereby. The degree of interest mani-
fested in educational matters here is unusual in a mining city, especially one so young 
as this. The people have shown a very liberal spirit in providing means for carrying 
on the schools in the face of many difficulties. With the opening of spring will come 
an influx of people bringing their families, that will materially increase the school 
population, and make the necessity of more school room apparent." 
Golden is another mining city that is steadily rising in population and importance, 
as is shown by the tables of a school report which present the statistics for e'uccessive 
years, and indicate that, if it has not yet reached the standard for admission to the 
city table of this Bureau, it probably will do so in the near future, its school popula-
tion having risen from 395 in 1877 to 551 in 1879; its enrolment, from 322 to 426; its 
average attendance, from 202 to 264. Its schools, primary, grammar, and high, are 
.regularly graded through a 10 years' course, and its arrangements for instruction and 
discipline appear to be excellent. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL COURSES. 
Courses of study for the training of teachers are provided by the State university 
and Colorado College, that of the former covering 2 years, that of the latter 3. 
These, with the normal training class already mentioned as in connection with the 
Denver City schools, are all the facilities for: the preparation of teachers reported for 
1879. . 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
As already stated, the law provides for the holding of a teachers' institute in each 
judicial district of the St.ate, whenever it is asked for by 25 teachers therein. No 
repOit is at hand of the institutes held during 1878-'79. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGII SCHOOLS. 
There is a public hi~h school or department in connection with the graded schools 
of every town of cons1dera.ble size in the State, but no detailed information for the 
year 1878-'79 is a.t band respecting any except the schools at Denver and at Golden. 
The school at Denver offers 3 courses, each of 4 years : a general course, an Engli f:lh-
classical, and a classical; the second includes Latin, the last, both Latin and Greek. 
French is optiona.l during the last 2 years in all three. An ample chemicalla.boratory 
and a well selected reference library, the latter valued at $1,000, are among the aids to 
instruction. The high school course at Golden covers 3 years and does not include the 
study of any language except English.- (City reports, 1879.) 
OTIIER SECONDARY SCIIOOLS. 
For statistics of business coll~ges, private academic schools, and preparatory depart-
menta of colleges, see Tables I v, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, and summaries of 
them in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER. 
The University of Colorado was opened at Boulder in 1877, having previously re-
ceived an appropriation of $15,000 from tho territorial legislature and a like sum from 
the city of Boulder, which was used in the erection of buildings. It also received 
from the State the 72 sections of land set apart by Congress for a State university. 
Its depart.ments are collegia.te, normal, and preparatory, the former providing classi-
cal and scientific courses. Both sexes are admitted on the same terms and with the 
sa,me privileges. Instructors, 4; students in firl:lt collegiate class, 10; preparatory, 
54.- (Catalogue, 1tl78-'79.) 
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COLORADO COLLEGE, COLORADO SPRINGS. 
This college, founded in1874, is organized on the same general plan as the older col-
leges of the country. The 3 general courses of study now established are an English 
and normal, a preparatory classical, and a collegiate. Provision has also been made 
for · special studies in mining and metallurgy, language, literature, history, and sci-
ence. The college has been made a station for the United States Signal Service, and 
students from the higher classes have practice in the study of meteorology and in the 
use of the instruments of the Signal Service. The college, though Congregational in 
origin, is non-sectarian, and offers its privileges equally to both sexes.- (Circular, 
U37tl-'79.) 
For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix, and summary of this in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State Agricultuml College, Fort Collins, finished its initial or preparatory term 
November 28, 1879. In February, 1880, the first collegiate class is expected to enter 
on the course mn,rked out, which is n, scientific one covering 4 years and giving 
special attention to those branches that pertain to agriculture n,n<l the arts. Prac-
tical training will be given in the work of the shop and farm, at least two hours 
oflabor each day being required. .As the college is supported by tho State, its tuition 
is free to all within certain limitations of age and advancement.-(Circular of colle~o.) 
Ths State School of Mines Golden City, is also supported by the State, and oft~rs 
free instruction ilia 2 years? course of study, embracing chemistry, blowpipe analysis, 
mineralogy, assayin~, drawing, civil and mining engineering, physics, metallurgy, 
geology, and surveymg. .A vacation course was projected for 1!::!79, to be nuder the 
charge of the professors of chemistry and geology, and to embrace rl. visit to the prin-
cipal mining works in the State for examination of their character and processes.-
( Circular and return.) 
The scientific course of tho Univeriity of Colomdo covers 4 years and embraces chem-
istry, geology, metallurgy, and mining engineering, besides other branches usually 
included in a scientific course. 
For statistics of scientific schools, see Table X of the appendix, and a summary of it 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. · 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Since the suspension of Matthews Hall, a theological schQol of the Protestant El?is-
copal Church formerly taught at Golden, no institution for professional instructiOn 
reports from this State. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TIIE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Institute for the Education of the Mute and Blind, Colorado Springs1 is SUI?· ported by the State and offers instruction free of charge to all deaf or blmd rcsl-
<lent of the State between 4 and 21. The course of study cover 7 years and em-
braces the common English branches as well as United States history and drawing, 
articulation, and lip rPading. Boys are al o taught the business of printing; gir~, 
dre smaking and plain sewing. The instructors in H379 wero 2, 1 of them a serru-
routc; tbe pupils, 28, of wbom.17 were females. .A library of about 70 volumes, 
increa ed by 2~ in the pa t year, wa reported; valuation of grounds, buildings and n;"~p1in.nces, '15,000; State appropriation for the year, $7,000 for sup} ort and ·5,000 for 
kil~ing.-(Cir ular and return.) 
EDUCATIO.~.: L CO.~.::rVENTION. 




' Increaae., Deere .... 1877-'78. 1878-'79. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age( 4-16) enumerated. 
Scholars registered in winter ......... 
Scholars registered in summer. ____ ... 
Number registered over school age __ . 
Different scholars in public schools._. 
Pupils in other than public schools. __ 
Pupils in schools of all kinds .. ____ ---
Children of school age in no schooL _ . 
.Average in public schools in winter .. 
.Average in public schools in summer_ 
Ratio of .public school registration to 
enumeration. 
Ratio, including schools of all kinds_. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS .AND SCIIOOLS. 
Number of towns in the State. __ . ___ . 
N urn ber of school districts ... ____ .... 
Number of public schools . ___ .... _- .. 
Departments in public schools ... ___ . 
Schools with two departments _ .. ___ . 
Schools with more than two .... ___ .. 
Whole number of graded schools. __ .. 
Departments iu graded schools .. _ .... 
s chool-houses built during the year .. 
School-houses in good condition._._ .. 
School-houses in fair condition .... _ .. 
School-houses in poor condition .. ___ . 
.A veragc time of school in days .. ____ . 
TEACHERS Al\'D THEIR PAY. 
eacbers in winter public schools ____ 
cachers in summer public schools. __ 







eachers who never taught before_ ... 
verage monthly pay of men . _ .. ___ . 
verage monthly pay of women. ___ .. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPE:NDITUlt'ES. 
iVholo income for public schools . ___ . 




PUBLIC SCHOOL J.'UND. 
mount of State school fund .. _____ .. 
1 
a Mt•u, 7./2; women, 1,953. 
b Men, 773; women, 1,968. 
138,407 138,428 21 
100,28tl 99,662 
-- ..... --- .. . 
91,413 91,860 447 
4,779 4,609 ....... .......... 
119, !-i28 119,382 ................... 
11,109 11,215 106 
130,937 130,597 .................... 
13,474 14,112 638 
77,218 75,67tl ............ -- ..... 
69,832 69.607 . -........ -- ... 
8().56 86.24 - ........ -.. -. 
94.60 94.34 ................ 
1G7 167 .............. -... 
1,500 1,498 ....................... 
1,647 1,63tl . -.. -........... 
2,564 2,571 7 
117 129 12 
169 171 2 
2:,6 300 14 
1,212 1, 231 19 
30 16 ...... ·-----
896 909 13 
555 555 
--.. - .. --... -~ 
21:1 192 ...................... 
178.47 178.60 .1:3 
a2,711 b2, 741 30 
c2,678 d2,721 43 
1,947 2,063 116 
470 484 14 
$61 03 $57 19 ..................... 
36 50 35 27 ..... --- ..... - ..... 
$1,509,159 $1,390,973 
- ........ -- ..... -
1,505,477 1,375,880 .................... 
p2,000,000 ~;2, 4)20' 000 $20,000 
c Men, 349; women, 2,329. 
d Men, 377; women, 2,344. 
·--· ........ 
626 
. --- ........... 
170 
446 
. -.. -- .... "' .. 
840 








.... -.. -....... 
................ 









...... -......... -. 
-----· ........ 





-- ......... -.... 
(From report of Hon. Birdhcy G. Northrop, secretary of State boaru of education, 
for the year;; indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State board of educat,ion, a secretary of the board (appointed by it for executive 
duty), an assistant secretary, and a general agent are the State school officers. For 
towns there are boards of school visitors elected by the people and numbering 3, 6J or 
9 members, as the town electors may determine; but in towns which have abolished 
their district system the place of such visitors is supplied by a school committee of 6, 
9, or 12 members. District school officers comprise a school committee of not more 
than 3 persons elected by the people, except where the district organization has taken 
the place of a former school society, in which case there is a boaru of education of 6 
or 9 members. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The law provides that all children 8 to 14 who are competent in body and mind 
must attend some public or private day school at least 3 months in each year, of 
which 6 weeks must be cone;ecutive, or else be instructed at home for an equal length 
of time in common school branches. No child within this age mn.y be employed in 
any business, unless he has been taught for at least sixty days during the year pre-
ceding, and a penalty of $100 is imposed on employers who violate the law. If tem-
porarily discharged from work, the child must be sent to school during the time of such 
discharge. School visitors in every town are required to examine once every -year 
into the situation of children employed in manufooturing establishments, and to re-
port all violations of the law to one of the grand jurors of the town. It is also tho 
special duty of the agent of the State board to see that this law is obeyed. 
The schools are supported by local taxation, by the income of the State school 
fund (with the addition of $1.50 for each child 4 to 16 years old), by tho income of iho 
town deposit fund, ·and by that of any other town fund establisheu or appropriated for 
the support of public schools. To receive their proportion of public money, districts 
must have a school-house and outbuildings satisfactory to the school visitors and the 
committee must have made a report to the school visitors of school statistics, includ-
ing the name of every person in the district 4 to 16 years old, the place, year, and 
month of such person's last attendance at school, together with the names of the par-
ents1 guardians, or employers. The schools must also have been taught at least 30 
weeks in districts with 24 or more children of school age, and at least 24 weeks when 
the number of such children is less than 24. Any town neglecting or refusing to pro-
vide for the support of its schools forfeits to tho State a sum equal to the amount 
which it was required to raise for this purpose. Teachers cannot legally be employ_ed 
unless they have been examined by the board of school visitors and received certrfi-
cates; at the close of the term, they must also make the required report of school 
statist~s or forfeit their pay.-(Schoollaws, 1875-1879.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The showing for 1878-'79 is not on the whole as favorable as that of the preceding 
year. There were a few more children to be taught, but not so many enrolled, while 
th. re was a considerable uecrease in the average attendance, wlth n. larger number of 
children not in school. Though there was improvement in the school-houses, better 
grading in the schools, and more experienced teachers, the wages of the latter were 
considerably reduced, and the expenditures for schools fell off $130,597. 
CO~li'ULSORY ATIENDANCE. 
The needs of neglected children received even more attention from school officials in 
1879 than in the previou year. A larger number of homes were visited by the agent, 
who by personal appeals to parents and guardiaus caused tho attendance of nearly 
300 chil~ n.. 'l'ho law i w 11 enforced by tho school visitors in some places. For ox-. 
a~}?le, m W1pdom, one o~ tho largest manufacturing towns of the State, the board of 
Vl 1tors appomted one of 1ts members to enforce the law in 1878 and 1879. He visited 
· th~ factori s a. few days before the commencem nt of ach t rm of school and had tho 
c~dren betw n 8 and 14 who had not attend d school during the preceding 9 months 
disch:~:rged. The result wa that only 3 children 8 to 14 years old were found in tho 
to~ m 1 tO wh.o bad not att~uded school the previous year, and 2 of tho e bad been 
d tam d ~or .ahafactory r a ons. 'rhe parent of the other, who obstinately refu ed 
t n~ h1 ·hild to ·choo1, Ya pro ·ecut u according to law. 
While puulic OJ?in~on i in favor of thi law, local authorities aro not usually vi~i­
l ut .to ,o tha:t 1t 1s e~forced and J> ;ople oft n hesitate to report parents who vw-
late 1t. x r th1s r a o 1t ba been ilifficult to a c rtain what bildr n w r n glect d 
~n<l to wb t xt nt. B!t~ this i now ma o e ier by a law which w nt into ff ct 
~~ Janu ry, 1 1 , r lUirlD" p rson wh make tho numeration of school popnla-
tl n to n tho a o of acb chil and tho time and placo of his last att nuance at 
a hool.- ( tate r ·port, 1 7' . ) 
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
These are boards of school visitors of 6 to 9 members, boards of education of 9 to 12 
members, and city superintendents. 
STATISTICS. a 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Average Number of Exp endi· Cities. population. school age. in public daill at- teachers. ture. schools. ten apce. 
Bridgeport .••••••.......... 25, 000 6,362 4,~40 3,416 80 $53, 166· 
~:!~cb.: ::: ~ ::::::::::: ~: 10,000 2, 545 2, 1!J2 1, 516 42 24,104 8, 000 1, 901 1, 535 799 27 15,447 
Hartford .....•.............. 50,000 9, 525 7, 701 4, 709 142 148,351 
Meriden .................... 15,000 3, 830 3, 252' 1, 692 46 46,243 
Middletown ................ 11,143 2, 558 2, 023 1, 302 46 34, 486· 
~ :: ii~;:~ :::::::::::::::: 11,000 3, l18 2, 342 1, 54!) 39 26,271 60,000 13,783 11,508 7, 998 219 174,142 
New London ................ 11, 000 2, 037 1, 936 1, 404 41 25,06(). 
Norwalk .................... 15,000 8,141 2,575 1, 584 48 30,556 
Norwich . .' ............. . .... 16,653 ~. 982 4, 028 2, 735 91 62,625 
Stamford ....•.•....•....... 11,000 2, 627 1, 605 1, 008 32 19,926 
Waterbury ................. 16,039 4,111 3, 255 2, 304 ·55 4'1, 789 
. a AU the above figures, except the estimate<! population, are from a table in the State report for 1879. 
Those for Middletown, New Haven, and Norwich embrace all the districts of the town. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
In Bridgepm·t there has been a constant increase in average daily attendance for 
several years past, and this has made additional accommodations for pupils necessary. 
The enrolment was slightly less in 1879 than in 1878, owing to the exclusion of chil-
dren under 5. Cases of tardiness were diminished more than one-half during the year. 
Nineteen children were arrested for truancy and about 150 returned to school. No. 
special truant officer was employed in 1879, the duties of such official being performed 
by the regular school officers; consequently the number of arrests for truancy and of 
cases returned to school was two-thirds less than in 1878. In private schools there were 
said to be 250 pupils and 1,379 children in no school. An evening school for men was 
opened, but the number attending was so small that it was only taught 27 evenings. 
A free evening drawing school was well attended. Drawing was taught in the day 
schools with satisfactory results. A teacher's training school is soon to be opened for 
graduates of the high school. The latter had an enrolment of 84 for the year and an 
average membership of 66.-(Report of city boaru of education, 1879.) 
The Hartford schools report a year of successful work, with hardly the usual number 
of changes in the list of teachers, only one or two in that of text books, and :no. 
additions to the public school buildings. All the districts except one, however, were 
well provided with accommodations for pupils. The system embraces district, high, 
and evening schools. The district school course, including primary, intermediate, and 
grammar departments, occupies 10 years. There was an attendance of 519 pupils in 
the 4 regular classes of the high school, besides 6 graduate students. The evening 
schools were continued as usual during 1879, and their desirability had become more 
:firmly fixed in the public mind than ever. Vocal music and drawing now belong to 
the regular course of study in tho public schools. They are no longer regarded as ex-
perimental studies, but as an invaluable part of the course, the only regret being that 
they were not sooner incorporated into it. The German language is taught in 6 grades 
of the district schools. There were 465 truants reported by tho truant officers in 1879 
against 476 in 1878 and 49o in 1877; while the returns of census officers showed 1,400 
pupils in private schools, with 850 children not in school.-(State and city reports.) 
New Britain, through its school visitor, reports a general reduction made in the 
wages of teachers, in response to a pressing demand from the comamnity, although 
competent teachers had never been paid as liberally as persons of the same ability and 
experience in other professions. One consequence of this was a loss of 2 teachers 
of a high order of excellence, and the visitor, in protestiii.g against such false economy, 
evidently thinks that those who remained showed less energy and interest in their 
work. :Pour hundred and seventy children were reported here in private schools and 
495 in no school.- (State report.) 
New Haven, besid s her regularly graded schools, maintains several ungradeu ones, 
which are held to be an indispensable appendage to the graded system. They pro-
vide for a class of children who are nece sarily to some extent irregular in their at-
tendance. Unreasonably disobedient and insubordinate pupils, who hinder the good 
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order and discipline of graded schools, are separated from them and placed here, where 
they can be controlled and taught without disturbing others. Truants, also, are 
placed in these schools for special discipline. The graded schools, relieved of these 
three classes, move on with greater ease, while teachers and pupils perform their duties 
with a pleasure and profit that would be impossib1e in the presence of the disturbers 
of good order. Three of these ungraded schools appear now in the report, 2 of them 
for boys only, the other for both sexes and for a younger class of children. In the 2 
former, the reformatory influence of the kind yet firm government maintained is said 
to be very great, while the cultivation of a sense of honor and self respect seems to 
have worked i}l some rough pupils a radical change of character. As a rule, such 
scholars are returned to the graded schools after suitable probation and evidence of 
satisfactory improvement. In the third school, for younger children, besides thorough 
teaching in other branches, there is instruction in sewing for both boys and girls, and 
the boys are reported to be often quite as skilfu1 in this as tho girls. Tho secretary of 
the school board is Hs agent for securing the attendauce at school of both truants and 
neglected children. In this he is aided by an officer detailed from the city police force 
for this especial duty. The secretary visits the parents or guardians of truants O'r 
<~hilclren not sent to school, and endeavors to enlist their cooperation in getting their 
wards under instruction. In most cases such efforts are successful, but if they prove 
insufficient the aid of the police officer or of a court is sought.- (State report.) 
At Norwich progress in reading is reported by the superintendent of the oontral 
district to have been much advanced by the introuuction of Leigh's pronouncing typo 
in the lower classes. Pupils using it were found to discover more quickly the sounds 
and powers of letters and to learn more readily to pronounce now words without the 
teacher' fJ aid. In one of the rooms in which this type was used, not only was the work 
of the year well done, but nearly a full term's work upon the next year of the course. 
In another room an unusual number of pupils was promoted to the next class in ad-
vance, largely through the improvement in their reading.-(Report in State report.) 
In Waterbu1·y the acting visitor notes the disadvantage resulting from the common 
practice of employing the youngest and most inexperienced teachers in the lowest 
grades, where naturally are the children that most need skilled assistance. To remedy 
this he proposes that there be such a modification of the existing plan of rating 
teachers' salaries by the grade of their schools as will enable the school board tore-
tain in the lower grades teachers that have become exceptionally useful there-a thing 
which he thinks can be effected by rating their rank and pay not according to the 
~rade in which they teach, but according to their capacities, experience, and success 
m any grade. Then the high skill of the best teachers can often be well used in aid-
ing young pupils, who now too frequently have no specially skilled help.-(State 
Teport.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The aim of this school is to prepare pupils for the skilful organization, government~ 
and instruction of classes in the State school system. No one, therefore, is admittea. 
who does not declare an intention to teach, and no one is graduated who is found to be 
wanting in fitness and spirit for the work. Candicbtes must 1)ass an examination in 
elementary studies to be accepted as pupils in the school. 'fhey are then carried 
through a course which includes all the ordinary branches of a common school train-
ing, with drawing, English literature, the theory and art of teaching, vocal musici 
vocal gymnastics, and calisthenics. Latin and French may be taken as optiona 
studies, but not to the neglect of the English course. Instructors,~ 10 in 1878-'79; 
pupils, including graduates (12 in • January, 1879, and 24 in June ot the same year), 
1:3:-t.- (Catalogue of 1878-'79.) 
OTHER NORJ\IAL TRAINING • 
. A training class for teachers in the city schools is maintained in connection with the 
mt~ syst m m ew Haven. The Hartford High School serves also the purpose of pre-
parmg skilled ten.chers for that city, and probably high school elsewhere are utilized 
for he same end. 
TEA CIIER ' IN TITUTES. 
cretary Northrop, of the tate boarcl of education, ays in hi r port for 1878-'79 
that among other work done for the jmprovemcnt of th schools was the holding of 
7 largely a t nde institut a, on at rookfield, numb ring 101; one at Noank, 101; 
one at Portia d, 1 ; on a Plainfield, 20 ; one at Au onia, 174; one at outh Cov-
en ry, 116. f the 7th at Water ury no count was mad , but the large hall was fille 
a ~11 the ions. th r local in titut w re h ld in various parts of th tate, of 
h1ch al th re was n n ration. In the in i utes method of instruction were 
di an iUnstrat an much intere t app ar to have b en manife ted. 
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SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Out of the 300 graded schools in 1878-'79 there were 171 with i:nore than two depart-
ments; but the report of the State board and of its secretary does not give the num-
ber of high schools and departments connected with these graded schools, nor any 
other facts pertaining to the high schools in detail except what appear in extracts 
from the reports of school visitors. Secretary Northrop presents and answers at length 
the principal arguments advanced by the opponents of high schools, and says that the 
recent attacks ·On these schools, occasioned by the late financial depression, have 
awakened new interest in them and led to a better understanding of their aims and 
results. 
The extracts given from reports of school visitors show the high schools in Bridge-
port, Hartford, New Haven, and Waterbury to be in excellent condition and doing a 
work which is thoroughly appreciated by the people. The Bridgeport school, 
although primarily intended as a preparation for business and not for college, gradu-
ated a class of young men in 1879 every one of whom passed an examination for 
admission to Yale. The school at New Haven graduated the largest class but one 
tha"* it ever sent out. That at Hartford had in it 483 students, besides 10 graduates. 
Mr. Brocklesby, acting school visitor at Hartford, represents this high school as exer-
cising a hea.Ithy influence on all the lower schools, making tke scholars look forward 
to it as a goal to be attained and inducing the teachers to do all in their power to 
enable them to reach it. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academies, and preparatory uepartments 
of colleges reporting, see Tables IV, VI, VII of the appendix, and summaries of these 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Yale College, New Haven (non-sectarian), has arranged its instruction in 4 distinct 
departments, viz, theology, law, medicine, and philosophy and the fine arts. Under 
the last named are included the courses for graduate instruction, the undergraduate 
academical department, the undergraduate section of the Sheffield ~cientific .School, 
and the school of the fine arts. To master the graduate course, leadmg to the degree 
of doctor of philosophy, requires usually 2 years, and more than this where the course 
of undergraduate study has been less than 4 years. This degree is never given on ex-
amination to those whose studies have been pursued elsewhere. In the undergraduate 
academical department the course is prescribed for the first 2 years; in the junior and 
senior years a number of optional studies are presented, one of which must be taken. 
The school of the fine arts has for its end the cultivation and promotion, through prac-
tice and criticism, of the arts of design, painting, sculpture, and architecture, both in 
their artistic and resthetic aims. The endeavor is to provide thorough technical in-
struction in the arts of painting, sculpture, and architecture, and to furmsh an acquaint-
ance with all branches of learning relating to the history, theory, and practice of art. 
The college catalogue for 1879-'80 showed 59 professors and assistant professors, and 
41 tutors, lecturers, and other officers, with a total attendance of 1,003 in all depart-
ments, deducting 25 names inserted twice. Of the whole 1,028 there were 581 in the 
undergraduate academical department, 175 in the Sheffield Scientific School, 39 in the 
school of tine arts, and 39 in graduate courses, making 834 in the department of phi-
losophy and the arts. The remaining 194 were professional students. 
TTinity College, Hartford (Protestant Episcopal), in addition to the regular classical 
co_urse, provides certain special courses, one of which leads to the degree of bachelor of 
sCience. Nine such special courses are given in the catalogue for 1879-'80. Various 
prizes are offered as a means of inciting to especially earnest study in different lines. 
'fhe college now occupies its new building, a :fine structure not yet fully completed. 
The catalogue for 1879-'80 showed 14 professors and instructors, with 99 students in 
the regular course and 7 in special courses. 
Wesleyan University, Middletown (Methodist Episcopal), presents to its undergrad-
uates the choice of 3 regular courses of study, each of 4 years, viz, the classical, the 
Latin-scientific, and the scientific. Iu each of the above the studies of the first year are 
required, and in the scientific course those of the second year also. In the last 3 years 
of the classical and Latin-scientific courses and in the last 2 of the scientific, only a part 
of the studies are required, the student being allowed to choose from a wide range of 
electives. There are special courses for those who do not wish to complete any of 
the above, and there is also provision for graduate study. Young women as well~WJ 
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men are admitted. Professors and instructors, 15; special students, 8; regular under-
graduates, 151; graduate students, 5. Four of the regular undergraduates and 2 of 
the special students were young women.-(Catalogue, 1879-'80.) 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, begun in 1847, received in 1863 the 
national grant for the promotion of scientific education and thns became the Con-
necticut College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. The instruction is intended 
for graduates of this or other · colleges, for ·other persons qualified for advanced or 
specialstndy, and for undergraduates who desire a training chiefly mathematical and 
scientific (but in part linguistic and literary) for higher scientific studies or for other 
·occupations to which such training is suited. The graduate courses lead to the 
degrees of bachelor of philosophy, civil engineer, and dynamic engineer. The under-
graduate courses comprise chemistry, civil engineering, dynamic engineering, agricult-
ure, natural history, biology (preparatory to medical study), and studies preparatory 
to mining and metallurgy. These courses cover 3 years, the :first being the same for 
.all.- (Catalogue of Yale College, 1879-'80.) 
The scientific and Latin-scientific courses of Wesle-~Jan Univm·sity cover 4 years, and 
.are designed to afford, with a sound mental training and liberal culture, a good prepa-
ration for advanced courses of scientific or technical study.-(Catalogue of Wesleyan 
University.) 
For statistics, see Table X of the appendix, and the summary of this in the rrport of 
the Commissioner precediug. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The theological schools reporting are the Theological Institute of Connecticut, ~art­
ford (Congregational), the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown (Protestant Episco-
pal), and the theological department of Yale College, New Haven (Congregational). 
The courses of study in all cover 3 years, and may not be entered on without prep-
aration. In the Berkeley Divinity School, the literary requirements for .admission.are 
those established by the canons of the Protestant Episcopal Church for 1ts theologwal 
students; the other two demand a collegiate or equivalent training. Of the 12~ stu-
·dents in attendance on all three schools, 109 had received a degree in letters or s01ence. 
(Catalogues.) 
For statistics, see Table XI of the appendix, and the summary of it in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
The only school of law reporting is the law department of Yale College, which pre-
.sents an undergraduate and a graduate course, each extending over 2 years. The 
former leads to the degree of bachelor of bws; the latter, at the c1oso of 1.be first 
year to that of master of laws, and on completion of the course to that of doctor of 
civil law. Before being admitted to the undergraduate department as candid~tes .for 
~degree, s~udents who.are not college graduates must pass a satisfactory examm~twn 
10 the outlmes of the history of England and of the United States and the text of the 
Con titution of the United States.- (Catalo~ue of Yale College.) 
For statistics, see Table XII of the appendix, and a summary of this in the report of 
the Commis ioner pr ceding. 
Medical instruction, according to the "regular" school of practice, is provided for 
by the medical department of Yale Collc~e, which in 1879 advanced it stan<lar(l both 
of a~mi . ion and graduation. For adrm sion, one who is not a graduate of a coll~ge 
?r sc1enhfic school mu t be examined in elementary physics, in algebra to quadra.tlc~, 
m two books of Euclid, and in the metric system of weights and measures ; canch-
dat ~ must a1 o offer ea y Latin pro e or Virgil's .iEneid. In place of the 3 y ars' 
r admg and 2 year ' attendance on lectures formerly required for graduation, a full 3 
yearH' graded cour e j oblig tory, the recitations and lectures in which occupy 9 
m_onth . T~er . ar _annual examinations for advanced standing, chi fly in writing. 
Fm, 1 ex:nmn hon m the lcmentary bran h of m dicine are hclrl at tho c1o of 
th A cond year and in the practical branches at the close of the third year. The 
board of examiner con i. t of th faculty of the choo1, with an qual 11nmbcr of 
me~her of the 'onn ti ·nt Iedical oci t:v, the pr sirl nt of that ociety acting as 
pr ldP.nt of the bo nl.--(Coll ge catalogu for 1 79-' 0.) 
' PECI L I TRUCTIO T . 
r:D CATION OF TilE DEAF Al\'1> DU.MB. 
T.h . ml!r" an .J. ylunt for the Education of the Deaf and Dmnb, II rtfor<l, inc its fonn-
• 1 .n m 1 16 h giv n in tm · ion t 2,211 pupi . 'lhere w rc 240 nnd r in t-rue-
bon m 1 79-J , f hom 1 rem 1 . upil r adroitt d b twe ·nth ~ of 
8 n 25, and the aver ge l D" h of t rm pent in the institution is about 5t years. 
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Besides the common school branches, tailoring, shoemaking, and cabinet making are 
taught, all the boys who are large enough spending 3 hours a day in one of the shops. 
'fhe officers of the institution have recently made an extended trial of the audiphone, 
an instrument designed to convey the vibrations of sound through the teeth to the au-
ditory nerve; but the result did not encourage the belief that that instrument will 
be of essential assistance to any considerable number of the deaf and dumb, although 
a few received some help from it. In many instances, though the sounds are not heard, 
their vibrations are felt; but the abiHty to distinguish one sound from another is 
lacking, while the difference between a loud and soft one is perceived. The institu-
tion owns 28 acres of land, which, with buildings and apparatus, is valued at $25,000. 
The library numbers 2,550 volumes.-(Report, 1879-'80 and return.) 
·Whipple's Home School for Deaf-Mutes, Mystic River, had 15 pupils under 3 instruc-
tors in 1879-'80, the branches taught being articulation, reading, spelling, arithmetic, 
penmanship, geography, drawing, letter writing, and lip reading. The boys are em-
ployed about the farm and the girls in the house.-(Return.) 
For further statistics, see Table XIX of the appendix, and the summary of this in the 
~eport of the Commissioner preceding. 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Connecticut' State Refo?·m School,· Meriden, reports for 1879-'80 a greatly improved 
condition of the boys both physically and ment.ally. This is ascribed to a change in 
the method of management, which is now one of kindness, persuasion, and forbear-
ance, blended with salutary restraints, appropriate, intellectual, and moral in-
struction, and plenty of hard work. The boys enjoy a degree of freedom heretofore 
unknown to them in the institution and show their appreciation of it by uniform 
obedience to the rules. Good results have followed an amendment to the law regu-
lating sentences to this school which was passed at the last session of the legislature. 
It provides that boys may be held till 21 years of age unless sooner reformed; by 
good conduc~, however, a boy can earn a standing that will entitle him to honorable 
dismiss::J,l in one year. The full benefit of this provision will not appear till all sen-
tenced under the old law shall have passed out and their places been filled by others. 
The boys are taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and geography, besides cane seating, 
shoemaking, tailoring, and farm and garden work. The farm contains 195 acres, and 
includes meadow, plough, pasture, and woodland. Boys between the ages of7 and 16 
are committed to the school by the courts of the State for crime or truancy. Parents 
and guardians may also indenture their boys to the school for such length of time as 
may be agreed on, provided they pay the boys' expenses while there. There were 120 
received and 111 discharged during the year 1879-'80, the whole number under "instruc-
tion being 379.-(Report, 1879-'80.) 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Connecticut School for Imbeciles, Lakeville, reports 78 under training during 
the year 1879-'80. The school room exercises include hand teaching, object lessons, 
lessons on form, size, color, &c., Kindergarten work, articulation, reading from cai'ds, 
reading from books in different classes, spelling, arithmetic, geography, writing, draw-
ing, sewing, fancy work, singing, dancing, and gymnastics.-(Return and report.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION, 
The twenty-third annual meeting of the Connecticut State Teachers' Association 
was held at Hartford, October 16-18, 1879, a large number of educators from all sec-
~ions of the State atteniling. The Rchools of Hartford were suspended during the meet-
mg, and much local interest was manifested. 
Among the addresses and papers presented were "American girls on their travels," 
by Rev. C. S. Robinson; '' Teaching as an art: a plea for skilled workmen in the sohools," 
by Mr. George R. Burton; "Social aims and duties," by Miss Celeste Bush, of the 
~tate Normal School; "The high school question," by Hon. B. G. Northrop; "Spell-
mg reform," by Mr. D. B. Hagar; "Enthusiasm," by Governor Charles B. Andrews; 
"The valuo of poetry in education," by Professor B. Kellogg, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
~'The Oregon story," by Professor ·william A. Mowry; ~;~.nd "History and patriotism 
m public schools," by Rev. A. D. Mayo, of Springfield. Mrs. Josephine \Varren, of 
Phlladolpbia, entertained the association by the reading of two or three selections, 
and mutlic was fumi hed by the Hartford High School choir. 
Among thC¥-'esolutions adopted was one in favor of a national council of educators 
a.nd one recommending tho observance of the rules for spelling proposed by tho Ameri-
can Philological Association.-(New-Engla.nd Journal of Education, October 23, 1879.) 
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COUNCIL OF EDUCATION. 
On the 28th and 29th of Novem.ber, 1879, nearly '40 of the prominent teachers and 
school officers of Connecticut met in Hartford for the purpose of advancing the edu-
cational interests of the State. After a full and earnest discussion of plans for this 
object, a permanent organization was formed under the name of the Connecticut 
Council of Education. Among the subjects discussed was the means of arousing pub-
lic interest in schools, to which end it was resolved to advise the organization of 
county teachers' associations in those counties in which none exist. "Certification of 
teachers" was also discussed and the appointment of an impartial board of examiners 
favored who should be authorized to issue certificates to competent and lleserving per-
sons. A special committee was accordingly appointed to petition the legislature for 
the appointment of county boards of examiners with authority to examine candidates 
and issue certificates.-(New-England Journal of Education and State report.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. BIRDSEY GRANT NORTHROP, secretary and executive ojftcer of the State board of education, Hart-
lord.. 
DELAWARE. 
DE LA. W A.BE. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND . ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (5-21) .... 
Colored youth of school age (5-21) ... 
White youth in free public schools ... 
Colored youth in free public schools .. 
Total enrolment in free public schools. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ........... 
Free schools for whites-----· .... --~-
Free schools for colored .. _ ........... 
Total number of free schools ......... 
.A.veragetime ofwhite schools in days. 
Value ofschool-housesfor whites .. ~ .. 
Value of school-grounds .............. 
Value of schoolfl.lrniture ............. 
Value of all school property for whites. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers for whites _. __ ... _ .. _ .. 
Female teachers for whites ........... 
Whole number of both sexes ...•..... 
.A. verage monthly pay of men . _ .. ___ . 
.A. verage monthly pay of women . _. __ . 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
T 
'I 
otal receipts for public schools ... _ .. 
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.... -----· 58 
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................... ................ 
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103 
... -.... --- ... - .. 9.5 
- ........... ---- -- .... -....... -
-....... --- ... .. -- ........... -.. 
... .. .. .. .. -.... -. ..... -- .... - .. - .. 
........ -......... .. -....... --- .. 
...... -...... -- .. 2 
-- ........ -- .... 109' 
-.... -- .. - ...... 111 
- .......... --- .. . -- .. -...... - .. 
.......... ---- ................. 
............ ..... .... 
... .. -... ----. $5,191 
--·- ........ 
(Prom report of Hon. James H. Groves, State superintendent of free schools, for tho 
year 1877-'78 and partial return from the same for 1878-'79.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The supervision of the interests of the State free schools for whites, except in dis-
tricts controlled by incorporated boards of education, is committed by law to a St::tte 
superintendent appointed annually by the governor, to a State board of educa~ion 
of which he is a member, and to local committees of three persons, one member of 
which is chosen yearly by the people in each school district. 
The superintendent visits schools, examines teachers, and determines their right to 
a certificate; he must also hold an annual institute for the improvement of teachers 
in each county, and report in December of each year to the governor the general 
condition of the schools. 
The selection of text books, decision of disputed questions of school law, and hear-
ing of appeals from the decisions of th~uperintendent as to teachers belong to the 
ta.te board. 
The school committees determine local questions respecting their schools, engage 
teachers licensed by the superintendent, and assess and raise the State tax required 
by law and the local taxes voted by their district meetings. 
chools for the colored children are put by law under the care of the Delaware 
Association for the Education of Colored People. 
3 ED 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The means for support of the free schools for whites are derived from the proceeds of 
a State school fund, of a required State tax of$100 for each school district in the two 
upper counties and of $60 for each district in the lower one, and of such voluntary 
local tax or subscription as may be voted at each annual school district meeting. 
Those for support of schools for colored children out of Wilmington a.re derived from 
a tax of thirty cents on the hundred dollars levied on the property and poll of the 
colored people. To these schools no part of the State fund is apportioned. 
The local district tax or subscription for the schools for whites must reach at least 
$25 before the district can receive its portion of the State fund, and if a tax has been 
voted at a district meeting and is not paid within four week's the school committee 
is required to add 10 per cent. to the amount and warrant the collector to raise the 
voted amount, with this addition, from the taxpayers of the district, or from such of 
them as may have failed to pay. 
Teachers must hold licenses from the State superintendent in order to teach in any 
State free school for whites, and must make monthly report of their schools according 
to law to receive their pay for teaching. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
No report of tbe schools for whites beyond the statistical statement already given 
has been received for 1879, but there is little doubt that, with tbe standards of teachers' 
examinations advanced and the instruction given at the county teachers' institutes, 
the improvement reported in 1878 has continued. There is, however, a considerable 
diminution in tbe number of teachers reported, as in the attendance of colo~ed chil-
·dren in the schools. 
SCHOOLS FOR COLORED YOUTH. 
The opening and closing of these schools, except in Wilmington, is said by the actu-
ary of the Delaware Association for the Education of Colored People to be governed 
by no systematic rule. Usually, he says, the people interested in the schools assemble 
in their different localities and after an interchange of views as to means, &c., select 
trustees for the management of the schools and then address the actuary, stating bow 
much they can pay a teacher and asking him to send them one by tbe time which they 
indicate as that for the opening of the school. As a rule, the necessary arrangements 
are then quickly made, the teacher is sent, the school is opened, and is continued as 
long as the attendance and funds hold out. 
At tbe beginning of October, 1878, unprecedented energy was shown in getting the 
schools into operation, and during that month 11 were opened, with an enrolment of 
284. The number continued to increase up to February, 1879, when there were 52 
schools, with an enrolment of 2,079. The whole number for the year reached 53, an 
increase of 6 for the State and of 2 for each county, the highest enrolment being 2,249, 
an increase of 33.1 
The colored people have done well their part in this work of the education of their 
children, not only paying their school tax of 30 cents on every hundred dollars, but 
after that paying so much a month for every child they have in school. It was hoped 
that, as they had done this, they might receive from the State some aid and encour-
agement in carrying on their schools. But, although a petition for such aid was made 
at ~h~ last m~etiJ?-g of the legislature, backed by the signatures of 1,500 citizens of both 
political partws m all parts of the State, it w.as not granted.-(Report of actuary of 
Delaware Association for Education of the Colored People for 1878-'79.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
DELAWARE. 35 
Additional pm·ticularB.-Besides the day schools, a night school is maintained for a 
term of 13 week~ during the winter, to give opportunity for useful instruction to youths 
14 years old and upward who cannot attend during the day. In tp.is were enrolled 69 
such youth in the session of 1878-'79, with an average attendance of 49, under 3 teachers. 
The expenses were mainly met by a contribution from a citizens' night school associ-
ation. 
The training school mentioned in previous reports was continued in 1878-'79, and 
also the normal classes for improvement of teachers. Fuller notice of these will be 
found under the heading Training of Teachers. 
The school rooms, with few exceptions, are said to be well cared for. In many of 
the rooms beautiful plants and flowers grow at all seasons. The blackboard's are 
usually filled with outlines of lessons, ma.p drawings, drawings for pupils to copy, 
and ornamental designs. This work, from the order and neatness with which it is 
executed and from the skill frequently displayed, is reported to elicit high praise from 
visitors. 1 Uniformity and promptness of movement characterize the movements of 
the pupils when in school. As pupils who wrote a good hand and spelled and parsed 
well were often found to fail in writing letters, penmanship, spelling, and composition 
were combined in one exercise. As a consequence the papers in the written examina-
tions towards the close of the year showed much improvement in all these points. 
Reading, too, received more attention during the year. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The catalogue of the Delaware College gives the names of 2 graduates and' 3 stu-
dents in the normal course. ' 
It does not appear whether the summer course of instruction for teachers, instituted 
in 1878, was continued in 1879. 
The normal classes for teachers in the city ci Wilmington were continued four 
evenings each week, with attendance reported as equal to that of the two_preceding 
years, the course for permanent certificates being adopted by a most regular and inter-
ested class which numberec114 at the completion of tl1e course. The training school 
at Wilmington, under control of Miss Fraser, although not nominally a normal school, 
is largely a school of practice for accepted candidates for positions as teachers. The 
term of trial and practice is 3 months, after which successful candidates are eligible 
to appointments as teachers in the public schools. A majority of the graduates of 
the girls' high school are a.ppointed as teachers in this way. Since the last report of 
the school used for this training it has been necessary to enlarge the accommodations 
by adding 3 divisions, 2 to its higher department and 1. to the training department. 
The training school is under the charge of the committee on teachers, who are bound 
to prevent the graduation of any pupil teacher not capable both of instruction and 
discipline. A new rule prohibits the appointment of any lady teacher under 18. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
In his r eport for 1878, the last received, the State superintendent speaks of the 
teachers' institutes-to the duties of which he devoted much time and care, and which 
were generally satisfactorily sustained-a~ having been largely attended at all avail-
able points by the teachers of the three counties. Four institutes, each estimated as 
~m-passing the preceding, were held in New Castle County, three at Kent, and .three 
m Sussex. These meetings were made much more useful throup:h the assistance of the 
faculty of Delaware College and other friends of education in the State. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The only schools of this class in the State appear to be one at Lewes and two at 
Wilmington. In the Lewes Union School there are higher English and classical de-
partments; completing eleven years of study in these, pupili; may graduate at the age 
of 17. The two high schools in Wilmington report a successful year. Not including 
the names of pupils in the grammar schools connected with them, the pupils in the 
different classes of the boys' high school numbered G1; those in the .girls' high school, 39. 
OTHER SECO IDARY SCUOOLS. 
The Newark Academy, included in the departments of Delaware College as pre-
paratory to it high r courses, reported 67 pupils in the catalogue last receiveC:. 
1 In the slate work of the primary pupils the supCJintendent Aces a great improvement since the 
graduates of the city trainin~ school came into thfl char~ of it. These graduat s far excel, be tbift:as, 
any pre>ious class of young teachers in their ability to use the blackboard for instruction in wntwg 
anddraWbg. 
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For statistics of other schools of this class and of business colleges reported, see 
Tables IV and VI of the appendix, and the summaries of them in the report of the Com-
missioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
THE STATE COLLEGE. 
Delaware College, Newark, offers a full classical course of 4 years, during which 
lectures are given in classical literature. The scientific course of 3 years includes ex-
cursions for practice in natural science; the course in agriculture, practical farming, 
for which the college uses the farm of the professor of agriculture. The lit~rary course 
omits the higher mathematics and substitutes one of the modern languages for Greek. 
It is especially arranged for female students. Professors, 5; students in 1877-'78 as 
follows: Normal, 3; scientific, 8; literary, 16; classical, 8; resident graduates, 2; 
total, 37. No statistics for 1878-'79 have been received. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE SUPERIOR INATRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The Wes:myan Female College, Wilmington, includes in its courses of study the 
different grades from primary to a comparatively full classical course. Girls of 8 or 
10 years commencing at the primary are passed to the preparatory, where they are 
thoroughly instructed in the English studies; if fitting for the classical course, they 
may, the third year, commence the study of Latin. Modern languages, drawing, paint-
ing, and music are taught. The thirty-eighth annual report gives the number in the 
preparatory department as 31 and in the classical or collegiate as 49, with 6 in a partial 
course. The full course occupies 4 years, of 39 weeks each. The degrees A. B., A.. :r.:r., 
and M. E. L. are conferred, and the college has the advantages of a laboratory, natural 
history museum, and astronomical observatory. At the last commencement 1M. E. L. 
and 2 A.. B. degrees were conferred. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State college, in a scientific course of 3 years' duration, offers instruction in the 
studies related to agriculture, practical horticulture and botany, natural philosophy, 
rural law, and civil engineering. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The State h as no professional institutions. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
TRAINING OF THE DEAF AND DUMB, THE BLIND, AND FEEBLE-MINDED. 
In the absence of State institutions for the afflicted classes, instruction is provided 
for them in the schools of neighboring States, especially in Pennsylvania, and to some 
extent in the District of Columbia. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
!Ion. JAMES II. GROVE , State superintendent of free 11chools, Smyrna. 
[The teri? of this officer is for one year only; buti Mr. Groves has been annually reappointed by the 




1876-'77. 1877-'78. Increase. I Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age ( 4-21) ........... {$72,985 a72,985 . .. --- ......... . --- ......... 
Enrolled in public schools ..• ~ •....••. 31,133 36,961 !>,828 ... -- .............. 
Average daily attendance .......••••. 21,782 23,933 2,151 
··--·· ·--· 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts .....• ...... b39 b39 ... ... .. -............ .. -- .. -... -.... 
Number of public schools ...••.......• 887 992 105 .. -- ........... 
Number of school-houses ..•••... ..... .. .. .. -........ --. 634 ...... --- ......... .. --- ....... -.... 
Average time of school in days ....... c79. 6 d105.8 26.2 .... -- ........ - .. 
Value of school property ...••.....••• 
... .. --- ................ $116,934 ... -....... - .... . .. --- ......... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools ....... 511 635 124 
-----· ....... 
Female teachers in public schools .... 317 335 18 
---· ·----· Whole number employed ........ ..... 828 970 142 
.. -.. -- .... -. 
Average monthly pay ................ About $40 About $40 ................. 
.. .. -- ... ----
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $171,742 $183,311 $11,569 .................... 
Whole expenditure for them ..••..... 139,340 134,880 
··-···----
$4,460 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available school fund ..... $229,900 $243,500 $13,600 .. ---- ......... 
a Enumeration of 1876. c One county not reportm~;. 
b Each county forms a school district. d l!'our counties not reportmg. 
(From report of Hon. W. P. Haisley, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
1876-'77 and 1877-'78. In a letter he says that it will be impossible to furnish later 
information before the report for 1879 goes to press.) 
STATE SCHOOL SY$TEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The officers of the department of public instruction are a State superintendent of 
public instruction, a State board of education, a board of public instruction for each 
county, a county superintendent of schools, and local school trustees, treasurers, and 
agents.-(Laws.) · 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained by the proceeds of the State school fund ; by a spe-
cial tax of 1 mill on the dollar; by a county tax, which must equal half of the appor-
tionment of the Staie school fund to the county; by private contributions, and by aid 
from the Peabody fund. 
To receive State school moneys, the schools are to be kept open at least 3 months and 
to be free to all between 6 and 21 years of age, although the basis of distribution is 
from 4 to 21. The enumeration of children of school age must be made, under penalty 
of $50 fine, at the time of the as essing of county taxes. Teachers, licensed either by 
State or connty authorities, must teach manners and morals as well as the prescribed 
school studies. The school day is of 6 hours; school month, 22 days; school term, 3 
school months; and school year, 3 terms. Provision is also made for a State agricult-
ural college and a tate university not yet established.-(Laws, 1877.) 
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GENERAL CONDITION. 
No information can be given as to the progress a.nd general condition of schools 
in tbe State, for no statistics were received for 187l::l-'79. The time of the State superin-
tendent was -so much taken up with the visiting of schools in different parts of the 
State that he writes that it will be impossible to make out the school reports until the 
close of 1880.- (Letter.) 
The superintendent says, however, in a letter to the agent of the Peabody fund: 
"In almost every particular our public schools have been progressive. The system 
has not only grown into public favor, but the scope of its usefulness has increased and 
extended. The doubts and apprehensions once entertained by the colored portion of 
our population have been dispelled. Their schools have everywhere been in propor-
tion to their numbers, and they express themselves as fully satisfied that justice has 
been accorded them." 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The sum of $3,000 was contributed during 1878-'79, to aid the progress of education 
in the State. Key West, Lake City, Pensacola, and St. Augustine received each $300; 
Gainesville and Tallahassee, $400 each, evidently for colored schools ; $400 went for 
2 normal scholarships; aud $600 were accredited to the agency, a part or the whole of 
this sum being used to pay the expenses of the superintendent when visiting the teach-
ers' institutes held in the State.- (Report of trustees for October 1, 1879.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
As far as can be ascertained, there appear to be no separate officers for city schools 
in Florida. 
STATISTICS. 
The only cities reported for 1878-'79 were Jacksonville and Key West. Jacksonville 
had an estimated population of 7,500, with 1,011 youth of school age, and 806 different 
pupils enrolled in public schools, the average attendance in which is not given. Teach-
ers, 11; expenditure for city schools not separable from that for the county. 
Key West reported an estima1ed population of 15,000; youth of school age, 3,415; 
different pupils in public schools, about 100 of them under the school age, 1,16 ; aver-
age daily attendance, 82Cl; teachers, 17; expenditures for the year, $8,632. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
At Jacksonville there is a school for white children gradecl from a first primary up 
through an 8 years' course, and taught by a principal and 7 other teach rs, with a 
similarly graded school for colored children, also taught by a principal and 7 t acher . 
There is also a high school taught by a principal and 2 as i tants, in which Latin, 
algebra, geometry, civil government, physical geography, and other higher branches 
are pursued. Total enrolment in white graded school, 297; in the colored, 4 4; in 
the high, 52. School buildings, 3; sittings, 950; valuation of school prop rty, $22,200. 
Key West had 5 school buildings, with 16 rooms, valued, with their sites, at .16,200. 
In studies above the grammar grade 0 pupils were reported. The statistics here, 
however, appear to include the whole county. 
The statistics of private schools are not reported, but good ones are known to exist 
at Jacksonville. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORl\IAL SCHOOLS. 
No provision is mad by law for schools of tlli clas , except in connection with t.he 
State univ rsity of the future. It i , however, the intention of the board of truste of 
the Ea t Florida eminary, Gainesvill , to arrange that chool on a strictly normal basis 
~ 1 0. At he latt r part of 1f:l79 or the first part of 1880, a cla s of 20 were pur u-
m a r gular normal course in that eminary.-(Letter from Principal Cater, May 
'1 0.) 
PUBLIC HIGII HOOL . 
Th re w r 15 high · hools r port <l in 1 all of th m graded and ffering in-
struction in the stndie usually taught in high ·ho 1 . In 1 79 the only information 
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received, except of 80 pupils in higher studies at Key West, was in regard to the high 
school at Jacksonville, which had 3 rooms where pupils were seated for both study 
and recitation under charge of one teacher. The number of pupils is not given, but 
that the school is in a flourishing condition may be inferred from the fact that the 
principal received a salary of $1,100 a year and the assistant teacher $480.- (Return.) 
For statistics of any business colleges or other academic schools, see Tables IV and 
VI of the appendix, and the summaries thereof in the report of the Commissioner pre-
ceding. . 
SUPERIOR AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
The State University is not yet in existence; the Florida Agricultural College, which 
was to be removed from Eau Gallie in the winter of 1878, sends no later information; 
and there are no schools for professional or special instruction. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. W. P. HAISLEY, State supe1·intendent of public in.~truction, Tallahassee. 
[Term, .Tanuary 1, 1877, to .Tanuary 1, 1881.] 
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a In 1878 the enumeration being made only once in four years. 
_bThe colored pupils in lementary private schools in 1878 were 4,332; in academic, none; in colic· 
gmte, 244. In 1870 the numb rs were: In elementary, 3,710; in academic (or private high schools), 101; 
ii:J. collegiate, not r ported. The superintendent has no powar to make private schools report, and he 
do not consider trustworthy th only figures available, which are here quoted from his report. 
cin 1879 the number of teachers is only given for 4 counties and for 4 cities. This total is 321. 
(From bi nnial report with r turn of !Ion. . J. Orr, State school commissioner.) 
STATE CIIO L Y TEM. 
OFFICER . 
F r the tate, a chool commi ion ran a b ard of education; for each county ( x-
c p 4 that include the hi f citi ), bo r f ducation of 5 memb , with a cr · 
tarv who act as coun y commission r of ducation; for each subdi trict, 3 trustee . 
OTHER - E TORE OF' TllE YSTE~I. 
th rei. n permnn nt tat ch ol fun , the school ar so. tained by the income 
from the b lf r ntal ftw r ilroa , by. p 11 tax, by asp cialtax on shows and xhlbi-
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tions and on the sale of spirituous and malt liquors, and by endowments, devises, gifts, 
~nd bequests to the State board of education. The basis of apportionment is accord-
mg to the aggregate of youth of school age in each county. Children of the two races 
are to have separate schools, but equal school facilities. No sectarian or section~l 
text books are allowed in the schools and the Bible is not to be excluded. Teac!:J.ers 
must be examined and licensed by the proper authorities, and in order to r~tceive their 
pay must make full r eports t o the county commissioner at the end of each term. The 
same rule as Lo making reports applies to principals of private schools and of element-
ary, academic, an<l collegiate inst itutions having public pupils; otherwise there is 
no penalty. Provision is made for graded schools from primary to high, for evening, 
manual labor, and ambulatory schools, these last to be kept open 2 months when the 
funds fail for the 3 months r equired, and to be moved from point to point wherever 15 
or more pupils desire to attend.-(Laws, 1877.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
A comparison of the statistical tables for the years 1878 and 1879 indicates an in-
crease of 16,755 in the enrolment in public schools, 9,975 of these being white and 
6,780 colored. With this increase in enrolment the average daily attendance was 
dimin.ished by 2,997, but this may be explained by the failure of three cities to report 
u_pon this point. There were 374 more public schools in the State, 1 city and 5 coun-
ties r eporting 32 more graded schools, and 1 city and 4 counties 3 more ungraded 
schools. A decrease of 91 private elementary schools, with 76 fewer teachers and 3,270 
fewer pupils, is reported; also a decrease of 10 private academic schools, with 18 fewer 
teachers and 1,155 fewer pupils. The State school commissioner reports a continuous 
increase since 1871 in t he attendance upon the schools, the total enrolment in 1871 being 
49,576 and in 1879 some 226,627. The average monthly cost of tuition per pupil in the 
present year was $1.19, and the monthly cost t o the State 70 cents. The number of pupils 
studying orthography was 188,513; studying reading, 134,062; writing, 94,568; English 
grammar, 34,589; geography, 37,542; and st udying arithmetic, 78,353. The number 
of persons between 10 and 18 who are unable to read was 85,630 in 1879; of these 22,323 
~ere white and 63, 307 colored. There were also 169,333 illiterates over 18 years of age 
m the State.- (Report of the State school commissioner.) 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The sum of $6,900 was contributed in 1878-'79 to education in this State. Of this 
amount $3,000 were used for scholarships in the normal college, Nashville; $1,000 went 
t o Savannah; $500 to Augusta; $400 to the North Georgia Agricultural College, Dah-
lonega; $300 each to Brunswick and West Point; $200 each to Columbus and Atlanta 
Unbrersity; and $100 each to Rabun Gap High School and Sumac Seminary, Murray 
County ; $800 being u~ed at t he ao-ency for various purposes.- (Report of the State 
school commissioner for 1879.) 0 
KINDE R GARTEN. 
For schools of t his class reporting for 1879, see Table V of the appendix, and a sum-
mary of its st atistics in t he report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
At lanta has a board of education of 12 members ; Columbus, a board of t rust ees of 11 
members ; Augusta and Savannah combine both city and county systems, t he boards 
containing members both from t he city wards and from country and village district s. 
Bibb County, including Macon, has a board of 12 life members, and 3 ex officio elec-
tive members. The cities all have superintendents who act as executive officers of 
the b oards.- (City reports and laws. ) 
STATISTICS. a 
Estimated Children of Enrolmf'nt A v~rage I Number of Ex p endi-Cities. in public population. school age. schools. f:~lan~~~ teachers. ture. 
Atlanta ........ .... . . ... .. .. 45,000 10, 360 3, 760 2, 798 54 $38,083 
t~~~~s ·.·.-.- .- ::::: ~ :: : :::: : 27,012 5, 628 2, 001 '·::;1 32 14-,472 10, 000 2, 863 1, 227 22 12,023 Macon ... . ..... . . . .. .. .. . . . . 16, 000 3, 339 1, 491 949 27 18, GOO 
Savannah ..... .. .... . ..... .. 30,000 7,467 3,172 2, 153 57 25, 000 
. a T~e. e numbers are for the cities alone, exclusive of the county schools wHb wbicl.J they are some-
times mcorporated. 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Atlanta reported for 1878-'79 a higher degree of efficiency in the schools, both a1:1 to 
instruction and discipline, than in any previous year, and this notwithstanding great 
crowding; 4,560 pupils were taught, 3, 760 in the public schools and 800 in private or 
church schools. It is said that the number would have been increased to 5,000 hatl 
there been sufficient accommodation. Of the 9 public schools, 4 of elementary and 
grammar grades were for white pupils, 3 of like character for colored pupils, and 2 
high schools, 1 for boys and 1 for girls, these last for whites alone. The school-houses 
numbered 8, with 51 rooms and 2,750 sittings, valued, with sites, furniture, &c., at 
$95,000.-(Report of Superintendent Bernard Mallon.) 
Augusta shows 1,278 pupils in the common schools for whites and 640 in those for 
colored pupils, with an average daily attendance in the former of 699 and in the lat-
ter of 398, while in the city high school83 were enrolled, with 45 in average daily at-
tendance. The schoolf'l below the high were 8 grammar, 10 intermediate, and 12 
primary. The year is said to have been one of good and steady work in the city 
graded schools, the result being a progress that has· given general satisfaction and 
elicited expressions of gratification from parents who for the first time have had chil-
dren in the public schools after trying private ones. Two more primary schools, one 
for white and one for colored pupils, are said to be required for applicants failing to 
secure admission in the beginning of the year. Before the conclusion of the year, ar-
rangements were made for supplying all the schools with outline wall maps. The 
special teacher of penmanship was able to show unusually excellent results.-(Report 
of Superintendent William H. Fleming for 1878-'79.) . 
Columbus makes no printed report, but a written return mentions 6 school builuings, 
with 22 rooms and 980. sittings for study, all valued, with sites, furniture, &c., at 
$26,500. Vocal music is taught. 
Macon reports 9 school buildings, with 32 rooms and 1,136 sittings for study, val-
ued, with sites and furniture, at $26,500. The schools were 2, ungraded, for colored 
pupils, 3 of like character for whites, 2 grammar schools, and a central high school-
the last 3 apparently for whites. One of the grammar schools was greatly over-
crowded during the year and another building is urgently needed. Not more than 
half the applicants could be accommodated in the schools for colored children, and 
no remedy for this appears except the erection of buildings by the city or the colored 
people, the board of education being able to provide only for the ordinary expenses 
of the schools. The average monthly salary paid teachers in the white schools was 
$47 ; that paid teachers in the colored schools, $32. With these low rates, the su-
perintendent says, the services of experienced and skilful male teachers cannot be se-
cured, and the men employed are usually inexperienced young men, who require two or 
three years' training before they can satisfactorily discharge their duties. As salaries 
have generally been reduced., the board fails to retain even these when they reach the 
point of usefulness, so that there is constant change of teachers, with all the attendant 
evH consequences. The lady teachf\l'S are spoken of as both highly qualified aud more 
permanent than the men.- (Report of Superintendent B. M. Zettler for 1878-'iO.) 
Savannah had 7 schools for whites and 2 for colored pupils in the city, with 9 
male and 48 female teachers. Two Roman Catholic schools are numbered with the 
city schools, indicating that they secure a share of the city money. The appropria-
tion for 187t!-'79 was so small that the board would have been compelled to close the 
schools three mouths before the usual time had not tho teachers generously volnn-
teered to continue their work. The teachers are saitl to have exhibited great fidelity 
and cheerfulness, aud the results of their work are spoken of as highly satisfactory in 
the main. To reduce ex pen es, calisthenic exercises wero abandoned in 1878, and the 
teaching force in the high schools wa reduced.- (Report of Superintendent W. H. 
Baker for 1 78-'79.) 
TRAL.. ING OF TEACHERS. 
NOR:i\-IAL SCHOOL AND NORMAL CLASSES. 
During 1 78-'79 the l gi lature made an appropriation of $6,000 for a State normal 
.school, meant to secure to Georgia the Peabody Normal School at Nashville, Tenn., 
that State having failed to mak suitable provision for its continnance. The Peabody 
fund al o contributinn" a like sum annually for normal purpo es, as oon as the ite 
is decided upon and uitable building are given by the city selected, it is hoped that 
a tate normal chool will be r <Yularly establi hecl.l 
The IIaven Normal School, Waynesboro, report , to June, 1879, the number of 125 
pupils, 25 of them normal pupils; a cour e of tudy of 4 years after finishing English; 
and a principal in charge.-(Retnrn.) 
orma.l in truction is given in the normal cla es connected with the puulic chools 
of Atlanta, facon, and Savannah, and in the teach r 'cia e in Augu ta, where for 
3 years the teacher have taken great intere tin the work and the cla es are acknow ]-
edged to be almost indi peusable to the prop r working of the school system. 
1 Subsequent events have made this transfer doubtfuL 
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In the Uiliversity of Georgia and in its branch, the North Georgia Agricultural Col-
lege, normal classes are found. In Atlanta University the normal course consists of 
the ordinary grammar school branches and the studies of the first two years of a 
higher normal course. In this last young women are also taught ''household science," • 
embracing plain sewing, cooking, and nursing the sick.-( Catalogues.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The law makes no ·provision for meetings of this character. 
TEACHERS' DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
Information as to school matters in Georgia continued to be given in the Eclectic 
Teacher, published in Louisville, Ky. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number and statistics of high schools in the State are wanting in 1879, but 
reports from the different cities indicate interest in these schools. In Atlanta, higher 
and better work was done than during any previous period. There was an increase 
in enrolment in the Augusta high school. There were 48 pupils admitted and 37 in 
average attendance in this grade in Macon, while in the 2 high schools at Savannah 
166 pupils were enrolled and 118 attended on an average. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of commercial schools, academies, special preparatory schools, ana. 
preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, 
and the summaries thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Information for 1878-'79 was received from the following colleges: The University 
of Georgia, non-sectarian; Atlanta University, Congregationalist; Bowdon College, 
non-sectarian; Pio Nono College, Roman Catholic, and Emory College, Methodist 
Episcopal South. All report classical courses of 4 years, 4 of them have scientific 
courses of from 2 to 4 years, and 4 give preparatory instruction. From Gainesville 
College and Mercer University the catalogues for 1877-'78 are the last at hand. At 
that time the former had preparatory and classical courses, and the latter classical, 
scientific, theological, and legal courses. 
The University of Georg·ia, Athens, made no important modifications in 1879 in the 
system of studies, fully described in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1878. The classical, scientific, and literary courses of 4 years each were continued; 
thorough instruction in French, German, and Spanish was given; agriculture, engi-
neering, and applied chemistry were taught in the State college, and the depart-
ments of law and medicine showed no material change.-(Catalogue, 1879.) . 
In the Atlanta University (colored) 15 scholarships were offered by the Peabody fund 
to the colored people of Georgia, the appointments to be made after a competitive 
examination. These appointments were made in the latter part of October, 1879.-
(New-England Journal of Education.) 
Bowdon College, Bowdon, which did not report in 1877-'78, sends a written return 
for 1879. This shows a faculty of 4 professors, 140 students in the preparatory and 
classical courses, and that 2 students obtained the degree of M.A. on June 30, 1879.-(Return.) 
Pio Nono College, Macon, had a class in civil engineering in successful operation 
during 1878-'79. 
. For titles, location, prevailing influence, and statistics of these colleges, reference 
IS made to Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of their statistics, to a corre-
sponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIO ' S FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For the names, locations, and statistics of schools of this class, see Table VIII of 
the appendix; for a summary of said statistics, see a corresponding table in the re-
port of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Scientific instruction is given in the 4 year ' courses of agriculture, engineering, and 
chemistry in the University of Georgia, and in the branch establishment, the North 
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Georgia Agricultural College, at Dahlonega, in which, notwithstanding the loss of the 
building by fire in December, 1878, the studies were carried on with only 48 hours' 
delay, a generally increasing attendance being noted. This college reports prepara-
tory and military departments, a 4 years' scientific course, 323 students in 1878-'79, and 
57 teachers licensed during the year, who were more advanced in scholarship than 
any heretofore sent out.- (Catalogues.) 
The South Ge01·gia College of Agricultu1·e and the Mechanic Arts, Thomasville~ another 
branch of the State university, was opened in September, 1879, with 3 teachers and 
75 students, which number was increased to 4 teachers and 177 students in January, 
1880. The course of instruction includes preparatory, academic, and collegiate de-
partments, the first two not being limited as to time, the last requiring but two years 
of st.udy. This college is only a preparatory institution for the junior claM at the 
university, consequently no diplomas or degrees are awarded. Latin and Greek are 
elective studies; German and French may be substituted for them. Book-keeping 
is also taught.-(Catalogue, 1879-'80.) 
For statistics of these scientific schools, see Table X of the appendix, and a sum-
mary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given under Congregational influences in the regular 
course of Atlanta University, which had a class of 4 theological students in 1878-'79; 
under Baptist influences, in Mercer University, 13 ministerial students being cata-
logued in 1878; and, under Methodist influences, in Emory College, Hebrew being 
taught throughout the 4 years' course. 
The Augusta Institute, Au~usta, a Baptist theological school, educates freedmen to 
be preachers and teachers. ;:;tatistics for 1879 are wanting. 
Legal instruction is given in the University of Georgia, the law department there 
reporting, August 1, 1879, a 1 year's course of 52 weeks, 4 resident professors, 1 non-
resident lecturer, 6 students ( 4 of them having already received degrees in letters or 
science), and no examination for admission.-(Return.) 
The law school connected with Mercer University, Macon, continues its course of 
instruction, which includes special lectures and regularly organized moot courts. 
Statistics for 1879 are wanting. 
Medical instruction in the "regular" school is offered in the Atlanta Medical Col-
lege, which has a 3 years' course of study, and in the Medical College of Georgia, a 
department of the University of Georgia, which now has a 2 years' course. The stu-
dents in 1879-'80 were in the former 110, in the latter 112; the graduates, 50 a'nd 25, 
respectively. Neither of these schools requires an examination for admission.-
(Returns.) 
A. new medical school, the Southern Medical College, Atlanta, was organized· in 
1879, but as yet there is no information about it. 
The Savannah Medical College, which resumed its work in the autumn of 1878 after 
a suspension of 2 ye~ra, sends no later information. 
SPECIAL INS'l'RUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Geor~a Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Cave Spring, 
ends a wntten return for 1879. The number of professors and instructors was 7, 
2 of them being semi-mutes. About 300 students have been educated there since 1846, 
ancl some 84 were still in the institution. The branches taught were the English Ian-
nag '·geography, IS!ammar, natural philo ophy, natural history, arithmetic, and pen-
manship. hoemakmg and gardening were also taught. 
ED"C'CATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Georgia Academy for tho Blind, Macon, reported 3 teachers, 3 a istants, 1 mo.s-
t •r of workShop, and 64pupils in the fall of 1878. No later information wa received. 
~-DUSTRIA.L EDUCATION • 
. A. Atlanta. during the pa t ten . ear m mbers of the American Missionary As o-
ciatiO~ h~ve b n civing practical illustration in a vari ty of home industri to tu-
d nt m 1 school·, particular tre being laid upon the importance of good work. 
A.n h nr ada . 'Ya civ n throughout the entire cour e to the work, which wa under 
ar ful np r:v1 1on. In 1 7 spe ial attention wa paid to sewing, cooking, and the 
care. f the ·1 ~ an for a r>art of the time in truction in the gen ral rule of honse-
ke Pill" was IV n. Iu thi mann r the e stud nt combine manual and lit rary work, 
and a: £itt t b me t ach rs f th ir rae in the outh.- (The American Mission-




fhe thirteenth annual couvention of the Georgia Teachers' Association was an-
nounced to be held in Rome, April 29 to May 1, 1879. The papers to be read and dis-
cussed were as follows: ''The teacher, his duties, responsibilities, and rewards;" "The 
best method of teaching composition to beginners;" "Why so few of our young men 
go through college;" "Utility and mental development in education;" "The educa-
tion of Laura Bridgman;" "The best method of teaching English literature;" and 
on" Geography.'' The evening addresses were from Ron. W. H. Felton, subject not 
given, and from Ron. G. J. Orr, State school commissioner of Georgia, on "The needs 
of education in the South." These proceedings were to be interspersed with decla-
mations, class recitations, visits to different institutions, and committee reports.-
(The Educational Weekly, April17, 1879.) 
A teachers' cq.nvention for Middle Georgia was announced to be held in Warrenton, 
December 5-6, 1879. Among the principal topics to be discusged war:; one on the nor-
mal training of teachers.-(New-England Journal of Education, December 4, 1879.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. f 
SUPERINTENDENT BERNARD MALLON. 
Superintendent Mallon, long the moving spirit of public education in Atlanta, was 
born in Ireland September 14, 1824. His father coming to America in 1827 or 1828, the 
boy grew up to manhood on the paternal farm on the banks of the Mohawk, receiving 
his education in the public schools and at Union Village Academy, where he was soon 
employed to assist his teacher in the English studies of the school. At 26 he went to 
Savannah, Ga., to serve as a private teacher; he then was associated with Mr. Robert 
Mallard at the Chatham Academy in that city ; and :finally, in 1854, was engaged by 
the Savannah board of education to teach a school which became the germ of the 
present school system of that city. After some time he resigned to pursue an elective 
course of study at Brown University, Providence, R. I., with a view to higher useful-
ness. After a year of study, returning to Savannah married, he soon became the 
superintendent of the city schools, and perfected the system. But the climate proved 
debilitating to himself and wife, and when Atlanta wished to establish a city school 
system and offered him the superintendency, he went there, organized the schools, 
trained the teachers, and by long years of faithful labor made the education given 
remarkable for its thoroughness and for the pll!'e English spoken and .. written in the 
schools, while he endeared himself to teachers, pupils, and the great body of the citi-
zens as few men can. After seven years in Atlanta he was offered the principalship 
of the Tennessee State Normal College at Nashville, with doul91e the salary he was 
receiving, but love for his work induced him to decline to go. When Texas, however, 
in 1879, established a State Normal School at Huntsville and called him to its head, 
he went to see what he could do for that great State. The change proved fatal to a 
somewhat feeble constitution, and after onlf two months' residence at Huntsville he 
succumbed to an attack of malarial fever. He died October 1, 1879, and was taken 
back to Atlanta and buried amid the tears of nearly all the people, the highest author-
ities uniting in their eulogies of him and ten thousand persons following him to his 
JZ;rave. Their grief and his work form his best monument.- (New-England Journal of 
Education, March 25, 1880, and other authorities.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OJ!IFICER. 
Ron. GusTAVUs J. ORR, State school commissioner, Atlanta. 
[Third term, January 1, ~879, to-January 1, 1881.] 
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districts with less than 2,000 inhabitants, and boards of education for those with more 
than 2,000 are the officers that have especially to deal with the l)Ublic schools. All 
these are elected by the people: the State and county superintendents, for terms of 4 
years; the township trustees and school directors, each 3 in number, for terms of 3 
years, one retiring each year; the boards of education, except in specially chartered 
districts, of 6, 9, or 12 members, according to population of their districts, also for 3 
y~ars, one-third retiring yearly. Women 21 years of age and duly qualified are eli-
gible to any school office. 
Other officers, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the senate, are a State 
board of education, in charge of the Stat'e Normal University, Normal; a board of 
trustees, in charge of the Southern Normal University, Carbondale; a like board, in 
charge of the Illinois Industrial University, Urbana; and other boards, all workin~ 
under the supervision of a State board of public charities, in charge respectively 
of (1) the State Reform School for Boys, Pontiac; (2) the State School for Feeble-
Minded Children, Lincoln; (3) the Illinois Institution for the Education of the Blind, 
Jacksonville; ( 4) the Illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, at 
the same place; and (5) the Illinois Soldiers' Orphan~' Home, Normal. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The State system includes graded and ungraded common schools, high schools, 2 
State normal schools (with county normals sanctioned and encouraged by the State), 
a State industrial university, and 5 special schools. 
The common schools, ungraded, graded, and high, are by the constitution of the 
State "free schools." They are supported partly tluough taxes levied in the dis-
tricts, partly through aid derived from township, county, and State permanent school 
funds, and partly through a 2 mill tax levied by the State on all property. l'he dis-
trict taxes may not exceed 5 per cent., of which 3 ner cent. may be for building pur-
poses. The schools must be taught at least 110 .days of actual teaching in each year 
by duly certified teachers; must be open to colored as well as to white children in case 
of need; and must have reports made of the attendance in them through teachers and 
district, township, and county officers to the State superintendent at the close of each 
school term. The due presentation of such reports by teachers is made a condition of 
their payment. The smallest range of subjects to be taught comprises the elements 
of a fair elementary English education, while no limit is imposed by law on the ex-
tension of the school course. The select.ion of text books is left to the district school -
officers, but uniformity is to be maintained and no change made oftener than once in 
four years. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The reports of school affairs are biennial in illinois, and no full view of t.he educa-
tional condition can be given for 1879. The school journals, however, indicated con-
siderable educational activity among superintendents and teachers in various direc-
tions. The State Industrial University held during its vacation a school of sciences 
and languages, continuing through July and part of August. 
The comparatively few statistics which Superintendent Slade has been able to col-
lect for 1878-'79 do not, however, show the improvement hoped for, school population 
and enrolment seeming to have diminished, the former slightly, the latter to a con-
siderable extent in public schools, though fuller attendance upon private schools 
partly makes up the loss. The number of teachers in private schools, too, is reported 
108 greater, while of those in public schools there were 582 fewer. rrhe aver::tge pay 
-of men teaching in public schools was $12.62 a month less, that of women increasing 
somewhat. 
NEW LEGISLATION. 
Considerable alteration was made in the school law in 1879, mainly in the direction 
of greater definiteness as to election and organization of district scho(!)l boards, tho 
duties of county superintendents, ihe time of the annual school term, the certificates 
to be held by teachers at the time of their engagement, the indorsement to be made by 
9--istrict officers on the schedules made out for them by the teachers of the attendance 
m tbe schools, and the payment of their wages on the presentation of such indorsed 
schedules to the county treasurer. 
The law r spectiug hooded indebtedness of districts were also amended so as both 
to relieve overburd ned districtd and to secure their creditors; while in cities where 
the common councilmen had been made ex officio members of the school board it was 
directed tuat a boaru should in each ca e he formed by the mayor (the council con-
~rmiug his appointment ) of two person from each ward, one of the two to be sub-
Ject to change each year after snell appointment. 
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EXHIBITIONS OF SCHOOL WORK AT FAIRS. 
As a means of stimulating public school pupils in the performance of their duties 
and of acquainting parents with the results of the training given, superintendents and 
teachers in some instances combined for the presentation of t,he work of pupils in 1879 
at county fairs and at the State fair. These exhibitions excitecl so much interest that 
it is proposed to have at least at the State fair a special building hereafter for such 
displays. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For full information respecting this new'education in the State, see Table V of tho 
appendix to this volume. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
These are boards of education elected by the people, and numbering 6 or more mem-
bers, with superintendents appointed by the boards. 
STATISTICS. 
Number of I ~xpenu~-
teachers. ture. Cities. 
Estimated Children of E_nrolme:J?-t j .A. v_erage 
pop a Ion. sc 00 a.,e. schools. tenc:iance. ul t . h 1 " m pubhc I daily at-
----------- ---- ----·1----- ~ ----
Belleville .................. . 
Chicago .................... . 
E~~:g;: ~ ::: :::::::::::::::: 
East St. Louis .....•... ...•. 
Freeport .................. .. 
.Jacksonville ............... . 
.Joliet ...................... . 
Ottawa ............. .... ... . 
~~~0fsi~~d-:::::::::::::::: 
Springfield ................ .. 
14, 000 4, 532 1, 859 1, 649 
450, 000 35, 000 56, 587 43, 741 








23,512 12, 000 3, 456 1, 786 1, 34 7 
ig:~~~ :::::::::::: i:~~~ ...... i;i32" --------.-29" ·••••······· 
15, 000 3, 700 1, 868 1, 279 35 . -.- .. 3ii; 349 
14, 000 5, 363 3, 600 1, 562 40 5, 332 
10, 000 3, 168 1, 737 1, 658 29 26, 922 
36, 000 8, 513 3, 770 2, 465 56 46, 375 
12, 000 3, 425 2, 100 1, 500 39 28, 327 
25, 000 1 ... -----.... 2, 776 2, 114 44 28, 070 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
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property belonging to the city was valued at $2,138,380. The attendance on private 
and church schools was estimated to be 22,000.- (City report, 1878-'79.) . 
The Danville graded schools are classed as primary, grammar, and high, there being 
27 in all, with one ungraded. There was an average attendance of 18 pupils to a 
teacher in the high school, of 36 in the grammar schools, and of 44 in tb.e primary. 
The cost for each pupil, includmg incidentals, was $8.55 on the number enrolled and 
$13.53 on that in average daily attendance. The high school, had an enrolment of 
102 pupils and 73 in average attendance.- (Report, 1878-'79.) 
In Decatur the system includes a high school, with a 4 years' course which em-
braces as required studies only English branches, Latin and German being optional. 
All but 4 of the 29 teachers in the public schools were women. The cost for each 
pupil, based on the number enrolled, was $13.16; ou the average attendance, $17.45. 
Of the 1, 786 pupils enrolled, 465 were not tardy during the year and 92 were neither 
absent nor tardy.- (Report for 1878-'79.) 
Ja~ksonville reported 7 school buildings, with 1,610 sittings, belonging to the city, 
and valued, with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at $149,700; while 7 others for pri-
vate and church schools had 800 sittings. 
Joliet had 8 buildings, with 28 rooms, sittings -not given, valued at $58,8()8, with 
furniture, sites, &c., besides 7 buildings for private and church schools, in which 
were 619 pupils. 
Ottawa had 8 school buildings of its own, with 1,680 sittings and an avemge of 4 
rooms each, all valued, with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at $80,050. Private and 
church schools, 3 in number, with an average of 2 rooms each, were also reported. 
Quincy tried half day sessions in one school of the seventh grade to accommodate the 
large number to be taught, yet even with that arrangement had more than enough 
pupils at each session to fully occupy the 4 teachers in the school. In some others 
the attendance was diminished from causes apparently beyond the control of the 
board. As respects studies, good results are said. to have come from modificat ions of 
the course made at the beginning of the school year, especially in the teaching of 
grammar, which, by simplification of text books in higher grades and by oral instruc-
tion in the lower ones, was made both more interesting and more effective. In teach-
~g reading, the text book was used as a speller and grammar as well as a reader with 
hke good results. Drawing is taught, but from want of special instruction by a com-
petent master less success was attained than was desired. In elementary science, in 
music, and in physiology, gratifying progress was reported.- (Report for 1878-'79.) 
Roclc Island presents a report giving in snccessive double pages full educational a,nd 
~ancial statistics of the schools of the city for the 8 years from 1872-'73 to 1879-'80, 
mclusive, with a sketch of the school system throughout that period. It indic::Ltcs a 
gam in that time of about !36 per cent. in enrolment, of more than 51 per cent. iu the 
average number belonging, and of 60 per cent. in average daily attendance. The in-
crease in enrolment kept pace with the growth of population and the increase in 
average attendance far outstripped it. The increase of expenses was far below i he 
percentage of the increase in the city. The school buildings belonging to the city 
numbered 6 in 1878-'79, these having 37 rooms, with 1,740 sittings, all valued, with 
si~es, furniture, and apparatus4 at $~4,600. Private or church school buildings, 5,. 
w1th an average of 2 rooms eacn. 
Springfield reports a year of progress in the schools: the attendance and order good, 
the work in the teachers' institutes improved, and the interest in the high school sus-
tained. This school has two courses of study, an English and a classical, both of 4 
years. It graduated 29 pupils in June, 1879, the enrolment for that year being 146. 
~he schools below the high comprise 8 grades or years. Drawing is a part of the course 
1n them; the introduction of vocal music has been proposed, but no definite action 
has been taken on the suggestion.- (Report, 1879.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE AND COUNTY NORMAL SCllOOLS, 
Reports for 1 78-'79 have been received from the State Normal Unjversity, Normal, 
which had 378 pupils in strictly normal studies; from the Southern Illinois Normal, 
Carbondale, with lG normal students ; and from Cook County Normal and Training 
School, Normalville, with 232 students. 
In the State Normal University are 4 departments: the normal school, the training 
department, the scientific department, and the model school, the last serving as a. 
sch?~l of observation and practice under the teacher of the training department. The 
trammg of teachers is the central idea of the university, and, while all the depart-
ments were e. ·tablishcd to assist in that work, facilities are also provided for those 
who d? not intend to enter upon teaching as a profession for life. Tuition is free. In-
struction is given both in the ubjects to be taus-bt and in the method of teaching them. 
The full course n. ually require 3 year ; but tnose who are thoroughly prepared in 
any of the branches can omit them and thus complete the course in less time. The 
4ED 
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scientific department is for the study of natural science in· the illinois Museum of 
Natural History connected with the Normal University, in which are more than 150,000 
specimens. The training department course must be taken by all who graduate. It 
is also open to teachers and all others who may be prepared for its strictly professional 
study and practice. The model department is intended to exhibit the best methods 
of discipline, instruction, and classification, its courses of st,udy embracing all that 
belongs to a thorough education, from the elements up to a preparation for college 
and for business.-(Report, 1879.) 
The Smtthern IllinoiB Normal UniverBity, Carbondale, has 2 departments, normal and 
preparatory, the latter intended to serve the purpose of a model as well as a prepar-
atory school. Applicants for admission to the normal department must l?ass such an 
examiiiation as would entitle them to a second grade teachers' certificate. Tuition is 
free to those who agree to teach 3 years or at least a term equal to that for which 
they shall receive instruction. A record covering the five years of the life of the uni-
versity shows that many more of the ~:~tudents do actually teach than pled~e them-
selves to do it, and that on an average the number of their months of service 1s doullle 
their term of attendance in the university. The institution reports for 1878-'79 ~ suc-
cessful year in most respects, with an increased attendance, a longer term, and a h1gher 
grade of work done.- (Catalogue and report of principal, 1879.) 
The Cook County No1·mal School was established in 1867 by the county of. Coo~ for 
the purpose of furnishing competent teachers for the public schools. It 1s stnctly 
professional. Applicants for admission must pass an examination in the co~mon 
Eng~sh branches and must sign a declaration that it is their intention. t? tea;ch m the 
public schools and to give those in Cook County the preference. Tmtwn 1s free to 
residents of the county. The course of study covers 3 years.-(Catalogue, 1879.) 
From the Pem·ia County Normal School there is no information for 1878-'79. 
ap-
in~ nna ion r p ct ing th 
ach county ·upcriutcnd nt is 
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~o ~ncourage the formation), except incidental notices in educational journals, which 
mdicate that numerous meetings were held, but fail to give full particulars. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Educational Weekly, of Chicago, continued during 1879 its useful issues, discuss-
~ng current questions as to courses of study and methods of instruction and giving much 
mformation as to school matters in this and other Western States. Of the Practical 
Teacher, formerly published at the same place, no information has come in 1879. The 
Educational News-Gleaner was published monthly at Chicago, and the Western Edu-
cational Journal, also a monthly, was projected for 1880 at the same place. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of these schools reported in 187,., was 128. In the absence of a State 
report the number in 1879 cannot be given, but may be reasonably 8upposed to have 
reached 140. The chief high school in the State is that at Chicago, consisting of one 
?entral and four branch schools, the course in the former covering 4 years; that 
m the latter, 2 years. Into this school there were admitted in 1878-'79, at the 
December and June examinations, 770 pupils from the grammar schools. The aver-
age daily membership in June was 1,288. The full course reaches up to the require-
ments of the best colleges. In the division schools the 2 years' course makes Latin 
an optionalstndy. Pupils in these who wish to complete the 4 years' course can do 
so at the central. This and its branches are among the 21 accredited schools from 
which the State Industrial University receives pupils without examination, the 
others being at Princeton, Lake View, Champaign (East and West), Decatur, Salem, 
Urbana, Elmwood, Oak Park, Hyde Park, Marengo, Blackstone, Kankakee, Mat-
toon (east side), Springfield, Monticello, and Warren. Seven others were candidates 
for a position on the accredited -list in 1879, but had not been examined at the elate of 
issuing the University Catalogue for 1879-'80. Including these 7 there were 18 high 
schools additional to the 21 accredited ones of sufficiently high reputation to induce 
tJ;te university to appoint them examining schools for testing the qualifications of can-
di~ates for admission to the freshman class, the examination papers to be sent to the 
umversity for final decision. 
OTHER SECO~TDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory 
schools, see Tables IV, VI, VII of the appendix to this volume, and for summaries of 
their statistics, see corresponding tables in tl;le report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Preparatory students in colleges may be found in Table IX of the appendix. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Illinois IndustTial University, Urbana, has 4 colleges, namely, of agriculture, 
engineering, natural science, and literatnre and science; subdivided into 11 different 
B?hools, among them a school of domestic science; bes1des which there are 2 addi-
tiOnal schools of military science and of art and design. Vocal and instrumental mu-
sic, telegraphy, and photography are also taught, but not as parts of the re~ular 
course. As much freedom as possible is allowed in the selection of studies. It Is re-
quired, however, that students shall be thoroughly prepared for those they select and 
that three distinct studies shall be selected, afi'ording three class exercises daily, one 
of them to be a scientific study. Large advantages are afforded in good buildings, 
extensive and varied ground , and ample means of illustration of studies . 
. The College of Individual Inst1·uction, established at Evanston in 1tl75 and suspended 
m 1 7 on acc01mt of a difficulty as to the title of its buildings, is expected to be re-
opened soon, eith r iu Evanston or elsewhere Its plan differs from that. of other col-
I get~ in substituting for the old class methods of instruction that of giving personal 
teaching adapted to individual wants. 
Twenty-thr e other colleges and universities of the 26 reporting in 1878 send cata-
~ogue orr turns for 1 79, and a new on , Mt. Morris College, at Mt. Morris, reports 
1t lf a. opened for instruction clnring this year. It i. under charge of the Brethren, 
and admit both sex to it cour es, which are collegiate and preparatory . . 
T~ ~ha.nges a~ noted in the courses of tudy given in 187 by the colleges and uni-
v rs1ties r portmiY. In hurtl ff Coll ge the xperiment of self ~overnment by the 
udent b gun during 1 7 i continued and give great satisfactiOn. The stude~ts 
ar or anized into a g neral a . cmhly, with a constitution providing for the electiOn 
f a.p~ :ident, vice pr id nt, secretary, mar.·hal, senate of 15 m mber, and court 
con 1 tmg of a chi f ju tice and 2 as ociate judges. Laws are enacted by the senate, 
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which are valid when approved by the president of the college, and all offences 
against them are tried by the students' court. This government, it is said, has thus 
far rendered important aid in maintaining good order, in preserving public property, 
and in other matters requiring the exercise of authority.-(Catalogue.) 
Of the 26 colleges already referred to all but 2 are under the charge of some religious 
denomination; all but 5 admit both sexes; all report preparatory departments, gen-
erally covering from 2 to 3 years, and some precede this by 1 or 2 years of primary 
study; all have a 4 years' classical course; 13 add to that a scientific course, and 3 
a Latin or Greek scientific course of equal length; while 6 present a 3 years' cour e in 
science, one of the last being a Latin-scientific and another an English-scientific cour"e; 
6 offer other 4 years' courses, 1 of them being for ladies, 1 academic, 1 English, 2 phil?-
. sophical, 1 literary, and 1 in modern literature and art; 1 also reports an academ1c 
course; 1, a philosophical course; 1, a laureate course; and 1, a ladies' course of 3 years. 
Ten previously mentioned train students for teaching either in t~e colle~iate or pr~­
paratory departments; 13 have commercial courses; 14, courses m musiC, and 5, m 
music and art; 10 offer more or less theological instruction; 5 have courses in law, 
and 1 a course in medicine. 
No reports for 1879 have come from Rock River University, Dixon, the Swc~lis~­
American Ansgari College, Knoxville, or ·wheaton College, Wheaton. The Ilh?ms 
Agricultural College, Irvington, suspended in 1878, is to be opened in 1880 as Irvmg-
ton College. For statistics of the universities and colleges reporting, see Table IX of 
the appendix, and for a summary of statistics, a corresponding table in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION 01!' YOUNG WOMEN. 
Besides the opportunities for superior instruction afforded to young women cc1ually 
with men in nearly all the colleges and universities in the State, there are sevem~ C?l-
leges, seminaries, and academies devoted exclusively to their education, the stat1. tics 
of which may be found in Table VIII of the appendix following, and in a sunnuary of 
this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. For statistics of the attendance of 
women on the institutions for both sexes, see Table IX. 
SCIENTH'IC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The chief provision for scientific study in this State is found in the colleg?s of awi-
culture, engineering, and natural science of the Illinois Industrial Univer 1~y, whw~ 
embrace schools of agriculture, horticulture, and civil, mining, and mechamcal engl-
neering, architecture, chemistry, natural history, and domestic science. T~e ~ourse 
of study in all covers 4 year and leads to the degree of B. s. Ample matena.lm pro-
vided for the illustration of the various branches. There is a stock farm of 410 acre ' 
with an experimental farm of 1 0 acres, both fnrni bed with all nee~ ar~ app~ratn_ · 
In addition to the above, courses in scienc or in cience with the additiOn of }:atm 
or of Greek are provided in 21 of the 27 universities and colleges, 1o of them l.H:llng 4 
years' course , while 4 are for 3 and 1 is for 2 years. 
For stati tic of the Inclu trial University, see Table X of the appendix, and for tho e 
of the scientific courses of other institutions, see Table IX. 
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1aw department of McKendree College. The courses of study extend over 2 years. 
No examination is required for admission in any of these schools. In 2, the diplomas · 
~dmit to practice at the bar of Illinois without further examination, if the graduates 
have received all their 2 years' instruction in any of these institutions. For statistics, 
.see Table XII of t.he appendix, and a summary of this in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
The medical schools reporting statistics for 1878-'79, all in Chicago, were 6 in num-
ber, 3 of them regular, 2 homceopathic, and 1 eclectic. The Chicago Medical College, 
the vVoman's Hospital Medical College, and the Rush Medical College are regular. 
The 2 first present a 3 years' graded course of study, which is o.ptional, and require an 
examination for admission of all who are not graduates of college or of some high 
school or similar institution. The Chicago Medical College adds to this a practi-
tioner's course of 4 weeks, which follows graduation and is entirely distinct from the 
studies of the course. A prominent feature of this is its carefully selected series of 
patients to illustrate the most approved methods of treatment by clinical teaching at 
the bedside in the hospital and in the dispensary. The Woman's Hospital Med1cal 
College presents an optional spring course of 12 weeks, and the Rush Medical College 
adds to the ordinary 3 years' requirement (including 2 lecture courses) an opti~:mal 
.spring term of 16 weeks, which, if taken during t.he 2 years, entitles the graduate to 
a certificate of honor in addition to his diploma. 
The Chicago Homceopathic College and Halmemann Medical College have graded 
courses of 2 years, and the first has also an optional graded course of 3. Wome11 are 
admitted on the same terms as men. 
Bennett Medical College (eclectic) appears to demand no literary preparation for 
admission. Its requisitions for graduation are the ordinary 3 years' study of medicine, 
including 2 courses of lectures. 
The Chicago Colleg13 of Pharmacy presents a 2 years' course of study, embracing 
pharmacy, materia medica, toxicology, botany, and laboratory work. 
For statistics of medical schools, see Table XII of the appendix, and a summary of 
this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Jacksonville, gives 
instruction in the rudiments of an English education, in articulation, drawing, paint-
ing in oil and water colors, and crayon drawing; also, in the employments of farming, 
gardening, cabinet making, printing, shoemaking, wood turning, and sewing. It 
reports 530 pupils in 1878-'79, under 23 instructors, of whom 17 were engaged in the 
.sign department, 3 in the art department, and 3 taught articulation. 
Several day schools for deaf-mutes have also been established at Chicago by the 
board of education of that city, for the free instruction of all children whose speech 
or bearing is so defective as to render their instruction in the district schools imprac-
ticable. These schools are doing the work formerly done by the Chicago Deaf-Mute 
.School. 
For statistics, see rrable XIX of the appendix, and a summary in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
EDUCATION OF TilE BLIND • 
. The Illinois Institution for the Education of the Blind, Jacksonville, reports 132 · 
mmates during 187tl-'79, who were tau<rht reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, 
geography, history, algebra, geometry, p'bysiology, spelling, and zoology, besides the 
employments of broom making, cane seating of chairs, brush making, sewing, needle-
work, and beadwork.-(Return.) 
For further statistics, see Table XX of the appendix, and a summary of this in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Illinois ARylum for Feeble-Minded Children, Lincoln, is sustained by the State 
~or the pmpose of "promotiug the intellectual, moral, and physical culture of the 
mmat s, and to fit them as far as po ible for earning their own livelihoou and for 
futu~·c n. fu.l~e sin ociety." The instruction at present embraces only object lessons, 
r admg, wntmg, geography, numbers, and scwiug; no employments have been taught 
for want of a hop building. For tn.ti tieR, see Table XXIII of the appendix, and 
summary of thi in the report of tho Commissioner preceding. 
REFOR::\1ATOTIY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The fllinofs State RPfonn • chool, Pontiac, nn<lertake tho reformation and education 
of boys committed to it hy th · court . Be ide their school studies, instruction is 
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given them in shoemaking, tailoring, cane seating, and other employments. There is 
no report later than the biennial report for 1877 and 1878. 
The illinois Industrial School j01· Gi1·ls, South Evanston, opened in 1877, i~ a private 
charity, an outgrowth of the ·woman's State Centennial Association of Illinoi . B<'-
.sides the school room studies, instruction is given in housework and sel"ing. By a 
law passed in 18i9, friendless or dependent girls without parental care or guanliau-
ship found consorting with vicious persons or wa.ndering in the st-reets or all<>ys, in 
houses of ill fame, or in poorhouses, may be committed to this school, not. as crin1iuals 
in disgrace sent to prison, but on the charge of dependency, to a home aml schooL 
It provides for the legal guardianship of girls so committed, protecting equally the 
.rights of guardian and ward, and makes compensation of $10 a month per capita, to 
be paid by the counties oommitting them.- (Report, 1879.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Illinois State Tea.chers' Association, which 
took place at Bloomington, December 29-31, 1879, is reported the most successful ever 
held in the State, not only in having a good attendance, but also in the character of 
the exercises and the manner in which the various subjects were treated. 
After the address of welcome by Ron. Lawrence Weldon and the address of the 
president, Alfred Harvey, of Paris, Mr. Harwood, of Carbondale, opened with a paper 
entitled "How or why, which and how much," relating to methods and the educa-
tional tendencies of the day. Ed win Philbrook, of Decatur, and A. J. Smith, of 
Springfield, followed with papers on the same general subject, after which paper~ were 
read by Miss L. N. E. Skaats, of Chicago, on "Primary school work;" by M1 s N. 
Waugh, of Peoria, on the value of home influences ancl the responsibility of tc~chers 
in the moral training of children; and also by Miss Charlotte Lumlh, of CbiCao:o. 
"The place and value of denominational schools in the work of education" was di-
cussed by Dr. E. L. Hurd of Carlinville, Dr. W. H. H. Adams of Bloomington, and Prof. 
B. J. Bradford of Eureka. Addresses were delivered by Hon. J ames P. Slade, tate 
superintendent of public instruction, on "Institute work in Illinois," and by Rev. 
Galusha Anderson, on "The bearing of the classics and mathematics on a popular 
education." On Wednesday morning a. paper was read by Mr. E. 0. Vaile, of Chicago, 
on "Non-professional reading," and the discussion of the subject was continued .bY 
Mr. A. ~offman, of Streator, the speakers using the term "professional" a.s a1~phe~ 
to teachrng and advocating such re:.tding on the part of teachers as would gtve mspl-
ration ratlicr 11han informatiou. A fu.rther paper, by Miss M.A. Flemming, treatecl.the 
subject in its relation to the elocutionary art and the combining of the ruccbam al 
with the intellectual in pnblie reading. Another <liscnssiou followed on "Attacks 
upon our public schools." It "'as opened by vV~ L. Pillsbury, of Spring;fi?ld, and 
closed by Mr. M. Andrews, of Gale burg. Mr. Pillsbury expressed the opmwn tha.t 
open attacks are not to be feared, but rather the policy that would starve )l(Jflnal 
schools and similar high r public educational institutions. Mr. Andrews sh 'V: 11 that 
tho public school. have more to fear from fal o friends th:.tn from open enemte.·, and 
ascribed the cleplomble condition of di trict chools to the ignorance and pcnUl'ious-
n s of <lirectors.-(.Edncationn,l Weekly, January , 1 0.) 
COUNTY CPERL'TE ... 'DE~"f ' CONVENTION. 
ILLlNOIS. 55 
Southern Illinois Normal University, aud Prof. S. H. White; of Peoria. · It seems from 
the Teport that the high school question received more attention than any of the other 
s~bjects, and among the resolutions adopted was one expressing apprehension in view 
of the enactment of a law jeopardizing the existence of the township high schools 
and a belief that the ultimate result would be to degrade or overthrow the public 
school system; the hopP, was expressed, however, that the next general assembly may 
repeal the law.-(Educational Weekly, July 10 and June 19, 1879.) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. 
From a programme of the annual meeting for 1879 of the Illinois Social Science 
Association, it appears that the meeting was to be held at Chicago, October 2 and 3, 
and that the topics to be presented were to be '' vVoman as related to the State; 11 
"Concerning what our schools can do jn teaching social science;" "Hospitals as they 
were and should be;" ''Prison systems. and reformatories considered;" "Prison re-
form;" ''Bi-cellular evolution;'' ''The achievements of women-what they have done 
and what they ought to do;" "Woman's work as affected ty the industrial organi-
z~t~on of society;" "A study of Herbert Spencer's Philosophy;" "Literature as a 
CIVIlizer;" "Home culture as the basis of character;" "Cooperative housekeeping;" 
and "The morals of the State, a consideration of some of the higher functions of 
government."-(Educational Weekly, September 25, 1879.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JAMES P. SLADE, State sttperintendent of public instruction, Springfteld. 
[Term, January 13, 1879, to January 10, 1883.] 
, 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-21 ) ..... 
Colored youth of school age (6-21) .. __ 
Whole number of school age . ...••. _ .. 
iWhite youth in public schools .. _ .. __ . 
·Colored youth in. public schools .. ___ . 
Whole enrolment, white and colored .. 
Average daily attendance of both ...•. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Districts in which. schools were taught. 












Whole number of school districts .. __ . 9, 380 
Schools for colored children . __ . _____ . 130 
District graded schools .. ___ ..... _ _ _ _ _ 396 
Township graded schools .. ____ .. __ ••. 151 
Average time of schools in days . . . . . . 129 
Public school-houses .......... _ .... _. 9, 545 
Value of school-houses, grounds, and $11,282,249 
furniture. 
Value of appm-ntus . _ .............••. 
Whole value of school property ... _ ... 
School-houses built within the year .. 
Private schools in public buildings .. . 
Male teachers in such schools .... _ ... . 
Female teacher in such schools .... . 
Pupils enrolled in such schools ... _ .. . 
Average daily attendance in such 
schools. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teacher in public chools ...••.. 
Femal teacher in public schools . __ . 
Whole number in public schools ...... 
Average monthly pay of m u in conn-
try. 
A v rage monthly pay of worn n in 
country. 
Av rarr monthlypa.yofm nin town. 
A v ra,~ monthly pay of worn n in 
town. 
A> rarr monthly llay of m n in citi . 
A . r~" monthly pay of worn n in 
c1he ·. 





















-- - -- . --. . 8, 988 
345 ··---· -··· 
. - .•. - - -- . 8, 643 
. ----. -.-. 3, 750 
9 
132 3 --·- ·----· 
9, 637 92 ---. ------
·--·-··----- .................................. .. 
$11,787,705 $251,058 ·-----·-·· 
394 . -- - -• ---• 17 
8,016 ,. -....... -.. 
5,574 .... -.... -........ 
13,590 ................... 
'37 20 ................ -... 
...... -............. 
..... -- ... -... 
.......... ---- ... 
...................... 













STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These officers are, for the State, a superintendent of public instruction, elected for 2 
years, and a State board of education ; for each county, acountysuperintendentofschooLs, 
also chosen biennially, and a county board of education; for each township, one trustee; 
for each incorporated +.own or city, a board of school trustees; and for each district 
school in a township, a school director.-( School laws, 1877.) 
OTHER FEATURICS OF THE SYSTEM. 
The law provides for the establishment of graded· schools, in which the common 
school branches are to be taught for a 3 months' term each year, the school month 
being 20 days, the school week 5. The teachel's thereof are to be licensed by and to re-
port regularly to the propel' authorities; they are also required to attend the monthly 
institutes and al'e expected to be present at the annual meeting. The sources of school 
revenue are the interest on the school funds (which consist of the common school 
fund, the sources of which are various, and the congressional township fund derived 
from the sale of the sixteenth section in each township, in all, $8,711,319) and the 
proceeds of taxes levied by the State, consisting of 16 cents annual. tax on each .$~00 
of taxable property and GO cents on each taxable poll, all of which IS used for tmtwn 
only. In addition there are local taxesl of 30 cents on every $100 and $1 on each 
poll, for buildings, fittings, and other necessary expenses except tuition, 2 and a tax 
not to exceed 20 cents on each $100, with as much from each taxable poll, to be used 
for the benefit of schools in the place assessed. The school funds are distributed to 
the counties in proportion to the number of children of school age reported by tlte 
annual census made by the trustees of townships, towns, and cities. The law provides 
for the introduction of the German language into the schools if it is required by the 
parents or guardians of 25 or more children. 
School books now in use cannot be changed until the end of the time for which they 
·were adopted, and then all adoptions must be for ten years.-(Laws of 1877 and acts 
of 1879.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The few statistics at hand for 1879 indicate an increase of 8,948 in the youth of 
school age, of $251,058 in the value of school property, and of $42,498 in the available 
school fund. Thel'e was a decrease of 8,643 in enrolment, of 9 in graded schools, and 
of 17 in new school-houses erected, while the entire receipts for public schools fell off 
$164,298. Teachers' salaries were also much reduced in township, town, and city, and 
there were 191 fewer teachers employed. In 1878, Supel'intendent Smart, -in order to 
sJ:tow the comparative importance of the schools in cities, incol'porated towns, and 
VIllages, collated the figures of the enumerators and reached the conclusion that five-
sevenths of the children in the State are taught in country schools. He says that in 
the 37 cities there was a total of 130,192 children; in the 210 incorporated towns, 
61,895; and in the rest of tho St.ato, made up of smaller villages and country, there 
were 507,0()6 children.-(State reports for 1878 anc11879 and Indiana School Joumal, 
January, L79.) 
NEW LEGISLATION. 
Among the acts passed by the general assembly of January, 1879, were two affecting 
~he mauag ment ofpnblic, chool funds. The first requires school trustees, when propos-
rug purchase of grounds or the construction of buildings for school purposes, to secure 
the approval of the trustees of the town or of the council of the city concerned. The 
other requires the school trustees of any town or the council of any city to surrender 
any surplu or special money pertaining to the school fund into the hands of trustees 
or co~ncil, that it may he applied to the payment of any indebtedness which may have 
been mcurred by schools of the town or city.-(Acts'of 1879.) 
LIDRARIES. 
In r gard to town hip libraries an act of 1 79 provides that, if a pub1ic library worth 
$1,000 o.r more is e tablished by private donation in any town hip, the trustees of such 
townshtp halll vy and ollect a tax not exceedino- 1 cent on each $100 of the taxa-
ble prop rty for the b nefit of the lihmry. 
COUNTY 1\IANUAL • 
. A manual of the common schools of Hendl'icks County for 1 79 gives desirable 
mformation r lative to the ystem and condition of the school , with full directions 
de;J~[~ 1~~ of 1875, still in force in 1 77, allow cl an additional tax of 50 cents to pay off bonded in-
2TIJe a ·ts of 1 7!) srem to place 110 limit to the u o of this 30-cent tax. It al o seems doubtful 
whether tho one-dollar poll tax is ontinurd. 
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to school officers, teachers, and patrons of tl;le same, list of text books, programmeS' 
of the institutes of six. months (October to M::trch), list of teachers employed in the 
schools of the county, and complete statistics of these schools, which are meant to 
be divided into 2 pri_mary, 2 intermediate, and 2 grammar grades. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For full information relative to schools of .this class reported for 1879, see Tahle V 
of the appendix, and a summary thereof in the r eport of the Commissioner preceding. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFIOERS. 
Under a general law, the common schools in all cities and incorporated towns are 
governed by a school board composed of 3 truRtees elected by the common council, 1 1 
being annually elected t.hereafter for a 3 years' term. Each city has a superintendent 
elected by the board. Indianapolis has a board of 11 members elected by popular 
vote, a superintendent, 2 assistant superintenuents, anu a superintendent of school 
buildings and grounds. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated ] childrenof E!lrolmer,tt A--verage Numberof,Expondi-
----C-it-i-es_·----l-p-op_u_l_at_i_on_. 1i-s_c_h_o_ol-ag~ ~~h~~~~c ~~tan~~: tertcht•rs. ture. 
Elkhart .................... . 
E(~~~~~~_:::::::::::::::: 
ifa~~~~Eo.~t-:: :: :: :::: :::::: : 
South Bend .......... _ ..... _ 
Terre Haute .............. .. 





















































belonging to its schools, with 90 on the average in the high school, from which ther& 
were 10 graduates in June, 1879.- (Indiana School Journal, July, 1879.) 
La Porte reports a 12 years' course of study in its schools, 4 of them passed in th~ 
high school. The grades are primary, secondary, grammar, and high. The schools 
are said to be gradually advancing from year to year under the c:Ua.rge of self reliant, 
progressive teachers. The tuition revenue amounted for the year H!78-'79 to $18,528 
and the special school fund to ~13,274.-(City report.) 
Logansport reports 6 different school buildings, with 1,525 sittings for study; school 
property valued at $175,500; some 800 children in private or parochial schools; and 
970 pupils over 16 years of age in the public schools.- (Return.) 
Madison reports 7 different school buildings, with 1,800 sittings for study ; an esti-
mated enrolment of 1,000 in private and parochial schools; school taught the full 200. 
days; and $88,000 as the total value of school property.-(Return.) 
South Bend reports 7 different school buildings for its public schools, with 1,835 sit-
tings; special teachers for drawing, music, and penmanship; 4 teachers employed in 
evening schools; and 600 pupils in private schools.- (Return.) 
Terre Haute reports increase in both enrolment and attendance over any preceding 
year; its number of desks and sittings, inclusive of those in the German and recita-
tion rooms, 4,041, in 11 different schooilmildings; andjihe number of children enrolled 
in the schools, 4,035. The percentage of attendance upon this enumeration was 71, 
and the number of children in the city between 10 and 21 years of age unable to read 
was only 27. Of the 78 teachers employed in the public schools, 35 were educated in 
the high school. The number of pupils in the German department was 486, and the 
expense of the maintenance of the same was $3,810. The high school with its 4 years 
of study had an excellent record as to attendance during the year, 284 pupils being 
enrolled and 247.6 being the average number belonging.-(City report and return.) 
Vincennes reports 4 different school buildings; value of school property, $75,000; 
school taught 197 days; special teachers of music and German; 16 private or parochial 
school rooms, with 594 pupils.- (Return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The State No1·mal School, Terre Haute, created for the purpose of training teachers 
for the public schools, includes in its course of studies subjects required by law to bs 
taught in the public schools. There were 520 different persons attending this profes-
sional training school in 1879, and the demand for teachers from this school exceede<l 
the supply.-(Indiana School Journal.) . 
The Northe1'n Indiana Normctl School and Business Institute, Valparaiso, is said to be the 
largest normal institution in the United States. Its course is divided into preparatory, 
teachers', collegiate, business, engineering, :fine arts, and special departments. U~­
usual attention is given to the continuous instruction of all pupils in vocal music, ill 
e~oc~tion, and in penmanship, free of charge. The special department includes t~­
twn m phonography and telegraphy. Classes in all departments are remarkably full1n 
number; the teachers' class alone numbered 919; its graduates, 143, of whom 85 are 
now teaching; the aggregate number of students in all departments was 1,900. 
The Centml Indiana Normal School and Business Institute, Ladoga, has common 
school teachers', collegiate, aml preparatory departments; also, business, scientific, 
surveying and engineering, and musical departments. The business department offers 
more than usual advantages for training in matters of business experience. The num-
ber of pupils included in its normal division in 1879 was G98, inclusive of both sexes. 
. The Centml Normal College and Bnsiness Institute, Danville, had in 1879 a gracluat-
rng class of 55 and normal students, of both sexes, numbering 471.-(Return.) 
The Norrnal Training ancl Kinde1·[Ja1·ten School, Indianapolis, reported 7 normal stu-
dents in 1879 and 1 and 2 years' courses of study.- (Return.) 
The La Gran[Je Normal School, which is a school for training county teachers,. 
reported 102 normal students and a 3 years' course of study.-(Return.) 
The Elkhm·t Com1ty Norrnal, Classical, and Training School, Goshen, r eported 165 nor-
mal student, , under 5 resident and several non· resident instructors.- (Return.) 
Spiceland Academy, Spiceland, had in 1 7~ a normal class of 65. 
COLLEGES IN TilE STATE IIAVL.~G NORMAL DEPARTl\IENTS. 
The colleges in the tate offering normal instruction are: Bedford College; Fort 
Wayne College; Indiana Asbury University, Greencastle; Union Christian College,. 
Merom; Moore's Hill College; Smith on College, Logansport; and Wabash College,. 
Crawfordsville. Purdu University continues the summer school. 
TEACIIER ' INSTITUTES. 
The law r quire teacher ' institute to be held in ev ry county and township in the 
State, in the former at 1 ast once a year and in the latter once a month. To compel 
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teachers to attend, county schools are by law closed during the days of the session of 
institutes, and teachers in townships are forced to forfeit a day's pay for every day's 
absence from institute meetings. It is apparent from city reports and the report of 
counties in the Indiana School Journal that many institutes were held in the different 
counties and townships with satisfactory results. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Except the fact that 33 approved high schools prepare students for the State univer-
sity, no information is at hand in reference to this gmde of schools throughout the 
State, but the city reports indicate that there were such schools in 1879. 
The high school in Indianapolis offered two courses, one to be sel~cted by the parent 
or guardian of the pupil. The mathematical and scientific studies being esAentially 
the same in both courses, choice was aUowed between the Latin language, the German, 
or a more extended course in English. Forty-nine graduates and 385 pupils in mem-
bership were reported.-(City report.) 
Terre Haute reported an attendance of 284 pupils in the high school. . 
The course of the high scho~l in La Porte during the last year allows cho10e be-
tween English and Latin, English and German, and a college preparatory course. 
The law does not compel nor-prohibit the maintenance of high schools, and each 
city may uetermine the course in its high school. 
. · OTHER SECONDARY SCIIOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academies, and prepara.tory departments 
of colleges and universities, see Tables IV, VI, VII, aud IX of the appenuix, anu the 
summaries of them in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The arrangement made by the State board of education for admission to the fresh-
man class of Indiana University without additional examination of all who prPsent 
certificates of satisfactory examination from superintendents of the high schools now 
gives admission to students from 33 of the high schools of the State. 'rhree days pre-
ced~g the commencement of the college are devoted to the examination o_f ~11 other 
candidates, women being admitted on the same terms and to the same pn v1leges as 
men. The degree of A. B. i conferred on students who have passed sati factory ex-
aminations in the course of ancient cla.ssics, the degree of B. L. on tho e who. ha;~e 
completed the course of modern classics, and the degree of B. s. on tho e pa · mg ll1 
the scientific course. Two term arc devoted to physic3.l science an<l two to astronomy, 
the instruction being supplemented by lectures and experiments. Of the 341 stt~­
dents in the university 1G1 are collegiate anu 180 preparatory. As form rly,_ Greek IS 
omi.tte<1 from tho list of studies in which applicants for admission are examm d, and 
great r proficiency in mathematic aud natural sciences is reCJ_uired. Greek, however, 
~s reporteu to be studied with improved advantages under the tuition of a profe or 
lll con ge.l 
.,. Of the other univer ities, Butler, Hartsville, Indiana A ·bnry, Lake. Fore t, and 
Notrf' Dam , and of coll ges, B dford, Concordia, Fort Wayne, Franklin, Earlham, 
Hanov r Ioore' IIill, Ridgevill , t. Meinrad, mith on, nion Chri tian, and \~aha h 
have full pr paratory our ; all have fnll classical and all except Concor<ha and 
mith. on cientific conr ; 5 hav commereial or philo. ophical conr. e , anu 10 h_ave 
nonnal .Ot~r ; and 7 hav theological department or proYid biblical in trnctwn. 
For ,tatJ.t:c _, .·e Tal!le ~X of th appcnuix, and for a, ummary of them, the report of 
th Olllllll ' ' IOU r pr C dmg. 
1.• TITUTIO.- F R TTIE , C'PERIOR IS TRUCTIOX OF YO'L"NG WO)!EX. 
In 1_3 of the univ_Priti and coli g . r £ rr d to ahov , fun opportunity i iven for 
thf' lnr•ber elln atwn of wom n. For . tati ·tic. of in.titntion: . pecially d vot d to 
wom ~~ . · T: hl '\~II of th app udix, auu a ummary of it in the report of the 
omnu ·1 ncr pn· dmrr. 
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course usually included among college departments, schools of agriculture and horti· 
culture, of mechanics, of industrial art, of chemistry and physics, and of natural history. 
All these are special schools and in ad vance of the College of General Science, which col-
lege confers upon students completing its course the degree of B. s., while a diploma is 
granted to those completing the course of any of the special schools, and a degree of D. 
s. is conferred on holders of the degree of B. s. who after 3 years' additional study pass a. 
satisfactory examination in advanced science and submit a thesis. The degree of ana-
lytical chemist is conferred on students who complete the course in chemistry. There 
~ere 195 students matriculated in the year ending June, 1879; of this number 76 were 
m the colleg~, 12 in special schools, and 119 in the academy. . 
No report has been received from the Rose Polytechnic School, mentioned in the 
report of 1877 as having been projected and largely endowed. 
Of the 18 colleges reported, all excepting 3, viz, Concordia, Indiana Asbury, and 
Smithson, have the full 4 years' scientific course. Indiana Asbury University has a 
department of instruction in natural science; it also has a department of military 
science and tactics, in which drill is compulsory for the freshman and· sophomore 
classes and optional for the junior and senior classes. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given in 7 colleges of the State, although t.he only ones 
having distinct departments of theological study .are St. Meinrad's College (Roman 
Catholic) and Concordia College (Evangelical Lutheran). Both of these have regular 
theological courses of 3 years' duration, the latter college having its theological semi-
nary at St. Louis, Mo. Bedford College has a ministerial course identical wit.h its 
classical, except t.hat the higher mathematics of the last half of the sophomore year and 
of all the junior year are replaced by scriptural studies. Butler University, Irving-
ton; Hartsville University; Indiana Asbury University, Greencastle (which bad in 
1879 a class of 30 members), and Union Christian College, Merom, offer some degree 
of religious instruction but have no separate departments. In Union Christian Col-
lege the intention is to establish a regular theological department. A commencement 
~as made with a class of 9 members in 1879, and it is hoped to secure the endowment 
m the future of a chair of biblical science.-(Catalogue and circular.) 
Law.-The law department of the University of Notre Dame is the only depart.ment 
of law connected with any college of Indiana since the suspension of the law depart-
ment of Indiana University. The course includes all the lranches necessary for a 
sound legal education. Applicants are required to have a good English education. 
Classical knowledge, though desirable, is optional, as means for its acquisition are 
available during the students' association with the college. The entire course is com-
pleted in 2 years, with an examination at the end of each term.-(Colle~e catalogue.) 
Medicine.-The Medical College of Indiana and the College of PhysiCians and Sur-
geons of Indiana, in accordance with the wish of the medical profession in the State,. 
have been united to form the medical department of Butler University. The labora-
tories have been also combined, and the instruction will be a combiuation of the didac-
tic and clinical. A separate chair for instruction in diseases of the mind and nervous. 
system has been established. There were 12 professors in 1870 and 179 students. The 
course requires 3 years of study under a "regular" graduate and attendance on 2 full 
courses of instruction . 
. In the Fort Wayne Medical College 3 regular terms are included in the course of 
study under the newly instituted graded course, which during the .session of 1878-'79 
is optional with the students. 
The Medical College of Evansville began its fourteenth regular session in October, 
1879, with 36 matriculates. The college requires attendance on two full courses of 
lectures with 3 years of study. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF A....~D DUMB. 
The Indiana Institution for Educating the Deaf and Dumb, Indianapolis, reports 
39¥ pupils in 1 i9 and 1,271 under instruction since 1 44, the number of pupils re-
cm:e.d and the number remaining greater than anypreviousyear, and o many others des~rmg admission that the buildings will r quire enlargement; a large reduction in the 
onh.nary cnnent expen es of the institution under the new management; 1 the per 
cap1ta cost to the tate only $159.39, whi his lower than at any time since 1853; the 
?Ommon and hin·h r Engli ll bmnches and the cripture taught, and iustruction given 
m hoemaking, cabinet making, cane seating of chair , and farm work. -(Catalogue 
and return.) 
ti 
1 By act of March 6, 1 79, a board of trustees was appointed for tbe Indiana Iuatitute for tbe Educa-T.?.~. of th. Blind, th In titution for Educating tbo Deaf and Dumb, and the tate llospital for the 
...u:;ane, With the intt:ntion of having more ellicient management and uniform government. 
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EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Indiana Institute for the Education of the Blind, at Indianapolis, with 10 in-
structors, reports 126 pupils instructed in 1879 and 625 since 1847; buildings not largo 
enough for all desiring admission; the common and higher English branches taught 
(including trigonometry, geology, zoology, astronomy, political economy, and inter-
national law); also broom making, sewing, knitting, crocheting, headwork, vocal and 
instrumental music, and piano tuning (a class in tuning being first formed in 1 79). 
The buildings and grounds are valued at $372,123.-(Catalogue and return.) 
INDIANA HOUSE OF REFUGE, PLAINFIELD. 
No report of this refuge, either written or printed, has been received since 1877. 
INDIANA REFORMATORY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS. 
This institution reports 66 convicts and 206 girls in October, 1879; of the 206 girls 
149 were in the reformatory department in 1878. In the educational department the 
advancement was encouraging, notwithstanding a temporary suspension on account 
<>f sickness. A general knowledge of housework, laundry work, knitting, sewing, and 
cane seating of chairs is also given to the girls.-(Report for 1878-'79.) 
TRAINING IN ART, 
From the Indiana School of Art, Indianapolis, no report has been received for 1 79. 
The ummer School of Indust·rial A1·t connected with Purdue "University, La Fay-
ette, held its fourth annual session July, 1879, under the tuition of Prof. L. S. Thomp-
son. Instruct.ion here includes lectures on methods of teaching drawing in primary, 
grammar, high, and normal schools, the methods taught comprehending geometrical 
drawing, object and dictation Q.rawing, and perspective. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONo. 
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ments of success in mental training," in which she gave great praise to the ·characters 
of eminent teachers of both sexes. The afternoon was partly occupied by reports, and 
Mr. J. B. Roberts, of the Indianapolis Hi~h School, read a paper on ''Optional studies 
in common schools." Dr. Moss, of the ~tate university, gave an address on "Moral 
training in schools."-(Indiana School Journal.) 
STATE CONVENTION OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The convention was held at Indianapolis Jtme 26, Prof. J. H. Smart presiding. The 
welcoming address by H. S. Tarbell, superintendent of Indianapolis schools, was on 
the relations of the teacher to the public. A committee was appointed to frame a 
constitution for the body, and a paper read by A. W. Clancey, of Delaware County, 
was discussed by .several superintendents, its subject being "How can we best recom-
mend our work to the public ~" 11 What is the matter with county superintendency~" 
was thoroughly discussed by Superihtendent Smart, after which came the subject of 
"Use and abuse of county questions ; " and it was moved and carried that county 
superintendents should be .obliged by the State board to use all the questions on the 
same day and to open them only in presence of the teachers to be examined. A con-
stitution submitted by the committee was adopted, the officers of the convention for 
the ensuing year were elected, and a resolution was adopted that all persons holding 
renewed certificates from an examination ma,de several years ago should be required 
to pass the examination before being again licensed. After an informal session on the 
ne_xt morning, the 27th, in connection with a meeting of the State board, during which 
addresses were made and various questions of school law determined by the State su-
perintendent, the convention adjourned.-(Indiana School Journal.) 
SOUTHERN INDIANA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The association met at Seymour March 19-21, 1879. After visits to the schools of 
the place the members entered on their work, in which teachers of both sexes partici-
pated. After appointment of officers, papers were read by J. R. Trisler, of Lawrence-
burg, on "Our Southern Indiana Teachers' Association," and by Miss Belle Fleming, 
.of Vincennes, on "The power of concentrated effort in the school room," both giving 
rise to extended discussion. On the 21st, papers on "Education and citizenship," by 
J. A. Beattie, president of Bedford College, and "How to improve the country schools," 
by J. M. Wallace, of Bartholomew County, were discussed at length. An address on 
the question" How can a liberal education become general f" by Dr. Moss, president 
.of the State university, was received with much applause. J. M. Bloss read a paper 
on "High schools," which led to considerable discussion during the afternoon session. 
In the evening a lecture was delivered by Dr. White, president of Purdue University, 
.and the association adjourned.-(Indiana School Journal, April, 1879.) 
INDIA.t~A COLLEGE ASSOCIATION. 
The second annual meeting of the association was held in Indianapolis December 
26-27, 1879. There was an unusually large attendance and a commendable interest 
was shown in the subjects discussed. Nearly all the colleges of the State are embraced 
in the organization, which is working to unify collegiate plans and systems. The 
principal topics discussed were 11 American college degrees," by W. T. Stott, president 
of Franklin College, and other gentlemen; 11 Comparative playfulness," by Joseph 
Moore, president of Earlham College, and others; and "Differentiation in the higher 
education," by E. E . White, president of Purdue University, and other colle~e presi-
dents. The president of the association, Lemuel Moss, D. D., of Indiana Umversity, 




The death of Prof. Caleb Mills, emeritus professor of Greek and curator of the library 
in ·wabash College, Crawford ville, occurred at his residence in that place, of pneu-
monia, on October 17, 1 79. Born at Dunba1ton, N. H., July 29, 1806, he graduated 
at artmouth in 1 2 , and then travelled two years throughout t,he West and the 
• uth in tho interest of unday schools. He graduated at Andover Theological Semi-
nar.x in the class of 1 33, and during the same year was appointed p1:ofessor in the 
then newly founded Wah a h College; he taught the first class of students therein, and 
r emained. a profe sor in that coll gE till the day of his death, with the exception of two 
_year:, 18.>4 and 1 55, dming which h filled the office of tate sup rintendent of pub-
il l: instruction. A an intelligent and sncce sful educator he was much respected. 
CHIEF , TATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
non. J .U!ES IT. S~1ART, State superintendent of public instruction, Indianapolis. 
[Third t enn, March 18, 1870, to March 18, 1881.] 




1878-'79. I Increase. Decrease. 1877-'78. 
·--------------------------- 1- -------
POPULATION .A.l.~D ATTENDANCE. 
Yout.h of school age (5-21) __ ......... 575,474 . 577,353 1,R79 a • • • • • •••• 
Enrolled in public schools . ........... 428,362 431,317 2,955 . .... -........... 
Average attendance .................. 256,913 264,702 7,789 .. ................. 
Percentage of average attendance on 59 61 2 ................. 
enrolment. 
.Attendance in private schools ........ 12,265 13,698 1,433 .. ............ 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
District townships .. ____ ........ -- ... 1,119 1,140 21 . . -- ...... 
Independent districts ................ 3,117 3,139 22 .. .. -- ........ 
Subdistricts ...•...... 
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ---- 7,266 7,543 277 .. ................ 
Graded schools .............. __ .... __ 483 494 11 ............... 
Ungraded schools ____________ ........ 10,218 10,457 230 .. .... -.. -.... 
School-houses of brick or stone . _ ..... 894 936 42 ...... -........ 
Whole number of school-houses .... _. 10,565 10,791 225 ................. 
Avera~e time of schools in days ...... 146 147 1 .... --- ...... 
Schoo s visited-- -------------------- 9,029 10,620 1, 591 .. - .. - .... -·. 
Visits made ...... -- .. -- .. ---- .. ----. 12,459 15, 37Ll 2,915 
---$9~;929 Value of public school property ...... $9,335,542 $9,236,613 
.. -- .. -.. -....... 
Number of private schools ............ 136 154 18 .............. 
TEACllERS A....~D THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching public schools .. _ ....... 7,561 7,578 
I 
12 ............... 
Women teaching public schools ....... 13,023 13,!179 556 ..................... 
Whole number of teachers ........... 20,5 '4 21,152 56 
----------
.Average monthly pay of men ......... $33 98 $31 71 ................... $2 27 
Average monthly pay of 'vomen ...... 27 84 26 40 . .. -- ... -- ... 1 44 
Teacher in private schools ___ ....... 435 4V3 5H ................ 
INCO~IE A .. ' D EXPE~DITURE. I 
Total r c ipt for public schools . _.... $4, 840, 856 $5, 2 3, 040 $442, 1 4 I·---·· · · · · 
Total xp n litures .. -- .... ____ .... __ 4, 692, 53 5, 051, 477 358, 939 ----------
TATE CUOOL FU.ND. 
Perman nt school fund .. ____ .. . .. . • .. . 3, 46 , 799 $3, 4 4, 411 $1G, 612 .. -- ----- • 
( J_wrt ~ ~ 1 79 f H n. C. W. von CoeUn, Stato superintcndeut of public in-
struct! n, w1th r turns from the same for the two y ars indicated.) 
TATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICER . 
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Graded schools may lJe established when deemed necessary, and county high schools, 
under certain restrictions, in counties having a population of at least 2,000. A nor-
mal institute must be held annually in each county. 
The public schools are sustained IJy the interest of State school funds and by county 
and district taxes. County taxes must not exceed 3 mills on a dollar of taxable prop-
erty nor fall below 1 mill. Districts may vote funds for school-houses and sites, but 
not to exceed 10 mills on the dollar in nny one year. The amount levied for contin-
gent fund must not exceed $5 and thnt for teachers' fund (including State and county 
funds) $15 f(,r each pupil of school age in the district. The school funds nre appor-
tioned according to the number of persons between 5 and 21 years of age, nnd to such 
the schools arc free, as well as to n,ll who were in the military service of the United 
States during their minority. One or more schools must be taught in each subdistrict 
for nt least 24 weeks in each yenr. Teachers cannot be legally employed in schools 
sustained by public funds unless they have certificates of qualification. The Bible 
is not to be excluded from the schools, bnt pupils are not required to read it contrary 
to the wishes of parents or guardians. The German or other foreign language mn,y 
be taught by vote of a majority of the electors of a school district.-(Iowa school 
laws, 1876.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics show an increase in school population, enrolment, and average attend-
ance in public schools, in the number of public school-houses, of schools in operation, 
and of tenchers employed, ancl in receipts and expenditures for school purposes, with 
a decrease in teachers' pay and in value of school property. The increase in average 
attendance (7,789) is considerably greater than in the number enrolled (2,955), amount-
ing to an advance of 2 r>er cent. There was also a gain in the number of private schools 
taught and in the attendance on them. A general improvement is reported in the public 
school-houses: those built oflogs were fast disappearing and neat, commodious struct-
ures taking their places. An important gain in the qualificntiou of teachers is indicated 
by the fact that, while the number who received certificates of all grades was grenter 
by 1,0 7 in 1o79 than in 1878, the number of those receiving third or lowest grade 
certificates was less by 57 . 
The graded schools have increased in number and have otherwise made progress, 
being gcnera11yin the hands of tho best professional teachers. The common schools in 
general, too, are improved, having better houses, furniture, apparatus, and teachers, 
although their progres has not b en o great as is desirable. Serious difficulties in the 
way of it are a lack of permanency in the teachers and a tendency to subdivide dis-
tricts until many of the schools become so small that interest is lacking as well as 
tho abHity to pay living salarie . tate uperinten<lent von Coelln thinks that these 
schools need a gr ater amount of up rvision than can be given by: county superin-
tendent , and ugge ts that provi ion be made for the appointment of township in-
spector to assi t tb m. It 1 hoped to systematize and unify the work in country 
schools by the adoption of a cour e of study prepared for them by a committee of 
county up rint nd nts. This " eour e of stucly and manual for the ungrn.ded schools 
of tho 'tate of Iowa" ho. h en jncorporatcd iuto tho report of the superintendent for 
1877_;7 , in ord r to mak it gen rally ace sible. It contains instruction in school 
manag mont and gov rum nt and in the theory and practice of teaching, besides pre-
s nting a our of tudy for five cla sin he common English branches and a sam-
ple programme of r citation and tudy for a dn,y. 
iti . 
5 E 
CITY SCIIOOL SY TEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
daily at- Number of Expondl· Avero.gol . 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Council Bluffs reports 10 different public school buildings, with 37 rooms, vnlned, 
with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at $120,000. School was taught on 1Hi of the 
200 school days of 1878-'79. Penmanship was under the charge of a special teacher. 
In private and church schools were about 180 pupils in addition to those in public 
schools.-:- (Return.) 
Davenport had for her public schools 12 buildings, with 107 rooms and 4,249 sittings, 
all valued, with their sites and .fittings, at $291,200. The schools were taught on 11:39 
of the 200 school days. German was taught by 11 teachers, the average number pur-
suing the study bein~ 2,3D2. Music was taught in accordance with a regular course 
arranged at the begmning of the year, with reasonable success. Brief studies in 
literature, with memorizing of choice extracts, were introduced in the year for the 
.first time as a morning exercise, and were continued throughout with much interest. 
Fair progress in dmwing is reported. In addition to the enrolment and attenuance 
shown in the table, there were 13 lauy pupils in ~L city normal school, with an avemgo 
attendance of 8, and 283 pupils in evening schools, with an avemge attendance of 134. 
The statistics of private and church schools are not given.-(Return anu report for 
Hl78-'79.) 
Dubuque kept its schools open 196 days in 9 buildings, with 66 rooms and 3,500 sit-
tings, valued, with sites, &c., at $160,000. German was taught in them by special 
instructors, but to what extent is not indicl.Lted. Besides the pupils in the public 
schools, 1,887 are presented as attending private and church schools, making a total 
enrolment of 5, 718, or about 57 per cent. of the school population of the city.- (Re-
turn.) · 
In Keokulc the schools wore taught 190 days; school buildings, 9, with 83 rooms and 
2,200 sittings, valueu at $100,000. In the city schools penmanship and music were 
taught by special instructors. About 200 children were taught in private and parochial 
schools.- (Return.) 
Ottumwa reports 188 days of instruction, 3 city school buildings, having 24 rooms 
and 1,400 sittings, all valuou, with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at $G7,550. Three 
school buildings, with 5 rooms, accommodated 200 pupils under I_Jrivate or church in-
struction. 
In West Des Moines school was taught 186 days in 1878-'79 in 5 school buildings, 
with 39 rooms, valued, with sites and furniture, at $154,000. In other schools, private 
or parochial, 350 additional pupils were enrolled. 
All the above named cities appear from their returns to have their schools divided 
into the usual grades, primn.ry, grammar, n.nd high. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL A.l~D NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 
The I owa State Normal School, Ceuar Falls, presents 3 courses of study : an ele-
mentary course of2 years; a didactic, which adds to this a year of further study ; and 
a cienti.fic, which is meant to add another year. Only gradun.tes from tho la .. t cn.n 
receive the full diploma of the school and degree of bachelor of didactics. Students 
who complete either of the other courses receive certificates. Thus far the students 
appear to have been almost wholly in the lowest course.-(Catnloguo for 1 i8-'i9.) 
The chair of didactics at the Univet·sity of Iowa, Iowa City, constitutes substan-
tially another tate school for training teachers. The students are members of the 
eni~r clas intending to b come teachers, with any special students who may be 
quali.fi d. The cour e runs parall 1 with the other collegiate cour es of the senior 
y m:. The instruction is by text book recitn.tions and expository reading from standard 
work on ducation, by observation· in tho public schools, and by lectures on ystem 
ancl metho of instruction and on tho organization, gradation, and overruncnt of 
·chools. The compl tion of he cour brings only the regular collerriato d rrr ; bnt 
aft r 2 y ar f nee fnl t aching, that of bachelnr of didacti is be tow d. tn-
d nt in thi · lin of study, 26 in 1 78-'79.- (Uni ersity catalogue ancl1·eturn.) 
a normal d 11artmcnt which in 1 , 79 had 55 students; 
IOWA. 
The Iowa GUy Normal and Tmining School, a summer institute distinct from the last 
named, reports a 6 weeks' s~ssion under 7 instructors in 1879, with 175 students on 
the roll. Several other summer institutes under private control, and similar to this in 
character, appear to h ave been held in different parts of the State.- (Iowa Normal 
Monthly.) 
Amity College, College Springs, presentl:l a normal course of 2 years, with 142 stu-
dents; Parsons College, :Fairfield, one of indefinite length, with 9 students; Simpson 
College, Indianola, announced a normal course for 1879-'dO, and Iowa Wesleyan one 
for 1878-'79; Cornell College, Mount Vernon, reported some aid for normal study in its 
preparatory course and apparently beyond; Oskaloosa College, Oskaloosa, a common 
school teachers' course of 1 year and an advanced course of another year, with 24 
students in the two in 1878-'79; Penn College, Oskaloosa, a 2 years' course for com-
mon school teachers, and 2 years more for such as desire to teach in high schools, with 
43 students in both in 1878-'79; Whittier College, Salem, a summer normal term of 
6 weeks, with 55 attendants in 187i:l-'79; Tabor College, Tabor, a te:whers' department, 
covering 2 years of study, but without note of any students in that year. 
NORMAL IXSTITUTES FOR TEACHERS. 
The normal institutes which are required by law to beheld annually in each county 
by the ceunty superintendent, with such assistance as the State superintendent may 
aid him in obtaining, are substantially short training schools, their object being to 
reach and correct the chief defects observed in teaching. A judicious course of instruc-
tion for them is given in the State report fur 1879, covering the whole ordinary pro-
gramme of school instruction, the philosophy of educat ion, school economy, nncl gen-
eral school room work. There were 90 of these county institutes in 1879, ·with a total 
u,ttendance of 11,951, an increase of 658 on the preceding year. The length of session 
on an average was a fraction over 3 weeks. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Iowa Normal Monthly, a useful and well conducted educational journal pub-
lished at Dubuque, is the official journal of the State superintendent. Besides his 
rulings on school questions and much information as to education in the State, the 
monthly publishes many excellent papers for the instruction of teachers. 
The Central School Journal, another efficient monthly in the same field, published 
at Keokuk under the auspices of the county superintendents of Southeastern Iowa, 
reached its third volume in December, 1879. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC TIIGH SCHOOLS. 
The report of the State superintenclent for 1878-'79, while not giving the number of 
public high schools belonging to the system, says that there were 494 gradetl schools 
and that in 102 of these foreign languages form eel a part of the course of study. Latin 
was taught in 57 ; Latin and German in 22; German in 1G; Latin ancl Greek in 4 ; 
German, Latin, and Greek in 2; and German, Latin, and. French in 1. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory clepa.rt-
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix, and summaries of them 
in the report of the Commissioner prececling. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTIT SEXES. 
Tho report of the State superintendent for 1878-'79 gives a list of :23 universities and 
colleges in the State, with tatistics of attendance in all but 2.1 There were 3,339 
students under 184 teachers in the 21 colleges aml universities, but whether this in-
cludes students and teachers in preparatory as well as collegiate courses does not in 
some ases appear. 
The tate Univer. ity of Iowa, Iowa City, announces that there will be no prepara-
to~·y work dono at tho Ulliversity after U:!79. Tho connection with the public schools 
wtll h closer than ev r, bec~~u e th. uni':ersity will rely largely on them for its supply 
of student . ~Vhen v r the faculty 1s s::ttlsfied that the preparatory work is thoroughly 
don l;y any lngh chool, th t,'Tacluates from that school will be admitted without ex-
ami~ation. Th. r <J.Uil: ment for a~mi ·sion,, full a respects English, German, and Latin 
t~dws, d ~ mclud ~ ole. In1ts coll g1ate d partment th re is a school of letters, 
w1th a ·lass1 al and u, ph1losophical cour e, ancl a school of science, with a scientific 
1 Tho ~ow a ta~o A ~ricultural Coll ge, Iowa S~te College for the Illind, and Iowa College of La.w 
nrc not mcludcd m this snmmo.ry. 
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and an engineering course. Each of these courses is of 4 years. Collegiate students 
in 1878-'79, exclusive of 91 subfreshmen or preparatory and inclusive of 3 resident 
graduates, numbered 221; in all its 4 departments, 561. 
The other colleges-whose statistics may be found in Table IX of the appendix to 
this volume-all had preparatory and classical courses, the latter of 4 years, as a 
rule. Thirteen had also scientific courses of 3 to 4 years. Cornell College had a fur-
ther course in civil engineering; Algona aud Iowa Colleges and the University of Des 
Moines had ladies' courses; Tabor College, a literary course, and several others, men-
tioned specifically under Training of Teachers, normal courses, besides the classical 
and scientific. Nine colleges reported courses in music. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Most of the colleges for young men in the State admit young women also to their 
privileges, among them the State university. For statistics of institutions especially 
devoted to the higher instruction of women, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a. 
summary of their statistics, see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Iowa State Agricultural College, at Ames, is reported by the State superin-
tendent as having a total of 24 instructors and 297 students in 1879. Its courses in 
ngriculture, engineering, and genern.l science for women are supposed to have been 
continued in that year as formerly, though no printed report was received. 
As before stated, 1:~ of tho colle~es reporting for 1879 had scientific as well as clas-
sical courses, statistics of the stuuents in which may be found in 'rable IX. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Iowa Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, Council Bluffs, provides instruction 
in the common English branches and in articulation, besides training the children in 
such employments as shoe, broom, and cabinet making and in house, farm, and garden 
work, and sewing. Instructors in 1879, according to State report, 15; pupils, 135. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Iowa College for the Blind, Vinton, gives its pupils a training in the common 
and higher English studies, including music, and in broom, mattress, and basket 
making, cane seating, sewing, knitting, crocheting, and bead work. Instructors in 
1879, according to State report, 15; students, 141. 
TRAINING OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Iowa State Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children, Glenwood, embraces in its 
plan for training this class special attention to their physical development and well 
bein~. Besides the common English branches, the simpler Kindergarten methods are 
taugnt; also, calisthenics, singing, &c. Instructors, 5; pupils, 133.- (State report 
for 1879.) 
TRAINING OF ORPHANS. 
At the Iowa State Soldiers' Orphans' Home, Davenport, there were reported to the 
State superintendent 3 instructors and 160 pupils.-(Statereport, 1879.) 
REFORM SCHOOLS. 
The State superintendent makes report for 1878-'79 of the Iowa State Reform 
School, Eldora, and tho Iowa State Reform School for Girls, Mount Pleasant, but 
gives no facts additional to the number of teachers and inmates. At Eldora the 
teachers numbered 4; the pupils, 182. At Mount Pleasant, teachers, 2; pupils, 65.-
( State report for 1879.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The Iowa State Teachers' Association met at Independence December 29-31, 1879. 
A much larger number than usual was in attendance, the enrolment being 205. After 
the address of welcome, a, number of five minute speeches were made, one by President 
J. L. Pickard, of the State university. President Pickard contrasted this with the 
first teachers' association he ever attended, in a neighboring State, where five got 
together, each with a paper to read to the other four. Superintendent von Coelln 
made a short speech deprecating unnecessa,ry legislative interference with the school 
law; disapproving of the passage of a compulsory education law, he thought that 
better results would be obtained by establishing a reform school and compelling 
children not in other schools to attend it, such school to be educational and not penal. 
'rhe first paper of the following day was by Prof. S. S. Boyd, of Parsons College, on 
"How may the high schools be strengt;hened and built up in popular favod" This 
was discussed by Superintendents Saunderson, Young, Armstrong, and Akers, all of 
whom strongly advocated the high schools and deprecated any attempt to weaken 
them. Papers were reacl on "How to get the greatest good from the public expendi-
tures for schools," by Superintendent Lewis, of Washington; on "What are the funda-
mentals of ::m education 7" by R. B. Huff, of Columbus Junction; on'' Individuality in 
the school room," by Miss Menza Rosecranz, of SifiO'ourney; and on "Education at hom0 
and abroad," by Prof. H. K. Edson, of Iowa Co cge. The prcsidentls inaugural ad-
dress discussed Kindergarten methods, religious teaching in the schools, the county 
superintendency, normal institutes, inclucljng the State normal institute and the State 
Normal School. He expressed, jn the strongest terms, approval of the work done in 
the teachers' institutes, but said he thought the State normal institute, which was in-
tended to prepare conductors for work in the county institutes, had failed to accom-
plish what was expected of it, and advised the incorporation of the institute with the 
State Teachers' As ociation. 
The exercises of tho third day commenced with a paper by Superintendent W. E. 
Pa.rker on'' Teachers' examinations." A paper by Dr. Pomeroy on "Academic in-
trnction jn normal schools-where begin and where end," and another, discussing this, 
by ~rof. H. IT. Cox, were reacl. Dr. Mark Ranney, superintendent of the asylum for 
th msanc, reMl a pap r on the question, "How may education be so directed as to 
c~unt rae~ tho tendencies to insanity " and the subject was continued by Dr. Spaul-
dmg, president of the Iowa vV sleyan Univer ity. Superintendent J. ,V. John ·on, of 
KnOA'"Yill , read a paper on " oes the -public school lay a good moral foundation f" 
Prof. J. Warnli, of Le Mars, addressed the association at length on "Our institute 
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system: are its results adequate to its cosU" The exercises closed with an ad(lress 
on Darwinism, by Rev. Mr. McClute, of Iowa City.-(Iowa Normal Monthly.) 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS' CONVENTION. 
The convention held its session July 1 and 2, 1879, President Rowley presiding. The 
question" Whatrelativevalue should be given to scholarship and success in teaching ~" 
was opened by Superintendent Ewart and participated in by the superintendents from 
Cedar, Polk, Jasper, Worth, Decatur, and others. On motion of the State superintendent, 
the question was referred to a committee of three, which reported subsequently that 
scholarship and success in teaching should both be exacted; also, that the county super-
intendent's judgment on both should be recorded in the teacher's certificate and should 
affect its grade. State Superintendent von Coelln spoke on "What course of instruc-
tion should be given in county norms,! institutes to enable teachers to make uniform 
r eports to district secretaries~" and suggested that conductors should give a lesson 
on the subject. On motion, the State superintendent was requested to issue a circular 
to county superintendents instructing teachers not to consider pupils members of t.he 
school after an absence of six consecutive half days. Other subjects discussed were 
"What course of primary instruction should be given in county institutes~" "Advisa-
bility of uniform text books for normal institutes," and the propriety of introducing 
Kindergarten metho<.ls into the institutes.-(Iowa Normal Monthly, August, 1879.) 
ASSOCIATION OF PRINCIPALS AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The association met at Clear Lake July 1-3, 1879, President H. H. Seerley in the cbair. 
There were tl6 delegates present and 27 others sent in contributions. Of those attend-
ing, 30 were county superintendents. The topics discussed were "Literature in high 
anu grammar schools," ''Efficient city supervision," "vVhat can be best dispensed with 
in our courses of study'" "Use of the title professor," "How can we secure better 
primary instruction P and "Are we guilty of cmmming~"-(Iowa Normal Monthly, 
August, 1879.) 
STATE NORMAL INSTITUTE . 
This institute, meant to instruct the conductors of county normal institutes in the 
best methods of procedure at their own institutes, met June 30 at Cedar Lake, and con-
tinued till July 4. The meetings were conducted by Superintendent von Coelln, assisted 
by Professor Graham, of Wisconsin. The latter gave it as his judgment that in the 
oonduct of institutes t:Uere should be a well defined purpose in view; that the les on 
should ue suited to the neel1s of tho class; that no more should be attempted than 
those present can thoroughly comprcheml; that the conductor should secure atten-
tion by intellectual activity and by gathering t.hrough simultaneous answers what 
his audience already know, while he shonld endeavor to stimulate and arouse the 
people. Much else that was jnteresting was presented in different addresses, for men-
tiou of which there is no space here.- (Iowa Normal Monthly, August, 1879.) 
ORATORICAL CONTEST. 
An interstate oratorical contest between delegates from the colleges of the North-
w e twas heM at Iowa City in May, 1 79, in which five States were represented. T~e 
1·cpre entative of Wisconsin tate Universit.y took the first prize and that of Oberlin 
College the second.- (Educational Weekly, 1879.) 
IIIGII SCIIOOL ASSOCIATION. 
An a ociation ntitled the Inter High School Association of Eastern Iowa wa or-
ganiz <l in May, 1 9, it object being to hold annual literary contests in which a h 
chool participating hall be r pr ontell by the successful competitor in its annual 
h ome coutc t.-(Iowa Tormal Monthly, June, 1879.) 
CHIEF TATE SCIIOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. C. W. vo_· COELL.· , tate superintendent of public instruction, Des Moines. 





1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) ............ 266,575 312,231 45,656 - .. -- ........ - .. 
En.rolled in. public schools ............ 177,806 208,434 30,628 ...................... 
Average daily at tendance ....•...... 106,932 123,715 16,7tl3 ...... -...... -.... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ............ 5,136 5,622 486 ....... -........ - .... 
Number of school districts r~:~porting .. 5,002 5,471 469 ..................... 
Number with graded course of study .. 68l 1,193 512 ..................... 
Number with uniform text books ..... 1,731 4,6:n 2,900 ........................ 
Number owning the text books ....... 568 578 10 ............. .. ........ 
Number with three months' school or 4,.584 4,916 332 ...................... 
more. 
Number of log school-houses ......... 246 338 92 ....................... 
Number of frame school-houses ....... 3,475 3,742 267 ........................ 
Number of brick school-house& .. _ .... 157 159 2 ..................... 
Number of stone school-houses ..••••. 642 701 59 ............... .. ........ 
Number of all kinds ............... - .. 4,520 4,932 41;! .. -......... - .... -
Number built during the year ...•.... 354 414 60 /···· ···-·· Cost of these as r~ported ............. $240,403 $258,082 $17,679 ·······-·· 
Valuation of all school property ...... 4,527,227 4,391,566 ....... -..... -...... $135,()01 
Average time of school in days ....... 113 124 1l ...................... 
School rooms for study and recitation. 5,145 5,6~6 481 .. -........ - ....... 
Schoolrooms for r ecitation only .•••.. 81 94 13 ~ ..... -.............. 
TEACIIEUS AND THEIR PAY. 
Teachers of grade A in public schools. 458 582 124 . ---- ........... 
Toachers of grade. one (one year) ...... 2,402 2,694 292 .. - ... -- ..... -..... 
Teachers of grade two (six months) ... 3,499 3,650 151 ..... -- .... -.... 
Men teaching in public schools ....... 2.861 3,161 300 .... -- .... - ....... 
Women teaching in the public schools. 3;498 3,761 263 
. -.-- ..... -. 
Total teachers in public schools ...... 6,359 6,922 563 
...... --. ----
Average monthly pay of men ......... $33 68 $31 6:J 
......... ·-·· $2 03 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 27 10 25 30 . -............ 1 80 
INCOllffi AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $1, 803,303 $1, 868, 563 $35,260 .................... 
Whole expenditure for them ......... 1,541,417 1,590,794 49,377 .................. 
STATE SCIIOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent available fund. a$1,449,223 $1,601,632 $152,409 .................. 
Estim::tt e1l eventual a.mount ••••••.... 10,000,000 10,000,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . --- --- ...... -- . 
a .Amount actually in the treasury. 
(From report of Hon. Allen B. Lemmon, State superintendent of public instruction, 
for 1877-'78 and special r;.}turns from the same for 1878-'79.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The general supervision of chool interests for the State is intrusted to a State 
superintendent of public instructio:a, chosen every two years by the people. A State 
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board of education, composed of the chancellor of the university, the president of tho 
a.gricultural college, and the principals of the State normal schools, aids him in tho 
examination of teachers for State diplomas and certificates. A State board of com-
missioners for the management and investment of the school funds is constituted by 
associating with him the secretary of state and attorney general. 
The supervision of school interests in counties is given to county superintendents of 
public instruction, of whom one for each county is chosen biennially by tho people. 
He and two other persons appointed by the county commissioners to act with him 
constitute a county board to examine teachers. 
School interests in districts are supervised by a district board, composed of a direc-
tor, clerk, and treasurer, one member of which is elected at each annual district meet-
ing by the people. 
For school officers of cities, see City School Systems further on. 
OTIIER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Tho schools of the State are of all grades . . State aid is given to all (listricts that 
keep a school open for at least 3 months each year, teach the prescribed branches 
through duly licensed teachers, and make the prescriued reports through the proper 
officers. The apportionment of the aid is by the State ::mel county superintendents, on 
the basis of the number of school children (5 to 21 years old) reported by each district 
clerk. The State also aids county ancl union institutes held according to law for the 
improvement of teachers in the public schools, the condition being that at least 50 
persons shall have registered themselves to attend such an institute and bear their 
proper share of the expenses. The means for all aid in these directions como from the 
income of a State school fund au d. the proceeds of a State tax of one mill on the dollar, 
which districts are expected to supplement by a local tax of not more than 1 per cent. 
for teachers and 1 per cent. for buildings. All child.ron of school age residing in a 
district where a public school is held are to be admitted. free to it for instruction in 
the branches prescribed by law,1 and those from 8 to 14 years of a~e must attend at 
least 12 weeks in each year, unless excused by the school authorities or taught else-
where. 'l'eachers must keep the legally prescribed register of attendance, deportmenti 
and recitations of pupils, .and :file this with the district clerk at the close of each schoo 
term, or forfeit the last month's pay. They may read the Bible in their schools, but 
must not introduce sectarian religious doctrine. Districts may tax themselves for 
chool district libraries containing only works of real information. Women arc au-
thorized to vote at district school meetings, and, by a legal decision in 1676, may bold. 
even the office of county superintendent. 
GENERAL CO~TDITION. 
In the absence of a State report, which is now issued only once in two years, the 
statistics kindly furnished by the superintendent supply the only official information 
on this point. These indicate, however, a gratifying progress, nearly three-fourths of 
the 45,656 additional children of school age having been enrolled in public schools, 
with a proportionate addition to the rolls of private schools, while more than half of 
tho e enrolled w re held in average daily attendance, a large proportion for a thinly 
settled tate. The additional teaching force and school accommodations kept fairly 
up to the increa e of school population, there being 481 more schools and 563 more 
t acher . The income for school purposes increa d. $65,260, and the xp nditur 
9,377. The monthly pay of teacher , however, was considerably reduced., 2.03 in 
theca e of men and '1. 0 in that of women. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For in£ rmation as to Kindergarten training, see Table V of the appendix following; 
for a. summary of statistics, the report of the CommisBioner preceding. 
CITY CITOOL YSTEl\1 
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selectecl by the boarcl, may serve as a committee for examining all teachers for the city 
schools. 
STATISTICS. 
I I Average Cities. Estima~ed Children of Ei~~~£ft! daily at- Number of Expendi-populat10n. school age. schools. ten dance. teachers. ture. 
Lawrenoo . ....•.....•• .•••.• , 7, 9121 2, 813 1, 618 1, 081 181 $25,144 Topeka ___________ ______ _ •. _ 12, 500 2, 816 1, !)35 1,607 so 19,682 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Lawrence had 10 school builclings in 1878-'79, with 17 rooms for both stucly ancl 
recitation and 2 for recitation only, valued, with buildings, sites, &c., at $100,000. 
The course of study covers 10 years; the school year consists of tlt months, and half 
day sessions were resorted to in 1878-'79. There were 150 more special promotions 
than in 1·he previous year, 294 more at the close, 179 fewer failures in recitation, and 
113 more pupils at the end of the year. Considerable advance was made in the 
teaching of language, the pupils being allowed to eschew definitions and apply them-
selves 'to word learning and sentence making, punctuation, and capitalization. They 
were taught to criticise and improve defective sentences written on the blackboard. 
Technical grammar was omitted ii·om all grades below the sixth, and not one pupil 
failed in the study. Spelling, too, was successfully taught.- (Report of board and of 
Superintendent Vvilliam A. Boles.) · 
Topeka reported. for 1878-'79 an increase of 862 children of school age, exceeding con-
siderably the school accommodations and making necessary a large increase of school 
room. Of the additional children, 300 were added to those previously in the schools, 
and good average attendance was secured. The instruction in music was discontinued. 
Valuation of school property, $111,000.- (Reports of president and superintendent.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The State Normal Schools at Concordia and Leavenworth were suspended in 1876 
from wa11t of legislative appropriation. The school at Emporia was continued by the 
principal and teachers on the basis of tuition fees. 'l'he building was burned in Octo-
ber, H:l78, and the school was carried on under great difficulties; but with an increased 
endowment fund and a State appropriation new buildings were erected. The recordH 
having been burned, there is no report of the number of students in 1878-'79, but under 
7 instructors 12 students were gra.uuated, and the endowment fund proved sufficient 
to meet the ordinary expenses. There are 2 English courses, an elementary one of 2 
years and a scientific one of 3. A Latin and scientific course of 4 years is announced 
for 1880. There are also preparatory classes and a practice school.-(Circular and 
return.) 
In the State university, Lawrence, normal instruction is also given in three years' 
courses, under legislative requirement, and the catalogue for 1878-'79 showed 23 
students in these courses, the classes of the preparatory department serving as a prac-
tice school. 'l'here is a special professor in charge, but the academic studies of the 
course are pursued in tho regular college classes. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Southeastern Normal School and the Kansas Normal College and Business In-
stitute, at Fort Scott, and the Kansas Normal School and Business Institute, Paola, 
present elementary English, scientific, and classical courses of one year each for teachers 
anu others, as well as bnsiness courses and preparatory classes, these last serving to 
some extent a practice schools. The first, with 6 instructors, hac144 pupils in its prepara-
tory cour ·ei 16 in its elementary teachers' course and 14 in t.ho scientific in 1878-'79, 
with none m tho classical. Tho second, at the close of 1879, under 8 instructors, had 
26 in preparatory studic , 43 in the teachers' elementary, 23 in the scientific, and 2 in 
the classical cour e. The thir<J, with 4 instructors, made no report of the number of 
studeuts.-(Circular of 1878-'79 and 1tl79-'80.) 
At Baker University, Baldwin, tho catalogue of 1879-'80 shows a normal course of 
3 year , incluuinrr Latin from the outset and aid to embrace all the branches covered 
by an ex:tmination for a State certificate. At Highland University, Highland, with 
which the former tate up rintcndcnt, H. D. McCarty, is connected, students wishing 
to :fit th m lve for teaching ar offer d speci:tl instruction in the branches to be 
taught in th public schools and in m thocls of teaching. Lane University, Lecomp-
ton, prcseuts for 1 79-' 0 a teacher ' course of 2 years in higher English ~:~tuilies, and 
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Ottawa Univers:.ty, Ottawa, announces one of 3 years. No statistics of normal cla scs 
are given by any of these collegiate institutions.-(Catalogues a.nu circulars.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
In each county of the State or in each two or more adjoining counties uniting for 
this purpose, the county superintendents are required to hold annually 4 weeks' nor-
mal institutes for the instruction of tea.chers and of persons desiring to teach. The e 
institutes serve as summer normal schools and do much to improve the teaching. 
The expenses are met by the fees paid by teachers for examinations and a. registra-
tion fee from each attendant on the institutes, with a small allowance ii·om the 'tate. 
The course in them covers 3 years. A State normal institute is also annually helcl 
under the direction of the State superintendent. 
At Lawrence an institute for the improvement of the teachers in the city schools is 
held every a.lternate Saturday. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Kansas Collegiate and the University Courier, two papers edited and published 
by associations of students at the Sta.te university, afford some information as to higher 
education in tho State. The Industrialist, published weekly a.t Manhattan, in the 
interest of the State Agricultural College there, gives much intelligence rcspectinn· 
that college and its work, with some respecting the common schools. The Education-
alist, a monthly school journal, was started at Emporia January, 1879. Our 'chools, 
another monthly, begun at the sa.me time at La.wrence, has not been hea.rd from inco 
July, 1879. A small monthly, the Cowley County Teacher, was begun at Winfield 
October, 1879. Others were projected for 1880. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Semiofficial information in U:l78 ma.de the number of schools of this class about 60 
in that year. It is not likely that this number has diminished, in view of the pro:;-
perit.y that bas marked the State since then. Only 5, however, were recognizc(l a1:1 
preparatory to the State university in 1879, on giving evidence of having a 3 years' 
course conformed to the preliminary requirements of the university. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges and private academic schools in this State, see 
Tables IV and VI of the appendix following: and for summaries of th ir statistic , the 
corresponding ta.bles in the report of the Commissioner preceding. For preparatory 
departments of colleges, see Tables IX and X of the appendix. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
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male Seminary of Topeka," and chartered and reorganized under its present title in 
ltl72. It has primary, preparatory, and collegiate departments, the last presenting a 
well arranged 3 years' course. Its catalogue for 1878-'79 showed 18 instructors, 29 
students in the collegiate department, 45 in the preparatory, and 28 in the primary. 
The State university anu all the chartered colleges for young men, except +,he 2 
:Roman Catholic ones, are open to young women in common with yotmg men.-(Cata-
logues and returns.) 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, has a general course of 4 years, with 
departments of practical agriculture, botany and horticulture, chemistry and physics, 
English language, mathematics, history and philosophy, physiology, zoology, ento-
mology, &c. The natural sciences are taught with special reference to such pecu-
liarities of geological structure and animal or insect life as bear on horticultural and 
farming -work. Instruction is also given in some of the industrial arts, as carpentry, 
printing, telegraphy, sewing, and cookery, while to a class of young ladies there is 
annually given a course of lectures on household chemistry as related to the prepara-
tion of food and preservation of fruits ::mel meats. For statistics, see Table X of the 
appendix.-(College announcement in The Industrialist.) 
Scientific courses, as before noted, are found also at the University of Kansas, Law-
rence, and at 5 of the denominational colleges, these being generally modifications of 
the ordinary collegiate course by the substitution of scientific branches and modern 
languages for literature and Greek. Volunteer classes in natmal science were formed 
at St . .Benedict's College, Atchison, in1879.-(Catalogues.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction, under the auspices of the Protestant Episcopal Church, was 
given at the Kansas Theological School, Topeka, in 1879. The bishop of the diocese 
and one of his clergy were the instructors. No return of attendance for the year has 
been received. 
Legal instruction is now given in the law department of the University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, established in 1878, the course including 2 annual terms, each of7 months. 
The degree of bachelor of l::l.w will be conferred on such graduating members oftho 
senior class as pass successfully the final examination and are recommended by the 
examining committee and the faculty and approved by the board of regents. Its 
students in 1878-'79 numbered 13.-(Catalogue of university, 1878-'79.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Kansas Institution for Educating the Deaf and Dumb, Olathe, under control of 
the State board of charities, reported for 1878-'79 a total of 108 pupils, under 5 in-
structors. In all, 236 had received instruction in the school since its foundation in 
1866. The branches of study in school are wholly English, chiefly arithmetic, geogra-
phy, and history. The employments taurrht in the shops were cabinet making, shoe-
making, and printing. Some apparatus ~or illustrat ing physics was possessect. The 
school owned 175 acres of land and estimated its grounds, buildings, and apparatus 
as worth $47,028.-(Return for year ending June 30, 1879.) 
EDUCATION OF TilE BLIND. 
The State institution devoted to this purpose, at Wyandotte, makes no return of its 
statistics for 1879, and as the printed reports are now issued only biennially there is 
no means of making up this deficiency from that source. In 1878 it reported a total 
attendance of 45, under 5 instructors. It had a full course of English studies in the 
school, with reading in Boston elevated type and New York point and writing in the 
latter. In the workshops boys were taught broom and Lrush making and girls were 
taught to make palm leaf hats. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
Tho State ·r n.chers' As ociation held its annual session for 1879 iu the State univer-
sity building at Lawr nc June 16-20. A bout 200 were in attendance, among them 
the Unit d tates Commission r of Education. The New-England Journal of Educa-
tion r port u tho m eting to have Leen nthusiastic and effective, but no report of its 
pr c <ling. oth r than the lection of offic rs has r ached the Bureau. The pro-
g:-amruo indicated the int ndccl discussion of such euucational topics as ''Distlict 
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schools," "The place and value of denominational schools in the educational system 
of a State," "The means of cultivating in the schools a taste for pure literatmo," 
"The art of teaching," "Graded schools," and ''Experimental illustrn.tion of natura.! 
science." 
COUNTY SUPERL.~TENDENTS' CONVENTION. 
This convention, according to the programme, was to be held in connection with 
the other, and the subjects for discussion were "Arrangements for normal institutes," 
"Where and when to hold and how to conduct teachers' meetings," "School law dilli-
culties," &c. As in the other case, no report of the proceedings has come to hand; a 
statement which applies also to the State Normal Institute, which was to occupy th~ 
morning hours of June 17, 18, and 19. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. ALLEN B. LE)DfO~, State superintendent of public instruction, Topeka. 
[Second-term, Janu:~.ry 13, 1879, to January 10, 1881.] 




H!76-'77. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-20) .... . 
Colored youth of school age (6-10) ... . 
Whole number of school age ........ . 
Enrolled in public schools ......... --. 
Colored enrolment .........•• -...... . 
Average attendance(white) ..•• ----· 
Average attendance (colored) ... . ... . 
Pupils in private schools ............ . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts not in cities (white) .. 
School districts (colored) ..... -.. ----. 
School-houses for colored pupils ..... . 
School-houses built during the year .. . 




















. .. --... ·-. -. .. . ----. -.. . . . . -. -. --.. 
Academies , .. __ . . ............•...... 75 ----- .. - ---. . ----. ----
Colleges . . . . . . . ...... -••••. --.-- ----
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White men teaching in public schools. 
White women teaching in ,Public 
schools. 
Colored men teaching .... __ .--- .••... 
Colored women teaching ........... -. 
Average monthly pay of men ........ . 
Average monthly pay of women ..••.. 








Whole income of public schools .•• --. $1, 827,575 
Whole expenditure for public schools. 1, 130, 000 
SCHOOL FUND AND SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
Permanent school fund .. _... . • . . • • • . $1, 600, 000 
Estimated value of school property. . . 2, 300, 000 
I ------ -----· ------ ----,-----· .... 
a These are the only available statistics later than 1876-'77. 
(From the State reports of Hon. H. A. M. Henderson, State superintendent of pub-
lic iru;truction, for the years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of public instruction is elected for a term of 4 years. A 
State board of education consists of the State superintendent, the secretary of state, 
the attorney general, and two professional teachers chosen by them, who have charge 
of the financial int rests of the schools and make rules and regulations for their cou-
trol. A tate board of examiners, composed of the State supermtendent and two pro-
fcs ional educators, examines all teach rs applying for State certificates. 
County chools ar governed by a commissioner, elected for 2 years by the court of 
claims, who i required to define tho districts, report census, administer oaths, and 
as ign rules to the schools. The commissioner and two thoroughly educated persons 
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appointed by him form a county board of examiners for examination of all applicants 
for positions as teachers in the county schools. 
Each district has a board of 3 tr':lstees, elected by its voters-at first 1 for one year, 
1 for two years, 1 for three years, afterwards each for 3 years' terms-whose duties arc 
immediately connected with the schools. 
OTHER FEATURES 01!' THE SYSTEM. 
The common schools of the State have only 2 prescribed departments, the primary 
and elementary, which embrace all the studies required by law and reach, in graued 
districts, through about 5 ordinary grades. Two other departments, termeLl interme-
diate and high, in which higher branches may be studied and tuition fees be charged, 
are allowed, provided that tho instruction in them shall not interfere with the thorongh 
teaching of pupils in the lower grades. A university, college, academy, or high school 
may l:·e accepted by a county commissioner as a State school and have a district 
defined for it, receiving its proportion of the distributable school ftmd, if the white 
children of the district are admitted freely to its privileges for 5 months in the year. 
Before beginning school, teachers must have certificates of qualification from either 
the county or State board of examiners. In districts with 40 or more pupils they must 
t each school 5 months, but in those with less than 40 a three months' term will snf-
fice.1 There must be an attendance on the county teachers' institute, on pain of for-
feiting certificate, and a report must also be made to the school authorities at f]l(~ clm;e 
of the term, on pain of forfeiture of final pa.y. Schools with 60 or more pupils mnst 
have 2 teachers. Text books are selecteu by the county boards of examiners from 
lists recommended by the State board of education, not to be changed. within two 
years. 
The support of the schools of the State comes from the interest on a perm:mrnt 
school fund, devoted wholly to teachers' pay; from a State tax of 20 cents on ··· 100, tho 
proceeds of which also go mainly to teachers ; from an optional district tax of not 
more than 25 cents on the $100 in ordinary districts or 30 cents in grad. d school dis-
tricts, for school accommodations, lengthening of school term, increased pay of teach-
ers, and expense of grading schools; and from a poll tax, not to exceed 50 cent , on 
all persons sending children to the schools. The district taxes may be voted. for a 
term of 5 years, and widows or aliens residing in the eli trict and paying taxe or hav-
ing children to be educated in it are qualified voters on the tax question. The. tate 
funds are distributed on the basis of the number of white children 6 to 20 years of ag~; 
the funds for the upport of schools for colored children, which are clerivecl wholly 
from taxes on the colored people. on the basis of the number of such children G to 1G 
years of age. 
COLORED SCIIOOLS. 
The results of the colored school system adopted in the State appear to have fully 
met the expectations of its projectors aud friends in 1 79. The colored citiz ns have 
manifested great zeal in their educational advancement by adding in all practicable 
ways to tbeir means of improvement. In several counties they nave organized and 
conducted institutes during the year, and have held a State a ociation, ' hich was 
managed with intelligence. In roo t of the cities the municipal authoritic havo 
added to the sum grant d by the tate for these schools the amount of taxe paid by 
colored peopl , and oth r r sources hav been u ed for this purpose by many of iho 
colored itizens. The tate superintend nt r commended in 1 75, and continn s to 
r comm nd, that from tho proc ds of tho salo of public lam1s a sufficient sum, hould 
annually be appropriated to the npp rt of colored schools of each tate, and he 
add that the~ 'tate 1 gislatur , in anticipation of uch a measnre, ha d di at cl nell 
a fund. to tha purpo . cction 5 of chapter '"'21 of the school laws gives to the col-
r d hool fnncl all sum of mon y accruin from the distribution of the ptlblic land 
?r from al th r of, pr vid c1 that th pro rata to each co1ored pupil shall not ~·ceeu 
m an. on year th sum f apportionment to each white pupil child of the Common-
wealth. 
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causing much annoyance and in some cases suffering. The remedy for this evil ap-
pears to be within the province of the legislature alone. 
When the county boards of examiners fail to make a selection of text books, that 
duty devolves upon the trustees, who must select one book on each subject for pupils 
of the same grade from the list recommended by the State board, and· by a recent 
amendment the trustees are required to show in their report that this law has been 
enforced. A text book chosen must be in use at least 2 years. 'fhe institutes held by 
the teachers being regarded as a most important means of improvement, it is sug-
gested that the superintendent should deduct $2 from the apportionment of each dis-
trict, retaining such sums as an institute fund for the remuneration of experts to con-
duct these institutes to greater advantage.-(State report.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
The public sohools of the cities are controlled by boards of trustees, aided in each 
city by a superintendent. In Louisville there is a board of trustees, consisting of two 
members for each ward, with a board of examiners, composed of the city superintend-
ent n.ncl 6 professional teachers chosen by the committee of examination and course 
of study. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated Children of Enrolment ·Average Number of Expendi-Cities. pop:U.ation. school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. schools. t en dance. 
~E1~~f~~-~~~~~:: ::::::::::: 30,000 10, 094 3, 517 2,485 63 $78,344 16, 000 5, 209 2, 262 1, 615 31 18,319 135,000 43,712 19,484 13,405 327 218, 76!) Owensboro _____ - _____ ---- __ 10,000 1, 232 815 646 16 9, 750 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Covington reported no material change for 1879, the public schools being satisfn.ctorily 
managed. Much attention has been given to definitions, penmanship, and reading, 
not, however, to the disadvantage of the other branches, and perceptible improve-
ment was the result. The marked advancement observed in the drawing classes was 
attributed to the instructions of a, regular teacher. It is proposed that the salaries of 
teachers should be adjusted in accordance with experience, fitness, and efficiency, 
·without regn.rd to grades. The average number of pupils enrolled by grades in the 
city was, in the three primaries, 1, 703; in the intermediate, 331; in the grammar, A, B, 
and C, 1,077, and in all the schools there was a slight increase in numbers since 1878. 
Louisville reported 29 different school buildings, 27 of them for grammar anclr)rimn.ry 
schools and 2 for the highest grade. The schools were taught 211 dn.ys during the 
year. The school property was valued at $865,390. There were several efficient lady 
principals of schools in the city. The modified course of study in the schools extends 
through eight years in tho ward schools and four in the high schools. It is estimated 
that about 97 per cent. do not e11ter the high schools. In the high school for girls the 
pupils numoer 348, and both this and the high school for boys were prosperous.-(Re-
turn and Eclectic Teacher.) 
L exington gave to the white pupils iu its schools 183 days of tuition; to its colored 
pupils, 1GO. The estimated real value of its school property was, in 1t:l79, $29,000. 
The assistants in the white and in the colored schools are all females, their salaries in 
white schools ranging from $40 to $60 a month; in the colored schools their salaries 
are fi xed at $30 a month. 
The Owensboro schools were taught 186 clays in 1879; school property was valued 
at $f>3,500; the average attendance was 646, or 42 to each teacher, not inclu<ling special 
teachers. A special teacher in German is employed for the schools of the city.-- (Re-
turn.) · 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL ACIIOOL. 
This snmmer school, estauli he<l in 1 78, at Fn.rmclalo, in the buil<liug of the Ken-
tucky lilitary Institute, was closed in August, 1870. During the first year, 'between 
30 aml 40 st udent were present, many of them completing the 2 months' course 
aucl receivin" tate c rtificates. For they ar 11379, a cla s of 40 pupils was reported, 
with 13 gra<luates, 12 of whom had been t achers. A model school attached was open 
2 hours every evening. 
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OTHER NORMAL SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS. 
The Cadiz Norrnal School, Cadiz, which was organized in September, 1878, reported 
60 pupils not strictly normal in their courses of study and no graduates for 1879. Its 
course of study continues 4 years, the first being devoted to the studies of the com-
mon school. The principal had applied for a charter, which, at date of return, bacl 
passed the house, but not the senate. The charter obtained, its graduates will be 
authorized to teach during life in any of the State schools.- (Return.) 
The Kentucky Normal School, Carlisle, offers 3 courses of study: a preparatory, of 1 
year, to fit teachers for the ungraded schools; an elementary, which, with the pre-
paratory, occupies 2 years, to prepare teachers for graded schools; and a scientific, 
which, with the preparatory and elementary, forms a 3 years' course, the gnuluates 
from which take the degree of n. s. and are compet.ent to fill still higher positions. 
By return for 1878-'79, the school reported 102 normal scholars, with 41 in other courses, 
and 9 graduates, of whom 7 were teacbers.-(Catalogue and return.) 
The Glasgow Normal School, Glasgow, r eported 125 normal students for 1879, and 7 
graduates, all of whom were teachers. The course of study, beyond the preparatory, 
occupies 3 years.-(Return.) 
The Cot·ral St1·eet Sehoul, Lexington, a normal school established in 1868-'69, under 
the auspices of the American Missionary Association, was intended to give normal 
instruction to the colored race. Lack of appropriation from the State bas reduced 
it to a school teaching only the elementary branches.- (Letter and return.) 
'l'he Kentucky Female Orphan School, Midway, a school in which orphan girls not less 
than 14 years of age are admitted and thoroughly prepared for positions as teachers in 
a 4 years' course of study, reported for 187!:) a normal class of 78 girls, who bad made 
decided progress in every department of work, and 9 graduates. In the absence of a 
model scho'ol, the senior pupils teach those of the fourth grade. All are examined by 
the State hoard, and those passing satisfactorily receive State certificates. 
The West Kenttwky Normal School, a department of the Murray Institute, Murray, is 
the second school of this kind receiving State recognition. 'rhis normal school or 
course is designed to add thoroughness to the education of the students preparing to 
become teachers, and to extend the knowledge of teachers incompletely fitted . for 
their duties. Tho certificates granted by the institute to graduates of its full normal 
course, which must include the essential branches of study for a State certificate, 
entitle those who possess them, on application to the State board of examiners, to a 
State certificate.- (Catalogue, 1879-'tlO.) 
Berea College reports 29 normal students in 1879 pursuing t.he 3 years' course of 
stucly. There was 1 graduate from this department. 
Normal terroR of 6 weeks each were reported in tho Common School Teacher for 
June, 1 79, as begun at Mount Vernon Academy, Mount Vernon, and. at Bloomington, 
Monroe County. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Superintendent Henderson says that up to 1871 institutes had been held in only 39 
counties, with an aggregate enrolment of 549 teachers. In 1~79 they were held in 
114 counties, with au attendance of 6,074. As teachers are required to attend the e 
meeting under penalty of forfeiting their certificate , they are fast becoming ac-
quaint d with modern methods of teaching ancl discipline ; better organization and 
improved. grading of the schools have also resulted.-(State report.) 
EDUCATIO.NAL JOURNAL. 
The Eclectic Teacher, published monthly at Carlisle, continued in 1 79 to furni h 
n ful information r gardin~; educational matters in several of the outhern States. 
It wa sub eq nently r move a to Loni :ville. 
SECO DARY IN TRUCTION. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Kentucky University, Lexington, comprises 3 colleges: the college of arts, the college 
of law, and the commercial college. It has also an academic department. The State 
Agricultural and Mechanical College was detached from the university in 1878, and so 
was a College of the Bible, although its catalogue and that of the university continue 
to be published together, notwithstanding the fact that this is an entirely distinct and 
independent institution. The university in 1879 had a total of 154 students in all its 
departments. Tho commercial college offers pee,u1iar advantages for individual in-
struction, by which it is said that "the merchants' scientific course" may be com-
pleted in 5 or 7 weeks. 
Of the 13 other colleges whose titles and statistics may be found in Table IX of the 
appendix, 11 had preparatory and all had substantially classical courses, arranged in 
several cases in schools. Only 2, Bethel and Centre Colleges, had the full and regular 
scientific course or courses in mathematics and physical sciences, La.tin-scientific courses 
and courses of natural sciences taking the place of the regular scientific course in sev-
eral colleges. Full commercial instruction is given in 10 colleges, of duration varying 
from 1 to 4 years. Kentucky Classical and Business College, North Middletown, has 
a business course of two terms, besides an English course, Latin-scientific course, and 
classical course, each occupying 4 years. Three colleges have courses of theological 
itudy, and as many have normal courses. Most of the colleges give instruction in 
modern languages, in music, painting, and drawing. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTH'IC. 
The Agricultnral and Mechanical College of Kentuclcy, Lexington, detached from Ken-
tucky University in 187~, and since March of that year under t,he supervision of the 
a~ricultural college commission of Kentucky, reports for 11:379 a year of great success. 
Tne farm diil not include over 100 acres until the students exceeded that number, and 
thereafter for every new pupil an acre was added. Students are admitted to the 
classes of Kentucky University fi·ee of charge and the college reciprocally admits the 
university ~:;tudents gratuitously. During 187i:P79 the college matriculatfil. 118 stu-
dents, an increase of 50 per cent. over the previous year. It also paid its expenses, 
disbursed for student labor sometimes as much as $140 a month, and had a ba.lance 
of $1,000 at the close of the year. The final act of the legislature in behalf of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College was the establishment of a tax of one-half cent 
on each $100 of taxable property in the State, the proceeds to be added to the present 
annual income of the college, $10,000, which gives for its support about $27,000 a year. 
In addition to its schools of civil and natural history, philosophy, mathematics, chem-
istry and physics, and modern langua.l?es, the college has a school of military tactics 
and civil engineering, with military discipline in accordance with the regulations of 
the Army. In aduition to the 3 students sent gratuitously to the college from each 
representative district, other meritorious and well prepared young men are admitted 
free of all expense. A preparatory school for boys and a summer school of 3 monLhs 
were attached to the college in 1878-'79. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theology is taught a.t tho Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville; at 
the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Danville· and at the College 
of tho Bible, Lexington. The Southern Baptist, which is divided into 8 schools, was 
reported in 1H78-'7U as having 9~) students and 4 instrnctors. Its property is valued 
at $360,00(}; its endowment, at $350,000; and the library contains 9,000 volumes. 
Tho Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, .Danville, had 14 students in 
187d-'7U and 4 gracluates. Its course occupied 3 years. The College of the Bible, 
Lexington, is 1.hc denominational institution once pertaining to Kentucky University. 
The election of its professors and its general control are in the hands of the Kentucky 
Christian Education Society. Its students numbored 45 in 1879. Its course occupies 
4 years. Tlt •ological im;truction is also, to a limited extent, afforded at Eminence 
CoJlego, Eminence; eorgetown Colle1re, Georgetown; and Bethel College, Russell-
ville, aud, when requirecl, at Berea CoYlege, Berea. For further statistics, see Table 
XI of the app ndix, and a summary in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
IA'[Jal instruction is given at the College of La·w, Kentucky University, Lexington, 
which reported, for tho year 1878-'70, 5 graduates and 7 students, under 5 professors. 
Tho .s ·hool has. b .en suspe?d~d since June 12, 187!J. The law departme:J?-t of_the Uni-
versity of Lous VJllo, Lom v1lle, reported 28 graduates and 49 students m 18t9, under 
3 pro~ s or . The classes are divided into junior and senior, the course occupying 
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2 ye:1rs. Examination is requisite to admission to the senior class ouly. The law 
department of Central University, Richmond, had 5 students at the time of its com-
mencement of 1879,· when the degree of LL. n. was conferred on 3 gracluatos. This 
school requires an examination for admission to its 2 years' course. 
Medical training is given in tho Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville, in a. :3 
years' course, 10 weeks constituting a scholastic year; there were 13 profes or~ in 187!.); 
Rtudents, 137; graduates for the year, 43. The Hospital College of Mcclicine, Loui -
ville, which is the meclical department of Central University, reported 18 gra.cluatc. 
for 1879, a.nd 80 students in that year, under 10 profe~sors. Its course includes :~ year ' 
study, nncl a graduate course is provided.- (Catalogue.) The medical department 
of the University of Louisville, Louisville, enrolled 247 stndents in its 3 years' cour11c 
and reported 90 graduates. Twenty weeks constitute a scholastic year. Its profrssors 
were 14 in number. No examination for admission is requireu in any of these school:. 
Chemical laboratory work is obligatory in the Kentucky School of Medicine anll in 
the llospita.l College of Medichle, while in the former a knowledge of meuica.l botany 
is essential to a diploma.-(Returns and catalogues.) 
The Louisville College of Pharmacy reported 41 students at its ninth session, 1879, 
awl 5 grn.dnates. Hs course occupies :Z years ancl incluues winter bota,nical lectures 
with a,n optiona,l summer course.-(Return and cata,logue.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
KENTUCKY INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB, DANVILLE. 
This institution, which has been in successful operation fifty-three yea,rs, is in charge 
of a. principal aml Gin tructors. All dea.f-mute youth in the St,a,te a,re permit. ted to ava.il 
themselves of its adva.ntages, free of charge, during a term of 7 years. Tho inmatPs, 
in 1 79 numbering 115 of both sexes, arc instructed in the ordinary elementary English 
·tucli s. The boys arc a,lso taught the trades of printing, book binding, broom making, 
and ga.rdening, tho girls being tra.ined in sewing and general housework. There is 
att:,tchod to the institution a, library of 700 volumes. Since the foundation of the in-
stitution 732 unfortuna,tes ha,ve been sheltered and taught there. 
KENTUCKY IXSTITUTIOX FOR THE TmUCATION OF TilE DLTh"'D. 
This institution, at Louisville, ill abundantly supplied with all the comforts and 
mean of improvement possible to the blind. Blind children of tho Stu, to are ontiU <l 
to 7 years' instruction therein free of charge, and trustees may, at discretion, extend 
the privileges in meritorious ca e . 'The inma.tes a,ro in. trnctod in tho common school 
studieH, and boys are trained in broom, ma,ttres, , a,nd chair making and general up-
holstery, the girls being trained in sewing, knitting, :1rHl other light occupations. 
Special attention is here devoted to music, as afi'ordinrr tbc blind, when sufticiently 
rapacitated, their best ava,il:l.ble means of self support. There were 83 inmates in 
1 79. 
KENTUCKY INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF FEEDLE·l\1INDED 
CHILD HEN. 
This institution, in 1879, had 131 inmates, 70 males and 61 females. It is situated 
at Frankfort, a.nd is r garded a a, school rather than an asylum. Every practic~Lblo 
method of physical improvement is employed in the treatment of its inmate . 'l'lle 
l){)ys are trained in allla,bor r qniring the u e of toot and implements of trade, and 
tbe girl ar t:m,.,.ht cali th uic , archery, and , imilar exercises, great exertion being 
mad +,o train th seu · s into intellig nt use. The conduct of the school combine 
th ' rman y t m of Kindergart n anu the gymua ium, accompanied by all means 
for the Pducation of en ob rvation, o h a::~ maps, hart , fram , ca e , figure. 1 
block and olored ards. Educa,tion in tho industrial arts, by which the pnpil 
ma.y in tim h nahl c1 to support them elv s, ou titutes a new feature iu the mau-
Uti m nt of th in ti ntion. 
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Henderson on "Needed legislation," and one on "The public school teacher," by Dr. 
G. A. Chase, of Louisville; and" The products of normal schools," by Prof. T. C. H. 
Vance, Resolutions were adopted recommending the establishment of high schools 
in cities, towns, and districts in c<mnection with graded schools, authorizing the 
establishment of a summer school' of instruc·tion, ·and requesting that some model 
methods be presented at the next annual meeting.-(Eclectic Teacher.) 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association held a successful meeting at Paris, November, 1879, Commissioner 
W. H. Lockhart, of Bourbon, presiding and delivering the address of, welcome, which 
elicited a response from Hon. J. D. Pickett, superintendent of public instruction. 
Papers upon ''The relation of teacher, parent, and child," by J. J. Rucker; upon 
"Extraction of roots," by vV. A. Oldham; and upon "A departure in education," by 
T. C. II. Vance, were read and discussed. Miss N. R. Daisey read an interesting pape\>, 
and after election of officers the association adjourned.-,-(Ecleci;ic Teacher.) · 
LOUISVILLE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
This association held a successful meeting in Louisville, February, 1879, during 
which there were three purely practical exercises in methods of teaching and a lecture 
on physiology. The teachers of the city, ·of both sexes, participated in explanation 
of their various methods of teaching various branches of study, the classes being 
present and drilled. Miss Palmer, the principal of the Louisville Pemale Hi~h School, 
delivered the lecture on physiology, confining her applications and the testimony ad~ 
duced to the structure, development, and improvement of t.ho brain.- (Eclectic 
Teacher, March, 1879.) 
COLORED STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
A meeting of this association was held in Louisville during the latter part of August. 
A resolution towards having mixed schools was introduced, but its adoption was 
opposed by most of the members, only one person besides the moYer voting in favor 
of it.- (Eclectic Teacher, October, 1879.) 
. OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROFESSOR H. B. PARSONS. 
Prof. H. B. Parsons, an eminent elocutionist of Louisville, diecl in that city on the 
22d of March, 1870, after a brief sickness. Professor Parsons was reported an accom-
Jllished scholar, a successful teacher, and a gentleman of unblemished n<:tme and-
character.- (Eclectic Teacher, April, 1879.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ho _, JosEPH DESHA PICKETT, State supe1·intendent of public instruction, Franlifort. 
[Term, 1870-1883. J 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age ..................•.•.. 
Colored youth of school age ..................... . 
Total youth of school age (6 to 21).... 272, 9~8 
Public school enrolment, whites...... 43, Hl7 
Puillic school enrolment, colored . . . . . 33, 632 
Total enrolment . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. • • .. . . 76, 829 
Per cent. of enrolment on school pop- 24 
ulation. 
White youth in private schools . ................ .. 
Colored youth in private schools ......••.••.•.•.. 
Total in private schools.............. a2, 688 
PUBLIC SCIIOOLS. 
Public schools for whites ............ . 
Public schools for colored .......... .. 
Total public schools .............••.. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Teachers in public schools for whites. 
Teachers in public schools for colored. 







Average pay of white teachers in ru- ........... . 
ral parishes. 
A vcrage pay of colored teachers in ru- .....•.•.... 
ral parishes . 
.A.~erage pay of white teachers in ........... . 
New Orleans . 
.A. verage pay of colored teachers in ..•.•....... 
New Orleans . 
.Average pay of men teaching in the ........... . 
tate . 
.A.v rage pay of women teaching in ........... . 
th tate. 

























57,992 ......... . 
855 ......... . 
844 ......... . 







Teachers of private colored schools •.....•. _ ••••.. 26 ------ -·-- ·-·-·· --·· 
RECEIPT AND EXPENDITURES. 
In ome for pu b1ic chools .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , .... _ .. .. 
Exp ndituro for public schools .................. . 
aExcltUiive of Now Orleans. 
$61~,4{)3 
529,065 
(R p rt for 1 and r port and r turn for 1879 of Ron. Robert M. Lu her, State 
sup ·rint nd n of public <lucation.) 
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For the parishes, which answer here to counties elsewhere, the old parish lloards 
of directors appointed by the State board of education give way to like boards of 
public education, to be provided for by the general assembly. These boards may each 
appoint a parish superintendent of public schools, who shall be ex officio secretary 
of the parish board, but who may not receive for the double fnnc.tion more than $tOO 
annually, except in the parish of Orleans, where the salary is to be fixed by the gen-
eral assembly. 
Nothing is said in the constitution as to the appointment by t.he parish boards of 
the district or ward trustees whom th~y might appoint under the law of 1877; but 
this omission may be supplied by a new law. Women are made eligible to school 
offices. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Under the new constitution, all general exercises in the schools are to be conducted 
in the English language, and the primary branches are to be taught therein, except 
in parishes or localities where the French language predominates. There the primary 
instruction may be in .French, if no additional expense be incurred thereby. 
The State schools are to be free to all children of the State between 6 and 18 years 
of age, instead of from 6 to 21, as formerly. They are to be supported from the pro-
ceeds of a State school fund (now recognized as being $1,0~0,867.51), on which interest 
at the rate of 4 per cent. is to be paid annually to the several townships; from a 
poll tax of $1 to $1.50 from each male inhabitant over 21, which is to be retained in 
the parishes where it is collected; from a State tax on property not to exceed 1 mill 
Qn the dollar instead of the previous 2 mills ; and from a permissible parish tax, which, 
if ra.ised, must not make, with other parish taxes, the whole parit;h taxation more 
than 10 mills on the dollar. 
Other things remain as stated in the report for 1878. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics show a probable increase for the year 1878-'79 over 1877-'78 of 57,99.2 in 
the number of youth of school age in the State; the failure of New Orleans and of 7 
parishes to report this item maktls it impossible to give more than an estimate of the 
total school population in 1878-'79. There was an ad vance of 1,6Y9 in the public 
school enrolment, the increase being about equally divided between the two races. 
'l'he number of public schools for whites decreased during the year by 56. There was 
a decrease throughout the State in the number of teachers for white schools and an 
increase in that for colored. · 
The parish boards report that the public schools were in as satisfactory a condition as 
was possible with the limited funds and the quality of the teachers at their command. 
The State superintendent adds that the schools were efficiently conducted wherever 
the directors exercised proper discrimination in the selection of teachers and in the 
appointment of active local trustees for the inspection of the schoolg, and that in 
New Orleans and certain parishes the efficiency of the public system was enhanced by 
frequent examinat.ions of the schools, suggestions to teachers, and lectures to pupils 
by head teachers or inspectors appointed by lhe parish boards. The duration of 
school sessions differed materially in the respective parishes, some comprising but 
I, 2, or 3 months in the year, others extending t.he term of instruction to from 4 to 8 
months. The schools of New Orleans were with extreme difficulty kept open 9t 
months, and others, with aid from t.he Peabody fund, continued 10 months. 
The general exereises of the public schools were carried on exclusively in the 
English language, as required by the State constitution, but in certain southwestern 
portions of t.he State, where the French language predominates, arssistant teacheffi 
gave instruction in that tongue. Several of the school boards have complied with 
the school law by requiring iu their schools the use of the text books selected by the 
State board of education. Uniformity, however, is the exception; in most of the rural 
parishes the selection of text books has been left to the discretion of t.he teacht:>rs, and 
many of them havE:' been able to secure the us•· of the same books by members of the 
same cla s, an important advance over the condition of affairs formerly prevailing in 
the rural schools. 'l'he experience of the last three years has shown that the law pre-
scribing a uniform series in all the schools cannot be generally enforced. 
PEABODY FUND. 
The Peabody education funcl contributecl $7,040. Of this, $3,600 were given to the 
e]emen1ary and $3,440 to the normal schoolR. The $3,600 were divided among 10 
schools in 7 town ; th s ion la ted 10 mont.hs; and thero was an enrolment of 
1,673 pupils, of whom 1,274 were in average daily attendance. 
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Officers.- A board of 20 directors, of whom 8 were a-ppointed by the State board of 
ec\ncatiou anu 12 elected by the municipal administrators, and a superintendent of 
·schools appointed by the board. A projected law providing for new arrangements 
failed to pass. 
Statistics.- The system in 1879 comprised 65 public schools, with a total attendance 
of 24,324 and an average attendance of 18,340. Of the whole number registered, 
17,670 were white and 6,654 colored, and of the average attendance 13,776 were white 
and 4,564 colored. There was an increase for the year of :376 in total attendance of 
white pupils and of 677 in their average attendance, with a decrease of 202 in the 
total attendance of colored -pupils and of l,OIH in t.he average attendance of that 
clas . These :figures are for the year enuing March, 1879. The school year has, how-
ever, been changed by the board of education, so that hereafter it will close in De-
cember. A return for the year which closed in December gives an enrolment of 20,209, 
of whom 17,401 were in daily average attendance, and a total expenditure of $302,595. 
The estimated enrolment in private and parochial schools was 12,000. 
Additional particulars.- The schools are classed as primary, grammar~ and high, the 
first two embracing 8 years, the last, 2 years. There are 2 normal scnools, one for 
white and one for colored pupils, which are sustained exclusively by the Peabody 
fund. The results of the se ion were more satisfactory than during the precedinO' 
year. The teachers were more proficient and the children better supplied with text 
hook . Improvements aml repairs made in the school-houses during the smnmer 
vacation placed them in better condition than they had been in for years; and the 
accommodations were increase~ by the erection of a pacious school-house capable of 
ating about ev-en hundred pupils. The greatest difficulty encountered by the board 
in its administration of the schools has been the insufficiency of fnnds to pay teach-
ers and other employes for 12 months of the year, as required by law. The facilit1es 
for the instruction of colored pnJlils are said to be as ample and thorough as tho. e 
enjoyed by whites, and the d cline in the attendance of colored children is a cribed 
to causes beyond the control of the board, the principal one being the inability of 
par nts to dispense with the labor of their children during school hours. In the schools 
for thi cla s the order was good, and the progress in intelligence and understanding 
ve1·y apparent. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
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f?ECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The three public high schools in New Orlea.ns had in 187!l a. total a.ttendancc of 305 
pupila of whom Z71 were in average daily a.ttendance. During the yea.r the Centql 
High School for boys gra.dua.ted 20 students, and the Central High School for girls, 74. 
In the high school for colored pupils there was no class sufficiently a.dvanced for gr<td~ 
nation, and the number a,ttending ha.s grea.tly decreased. Tho course of study in these 
high schools is limited to 2 years, and embrn,ces mathematics, rhetoric, English litera-
ture, natural science, mental and moral philosophy, book-keeping, a.nd French. The 
ancient la.nguages are not taught, the purpose being to give a preparation for business 
rather than for college. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For sta.tistics of business colleges, pri va.te aca.demic schools, n.nd schools for pre-
paring students for college, see Tables IV, VI, VII, a.·od IX of the a.ppendix, and sum-
maries of these in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOH. BOTH SEXES. 
The Louisiana. State University a.nd Agricultura.l and Mechanica.l College, Ba.ton 
Rouge, has furnished no officia.l a.ccouut of itself for 1879. Burdened with debt a.s tho 
Sta.te University a.lone, the Louisiana. Agricultural :1nd Mechanica.J. College wa.s ,united 
with it by a, law passed in 1876. With only some slight a.ddition to its endowment, 
the funds in ha.nd were insufficient to meet tbe expenses, and a.ll its cha.irs were re-
ported v:1C:tted with a view to a. corqplete reorga.niza.tion. 
Under the new organization of 1877-'78, it wn.s to h:we, according to the law: (1) 
schools of literature, including the la.ngun.ges of the principal na.tions of ancient n.nd 
modern times, philosophy, logic, rhetoric and elocution, history, ethics, metaphysics, 
:a.nd such other branches as the board of supervisors might determine; (2) school8 of 
science, including ma.thematics, astronomy, engineering, a.rchitecture, drawing, pbys-
ics, chemistry, botany, zoology, a.griculture, mechanics, mining, navigation un<l com• 
mcrce, and such other branches as the supervisors might determine ; (3) schools of 
the useful and fine arts and of military science and art; ( 4) schools of medicine and 
law; (5) such other schools as t.he supervisors might esta.blish.- (Report of board of 
supervisors1 February, 1878, with law for reorganization included in it, and other doc- . 
uments.) 
The other colleges, f) in number, appear from their catalogues and returns, as well a.s 
from other sources of informn.tion, to be accomplishing their ordinary work, t.he great 
difficulties in most cases being a wa.nt of sufficiently prepared students a.nd a deficiency 
of en<lowment funds. All have preparatory courses, some going down as lo o,s pri-
mn.ry elements; all seem also to have cl:1ssical courses, and all but one or two, scien-
tific ones. But the iuformation from these institutions is in some cases so slight and 
in some others so far behind time that no full n.nd satisfn.ctory account of them can. 
be given. 
l!'or tbe names, locations, and ln. test statistics of these colleges, see Table IX of the 
appen<lix, and for n. summary of their statistics, see a corresponding tn.hle in the n~­
port of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Agricultural and Mechn.nical College connected with the. Louisiana. State Uni-
versity sends no information for 1879. The other colleges-with the exception of 
Straight University anu possibly also of Jefferson Colleg~ , whose course is somewhn.t 
indi tiuctly Atatcu-have scientific courses, the number of students in which may b~ 
found in Table IX of the n.ppenilix to this volume. 
PROFESSIONAL, 
TheolO(Jical instruction in a. 3 years' course is offered at Strn.ight University, New 
Orlean , and in courses le s defined. and determina.te at Leland aud New Orleans Uni~ 
vor itics, in the arne place. The first is under Congrega.tionalist intlnenccs ; the 
s~cond, unrl r Bapti t; the third, und r Methodist Episcopa.l. All three especially 
mm at tho prepar:ttion of the colored race for ministerial work. For statistics, see 
Table XI of the app nilix. 
Legal instruction is given at Straight University in 11 2 years' course, in which, in 
1879-:do, thero were 23 student reported under 4 professors. 
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Medical training is attended to by the medical department of the University of 
Leuisin.na. at New Orleans in a. "regular" course of 1 year's preliminary study aud 2 
years' attendance on lectures and clinical instruction, and in an a.pparent1y kindred 
course at New Orleans University. Professors in the former at the close of 1H79, by 
return, 7; stndents, 193. Statistics of the latter were not reported for 1879 at the date 
at which this goes to press. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
From the Louisiana Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Baton, 
Rouge, no report hu,s been received for 1879 nor for three preceding years. 
EDUCAT10N OF '.fHE BLIND. 
The Louisiann. Institution for Education of the Blind, Baton Rouge, only effectively 
organized since 1877, although commenced several years previous, has since lti77 
steadily advanced. Its great need is a permanent home adapted to its special work, 
tho building occupied by it _being unsuitable. There were 20 pupils attending during 
the term which closed in July, 1879. The literary studies pursued .are reading, spell-
ing, defining words, point writing, arithmetic, descriptive and physical geography, 
English grmnmar and literature, history, elementary astronomy, and algebra. Only 
the younger pupils are received into the school room; adults are taught l.Jroom and 
mattress making and several of them music, including pia.notuning.-(Report, 1879.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER .. 
Hon. EDWJN H. FAY, Stat~J superintendent o,(publie er!ucation, New Orlean•. 
[Term, January, 1880, to Jannary, 1884.j 
MAINE. 
MAINE. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY • 
.. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POP.ULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
YQuth between 4 and 21 •....•.•..•.. 215,211 215~ 724 513 . -- .. ........... 
Enrolment in public schools .••••••.. 155,150 151,948 ... ·-· ......... 3,202 
Average attendance in winter schools. 108,940 10u,302 ...... -- .. -....... ~,638 
Average attendance in summer schools. 102,805 101,443 
···--· ....... 
1,362 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of districts in the State ...... 4,005 4,053 48 ............. -... 
Parts of districts ..•.............•... 344 354 10 . --- ............ 
School-houses reported .............. 4,215 4,263 48 ............. 
Number of these in good condition ... 2,943 2,971 28 
.. -- ...... -- ... 
School-houses built during the year .. 82 70 
.. --- .. -- ..... 12 
Cost of same ........ .....•••........ $92,746 $72,176 
·-·--· ....... 
$20,570 
Value of school property . .•.••.•••••. 3,063,418 2t947~655 ............... 115,763 
Length of school term in days ........ 117t 121i 4 
·----· ----
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in summer ..... ........ 274 333 59 
------ ...... 
Men teaching in winter .............. 2,280 2,325 45 .. -.... -........ -
Women teaching in summer . ........ 4,540 4,527 ... --· ........ 13 
Women teaching in winter .......... 2,389 2,349 
···-·· ...... 
40 
Teachers who are graduates of normal 334 385 51 ... ---........ 
schools. 
Whole number of teachers ....••..... 6,820 
......... ·----- .. -.... -. ...... .. 
----------Average monthly pay of men ......... $3:l 63 ......... ·----- . -.............. .. .. .. . .. .. .. -.. -
Average monthly pay of women ...... 15 92 
-----· .......... ........ ··----
........... .. . 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE, 
Total receipts for public schools ...... $1,017,160 $1,078,833 $61,673 
·-·--· ---· Total expenditures ..•....•••••••••.. 1,060,709 1,084,691 33,982 . --- ........ -
(From report for 1879 of Hon. N. A. Luce1 State superintendent of cO<mmon schools.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These are a State superintendent of common schools, appointed by the governor and 
council for 3 years; a school committ.ee of 3 or a supervisor of schools for the towns; 
and a school agent, either provided by the town or elected by the district, whose duty 
it is to call meetings, to take the census, &c., in each school district.- (School law, 
1878.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The schools are sustained by the interest of the permanent school fund,. by a property 
tax of one mill on the dollar, and by a tax levied in each city, town, and plantation 
of not 1 ss than 0 cents for each inhabitant. The money fol' providing school-houses, 
lots, furniture, &c . .J is raised by vote of the school district, or in case of neglect the 
towns may a ses the tax on the district; one-tenth of the school money in any dis.· 
trict may be appropriated to purchase a school library and school apparatus. The 
schoollllon y is apportioned to the several towns according to the number of children 
betw en 4 and 21 y ar of age. Childr n between 9 and 15 years are required to 
att nd l:!chool at least 12 we ks 1 in each year; parents or guardians of delinquent 
'Ae ording to a law a.pproved March 16, 1880, any ownert.agent, o:r.- superintendent whG employ& a 
child knowing that he has not had the required schooling is liable to a :fine of •100 for each offence. 
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children are liable to a fine of $5 for each offence, and boys between 9 and 15 are them-
selves liable to a fine of $5. Teachers receive certificates to teach only after being 
examined as to suitable moral character and knowledge of the common branches. 
They receive their pay when they have sent their register, properly :filletl out, to the 
school committee. The act of 11:573 relating to free high schools was suspended by the 
legislature in 1879.l-(Schoollaw.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The stat.istics indicate an increase over the previous year in the number of youth of 
school age and in school districts and parts of districts, in school-houses and in those 
reported in good condition, in the number of male teachers employed, in the teach-
ers who were graduates of normal schools, in the number of days the sehoo1s were in 
session, and in the receipts and expenditures for school purposes. There was, how-
ever, a decrease in enrolment and attendance, tn the number of school-houses built 
.during the year, in th{) value of school property, and in the number of women teach-
ing. Superintendent Luce states that some towns report t.his yea.r which did notre-
port last year, and that the true gain. in the number of scholars was really 513, as 
given above. A comparison of thf;l statistics for the years 1869 and 1879 shows that the 
decrease in the average whole number registered was 16 for the ten years. In the few 
years prior to 1879 there was a gradual increa.se in attendance, and one of the causes 
for this is sai.U. to be the establishment and cont.inuation of free high schools in many of 
the towns. Because of unfriendly legislation, there was a diminution of nearly a hnn-
<l.reu in the number of these schools in 1879, which doubtless caused the marked de-
crease in attendance noticed throughout the schools, as many pupils ~ttendedthis grade 
who would not have been enrolled in any other school. 
Discussing the free high school question, the State superintendent advocates the 
continuation of the system already in vogue; as to district schools, he wants fewer 
and larger schools and better teachers.- (State report, 1879.) 
KINDERG;\ l{TEN • . 
For statistics of schools of this class, see Table V of the appendix, and the summary 
thereof in the report of the CommissioneJ: preceding. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
These consist of superintending school committees and school agents and, in some 
cities, school s11perintendents.-(Schoollaws, 1878.) 
STATISTICS. a 
Cities and towns. Estimated Cbildrenof E.nrolme~t Av:erag:e/Numborof Expendi-population. school age. ~h~~~l.IC ~:~~nc:~b teachers. b ture. 
Auburn·······----· ........ 10, oon 2,917 1,817 c1,174 c44 $1:3,501 
R~~:~: ~::::::::: ::::::::: 10, 00() 2, 299 l, 298 c888 c:15 25,374 19,380 5, 3!:10 3,163 2, 675 77 29,630 10, 000 3,135 1, 901 cl, 620 c38 21,302 
Biddeford ...... . ·----- . ..••. 12, 000 3,662 1, 779 cl, 237 c40 16,246 
Lewisto11 . ............. .... . 20,000 5, 074 3,371 c2, 206 76 32,324 
Portland ....... _ ............ 36, 500 9, 765 0,143 4,222 I 14 77,431 
Rockland . ........ .......... 8, 000 2,190 1,430 c1,101 c40 9,105 
a The ta.tistice gi.-cn are from the State r port, except that in Bangor, Lewiston, and Portland tho 
t;'~hl~ n~t; ntJ._anc , number of teacher , and xpemlitures are taken from city r•·ports or r ·turns sent 
b Ex· ·pt ~n llanqor, Lewiston, and Portland, tlw fi;:1;ures are for wint r schools; for aurum r schools 
tb . ar : m u_lmm, aT rage atttndanc 1,204, teachers 46; in .A.ngustn, aYera~e a.ttontlance 983 
nil t a ·b 1"3 35; 1n Bath, ave1·agc attendance 1,043 and teachers 38; in J3iddllford a\·cra"e att ndance 
1.294, acb s 41; in L·wiston,a\'erag:e att ndauce for the spring and summer'terms,""2,116; and in 
Rocklllnd, aT em... att ·nclanee 1,137 and t acht;rs 28. 
c T~ numb r is for winter schools alon , that for the whole year not being given. 
ADDITIO TAL PARTICULARS. 
7 , i s ho 1-hou in ll'Ood concli ion; th chool term 
k. f 5i dav · hoolvr perty valued at ' ',200; thr~e of i t teach rs 
f n rma..l h ol .- ( ·tat r ·port.) 
h 1-h n 1 1 of th m in g o condition; :3;J di . tri ·ts in the 
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town; the schools taught 13 weeks in summer and 14 in winter; school property 
valueu at $55,000; male teachers paid $51 as average mont,hly salary ancl women 
teachers $5.25 a week.~(State report.) 
Ban,qor reports 21 primary, 13 intermediate, 1 grammar, 1 high, and 13 unclassified 
suburban schools; 36 school buildings, 35 of them in good repair; 300 scholars in pri-
vate or parochial schools; the decimal system of weights and measures introduced as 
a special study in some of the schools; and school property valued at $125,000.- (State 
and city reports and return.) 
Bath reports 15 school buildings in good condition; the winter schools averaging 26 
weeks, the summer 12 weeks; ~ of tne teachers graduates of normal schools; and 
$60,000 of school propert.y.- (State report.) . 
Biddeford reports 12 districts; 2 parts of districts; 21 school-houses, all but 1 in 
good repair; and school property valued at $30,000.- (State report.) 
Lewiston reports a large gain in the registration of persons of school age;. a constant 
improvement in the manner of teaching; two ungradeu schools opened during the 
year; :!. high and 1 grammar, 9 intermediate, 25 primary, 1 ungraded, and 15 rural 
schools maintained; and 29 school-houses, valued at $176,200. The normal practice 
school continued its work of preparing teachers, the p:ractice class for 1878-'79 con-
taining 9 young ladies. Singing was taught throughout the schools.-(City report.) 
Portland reports 23 schools, namely, 1 high, 8 grammar, 12 primary, 1 ungraded, and 
1 school for the deaf; 1,330 pupils attending private or parochial schools; improve-
ments were made in the school-houses, and there was still further demand for primary 
rooms. Special teachers were employed for French, penmanship, drawing, and sing-
ing. The school for the deaf did such good work that the legislature placed it on an 
equality with other schools for the deaf outside of the State by making an appropria-
tion for the education of such children on the same basis as at other schools. A nor· 
mal training and practice class was organized in Septembe~, 1878, w.hich had in charge 
4 school rooms containing primary classes; 3 of the pupils in this class already have 
permanent places.- (City report.) 
Rockland reports 1 high school, 5 grammar, 6 intermediate, and 13 primary schools; 
. 11 school-houses, 5 of them in good condition; the summer schools averaging 31 weeJrs 
and the winter schools 10 weeks; 4 of the teachers graduates of normal schools; and 
school property valued at $4,700.-(State report.) 
TRAINING 0}, TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The State sustains 3 normal schools- at Castine, Farmingtvn, and Gorham -and aid9 
the normal department of the Maine Cf:ntral Institute, Pittsfield, the normal depart-
ment, of Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro; and the training school for teachers in the 
Madawaska territory, establifhed by an act of 1878. The State normals were fairly 
patronized during 1879, but none was taxed to half its capacity, and Superintendent 
Luce considers that the demand for teachers is not equal to the supply, ancl that the 
attendance upon these schools is more likely to diminish than increase. 
-The Eastern State No1·mal School, Castine, reports 219 pupils in 1878-'79 ; 11 graduates,· 
all engaged in teaching; a 2 years' course of study. Out of 1,200 pupils taught since 
the opening of the school, 90 per cent. have become teachers.-(State report andre-
turn.) 
The State Normal School, Farmington, reports 202 pupils; a 2 years' course of study; 
2 cla ·ses graduated a year ; the primary training scllool reopened at the beginning of 
the year; antl the scholarship of pupil~ entering much improved since the enactment 
of the free high schoolla w .- (State report.) 
The Wcstent State N01·mal SchooJ, Gorham, which opened January29, 1879, reports its 
new building completeu i 85 pupils accepted at the beginning of the first term; diplo-
mas conferred on 45 laaies and gentlemen at the end of 1879; a 1 year's course of 
study. The prime object of the school is to improve the teaching force in the un <>Taded 
schools. Pnpils are allowed constant practice in teaching in their own classes 0and in 
the model schools.-(State report.) 
TEA.CIJERS' TRAL.~ING SCHOOL. 
The Maclawa, ka Training School, established in 1878 at Fort Kent, was removed 
after two terms to Van Buren. 1 The atteuuance for the year ending September 5, 1879, 
was: tall tt>rm 4G, wint r 49, spring term :N, summer 34. The design of the school-
to P.lltwate teachc~r tot ach the common school branches in English to the people of the 
FrPnch tlisl ri1·ts-wa well carri d out dnriug the year. A primary class was formed 
in tlw Rum mer, th children having in truction one hour a day. In this cla s the stu-
dent. ha<l an opportnnit for ob rvation and practice in teaching.-(State report.) 
1 Latl'r information woultl a m to indicate that the school remains at Fort Kent, but thnt the summer 
aesaiuns ar · h ld at. Van Buren. 
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NORMAL DEPARTMENTS AND CLASSES. 
The normal department of the Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, reported, in 1879, 
instructors, 2; normal students, 4i; course, 2 years; graduates, 3, all teaching; and a. 
teachers' class opened in the fall term to other students in the institute.-(Return and 
State report.) 
The normal department of Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, reported a successful 
session of 33 weeks; 59 students, 34 of whom have been teachers; 9 have completed 
the course.- (State rPport.) 
A normal practice school, connected with the public school system of Lewiston, re-
ports 1 resident instructor; 8 students; 8 graduates, all tPaching; and the course of 
study finish eu in one year.-(Return.) 
A practice school for the training ,;f tea,chers was opened, in connection with the 
school system of Portlanu, September 2, 1878. At the beginning of the term the scl10ol 
nuwbered 140, and in October this increased to 170. Many teachers from t.his school 
have already been called upon to till vacttncies. Instruction in writing and wusic was 
givt-n once a week, and there were daily lessons on the theory and practice of teach-
ing.-(City report for 1879.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
These meetings have not been held since 1875 throughout the State Some teachers 
of Portland, however, formed themselves into an association in 1878-'79, and hold 
monthly meetings for mutual discus ion of questions pertaining. to their scl.lool work. 
Lectures were also given on school topics of interest. Tho teachers of primary and 
grammar grades held, be ides, monthly meetings for consultation on the subjects taught 
in their cJasses.-(City report.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The suspension by the legislature in 1tj79 of the free high schoo1 1aw 1 of 1873 was 
doubtless the cause of the large diminution in thennmuerofsnch schools, abont160 being 
in operation in 1878 and only 66 in 18i9. The act went into force February 27, 1 79, 
but up to that date there were 4,931 lJUPil~ registered, 4,HI3 in aYerage atteudance, 
and 312 who had taught or intended to teach during the year. Tho State treasury lw.tl 
paid $13,0:35 and $69!:1 had been received from tuit.ion fees. As the object of the free 
high school is to furnish that common instruction which efl'aces all distinctions be-
tween the rich and the poor, the State superiutendent urges t.bat no retrograde steps 
be tak n in the education of tho children. Blanks sent out from hili oilice askiug 
whether the children of the wealthy or of those in moderate circumstanc~·s attended 
the high schools showed that 21 per cent. of the parents of the graduates paid uo 
property tax, that 28 per cent. paid on less than $1,000 of property, 40 per cent. on from 
1,000 to $5,000, and only 11 per cent. ou property over $5,000. 'l'he same returus in-
dicate that :W per cent. were orphans or children of widows, 6 L per cent. cbildr '11 of 
working men, 8 per cent. children of professional men, and 11 per cent. childreu of 
clerk , agents, or salaried men.-( tate report.) 
OTHER ECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For tatistic of bnain college , pri vatc academic schools, and preparatory schools, 
se Tahl•s IV, VI, and II of the appen<lix, and the summariet:1 in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR DOTII EXE • 
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. For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix, and the sum~ary of it in the report 
ef the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For statistics of this class of institutions, see Table VIII of the :\ppendix, and for n. 
summary of their statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Students can pursue their scientific studies in the State College of Agriculture and 
the Mechanic Arts, Orono, aRd in the 4 years' scientific course of Bowdoin College. 1 
The Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts reports 102 students 
in 1879, of whom 9 were women, 2 ~raduates, and 4 students in a partia,l 'course; 8 in-
structors; a 4 years' course of study in either agriculture, civil engineering, mechan-
ical engineering, chemistry, or in science and literature, leading to corresponding de-
grees; and opportnni~y for higher degrees 3 years after graduation if a thesis with 
the necessary drawings and proof of professional study are presented.-(Catalogue, 
1878-'79, and return for 1879.) 
For statistics, see Table X of the appendix, and the summary thereof in the report 
9-fthe Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given in a 3 years' course in the Bangor Theological Semi-
nary (Trinitarian Congregationalist), which had 36 students in 1879, and in the theo-
logical school connected with Bates College. This also has a 3 years' course, and for 
1878-'79 reported 4 professors, 18 students, and had 3 graduates. Both schools requir~ 
an examination for admission from those who are not college graduates.- (Catalogue 
and return.) For statistics, seo Table XI of the appendix, and a summary thereof in 
the report of the Commissioner preceding. · 
Medical instruction is given in the Medical School of Maine, a department of Bow-
doin College, where 3 years' regular study and attendance upon 2 full courses of lect-
ures are requisite for graduation, and in the Portland School for Medical Instruc-
tion, which in 1879 had 11 professors and instructors, 18 students (7 of whom had 
already received a degree in letters or science), and required a knowledge of English,_ 
Latin, and natural philosophy at the preliminary examination. No degrees are given 
by this school. To enter the medical department of Bowdoin, a good English educa-
tion is required.-(College catalogue and return.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
In the wmter of 1878-'79 the legislature placed the Portland School for the Deaf 
on an equal footing, in~ducating the recipients of State bounty, with schools outside 
of the State. This school is said to have clone excellent work and to be known for its 
superior methods of instruction. The articulation method is used, and the ohildren 
learn to read, write, and speak with considerable facility. There were 10 pupils 
unuer instruction in 1878-'i9, and 7 of them studied arithmetic, grammar, geography, 
penmanship, and drawing.-(City report, 1t:l78-'79.) 
There is no institution for the blind in the State. 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The State Rcfm·m School, Cape Elizabeth, reported at the close of 1878 a total of 179 
pupils in school during the year and 141 remaining at its close. 
'!'he Maine Industrial School for Girls, Hallowell, reports 100 girls placed in the in-
stitntion since 1875, 31 at date of Deceu .ber 4, 187tl, and 34 on December :~, 187!J. 
The success of the school has been marked since the commencement and during 1879 
all departments of instruction and labor have been conducted without difficulty. The 
legislature, in making its aunual appropriatiou, placed the management of tho school 
wholl,v in charge of women, the board of managers excepted. The children hn.ve 
ma<lc fair progress in their studies, also in knitting and sewing.- (Report for 1879.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
Tlw thirteenth annualsession of the State E<lucational Association was hel<l at Gar<li-
ner •cemuer JO-in, 1 79, and January 1, 18tl0. The atten<lance was very gratiiying, 
~The rTllw-Engla.nd Journal: of Educa~ion of January 30, 1879, announced thn.t the summer school of 
IIClence formerly connected w1th Bowdom College would not be held in the following summer. 
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many of the most prominent educators of the State being present. The meeting was 
one of unusual spirit and excellenee, a.nd the association determined to bring the 
standard of education in the State to the highest point. The opening address by Presi-
dent J. L. Chamberlain, of Bowdoin College, was on '' Education in France." He stateu 
that France is trying to educate her people to work and to fit them to do their work 
in the most intelligent man11er. A new era has dawned there for the schools, which 
have until recently been under the control of the clerical class, and the whole people 
are becoming interested in the acquisition of elementary knowledge. F. E. C. Robbins, 
principal of the high school at Deering, showed how the teachers of Maine could make 
their influence a power in the State ·by organizing and combining to push forward 
the right principles of culture in the community. This subject occasioned considern.-
ble discussion. Miss Sarah M. Haskell, of Garland, opened a discussion on " School 
discipline," and a paper by Miss Mary J. Pennell, of Portland, on "First lesl:lons in 
reading in primttry schools," was next read. "Ex~cutive ability as an element in suc-
cessful instruction;" "Compulsory education and the factory laws," in which the 
need of educating our citizens and of employing the best means of securing the larg-
est attendance in school was urged, and "The duty of the State to the public schools" 
were next treated. In the last paper, Mr. C. C. Rounds, of Farmington, said that it 
was as much the duty of the State to furnish the means of manual education as to 
furnish the means for general culture or special scientific culture. An article on 
"Wade's graduating system for country schools" elicited discussion. Mr. Kingsbury 
Batchelder, of PitLsfield, read a paper on "The place of academies in our school sys-
tem," in which he said that, as academies, seminaries, and colleges are the legitimate 
products of the State and the law, the State should aid them also; wherever students 
were too poor to defray expenses in such schools the State should assist them. Several 
important resolutions relating to securing qualified teachers, to establishing county 
and local institutes, to reestablishing free high schools, to sustaining educational asso-
ciations and literature, and to having an intermediate agency between the State super-
intendent and the town committee were then adopted, and the association adjourned.-
(New-Eng1and Journal of Education.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
HON. EDWARD P. WESTON. 
This gentleman, a native of Maine and State superintendent of common schools in 
Maine from March 5, 18fi0, to May 8, 1865, died at Highland Park, Ill., in the autumn 
of 1879. A college graduate, he first had charge of an academy at Lewiston Falls, 
Me.; was principal of the Young Ladies' Seminary at Gorham; st1bsequently, of the 
Little Blue Academy at Farmington; and was editor of a family paper in Portland 
for a while. He afterwards moved to illinois, and became 1)rincipal of Ferry Hall, the 
ladies' depart.ment of Lake Forest University; was later president of liighland Hall, 
a colle~e for women at Highland Park, Ill., which position he was filling at the time 
of hi aeath. As a teacher and manager of schools he met with great success; his con-
scientious, thorough, scholarly devotion to his calling encouraged and fllevated all 
who came in contact with him.- (Educational "\\.,.eekly, Ohio Educational Monthly, 
and New-Englan<l Journal of Education.) 
CHIEF STA.TE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. N. A. LucE, State superintendent of common schools, A.ttguata. 
[Present term, February 0, 1ll80, to January, 1883. Mr. Luce was previously State superintendent 






1877-'78. 1878-'79. ! Incre"'e·l Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5 to 20)a .••• ••.. b276,120 b276,120 ......... --· 
------ ---· Enrolled in public schools ........••.. 156,274 165,486 9,212 .................... 
Average daily attendance ....... : .... 81,829 84,245 2,416 ..................... 
Colored pupils enrollell .•• ~ ••......•. 26,216 27,457 1,241 ................. 
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOl..-HOUSES. 
Schools in operation ....•.••....••... 1,989 2,009 20 .......... 
Average duration of schools in days .. 182 189 7 ...... -.......... 
Schools for colored children •.•..•.••. 372 391 19 ............. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Men teachin~ in public schools ....••. 1,295 1,280 ... -- .. -.............. 15 
Women teac ing in public schools .... 1,776 1,811 351 .......... 
Total number of teachers .••••....... 3,071 3,0D1 20 .......... 
Teachers in colored schools ....•...... 472 491 19 .. -- .....• 
Average monthly pay of teachers .... $40 43 $43 49 $3 06 
... ---- ....... -. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public schools ...... $1 ,540,861 $1,611,769 $70,908 ..................... 
Total expenditures for the same .••••. 1,593,260 1,551,558 ............ ... .. - .. -.. $41,702 
SCIIOOL FUND. 
Permanent school fund ............... $()06,229 $906,229 ... .......... - .. -.- ......... 
I 
a This is the age for apportionment of school funds; the age for admission for whites 1s from 6 to 21; · 
for colored, from 6 to 20. 
b Census of 1870. 
(From reports of Ron. M.A. Newell, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOJ., SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
There is a State boarcl of education, with a State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, who, serving as the principa.l of the normal school, acts as secretary of the boanl 
::mel makes decisions when it is not in session. There are also county boards of com· 
missioners, county examiners appointed by these, and district school tmstees. The 
, t,a,te board is composed of 2 ex officio and 4 appointed members; the county boarc1s 
of commissioners consist of 3 members, except in counties containing more tha.u 100 
schools, in which the boarcls number 5. The county examiners serve as secretaries of 
the county boards. The district trustees are appointed by the boards.-(Stateschool 
la.w.) 
OTIIER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The pnblic schools of the State are principally sustained by a State school tax and 
a fr o school funu. 'l'ho tato school tax of 10 cents on every $100 of taxable State 
propertl au<11he income of the free school fund are intended for the payment of teach-
r ' salaries and the purchase of text books and stationery for the schools. The county 
commissioner ar , authorized to levy additional taxes of 10 cents on every $100 of 
taxable county property, and other taxef! arc limited by the nece sitics of tho school. 
n.ud their own judgment. A sum averaging $70,000 annually, derived from the school 
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fun.'!. and academic donations, and a sum not easily estimated, derived from fines, 
licenses, and intestate estates, are also devoted to the use of the schools. 
Teachers must possess certificates showiug satisfactory examinat.ion by county ex-
aminers or the State board of education or diplomas from normal schools; such cer-
tificates may not be granted to young men of less than 19, nor to young women unuer 
17. Schools for colored children are by 'law established in each election district., 
governed as to time and instruction similarly to those for white children and sus-
tained by tho sum appropriated to +.he support of colored schools, apportioued simul-
taneously with the levy for white schools, and by the total amount of taxes paid by 
colored people for schools, together with any donations made for their benefit. 
The school year is of 10 months and a course of study has been defined for all pri-
mary schools :mel all primary classes in graded or high schools. Music and dra.wiug 
are included among the studies. High sehools are visited annually by the principal 
Qr one of the professors of the State Normal School, and every term by a county exam-
iner, aml the same officials are obliged to be present a.t county institutes. In conuties 
containing more than ts5 schools, an assistant examiner is appoint.ed.-(Schoollaws.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The secretary of the State board of education reports the condF.ion of the public 
schools in 1879 as encouraging, although they did not entirely escnpe the depressing 
financial infl.nPnces of the times and their expenditures were in a considerable degree 
diminished, the total expenditures for tho year being $41,702less than those for 1878. 
There was an increase in the total eurolment, in the avern.ge attend~nce, and in the 
salarit>s of teachers. The white schools were increased by ~0, the colored by HI, and 
the time the schools were taught was longer by 7 clays. It is estimated t bat $100,000 
a year have been ancl for some t.ime will be expended in the erection of new school-
houses, lmilt, according to the present ln.w, upon plans approved by the county school 
commi.!:;sioners; meantime a committee of the Association of Public School Commis-
sioners appointed at their last convention, November, 1879, are devising plans and 
specifications for the building of school-houses of different dimensions, wi thont un_ 
necessary expenditure.-(State report and Ma.ryland School Journal, February, 1879.) 
NEW LEGISLATION. 
The general assembly, in the wintor of 1878-'79 considered but failed to pass a new 
school law, the principal feature of which was a proposition to abolish the present 
method of appointing school commissioners, relegatin~ that power to the Sta.te board 
of education. They passe<l "An act to prescribe ana define the duties of the comp-
troller of the treasury relative to the apportionment and distribution of the public 
school tax, and to confirm the apportionments and distributions previously made by 
that officer." Under this act the white schools lose about a fifth of their annual rev-
enue from the State. This decision of the assembly reversed that of the circuit court 
previously maue in favor of the school commissioners. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For the Kindergarten reporting for 1879, refer to Table V of the appendix. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
The bo::ml of school commissioners in Baltimore consisted in 1879 of 20 members, one 
from each ity ward appointed by the :.t branches of the city council for 4 years, tho 
t rm of 5 x:piring annnally. A commisc;ion of 5 citizens appointed by r solution of 
th ity council in 1 79 to inq aire into the public school system rflcomHHmd the for-
mati u of a n w board of 9 members, to be appointed by the mayor from th city, 
with ut r f r n e to political affiliation , and confirm d by the couucil, ach m mber. 
to erv (j y ar or until ho appointm nt of his succes or. It is al o rccomm nde<l 
tha tb ffi _of npervi or f schoo be created, and hat 40 sup rvi. ors, ~ ii·om each 
ward b a1 p mt d by h board of commis ioners to vi it and iu p C't tho selwo1s, 
u at iir t . ~o1u office for 1 ar, th oth r for 2 year , and afterward <'llch for~ 
· n. , ou r ,hnng annt1;all . At pre ut here are a uperiutend nt. :111<1 assi:tn.nt sn-
pennt ud nt, each rVlug 4 year , and a secretary annually appointed hy he board. 
Citl . ~;j\; 11 f~ I r"umb•·rof l ExTJ(Indi· 
----------11---- ----1-----1--te_n_da_n_c_e_.: I teru·b •rs. ~ tur . 
30, 477 1 8?.2 1 $64:!. 895 25 10 7, 296 Baltimore ... .............. .. F rick .................. . 
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.ADDITIO:NAL PARTICULARS. 
Baltimol'e reports 58 school buHdings, exclusive of rented ones, and additional ones 
required; 125 schools, namely, the city college, 2 hjgh schools for young women, 38 
grammar schools, 59 primary schools, 5 English-German schools, 14 colored day and 
4 colored evening schools, 1 white evening school, and a Saturday normal; an average 
annual increase for the past 20 yea,rs of 1,100 pupils; 13,550 scholars in private schools 
and 40,083 not attending either;1 perceptible advaucement made in nearly every 
department; 579 students in Baltimore City College, being an increase over 1878, and 
the addition of a fifth year to its collegiate course. The English-German schools, with 
3,399 ))upils and 71:1 teachers, were in a prosperous condition, with more paying pupils, 
in proportion to t heir whole number, than any other department. The 14 colored 
day schools contained 4,:)8~ pupils, with 89 white teachers; the 4 evening schools, 728 
pupils, with 15 teachers. A formal application has been made to employ only colored 
tea~hers in these schools, but teachers enough of this class have not yet been qualified. 
The enrolment of the normal class decreased from 1:J2 in 1878 to 72 in 1879, with a cor-
responding diminution in average attendance. Music and drawing are taught in all 
the schools by special and regular teachers, much progress in these branches being 
noticed. In some cases the teachers also instructed their female pupils, one afternoon 
of each week, in sewing, knitting, embroidery, and other useful industries. This 
the board approves and wishes continued. There were 86 successful candidates for 
teachers' posit,ions, 2 the standard of examination being now higher than formerly.-
( City report and return.) 
Frederick reports 4 different school buildings ; its schools classified as primary, 
grammar, and high; 478 colored pupils in the public schools; 300 pupils in the 9 pri-
vate or parochial schools; school property valued at $19,000; and the schools taught 
154 days, the full number r equired.-(Return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The fourteenth annual catalogue of the State Normal School, Baltimore, shows the 
number of its pupils in 1879 to have been 246, of whom 216 were normal students, and 
its graduates as 25, who all had engaged in t eaching. The State appropriation for 
the school for the year was $10,500, being $46.05 per capita of its pupils. The school 
has a library of 1,812 volumes and the beginnings of a museum of natural history. 
Especial advantages are offered for free baud drawing, and in addition to the full cur-
riculum of advanced English studies students may command at a moderate expense 
tuitioninFrench, German, instrumental music, and telegraphy. A model school is con-
nected with tlris institution. 'rbe number of graduates known as having taught in the 
schools of the State within two years following graduation or after leaving the insti-
tution is 566. Certificates are given to those who complete the required course and 
diplomas are granted to those who have been included among the students of the 
school after 1 year's successful experience as teachers. A full course of study requires 
3 years' attendance.-(Return and State report.) 
BALTIMORE COLORED NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The return from this school shows 50 normal and 140 other students in 1879, and its 
graduates 5, of whom 4 were employed as teachers. The State appropriation received 
by the sehool for the year was $2,000, making $20 per capita. The annual charge to 
students is $5, the number of weeks in the scholastic year 40, and the number of 
volumes in the library 1,000. Students are awarded certificates at the close of the 
course. 
COUN'!'Y NORMAL SCHOOL, CUMBERLAND. 
This school appears to be conducted upon the principle of an institute, inasmuch as 
it is in operat ion only in the summer, during which season the teachers of the county 
are ac?ustomed to resort to it in large numbers. When last reported, in 1878, the school 
contamed 50 students, and bad a model class of 30 and a Saturday class for city 
teachers. 
Information is wanting from the Centenary Biblical and Normal Institute, Balti-
more, which had 7!1 students in 1878, and the St. Catherine's Normal School, also in 
Baltimore, which numbered 120 scholars in 1878. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
By th requirements of the school law, institutes of 5 days' duration for the im-
provement of teachers are to be held annually in every county. During the year 1879 
1 These :figures are from the report published in 1879 of the census made in 1878. 
2 The t achers in Baltimore bold oilice bnt one year, and then there are reelections or new appoint-
men Is. The commissioners to inquire into the public school system recommend that the tenure of office 
cluring good b havior. 
7 ED 
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such institutes or similar associations were held in many though not in all counties, 
school authorities feeling reluctant to impose an additional burden upon teachers 
whose salaries hav-e been reduced or delayed in payment. Good results are reported 
wherev-er they have been held.-(State report for 1878-'79.) 
SCHOOL JOURNAL. 
The Maryland School Journal has been continued since its resumption in 1877. It 
is conducted by C. G. Ed wards and Ron. M. A. Newell, the latter principal of the State 
Normal School and State superintendent. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The secretary of the State board of education mentions in his teport for 1879 that 
he v-isited the majority of the high schools and the largest graded schools with satis-
factory results. He found indications of a rev-iv-al of a taste for classical learning; 
this revival he attributes to the decline of private schools, which, except in cities, are 
superseded by the public schools. It has therefore become necessary that the public 
schools should afford the advantages of the private schools. The primary schools are 
substituted for the old county free schools and the high schools succeed the old acad-
emies. According to a decision of the State board of education, high schools may 
legally charge tuition fees and expel for non-payment of the same. The high schools 
in Baltimore are increasing the number of their students each year, the female high 
chools hav-ing 941 in 1879, an increase of 149 over 1878. The Baltimore City College, 
with 579 students, has a high school course during the :first 3 years; the regular course 
.of study is now 5 years, though there is also a course of 1 year only. 
OTTIER ECOKDARY SCHOOLS. 
For titles, location, and statistic of business colleges, private academic schools, pre-
paratory schools, and preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and 
IX of the appendix following. For summaries of their statistics, see correspondiug 
tables in the report of the Commi sioner preceding. 
SuPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGE FOR YOUXG i\IEX OR FOR BOTH SE,'ES. 
'TLe classic:1l colleges, 9 in number, reported by catalogue and return for 1 79, have, 
with one exception, preparatory departments, and without exception classical courses 
of greater or less fulness, several giving some scientific instruction and the majority 
al o affording tuition in the modern languages. 
St. John's College had in its preparatory department 41 pupils, with 60 in its classi-
eal department. This college offers 160 State scholarships for tuition; of these, 34 in-
elude the cost of board also. 
The Johns Hoplcin.~ Unive'l'sity, designed for the collegiate, graduate, and special cd-
lration of young men, enrolled 60 under~raduates in 1879 and 63 graduate student . 
The latter number includ s the fellow. , w no are graduates engaged in original research 
<>r pur uing a course of preparation for J>rofes orships and for teaching certain defined 
branch in which they have excelled. The e are annually appointed to the number 
<>f 20 in dif.t rent departments and rec •i> a alary of $500 per annum. There are also 
opkin . cholar. hip. , de. igned hy th founder of the college for such yonng men 
from the tat of Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina as may seem worthy of 
uch aiel. The. e arc exempt from all charges for tuition and board. In 1 79 thero 
w re 63 of the e scholar hip fill ·d. 
Loyola ollege r port <1101 stud nt. for 1 7!> in a course which embrace 3 year. of 
'tudi usually con ider d preparatory an<l3 properly coll giate. It ha al o a 4 year ' 
commercial ours . 
Baltimore City College r portecl in all it undergraduate cla . es 579 student•. Thi 
coll f? , whi ·h ha. added a. fifth y ar to it collegiat cour · ., i.·, in it low r cia e , 
th Clty high school; tuition f< e t :tndent. from the city, :4; to strano-er:, '50 a year. 
The Tf'C8tcrn Maryland College, Westmin t r, had 1~1 tnd nts iu 1 7 -'79; and it has 
b n cna.bl d, by appropriation hv the grn ral a : mhly, to offi r a fr e cholar ·hip to on 
tu n fr m a ·h enatorial 1i trict without eli rimination a to · x, the r cipient 
of th. c~olar hip b ing 1 ct d by chool commi sioner by mean. of competitive 
xamm tlon.- ( 'a tal •gu , 1 78-'7!>.) 
Frederick Colleuo, Fr d1 rick, ent ring in 1 7!> npou it one hundr d and sixteenth 
se ·on r port d tud nt . 
t. Charles College, n ar Ellicott . .. rm , a. lit rary and cla · ical lranch of t. Mar, 
nive ity, a.ltim r , wh r all d o-r ar confcrL·ed, r port din it cla e of 1 !) 
1 student . 
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For names, locations, and statistics of colleges, see Table IX of the appendix; for 
a summary of statistics, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
The names, locations, and statistics of such institutions may be found in Table VIII 
of the appendix, and a summary of their statistics in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SCIEN'riFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Maryland Agricultural College, College Station, the Naval Academy, Annapolis, 
and Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, are the three regular scientific institutions 
in the State, the second belonging, however, to the United States. 
The Maryland .Agrict£ltural College has a 4 years' course, classical, scientific, and ag-
ricultural, in divisions. The degree of B. A. is given to students graduating in all the 
courses, and that of B. s. to those graduating in the various branches of science, adding 
·the degrees of A. M. and M. s. after 3 years' additional study. Knowledge of minerals 
and veterinary skill are among the possible acquisitions at this college. Instruction is 
given in military discipline and tactics, wi.th regular drill. Its students in 1879 num-
bered73. 
The Johns Hopkins University affords the most advanced instruction in the highest 
branches of study included in courses of mathematics, physics, political science, chem-
istry, biology, ancient languages (including the Shemitic and Sanskrit), modern lan-
guages and their romance forms, logic, ethics, and gene~al history. 
The Naval Academy, Annapolis, includes in its courses of tuition all the higher 
studies in mathematics, physics, astronomy, chemistry, dynamics, navigation, survey-
ing, seamanship, gunnery, ordnance, drawing, and-modern languages, with other 
branches completing a literary and naval education. Four years are occupied by this 
course and 2 years following by discipline at sea. There were 355 cadet midshipmen 
and engineers reported in the year 1879. 
For statistics of these schools, see Table X of the appendix, and the summary thereof 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
THEOLOGICAL. 
Theological instruction is given in the following institutions, viz: 
Woodstock College, Baltimore County (Roman Catholic), which offers a full course of 
study, occupying 7 years. It has a theological library of 22,000 volumes. In 1879 it 
enrolled 90 students. No degrees are conferred.-(Return.) 
The Scholasticate of the Congregat'ion of the Most Holy Redeemer, Mt. St. Clement, Il-
chester, reported 26 undergraduate students, 4 resident graduates, and 6 graduates, 
for the year 1879. Its comse of study occupies 6 years. 
The Theological Seminm·y of St. Sulpice and St. JJfar.IJ's University, Baltimore (Roman 
Catholic), reported in 1879 a () years' course of studies, inclusive of literary studies, 
10 resident professors and teachers, and a library of25,000 volumes. 
The Centenary Biblical .Association, Baltimore, an institution for the biblical education 
of colored students, has prepamtory, classical, and elective courses, including the 
regular course prescribed for ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
For statistics of theological school , see Table XI of the appendix, and summary in 
the report of the Commissioner precetling. 
LEG AI,. 
The Law Sclwol of the Unirel'sity of Mw·ylancl, the only school of law reported in 
the State for 18i9, is divided into ~ classes, senior and junior, with courses of 8 
months, consisting of lectures, reading, and catechising. It confers the degree of 
bachelor of laws on students who have attendeu both courses, at,tained the required 
standard of excellence in examination , and offered satisfactory theses. 
MEDICAL. 
. The College of Physicians and , m·geons, Baltimore, reported by catalogue for 1879 an 
mcrease of advantages for clinical and other instruction and 80 graduates, with a class 
of students for that year numbering 216. It presents a 2 years' course of study and 
lecture and a O'raded cour e of lectures in 3 sessions, the latter without additional 
expense 'xcept a matriculation fee. It has a spring course also. 
The Johns IIopkins Unive1·sity offers to a limited number of its students opportunity 
~o attend weekly demonstrations in phy iology, continued through the session, for a 
fee of 10. 
The School of Medicine of the University of Ma1·yland reported its seventy-second an-
nual course in 1 79. With unusual ho pital advantages, its classes were much in-
<lrea ed. It has a 2 years' cour e, with a summer course of instruction continuing 3 
months, without extra charge, and including clinical instruction. 
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The Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, has a 2 years' course of study 
and an examination for admission. 
The Maryland College of Pharmacy includes in its course pharmacy, botany, materia 
medica, and practical and analytical chemistry, with all means of illustrating the 
lectures. It confers the degree of graduate of pharmacy on students who have at-
tended two full courses of lectures, with one course of analytical instruction, have 
served 4 years with an apothecary, presented a satisfactory thesis, and passed thei:r 
examinations creditably. In 1878 the board of trustees decided upon an important 
change in the plan of lectures, such as has been adopted by other leading colleges of 
pharmacy, making the course a graded one of 2 years, with examinations at the close 
of each year. This supplements the usual4 years' service with an apothecary. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Mm·ylaml Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Frederick City! 
reported 96 pupils in its classe for the year 1879. The average number of years passed. 
in its courses of study and training is from 3 to 9, and its pupils are instructed in the 
ordinary English studies, English literature, and Latin, while many are trained in 
the trades of shoemaking, cabinet making, printing, dressmaking, and housework. 
The institution has in its eleven years of existence instructed 210deaf-mutes. 
F. Knapp's Institute, Baltimore, a school for the education of the deaf and dumb 
founded in 1876, reports 27 students in 1879 studying the English branches. No em-
ployments are taught. Thi1:1 school possesses a, library of 2,300 volumes, a chemical 
laboratory, apparatus for illu tratin~physics, and a natural history museum. Although 
under private control, it received a i:::>tate appropriation of $1,200 in 1879. The value 
of buildings, grounds, and apparatus was reported at $60,000. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The 7 4 pupils in the Maryland Institution for the Instruction of the Blind were taught 
and trained in 1 79 in the same manner indicated in previous reports. Their classes 
are divided into I rimary, intermediate, and higher, the last including several of the 
higher branches of Engli h study. In t achincr writing the New York point system is 
mployed, as well as the type writer. The girls are taught knitting, sewing, crochet-
ing, and housework. The boys are trained in broom, mattress, and cane chair seat 
making, while those instructed in piano tunin& have attained marked succe . . Music 
bas been thoroughly taught (organ, piano, and. vocal culture).- (Report and return.~ 
L.~STITUTION FOR COLORED BLIND A TD DEAF-MUTES, BALTIMORE. 
Since the opening of this institution in 1872, 65 pupils have been admitted, 38 uliud 
and 27 deaf-mute·, and the return of 1 79 shows th number in charge that year to 
have been 15 blind and 15 deaf-mute . The institution has been sustamed out of tbe 
regular appropriation thus far, and no special appropriation has been asked. Most 
of tbe pupil have exhibited gr ·at aptitude in both school room and workshop. The 
colored blind and deaf-mutes of the Di trict of Columbia are admitted here on the 
ame t rms a those in the .'tate. The common Engli h branches and broom and 
hoe making are taught.- (Return.) 
E UC 
TATE A CIATI 1'{. 
The tate Teacher A. ·ociation met in Augu t, 1 79, at Ha.gersto,vn. ro report of 
its proc eding i foun in tb 1a.ryland , cbool Journal, but it is aid that the · ions 
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were well attended and that the papers reacl were calculated to disseminate sound 
views both as to theoretical principles and the practical details of the work of edu-
eation.-(State report.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
JOSEPH ASBURY MORGAN. 
This gentleman, late vice principal of the Baltimore City College, was born in Bath 
County, Virginia; received his early education at Emory and Henry College, Virginia; 
taught for some time at Georgetown, D. C.; was associate principal of the Light Street 
Institute for Boys, Baltimore, for some years; then manager of a girls' school; and was 
appointed in 1862 professor of Greek and moral philosophy in Baltimore City College, 
a post which he held until his death, on the 30th of November, 1879. 
CHillF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. M. A. NEWELL, State superintendent of public instrur;tion, Baltimore. 
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1UASSACHUS.ETTS. 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
1877-'78. 1 1878-'79. .Inorease. l Decrea.se. 
POPULATION A.J.~D ATTENDANCE. 
Persons of schoolage (5- 15) .... ·----· 
Persons of all ages in public schools .. 
Persons under 5years attending public 
schools. 
Persons over 15 attending public 
schools. 
A-verage daily attendance . .. . .. . .... . 
Ratio of average attendance to the 
number of school age. 
Number of persons attending evening 
schools. 
Average daily attendance in e-vening 
schools. 
SCHOOLS. 
Number of public schools .......• . _ . . 
Average length of term in days ..... . 
Number of high schools . ........... . . 
Number of evening schools .. ••• . . . ... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools ...... . 
Female teachers in public schools .... . 
Total number of public school teach-
ers. 
Number trained in normal schools .... 
A-verage monthly pay of men . . •.. . . . . 
A-verage monthly pay of women ..• _ •. 
Teachers in evening schools . ... . . ... . 
ACADEMIES A1'D PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
Incorporated academies .•.•• ..•.. ... . 
A-verage attendance . .. __ . .... . .. . ... . 
Ag!P'egate tuition fees .... . • . ......... 
Unmcorporat d academies and pri-
v-ate chool. 
Estimated av rage attendance ....... . 
E timat d tuition fee .............. . 
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Surnrna1·y of school statistics - Continued. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease.-
INCOlVIE AND EXPENDITUH.E. 
Receipts for public schools __ ......... a$4,535,635 a$4,399,801 .. .............. $135,83 
Expenditure for public schools ....... 5,166,91;8 4,994,824 ................... 172,16 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of school fund ....... _ ....... ....................... $2,075,540 . .. --- ... .. .... . ............... . 
c£Probably exclusive of amounts rais~d for building and repairs. 
(From reports for 1877-'78 and 1878-'79 of Hon. John W. Dickinson, secretary oi 
the State board of education.) 
_ STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICl<mS. 
The public school affairs of the State are attended to by a board of education of 1(} 
members, the secretary of which board, assisted by two agents, performs the usual 
duties of a State snperintendent of public instruction. A State director of art educa-
tion is at the head of the State Normal Art School and has general supervision of 
drawing in the public schools of cities with 10,000 or more inhabitants. School com-
mittees of 3 members, or some multiple of 3, have charge of schools where the town 
system prevails and a prudential committee of 1 member has charge where the district 
system is in use. There are also superintendents of p nblic schools for towns requiring 
such by legal vote, and for cities where an order of the city council so directs. Both 
sexes are allowed on school committees and may vote for school officers. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The State offers free instruction to all youth 5 to 15 years of age. The public school 
system comprises nnion schools, "for the benefit of the older children of several as-
sociated districts," common, high, normal (iucluding a normal art school), evening, 
and industrial drawing schools. In tbe last, instruction either in day or evening 
schools is free to pupils over 15 years of age in cities with more than 10,000 inhab-
itants. Each town is to keep its schools open 6 months in the year, to have the com-
mon branches taught, also good behavior, anrl, if the school committee deem it ex-
pedient, algebra, vocal music, sewing, agriculture, physiology, and hygiene, while 
towns of 500 families or householders are to maintain a big her grade of school, and in 
those of 4,000 inhabitants the teachers of snch high schools must be competent to 
teach Greek and French, as well as the higher English branches. Teachers must have 
certificates of fJlHtlification from tbc school committee l>efore they can be legally em-
ployed, and teachers of district schools are reqnired to make ont their school registers 
before they can receive wages. The public schools arc sustained by taxation and by 
the income of the , 'tate school fund, one-half of this income to be for general use 
-in the towns fulfilling the rer1uirements of tbe law, the other half to be devoted to 
specific appropriations for educational purposes. To receive their proportion of the 
school moneys, the towns must raise for the vmges and board of teachers, for fuel, 
and for the care of fi.rcs and school rooms a sum equal to $3 per capita on the resident 
youth of school age. Failure to fulfil the rer1uirements of the law as to school funds 
and schools causes to each town so failing the forfeiture of a sum double the highest 
amonnt ver voted for the scl1ools. Neglect to choose school committees involves the 
for£-itnrc of from . '500 to, '1,000, the sum to be paid into the county treasury. From 
18 0 on, towns ancl cities not enforcing the truaucy law also lose their share of the dis-
triiJntable school fund. ~finor children under 16 years of age can only be employed in 
factories when their employer holrls a certificate from the school committee as to the 
age and place of birth of such children and tho amount of their school attendance in-
the ye~tr preceding employment, this certificate to be always ready for exhibition to 
the truant officer. Mtcr May 1, 18 0, children who can neither read nor write are not 
to be engaged in any manufacturing, mechanical, or mercant.Ue establishment while 
the schools are in session . No person is to be excluded from the schools on account of 
race, color, or religious opinions.- (School laws, 1875, and amendments for 1878.) 
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GENERAL CONDITION. 
In order to give a clear idea of the condition of the schools throughout the State, 
Secretary Dickinson institutes a comparison between the statistics of 1876 and those 
of 1879, wherein he shows th::. t there are now 3,002 more persons of school age and 
16 more schools. The enrolment increased 5, 752, which allows about 36 pupils to each 
of the new schools, and this increase, being 2, 750 greater than that of youth of school 
age, shows that almost twice as many are aclded to the schools as to the school popu-
lation, while the increase in average attendance, 15,346, is more than five times as 
great as that of school population and more than two and a half times greater than 
the increase in enrolment. This improvement in attendance is partly due to the en-
forcement of the truant law in 76 more towns. Although it would naturally follow 
that with an increased attendance there would be more teachers employed, the number 
{)f different teachers in 1879 was 102 less than in 1876, which diminution is said to 
have effectually prevented the waste of money arising from frequent changes and to 
have caused the schools to renp much benefit from the greater permanency of teachers. 
During this period the economy made necessary by the general depression in business 
occasioned a reduction of pay to male teachers of an average of over $17 a month. 
How much the schools are appreciated by the public is indicated by the fact that not-
withstanding the great reduction in the valuation of property over $4,000,000 were 
raised for their support in 1879-to $4,500,000 in 1876-and that, as heretofore stated, 
there were more pupils enrolled and a more constant attendance than in1876, while 
the length of term was lessened but a single day.-(State report, 1878-'79.) 
OTHER TOPICS TREATED. 
In referring to the question which has been discussed throughout the country as to 
the extent to which the schools shall be maintained by public authority or what 
grades of instruction shall be supported at the public expense, Secretary Dickinson 
says that in establishing a limit beyond which the State should not go in educating 
her children it is necessary to consult its ability to support schools and to determine 
what will contribute to its perfection and to the welllJeing of its indi vi<lual members. 
hould the decision be that econdary schools are necessary- and without high schools 
there could be no true scientific teaching in the system of public scl10ols, the high 
school being to the public school system as a part to a whole-then he woul<l have 
the elementary branches o taught that when the pupil enters the hio·her grades his 
mind is ready for the particular work of such schools. He urges the maintenance of 
the town system, which includes fewer schools but more competent teachers an<l 
better len~th of term, to the exclusion of the di tri t system, still iu usc in 40 
towns, whteh r etards the growth of schools while increasing the expense of them. 
He further states that if all t he schools in the Commonwealth were placed under tho 
supervision of educated men, ac1.ing as agents of the school committees, well trained 
teachers would soon be found instructing properly graded classes of nthusiastic 
pupils in well devised courses of tudy. From this st~pervision wouhl soon result a 
unity of plan which would contribute to a rapid and permanent progress in t he 
chools, as has already been hown in one county at least. Mention is made of tho 
uccessful introduction of sewino· and knitting in certain schools, although Mr. Dick-
in on does not con ider the problem of combining indust.rial training wiLh common 
school x r ise as olved. 
In the fall of 187 the association of school committee men of Norfolk County in-
vited the board of edncati n to end an agent to examine into the general condition 
of tho schools of that ounty, with a vi w to determining the relative value of tho 
old and new m thods oft aching. Mr. George A. Walton, the :tgcnt appointed, re-
port 212 primary and rammar grad vi it cl and some 5,000 children examined in 
~· ading writing, and arithmetic. The examinations were of children 4 and 8 year 
m chool, and of 8 to 10! yean; of ago in th primary rrrades and 12t to 15i in the 
grammar grad . . The examination were from December to May, with from one 
t tw hour. a.llow d a.ch la . Tho ompl lion of the vi . ita.tiou left a.IJont 4,000 
P.ap r · to mark. Th rc nl of th iov . tigatiou i . aid to r veal a d plorabl ondi-
ttou of affair which doubtl prevail. in oth r portions of tho tat . Mr. Wa.Lton 
how. 1h p int of w akne. aml d mon trat the true line of succ in common 
· ·l~ool t • ching. He p ak of the univcr a.l defe tin reading-too mu h attention 
1 111~ paid t tbe ou ron d lamation of word and too littl to th. t sil nt r adiuCT 
whi ·h ive ~he I. w.to ~h a.nthor thonght. H tra es th failure iu writing to tho 
mmou hab1t of lmtta.bnn- • copy and would hav penman hip tau ht arl. aucl 
oft D: I y ood t a ·h r with th aifl of impl drawing. Ile ohj ct. to o mnch oral 
llmCT, as the n ta. t writing of word i the be t m a.n f making good p ll r . 
H wottld hav m r pra tic in compo ition. He depr cates tho me hani al drill in 
m ntal and the firrnring to work out a problem in writt n arithme ie, while he n-
forc the duty in h fi wo or hr e years given to this hra.nch of tea hiug th 
fnn am ntal f arithm tic o thoroughly that all application afterward will be y 
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and certain. These conclusions are logically deduced from a careful examination of 
the school work. In the opinion of the New-England Journal of Education, Mr. Wal-
ton touches the vital point of the new eclucat.ion when he says that more depends on 
the supervision of the schools than on all other causes combined. The schools in the 
town of Quincy might be cited as proving this observation.-(State report, 1878-'79.) 
APPENDIX TO THE STATE REPORT. 
This contains an able report on" Industrial drawing," by Professor Walter Smith, 
State director of art education; a committee report on ''Sewing in the Worcester 
schools;" an article on" Handicraft in sehool," hy Principal Charles 0. Thompson, and 
a report of the teachers' institutes, by Agent E. A. Hubbard. · 
KINDERG.i\RTEN. 
For information respecting these institutions, see Table V of the appendix following, 
and a snmmary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OF.F'ICERS. 
The cities and towns of the State have school committees of 3 members or some 
multiple of :~, with provision for change of one-third at the annual elections. A su-
perintendent, chosen by each committee, has the general supervision of the schools. 
Boston has also a board of supervisors of not more than 6 members.-(Laws.) 
STATISTICS. a 
Citi<·s and large towns. 
I 
' I I I • 1 Cl'll f 1 Enrolmcnt , Av e ra ge N b f E d' 1 Estima~e<l i ~l f r
1
·eno I m public , daily n,t. um ero xpen 1· 
/ populatwn. j scuoo age. : _:hools . 1 tenJ.a.nce. teachers. ture. 
---------- I 
Attie borough ..... . ....... . 
Boston .... .... ............. . 
Brockton . ...... ........... . 
2~ci~~~d~~: : :: : :::: :: :: : . ::. 
~~}flR~~,~ .-.-.-.-:. :::::::::::: 
m~~~l~~~;;.:.:::: :::::::: : ::: 
na,·erlJill . ................. . 
Holyoke .. .......... ..... .. . 
Lawrence . . ... . ............ . 
Lowell . ............. . ...... . 
Lynn .... ................ .. . . 
~~~~~~~:, _:-:-···-·:•: N ew Br<lfunl . . . . . . . ... . .. 
1 Newburyport. . . . . . ....... . Newton .... . ............... . 
Northampton ............. ·I 
~r~~~fi~r~i :::: : : ·::: : : ::::: : ~ 1 
~~t!~~y - :::::· ::::::::::::::: 
Somervillo .... ....... ...... . 
~~1~~fo0::~.::: ::: ::::::::::: 
W altham .. .... ....... . .... . 
Wl'stficl1l .... .. . .......... . 
W•_ynlouth ... ...... ..... . 
Wobum ..... . .. .. ......... . 
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40,317 I 

















~t J38 I 
4, 21J!j 
2,4.fil 
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~· ~~~ 9: 4o6 
1, 870 : 
55,412 I 
2, 2~4 ; 
8, ooi , 
3, 001 : 
1, 42! ' 
9, G04
1 2, 542 4,149 ' 
2, 756 ' 
2 324 
5: 4()1 ! 
~. 427 I 
5. 058 
:J,6:W 1 
1, 678 1 
<!, 137 
2, 310 I 
4, 5UO 
2, zo5 1 
~: ~~~ I 
1, GGL i 
2, 4()0 I 
1, 0.)3 I 
:1, 8r.o 
G, 038 
5, a:!5 I 
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51 .... . . ....•• 
1, 244 $1, 558, 163 
42 27,745 
184 1G2, 504 
69 . .•••. ... ..• 
43 ..... . . ... . . 
133 ..... ..... . . 
64 35, 034 
05 47,281 
65 ........... . 
44 30,903 
117 65,806 
16i .... .... ... . 
118 ...•........ 
58 ....•....... 
27 H, 105 
49 18, 693 
42 23,404 
lOti 60,900 
46 ........... . 
92 82,260 
ti7 . ..... .... . 
47 ..... ...... . 
72 , .. . ... ······ 
47 .......... . 
!H 81,077 
Ot 83, 028 
109 81' 44 ~ 
72 42,750 
57 ...... · ·· ··· 
53 .... ....... . 
GO 
42 1 21,864 
lOt I 153,008 
---- -· ---------- ------ ---- - -
a. TJ_w sta tisti ·s are from the State ruport, excepting th ex penditures, which are from city reports 
()t' wnttt:u r turns. 
ADDlTI ~AL PAHTICULAn . 
. Attlebo1·our;h r port :35 chool s, 2 of th(!m high schools with 5 tea.chors and 123 pu-
Jnls.-( tat report, 1 7 -'79.) 
Boston repo1-t , in Jun , 1 79, 174 g neral ehool , viz, 1 normal school, with 4 
teach r aucl nn a.v rag nroh.n ut of 5;.! pupil ; 2 Latin and 7 high schools, 1,948 the 
av. rag numb r belonging; 49 grammar chools, averaging 27,796 scholars; anclll5 
pnmary, with 20,253 in av rage eurolm nt. There w re al o 2 special schools, viz, 
1h Horae l:lun school, wjth 10 teachers and an average enrolment of 0 pupils; a 
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Kindergarten, 1 with 2 teachers and 36 pupils; 24 evening schools (1 a high grade, with 
12 teachers and 955 pupils, and 7 for drawing, with 16 instructors and 7 40 pupils) ; and. 
2 for licensed minors, with 2teachersand 61 pupils in average attendance; also 16 reg-
ular evening schools, with 108 teachers and 1,723 as the average number belong-
ing. During the year 1878-'79 a class of schools known as primary but similar to 
the intermediate of other places was discontinued, and the pupils now constitute 
ungraded classes of grammar schools. The primary schools, heretofore under the 
charge of the grammar school supervisors, are now experiencing the benefit of a su-
pervision of their own. In the primary and grammar grades a new course of study 
was adopted in the fall of 1878. It included more oral instruction, less committing to 
memory, the reading of other books besides text books, and less arithmetic and geog-
raphy. A year's tl'ial presents a better quality of instruction and more character in 
the schools, while in the language branches the pupils enter the h igh schools one year 
in advance of former standards. In order to cultivate a taste for reading among tbe 
scholars, a circulating library, composed of some 200 copies of stamlanl works, was 
establishetl in connection with the grammar schools. The books pass from b and to 
hand or class to class, as is deemed advisable. For still further development, blank 
books were suppliecl to the scholars for writing extracts in prose and verse, abstracts 
of oralles ons, and occasional essays. The last half of the year 1~79 ·was occupied hy 
tb'e school board and a special committee in a general revision of the school system, 
one of the most important results being the change of the teachers' tenure of office 
from one to three years, which is to take effect April1, 1880. In t.he boys' Latin 
school the conrse is to be six instead of eight years - the girls' and boys' Latin schools 
now having the same length of course-and applicants are to be admitted only ou 
examinu,tion. In the normal school, which did unnsually good work during the year, 
a modification of the plan of ·tucly wn, decided npon. It includes a graduate course 
and giv s the pupils an opportunity for ol>servation and pmctice in teaching i n t.he 
public school lmder the supervision of thEJ head master of the lJOTmal. The well or-
ganized evening- high chool did excellent work, aud the free evening drawing schools 
were well attended, m::Luy of tho pupil· being grown men who dc:::; ired instruction in 
mechanical and architectural <lmwinp;.-(City report, 1879.) 
B1·oolcton had 19 cliffereut school buildings; 1 evening school; 1 llrawing scltool; 16 
primary and 24 intermediate aml graunnn,r schools; 2 private schools, with 25 cholar ; 
and school propM'ty valnccl at $90,275.- ( Retnrn. ) 
Cambridge reports 32 schools : 1 high, 7 grammm·, and 20 primar.v schools, 1 training 
school, 2 evening drawing schools, and 1 •vening school. The 1v ·n·k of the high school 
was reported v ry satisfactory; the training school t.hrough its graduates show d 
thorough stuuy, valuable practice, and faithful self discipline ; !lming a, ten years' ex-
istence, all ex ·ept 9 of its graduate. have been r 'gistere<l as teachers. The progre s 
of pupils in the evening drawing schools was good. After a two years' trial, sewing 
ha been discontinued in the public schools. The truant officer:::; reported '12 more 
complaints than in 1 7 ', · but 65 fewer truants. An important change i u the 
method oft acbinO" reading to l)eginners was ::ulopted duriug the year, sl10rt stories 
being written on the bln.ckboar<l by teacher or pupils; aft,erwards the printed 1)nge 
brou(l'ht into u e.- (Report, 1 79.) 
<;Jhelsea reports 60 scbools; a high school, with 6 teachers and 191 cholars; nntl3 
unmcorporat d academies or priva.te school·, with 44:~ as the average nrolmcut. Out 
of 64 teach r , 16 were normal school <rraduateH.-(. tMe report, 1 i -'79.) 
Chi '?pee h::ul 10 .·chool-bonses in 1 79 containing primary, intermechate, grammar, 
and h1 h cboot · 1 540 itting for . tndy; 11 printte or parochial chools, with 13 
t a ·her.· am15:2ti ittiu '· ; and. ·chool property worth .:· 1G6,000.- (City report, 1 79, and 
return.) 
Fall Rire>· r p rt a high cbool with 7 t achPrs and 323 scholars, and 5 unincor-
p rat da·ad mi andprivat .·chool, wit.h900pupil .-( tater'port.) 
Fitchburg report 5:2 pulli ·school ·, 3 of them for v ·nino- classes; :~,~5:3 sittinO", ' for 
s nd, ~' t grpa la ·k of accommodation for h pupils, som0 teach ·rs being ol lig d to 
t a h from · to 5 pupil. · peci:tl trarh <'r in mnsi · tlrawiug, and p nmau hip; a 
,~ clatt ~<l~u. f, r] 7 ri9, althonghl tbaninth•pre·e<liug year; 1pri,rat school, 
w1th 4 lttlll r: · an l chool pr p 'rty vain <1 at , ·w , '"7.- (H.eport and return for 
1 tO.) 
JlouctJJter r p rt 1 high chool, 7 N"l'ftmmar 4 mix d and 16 primary s hool ; a 
a!i. f. ·tory r:1i11 in r ·gnlar aucl ]Jnn tual a.tt n lane,; m~r room 11r cl d for pnpil in 
prunar ·h 1. ; mark d itnprov rnent in r adiJJN" at sight and in penruau hip in th 
ame ~racle ; < Kind r art n ·la.-. h Jldin claily ·e. :ion under au X] ri nc d t ach r; 
-th wmt r . ·b ol · li · ntiuu · l for lack of patrona" · a tra.inin r ·h ol, tabli h d 
arly in 1 i<, t pr par biuh ·h ol graduat , to act a local teach r , ancl 3:50 
pupil tatwbt win ' two b nr dail~· jn th indn. trial cla 01111 t c1 with the 
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different schools, 1,225 different articles having been made during the year.- (City 
report, 1879.) . 
Haverhill reports 63 schools, 1 a high school, with 6 teachers and 159 scholars;. 
2,756 enrolled in the public schools, 219 of whom were over 15 years of age; and 3 
private schools or unincorporated academies, with an average of 73 scholars.-(State 
report, 1879.) 
Holyoke reports 37 schools and 44 teachers, being an increase of 2 schools and 4 
~eachers over 1877-'78, yet the school buildings were overcrowded and the city grow-
mg constantly, the population now being estimated at 23,000. 1'he schools were never-
in a more flourishing condition. The evening schools were well attended, and much 
progress was made in arithmetic, reading, and writing. The 3 ungraded schools, 
for the benefit of'persons working a part of the school year, were remarkable in point. 
of punctuality and average n,ttendance. The private and parochial schools enrollccl 
1,133 pupils. Special instructors for drawing, music, and penmanship are employed; 
and the plan adopted in 1878-'79 of dismissing pupils of all grades an hour earlier in 
the afternoon proved very satisfactory.- (Report and return, 1879.) 
Lawrence reports 20 school buildings, with 4,600 sittings; special teachers in draw-
ing and music; an increase of pupils and te:tchers over the previous year, and the 95 
per cent. of average attendance on the average number belonging fully maintained; 
the training school, consisting of some 300 primary and middle school pupils, pro-
gressing fin<"ly under the charge of a ten,cher fresh from normal school work ; the f:·ee 
evening schools placed on a footing nearly like that of the day schools, and the st<.c-
cess of the evening drawing schools very noticeable.- (Report and return, 1tl79.) 
Lowell for 187'8-'79 reports 84 public schools, 1 high, 8 grammar, 1 intermediate, 2. 
mixed, and 7'2 primary, 5 primary schools being added during the year. There were 
also a reform school with 147 pupils, 2 mill schools opened during the summer, 5 even-
ing schools with 1,330 pupils, and a free evening drawing school.- (City report, 1879.) 
Lynn had, in H:!7i:l-'79, 31 school buildings, with 5,b75 sittings; 2 evening schools en-
rolling 60 pupils n,nd with a special ten,cher of mechanical drawing; 5 private and 
parochial schools; '1nd special teachers in music, drawing, and penmanship.-
(Return.) 
Malden reports 41 schools, 1 a high school, with 6 teachers and 180 pupils; 2 unin-
corporated academies or private schools; of the 58 teachers in the public schools, 10 
were normal graduates and13 had n,ttended normn,l schools.-- (State report.) 
Marbleh eacl had 18 schools in 1878-'79 : a high school, with 2 ten,chers and 90 pupils, 
and 14 primary :tnd 3 grammar, in rooms seating pupils for both study and recitation 
under one te:wher, and school property vn,lued at $39,800.- (Shte report for 1878-'79· 
and return.) 
Ma1·lborough had 34 schools in 12 different school buildings, having 1,085 sittings for 
study ; a high school, with 3 teachers and 128 scholars ; 4 unincorporated academies. 
and private schools, with 120 pupils; and school property va,lued at $59,500.-(State 
report, 1878-'79, and return.) 
Milforcl reports 1 high, 17 grammar, and 13 prima,ry schools, the high having a busi-
ness course and a college preparatory course, of 4 years each, and 1 evening school, in 
which book-keeping and the common branches were taught.- (City report, 18i8-'79.) 
New Bedjorcl reports 23 schools, 1 high, 3 grammar, 11 primary, 6 country, 1 mill, n,nd 
~ farm school, in 23 school-houses owned by the city. The high sta,ndard of scholarship 
m the upper grade was maint:tined; there were more scholars in the ~rammar school 
than ver before ; in the prima,ry schools the methods of instructwn adoptecl in 
Quincy were fully carried oot, and the country schools were well taught; the attend-
a.nce in th mill school greatly increased in the last three months of the year; and2 
evening schools bad a,n average of 145 pupils; the evening drawing school was well 
n,ttended, and the drawing exhibits from all the schools were excellent.- (City report 
for 1879.) 
Newbnryport reports 37 schools, with 2,241 sit+,ings; a generally good condition in 
all the schools; the high school, with its classical course equal to college requirements,. 
fully su taining its reputation; the evenine; school for women averaging 55 pupils, 
~ll of whom manifested great interest in their work; and tho evening drawing school, 
tor mechanical drawing only, att nded by 26 pupils.-(City report, 1879, am1 State 
report, 1 78-'79.) 
Newton r ports 17 day school : a high school, with 300 sittings; 2 grammar schools 
for both s xes; 11 grammar and primary and 3 primary schools, with 3,376 sittings; 
al o, 1 evening school open 46 ni()'bts and 2 evening drawing schools; an increase in 
enrolt?ent and att ndn.nce in all tbc schools; a reduction of. 15,094 in school expendi-
tn~e smc~ 1 74; mark d improv ment in tho primary grad in reac1ing, writing, and 
:u~thmehc; good work in the gramma.r grade , with particular excellence in penman-
hip! a mercantile conrse a,dd din th hi(l'h cbool, and the military drill and calis-
tbent of mnch ben fit to the chilc1ren; an increa. c of 50 pupils studying l!,rencl.J.; 2 
cla making progr sin German; and an atlvautag ous change made .in the school 
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that they are successfully accomplishing the ends for which they were established. 
The 5 of these schools meant to train ordinary teachers had 881 students, 360 of them 
entering in 1878-'79, and 187 graduates to June, 1879. During the year a uniform 
standard of admission was esta,blished. The graduating classes were subjected to 
written examinations, the question~; relating to branches taught in the public schools, 
to methods of teaching, to school government, and to the history of education; the-
answers gave evidence of faithful teaching and careful study. The Nurma,l Art 
School, which is for the training of teachers of industrial drawing, reports 1,543 pupils 
since its organization in 1H73-'74, of whom 181 belonged in 1878-'79; 201 certificates-
were issued, while 113 of those graduating are teachers, 9 designers or draughtsmen, 
and 50 continue their studies. The model school at Framingham is reported full to 
overflowing and affording grea,t aid to normal work. The Salem normal obtained a 
fine telescope during the year to assist in the study of astronomy. The Westfield 
school reports the members of the seuior class in regular charge of classes in the school 
of observation. This is additional to the usual' daily instruction of children in sub-
jects chosen for illustration and to daily observation of teaching in the public schools. 
The Worcester school is steadily growing in numbers, while 98 per cent. of its gradu-
ates are teachers. Secretary Dickinson says that 95 per cent. of the normal graduates 
teach in the public schools (yet only 37 per cent. of the whole number of t .:achers have 
had professional training). As these teachers are noted for their improved methods 
of instruction, for their enthusiasm in the practir,e of their profession, and for their 
better form of school government, he urges that the support of normal schools be 
placed on a more secure basis. This could be done by levying a small tax on the 
property of the State, and thus the whole educationn,l system would be benefited.-
(State report.) -
The Boston Normal School had at date of June, 1879, 93 pupils, 4 teachers, and 51 
graduates.- (Return.) 
There were also training schools connected with the public school systems of Co-m-
bridge, Gloucester, and Lawrence.-(City reports.) 
TEACHERS' COURSES. 
Harvard and W e1lesley continue to offer courses for the further training of teachers. 
At Harvard instruction in the natural sciences is given each session in the Lawrence 
Scientific School, with courses in botany, chemistry, geology, and mineralogy during 
the summer. At Wellesley teachers can enter any of the college classes and share 
all the privileges of the college, and it was expected that a normal college would soon. 
be established, with special courses and special degrees.-(Catalogues, 1878-'79.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Eleven institutes were held in 1878-'79 in eleven different counties. They were or-
ganized in small towns, according to a policy adopted last year. Five were in session 
where the population did not equal1,500, the others where it was below 2,000. Some 
of the towns had only from one to six teachers, yet the attendance was quite large, 
the enrolment, 1,008, representing more than 100 towns. The day sessions were for· 
instruction in methods of teaching and the evening meetings for lectures on general 
educational topics. These exercises excited great interest in the study of the true 
philosophy of teaching, and the highest success and most gratifying evidences of prac-
tical results attended the efforts of the prominent educa,tors conducting the~e meet-
ings.-(State report.) 
EDUCATIOXAL JOURNALS. 
The New-England Journal of Education, published weekly in Boston, is the edu-
cational organ of the teachers in the New England States, and as such it is doing 
good service for the cause of popular education. 
The Primary Teacher, issued monthly from the same office, contains items relating 
more particularly to elementary education. 
Good Times, also a monthly publication, furnishes matter for school exercises and 
exhibitions, for both day and Sunday schools. 
A fourth paper, bimonthly, to be entitled Education and to be issued from the same 
office, was projected for 1880. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC lliGII SCHOOLS. 
There were 216 public high schools reported in 1878-'79, with 19,.311 pupils nnd 59& 
teachers. Some of the cities and towns reported the instruction in this grade or 
school much improved, while others had attempted a revision of their courses of study. 
Ih Boston progress was made both in the system of study pursued and in the attain-
ments of the pupil in individual studies. A recent revi ion of the system aims (1) 
to send the pupils into local schools for two yeu,rs, then to the central schools for two 
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:years more, and (2) to extend the course in time occupied, but simplify the studies. 
Four of the six local schools have adopted the first plan, but the simplification of 
high school studies is yet to be accomplished. The graduating classes of 1879 are the 
:first to complete the uniform course of study adopted three years ago. Gloucester, 
from September, 1879, allowed pupils entering t.he high school the choice of three 
courses of study, one a college preparatory course, one for general culture (includ-
ing other languages besides English), and one which had only English branches for 
those intending to teach. In Taunton the high school, which has only one session daily, 
.adds a systematic course of drawing and penmanship to the other branches and ad-
mits German as an elective study. The subject of continuing high schools at the 
public expense is still agitated. Secretary Dickinson states that secondary schools 
.always stimulate the grades below, that every influence which has a tendency to with-
draw support from the higher grades is hostile to the best interests of all classes, and 
that it is tbe duty of the State to see that all the children have an opportunity to 
receive a complete education.-(State and city reports.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, priva,te academic schools; and preparatory schools 
for colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix. For summaries of these, see 
the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
-COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Harva?'d hacl 819 nnder&'raduates in the college classes in 1878-'79 and 1,332 in the 
university; there were 5lm tho summer classes for botany, chemistry, and geology. 
A more systematic .arrangement of progressive courses was made in all the depart-
ments. The hundred or more elective courses were divided into 13 groups, the 
special improvements being in the departments of philosophy, political economy, his-
tory, and natural history. A few new courseR were introduced in these and other 
·departments, and the st.ndies were so arranged that the student, after choosing a 3 
years' course of study, can pursue it without change, while in the semiannual exam-
inations time is gained by giving one day to each group of studies, the students being 
allowed to choose one study from each group. Logic and metaphysics were thrown 
out from the junior year and hi tory from the sophomore year. Instruction in elocu-
tion was given during the year, 117 seniors and juniors and 110 sophomores and fr h-
men taking up this study. A change of orne importance was also made in the rules 
under which distinctions for good scholarship are conferred at graduation. The com-
mencement parts have been heretofore a igned to students on a scale formed by the 
aggregate of marks received by each in all the studies of the col lege course. Now any 
student attaining in any study a mark of 80 per cent. on elective work, not elementary, 
equivalent to 8 hours' recitation a week, receives honorable mention in that study on 
the commencement programme. In conferring degrees, too, there is now a degree for 
ordinary cases and degrees of distinction for extraordinary ones, making substantially 
four grades of bachelor of arts: B. A. simple; B. A. cum laude, for 75 per cent. on the 
general scale, or for honorable mention in any study and 65 per cent. on the scale, 
or 70 per cent. on the last three year or 75 per cent. on the last two ; B. A. magna 
cum laude, for 80 per cent. on the general cale or honors in any department (this ad-
mitting of the a signment of a dis ertation on the list of commencement exerci e ) ; 
B. A. summa cum laude, for 90 per cent. on the general scale or the highe t honor in 
any departm nt (this carrying au oration with it). The reason for the distinction i 
t b stated on th diploma. A new method of examination for aclmi sion wa tried 
for the first time i 1 7 , and it is expected that in 18 1 and thereafter it will be the 
only method allowed. It prescrib s for the candidate a minimum requirement in e ery 
udy anrl a maximum in two stndi s selected by him from four principal one . A 
ati factory examination must be pa sed, too, in the elements of Latin, Gr ek, ancient 
h.i . ory and g !!Taphy, arithmetic, alg bra, plane geometry, physics, English compo-
ltlOn, rench or German, and in at 1 a t two p cified higher s udies m the arne 
g n rallin , inclu ing Latin, Gr k, mathematics, and physical and natural ci nc . 
In ea h of the e four d partm nt. tw cour e will be carried on in th fre hman ar: 
an ordinary c n , adapt d t tb tat of preparation of tho e admitted with mini-
ffilllD; r qmr m nt , and an advau d our , for those admitt d with the maximum 
r q~u m n . he old m thod r quir cl an xamination in on or two cour f 16 
U~Ject each. The new m th d implifi th work of the preparatory chool and 
ra1 the 'tan ar of real a tainm nt. through the fre hman year. In ept mb r, 
1 , at a h r hip of Maud rin hin wa tabli h for 5 year . Har ard ha 6 
f, 11 w hi 5 for y ar 't rm and 1 for 1 or mor year .-( arvard atalogue and 
presid nt r p rt for 1 79. ) 
Boston Uni erti.tlJ reports 631 udent for 1 8-'79 th' being an increa e ov r the 
pr cedin y ar of 19 in he olle of lib ral art , or'6 in the coll ge of mu ic, of 12 in 
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the school of oratory, and of 14 in the school of science, with a decrease-owing to 
advanced requirements in the professional schools-of 6 in the college of a~riculture, 
·of 12 in the school of theology, of 22 in the school of law, and of 25 in that of medicine. 
With a view to establishing the highest standard practicable for undergraduate 
instruction and to have classes small enough to be taught by the head·s of the various 
departments, t here are to be additional requirements in 18tl0 and the following years 
for admission to t he college of liberal arts. In this department the Massachusetts 
.Society for the University Education of Women paid the tuition fees of four students 
in 1879, and other free scholarships are desired. The school of all sciences, which has 
heretofore had no prescribed courses, offers for the coming year courses of languages, 
philosophy, philology, mathemat ics, and nat,ural sciences, and miscellaneous courses, 
m addition to the r egular curriculum of the different departments.- (Report of the 
president and Universit y Year-Book for 1878- '79.) 
Bo8f.on College in 187~ added to the original classical course a department in which 
the study of the ancient languages is superseded by exclusive application to English, 
the modern la.nguages, and the sciences. For entrance into the classical department 
a knowledge of 1 he fundamental principles of grammar and arithmetic suffices; for en-
trance into the English department a complete knowledge of these two branches is 
exacted.-(Cat alogue, 1878- '79.) 
Am1te?·st, Tufts, and Williarns Colleges and the College of the Holy C1·oss report, as 
heretofore, full collegiate courses. Amherst has also a 4 years' scientific course, and 
'l'ufts a philosophical course of 4 years and one in engineering of 3 years; Amherst, a 
department of hygiene, for the promotion of good health by exercise. - (College cata-
logues for 1878-'79.) 
For fuller statistics, see Table IX of the appendix, and a summary thereof in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\mN. 
Opportunity for the higher educat ion of women is given in Boston University (which 
had 174 women under instruction in 1879), in Smith and Wellesley Colleges, and in 
.several schools not conferring collegiate degrees. 
At Harvm·d, in the private classes taught by the university professors, there were 
4 women in the 4 years' course and 18 taking special courses. These classes are 
taught the same branehes as t he college students, and a satisfactory completion of the 
-course admits to a certificate but no degree. The preliminary examinations, which 
are held in June simult aneously at Cambridge, New York, Philadelphia, and Cincin-
nati, require a knowledge of eig~t of t he following subjects : English, physical geog-
raphy, botany or physics, mathematics (including arithmetic, algebra, and plane 
geometry), history, French, German, Latin, and Greek. E ight ladies passed this ex-
amination in 1879, and two passed an advanced examination, one of them with dis-
tinction. Information as late as December 15, 1879, mentions 27 ladies pursuing t he 
r egular courses, and both professors and pupils quite sat isfied with this plan of giv-
ing collegiate instruction t o women.- (Harvard catalogue, 1879-'80, and circulars of 
p rivate collegiate instruction. ) 
Smith College, Northampton, reports a 4 years' course ; special courses of from one t o 
four years ; music taught practically and theoretically ; attent ion paid t o physical 
culture in t he new gymnasium erected in 1878- '79 ; French, German, Spanish , a.nd 
Italian taught ; 4 books of the Anabasis and 3 of t he I liad among the requisites for 
admission from 1881 on ; 204 students in all the departments of t he college in 1879; 
and a gift of $3,000 received for the art gallery during the year.- (Circular of October, 
1879, ancl1·eturn.) 
W~llesley College reports 204 students in the collegiate departments and 67 pursuing 
.specml courses in 1878-'79; no special changes ma<le in the courses of study, excepting 
that the art instruction is now arranged in :l courses of 5 years each, one a course of 
~b:awing and painting and the other for modelling; any student in the colle~e proper 
lS allowed to euter the art department. There were 51 teachers attending tne teach-
ers' course established in September, 1 iS.- (Catalocrue, 1879- '80, and return. ) 
For statistics of t hese institutions, see 'rable VIIf of the appendix following, and 
t~e summary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding, with t he exception 
{)f Boston University and II~trvard University, which will be found in Table IX. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
CIENCE. 
Students may pnr ue scientific stu<lie in t he Ma sachusetts Agricultural College, 
Amh r t ; t he Ma achusetts Institute of Technology, Bo ton; t he Lawr ence Scien-
tific choo~ connected with llar vard Colleo- ; and the Worce ter County Free Inst i-
tut~ of Inanstrial 'cience, Worcester. Th re are al o courses in science in Amherst1 Bnuth, ~ncl Wellesley oll ge , a 3 year ' course of engineel'iug a t Tufts College, and 
~th r c1 nt ific cour es at Harvard, viz, in t he Bu ey In t itut ion, t he Aga iz mn eum, 
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the observatory, and in the summer courses; also, in the school of all sciences in Boa-
ton University; for which last, see Superior Instruction. 
The. State Agt·icultnral College, .Amherst, is reported to havo been thoroughly reor-
ganized and to be for the :first time in many years practically free from debt. The 
yearly a.verage of students since 1867 is over a hundred; and 138 were in the college 
in 1879. The :.J.im of the institution, to educate young men for the pmctical pursuits of 
life, was well attested during the year by ihe exa.mining committee and by the visit-
ors to th'3 department of horticulture (which was nearly self sustaining), the depart-
ment of physics and civil engineering, the military department, and the chemical labo-
ratory. There were 7 graduates in Ul79, and157 since 18il, more than a third of whom 
a.re devoting themselves to agriculture or pursuits immediately connected with it. 
Instruction in partial courses has also been given to 400 other students, who have re-
turned to the farms whence they came.-(Catalogue, January, 1880.) 
The Massachusetts Instit·ute of Technology, Boston, continues its 10 courses of 4 years 
each; admits to a :fifth year of study students who have taken up fewer studies 
than a.re prescribed in a single course; gives instruction to women in special labora-
tories; sends students out on excursions during vacations, for the survey of mines. 
and geological fea.tures and for the study of meta.llurgical works and noted specimens 
of engineering; and gives special prominence to manual instruction in the school of 
mechanic arts. There were 271 students connected with the institute in 1879, of 
whom 12 were graduate students.-(Catalogue.) 
The Worcester County J!lree Institute of Industrial Science, Worcester, which gives. 
the same facilities for practical familiarity with different branches of applied sCience 
as are offered in the best schools of technology and adds shop practice to the course 
of mechanics, has already graduated 8 cla.sses, and many of the young men are fi lling 
honorable and lucrative positions. All the students are taught free hand drawin~, 
and particula.r attention is paid to the French, German, and English languages in au-
dition to the study of mechanical and civil engineering, physics, and chemistry. The 
3 years' course leading to B. s. is continued, as well as that of 3t years in the depart-
ment of mechanical engineering.-(Catalogue, 18713-'79.) 
The Lawrence Scientific School, of Harvard University, registered 17 students in 
1878-'79, as follows: 8 in engineering, 3 in natural history, 2 in mathematics, and 4 in 
special courses. During the year the faculty revised all the courses of study, with the 
desire to reduce the amount of daily work and to make better arrangements for special 
students who wish to study in the school but do not seek a degree. - (Report of presi-
dent, 1878-'79.) 
The Bussey Institlttion, Jamaica Plain, reported 9 students in 1878-'79, scattered 
throughout the departments of agriculture, horticulture, botany, applied zoology, 
~gricultural chemistry, and chemical analysis. There was 1 graduate in June.- (Pre -
1dent's report, 1878-'79.) 
Besides the summer scientific courses at Harvard, previously mentioned, the fourth 
summer course in zoology of the Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, was advertised 
to begin Jnly 7, 1879, to continue four weeks, under charge of J. H . Emerton. A four 
weeks' course in botany, embracing lectures and laboratory practjce, was to begin July 
14, und r charge of G. H. Burrill. A laboratory at the seashore for the study of marine 
animals was to be open to tuclents till September 1.-(New-Englancl Journal of 
Education, July 3, 1 79.) 
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The New Church Theological School, Waltham (Swedenborgian), reports 4 professors 
(apparently besides the president) and 4 undergraduate students, 2 of them with de-
grees, in a 3 years' comse in 1878- '79. - (Return.) 
For statistics of these schools, see Table XI of the appendix following, and a sum-
mary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
LAW. 
Legal instruction is given in 3 years' courses in the law 'schools connected with Bos-
ton and Harvard Universities, both of whichrequire an examination for admission from 
those who are not college graduates. 
The Boston University School of Law reports the year 1878-'79 one of continued pros-
perity, although there was a decrease from the preceding year in the number of students 
att ending. The examinations for admission to the degree of LL.B. were more stringent 
than ever before, the standard being raised from 60 to 65 per cent. as the minimum ;j 
with 85 per cent. average out of a possible hundred entitling a student to LL.B., 12.' 
out of 46 students reached that number. The new provisions permit a properly qual-
ified ca'll.didate to pursue prescribed studies and pass stated examinations annually or 
oftener for a course of 7 years' duration, the completion of the course entitHng to the 
degree of doctor of civil law. The degree of master of laws is conferred on bachelors 
of arts and bachelors of letters who have pursued in the school of all sciences ap-
proved legal studies and have passed satisfactory examinations.- (President's report 
and University year book.) 
The Law School of Harvard University reports the year 1878-'79 an exceptional one, 
as there was no t.hird class, and the second year class was not entitled to a degree, the 
new requisition of 3 years' study being in force. Of the first year students examined 
in 1878, 40 remained in school during the year and became entitled to enter t he third 
year class as candidates for a degree, 26 presented themselves in the honor course, 
and 12 obtained the average necessary for the honor degree. This is the best record 
ever made by a second year class, and the improvement is ascribed to the fact that 
this is the first class subjected to the sifting process of an examination for admission. 
(President's report, 187~'79. ) 
For statistics of these schools, see Table XII of the appendix, and a summary of -this 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
MEDICINE. 
The Medical School of Hart,ard University, which continues to increase in prosperity, 
reports a steady growth since 1870-'71 in t.he standard of preliminary education and in 
the number of students devoting three years to their medical studies. In 1878- '79 the 
increase wa~:~ 10 per cent., while 8!:! per cent. of the graduating class had spent three years 
in the school to 5 per cent. in 1872. The number of students possessing literary or sci-
entific degrees was doubled in ten years and now amounts to 48 per cent. of thew hole 
number. It was decided, after lengthy discussion, not to admit women for the pres-
ent to the medical school; consequently the offer of $10,000 by Miss Hovey was de-
clined. On October 1, 1879, the councillors of the Massachusetts Medical Society 
voted to admit women to examination as candidates for admission to fellowship in 
their society, and the president of Harvard questions 'whether the university may not 
reverse its decision.- (President's report, 1878-'79.) 
The Boston University School of Medicine has made no changes since the systematic 
rearrangement of studies reported in 1878, and, although the number of students 
diminished somewhat, the improved instruction gave a better character and stand-
ing to the school. The graded course has, after a six years' trial, proved to be the best 
method for thorough medical instruction, and the faculty have adopted it exclusively. 
The graduating class of 1878-'79 numbered 35 of whom 10 were women. Since 1874 
the increase in graduates has been very great, from 5 to 35, with a total of 188 in all.-
(Pre·sident's report, 1878-'79, and year book of 1879.) 
The Dental School of Harva1·d University and the Boston Dental College report 3 years' 
courses; the former requires no examination for admission; the latter requires an ex-
amination by the dean.- (Returns.) 
The Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Bo.-ton, reports a 2 years' course and a 4 
years' apprenticeship necessary for graduation; also an examination for admission 
since October, 1878.- (Catalogue, 1879-'80.) 
For statistics of medical schools, see TalJle XIII of the appenuix, and a summary 
thereof in the report of the Commis ioner preceding. 
PECIAL IN, 'TRUCTION. 
SOCIETY FOR PROMOTI .. :G STUDY AT HOME. 
This soci ty reports 2,045 different persons connected with it in the six years of its 
existence, 1,479 of them having persevered at least one year; 162 ladies took active 
part in the work of iustruction, 132 of them being still in active service. In 1879 
8 ED 
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there were 869 students, 545 of them entering during the year. The condition of the 
society is reported as satisfactory, the work being more thorough than ever before. 
In the history class, 315 pupils did excellent work; the botanical, geological, astro-
nomical, and mathematical sections were successfully conducted, and increased activity 
in the art course was noted. The French course was remodelled, more attention being 
paid now to French literature. There were 43 students in the German course, 28 of 
them corresponding in German, and 370 students in English literature; the lending 
libraries grew with the demand, 613 volumes from Boston and New York alone being in 
circulation. As the students and teachers of this society are found all over the United 
States, one pupil also in Japan, the work is done entirely by correspondence. In the 
six years 7,158 letters were written to students and 6,492 received from them. The 
subject of hygiene entered into the studies during the year; of a tract issued on the 
.subject of health, 1,000 copies were given away and 1,100 sold. - (Report for 1879.) 
TRAlNING IN INDUSTRIAL ART. 
The Industrial Education Society of Boston canied on its free evening school, at 
'23 Church street, during 1878-'79. At the end of that year it offered its tools, appa-
ratus, &c., to the Boston school board, hoping they would maintain the school. This 
was not done, and now the society seeks to occupy a wider field of instruction. A 
manual of instruction, with 50 pages of text and 100 illustrations, is being prepared to 
aid those desiring to take up wood carving. Successful schools have also been estab-
lished in Cambridge, Gloucester, and Manchester.-(Letter.) 
The School of Can·ving and Modelling reports 12 pupils in 1878-'79 ; 3 evening courses 
of lectures, to which both sexes were admitted; 2 summer schools in clay modelling, 
conducted by an adv.1nced pupil; and 2 pupils devoting themselves to monumental 
sculpture in the second year of the course.-(Report.) 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Horace Mann School for the Deaf, Boston, which has given instruction to 170 
pupil!.l since its foundation in November, 1869, reports 93 pupils in 1879 who were learu-
ing the common English branches and sewing, under the care of 8 instructors.-(Re-
turn.) , 
The Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mtttes, Northampton, reports 55 pupils in the primary 
course in 1878-'79, 22 in the grammar, and none in the high schoo 1 department. Articu-
lation and lip reading are the basis of instruction, from an hour to an hour and a half 
a day being given to articulation. Letters received from graduates indicate how sat· 
isfaotory this method of communication has been to them in their various vocations. 
Girls are taught to sew, boys to make cabinets, &c. The steady growth of the school 
permitted a reduction o.£ the price of tuition ~o $300 for private pupils boarding in the 
institution, $t..i6 for day pupils, and $200 for State pupils. A legacy of $1,000 and a 
gift of $500 for prizes in articulation and penmanship were received.- (Report, 1878-'79, 
and return. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Per7cins Institution and Massachusetts School fo1• the Blind1 Boston, reports 129 pupils in 1878-'79; progress made in all departments and marked improvement in 
the modes of instruction, as more time was given to oral instruction and to object 
t~aching by means of new Illustrative apparatus; music taught to 87 scholars and 
p1ano tuning to 17; regular and thorough physical training given in the gymnasium; 
the workshops for adults in constant use, employing 20 persons at wages amounting to 
over '3.;000.; and the technical department for ~irls in a flourishing condition, fancy 
wor~, L>eauwork, and cane seating of chairs bemg done therein; the printing office 
sendmg out fin ly embos ed books; and extensive improvements made during the 
year in the buildings.-(Report, 1 78-'79.) 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-1\IINDED. 
This cia of unfortunates receive instruction in the Massachusetts School for Idiotlo 
andF(;(ble-Minde~ Youth, South Boston, which reports a fair measure of succe sand no 
markel change lJ?- the sy t m of teaching; in the Privati Institution jo1· Feeble-Minded 
Y~ttt~, Barr , whtch taught th l mentary branches to 2 pupils in 1879; and at the 
Htllszde choolfor Backward and Feeble-Minded Children, Fayvill , from which no infor-
mation wa · r ·eived.-(R ports and r turns.) 
BO T ~ • CllOOL FOR LICENSED l\IU"OR . 
Th~re w .re 2 ..:chool f thi charact r r ported in June, 1 9, with 2 tea h rs 
and :J pup1l. c the av rarr number b longing. Th averag att ndance wa 61.-
(Bo 'tou chool r port, 1 . ) 
T TE llARITABLE .A.I.'ID REFOR:\I SCll OL • 
Th • tat~ cltool8 a W bor nrrh Lanca t r, aml Monson r por r p ctivel 222 
boy , 7G gul , an 443 of b th xes ptemb r 3 , 1 79. In addition to tho o r -
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maining in the schools, there were between 900 and 950 children in families, but ~:~till 
u.nder the charge of the board. There are 139 towns and cities of the State which 
contain none of these "wards of the State," but between 600 and 700 were distl.lib-
uted in the rural towns. The Hause of Reformation, .Boston, had 134 boys amd 23 
girls on its rolls in 1878-'79; the Mm·cella St·reet Home, 236 boys; the City Reform 
School, Lowell, 36 boys; the one at Salem, 33 boys; and that at Lawrence, 28. There 
were also some 184 children in truant schools in Boston, Cambridge, Springfield, and 
Worcester.-(Report of State board of health, lunacy, and charity, 1879.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was held in 
Bo::;ton, December 29-31, 1879. Dr. C. 0. Thompson, of Worcester, opened the sessions 
with an address on'' Handicraft in schools," in which he argued that public libraries, 
filled as they are with the lives of eminent inventors, are the best educators in indus-
trial habits. Superintendent Marble, of Worcester, said, in relation to "Public schools 
and their critics," that the schools thrive on criticism, but that there would be less of 
it if the aim of the school were better understood. Prof. Homer B. Sprague, in "Pub-
li<J schools as a preparation for citizenship," considered them deficient in this respect. 
"The public library as an auxiliary to the schools" was ably treated. President Eliot, 
of Harvard University, advocated the "Teachers' tenure of office" as a means of having 
a well organized public school service, the teachers to be carefully selected by exam-
ination and probation, to be ultimately appointed without limitation of time, and at 
last to be retired on annuities. Hon. J. W. DiGkinson, secretary of the Massachusetts 
board of education, in a paper on ''District superintendents," showed the good results 
produced in other countries through special superintendence, and urged the need of a 
general and wise supervision of schools everywhere in this country. Mr. Philbrick, 
continuing the subject, favored centralization of power and a compulsory and uni-
versal superintendence. "Identical courses of study for city and country," Dr. A. P. 
Stone, of Springfield, considered unadvisable. The subjects discussed in the high 
school section were ''How to use a cabinet of geology iu the high school" and '' Elo-
cution in liigh schools;" in the grammar school section they were "Supplementary 
reading in primary and grammar schools" and ''Oral instruction as tested by actual 
experiment;" in the primary section, "How to teach language" and "Illustrative · 
drawing in teaching."-(New-Englancl Journal of Education.) · 
CLASSICAL AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The twelfth annual meeting of this association was held in Boston, .Aprilll-12, 1879, 
with Mr. E. P. Seaver, of the English high school, in the chair. Prof. W. P. Atkinson, 
chairman of a committee, reported fourteen resolutiohs relating to "English language 
and literature," and e:x.plained the views advanced as to the unsatisfactory condition 
of English language study in our schools, the necessity of improvement, &c. Professor 
Hill, of Har\'arcl College, and other gentlemen uttered similar opinions. The resolu-
tions were again given to a committee to be reported on next year. The subject of 
objective teaching was introduced in a paper by Mr. F. A. Waterhouse, on the "Sub-
jective realization of ideas." He argued acrainst the benefits of object teaching, 
while Superintendent Parker, of Quincy, ana Messrs. Boyden and Shaw favored it. 
The next two papers were on '' 'l'he adaptation of class work to individual ca-
J>acity," in which it was asserted that the graded system destroys individual free-
dom in demanding general averages for results; and "To what extent can the 
best results of teaching be expressed in :figures?" Mrs. Clara B. Martin affirming that 
tho marking system reduces teaching to a machine process and destroys the true 
spirit of scholarly emulation. This subject also gave rise to discussion. After the 
election of officers and the appointment of a committee to report on the "Study of 
sciences in the high schools," Hon. J. W. Dickinson read a paper on "The public 
high school," in which he reiterated the views already given under State School 
System and under Secondary Instruction. Superintendent Eliot and other educators 
urged a limitation of studies so as to give more fulness of understanding to a few 
branches. O!iher gentlemen objected to the dropping of certain studies. An address 
on the "Translation of Virgil," by Dr. Everett, of Quincy, suggested that teachers 
should seek to make the ..iEncid a vivid picture of live men and women.- (New-Eng-
land Jourual of Education.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
BON. GEORGE STILL:\IA....~ HILLARD, LL.D. 
This gifted gentleman, the first clean of the school of law of Boston University 
and for the last :five y ar em ritus professor in the same school, died January 21, 
1879, His last gr at work was th organization and early administration of this 
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school, and during the two years be was in charge it gained a position and character 
which insured its sub equent remarkable growth. As a student in the Boston Latin 
School and in Harvard College be was awarded the highest bonots. In later life his 
elegant scholarship, appreciation of art, oratorical finish, and brilliancy of conver a-
tional power made him the peer of the most eminent men of the cquntry.-(Boston 
University year book, 1879.) 
DR, J. B. S. JACKSON. 
The death is reported, on J R.nuary 6, 1879, of Dr. Jackson, professor of morbid anat-
omy in Harvard Univer ity since 1847 and senior professor in the medical school. As 
curator of the Warren Museum of Anatomy for 32 years he was indefatigable in e:n-
larging and enriching that collection. In the medical profession of New 'England his 
influence was wide and good. Throughout his long and active life he studied and 
taught with an a<lmira.ble scientific enthusiasm which was communicated to many of 
hispnpils.- (Preside11t's r port, 1878-'79.) 
PROF. JOliN MUD.GE MERRICK. 
Profe8 or Merrick, of who e birth no record reaches us, died at Walpole, February 
25, 18nl. In 1859 he graduated from the Lawrence Scientific School, becoming soon 
aft r an instructor in that institution, and then principal of the high school at Natick. 
N xt filling a imilar position at New Bedford, he later established himself in Boston, 
wh re be was for y ars consulting chemist to the city and to several of the largest 
manufacturing corporations in New England. During the last :five years of his life 
he was profe sor of chemistry in the Mas achusetts College of Pharmacy. As a chem-
ist be won a hlgh reputation, and as a writer to different scientific journals his name 
was brought prominently before the profe ·sion. He was a fellow of the American 
Academy of Arts and ciences, a corre!:lponding member of the New York Academy, 
a11d wa!:l conn cted with other l arned societies.- (The Pharmacist and Chemist.) 
REV. DAVID J'ATTEN1 S. T. D . 
Dr. Patten was born jn Boston in October, 1 10, and died March 26, 1879. In 
1 r:4 appointed ~h p1·o£ a~::~or in the School of Theology, at Concord, N. H ., he took a 
l ading part in its endowment an<l removal to Boston. He was an influential tru tee 
of the univ rsity from the tim of its incorporation, rendering the institution ser-
vic s which entitle him to b h ld in lasting remembrance, and :filled the position of 
r gistrar of the uni veraity and secretary of the corporation.- (Boston University 
y a1 book, 1 79.) 
HEY. JACOB ABBOTT. 
Mr. Abuott was born at HalloweD, M ., November 14, 1 '03s graduated at Bowdoin 
College in 1820; studi d theology at Andover Seminary from 1 22 to 1824; was tutor ia 
Amherst College from 1 24 to 1 25 and profe sor of mathematics and natural philoso-
phy in the same in titution from 1825 to 1829; then principal of the Mount Vernon 
School for Young Ladies, in Boston, from 1829 to 1834, when he was ordained and 
took charge of the Eliot Church in Roxbtuy tnl1836. As a teacher be was progres iv , 
his mind being filled with 11ew ideas and new metho<ls of instruction; as a writer b 
published more tha11 200 different books of a moral and religious type, so that be may 
be con idered an educator from the beginning to the end of his useful life. One of his 
work , The Teacher, exercised a gr at illflnenc , and was a pioneer in its line. His 
d ath occurred early m November, 1879.-('l'he Christian Union, November 51 1 79.) 
LEWIS BAXTER MONROE, A. l\1, 
Tb late d an of th cbool of Oratory of Boston Univer ity was born in Charles· 
t~wn, la . , in 1 25. He early showed many of those traits of character which made 
m a ucc ful teach r and a remarkable man. Educated in the public schools of 
bis na ive city and at a :tl ton1 Vt., be became a teacher, when still a mere lad, in 
ord r to upport him lf and a 1st his family. At 19 he was placed in charge of the 
orth Ca~bridge cbool, but ill h altb comp lled him tore ign this, a also a private 
school which be und rtook. He went to Europe for his health and as a tutor, at tho 
s~~e time giving much att ntion to vocal culture. After editing a we kly paper, 
gwm r lectur s on voral ~rona tics and the art of reading, he opened a school of 
vocal culture; in 1 3 this wa reor aniz d as a department of the Univer ity of 
~ston and was cani d on by bis own individual nergy and mean . He made a 
third voyarre to Eorop in 1 and obtain d additional knowle<lge for his schools 
an .so~e manuscrip .of h gr at Fr ncb master of oratory and dramatic expression , 
Franco1 elsart , which be tran lated for the us of the cbool. He was recognized 
not. mer ly a an in ctor; he was more: a moral and piritual force. His health, 
w~1ch wa · nev r ood, ave way in th tmmm r of 1 ,g, and he di d, after a sudden 
hilJ: on uly , 1 ,,, ill b.ia fif y-fourth year. 
CH F , A'l'E CHOOL OFFICER. 




1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATIO~ A~D ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-20) ---------- 476,806 486,993 10, 187 ....... -....... 
Number in primary school districts .. 283,042 287,818 4,776 .... -......... 
N urn ber in graded school districts .... 193,764 199, 115 5,351 ................. ... 
N urn ber unclassified .......•......... .. .. . .. .. . .. -- .... 60 . ................ .... -.. -........ 
Number enrolled in public schools ... 359,702 342,138 . -..... - ........ 17,564 
Of these in primary school districts .. 227,834 207,881 
....... ". ---. 19,953 
Of these in graded school districts ... 131, 868 1:14,137 2,269 
-----· .... 
Number unclassified ................. 
.. .. .. .. . . . --- .. 
\ 120 . ... --. -.... .................. 
Percentage of enrolment on whole 75.4 70.2 .................. 5.2 
number. 
Pupils in private or church schools . _ 10,634 18,253 7,619 ...... -........... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts_ .......... 6, 094 6,252 158 .... ........ -~ .. 
Districts with ungraded schools ...... 5,744 5,895 151 .. -.. -- ........ 
Districts with :ifaded schools ..••••.. 350 353 3 ...... -- .......... 
Number of pub · c school-houses ...... 6,159 6,325 166 .. -- ........... 
Number of sittings in public schools. 435,071 441,291 6,220 
·-· --· ··-· Volumes in pnblic school libraries ... 243,779 . 248,190 4, 411 
. ---- ... -.. 
Average time of school in days ....... 150 150 ................. 
-----· .... 
Number of private or church schools. 211 208 ..... --- ...... 3 
Valuation of public school property .. $8,937,091 $9,011,454 $74,363 .. -....... -- ... 
TEACHER AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teachin{ in public schools . __ .. _ 3,916 3,954 38 ............... 
vVomen teac ing in public schools ... 9,467 9,662 195 ............... -. 
vVhole number teaching ............. 13,383 13, 616 233 ................ 
Average monthly pay of men ....•... $41 41 $38 69 . -.......... $2 72 
A veraue monthly pay of women ..... 26 16 23 48 ............ 2 68 
State teachers' institutes held ...•.... 46 56 10 . --- ......... 
Enrolment at these institutes ........ 2.852 4, 144 1,292 ................ 
A vcrage enrolment at each institute . 62 74 12 .............. 
I XCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
To tal receipts for public schools ..... $3,24.0,486 $3,112,225 .......... -. $128,261 
Total expenditure for public schools. 3, 116,519 2,775,640 ............... 340,879 
PERMANENT CITOOL FUND. 
Amonnt of fund ...... ____ ....•.•.•. _ 
..... -... . , ........... $2,762,162 . ... -............ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 
(From return and printed reports of Ron. Cornelius A. GowerJ State superintendent 
of public instruction, for the two years indicated.) 
STA.TE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A 'tate superint ndent of public instructioEJ elected by the people for two years, 
ha general control of public school affairs. .tie is ex officio a member ann secretary 
of the tate board of education, which has control of the State Normal School and of 
the examination of teacher for State certificates. A board of 8 regents of the Uni-
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-versity of Michigan, elected .. by the people for terms of 8 years each, has charge of the 
interests of the ~tate uni-versity. 
The local officers are township superintendents, township boards of school inspect-
ors, and district boards, each board comprising 3 members elected by the people, 
those of the district boards for 3 years, with provision for annual change of one mem-
ber. Boards of 6 trustees may be elected in districts having over 100 school children, 
with provision for annual change of one-third. The township board include!:! the 
township superintendent, who is its chairman. Women are eligible as school inspect-
ors or superintendents. · 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Besides the ordinary common schools, the State educational system comprises high 
schools, a university to which graduates of approved high schools are admitted, an 
agricultural college, a normal school, n. special public school for frienclless children, a. 
reform school, and an institution for deaf-mutes and the blind. All are sustained by 
public funds, the special institutions by legislative appropriation. The common 
schools are supported by the interest of a permanent State school fund, by a town hip 
tax of 1 mill on the dollar, and by district taxes, the last being levied to provide 
school-houses, sites, &o., and to prolong schools. Taxes to be levied for school-hou8e 
sites and buildings are limited to $250 annually in districts with less than 10 children 
of school age, to $500 in clistTicts of from 10 to 30, and to $1,000 where the school 
population numbers from 30 to 50. The public funds are appol1tioned to school dis-
tricts in propertion to the number of children of school ag.e in each; but in order to 
receive their share districts must have maintained a school at least three months dur-
ing the previous school year. To draw pay from public funds, teachers must have 
certificates of qualification from the township superintendent or other lawful author-
ity. Township superintendents may grant three grades of certificates, the first valid in 
the township for 2 years, the second for 1 year, and the third in a specified district for 
6 months. Normal school graduates receive diplomas from the State board of educa-
tion which authorize them to teach in any primary school of the State. The bo::ml 
also issues State certificates to teachers of eminent scholarship and professional abil-
ity, which entitle the holders to teach anywhere in the State for 10 years. Teachers' 
institutes, county and State, must be held by the State superintendent, and funds are 
provided to defray the necessary expenses. Township school libraries are provided 
for, and funds for their support set apart out of the proceeds of all fines for breaches 
of the penal laws, penalties in criminal proceedings, &c. All children between 8 and 
14 years of age, of sound physical and mental condition, must be sent to public school 
for 12 weeks at least, unless -nhey 1·eceivo ad qnate instruction elsewhere. A penalty 
of from $5 to $10 for the :first offence, and $10 to $20 for subsequent ones, is imposed 
on parents or guardians who violate this law.- (School laws of 1879.) 
.A.:i\:IENDMENTS TO TilE SCHOOL LAW IN 1879. 
The most important amendments to the school law enacted by the legislature of 1 79 
were those which r duced the former 2 mill township t,ax to a 1 mill tax and macle 
women voters in district meetings and eligible to township and dil:ltrict offices equalJy 
with men. By the recent amendment, however, neither men nor women who do not 
!HlrY taxes are eligible to district school office , nor are they qualified to vote on ques-
tions involving the raising of money by tax.- (State report.) 
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the pay of teachers has decreased about 25 per cent.. The pay of women teaching 
primary schools during 1879 did not average more than that received by women em-
ployed as domestics and was mncb less than that which the same capacity commands in 
other vocations. Superintendent Gower says that those who favored the abolition of 
the county superintendency and the adoption of the present system in order to have 
cheap schools must certainly be abundantly satisfied of the poor results of their labors, 
while sensible people throughout the State are nearly unanimous in declaring that 
the township superintendency bas wrought evils which can be r~;>medied only by years 
of faithful effort under a better system. The superintendent gives extracts from the 
:reports of a large number of township superintendents in confirmation of his views 
on this subject, all earnestly urging a return to the old system of county superintend-
ency. 
The financial condition of the schools is favorable, especially in the rural districts, 
which reduced their indebtedness over 50 per cent. during 1879. In the graded school 
districts the indebtedness increased by $55,774.91; but this was principally in a com-
paratively small number of the large cities and villages which erected extravagant 
buildings. - The great majority of these districts have no burdensome debts.- (State 
report, 1879.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information regarding Kindergarten in. the State, see Table V of the appendix, 
.and a summary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. . 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Some cities, under a general law for graded school districts, have boards of 6 trust· 
ees, elected by the people for terms of 3 years each. Others, under special laws, have 
different arrangements. There is usually a city superintendent of schools chosen by 
the board. 
STATISTICS. a 
I . . f 1 Enrol:!:nent 1Average Number of Expe ndi · Cities. Estrma~ed Cb1ldren o 1 in public I daily at-I populatiOn. I school age. I schools. tenJance. teachers. ture. 
Adrian ................ . .... 9, 000 2, 181 1 1, 486 995 31 $27,386 
Ann Arbor ................. 7, 500 2,483 1, 845 1, 291 33 28,438 
~!ir~f£~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : :: : : ~ : : : : ~ ~: 20, 000 4, 211 2, 814 1, 594 45 44,356 116, 000 37, 684 14, 837 10, 665 243 205,022 
East Saginaw .............. 22, 000 5, 327 3, 018 2, 303 106 37,491 
Flint ............ ........... 8, 417 2, 441 l, 823 1, 163 34 27,853 
Grand Rapids ............. . 33, 000 9, 559 5,109 3, 478 109 89,290 
Kalamazoo ...... ....... .... 11,573 2, 915 1, 940 1, 364 38 26, 172 
if~~~~t!e·:::: ~ :::~: ::::::::: 7, 500 2, 253 1, 519 980 28 1!J, 52& 8, 000 1, 616 961 616 14 9, 994 
ro'rlWu~Ji:: ~~: :::::::::: :~ 9, 596 2, 629 1, 639 1, 038 30 27,439 8, 240 2, 97"~ ...................... ................... ..................... 17.196 
Saginaw ...............•.•. . 12,000 2, 845 1, 667 1,151 30 25, 975 
ct From State report and returns for 1878-'79. 
ADDITIO:NAL PARTICl:LARS. 
The .Ann .A1·bo1· public school system comprises primary, grammar, and high depart-
ments, covering 12 years or grades. In arranging the course of study it has been 
borne in mind that as a large number of children leave school early the primary 
schools are of special importance. With beginners, a mixture of phonic and word 
methods has been used, the former predominating. To secure variety in reading mat-
ter, the Nursery, Wide Awake, and St. Nicholas have been used with good results. 
The grammar grades inclGde elementary botany, chemistry, and physics. The high 
chool courses prepare for Michigan University, as well as for business. This depart-
ment furnishes a large proportion of the annual admi sions to the freshman class of 
the university. The non-resident pupils (mo. t of them seeking a preparation for the 
univer ity) were more numerous in 1878-'79 than ever before. Penmanship, drawing, 
and mu ic are under the direction of special teachers. Drawing in the eventh and 
eighth grade is under the drawing teacher; in the ward schools it is taught by the reg-
ular t acher , who r ceive instruction from the special teacher. It is estimated that 
about 300 pupils. are enrolled in private and parochial schools.- (City report and 
r turn.) 
Th Detroit chool r port a marked incr a e in attendance and a greater demancl 
for incr a ed cLool accommodations in 1 79 than in any preceding year. There was 
gain in th number of promotion. in the various grades and ad ·crea e in the num-
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ber of cases of corporal punishment. During 3 months of the year attendance nffered 
much from the prevalence of measles; but the percentage of average attendance on 
membership was excellent, viz: in the primary schools, 93.9; in the grammar, 94.7; and 
in the high scl:ool, 97 .1, giving an average of 94.4 for all the schools. The studies are 
cla sified as primary, grammar, and high, each covering 4 years. Drawing was intro-
duced into the course of study during the year, and made a favorable beginning. 
The eYening schools did a good work in 1879. The experiment of bringing them 
together in a central place proved successful, the attendance becoming greater than 
ever before, the instruction given Auperior, and its cost less. In the high school, 
which had 942 pupils enrolled and graduated 74, there are 4 courses of study, Eng-
lish, Latin, classical, and scientific. The public school library numbered 40,:358 vo1-
nmes, an increase for the year of more than a thousand; 185,447 were taken out by 
9,947 borrowers. Besides the number attending public schools it is estimated that 
6,894 children arc enrolled in private and parochial schools.-(City report and 
return. ) 
The Flint public ·chools comprise primary, grammar, and high departments. There 
was an improvement in attendance during the first part of the year, but the preva-
lence of measles during the latter part brought down the avera~e for the year below 
that of 1877-'78. The non-residents enrolled numbered 106. Tne hiO'h school, which 
provides classical, Latin, scientific, and English courses, had 83 pupils in attendance, 
of whom 13 were graduated. To avoid loss of time to teachers in markino- recitations 
daily and to diminish the strain on pupils of an examination on aU studies only at 
the conclusion of each term, the plan wa tried during the last half year of reviewing 
studies weekly and markinO' at thi review the standing of every pupil. Thi was 
found to work well. It exCited interest on the part of pupils, spread the test of pu-
pils' knowledge over the entire term, and in some cases obviated the necessity for any 
final examination. A teachers' clas i organizcfl at the opening of the school. and 
continues 10 weeks receiving from the superintendent one les on daily in those 
branches necessary for the preparation of teachers. It is estimated that 250 children 
attended parochial schools.-(Circular respecting city schools aud return.) 
From Grand Rapids there is a report of an increase in the school popnlation, enrol-
ment in public school , and averaO'e attendance, the last two items more than keeping 
pace with the first. There were al o, it was estimated, 1,000 children attending pri-
vate and parochial schools. The primary public · schools are year by year receiving 
more attention, and the results are more satisfactory than formerl y. A much needed 
increase in school accommodations was made by the erection of two additional school 
building. in 1878-'79. Following an arrangement tested in Newark, N.J., an in-
dustrial school was opened by the school board in connection with city benevolent 
societies, the board providing a teacher and the societies managing the indu trial part 
of the school. The course of study in the public schools comprises 12 year or grades, 
designated as primary, grammar, and hi h, with 4 years in each division. Evening 
schools also form a part of the system; there is, too, a public school library of 10,297 
volumes, which circulated during the year e1,961 books. Music and penmanship are 
taught in all the grades of the public schools by sp cial teachers with excellent re-
sults. There is no special t acher in drawing, and the work has been unsati factory. 
The high school curriculum embrace English, clas. ical, Latin-scientific, and com-
m rcial courses; al o, a coor e in French, and one in German. The school had in 
1 7~:79 an enrolment of 440, of whom 320 were in average daily atteudance. The 
tramm~ school for teacher , her tofore maintained in connection with it has been 
di. contmued, and in it steafl a numb r of cadet teachers are to he employed each 
y ar, who are to receive in truction in teaching while acting as a.-sistant .. - (City 
school report, 1 8-'791 and return. ) ~ani&tee. r. arran (I' d it course of tudy in 1 7 -'70, aflopting a plan considered nf-
fi~~l. ntl;\· ngul to se ur the adnnta s of the grad d system with . ufficient ftexi-
u.Ihty tom ct the vari d capacitie of individual pupils. Regular monthly examina-
tions w re h ld by the trach r., and one in each t rm all the cla es were examinecl 
1>. the ·np rint nd ·nt. The ,v. t m comprises 12 grade , and for the first time a mall 
cla complet d th .conr · and graduated in 1 70.- (R port.) 
;[,, z:r!JO'! rep~1t. 1t -:rbo_ol. itn~rovinO' in every e . ntial particular, the l'nrolmrnt 
1 rrrer ~n 1:.' . t!l than m e1the~ of the two pr cedinO' year.-, and the averarYe number 
be1on'••u" ,4 m . xc .- · of the h1ghe t number for any previous year. The chi f hin-
dra_nc o eft chv work wa. from ov rcrowding in the lower grade , a difficulty 
-wliC_h wa to he om wha reli 'Ved in 1 79-' 0 by an iucrea. e of· accommodation .. 
p c1al_ rt wcr mad to have the in truction in the first two O'rade· a thorough 
a po thl , becau e many pupil. do not go beyond these. Th cour ·e in the high 
chool wa. ho~ened to 2 y ar!'> in of th prec ding 3, and with the introduc ion 
of uew rf'ad r m the hirrh r ade th phonetic meth d was. ati -factorily ub tituted 
for b fonn t' word m thod.-(Rrport.) 
Th o h~>r eiti ·in th table ent no pr: ·ial r port ; 1 nt the al>le. of the 't t report 
show tha • 11 bad gra (l cho 1 . y m r achin up into high , chool departments, 
except PortH on, wL.ich em to ha,-e made no return for 187 i9. 
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TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Por the Mich·igan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, a new building was furnished through-
out with new seats, desks, and apparatus; there was also an addition to the library of 
nearly a thousand volumes of choice books. The school suffered in attendance from 
the lower standard of qualifications required of teachers throughout the State. The 
number of students in strictly normal studies was 104, a decrease of 73 from the num-
ber attending the previous year. The State superintendent says the new plan of in-
struction (mentioned in the report from this Bureau for 1878) has begun to bear fruit, 
yariously pronounced good or bad according to predisposed opinion. He thinks that 
Its principal features are correct and will eventually be adopted by other institutions, 
but that the scheme will need to be somewhat modified and much more fully and fairly 
tried before it can be spoken of as. an assured success. The plan embraces a model 
school, with primary, grammar, and high school departments, which, besides affording 
practice for pupil teachers, prepare students for the 3 strictly professional courses of 
1 year e:tch. 'l'here is a common school course, with an advanced English course and 
a course in languages. There are also a number of elective courses. Diplomas from the 
two higher courses entitle the holders to teach in any public schools of the State with-
out examination; from the common English course, to teach 3 years without furthe-r 
examination. Tuition is free to two students from each legislative district in the 
State, who may be appointed by the respective representatives in the State legislature; 
other students pay $10 a year for tuition. The graduates numbered 84 for the year, 
38 of them from the common school course and 46 from the advanced English and 
language courses. - (Report for 1878-'79.) 
The University of Michigan has increased its provisions for the training of tea,chers. 
A chair of the science and art of teaching was established in June, 1879, and 74 stu-
dents were enga.ged in the courses of study marked out. The aims sought by the re-
gents of the university in this step are as follows : to fit students for the higher posi-
ti<;>ns in the pnblic school service, give a more general diffusion to educational doc-
trme, promote the study of educational science, teach the history of education, and 
promote the transfer of teaching from an occup:ttion to a profession. 
For full normal school statistics, see Table III of the appendix, and a summary of it in 
the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
OTHER NORMAL COURSES. 
Teachers' courses arc reported in Adrian, Albion, Hillsdale, and Olivet Colleges. In 
Adrian, Olivet, and Hillsdale they are intended to prepare for the common schools, 
and cover 2 years. Albion College presents 2 courses, 1 covering 3 years, the other 4. 
In t he conservatory of music connected with Olivet College, a normal course in music, 
covering 4 years, is arranged for the benefit of persons who desire to teach music. Bat-
tle Creek College, according to the last information received, provides a normal course 
of 4 years, but no report is at hand for 187D. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE . 
A State teachers' institntc and 56 county institutes, arrangeC. for by the State su-
perintendent, were held dnring the year 187tl-'79. The State institute, which met at 
Lansing, July to 11, 1 79, was meant to prepn.re for the county work. A number 
of the most experienced and successful institute workers pre·sented outlines of tho dif-
ferent topics usually considered at the county institutes, and which are expected to 
be the ba i. of the county in titute work. Each instructor was requested to give his 
rea ons for the matter and arrangement of his outline, with suggestions as to the 
be t wny of presenting the different points to n,n institute; and the other instructors 
noted points wherein their own views differed from those expressed in the outlines. 
- The enrolment at county institutes during the year, 4,144, wa5 an increase of 
mo:e than 45 per cent. over that of 18iR. The average enrolment at each was 74, 
whJCh, though not a large a it should ilave been, was an increase of nearly 20 per 
cent. over the previou. year. The tate superintendent uggests that general in-
tere tin profe ·sional training on the part of teachers cannot be expected so long as 
no premium is placed on kill an(l assured success by a majority of examiners and 
school officers. As showing the cla s of teachers who are most eager to avail them-
soh- of institute privileges, it i noted tbat 28 per cent. of tho e attending during 
th year held fir t grad certificates, 34 per cent. second grade, and 38 per cent. third 
grade; while the proportion of certificates granted i , of the first grade, only 8 per 
cent.; of the econd, 42 per cent. ; anu of the third, 50.- ( tate report, 1 78-'70.) 
SECONDARY I rsTRUCTION. 
PUBLlC TIIGII SCTIOOL . 
The tate upcrintendent gives tatistics for 1 7 -'79 from 5 high chool depart-
ments of grad d school , which had an enrolment of 6,570 pupils and an average at-
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tendance of 4,4 9, under 170 teachers. This does not include all the high schoollle-
partments existing in connection with ~raded schools, but the superintendent founu 
the statistics of the others too incomplete to be available in some ca es, whilr in 
others the chools bad not been organized in 3 departments of 4 years each. The 
schools are said to be as a whole in a healthy condition. Formerly many, e pecially 
in the smaller citie and villages, were attempting to do too much, thereby failiu<T to 
accompli h in a satisfactory manner what they undertook, and inviting criticism not 
only from the enemies of high schools but also from friends. While efforts toward a 
readjustment have in some instances resulted in temporary injury to the school , it is 
hoped that the result will be generally to improve the quality of the work done, 1 s 
regard being bad to its quantity. As has been previously stated, graduates of ap-
proved high schools in this State are admitted to the university on their diploma. of 
graduation, without further examination, aml there bas been an ambition to reach 
this standard on the part of some schools which should have been content to do more 
elementary work. In the more important high schools throughout the State the cnr-
riculum embraces from 3 to 5 distinct courses of study, besides irregular or special 
courses for pupils who do not intend to gradua,te. At the Ann Arbor and Detroit 
schools there are classical, scienliific, Latin, and English courses of 4 years, and at Ann 
A):'bor also a commercial course of two years. There was an enrolment at Ann Arbor 
of 436 pupils, of whom 308 were in average daily attendance under ~ teachers. At 
the Detro1t High School 942 were enrolled, 654 were in average daily attendance, aud 
74 were graduated.-(State and city reports.) 
OTJIER SECONDaRY SCJIOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, preparatory school., 
and departments of colleges, see Tabl s IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix t Lhis 
volume, and summaries of the e in tho repoxt of tho Commissioner preceding. 
, 'UPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG ~lEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The State University reports for 1 78-'79 that the number of students, 1,376, was 
143 greater than the previous year, an increase of more than 11 per cent. The literu.ry 
department numbered 78 more, an incr aso of about 20 per cent. This department ha<l 
been for years stationary in the sizo of its classes, while the professional departments 
were growing, a fact which among others led to the recent changes allowing students 
largo latitude in the choice of studies. The president says that, so far as number. in-
dicate, there is good reason to be satisfietl with the response which has been made to 
this proposition to make the in truction more attractive and useful. He says, further, 
that while one year's trial is too brief to justify unqualified statements of opinion on 
the new plan it is not doubted that the expectations from it are to be realized. Th re 
has been no disposition on the part of the students to choose studies because they are 
easy or to avoid those usually thought difficult. The number stmlying Greek was 
never before so great. There bas been scarcely any disposition to take too little work; 
the mistak shave been in the other direction. Au important addition has been made 
during the y ar to this department by the establishment of a profe or hip of the 
science and the art of teaching, intend d to prepare students to teach schools of a high 
grade. For eve:r:al year some special ju truction has been given in the method of 
toa.ching the various branches, but now a profe sor is charged with the duty of giving 
systematic in truction in the general field of pedagogics. No further change is noted 
in this department which still furni h s instruction leading to the degrees of bachelor 
of art , bach lor of scieuc , bach lor of philosophy, bachelor of 1 tters, civil engineer, 
and minin~ engineer. It i announced that aft r 1 1 the place of the degree of 
bachelor of philo ophy will b fill d by that of bachelor of letters, and the d gree of 
civil ngin er will only be giv n as a cond degree. The departments of law, meili-
cin , d uti tryJ and pharmacy will be noted under Profe ional In. truction. The num-
b r o~ worn n m the univ r. ity during 1878-'79, 134, was larger than the previou y ar 
by 41, h proportion of worn n to h whole numb r b ing a little les than 10 per 
c nt., or mor than i ha b n in any pr vioua year. 
B ide th .'tat univer ity coli g , wer r ported a in op ration durin 1878-'i9: 
Adrian, Albion, Bat le 'r fr, r nd Trav , Hill dale, Hope, Kalamazoo, and 
liv . T' o of th , attl 'r k and ran(l Traverse Coli ge , make no dir ct re-
port, bn fr m a table in th • tat np rintend nt's r port it appears that the former 
had 425 ncl nt nnd r 13 a h rs and graluat d 4 tudent iu 1879, while he latter 
had only 15 nd nt und r 3 illl!trnctors. Wheth r their cour es of study remain as 
:£ rm rly r port do s not app ar. The oth r 6 colleges reporting have the usual 4 
y ' cla ical co , and all but ope •ollege offer either the ordinary scientific 
or a. Latin ci ntific cours of 4 year , while Al ion adds to the ordinary scientific 
b tb a Latin and r ek cientific o 1r8 • onr, pr viously mentioned, give instruc-
ti n to pr p r fort aching a al pr ent courses in mu ic, 2 of the Ja t, Albion 
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and Olivet, including a conservatory of music, with course of 4 years. Three, Albion, 
Hillsdale, and Olivet, give instruction in art, including drawing and painting, and 2 
(Hillsdale and Adrian) have courses in theology. All are under denominational in· 
:fl.uences and all admit women on equal terms with men. 
For statistics of colleges reporting, see Table IX of the appendix to this volume, 
and a summary of this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
As has been said, young women are admitted to all the colleges in Michigan aml to 
the State university on equal terms with men. Of those at the university, President 
Angell, in his report for 1878-'79, says: "After our 9 years' experience in coeducation, 
we have become so accustomed to see women take up any kind of university work, 
carry it on successfully, graduate in good health, cause no embarrassment in the 
administr:;~.tion of the institution, and awaken no special solicitude iu the minds of 
their friends or of their teachers, that many of the theoretical discussions of cooducn.-
~on by those who have not had opportunity to examine it thoroughly read strangely 
to us here on the ground." For institutions devoted exclusively to young women, see 
Table yrn of the appendix, and summary of this in the report of the Commissioner 
precedmg. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State Agricultural College, .at Lansing, provid~ instruction in surveying, 
levelling, laying out of grounds, mechanics as applied to implements, building, stock 
breeding, agricultural chemistry, horticulture, and such practicalapplications of science 
as are specially useful to the farmer. Each student is required to labor 3 ho~ daily 
in the farm or garden. The labor is in part educational and is varied for the illustra· 
tion of the principles of science. Most of it is paid for, thereby lessening the ex· 
penses of the stud-ents. The farm comprises 676 acres, of which 190 are in a systewa.tic 
rotation of crops. Besides the barns, stock, and other material for illustrating agri· 
cu]ture, the college is supplied with chemical laboratories, a,pparatus for use in illus· 
tratiug astronomy, mathematics, and engineering, a wuseum of mechanical inven· 
ti.ons containing 2, 000 models from the United States Patent Office, illustratin~ most of 
the industrial arts, a general museum, and a library and reading room with 5,000 
volumes and 100 periodicals. The full course of 4 years leads t€1 the degree of bachelor 
of science. Provision is made for graduate study, and persons of suitable age an(l 
acquirements who wish to pursue select studies are allowed to do so. Tuition is fre& 
to residents in the State. A series of 6 institutes for the benefit of farmers is adver· 
tised to be held during January, 1880, under the auspices of the State board of agri· 
culture, in connection with the faculty of the college.- (Catalogue, 1879.) 
The scientific instruction provided in the State university comprises courses in civil, 
mechanical, and mining engineering; also special and advanced courses in palooontol· 
ogy, zoology, botany, physics, astronomy, general chemistry, and analytical and ap· 
plied chemistry. The course in civil engineering aims to prepare students for useful· 
ness in the practice of an office or in an engineerin~ party, and also to lay a foundation 
for a study of the several specialties of the profession. The degrees to which the sev· 
eral undergraduate courses in science lead are s. B., PH. B., and c. E., but after 1681 
the last named will be given only as a second degree. 
Scientific courses of 4 years are presented by 4 other colleges, namely, Albion Col· 
lege (which has 3, a scientific, a Greek-scientific, and a Latin-scientific), Hillsdale Col· 
lege, Olivet College, and Kalamazoo College, that of the last being a Latin-scientific 
course. , 
For statistics of scientific schools reporting, see Table X of the appendix to this vol· 
ume ; and for collegiate scientific courses, Table IX ; for summaries of these, corre-
sponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
. Theological courses of study are provided in Hil1sdale College (Free-Will BaptiHt) and 
m Adrian College (Methodist Prote. tant). The full course of study at Hillsdale cove1·s 
3 year, and at Adrian apparent.ly the same term. At Hillsdale an En~lish course is 
also provided, but the degree of bachelor of divinity is not given to Its graduates. 
Adrian College offers a short or special cour e to persons who have a good degree of 
fitness for the ministry, but who, from advanced age or other cause, cannot taKe the 
full course.-(College catalogues, 1878-'79.) For statistics, see Table XI of the ap-
pendix, and a summary of this in the report of the Commissioner preceding . 
. Legal instruction is given in the law department of the State university, to which 
IS devoted a spacious building with ample debating and society rooms. The course 
of ~dy covers 2 years of 6 months each, and em braces the several branches of con ti-
tutional, internatiOnal, maritime, commercial, and criminal law, medical jurisprudence 
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and the jurisprudence of the United Stat~s, and includes such instruction in common 
law and equity pleading, evidence, and practice as will la.y a substantial foundation 
for practice in all departments of law. The degree of bachelor of laws is conferred 
after completion of the full course or its equivalent in study on those who pass an 
approved examination. The attendance at this school was so much increased in 
1878-'79 as to call for an increase in the accommodations. Another professor was 
added to the faculty, thus securing more thorough instruction for the junior class.-
( State and university reports.) 
The rnedical schools reporting are the department of medicine and surgery of the 
State university and Detroit Medical College (both regular) and the Homreopathic 
Medical College of the State university. All insist on the usual 3 years' study of 
medicine previous to graduation and provide a voluntary graded course of study. 
The two schools belonging to the State university require an examination for admis-
sion, the first named in elementary English branches, while the homooopathic college 
adds elementary Latin or German. Both the "regular" medical colleges advertise 
changes to take effect after the session of 1880-'81 which will place them among the 
advanced medical schools in the country. The Detroit college has decided to re-
quire a preliminary examination embracing English composition, elementary mathe-
matics (including algebra through simple equations), and elementary physics; it will 
also insist on the attendance of students on 3 regular courses of lectures to be given 
in 3 distinct years. Those who have pursued a part of the course at any recognized 
medi0al college will be admitted to advanced standing; but before graduating they 
must pass an examination on the branches pursued at this college during the 3 years. 
In the department of medicine and surgery of the State university the recent advance 
extending the term from 6 to 9 months was so well received that it was concluded 
the public was ready for another forward step, and it has been decided to require a 
full 3 years' graded course of all who matriculate after 1880. A separate ward was 
added to the hospital for those patients who prefer homooopathic treatment, also a.n 
amphitheatre in which operations can be performed in the presence of the homreo-
pathic class, and an appropriation was made for a similar amphitheatre for the depart-
ment of medicine and surgery . ..:.....(Catalogues and return of Detroit Medical College.) 
The reports show the schools of dentistry and of pharmacy of the State university 
to be in a very prosperous condition. The pressure for admission to the school of 
pharmacy has been so great that it has been decided to add to the requirements for 
matriculation after 18!:l0 a specified amount of knowled~e of algebra and of either 
Latin or German. To accommodate the large increase m attendance at the dental 
school an addition has been made to the building.- (State report.) 
· For statistics of professional instruction, see Tables XI, XII, and XIII of the appen-
dix following, and summaries of these in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIOK. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Michigan Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, at Flint, gn,ve in-
struction during 1878-'79 to 248 deaf-mutes and 48 blind children and youth , 16 
teachers being employed, of whom 3taught the blind, the remainder deaf-mutes. The 
course of study occupies 8 years and embraces reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, 
grammar, history, the elements of natural philosophy chemistry, physiolorry, and 
a tronomy. Besides the school proper, the institution bas in successful opemtion a. 
well organized manual labor d partment, both for the deaf and dumb and for the 
hlincl, in which are tau~ht cabinet making, shoemaking, and printing to the deaf and 
l.nmb, and bask t makmg, willow work, aucl broom making to the blind. The de-
6t"n constantly kept in view i to train the pupils in habits ofiudu11try and the kuowl-
d of some useful occupation, so that when they l ave school they may he able to 
aru their living. 
The in tituti n as n,t present con:titutecl con. i ts of two distinct departments, the 
on for the deaf and dumb, th other for the Mind, each in its appliance: and methods 
h ing wholl, di.ffi rent from th other; but the State legislature has made provi ion 
fo~ the establishment of a separate . chool for the blind, and it i expected that they 
w11l hortly be tran £ rr d to the new in: titution.- (• 'tate report, 1 7 -'79.) 
A cli.ool of articulation, formerly in Cayun-a Lake Academy, Aurora, N. Y., was re-
moY d m 1 9 to 1arquc te, Mich. I t report. only 2 pupil attending. The English 
lJrauchc ar aught.- (Return.) 
ED CATIO ... - OF POOR A-iD ... -EGLECTED ClliLDRE. -. 
Th State ublic hool for Depend nt Children, at Coldwater, i reported a grow-
i u in both the amount and value of i work. The bon,rd of control expre es its 
gratification as to the gen ral admiuistr tion of the lusti uti on, the economical re. ulta1 
the h al h of the hil r n, th m n men of the hools, cottag , and ho pi tal, ana. 
the success of indenturing childr n an afterwards keeping watch ov r them during 
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minority; the conviction grows each year that the Michigan system of treating de-
pendent children is the most humane and economical that has yet been adopted by 
any government to prevent crime and pauperism and to save the children of the poor. 
The State superintendent says: "One must be impressed with the worth of this school 
when he sees 300 tidily dressed children, with cheerful faces, filing into the large 
dining room fro in their cottage homes, and considers that most of these, were they not 
here, would be subjected to all the contaminating influences of county houses or the 
equally demoralizing surroundings of street waifs in our larger cities." . Here they 
have most of the comforts and good influences of well ordered homes. Besides the 
studies of the school room, which embrace the elementary English branchm~, they 
are taught to labor, a portion of each day being spent in work in kitchen, dining room, 
taundry, farm, or garden. They also make their own clothes, boots, and shoes, knit-
ting their mittens an<l socks. 4-. school of telegraphy was established during the year 
1878-'79. There were 420 children cared for during the year by the institution, or by 
it placed in families, at an average cost of about $81 per capita, making a total of 776 
children who have been received and cared for since the school was commenced.-
(State report, 1878-'79.) 
The I ndustrial School, at Detroit, a private institution, clothes, educates, and fur-
nishes with food children whose parents are too poor to clothe them properly, so that 
they can go to the public schools. The children are provided with comfortable cloth-
ing, receive a warm dinner every day, and are taught the common English branches, 
also to sew and knH and assist in making their own clothes. About 150 were in at.tend-
ance during 1878-'79.- (Report of board of charities and correction.) 
The Home of the Friendless, at Detroit, intended ~s a shelter for destitute women an_d 
~irls, also receives children, who are clothed, fed, and instructed.- (Report of board 
of charities and correction.) · 
St. Vincent Orphan Asylum, at Detroit, in charge of the Sisters of Charity, was estab-
lished 27 years ago, and is exclusively for orphan girls or those abandoned by parents 
or otherwise destitute. Good homes are provided for as many as possible, while those 
who remain a,re taught in the various branches of an English education, vocal music, 
sewing, knitting, cooking, and general housework.- (Report of board of charities and 
correction.) 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAI~ING. 
Tho Michigan State Refonn School, at L~nsing, reports 307 boys in attendance in 
1879, there having been 139 admitted since June of 1878 and 159 released, 116 of the 
latter having been discharged as reformed. The board of control reports the school 
to be prosperous and the progress of the boys during the year gratifying. The State 
superintendent of public instruction says that many improvements in the management 
of the school have been inaugurated by its present superintendent. Under him the 
prison-like severity of former years has given place to a humane and sensible manage-
ment, which aims to cultivate in the boys self respect and a feeling of pride as to their 
conduct and appearance. 
The increase in the number of boys sent here during the last few years has made ad-
ditional buildings necessary, and a new cottage is in process of erection, which will 
accommodate 60 boys with dormitories and school and bath rooms, the State legislature 
having appropriated $7,500 for the purpose. Funds were granted also for other im-
provements which were made during the year, including a remodelling of the steam 
heating apparatus and supplying 2 fountains for the lawns. Unsightly and inconven-
ient desks in the school room were replaced by others of approved pattern and hand-
some appearance. A. neat railing to inclose the grounds took the place of the old 
fence, now no longer considered necessary for purposes of restraint. The old bhoc-
shop was thoroughly renovated and fitted up as a hospital for convalescent boys; 
while a room formerly use<l as a sort of dungeon for refractory boys, but for some time 
wholly unused, was converted into a more suitable shoe shop. Many other improve-
ments were made in and about the buildings, adding to their beauty, comfort, and 
security, the labor of the boys being used in the work wherever possible. The work 
of the farm is all done by the boys, who have also been taught chair caning, tailoring, 
and shoemaking, besides the elementary English branches of study. The superin-
tendent of the sehool says that the question of labor for the boys is getting to be a. 
serious one. It is desirable to introduce such work as will fit them for usefulness in 
after lifo, and also enable them, while in the school, to bear some portion of the ex-
~ense of their maintenance. The caning of chairs is so extensively carried on in re-
formatory institutions that it is no longer profitable; the manufacture of cign.rs, 
th~ugh yielding considerable revenue, was banished from the institution on account 
of 1ts bad in:flu nee on the boys. It was decided at the last meeting of the board thn.t 
the superintendent and a member of the board should visit such places as might be 
deemed proper for the purpose of investigatiBg this subject.- (State report, 1678-'79.) 
The State House of Correction, at Ionia, and the Detroit House of Correction, the last a 
city l?stitution, include amon~ other means of reform instruction in the elementn.ry 
English branches of study and m a variety of manual employments.- (Report of Stato 
boar<l of charities and correction.) 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-eiglith annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was held a.t 
Lansing, beginning in the evening, December 29, 1879, when Rev. Kendall Brooks 
delivered an address on "The relations of the public schools to the moral and religious 
training of children." On the following morning papers were presented on ''The out-
look of our common sehools," by E. P. Church, and "The exhibition of school mate-
rial at county and other fairs as a means of promoting education," by George E. 
Cochran. Prof. W. J. Beal explained a system of taking notes on cards to be arranged 
alphabetically in paper boxes, by which means an index rerum can be formed and in-
d-efinitely extended by the use of mote boxes. A general discussion followed of the 
common school questions involved in the papers already read. "The temperature of 
li-ving rooms" was the subject of the next paper, by Prof. R. C. Kedzie, and this was 
also fully discussed. Miss Ellen Dean, of the Grand Rapids High School, then pre-
sellted a paper on "The Harvard examination for women;" and Prof. Alfred Henne-
quin, one on "The teaching and study of the modern languages in American schools 
and colleges." A memorial was present6d from the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union of Michigan, asking that the science of temperance be taught in the public 
schools and recommending the introduction of Dr. Richardson's lesson book on alcohol, 
used in Lo11don and ot'her cities. After the preliminary exercises the evening was 
spent in a discussion of "The needs of the hour as applied to the school question." 
The remaining papers presented were on "Paid local committees of visitation for 
union and graded schools,"byW. Carey Hill; "The aspectsoftheteachingprofession," 
by Prof. W. H. Payne; "The classification in graded schools," by Austin George, and 
"The literary and professional training of teachers/' by Z. C. Spencer. 
The committee appointed to consider the memonal of the Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union reported that, while it was not considered expedient to introduce the 
book recommended as a text book in the public schools, it was heartily recommended 
to teachers and its use urged as a help in inculcating principles of temperance in their 
pupils. Among the resolutions adopted was one appointing a committee of7, includ-
ing the State superintendent, to consider what changes are desirable in the school 
laws ; also, one expressing gratification in view of the recognition of the necessity of 
a special preparation for teaching in the higher schools, shown in the establishment 
of a chair of peda~ogy by the regents of the State university; and ono commending 
the introduction ot educational departments in newspapers. 
The meeting was largely attended, the programme, as arranged, carried out with 
but one exception, and the interest excellent. An important feature was the exhibi-
tion of school material from Cincinnati, Ohio, and a number of towns in Michigan, in-
cluding drawings, original patterns for wall paper and oilcloth, working plans of 
machinery, cabinet work, &o. There was also a very interesting exhibition of appli-
ances for the blind.- (Report of State superintendent of public instruction, 1878-'79.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. CORNELIUS .A.. GoWER, State superintendent of public instruction, La11sing. 
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a This IS the estimate of Superintendent Burt, who says that reports from clerks as to miscellaneous 
expenses are defective, but that the expenditures may be assumed to equal the receipts. 
(From printed reports and written returns of Ron. David Burt, State superintendent 
of public instruction, for the two school years indicated.) 
STATE SIJHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of public instruction (appomted by the governor with the 
consent of the senate), a board of 10 regents of the university, a board of 6 normal 
school directors, and a high school board of 3 members have general charge of edu-
cational inter ts in the State. · 
The local officers are county snperintenuents of schools, elected by the people for 2 
Y ars, and board of 3 tru tees in common school districts and in independent districts 
boards of 6 directors. In each of tho last two boards there is provision for annual 
change of one-third. 
OTIIER FEATURES OF TilE SYSTEM. 
The schools are sustained by the income from State school funds, by county aud 
district taxation, and by moneys arising from. fines, penalties, liquor licenses, and sale 
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of estrays. The county tax is limited to 1 mill on the assessed property valuation. 
State school funds are apportioned on the basis of the number of pupils of legal school 
age enrolled in public schools taught ~Lt least 3 months in the year and in which 
teachers have reported the statistics of attendance, &c., required by law. Teacllers 
cannot receive pay until they have made the required reports of their schools, and 
they cannot be legally employed to teach unless they have certificates of qualification. 
County superintendents are authorized to issue 3 grades of certificates: the first valid 
in the county for 2 years, the second for 1 year, the tllird valid in a given district only 
and for 6 months. Teachers' institutes must be held by the State superintendent and 
money is appropriated to defray the necessary expenses. A recent law for the encour-
agement of higher. education appropriate<l $8,000 annually (afterwards made $9,000) in 
aid of approved public high schools. 
Women are competent to vote for school officers and are eligible to any office per-
taining solely to the management of public schools.- (School laws, 1877.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
Neither the printed report nor the written return from this State for 1878-'79 gives 
any statement of the number of youth of school age. It is therefore impossible to tell 
how far the increase<l enrolment of 4, 1~0 in the public schools approximated to the 
increased school population, and the average daily attendance is not reported. A 
considerable increase in the number of organized school districts, of schools, and of 
teachers has taken place; but, e\en with this increase in the extent of the educational 
field, the wages of teachers, the enrolment in graded schools, and the receipts and 
xpenilitnres for public schools have fallen off, as has also the estimate of the value 
f school property. The aspect of schovl affan·s is thus less cheering than might have 
been anticipated from the reputed growth of population in the State and the reported 
~eat producth-eness of the agricultura~ operations carried on. But with a steadily 
mcrea ing school fund and a continually progressive consolidation of the elements of 
rganized communities, tllere can hardly f:l!il to be -in the near future an educational 
as well as a material advance which will set the State abreast with others in the grea,t 
Northwest. 
CITY SCIIOOL SYSTEMS. 
Olt'FICERS. 
Under a g n rallaw, cities, towns, and villages which haYe been or~anize<.l into in-
<1 p nd nt school districts have boards of school directors, comprising 6 members, who 
may, if th y choose, elect a city superiut ndent of schools; certain cities are organized 
under special laws. St. P~ul, under asp cial charter, has placed her school in charge 
fa board of education of 6 members lecte<l by the people as school in pectors, one 
from each aldermanic district of the city. The board must elect n, city superintendent 
of schools. 
Citi s. 
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.ADDITI(J~AL PARTICt:LAR~. 
T ci y . ~· t ro of St. Paul compri s 26 primary schools, 33 intermediate 6 gram -
mar, and 1 high. :Five per cent. of th pupils were during 1 7tl-'7Y enrolled in the 
Ligh school, 6 per cent. in the grammar school , 22 per cent. in the intermediate 
school , and 67 per cent. in the priroari s. There wa an improvem<>nt during the 
year in the average daily attendance, which reached 2,7 5, making 93 per cent. on 
the av racre numb r belonging and 69 p r cent. on th total enrolment. The eli ci-
pline of the chools is said to have b n excellen v1 without any use of the rod. The growth of the ci y i far outstri ppin17 the supply ol chool facilitie . Although a c m-
modious school building was erect d during tb year at a co t of '71800, the accommo-dations are not ye sufficient for the deman l. On account of thi lack the experiment 
ha b n made of having half tim chool for pupil of the lowe t grade, the awo 
teach r haYinu one cla s of pupil in th for noon and another in the afternoon. The 
plan i consid red a ati factory one in th ca e of till grad , but not for older pupils. 
The G rmnn ]a guage has b n taught i the 4 hjglier grades of the chool 1 and 
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although under many disadvantages classes in most cases have made commendable 
progress. Physiology was introduced in the beginning of 1878- '79 for its sanitary 
benefits, it being held that so.ne knowledge of it is necessary for the maintenance of 
healt h . Teachers' classes are held on Friday afternoons, and there is also a ge.nel'al 
teachers' meeting on the first Saturday morning of every mouth.- (Report of the boar d 
of education, 1878-'79.) 
Winona has its schools classified as primary, secondary, grammar, and high, the 
first having 4 grades, the second 3, the third 2, and the fourth 4. Drawing enters 
into the course at the beginning, runs into map drawing in the higher secondary and 
grammar grades, and takes the industrial form in the business course of the high 
school. This school also has classical and scientific courses, Latin being studied i n . 
the former and German in the latter.- (Regulations of the board of education, 1879.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Public high schools are encouraged and aided by law, an appropriation of $9,000 
being set apart for them, to be given in sums of $400 each to schools selected as deserv-
ing by the high school examining board. 
A table in the State report for 1878-'79 gives statistics of 63 cities. and villages hav-
ing graded schools, with the enrolment in the highest school, but without designa-
tion of the number of trne high schools. It appears, however, that in the 9 largest 
upper schools there were 895 pupils; that in 8 Greek was studied by 49; in 44 Latin, 
by 924, and in 10 German, by 619; while i.n all 215 were intending and preparing to-
enter college. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academies, and preparatory departments 
of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and IX of the appendix, and summaries of these in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Minnesota has 3 State normal schools in operation, 1 at Winona, 1 at Mankato, and 
1 at St. Cloud. They are under the management of a board of 6 normal directors 
appointed by the governor, with the State superintendent of public instruction as a 
member ex officio. In the normal departments of the 3 schools there were in H378-'79 
two courses of study, an elementary and an advanced, the former of 2 years at the 
Mankato and St. Cloud Rchools, but apparently of 3 years at Winona, though a re-
turn makes the whole course 4 years. The advanced course seems to have been of 2 
years at all the 3 schools. Both preparatory and special students ·appear in the 
Winona catalogue for 1878-'79. Tliere are model or training departments connected 
with each school, with graded courses of study. Tuition is free to normal students 
who pledge themselves to teach in the public schools. The normal department of the 
school at Mankato had an attendance in 1878-'79 of 110 students, 33 of them men and 
77 women. At Winona th ere were 175 attending, 45 men and 130 women. For full 
statistics, see Table IV of the appendix, and summary of it in the report of the Com-
missioner preceding. ' 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Institutes were held in 21 counties in the spring and fall of 1879, occupying 28 weeks 
in the former season and 18 in the latter. Attendance in the spring, 1,036; in the au-
t umn, 408.- (Report for 1878-'79.) 
, UPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
UNI VERSITI ES AND COLLEGES F OR YOUNG ME N OR F OR BOTII SEXES 
The Univer ity of Minn ota compri E'S a group or fed ration of distinct colleges, 
having each its own organization, facul ty, buildings, and equip;ment. Tbe board of 
re~ents is authorized to taulish any desired number of departments or colleges, 6 
~emg sp ciiled, of which 4 are already eHtabli sll d, viz: A departm •nt of elementary 
1nstruction, one of cicnc , literature, aud t h e art , a college of a~riculture, and a col-
lege of rnech nic ar t . Th colle(J'e of law and medicine, wlnch are among those 
peci fi d, hav not yet b n organiz d. The department of element ary instruction, 
oth erwise d signated "the coll giat d partment," includes, together with the work 
of t he fr hman and Rophomore cla t! oftlle ordinary college course, a emall r emainder 
9 ED 
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~f the old preparatory department. It offers~ courses of study, the classical, scientific, 
.and modern, which leatl to no degrees. Students on graduating may enter one of the 
;professional colleges or continue their academical studies in the college of science, 
literature, and the arts, which presents also 3 courses of study, in arts, in science, and 
in literature, leading to appropriate degrees. Among the ends sought by the plan of 
instruction are a close connection of the university with the public school system of 
the State, the elevation of the high schools by enlarging their recognized sphere of 
action, the elevation of the professional schools by requiring of candidates for degrees 
a good general education as a prerequisite for admission, w bile not insisting on the im-
possible condition that all shall go over the whole of the old college course, and the 
elevation in particular of the colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts to equal 
Iank and standing with other university courses.-(Uuiversity Calendar 1878-'79.) 
The other colleges reporting for 1878-'79 are Augsburg Seminary, Minneapolis (Evan-
gelical Lutheran); Macalester College (Presbyterian), at the same place, still in its 
preparatory stage; Carleton College,1 Northfield (Congregational); and St. John's 
College, St. Joseph (Roman Catholic). These appear to have made no changes in their 
courses of study and methods of instruction since the report for 1877-'78. All have 
preparatory departments; Augsburg Seminary adds a Greek department of 4 years; 
Carleton College, classical, scientific, literary, English, and musical departments; and 
St. John's College, classical, scientific, commercial, and ecclesiastical departments. 
For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix, and a summary of it iu the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WO?tfEN. 
Opportunities for women to obtain a collegiate education are afforded in the State 
University and in Carleton College, where they are admitted on equal terms with men, 
and also at two in titutions devoted to them exclusively, St. Mary's Hall, Faribault, 
and the Bennett Seminary, Minneapolis. :For statistics of the latter two, see Table 
VIII of the appendix, and a summary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The University of Minnesota, beside its 4 years' scientific course in the collegiate 
department already mentioned, provides further scientific instruction in its colleges of 
.agriculture and of the mechanic arts. In the college of agriculture there is an ad-
vanced or university cour e, based on the scientific course of the collegiate department 
and leading to the degree of bachelor of agriculture; also, au elementary course of 4 
years, which agrees in the main with the scientific course of the collegiate depart-
ment, but differs from it in the substitution of some natural sciences and practical in-
struction for languages and mathematics. Special courses in agriculture are also 
.offered, and a farmers' lecture course. In the college of mechanic arts there are 3 ad-
vanced or university cour es based on the scientific course of the collegiate department, 
which lead to appropriate degrees, viz: in civil engineering, in mechanical engineer-
·ing, and in architecture. 
Carleton College pre ents a scientific course of 4 years, made by omitting all the 
Greek of the cia ical cour e and all the Latin subsequent to the freshmen year.-
(Catalogue . ) 





EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Minnesota Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, 
at Faribault, is open free of charge to all the deaf aud dumb and the blind in the 
State between the ages of 10 and 25 who are capable of receiving instruction. The 
only charge is for incidental expenses. Five years is the extent of the regular course 
of instruction, but a special course of 2 years may be added to this on the recommen-
dation of the superintendent and the approval of the board of directors. 
The department for the deaf and dumb comprises 6 classes for intellectual training, 
5 of them graded according to the capacity and advancement of pupils. The other 
is for instruction in articulation and is composed of semi-mutes, none being admitted 
to it who cannot articulate. The studies pursued by the deaf and dumb comprise 
only the common English branches, including drawing. Three hours and a half daily 
are spent in labor, the employments being coopering, shoemaking, tailoring, printing, 
plain sewing, fancy work, and dress making. 
In the department for the blind the common English branches are taught, and also 
higher studies, as the capacity of pupils demands. Up to the year 1878-'79, owing to 
the limited number of blind in attendance, little was attempted in the way of pre-
paring them to be self supporting, save the cultivation of their musical talents. A 
beginning was then made in this direction; 6 pupils were taught the cane seating of 
chairs, and made very rapid and satisfactory improvement. Hand aud machine sew-
ing, knitting, headwork, &c., are also taught, and a return for 1878-'79 mentions 
broom making as one of the employments. Musical instruction on the piano, violin, 
and organ is given to all capable of profiting by it.- (Report for 1878-'79 and re-
turn.) 
For statistics of the departments for the deaf and dumb and for the blind, see Tables 
XIX and XX of the appendix following, and summaries of them in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. · 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIOXS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The annual meeting of the State Educational Association was held at St. Paul, 
~eginning _December ::!9, 1879. There was a large attendan~e. . The topics discussed 
m the president's address were the science of health, the pubhc h1gh schools, the qual-
ification and examination of teachers, compulsory education, and the election of county 
superintendents by the people. Dr. Charles N. Hewitt, of Red Wing, addressed the 
association on "The causes of physical deterioration at work upon the school teaching 
and school going population." He thought that the ~reat element of danger in the 
public school system was its hurry, another danger bemg worry. Superintendent H. 
A. Pratt, of Faribault, read a paper on school ~overument, show in~ the superiority of 
the rational to the arbitrary system. It was d1scussed by Principal Shepherd, of the 
'Winona Normal School, and by Principalmehle, of the St. Cloud Normal, the latter 
deprecating corporal punishment. Dr. L. B. SpeiTy, of Carleton College, Northfield, 
read a paper, accompanied by extemporaneous remarks, on ''The best method of teach-
ing hygiene in the common schools," earnestly advocating the necessity for the study 
and for the appointment of a State professor of hygiene. The paper was discussed by 
a number of gentlemen, who agreed in the main with the sentiments expressed in it. 
Prof. E. G. Thompson, of the State university, read a carefully prepared paper on 
"Public high schools," in which he urO'ed the importance of arranging the courses of 
study in the high schools throughout the State so as to articulate with the university 
~onrse. A number of gentlemen followed with remarks on the sub,ject, all being unan-
liDous in urging the importance of the public high schools. A thoughtful and pertinent 
e ay waa read by Miss A. G. Glover, of Red Wing, on the methods by which a more 
effective cooperation may be secured between teachers, superintendents, school trustees, 
parents, and all friends of education. Hon. David Burt, superintendent of public in-
~truction, made a report with interesting stati tics, showmg the condWon of education 
m the tate. Papers were also read on" Information versus culture," by Prof. D. L. 
~Gehle; on "Language le ons," by Mi Emma C. Shanley, of St. Paul; on "Qual-
Ifications and examinations of teacher ," by Supt. 0. M. Lord; on the question "Is 
our system of examination a practical one~" by Supt. W. F. Ganie; on "Rational 
methods in education," by . . Taylor, of St. Paul; on "Natural history studies in 
primary schools," by H. W. lack, of St. Paul, and on "Resultants," by E. G. Paine, 
ofWa ioja.-(New-England Journal of Education, January 15,22, 1879.) 
CHIEF TATE CHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. D.A.VID B tiRT, State auperintmdent of public instruction, St. Paul. 
[Third term, 1879-l~l. J 
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MISSISSIPPI. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21), white .... . 
Youth of school age (5-21 ), colored .. . 
Whole nnm ber of school age ......... . 
Whites enrolled in public schools .... . 
Colored enrolment in the same ...... . 
Whole enrolment for the year ....... . 
Average monthly enrolment, white ... 
Average monthly enrolment, colored .. 
Whole average monthly enrolment .. . 
Average daily attendance, white ... .. 
A verarre daily att ndanc , colored ... . 
Whole average daily attendanc ..... . 
CITOOL DI TRICTS A1 D SCHOOL.' .ct 
'chool di t.ricts reporting ....... .. ... . 
Average time of school in day (cities) 
A v rage time of school in days ( coun-
try). 
TEACHER AND TIIEIR PAY. 
White teachers employed ............ . 
Colored teachers employed . . . . . . . .. . 
:Number of men teaching ............ . 
:Number of women teaching .......... I 
Whole number in public chools ..... . 
Average monthly pay of men ........ . 
A v rage monthly pay of women ..... . 
INCOME AND EXPENDIT TIE. 
Wbo1e r ceipts for pulJlic schools ..... 
\\ hole expenditure for pu hlic school. . 
I 


























Amouutofp rman ntfund h ld ...... l $15,229 





























Increase. I Decr.easo. 
755 .. ................. 
15,725 . ................. 
16,480 . .................. 
4,756 . ................... 
7,019 . .................. 
11,775 .. .................... 
6,184 . ................... 
3,14\J . ............... .... 
9,333 . .................. 
2,063 . .................. 




................. - 1! 
307 ..................... 
299 ..................... 
831 .. .................... 
...... --. -...... 225 
606 .. ......... ·- .. 
$1 35 ... -- ... -.--
15 ............. ... 
$113,647 ............... . 
4~,743 ..... ............ 
......... ...... ....... -....... 
-.......... . -.. - .. --- .... -... 
(From print d r port and writt n r turns of Ron. J. A. mith , tate superintended 
of pu lie duca ion, for t two year indicated.) 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The law in relation to the public schools is that they are to be sustained by the in~ 
come from the perwanent school fund; by the sale of lands vested in the State by escheat 
or held by it for taxes; by the funds arising from liquor licenses, fines, poll taxes- the 
local taxation not to exceed 3 mills on the dollar, a levy, however, being allowed for 
fuel; schools are to be taught 4 months in the year, or 5 if there is enough mone:v. 
White and colored youth must be taught in separate schools, but they are to have 
equal advantages. Teachers are to hold certificates from the county superintendent, 
their salary varying according to the children in attendance, but not to exceed a cer-
tain designated sum. Text books, agreed upon by the teachers and board of super~ 
visors of each county, are to be used for5 years. The school fund is to be apportioned 
to each county according to the number of educable children enumerated therein, 
provided schools have been held in these counties for the legal time.-(Laws, 1878.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
A comparison of the statistics of 1878 with those of 1879 shows improvement in the 
condition of the school system on the whole. An increase of 16,480 in the number of 
youth of school age was met by an enrolment of 11,775 more in the public schools and 
by an increase of 9,333 in average monthly attendance and 2,997 in avemge daily 
attendance. There were 602 more teachers to meet the increased enrolment aml 
attendance, and the pay of men engaged in teaching was increased $1.35 a month; that 
of women, 15 cents a month. Through the payment of heavy school debts in many 
counties, too, teachers' warrants are said to have been brought up to par, so that, 
although their pay is still nominally less than it was some years ago, the superin~ 
tendent says, they are really receiving more. This may be set against the statement 
on the subject in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. In receipts 
for the schools there was an advance of $113,647; in the expenditures, of $48,743. 
On the other hand, it is said that in some counties the county supervisors are 
reluctant to make the required levy of a tax for school purposes to supplement the 
State fund, and that in a few counties (15 in 1878 and 11 in 1879) no tax was levied 
for this purpose. Hence in these counties schools could not be held more than from 
6 weeks to 2 months; and if, according to law, the State apportionment had been 
withheld because a school had not been taught for 4 months in 187tl, none at all could 
have been held in 1879. The indifference and inefficiency of many of the district 
school trustees is dwelt on as another hindrance to success, as it is in many other 
States, and this is a hindrance that can only be overcome by the growth of a decidecl 
public sentiment in favor of zealous and intelligent men for the local care and super-
vision of schools. 
AID FROM PEABODY FUND. 
The sum allotted to Mississippi from this fund was $4,000 for 1879. Of this amount, 
$1,400 were paid for the training at the Normal College, Nashville, Tenn., of 7 teachers 
from this State for higher work, and $1,000 for holding teachers' institutes. The remain-
ing $1,600 were divided, in sums of about $300 each, among the graded school systems 
of Vicksburg, Water Valley, and Columbus and1 in sums of about $250 each, among those of Summit, Aberdeen, and Jackson. Th1s is in accordance with the policy, 
henceforth to be pursued, of devoting most of the income of the fund to the training 
and improvement of teachers for the public schools, it being thought that by this 
means better and more enduring results will be secured than by di vil:;ion of it only 
among certain sets of schools. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM . 
OFFICERS. 
:Un~er the law of 1 78 a town of 1,000 or more inhabitants constitutes a school dis~ 
tnct, if the mayor and aldermen so choo e, and they, acting in conjunction with the 
county superintendent, constitute a board of appointment to select 3 persons, patrons 
of each school, as a board of tru tees for such school. They hold office for one year 
a':ld look after a11 school intere ts. The county uperintendent, in such cases, retains 
hi superv1sory powers. Vick burg has 2 trustees of schools for each ward, who hold 
office for 2 years. 
STAT! TIC . 
Cities. Estimated Cbild"n of I E~rolmont ";;;,r • ~~ J N_e, of Expendi-population. school age. ~~h~~~l~c tendance. teachers. ture. 
Natchez .... : ... ............. 0, 057 ~: ~~~ 1· .... -1 .. 196 
a800 I· ··········· ...... $9,"945 Vicksburg .................. 12, 000 ···· ········ 21 
a This number represent the average number of children attending school in both 1878 and 1870. 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Natchez reports 2 large school buildings capable of seating 2,000 children. About 
300 whites attend the school for white children and 500 colored children enjoy equal 
facilities at their school. The salaries of teacht~rs of colored and white schools are 
alike, the principals receiving $60 a month and teachers $33. The schools are continued 
9 months; school finances very limited.- (Letter of Superintendent Montgomery.) 
Vicksb1lrg reports 2 different school buildings, with 21 room~:>; school taught 260 
days; and school property valued at $8,650. Some improvement was effected in the 
last year (although the superintendent says that the school system is only in its 
infancy), and endeavors were made to elevate the colored population.-(Return and 
letter.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL DEPARTME~TS. 
The Mississippi State Normal School, Holly Springs, designed for those only who in· 
tend to teach, reports 3 resident instructors, 107 stw:lents, a 4 years' course, the stand-
ard of the school raised every year, and nearly 400 of its pupils teaching or having 
taught in this and neighboring States.-(Catalogue a;nd return.) 
Tougaloo University and State Normal School, Tougaloo, reports 6 non-resident in· 
structors; 96 pupils, exclusive of those in the primary or model school; the attendance 
not as large as in the previous year, although more in proportion were in attendance 
at the opening of the year and continued through it ; a 5 years' course ; marked im-
provement in the school, which is seen in the general training of students, in thA 
greater number desiring to complete the regular course of study, and in an increased 
attendance on the higher gracles.-(Return, announcement, and State report.) 
There i no information in relation to the normal department of Shaw University 
later than 1877-'78. At that elate 35 normal students were in attendance. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Four of the e meetings were held in the State during 1879 under the auspices of the 
State sup rintendent and two experts. The one held at Jackson devoted some time to 
the exemplifying of blackboard work connected with oral arithmetic. In each insti-
tute prominent educators of the State read essays or made informal addresses, and 
much enthusiasm was manifested by the audiences in the success of these, the first in-
stitutes held in Mississippi. The means for holding them was supplied from the Pea-
body fund. The results were such as to exceed the expectations of the superintend· 
eut.-(Report of trustees of Peabody fund and American Journal of Education, Sep-
tember, 1879.) 
SECO~T})ARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
As stated in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878, the law admits 
of high schools, or schools preparatory to college, as a link between the common 
school and the university. Suitable school buildings must, however, be provided 
without expen e to the State, and the text books used must be in accord with those 
studied in the university. 
No information is given by the State superintendent as to the number and statistics 
of such schools in 1878-'79. 
OTHER SECONDARY CHOOLS. 
For tati tics of bu ine s colleges, private academic schools, preparatory chools, 
and l?r paratory department of colle~e , see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the ap-
p nd1x. For ummarie of their statistic , see corresponding tables in the report of 
h Commi ion r pr ceding. 
UPERIOR IN TRUCTION. 
OLLE E FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
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tinues its commercial and graduate courses. It reports 190 students in 1879.-(Cata-
logue, 1879-'80, and return. ) 
Shaw University, which admits both sexes, had 18 students in the college proper, 2 
graduate students, 160 male students in the preparatory department, and 93 female 
students.- (Return.) • 
.Alcorn Univm·sity reports 160 students in the preparatory department and 20 in the 
college of liberal arts. 
Jeff'erson College in 1878 had 26 pupils and 1 instructor. It seems to be, so far, only 
an academic school. 
For further statistics, see Table IX of the appenuix, and a summary of this in the 
report of the Commissiouer preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION 01!' YOUNG WOMEN. 
For the titles, location, prevailing influence, and statistics of the institutions devoted 
to the higher education of women, see Table VIII of the appendix, and a l:lummary of 
this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Scientific courses of 4 years are to be found in the different collegiate institutions 
of the State. 
The .Ag1·icultural and Mechanical College of the State of Mississippi, transferred from the 
State University to Starkville, under a new charter of February 28, 1878, was to have 
its buildings completed and to be ready for the opening in the autumn of 1880. The 
proposed course of study is to occupy 4 years.-(Return and New Orleans Times.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given to some extent in the Bishop Green Associate Mission, 
a Protestant Episcopal institution at Dry Grove, meant to be preparatory to a full 
seminary course. The number of years in the course is reckoned at 5, but is said to 
depend on the advancement of the student entering. In April, 1879, 1 graduate stu-
dent was reported in the school and 2 undergraduates, the ravages of the yellow fever 
causing a partial suspension of the exercises.- (Return.) 
The Natchez Semina1'y, a school for freedmen, at Natchez, organized in 1877, had 2 
professors and 31 undergraduate students in 1879. The ministerial course, including 
training in common English branches, requires 5 years.- (Return.) 
Legal instruction is given in a 3 years' course in Shaw University and in a 1 year's 
course at the State University, Oxford. In the latter, 17 students were pursuing law 
studies in 1879. 
Medical instruction was given in Shaw University, Holly Springs, in 1877-'78. There-
were 2 students in this branch at that time, but no further information has been re-
ceived. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Mississippilnstitution for the Deaf and Dumb, Jackson, reports a generally pros-
perous condition; a large number of pupils in attendance, 59 at date of December 31, 
1879, and the number being constantly augmented. Of the pupils on the roll, 23were 
supported by the State. The school is divided into six classes, each teacher having 
two classes. The ordinary branches are taught, as al o dressmaking, housekeeping, 
gardening, and printing.- (Biennial report and return.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Mississippi Asylum for the Blind, Jackson, in the biennial l'eport for 1878-'79 
mentions 27 pupils in the institution in 1878 aml33 in1879. So great was the demand 
in 1878 for the admission of pupils, that an extra building was taken near by until suit-
able arrangements could be made to accommodate all who desire admission. The 
common school branches are taught; also, mattress and broom making, chair seating, 
&c.-(Bienuial report and return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
TATE AS OCIATION. 
o information ha r ached thi Office a to the holdinrr of any meeting in 1879. It 
was probably nper d ·d by th teach rs' institutes, helu, as before mentionetl, in dif-, 
erent parts of the tat . 
CHIEF TATE , HO L OFFICER. 
lion. J. A. MJTJI, • 'tate superintendent of public education, Jackson. 
(Term, January 7, 1878, to January 2, 1882.] 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
I 1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
I 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-20) ..... 650,368 663,135 12,767 .. -..... -·. 
Colored youth of school age ......... 37,8t!O 39,018 1,138 
... ..... ·----· 
Total youth of school age ..••••...... 6tl8,248 702,153 13,905 . ............ 
White youth in public schools ....... 428,975 421;,992 17 . ......... . 
Colored youth in public schools ...... 19,208 20,790 1,582 . ........... 
Whole number attending school ..... 441;,183 449,782 1,599 .. ......... 
SCIIOOL DI TRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Ungraded school districts ........••.. 8,142 . ... .. -.... -- ... ... .. .. . . . .. . -. . ........... 
Graded chool districts . . . . . . . . . ..•.. 279 . .. -- .................. ... .. . .. ... . .. ... .. . .. .............. 
School-houses owned and rented ..... 8,266 8,010 . ... -......... 256 
School rooms for study .•............ H,092 . .. .. -- ...... -- ... 
... - .. --- ...... . ... -........ 
Schools for white youth ......•...... 7,~49 7,645 . ................ 204 
Schools for colored youth .....•...... 434 450 16 . . -- ........... 
Total number of schools ............. 8,2 3 8,095 
... .. -.. ----. 188 Average time of schools jn day ...... 99 100 1 . ... -- ...... 
Estimateu value of school property .. $8,321,399 $9,000,000 $678,601 . .. -.......... 
TEACHERS AND TIIEIR PAY. 
Men teaching jn public schools ...... 6,239 . ... -- ..... - .. --. ... .. ... . . -.. -- . .................... 
Women teachinf in public schools ... 5,060 .. . -- ...... -....... ...... ......... ......... ---- . 
Total number o teachers .........•.. 11,299 11,268 ............ 31 
Average monthly pay of men ........ $36 36 $35 00 .. -.. -.. - ......... $1 36 
.A. verage monthly pay of women ...... 28 09 30 00 $1 91 ................ , 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total recejpts for public chool '4, 207,617 $3,188,489 .................. $1,019,128 
Total expenditure for public school .. 2,405,133 3,069,454 $663,321 ................ 
CHOOL FU ... DS. 
P rmanent available schoolfund a ... $7,27 ,047 $7,542,226 $264,179 .............. 
(R port of Ron. Richard D. hannon, tate superintendent of public schools, for 
the two years indicateu, and return from the same for those years.) 
T.A.TE SCHOOL YSTEM. 
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terests of the couu ty schools. 1 The schools of districts are governed by boards of 
directors, 6 in number in all cities, towns, and villa,ges not ruled by special laws, and 
3 in number in country districts. Directors are elected by popular vote for terms of 
3 years, one-third being newly elected each year. 
OTHER l!'EATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Under the provisions of the State constitution of 1875, the public schools are to be 
free to all persons in the State between the ages of 6 an<l 20 years, though under the 
laws of 1879 the State apportionment to t.hem continues to be based on the annual re-
turns of youth enumerated between 5 and 21. Public school teachers must hold cer-
tificates either from the commissioner of the county in which they are to be employed 
or from the State superintendent, testifying to their good character and ability to teach 
the required bmnches. To receive pay for teaching, they must make monthly reports 
of all required statistics, and at the close of the term a summary report for the whole· 
term. In districts with 16 colore<l children of school age, provision must be made 
for a separate school for these, to be controlled and managed by the district board in 
all respects as schools of the same grade for white pupils. If the number of such chil-
dren in a district is less than 16, contiguous districts are to unite in the provision of 
school advantages, the presidents of the school boards of the united districts forming 
a school board for this special school. For these schools for colored children colored 
teachers are to have the preference where qualifications and demands are equal be-
tween them and whites. If from any cause the average attendance at a school for 
colored pupils falls below 10 in any month, the school may be discontinued for 6 
months, a provision which does not seem to be applied to schools for whites. County 
uniformity of text books for the schools is secured by the selection of a list of such 
every five years at a convention of the several school boards within the county. A 
district, town, or city forfeits its share of State school money by either failing to make 
legal return of its enumerated youths or to keep open a free school for them at least 3 
months, these months to be each 20 school days of 6 hours each. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The report of the State superintendent of public schools for 1879 indicates en-
couragement in regard to their condition, improvement being claimed in the attend-
ance in both public and private schools; in their lengthened terms; in the greater 
number of qualified teachers, as well as the revived interest exhibited on their part; in 
the associations and institutes and all conventions for drill and culture. The state-
ment is made that in no year since 1873 have institutes been held in one-fourth the· 
number of counties which held them in 1879 with greatly increased attendance. · Six 
teachers' associations were reported, all accomplishing good results and meeting 
annually. The permanent school funds of the State now amount to $7,542,225, includ-· 
ing county a.nd township funds, an increase upon the fond of the preceding year of 
$141,722.2 The 3 State normal schools are reported in a flourishing condition, many of 
their graduates being honored teachers in this and other States. The objection to 
the time of commencement of the school year and the existing management of mat-· 
ters pertaining to text books are among the chi.ef exceptions to the generally good 
condition reported by the superintendent. 
KINDERGARTEN • 
. Tb.e recent action of the St. Louis board preventing any further emolment in the 
d1stnct schools of children under 6 years of age has had the effect of increasing the 
enrolment of the Kindergarten during the year H379, this enrolment amountii1g to· 
6,202; and a plan was adopted by which all pupils entering the low~st grade of 
schools tow hich Kindergarten are attached may be directed to attend the latter each half 
day. If 6 years of age, they may al o attend the primary one half day. The average· 
number of pupils belonging to the Kindergarten was 3,481 and the expense per pupil 
wa~ considerably reduced. The 53 Kindergarten in St. Louis employed 196 young 
lad1es, 65 of them working without pay. In th~ , t. Louis Kindergarten a teacher of 
60 pupil is entitled to an a si tant, and an additional assistant IS allowed for each 
added number of 30. The basis of the Mis ouri Kindergarten system is that of Frobel,, 
~u~ly and ably explained by Miss Blow. It is a part of the system as applied or ad-
JOI.necl to public sc.hool to educate young women in the training of young children by 
th1s method, and 1t i regarde<l a de irable that volunteers should join the assistant 
1The main duties of the county commis ioners as school officers are to examine and license teachers, 
to make report of educational stati tics to the tate superintendent, and to see that the directors of 
schools in their counties ar supplieu with copies of the school law and blanks for the reports required 
from them. They do not g~vc their whole time to school work unless, on the }Jfltition of 100 free· 
boldc.>rs, a pccial vote of the p ople, ord red by the cOtmty caurt, calls for this. Then they pertorm 
tho duties of school superin ndent .- ( choolla.w, 1870.) 
2 Thi!i is th sap rintendeut's own st:: tement, but tho figures given in tho reports of tho two reara 
make a difletenco of 264,170 
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force, serving as teachers in apprenticeship and receiving much benefit by th e knowl· 
edge attained, even though it may not be the intent of such young ladies to pursue 
the vocation of teacher in the future.- (St. Louis report, 187t!-'79.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS • 
.Any city, town, or village may be organized into a school district and so designated. 
Its public schools are governed by a board of 6 directors, whose province includes 
the duties of like corporations. Of their own number, they elect a president, secretary, 
and treasurer. t. Louis, under special charter, is represented in its board by 1 mem-
ber for each ward; St. Joseph, also under special charter, by 2 members. The board 
of each city elects a city superintendent of schools, the superintendent of St. Louis 
having 2 assistants. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Av e rag e Number of Expendi-Cities. population. school age. in public daily at- teachers. tUI"e. schools. t endance. 
H annibal . .. ... ........... . . 13, 000 3, 304 1, 967 1. 323 28 $18, 882 
fti~~~~~~ ~ ~:::: ~::::::::: 55, 000 11 , 325 5, 259 3, 140 ()2 112, 075 30, 000 7, 65 3, 691 2, 521 58 47,440 4()0, 000 97, 556 48, 836 33, 087 967 881, 113 
pringfield .. ... . .......... 9, 000 2, 222 1, 458 851 19 11, 037 
ADDITlO:NAL PARTICULAR • 
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the school records seem to indicate that the study has been an incentive to advance-
ment in English studies, the pupils so taught making better progress than those con-
fining themselves to English studies. The St. Louis board added in 1876 to the list of 
reference books a small manual containing judiciously selected precepts for "good 
behavior" or" politeness," prepared by General J. W. Phelps. Read, commented upon, 
and explained in parts in all rooms above those of the third grade, it is hoped that the 
manual will have a good effect. 
The number of pupils enrolled in the evening schools is reported as still large in 
1879, being over 6,000, only 231 less than that of 1878. The liberality of the St. 
Louis board in granting free memberships in the public school library to evening 
school pupils whose "regular attendance" has been observable, has undoubtedly been 
an inducement to attenda.nce. The expense of the library has been over $3,000 addi-
tional, and the recipients of the benefits so procured have numbered at least 1,200 
evening pupils who are employed in some industry during the day. The free evening 
schools of St. Louis are said to be the direct outgrowth of the O'Fallon Polytechnic 
Institute. Two of these schools i.nclude the higher branches and are in operation 5 
months. These constitute the school known as the " O'Fallon Polytechnic School," 
a branch of the "O'Fallon Polytechnic Institute" of Washington University. In 
1868, the institute which had founded and principally sustained them made a fuller 
and permanent arrangement with the school board whereby the elementary and 
popular technological studies were to be tapght free in the schools. The institute 
transferred the Polytechnic building to the board and the board assumed finally the 
entire expense of the enterprise. By the liberality of the Western Sanitary Commis-
sion, a number of scholarships have been provided for pupils of the evening schools 
who may be found competent to enter the new school of manual training in Wash-
ington University. The sum of $30,000 was appropriated by the commission for the 
endowment of 20 perpetual scholarships, to be filled (after failure to fill them by 
children of Union soldiers) by pupils recommended by the superintendent of pub-
lic schools or the principal of the high school. The sum of $10,000 has also been 
placed in charge of the Washin~ton University for the benefit of children of Union 
soldiers first, thereafter for benefit of students in the Polytechnic.-(Report of Super-
intendent Wm. T. Harrisl for 1878-'79. ) 
Springfield had its course arranged to cover 12 years : 5 in primary grades, 3 in inter-
mediate, and 4 in the high school. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Besides a normal school connected with the State University, at Columbia, there 
are 3 others for white students, sustained by the State in as many separate districts.: 
that of the first district at Kirksville, north of the Missouri River; that of the second 
at Warrensburg, south of the river and near the western border of the State; and that 
of the third at Cape Girardeau, on the Mississippi River, in the southeast. 
The school at Kirksville has an elementary course of 2 years, an advanced course of 
2 years more, and an intermediate one of 3 years, formed by adding one ye::u- of the 
advanced course to the 2 years of the elementary. Completion of the full4 years' course 
secures the degree of '' bachelor of arts and didactics ; " completion of the others, 
certificates, which, with the approval of the· State superintendent, become equivalent 
to State certificates of duration the same as the course pursued. The arrangements: 
at Warrensburg and Cape Girardeau are essentially the same. The school at the 
university bas a 2 years' common school normal course, which leads to the degree of 
"principal in pedagogics;" a collegiate normal course, which, up to the senior year, 
corresponds with that of any one of the 4 academic courses of the university, and in 
that year adds didactics to the other studies, securing the degree of" bachelor of ped-
agogics;" with a still higher course, which includes the studies of the 5 university 
schools of science and any 4 of the 5 schools of language, and entitles to the degree of 
"master of pedagogics." !l In the summer vacation of the university there is also a 
normal institute held for the improvement of teachers. 
Lincoln Institute, J efferson City, intended to prepare colored youth for effective 
work in the 'tate schools for children of their race, receives also aid from the St.ate 
and has the character of a recognized State normal school. Its normal course is of 4 
year , additional to a 4 years' preparatory course for such as need it. Diplomas are· 
conferr don students who complete the full 4 years' normal course; certificates, on 
tho e who go satisfactorily through 2 years. 
1 Much regr t has been expressed by the ducational press of the tate at the announcement IliAd~ 
b:y- Dr·. Wm. T. Harris, sup rintendent of the public schools of t. Loui , at the conclusion of his report 
of t~e schools of that city, 1879, of his pw-pos to resign his position May, 1880, the twelfth anniversary 
of his occupancy of that office, in which uv his zeal and wisdom he has won the fullest confidence and 
cat m of his collaborators and of tho pul)lic generally. 
2 
'uhatantially tho aarue degr as this i given at Kirksville to graduates from ita full 4 yea.re.' 
course who haYo subs qn ntly taught aucce fully for 2 yea.z·s. 
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The statistics of attendance and graduation at these schools, as far as can be gath-
-ered from reports and returns, were for 1 7!;-'79 as follows: .At Kirksville, iuclu<.ling 11 
who came in for a graduate diploma after teaching 2 years, 468 attendants, 80 gradu-
ates; at Warrensburg, 349 attendants, 62 graduates; at Cape Girardeau, 219 normal 
school attendant , 42 prepl'l.ratory, 15 graduates; at the university, 60 students in 
normal courses (be ides 79 attending the vacation normal institute), 18 graduates; at 
the Lincoln Institute, 36 normal students, 103 preparatory, with 3 graduates from the 
full normal course and 11 from the 2 years' course. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The St. Louis City Normal School, intended mainly to train teachers for the city 
schools, ha a 4 years' cour e in which were 22[) students, all young women, in 1878-'79; 
graduates of that year, 49. The city high school seems to serve to some extent as a 
place of preparation for male teachers. 
Normal cla es or courses are found also at La Grange ColleO'e, La Grange; Drury 
College, Springfield; Central Wesleyan College, Warrenton; Sedalia Collegiate In-
stitute, Sedalia; Northwest Normal School, Oregon; and the Female Orphan School of 
the Christian Church of Missouri; which last, from a note accompanyiug the catalogue 
of 1879-'80, appears to aim especially to prepare its students to be teachers.-(Cata-
logues and returns.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The law requiring attendance at county institutes was abolished in 1874, and al-
though repeated attempts to organize and maintain these meetings have since been 
made they are now voluntary a ociations except in Jasper County. In 1879, however, 
th re were institutes held in 72 out of the 114 counties in the State. In these 72 counties 
9 in titutes were held; 16 counties made no report, and 28 counties reported that no 
iu titute were held. The whole number of teachers attending was 2,441; the average 
.attendance, based on figure given, was24.9; the sum of $443.50 was paid to conductors; 
three institutes continued 1 week, two 2 weeks, one :3 weeks, seven 4 weeks, and one 
6 w ek. . Reports from the different counties show that these meetings were generally 
ucc sful; in some counties the teachers were so alive to the work that extra insti-
tutes w re to be held during the year. One at the State university, taught by its 
profe ors, enrolled 79 teachers. 
Monthly institutes of the teachers of Kansas City were held on the last Saturday of 
the month to discuss matter pertaining to their profession. No teachers were to be 
excu eel from these meeting .-( tate and city reports.) 
EDUCATIOXAL JOURNAL. 
The American Journal of Education, published at St. Lot1is, continued to givo val-
uable information in regard to the advancement of educational methods in 1879. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
CliO L .. 
oll g , priv3t a.ca.d mic s bool , 
of coll ge , ee Ta.bl IV, VI, VII, 
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and IX of the appendix following; for summaries of their statistics, see corresponding 
tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Missouri University, Columbia, reported 596 students and 69 graduates in 1879. Of 
its alumni, 4 received the degree of A. M. and 1 the degree of LL. D. The depart-
ments of instruction consist of the academic schools of langua<Te and science and the 
professional schools of agriculture, pedagogics, engineering, art,iaw, medicine, and the 
school of mines and metallurgy. These schools are open to both sexes. The curators. 
-report the advancemen.t for Hl78-'79 marked and sati8factory, as well in the increased 
number of st-udents in attendance as in the improvement in discipline, the course 
of studies prescribed, and the st-rengthening and enlargement of a number of the 
departments of the institution. In 1879, through the liberality of Dr. Laws, president 
of the university, a spacious observatory was erected and a fine telescope purchased. 
'I, he number of students increases so from year to year that even now the buildings 
are not sufficient for the demand, and an enlargement is to be made as soon as feasible. 
(Catalogue.) 
St. Louis University, St. Louis, baa in 1879, in its preparatory department, 64 stu-
dents; in its commercial course, which includes the branches of a good English 
education, 140; and in its full classical course 158-a total of 362. Its class of gradu-
ates numbered 30. 
Washington University, St. Louis, reported a total of 1,067 in its 4 distinct depart-
ments, the academy, the Mary Institute, the college, the polytechnic and law schools. 
Boys unuer 11 years of age are a<lmitted to the primary, which is a part of the pre-
paratory department, and the commercial classes are open to those desiring to pursue 
English and book-keeping only. Much attention has recently been attracted to the 
manual training school attached to this university, which during the year notably 
extended its work and improved its facilities. A building fitted. up with suitable· 
appliances, containing machine shop, blacksmith shop, shops for wood turning and 
wood working, has been placed at the disposal of the school through the liberality of 
several citizens. The students of the polytechnic are required to devote to the 
work of these shops two afternoons of each week, and a class, constantly increasing, 
attend the school and pursue the regular course. It is anticipated that a more 
desirable building, with new and larger shops, soon to be completed, will cause the 
school to be soon established as the St. Louis Manual Training School. This ~s 
uesigned to meet the uemands of a large class of students who possess unusual apti-
tude for handicraft,s; and, as no theoretical stuuy is omitted and the standard of 
thoroughness in all is not lowered, the students have equal advantages in both prac-
tical and theoretical knowledge of various crafts. Before receiving diplomas from 
this school, students are required to construct, in a satisfactory manner, some machine, 
accompanied by a set of the drawings from which the machine was made. This 
scheme of manual education includes a full 3 years' course of English studies and 
shop work, including every branch of industry in which skill, taste, and know ledge of 
technical details are demanded. 
Drury College, Springfield, under Congregational control, reported, for 1879, in its. 
preparatory, collegiate, and fine arts departments and its conservatory of music 194 stu-
dents. Ladies in these departments enjoy advantages equal to those of the young 
men, often in the same class and competing for anu attaining the same honors and de-
grees. There is a teachers' course of 3 years in the conservatory of elocution and music. 
The standard of scholarship was in 1R79 advanced in all uepartments. Hereafter 3 
years of careful drill in Latin will be exacted of all entering the freshman class scien-
tific course and 2 years for the literary course. 
La Grange College, La Grange, has a complete classical course, a Latin-scientific 
course, and a teacher ' normal course. Business routine is here tau~ht, and for the 
benefit of theological students Hebrew and exegesis are allowed to d1splace Greek or 
Latin a portion of the time. Its graduates numbered 8 in 1879. 
Stewartsville College, Stewartsville, non- ectarian, which sends its :first annual cata-
logue for 1878-'79, ha<l 53 students, 20 of them females. A 3 years' primary course and 
a 2 years' preparatory course lead to t.he collegiate department . There are also com-
mercial an<l normal department . 
In addition t o the 5 colleges whose conrs s hn.vc been define<l there are 10 others 
whose cour es and dcpartm nts are nearly as varied and as full. Central Colle~e, 
Uhristian Univ rsity, Lincoln and L wi Colleges, Pritchett's chool Institute, ~t. 
Vincent's College, C ntral Wesleyan College, and William Jewell College each gave 
some preparatory instruction. All had full collegiate or cla sical courses of 4 or 6 
y ars' <luration. In all, branches of cience ar taught; .in tho majority, a full scien-
tific conrse. In 6 of tho 15 colleges r p rting tb ro is a theological cour or oppor-
unity for bi lical instruction, and in 5 th r were normal d partment or classes. 
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.Some departments of the :fine arts a.re taught in most of the colleges, and Drury Col· 
lege contain a flourishing conservatory of music and elocution. In all but 5 of these 
college both sexes are admitted to equal advantages. 
Pritchett' Institute, Glasgow, had in 1879 a summer school of science, including in 
it· studies geology, natural history, astronomy, chemistry, and physics. 
Information for 1 79 is lacking from Grand River College, Edinburg; Westminster 
College, Fulton; Thayer College, Kidder; Baptist College, Louisiana, and Christian 
'Brothers' College, St. Louis. 
COLLEGES FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Of the institutions of this class reporting for 1878-'79 Stephens Female College, Co-
lumbia; Howard College, Fayette; Fulton Synodical Female College, Fulton ; Inde-
pendence l!"emale College, Independence; St. Louis Seminary, Jennings (a suburb of 
St. Louis); Lindenwood Female College, St. Charles, and St. Joseph Female College, 
. t .• Jo eph, had collegiate cour es of 4 years each, with preparatory departments. 
St. Theresa's Academy, Kansas City, had a 7 years' course; Baptist Female Colle~e, 
Lexington, a 5 years' course; Elizabeth Aull Female Seminary, Lexington, no defimte 
·course, as all depended on the student; the Academy of the Visitation, St. Louis, 
a 7 years' course; and the Ursuline Academy Day School, St. Louis, a 10 years' 
course. These longer courses begin with elementary studies.- (Reports for 1878-'79 
.and return . ) 
For titles, location, and statist.ics of these institutions, see Table VIII of the appen· 
dix following. For summaries of their statistics, see the corresponding ta.bles of the 
report of the Commi sioner preceding. 
CIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Tho tate Agricultural and Mechanical College, one of the professional colleges incor-
]_)orated in the Univer ity of Mi souri, offers a 4 years' course in aO'ricultnre and cog· 
·nato studio entitling to diploma anrl degree of bachelor of agricuiture; also a course 
in horticulture of two year' duration, at the end of which a certificate is given; and 
a grad nate cour e of one year, entitling the student to the degree of master of agricult-
ure. Ladie are admitted to the horticultural course, with choice among the prin-
cipal studie : botany, chemi try, meteorolo15y, and similar studies. A student pursu-
ing a particular study or branch of studies IS also permitted to enter any of the clas es 
of the agricultural college, and he receives a te timonial of his standing in the study 
or studies chosen. 
The School of Mines and Metallurgy. al o attached to the university, and situated 
at Rolla, receives one-fourth of the income of the university derived from cougres-
ional land grants. It offers a bnsine s course, with preparatory and "regular" 
courses in technology and an optional course. The purpose of the college js to pro-
vide thorough instruction in the industrial arts; it is properly a school gf teclmology, 
with civil and mining engineering and metallurgy as specialties, possessing neces ary 
.apparatus and applianees for practical instruction and demonstration. The students 
in this department numbered 71 in 1 7~. 
The Polytechnic School of Washington University, t. Loui , offers six courses, viz, 
ivil engineering, mechanical engine ring, ehemi try, mininO' and metallurgy, build-
jog and architecture, cience anclliterature. Each of these cour e has its corr·e pond-
ina degr e. The chool offers and ha for the pa t three years given free in truction 
in an evening cla in drawing and design, with lecture on art, hi tory, and kindred 
suhj ct . The in titution po e es a lecture endowment fund amounting to $27,000, 
r ated by an arly fri nd of the university, Mr. W. H. Smith, of Alton, Ill., and a 
gyruna ium. In 1 79 he whole number of it cla sified students was 47. 
PROFE IONAL. 
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Legal instruction is given in the law department of the State University. In the 
session of 1878-'79 the students numbered 17; instruction is by examinations, lect-
ures, and moot court. The St. Louis Law School, the law department of Wash-
ington University, reported 77 students in 1879. Of these 27 had received degrees 
in science or letters, and the graduates, 26 in number, received the degree LL. B. The 
year's receipts for tuition amounted to $5,280. Candidates for the junior class are 
examined by a professor of the university upon requirements in English only, and 
candidates for the senior class are compelled to undergo a severe written examina-
tion on the law studies of the junior year and are graduated only after full examina-
tion by a special examining board. The St. Joseph Law School; St. Joseph, in its first 
annual announcement, advertises the usual advantages. Students must be 1ts years 
of age at time of matriculation; the tuition fee is $50 a year. 
Medical instruction is given in the following ''regular" schools: the medical depart-
ment of the State University, in which a graded course, with 2 terms of 9 months 
each, was found quite advantageous, 36 students pursuing this in 1878-'79 and 6 
graduating therefrom; the Kansas City College of Physicians and Surgeons, which 
had a 2 years' course, with 31 stu'dentd in 1878-'79 and 9 graduates; the St. Joseph 
Hospital Medical College, which reports a 3 years' graded course, 19 students, and 
9 graduates; the Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, and the St. Louis Medical Col-
lege, each having the ordinary 3 years' course, the former reporting 295 students, the 
latter 168 students and 56 graduates.-(Catalo~ues and returns.) 
Of the other medical schools reporting, all of which are in St. Louis, the American 
Medical College, an eclectic institution open to both sexes, reports a 2 years' course, 64 
students, and 35 graduates; the Homceopathic Medical College of Missouri, 54 matric-
ulates in 1877-'78 and 21 graduates from a 3 years' graded course; and the Missouri 
School of Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, a 1 year's course, 18 stu-
dents, and 14 graduates.-(Catalogues and returns.) 
The Missouri Dental College, also at St. Louis, has adopted a 3 years' graded course, 
the former course of 2 years being too short to complete the studies pursued. Stu-
dents are examined at the end of each term. 
The St. Louis College of Pharmacy, which in 1879 had 4 resident instructors and 
94 students, requires 4 years' study and attendance on 2 courses of lectures, and obliges 
the student desiring to enter the senior class to do chemical laboratory work. A 
knowledge of botany is requisite to obtain a diploma. 
No examination for admission to the junior class is required in any of these schools. 
Por statistics of scientific and professional schools, see Tables X, XI, XII, and XIII 
in the appendix following, and summaries of these in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Missouri Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Fulton, reported 10 
instructors, 2 of them semi-mutes, and 249 pupils in 1879; a 6t years' course; the 
ordinary elementary English studies, moral anu natural philosophy, and physiology 
taught, and cabinet making, shoemaking, and printing as well as systematic garden-
ing practised. The legislature in the winter of H378 amended the laws respecting 
the institution so as to admit no deaf-mute less than 9 nor more than 21 years of age. 
The Missow·i School for the Blind, St. Louis, reports 20 instructors, 3 of them blind, 
with 101 pupils in 187!), engaged in the usual industries and studies.-(Return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The followin~ account of the State Teachers' Association is taken from theN ew-Eng-
land Journal ot Education, July 10, 1879: 
The eighteenth annual session was held at Washington University, St. Louis, June 
24-27, 1879. Although the executive committee bad secured reduced mtes over the 
railroads and at the hotels, the attendance was small and the meeting characterized 
by lack of enthusiasm. Mr. C. H. Dutcher, principal of Cape Gimrdeau Norma.l 
chool, was pre ident of the associa.tion, and to his energy and tact was due whatever 
of enthu iasm was manife ted. Some of the papers showed a lack of careful prepa-
ration, di playing neither original research nor familiarity with established principles. 
The exceptions to this rule were the papers of Superintendent Harris, Mr. 0. C. Hill, 
Mr. J. M. Greenwood, and Profe or Henry Cohn. The paper of Superintendent Harris 
was an able defence of the cla ·ic . The great event of the week was a visit to the 
Kindergarten exerci e conducted by Mi Blow, who had kindly consented to show 
the a sociation what a Kindergarteni . The children were taken from different schools 
in the city, and without r hear al or pr paration were almo t for the first time put to 
work in the pre ence of a larg a emblaO' . The ordeal would have cau ed many a 
high school class to wince, hut not a child in h r charge seemed consciou of the pres-
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ence of out ·ider , and the attention of the class seemed to be held without effort. The 
proficiency of the clatlses w·as truly remarkable. The meeting for the next year was 
appointed to be helU at Colum!Jia. . 
INTER STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The con veution held in St. Louis in the latter part of June or first of July, 1879, was 
said to be very successful. Many prominent educators were present, in addition to a 
number of the leading teachers of' both private and public schools in different States. 
The following papers were read: "The aims and ends of education," by Mr. J. Wyman 
Jones; "What should be the limit ofpubliceducation~" by Prof. N. B. Henry, of the 
Cape Girardea.u Normal School; "Should the State support high schoolsf" by Mr. 0. 
C. Hill. In these papers ma11y good points were made on the necessity of vigorously 
sustaining the public school, high school, and university.- (American Journal of Edu-
cation.) 
AUXILIARY ASSOCIATIONS. 
Meetings of these bodies, organized in different parts of the State, 4 in number, were 
held on December 29, 30, and 31, at Charleston, Mexico, St. Joseph, and Springfield. 
They were all well attended, and subjects of unusual interest were ably discussed.-
(State report.) 
COLORED TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its annual meeting for 1879 in Jefferson City. Although it 
was not as well attended as in years past, the proceedings were interesCJing and profit-
able. Superintendent Shannon says the colored teachers deserve high praise for the 
offorts made and the results accomplished. · 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. RicHARD D. SHANNON, State superintendent of public schools, Jefferson Oity. 




1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDAi~CE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) ............ 104,030 123,411 19,381 .. ................ 
Enrolled in public schools ............ 62,785 76,956 14, 171 . ...................... 
Percent. of enrolment to whole number 60 62 2 ..... -.......... -
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Public school districts ................ 2,690 2,776 86 .. .................... 
Public school-houses .............•.• 2,231 
............ ·----· 
.. ................. ................... 
N urn ber of graded schools .........•.. 60 60 ..................... .. .. -.............. 
Number of ungraded schools .......... 2,630 2,716 86 ..................... 
Number with more than six months' 1,168 1,242 74 ..................... 
school. 
Average time of school in days ....•.. 92 107 15 ................... 
Valuation of school property ......... $1,806,467 $1, 810,088 $3,621 ..................... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teachin~ in public schools ....... 1,609 1,607 
. ----. --- .. 2 
Women teac ing in the public schools. 2,121 2,211 90 .................. 
Whole number of teachers employed .. 3,730 3,818 88 ...... -....... -.... 
Average monthly pay of men ......... $34 65 $33 25 . ................ $1 4 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 25 75 29 55 $3 80 
- .. -- .... ---. 
INCO;\IE Ai~D EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $849,300 $881,308 $32,008 ...... --- -- .. -
Whole expenditure for public schools. 936,932 948,729 11,797 ................... 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent productive fund available. $2,120,183 $2,325,624 $205, 441 . .... -............ 
(Prom report for 1878 of Ron. S. R. Thompson, State supermtendent of public In-
struction, and written return from same for 1879.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State, a State superintendent of public instruction elected by the people 
every 2 y-ears; for each county, a superintendent of public schools also elected every 
2 years; for each ordinary school district, boards of 3 members (a director, a mode-
rator, and a treasurer) elected for 3 years; while for each district having more than 
150 children boards of 6 trustees may be elected. There are also 6 regents of the State 
University, all elected for 6 years; a normal school board, and a board of public lands 
and building . 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
To draw public money schools must be kept open 3 months, if there are less than 75 
pupils; 6 months, if le s than 200 pupils; and 9 months, if more than 200 pupils. They 
are su tained (1) by a local tax, which in cities may not exceed 10 mills on the dollar, 
and in oth r di tricts 25 mills on the dollar ; (2) by a State tax of 1 mill on tho grand 
a sessment of the tate, to be used only for teachers' wages; (3) by the interest on 
the permanent school fund; (4) by moneys received for lease of school lands and 
interest on unpaid principal of school lands sold; and (5) by certain :fines and licenses. 
The tat tax and the income from the school fund and school lands are divided among 
the counti in proportion to the number of children 5 to 21 years of age. The county 
superintendent add to the amount apportioned to each county the proceeds of :fines 
10 ED 
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and licenses in the county and divides one-fourth of this amount equally among tbe 
districts and three-fourths pro rata according to children of school age. Teachers, to 
receive their wages, must hold certificates from the county or State superintendent, 
or a graduate's diploma from t.he State normal school, and must send in monthly re-
ports to the proper officers. No sectarian instruction is allowed in the schools. Pro-
vision is also made for graded or high schools.-(Schoollaws, 1879.) 
Gl<::NERAL CONDITION. 
A comparison of the statistics for 1877-'78 aud 1878-'79 indicates a gradual improve-
ment in nearly all matters pertaining to the schools of the State. There was an increase 
of 19,381 children between 5 and 21 years of age and of 14,171 in school, of 86 school 
districts, of 86 ungraded schools (graded schools remaining the same), of 74 schools 
taught more than 6 months, of 15 school days taught, of $3,621 in value of school 
property, of $32,008 in receipts for school purposes, of $11,797 in expenditures, and of · 
$205,441 in the available fund; although there were 2 fewer male teachers, 90 more 
women were employed, the salary of the latter being advanced $3.80 a month, while 
that of the former d creased $1.40. A written return (the only source of official infor-
mation for the year) presents 2,721 school rooms used for both study and recitation 
and 36 u ed exclusively for recitation. While 3,818 different teachers were employed, 
only 2,905 were nece ary to supply the public schools. Of the 123,411 youth of school 
age, 64,179 were boys. The average daily attendance is not given. The expenditure 
for those who did attend-$7.68 per capita of school population and $12.34 .on each 
pupil enrolled-wa a liberal one for a new State; while the permanent school fund 
in tbe treasury, iucrea eu by $205,441, gives fair promise of continued ability to treat 
the school liberally. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICER • 
Omaha places its schools in charge of a city superintendent and of a board of edu-
cation of 12 members, 2 from each ward, holding office 2 years, one-half the number 
being changed annually. Nebra ka City also has a superintendent. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated Children of Enrolment .A. v e rage Number of Expendi-Cities. population. school age. in public daily at- teachers. turo. achools. t end:ance. 
Nebraska City ............. 
· · ·· · 27: ooo· 1, 850 757 651 14 $6,923 Omaha ................ . .... 6,468 a, 025 1, 950 47 li4, 379 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Nebraska City reports 3 different school buildings, with 1,000 sittings for study. The 
schools are classed a primary, grammar, and high. School property was valued at 
37,700. cho ls were taught 175 days. Six private and parochial schools enrolled 
200 pupil .-(Return.) 
Omaha had 9 school building , 47 school rooms, with an average of over 52 sittings 
to each, makin 2,466 in all. The schools were in 4 divisions, with 1,974 primary, 545 
interm.ediat , 444 grammar, and 70 high school pupils, under the charge of 3 male and 
44 female teach r . There are 8 grades below the high school, the promotions being 
ba ed on mid-term and term examinations. Singing, drawing, and instruction in 
morals and mann r are daily xercises throughout. The length of school term was 
190 day in 187 '79. The e timated enrolment in private and parochial schools was 
44 .-( " w-En(J'laud Journal of Education and return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
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examination necessary before the pupils can be licensed to teach in the State. 1-(Re-
turn and report.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Information received from different sources indicates that many of these meetings 
were held throughout the State, but owing to the lack of a State report for 1879 the 
number and statistics cannot be given. At one of these institutes held in Hamilton 
County, March 5-7, 1879, it was resolved that the attendance of teachers should be 
made compulsory for at least 4 days each year and that non-attendance should meet 
with censure. 
.EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
A paper entitled Literary and Educational Notes, published at Kearney, continues to 
give educational items for the State. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The report of the State superintendent for 1877-'78 presented high school statistics for 
19 cities of the State. There were then 1,026 pupils and 173 teachers in this high grade. 
For 1878-'79 such statistics are lacking, the only high schools officially reported being 
2 in Nebraska City, with 100 pupils, and 1 in Omaha, with 70 pupils, 2 teachers, and 
a course covering 4 years. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For titles, location, and statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, 
preparatory schools, and preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, 
and IX of the appendix; for summaries of their statistics, see corresponding tables 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Brownell Hall, Omaha, the chief academic institution for young ladies in the State, 
reports for 1879 a.s follows: officers and teachers, 13; pupils, 72; library, 5,000 vol-
umes.- (Literary and Educational Notes.) 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG 1\fEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The colleges reporting or reported are, for 1S79, the University of Nebraska, Lin-
coln; Doane College, Crete; Nebraska Colle~e, Nebraska City; Creighton College, 
Oma.ha; and Nebraska Wesleyan University, vsceola. 
The University of Nebraska (non-sectarian), admitting both sexes of any race, still 
had in 1879 a preparatory course of 2 years for its literary department (the college 
of science, literature, and the arts), in which were 5 courses of study, each of 5 years. 
For those in its industrial college, see Scientific and Professional Instruction, further · 
on.- (Register and catalogue, 1879.) 
Doane College (Congregational), open to both sexes, presented in 1879 a prepara-
tory course of 3 years for its classical colle,~iate course, which covered the usual 4 
years, while an English course of 3 years o:tiered opport1mity for instruction to such 
as could not take a classical course. For scientific course, see Scientific and Profes-
sional Instruction, following.- (CataloCTue of 187tl-'79, with course for 1879-'80.) 
Nebraska College (Protestant Episcopaf), in the latest catalogue received, presented 
a grammar school course of 6 years and a collegiate course of 4 years. 
Creighton College (Roman Catholic), hereafter to be known as Creighton Univ-ersity, 
makes no direct report, but in the Omaha High School Journal of July, 1879, it is 
credited with 200 students, a large part of them probably jn preparatory studies, as 
the jnstitution is still new. 
Nebraska Wesleyan Unive-rsity was opened at Osceola September 10, 1879, with 5 pro-
fe sors and instructors, according to the educational paper of the State (Literary and 
Educational Notes) for that month. 
For full statistics of such colleges as report them to this Bureau for 1879, see Table 
IX of the app ndix to thi volume; for a summary of their statistics, see a corre-
sponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
I 4• TIT TION FOR TilE UPERIOR IN TRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
As before mention d, Doane College and the State Univer ity offer young women 
equ~l edt~cational advantage with young men. The new Nebra ka Wesleya.n Uni-
v~r tty wtll probably d the, amo, a that ba been the general cu tom of the Metho-
dist col1c17e throughout the West. No in. titution devoted exclu ively to the superior 
in truction of young worn n is known to have existed in the tate in 1 79. 
1 Lit rary and Educational :rotcs says that the common schools of the di trict wer in the spring ot 
1870, put und r th dir ction of thi~ n"ormal chool, thus affording the normal pupil~ full opportunities 
for practice teaching. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
T,he University of Nebraska, in its Industrial College, furnishes the chief means of 
scientific training for this State: (1) in scientific, Latin-scientific, engineering, and 
agricultural courses of 4 years each, the first 3 having also preparatory courses of 2 
years, the last of 1 year; (:Z) in a shorter agricultural course of 1 year additional to the 
preparatory year. Military science and tactics enter into the instruction of at least 
the first 3 collegiate classes for all male students.-(Catalogue, 1879.) 
Doane College and Nebraska College also present scientific courses of 4 years. 
For statistics of students in these lines, see Tables IX and X of the appendix to this 
volume. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction, under Protestant Episcopal auspices, continued in 1879 to be 
given in the Nebraska Divinity School connected with Nebraska College, the bishop 
of the diocese with one assistant attending personally to the work. A German theo-
logical seminary, at Crete, is mentioned in the educational paper of the State (Liter-
ary and Educational Notes) as being in its second year in 1879. As in the case of the 
Protestant Episcopal Seminary, provision is made for both academic and theological 
trainin~. A retu:ru show it to be Congregational, with a 4 years' academic and 3 
years' tneologicl).l course, 1 professor, and 4 students. 
The schools of law and medicine which enter into the scheme of the instruction to be 
given at the State University were still unorganized in 1879. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATIO~ OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Nebra ·ka Institute for the Deaf and Dumb1 Omaha, reported 68 inmates De-
cember 31, 1 79, and 111 ince th opening of the mstitution in 1869. The majority 
:remain 5 years, and during that time they receive instruction in the common school 
branches, articulation being taught them by Bell's system of visible speech, while in-
struction is given in :prjnting, carpentry, sewing, and housework.-(Return.) 
EDUCATION OF TilE BLIND. 
The Nebraska Institute for the Blind, Nebraska City, reported 9instructors and em-
ployes and 22 pupils in December, 1879. The course of study is identical with that 
of tho best graded schools. Musical instruction upon piano, organ, flute, and violin 
is given, ·wh1le opportunity for learning brush making, cane seating of chairs, sewing~ 
kmtting, and fancy work is found in the industrial department.-(Return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE CO VENTION OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
One of these meetings was held at Hastings the last week in March, 1879. The at-
tendance was fair and some good work was done. The leading topics were "The 
way and means of making summer normal institutes more profitable" and "The feasi-
bility of a graded course of tudy for country schools.'' Committees were appointed 
to prepare courses of study for normal institutes and for country schools, and one on 
uniformity in text book reported in favor of action by school boards, assisted by the 
county uperintendent.-(American Journal of Education and Literary and Educa-
tional otes.) 
TATE CH OL FFICER. 
Hon. S L R. Tao aso. , tate superintendent of public instruction, Lincoln. 
[ cond term, January 7, 1879, to January 4, 1881.] 




POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-18) .......... . 
Enrolled in public schools .......... . 
Average number belonging ...•...... 
Average daily attendance .......••.• 
Attendance of those under school age. 
Attendance in private or church 
schools. 
Not attending any school ......••••.. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts reported .. 
Districts using the State text books .. 
Districts levying a school tax ...•.... 
Whole number of public schools .... . 
Number of these primary schools .... . 
Number of intermediate schools ..... . 
Number of gramwar schools ••....... 
Number of high schools ............. . 
Number of schools unclassified ...... . 
Schools taught less than 3 months ... . 
Schools taught only 3 months ....... . 
Schools taught between 3 and 6 months 
Schools taught between G and 9 months 
Schools taught 9 months and more .. . 
Average time of schools in days ..... . 
Schools maintained without rate bills. 
New school-houses built .•........... 
Valuation of school property ........ . 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ...... . 
Women teaching in public schools ... . 
Whole number of teachers employed .. 
Number given first grade certificates . 
Number that made legal returns ..... 
Average monthly pay of men ...•.... 
Average monthly pay of women ..... . 
INCO;\:J:E AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public. chools . .... . 


































1878-'79; Increase. Decrease. 
10,592 670 ......... . 
7,590 ·········· 22 
5, 108 442 .. -- .. -- .. 
:::::::: ::: r :: :::::: :::::::::: 
I~ I It :::::::::: 
:::::~~~r~: l :::::::~~: ::::~~;:ii 
83 09 .... .. .... 91 
(From the biennial report of Ron. Samuel P. Kelly, late superintendent of public 
instruction, and from a written return for 1 79 of Ron. D. R. Se ions, present super-
intendent.) 
, TATE SCHOOL , y, TEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the , ' tat , a . nperiutt'JHlcn of public in truction, chosen by the people every 
fourth year, and a hoarcl of dncation ; for ach county{ a superintendent of public 
school. and a county board of xamiuer ; for each choo di trict, a board of trustees 
of 3 or 5 m rub r. , according to population.-(Law , 1 79.) 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The sources of support for the public schools are (1) the income from a small State 
school fund; (2) an annual State tax of half a mill on the dollar, used only for pay-
ment of teachers' wages; (3) an annual county tax of 15 to 50 cents on the $100, which 
may be used, at the discretion of local officers, for purchasing sites and building, hiring 
school-houses, e tabli hing school libraries, or necessary contingent expenses; and ( 4) 
a district tax, of whatever amount the people may choose, the purpose of the tax being 
indicated at the time of raising it. 'rhese moneys are apportioned to the districts ac-
cording to the number of children of school age enumerated annually, and the number 
of teachers, the distribution to the schools in districts having more than one being 
in proportion to the number of pupils in average attendance. In order to receive such 
school funds the text books ordered by the State board of education must be used, the 
schools taught at least three months in the preceding year by a teacher who has been 
duly certified and examined, and no sectarian books or papers admitted or sectarian 
doctrines taught; to receive pay, teachers must make full reports as required by law. 
Provision is made for Kindergarten, primary, grammar, and high school uepartments.-
(Laws, 1879.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
As this State only sends out reports biennially, the information received for 1878-'7~ 
.is meagre. According to the written return received there was an increase over the 
previous year of 670 youth of school age; of 442 in enrolment; of 4 male and 11 female 
teachers, the former receiving on an average $21.54less salary a month, the latter 91 
cents less. The whole expenditure for public schools was $988 less than in 1877-'78. 
Beyond this there was no information for 1879. 
The schools throughout the State were in 1877-'78 in a generally good condition, 
several new school-houses havinO' been built and various new districts formed. There 
was also an increase in the youth of school age and in enrolment. The Kinder~arten 
became a part of the school system. Two new high schools were reported, ma.king 5 
in all. The State University had between 15 and 35 students preparing for the col-
legiate course. A school for young women, established in Reno by Bishop Whitaker 
in 1876, had40 pupils pursuing its 4 years' course. The deaf and blind were making 
progress in an institution at Oakland, Cal., no schools for these unfortunates being 
found in the State. The State Orphans' Home contained69 pupils, who were receiv-
ing instruction in the common branches and in some industries. A State teachers' 
institute (the State board of education empowering such to be convened for a 5 to 10 
days' session) was in operation at Carson City April 22-26, 1878, and, after successful 
meetings, arrangements for a permanent organization were made. · 
CITY SCHOOL YSTEM. 
GOLD IIILL. 
Although this town had in 1 79 a population estimated at only about 7.<900, a, gen-
eral abstract will be given in order to show the endeavors made to estab1ish schools 
and to promote education in this part of the State. The !:!chools are under the con-
trol of a board of education of 4 members, one of whom is the school principal. The 
board has standing committees for regulating the course of study, attending to build-
ing , repair , &c. In 1 78-'79, the number of children of school age wa 1,4:l2, a rrain 
of 6 over the pr ceding year; the enrolment, 1,154; the average daily attendance, 
7 5 h. teacher , 16; school building , 6; the valuation of these, $62, 50. The grading 
oft e chool , comm need in 1 77-7 , was continued the following year, with a 
marked improYemen in each room. The grades now ar , primary 4, grammar 4, and 
high ch 1 3, junior, middl , and · nior. everalnew tudies were mtroduced into 
the high hool c ur during th y ar. In the primary grades most of the teaching 
wa by orall . ous.- (Report, 1 7H-'79. ) 
TllER E O.m RY CllOOLS. 
F r ta i "ti of any privat in.-titution of thi cla. r ported for 1 79, e Tables 
l , YI and\ II of tb app1'n(1L· to thi Yolnmc. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
STATE U~IVERSITY • 
.A. letter from W. C. Dorey, principal of this institution in place of D. R. Sessionsr 
chosen to be Ruperintendent of public instruction, states that there are almost insur-
mountable difficulties to be overcome in relation to higher education in Nevada. The 
population, probably less than 60,000, is scattered over an immense area of 104,100 
square miles; consequently, it is no easy matter to build up a college in the heart of 
a desert, where a mere handful of people are found, who, instead of seeking permanent 
homes, are generally searching for gold with which to move elsewhere. He says that 
the university, at Elko, is a preparatory school, receiving an appropriation from the 
legislature every .2 years. Jt.s first term begau in 1873, and, although it has not yet 
advanced beyond the preparatory department, 20 boys and 22 girls were in some part 
of 1879 studying therein. The principal is, in himself, the whole faculty.- (Return 
and letter.) 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROPESSIONAL INSTRUCTIO~. 
STATE L;NIVERSITY. 
Of the 42 students above mentioned in the preparatory department of the State 
University, 11 were preparing for a scientific course. No professional schools are yet 
established. 
C~IEP STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. D. R. SESSIONS, State superintendent of public instruction, Garson Oity. 
[Term, January 1, 1879, to January 1, 1883.1 
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NEW HAMPSIIIRE. 
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS. 
---- ----------
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Estimated population betweon5 and 21. 
Enrolled in public schools .....•• - •... 
Average daily attendance ..........•.. 
Average for each schooL ............ . 
Number between 5 and 15 not in school. 
Number of scholars between 6 and 16. 
Number of scholars under 6 years of 
age. 
Number of cholar over 16 years of 
age. 
Number attending priva.to schools •... 
SCIIOOL DI TRICTS A D SCIIOOLS. 
Number of organized di tricts ........ 
Districts under special act ........... 
Fractional district .................................. 
Number of public chools ........•••. 
Number of these graded ...........•.. 
Town and district high schools ...• - _. 
chools averaging 12 scholars or less .. 
Schools averaging 6 scholars or less .•. 
Number of public school-houses ....... 
School-houses reported unfit for use .. 
chool-houses bnilt within the year .. 
chool-houses with globes or outline 
map. 
Valuation of school property ......•.. 
Average length of schools in days ••.• 
TEA OllER AND THEIR PAY. 
r. ·c )IE A.·o J::.'PE."DIT RE. 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTE:\L 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of public instruction is appointed by the governor and coun-
cil for a term of two years. 
The board of trustees of the State Normal School is composed of the governor, the 
State superintendent, and 5 persons appointed by the governor to serve two years. 
:F'or towns, school committees are elected by ballot or appointed by the s.electmen, 
of such number and term and with such powers as the electors may determme. 
Any town or city may elect a superintendent of schools, in whom may be vested 
such of the powers and duties of the school committee and prudential committee as 
may be provided for. 
The officers of an ordinary school district arc a moderator, a clerk, and a prudential 
committee not exceeding 3, chosen by ballot, and either male or female. For a school 
district comprising a whole town and for others of certain specified qualifications, a 
board of education must be elected at the annual town meeting or be appointed by the 
selectmen. These boards consist of 3, u, or 9 persons, with the powers of a school and 
prudential committee, and are subject to annual change of one-third of their mem-
bership. 
Women may vote in the elections for school officera and may also be elected to serve 
upon committees and boards. 
OTHER FEATURES OF TilE SYSTE:\L 
The public schools of the State are sustained ont of the proceeds of a State literary 
fund and of a town tax assessed on polls an<l ratable estate. The State board of 
equalization assigns to towns the amounts they are obliged to raise in each $1,000 of 
State taxes voted; for each dollar so assigned, towns must raise $350 for school pur-
poses, though they may exceed this amount. The apportionment of the literary fund 
is made in accordance with the nnmber of scholars not less than 5 years old who 
have attended the public schools, the fnnd realized by the town tax being distributed 
with reference to the valua.tion of the district for the year or in any manner desired 
by the voters of the town, among whom, in meetings for school business, there is no 
discrimination in regard to sex. It is legal in any district, by vote or by order of the 
committee, to make a division of the children, assigning them to different schools 
in accordance with age, acquirements, and residence. The people of a district con-
taining less than 12 scholars may authorize their prudential committee to provide for 
the attendance of these scholars at the schools of adjacent districts, the selection of 
such schools to be approve<l by the school committee of the town. Towns not divide<l 
into school districts, or in which the school districts have been united into one, may 
use part of the school money, not to excee<l10 per cent., for the conveyance to school 
of pupils living a mile and a half away from it. No teachers may be employed who 
cannot exhibit certificates signed by school committees iu proof of satisfactory exam-
ination. Any town, or any district with not less than 100 children between the ages 
of 6 and16, may by vote establish a high school and become a high school district; 
and two or more districts, in the same or in different towns, may unite, by a two-
thirds vote, in the support of a high school and form a high school district. I In the 
latter case, however, each district must r tain its separate organization for the sup-
port of the lower schools. Any town or di trict may make by-laws relative to truancy 
aml non-attendance of children not legally employed in other ways, between the ages 
of 6 and 16, and compel their attendance. Children under 15 years of age may not 
be employed in any manufacturing establishment unless, by testimony of the school 
committee, they have attended some school nuder competent teachers at least 12 
weeks of the year preceding, and none under 12 may be so emi)loyed unless they pro-
duce evidence of having atten<l d the district chool the whole time it was taught 
the preceding year or some oth r school at least u mouths. None under 10 may be 
employed at all. These laws are nfor ed by appropriate penalties, reaching in the 
last ca e from , 20 to '100. , ince 1 71 it has al o been the law that children 8 to 14 
years of U<YC' re iding within r ach of a public school in their district shall attend such 
school12 weeks of every year unless excu e<l by the school authorities. 
GE~'ERAL CONDITION. 
A cou iderable de rea (1,6 3) is noted iu the numher of children reported as of 
school a()' . .The d cr a e of 975 in the public chool enrolment is partly attrilmted 
by th upermtendent to the fact that former r ttun. have been inaccurate and that 
~he pre. nt one are incomplete, thon()'h he till fears "that there is a steady decrease 
m th number of chilclr n in the , tate.' An increa. of 500, how ver, is reported in 
the average daily attenclancc. Th improvecl att nclancc is ascribed to reduction in 
the numb •r of f'h ol di. trict and con · ~c)lwnt r dnction in the number of poor small 
1Arrangements with acad mi s for securing lli'!h. chool instruction in them are also allowed. 
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schools. This much needed reform, long urged, appears to hav-e been auspiciously 
begun, the schools with less than 12 scholars hav-ing been reduced in number by 62 
and ,those with less than 6 scholars by 40. Punctual attendance has been increased, 
too, partly by special efforts of school committees to secure it and partly by one "roll 
of honor" containing the names of pupils not absent and another the names of those 
not tardy during a term. 
The number of women teaching was sma.Uer by 72 and the number of men teaching 
was greater by 28, making the actual reduction in the number of teachers 44. The 
average length of the schools was increased nearly a week, being 20.30 school weeks 
in 1':379 against 19.33 in 1878, a gain of 4.85 days. The increase in the returns of 
scholars remaining in school when over 16 years of age, notwithstanding the diminu-
tion in the whole number, was 338. That the number of children not attending any 
school did not v-ary from former reports, while the number of pupils in private schools 
fell off in 1879 by 716, indicates that the number of children of school age in the State 
is decreasing. 
LEGISLATION IN THE YEAR. 
The legislativ-e acts bearing on educational matters were in 1879 as follows: (1) An 
act permitting probate jud&es to put neglected or abandoned children under 14 years 
of age under the guardianship of the New Hampshire Society for the Prev-enLion of 
Cruelty to Children; (2) an act prohibiting the employment of children under 10 years 
of age by manufacturing corporations; (3) an act reducing the number of appointed 
trustees of the State Normal School from 1fJ to 5 and appropriating $5,000 annually 
for the maintenance of the school; ( 4) an act permitting school officers to expend one-
fifth of their share of the literary fund in the purchase or repair of needful apparatus 
for the schools; (5) a regulation that teachers who are also school officers must obtain 
certificates from another chool board; and (6) a joint resolution to establish in tho 
tate Reform School such mean of industrial training as will prepare the inmates for 
self support. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information of these institutions, see Table V of the appendix, and the summary 
of it in the report of the Commi sioner preceding. 
CITY 'CHOOL YSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
A town or city may annually elect a , chool committee or boaril of education, of 
such numbers as may be de ired by the v-oters, and of either sex. A town or city may 
aJso elect (a town by ballot, a city by ordinance) a superintendent of schools, ve ted 
with the powers and charged with the dutie of school a,nd prudential committ es and 
receiving the salary assigned to them when serving in their place. Manchest r bas a 
committee comprisinp; the mayor, the president of the common council, and one mem-
b r for each ward. The board of education of Nashua consists of 12 members, 4 of 
whom are annually chosen for 3years~ the board or committee appointing a chairman 
and clerk from their own number. Port ·mouth has a board composed ot li members. 
Citi s. 
Concord ---- _. --- __ . ... . ... . 
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nearly 4,000 pupils and an expenditure approaching $48,000. With an increase of 
about 300 in the number of pupils in the schools in 1879, the total cost per pupil was 
$2.14less than in 1878. The schools consist of primary, 3 years; middle, 2 years; gram-
mar and high, each 4 years. There are also 9 ungraded suburban schools. 'rhe even-
ing schools had an average attendance of 125 pupils and were said to resemble mixed 
winter schools. The cost of these schools was $1,200 in 1879. There was such a lack 
of accommodation for children desiring to become common school pupils that at least 
3 new schools will have to be opened. Drawing and music were taught in the differ-
ent grades, and the suggestion to introduce sewing is also made.- (City report, 1879.) 
Nashua reports a gradual increase in attendance in its schools since 1877; the year 
1879 one of great educational activity; great improvement in the art of reading, in 
primary and ungraded schools, through the introductioi,J. of Monroe's Primer Charts; 
the largest attendance on record at the high school, 150 pupils; the evening schools 
entirely successful, the attendance being well maintained throughout the 11 weeks' ses-
sion; the day schools divided into suburban and prima.ry, middle, grammar, and high; 
50 pupils attending a private school; 16 public school-houses, worth, with their sites, 
$227,891; a special music teacher employed; and 25 graduates from its high school in 
1879.- (City report, 1879.) 
Portsrnouth reports 13 different school buildings, valued, with sites and apparatus, at 
$81,400; a special teacher of penmanship; the full 200 school days taught; 150 pupils 
in private or parochial schools; the schools subdivided into primary, intermediate, 
grammar, and high; the suburban schools in a generally satisfactory condition; and 
153 pupils in the high school, who have the choice between a classical and a strictly 
English course.-(Return and city report for 1879.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOO!', PLYMOUTH. 
This s0hool has a 1 year's course, which gives to graduates a license for 3 years as 
teachers, and a 2 years' course, with a license of 5 years for those ' desiring to teach 
the higher branches. There were 30 students, 5 instructors, and 21 graduates in 1879. 
Two model schools, representing primary and gra.mmar grades,· are connected with 
the school. In 1878 the State so reduced its appropriation as to place the school un-
der great disadvantages. On May 6, 1879, the trustees resolved that the work could 
not be properly carried on with less than $5,000 as an annual appropriation from the 
State. A written return for H:l79 and a copy of the laws of that year both indicate 
that this amount was given, $1,200 also being received from the town.-(State report 
for 1879 and return.) 
TEACHER ' INSTITUTES. 
Public school teachers seem to hold few meetings to compare views in regard to 
mutual improvement in their profession; the law does not require the holding of 
institutes. 
BDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The State has no regul::tr journal of this character. Items regarding the schools of 
New Hampshire are found in the New-England Journal of Education. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IJIGII CIIOOLS. 
A table in the State report for 1879 presents a list of 33 schools of this class, 16 less 
~han in the preceding year. Of the 3:3 only 19 report statistics, of which the follow-
mg are the totals: Male teachers, 19; female, 38-total, 57; male students, 781; female, 
1,125-total, 1,906. Of these students 1,895 were resident in the State, 1,309 of them 
were engaged in actual high school studies, and 7 42 were in ancient and 295 in modern 
languages. Twelve of the 18 reporting schools had libraries ranging from 20 to 900 
volumes, the aggregate number being 3,900. The value of the grounds, buildings, 
and apvaratus belo!lging to 18 of the schools was set at $421,300. These figures show 
a considerable fallmg off from those of 1878-from what causes is not indicated.-
( tate report, 1 79.) 
OTHER ECO-~DARY SCIIOOLS. 
As usual in the reports from this State, a table of academic private or church schools 
follows that relating to high chools. Of 52 such schools, 32 make report as follows: 
~ble teacher , 75; fi male, 65- total of teachers, 140; male students, 1, 779; female, 
1,1 3-total of tudent., 2,962. Of the tudents, 2,106 are said to be resident in the 
tate, 1,544 were pur umg higher branche, and 982 were studyin<Y ancient languages 
and 426 mod rn language . Of the 32 reporting schools, 21 had libraries of 100 to 
4,000 volume , the total of volumes reaching 20,3 . The value of grounds, buildings, 
an apparatu was given by 29 in titutions a. 53 ,000. Prominent among these in-. 
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stitutions stand Phillips Exeter .Academy,. Exeter, with 6 instructors, 224 students, and 
property valued at $~5,000, and St. Paul's School, Concord, with 16 instructors, 200 
students, and property set at $120,000.-(State report, 1879.) 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory schools 
reporting to this Bureau, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix to this volume, 
and for a summary of these, see corresponding tables in the report of the Commis-
sioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGE FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, as was stated in the Report of the Commissioner of Edu-
cation for 1878, admitted students from approved preparatory schools with at least 3 
years' courses on the certificate of the principals that they had completed the course 
of the senior year in their respective schools and had regularly graduated. It set, 
however, on this concession the important guards: (1) that such students should have 
the proper moral qualifications, (2) that they must have mastered the entire requisites 
for admission to t he college or their equivalents, and (3) that the first three months of 
the freshman year must be r egarded as probationary. The same system appears in the 
catalogue for the following year. In the catalogue for 1879-'80 it is stated that a 
Latin-scientific cour e has been arranged, differing from the classical course only in 
the omission of Greek and the substitution of an additional amount of mathematics, 
science, and modern languages. The ·winkley professorship of A.nglo-Saxon and Eng-
lish language and literature, generously endowed in 1878 by Mr. Henry Winkley, of 
Philadelphia, Pa., l1~ul not been filled at the opening of the session of 1879-'80. The 
attendance in the fall ancl winter of that ession di:li'ered considerably in some depart-
ments from that of the previous year, with a fair increase on the whole, there being 
in the colleg proper 22 acrain t 215 the year before; in the Chandler Scientific School, 
49 against 53; in the agricultural college, :n against 14; in the medical school, 84 
against 100; in the Thayer School of Civil En.-rineering, 4 against 2. Thi , with 1 re. i-
dent gradnat in each year, make a total of ::l97 in the latter part of Hli9 against :.!85 
in the am part of 187 .-( atalocru , and returns.) 
'rhe New BurJlanll University of ..Jrts and Scie1WC81 Manchester, was charteretl iu1875, but the charter was oon afterward revoked, the true character of th "university" 
as an agent in the sale of framlulcnt ruedicaJ diplomas having been eli closed. No 
university work was ever done. 
SCIENTIFIC A.ND PROFE SIONA.L INSTRUCTION. 
CIENTII!'IC . 
The New Harnp.~hite 
tati tic , reference i.· made to Tahl X of th appendix. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE DLIND. 
In 1878-'79 there was 1 student from this State in the Clarke Institution for Deaf-
Mutes, Northampton, Mass.; 27 in the American Asylum for Deaf-Mutes, Hartford,. 
Conn.; and the sum of $2,875 was paid by New Hampshire to the Perkins Institution 
and Massachusetts School for the Blind, Boston, which, at. the rate of tuition charged 
there, would give about 9 blind pupils from this State.-(Catalogues.) 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The State Reform School, Manchester, reports 117 inmates in May, 1879. During 
the 13 months previous, more boys had been discharged on probation than at any 
time since the war, and most of them were doing well. The common school branches 
were taught, and instruction in chair seating, shoemaking, farm work, and print-




The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was held at 
Keene, October 16-17,1879. About 400 teachers were present, as also prominent edu-
cators. from the different New England States. At the opening session State Superin-
tendent Charles A. Downs read a paper on the "Discipline ot knowledge," and Miss 
Susan C. Eastman one in regard to "Superintendents and school committees." "Vis-
ible speech" was also presented and illustrated by Professor and Mrs. L. A. Butterfield, 
of Boston. At the evening session Hon. B. G. Northrop, of New Haven, treated the 
subject of ''High schools." He gave the many arguments urged against this higher 
grade of school, but showed wherein the economy and efficiency of the school system 
are increased by these schools, how they are essential to the training of teachers, and 
how they discover and develop latent talent. The following morning's session was 
opened by a discussion of the best methods of pronouncing Latin. The advantages 
of the" Metric system" were illustrated by C. P. Hall, principal of the high school 
at Hinsdale. Mr. George L. Chandler, of Auburndale, Mass., in a paperon "Natural 
science," argued that one-fourth of a pupil's time in school should be devoted to this 
study. At the evening session Hiram Orcutt, principal of Tilden Ladies' Seminary, 
West Lebanon, took for his subject "The educational tramp, and how tof.et rid of 
him;" H. P. Warren pleaded earnestly for the State Normal School; Hon. . W. Pat-
terson spoke in favor of the common schools; and Col. F. W. Parker, superintendent 
of the Quincy schools, opposed the old methods of instruction and favored a new de-
parture in education: burning the spelling book, the grammar, and the primary ge-
ography; ceasing the efforts to keep order in school; and puttin~ really live teachers 
at work in such natural and attractive ways as should. spur attentiOn, awaken interest, 
and bring good order and sure advancement out of these. After the selection of offi-
cers, the meeting adjourned.-(New-England Journal of Education.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
DR. GIDEO OULE, LL. D. 
This veteran educator was born at Freeport, Me., in 1796, and died at Exeter, N.H., 
in the spring of 1879. In 1813 he entered Phillips Exeter Academy as a student; in 
1818 he graduated from Bowdoin College and returned to the academy as an instructor 
under Dr. Benjamin Abbott. He continued in this position until 1838, when, upon 
Dr. Abbott's retirement, he succeeded him as principal, serving for 35 years as such, 
and ln this period fitted upwards of 2,000 boys for college. He gave up his position 
in 1873, when, by his efforts, the academy was in a very flourishing condition.-(New-
England Journal of Education.) 
PROF. JOliN C. PROCTOR. 
Profe sor Proctor, born at Manchester, N. H., October 25, 1840, died November 
3, 1 79. He wa fitted for college at the Lowell (Mass.) High School and entered 
Dartmouth College in 1860, graduating in 1 64. He taught for a year at Castleton, 
Vt., and for another in the Phillip Academy at Andover. In 166 he became a tutor 
at Dartmouth, teaching reek, Latin, and mathematics the first yea.r, and Greek alone 
the _sec?nd year. In 1 70 he accepted the Greek professorship, which position he held 
unt1l h1s death.-(New-England J<turnal of Education.) 
CHillF TATE 'CHOOL OFFICER. 
lion. CaARLRS . DowNs, tate 11uperintendent of public instruction, Ooncord. 
[ econd term, .July 7,1878, to .July 7, 18 0.] 1 
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NEW .JERSEY. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATIO~ AND ATTE~DANCE. 
Youth of chool age (5-18) ........... . 
Enrolled in public schools ..••........ 
Average monthly enrolment ......... . 
Average daily attendance .........••. 
Enrolled in private or church schools. 
Whole enrolment in schools ....•..... 
Children apparently in no schooL .... 
SCIIOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of townships and cities ..•••. 
Number of school districts .......... . 
Number of public school buildings ... . 
Number of departments in the e .....• 
Number of unsectarian private schools 
Number of church schools .......... . 
Districts in which school-houses are 
poor. 
Districts in which they are pas able .. 
Districts in which they are good ..... . 
Districts in which they are very good. 
Number of new school-houses ....... . 
Schools refurnished or remodelled •... 
Average value of school-hou es ...•.. 
Valuation of all public school property 
Districts with less than 6 months' school 
Districts with 6 to 9 months' school .. 
Districts with 9 month ' chool or more 
Average time of school in days ...... . 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teacher in public chools ...•... 
Female teachers in public schools ...• 
Whole number of teacher in public 
school . 
Av raO'e monthly pay of men ........ . 
verage monthly pay of women ..... . 
Teachers in private or church chools. 
Whol 
Whol 
T• TE CII L F ~·o . 
ermanent ·h ol fund ............. . 
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3,747 . ............ 
934 . ........... 
. ............ 22,127 
.. .... -...... - ..... 1,534 
................. 1,316 
. .. -- .......... 382 
4,129 . ............. 
3 ............ 
3 . .. -......... 
7 ... -.......... 
77 . ............ 






.. -- ............. 18 
28 ............... 
10 ... -............ 
1 . -.... -.... 
·----· ........ $7 $101,205 .................. 
3 ............... 
...... -- ....... 3 
3 ........... 
. . .. . . . . --. ............ 
... --...... 16 
. ---- ...... 81 
.. -... -.- ... 97 
............ . $3 56 
... -- ...... 2 41 
207 ............ 




a This includ portion not now available. Th actual fund is put in tho print d r port a.t$1,660,502. 
(Fr m h r p rt of H n. Elli A. Ap ar tat up rint nd nt ofpullic instruction, 
for 1 7 1 c ntainin al ati tic of 1 77-'i 1 and from r turn from the same for both th y ar .) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State there are a board of education, a board of trustees of the normal 
school, a superintendent of public instruction (who is appointed for 3 years' terms b3> 
the State board and is ex officio a member of the latter board 1 ), a board of examinerS' 
for teachers who desire State certificates, and a board of "trustees for the support of 
public schools," these last having charge of the State school fund. 
For each county there is a superintendent of public schools, appointed by the State 
board of education for a 3 years' term, subject to the approval of the county board of 
freeholders, with a board of examiners, composed of the superintendent and 1 to 3 
teachers, chosen by him from among those who hold :first grade county certificates or a 
State certificate. 
For each city there is a board of education elected by the people, a superintendent 
of schools chosen by this board, and a board of examiners, composed of the super-
intendent and such other members as the city boarct of education may appoint. 
For each school district a board of 3 trustees is chosen by the voters of the district 
at the first annual meeting after its establishment, for terms of 1, 2, and 3 years; and 
at each subsequent annual meeting 1 is elected for 3 years to replace the outgoing one. 
In these district meetings resident women may vote and may also be elected trustees. 
The district trustees of each township together constitute a township board of trust-
ees, and as such meet the county superintendent semiannually to he::tr from him sug-
gestions and submit to him questions as to the management of the schools.-(School 
law, edition of 1878.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The income for the public schools is derived from the proceeds of a State school fund, 
of a State tax of 2 mills on the dollar, of the surplus revenue fund of each county, and 
of township, district, and city taxes. The State funds are apportioned on the basis 
of the reported number of youth of school age. To obtain its share of the appor-
tioned funds, each district must have a suitable school building and outhouses and 
must have maintained a public free school for at least 9 months of the preceding 
school year. Teachers for such schools must hold certificates of qualification and must 
present to the proper officer a duly kept school register for the time for which pay is asked 
before it can be obtained. 'l'hey may present disorderly scholars for suspens.ion or 
expulsion, but are not allowed to inflict corporal punishment. They are reqmred to 
attend the annual institute held for their improvement in the county in which they 
teach unless excused by the county superintendent, and they do not forfeit their pay 
for the time of such attendance. Children from 5 to 18 years of age may claim free 
instruction in the public school of t.heir district, and those from 8 to 14 years of age 
are required to be sent by their parents or guardians to some school at least 12 weeks 
in each year unless instructed at home or excused because of bad mental or physical 
condition. The formation of libraries for the schools is encouraged by the offer of 
$20 from the State for a like sum raised in a school district to establish a library, and 
a further sum of $10 annually for another $10 raised to increase and improve the 
library established. Instruction in the metric system is also encouraged, and every 
:public school applying for it may receive from the State a simple set of apparatus for 
Illustrating and aiding such instruction.-(Schoollaw, edition of 1878.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
This State is now so fully populated and so generally supplied with schools that no 
great annual variations in its educational condition can be looked for. Most of the 
changes that may come will probably result from alterations in the character or meth-
ods of in truction or from an increase or decrease of money for the schools. From 
this last source have seemed to come the principal changes in 1878-'79. A decrease of 
more than 100,000 in receipts for school purposes led to a corresponding decrease in 
the. apportionment for teachers' wages for the year. Hence came a cutting down of 
the1r averaO'e pay throughout the tate, with consequent discouragement on the part 
of v~ry many and probably less zeal in underpaid work. This may explain the small 
additw~al enrolment of only 934 in tho public school out of an increase in the school 
~op:nlatw~ of 3, 747, the decrea e of 22,127 in the a-verage monthly enrolment, and the 
falling off of 1,534 in 'the average daily attendance. Still, even in this comparatively 
bad year, there was improvement. Three new chool districts were organized; 34 new 
school building were erect d; 40 existing ones were either remodelled or refurnished, 
and the general quality of school accommodations wa raised; fuller grading of the 
school was indicated by the addition of 77 new department , and, though the number 
of teacher wa les ened by 97, thi may only mean that there were fewer changes, 
greater p rmanency, and h uce in orne ca es more effective work. 
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HI TORY OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
A very useful hi tory of the rise and progress of the school system of the State, with 
special sketches of all its prominent features, may be found in the report of State 
Superintendent Apgar for 1879. As a like history appeared in the Report of the Com-
missioner of Education for 1 76 no summary of the superintendent's account is called 
for here; but per ons interested in school history will find it well worthy of preserva-
tion and reference. 
KINDERGARTE:N. 
For any schools of this cJ.ass reporting from. this State for 1879, see Table V of the 
appendix to this volume. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
A board of education, elected by the people, usually giving an equal r epresentation 
to each ward, and to be changed in a part of its material each year, has in each city 
general charge of the free schools. This board elects a superintendent for exec uti v~ 
work and supervi ion, and associates with him one or more of its members to form a 
board of examiners, who may test the qualifications of candidates for teachers' places 
in the schools. 
TATISTICS. a 
Estimated Cbildr nof Enrolment .A.verage Number of Expencli-Citie . population. school age. in public t:~1an~~~ teachers. ture. schools. 
~~8 !0~.:::::::::::::::::: 7, 953 2,160 ], 723 1,110 29 ................... 33,852 11, 978 7, 644 4, 263 115 
..... $36;523 Elizabeth .................. 25,923 7,1 0 3, 135 2, 084 49 
lloboken ................... 24,760 9, 387 5,121 3, 060 90 72,005 
J ex·sey City ................ 109,227 39, 202 20,256 12,369 314 b277, 6S!) 
Newark ...... .. ........ .... 123,310 41, 3<l3 18, 465 11,763 272 207,868 
New Brunswick ... ......... 16,660 6, 089 2, 554 1, 866 47 49,498 
~~~~f.s~;.-:::::: ::: :: :::::::: 10,813 3, 945 1, :.!63 1, 013 32 23,927 38, 814 13, 906 8, 722 3, 948 101 73,946 
Trenton .................... 25,031 7, 377 3, 6~9 2, 294 66 54,908 
aThese statistics, except for population and expenditure, are from the Stato report for 1878-'79. 
The popnlation given is in each case from the State census of 1875; the expenditure, from returns and 
printed reports. 
b From printed report for 1879. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
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volumes, an increase of 781 on 1877-'78. In 16 private and church schools were 8,946 
children, and about 10,000 in no school. 
Newark reported to the State superintendent 29 schools, with 244 departments and 
sittings for 15,047 pupils. The sittings were in excess of the average attendance, but 
not sufficient to prevent much crowding in the lower grades. The schools under the 
care of the city board included 24 primary, 2 intermediate, 11 grammar, 1 high, 1 
normal, and 3 evening schools, with 2 industrial, in which for a part of the day some 
household industries are taught, and 1 of mixed grade for colored children. The 
Kindergarten (classed as primary), formerly connected with three city schools, do not 
appear in the report for 1878-'79, though there is no note of their discontinuance. In 
the day schools, industrial drawing enters into the course of study throu~hout, and 
during the year especial prominence was given to it by the employment or a teacher 
for all the schools, the results from which are said to have been highly gratifying. 
The normal school, previously held only for four hours on Saturday, was this year 
enlarged in scope and made to cover dailyexercises in the science and art of teaching, 
wit~ steady practice in a training school. The 3 city evening schools enrolled -955 
pup1ls and. had an average attendance of 505; but they do not seem to have been 
thoroughly effective. Better grading, with separation of the older pupils from the 
younger ones, it is hoped, may make them more serviceable to the laboring classes for 
which they are designed. In 19 private or church schools were about 7,000 children. 
In New B1-unswiclc, where were 6 public school buildings, with 45 departments, there 
was, as in Newark, a school for colored youth, besides 4 primary, 1 intermediate, 1 
grammar, and 1 high school, with evening schools kept open for 3 months. These 
last, according to the State report for 1879, enrolled 147 pupils and had an average 
attendance of ~0. In the day schools the average attendance amounted to 96 per cent. 
of the average enrolment, and out of 372 pupils that were present every day during 
the school year one young lady completed her tenth year of continuous attendance with-
out a day of absence. The condition of the schools as to discipline and zeal appears to 
have been exceptionally good; and yet 5 private and church schools enrolled 1,205 
pupils, while 2,330 children are said to have been in no school. During the year 
specimens of what was done in drawing in every department were exhibited on the 
walls of the high school rooms with a good effect on pupils 8-nd teachers. A link of 
connection between the city high school and Rutgers College was also forlned this year 
uy the graduation from the high school of pupils prepared for the full course of col-
legiate study, including Latin and Greek, which are optional studies in the high school. 
Orange had 4 school buildings, with 28 departments; primary, grammar, and high 
schools; the teachers of the primary and grammar grades were generally selected from 
the graduates of the high school. There appear to have been no evenjng schools. 
Industrial drawing was made this year a part of the course of study, and a special 
teacher was employed to instruct teachers and pupils ·in the elements of the new 
work, which seems to have been zealously enga~ed in. Reported enrolment in 5 pri-
vate and church schools, 1,000; attending no school, 1,58:l. 
Pate1·son, with 10 school buildings and 101 c1epartments, bad in them 3 primary 
schools, 7 J!rimary and ~rammar under the same roof, and a hi~h school, besides 9 
evening schools, 1 of whiCh was a high school with a course espeCially adapted to the 
needs of an operative class. These evening schools had 32 teachers, enrolled 1, 767 
pupils, and reported an average attendance of 5~8. The av~rage attendance, very 
good at the beginning of the sessions, i'3 said to have been lessened toward the close 
by a press of work in the mills. In 17 private and church schools were 1,400 children i 
in no school, 3, 784. 
Trenton reported 10 school buildings, with 63 departments, and in the schools a 
course of study covering 10 years, the first 2 given to primary and Kindergarten work, 
the second 2 to what is called a" department for the introduction of study," the third 
2 to a grammar department, and the last 4 to what is designated as a high school 
cour e, though the first 2 of these 4 are devoted to studies that ordinarily are supposed 
to belong to the higher grammar grades. No additional particulars for 1879 have been 
received, except that in the State report 15 private and church schools are said to have 
had in them about 3,000 pupils, and that there were 545 children in no school. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, TRENTON. 
Begun Octoher 1, 1855, this ·school in 1879 reached its twenty-fifth year, having, 
acconling to the tate superintendent's report for 1879i enrolled in that time 2,3:n 
stodents 1 and graduated 763. The whole number enro led in the normal classes in 
1 78-'79, according to the report of the principal, was 217; avera~e attendance in 
th e clas es, 165. In the model school connected with the institutiOn there was an 
averag attendance of 260. 
1 The principal says "more than 5,000," but probably includes pupils of the model school. 
11 ED 
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There are 2 normal courses, an elementary and an advanced, the former of 2 yenrs, 
the latter of 3. The graduates from the elementary were 11 in 1879; from the ad-
vanced, 17.-(Report.) 
FAR~Ul\f PREPARATORY SCHOOL, BEVERLY. 
Founded about the same time as the normal school and in the hope that it would 
be accepted by the State as such, this institution has been made preparatory to the 
other, and thus receives an appropriation from the legislature. It serves also as a. 
public school for Beverly, and from its classes many go out as teachers. Below its 
preparatory department are primary and intermediate ones. Average attendance, 12& 
for 1878-'79.- (Normal school report.) 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
Normal classes for the preparattion of teachers for the city schools, or for improve-
ment of the younger ones, were continued in 1878-'79 at Hoboken, Jersey City, New-
ark, and Paterson. The one formerly at Camden was discontinued, and that at Jer-
sey City appears to have closP-d with the year, the high and training school being 
depended on for future preparation of teachers. Newark made her Saturday normal 
school a daily one, and attached to it one of the city schools as a practice school. 
Teachers' associations for study and mutual improvement are reported in Atlantic, 
Bergen, Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Union Counties. That in Burlington 
County, meeting monthly in two divisions, appears still to take the lead. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
In 1 54 these schools for fuller trainin~ of teachers were first established by law. 
They have been kept up with steailily mcreasing usefulness, being held as a rule 
in every county annually under the direction of the county and city superintendents. 
The attendance of teachers on them is required, and school boards are not to deduct 
their pay for the time of such attendance. In 1878-'79 institutes were held iu all but 
3 of the 21 counties in the State, the aggregate enrolment in them reaching 1,835. In 
several counties every teacher was present, and in others the absences were nearly all 
accounted for by sickness. The time was almost wholly devoted to instruction in 
industrial drawing, with a view to the improvement of the mechanical and manufact-
ming industries of the SLate through training youth in this study. An eminent 
teacher of drawing was engagedJ the public school teachers attending the institutes 
were supplied with drawing l>ool<:s and other necessary material, and then each one 
at his seat followed the instructor by drawing in his book the figures presented on the 
blackboard. Much valuable practice was thus secured to supplement and impress 
the instruction given, and a good beginning was made in an effort to make instruc-
tion in th:is art general throughout the State.-(State report.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC lliGH SCHOOLS. 
The statistics of this class of schools have not been hitherto presented in the tables 
of the State report, partly because of the difficulty of determining what schools were en-
titled to that rank. Such schools appear in 1879 at Elizabeth, Hoboken, Jersey City, 
4rewark, New Brunswick, Orange, Paterson..' Phillipsburg, Rahway, and Trenton. At 
Trenton and at Beverly some high school studies are also pursued in the higher 
cla es under preparation for the State Normal School. An evening high school for 
artisans was maintained for some months at Pater on, in addition to the day school. 
The superintendents at Atlantic City and Pas!:!aic di claim for their higher cla es the 
title high chool. The full number of students and graduates of such schoohl cannot 
be given for 1878-'79. 
OTllER SECONDARY SCTIOOLS. 
F r the titles lo ation, and statistic of bu ine s coll ges, private academic schools, 
and .ch ol p cjall pr paratory to coli g , ee ·TalJle IV, VI, and VII of the appendix 
t tht v 1um , and for ummari s of their statistics, see corresponding tables in the 
r port of the Commi 'ioner pr ceding. 
UPERIOR IN TRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN. 
::r'Jle. College of New .11 rsey Princeton (non-sectarian), retained in 1879 its cla sical, 
Cl nt1fic, elective, and radnate course , wi h the high standards of preceding years, 
and with a. total att ndance of 43 undergraduate , 5 graduates, and 10 fellows. Of 
the nuder a nat the gr at majori y ( 459 out of 49 ) w r in the academical depart-
m nt or in the p ial c nr whi ·h ar allow d and in which were 14 tud nt . Of 
th graduate nrolled, me were ngaged in he tudy of philosoph , others in AngJo-
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Saxon, early English, and Sanskrit; others still in geodesy and physics. Ten fellows 
pursued studies, under some superintendence from the facuUy, either at Princeton, in 
some foreign university, or in approved institutions in the United States, making, in 
the two latter cases, regular written reports of study and progress. , 
The museums and apparatus of the college, already large, were much increased dur-
ing the year: the museums, by purchases and liberal donations, as well as by the ar-
rangement of the fossils, vertebrates, and plants collected in Colorado and Wyoming 
in 1~77 and1878 by exploring parties from the colle~e ; the apparatus, by the erection 
of new laboratory buildings and lecture rooms, w1th their appropriate material for 
work and illustration, as well as by the full equipment of an astronomical observa· 
tory.- (Catalogue of 1878-'79.) 
Rutgers College, New Brunswick (Protestant Reformed), had ess~ntially the same 
arrangements as Princeton in respect to classical, scientific, special, and graduate 
courses, with high standards of admission and graduation. Its students for the year 
numbered 159, of whom 129 were in the classical department, 37 in the scientific, and 
3 graduates. 
The other two institutions designed to furnish collegiate instruction are St. Bene-
dict's College, Newark, and Seton Hall College, South Orange, both Roman Catholic. 
While collegiate in name, the courses of study in these institutions scarcely entitle 
tihem to rank with Princeton and Rutgers, especially in the case of the former. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR L.~STRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For the titles, location, and statistics of the :five or six schools in the State claim-
ing this rank, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a summary of their statistics, see 
a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Thl3 collegiate institutions of this character in the State in 1878-'79 were Rutget·s 
Scientific School, New Brunswick, the John C. Green School of Science, Princeton, and 
the Stet)ens Institute of Technology, Hoboken. 
The first named forms the scientific department of Rutgers College and is the State 
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. The second forms the scientific de· 
partmentof the College of New Jersey, Princeton. The third stands by itself, with-
out other collegiate connection. All have 4 years' courses of full collegiate standard; 
Rutgers and the John C. Green School, arrangements for graduate study also. Ample 
instructive force and ample means of illustrating the instruction given are possessecl 
by each. The specialty of the Rutgers School is agriculture and the mechanic arts; 
of the Stevens School, mechanical engineering and mechanical drawing. The John 
C. Green School embraces a broad scientific field.- (Catalogues and announcements 
for 1879.) 
For statistics of all these scientific schools, see Table X of the appendix to this 
volume. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The only professional schools in 1879 were theological, viz, the German Theological 
School of Newark, N. J., Bloomfield (Presbyterian); Drew Theological Seminary, 
Madison (Methodist Episcopal); the 'rheological Seminary of the Reformed Church 
in America, New Brunswick; the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, 
Princeton, and the Ecclesiastical Seminary of Seton Hall, South Orange (Roman Cath-
olic). The course in this last covers one year in philosophy and four in theology; that 
in all the others is of three seminary years, supposed to follow a collegiate or aca-
demic course, in failure of which there is an examination for admission. Drew ancl 
Princeton Seminaries received large gifts during 1878-'79.- (Catalogues and returns.) 
For statistics of theological schools, see •rable XI of the appendix. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF DEAF-MUTES AND OF TilE BLIND. 
Preferring to train her ., outh of these classes at well proven schools in other States 
rather thane tabli hone herself, New Jersey had in 1878-'79 an average of 131 deaf-
mute pupils at diffi rent institutions in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and 
Penn. ylvania, for whose board and schooling she paid $38,9i5.26. At other schools ln 
• Tew York City and Philadelphia were on an average 38 of her blind, for whom there 
were paid '10,65 .62.- (Letter from State superintendent.) 
EDUCATIO::N OF TilE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
. In the P nn ylvania Training, chool for Feeble-Mind. d Chil<lren, Media, there were, 
m 1 ~78-'79, 40 pupils from Tow J r ey, for who. e training in studies that improve the 
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mind and in occupations promotive of domestic usefulness the State paid $12,434.47.-
(Letter from State superintendent.) 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The New J ersey State Reform Sohool, for boys, Jamesburg, continued in 1878-'79 its 
work of training juvenile delinquents in the elements of a good English education in 
its school rooms; in farming, gardening, and other useful work on its farm and in its 
shops; and in the principles of morality through Sunday school and chapel s~:~rvices. 
The boys are divided into families of about 50 each, for the better exertion of good in-
fluences, and numbered 380 for the year, the average being 270.6.- (Report for 1878-'79.) 
The State I'!"dustrial Sohool for Gi1·ls, Trenton, had 31 white and 9 colored inmates at 
the date of its return for 1879, who were instructed in the common English branches 
of study as well as in household work and plain sewing. Ten of the girls were re-
ported as having learned to read and 7 as having learned to write since their com-
mitment. The endeavor of the managers is to secure for them good homes in the 
country when they leave the school. .... 
In one church protectory, at Denville, and in three orphanages, under the care of be-
nevolent associations, at Camden, Newark, and Paterson, there was reported for 1879 
an a~gregate of 179 inmates receiving such instruction in morals, in ordinary studies, 




Of meetings of tho State Teachers' Association and the State Association of Sehool 
· uperintendonts no account is contained in the State report for 1879. The only other 
accounts that have reached the Bureau are a programme 1 in theN ew-England Journal 
of Education for June 26 of that year and an article in that journal, July 10, in which 
.t1 sketch is given of an address before the former association by President McCosh, of 
Princeton. In this address Dr. McCosh took strong ground in favor of a continuous 
system of State education, from the elementary school to the mliversities, holding that 
the great need of the time is good secondary schools to prepare the promising youth 
of the country for the hiq-her training that awaits them in the colleges, if they can 
first be fitted for it. He alluded to Michigan as the one State that now had a continu-
ous system carrying out this idea,2 and thought that with proper inspection and ex-
amination of schools and teachers such a system might be made to work well in all 
sections of the country. Examinations, however, he would have not absurdly fre-
quent, as at present, keeping teachers forever in a fever of anxiety, but thorough at 
the outset for a given grade, and not to be renewed, if there is good behavior and good 
work, till another and higher grade of certificate is sought. He favored also obliga· 
tory educational laws, expressing the hope that the day was near when the benefits 
.of culture such as all American citizens should be possessed of would be insisted on l>y 
the State governments as the right of every child. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
lion. ELLIS A. APGA.B, State superintendent of public instruction, Trenton. 
[Fifth term, February 28, 1870, to March 1, 1882.] 
1 This programme indicated an attractive list of exercises, with papers on "Teaching as a pro· 
fession," "Primary work," "School work outside the regular course," "Means of interesting pupils in 
local natural history," "Museum ducation abroad," &c. · 
2Michigan did not stand alone in this io 1879. It originated the system, but Indiana. soon followed 
in the use of it, and by 1879 it had been adopted and was in use in I1iinoia, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota. 
Missouri, and Wisconsin also. 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Incre'"'e·l Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) .•..•...... 1,615,256 1,628,727 13,471 
······ .... 
Enrolled in common schools ••........ 1,032,052 1,030,041 ......... --- 2,011 
Average daily attendance ............ 577,606 570,382 . -... - .. --- 7,224 
Percentage of average daily attend- 35.75 35.02 .... -- .. -... 0. 73 
ance on school population. 
0.59 Percentage of average daily attend- 55.96 55.37 .......... 
age on enrolment. 
Pupils attending normal schools ..•... 5,522 5,616 94 .. - -.... -
Pupils attending private schools ..... 113,864 114,460 596 .. --- ..... 
Pupils attending academies .......... 30,072 30,377 305 -.-- ...... 
Pupils attending colleges .•••••.•.•.. 3,089 3,468 379 .. ---. -... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ............ 11,270 11,280 10 .......... 
Length of school term in days .•••••.. 179 179 . -..... ---- ... -...... 
Number of public school-houses ....... 11,824 11,862 38 . -........ 
Log school-houses ... . _ .............. 84 90 6 . -- ....... 
Frame school-houses ........••...•••• 10,021 10,050 29 .... -- .. -.. 
Brick or stone school-houses .......... 1,719 1,722 ;{ 
·----· .... 
Volumes in district school libraries ... 751,534 755,380 3,846 ............. 
Valuation of public school property .. $30,147,589 $30,012,579 ............ $135,010 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ..••... 7,978 8, 164 186 .. -... -.--
Women teaching in public schools .... 22,5B9 22,505 ....... -- .... 84 
Whole number of public school teach- 30,567 30,669 102 
-----· .... ~ ers. 
Teachers licensed by normal schools .. 835 863 28 
.... -- .. ---. 
Teachers licensed by the State super- 1,108 1,043 ........... 65 
' intendent. 
Teachers licensed by local officers .... 28,218 28,661 443 
.. ----. -.... 
Teachers employed for the full term .. 19,948 20,297 349 . ----. -..... 
Teachers' institutes held ............. 73 78 5 
.... -... --.-. 
Number of teachers attending insti- 13,354 14,569 1,215 
-- ..... ---. 
1 tutes. 
Averag attendance at each institute. 230 251 21 ........... 
Average annual pay of teachers ...... $389 00 $374 00 ... -- ...... $15 00 
Average monthly pay of teachers ..... 43 44 41 80 ....... -... 1 64 
L'CO:\fE A1\D EXPEXDITGRE, 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... 1$p, 793,62 $10,254,499 .......... $1, 539, 129 
Whole expenditure for pulJlic schools. 10,626,506 10,464,010 ... -- .. --. 162,496 
STATE SCIIOOL FuXD. 
Permanent State school fund ......... $3,156,063 $3,226,285 $70,222 .... -- ..... -
(R ports and r turns from Hon. Neil Gilmour, State superintendent of public in-
struction, for th two years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the general supervision of pu·blic educational interests there is a State superin-
tendent of public instruction, elected by the legislature once in 3 years, who appoints 
a deputy and a number of clerks to assist him. A board, entitled The Board of 
Regents of the University of New York, has charge of collegiate and academic 
instruction in the State. 4 
For the management of local school affairs there are district school commissioners, 
elected by the people for 3 years, and district trustees of 1 or 3 members, elected for 1 
or 3 years; but in union school districts boards of education of from 3 to 9 members, 
elected for 3 years, take the place of trustees. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public schools are sustained by the proceeds of the permanent State school fund, 
by the interest ou the United States deposit fund, and by State and district taxation. 
The State funds, after setting apart certain moneys for public libraries and other 
purposes, are apportioned to counties, one-half in proportion to the number of youth 
5 to 21 years old; the remainder, according to the number of such youth in average 
daily attendance during the last preceding school year. Districts, however, may not 
receive their share of the State school money unless a school has been taught therein 
by a qualified teacher at least 28 weel\s of the year preceding. District taxes are 
voted at district meetings, and are applied to the purposes of providing school-houses, 
sites, &c., and of paying any deficiency in teachers' wages. Schools are free to all 
resident youth 5 to 21 years old, but separate schools for Indian youth must be taught 
and separate schools for colored youth may be maintained. When the people desire 
it, districts may be consolidated for the purpose of establishing union free schools, in 
which academic departments may be provided when the demand for academic edu-
cation waiTants their establishment. 
To receive pay from public school moneys, teachers must have certificates of quali-
fication from the State superintendent or county commissioner or bold diplomas of a 
State normal school. A teachers' institute must be held annually in each county; 
and teachers arc not to lose pay for the time spent in attending, but are allowed to 
make it up by teaching beyond the close of the term. 
By law of 1874 all children of sound physical and mental condition 8 to 14 years old 
must attend some school at least 14 weeks in each year or be regularly instructed at 
home during a like term. No child under 14 may be employed during the school 
hours of school days in any business unless he has attended school or been otherwise. 
properly taught during at least 14 weeks of the year preceding, and a penalty of $50 
for each ofl'ence is imposed on employers who violate the law. 1-(Schoollaws, 187 .) 
GE~RAL CONDITION. 
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{}annot be greatly improved unless the means for their support be increased 1>y State 
taxation sufficiently to permit the employment of professionally trained teachers. 
Public free schools for Indian children were taught as usual on the reservations. 
Of the 1,620 youth within the legal school age, 1,260 attended some portion of the 
year, the average attendance being 69.3. The repo,rts from reservation superintend-
~mts do not indicate a great degree of interest in these schools on the part of Indian 
parents. One superintendent says the Indians seem to act as if they think they do 
more than their part if they seud their children tardily and irregularly to school. 
He thinks there is no question that the schools have done good, but that much more , 
would result could the tribal relations be broken up. 
TOWNSHIP SYSTEM. 
The township system of schools continues to be discussed. Under a law of 1879, the 
schools of Grand Island, Erie County, have been organized on this plan. The super-
intendent is satisfied that educational inter~sts would be promoted if this system pre-
vailed throughout the State, but he considers that it would l:>e unwise to make sudden 
radical changes, and suggests that the legislature pass an act conferring on legal voters 
in towns the right to change from the school district system to the township system, 
and thus bring about the result gradually. 
SUPERVISION. 
The school commissioners of the State have discussed in convention the question of 
school supervision, and have generally recognized the fact that, as in Pennsy 1 vani a, pre-
liminary qualifications should be required to render persons eligible to the office of school 
commissioner. As indicating such qualifications, t.hey would require a candidate for 
the office either to be the holder of a State certificate or to be a graduate of a normal 
school or higher institution of learning, besides having had several years' successful 
experience in teaching. The State superintendent regards the present plan of school 
commissioners' districts as better than any other the State has ever had and prefera-
ble to any yet proposed; but he suggests that action be taken by the lee-islature to 
divide some of the largest districts, which have more schools in them tnan can be 
properly supervised by one commissioner . 
INDUSTRIAL DRAWING AND COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
The superintendent contrasts the manner in which the law relating to the teaching 
ofjnc;hwtrial drawing has been received by the public with the reception of the act in 
reference to compulsory education. The latter, he says, is practically a dead letter, 
and if it is to be enforced must be materially amended, while the former is generally 
complied with and even some schools to which it does not apply give instruction in 
drawing. In a number of the schools epecial teachers are employed, while in others 
instruction is given by the regular teachers.- (State r eport, 1878-'79.) 
IGNDERG;\RTEN. 
For information respecting any Kindergarten reporting in this State, see Table V of 
the appendix to this volume; for a snmrnary of their statistics, see a corresponding 
table in the report of tho Commissioner preceding. 
CITY SCIIOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
The city pnulic school officers are boards of education, elected in most cases by the 
people, and generally also a city supe1intendcnt of schools. In New York City a board 
of 21 school corumi ionors i appointed by the mayor, who also appoints 3 inspectors 
for each of the 8 school eli tricts. The o cominissioners and inspectors serve for a term 
of 3 years, on -third being changed each year. The board of commissioners appoints 
5 ~chool t1:n tee for each ward, and also, every 2 years, a city superintendent of schools 
w1th 7 a s1 tants. 
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STATISTICS. a 
I 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities. iii public daily at-population. school age. schools. tenuance. teachers. ture. 
Albany .....•... . •••. . ...... 86, 013 38,000 14, 632 9,193 222 $201, 467 
Auuurn ............ . ........ 20, 200 5, 469 2, 864 2, 264 64 38, 572 
ir~a~~~~~:::::::::: ~:::::: 16, 000 4, 400 3, 005 2,102 57 39, 233 482,493 164,250 94,573 b52, 858 1, 330 1, 193, 357 134, 557 55,000 24,716 14,807 436 335, 395 
Cohoes .............•........ 17, 493 7, 283 3, 596 1, 765 42 35, 609 
Elmira ................ . . . ... 23, 500 6, 033 4,146 3, 080 81 58,736 
Hudson ........... . ... ..• •.. 8, 784 3, 500 1, 329 691 22 10, 554 
Ithaca ....... . . . ............ 10, 500 2, 591 1, 831 1, 269 32 27, 000 
!:~~~~ ::::.:::::::::::::: 7, 500 2, 872 1, 830 1, 221 32 33, 661 13, 000 4,185 2, 626 1, 639 44 33, 59(1 
Long Island City . . . .. .... .. 17, 500 5, 533 3, 644 2, 258 48 41, 223 
~ ::?y~~~::::::::::: :::::: ~ 17, 500 5, 874 2, 431 2, 240 56 40, 238 1, 242,600 375, 000 212, 000 c121, 766 3, 406 3, 374,966 
Ogdensburg . ................ 12, 000 4, 096 1, 951 1,112 30 16, 488 
Oswe~o ........ .. ........... 22, 000 8, 739 4, 056 2, 831 68 39, 978 
Poug keepsie .............. 20,022 6, 000 3, 911 2,186 68 39, 967 
Rochester ........... . ...... 88,000 31,452 12,002 8,144 230 168, 768 
Rome ....................... 11,000 2, 995 1, 759 1, 017 28 21, 67~ 
Saratoga Sf, rings ........... 8, 267 2, 456 1, 755 1, 018 30 20, 722 
Schenecta( y ................ 12,759 4, 450 2, 310 1, 608 40 24, 151 
~~~~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::: 54,807 17,747 9, 310 7, 037 182 109,478 48,253 19, 190 8, 905 5, 659 151 110,473 
Utica ................. . ..... 35, 000 10,727 c5, 245 3,858 101 70, 091 
a The statistics are from specinl returns to the Bureau, except those for Albany, Bin~ am ton, an<l 
Troy, which are from rep01·ts printed by the city boards, and tho e for Buffalo, Cohoes, 11udson, nnd 
chonectady~ which are from the tate report. The expenditures given for these last four at least are 
exclusive of oalanc s on hand at the close of the :fiscal year. 
bExclusive of ovening schools h ld for six weeks only. 
c Includes evening schools. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
In Albany the public school enrolment was 616 greater and the average attendance 
117 greater in 1 79 than ju the previous year. There has been a steady gain in attend-
ance since 1865. The report in respect to punctuality is not so favorable, there being 
42,170 pupils tardy, or 2.3 per cent. of the whole. In the primary grades there was 
an improvement in reading, owing it is believed, to the adoption of the combined 
word and phonic method. The alph:1bet is no longer taught directly. The course of 
study was reconstructed and a year added, so that it now comprises 9 years below 
the high school, but all who arc able to complete it in less time are allowed to do so~ 
while none will be pe1·mitted to advance till properly prepared. Among other chaugelil, 
geography is btgun six months earlier ; language lessons lead to the study of gram-
mar; six months have been added to the study of United States history; rhetorical 
exercises and compo 1tions are commenced a year earlier, and the writing of script is 
substituted for print in the beginning of the course. Music and drawing are included 
in that course. Thr e ev ning schools were taught and had a total attendance of 52 
pupils, wi h an average of 252, or only 30 per cent. It i thought th:1t the re ults ob-
ained in t.hese sclwol were by no m ans commen urate with the labor and money 
expend don th m. Theda chool are cla ed as primary, grammar, and hirrh, the 
1a ·t havin~ an enrolment during 1 79 of 5 1 pupil., with 549 in average attendance. 
The supenntend nt v ry strongly r comm nd th addHion to the high school of a. 
turday normal cla for teacher:;,. nd ubmit. opiuiou a to the working of uch a. 
plan, r c iv d hy him from a larg numb rof city ·up rintendent in reply to inqnirie , 
a majori y of the opinions being in favor of 'atmday normal schools.- (Ci y report, 
1 7B-7 .) 
I~ Auburn. tb public cho?l ar la . c1 a primary, grammar, and high, the la t 
ha m cla ·1 ·al and acaclem1c d partment . ' v nt ·n pnpiJ were graduat c1 from 
th high ·cb 1 during 1 71 , of whom 1:3 w re girl.·, the total nnmb r nroll d b ing 
247 and v racre daily attendance Ul". Tb r wa an in r a ·e of ·-7 . in the x-
ulitur ·. for publi cho 1., the uumher oft acber. b inu ue more than the pre-
i u. Y ar.. An v ni!1 r ch ol ~va t~ugbt four. evenin r in tb w k for 60 .·ionl'l, 
p nmg w1th 111 pupil and ·lo:uw w1th 2:3. ,'L· t'ac·h r were mployedmo. t of tho 
·m anrl n ffort ~ as ·pared to mak tbe ·hool ph·a:ant and profitabl · bnt tl!e 
r ·ul wa a di. app intm n. H ide: tl1· public ·bool att nclau , th •r wn. an e'-
timat 1 nrolm n in pri,·. schools of 1,20 , m:tking a total of 4,064 1mdcr in ·trnc-
ti n.-( it r p rt 1 .) 
Bin!Jhamton r port. an 'tim t of 1,442 routl1 of cl10ol ag<' who nre not in Jmblic 
or privat cho 1 . 11e compul · ry cboo1 b.' ha not .-ecnrt·fl th • r • ult de ir d, and 
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the superintendent thinks that such a law can only be successfully enforced when spe-
cial schools or reformatories shall be established to which youth may be sent who-
cannot be kept in the public schools. The course of study 1fas revised and rearranged 
in 1878, so that in 1879 it was for the first time uniform and definite. It includes 
drawing and vocal music. The schools are classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, 
and high, the course comprising 12 grades or years. In the high school 4 courses are 
offered, viz, English, scientific, Latin-scientific, and classical, each, except the English, 
extending over 4 years. The usefulness of the union school library is increasing; there 
were 22,450 books circulated during 1879.-(City report, 1878-'79.) 
The Brooklyn board of education during 1878-'79 had under its care 53 public school 
organizations, conducted in 59 buildings, under the supervision of 53 local commit-
tees, besides having the supervision of the courses of study in the schools of several 
benevolent institutions. Only 3 of these last receive any portion of the public funds. 
It is the duty of the superintendent to inspect i.hem and decide whether they may 
p&rticipate in the distribution of 10 per cent. of the excise fees for selling alcoholic-
beverages. In 11 institutions 1,410 pupils were taught during 1879, who, without 
their aid, would have been destitute of instruction. The first care of the teachers in 
these is to see that the children have shoes; next, a breakfast is furnished those who 
have had none; the children are washed and supplied with at least one comfortable gar-
ment and at noon are furnished with a dinner. Besides these llmdustrial schools, 6 
of the orphan asylums of the city provide instruction in the common school branches, 
the total number taught in both classes of schools being 3,530. It is estimated that 
20JOOO children attended private and parochial schools, which, added to the public 
school enrolment, would make a grand total of 118,103 pupils under instruction. The 
entire public school term covered 41 weeks. Of the 1,244 teachers, 107 were principals 
who did not give class iustruction, 13 were special teachers of music and drawing, 
and 2 were lecturers. The enrolment was increased over the number of 1877-'78 by -
3,066, and the average attendance by 1,497, notwithstanding a large falling away 
during a portion of the term, owing to contagious diseases. There was also au increase 
of 4,444 in the number of seats provided by the board. Good order was maiutainecl 
without recourse to corporal punishment. The per capita cost for education was 
$14.81. There were 7,201 pupils enrolled in the evening schools, including 894 in the 
high school; average attendance, 3,934. Eleven of these schools were taught, theses-
sions extending over 6 weeks, and, although the enrolment was nearly 2,000 less, there 
was a marked improvement in the regularity of attendance-a result which was ob-
tained by making the sessions shorter, by deferring the time of meeting till half past 
seven, and by exercising greater care in the enrolment. The "attendance schools," 
or ungraded schools to which pupils are sent who in the graded schools are habitually 
irregular in attendance, have proved very useful. Many whose truancy and ill deport-
ment were in the graded schools serious causes of complaint not only attended the 
ungraded schools regularly, but showed a corresponding improvement in deportment 
and scholarship. This is ascribed to the fact that the arrangement of the studies and 
the general plan in the ungraded schools were better suited to their intellectual and 
moral development.- (City report, 1878-'79.) 
Elmim reports au improvement during 1879 in number attending and in punctuality. 
Industrial drawing received a new impulse through extra attention given it by teach-
er ; and an exhibition held at the close of the winter term showed fair improve-
ment. In the matter of discipline there was a tendency to appeal more to the higher 
natures of pupils, and all cases of corporal punishment which occurred dUI·iug 1878-'79 
were reported.- (Proceedings of board of education.) 
In Ithacct there was au increase of 19 in the number of pupils registered during 1879 
and of 1 in tho average daily attendance, which last would have been greater but for the 
prevalence of measles. A marked improvement was made in regular.ity of attendance. 
The public schools are classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, and high, the en-
tire conr e covering 12 years, of which 4 are devoted to the high school studies. In 
this, after the first year, 4 courses are markecl out, viz English, scientific, Latin-
cientific, and clas ical. There were 203 pupils regi tered and 124 in average attend-
ance. Only 9 of the senior cla s remained to graduate, a number having passed the 
univer. ity examination without completing the high school course.- (Report of board 
of education, 1 79.) 
' The public schools of King8ton below the academy are classed as primary, junior, 
and . enior, each compri ·ing three years. The enrolment and average attendance were 
sli«~tly I ·s in 1 78-'79 than in the previous year. The cost of education for each 
pupil, ua · d on av rage daily attendance, was . '16.03, a decrea e of 93 cents dUI"ing 
the. year. Tb re w r 102 pnpil. attending the Kingston Pree Academy, besides 99 in 
a high chool d partm nt. Be ·ides the att udauce on public schools, it is e timated 
that 200 pupils were taught in private and parochial schools.-(City school report, 
lb78-79. ) 
In :Sew Yo1'k tb , y. t m comprl. c. 113 primary school and departments :md 104 
grammar school , beside 5 gralll!Uar and 1)rimary schools for colored children; 32 
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evening schools for the common branches, 2 of them for colored children, and 1 cYen-
ing high school for boys and men; a normal college for girls, with Saturday ses ions 
for teacher ; a training department of the college, and 1 nautical school, making n. 
tota-l of 259 schools and departments under the mana~ement of the board of educa-
tion, besides 15 corpora.te schools which participate m the school fund. The en-
rolment in grammar and primary schools, including 1,763 in those exclusively for 
colored children, was 217,884; in evening schools it was 19,385; in the normal 
college, Saturday sessions, and trai'ning department, 4,474; in the nautical school, 
175; in corporate schools, 2:.:!,245; making a grand total of 264,163 pupils under the 
board of education during 1878-'79, against 264,173 in 1R77-'78. Thirteen more teachers 
were employed. Of the 3,288 teaching in day schools, 360 were men and ~,928 women; 
while 297 were teachers of special subjects, as music, drawing, and the French and 
German languages. The cost for salaries was $2,311,000 in 1879, against $2,253,376 in 
1 7 , an incr~ase of $57,624. The discipline of the schools is reported to be commend-
able. Corporal punishment is forbidden by law; hence the necessity of controlling 
by a more intelligent and continuous appeal to the higher and better faculties of the 
children, by keeping them constantly employed and by securing their earnestness 
and undivided attention. Incorri~ible pupils are suspended, and, if necessary, ex-
pelled, but the number of suspensiOns is diminishing, there having been 189 cases 
<luring the year 1879 against 198 the previous year. Certain changes in the course of 
tudy were urged by members of the board; among others was the introduction of 
plain sewing as a part of the regular course of instruction in the girls' schools, bnt 
this was not agreed to by the board, because they did not believe the demand for such 
teaching to be yet general enough to justify the step. 'l'he principals of primary 
chools for girls, however, are permitted to teach sewing for 2 hours a week, substi-
tuting it for any of the regular studies, at their option. Commendable progress is 
made in vocal music, and during the year a graded course was for tho first time 
adopted. German and French continue to be elective studies in the 3 higher ·grades 
of the grammar departments, and tho demand for. these studies is increasing. One 
or the other of these languages is now taught in all the grammar departments 
except 21. The number attending colored schools is steadily decreasing, and the 
lJoard is considering the advisability of discontinuing these schools. Colored children 
are readily admitted into the schools for whites, wlueh are preferred hy their parents 
on account of their superiority to the schools provided for the colored. The evening 
chools, juclging by the number in attendance, are not growing in strength or usefnl-
ne . Of the 18,325 pupils enrolled, 6,330 attended less than a month, ancl only 6,327 
attended the whole term, tho average attendance being 7,662. The evening hi O'h school 
was taught 120 nights and had an average attendance of 1,060 pupils, most of them 
being adults, representing all classes of society and all vocations in the city. Since it 
foundation in 1866, it has steadily increased in favor. The nautical school entered its 
fifth year under favorable circumstances. there being 85 boys in attendance at the be-
ginning of the year, who gave r1romise 'of great usefulness in the profession. Thi 
number was increased to 145 before the ship left on its summer cruise. Great pains 
nre taken to instruct the boys in navigation and seamanship, ancl they are generally 
zealous to learn. Some of the graduates of the school are becoming officers of ships 
and are highly esteemed in the service. The College of the City of New York, an in-
Rtitntion su tained by city taxation and offering tuition free~ had an attendance of 
1 260, of whom 439 were co11egiate students and, 298 commercial. The demand for arl-
mi sion to the girl 'normal collerre continues and threatens overcrowdinrr. The in-
crease of the tandard for admi ion in 1878 from 70 to 80 per cent. has not sufficiently 
reduced the number. -(City school report, 1 78-'79.) , 
The Oswego public schools compri e primary, junior, senior, anclhigh department a 
he :fir t 3 extending ov r 3 years, the last over 4. There were 171}JU1Jils regi tere 
dnrinrr the year in the high hool and 140 in averarre daily attemlancc. The co t of 
dncation in the public school., estimated on the basi of average daily attendance, 
'Wa. , 13.73 for ach scholar. Besides 4,056 pupils enroll cl in public schools th rc were 
1 ... 2 und r instruction in private and parochial school , making a total of 5,37 in 
som schoo1.-(City school report ancl return .) 
Roclt ster b id 12,002 pupils nrolled in puulic schools, report an stimatNl nmn-
1> r f 3.!) 0 att nding private and parochial school., making a total of 15,50· under 
in ·truction. The public chool sy t m includ a hi h s hool, the Roche,ter Free 
A ad my with 331 pupils nrolled and 289 in av rarre att nda11Cc.-(R turn.) 
In • 'a mtoga prings the public schools are cla s as primary, junior grammar, and 
acad mil'. In ·ic i . taught. Th re was al o an ev ninrr school, ;with an nrolm nt 
of . The. a cad mtc d ~partm nt numb red 103 pupil., of whom 8 were grallua.t d. 
Tho puuhc hool of ~ yracuse were tauaht by 177 in. trnctors, aU hut of them 
w n in 1 schoollJuilclin . Th numl r of pupils nroll d was 9 310 :1nd tl1c aver-
arrc att ndanc 7 . 7, th form r l>eing, lirrhtly Jc and th latt r sii,.btly more than 
the numb of th pr r. <lin"' . ar. Th day chool. are la . ed as 11rimary, jnnior, 
cuior, high, and un,rrad d, each of b fir t 3 extending OYer :3 year ·. () rtain chang 
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in the methods of teaching adopted during the year resulted favorably. More life and 
energy were shown in the classes, and there was greater dili rrence on the part of 
pupils, because of greater variety in the work. In reading, in the study of num1lers, 
and in the written and oral expression of thoughts, great advancement was made, 
particularly in the primary departments. Drawing is a part of the course. Sewing was 
taught in connection with the schools, under the supervision of a ladies' employment 
society. The ungraded day schools have largely decreased in attendance; so, also, 
has the evening school. The enrolment in the latter was 176; average attendance, 32. 
Its discontinuance is recommended. The high school had an enrolment of 414, with 
282 in average attendance, the graduating class numbering 41.-(City school report, 
1879.) 
In T1·oy the public schools are classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, and high. 
The num her of pupils attending during 1879 was greater by 686 than. that of 1878 and 
exceeded any previous year in the history of the schools. The percentage of daily at-
tendance on the average number belonging was 92.92. Among other evidences of 
advance in recent years great progress is reported in oral teaching, independent of 
text book recitation, although without rejecting the latter. There is a larger number 
of blackboards in the schools, and instruction in writing is given in some form from 
the very beginning of the course. Drawing and vocal music are regular branches, 
and their value has been demonstrated. Evening schools were taught in 6 wards, the 
total attendance being 731, the average number belonging 358, and the average 
attendance 216. Regularity of attendance in these schools was quite exceptional, 
and the general results were not commensurate with the cost of the schools and the 
efforts of the teachers. There were 153 pupils emolled in the high school and 135 in 
average attendance. The graduating class numbered 17, of whom 11 were young 
women.-(City school report, 1878-'79.) 
Utica reports an increased enrolment of 114 in public schools during 1879. The an-
nual increase for the last five years has averaged109. The average per cent. of attend-
ance on emolment was 76. The year was one of unusual prosperity for the schools. 
The houses are in better condition than ever before and the sanitary condition of the 
schools is good. The day schools are classed as primary, intermediate, advanced, and 
academic, the first 3 comprising 3 years each. The academic department includes a 
normal course of 2 years and an academic of 4, the studies in the :first 2 years being 
the same as those of the normal. Vocal music and drawing form a part of the course 
of study in the public schools, there being special teachers for thes.e branches and for 
penmanship. An evening school for the special benefit offactory operatives was taught 
and had 107 pupils enrolled, all of them boys and young men; average daily attend-
ance, 65.- (City school report, 1878-'79.) 
From Bt~ffalo, Cohoes, Hudson, and Schenectady there was no information beyond the 
statistics given in the table. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The 8 , 'tate normal schools, named from the towns at which they are established, 
viz, Albany, Brockport, Buffalo, Cortland, Fredonia, Geneseo, Oswego, and Potsdam, 
had, during 1878-'79, a total attendance in normal departments of 2,604 pupils, of whom 
249 were graduated. Tuition is free in these departments to students who pledge 
themselves to teach in the public schools; they have the use of text books also with-
out charge, and mileage equal to the fare necessarily paid in coming to the school bv 
1mblic conveyance is paid to those who remain a full term. All appointments for ad-
mission arc made by the State superintendent of public instruction, subject to are-
quired examination in reading, spelling, geography, grammar, and arithmetic. Each 
county is entitled to furnish twice as many pupils as it has representatives in the as-
sembly. Three conrscs of study are marked out, an elementary English, an advanced 
English, and a classical, comprising, re pectivcly, two, three, and four years of 40 weeks 
each. The school at Albany has students only in the elementary English course; the 
others have them in the 3 courses. • tudents who arc graduated in either receive cor-
rc pondin(l' diploma , which serve as licenses to teach in the public schools. 
There arc now no acad mic departments, properly so called, in any of the schools, 
except tho two at Brockport and Prcdonia. At the Bufl:'alo, Cortland, Potsdam, and 
Gcn eo school th rc are rupil who have not promised to teach but who pay tuition 
in. tead. The e are calle< academic pupils, but no separate classes are formed for 
them, except that at G n s o Lh rc is ono separate recitation daily. Each school bas 
co~n ct d with it a trainiug or practice departm nt. This is graded, the divisions 
hcmg called primary and intermediate in some, and primary, junior, and senior in 
oth r. 
The, tate snperint ndcnt, in ]Ji r port for 1 70, rcferrinO' to the fact that the nor-
mal chool que. tion ha for s v ral ar. h n much di en sed, say that thor port of 
tho pcciallegislatiY committcr on normal schools. uhmitted to the ln t legislature, 
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as well as the weight of public opinion, was decidedly in favor of the continued 
maintenance of the schools, and that he thinks their loss would be a serious blow to 
the cause of popular education. 
OTHER NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The No1·mal College of the City of New York, for the training of young women as 
teachers, is sustained by city taxes and offers tuition free. It hacl in 1879 an eurol-
J4ent of 1,438 students in the college proper, 980 in the trainin~ department, and 12 
in the Saturday sessions, making a total of 3,230, the number m average attendance 
being 2,673, and that of graduates 313. The great demand for admission threatens 
overcrowding, notwithstanding that the average percentaO'e to be reached in the ex-
amination for admission was increased in 1878 from 70 to 80 for the purpose of reduc-
ing the number of students to the capacity of the building. The course of study has 
been extended from 3 years to 4. During the year the appliances for instruction in 
drawing have been largely increased; the department of physics has been enriched by 
the introduction of scientific apparatus, and the nucleus of a. reference library was 
formed.- (City school report for 1879.) 
A Normal Tr·aining School for KindeTga1·ten Teache1'8 is taught in New York City by 
Prof. John Kraus anu Mrs. Maria Kraus-Brolte. 'rhe course of study covers 2 year.~. 
There were 27 pupils attending in 1879, of whom 21 were graduated and16 engaged 
in teaching.- (Return.) 
TEACHERS' CLASSES L.~ ACADEMIES AND COLLEGES. 
The regents of the university in 1879 designated 120 academies and academic de-
partments of union schools to give instruction in the science of common school teach-
ing. The attendance during the year 1878-'79 was 2,260, of whom 771 were young 
men and 1,489 young women. In Alfred University, Alfred, and Hamilton College, 
Clinton, instruction is given toward tho close of tho summer term in methods of teach-
ing, school discipline, &.c., to such students as propose to engage in teaching.-(State 
report and catalogues.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Institutes were held as usual during 1879 in 58 counties, besides one at Ver ailles 
for the benefit of the teachers on the Allegany aud Cattaraugus Indian reservation., 
the sessions la ting a week, and in 19 counties adc.litiona.l institutes of a week were 
held. The number of counties holding two essions instead of one is grac.lually in-
creasing, and experience has proved that much greater benefit results from this plan 
than from one session of two weeks, as formerly. The attendance of teachers ha 
been gradually increasing, and in 1878-'79 it was greater by 1,215 than tho previous 
year, the total enrolment being 14,569, 5,016 men ancl 9,553 women. The whole co t 
of this work in 1879 was only a little more than in 1878, making the average for each 
teacher very much les . The instruction given was of a practical character, and testi-
mony is freely given that those teachers who attended received many valuable hints 
in reference to teaching and therefore taught better schools.-(Stato report, 1 78-'7!).) 
T CTIO .... 
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tistics. Of these, 205 had a total of 6,301 pupils in classical studies, of whom 1,883 
were preparing for college. 
AlLthe cities embraced in the list under city school systems as having at least7,500 
inhabitants, besides many smaller towns, include in their public school system high 
schools or academic departments. These are generally reported to be doing an im-
portant work, which is gradually overcoming opposition and becoming more and more 
appreciated by the people. The New York City evening high school, composed mostly 
of adult students representing all classes of society and all vocations, has been in 
successful operation since 1866 and has steadily increased in favor. The attendance 
was somewhat smaller in 1878-'79 than in the previous year, owing to severe weather; 
the largest number present on any night was 1,690; the average for the term, 1,060. 
The Brooklyn evening high school was attended by a large number of earnest and 
attentiYe pupils. The total enrolment was 894; average attendance, 465.-(Reports 
of State, cities, and regents.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, preparatory schools, 
and preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the ap-
pendix, and for summaries of these, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
· COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN, YOUNG WOMEN, OR BOTH SEXES. 
For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of statistics, see a cor-
responding table iu the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
The greater part of these institutions, with the medical and legal departments 
attached to them, and some separate medical schools, form the University of the State 
of New York, under the general supervision of its board of regents. These regents 
consist of the governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, and superintendentt>f 
public instruction, with 19 other eminent citizens as appointed members. The literary 
colleges that have been accepted by the regents as parts of the university and that 
make report to them are, in the order of their acceptance, as follows: Columbia Col-
lege, New York (Protestant Episcopal); Union College, Schenectady (Union Church); 
Hamilton College, Clinton (Presbyterian) ; Hobart College, Geneva (Protestant Epis-
copal); University of the City of New York, New York (non-sectarian); Madison 
University, Hamilton (Baptist); St. John's College, Fordham (Roman Catholic); Uni-
versity of Rochester, Rochester (Baptist); University of Buffalo, Buffalo (only exist-
ing in its medical department thus far); Genesee College, Lima (Methodist), com-
monly known as the Genesee Wesleyan Seminary; University of Albany (organized 
only in its department of law, which, with a medical school and observatory in the 
same place, has been associated with Union University, near by, till the Albany organ-
ization shall be completed); Elmira College (for women), Elmira (Presbyterian); 
St. Lawrence UniversHy, Canton (Universalist); Alfred University, Alfred (Seventh 
Day Baptist); Ingham University (for women), LeRoy (Presbyterian); St. Stephen's 
College, Annandale (Protestant J<~piscopal); College of St. I<'rancis Xavier, New York 
City (Roman Catholic); Vassar College (for women), Poughkeepsie (non-sectarian); 
Manhattan College, New York City (Roman Catholic); Cornell University, Ithaca (non-
sectarian); College of the City of New York (non-sectarian); Rutgers Female College, 
New York City (non-sectarian); Syracuse University, Syracuse (Methodist Episcopal); 
Wells College (for women), Aurora (Presbyterian); Union University, which is only 
another title for Union College, before mentioned, under a new charter that associates 
with it the Albany schools, also before mentioned; St. Bonaventure's College, Allegany 
(Roman Catholic); and finally, Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and 
Art, New York City, received nuder visitation Aprilll, 1879. ' 
All these, except the last, have classical collegiate courses, usually of 4 years, though 
some come below this standard, and others reckon in 2 or 3 really preparatory years 
of study as parts of a 6 years' collegiate course. Eleven of them have also scientific 
collegiate courses, generally of 4 yearsi Madison University, however, cutting its 
course down to 2 years, while Hobart Co lege and the University of the City of New 
York make theirs 3 years. Several have special, eclectic, or partial courses of lower 
requirements and usually shorter time. Alfred University has a course in industrial 
mechanics, which may be of 1, 2, or 3 years, according to the needs of students. St. 
J obn's College, Cornell University, College of St. Francis Xavier, College of the City of 
N w York, Columbj a College, Rutgers Female College, aud the University of Rochester 
report graduate courses. Syracuse University has a college of fine arts, with a 4 yea;rs' 
course and anangements for graduate study. Ten others have arrangements form-
struction in art to some extent, the Cooper Union, last of those accepted by the regents, 
~iving training in industrial drawing to large classes, and Vassar College, without a 
separate art course, encouraging as much attention to p::~,inting, drawing, modelling, 
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and music as is consistent with due subordination of these studies to those of the col-
lege course. 
Be ides the colleges approved by and reporting to the regents, several institutions 
bearing collegiate names or claiming collegiate rank present themselves, 6 of them 
Roman Catholic : St. Francis and St. JohR's Colleges, Brooklyn; Canisius and St. 
Joseph's Colleges, Buffalo; St. Louis Cpllege, New York City, and the Seminary of 
Our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge. Tile standard in these appears to be lower 
than in the others, their courses, as far as given in their catalogues, rarely indicating 
more than about 3 years of studies generally reckoned as collegiate. Martin Luther 
College, Buffalo (German Lutheran), although incorporated in 1853, according to·a 
letter of its president in 1878, had only 11 students, 3 of them in its highest class and 
3 others in English and German studies. -(Regents' lists in their reports of 1874 and 
1879, with catalogues and circulars from the colleges.) 
IX TITUTIOXS FOR TilE SUPERIOR IXSTRC'CTIO:N OF YOUNG W0~1E:N. 
Five chartered colleges for women--Wells, Elmira, Ingham, Rutgers, and Vassar-
are on the regents' list above given. Eighteen other similar institutions present sta-
tistics which may be found in full in Table VIII of the appendix to this volume and 
in a summary in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIPIC AND 'PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Among the scientific institutions in this State, although not of it, is the United States 
Militm·y .Aeaclemy, West Point, the course in which covers 4 years and embraces all 
the scientific elements necessary to make an accomplished officer, with instruction in 
topographical drawing, the French and Spanish languages, and international, consti-
tutional, and military law.-(Official register, 1879.) 
Cornell Univel'sity, Ithaca, is the State college of agriculture and the mechanic arts. 
Besides courses in science and letter., which are partly scientific, there are several 
more strictly such, as 4 years' courses in general science, in mathematics, in natural 
history, in a[:,rriculture, in architecture, in chemistry and physicsz in civil engineering, 
and in mechanic arts; the first three and the :fifth leading to the aegree of s. B., the ag-
ricultural to !ihat of AGR. B . , that in architecture to the degree of ARCII. B., that in 
civil engineering to c . E. B., that in mechanic arts to B. 1\I. E. Another engineering 
course, of :five years, leads to the full degree of c. E. Then there are shorter courses 
leading to no degree: (1) a 3 years' course in agriculture, (2) one of two years prepa-
ratory to the study of medicine, and (3) a 2 years' course in history and political science. 
(University register.) 
The School of Mines of Columbia College, New York, presents 5 parallel 4 years' scien-
tific courses: (1) in civil engineering, (2) in mining engineering, (3) in metallurgy, (4) 
in geology and palreontology, and (5) in analytical anc1 applied chemistry. Complete 
and satisfactory work in these leads to the degree of c. E . , M. E., or PII. B . One year 
more of approved and systematic higher study under direction of the faculty brings 
the further degree of PII. D. 
The scuool of civil engineering in the University of the City of New York, like its course 
in cicnce, required in 1 78 only 3 year of study; that in Union College, Schenectady, 
and the course in the Reus elaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, 4 years; the compleLion 
of the course in each case secures the degree of civil engineer, which is given at Cor-
nell only on the completion of a 5 years' course. 
Th~ lJ)·ee Night School of Science su tained by the Cooper Union for the Advancement 
of ct nee and Art, T w York, imparts instruction in a variety of scientific subjects 
to cla e which in 1 78-'79 numb red 1,381 pupils, of whom 674 remained at tho clo e 
of the term; while in its auxiliary free schools of art, of wood engraving, and of te-
l .,raphy th ro were at least 1,430more, of whom 792 remained at the close. Yet ev n 
th large number do not seem to represent the full sum of attendance on the in-
tmction given. 
:r'h n in 14 of the coll ge. name(l under the head of. nperior Instruction th re were 
ctenti6.c ours u uall of 4 r ars, but in 2 in tance of 3 and in another of only 2 
ears. t Hamilton C 11 g , Hobart College, Va ar College, Univer ity of Rochcs-
t r, and ' nion niver ity, th o advantages were uppl mente(l by opportunitie for 
pr. ctical -tucly of a tronomy in " 11 quipp d ob rvatories; in Columbia CoU , 
y lib rty of acce to p cially lected scientific library of 7,000 or ,000 volume .-
(Catalo o and circular .) 
For 't. ti tic of the pe ·ially cientific chooJ , ee Tabl X of the appendix to this 
lum · for a nmmary f th tati tic , a orr . ponilin r tabl in he r port of 
h ' mmi. ioner pr c din . Th numb r of stu lent in the general scientHic courses 
in the con g s may lJ found i Table IX. 
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THEOLOGICAL. 
In 12 schools of theology, instruction preparatory to ministerial work continued to 
be given in 1879, as previously, one at Newburgh (United Presbyterian), included in 
the report for Hl7S, having been temporarily suspended. The courses in all cases 
were of 3 years in theological studies proper, with some preceding preparatory stadies 
in the German theological department of the Rochester Theological Seminary; with 
some further philosophical and logical studies following in 2 others, the Seminary of 
Our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, and St. Joseph's Seminary, Troy (Romau Cath-
olic), and with an optional graduate year in a fourth (Canton Theological School, St. 
Lawrence University). In all cases the courses were constructed on the supposition 
of a previous collegiate or academic training, and in at least 3 schools (Auburn Theo-
logical Seminary, Auburn, and Union Theological Seminary, New York, both Pres-
byterian, and the General Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church, New York) 
a preliminary examination was required of candidates for entrance who presented no 
evidence of such a training. Three of these seminaries were the recipients of gen-
erous gifts in 1879: the Auburn Theological Seminary getting from various friends 
$9,690 for its endowment, library, and scholarship funds; Union Theological Seminary, 
New York, receiving from Ex-Governor Morgan $100,000 for its library fund, and 
from five others $9,000 towards a fund for instruction in elocution; while the Roches-
ter Theological Seminary (Baptist) had $155,000 bestowed on it for a new building, a 
professorship of elocution, a professorship of Hebrew, endowment fund, and library 
fund.-(Catalogues and returns.) · 
Besides thes~ schools for the preparation of ministers, one, the B1·ooklyn Lay Col-
lege, gave instruction to lay workers in Sunday schools and city benevolent organiza-
tions. Its full course, mainly through lectures, covers 2 years.- (Circular and return.) 
For statistics of these schools, see Table XI in the appendix to this volume; for a 
summary of their statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. . 
LEGAL. 
The 4 law schools reported in 1878 appear to have been still in 1879 the only ones 
in the State. Two of them-the Albany Law School of Union University and the law 
school of Hamilton College, Clinton-had, as before, courses of only 1 year, the Al· 
bany school requiring, however, a preliminary year of study in a lawyer's office and 
that at Clinton a third of a year of subsequent attendance on its lectures and other 
exercises for all who were not college graduates. The other 2-the law school of the 
University of the City of New York and the Columbia College Law School-continued 
their 2 years' courses, the former requiring no preliminary examination, the latter ha v-
ing a searching and extensive one for all candidates for admission who are not grad-
uates of literary colleges.-(Catalogues, circulars, and return.) 
For statistics of these schools, see Table XII of tl}e appendix; for the State rules 
a.s to admission to the bar, see page 180 of the Report of fhe Commissiqner of Educa-
tiOn for 1878. 
MEDICAL. 
For statistics of the medical schools of the State, see Table XIII in the appendix 
to this volume; for a summary of their statistics, see a corresponding table in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Of the 9 "regular" schools, only 3 required in 1879 a preliminary examination, in 
the absence of other evidence of literary qualification for medical study. These 3 were 
the Albany Medical College (a department of Union University, Schenectady), the 
Woman's Medical College of the New York Infirmary, and the College of Medicine of 
..:yracuse University, Syracuse. Such au examination was offered by 2 ·others-the 
Bel.levue Ho. pital 1\fed.ical College, New York, and the medical department of the 
Umver ity of the City of New York-to students who desired that their diplomas, 
afte~ graduation, should be recognized by the Royal College of Surgeons, E~glancl; 
but It was not required. The last 2 of the 3 that required the preliminary examina-
tion required for graduation attendance on a 3 years' graded course of study, and 
the remaining 1 announced that such a course would be instituted and such a require-
men~ made from the opening of the session of 18 0-'81. The others all had the usual 
requn·ement of the past: 3 years of study under a recognized" regnlar" physician 
or surg on, 2 of th se years to be spent in attendance on the medical lecture course 
of the institution in ordinary ca e , though 1 year of certified attendance on like 
conr es el ewhere would be accepted in place of the first year's attendance. The pres-
ntation of an approv <.l the i , the payment of the college fees, the posse sion of a 
good character, and the attainment of 21 years of aO'e were also conditions precedent 
to graduation in all cas s. o 
Th e were th r quir ments of the eclectic and homreopathic colleges also, though 
1 of th m, th ... w York Homreopathic Me<lica1 Coll ge, New York City, recommended 
to 1t student a 3 year. ' graded cour . All its student. , too, in order to graduato, 
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must stand an examination by a board of censors not of the faculty, in addition to the 
examinations by the professors. 
Besides the schools previously reported, another was chartered in 1879 as the Ho-
rureopathic College of Physicians and Surgeons, Buffalo, a title subsequently changed 
with permission of the supreme court by dropping the word '' Homreopathic," as "the 
faculty are not confined to any system, creed, or dogma, but instruct in everything 
that experience has taught to be good." Two other schools, incorporated in 1875, 
have not heretofore come upon the lists of this Bureau; nor have they made reports 
to it. These are the American Veterinary College and the Electro-Medical College of 
the State of New York, both in New York City. 
The New York College of Dentistry, New York City, had the 2 years' course before 
reported, but offered to its students greatly increased accommodations and facilities 
for work and study. 
The College of Pharmacy of the City of New Yo1·k entered in 1878- '79 on an improved 
2 years' graded course, under which the students, instead of going twice over the 
same ground in successive years, have the advantage of completing their elementary 
studies in the first year and of having entirely fresh instruction on the more advanced 
studies of the second year.- (Catalogues and returns.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The 6 institutions which are authorized by law to receive and instruct deaf-mutes 
under appointments from the superintendent of public instruction or by certain local 
officers report as follows for 1878-'79 : The New York Institution fo1' the Inst'ruction of 
the Deaf and Dumb, 578 pupils, 312 of them supported by the State; the Institt,tion for 
the Improved Instruction of Deaf-M1ties, New York, 120 pupils, 58 of them State pupils, 
and no industries taught in the school proper, although the pupils are encouraged to 
learn lithography, engraving, and carving in wood or metal; the Le Couteulx St. 
Mm·y's Institution for the Instruction of Deaf-Mutes, Buffalo, 131 inmates; the St. Joseph's 
Institute for the Improved Instruction of Deaf-Mutes, Fordham, 216 inmates, 42 of them 
supported by the State; the Wester-n New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes, Rochester, re-
porting 50 State pupils, 112 inmates ju all1 a Kindergarten organized in the winter of 1878-'79, and an academic course of study tor a small class of advanced pupils; and the 
Central New York Institut·ion for Deaf-Mutes, Rome, which had 147 pupils aud had already 
established its primary department in the new building referred to in the Report of the 
Commissioner of Education for 1878. All of these institutions give instruction in the 
common English branches, several teach drawing, the majority pay particular atten-
tion to lip reading and articulation, and all, with the exception noted above, teach 
various industrial employments. The New York Institution for the Instruction of the 
Deaf and Dumb, in addition to the common branches, gives instruction in philosophic 
grammar, rhetoric and logic, mental and moral philosophy, physics, astronomy and 
chemistry, animal and vegetable physiology, and physical geography to a high class 
which has its term extended by special provisions of tho law. The family system for 
boys under 12 y ars of age, referred to in the Report of the Commissioner of Education 
for 1878, is continued, 100 boys beibg divided into two families, one of them located at 
the house in Tarrytown, which was opened October 14, 1879.- (From reports to the 
nperintendent of public instru.ction and returns to this Bureau.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The New Yo-rk State Institution for the Blind, Batavia, reports a superintendent; 12 
teach rs in the literary, roo ical, and indu trial departments; 163 pupils attending at 
(late of the r port, 26 of them newly enrolled; the tuning cJa s making considerable 
pro11r s ; in true ion given in harmony, mu ical composition, and upon the organ ; 
and 3:2 pupils in the r om d par ment. The girls are taught hand sewing, knitting, 
rocb ting, fancy work, anc11i adwork.-(Eleventh annual report.) 
The New Yo-rk Instit1ttion j()r the Blind, N w York City, reports a superintendent and 
17 t ach rs in the academical, musical, c nd indn trial departments, with 200 pupils, in 
pt mber, 1879, who w retaught he common and higher English branches and vocal 
• nd in truro nt 1 mu ic m ny fthem rec iving in truction in piano tuning, mattr s 
makin", cane ating, sewing, knitting, and fancy work.-(Forty-fourth annual report 
and ·eturn.) 
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EDUCATION IN :MUSIC. 
The New York College of Music reports 134 pupils in 1879, many of them coming 
from neighboring towns and cities.- (Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.) 
TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR NURSES. 
The school connected with Bellevue Hospital, New York City, has graduated 90 
nurses since its organizaticn in 1874, all of whom received a thorough course of in-
struction and practice and 20 of whom are now matrons of hospitals or heads of 
training schools. The number of pupils in the school in 1879 was 64, and there were 
30 graduates at the end of the school year. In order to enter upon the course of in-
struction, a preliminary examination is required in reading, writing, simple arithme-
tic, and English dictation; a second examination, on the practical and theoretical 
duties of a nurse, at the close of the :first year; and a third examination, at the close 
of the second year, by the examining board, composed of physicians and surgeons. 
There is also a training school for nurses connected with the New York Hospital, 
\Vest 15th street, New York City. The course of instruction extends over 18 months. 
Applicants must have a good common school education and be between 25 and 35 years 
of age. Graduates are entitled to a diploma under seal of the hospital.- (Letter and 
circular.) 
A free training school for nurses and governesses was opened in the winter of 1879 
in connection with the free Kindergarten of Rev. R. Heber Newton, of the Anthon 
Memorial Church, New York City. The intention is to give applicants "practice in 
the Kindergarten methods as assistants in the school, instruction in a tmining class, 
and some general knowledge concerning the physical, mental, and moral care of 
infants and little children. 'rhis instmction is to be given in the form of simple· 
practical talks by competent persons."-(Kindergarten Messenger and the New Ed-
ucation.) 
TRAINING SCHOOLS OF COOKERY. 
The New York Cooking School, which was :first begun in 1874, reported an attend-
ance of 6,560 persons at public and private lectures and lessons in the winter of 1878-
'79. From January to April, 1879, there were 24 lessons given to children of working 
people, 426 children attending; 24 lessons to mission school teachers, 96 teachers; and 
many lessons to ladies and to cooks; in all, 204 lessons to 1,210 persons. Miss Juliet 
Corson, who has charge of this school, also gave instruction to a class of children 
from the New York Home for Soldiers' Families. This year ten of these children 
have done almost the entire cooking for the 150 inmates of that institution. A cook-
ery school was.also held at the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle and National 
Sunday School Assembly in August, 1879, six lessons being given to a class of about 
90 pupils.-(Circular of Information of the Bureau of Education for 1879 No. 4, and 
West Virginia Journal of Education.) 
ART EDUCATION. 
In New York City within the last few years additional opportunities for obtaining 
elementary training in industrial and decorative art have been furnished by the 
various classes under the direction of the Society of Decorative A1·t. 
The Ladies' A1·t Association continues its classes, which are of a similar nature and 
include a large number of subjects. In high art the Art Students' League offers excep-
tional facilities. Tuition is charged by each of these institutions. There are various 
classes connected with Cooper Union, in which drawing in all its branches is taught 
and instruction is given in many of the industries into which a knowledge of art 
enters such as wood engraving, painting of photographs, &c. There is also a nor-
mal class in industrial drawing for the training of teachers, with classes in oil and 
water color painting. There are no tuition fees in these classes. Opportunities, 
however, are furnished students who pay, to avail themselves of the studios, &c., of 
the art school at hours not interfering with the regular classes. In the free school of 
the National Academy of Design instruction is given in high art. These classes, as 
well as all the free art classes of the Cooper Union, are crowded to their utmost capac-
ity with eager students. In BrookJyn the evening art classes of the Art Association 
also afford instruction in high art. Vassar College has an art collection and an art de-
partment under the charge of Mr. Henry Van Ingen, an experienced artist. The Col-
lege of the Fine Arts in yracuse University, under charge of Professor Comfort, gives 
in truction in the history, theory, and practice of the fine arts. Cornell Unirersity 
has a thorough cour e in architecture. 
I-IDUSTRIAL AND REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
Information for 1878-'79 was received from 23 orphan asylums, industrial schools, 
and miscellaneous charities, 11 of them in New York City, the others scattered through-
out the States. In these institutions 5,724 children received school and industrial 
training, and many of them were placed in good homes during the year. Bt>sides 
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these institutions, the Children's Aid Society of Brooklyn reported 481 children in 
their indnstr1al schools, 257 of them taugLt to operate sewing machines, and a total 
of 4,842 children brought under their influence in 1879; the Roman Catholic Orphan 
Asylum Society, also in Brooklyn, a total of 1,524 children cared for; and the Chil-
dren's Aid Society, New York City, 32 industrial schools (21 day and 11 night schools), 
with 9,098 chililien on the rolls. Under charge of this society there are 30 different 
institut,ions, each doing more or less to educate poor children. 
The reformn.tory institutions reporting for the year were the House of Shelter, Al-
bany; the New York ~tate Reformatoi\Y.• Elmira;. the Association _for Befriending 
Children and Young Gtrls (House of the Holy Family), New York C1ty; the Soctety 
for the Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents in the City of Now York; the House of 
Refuge, Randall's Island; the Western House of Refuge for Juvenile Delinquents, 
Rochester; and the Protectorate and Reformatory for Destitute Children from Oneida 
and adjacent counties, Utica., representing an aggregat.e of 3,610 inmates. School 
training is given and some industrial employments are ta.ught in all these institu-
tions.- (Reports a.nd returns.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
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posed that one member of each of the graduating classes of some of th" colleges of 
the State shoula redeliver his commencement oration. A number of professors and 
principals of schools announced their intention to be present, but no further informa-
tion as to the proceedings is obtainable.-(School Bulletin, June, July, ancl August, 
11:!79.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROFESSOR ISAAC EDWARDS. 
This gentleman, clean of the Albany Law School, clied in his sixtieth year at Albany, 
March ~6, 1879, apparently from the effects of overwork, after long and faithful service 
in his chair as well as in the city board of education. He was the author of two 
standard legal works, and is said to have been a man of singular dignity, courtesy, 
and integrity.-(School Bulletin, April, 1879, and Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.) 
THOMAS W. VALEN'l'INE. 
Mr. Valentine merits special mention, not only as a successful and respected teacher, 
but also as the originator of the New York State Teachers' Association, and, through 
it, of the other like associations in various States. While serving as the president of 
the New York association, he made, in 1857, the first movement towards the establish-
ment of the National Educational Association of the United States. 1 Born at North-
ton, Mass., February 16, 1818, he died in Brooklyn, New York, April4, 1879. He be-
gan his career as a teacher in 1836, in. what is now the village of Clinton, in his native 
State; taught subsequently two years in his native town; then in Pennsylvania for 
a year; again for another year in Massachusetts; from 1842 to 1853 was principal of 
a public school in Albany; superintended then the AlbanyOrphanAsylum, andeclited 
the New York Teacher; and finally, in 1855, removed to Brooklyn, and became prin-
cipal of public school No. 19 there, a position in which he continued till his death. 
A modest but most meritorious man, he did much towards giving shape and efficiency 
to the present school system of New York, and, through the national association, 
towards elevating school standards in the whole United States.-(School Bulletin.) 
JAMES ORTON WOODRUFF. 
To Mr. Wo,odrqff e<IJ..,cators a;re indebted for the cop.c,eptiott of :J. ~~:r;v,~~ ~~!3rpr~~W in-
ten~d to extell4. the tield Qf pjghe1-' instruction. Being strupk witl:1. tpe g!'e~t c;w~t of 
foreign travel to American students and its comparative1ymea.gre returns, he conceived 
the idea of reducing these expenses and at the same time applying the methods of 
object teaching to a larger class of subjects than had ever previously been attempted, 
by chartering a steamer, se'}uring as passengers and pupils enough persons to meet 
expenses, and, with a corps of experienced teachers, makin~ a voyage of circumnavi-
gation of the globe, to study the climates, scenery, procluctwns, political and natural 
history, and social condition of the various countries and peoples included in the sur-
vey. Embarking his large means in the enterprise and at first failing, he afterwards 
renewed his attempt, but he died (June 4, 1879) before its accomplishment. 
FREDERICK A. CAIR~S. 
In the. death of this promising teacher, J nne 18, 1879, at New York, the interests of 
science in that city are said to have suffered serious loss. Born in New York in 1820 
and graduated at Columbia College there, Mr. Cairns devoted his matured powers to 
scientific study; he llecame an elucidator of chemical quantitative analysis under Pro-
fessor Chandler in the School of Mine::~ connected with his alma mater, au<.l secured the 
high appreciation of the professor with whom he was associated. At the time of his 
death-which came suddenly from too great application to his work-he was engaged 
in preparing a text book on his specialty, which is said to have been well-nigh com-
pleted.- (f:ichool Bulletin, July, 1879.) 
REV. l~~OCII C. WI~E , D. D., LL.D. 
This noble follower of John Howard and Mrs. Fry in efforts to make prison disci-
pline humane wa also an earnest teacher and an etlncational writer of no mean mark. 
Born in Hanover, N.J., February 17, 1806, he studied at Middlebury College, Ver-
mont, received its diploma in 1 27, and then taught for more than twenty years in im-
portant positions and with steadily increasing reputation. In 1849 he entered the 
Congr gational mini try, but after five years' service as a pastor returned to teaching, 
as profe sor of anci nt languages, in Washington College, Pennsylvania, where he con-
tinued from 1 54 to 1859, working faithfully both as minister and teacher. In the lat-
ter y ar he accept d the presidency of the City University of t. Loni , Mo., a new 
1 This was don by first shaping a scheme for an aasociation "to elevate tbe rbaract rand advance 
tao int rr11ts of tb profession f tea bing," and then, by correspond en e, bringinA' together a number 
of tho bief t a b re of th conntrv to organize it. Tho meetin" was held at Pbilauelpbia, August 
20, 1 57, was call d to or<l r ur Mr. Valentine, and originnt d tho National TC!I<:hers' .Association, now 
the ?ational Educational ssociatiou. 
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institution fotmded by the Presbyterians and meant to be their chief school for the 
great West. ·when the university went down during the rebellion, Dr. Wines, remov-
ing to New York, became the secretary of the Prison Association of that State in 1862, 
and through it the parent of the National Prison H.eform Association, in connection 
with which much of his later work was done. Dr. 'Vines brought about two int rna-
tiona! p1·ison congresses, one at London in Hm~ and one at Stockholm in 1878, which di(l 
more than all preceding ones to formulate a science of pri~on reform on a ba is at once 
humane, industrial, educational, moral, and religious. 1 His last work in this direc-
tion was the preparation of an admirable book on the State of Prisons and Child-
Saving Institutions in the Civilized ·world, which must have given him a world wide 
reputation if he had never written anything besides. It was while this was passing 
through the press, and within three days after he had written an excellent preface for 
it, that death came to him at his home in Irvington, December 9, 1879. 
All through maturer life it may be seen that he was essentially a teacher, and in his 
later work a teacher of the nations. Among many books prepared and published by 
him most bore that impress, and had, though in different lines, that aim. Three of 
them were especially designed to improve the schoofs: (1) Hints on a System of Popu-
lar Education, published in Philadelphia, 1838, when Pennsylvania and New Jersey 
were a~itating the question of reor()'anizing their school systems, and so approved as 
to be crrculated largely by the legislatures of those StateR; (2) How shall I govern my 
School¥ meant to aid young teachers in the maintenance of discipline without severity, 
and commended in the North American Review as one of the best books of its kind in 
the literature of education; (3) Letters to School Children, an incentive to faithful 
study and cooperation with teachers in all things looking to improvement.- (Allibone's 
Dictionary of Authors, Johnson's Cycloprodia, Barnard's Journal of Education.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hun. ::SmL GIDIOUR, State BttlJerintendent of 1Jublic instrtwtion, Albany. 
[Thirll term, April G, 1880, to AprilS, 1883.] 
I>DISO~ A. KEY,RS, deputy superintendent, Stare Jiouse, Albany. 
1This was ver.v much the result of papers drawn up largely by Dr. Wines and presented by the 
American commissioners. Professor Wayland, in view of tliis and of his last published work, said at 
the meeting of the .American Social Science Association, September, 1879: "It 1s probably- quite safe to 
declare that no man in this or any other country bas done so much in.the last two decades to elevato 
pe~ology- into a real and recognized science as this <listinguished philanthropist."- (Journal of Social 
Sc1ence, May, 1880.) 
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NORTH CAROLINA. 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
---------------:~ -_1_8_7_7_- _'7_8_. - :~- 1878--'79. I Increase. I Decrease. 
POPULATIOX AXD ATTENDANCE . 
'White children of school age ( 6-21) ... 273,767 271,348 .................. 2,419 
Colored children of school ago ........ 148,613 154,841. 6,228 - ........ -... -... 
'Total number of school age .......... 422,380 426,189 3,809 ... --- ........ 
White children enrolled .............. 146,681 153,534 6,853 ...... -.... -...... 
·Colored children enrolled ........ . ... 81,411 85,215 3,804 -............ -.. 
Total enrolment ________ .. __ .. __ . __ .. 228,092 238,749 10,657 ....... - .... - ..... 
Average attendance of white youth ... t-!2,054 93,951 11,897 
...... -... --.-
.Average attendance of colored youth. 50,499 56,837 6,338 
-----·-··· 
'Total average attendance ............ 132,553 150,788 18,235 .. --- ........ 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of districts __ .........•...... 6,218 -.... -........... -..... ...... -........... 
.. ---- .... --. 
Public school-houses ..... __ . __ ....... 3,342 ........................ ....... - .. -- .. 
-----· .... 
.Schools for white children ............ 3,388 3,605 217 ....... -..... -. 
. Schools for colored children .......... 1,761 1,898 137 
·----· .... 
Total of schools taught .............. 5,149 5,503 354 ·----· ...... 
.A Yerage length of term j n days ....... 46 46 .. -- .. - .... -- .. .... -- .. -- . 
Estimated value of l'lchool property ... $157,921 $192,793 $34,872 " ... -- .. -....... 
TEACilEHS AND TIIEIH PAY. 
White men teaching ... ......... --.-- 1,844 1,771 
-... --"' ... --- 73 
'White women teaching ............. 642 652 10 .... --- .. -... 
Colored men teaching ................ 875 627 .. ---. - .. -.. 248 
Colored " ·omen teaching ....... . .. ... 361 321 ...... -- .... --. 40 
'Total number of tea.chel's ..••........ . 3,722 3,371 . ----. -- ... 351 
A vera.gc monthly pa.y .. _ .... ---- ..... $23 18 $22 14 . -.- ... ---. $1 04 
RECEIPTS AXD EXPENDITUnB. 
Receipts for pu hlic schools ........... $452,516 $493,381 $40, 865 
·---·· '••• J~xpenditure for public schools ....... 324,287 337,541 13,254 
---- ...... 
STAT1~ CIIOOL :FUND. 
.Amount of ava.ihble school fund ...... $112,000 $204,500 $92,500 . --- ... --. 
(From report and return of Ron. John C. Scarborough, State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction, for the yca1· 1877-'78, and from a. return for 1878-'79 from the same.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State, a. nperintendent of public instruction and a board of public educa-
tion; for conn tie , a. county examiner and a board of education composed of the county 
commissioner ; for school districts, school committees of 3 persons elected biennially 
by tho county boards.- ( tate constitution and laws.) 
TliER FEATURES OI•' TilE SYSTEM. 
The school arc u tainecl hy State and local funds, I the latter to be levied (if the 
~'jualifi. d electors o vote) when the former are insufficient to maintain oni or more 
1In addition to tb State and county capitation taxes and other revenues for the support of public 
schools. ~ rent on very $100 of prop rty and cr dit!:l and 2.) cents on ovory poll are to be lev1ed an-
nually for tb muintf·nancC' of public school . 
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schools in each district for 4 months. The money is a.pportioned to each county 
according to the number of children between 6 and 21 years of age enumerated by 
annual census. To receive the benefits of the school fund the schools are to be free to 
all of school age without distinction of race, although colored and whites are to be 
taught separately and the school funds for them are to be kept apart; no sectarian or 
political text books or influences are to be used; the text books and course of study are 
to be recommended by the State board of education. Teachers must be licensed, with 
:first, second, or third grade certificates, must be of good moral character, and must 
make the required report at the end of each term, the payment of their wages de-
pending on the fulfilment of the legal requirements. Provision is made for graded 
schools and normal schools.- (Laws, 1877.) 
GE~ERAL CONDITION. 
A comparison of the statistics for the years 1b77-'78 and 1878-'79 indicates general 
improvement in school matters. There was an increase of 3,800 in youth of school 
age; of 10,657 in enrolment; of 18,~:35 in average attendance; and of 354 schools 
taught, 217 of them for white and 137 for colored children. School property increased 
in value $34,!:l72; the receipts increased $40,865; the expenditures, $1:~,264; and the 
amount of available school fund, $92,500. The average monthly salary of teachers 
was diminished $1.04, and notwithstanding the increase of :354 schools there wero 351 
fewer teachers employed. As the State superintendent says that 5, 944 teachers would 
be required to supply the public schools, if there were one for each school district, it 
is probable that many of the 3,371 teachers were employed in different districts. In 
some cases they may have taken their pupils with them~ t,hereby giving them the 
benefit of a longer term than the 46 clay!:! mentioned as the average. The amount of 
the permanent school f~ncl is said to be $652,500, with 2,500,000 acres of swamp htnd 
yet to be sold to add to 1t.- (Return. of State superintendent.) 
AID FROM TilE PEABODY FUND. 
In the year 1o78-'79 the sum of $6,700 was sent to this State by the agent of the 
fund. Of this amount $2,000 went to the agency, $1,100 to normal schools, $1,050 to 
Fayetteville: $1,000 to Wilmington, $700 to Raleigh, $450 to Greensborough, and $200 
each to Morehead City and Dysartville, to foster the graded school systems at tho e 
places.- (Report of trustees of the Peabody fund.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
LEGAL PROVISIONS. 
The laws of 1!:l76-'77 provide that townships with cities of 5,000 or more inhabitants 
rllay levy an annual tax fortbe support of graded public schools. Such tax, which may 
not exceed one-tenth of 1 per cent. on th value of property and :10 cents on the poll, 
is to be levied if the majority of qualified voters favor it. This act does not apply 
to the townships in which the citie~ of Tew Berne, Wilmington, Goldsborough, and 
Charlotte are situated.- (Laws ratified in 1877.) 
WILMINGTOATO 
vVilminoton, with an estimated population of 17,600, r ports 286 white :md 5 0 col-
ored children in its public chools in 1 78-'79, or only 8G6 out of a school population 
of 4,921. The public school wer taught on 144 days during the year. The school 
building and . it s for th white schools were worth $5,200, those for the colored 
y uth ;··3, 0 . A hool building was also leas d and $1,400 xpended on it durin (!' 
the y ar. Th tax for ·chool pnrpos s was 8i ents on tho $100; th e total expenditur 
forth year, 11,4 9. In private or paro ·hial s bools 3 7 males and 549 females wer 
r p rt d. Thu th grand total of children in chools during 1 78-'79 was 1, .02. The 
numb r of t a h ra was not given, but , ,999.79 repre ented tho amount paitl for 
t a hinrr.-( etnrn.) 
Fl'om Cbarlott , ew Berne, and. Raleigh ther was no information. 
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bra were added to the course, and instruction wn,s given in the Kindergarten system.-
(Report and return for 1879.) 
The State Col01·ed Normal School reported 9J students in 1879, 38 of them women, 
with 3 resident instructors. There were 15 graduates, 12 of whom were soon engaged 
in teaching. The full course of study occupies 3 years, 1 at the end of which a certifi-
cate is given. Drawing and vocal music are taught, and the school possesses apparatus 
for illustrating physics.- (Return.) 
Ray's Normal Instit·ute, organized in 1873, in 1879 had 2 resident instructors, 52 stu-
dents, and a~ years' course of study. It is proposed to open a model school in 1880.-
(Retum.) 
The Lumberton No1·mal School, intended to train teachers for the colored schools, had 
26 normal students and 25 other students in the year ending July 1, 1879. All pupils 
teach after one session; 20 were teaching, but none had completed the 4 years' course 
of 6 months each year.- (Return and circular.) 
Trinity College Normal School, organized in the summer of 1878, reported on July 19, 
1879, 14 instructors, 10 resident and 4 non-resident ; 205 normal students; 114 other 
students; 10 graduates in the last scholastic year, 5 of them engaged in teaching, and 
9 having already received some degree; and a 4 years'. course of study. Graduates 
are authorized to teach without further examination.- (Return.) 
Ben·nett Semina1·y, Greensboro ugh, reported25 students in its 4 years' normal course.-
(Return.) 
Shaw University, Raleigh, had 192 normal students in its 3 years' normal course.-
(College catalogue, 1878-'79.) · 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The law does not provide for the holding of these meetings, and the normal insti-
tutes just mentioned seem, in a measure, to be substituted for the usual teachers' 
institutes. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
No educational journal was published in the State in 1879, nor could information be 
derived from periodicals outside of the State as to the schools of North Carolina.2 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCIIOOLS AND PRIVATE ACADEMIC SCHOOLS. 
Information respecting public schools of this grade is wanting. For statistics of 
private academic schools, see Table VI of the appendix, and a summary of this in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BO'fll SEXES. 
Information for 1878-'79 was received from 8 colleges or universities. Of these 2 
were Presbyterian, 2 Baptist, 1 each Evangelical Lutheran and Methodist Episcopal 
Routh, the others non-sectarian in influence. All had classical courses; 6, some de-
partment of scientific study; 4, preparatory and theological courses; 3, instruction 
in book-keeping; 2, normal courses; 3, departments of law, while ~(Rutherford ancl 
Shaw Universities) were open to both sexes. 
The Univm·sity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, included in the above summary, re-
ports, in addition to clas ical and scientific departments and a legal course of 2 years, 
a 4 years' philosophical course, a 3 years' course in civil engineering, a 2 years' med-
ical course, and a summer normal of 6 weeks. There were 202 students present in 
1!:!78-'79.-(Catalogue and return.) 
Bicldle University, Charlotte, received $8,420 from the United Presuyterian Church 
of Scotland in 1 79, the interest of which is to be used exclusively to prepare students 
for missionary work in Africa.- (Return.) 
Wake F01·est Univm·sity added $4,000 to its endowment fund during the year ending 
June 30, 1879, and received $12,000 for the erection of Wingate Memorial Hall.-(Re-
turn.) 
For title , location, and statistics, see Table IX of the appendix; for summaries of 
the statistic , a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIO ... T FOR TilE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For stati tic · of . nch coil ge , see Table VIII of the appendix ; for a statistical 
summary, see a corrc ponding taulo in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
1 In 1880 a J)rcparatory d partment wn!i add u to the school, inereasing the course to 0 years. 
2 Tbe North Carolina Journal of Education has since been estttblishcd. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The agricultural and mechanical department of the State University re.ported 53 
students in 1878-'79 in the regular 4 years' scientific course and 71 in a partial course. 
A theoretical and practical knowledge of all departments of agriculture and considera-
ble instruction in mathematics, German, and French are given to the students. The 
schools of chemistry and physics and the college of natural history also prepare for 
scientific pursuits. The agricultural experiment station reports the successful prose-
cution of its work and 900 analyses made since the establishment of the station in 
March, 1877.-(College catalogue and return.) 
Several of the colleges reporting have either regular scientific courses or schools of 
natural science. · 
For statistics, see Table X of the appendix; for summaries of the statistics, a. cor-
responding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIO::s-AL. 
Theological instruction is given in 3 years' courses in Biddle University, Charlotte 
(Presbyterian)1 and Bm;mett Seminary, Greensboroul?h (Methodist Episcopal), and in 4 years' courses m Shaw University, Raleigh (Baptist), and Trinity College (Methodist 
Episcopal South), Shaw alone requiring an examination for admission. The school 
of the Bible connected with Wake Forest College (Missionary Baptist) also furnishes 
instruction to young men desiring to enter the ministry, but gives neither degree nor 
certificate of proficiency.- (Catalogue anu returns of Wake Forest College.) 
Legal instruction is given in 2 years' courses in the State University and in Trinity 
College. Applicants for admission are not required to pass an examination. The 
former had 7 students in 1878-'79, the latter 14. Rutherford College has also opened 
a department of law, which will prepare students to obtain a li~ense to practise. 'fhe 
length of the course is not yet decided.- (Returns and circulars.) 
The medical course in the University of North Carolina covers 2 years and embraces 
instruction in chemistry, botany, physiology, anatomy, materia medica, and the prac-
tice of medicine. Laboratory work is not included in the course, but operations in 
surgery are permitted to students sufficiently advanced in anatomy.-(Collego cata· 
logue, 1878-'79.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATIO~ OF TilE DEAl!' .AND DUMB AND TilE BLIND. 
The Xorth Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Raleigh, sent 
in a biennial report under date of January 1, 1879, and no later information has been 
received. A principal, 7 teachers for the deaf and dumb, 5 teachers for the blind, and 
2 of music formed the list of officers of the institution. The domestic aml mechanical 
departments were under t.he charge of 6 and 3 persons, respectively. Although the 
overcrowding of the institution necessitated an enlargement of the 1mildings and 
other outlay, the net balance in the treasury at the beginning of 1879 was $7,489.57. 
A library of 500 volumes is in use. Much attention is paicl to the instruction of the 
colored deaf-mutes and blind. The common school branches and broom, mattress, 
an l. hoe making, cane seating, sewing, knitting, and bead antl fancy work are taught. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
The 'tate report of1 indicated that a North Carolina Teachers' As ociation wa 
organized by the t acher ·in attendance at the summ r normal connected with the 
tate Univer ity. Th y were al o to form county association throughout the State. 
o information ha r ached the Bureau as to wheth r the e meeting took place in 
1 79. 
'HIEF 'TATE CHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. Jonx . CAnuoao~,;ou, State ,-uperintendent of public instruction, Raleiuh. 
[ con<l t('trn, January 1, 1877, to January 1, 1881.1 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. · 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATIO~ AND ATTENDANCE . 
White youth of school age (6-21) ....• 1,018,789 1,018,795 6 ........... -- .. 
Colored youth of school age (6-21) .... 23,174 24,525 1,351 ................... 
Whole number of schoola.ge ....•..... 1,041,963 1,043,320 1,357 .......................... 
Whites in public schools ........ ..... 730,365 725,210 . -- .. -- ......... 5,155 
Colored in public schools ..•.•........ 9,829 9,441 .... -- .......... 388 
Whole number enrolled .............. 740,194 734,651 ............. -...... 5,543 
Average da.ily attendance ...•.. ..... . 465,372 459,990 ....................... 5,882 
Pupils in private schools ..........•.. 23,121 28,861 5,740 ... -- ... - ...... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
'fownship districts ... ................ 1,347 1,346 ... --- ........... 1 
Subdistricts in these ................. 10,769 10,842 73 ..................... 
City, village, and special districts .... 651 666 15 
·----·---· Districb divisions in these ............ 743 759 16 . -.. --. -..... 
School-houses in township districts ... 10,791 10,874 83 . ---- ... -..... 
School-houses in city, village, and spe- 1,188 1,269 81 ........ -..... -
cial districts. 
Whole number of public school-houses . 11,979 12,143 164 ........ -..... -...... 
Whole numher of public school rooms .. 15,671 16,045 374 .................... .. 
Number of public school rooms used 15,139 15,515 376 ........................ 
for elementarv schools. 
Number of pub'lic school rooms used 532 530 --- ... -............ 2 
· for high schools. 
44 School-houses built ...... ............ 481 437 .. -....... -... 
Cost of school-houses built .. . ........ $843,822 $580,801 ................ -... $263,021 
Value of public school-houses and 21,329,864 21,103,255 ....... .... - ........ 226,600 
grounds. 
150 Average time of chool in clays ....... 155 ...................... 5 
TEACIIERS A~D TIIEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools ....... 11,099 11,456 357 . -.. -- ......... 
Female teachers in public schools .... 12,292 12,031 ....................... 261 
·whole number employed ............. 23,391 23,487 96 -- ... , .... -.... 
Number of teacher.' perma.uently em- 8,525 9,028 503 ............ -- .. 
ployed. 
Teach rs in primary an!l gmmmar 22,6 0 22,781 101 ......... - ..... 
chools. 
Teachers in high ·hools ............ _. 711 706 ....... ---- 5 
Teachers in chool for colored youth. 262 238 
··-···---· 
24 
Teach rs in private school _ .......... 225 272 47 
··-·····--A veraO'e monthly pay of men ......... $59 $56 
-- ... -... --. $3 AveraO'e monthl~- pay of women ...... 41 41 ... .......... 
-----··-·· 
ISCO~m A ."D EXPENDIT RE. 
Whole r ceipt. for publi hool _ .... ,.·7, 41,911 $7,747,485 
.. ----. ----
$94,426 
'Vbol !'xpen<litur for them .... ...... 7,995,125 7, 711,325 
·-- --· -- ... -
283,800 
(From the report of lion. Ja.mcs J. Burns, State commissioner of common school -, 
for theY. ar n<li11g August 31, 1 79, the r port containing most of the sta.tistics oi 
thp previOus y ar. The r ipts a.ml expenditures a.re from a written return.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICEHS. 
These consist of a State commissioner of common schools; State, county1 city, u.nd 
village boards of examiners; and boards of education for city, township, village, and 
special districts, with 3 directors for each subdistrict, 1 of them elected each year 
after the first.- (School law.) 
OTiillR FEATURES OF TilE SYSTEM. 
The schools are sustained by a State tax of 1 mill on each dollar of taxable prop-
erty, by the income from the common school fund, and by local taxation, the amount 
in each district to be designated by the boards of education, but not to exceed 7 mills 
on the dollar. A semiannual apportionment of common school money is made to 
the counties in proportion to the youth of school age enumerated, n.ny failure to re-
port such number causing forfeiture of school moneys. The law makes provision for 
enough free schools (to be kept open from 24 to 44 weeks) for all youth of school age; 
also, for schools of a high grade, evening schools, schools in homes for children an.l 
county infirmaries, and separate schools (if desired) for colored children. Tho Ger-
man language is to be taught in the public schools when 75 of the residentfi·eoholflerll, 
representing not less than ·!0 pupils, demand it. Children between and 14 must 
attend school at least 12 weeks in each school year unless specially excused. County 
examiners now grant certificates to teachers for six, twelve, eighteen, twenty-four, 
and thirty-six months from the day of examination. These certificates are valid 
within the county, except in city an<l village districts, where they must be indor d 
by the president and secretary of the board of examiners. The law provides for school 
libraries in districts, through an appropriation from the contingent fund; in citie . ,, 
by a tax of one-tenth of a ruill for each dollar of the valuation of taxable property.-
(Schoollaw.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics of 187 -'79 compared with those of 1877-'78 show an increase of youth 
of school age, ofpupilsinprivateschools, of subdistricts in the townships, and in city, 
village, and special districts and their divisions, of school-houses and school room~ 
(especially those used for the elementary branches), and of teachers in both public 
and private schools. On the other hand there was a decrease in enrolment and attend-
ance of both white and colored children in township districts, in the number of new 
chool-houses erected during the year, in high school buildings, in thA average tim 
of school in days, in women teaching, in teachers employed in high and colore 
schools, in the monthly pay of men, in the cost of new school-houses, in the value of 
public school-houses and grounds, and in the receipts and expenditures for the year. 
Of the 39,265 applicants for teachers' positions in 1878-'79 some 25,018 received c 1-
ti:fi.cates. In order to hold out inducements for higher attainments in scholarship 
and to recognize actual success in teaching, a fifth grade of certificate is now given 
by county examiners. There are 5 moro colleges for young men ana 5 more semi-
naries or colleges for women reported in 1879 than in 1878; also, an addition:tl normal 
college. There was a marked increase in the number of pupils studying Engli h gram-
mar, composition, rhetoric, Latin, Greek, German, chemistry, geology, United State: 
history, book-keeping, oral lessons, drawing, vocal music, and map drawing, and a. 
decrea e in the students of general history, natural philosophy, botany, natural his-
tory, and French. The r ports from the different counties indicate a g nerally pro -
perous condition in the schools notwithstanding the deer a e in enrolm nt and aver-
arre att ndance report d. The character of the chool-hon. es is also said to be slowly 
improving, although there i yet much to be done.- ( tate report, 1 ,g,) 
lU •• DERG RTE.· TRAr.·n•a. 
For tb ta i. tic. f Kind rgHrt n whi h . end r tnrns to thj Bur au e Tabl Y 
f the app ndi.· and a uromary th r .of in th report ofth 'ommi ion r pr cedin"" 
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
These consist of boards of education, boards of examiners, and city superintendents. 
who supervise the schools. 
STATISTICS. a 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities and large towns. population. school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. schools. ten dance. 
Akron ...................... 17, 000 4, 465 2, 826 2,197 56 $43,394-
Bellaire ..................... 7, 665 2, 694 1, 600 920 22 16,311 
Canton ..................... 12, 500 3, 761 2,142 1, 557 41 36,955 
Chillicothe .................. 15,000 3, 277 1, 798 1,433 45 29, 81& 
Cincinnati .................. 300,000 87,618 30, 906 24,997 600 741,274 
Cleveland ................... 145,545 46, 145 2~. 741 15,695 409 370,727 
Columbus ................... 51, 881 14, 178 7,409 5, 707 137 135,857 
~:l!0o~t:::::::::::::::::::: 35,000 11,660 5, 696 4, 435 123 132,346 7,500 2,358 1, 042 706 19 13, 39& 
Hamilton ................... 15, 000 5,168 1, 907 1, 421 33 38,127 
Ironton ..................... 9, 900 2, 720 1, 607 1,176 29 16,531 
Mansfield ................... 10,000 2, 866 1, 777 1, 350 36 31, 03(). 
Marietta .................... 8, 500 1, 940 1, 313 1, 058 23 15, 84(). 
Massillon ................... 9, 000 2,401 1,132 789 23 49,798 
Newark ..................... 11,000 3, 715 1, 854 1, 349 39 22,836 
~~~=~!O:th::::: :::::::::::: 8, 000 2, 021 1, 279 860 26 13,858 15, 000 3,485 2,131 1, 644 41 35,102 
Sandusky ................... 17, 500 6,113 2,414 1, 862 49 38,120 
Springfield ................. 20,000 5, 683 2, 683 2, 066 52 48,364 
Steubenville ................ 16,000 5, 346 2, 397 1, 832 39 29,082 
Tiffin ....................... 10,000 2, 916 1,117 875 27 23,846 
Toledo ...................... 55.000 14,898 7, 618 4, 739 128 139, 131 
I~:~s;~:~:::::: :::::::::: 18, 000 5, 006 2,102 624 38 34,604 20,000 5, 571 3,103 2, 201 69 51, 73& 
a The statistics are from the State report, except the figures for population, which are from other 
authentic sources. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Aleron reports 12 school-houses, with 42 rooms, exclusive of rooms used only in reci-
tation; school property valued at $120,000; and an increase in youth of school age, in 
enrolment, and in attendance over the previous year. The schools were primary, 
grammar, and high. A. revised course, adopted in the preceding year, was followed 
with advantage.- (State and city reports.) 
Bellaire reports 5 school-houses, with 26 rooms used for both study and recitation, 
and school property valued at $45,000.- (State report, 1879.) 
Canton reports for 1878-'79 a slight decrease in youth of school age, an increase in 
enrolment and attendance in the public schools, 8 school-houses, and $75,000 of school 
property; also, 4 night schools, with 150 students.-(State report and Ohio Educa-
tional Monthly, March, 1879.) 
Chillicothe reports fewer pupils enrolled and attending school in 1878-'79 than in 
1877-'78; 4 school-houses, with 51 rooms for both study and recitation; and 431 pupils. 
studying German in the high school.-(State report.) 
Cincinnati reports 41 schools, divided into 32 district, 6 intermediate, and 3 high. 
Of this number, 6 of the district, 1 of the high, and 2 of the intermediate grades were 
for colored pupils. A. normal school and one for deaf-mutes reported respectively 107 
and 34 pupils. There were 49 school buildings, with 585 rooms in use, and in addition 
to the pupils enrolled in the public schools some 3,193 youth were studying in the 13 
night schools, 3 of which were for colored pupil , while 18,723 children were in no 
scliool whatever. Much improvement was noticed during 1b78-'79 in pronunciation 
and reacling, tho pupils being examined as to the meaning of words and sentences; in 
composition, the object lesson being the basis in the lower grades; and in penmanship; 
while in drawing a remarkable uniformity in all the grades of the district and inter-
~ediate schools wa ob er>able. The plan (introduced two years ago in the fourth 
mterm 1liate chool) of having the pupils give biographical and historical sketches. 
befor the classes, be id s the regular United States history lessons, is now adopted by 
nearly all teacher . The public library reports 120,474 books and pamphlets (9,880 
of the!ll added during the year), a gain of 110 a day in the use of books, and a branch 
e tabh bed June, 1 79, which already ·irculates 1,100 volumes a month.-(City re-
port, 1 70-' 0.) 
Clc!•cland had in 1 78-'79 special teachers in tl1e public school for music, drawing, 
p nman hip, book-ke ping, :1nd erman; no vening. chools; 40 different hool build-
mgA, with 20,0G2 ittiug~ for . indy; 10,0:35 pupils in private or parochial school ; a 
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normal school, with 65 girl students under 4 teachers; and an increase of youth of 
school a()'e and of pupils enrolled.-(Return and State report.) 
Cohtmbus reports 1 high, a Saturday normal, 45 grammar, and 74 primary school ; 
25 school buildings, with 7,037 sittings for study; 3 school-houses building; school 
property valued at $603,968; the condition of the schools eminently satisfactory and 
a substantial and decided advance throughout the different grades made during 
1 78-'79 ; a larger attendance in the high school than ever before, with the good char-
acter of the school fully maintained; the popularity of the study of German increasing 
from year to year; and special teachers in music and drawing, considerable progres, 
being made in both branches. The public library, which is growing steadily, has at 
present belongin&" to the school board some 4,807 volumes, 41:10 of them in German.-
( City report, 187~;-'79, and return.) 
Dayton in 1878-'79 had 13 school-houses, with 116 rooms for both study and recita-
tion; school property valued at $341,100; an increase in youth of school age, in enrol-
ment, and attendance, and in the number of teachers employed; an enrolment of 245 
pupils between 16 and 21 years of age; 1,582 students in German, 203 in United States 
history, 158 in Latin, and 6 in Greek. The results of the free hand and industrial 
drawing introduced into evening classes in 1877-'78 are reported to have been remark-
able for excellence in 1879.- (State report.) 
Fremont had $50,000 in school property; 7 school-houses, with 14 rooms for both 
. tudy and recitation; an average monthly enrolment of 754 in the primary and of 76 
in the high grade; and 150 pupils studying German.-(State report.) 
Hamilton repOI"ts a slight decrease in youth of school age, in enrolment, and in at-
tendance; 5 school buildings, with 1,300 sittings; a special music teacher for all the 
grades; and 9 private or parochial schools, containing 950 sittings.- (State report and 
return.) 
Ironton for 1878-'79 reports 10 school-houses and 28 rooms for both stu<.ly and recita-
tion, school property valued at $37,000, and an average monthly enrolment of 1,318,.:..__ 
(State report.) 
Mansfield reports an increase in youth of school age, in enrolment ::mel attendance, 
and in the number of teachers employed. There were 6 school-houses, with 30 rooms 
forbothstudyandrecitation. Theschoolpropertywas estimated at $150,000.-(State 
report.) 
Ma1·ietta had 8 school buildings and 20 rooms, exclusive of those used for recitation 
only; school property valued at $44,000; and an average monthly enrolment of 1,100 
pupils in the lower grades and of 71 in the high school.- (State report.) 
Massillon reports school property valued at $100,000; 4 school-houses, with 22 room, 
for both study and recitation ; 108 students of German, 34 of Latin, and 77 in natural 
philosophy in the higher grades.-(State report.) 
Newa1·k reports special teachers for German and penmanship; 6 school buildings, 
with 1,990 sittings, 40 of them in the 1 evening school; au increase in youth of school 
age, in enrolment, in attendance, and in teachers; and 2 private or parochial schools, 
having 280 students.- (State report and return.) 
Pome1·oy had 5 school-houses, containing 24 rooms for both study and recitat.ion; 
~chool property valued at $20,000; lti3 pupils studying German, 61 Latin, and 11 Greek 
1n the high school; and 300 pupils in private or parochial schools.-(State report and 
retmn.) 
. Portsmouth reports 7 different school buildings, containing 2,020 sittings; a continued 
mer a e in attendance at school and in youth of school a$.e, but a slight decrea e in 
enrolment; a special teacher of German; and 200 pup1ls in private or parochial 
schools.-( tat report and return.) 
andusky reports a decrea e in youth of school age and in enrolment, bnt more 
re!!nlar attendance; 12 school-bon es, with 40 rooms for both study aml recitation· 
and 174,000 in school property.-(State report.) 
prinofield had 8 chool buildings, containing 49 rooms for both study aucl r citation; 
c~ ol property valu d at '202,500; and an n.v rage monthly enrolment of 2,147 in the 
pnmary grade and 130 in h high cboo1. It was also aid that a normal d part-
m ? wa op n d in pt rob r, 187 , in conn ction with the hiooh scho 1, 10 young 
1 dt , graduat s of hat chool, entering it.- (• tate r port and Ohio Eduoationa1 
Ion hly £; r Iar h 1 9.) 
. t uben ille r po~t a cou e of study of 11 y ar , three of which are pa d i~ the 
hwh cho .1. Pupil wbo have aclvano d a. far a he third year of chool are adm1tted 
to a cla 1n erman. Th nr lment and atteudanc for 1 78-'79 were twice a great 
i!l-1 1 - l. Th 6 s hool uilding contain <1:2, 032 sittings, and th 1 ev ning chool 
which wa open 4 m nth , had 61 pupil , with an av raooe att ndan e of 22. There 
wer. 40~ ch lara in privat r par chial school .-(City report aud r tum.) 
Tiffm 1n 7 ha 27 ·chool rooms£ r both nd and recitation, in 5 chool build-
ing , worth with tb ir it . 75, 0.- ( tat r port.) 
Toledo r p rt a cl cr a· in outh f ·bo 1 ag in nr 1m nt, and in attcnclauc ; 
11 ro m for th .tnd · and r citati n, in 27 httildings, worth, with their ite , 
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$500,000. There were 1,209 students of German, 26 of French, anu 43 of Latin.-(State report.) 
Youngstown had in 1878-'79 an average monthly enrolment of 1,569 in the primary 
grad~s and of 58 in the high school. There was an increase in youth of school age 
and m enrolment.-(State report.) 
z.anesville had 19 buildings for school purposes, with 65 rooms, exclusive of those for 
reCita~ion only; school property valued at $171,500; in high school branches, 191 
studymg German, 61 Latin, 28 trigonometry, 37 geometry, 83 algebra, 42 natural phi-
losophy, 52 philosophy, and 58 Unitecl Statet> history.-(State report.) 
TRAINING OP 'l'EACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL DEPARTMENTS. 
The schools reporting to this Bureau are the Northwestern Ohio Normal School, Ada; 
the Geneva Normal School, Geneva; theN ational Normal School, Lebanon; the Mans-
field Normal College, Mansfield; the Western Reserve Normal School, Milan; the 
Millersburg Normal School, Millersburg; the Ohio Central Normal School, Worthing-
ton; the Ohio Free Normal School, Yellow Springs; and the normals connected with 
the public school systems of Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, and Dayton. The num-
ber of normal students attending 11 of these schools was 2,289. The Western Reserve, 
the one exception, reported courses but not pupils. The changes in courses of study 
reported during the year were the substitution of a 3 years' classical course in the 
Northwestern Ohio Normal for the former 4 years' course and the addition of 1 year 
to the course in the Cincinnati Normal for those who are not graduates of high schools 
or of other institutions having equal requirements. The school at Cleveland gives 
either a 1 or 2 years' course of study, that at Dayton finishes in 1 year, and the Co-
lumbus Normal has a 2 years' course. The Millersburg Normal School, not before 
reported, had on A.ugust 10, 1879, courses of study of 1, 2, and 3 years; 13 resident in-
structors; 91 normal students; 5 graduates, 4 of them engaged in teaching; ancl 
diplomas granted on completion of the course.- (Catalogues, returns, and State report.) 
NORMAL COURSES IN COLLEGES. 
Teachers' or normal courses are found in Buchtel College, Akron; Ohio University, 
Athens; Baldwin University, Berea; Farmers' College, College Hill; Ohio Wesleyan 
University, Delaware; Hiram College, Hiram; Mt. Union College, Mt. Union; Prank-
lin College, New Athens; Muskingum College, New Concord; Rio Grande College, 
Rio Grande; Scio College, Scio, which has a special course of traii.ting in studies for 
teaching, but not in methods; Heidelberg College, Tiffin, which gives a course of 
lectures on the practice of teaching; Geneva College, West Geneva, a scientific and 
normal course; Wilberforce University, Xenia; and Antioch College, Yellow Springs.-
( College catalogues.) 
SPECIAL NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
The summer institute of the Ohio Central Normal School, Wo;thington, was adver:-
tised for July 7 to August 15, 1879. In addition to the regular recitations and reviews, 
lecture courses were announced on psychology as applied to teaching, on language 
lessons and grammar, on mathematical geography and map drawing, on school organ-
ization and methods, on experimental physics and chemistry, and on practical anatomy 
and physiology. The teachers' class to continue the study and practice of principles 
and methods, the Kindergarten for children, and the training class for ladies who desire 
to understand the system were to continue during the entire session. Later informa-
tion is that the school is doing better and more thorough work than ever before. 
'!'here were 12 regular teachers graduated and 4 Kindero-artner. 
A 5 weeks' summer normal school, beginning June 2J, 1879, was advertised to ue 
held at St. Paris, but no further notice of it has been received. 
Other summer normals were the school to prepare teachers of industrial art (includ-
ing drawing, oil and water color painting, and wood carving), which held its third an-
nual session in Columbu , Jnly 7, and a six weeks' session, beginning July 8, of the 
Mansfield :rormal College.- (Ohio Educational Monthly and Educational Weekly.) 
TEACHER ' IX, TITUTES. 
There were 91 of the. meetings held in 86 connties in 1878-'79 and 3 in cities, 
with 468 instructors and lectnrers ancl 12,60,... members in attendance. The expendi-
tures were '20,496, being~·2,039 less than iu1877-'7 . Supe1·intendentBurns thinks that 
if the State were divided into four or five institute ilistricts and placed under the ISen· 
eral management of a board of instructors commi siouecl by the State and paid trom 
the institute fund the meetings would accomplish more and be more economically 
managed. He wouid al o have two week' ses ions whenp.racticable.-(. tate report.) 
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EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Ohio Educational Monthly and Notes and Queries, published at Salem, and The 
Library and The School, published at Columbus, continued in 1879 to furnish valuable 
information as to the progress Of educational matters in the State and elsewhere, and 
.also had many excellent articles on methods of teaching. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The 530 "high" schools reporting in 187&-'79 had au enrolment of 29,686 pupils and 
a,n average attenclance o£'20,734. They employed 706 teachers at an average salary in 
township districts of$37 a month for women teachers and $56 for men, and in separate 
districts of $63 for women and $72 for men. During the year 5 buildings for this grade 
of school were erected, at a cost of $72,086. Superintendent Burns, referring to the 
exaggerated accounts of the number and cost of high schools, says that many schools 
are reported as high schools when they have no claim to such a title, as for instance 
one teaching only the six primary branches, or a school of :five or six rooms, the only 
one in the village. The entire cost of many similar schools and buildings is charged 
to the high school account, so that, according to the returns made by petty school 
officers, there are only high schools in certain localities. In order to show the num-
ber of buildings throughout the State used exclusively for the highest grade of public 
schools and the class of people getting the benefit of such instruction, a table on this 
basis is appended to the State report. According to this there are only 9 buildings 
.and 257 rooms used exclusively for high school purposes, with 105 principal teachers 
2.nd 8,682 pupils. Of the scholars 2,903 were children of mechanics and laborers, 824 
-of professional men, 992 of merchants, 669 of small tradesmen, 100 of farmers, and of 
.3,194 the parent~' occupations were unknown.- (State report.) 
OTilER SECONDA]lY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of secondary institutions reporting to this Bureau, such as business 
-colleges, private academic schools, preparatory schools, or preparatory departments 
-of colle~es and universities, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, and the 
.summanes of these in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR ;BOTH SElCES. 
The 35 colleges from which information was received either in 1879 or in the years 
preceding report classical courses of 4 years, and all, except the University of Cincin-
nati, have preparatory departments. Six (Capital University and Antioch, Farmers', 
Kenyon, Western Reserve, anil St. Xavier Colleges) do not seem to have scientific 
courses; 14 report normal courses; 10 have commercial departments; 5 have philo-
sophical and 2 have literary courses of 4 years; 12 show regular theological courses 
or biblical studies pursued from 1 to 4 years; 3, courses in medicine; and 1, a law de-
partment, all coming under professional instruction, while special, elective, English, 
and ladies' courses are mentioned. Instruction in German, French, music, drawing, 
and painting is very generally given. Twenty-eight colleges admit women, and in 31 
there were 5, 91 students in 1878-'79 and 3· 0 graduates. The statistics for the other 
four are wanting.- (Catalogn sand returns.) 
The niversity of Cincinnati has no preparatory course, but in addition to the regular 
collegiate cour. es ther were literary and special courses extending through 4 years, 
with 4. ar 'cour e in civil ngineering and in the school of design. The students 
have al o opportnni y for graduate study.-(Catalogue, 1878-'79, and return.) 
The Ohio tate University, which is not included in the summary, as it belongs mainly 
to th cienti:fic scho Is, has, how ver, a preparatory course of 2 years and a clas ical 
coll giate an a philo. ophical conr of 4 years each.-(Circular.) 
Th Ohio WeslC!Jan University, Delawar , offi rs a preparatory course in medicine, for 
whi h e cientinc and Profi ional Instruction.- (Catalogue, 1878-'79.) 
Mt. Un ·on oll~ge, Mt. Union, b ides th pr para tory, cla ical, and scientific courses, 
h a r ~l r in colleg , a chool of desirrn, a conservatory of music, a course of 
lib ral litera ure ancl arts, a 4 year 'philosophical cours , and a one year's graduate 
u .- ( atalogne, l 7 -'79.) 
For th n m , 1 ·ation , religious denomina ion , and tatistics of the institutions 
r p rting, Table IX of the appendix, and for a ummary of stati tics, a correspond-
ing tabl in th r port f the Commission r preceding. 
I • TITUTIO •s F R TilE PERIOR L~ TRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
In additi t h pportuniti for the higher education of this sex found in 28 of 
the colleg for men, there are 12 institutions for women, 3 of them conferring colle-
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gi~te degrees. All have classical courses, 2 commence with the Kindergarten system, 
and 3 have normal classes or departments. Besides the usual instruction in :E'rench, 
German, Italian, music, drawing, and painting, Greek and Hebrew enter into the col-
legiate course in one or more cases. Of these institutions, 3 are non-sectarian, 4 Pres· 
byterian, 2 Episcopal, and 1 each Baptist, Methodist Episcopal, and Methodist.-
(Catalogues and returns.) 
For names, location, and statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix, and for a sum-
ma.ry of statistics, a corr esponding table in t:o.e report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Scientific courses are found in 29 colleges, and more special scientific instruction is 
given in the Ohio State University, which reports a preparatory course of 2 years that 
includes preparation at once for classical, philosophical, scientific, and agricultural 
collegiate courses of 4 years each and for 3 years' courses in civil, mining, and me-
chanical engineering. Degrees corresponding to each course are given. Military drill 
was made optional in 1878, and about half of the male students took part therein; the 
number taking part in 1879 is not given. There were 294 students in the university 
in 1878-'79.-(Circular and return.) For statistics, see Table X, and a summary of 
this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PRO]'ESSIONAL. 
Courses in theology were found in 12 of the colleges reported under Superior Instruc-
tion, running sometimes for four years along with t-he collegiate course and in others 
going 2 years beyond it. There were also separate institutions for theological stu-
dents, 5 of which-St. Charles Borromeo Theological Seminary, Carthagena; St. 
Mary's Theological Seminary, Cleveland; Union Biblical Seminary, Dayton; Oberlin 
Theological Seminary; and the United Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Xenia-
report for 1878-'79. The courses range from 2 to 5 years-the latter including many 
preparatory studies- and an examination for admission of persons who are not college 
graduates is generally required for the theological course proper. A seeming excep· 
tion is made in the Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo, which bas an 8 to 10 years' 
course, beginning with the elements, and a real one in the theological department of 
German Wallace College, Berea, neither of these schools requiring applicants to be 
examined. The Bexley Hall Theological School, at Gambier (Protestant Episcopal), 
with a 3 years' course) is included among those above, and at it there appears to be a 
specially careful examinatic.n of all candidates for admission who are not college grad· 
uates.- (Catalogues and returns.) 
Legal training is given in the Law School of the Cincinnati College, which has a 
2 years' course, with a third year allowed, but no examination for admission, and in 
the law department of Wilberforce University, which requires a fair English educa· 
tion and rAcommends a classical or scientific course.- (Catalogues.) 
The "regular" 1nedica l schools reporting for 1878-'79 were the Medical College of 
Ohio, the ()incinnati College of Medicine and Surgery, the Miami Medical College, all 
in Cincinnati; the Cleveland Medical College; the Columbus Medical College ; the 
Starling Medical College, Columbus; and the medical departments of Wooster Uni-
versity, of the Western Reserve College, and of the Ohio Wesleyan Colle~e, Delaware. 
In this last a preparatory course in medicine was commenced in 1878- 79. It is in-
tended to giv<' a systematic preliminary training to students in medicine who cannot 
complete a full clas ical or scientific course. This' training consists of a uaily exercise 
in biology, comparative anatomy, and botany, extenuing throucrh three terms, followed 
by a full com-.·e of human physiology and medical zoology ; also, a daily exercise in 
general chemistry and chemical philosophy through two terms. The other schools 
named above have the ordinary 3 years' course of study under a physician, which 
inclml 2 lecture courses in the schools. Except in the Cleveland Medical College, 
there is apparently no examination for admission. The Eclectic Medical Institute, 
Cincinnati, and the Pulte Medical College, Cincinnati, also have a 3 years' course, 
and the latter requir s caudidates for admi ion to be examined; it also announces the 
admi ion of women to the clinics, &c., from 18i9-'80 on. The Homreopathic Hospital 
College, Clev land, has both a 2 years' 1·egular and a 3 years' graded course, the latter 
recomm ncled but not required. It does not report as to previous examination, but 
urges physi ians not to accept student who lack due preparation for medical study. 
The Ohio Coil « of D ntal Surgery, incinnati, and tho Cincinnati Colle~e of Phar-
macy hav :.l y ar 'cour ; the former r quires an examination for admissiOn and the 
latt r 4 ye!lr. x~ ri nee in pharmacy.-( atalognes and return .) 
For tab t1cs of all th pro£ ssional chools, ee Tabl s XI, XII, and XIII of the 
app mli.· and ummari of them iu the report of the Commis ioner preceding. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND TJ:-U~ Di.l:\0. 
The Ohio Institution fo1' the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Columbus, reports 429 
pupils in November; 1879, with an average of 433 for the year. The three depart-
ments, primary, grammar, and academic, were continued. One-tenth of the pupils 
were taught articulation and lip reading in successive half hours. In all the classes 
the greater part of the day was given to English composition. The branches taught 
were the same as in the public schools; the employments, shoemaking, printing, and 
book binding.-(Report for 1879 and return.) 
The Cincinnati Day School for the Deaf and Dumb gave a common school education 
to 34 pupils in 1 78-'79. The increase in enrolment at the beginning of the year ne-
cessitated the employment of an additional teacher, and it became evident that only 
the poverty of their parents prevented still other children from entering the school. 
Consequently an appeal for funds was made. The legislature appropriated $1,400 in 
June, 1879, to pay teachers and to support other ehildren for one year in schools for 
the education of deaf-mutes.-(Return and Cincinnati report for 1879.) 
The Ohio Institution fo1· the Edtwat-ion of the Blind, Columbus, reports an enrolment 
of 243 pupils for 1879, with an average attendance of 173; the Kindergarten in suc-
cessful operation, with 38 pupils; a tuning department, organized during the last 
term of the year, fitting young men to support themselves; a large number of pupils 
studying the common school branches; 17 studying mental science, 6 Latin, 5 geom-
etry, 26 natural philosophy, 30 United States history, ancl 11 general history. The 
ulind are also taught various industrial employments.-(Report for 1879.) 
EDUCATIO~ OF TIIE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Ohio Institution for the Education of Idiotic and Imbecile Youth, Columbus, 
reported 512 inmates in 1 77-'7 . Information for 1t:l78-'79 is wanting. 
I~DU TRIAL .u~D REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
Returns for 1878-'79 were received from 12 orphan asylums and homes in different 
parts of the State, containin&' an aggreg:1te of 1,207 children. Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic were taught in all tb se institutions, drawing and vocal music in some. 
In 7 there were certain employments. · 
The Indust1·ial School and Home, Clevelanu, reported 132 children cared for in 1 79 
and 60 placed in homes. All the children attend school and perform more or le s 
physicallabor.-(Report for 1879.) 
St. Lukf!s Swing School, at Marietta, has trained 300 children in the five years end-
ing April1, 1879, and had 38 girls under care in 1878-'79. The school is-open on at-
uraays from 2 to 4 o'clock from November to March.-(Return.) 
The Warren St1·eet Mission Sewing School, also at Marietta, admits girls from 6 to 14 
years of age, teaching tbem sewing and Bible lessons. There were 54 girls in attend-
ance in 1878-'79.-(Return.) 
'l'he House of Refuge, Cincinnati, reported 221 inmates on December 31, 1879, to 
whom were taught the ordinary branches and music, also shoe and brush making, 
wirework, &c.-(Return.) 
The Ohio Reform School, near Lanca ter, had 314 inmates in November, 1879. They 
received instruction in the common school branches and in farming, blacksmithing, 
cookery, making gas, tailoring, l>ru hand shoe making, carpenter' work, telegraphy, 
and m ic.- (Return.) · 
ED TCATIO AL CONVENTION 
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labor to be respected. A resolution was adopted permitting the forming of a section 
called the "Science section," the incorporation of elementary science instruction in 
the common schools being given to be reported on at the next meeting. A paper on 
"Ch~racter culture in the schools," read by Superintendent J. W. Dowel, of Troy, led 
to considerable discussion. Other topics treated were "Professional discourtesy;" 
"Classics in the public schools," in which the benefits gained in clearness of expres-
sion and thought and in propriety and force of style by a knowledge of the classics 
were shown; and "The American common school teacher," who, said Rev. D. H. 
Moore, of Cincinnati, should be safely conservative as well as safely progressive. Dr. 
Alston Ellis, of Columbus, advocated the teaching of German in the public schools. 
He was followed by Prof. L. R. Klemm, of Cleveland, and Dr. Peaslee, of Cincinnati, 
on the same subject. In a paper on "The true legal basis of our public school system," 
Professor D. F. De Wolf, of the Western Reserve College, Hudson, indicated that the 
governing powers in past times realized that in order to preserve the well being of the 
country the people must be educated; also, that the state is as absolutely bound to 
educate its citizens as it is bound to secure the orderly and safe enjoyment of life a.nd 
liberty in the pursuit of happiness. A letter on ''Education in Japan," from Dr. T. 
C. Mendenhall, professor in the University of Tokio, Japan, was next read. He said 
that within ten or twelve years enough reforms in educational matters alone have 
been made to render the Japanese nation famous. He mentioned the establishment 
of a national bureau of education; the opening of public schools modelled after the 
best features of those in Am~rica and Europe; the erection of a large educational 
museum, which is :filled with articles bearing on primary education; the establish-
ment of well equipped and well managed normal and training schools; the special 
schools, hardly exc_elled in any other country; the schools for higher instruction main-
tained in various parts of the empire; and the imperial university. A report as to the 
work of the ungraded school section, which was formed in 1878, was made by Hon. J. 
J. Burnsj and one on "Juvenile literature," by the committee appointed fop that pur-
pose in1ts78.-(0hio Educational Monthly.) 
OTHER TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
Sessions of the Central, the Northeastern, the Northwestern, the Southwestern, the-
Eastern Ohio, and the Tri State Teachers' Associations were held once or oftener dur-
ing 1878-'79. There were also county associations held in various portions of the State. 
during the year.-(Ohio Educational Monthly.) 
OBI'rUARY RECORD. 
PROFESSOR HENRY SMITH, D. D., LL.D. 
Dr. Smith was born at Milton, Vt., December 16, 1805, and graduated at Miadlebury 
College in 1827. He taught until1830, when he entered the Theological Seminary at 
Andover, during his senior year teaching in the Marietta high school. After the in-
corporation of the Marietta College Institute in 1832, he was elected the :first professor, 
and in 1846 became president. In 1855 he accepted the professorship of sacred rhetoric 
and pastoral theology at Lane Seminary. He moved, later, to Cincinnati; and in 1861 
he accepted a call to the North Presbyterian Church in Buffalo, N. Y., where he re-
mained about three years. He then resumed his teaching at Lane Seminary, where, 
for more than 20 years, he was professor and for full 45 years a teacher. As a minister, 
he displayed remarkable power; as a successful teacher, he became noted for decision 
of character and strength of will. He died in Cincinnati January 14, 1879.-(Address 
of Rev. I. W. Andrews, D. D., president of Marietta College, and Ohio Educational 
Monthly.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. JAMES J. BURNS, State commissio'ner of common ~chools, Oolumbus. 
[Term, January 14, 1878, to January 10, 1881.) 
[llon. D. F. De Wolf, long superintendent of schools in Toledo, and, subsequently, professor of mod-
(·rn lanrages in Western Reserve College, was elected, in the autumn of 1880, to succeed Commissioner 
Burns. 
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OREGON. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (4-20) .......... . 
Enrolled in public schools ....•...... 
Averaae daily attendance ........... . 
Attending private schools ........... . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Organized districts ....••.•.••....... 
Districts reporting . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••.. 
Districts having no school .......... . 
Public schools of ordinary grade .... . 
Public schools of advanced grade ... . 
Average length of term in days ..... . 
Private schools and col1eges •...•.... 
Value ofpublic school property ..... . 














Men teaching...... . • . • . . • • • • • . .. . . . . 539 
Women teaching.................... 460 
1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
G6, 464 3, 002 ......... . 
32, 718 5, 726 --- - ... -. -
20, 840 . -----.--. 624 
4, 669 1, 382 . -- •..•••• 
. ..... ····-- ...... ---- ......... . 
. . . . . . . .. 88. : : : ~ : : : : : : ....... 5: 6 
--·----····· ............ -·····--·· $520,963 $37,905 .•......•• 
Total number of teachers . . . • • . . . . . . . 999 ...•••..•••.......••....•....••. 
Number of teachers necessary for ........••.. 978 
public schools. 
189 $43 90 : : : : : : : : : : .•••• $i -35 Teachers in private schools ........•........•.••. Average monthly pay of men in pub- $45 25 
lie schools. 
Average monthly pay of women in 34 33 
public schools. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipt for public schools ..... . 
Total expenditures for public schools. 









Amount of available school fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . $562, 830 ......•.•.......•... 
Whole permanent school fund...... . . a$509, 000 ...•••.••••..•••••••••.•••..••.• 
a In 1877 i ~written return of 1878-'79 states tlr.l.t over 1, 000,000 acres of good but unproductive land 
belong to tnis fnnd but are yet unsold. 
(From biennial report for 1877 and 1878 of Hon. L. L. Rowland, superintendent of 
public inst ruction, and from written return for 1879 of Hon. L. J. Powell, present 
superintendent. 
TATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State, a superintenden of public instruction and a board of education ; for 
each county, a superintendent of common schools; for each district, 3 directors. The 
State superintendent is elected every 4 years; the county officer, biennially; the 
directors, one annually to bold office 3 years.- (Laws, 1878.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEbi. 
The school moneys consist of an irreducible school fund, the interest of which is 
divided among the counties in proportion to the number of children between 4 and 20 
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years of age; a tax of 3 mills on the dollar on all taxable property in each county; 
and a district tax on real and personal property (widows having taxable property 
and children to educate being allowed to vote as to this tax), the district schools thus 
supported being free to youth between 6 and 21 years of abe. To be entitled to their 
proportion of the school fund, the schools must be taught 12 school weeks, except 
that in the case of a new district 3 years from date of organization shall be allowed 
to elapse before the enforcement of the rule. To receive their wages, teachers must 
have certificates from either the county or State superintendent. Provision is made 
for the support of a higli school 6 months at least in districts having 1,000 children of 
school age; also, for the teaching of one or more schools in the German language in 
districts where not less than 100 qualified electors ask for it.-(Laws for 1878.) 
GENERAL CO~TDITION. 
The statistics received for 1878-'79, compared with those of 1877-'78, indicate an in-
crease of 3,002 in yonth of school age, of 5,726 enrolled in public schools, and of 1,382 
attendin~ private schools. The school property increased in value $37,905. The total 
receipts 101· public schools were larger by $92,887, while the expenditures were $48,727 
more. There was a diminution of 624 in average daily attendance, of 5.6 days in the 
length of school term, of $1.3!) in the monthly pay of men, and of 53 cents in that of 
women. The available school fund amounted to $562,830. Authentic information 
shows that, since September 1, 1878, the superintendent of public instruction hae 
visited and addressed over 200 schools and delivered upwards of 50 educational ad-
dresses. He has also changed the school books to an independent series, which, he 
says, will save thousands of dollars annually to the State. The State board of edu-
cat.ion in 1878-'79 granted life diplomas to 4 persons and also gave one State diploma 
(good for 6 years) and 8 first grade State certificates.- (Return and The Oregonian. y 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Portland and Salem have city superintendents of schools and boards of directors oi 
3 members. 
PO RTf-AND. 
Statistics.-Estimated population~ 20,000; youth of school age, including Chinese, 
4,223 ; enrolment in public schools, 2,447; average daily attendance, 1,649; teachers, 
40; expenditure for school purposes, $39,07:t . 
.Additional particulars.-The superintendent reports an unusual gain in. school popu-
lation, a thorough census having been taken in February, 1879. Children under 6 
years of age are now excluded from school. This brings the percentage of enrolment 
down from 70.5 in 1877-'78 to 57.9 in 1878-'79. There was, however, a gain of three-
tenths ofl per cent. in the attendance, and tardiness has been gradually decreasing since 
1t:!75. The grading of the schools on a system of 4 years each in primary, grammar, 
and high schools was successfully inaugurated and a general improvement in disci-
pline secured, there being fewer cases of corporal punishment than in the previous 
year and only 17 cases of suspension. Elementary drawing is t~ught in the primary 
grades, freehand and outline drawing in the grammar schools, and geometrical draw-
ing, model and object drawing in outline, and half tint in the high school.- (City re-
port, 1878-'79.) 
SALEM. 
This next largest city in the State reported 5 grades of school in 1878, with an enrol-
ment of 643 pupils under the instruction of 11 teachers. No later information is 
received.-(Report for 1877-'78.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL ,SCIIOOLS. 
Ashland College and No1·mal School, .Ashland, was organized in 1878. It reports 5 
instructor • 35 normal students, and 104 other students on June 9, 1879; also, a 3 years' 
course of study for normal pupils. Drawing and vocal and instrumental music are 
taught. The school pos esses a chemical laboratory and apparatus for illustrating 
physics. On completion of the course, students receive diplomas which do not as yet 
allow them to teach without further examiuation.-(Return.) 
Christian College and Oregon Normal School, Monmouth (the normal department being 
organized in 1 79), reports 4 re ident instructors, 19 normal and 74 other students, and 
a 4 years' cour e of study.-(Return.) 
NORMAL COUR ES OR DEPARTMENTS. 
The-State U ttiversity, Eugene1 has a normal department which seems to ex:tend through 3 years.-(Ca.talogne, 1878-'7~.) 
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Blue Mountain Univc'rsity, La Grande, intends to form a normal class each year. All 
subjects taught in the common schools of the State are to be examined with reference 
to methods of teaching, and the principles of school government and methods of school 
organization are to receive due attention.-(Catalogue, 1879-'80.) 
McMinnville College, McMinnville, offers a normal course to those desiring to becom 
teachers.-(Catalogue, 1878- '79.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The law requires the holding in each judicial district of one institute annually and 
one also for the State at large. Eleven of these meetings were reported in 1 79, but 
no statistics are given.-(The Oregonian.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The legislature in 1878 legalized high schools as a part of the public school system, 
and 22 schools of an advanced grade were reported in that year. No further informa-
tion as to their courses or number of students has reached this Bureau. Tho Portland 
High School1·eported 120 pupils, 71 girls and 49 boys; the percentage of daily attend-
ance 95.7; the percentage of promotion on the number examined 06; the number of 
teachers as 5; and the results of the year such as to cause the board of education to 
extend the time required for either language course to 4 years and to make La.tin, 
French, and German optional.-(City report for 1878-'79.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
:For names, location, and statistics of private academic schools, business colleges, 
schools preparatory to college, and preparatory departments of colleges, reference i~ 
made toTables IV, VI, VII, andiX ofthe appendix. l!~orsummaries of their statistics, 
see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Reports or returns for 1878-'79 were received from 8 colleges and universities, 7 of 
them giving equal privileges to both sexes. All had preparatory, classical, and scien-
tific courses, 3 gave primary instruction, 2 had normal and 2 ladies' courses, 1 a the-
ological and 1 a commercial course. The denominations represented were : Methodist 
Episcopal, 2; Baptist, Christian, and United Brethren, 1 each, while 3 were non-sec-
tarian. 
The University of Oregon, Eugene, reports itself prepared to enter on a wider range of 
work; in the departments of chemistry, physics, and higher mathematics new appara-
tus costing $5,000 has been secured, and 2 professors have been added to the faculty, 
the one in the chair of English literature and bellef:l-lettres, the other in the chair of 
chemistry, physics, and metallurgy. These changes indicate that practical study of 
chemistry and mineralogy and practical assaying will enter into the line of study. 
To students pursuing a~ years' course of study, aft r completing the classical conr e, 
the degree of doctor of philosophy will be given.- (Catalogue, 1878-'79.) 
Blue Mountain University, La Grande, by catalogue for 1 79-'80, reports the college 
of liberal arts and that of fine arts already orgamzed and in operation, also that col-
I ges of medicine, law, and theology are to be ad<led as soon as advisable. In adcli-
tion to the pr para tory and clas icaf departments, there are 2 scientific course '.J. a Latin-
·cientific and a Gr ek- cientific of 4 year each, a 4 years' course of modern literature 
and art and opportunity for normal training.-(Catalogue, 1879-'80.) 
For the title , location, and stati tic of all these institutions, see Table IX of the 
appendix; for a summary of their statistics, see a corre ponding table in the report of 
the Commission r prec ding. 
TRUCTION. 
CIE.~.'TIFIC. 
of thi tat r porting tatistics in Taule IX ha.v& 
partment of Cormllis College, aim to give a. 
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:nore extended course of scientific study in its classes of chemical and analytical phys-
Ics and in its school of agriculture. Botany, fruit culture, geology, mineralogy, and 
~tock breeding are taught in the 5 to 6 years' course. There were 150 students rresent 
m 1878- 79 and 60 State scholarships are reported.- (Circular and return.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
McMinnville College, McMinnville (Baptist), reports a theological course of 1 ta 5 
years for students desiring to prepare .tor the ministry; but whether any theological 
.students were connected with the college in 1878- '79 ~s not stated.-(Catalogue, 
1878-'79.) 
There are no schools of law reporting in this State. 
Medical instruction is given in the medical department of Willamette University, 
which is the only professional school of the Pacific coast north of San Francisco. The 
fust course of lectures was given in March, 1867, and the school has been in successful 
oQperation ever since. The college possesses a chemical laboratory, a supply of physi-
oQlogical charts, and a set of anatomical models. In 1877-'78 the term of lectures was 
<extended from 4 months to 6 months. There were 33 students in 187~79 preparing 
for a profession which requires, in this college, an attendance on two fu1l courses of 
lectures, with 3 years of study.- (Announcement for 1877-'78 and catalogue for 
1879-'80.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB . 
. The Oregon School for Deaf-Mutes, Salem, is only partially organized, not yet hav-
~ng suitable buildings for those desiring to obtain instruction. It is, however, a State 
mstitution, under the supervision and direction of the State board of education, and 
receives appropriations semiannually from the State treasury. The biennial report 
for 1877 and 1878 referred to the need of a hearing teacher, a teacher of lip language, 
' .an industrial department, and a more permanent organization in buildings of their 
-own. A return for 1879 presented a corps of instructors consisting of 2 teachers and 
15 pupils. There was no settled system of industries. The common school branches 
Jl.re taught. 
EDUCATIO:N OF THE BLIND. 
The Oregon Institute for the Blind, Salem, was closed during 1879.- (Return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The law requires the holding of a State teachers' institute once every year. The 
meeting for 1879 was held August 26-28, in Portland, with State Superintendent L. J. 
Powell in the chair. Many prominent teach ers were present, and the attendance was 
.said to be larger than at any previous meeting. The different topics discussed were 
"School law," by Superintendent Gregg, of Marion; the" Spelling reform," by L. F. 
Henderson, of the Portland public schools; "The object method of conducting reci-
tations;" "Demands for normal school work and how to secure it," by Prof. D. T. 
Stanley; "Fruits of our schools," in which paper Rev. M. May pa~d a high tribute to 
American civil and political institutions. He said also that education :fits a man for 
intelligent labor rather than for a hatred of it. The other papers were " The educa-
tional value of object teaching," by Ledru Royal, of Corvallis; the "Metric system 
.of weights and measures,'' by A. H. McDonald, of Sacramento; "Outside the text 
book" and "Prizesandrewards,"bytwoladymembersoftheas ociation. Ron. H. Y. 
Thompson, of Portland, gave an able address on the teachers' legal relations, and Rev. 
William Roberts, of Olympia, a lecture on elocution. Committees were appointed to 
report amendments to the school laws and to prepare an address to the people of the 
State on the interests of the common chool system. The institute then adjourned.-
(Pacific chool and Home Journal.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. L. J'. POWELL, State superintendent of public instruction, Salem. 
[Term, September 1, 1878, to September 13, 1882.] 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1 1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION .A....~D ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-21) in 1873 ... . 
Enrolled in public schools ........... . 
Average attendance in public schools. 
Per cent. M average attendance on 
enrolment. 
Pupils in private or church schools a .. 
Children in no school (est.imn,ted) ..... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Public school districts . _. __ •...... __ . 
Districts reporting libraries a ......•. 
Public schools reported ... _ ... ____ ... 
Graded public schools ......... _. _ •... 
Schools with uniform text books a .... 
Schools in which the Bible is read a •. 
Schools jn which drawing is taught a. 
Schools in.-w hich singing is taught a .. 
Schools in which higher branches are 
taught. a 
Separate schools for colored youth a .. 
Average time of public school in days. 
Private ungraded schools a ...•.. ..... 
Private acn,demies and seminaries a ... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools ...... . 
Femn,le teachers in public schools ... . 
Whole number of teachers ........... . 
.A. verage monthly pay of men ........ . 
.A. verage monthly pay of women ..... . 
Teachers in private or church schools a. 
rn"CO~IE A1ffi EXPE.'DITURE. 
Whole jncome for public chool ..... . 
Whole exp nditur for them . _ . . .... . 
Exp nditure, including tate orphan 
chool and 'tat normal chools. 





























1,200,000 ............... . .............. 
935,740 ... ................. 1, 040 
5H7,672 .. ................ 16,153 
62 ..... -.... -.... 2 
24,066 .. ................ .... 9, 643 
36,414 .. ..................... 4,281 
2,169 .. ........ -- ... 18 
b96 . .. .. .. .. . ... - .... . .................. 




13,802 1,046 .................. 
3,232 .. ..................... 70 
4,225 465 ..................... 
2,100 144 ....................... 
69 4 ... ................ 
149 4 .................. 
700 227 ...... ... ....... 
213 26 . .................. 
9,605 2 6 . ............... -
11,618 46 .................. 
21,210 319 
·····-i"% $33 62 . -.- .. -..... 
29 69 . -....... -... 163 
947 .................. 294 
................... .................. 
-.. -....... --. 
40,190 
3 
with librari a in 1877-'78, makes no return in this item 
TATE CHOOL Y TE f. 
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. A county superintendent for each county is appointed every 3 years by the school 
directors of the county. He must be of known literary and scientific attainments, 
as well as experienced in the art of teaching. 
Boards of school directors are elected in each district for 3 years, with provision 
for change of one member annually, each township, borough, and city constituting a 
school district. 
Consolidated districts in certain cities or boroughs have also boards of controllers 
wh~ perform the duties of boards of directors in single districts . 
. C1ty or borouglt superintendents may be appointed, for a 3 years' term, by the school 
directors when said city or borough has over 7,000 inhabitants. The prerequisites 
for such officers are the same as for county superintendents.-(Schoollaws.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM • 
. The lack of a permanent school fund in this St.ate is made up. by an annual appropria-
tiOn of at least $1,000,000 for the support of public schools. In each school district a 
yearly levy on all taxable property is authorized by law, this amount not to be greater 
than that of State and county tax. The apportionment of the $1,000,000 is according 
to the number of taxables in each district, provided the district raises its share of 
~unds, keeps its schools open at least 5 months, has duly licensed teachers employed 
m instructing the children of school age in the common branches of English study, 
!l'nd in higher studies if a sufficient number of pupils need them; no money, however, 
IS to be used to support any sectarian school. The school officers and teachers of each 
district may select the text books used in their district, with opportunity for change 
every 3 years. Provision is made for the establishment of separate colored schools 
(if 20 or more pupils are found), for night schools, for graded schools, normal schools. 
teachers' institutes, and district libraries.- (School laws, 1879.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The :financial troubles in which the public school system was involved in 1877-'78 
seem to have continued in 1878-'79. This is shown by a decrease of $440,190 in the 
expenditures for public schools, of $776,683 in the valuation of school property, of 
1,040 in the enrolment and of 16,153 in the attendance, of 18 public school districts, 
of 449 schools with uniform text books and of 70 in which drawing was taught, of 
$1.96 in the monthly pay of men and of $1.63 in that of women. There were, too, 9,643 
fewer children, with 294 fewer teachers, in private or church schools. On the other 
hand, there was an increase of 319 public schools and of 319 teachers, of 373 graded 
schools, of 1,046 schools in which the Bible was read, 1 of 465 schools in which 
singing was taught and 144 schools in which the higher branches were taught, 1 of 
4 separate schools for colored yonth,I and of 4 school days. The private ungraded 
schools were increased by 227 and the private academies and seminaries by 26. The 
superintendent of public instruction remarks that for two years past the State 
has been unable to pa.y promptly the appropriation to the schools. It was believed, 
however, that this condition of things would be improved in the future. Two women 
were acting as county superintendents in this State. The one in Tioga County was 
serving her second term; the other, in Lackawanna County, was elected in May, 1879, 
when that county was :first organized.-(State report and Pennsylvania School 
Journal.) 
KINDERGARTEN, 
For statistics of any reporting Kinuergarten, see Table V of the appendix, and a 
summary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
The majority of cities and boroughs have school boarili\ of 3 directors for each ward 
chosen by the people for a 3 years' term, with change of one each year. These ward 
directors form a board of controllers for the whole place except in Allentown, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh, where there are separate central boards.- (School laws, 1879.) 
J Exclusive of the city of Philadelphia. 
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STATISTICS. a 
Estimated "No. of pub- Enrolment Average Numb& of IE xpondi. Cities and boroughs. population. lie schools. in public t:~1dan~;. teachers. ture. schools . 
. Allegheny .................. 73, 000 201 9, 704 8, 287 203 $243,784 
.Allentown ................ . . 19,000 52 3, 319 2, 432 52 42,156 
Altoona ................. . .. . 16,000 42 2, 505 2,164 43 25,356 
Carbondale ....••. ... ....••. 9, 500 22 1, !198 1, 026 22 9, 930 
Chester ..................... 15,000 43 2, 997 1, 970 44 50,201 
Columbia ...... . ..... : ...... 10,000 23 1, 295 ........ ............ 25 14,432 
Danville .................... 8, 436 25 1, 555 1, 060 26 8, 993 
Easton ...................... 17, 000 43 2,348 1, 710 51 3!l, 564 
Erie ........................ 26,000 87 4, 063 ..................... 87 61,725 
~~~~:~~~g-::::::::::::::::: 30,000 83 5, 491 3,414 101 90,931 9, 000 11 624 -• a•••••• •• • 11 6, 245 
Johnstown ....... . .......... 20, 000 25 1, 473 ......... .. .... ..... 26 13,113 
.Lancaster ..... .. ............ 23,000 65 3,184 .................... 65 43,838 
Lebanon .................... 8, 929 30 1, 542 .................... 30 50,457 
Lock Haven ................ 8, 500 55 1, 316 ...................... 22 13,037 
. :Meadville ................... 10,000 31 1, 633 ............. ......... 31 27, 592 
NewCastle ................. 10,000 24 1, 305 1,138 27 11,519 
Norris town .... . ............ 15, 000 42 2, 223 1. 561 42 45,454 
Philadelphia ................ 817,448 b2, 057 c103, 567 92, 381 c2, 070 cl, 418,075 
~~~~~~~-::::::::::::::::: 155,000 439 23,197 15, 887 455 487,789 14, 500 46 2, 639 
...... 6,'3~7- 46 
46,643 
Reading .. .................. 45,000 137 7, 531 137 62, 300 
Scranton . .. .. ...... ......... 50, 000 81 8, 828 ...................... 151 89,106 
Shenandoah ................ 9, 000 22 1, 904 1, 162 22 19,337 
Titusville ...... : ....... . .... 8, 639 28 1, 490 ........ .............. 31 30, 167 
Wilkes-Barre ...... ......... 23,000 30 1, 677 .............. .. .... 32 22,370 
~o~~a~~~-~~~ :: ::: ~ :::::::: : 18,000 64 3, 338 2,144 64 42,967 13, ooo 45 2, 308 .......... . ......... 451 32,295 
a The figures for public schools (that is, school rooms for both study and recitation), enrolm nt. t £::ach-
-ers, ancl expenditure are taken, for the sake of uniformilly, from the Rtate report ; the you~h of school 
age and average daily attendance, not being found in that r eport, from written returns or ctty r port. ; 
tlio estimated population, except in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, frd'm Rowell's New paper Directory. 
bFor 1878 . 
.c From written return. 
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proved grounds. Ten of the teachers had taught more than 5 years, 6 had attended 
normal schools and 3 graduated therefrom. The 2 private ungraded schools employed 
3 teachers for the 300 pupils enrolled.- (State report.) 
Danville reported school property worth $60,000, an average monthly salary of $57.79 
to male and $27.73 to female teaehers, 57 cents a month as the cost of each scholar, 
$9,218 received for school purposes in 1878-'79, and the schools taught an average of 
7 months.- (State report.) 
Ea_ston reported 7 school-houses of brick or stone and 2 frame buildings, all well 
furmshed. Of these, 6 had grounds of sufficient size and 4 grounds suitably improved. 
There were 44 well graded and classified schools; in all a uniform series of text books 
w_as used, the Bible read, and drawing taught; in 2 instruction was given in the 
h1gher branches. There were 31 teachers who had taught more than 5 years and 1 
normal graduate connected with the public school system. The school property wa~ 
valued at $255,200.-(State report.) 
Erie reported an average of 220 school days taught; $74, 115 recei-yed for school 
purposes ; 2 normal school graduates among its teachers and 65 persons who intend 
to make teaching their profies:<ion; 15 school buildings of brick or stone and 4 frame 
ones, 12 of them supplied with apparatus, and in 10 the apparatus increased during 
the year. There were 87 well classified school rooms ( 42 reckol'l.ed as graded), in all of 
which drawing and vocal music were taught. German is an optional study in every 
g_rade, and about 60 per cent. of tp.e pupils study the language. In 4 rooms instruc-
tiOn was given in the higher branches. There is also a deaf-mute school, in which 
the articulation method is used.-(State report, letter/and return.) 
Han·isbu'I'[J reported 21 different school-houses, 5 of them frame and 16 brick or stone, 
these holding 5,376 sittings for study; 83 graded schools, 5 being graded dur~ng the 
~ear and 5 more needing to be graued; G separate schools for colored ch1ldren; 
mstructiou in music given by a special teacher in all of the schools; a special teacher 
for drawine; in 70 rooms; and school property valued at $418,221. Of the teachers, 70 
had been employed over 5 years, 4 had attended· a State normal school, and 1 was a 
graduate therefrom. The private and parochial schools eurolled 450 pupils.- (State 
report and return.) 
Honesdale averaged 8! months of schooling during the year, and although in the 
midst of a mining region, where most of the children are obliged to work, the averag€1 
number attending school wA-s 421. The male teachers received on an average $80.~7 
a month, the women $42.22. The receipts for school purposes were $6.,664. The cost 
of school-houses, rent, &c., was $450.14.- (State report.) 
Johnstown reported a St.ate appropriation for the year of $1,177; the receipts for 
school purpoRes, $15,:.l54; the average percentage of attendance, 93; and the average 
salary of male teachers per month, $72; tha.t of female teachers, $36.-(State report.) 
Lancaster kept her 65 schools open on an average 10 months. The 8 meJi teaching 
averaged $74.93 monthly salary ; the 57 women, $;{6.31. Fifteen per cent. of her pop-
ulation attendea school. The school property was yalued at $144,650.-(State report.) 
Lebanon reported 30 well classified and graded schools in 8 brick or stone buildings, 
upplied with suitable furniture, and worth, with their sites, $75,000. The books are 
uniform throughout the schools, tho Bible is universally read, drawing is taught in 10 
chools, and the higher branches are taught in 2. The 2 private ungraded schools 
report 5 teachers and ~40 pupils.- (State report.) 
Lock Hat·en had 2 .lirst. cla ·s school-houses of brick or stone and :3 fram~ ones, valued, 
~ith their furnishing. an<l grounds, at 40,000. They held 21 graded and w~ll classi-
fied schools, taught by 22 teachers, 2 of them normal graduates and 11 havmg been 
normal students. D1·a.wing is taught througbont the course, vocal music in 2 schools, 
and tho higher branches in 1.- (State report.) 
.llleaclville bad uitably improved ground of good size aronud the 3 brick or stone 
achool-hou ·es which, with 1 frame building, held 31 well classified and graded schools 
~nd a school for colored children. Higher branche were taught in 4 room , drawing 
m 29, and there were 3 normal graduates teaching in the public schools. The school 
prop rty was worth . '20,614.- (State report.) 
New Castle reported 1 private ungraded school, with 2 teachers and 35 pupils. The 
total receipts for public schools in 187 - '79 were $11,11 . The 25 ~raded schools (3 of 
them used for high school purpose ) occupied 4 brick or stone ouildings, with im-
proved ground , and 1 frame house. Fourteen of the teachers had been employed 
mor than 5 ycars.-(Statc report.) 
Nonistown divides her schools into hio-h, grammar, secondary, and primary depart-
m nts. There is also a colored department, and special teachers for drawing and 
mu ic were employed. The grades are o arrano-ed that through re~ular promotions 
the course can be fini heel in 11 year . There wa an increase in botn enrolment and 
!Lttendance over the previons year; thi required more rooms, which were being rap-
ldly provid d. The number of itting in 1 7 -'79 was 2,060; value of school prop-
erty1 100,579.- (City report and return.) 
Pll.iladelphia reported 472 schools, viz, 238. primary, with 52,980 pupils; 1:37 second-
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dents, and 1 a normal graduate. Three private ungraded schools and 1 academy had 
640 pupils.-(State report and return.) 
York had only 100 children not attending school; 250 attending private schools; 1 
~ngraded and 3~ graded schools (in ·all of which drawing and vocal music were taught), 
lll 9 brick and stone buildings, valued, with furniture and sites, at $125,000. All the 
teachers have adopted teaching as a profession; 1 had been studying at a State nor-
· mal s~hool and 1 was a graduate therefrom. The school year averaged 9 months in 
the drfferent schools during 1878-'79.-(State report.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Information for 1878-'79 from the 10 State normal schools indicated that there were 
2, 725 students in the normal and 954 in the model departments thereof. The gradu-
ates numbered 227, and 193 of these were established as teachers. The normal school 
law provides that meetings of the principals of the several normal schools shall be 
held from time to time to arrange a general course of study. The revision for 1878, 
which is fully described in the last report, includes an elementary department for the 
practice of teaching and a scientific course for the philosophy of teaching. Another. 
revision for 1880 will be described in the next report.- (Returns and reports.) 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The 8 other normal schools or departments reporting had 1, 7 42 normal and 468 other 
students in 1878-'79, with 215 grauuates, 176 of them already engaged in teaching. 
The course of study in these schools ranges from 1 to 4 years. 
The Girls' Normal School, connected with the public school system of Philadelphia, 
created a new grammar department in 1879. It also reports the department of methods, 
established in 1878, as rapidly growing in favor, and scores of children waiting for ad-
mission to the school of practice.- (City report.) 
Two training schools for Kindergartner also report in Philadelphia. 
The normal department of the Pittsburgh public schools had in 1878-'79 a training 
school of 2 rooms, with about 50 primary pupils in each. Before graduating, every 
student is required to teach at least 2 weeks.- (City report.) 
A 2 years' normal course is given in the Riverview Normal and Commercial Insti-
tute, Pittsburgh. 
A normal academy was also reported at Sheakleyville, particular attention being 
paid not only to the common branches but also to the practice of teaching. 
Two county normal schools, in Lycoming and Snyder Counties, train teach~rs es-
pecially. for the county schools. The former gives diplomas and permaneJ?t certi~cates; 
the latter does not graduate students. Five colleges also gave normal mstructwn. 
For further information, see Table III of the appendix to this volume; for a sum-
mary of normal school statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commis-
sioner preceding. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Thirteen out of 25 cities and boroughs report district institutes held in 1878-'79. 
Teachers' institutes were held in sessions of 4 to 10 days (the average being 5) in all 
the counties of the State. The whole number of members present was 13,508; aver-
age number, 9,417; members employed in county schools, 10,:~51; school directors pres-
ent, 2,001; honorary members, 1, 744; instructors and lecturers, 442; number of essays. 
read, 224. The instructors and lecturers were paid $13,186 aud other expenses reached 
$6,591, making a total for institutes in 1878-'79 of $19,777. The amount received was. 
such as to leave a balance on hand of $2,976.- (State report.) 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
This State had several educational journals in 1879: The old and excellent Penn-
sylvania School Journal, published at Lancaster by the State superintendent of public· 
in~truction; the Educational Voice, Pittsburgh, organ of the Pittsburgh Teachers' In-
stitute; the Teachers' Journal, Wilkes-Barre; The Teacher, Philadelphia; The· 
Tea;chers' Advocate, begun at Mercer in October, 1879; and The Home and School, 
~h1ch wa pnbli heel for two months at Allegheny. The intention is to make this paper 
m. 1879-'80 the official organ of the All~gheny Teachers' Institute, their connection 
Wlth the Educational Voice having been severed. The Allegheny Teacher comes for-
the first time, although apparently begun in 1878. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IDGH SCHOOLS. 
Tb higher branches were taught in 2,100 schools out. ide of Philadelphia, 62 of these-
schools being in boroughs and cities. The 7 schools of advanced grade in Allegheny 
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in'Jlude 10 branches in the 2 years' course of study. The Erie high school fit for the 
-classical course in colle~e. There are also English and eclectic courses, German and 
French being included m the studies.-(Letter from Superintendent Jone .) The 
,girls' and boys' high schools in Harrisburg have 4 years' courses. The Norri town 
high school reports Latin, Greek, and German as optional studies in the 2 year ' Eng-
lish course. The central high school of Philadelphia had 495 pupils; the girl ' nor-
mal school (reckoned as a high school), 975 students. The former resumed the y. t m 
-of semiannual admissions in February, 1879. The Pittsburgh high school is divilled 
into academical, commercial, normal, and industrial departments, with a total of 584 
pupils for the year. A large laboratory was fitted up for the practical study of zool-
-ogy, botany, and geology, and a smaller chemicallaboratory for the students of chem-
istry. Shenandoah graduated her first class from the high school, 9 out of 10 scholars 
receiving diplomas; revised the course of study so as to prepare pupils for college and 
to enter the senior class at either of the normal schools, and erected a building for her 
high school.-(State and city reports.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
There were 213 academies or seminaries ;:e:ported in the State (Philadelphia not in-
-cluded) and 700 private ungraded schoors. The nnmber of pupils attending such 
achools was 24,066; teachers, 947. The statistics for the seminaries and private schools 
.are not given separately. 
For titles, location, and statistics of business colleges, private academic school-, pre-
paratory schools, and preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and 




tion in all its branches and classes. There are classical and general scientific co~ses; 
ahlso, f!!Chools of civil and mechanical engineering, of mining and metallurgy, and or. 
0 em1stry. The first year and a half in these technic~! courses is the same; after that 
the student selects the course of study he desires to pursue. Law lectures and a 2. 
years' course in astronomy are among the advantages of this college.-(Cataloguer. 
1878-'79.) 
Swarthmore College, which admits both sexes, reports numerous elective studies. 
t~oughout the classical course aud several in the junior and senior years of the scien-
tifi? c:ourse. The 4 years' chemical course also allows a selection of studies for those 
des1rmg .to study medicine and pharmacy after graduation. Courses in civil engineer-
I~g and m the theory and practice of teaching are also reported. During the 10 years. 
si.nce the opening of the college 1,335 students have been in attendance, 554 of them 
guls. 
The amounts given to the different colleges in 1878-'79 were $4,000 to Pennsylvania. 
College, Gettysburg, for the endowment of scholarships; $8,500 to Haverford College, 
$5,000 of :it for a professors' fund; $15,000 to Westminster College, the purpose of the, 
bequest not being stated; $10,000 to Swarthmore, for a meeting-house and barn; 
and $21,000 to ·washington and Jefferson College, $20,000 being to endow the chair-
of applied mathematics and $1,000 for ontfit.-(Returns.) 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
In 7 or' the above colleges equal facilities were given to young women. 1 There are 
also many collegiate institutions for this sex alone; their statistics may be found ilb 
Table VIII of the appendix and in a summary in the report of the Commissioner pre-· 
ceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Pennsylvania State College, Centre County, reports 66 students, under 4 instructors,. 
in the preparatory department; 58 students and 10 instructors in the scientific depart-
ment; and 13 students pursuing a partial course. The courses of instruction, open to· 
both sexes, include agriculture, natural science, chemistry, mathematics, physicsr 
political, moral, and mental science,. English literature, and ancient and modern lan-
guages. Military science and tactics are also taught, and in the preparator~ colll'se 
systematic instruction in music is given. There is opportunity for graduate mstruc-
tion.-(Catalogue and return.) . 
Sixteen colleges mentioned under Superior Instruction have general scientific courses. 
and several report technical courses. . . 
The Towne Scientijio School, connected with the University of Pennsylvama, teaches. 
analytical and applied chemistry, mineralogy, geology anu mining, civil and mechan-
ical engineering, dra'fing, and architecture in 4 years' courses, and has 2 years' gradu-
ate courses. 
The PaTdee Soientijic Depa1·tment, Lafayette College, has a general sciel!tific co~se of· 
4 years; courses in civil and mining engineering and metallurgy and m chemistry; 
also, graduate courses. 
Lehigh University and Swarthnwre College give more than the oruinary scientific in-
struction, the former in several special schools besides its general scientific course. 
The Potytechnic College of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, comprises a scientific and 5 
technical schools. 
Franklin Institnte and Wagner's Institute, Philadelphia, provide lectures on scientific 
subjects. 
For more specific details of the different scientific schools, see Table X of the appen-
dix, and a summary thereof in the report M the Commissioner preceding. 
THEOlOGICAL. 
Ten theological schools ma<le reports for 1878-'79, of w hicb the following 6 had 3 years' 
courses, with examinations for admission of students who were not college graduates. 
or had no evidence of similar preparation: Western Theological Semina1·y, Allegheny 
City (Presbyterian) ; Theological Seminary of the General Synod of the Evangelical IA~­
theran Church in the United States, Gettysburg~ Theological Semina1·y of F1·anklin and 
Marshall College, Lanca ter (Reformed Chlll'ChJ; Meadville Theological School (Unita-
rian); Divinity School of the P1·otestant Episcopal Church, and Theological Seminary of the 
Evangelical .llutheran Church, both in Philadelphia. Crozer Theological Seminary1 Up-land) bad al o a 3 years' cour e "adapted to graduates of colleges and those ot like 
attamments," uut allowed others to enter ana take a partial course. The Moravian 
Theological eminary, Bethlehem (United Brethren), the Theological Seminary of St. 
Charles Botromeo, Philadelphia, and the Augustinian College, of Villanova, near the same 
1 These w re L banon Valley Coll ge, .Annville; Thiel College, Gre nville; Monongahela College, 
J ffel'SOn; All gb ny Coli ge, M ad ville; New Castle Coli ge New Ca tie; Westminster College, New 
Wilmington, and Swarthmor Colleg , warthmore. Wayne burg College, Waynesburg, not reporting, 
for 1 79, also ad mitt <1 wom n when last heard fl'om. 
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city (both Roman Catholic), reported theological or ecclesiastical courses of 6, 9, and 
7 years, respectively, which included much training usually considered preparatory. 
The entrance to the :first 2, however, was guarded by a preliminary examination. 
Biblical instruction was given in 6 of the colleges reporting for 1878-'79, and 10 of 
these colleges offered instruction in Hebrew to students looking forward to a theolog-
ical course. 
For statistics of the theological schools reporting, see Table XI of the appendix; for 
a summary of these statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
LEGAL. 
The only school of law in this State reporting for 1878-'79 is the law department of 
the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, which had 126 students attending the 2 
years' course. Students desiring to use their diplomas in gaining a.dmission to the 
bar of the courts of common pleas and orphans' court of Philadelphia pass an exam· 
ination before entering ; otherwise none is required.- (Catalogue and return.) 
A law department was opened in 187 4 in Lafayette College, Easton. It reported in 
1877-'78 a 2 years' course and no examination for admission required. 
Law lectures were commenced in 1i:l78-'79 at Lehigh Unive'rsity, South Bethlehem 
and 24 law students matriculated. The course was reported to be a very successful 
one, but it appears to have closed in February, 1879. 
A professor of law is announced among the faculty of Dick·inson College, Carlisle, but 
no course is mentioned. 
MEDICAL. 
The 3 "regular" medical schools of this State are in Philadelphia. Each reports tr. 
3 years' course. 
The Jefferson Medical College requires no examination for admission. In order to 
obtain a diploma the student must have a moderate knowledge of medical botany. 
The medical department of the University of Pennsylvania reports a 3 years' graded 
course, with examinations at the close of each year; chemical work necessary to ob-
tain a diploma; and a preliminary examination to be required after 1880-'81 of every 
candidate who has not previously received a collegiate degree or who does not pres~nt 
the matriculation certificate of a recognized college or normal or high school coveru~g 
the required branches. The auxiliary department of medicine connected with thts 
school is essentially a graduate course. It confers the degree of doctor of philosophy ?n 
graduates attending 2 full courses of lectures in this department if they pass a sat1s· 
factory examination and present a thesis. 
The Woman's Medical College, the third regular school, requires a preliminary ex-
amination of beneficiaries or of those desiring scholarships. . 
The Hahnemann Medical College, also in Philadelphia, ad~its students . to 1ts 3 
years' grailed course, on the certificate of the preceptor. Th1s homreopathic school 
has also a ~aduate course, and, although it does not oblige the students to work 
in ~he chemlCallaboratory, most of them do so. Medical botany. is also taught ln the 
spnng course.-(Catalogue and return.) 
The Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery, the Philadelphia Dental Col~ege, a~d 
the department of dentistry connected with the University of Pennsylvama, all m 
Philadelphia, report courses of 2 years, althou~h in the :first mentioned 3 years are 
recommended. The department of dentistry obhges its students to do chemictl. ~abo.ra­
tory work before being awarded diplomas, and will require a preliminary exammat10n 
after October, 1 0. 
The Philad~lphia College of Pha1'11tacy requires no examination for admission to its 
grad d l cture course of 2 year , but expects every one entering on this cour e to hav:e 
had 2 yea 'service with an apothecary. A moderate knowledge of medical botany 1s 
ential to obtain a diploma. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATIO.. F THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
A report for 1 9 from the Pennsyl ·ania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, Philadelphia, 
indlcat that through an inadv rt nee he bill providing for the education of the 
indig nt deaf-mute children of the tate failed to become a law. However, rather 
than d. m · h children with their education unfinished, the directors a umed the 
r on ibility of continuing the h ol during the year. Intellectual training is the 
hi f aim of the institution, the t a. hing of trades being con idered of secondary im-
portanc j neverthele , ou of the 357 pupils in 1878-'70, there were 32 boys engaged in 
ho makin and a. cla in lithography promised well. The girls were instructed in 
plain win . The articulation method r ceiv s increased attention from year to yelU', 
70 papil ing now under instruction. Thediminution in numbers from the previous 
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year was occasioned by the decision of the board of directors which limits the num-
ber of boys admitted to 175.-(Report ~nd return.) 
The Westo·n Pennsylvania Institution for the Inst~·uction of the Deaf and Dumb, Turtle 
.Cr.eek, reports a large increase in attendance and $21,800 subscribed towards erecting 
:su.lta1)le buildings to accommodate all desiring admission. Six classes are reported, 
With an average of 14 pupils to each. There were 57 male and 32 female pupils in 
~878-'79, all of them learning the English branches and drawing. Encouraging results 
1n the teaching of vocal utterance are noticed. · 
In connection with the public school system of Erie is a deaf-mute school, which 
w~s organized under the authority of the school board in 1875, the whole expenses 
bemg met by the board since that time. The articulation method has always been 
.used for the 10 or 12 pupils belonging to the school. Visible speech was in vogue one 
year; the German or natural method has since been adopted. The usual studies, musio 
excepted, are pursued by the students.- (Letter.) · 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
'.rhe Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction of the Blind, Philadelphia, also 
.suffered from the failure of the State appropriation, yet the directors continued the 
work and admitted pupils the same as usual. There were 244 pupils in the institu-
tion during 1S79, and ):!02 remained in December. The common and higher English 
;J::>ranches are taught; also, pin-type printing, Braille point writing, calisthenics, and 
the usual employments. Much prominence is given to the manufacturing department 
in this institution. Some of the pupils have secured a competence through their mu-
.sical abilities or in tuning pianos, others have done the same by following one or more 
of the various industries taught here.-(Report and return.) 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
. The Institute for Feeble-Minded Children, Media, which bad 316 inmates in 1878-'79, 
IS reported to have made additional improvements with a view to better care of the 
"?hildren and to still greater success in the training of the habits of the pupils. Train-
mg in common school studies and industrial employments is afforded the inmates. 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
The requirements for admission to the soldiers' orphans' homes have been changed 
-since the original law, which permitted none but the children of deceased soldiers, 
born prior to January 1, 1866, to enter. The conditions at present are that children 
must be under 16 and in destitute circumstances and their fathers victims of the war or 
dying of disease contracted therein, or if living unable through disease contracted in 
the war to support their families or themselves. Fully two-thirds of the children now in 
these homes are orphans. The number of the homes reported in1878-'79 is 21, a reduction 
of 23 since 1871. The number of orphans under State charge Saptember 1, 1879, was 
-2,462, of whom 616 were admitted to the homes between May 31, 187R, and September 
1, 187!.1, while 419 applications were on file. The cost for the year was $367,934; cost 
since opening of homes to May 31, 1879, $5,962,095.-(Pennsylvania School Journal.) 
Th~ Girard Colle~e for Orphans, Philadelphia, has had 2,531 inmates under instruc-
tion since its foun<lation in 1848. Children are admitted between 6 ·and 10 years of 
-a~e, and they quit the institution, being bound out to trades and occupations of all 
kmds, between 14 and 18 years of age. There were 870 boys in the college in Decem-
ber, 1!:!79, pursuing the 8 years' course of study, and 550 were taught drawing and vocal 
music. The admissions during the year amounted to 82, and 3tl9 applications were on 
file. General good behavior and fair progress in the schools were reported; 304 pupils 
received premiums for exemplary conduct, and 74 were promoted from the primary to 
~he principal department. The handicrafts taught are shoemaking, ca entry, garden-
J.ng, and baking.- (Report of board of city trusts for 1879 and return:) 
TRAINING OF INDIANS. 
The Trainin?. School for Indians, at Carlisle Barracks, which is under the superin-
tendence of Capt. R. H. Pratt, u. s. A., reports 158 pupils in December, 1879. They 
are to be taught the rudiments of an En!!lish course and the practical use of tools. 
Further information will be found under ''Indian Territory.': 
TRAINIXG OF NURSES. 
~e Training School for Nur es, connected with the Woman's Hospital in Philadel-
p~laJ report a 2 years' cour e, one year to be spent iu the outside practice of the hos-
J.ntal. Statistics for 1878-'79 are wanting . 
.ART EDUCATION IN PHILADELPHIA. 
The .Academy of Fine .Arts, Philadelphia, has large clas esforinstructionindrawing,. 
painting, modelling, and sculpture, and affords unusual advantages. 
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The Schools of Industrial Art connected with the Pennsylvania Museum are l'CJlorted 
to be in a prosperous condition and to be growing in favor. During the fall term 
there were 33 students at the day school and 74 in the night school. Since the removal 
of these schools to the Franklin Institute the rooms have been open daily for the use 
of the scholars.-(Daily Evening Telegraph.) 
The School of Design for Women has grown year by year until it now occupies fiue 
apartments, possesses a large museum of copies of masterpieces of art, casts, drawings, 
engravings, books, &c., and is attended by several hundred students. It aims to give 
a systematic training in the principles and practice of the art of design and in the 
connected branches of study. A standard of admission is required for the variou 
technical courses, and a preparatory course is established for those who do not meet 
the requirements. At the end of the prescribed course certificates are given to thos 
who pass the regular examinations.-(Pennsylvania School Journal, July, 1879.) 
The Spring Garden Institute, an evening school for young men, opened a department, 
in the winter of 1879, for the teaching of mechanical handiwork. Instruction is given 
in the 7 evening classes in the use of the hammer, chi'lel, :file, reamer, &c., on bra s, 
wrought and cast iron, and steel. The charge for the course, including use of tools 
and 1Daterial and admission to lectures, is :fixed at $5.- (New York School Institute.} 
~TRAINING IN ORATORY. , 
The National School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia, reported 89 ladies ~ncl 
105 gentlemen, in 1879, pursuing either the literary course or the course in elocntwn. 
The graduating class of the same year contained 26 ladies and 21 gentlemen. Among 
the elective courses are post junior and post senior courses, summer, evening,~ and after-
noon courses, and a Saturday graduating course, adapted to the wants ot teachers, 
which..! like the regular course, requires 2 years for its completion.- (Catalogue, 
1879-'tsO.) 
INDUSTRIAL AND REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
There were 14 orphan asylums and homes for children r eported in 1~78-'79, 5 of 
them in Philadelphia, the others in difterent parts ofthe State. In these institutions 
were 930 children receiving instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic. In 7 of 
them certain industrial employments were given.- (Returns.) . 
The West Philadelphia Industt·ial School of the Immaculate Conception, the only m~lus­
trial school thus far reporting, had 110 girls under its care in 1879. They were gtven 
school training, instruction in (lressmaking, machine operating, embroidery, and do-
mestic wqrk.- (Retum.) . 
The House of Refuge, Philadelphia, reported, June 26, 1879, a total of 548 mroates, 
350 of them white and 198 colored. All are taught the ordinary English branche · 
The girls learn household work, sewing, running a sewing machine, tailoring, and 
how to knit stockings. The brush, hosiery, wickerwork, chair seating,. and P?cket 
~ook shops employ 248 boys, 10 cents on every dollar being allowed as an mc~nttve t.o 
mdustry. The colored department is also well conducted.- (Report of public chat'l-
ties, 1879.) 
The Pennsylvania Reforrn School, Morganza, reports a number of improv menta made 
during the year for the convenience of the school and considerable progre s toward 
pe~ cting the "family plan" in the institution. This plan consists in dividing ~h 
chil~en, a in New Jer ey, into families of 50, each occupying a sepa~a~e house, wtth 
spec1al officer , and each hou e to have a dormitory, school room, dmmg l'Oom, and 
playground. Th re are 4 ~uch e tablisbment for boys and 1 for girls, with a central 
a~i trative building. The 451 inmates (154 received in 1878-'79) were successft~lly 
stn~ymg the common branches, and one cla s of girls had lessons in crayon drawm 
of line map an<l charts. The intention is to introduce drawinO' in the male depart-
m~nt ~ 1 . Th boy are employ d on the farm, and some !::! or 10 of them in the 
t:nlonng. an~ ho hops. The girl learn b ad, braid, and wor ted work, :fine needle 
~or'!', t~ilonng, and comm n ewing.- (Report of public charities and rt>:port of the 
1n ·t1tnt10o.) 
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perhaps serve as a model for other institutes. They are as follows: "What mental 
faculties are first developed in primary pupils and how should primary methods of 
instruction differ from those in higher grades ~ Why should primary instruction deal 
largely with concrete knowledge~ Why should we teach little children things before 
names, ideas before words that represent them, and processes before rules~ Why 
should oral instruction be made prominent in teaching young pupils ~- Can children 
under 8 years of age study with advantage any book lessons~ What should be taught 
with the first and second readers~ Should oral exercises be made prominent with this 
class of pupils~ What slate exercises should be daily . provided for~ Should the 
child's first lessons in geography be oral rather than from books~ Why~" Certain 
persons were selected to answer questions as to the objects and methods of govem-
ment; as to special preparation on the part of the teacher for each recitation, the use 
of text books in hea,ring a recitation, and assisting pupils to prepare their lessons; as 
to the advantages and disadvantages of conducting recitations by topics, the reciting 
of pupils consecutively; and as to the practice of promotion in the class. Still other 
persons were to answer as to the frequency of reviewing, and the manner of conducting 
such reviews; as to the incentives to study to be used; as to the advantages of a pro-
gramme of daily exercises, and the amount of time to be allowed for each exercise in 
the different grades of classes; as to the daily merit mark or monthly examination 
record giving the best knowledge to parents of their children's standing; as to the 
duty ef teachers in instructing pupils in their duties and obligations as citizens, and 
bow such knowledge is best imparted; as to the best manner of imparting a greater 
reverence for law and rightful authority, and as to the best manner of instruction in 
local and national government and in knowledge of American history. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROF. JOHN H. M7QUILLEN, M. D., D. D. S. 
Professor McQuillen was born in Philadelphia, February 12, 1826 ; was trained in the 
Friends' schools of that city, and prepared for his profession as a dentist at the J effer-
son Medical College there, from which he graduated as M.D. in 1852, receiving subse-
quently the degree of D. D. s. in recognition of his services in the cause of dentistry 
in the United States. Almost from the beginning of his dental practice be was a con-
tributor to the literature of that branch of surgery, and for a quarter of a century 
took an active interest in the education of young men for it. Only 5 years after his 
graduation his reputation was such as to secure him the chair of operative dentistry 
aud dental physiology in the Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery, at Philadelphia, 
which be occupied from 1857 till1862. In that year he withdrew, to work with other 
eminent dentists of the city for the organization of a new ·school, the Philadelphia 
Dental College, which was chartered and organized in 1863. To the success of this 
institution for the better education and more thorough qualification of the dental prac-
titioner, he gave his time, talent, ener~y, and experience to the last day of his life, 
serving as dean of the faculty and professor of physiology, and dying suddenly in the 
school March 3, 1879. Besides aiding largely in building up this school, which now 
numbers graduates from all quarters of the globe, he first suggested the formation of 
the American Dental Association, and from 1859 was one of the editors of the Dental 
Cosmos, many of his articles in which were translated into foreign languages andre-
published in leading Emopean magazines. No one man probably ever did more to ele-
vate the standard of dental surgery.- (From a memorial paper kindly furnished by 
Dr. Charles A. Kingsbury, of Philadelphia, an associate of Dr. McQuillen in the Dental 
College.) 
PROF. G. B. WOOD, M.D. 
This well known author and professor was born at Greenwich, N.J., March 13, 1797; 
graduated in 1 18 from the University of Pennsylvania; was appointed in 1822 professor 
of chemistry in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, afterwards to the chair of ma-
teria medica, which he filled until1835; from 1835 to 1850 was professor of materia 
medica in the University of Pennsylvania ; and from that date u:util1860 professor of 
the theory and practice of medicine in the same institution, acquiring a high name for 
learning and skill. He died in Philadelphia, March 30, 1879. Prof. Wood's medical 
works gained him a world wide reputation, and he also wrote on historical subjects.-
(The Pharmacist, May, 1879.) 
PROF. C. J. HEMPEL, M.D . 
. Charles Julius Hempel, 1\.f. D., who filled the chair of materia medica and therapeutics 
m the Homreopathic Medical College of PenusylvaniaL Philadelphia, died September 7, 
1879. A native of Prus ia, he studied for five years in l:'aris. Emigrating to the United 
~tates in 1835, be graduated at the University of New York, and practised medicine 
m that city for several years prior to his appointment in the Homreopathic College. 
14ED • 
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He was a prolific writer on homceopathy, having published 13 books or manuals con-
nected with this subject; also, a German grammar. He was noted for earnestness of 
purpose, professional enthusiasm, and fervency of spirit. His labors in spreading the 
principles and literature of homceopathy were recognized in appropriate resolutions 
drawn up by the members of the college with which he was connected.- (Allibone's 
Dictionary of Authors and United States Medical Investigator, October 15, 1879.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. J. P. WICKERSHAM, State superintendent of public instruction, Harrisburg. 
[Fourth term, May 23, 1876, to May-, 1880.] 
HENRY HoucK, deputy superintendent, Harrisburg. 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-15 inclusive) .. a53,316 b49,562 -.... -..... -- .. 3,754 
Different pupils enrolled ......•....•• 41,093 41,810 717 . ---- ... - .... 
Average number belonging .......... 30,117 30,001 .................... 116 
Average daily attendance .........•.. 26,644 26,939 295 
------ ..... 
Percentage of average · belonging to 73 71 
···-·· ----
2 
enrolment in graded schools. 
69 1 Percentage of average belonging to 70 
----·· ----
enrolment in ungraded schools. 
65 64 1 Percentage of average attendance to 
...... ·-----
enrolment in graded schools. 
Percentage of average attendance to 60 60 
·----· ---· 
............ -.... 
enrolment in ungraded schools. 
Enrolled in evening schools .......... 4,536 3,890 ............. 646 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Towns in the State .•................. ....... ..... .... 36 ............ -- .... 
·----· ...... 
School districts ...................... 431 431 ........... ---- . -.- ...... -.... 
Public school buildings .............. 443 446 3 .. ---- ........ ,, 
Graded schools ...•...........••...•. 506 525 19 .. --- .... -- .. 
Ungraded schools ............•....... 295 294 
·----· --- .. 
1 
Public day schools ....••.....••...... 801 819 18 .............. --
Schools visited by school committee .. 422 397 ........... ---· 25 
Schools visited by school trustees .... 210 245 35 ............... 
Average time of school in days ..••... 182 182 ................ 
··--------Evening schools ....•................ 36 33 ........... --- .. 3 
Valuation of public school property .. $2,634,941 $2,654,148 $19,207 ............... 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teachin~ in public schools ..••••. 217 212 
------ ..... 5 
Women teac ing in public schools .... 897 885 
·----- ...... 
12 
Total of teachers in day schools ....•. 1,114 1,097 
----------
17 
Total of teachers in evening schools .. 198 166 .... --- .. -...... 32 
Teachers trained in normal schools ... 161 155 .... --- .... -- .. 6 
Teachers without experience ......... 63 ............... -...... . .. --- .. -.. -.. . -.- ............ 
Average monthly pay of men ......... $75 00 $73 84 
-----· ---· 
$1 16 
Average monthly pay of women .••••. 45 85 42 37 
----------
3 48 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for pubJic schools .••••• $709,444 $600,208 
-----· ----
$109,236 




Available State school fund ...••.•... $240,376 $240,376 
------ ...... 
-·-·-----· 
a State census of 1875. b Special school census of 1879. 
(From reports of Hon. T. B. Stockwell, State commissioner of public schools, for the 
years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These are (1) a State board of education of 8 members, including the governor and 
lieutenant governor, ex officio, and (2) a State commissioner of public schools, elected 
annually by the board as its secretary and executive officer. 
For towns, there are school committees of 3 or more members elected for 3 years, with 
change of one annually. Women are eligible to this position. In 8 cases the com-
mittee entirely controls the schools, choosing a superintendent when the town may 
have failed to elect such officer. 
For districts, there are from 1 to 3 trustees elected by the district.- (School manual, 
1873.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The school expenses, excepting teachers' wages, are met by taxes in towns and dis-
tricts, the taxes in towns to be as much as the State apportionment. The State aid 
for teachers' wages ($90,000 annually) is from an invested fund6 with money added from the State treasury when necessary. Of this sum, $63,00 are apportioned to 
the towns according to the number of children under 15 years of age, each town mak-
ing its distribution in this manner: one-half of the amount is divided equally among 
the districts, the other half in proportion to the average daily attendance in the dis-
trict schools during the preceding year. The remaining $27,000, apportioned to each 
town according to the number of school districts therein, are divided equally among 
the districts of the town. To obtain such aid from the State, the schools must admit 
all children between 5 and 15 years of age residing in the town or district (no per on 
over 15, however, to be excluded); the teachers must hold certificates of qualifica-
tion from the proper officers or from the trustees of the normal school ; the schools 
must be kept open at least 6 months, and the towns must raise the sum required by 
law. Teachers' institutes are to be held under the direction of the commissioner of 
public schools. Towns and districts are authorized to maintain school libraries, and 
may have aid from the State in doing so.- (School manual for 1873.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The State commissioner of public schools reports the general condition of the educa-
tional interests of the State to be steadily improvin{?; the school property to have 
more than held its own in amount, despite the shrinlrage of values during the pa t 
five years; the schools never so well provided with suitable buildings as at pr s nt, 
and with a disposition on the part of the people to continue to supply the neces ary 
accommodations; the teachers awaking to a realization of the demands of th ir pro-
fession, and the pupils responding with great vigor and spirit to the impuls of n w 
life in the schools. The general improvement wa marked by an increased enrolm nt 
of 717 and a gain of 295 regularly attending public schools; an increase al o of 3 
school-houses, 19 graded schools, 18 public day schools, of 35 schools visited by chool 
trustees, and of 19,207 in valuation of school property, while the average school year, 
9 months and 2 days, remained the same. The numberofteachersregularly mployed 
wa increased by 11, although the number of different persons teaching wa dimin-
ished by 17, which 1 ads the school commissioner to state that, if this ratio continues 
for a few years, the frequent change in the teachers' position-one of the main ob-
tacl s to succe sin chool work-will be done away with. The numb r of changes 
in teachers during the year was 368. With th increa e in enrolment and attendance 
mentioned above, a decrea of 3,754 in youth of school af?e was hown by the chool 
c nsos of 1 9, of '1.16 in the monthly pay of men teachmg and of , '3.4~ in that of 
wom ?1 of 1~9 236 in~choolr ipts, and of: 2,024 in school xp nditure . otwjtb-
standmg the mer a m nrolm nt and att ndance ov r the previou y ar, there were 
. ill ov r 10, 00 chilclr n or mor than 20 per c nt. of tpo e of chool ag , not at~ nd-
mg any b ol. That at leas on -. v nth of th hildr n of chool a e ar hab1tual 
ab. nt. fr m · ·hool, and are £ r th roo t part growing up in ignoranc , is a fact 
which 1 much d plor by he commi ion r. IIc still favor th enactm nt of a law 
which will o away with thi and otb r viis conn ·ted with tho public scho l yst m. 
l REE LIBRARIE , 
1,47~ w expen din aid of 16 librarie 1 th amount to f the 36 tow in the tate two-thirds r port 11 no 
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school libraries," and the valuation of those reported averages less than $408 for each 
town. The commissioner of public schools advises the establishment of one free 
library in each town, with three or four subdepositories, where the people can secure 
books. This he considers a better plan than that of the small local libraries now be-
longing to the schools which receive library funds from the State.-(State report.) 
OTHER TOPICS TREATED. 
Commissioner Stockwell refers to the evils which arise from the changing of one-
-third of the teachers in the State during the year, such a course weakening the char-
a;cter of the schools and impairing their value. In several towns the cause of such 
change was that the diminished appropriation made a diminution of salaries unavoid-
able. This drove away the best teachers and rendered those who remained so dissat-
isfied as to largely destroy the value of their services. He therefore disapproves of 
any further reduction of expenditure, falling as it does upon the teachers, because the 
deficiency created by the resignation of experienced and successful teachers cannot be 
made up. Under "Primary schools" he advocates, as a first progressive step, the 
elevation of the primary school to an equality with the other schools, for in that grade 
is laid the foundation for all subsequent study. He would have fewer pupils to a 
teacher, with teachers selected for their natural aptitude. Among the "quali-
fications for teaching" he places love for children, self control, a positive character, 
faithfulness, and the ability to impart knowledge, which is of even more importanee 
than the amount of knowledge possessed. He urges, too, the need of better school 
apparatus, as an aid to both teacher and scholar. In treating the subject of reading, 
he finds that there is too close attention paid to fixed forms and courses; consequently 
he advises an increase in the amount and range of reading, the allowing of two series 
of reading books, and the introduction of selections from current periodical literature. 
He deplores the dying out of moral culture in the schools, and would have more at-
tention paid to this matter both in school and at home. · 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Each city has a superintendent of schools, and makes, in most cases, an annual 
change of one-third of the members of its boards. Providence has a committee of 6 
members for each ward. Newport has 12 members, 2 for each ward and 2 at large. 
STATISTICS. a 
Estimated No. of pub- Children of Enrolment Cities and towns. population. lie schools. school age. in public schools. 
Newport ..••.... . 14,028 37 2, 843 2,044 
Pawtucket ....... 18, 500 45 3, 539 2, 779 
Providence ....... 103,500 242 17,684 14,211 
Warwick ........ 11,700 28 2, 087 1, 923 
Woonsocket .... .. 16,010 32 3, 279 2, 060 
Average Number of t:~lan~~- teachers. 
1, 261 43 
1, 949 55 
9,415 284 














a These statistics are from the report of the State commissioner; the additional particulars following, 
partly from the same and p:trtly from special reports and returns. 
b The expenditure includes sums spent for evening schools. 
c The town report gives $21,826. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Newp01·t reports 8 public school buildings, with 2,294 sittings for study; 10 grades 
of school, viz: 1 high, 4 grammar, 2 intermediate, and 3 primary schools; an extra 
grammar and an ungraded school opened in 1878-'79; a change in the course of study, 
wh~c~ eliminates the mechanical part of geography, extends grammar through com-
po 1t10n, and omits one text book for reading; drawing and music taught throughout 
the schools, ancl book-ke ping in the ungraded school; 366 pupils and 12 teachers in 
the evening schools; 670 pupils in private and parochial schools; and school property 
valued at '20 ,007.-(City and tate reports and return.) 
. P~wtucket report. 1 . chool-houses, with from 1 to 6 schools in each; in all, 2, 700 
s1ttmgs for study; th schools classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, high, and un-
graded; 2 school-hou e hunt during the year, with 2 rooms in each; the 2 evening 
schools a decided succ s; drawing and penmanship taught by the regular teachers ~nd music by asp cial teacher; school taught all the 200 school days; 315 pupils enrolled 
m private and parochial schools; and school property worth $175,281.-(City report 
and r turn.) 
In Providence the 47 school LuHding 1 contain 1 high, 11 grammar, 34 intermediate, 
and 3 primary schools, the full course occupying 9 years. A gradual improvement 
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in meth.ods of teaching was reported in many o.f th.e .schools, id~as and principles being 
taught mstead of dry rules and abstract tecbnicaht1es. Drawmg was taught even in 
the primary grades, and in many of the schools of this grade the younger scholars were 
encouraged to use the pencil on slate or paper. Instruction in sewing is given in 
some departments, the older girls cutting as well as sewing plain garments. There 
were 9 evening schools in successful operation, with 108 teachers, an enrolment of 2,250 
pupils, and an average attendance of 1,048. The evening high school was not opened, 
but the entire cost of the others amounted to $11,899. Vacation schools were not held 
from want of appropriation. .A. special teacher of music was employed throughout 
the day schools. The estimated value of school property is $1,500,000.- (State and city 
reports and return.) 
Warwick reports 18 school buildings, worth, with their sites and apparatus, $24,300; 
the 18 graded and 10 ungraded schools successfully taught by the same number of 
teachers as in 1878; the receipts for public schools $12,014, and the expenditures 
$24,300.-(State report.) 
Woonsocket reports 15 school buildings, worth, with their sites, $131,500; the schools 
classified as high, grammar, and primary; the punctuality of attendance constantly 
improving, and a uniform thoroughness of scholarship secured. Since the policy of 
purchasing text books for the free use of pupils was adopted better school attendance 
and more efficient management have been reported. There were 4 school-houses built 
during the year-8 rooms, with a seating capacity of 458 pupils, being added to the 
school accommodations of the town-and this was not considered sufficient.- (City and 
State :reports.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
RHODE ISLAND STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE. 
The school moved into new quarters during 1878- '79, and it is said that the new 
building (formerly occupied by the high school) more than fulfils the expectations 
entertained in :regard to its adaptability to the wants of the school and its general ad-
vantages. There were 155 pupils during the year, 42 having entered the first t rm 
and'22 the second; 14 had been teachers. The aggregate attendance for the year was 
unusually large and the regular work of the several departments was prosecuted with 
more than usual energy. A well appointed room was fitted up for the cia es in draw-
ing, and the laboratory was so arranged as to be of great aid to the cla ses in elem nt-
ary chemistry and in physics. Four Saturday classes were formed to aid graduates 
and teachers in continuing their studies, special attention being paid to the lements 
of natural science; lessons were also given in determinative mineralorry, Am rican 
history, and German. The course of study occupies 2 years, but there is an ad,anced 
course of 2 years additional. Graduates receive diplomas, and it is optional with 
school committees whether graduates shall be reexamined before teachingin th pub-
lic schools. The school graduates 2 classes a year, and, as a proof of the u ce s of 
this plan of semiannual examinations, it is stated that within the last thr e y ar the 
graduates, almost without exception, have been continuously employed.- ( tat re-
port and return.) 
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creasing their efficiency as teachers, and in deepening the consciousness that they are 
all workers in the same general plan, where the work of one is constantly passing to 
the hands of another to be carried forward.- (State report.) 
SECONDARY INS'rRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of schools of this higher grade in the State is not reported by the 
school commissioner, but the reports from different towns and cities indicate ~ood 
work and a general tendency towards improvement. In Bristol only was the nigh 
school reported in rather an unsatisfactory condition. The cause of this was the res-
ignation of the principal and frequent changes in the teachers. The attendance, al-
. ways small, fell below the average. The Rogers high school, Newport, reported an 
enrolment of 125 pupils and well sustained attendance. Graduates and other adults 
were admitted to special comses, and in the lecture course, inaugurated in 1878, 14 
lec~ures were given. In this course, which was intended more particularly for the 
semor class, but to which other persons are invited, prominent lecturers took the 
subjects "Goothe," "Life and writings of Wordsworth," "The origin of language," 
" The morning stars of English literature," " Our relations to the lower forms of ani-
mal and vegetable life," &c. New Shoreham established lyceums, under the auspices of 
the high school, and the students taking part in the debates showed much improve-
ment. Pawtucket rearranged the course of study so as to include an English course 
and an English classical course. Provjdence opened the new high school building, 
and registered 309 in the girls' department and 209 in the boys'. There were 125 boys 
preparing for college in the English course and 84 boys and 14 girls in the classical 
course. Warren reports that increased attention was given in the high school to the 
practical bearing of the studies on the needs of the pupils in actual life. Business 
forms were introduced as a writing exercise, and book-keeping is now one of the 
studies of the regular course. Special attention is also paid to elocution. The pupils 
are allowed to take a purely English course, which, without languages, entitles to a 
diploma of graduation, or they can have au elective classical course which also ad-
mits of a diploma. Woonsocket reports constant improvement in the high school, 
the character of the work more and more satisfactory, the progress of the school 
s~eady and assured, and the enrolment greater than for several years.- (State and 
City reports.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academies, and schools preparatory to 
college, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix. For a summary of their sta-
tistics, see corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
The report of the president for 1879 indicates that there were 243 students in the 
college, 14 of them graduates. The course of study is gradually undergoing a change, 
a~d it is thought that by another year a full table of required and -elective studies 
will be ready. The intention is to have 3 courses of study, one leading to A. B., with 
a limited curriculum of required studies and a certain number of electives, and 2 al-
ternative courses for PIT. B., one including Latin or Greek, with a certain amount of 
~athematics and a variety of electives, the other omitting those languages, but requir-
mg a wider range of electives and a certain knowledge of Latin and French as condi-
tions to pursuing them. Since the fourth year has been added to the courses leading 
to PH. B., there has been a marked improvement in the quality of the men striving for 
that degree. During the year the industry and spirit of the students were remarkable 
and there was a larger number of instances of superior scholarship than usual. Lect-
U!es on the more difficult and controverted questions in metaphysics and ethics were 
given during the winter to graduate students, and it is thought that regular and sys-
tematic courses of graduate instruction will ere long be organized. There were 2 new 
scholarships founded during the year. The library was increased by 1,431 volumes, 
several valuable works on natural science being among the number. There are now 
59,200 bound volumes and 16,000 pamphlets in the library. For more detailed statis-
tics, see Table IX of the appendix. . 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL. 
In the scientific department of Brown University, Providence, there is a 3 years' course 
in civil engineering, although a longer or horter course may be pursued. Lectures 
are also given in botany, geology, and zoOlogy. The departments of chemistry and 
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physics have laboratories open · to students showing special aptitude for either of 
these branches. The course of instruction in agriculture includes the above studies 
and special lectures on ::J,gticulture. The students are taught in this course taxidermy 
and the preserving of specimens. Students entering any of these departments of prac-
tical science are subject to the same conditions of admission as for any select course, 
and they are entitled, upon finishing the course, to a certificate. If, however, they con-
nect these branches with the regular scientific and classical studies of the university 
and fulfil all requirements, they are entitled to the degree of PH. B. or A. B. 
There are no schools for theological, legal, or medical instruction reported in this 
State. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, P~OVIDENCE. 
This school is under the special charge of a subcommittee of the board of education, 
who report that it::; range of usefulness is constantly widening and that 13 pupils are 
~ow under instruction. Deaf children .over 4 years of age residing in the State 
are admitted free of charge, provided there is no mental or physical disqualifica-
tion; for children from without the State $100 a year are paid. The school work is 
divided into five grades, the lower grades being mostly devoted to the Kindergarten 
ID:ethods. Drawing is taught, and the more advanced pupils hav~ instruction ?n the 
h1gher branches of education, although the actual use of the Enghsh language 1s con-
sidered of the first importance, and every opportunity is taken to induce the pupils to 
use articulate speech.-(State report.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
This State in 1878-'79 paid $3,000 to the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts 
School for the Blind, South Boston, for the care of blind children sent there from 
Rhode Island. 
ART EDUCATION. 
The Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, instructs artisans in drawing, paint-
ing modelling, and designing ; trains students systematically in the. practice o! art, 
and advances art education generally. There are both day and evenmg schools m the 
2 y~ars' course. Drawing is taught to children over nine years of age one hour a. week. 
The intention is to establish a school of embroidery; also, a course of instructwn for 
public school teacherA, at the termination of which certificates will be awarded to those 
successfully passing the examination.- (Circular for 1879-'80.) 
TEACHING IN MUSIC. 
A. musical institute, established in connection with Greenwich Academy, East Green-
wich, has its courses arranged with a view to graduation in piano, organ, and vo_cal 
music. The completion of one of these courses entitles to a diploma. Those pursumg 
partial courses receive a certificate. This institute is said to have been very successful 
in the past, and the spring term of 1879 opened with "unpreced nted pro pects of 
ucces ." There is also opportunity for instruction in paintin<r, crayons, drawmg, and 
waxwork for those who desire to become teachers of these branches in addition to that 
of music.-(Circular.) 
E 
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Mass~chusetts, would have the :first three years' study of arithmetic given, by object 
teachmg, to the expression and combination of numbers only; the next three, to the 
f~ndamental rules. In short this branch should be taught with regard to the prac-
tiCal demand that may be made upon the pupil. In the high school department 
reform in methods of classical instruction was urged ; more rational instruction in 
Latin and Greek to be required, with less dry study of the grammar and a more 
thorough knowledge of the language and literature, the aim of study to be the 
nourishment of the mind. Mr. G. H. Howison, of the Massachusetts Institute of 
T~chnology, discussed the functions of mathematics, showing how essential that 
sCience is to our condition ·; how it develops us to acquire a mastery over nature, and 
~ow it trains in precisiqn and in the habit of demanding rigorous proof. The even-
Ing session was occupied with a lecture from Homer B. Sprague, on Shakespere's 
youth. During the second day, the following topics were discussed: "Defects in our 
education and their remedies," in which the preponderance of women teachers was 
deplored and an increased amount of English literature and of moral teaching was 
urged. Then followed "The most practical equipment for teaching," in which the 
!3peaker dwelt on the necessity of a knowledge of the science of mind in teaching, a 
knowledge of studies in their power as instruments of education, and on enthusiasm 
for work; and ''English grammar in our public schools," by Mr. W. E. Eaton, of Bos-
ton, who proposed that English grammar should be excluded from the curriculum of 
schools below the high school, as it does not in any essential degree minister to the 
growth of the child's intellect, nor is it of any practical value to the average Yankee 
boy of grammar school age. This subject caused much discussion, the general opinion 
being that the study should be retained in the grammar schools, and even in the pri-
mary grades. In the evening addresses were made upon school discipline, education 
?-Sa preparation for citizenship, the teacher's calling, and the need of more schoollearn-
mg for the secmity of the State, of an educated ballot, and of more personal enthu-
siasm and inspiration among educators. 'l'he committee on resolutions reported in 
favor of (1) the State Normal School, (2) hopefulness in school work, (3) the impor-
tance of history as a grammar school study, and ( 4) the high school as a necessary part 
of public education.-(New-England Journal of Education.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. THOMAS B. STOCKWELL, State commissioner of public schools, Providence. 
[Annually reelected since 1874.] 
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SOUTH CAROLINA. 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
----------------------------~--------~--------~-------------
1877-'78. 1878--'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-16) in 83,813 83,813 
···-·· ..... 
1877. 
Colored youth of school age (6-16) in 144,315 144,315 ~-- --· ...... -... 
1877. 
Total school population (6-16) in 1877. 228,128 228,128 . ... . -- ........... 
Whites enrolled in public schools ..... 54,118 58,3ti8 4,250 
Colored enrolled in public schools ..... 62,121 64,095 1,974 
Totalenrolment .. ------ ..•••......... 116,239 122,463 6,224 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ..••....•••. 437 445 8 
Free public schools ... __ ............. 2,922 2,901 .............. 
Number of school-houses_._ . .. . ..... . 2,552 2,675 123 
School-houses built during the year ... 56 81 25 
School-houses owned by districts._ ... 589 618 29 
Cost of new school-houses .. _ ......... $3,8 4 $5,556 $1,672 
Valuation of school-houses _ ....... _ ~. 340,615 357,602 16,9 7 
TEACHERS Al\TD TITEIR PAY. 
Men teachin~ in public schools .... _ .. 1,844 1,934 90 
Women teac ing in public schools .... 1,273 1,232 ................ -.... 
Whole number of teachers . _ .. _ ...... 3,117 3,166 49 
Number of white teachers .. __ ... _ .... 2,091 2,090 ..... -..... - ... -.. 
N urn ber of colored teachers ... _ .... _ . 1,026 1,076 50 
Average monthly pay of men ......... 2 22 ~54 ........ -- ......... 
Average monthly pay of women .. __ .. 25 42 23 4 .................. 
INCOME AND EXPE:NDITURE. 
Total r ceipt for public chools ...... 316,197 304,167 ....... - ...... - .. # 
Total xp nditure for he arne ..... _ . 319, 030 319,320 
(From r port for the years indicated of Hon. IIugh S. Thompson, 
ten dent of ducation.) 
TATE CIIOOL Y TEM. 
F FICER • 
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principles of the Constitution and laws of the State and United States, morals, and 
good behavior. 
The schools are sustained from the proceeds of a tax of not less than 2 mills on the 
dollar, with a poll tax of $1 on each voter. The amount collected in this way in each 
c~unty is apportioned amon~ the several school districts in proportion to the respec-
ti.ve number of pupils attendmg the free public schools in each district.- (School laws, 
1878.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The State superintendent reports the public school system of the State in a better 
condition than at any previous time, and that the public schools have taken a strong 
foothold and are gaining favor slowly, but none the less surely. The average attend-
ance is not given, so that the most important element in determining improvement is 
wanting, but the general statistics certainly indicate advance. In stating that the 
condition of the public schools is improved, the ~uperintendent does not rely wholly 
on the statistics given. He has during the year visited a large number of the coun-
ties, conferring with school officers and other citizens of influence, and although com-
plaints of the working of the system have been made, he has been encouraged by the 
interest exhibited and the evidence of increased efficiency. The improvement in the 
schools for colored people has been specially marked. The negroes show a praisewor-
thy desire to avail themselves of the benefits of education-the whites encouraging 
them in this and giving them aid and counsel-while they have received from the 
officers intrusted with its disbursement their full share of the school fund. He ad-
mits that in the country districts there is much need for improvement, both in schools 
for white and colored pupils, but says that no discriminations have been made in fa-
vor of one or against the other race. In Charleston the colored schools show a very 
encouraging condition, the whole number of colored pupils attending these schools 
during 187t>-'79 having been 3,568, under 39 teachers. Another evidence in the same 
direction is that Claflin University, devoted solely to the education of the colored 
race, receives from the State $7,500 each year. 1 - (State report.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For statistics of any such schools reporting from this Sta.te, see Table V of the ap-
pendix to this volume. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The State superintendent says that $4,250 for schools were received from this fund 
during the year 1878-'79; but that hereafter money apportioned to the State will 
probably be devoted to the training ofteachers.-(State report.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
CHARLESTON. 
Officers.-These consist of school commissioners, 1 for each ward, elected by the 
people, who constitute a school board and may elect a chairman, a clerk, and a super-
intendent of city schools. 
Statistics.-Estimated population, 54,000; youth of school age, 12,727; enrolled in 
public schools, 6, 775; average attendance, not given; teachers employed;, 90, of whom 
81 were white and 9 colored; school-houses, 5, 4 of them brick and 1 trame, all re-
ported in good condition, with grounds inclosed, and valued at $125,000. The expend-
itures for 1878-'79 were reported to be $65,676. 
Additional particulm·s.-The assesoment for city school purposes was 1 mill on the 
dollar, and the amount oflocal tax raised was $28,915. The number of pupils in the 
several studies varied from 670 to 6,163 in ordinary branches, while 420 were reported 
in the higher branches. A special teacher of music was employed at a salary of $900, 
and a "floating teacher" at a salary of $400. School was taught 191 out of the 197 
school days in the year. The colored chools did very well, one with primary, inter-
mediate, and grammar departments having an enrolment of 1,404 pupils, several 
native white teachers, and the best school building in the city. Indeed, the State 
superintendent says that for thorollghness of school training, both in instruction and 
di cipline, and for an efficient system of public schools, Charleston compares favorably 
with any city in the country.-(State report and return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL DEPARTMENTS • 
. The Avery Normal Institute, Charleston, at date of June 30, 1879, reported 8 resident 
mstrnctors; 1 normal students; 304 other students ; 14 graduates, 4 of them already 
engaged as teachers; 7 years in the full course of study; drawing and vocal and in-
l The president of the university, in a letter, says ''about $5,000." 
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strumental music taught; and diplomas or certificates given on completion of the 
course, which, however, do not permit their possessors to be received as teachers in 
the public schools without another examination.-(Return.) 
The Nm·mal Department of Claflin University, Orangeburg, for the year ending in De-
cember, 1879, reported 3 resident instructors ; 81 normal students; 1 graduate, who 
was already teaching; a 3 years' course of study; instruction given in drawing and 
in vocal and instrumental music ; and that there was a model school attached to the 
institution.- (Return.) 
. The Normal Department of Bmine1'd Institute, Chester, had model classes from the 
primary department, the use of a museum of natural history and a chemical labora-
tory, and about 50 pupils who have taught or are preparing to teach.- (Return.) 
The State superintendent urges the need of more normal schools, an(!. the majority 
of teachers in the State admit the necessity. The agent of the Peabody fund has 
offered $5,000 in case the legislature should establish a good normal school, and as 
Claflin University is shaping its course so as to offer normal training to those of the 
colored race who are preparing to become teachers, whatever appropriation might be 
made would only be needed to establish such a school for white teachers. The State nor-
mal school for these was not reopened in 1879.-(State report and letter of the State 
superintendent of education.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
During 1879, meetings of teachers' associations were held in 24 counties. The title 
"teachers' institutes" was given in many instances to these gatherings, although, 
with the exception of one county, the term convention or association was said to be 
the more correct. That county, Greenville, held its meeting through twelve days, 
with an attendance of 30 teachers. In some cases the addresses, essays, and discus-
sions were limited to the teacher's work and the best methods of instruction and dis-
cipline; in other meetings the whole subject of public ed.ucation was freely treated. 
One of these conventions, the Charleston Teachers' Union, was held in Charleston 
January 2-4, 1879. Essays were read on the art of teaching, the culture of the intel-
lect, the duties of teachers, the common schools, the best methods of discipline, the 
use of schools, &c.-(State report and American Missionary.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IIIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of high schools in the State is not given by the State superintenden~. 
Therewer~, however, 3,467 pupils studying what are called the higher.branches. ~h1s 
shows an mcrease of 239 over the number reported in 1878. The ltlg1slature provides 
only for elementary instruction, but Superintendent Thompson, among others, _advo-
cates the establishment of high schools, and, as he opposes further State taxa~wn to 
raise chool revenues, he sees no way to maintain such schools, supported even m part 
by th tate, unless a system of local taxation be adopted. This taxation w~uld en-
able the authorities to provide properly for both elementary and secondary mstr.uc-
tion. Admitting that only a comparatively small number of pupil would att nd h1gh 
schools, he contends that they would be useful in furnishing teachers and would act 
pow rfully in raising the standard of education in the lem ntary schools. Indeed, 
he affirm that no greater blessing than a goocl sy tem of high schools could now be 
granted to outh Carolina.- ( tate r port.) 
OTIIER ECONDARY SCIIOOL . 
t?-~i tic of privat aca(l mi and pr •paratory d partment of colleges and ~­
v. rsttt .may b found in Tabl s VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, and the summanes 
of th m m the r port of the ommi .-ion r pr ·eding. 
I .,. T UCTIO 
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cod u;rses:. Newberry had arrangements for instruction in civil engineering to such as 
esued It, and for 1879-'t30 offered the degree of PH. B. to students who should com-
plete the o;rdinary collegiate course without the Greek. It and Wofford presented also 
select partial courses, with the offer of instruction in book-keeping. All had arrange-
ments ~or instruction in French or German or both.-(Catalogues and returns.) 
Clajhn University, Orangeburg, reported a marked increase in the number of stu-
den~s an<l an advance of 50 per cent. in the standard of scholarship over that of pre-
ceding years. The 218 students, about one-third of them women, attending in March, 
1879, represented 17 different counties of the State. so that the former local characLer 
of the institution is disappearing. One-half of the expenses o:t: the college are paid 
by northern philanthropists, the other half by the State government. The depart-
me~ts of study are: grammar school, 2 years; normal school course, 3 years; college 
of liberal arts, 4 years ; also, agricultural and theological courses, referred to under 
Scientific and Professional Instruction. The students have an opportunity to study 
French, German, and music, and particular attention is paid to classical instruction, 
as many studying here intend to become teachers or preachers.- (State report, cata-
logues, return, New-England Journal of Education, and the Weekly News, Charles-
ton.) 
. For statistics of the colleges and universities reporting, see Table IX of the appen-
dix. For summaries of these statistics, see a corresponding table in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For the titles, location, and statistics of any such institutions reporting to this 
Bureau, see Table VIII of the appendix; for summaries of their statistics, see a cor-
responding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The South Carolina Agricultural College and Mechanics' Institute, a part of Claflin 
University, continues its 4 years' scientific and agricultural course, which is especially 
adapted to the wants of those who desire a higher education for industrial pursuits. 
There are about 150 acres of land under cultivation; a carpenter's shop is open for 
practical instruction, and the intention is to have other mechanical departments. By 
means of the farm and the shop, from forty to fifty young men are paying the whole 
or a part of their bills in the college. The degree of PH. B. is given those finishing 
the scientific course. The requirements for admission are good moral character and 
the passing of a satisfactory examination in the studies of the preparatory course or 
their equivalents. .About $5,000 are appropriated annually from the agricultural 
land grant fund to sustain this institution. The whole income of the fund is $11,508, 
about one-half of which the State gives to the college, retaining the rest for the pur-
pose of establishing a similar institution for whites at Columbia, which had not, how-
ever, been established up to October 22, 1879,1-(Catalogue and letter of President 
Cooke.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction was given in 1878-'79 in the Theological Seminary of tho 
General .Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, Columbia, which 
reported 29 students,z and at Baker Theological Institute, a department of Claflin 
University, Orangeburg, reportin~ 28 students. Both had courses of three years' dura-
tion, and the first mentioned reqmred applicants for admission to pass an examination 
unless they were college graduates.- (Returns.) 
The law school of the Unive-rsitu of South Ca1·olina was not reopened at date of October 
22, 1879.- (Letter.) · 
The Medical College of the State of South Carolina, Charleston, reports a nominal ex-
amination for admission; 3 years' study and 2 full courses of lectures required for 
graduation; 71 students in 1878-'79; and 25 graduates, of whom 23 received medical 
degrees and 2 degrees in pharmacy.- (Return and catalogue.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The outh Carolina In titution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and the 
Blind, Cedar pring, reported 56 pupils in October, 1879. Of this number, 20 were 
blind, the remainder deaf and dumb. The course of study wa continued as hereto-
1 A subsequent letter from the tate superintendent indicates its establishment in 1880. 
2 Of this number, 23 were colle~e graduates and the others had all received some collegiate instruo-
tion. The institution, however, was greatly embarrassed by the loss of funds and teachers, and wo.~ 
threatened with suspension.- (Report to general assembly.) 
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fore ; broom and brush making, boot and sboe making, and printing were taught to 
the boys; the girls are to have instruction in the use of the sewing machine and in 
the manufacture of bead work. The State appropriation for the year was $6, 00; the 
income from tuition fees, $707; the expenditure for the year, $6,841.- (Report and 
return for 1879.) 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
The Charleston Orphan House, Charleston, reported 2a5 inmates in 1879; tho co t of 
maintaining and educating each child, $84.15; sewing, laundry, and kitchen work 
attended to partly by the children ; and the course of instruction in school embracing 
the common branches. The Kindergarten numbered 67 pupils, who were being pre-
pared to enter the primary department. This institution is said to be largely endowed 
and also receives support from the city.- (Report and Jetter.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
~on. HUGH S. THOlliPSON, State superintendent of education, Oolumb(a. 





POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
·white youth of school age .•••••..... a336,817 b388,355 
Colored youth of school age ....•..... all2,100 b126,288 
Whole number of school age ...•.... - a448,917 b514,643 
Whites in public schools ....•••... --. 206,810 208,858 
Colored in public schools .........•• -. 54,342 55,829 
Whole public school enrolment ....... 261,152 264,687 
Average daily attendance ............ 172,198 186,162 
Per cent. of enrolment on youth of 58 51 
school age. 
70 Per cent. of attendance on enrolment. 66 
Per cent. of attendance on youth of 3t! 35 
school age. 
35,007 Enrolment in private schools ......... 31,730 
Average daily attendance in private 22,060 23,789 
schools. 
Pupils in public and private schools .. 292,882 299,694 
Average daily attendance in both .... 194,258 209,951 
Per cent. of all in school to youth of 65 58 
school age. 
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
Public schools for white youth ....••. 4,205 4,385 
Public schools for colored youth ...... 1,141 1,227 
Whole number of public schools ...... 5,346 5,612 
Graded public schools ............... . 243 267 
Consolidated schools c .••••• ••••.•• - •• 257 275 
Public school-houses ................. 3,575 3,793 
Value of public .:Jchool-houses, with $1,051,399 $1,162,685 
sites, furniture, &c. 
69 Average time of pn blic schools in days. 77 
Private schools reported ............ - 988 1,287 
Whole number of schools, private and 6,334 6,899 
public. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAT. 
White teachers in public schools ..... 4,457 4,735 
Colored teachers in public schools .... 1,135 1,267 
Whole number in public schools ...... 5,592 6,002 
Average monthly pay of teachers cl ••• $28 12 $25 67 
Teachers in private schools ......•..• 1,162 1,467 
Whole number of teachers in public 6,754 7,469 
and private schools. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public schools ..•••• $904,428 $785,051 
Whole expenditure for public schools. 794,232 710,652 
STATE CHOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent fund ...•.•.... $2,512,500 $2,512,500 
Increase. 
. . .. . . . .. . .. .. 
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aChildren from 6-18. bChildren from 6-21. 
cOon olidated school are private schools with public school pupils, to whom usually some high school 
instruction is to b given nnd r the direction of the public school authorities.- (Law of 1873.) 
dFor like services of mn.le and female teachers, liko salaries shaU be paid.- (Ln.w of 1873.) 
(From report of Hon. Leon. Trousdale, State superintendent of public schools, for 
the two years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State, a superintendent of public schools, who must have literary and scien-
tific attainments and skill and experience in the art of teaching, is nominated by 
the governor and confirmed by the senate biennially. He has the aid and counsel of 
a State board of education, composed of the governor and 6 civilians appointed by 
the governor, 2 of whom are subject to biennial change. 
For each county the county court chooses a superintendent of public schools at its 
January session in every odd numbered year. He, too, is required to have literary 
and scientific attainments, and, if practicable, skill and experience in teaching. 
For each school district 3 directors are chosen, by the voters of the district, on the 
first Thursday in August after the formation of it; and in every succeeding year one 
is to be chosen to replace an outgoing member. . 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The schools of the State are free to all children 6-21 residing in the districts where 
they are held. They are sustained by the proceeds of a State school fund of $2,512,500 
bearing interest at 6 per cent., of a poll tax of $1 annually on each male citizen, and 
of a county tax of 1 mill on the dollar, all distributed on the basis of the annually 
reported school population. No district tax for any school purpose is allowed to be 
levied; but, if necessary, the county courts, of their own motion or on a vote of the 
people to that efl'ect, must levy such an addition to the 1 mill tax as will suffice to 
keep the schools open for 5 months or more. Public school children may be taught 
in private schools of any rr:rade on contract with the school directors, provided that 
the studies prescribed for the public schools are taught free of charge to such children 
and that the county and district school officers have as full control of them as they 
have of the ordinary public schools. For studies beyond the prescribed ones, pay 
may be collected by the teachers. To be lawfully employed or to receive pay for 
services, all public school teachers must hold certificates of qualification from their 
county superintendent. Elementary principles of agriculture are henceforth to form 
a part of the instruction given in the State schools, and further provision for indus-
trial training is urged. As in other Southern States, schools continue to be separate 
for whites and blacks. 
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL CONDITION. 
'Fhe :figures of the statistical summary preceding show large gains on even the ~reat 
gams of 1878, but not as full a proportion of gain in the public as in the pnvate 
school~, and not as great proportionately in both to~ether as in the public scho~ls 
alone m 1878. Then the public schools enrolled 33,50l! more and had 29,932 mor~ m 
average daily attendance, the private schools gathering in also 3,439 more and holdmg 
4,847 more in average attendance. In 1879 there was an apparent increa e of 65,726 
in children of school age, largely due to the fact that children were included between 
6 and 21, instead of between 6 and 18; of this number only 3,535 pupils went into the 
public .c~ools- the private schools, though less than one-fourth in number,. enrolling 
~n addit10n a~most as great, 3,277. The average attendance in the public schools 
mc~ea ed by 13,964, a very encouraging advance, but less than half that of the pre-
ce~mg year:. The average attendance in the private schools was 1,729 greater, n?t 
qmte reachmg the same proportion. The increased average attendance of 15,693 m 
the public and private schools together was 8, 1 more than the 6,812 increase of en-
rolm .nt in them both, and shows that there must have been a large amount of really 
effective teaching. The school., public and private, however, evidently still have a 
g_reat work to do, for, with all the large incr a e of pupils in all chools, the p~opor­
tlOn of enrolment to school population wa only 5 per cent. in 1879, stillleavmg 42 
p r c nt. wi hout instruction in any school. . 
It may n that the school rev nne was diminish d nearly 120,000. This was 
the r ult of the legislative action po tponing the collection of the tax . The chool 
r v nu thus fell off to uch an ext nt a to compel a r unction of days in the 
av rarr chool term,' hich b fore was only 77 days. Notwith tandin~ this, how ver, 
t~ r wer m re chool taught mor t achers kept ngacred, and, It i thought, a 
lng r t ndard of t aching, with improvem nt in the d tails of chool manag m nt. 
An a 11 mor c untie tha~ in 1 1 vi <1 a property tax for cho l to uppl m nt 
th. . t t , · 16 m re levie a uppl mental poll tax, and 5 more a upplem ntal 
pn~ ~e tax £< r the same purp , it i pr ba 1 that for 1 0 th re will be r port d 
c 1<1 r bly la_rg r r v. nu , a long r chool term, bett r provision for the schools, 
and ven m mer a m the pay of teach rs. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
r informati n r ctin any institutiona of this cla s in the school year 1878-'79, 
see Table V of the appencli:X. 
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Each of the chief cities has a board of education, the number and constitution of 
which are determined by special laws; the Knoxville board has 5 members; Nash· 
ville, 9; Memphis, 2 from each of its 10 wards. These boards elect a president and sec-
retary (and sometimes other officers) of their own number, with a superintendent of 
schools, not of their number. The members of the boards are elected by the people 
and part are subject to change each year. 
STATISTICS. 
. -
Estimated Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities. population. school age. in public t:~lan~~- teachers. ture. schools. 
Chattanooga ______ ---- ______ 11,488 2,807 1, 887 1, 105 27 $15,384 
Knoxville .... ___ .. __ ...... . 12,000 2, 540 1, 509 930 26 13, 242 
w:~~M~ -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.::::::::::: 45,000 9, 139 4,105 2,389 63 29, 222 28,000 a9, 046 4,122 3,191 81 b58, 111 
I 
a From 6 to 18; in the other cities the numbers given include all from 6 to 21. 
bBesides tb'is amount, which covered the ~hole expenses of the year, $10,575 were paid on a deficit of 
the preceding year. 
.ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Chattanooga included in its school population 1,799 white and 1,008 colored youth; 
reported 8 buildings, with 29 school rooms, the value of sites, buildings, and furni-
ture estimated at $22,100; teacher's average pay, $49.65 a month; annual cost of each 
pupil enrolled, $5.86; of each pupil belonging, $7.85. The schools (primary, grammar, 
and high) were opened in September, 1878, with a full enrolment and bright pros-
pects. But only a few days afterwards yellow fever appeared in the city, dispersed 
the population, and led to the disbanding of the schools. They were not reopened till 
January, 1879, when teachers and pupils entered vigorously on their work and made 
the short session of five and a half months an especially successful one. A much larger 
class than usual finished the course of study in the grammar schools and passed the re-
quired examinations for the high school, while for the first time a class in the highschool 
completed its course and was graduated with appropriate ~xercises.-(State report 
and retUl'n.) · 
Knoxville had in 1878-'79 a new superintendent, who reorganized and regraded the 
schools. The grades established (primary, grammar, and high) cover 9 years, the last 
3 being devoted to high school studies. Vocal music and calisthenics, introduced as a 
part of the school course, were prosecuted under the superintendent and the regular 
teachers with good results. Writing and drawing, taught under the same direction, 
showed less improvement, and the employment of a special teacher for these branches 
is urged in the report. The city schools occupied' 4 school buildings, with 26 rooms, 
valued, with sites and furniture, at $'28,200. The cost of tuition for each pupil en-
rolled was $8.12; for each belonging, $12.15; for each in average attendance, $13.18. 
Meetings of the teachers for instruction in their work were held by the superintendent 
twice a month.-(State report and city report.) 
Memphis, prematurely closing her schools in 1878 without examination, on account 
of the yellow fever, was also unable to reopen them before December 9. Three of the 
school buildings having been used for fever hospitals, there was naturally reluc-
tance on the part of pupils to enter them at first, and thus the attendance in all the 
schools barely reached 500 on the opening day. By Christmas, however, it increased 
to 1,532, and afterwards rose rapidly to the ordinary figure. .After the classification 
and regrading of the pupils, a course of study was arranged for the necessarily brief 
session. Of course, with a session only 6 months in extent, begun under the disad-
vantage of a change of superintendent (the former superintendent, Col. James T. 
Leath, having died), and with some new teachers replacing experienced ones who 
had died or gone away, the general average of scholarship was not high. Twenty-
one pupils, however, attained an average of 95 per cent. in scholarship and 100 in at-
tendance, while 30 completed the course of the graded schools and received certifi· 
cates of admission to the high school. The graded course primary and grammar, 
covers 8 years; that of the high school, 3 years more. The school buildings in 1878-'79 
were 10 in number, with 63 rooms and 3,780 sittings. Valuation of sites, buildings, 
and furniture, $139,050.- (State and city reports, With written return.) 
Nash-t'ille had 8 public school buildings in 1878-'79, with 36 school rooms, 45 recita-
tion rooms, and 3,825 sittings, all valued, with sites and furniture, at $168,600. 'l'he 
schools were divided into primary, intermediate, grammar, and high school depart-
ments, the course in the first of which covers 3 years; in the second and third, 2 each; 
15 ED 
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and in the last, 3, ·making 10 years in all. Promotions from grade to grade are made, 
as a rule, only at the close of each school year and as the result of the examination at 
that time. The year reported is said by the superintendent to have compared well with 
any former one, as respected the work done by teachers and pupils; but as respected 
funds for paying teachers and meeting other expenses of the schools, there was great 
room for amendment. 1t seems that since 1870 the actual receipts for the city schools 
have fallen short of the sums appropriated for them by the city council nearly $12,000 
a y.ear. Teachers have thus had to wait a long time, for their pay, and their pay has 
· been repeatedly reduced to make receipts and expenditures balance. Among other 
efforts to retrench, Latin, Greek, French, and German were dropped from the studies 
in the high school. This reduction of the course to a simple English one excited such 
a feeling among the citizens that the city council refused its assent to tho change as 
fa,r as Latin was concerned. That study was therefore restored in 1879, Greek and 
the modern languages being still omitted. This appears to have been the only im-
portant change during the year.- (City report for 1tj7tl-'79, with written return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The State Normal College, occupying the buildiugs of the University of Nashville, 
continued in 1878-'79, through the help of that university and of the Peabody fund, 
its work of preparing teachers for the schools; it remained without assistance from 
the State, the county, or the city in which the work was carried on. According to a 
return from President Stearns, there were for the year 8 instructors, 135 normal stu-
dents (98 of them males and 37 females), and 43 graduates. A printed report states 
that of the graduates 28 received the degree of licentiate of instruction, which implies 
the completion of the 3 years' undergraduate course, and 8 the degree of B. A., which is 
given to such as go through the advanced or baccalaureate course, involving an ad-
ditional year of study. Tho students harl the advantage of the Nashville University 
library of 10,000 volumes, with the use of the chemical laboratory, apparatus for illus-
trating physics, and museum of natural history also belonging to the university. 
Drawing and vocal music were taught, and the schools of Nashville were used for 
practice teaching and observation of methods of instruction. 
Of the 11 others reporting in 1878, all but 3 report again in some form for 1879, the 
East Tennessee University, Athens, showing the same arrangements for normal in-
struction, but without note of any normal students; Knoxville College, Knoxville, 
having 11 in its normal department j Maryville College, Maryville, 24; LeMoyne Nor-
mal School, Memphis, 116; Central Tennessee College, Nashville, 116; Pisk Univer-
sity, Nashville, 120 lower normal and 11 higher; Nashville Institute, Nashville, 166 
in its 3 years' normal course; and the Winchester Normal, Winchester, 31 in normal 
studies. 
Besides these, 3 others presented thcmsel ves in 1879 as trainin:J pupils for the work 
of teaching: Humboldt Normal Institute, Humboldt, which ha<.l an elementary. pre-
paratO'!'Y courseof5 grades, a scientific one of2 years, and a classical of 1 year, WLth a. 
teachers' training course of no specified duration; the Southern Union Normal chool, 
Newbern, and the West Tennessee Normal School and Business Institute, Ripley, 
which had essentially the same arrangements as those at Humboldt, but with some 
indications of greater thoroughness. 'l'he Humboldt and West 'l'ennes ee schools 
gave no list of students and made no statistical return. The Southern Union gave a 
Iist and made a return, but without distinction of normal students from other . In-
tructors at Humboldt, 2; at the Southern Union, 7; at West Tennessee, not indicated. 
The Memphis Conference Female Institute form , each spring, a normal cla s for such 
of its pupils as propose to teach, and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, offers free 
t uition in its non-professional schools to such prepared students as will engage to 
t each for as long a time as they receive this free int~truction.- (Catalogues, &c.) 
INSTITUTE - FOR TEACITERS. 
Superintend nt Trousdal ays in hi s r port that 7 general in titutes were held in 
the school year 1878-'79, three vthers which had been ananged for having b n po t-
poned till anoth r year at the requ st of the local school authoriti . Provi ion for 
!he exp nses of these meeting was made out of the Peabody education fund, throu h 
1ts general agent, Dr. Barna Sears. Be id these general jn titutes there were 172 
co.unty in titutes or meeting of t acher for conference and mutual improvement, 
With ev raJ normal in titut of 4 toG w eks each in Ea. t Tcnn ee. Mr. Trou. da.lo 
a . ~ib · muc~ of the improvement in t aclling noted under the head of Gen ral Con-
dttl n to tho mfluence of the e meeting,, 
TE CIIER 1 DEPARDIE .. :T OF EDUCATIO .. ·AL JOUR .. ~AL • 
In :Iar h, 1 . 9, a "T nn d partmen "wa b gun iu the American Journal of 
Education, published at. ' t, Loui , ~lo. under the direction of up rintend n W. F. 
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Shropshire, of Rives, Obion County, Tenn. (since deceased), and was continued at in-
tervals throughout the remainder of that year. The Tennessee department in the 
Eclectic Teacher, of Lou.lsville, Ky., under the care of State Superintendent Trousdale 
and of Mr. W. W. Yarrell, of Clarksville, noticed in 1878, was continued in 1879. The 
former aimed mainly at the improvement of teachers' me.thods; the latter was devoted 
more to the communication of educational information. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG l\IEX OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Tennessee, Knoxvme, presents in its schools of ancient languages, 
chemistry, history and philosophy, modern languages, English, and belles-lettres the 
equivalent of the classical course of many colleges, while its college of engineering 
and mechanic arts furnishes a like equivalent for the scientific course of such colleges. 
In its preparatory department it had 3 instructors and 118 students in 1878-'79; and 
in its collegiate, 13 professors and 1 assistant, with 125 students, 1 of these a graduate 
pursuing studies for a higher degree, 12 irregular, and 5 special.-(Catalogue for 
1878-'79 and return for 1879-'80.) · 
Of 22 other institutions for collegiate instruction of y01mg men or of both sexes (11 
admitting both), the names, locations, prevailing influence, and statistics may be 
found in Table IX of the appendix following, all but 3 of them reporting for 1879 in 
some form, and the others appearing with the statistics of their last preceding report. 
All have arrangements for preparatory training and 11 begin that preparation ~o 
early as to have classes in primary studies, these being Beech Grove College, Beech 
Grove; King College, Bristol; Cumberland University, Lebanon; Manchester College, 
Manchester; Christian Brothers' College, Memphis; Mosheim Institute, Mosheim; 
Carson College, Mossy Creek, formerly Mossy Creek College; Central Tennessee Col-
lege, Nashville: Burritt College, Spencer; Greeneville and Tusculum College, Tus-
culum; and Winchester Normal, Winchester. Some of these, as might naturally be 
inferred, are colleges of low standard, hardly entitled to collegiate rank. Others 
have good collegiate courses, but have to struggle, like those of lower grade, with 
the sharp competition of too many neighboring institution bearing collegiate names. 
Graduate study is provided for by the University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Cumber-
land University, Lebanon; Vanderbilt University, Nashville, and the University of 
~he South, Sewanee. Five, mentioned under Training of Teachers, have normal 
courses or classes for preparing students to teach; 7 give special instruction in modern 
languages, and as many in commerciaJ courses of indefinite length; while 4 offer to 
teach music, 2 adding drawing or painting and other "ornamental work." In 7 the 
instruction is by schools instead of classes, under which system a student may grad-
uate in a single school and a single line of study, but can only attain the regular col-
legiate degrees by passing successful examination in a certain number of studies.-
{ Catalogues for 1878-'79 and 1879-'80. ) 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR IKSTnUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The number of these for 1879 appears to be 20. For tatistic , see Table VIII of the 
appendix, and for a summary of their statistics, see a corresponding table in the re-
port of the Commissioner preceding. All except St. Cecilia.'s Academy report charters 
from the State, giving authority to confer degrees, and of 9 that made full reports all 
had in 1879 collegiate courses of 3 to 5 years, with instruction in vocal and instru- -
mental music, drawing, and painting and 1 to 3 modern languages; 4 had chemical 
laboratories and illustrative apparatus for physic ; 3 had collections of specimens in 
natural history, and 4, art galleries, with some mean for phy ical exercise. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFE SIOKAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIE.'TIFIC. 
As before mentioned, 11 of the college for young men or for both sexes make more 
or less provision for scientific training of their students. The College of Agriculture 
and the College of Engineering and Mechanic Arts connected with the University of 
';I'ennessee, Knoxville, arehhowever, the especially authorized schools for such t rain-
mg, as to them the State as granted its allowance from the General Government for 
instruction in agriculture and the mechanic arts. In the Colleue of Agriculture, in-
struction in English language and literature, rhetoric, history, the physical sciences, 
mathematics, German and French, gardening, and farming is given in 4 collegiate 
years by 7 professors. In the College of Enuineering and Mechanic Arts the course is 
<Jf less definite length, and the teaching is in a school of pure ma'thematics and in a 
school of mathematics as applied to surveying, road makin~, drainage, mechanism, 
and mechanical drawing, as welJ as to astronomical observatwns. For statistics, see 
Table X of the appendix following.- (Catalogue of 187 '79.) 
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PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological training, unuer Methodist control, is given as far as it can be in coo-
nection with the collegiate course at East Tennessee Wesleyan University, Athens; 
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, in a biblical department which offers both a full 
course in Greek, Hebrew, &c., and a simple English course; and at Central Tennes· 
see College, Nashville, in a 3 years' course especially designed for colored students. 
It is given, under the Baptists, at the Nashville Normal and Theological Institute, 
Nashville, in a 2 years' course; under Liberal Congregationalists, at Fisk University, 
Nashville, in a 3 years' course; under Cumberland Presbyterian, in the theological 
department of CumberJand University, Lebanon, where the 2 years' course includes 
Hebrew and Greek; under Protestant Episcopal, in the theological department of the 
University of the South, Sewanee, in a full 3 years' course; under Christian, in Burritt 
College, Spencer, where the instruction is apparently entirely biblical, largely oral, 
and indefinite as to time. The Southwestern Presbyterian University, Clarksville, 
gives also biblical instruction in 3 classes, aiming only at a mastery of the English 
scriptures and not embracing technical theology. It oft'ers, too, instruction in Hebrew 
and in New Testament Greek, to prepare for theological study. The Southwestern 
Baptist University, Jackson, likewise affords instruction in Hebrew to theolo~ical 
students. For statistics of such of these schools as report them, see Table XI of the-
appendix; for a summary of these statistics, a like table in the report of the Com-
missioner preceding. 
Legal instruction, in courses nominally of2 years, is given at the law schools of Cum .. 
berland University, Lebanon, with 3 professors and 43 students, and of Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, with 3 professors and 39 students. No examination for admis-
sion is required in either school. 
Medical instruction, according to the "regular" school of practice, is given in the 
Nashville Medical College, a department of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 
and in the medical departments of the University of Nashville and of Vanderbilt 
University, all three having their lecture courses at Nashville; the last two are essen-
tially the same as respects the composition of their faculties, their lists of graduates. 
in 1!::!79 also largely corresponding. All have the usual "regular" requirement for 
graduation of 3 years' medical stu<.ly and attendance on 2 lecture courses. The last 
two have arranged, in addition, a graduated 3 years' course, which, though strongly 
recommended, is yet entirely optional. 
The Meharry Medical Department of Central Tennessee College, Nashville, als() 
"regular," is meant to open the way for medical practice to colored students, and 
hence at first required only 2 years of study and attendance on 2 courses of lectures; 
it now announces that ordinarily 3 years of study will be required. The preliminary 
studies are to be pursued either under the direction of the faculty or of some regular 
physician at home. Those of the first year at tbe school include recitations in anat-
omy, physiology, chemistry, and materia medica, with practical dissecting work, and 
at the close of the session a satisfactory written examination in all these branches 
must be passed before the second school year can be entered on. In that year, surgery, 
gynecology, obstetrics, surgical anatomy, and the theory and practice of medicine 
enter into the course, which is prosecuted both by lectures and recitations, with writ-
ten monthly examinations. · 
The dental department of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, has its exercises. 
in Nashville and offers instruction in theoretical and practical dentistry in a course 
of 2 years under 16 instructors. 
The Tennes ee College of Pharmacy, Nashville, with 6 professors, at the latest date 
at which it was heard from offer d the degree of doctor in pharmacy to those who 
shoul~l comp1 te its full C?urse, covering at lea t two years1 and th~t of pharmar.~l 
chem1 t to tho e completmg a more restricted course. No mformat1on came from It 
for 1879.1 
None of the above chools, xcept the Meharry, required at the Ja. t accounts any 
.xa~ination _for admi ion, and in that one exception the examination was only 1.? 
Eng~1 h tud1e though students proposing to nt r were earnestly advi ed to take1 1f 
po 1ble, an academic or collegia to course before commencing the study of medicine.-(Catalogn A an circulars.) 
For ta~i .ics of ~11th se schools, s o Table XIII of th appendix; for a summary o! 
the e tah!rtiC a like table in the r port of phe Commi ·ion r preceding. 
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aa in the common schools of the country, and the training in industrial occupations 
mainly in shoemaking and printing, as before, with some instruction in agriculture. 
Library, 175 volumes, an increase of 2& in the year; valuation of grounds and build-
ings, ·with furniture, $125,000; State appropriation for the year, $25,000.- (Return.) 
,"¥. EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The report of the Tennessee School for the Blind, Nashville, indicates considerable 
improvement in the building and grounds, 11 instructors, an average attendance of 
51, instruction in the ordinary English branches and music, with cane seating, fancy 
work, sewing, mattress making, and piano tuning. Seven pupils appear to have also 
taken lessons in telegraphy.-.( Printed report and return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
TE~ESSEE STATE TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
No notice of a meeting of this body in 1879 has reached the Bureau; it is supposed 
that the prevalence of yellow fever prevented any gathering. A branch of it met in 
West Tennessee November 7 and 81 but the account of its proceedings contains noth-ing of general interest. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. LEOM'. TROUSDALE, State superintendent of public schools, Nashvilla. 
[Third term, March 25, 1879, to March 25, 1881.1 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION .AND ATTENDANCE. 
Number of counties reported ....•.... 137 145 12 . .. -...... 
Youth of school age (8 to 14) ......... 194,353 208,324 13,971 . ......... 
Whites of school age in public schools. 111,048 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..... -... 
Colored enrolled in public schools .••. 35,898 . .. -....... -.. . . -- ........ . . . . . . . . .. 
Whole enrolment in public schools ... 146,946 192,616 45,670 . ......... 
White youth 8 to 14 not in school .•.. 16,213 . .. --. -.. -.. . . . . -..... . . . . . . -... 
Colored youth 8 to 14 not in school •.. 7,750 • •••• u ••• - •• . . . -.... -. . . . . . . .. . . 
Total not attending any school ...•... 23,963 47,248 23,285 . .......... 
Whites of school age that cannot read. 30,521 .......... -. . ........ - . ......... 
Colored of school age that cannot read. 30,602 ... ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -... 
Whole number of illiterates of school 61,123 . . . . . . . . . . . . .... -..... . . . . . . . . .. . 
age. 
SCHOOLS A.i.~D SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
School communities organized ..••••. 4,633 5,804 1,171 .......... 
Schools for colored pupils .•••••..•... 905 1,253 348 ............. 
Average time of school in days ....... 80 80 . ......... ... . .. . ... 
School-houses built within the year .. 243 . . . -......... . . . . . . . .. .. . .......... 
Valuation of school-houses built dur- $54,267 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . -......... 
ing the year. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White maJe teachers in public schools. 2,895 . . . -........ . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 
White female teachers in public schools 760 . -.......... . . . . . . . . . . .......... 
Colored male teachers in pub lie schools. 562 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ·-·-...... 
Colored female teachers in public 113 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 
schools. 
Whole number of teachers reported ... 4,330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 
Average monthly pay of men, white $42 . . . . . . . . . . . . -......... .......... 
and colored. 





INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public schools ...... $859,484 $972,904 $113,420 .......... 
Whole expenditure for public schools 747,534 837,913 00,379 .......... 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent fund reported .. $3,385,571 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 
(From report of Bon. 0. N. Hollingsworth, secretary of the State board of educa- • 
tion, for the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The Sta oard of education ha-s general control of public school interests, the sec· 
retary of the board acting as exeout1ve officer. For each coun!f there is a board of 
three examiners appointed by the county judge, who also establishes school commu-
nities and appoint school trustees, three in number, for each community school.-
(A.m.ended school law, 1879.) 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTE::\I. 
The available school fund is composed of the proceeds of sales of land set apart for 
school purposes, the interest of the permanent school fund, an amount appropriated 
by the legislature from the general revenue (not to exceed one-fourth of it, however), 
and a poll tax of $1 on each male citizen from 21 to 60 years of age. Added to this 
there are fines for violation of the liquor law. The apportionment to each county is 
in proportion to the number of children of school age in the organized school commu-
nit.ies. Both races are to receive a just pro rata, but are to be taught in separate 
schools ; any school mixing the races forfeits its share of the school moneys. The 
schools are to be non-sectarian in character, the pupils are entitled to free tuition in 
the common English branches, and the teachers are required to holU certificates of 
qualification from the county judge on the report of the board of examiners. Teachers 
receive their pay on the basis of scholastic population or on that of daily attendance. 
The full pay depends on an average daily attendance of 75 per cept. or ~ore of chil-
dren between 8 and 14 years of age; an attendance of 50 per cent. admits of 75 per 
cent. of the regular pay, while any attendance under 50 per cent. leads to the closing 
of the schools, if t.he trustees see fit, or to payment for actual daily attendance. Teach- , 
ers are also authorized to charge private rates of tuition for pupils over or under the 
scholastic ages. The school year must not be less than 4 nor more than 10 months, esti-
mating 20 school clays to the month.- (Amended school law.) 
GENERAL CONDITION, . 
The reports from this State being made biennially and this being the off year, ·the 
statistics are meagre. As far as can be ascertained there is a general tendency towards 
progress. There were 12 more counties reported. As nearly as may be gathered from 
conflicting official statements, it would appear that there were 13,971 more children of 
school age, 45,670 more enrolled in public schools, and 1,171 new schools organized, 348 
of these latter for colored pupils. There was also an increase of $113,420 in the income 
for public schools and of $90,379 in the school expenditure. The number of children 
of school age not attending any school (including registered and non-registered pu-
pils) was 23,285 more than in 1877-'78. In 1879 the sum of $915,000 was appropriated 
by the State for the support of schools. This is the largest amount ever granted for 
school purposes, and the other revenues increase the sum annually to nearly a milli ~n 
dollars. The want of trained professional teachers has been felt as a serious drawback 
in the educational work of Texas. This defect has been remedied in part by the 
establishment in H:l78-'79 of two normal schools, one at Huntsville, for the white pop-
ulation, another at Prairie View, for the colored race. Fuller details respecting them 
will be found under the heading Training of Teachers. 
Governor Roberts, in his message to the legislature February 10, 1879, seems in-
clined to do away with the whole or a part of the amount appropriated from the 
general revenue for school purposes. He says that the sale of lands which are taxed 
before they are &ettled is becoming more rapid, and that the permanent school fund is 
thereby increased. Then a certain amount of money is appropriated to and received 
by each county which has heretofore been paid out to the teachers whether their 
scholars attended school or not. In view of these facts he wants the tax of one-
fourth of the revenue diminished or done awaywith. Later advices indicate that the 
governor vetoed the school interest and sinking fund items in the general appropria-
tion bill, as he held that the taxes belong first to the maintenance of the State gov-
ernment and after that to the schools. It is said that this will practically close the 
free schools. Still later information mentions the convening of an extra session of the 
legislature in which the law setting aside one-fourth of the revenue was repealed, and 
a bill was under consideration which, if passed, would practically limit the schools to a 
two months' session. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The amount received from this fnnd in 1878-'79 was $7,700. Of this sum $2,000 were 
used at Houston; $1,500 at San Antonio; $1,000 each at Brenham, Denison, and New 
Braunfelsl and $1,200 for six scholarships. In February, 18791 the general agent of the Peabody tund offered to give $6,000 for two years, and possi l)ly longer, for the benefit 
of a first class normal school, provided the legislature saw fit to establish one and to 
give an equal amount. As will be seen further on, this offer was accepted.- (Report 
of trustees of Peabody fund and Governor Roberts's message.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICER • 
Councils or boards of aldermen govern all the public free schools in cities that have 
assumed the control of theh public school . Such cities are to receive their pro rata of 
the distributable State school moneys, according to their scholastic population, and 
th y may, on a two-thirds vote of the taxpayer , rai . e by taxation a sum not to exceed 
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one-half of 1 per cent. additional, to enable t hem to sustain the schools for 10 months 
in the year. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Average No. of pub-I Numbor of Expendi-Cities. popnlation. school age. in pnblic daily at- lie schools. teachers. ture. schools. ten dance. 
Houston ... . ... 30,000 2, 968 1, 756 1,172 
': I 31 $15,092 San Antonio. -- . 22,500 2,130 1,424 756 17 20,273 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Houston reports 1 high, 3 grammar, and 10 primary schools, with 1,147 sittings for 
study; a city normal school, with 1 teacher, has 27 sittings for study. The white 
schools, which have an enrolment of 980 pupils, are said to be well managed. The 
colored schools, enrolling 776 pupils, generally taught by colored teachers, employ one 
white teacher. The pro rata from the State appropriation for school purposes enables 
this city to give eight months' instruction, school being taught 157 days out of 160 in 
1878-'79. The public school prope1·ty was va,lued at $21,100. The estimated enrol-
ment in private or parochial schools was 360 for the year.- (Return and Barnes' Edu-
cational Monthly, July, 1879.) 
San Antonio's public schools consist of a high school and :five different graded schools, 
one of them for colored pupils. Below the high there are 7 grades, of one year each, 3 
being primary and 4 grammar grades. The city is considered as one school district, 
and the schools are free to all between the ages of 6 and 18, inclu.>ive. In other parts 
of the State the school age is-8 to 14. This city is said to be educationally the richest 
in the State, with ample means at command. Several large stone school lmildings 
have been erected, each one capable of accommodating 300 pupils. The latest and 
most approved methods of instruction are found in the schools. In the primary grades 
the teaching is oral and objective; writing and drawing also enter into the course. 
Monthly wntten examinations are in use to test the scholarship of each pupil, while at 
the annual written examination grade cards show the standing of each pupil. The at-
tendance on the schools so increased after October, 1878, that 5 additional rooms were 
opened, and they showed a greater average attendance in each than there hau been 
previously in each of the 16 rooms. The superintendent reports that he made 800 
visits to the schools in nine months. The total value of school property wa $45,000; 
total receipts, $26,057; and the expenditures for school purposes left $5,798 balance 
on hand. The sittings for study in the public schools were 850, and there wa an 
enrolment of 1,000 pupils in private schools, 11 such schools being reported, 1 a Ger-
man-English school and 1 a commercial and classical school. -(Report of the city 
superintendent, and return; also Barnes' Educational Monthly, July, 1 79.) 
:Fragmentary statistics only were received from other cities in the tate. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
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hear recitations under the direction and in the presence of their instructors. Stu-
dents are admitted to both of these schools upon a competitive examination, and 
their entire expenses are paid by the State; they are only required to furnish their 
dothes.-(Report of principal and of the secretary of the State board of education.) 
OTHER NORMAL SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS. 
'rhe Tillotson Collegiate and Normal Institute, Austin, reported a State appropriation 
of $560 in 1878-'79, to be used for pupils of scholastic age ( 8-14) only. There were 3 
resident instructors and 20 normal students in attendance during the year, with 138 
other students. It is estimated that about 70 pupils have been sent out as teachers 
.since 1867.-(Return.) 
The American Normal School, Kellyville, which was ftrst opened for instruction in 
1878, reports, at date of December 19, m79, a total of 4 instructors, 1 non-resident. 
There wero 85 normal pupils in the school, which seems to be divided into primary 
and intermediate departments. The course of study is 4 years, at the end of which 
certificates are given, although these do not entitle their holders to teach in the com-
mon schools wit,hout ftuther examination. Drawing and vocal and instrumental 
music are taught. There are also summer classes in normal methods for teachers and 
others, which were to commence on July 14, 1879, and to continue six weeks. These 
seem to be in connection with this school.- (Return, Educational Monthly of Kelly-
ville, and circular.) 
A normal school was chartered at Y ~rktown on August 28, 1878. The corps of in-
.structors consisted of a director and 2 assistants. There were to be both English and 
German departments. The statistics of the school are wanting.-(Return.) 
A n01·mal department was also reported at Mansfield Male and Female College.-
(Catalogue.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Steps were taken in the year 1878 to obtain State authority for the establishment of 
meetings of this kind to aid in preparing teachers for their work. Whether such in-
stitutes were generally held is not known. However, in San Anton to, they were held 
nearly every Saturday morning, the endeavor being to give in&truction in the theory 
.and practice of teaching. It is said that most of the teachers undertook the work 
under the new law with ardor and seemed pleased at enlarging their power of use-
fulness. The methods and principles taught and practised in these institutes are 
permeating the work with more or less gratifying results.-(Daily Express.) 
SECONDAYR INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IIIGH SCHOOLS. 
The absence of a full report for 1879 leaves us without definite information as to the 
n.umber and statistics of high schools in the State. In 1878 Brenham reported 48 pupils 
in 2 courses of study, covermg 3 years each, the one classical, the other scientific; and 
Denison had a class of 10 in a higher grade. In 1879 Houston reports 1 high school 
building, with 70 sittings for study, 3 teachers, an enrolment of 57 pupils, and an 
average daily attendance of 53. San Antonio reports no high school established in 
1t:l78-'79, but there seems to have been one in existence in the winter of 1879, as a 
professor in charge is spoken of, also 17 pupils promoted to such a school from the 
lower grades.-(Returns and report of superintendent.) 
OTHER SECO~DARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistic. of business college , private academies, and preparatory schools and 
departments, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix. For a summary of their 
8tatistic , ee corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
, UPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN" OR FOR BOTH SEXE~. 
The Uni~·eraity of Texas, provided for in the constitution of the State and endowed 
with a large land grant, has not got beyoml the Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
which is to be a department of the univer ·ity when fully organized. 
The other institutions of collegiate rank reportin()' for 1879 were the Texas Military 
Institute, Austin ( ince suspenued); Southwe tern University, Georgetown (Meth-
()dist Episcopal); Baylor U ni ver ·ity, Indepenuence (Baptist); Mansfield Male aud 
F emale College, Man fielu (non- ectarian); Salado College, Salado (non-sectarian); 
Austin College, Sherman (Presbyterian); Trinity Univer ity, Tehuacana (Cumber-
land Presbyterian); ·waco University, Waco (Baptist); and Marvin College, Waxa-
hachie, which now has no denominational connection, having pas ed into private 
hand . All these, except the fir t, had preparatory department , most of them begin-
ning with primary elements, and either 4 years' classical courses or an equivalent 
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arrangement of studies in schools. The Military Institute, Mansfield, Au tin, and 
Marvin Colleges, and Trinity and \Vaco Universities had scientific co'lrses of 4 years. 
Several had arrangements for commercial training and for instruction in music, 3 
including oi her art training, and nearly all offered to teach French or German or both, 
2 adding Hebrew and 4 Spanish.- (Catalogues.) 
The Texas Military Academy, Austin, which reported about 40 students in 1878-'79, 
was subsequently closed for want of patronage.- (Return.) 
Austin College was removed from Huntsville to Sherman in 1878.- (Catalogue, 
1878-'79.) 
For statistics of the colleges reporting, see Ta.ble IX of the appendix; for a sum-
mary, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\fEN. 
In 4 of the colleges reported above equal privileges are given to this sex. For sta-
tistics of otner institutions for women, see TalJle VIII of the appendix; also, a summary 
of the same in the report o.f the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIE:s"TIFIC. 
The State Agricultural and Mechanical College, College Station, Brazos County~ 
reports 248 students in 1878- '79. The 8 departments into which this college is divided 
are thus summed up: Commercial department, department of modern and ancient 
languages, of English language and literature, of experimental philosophy and n!ri-
neering, of mathematics, of mental and moral philosophy, and the regular agricultural 
and scientific course. Military tactics are also included in the required studies. Semi-
annual examinations, which are partly oral and partly written, are held at the clo e 
of each semiannual term. Applicants for admission must be thoroughly prepar ' u to 
enter on the subjects of study laid down for the lowest class, and they must be fifteen 
years of age. From the branch agricultural and mechanical college for colored 
~ youths, reported in 1877 by Mr. Burleson, of Waco, to have secured the needful lands 
and buildings, no account has been received, but of the absence of student'! in 187 . 
As stated under Superior In truction, 5 colle~iate institutions there mentioned had 
4 years' scientific courses.-(Catalogues for lts78-'79 and messages of governor.) 
PROJ!'ESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction, under Baptist anspices, was given in a 3 years' cour. eat 
Baylor University, Independence, which reported 11 students in 1878-'79, and under 
Cumberland Presbyterian influences inn, theological course in Trinity College, Tehua-
cana, where there were 12 students in the same year.- (Return and college catalogue.) 
The law department of Trinity Uni11ersity was snspended in 1878-'79. 
Medical instruction is given iu the Texas Medical College and Hospital, a 11 reaulat" 
medical school at Galveston. In oruer to graduate, students are expected to attend 2 
full courses of lectures and to have studied medicine 3 years; also, to have dis ected 
during 2 courses and to h~we pa sed a satisfactory examination.- (Circula;.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Texas Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, Austin, closed its ses ion of 187 '79 
with 48 pupil , many of them having a very limited knowledge of language at the 
opening of the term, but showing considerable progress in that and other brauches 
before he end. The male pupils have pract.icallessons in farmin~ and gardening; 
tb f. male pupil , in sewing, hou ekeeping, and other domestic dut1es. -(Report.) 
EDUCATION OF TilE BLIND. 
The In titu ion of L arning for tbe Blind, Austin, reported many improvements in 
s~ucli s, di. cipl!ne, and in th .mechanical department; a decided advance in mu ic; 
p1ano ~nmng. mtroduc d dunner the year; etymology, English grammar, Gre n's 
Analyst , anCl nt and mod rn hi tory, higher arithmetic, and algebra taugh ; also 
broom mattr and pillow making, cane eating of chairs, beadwork, and piano 
r pairing. Th Ie w re 4 pupil in December, 1 79.-(Report and return.) 
TEACIIERS' A OCIATIONS. 
The tea.che . f t~e ate m tin convention at Austin January 28-31, 1879. Their 
objeet wast mv t1 ate th pr · nt schoo~ law and to sugge t practicable improve· 
m n sin th t m of ducatloo. comtnl t e was appointed to report the re ult of 
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their deliberations to the legislature. The recommendations were as follows: To es-
tablish a first class normal school by duplicating the $6,000 given by the Peabody 
fund for that purpose; to establish a course of practical instruction in agriculture in 
the State Agricultural and Mechanical College by appropriating $20,000 for that pur-
pose; to form not more than two school committees in any village, town, or city not 
taking control of its own schools, one community to include all the white, the other 
all the colored children. The establishment of three grades of certificates was urged, 
the third grade, valid one year, to be gjven to those passing an examination in or-
thography, reading, writing, geography, and arithmetic as far as proportion, with a. 
general average of 70 per cent. and not less than 50 per cent. in any branch ; the sec-
ond grade, valid for two years, requiring in addition an examination in grammar, 
composition, and United States history, with a general average of 80 and not less than 
60 per cent. in any branch ; the first grade, good for three ;years, necessitating a gen-
eral average of 90 and not under 70 per cent. in the elements of algebra geometry, 
physics, and the theory and practice of teaching additional to the branches for first 
a.nd second grade certificates. They further recommend that teachers holding third 
grade certificates shall receive not more than $1 a month for each pupil of scholastia 
age, those holding second grade certificates not more than $1.50, and those holding a. 
fust grade certificate not more than $2 a month. It is also advised that the State be 
divided by counties into 6 districts, each to have as superintendent of schools a practi-
cal teacher, holding office 3 years, his whole time to be devoted to the work of super-
vision, and his salary to be $2,300, payable quarterly. These 6 district superintendents, 
":ith the secretary of the State board of education, would constitute a board of super-
VIsion for the State, with power to make regulations regarding the examination of 
teachers and the organization, gradation, and general management of schools, not 
being allowed to interfe;re, however, with the rules of the State board of education, a 
two-thirds vote of the members of this board of supervision being required to alter 
any regulation. These district superintendents are to appoint a school examiner in 
each county; also, a practical teacher, who shall examine persons desiring a teacher's 
position, hold county institutes, perform all the duties devolving on the county judge, 
-and any other duties prescribed by the district superintendent. !tis recommended fur-
1i~er that the county treasurer be allowed one-half of 1 per cent. for receiving and 
disbursing the public school funds. It was estimated that there would be a clea;r 
saving to the public school fund of $3,960 by the proposed plan of supervision.- (From 
report of committee to the governor.) 
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIO~ OF THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT • 
. This association was to bold a semiannual meeting, beginning July 9, 1679, at 
P1tt.sburg, the object of the assoc~ation being to raise the standard of ~he teac~er's . 
calling and to promote pleasant soc1al relations among the members of this professiOn. 
The following subjects were to be discussed: Teachers' institutes, teaching geography, 
scho.ol government, the relations of a good public school system to colleges and uni-
versities, and music and dra.wing in schools.-(Circular.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
HON. BERNARD MALLON. 
For a brief notice of this noble teacher, the organizer of the school systems of Sa,. 
vannah and Atlanta, Ga., and at his death principal of the Sam Houston N orma.l 
School, at Huntsville, Tex., see Obituary Record under Georgia. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. 0. N. HOLLINGSWORTH, secretary of State board of education ana its executive officer, Austin. 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78~ 1878-'79. Increase. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-20) in 1878 .... 92,831 92,831 .. .. .. . . . .. . . . 
Youth of school age in common schools 71,366 74,269 2,903 
Whole enrolment in public schools .•. 73,081 a77,521 4,440 
Average daily attendance ...•••...... 48,638 49,231 593 
Per cent. of enrolment on youth of 78 83 5 
school age. 
!)3 1 Per cent. of average attendance on the 52 
youth of school age. 
5,078 282 Youth 5-20 in other than common 4,796 
schools. 
Youth 5-20 in all schools ...•••....••. 76,162 . 79,347 3,185 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCIIOOLS. 
Number of school districts .••••...... 
-.-.- ... -- ... 2,350 .... -..... 
Number of public schools .....••••••• . -....... -.. 2,573 . . . . . . . . . . 
Average time of school in days .....•. 124 125.5 1.5 
Towns using the town school system .. 7 7 . . . . . . . . . . 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ....•.. . . .. -........ 783 . . . . . . . . . . 
Women teaching in public schools .... . . -..... -... 3,669 . . . . . . . . . . 
Whole number of public school teach- (b) 4,452 . -.-...... 
ers. 
Numberthathave attended a Vermont 461 446 ... -...... 
normal school. 
Average monthly pay of .men ....•.... $30 44 $29 12 . ......... 
A vcrage monthly pay of women ..•••. 20 00 19 04 ....... -.. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. C 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $516,893 $528,119 $11,226 
Whole expenditure for them .... ..... 511,101 496,169 ............ 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of State fund available ..•.•• . . . . . . . . -- .. d'669,087 . . . . . . . -.. 
a. Th1s is the number given in a. written return. The printed re:port has 76,782. 























c Both income and expenditure are from written returns. 
d Thia is the amount of the United 'tates deposit funds, the interest of which goes to the State 
chools; some additional income is derived from the rent of school lands. 
(From printed report of Ron. Edward Conant, State superintendent of education, 
for the two years indicatedJ with written returns from him.) 
TATE 'CHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State ther is a superintendent of education, elected by the joint assembly 
a each biennial session of the legislature. 
Tho local chool officers are, in towns, town superintendents of common school.e, 
and, where the town syst m ha be n adopted, boards of school director elected by 
the people; in ea h district, a moderator, a. cl rk, a collector of taxes, a trea. urer, 1 
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or 3 auditors, and a prudential committee of 3 persons. Town superintendents at 
their annual meeting choose a county examining board, whose duty it is to examine 
teachers and grant certificates. Women are hereafter to have equal rights with men 
as to voting in school meetings and holding minor school offices. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
School funds are derived from district taxation and from the income of town schoo 1 
funds and the United States deposit funds. The interest on the funds last named is 
distributed to the several towns, organized and unorganized, and to the gores of l~nd, 
in proportion to the number of inhabitants in each according to the latest U:n1ted 
States census. One-half of the district ancl town school moneys is apportioned to-
school districts according to the number of children therein attending public schools; 
the other half, without regard to the school population; but, when the sum to be ap-
portioned reaches $1,200 or more, two-thirds of it are apportioned on the basis of 
attendance. The law provides that, if the selectmen of any town shall neglect or 
refuse to assess, collect, or appropriate the tax for the support of schools, such town 
shall forfeit to the county a sum equal to double the amount required to be raised by 
tax, with costs. Each town must sustain one or more schools in which orthogra1)hy, 
reading, writing, EngHsh grammar, geography, arithmetic, drawing, history, the Con-
stitution of the United States, and good behavior are taught; and any town is author-
ized, if a majority of voters so decide, to establish one or more central schools for the 
education of advanced pupils in the higher branches. Text books are supplied t(} 
pupils whose parents are unable to buy them. It is the duty of the State superin-
tendent to hold teachers' institutes in the counties on the written application of a 
specified number of teachers, such institutes to continue not more than 3 days anti 
the cost not to exceed $30 for each day. Teachers of district schools must have cer-
tificates of qualification, but principals of graded and union schools need not. Rec-
ords must be kept and statistics reported in order to draw pay. 
Attendance on public schools of children between 8 and 14 is required for at least 
3 months in the year unless they have been otherwise instructed. The employment 
in factories of children who have not complied with this law is· forbidden, and a pen-
alty of from $10 to $20 is imposeu on parents, guardians, or employers who violate the 
law. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
An increase is reported in the number of youth of school age attending common 
schools during 1878-'79, in the total number attending school, and in the average daily 
attendance. The pay of teachers was slightly reduced. The number of teachers 
employed in 1877-'78 was not reported, so that no comparison can be made in this. 
item between the last two years; but the number teaching in 1878-'79 was 124 more 
than that in 1876-'77. There was an increase of $11,226 in the receipts for public school 
purposes, with a decrease of $14,9:32 in the expenditures. The statistics for the year 
187~-'79 are comparatively full, every organized town in the State having reported. 
The State superintendent during the two years for which he reports visited all parts · 
ofthe State, reaching 178 towns (some of them more than once), and held 17 teachers' 
institutes, with 46 educational meetings of a day and an evening each. He says that the 
great hindrance to the usefulness of mstitutes continues to be reluctance on the part 
of teachers to suspend their schools and incur expense in attending, besides loss of pay 
for time spent, and that it would be not only just to teachers, but advantageous t(} 
districts and towns, to pay for time spent at institutes the same as though the school 
were in session. 
The law enacteu in 1878 to prevent the too frequent change of text books in tho 
common schools has been accepted in goou faith by the people of the State, and meet 
with ~eneral though not universal favor. The introduction of the books recommendeu 
is beheved to have been more complete than at any previous time, and the condition 
of the schools with respect to books better than ever before. The State is reaping the 
benefit of better classifiecl and better instructed schools, cheaper books, and greater 
interest in school affairs on the part of the people, the last resulting from the discus-
sion of this subject. In two-thirds of the towns a text book on good behavior has been 
recommended by text book committees; also, by joint resolution of the general assem-
bly, a temperance lesson book for use as an optional study for the older pupils. Tho 
State superintendent, in response to a desire expressed by the town superintendents 
of Washington County that the elementary sciences should be added to the branches 
taught in public schools and that legislation be asked for to secure this.z expresses the 
opinion that further legislation on the subject will not be necessary, aavises that the 
present course of study be carefully followed, and recommends the mtroduction of the 
elements of science by oral methods; also, the development of the normal schools to 
their highest capacity in the direction they are now taking, and the cultivation of a 
public opinion that will uemand teachers competent to give instruction in these 
branches. 
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TOPICS DISCUSSED AND CHANGES REC0:.\1MENDED. 
The superintendent's report discusses, among other topics, methods of examining 
-and licensing teachers, the town system of schools, and the necessity for a State school 
tax. He disapproves of all methods of licensing teachers by public officers, and holds 
that such license should issue only from boards of teachers, themselves appointed by 
teachers and required to act in accordance with rules prescribed by teachers. Quota-
tions are given from eminent educators to show the superiority of the town over the 
district system, and the superintendent gives it as his opinion that the latter system 
is a hindrance to the maintenance of good schools and to the improvement of all that 
helps to make them good. It has become burdensomely complex and incongruous. 
The last five legislatures passed twenty-nine acts in reference to the district system, 
while more than half of the other legislation on the subject of schools was required 
only by the existence of it. A State school tax is considered necessary in order to 
give unity and greater efficiency to the school system and to equalize school taxes. 
The superintendent recommends that such a tax be levied, to be collected and paid 
into the State treasury and divided among the towns; also, that larger appropria-
tions be made to the normal schools and that their courses of study be equalized.-
( State report, 1878-'79.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
There appears to be no general provision in the law for officers of city schoolsy terns. 
In Burlington there is a board of school commissioners composed of one member from 
each ward ; in Rutland, a board of school trustees of 9 members. Both have city 
superintendents of schools. 
STATISTICS. 
Cities. Estimated Children of E.1~,_r~~;l~; Number of Expendi-population. school age. ~chools. teachers. ture. 
i~~i~~~~~::: ~::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: 18,000 10,000 a3, 258 a3,432 1,580 2,124 32 61 $21, 058 18,187 
a In 1877-'78. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Burlington had 31 public schools in operation during 1878-'79, with 3 men and 29 
women engaged in teaching, the men at an average of $25.50 weekly; the women, at 
$11.45. 
In Rutland, 38 common schools were taurrht by 10 men and 51 women, the men be-
ing paid $12.90 a week; the women, $6. There were 508 children attending other than 
the common s~hools, making a total of 2,632 who received instruction in some school.-
( State report.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The three State normal schools, at Castleton, Randolph, and Johnson, had in 1878-'79 
a total attendance of 408 pupils in normal courses and graduated 80. 
In the school at Randol ph the standard for entrance and graduation has been ad· 
vanced and the first course of study made to cover 2 years, giving additional study 
and work in the metrical sy tern, geometrical forms, grammar, free hand drawing, 
reading, advanced fhysiology, mineralogy, double entry book-keeping, political 
economy, methods o teaching, and penmanship, and adding in the second course two 
quarters in rhetoric1 .~wo in general history and in theory and practice of teaching, 
with one in moral pnilosophy. Advanced botany has been made optional and chem-
istry obligatory. The-re ult of thus strengthening the course of study ha already 
been more regular attendance, better cla sification, and a more advanced and mature 
class ofstndents. 
At the Johnson chool the second cour e of stud v has been increased by the addition 
of English literature and geometry, while to both courses method of teaching were 
added and more attention was giv n to teaching how to teach than ever before. The 
three cho 1 are nominally of on grad the conditions of admission to them iden-
tical, .anc~ th l~aal value of graclu tio~ the same for all; but there i a noticeable in-
equality m the1r cour es of stucly and m the time required to complete them. In the 
chool at astle :on he first and.· ond course cov reach one year; in that at John· 
eon, one y ar and a. half; whil in that at Randolph the first cour e now covers two 
year , an the cond one and a half. It i thought desirable that the cour ea be 
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made equal in length and equivalent in value by bringing the shorter ones quite up 
to the lonO'er, and to this end the State superintendent urges the need for larger State 
appropriations to them. He says that the teachers are able and experienced, and that 
through their influence, aided by judicious boards of trustees, -the common schools are 
increasing in numbers and improving in quality.- (State report.) 
TRAINING DEPARTMENTS. 
A law of 1876 provides for the establishment of training departments in graded 
schools, and one was organized in connection with tlie Bennington graded school in 
1877. Whether others have since been added doet; not appear from the report, and no 
information later than that for 1877 is given in respect to the department at Benning-
ton. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES AND EDUCATIONAL MEETINGS. 
During the months of August, September, and October, 1878, there were 13 teachers' 
institutes of 3 days each held in as many counties, 711 teachers attending. In 
1879 only 2 were held, educational meetings of one day and evening each being sub-
stituted for them in 12 of tne counties. The work done by them was similar to that of 
institutes, including papers and addresses on educational subjects as well as practical 
lessons by experienced teachers on methods of instruction. A law of 1878 authorized 
the substitution of these meetings for institutes in counties where the latter are not 
called for previous to July 1 in any year. The plan was adopted in the hope that a 
larger number of the active friends of education would take part in them. The result 
justified this expectation, the attendance being about three times as large as that on 
the institutes held in the same counties during the previo!ls year.-(Report, 187~.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of public high schools is not ascertainable from the State superintendent's 
r~~ort for 1d79, but .a table of graded schools is given, from .which ~t app.ears that 19 
Cities and towns have such schools; that 5 of them are assoCiated w1th pnvate acade-
mies and 1 with a public high school. The total number attending graded schools 
was 6,044; average attendance, 3, 717; the number in course of preparation for college, 
130, while 23 were graduated from that course during tho year, besides 64 from other 
courses. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
The State superintendent gives a list of 19 incorporated academies, which had in 
1878-'79 a total attendance of 2,545 students, under 105 instructors; 441 students in 
course of preparation for college, and 53 graduates cluriug the year. 
For schools of this class reporting to this Bureau, see Tables IV and VI of the ap-
pendix; for a summary of their statistics, see corresponding tables in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTHUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
In the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, Burlington, 3 courses 
of study are offered, viz, in arts~ applied science, and medicine. The first comprises 
the usual academical course in languages, mathematics, physical sciences, mental, 
moral, and political philosophy, rhetoric, literature, and history. The department of 
science is subdivided into courses in agriculture and related branches, chemistry, and 
ngineering and mining. Both sexes arc admitted. 
Two other collegiate institutions report, Middlebury Colle~e, Middlebury, and Nor-
wich University, Northfield. The former provides a classical course of study and }J.ad 
55 students under instruction during 1 78-'79. Norwich University althouO'h reported 
as a collegiate institution, appears to be a scientific and military school of £.igh grade. 
The only degree conferred in course is bachelor of science, those of master of science 
~?d civil engineer being given to graduates of 3 years' standing who during that 
hrue have been engaged in the appropriate studies.- (Catalogues, 1879.) 
For stati tics, see Table IX of tho appendix:, and summary of this in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
L'\ TITUTIO~T J!'OR TilE SUPERIOR L'\ TRCCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN . 
. Besides tho opportunities for in truction furni ·bed to young women on equal terms 
with men at the tate University, provision i~ made for women exclusively in the Ver-
..mont Methodist eruinary and Female College, Montpelier, an institution authorized 
-by law to confer collegiate degrees. For statistic .. , see Table VIII of the appendix. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The institutions reporting scientific courses of study in this State are the State Agri-
cultural College and Norwich University. 
The State Agricultu1·al College (the department of applied science of the State Uni-
versity)includes4courses, viz, agrieultureandrelated branches, theoretical and applied 
chemistry, civil engineering, and metallurgy and mining engineering. In addition 
to these, a literary scientific course has been arranged which coincides substantially 
with the regular academic course, save that Greek is omitted and its place supplied by 
substitutions from the department of science. Tllere is also a special course on agri-
cultural subjects provided during the winter months for the benefit of young men who 
cannot leave the farm in the summer or autumn. The subjects embraced in this win-
ter course are agricultural chemistry, botany, physics, entomology, stock breeding, 
dairying, fruit culture, road making, farm accounts, and bee culture.- (University 
catalogue, 1878-'79.) 
Norwich Unirersity, Northfield, presents a course of study embracin~ the usual scien-
tific branches, civil engineering and military science being distingmshing features.-
( Catalogue, 1879. ) 
For stati. tics, see Table X of the appendix, and summary of this in the report of th& 
Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The rnedical department of the State University presents the u ual 3 years' course ?f 
study in the 7 essential branches of medical science, viz, anatomy, physiolo~y, matena 
medica, chemistry, surgery, obstetrics, and the theory and practice of meaicine. No 
examination is required for admission. In order to be graduated the stu<lent mu t 
have attended 2 full courses of lectures, the latter in the college, and must have 
studied medicine 3 years under the direction of a regular/hysician or surgeon. Stu-
dents who have attended 2 full courses of lectures, even i · only one of them has been 
in this college, are admitted to a third course on paying the matriculation fee only.-
( Catalogue and return, 1 78-'79.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DU:~\IB AND THE BLIND. 
Vermont bas no institutions for the education of the deaf and dumb or of the blind, 
but makes provision for their instruction in the· American Asylum :for Deaf-Mute , 
Hartford, Conn.; in the Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes, Northampton, Ma . ; and 
in the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, Bo ton. 
REFORMATORY TRAINL~G. 
The Vermont Reform School, Vergennes, rec ives and trains boys and ~iris over 16 
years of age who are committed to it by the courts or by parents or guardian . They 
are taught the common chool branches of learning, besifle a number of employment , 




The twenty-ninth annual me ting of the State Teacher 'A . ociation appears to havo 
been held at Wood tock in Augu t, 1 79, although the exact date cannot be giv n, 
nor any other particulars of the meeting, except as to an address delivered by tat 
uperintendent Conant, of which an ab tract is gi.-en in the New-England Journal 
of Education of September 4, 1 79. Mr. Conant, in suggesting the adoption by tho 
teachers of a platform by which tomak known the principle they hol<.l, urge. (1) the 
~doption of t~o to'Yll system of ch o1 , the value of which bas been c tabli heel by 
1~ sncc q fnl use m Ma achuse t , Penn yl ania, ancl other State ; (2) the coo-
~mu d impro.- m~nt of tho tate normal school ; and (:3) lJettcr pro.-i ion~ for licen -
mgt ach rs.-( .. ew-Enrrlancl Journal of Education.) 
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natural philosophy and civil engineering. He was thus one of the few instances of 
persons connected with a single institution from the beginning of its history to the 
close of tlieir individual career.- (New-England Journal of Education, March 6, 1879.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. Enw .A.RD CON .ANT, State superintendent of education, Randolph. 
[Third term, 1878-1880.] 
[A successor to Mr. Conant, Hon. ·Justus Dartt, has been chosen for a term to extend from December, 
1880, to December, 1882.] . 
16 ED 
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VIRGINIA.. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 11878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth' 5 to 21 ................. a280,149 
Colored youth 5 to 21 ...........•.... a202,640 
Whole number of school age·----· ... a482,789 
Whites in public schools ... _ •.....•.. 140,472 
Colored in public schools ....••.•••••• 61,772 
Whole reported enrolment . _. _ ....... 202,244 
White pnpils over the school age ..... 326 
Colored pupils over the school age ...• 209 
Whites in average daily attendance .. 82,164 
Colored in average daily attendance .. 34,300 
Whole average daily attendance ...... 116,464 
Per cent. of school population enrolled. b41. 8 
Per cent. in average daily attendance. b24.1 
Per cent. of white attendance on aver- 74.08 
age enrolment. 
Per cent. of colored attendance on 75.04 
average enrolment. 
Number of white pupils studying the 7,042 
higher branches. 
Number of colored pupils studying 672 
the higher branches. 
Number of pupils supplied with text 3,545 
books at public expense. 
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Schools for w bite pupils ..........•.. 3,399 
Schools for colored pupils .....••....• 1,146 
Whole number of public schools c ..••• 4,545 
Number of public schools graded ..•.. 177 
Average time of school in days ....••. 106.6 
School-houses used .. _._ ..... _ .....•.. 4,144 
School-houses owned by districts ..... 1,977 
School-houses built during the year .•. 250 
Valuation of all public school property. $1,012,503 
TEACHERS AND TIIEffi PAY. 
White teachers in public schools .... _ 3,930 
Color d teachers in public schools .... 673 
Whole number employed .. __ .... ___ .. 4,603 
umber of men teaching .....••...••. 2,853 
:rumber of women teaching .......•.. 1,750 
A verag monthly pay of men .•.• _. _. $32 19 
Average monthly pay of women ...••. 27 14 
PRIVATE SCllOOL STATISTICS. d 
umb rofpupil inrughscboolgrades .••••••..... 
umber of pupils in lower grades ••..... __ .. _ .. _. 
Whole numb r of pupils .. _.... . • • • • . . •••••..••.. 
umb r ft a be in private chools ........... . 
of an grad . 
a In 1 :75. 
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cConn i~" each gTru}t of on tea b r in a grad d school a ono schooL 
ct ccordm to rPport for 1875, no privat cbool tatistic having be n taken since thnt year. 
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Statistical summa'ry- Continued. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public schools ..... a$938,381 $670,706 . .. -... --- ... $267,675 
Whole expenditure for public schools. 963,895 570,389 . .. ---- ... -.. 393,506 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
• 
.Amount of permanent fund .......•.. $1,430,645 $1,428,245 . ----- .. -. $2,400 
a Including balance on hand at beginning of the year. 
(From reports and written returns for the years indicated of Hon. W. H. Ruffner, 
State superintendent of public instruction.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The State school officers consist of a superintendent of public instruction, elected 
every four years by a joint vote of the general assembly, and a board of education, 
composed of the superintendent, the governor, and the attorney general. 
Each county has a superintendent of schools, and may have two, appointed for 
four years by the State board of education; a school board, composed of the superin-
tendent, or superintendents, and the district school trustees ; and a "school trustee 
electoral board," composed of the superintendent, county judge, and county attorney. 
This electoral board appoints three trustees for each district, except in towns of 500 
to 5,000 inhabitants, where, if the council so elect, a separate school district is consti-
tuted; then the council appoints the three trustees, with provision for yearly change 
of one member. For subdistricts, there are three directors, one chosen each year by 
the people.- (School laws.) 
OTIIER FEATURES OF TilE SYSTEM. 
State, county, and district funds are used in carrying on the schools, which (taught 
5 months at least) are free to all between 5 and 21 years of age, the white and colored 
races to be taught separately however. The State funds are formed from a capitation 
tax of not more than $1 annually on male citizens over 21 years of age, from a prop-
erty tax of 1 to 5 mills levied by order of the general assembly, and from the annual 
interest on the literary fund. The county funds are formed from fines, penalties, and 
donations, or the income arising therefrom, and from taxes levied by the board of su-
pervisors. The district funds come from similar sources ; but county and district tax-
ation is limited to ten cents on the $100 of taxable property. The school funds are 
apportioned on the basis of the number of youth between 5 and 21 years of age, but 
upon the prepayment of tuition fees persons between 21 and 25 years may attend the 
public chools; this privilege to cease, however, July, 18~0. Graded schools are pre-
ferred wherever the number of children is sufficient to make it practicable to maintain 
them; in all the schools arithmetic, geography, grammar, orthography, reading, and 
writing are to be taught, the introduction of higher branches requiring the sanction 
of the county school board. Uniformity of text books and the furnishing of school-
houses with libraries and suitable apparatus are to be provideG. for gradually. Teach-
ers are not to receive pay unless they hold certificates of qualificatiOn from the super-
intendent of the county where they are employed. The different grades of ability, 
experience, attainment, and succe s are shown by the possession of a teacher's profes-
sional certificate or of a teacher's certificate, the former being given for two years, 
the latter for one year. The profc ional certificate implies tried ability an<l general 
profes ional pirit and knowledge, in addition to thorough mastery of the branches 
taught. The chool month con ists of four weeks of five school days each.-(School 
law.) 
GENERAL CO IDITION. 
Superintendent Ruffner states that the exhibit for 1878-'70 is melancholy enough-
owing to the loss of funds- uch debt having been allowed to accumulate in some 
counties that the local boards d termined to open no schools and to use the income for 
paying off these debts; while the supervi ors dimini bed the school levies just when 
they ought to have increa ed them to the full extent of the law. The moral effect of 
these troubles was, however, to develop a determination on the part of the people to 
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mainta,in the school system at all hazards, and it is asserted that the year 1879-'80 will 
show as many schools as ever before. The most notable effect of the lack of funds 
was shown in the decided decrease in enrolment and attendance of both white and 
colored pupils, in the number of pupils studying the higher branches, in schools both 
graded and ungraded, in teachers and teachers' salaries, in the income and expenditure 
for school purposes, and in the amount of the permanent fund. Per contra, a slight 
increase was noticeable in the percentage of attendance of both races on the average 
monthly enrolment and in the length of time the schools were taught i also, an increase 
of 55 school-houses owned by the districts and of $76,454 in the valuation of school 
property. Reports received from the different counties of the State indicate that in 
most cases the diversion of the school funds caused decided dissatisfaction. The at. 
tempt to esta.blish private schools or to charge a small tuition fee in the public schools, 
so as not to close them entirely, wq,s also a failure. The demand for school privileges 
was increasing daily, public sentiment being in favor of a free system of public schools, 
as the more the people were deprived of the benefits and advantages of the schools the 
greater their apprecia.tion of them became.- (State report.) 
OTHER TOPICS TREATED. 
The State superintendent of public instruction gives quite an extensive review of 
the State school svstem. He shows the powers of the local school boards, of the 
county boards, and· of t,he trustee electoral boards to be such as to need the continued 
direction and guidance of county superintendents, especially as the official service of 
trustees and directors is not obligatory. Also, in a comparison bet,ween different 
States, he rates the incidental expenses of the Virginia system as among the lowest, 
and says that these expenses will hereafter be still lower, owing to a change made in 
the school law in the last winter, whereby the maximum of $2 a school wasplacecl on 
the pay of district clerks. He treats of the unification and supervision of county 
affairs and of the inadequacy of the pay of county superintendents compared with the 
duties they have to perform. He also argues in fa.vor of higher female education, refer-
ence to which may be found under Superior Instruction of Women.- (State report .) 
AID FROl\f THE PEABODY FUND. 
Aid to the amount of $9,850 was received by this State in 1878-'79. Of this sum, 
$1,500 were sent to Charlottesville, $1,000 paid for scholarships (7 students being kept 
in the Na hville Normal College), 1,000 for the holding of teachers' institutes, $600 to 
Manchester, $500 to the Hampton Normal School, $200 to the Educational Journal, and 
the remainder in sums of $300 each to eleven different towns and to Hamilton Insti-
tute.-(Report of the trustees of the Peabody education fund for 1878-'79.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
The school affairs of cities and towns are attended to by the public school boards, 
which are compo ed of not more than 3 trustee from each ward, or, in the a.b ence of 
ward , 3 for ach school di trict. A city uperintendent of schools, appointed by the 
tate board of education, is to be found in cities of 10,000 or more inhabitant .-( chool 
law.) 
TAT! TICS.a 
Citi B. I Estimated ~ hildrenof Number IEnrolm nt Av rag Numb rof Exp ndi-population chool ag b of "Public in public daily at- teachers. ture. c ------~-----·~----··-. --s_c_ho_o_ls_._ 1 schools. I 't_en_d_:a_n_ce_. l-----l-----
.AI xnndria .... . 
Danvill ...... . 
?oJ~~~-::::: 
P t r. burg .. .. . 
Port mouth ... . 















20 1, 006 821 
13 955 ' 654 
23 1, 520 784 
26 l, 7i3 1,173 
33 1, 9 5 1, 494 
14 9 2 571 










Alexand1·ia reported very little opposition to the school system; the 8 colored and 
12 white schools continued during the year; the male teachers paid $53.95 monthly 
salary, the women $39.09; the schools taught 196 days; school property valued at 
$23,500; and 1,000 pupils in private or parochial schools.- (State report and return.) 
Danville reported 7 colored schools and 6 white ones kept open during the year, with 
an average monthly enrolment of 532 colored and 294 white pupils. There were 17 
pupils over 21 years of age in attendance on these schools.-(State report.) 
Lyrwhbu1·g reported about half as many colored schools as white, all taught by white 
teachers. As there were no scholars studying the higher branches, it is presumed 
that the opposition manifested in 1878 towards suppo..ting a high school at the public 
expense musthave closed this grade.1 The schools were taught 193 days. The school 
property was valued at $34,000. The private and parochial schools enrolled 300 
pupils.-(Return and State report.) 
NO?folk reported 7 different school buildings, containing 1,320 sittings for study, and 
the entire school property valued at $57,000. The schools were kept open 10 months, 
and a decided improvement in attendance was noticed, the percentage of attendance 
on enrolment reaching as high as 98 in two schools. The desire to enter the public 
schools was so great that, in order to accommodate all, morning and afternoon sessions 
were opened in the primary department for a number of colored children, 240 children 
receiving instruction, half in the morning and half in the afternoon. There were 
950 pupils in private and parochial schools.-(City report and return.) 
Petersbu1·g reports primary, grammar, and high grades in 5 different school buildings, 
containing 1,~08 sittings for study; the colored schools, 15 in number, taught entirely 
by white teachers; a special teacher of penmanship employed; school property valued 
at $59,500; and 1,000 pupils in private or parochial schools.-(State and city reports 
and return.) 
Po1·tsrnouth had an average monthly enrolment of 501 white and 222 colored pupils 
in the 10 white and 4 colored schools, which were kept open an average of 10 months. 
The averaO'e monthly salary of teachers was, men $72.50, women $38.50. The per-
centage of school population in average daily attendance was, whites 16. 7, colored 
17.1.-(State report.) 
Richmond reported the public sentiment in that city favorable to the free public 
schools and that there was not sufficient accommodation for all desiring to enter. The 
16 different school buildings held 4,080 sittings in the primary ~rades, 1,100 in the 
grammar, and 378 in the high school. These, with the ;~,000 sittmgs in the private 
and parochial schools, formed a total of 8,558 sittings. The percentage of school pop-
ulation on average daily attendance in the 7 4 white and 44 colored schools was as fol-
lows: whites, 26.7; colored, 21; the average monthly enrolment to each teacher, 40; 
average age of pupils, 11.3 years; number supplied with text books at the public ex-
pense, 94; average monthly salary of men, $107.17; of women, $38.47. Special teachers 
of German and of the natural sciences were employed. The schools were taught 206 
days. The public school property was valued at $248,656. The Richmond Colored 
Normal School reported no graduates in 1878-'79, but the same standard of promotion 
was maintained, although the course of study was extended an additional year. A 
session's work in natural science was also added.- (State and city reports and re-
turn.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCIIOOLS Al.~D NORMAL INSTITUTES. 
The State constitution provides for the creation of normal schools as necessary ad-
juncts of the public school system, and in order to promote the liberal cultm:e of 
young women Superintendent Ruffner advocates the establishment of a State normal 
school, to be supported by public school funds and to be controlled by a special board 
or by the board of education. He would give this school a sufficient annuity (to be 
paid possibly out of the interest on the literary fund) to make it a free institution. 
Such a normal college might be rendered accessible to all girls desiring to pursue a 
liberal education, whether for a teacher's position or not. He admits, however, that 
owing to pecuniary embarrassments the State is not in a condition to act on the ques-
tion of normal schools at present. He therefore urges the application of a portion of 
whatever money accrues to the State from the Peabody fund to the improvement of 
those already teaching, 2 and he considers it practicable to provide the means for hav-
ing in each county a few thoroughly trainecl teachers who in turn might conduct 
school which would serve a model tor the tudy of other teachers.- (State report 
and report oftru tee of Peabody fund, Octob r, 1 79.) 
Information for 1 78-'79 wa re eiv d from the Valley Normal School, Bridgewater, 
which trains pupil from the primary branches to a thorough preparation for college; 
~This ~~;o~~'enct~~l:,~~~~t;rl~r~fl~~~i: in 1880. 
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from the Hampton Normal and A.gricultU?·al Institute, which had 218 normal students; 
and from the St. Stephen's Normal School, Petersburg, which reported 30 normal and 
210 other students under instruction.- (Returns and circular.) 
.A.t the Hampton Normal School instruction is given to Indian students as well as 
colored, to fit them to teach among their race. .A. three weeks' institute is held at th~ 
close of the course in order to give the normal students especial preparation for teach-
ing. It was also expected that Col. F. N. Parker, of Quincy, would conduct an insti-
tute for the graduating class, dating from May 26 to June 13, 1879. These graduates 
were to be taught how to make school apparatus, charts, &c., in case they might some 
time be without them. The normal course is of 3 years. 
In the summer of 1879 normal institutes were to be held at Bridgewater; Hale's 
l!,ord, Franklin County; New Castle; Railroad Academy, Botetourt County; Warren-
ton; and a special institute for colored teachers or those desiring to teach, at Liberty.-
(Catalogue of Halllpton Normal School and Educational Journal of Virginia.) 
COUNTY I T TITUTES. 
Tl:e law requires county superintendents to hold at least one teachers' institute each 
year in their respective counties. All the public school teachers are expected to at-
tend, and, if held while the schools are in operation and not over a week in duration, 
the teacher does not lose any salary. Power is also given to the board of education to 
invite and encourage meetings of teachers and to procure addresses to be made before 
such meetings upon school organization, discipline, and instruction. No public money 
is, however, to be expended for these institutes. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Educational Journal of Virginia, published monthly at Richmond, continues, 
as heretofore, to give important aid to the training of teacher . 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH AND GRADED SCHOOLS. 
There were 4,237 white and 489 colored pupils studying the higher branches in this 
State in 1878-'79. The number of graded schools was 128, a decrea e of 49 on the pre-
vious year, and there were 621 grades reported. Lynchburg reported 14 grades, which 
indicates the existence of a high schoolj Staunton City.! 11 grades; Peter burg, 2 high 
school rooms, with 159 sittings, and 10~ pupils enrolled; Richmond City, 378 ittings 
for study in its high school department, and the school maint~ining 3: high ta!!-dard 
of excellence; and in Norfolk 205 white and 54 colored pupils stud1ed the htgher 
branches, although the curriculum does not seem to extend beyon<l the ad Yanced 
grammar grades.- (State and city reports and returns.) 
OTIIER SECO ... mARY CHOOL . 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory de-
partments of college , ee Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix, and sum!Ilarie of 
these in the report of the Commis ioner preceding. 
UPERIOR IN TRUCTION. 
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preparatory and classical courses (for Hampden Sidney the Prince Edward Academy 
serving as a preparatory school). Emory and Henry has also a 3 years' scientific 
course, a 4 years' Latin-scientific course, a 1 year's course in civil engineering, a busi-
ness course, and instruction in French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Hebrew. 
Hampden Sidney teaches civil engineering, if desired, and gives 2 years' courses in 
French and German. Roanoke admits students to partial courses, teaching book-keep-
ing, and has also 2 years' courses in French and German.-(Catalogues for 1878-'79.) 
For statistics of colleges and universities reporting, see Table IX of the appendix, 
and the summary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Superintendent Ruffner, in a lengthy argument on the need of institutions for the 
higher education of women in Virginia, shows how little has been done there in the 
past for this sex. The law made no provision whatever for the liberal education of 
women, while all colleges for men, even private ones, were aided by the State. He 
thinks that it is high time something should be done to remedy the eyil. He shows 
that the sexes have equal privileges in the public free schools, and that where public 
high schools exist the girls are now more favored than ever before, but such schools 
are intended to be preparatory to the superior institutions, and girls having access to 
these schools can go no further. He suggests that girls be either allowed to enter the 
colleges for men or that a thoroughly equipped female State college be founded-such 
an one to be designed for the liberal culture of women, without any special aims or 
technical attachments-or that normal schools be created. He further states that the 
private provision for the higher education of women in that State, which has heretofore 
been very meagre, is now doing valuable service, but, while it is deserving of both pat-
ronage and endowments, it is not all that is wanted. A step in advance in regard to 
more liberal culture for women was made by the senate of Virginia, which, on March 
31, 1879, passed a resolution to the effect that the superintendent of public instruction 
be requested to furnish in his next annual report such information and views in regard 
to the higher education of women as would show the propriety and practicability of 
making some State provision therefor; also, as to the cost of education in female sem-
inaries in other States which are assisted or supported at the public expense.- (State 
report, 1879.) · 
For statistics of any institutions for the higher education of women in this State, 
see Table VIII of the appendix, and for a summary thereof, see a corresponding table 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
There are 4 regular scientific schools reporting from this State. Besides these the 
University of Virginia gives ample opportunity for scientific study, the Washington 
and Lee University teaches civil and military engineering, aml Emory and Henry 
College has a 3 years' scientific course, a 4 vears' Latin-scientific course, and a 1 year's 
course in civil engineering. u 
The 4 schools are as follows: (1) The Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Blacksburg, which affords instruction in the English language and literature, in Ger-
man1 French, Latin, moral philosophy, mathematics, natural philosophy, military 
tactic_s, chemistry and natural history, in agriculture, mechanics, and drawing, and 
techmcal mechanics, the course covering 3 years, with 1 preparatory year; (2) the 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, with preparatory and 3 years' comses; 
colored and Indian students are trained in teaching, in certain industrial employ-
m~n~s,_and in farm work; gifts to the amount of $58,658 are reported for 1879; (3) the 
V1rg1ma Military Institute, Lexington, which, in the 4 years' course, teaches archi-
tectu;e, civil engineering, machine work, mining, metallurgy, analytical and applied 
chemistry, and agriculture; and (4) the Polytechnic Institute, Newmarket, which 
has a 2 years' course, as also primary and preparatory courses.-(Catalogues andre-
turns.) 
. The University of Virginia also offerec12 summer courses of instruction in 1870, one 
m pure mathematics, the other in applied mathematics.- (Circular.) 
:For statistics of in. titutions for scientific instruction, see Table X of the appendix, 
and for a summary of them, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Th 4 theological in titutions of this State rep0rt a total of 1 7 students in 1 78-'79. 
The Union Theological 'eminary, Hampden idney (Presbyt rian), has a 3 years' 
c~ur. an<l requires n,n examination of students not having college diplomas. The 
R_wb.monu Institute, Richmond (Bapti t), bas a theological course of 3 year , and 
{PV s pr paratory and academic instruction through 6 preceding years. The Theolog-
Ical ' minary of th Evangelical Lutheran General Synod, alem, aml the Prot st:mt 
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Episcopal Theological Seminary, in Fairfax County, have 3 years' courses, and these, 
with the Richmond Institute, require a preliminary examination. 
Randolph Macon College, Ashland (Methodist Episcopal South), has also a school 
of biblical literature, the instruction in which runs parallel for 3 years with that of 
the other schools. In order to graduate, the student must complete certain English, 
Greek, and mathematical studies aud be a graduate of the school of moral philosophy 
and metaphysics.- (Returns and catalogues. ) 
For statistics of these institutions, see Table XI of the appendix, and a summary 
of this in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Legal instruction is given in the law department of the University of Virginia, of 
Washington and Lee University, and of Richmond College. The course in each is 
designed for 2 years, but students who are able to :fit themselves for graduation in 1 
year are allowed to do so. There is no examination for admission in either of these 
schools. There are summer courses of lectures in the two universities.- (Catalogues 
and returns. ) 
For statistics, see Table XII of the appendix, and summary of it in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
The students of medicine in this State :find ample opportunity to pursue their studies 
in the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, which gives ''regular" instruction in 
a 2 years' course and requires no examination for admission "unless considered neces-
sary," and in the medical department of the University of Virginia, which graduates 
many of its students after a nine months' session. This school is arranged on the same 
general plan as the other departmentt~ of the university, and satisfactory attainments 
lead to graduation. In this school two special courses of instruction are given by the 
professor of analytical chemistry, and pharmacy enters into the course.- (Catalogues 
and returns. ) 
For statistics, see Table XIII of the appendix, and a summary of it in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Virginia Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, 
Staunton, reports the usual branches of study given to the deaf and dumb and the 
blind, with drawing and painting for those capable of taking these studies; French, 
geometry, and natural science enter into the course for the blind. 'fhe boys are taught 
various industries ; the girls are taught to sew, knit, crochet, and to make bead and 
worsted work. There were 83 pupils in 1878-'79. The fixed period of instruction is 
7 years, but the matter is discretionary. 
SCHOOLS GIVING INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute trains both colored and Indian stu-
dents in various industries, on the farm, in the knitting room, and at the Hampton 
Industrial Works, which in 1879 employed 10 young colored men and 5 Indians in 
the saw mill, their wages being saved to pay school bills when they enter the insti-
tute.- (Report. ) 
The Mille1· Manual Labor School, for orphan and outcast children of Albemarle 
County, reported 29 boys in March, 1879, who were taught arithmetic, geography, 
reading, and history. All are expected to work two hours a da.y either in the work-
shop or about the grounds. The intention is, with increa e in numbers, to add me-
chanical drawing to the other studies.- (Report.) 
Five orphan a ylums send returns for 1878-'79. They aggregate 141 inmates, all of 
~hem taught the elementary branches. Domestic work, sewing, and knitting enter 
mto the course. Of th e homes or a ylums 2 are at Norfolk and 2 at Richmond. 
Th Port month Orphan Asylum adds horticulture and agriculture to it training.-(R turns.) 
EDUCATIONAL CO,NVENTION. 
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method of teaching English in the Richmond public schools ; in reference to methods 
and text books in chemistry; and in reference to what the primary teacher may do in 
geology, wherein the State superintendent suggests that teachers of this grade should 
make themselves sufficiently masters of the study to interest the children in the geo-
logical formations of their immediate neighborhood, thus cultivating the perceptive 
faculties of the children and furnishing them with practical knowledge which will 
be of daily use to them through life. The subject of the discipline and training of 
girls was read and discussed. Papers on the metric system were read by Prof. N. B. 
Webster and Mr. John P. McGuire, and resolutions were adopted that Congress be 
asked to cause the introduction of this system as the sole legal standard throughout 
the United States, and that the Virginia board of education consider the advisability 
of requiring the teachers of the State to study this method for the benefit of their 
pupils. A committee appointed in 1878 to d1·aw up a plan for the organization of a 
Teachers' Life Assurance Society reported their plan and the rules and regulations to 
govern such a society, and three members were chosen to draw up a charter. The 
last evening's session was occupied by Capt. J. B. Hope, of Norfolk, with an address 
entitled "A study in comparative geography, with a commercial application." One 
of the most interesting features of the meeting was said to be an exhibition of In-
dian teaching conducted by graduates of the Normal and Agricultural Institute.-
(Educational Journal of Virginia.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
A. F. BIGGERS. 
Mr. A. F. Biggers, late superintendent of schools in Lynchburg, :filled that position 
from the beginning of the school system of that city, and the introduction of improved 
methods of organization and instruction was due to his intelligence and zeal. 
CHARLES D. M 7COY. 
Mr. McCoy was born in Pauquier County, Virginia, December 16, 183':'. He gradu~ 
a ted from several schoolt; of the University of Virginia; taught in the Staunton (Va.) 
Male Academy in the session of 1860-'61 ; entered the contederate service in April, 
1861, as a private in the infantry, soon rising to the rank of captain, and was a pris-
oner of war from May 12, 1864, to June 22, 1865. In the fall of 1865, returning to his 
place in the academy at Staunton, he, in October, 1866, received the appointment of 
principal of the Natchez (Miss.) Institute, :filling that position with great credit until 
September, 1868, when he was elected a teacher in the blind department of the Institu-
tion for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Staunton. In July, 1871, 
he was promoted to be principal, in which office he remained until his death, on the 
11th of September, 1879. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. RUFFNER, State superintendent of public instruction, Richmond. 
fThird term, March 15, 1878, to March 15, 1882.1 
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WEST VIRGINIA. 
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-21) ..... 201,237 198,844 .... -- ..... -. 2,393 
Colored youth of school age (6-21) .... 8,295 7,279 
--·-·---·· 
1,016 
Whole number of school age .•••••.... 209,532 206,123 ..... -- ... --. 3,409 
Whites enrolled in public schools ..... 126,233 132,751 6,518 ............. 
Colored enrolment in public schools .. 3,951 3,775 ... -- ............ 176 
Whole public school enrolment ....... 130,184 a135,526 5,342 ............. 
Average daily attendance, white ..... 84, 005 87,638 3,633 .. -........... -... 
Average daily attendance, colored .••• 2,628 2,630 2 ........ " ... -·. 
Whole average daily attendance ..... b86,633 90,268 3,635 
-- .... ---- .. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts (former townships) ... 352 361 9 ................ 
Subdistricts in these . .... ..........•• 3,227 3,383 156 ...... -.. ......... 
Public high schools .................. 9 8 ............... 1 
Public graded schools ................ 82 105 23 ............. --. 
Public ungraded schools .........•... 3,419 3,612 193 ....... -..... -.. 
Whole number of public schools ...••. 3,510 3,725 215 .... -.. -....... 
Average time of school in days ....... 96.36 100.76 4.40 ................ 
Frame and log school-houses ..•...... 3,197 3,377 180 ........ -.. -.... 
Brick and stone school-houses ...•.••. 100 96 ............... 4 
Whole number of public school-houses 3,297 3,473 176 .......... ----. 
School-houses built during the year •. 81 176 95 ... -- ... ........ 
Valuation of sites, buildings, furni- $1:688,349 c$1,676,f:l72 ... -.......... $11,477 
ture, and apparatus. 
TEACHERS .AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teachinCn public schools ...... 
• 
2,822 3,142 320 ...... -...... -
Women teac · g in public schools .... 925 989 64 . -.. -- ......... 
Whole number of teachers employed .. 3,747 4,131 3 4 ........... .. ...... 
Average monthly pay of white men ... $29 54 $28 21 
. ... $i "73" $1 33 Average monthly pay of white women 26 19 27 92 ................ 
Average monthly pay of colored men. 26 85 2811 126 ........... ---· 
Average monthly pay of colored women 23 36 20 66 2 70 .... -....... -- .. 
RECEIPT A1 D EXPENDITURE . 
\Vhole recejpts for public chools ..... $ 35,175 $787,521 ............... 47,654 
Whole expenditure for public schools . 6 7,275 709,071 $21,796 . -..... -... 
TATE CIIOOL FU1-."D. 
"\Vhole permanent fund reported ...... 392,232 $400,074 $7,842 ... -...... 
a. This is elsewhere made 136,526. b Elsewhere made 86,768. cElsewhere made $1,415,222. 
(From report of Hon. W. K. Pendleton, tate superintendent of free schools, for the 
tw year indicated. ) 
TATE CHOOL SYSTEM. 
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For each county a superintendent of free' schools is chosen by the people in the alter-
nate years, beginning in 1877; and a county board of examiners is formed by associ-
ating with him annually 2 experienced teachers chosen by the presidents of district 
boards of education in the county. 1 
For each school district- which here em braces what is elsewhere a township- there 
is a board of education of 3 members, chosen by the people of the district at the same 
time at which the county superintendent is elected. 
For each subdistrict into which a district may be divided, the district boartl of edu-
cation chooses at the outset a board of trustees of 3 members, and annually afterwards 
chooses one to replace the outgoing one. 
For a high school formed by the concurrent action of two or more districts, the 
boards of education concerned may either elect directors removable at their discretion, 
or may delegate the care of the school to the board within whose territory it is situ-
ated.- (School law, edition of 1877.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The State schools are free to all youth between 6 and 21 years of age residing in the 
districts in which they are established. There are to be enough of them in each dis-
trict for the primary instruction of all entitled to attend; for whites, however, there 
are to be separate schools. High schools, as well as graded Rchools leading up to 
them, are authorized in such districts as require them. For all there are to be duly 
certificated teachers, who must keep the prescribed registers of attendance and studies 
and make the prescribed monthly and term reports to the secretary of their board of 
education in order to draw their pay. Towards this pay the State contributes from 
the proceeds of a permanent school fund, and adds school taxes rated at 10 cents on 
the $100, the fines and forfeitures of the previous year, and a capitation tax of 
$1 on each voter; while districts are required to raise for the same purpose annual 
taxes not to exceed 50 cents on each $100 and to maintain a primary school for at 
least 4 months each year or lose their share of the State apportionment, which is ac-
cording to the number of youth of school age, as ascertained by an annual census. · 
For graded schools beyond the primary, 15 cents more on the $100 may be raised, and 
f~>r a high school 30 cents. For school-houses and all expenses beyond teachers' sala-
nes, 40 cents on the $100 may be levied. Plans for school-houses must be approved by 
the county superintendent before the buildings can be erected. 
The school month for teachers is 22 days, 20 of them to be devoted to teaching and 
2 to be carried to the account of the institutes which teachers in the State schools are 
required to attend, not, however, more than 8 clays annually.-(Schoollaws, edition 
of 1877.) 
GEXERAL COXDITION. 
Notwithstanding a considerable decrease in school population, 5,342 more pupils 
were enrolled in the State schools and there were 3,635 more in av-erage daily attend-
ance, 4.4 days were added to the average school term, 384 more teachers were em-
ployed (no more, according to the superintendent's information, than were necessary 
to supply the schools), and while the pay of white male teachers was diminished that 
?f white women and that of both sexes of the colored teachers advanced. These gains 
m the numbers to be taught, in the length of time which the teaching had to cover, 
and in the increased pay of the greater part of the teaching force may, at first sight, 
have seemed difficult to meet, as the receipts for schools were nearly $50,000 less 
than in 1877-'78. nut it appears that they were met, with very slight additional ex-
penditure, partly through the reduction noted in the pay of some teachers and partly 
through putting off the repair and furnishing of school buildings. This showing as to 
general condition is certainly a good one on the whole, indicating both economical 
management of funds and considerable extension of the advantages of public school 
in truction. 
PEABODY FUND. 
The_ allowance to \Ve t Virginia by the agent of this fund was $4,000 for 1879, 
of whiCh $1,000 were for teachers' institutes, the remainder going to enable the graded 
school systems in Martinsburg, Charle ton, Clarksburg, Wellsburg, Moundsville, Fair-
mont, New Cumberland, Mason City, and Clifton to extend their terms and raise their 
cour ·e of study. 
GRAD ATI .. ?G SYSTE:\I FOR COu~TRY SCllOOLS. 
uperintendent A. L. Wade, of Monongalia County, continued in 1 79 the system 
of graded studie, annual examination , commencement exercise , and diplomas of 
graduation he originated, which was noticed in the report for 187 , and which, wher-
ever tried, appears to have given new life to country schools. In an address deliv-
ered by him before the National Educational As ociation in Philadelphia, July 30, 
1879, he tated that the y tem wa initiate(l by him in 1 73, improved in 1 74, and 
ronght to its fir. fnll d velopment by the xamination of a cla . for rra(lnati·on in 
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the summer of 1876. Of this class, consisting of 261 pupils, 196 received diplomas 
'Showing the satisfactory completion of the prescribed State primary course. In 1877 
there were 110 pupils graduated, 88 more in 1878, and in 1879 another class of 82, 
making 476 in 4 years. The interest of the pupils in their studies excited by these 
means, as well as that displayed by parents in the examinations and results, appears 
from various concurrent accounts to have equalled what was drawn out by the new 
phase of education in the schools of Quincy, Mass., under Superintendent Parker. 
President Thompson, of the University of West Virginia, says that the plan has pro-
duced in Monongalia County an educational revival. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
WHEELING. 
The officers here are (1) a board of education of 3 members for each ward, who to-
gether have charge of the school system and are subject to change of one-third of 
their number each year; (2) a superintendent of the city school district, appointed 
by the board and require9. to have had, before his appointment, at least 3 years of 
practicein graded school work.-(Act creating the district and State school laws, edi-
tion of 1877. ) 
The schools are classed as primary and grammar, each having 4 primary divisions 
below the grammar grade. Whatever high school work is done appears to be attended 
to in the grammar schools. There are evening schools and separate schools for col-
ored youth. The teachers for all the schools must hold certificates of qualification 
from an examining board composed of the superintendent and 2 competent persons 
.appointed by the board of education. 
No statistics have been received for 1878-'79 except the statement that there were 
.93 teachers. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The West Virginia State Normal School, established under an act of 1867, in con-
nection with Marshall College, Huntington, bas branches at Fairmont, West Liberty, 
Glenville, and Shepherdstown, established in the order named. All are under tho 
control of a board of regents, with local executive committees for the care and imme-
diate management of the respective schools. The course in these schools covers 3 
years and is meant to give students a full knowledge of the branches to be taught in 
the common schools as well as an acquaintance with the principles of education and 
the art of applying them in the school room. Graduates from the 3 years' course who 
desire to continue in the schools for further study may do so under appointment of 
the board of regents. All except the school at We t Liberty report for 1878-'79, show-
ing a total of 16 instructors, 346 normal students (of whom 38 graduated), and 69 other 
students. 
Besides these State normal schools, which are all for white students, friends of the 
colored race have established at Harper's Ferry another, intended at :first to train 
colored teachers and afterwards to afl'ord opportunities for higher education. This 
institution, Storer College, has preparatory, normal, and academic departments, in 
the first of which 62 pupils were reported in 1879; in the second, 155, of whom 10 
graduated; in the thir~, 48. 
TEACIIERS' L.'ISTITUTES. 
The State school laws provide for the encouragement of the e brief training schools 
for tea~~e~ through. each county superintendent for his county, with union meetings 
~or ~dJommg c~unt1e . Teac~ers of the State schools are required to attend the 
mst1tutes of thell' county or dlStrict for an average of 2 days in each of the 4 months' 
school term, and are not to lo e their pay for such attendance. Aid for such in titutes 
has be .n kin ly furnished from the Peabody fund, as before noted; but no provi ion 
for the1r xp n s ems to have be n made by th tate. Those held under the P a-
body ~un allowan e wer meant o be at one m ans of direct improv ~ent and in-
truchon o t ach r. attending th m and mo lels for other which might be held under 
the • tat law. 1fty-four county in titut s were announced bv uperint ndent 
Pendl ton a to be h lcl in tb summ r f 1 79. • 
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SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
FREE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
This class of schools is authorized by law for the higher instruction of the advanced 
pupils of either a single school district or of 2 or more districts uniting for the support 
of one. In 1878 there were 9 reported, and in 1879 there were 8. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges and private academic schools, see Tables IV and VI 
of the appendix to this volume; for statistics of preparatory departments of colleges, 
see Table IX ; for full summaries of the statistics of each class of schools, correspond-
ing tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The institutions of this class in the State appear to be for 1879 only 3: Bethany Col-
lege, Bethany (Christian); Shepherd College, Shepherdstown; and West Virginia. 
University, Morgantown; the two latter non-sectarian. Two others with collegiate 
titles, West Virginia College, Flemington, and Storer College, Harper's Ferry, seem 
to have been thus far occupied mainly, if not wholly, with preparatory work. 
West Vi1·ginia University, under the auspices of the State, does to a large extent the 
work of preparing students for its collegiate classes, reporting for the year 1878-'79< 
~ total of 85 preparatory students against 44 collegiate. To these last it offered 
mstruction in classical, scientific, and engineering courses of 4 years each and an agri-
cultural course of 2 years. Opportunites for study of vocal music, telegraphy, and sig-
nalling were also afforded, with training in military drill, tactics, and the strategy and 
art of war throughout the course. For other studies, see Scientific and Professional 
Instruction. , 
Bethany College also offered some preparatory training, but makes for 1878-'79 no rer-
:port of any students in that line. Its general courses are classical, scientific, and min-
Isterial, each of 4 years, with the special course in engineering, the teachers' course in 
natural philosophy, and the graduate elective course mentioned in the report for 1878, 
to which 3 appears to have been added a special course in practical chemistry. The 
studies of the college, according to a common southern rule, are pursued in separate 
schools, the courses in 5 of which make up the 3 general courses before mentioned, 
th.ose in chemistry and natural philosophy belonging to the one school of natural 
science. About a year in the collegiate schools, however, appears to be devoted to 
what are usually reckoned preparatory studies. 
Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, has for its main work the training of teachers for 
the free schools of the State in the 3 years' course prescribed by the State board of 
regents of the normal schools. It adds to this, however, opportunities for a moderate 
collegiate education in a 4 years' course, in which, in 1878-'79, were 91 students against 
93 in the normal course.-(Catalogues and returns.) 
For full statistics of these 3 institutions, see Table IX of the appendix, including, 
for the normal department of Shepherd College, 'fable III also. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR TilE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
West Virginia College, Shepherd College, and Storer College, above mentioned, 
admit young women as well as young men to the somewhat limited advantages for 
superior instruction they offer. Three others claiming to present such adv:antages 1 
may be found in Table VIII of the appendix, and a summary of the statistics of such 
as rep~rt them may be seen in a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
precedmg. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PR.OFESSIONAI~ INSTRUCTION. 
SCIE ~TIFIC. 
The scientific, engineering, and military cour es of the West Virginia University, 
all of 4 years, and the agricultural course in the same, covering 2 years, afford the 
youth of the State an opportunity for free instruction in these subjects at Morgan-
~own ; w bile in Bethany College, Bethany, as before mentioned, are a 4 years' course 
m science, an engineering cour e of indeterminate length, and a teachers' course in 
natural philosophy of 6 to 10 weeks, with an apparently new course in chemistry. 
Wheeling Femal College pres nts al o to it young lady students a scientific course 
of 4 years.- (Catalogues of 187 '79.) 
For stati tic , ee Tables VIII and IX of the appendix, and the summaries of them 
in the report of the Commi ioner prec ding. 
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PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological training appears to be given in the State only in the 4 years' ministerial 
course of Bethany College (Christian), where it is pursued in connection with the col-
legiate course. 
Legal instruction may now be had in the law department of West Virginia Univer-
sity, where a law course meant to cover 9 months has been established, embracing 
studies in common, statute, mercantile, and constitutional law, equity, and evidence. 
Medical training, as far as relates to anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, is now given 
under 1 professor in the West Virginia University. It is hoped that this may eventu-
ally develop into a State medical school.- (Catalogues of 1878-'79.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The State institution for this ·purpose, at Romney, affords instruction in com-
mon English branches to all its pupils, with such training in sign language and 
visible speech as the needs of the deaf-mute pupils call for or their capacities encour-
age. The employments are carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring, and printing for such 
as can see, with mattress and broom making for the blind. Instructors in 1878-J79 
for both classes of pupils, 14; pupils: 98 deaf, 40 blind; total, 138. Average number 
present during the year: 62 deaf, 19 blind; total, 81.- (Report of regents and prin-
cipal.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
WEST VIRGINIA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The session of this body for 1879 was held at Charleston, Kanawha· County, August 
26-28, and was opened -under a call to order by the State superintendent of free 
schools, who was the president. The usual routine business occupied most of the first 
day, leaving time for only one paper, on" The model district school," by Preston R. 
Sherrard, of Summers County, and an address by Hon. Frank Hereford, United States 
Senator, on" Educational progress." On the second day the papers read were by T. 
M. Marshall, of the Glenville Normal School, on "Education from an resthetic point of 
view;" by E. Bonar, on "Teachers' examinations," and by A. D. Chesterman, on "The 
true function of the normal school;" addresses being also delivered by Ex State Su-
perintendent B. W. Byrne, on the "Means of giving influence and importance to the 
educational association," and by Hon. Charles J. Faulkner1 on the" Effect of educa-tion." The third day's session was largely occupied with the report of the committee 
on resolutions, which emboilied expressions of pride and congratulation on the good 
accomplished by the free schools of the State and of regret at the action of the legi -
lature in withholding appropriations from the State normal schools, the associatwn 
expressing its conviction that "normal training is an absolute necessit! to the success 
of a teacher." The only paper read was one by F. H. Crago, on the' Relations and 
duties of the people to the public schools."-(West Virginia Journal of Education.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. W. K. PENDLETON, State superintendent of free schools, WheeZing. 




1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION A..~D ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age ( 4-20) .......... 478,692 483,453 4,761 
---- . --- ... 
Youth of school age in public schools. 295,215 289,354 ................ 5,861 
Total pupils in public schools ........ 297,502 293,286 ..... -.. -- ...... 4,216 
Youth in private schools ........•.•.. 25,532 25,847 315 ....... -..... 
Attending State normal schools ...... 1,885 1,803 ............ 82 
Attending colleges and academies .... 1,781 1,550 ....... -.......... 231 
Instructed in benevolent and reform- 1,487 1,615 128 ... --..... 
a tory institutions (estimated). 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Districts, 
cities. 
exclusive of independent 5,361 5,568 207 ............. 
Districts reporting .................. 5,299 5,542 243 
.... ·---·· 
Districts that purchased text books .. 1,104 1,606 502 . --- ....... 
Districts that lent books to pupils ... 427 437 10 
-----· ---· Districts that sold text books ..••.... 681 1,070 389 
------ --·· Schools with two departments ..•••• ,. 207 208 1 .......... 
Schools with three or more depart- 225 225 . -.- ......... . .. ... .... . 
ments. 
Total of graded schools . _ .•.. ___ ..•.. 432 433 1 
----·· ..... High schools aided by the State _ .... 85 88 3 ............ 
Average length of term in cities (days) 189 195.3 6.3 ............ 
Average length of term in counties 161 153.7 ............ --. 7.3 (days). 
Public school-houses ................ 5,561 5,626 65 
···--· ..... Seats in public school-houses __ ...... 353,119 357,186 4,067 
---- ·----· School-houses of brick or stone • _ •... 809 812 3 
·----· ..... School-houses with outhouses in good 
condition. 
3,760 3,910 150 .. --...... 
Value of public school property .. _ ... $5,115,556 $5,153,079 $37,523 .... -........ 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Different teachers employed .. __ .. _ .. 9,808 9,875 67 
·----·-··· Average monthly pay of men in cities. $100 27 $85 90 ... -............ $14 37 
A vt?r~ge monthly pay of women in 34 70 35 03 $0 33 
........ -- --· 
mt1es. 
Average monthly pay of men in coun- 38 45 37 75 ........... 70 
ties. 
Average monthly pay of women in 25 33 25 72 39 . -........... 
counties. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public schools ..... a$2,749,956 $2,756,881 $6, 925 ......... -- .. 
Total expenditure for public schools. a2,148,330 b2,152,783 4,453 
... --- .. -.... 
EDUCATIONAL FUNDS. 
School fund .. ____ .. .. ....... _ •....•. $2,680,703 $2,713,993 $33,290 . --- ......... 
University fund ..... _ .......... ___ .. 226,~34 224,892 
.. ---· ...... $2,042 
Agricultural college fund. __ ._ ....... 256,602 264,719 8,117 .. -.. -. -- ... 
Normal school fund . __ .. __ ...... __ .. 1,038,199 1,053,877 15,678 .... -.... -... 
Total amount of these funds .... _ .... 4,202,438 4,257,481 55,043 . --- ....... 
Income from school fund . ____ .. ___ .. 185,368 188,702 3,334 . --- ........ 
Income from university fund ... _ .... 64,116 66,751 2,635 . --- ... -.. 
Income from agricultural college fund. 17,326 1 16,199 . -....... --. 1,127 Income from normal scb ool fund _ . _ .. 83,365 1,588 
..... -... ---. 1,777 
Total income from the funds .. _. _ .... 350,175 353,241 3,066 .. -- ....... 
a A return fro::n Superintendent Whitford for the same year, but of later date than the prmted 
report, made the figures $1,7311828 for income and $2,117,535 for expenditures. b With the salaries of supermtendents, $2,104,457. 
(From report of Iron. W. C. Whitford, tate superintendent of public instruction, 
for the two year indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent elected for 2 years has general supervision of common schools. 
He may appoint an assistant. '!'here are a board of regents of the State University, 
a board of regents of normal schools, and a board of commissioners for the sale of 
school and university lands. 
The local officers are county superintendents, town boards of school directors, and 
district school boards. Women are eligible to election or appointment as district, 
county, or town school officers. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The moneys for the support of public schools are derived from local taxation and 
from the public school fund, the income of which is apportioned according to the num-
ber of children between 4 and 20 years of age. In order to receive its share of public 
funds, each district must maintain a common school taught by a qualified teacher for 
5 months during the year, unless some extraordinary cause prevent ; each town, incor-
porated village, and city must have raised. by taxation the preceding year for school 
purposes or else have transferred from its general fund to the school fund a sum equal 
to half its share of the school fund income ; reports of school statistics must have 
been made to the school superintendent, and in cities a census of the school popu-
lation must have been taken the previous year. Public schools are free to all residents 
of the district between 4 and 20 years of agfl. The branches to be taught a.re orthog-
raphy, orthoepy, reading, writing, grammar, geography, arithmetic, and the Consti-
tution of the United States and of Wisconsin, with such other branches as the district 
board may determine. No sectarian instruction is allowed. 'l'eachers in the common 
schools must have certificates or diplomas authorizing them to teach. County certifi-
cates are issued by county superintendents, and are of 3 grades, the first, or highest, 
being valid in the county 2 years, the second and t.hird, only 1 year. Each superin-
tendent, under the advice and direction of the State superintendent, establishes for 
his county the standard of attainment which must be reached by each applicant be-
fore receiving a certificate of any grade. State certificates are granted by a board of 
examiners appointed by the State superintendent. These are of 2 grades, limited and 
unlimited, the former valid throughout the State for 5 years, the latter, during the 
life of the holder unless revoked for cause. Pree high schools are a part of the sys-
tem, and under certain conditions are aided by the State during the first 3 years after 
their establishment. AU incorporated academies, seminaries, or collegiate institutions 
arc required to make annual report to the State superintendent.-( choollaws, 1878.) 
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rural districts; the rEoduction in the cost of text books used in the public schools, and 
the supply of thest) books by a Jarger number of districts; the increase in aU the edu-
cational funds, except that of the State university; the direction of organized effort 
to remove defects in the management and teaching of ungraded schools, especially 
shown in providing a course of study for them ; a fuller attendance on teachers' insti-
utes, as well as improvement in the methods of instruction therein; an investigation 
by the State board of health of the sanitary condition of school buildings and 
grounds; an increased vigor in the management of charitable and reforma.tory 
schools, and an increase of the number instructed in th~>m; the prosperity attending . 
the normal schools and the State university, and the uniform and constant growth of 
confidence on the part of the people in all departments of the educational system.-
(State report, 1878-'79.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Twent.y-seven cities in this State maintain schools under special charters gra.nted by 
the legislature. In accordance with these, each city chooses a board of education for-
the management of its public schools and in most cases a city superintendent. 
STATISTICS. 
Estimated Children of Enrolment Per cent. of N=b"ofl Expendi-Cities. in public attendance population. school age. schools. on em·olm't. teachers. ture. 
Appleton .••........ . ..... 8, 000 2, 600 1, 506 90.75 29 $22,765 
Fond duLac .•...... .. ... . 16,068 5, 900 2, 484 82 47 30,216 
r~:~v~i~ ::~::::::::::::: 8, 037 2,172 1, 207 65 1!) 10,131 11, 000 3, 558 1, 696 71.9 39 17,721 
La Crosse ................. 12, 000 4,179 2, 318 96.4 39 28,518 
Madison .......••......... 18, 145 4, 011 1, 902 89 36 25,518 
Milwaukee ............... 120,000 37, 016 16,457 63 246 182, 732 
Oshkosh .............•.•.. 18, 000 5, 696 ~ . 184 92 M 28,182 
Racine .................... 15, 000 5,456 2, 397 70 45 St, 70& 
Sheboygan ................ 8, 000 2, 963 1, 060 ... -- ..... --........ ~ 18 9, 209 
Watertown ....... ........ 9, 524 3, 562 1, 310 ............................ 23 11,378 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
The public school system of Appleton is one of independent districts, each having its 
own local school board and managing its own affairs, yet nominally subject to the 
advisory jurisdiction of a board of education composed of the clerks and directors of 
tbe different dist,ricts. The schools are in as good condition as is possible with this 
system. There are 5 commodious brick school buildings and 3 frame, all well equipped 
with furniture, apparatus, and other needful appliances. The per capita cost of edu-· 
cation in the common schools was $8.05; in the high school it was $16.23. The. high 
school was established in 1866 by the school board of the second district and is free-· 
only to residents of that district.- (State report, 1878-'79.) 
Fond du Lac reports primary, grammar, and high schools, taught in 17 buildings, 
with 42 rooms fur study and 3 for recitation, furnishing 2,800 sittings. Besides tho 
2,484 children enrolled in public schools there were from 200 to 300 attending private' 
and parochial schools.- (Return, 1t:l78-'79.) 
The public schools in G1·een Bay were taught in 5 school buildings having 20 rooms: 
for study, besides 3 used only for recitation. The schools were classed as primary, 
grammar, and high, and had enrolled 1,207, besides which there was an estimated 
attendance of610 pupils in private and parochial schools.-(Retnrn, 1878-'79.) 
The Janesville public schools are classed as primary, in~ermediate, grammar, and 
high, the entire course covering 12 years. They are taught in 10 buildings having 32 
rooms exclusively for study. Besides the public school enrolment of 1,695, there were 
about 250 pupils in private and parochial schools under 5 teachers.- (Return, 1878-'79.) 
'l'he public school of La Cl'osse are classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, and 
high, the course covering 11 years; of these the primary and intermediate grades 
cover each 2 years, the g-rammar 3, a.nd the high school 4. '£he high school bas 2 
course of study, an Enghsh and a classical, and enrolled 118 pupils in 1878-'79. The 
German lanrruag was introduced in 1878 in the grammar departments of the second, 
third, ancl fourth district as an optional study. The r sult proved that the demand 
for his studs• is not confined to children of German })arentage, as fully 50 per cent. of 
the pupils who engaged in it w re Americans.-(City report, 187e-'79.) 
Madison reports 9 school building , with l,GOO sittings for :>tndy, in which there were 
primary, grammar, and high cbool departm nts, ach of which comprises 4 years, the 
high cbo l adding to its 4 y ars' course a t rm for tbe graduate class. Thi~ school 
has 5 cour es of study, viz: Ancient classical, mo lern cla ical, scientific, English, and 
17 ED 
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commercial. Graduates of one of the first 3 courses are admitted into the university 
without examination. The school enrolled 245 pupils in 1878-'79, the largest number 
since its reorganization in 1874. There was an estimated attendance of 500 in private 
and parochial schools.-(City report, 1878-'79, and return.) 
. The Milwaukee public schools were taught during 1878-'79 in 25 school buildingsJ 
including 223 rooms, 246 teachers being employed, of whom 51 were men and 195 
women. They are classed as district, primary, branch, and high, the last having 193 
pupils enrolled, besides 15 in a normal department connected with it. Music, draw-
ing, German, and calisthenics form a part of the course of study in the public schools. 
German is taught by 13 special teachers, and mu!lic, drawing, and calisthenics have 
.each a special teacher. During the year 1878-'79 the course of instruction was re-
vised; certain grades were consolidated, so as to reduce the number from 10 to 8; a 
few changes were made in the text books, which were greatly reduced in cost; and the 
rules touching tht:> examinations and qualifications of teachers were somewhat modi-
fied. The schools gained largely in the number of pupils attending, in educational 
appliances, and in school room accommodations; and the number of pupils who Cf.lm-
pleted the course of common school studies was greater than ever before. There were 
55 private schools in the city, with 8,927 pupils, taught by 222 teachers.- (City school 
report, 1878-'79.) 
Oshkosh, with a school population about the same as in 1878, reported for 1879 a 
.slight falling off in average attendance on public schools, particularly noticeable in 
the primary departments, due to the prevalence of scarlet fever and diphtheria. There 
were 9 public school buildings, all but one in good condition, which accommodated 25 
different schools taught by 50 instructors, of whom all but 6 were women. The schools 
are classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, and high, the course extending over 12 
,years, of which the primary and intermediate grades occupy 6, the grammar 2, and 
the high 4.-(City report, 1878- '79.) 
Racine had 8 public school buildings, with 36 rooms exclusively devoted to study, 
furnishing 2 240 sittings. There was au estimated enrolment of 951 in private and 
parochial schools, making a total of 3,348 attending all classes of schools. The high 
.school furnished 156 sittings for study and had 145 students enrolled.- (Return, 
1878-'79.) 
The Watertown public schools, comprising primary, grammar, high, and eV'ening 
schools, were taught in 5 school buildings, which furnished 21 rooms exclusively for 
study. Of these, 15 were for primary school pupils, 4 for those in grammar sch0ols, 
and 2 for those in the high school. Besides the public school enrolment of 1,310, it is 
estimated that 500 pupils attended private and parochial schools, making a total of 
1,800 in all schools.- (Return, 1878-'79.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHER 
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that the normal school should teach the practices of the Kindergarten to an extent 
that may be warrantecl by the actual relevance of Kindergarten to elementary educa-
tion.-(Report of State superintendent, 1878-'79.) 
NOHMAL TRAINING IN COLLEGES. 
There were normal courses in Galesville University, Milton College, Northwestern 
University, Watertown, and Fox Lake Academy (chartered as Wisconsin Female Col-
lege): The first is of 3 years; the second, of 1, 2, or 3; the last, of 2 or 4; that at 
Northwestern University, indefinite. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
There were 64 institutes held in 57 counties and superintendents' districts, 24 of 
which were each one week in duration, 1 was 4 weeks, and 39 were each 2 weeks, th~ 
total number of weeks being 106, an increase of 5 over the number for 1877-'78. 
There were 6,126 teachers enrolled (an increase of 182), 1,405 men and 3,721 women. 
All but 1,063 had taught school, and the average length of their terms was 2. 77 years; 
508 held first grade certificates, 201 second grade, and 2,947 third grade; 497 were 
instructed in colleges and universities, 413 in academies, 5::35 in the normal schools, 
2,123 in the high schools, and 1,362 in the common schools. 
The work of this year completed a 3 years' course of study which had been selected 
for the institutes. An outline of it was given in a pamphlet issued. by the institute 
committee of the normal regents and furnished to the county superintendents. The 
results proved the wisdom of the plan: the work was well adapted to the needs of the 
district school teachers, was more concentrated on practical subjects, and enabled the 
force to be better organized and directed.-(State superintendent's report, 1878-'79.) 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Wisconsin Journal of Education, a monthly published at Madison under the 
joint editorship of the State superintendent and his assistant, afforded in 1879, as in 
preceding years, valuable aid to the teachers of the State by publishing numerous pa.pers 
intended to improve and systematize their work, as well as by giving much educn.-
tional informa,tion. The journal ranks among the best of its kind in the country. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Eighty-eight free high schools reported to the State superintendent in 1878-'79. 
Two that were aided in 1878 by the free high school fund discontinutld their opera-
tions; 5 new ones were organized, made the proper returns to the department, and 
received their share of the State appropriation; and 3 were estahlished, but bad not 
been in operation long enough to be entitled to State aid. There were 6,693 pupils 
enrolled in the schools reporting, the lowest number in a single school being 29z the 
highest 325; the average enrolment in all the schools was 115 and the average aaily 
attendance 53. Of the 196 teachers employed, 106 were men and 90 women. The 
school at Madison had 12 teachers, the largest number; that at Oshkosh 9, the next 
la1·gest. Twenty-eight schools had each only 1 teacher, 35 had 2 each, 9 bad 3 each, 
9 had 4 each, and 2 had 5 each. The average length of session was 8.9 months. 'l'he 
total expenditure for instruction was $119,098, ofwhich the State appropriated $25,000, 
$9,088 were received from tuition fees of non-resident pupib, aml the remainder 
($85,010) was obtained largely by taxation on the property of citizens who organized 
the schools. 
Since the report of Superintendent Whitford for 1877-'78, a number of amendments 
therein suggested by him have been made by the State legislature to the free high 
school law, making it more simple in terms, more complete in its provisions, and more 
satisfactory to the districts maintaining the schools. One of the superintendent's 
recommendations, however, was not adopted, and he again urges it on the attention 
of the legislature. This i the appointment of a committee to visit the high schools 
annually and to report on their condition and their compliance with the law. Besides 
the fact that the State at present has no adequate means of determining whether the 
schools among which it eli tributes the special fund of $25,000 are conforming to the 
provisions of law, it is urged that a wholesome influence would be exerted over the 
schools by the supervision of a State boa.rd of visitors similar to that which exists and 
has proved acceptable in the ca e of the State normal schools and the State Univer-
sity.-( tate superintendent's report, 1 78-'79.) 
OTHER SECO~ARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory 
departments of college , see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the a.ppendix, and the. 
ummaries of them in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Wisconsin, Madison, continued in 1878-'79 its snbfreshman depart-
ment to make sure of thorough preparation of young students for collegiate work, but 
appears to have depended more than previously on the system, initiated some years 
ago, of delegating part of this preparatory work to the graded schools and high schools 
of the State. More specific regulations for examining graded school students intend-
ing to enter the university are publishecl in the catalogue, and now, besides the Mad-
ison High School, 3 others are mentioned as entitled to send their graduates into the 
freshman class on their diplomas. 
The general arrangements for the year were largely as they had been for some years 
previously, the college of letters embracing departments of ancient classics, modern 
classics, and law ; the college of arts including departments of genera,} science, agri-
culture, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, mining and metallurgy, and mili-
tary science. The courses in all these were of 4 years, except for students specially 
prepared for advanced standing, while beyond all was an optional graduate course of 
~years . The astronomical observatory, built through the liberality of Ex-Governor 
C. C. Washburn, was placed in the hands of the distinguished astronomer, Prof. 
James C. Watson, long connected with the University of Michigan. The new assem-
bly hall, it was hoped, would be occupied for public exercises at the openmg of the 
session of 1879-'80. 
As to the lady students, it is said by the visitors appointed. by the board of regents 
that the work of discipline seems to have been made easier by the presence of both 
sexes, and that, "so far as discovered, no disadvantages have arisen from this union 
in the cla s room, while many ad vantages have accrued." They say also tllat "the 
scholarship of the young ladies, as a whole, appea,rs to be fully equal to that of the 
other sex."- (Catalogue and report of board of regents for 187d-'79.) 
The list of other recognized collegiate institutions for young men or for both exes 
remained the same as iu 1877-'78, including Lawrence Univer ity, Appleton (Meth-
odist Episcopal); Beloit College, Beloit (Congregational and Presbyterian)· Gales-
ville University, Galesville (Methodist Episcopal); Milton College, Milton (Seventh 
Day Baptist); Racine College, Racine (Protestant Episcopal); Ripon College, Ripon 
(Congregationalist); and Northwestern University, Watertown. These all had clas-
sical4 years' courses beyond their preparatory departments, and all but the North-
western had scientific 4 years' courses also. Lawrence anu Ripon offered academic 
training to such as could not take a collegiate course, with instruction in music, draw-
ing, and painting, which last were offered by Milton too. Galesville, Milton, and 
Northwestern had arrangements for training teachers; Lawrence, Galesville, and 
Milton, commercial courses; while the Northwestern offered its students instruction 
in Hebrew as well as in French. German entered into mo t of the scientific courses, 
and English literature seems to have had fair attention given it at Beloit and Racine. 
This last, which has many of the features of an English college, had the misfortune 
to lose by sudden death, March 19, 1 79, its popular pr sident, Dr. James De Koven, 
who e high culture, genial spirit, and large ability had gained for him an even more 
than nat10nal reputation, and whose power over his pupils had made him the Dr. 
Arnold of America.- (Catalogues and returns.) 
During 1 78-'79 the State University received from Ex-Governor C. C. Wa hburn 
Q5,000 to complete and equip the observatory he had built for it. The oth r in titu-
tion rec ived in gifts or bequests a follows: B loit Colleg , $4,200 for general pnr-
J>O ; Milton o1leg , ·a,OOO to pay d bts; Ripon College, 15,000 for it endowment 
fnnd.- ( etnrn . ) 
l'or d tailed tatistic of all the e institutions, ee Table IX of the app ndL'{; for" 
snmm~r,y of th ir tati tic , a corre ponding table in the r port of the Commi · ioner 
pr · dmrr. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The College of Arts of the Univetsil!f of Wisconsin, by the law of its organization, 
embraces "courses of instruction in the mathematical, physical, and natural sciences, 
with their application to the industrial arts, such as agriculture, mechanics, and en-
gineering, mining and metallurgy, manufactures, architecture, and commerce," with 
military tactics, and "such branches included in the college of letters as shall be nec-
essary to a proper fitting of the pupils in the scientific and practical courses for their 
chosen pursuits." · 
The other jnstitutions for the superior instruction of young men or of both sexes had, 
with the exception of Northwestern University, scierrtific courses in addition to the 
classical, with a larger proportion of mathematical studies, greater attention to the 
natural and physical sciences, and usually considerable substitution of German and 
French for Greek and Latin.- (Catalogues and circulars.) 
For students in these scientific courses, see Table IX of the appendix. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Instruction in theology was given in 1878-'79, as previously, at Nashotah House, Wau-
kesha County (Protestant Episcopal), and at the Seminary of St. Prancis de Sales, 
Milwaukee County (Roman Catholic). The former, which is strictly a theological 
school, reports a 3 years' course meant only for candidates for orders who have gone 
through their preparatory studies; the other, which provides for the whole prepara-
tion of its students from the beginning, reports a 10 years' course, including 3 years in 
theology. At Nashot~h, 5 professors and instructors were reported, with 16 students; 
at St. Francis de Sales, 13 professors and instructors, with 200 students, of whom 25 
were theological.- (Circulars and returns.) 
Instruction in law continued to be given in the law department of the University 
of Wisconsin, which retained its 2 years' course of study, for which there is a prelimi-
nary examination in English branches, except in the case of bearers of degrees. In-
structors, 8; students, 56; graduates at the commencement in 1879, 25.- (Return.) 
No schools of medicine appear to have been in existence in the State in 1879. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Wisconsin Institution fo?' the Deaf and Dmnb, Delavan, reporting for 1878-'79, gives 
10 as the number of instructors, 2 ofthemsemimutes; pupils for the year, 200, 116males 
and 84 females. The branches of instruction were the same as in the common schools, 
with the addition of practical train in~ in shoemaking, cabinet making, and printing. 
The school lost its main building by fire, September 16, 1 79. Provision was at once 
made for the continuance of the school, and it is hoped that a new and better build-
jug may be erected by the State in place of the old one, which i said to have been 
ill adapted to the uses of such a school.-(Wisconsin Journal of Education.) 
The Wisconsin Phonological Institute, Mil waukee, established in 1878 for the instruc-
tion of deaf-mutes in articulate speech, reported 2 instructors in 1879, with 21 pupils, 
1~ of them males, 8 females. The ordinary English brancht>s formed part of the instruc-
tiOn given, but there was no training in industrial occupations.- (Circulars andre-
turns.) 
EDUCATIO~ OF THE BLL.~D. 
The thirteenth annual report of the ·wisconsin In titution for the Education of the 
Blind showed the presence of 90 pupils under the tuition of 3 teachers of letters, 2 of 
music, and 2 of handicrafts, for the year 1 78-'79. The n ·ualli terary branches were 
tau~ht, the Kindergarten system being used for at least the younger pupils, while in 
~u 1c 3 choral cla. ses and au orche tra met daily for instruction and practice. In the 
mdustrial department, broom making, cane seating of chairs, aml weaving of rag car-
pets were prosecuted hy the older and stronger 1)npils; ewing, knitting, and 9ead-
work, by Olihcrs. 
EDUCATI •• THROUGH TUDY AT HOME. 
The ociety for the Promotion of Home , 'tudy, organized in 1 7 , i reported by let-
ter from one of its officers to have fail d to accompli h it aim in 1 79, becau e the 
pre ident wa unable to give ufficient attention to the work. 
REFOR).IATORY XD I~DL' 'TRIA.L TRAI~I~G. 
The Wisconsin Indust1·ial School for Boys, Wauke. ha, s nd no report for 1878-'79. It 
bad on it. roll at the clo e of the pr c ding year 41!) boys who were instructed by 6 
t~a.ch r for a part of each chool day in the ordinary lC'ment of an Engli h edu~a· 
t~on, and wer employed in garcleu fl ld, alUl ·hop work at other hour . Unremtt-
tmg efforts wer made to cultivate habit. of indn ·try in the boys, to train them for 
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the profitable pursuit of useful callings, and t.o develop themoral sense as well as tho 
intellectual perceptions.- (Report for 1877- '78.) 
The Wisconsin Indust1·ial School for Girls, Milwaukee, founded in 1875 as the "Mil-
waukee Industrial School," is a private institution which seeks to pretlef\Te young 
girls exposed to evil influences and to reclaim such as have been led into evil way . 
Up to the close of 1878- '79 it had received and cared for 160 children, provided homes 
for 25, and had then in charge and under instruction 44. All were taught iu the aftf>r-
noon of week days, employed in housework in the morning, and in the evening were 
shown how to do knitting, sewing, and fancy work. Up to the elate of the report, re-
stricted accommodations had pre>ented any further development of industrial train-
ing; but in a new lmilding soon to be occupied it was hoped t·hat each one might be 
so fully taught some productive trade as to be able to support herself by it. - (Third 
annual r(\port.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
WISCOXSI:X STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIOX. 
The twenty-seventh annual session was held at La Crosse July 8 to 11, 1 79. The 
su bjeets especially considered appear to have lleen ( 1) "A course of stu<ly for ungraded 
schools," (2) ''Relations of ungraded schools to the high schools," (3) "Relations of 
high schools to collegiate education," (4) ''Kinderga1·ten training," (5) "Compulsory 
education," and (6) "Education of the blind." The first, for which a tentative plan 
had been prepared and extensively circulated, was commended to the special atten-
tion of -school officers and teachers with a view to general adoption. The third and 
fourth were assigned to committees for report at the winter session. The fifth, which 
was also referred to a committee for report, elicited considerable discussion, and seem , 
from the general drift of that discussion, to be unpromising as to results until the law 
respecting it, which was to go into operation September 1, 1~79, shall be amended. The 
paper on ''Education of the blind," which was prepared and read by the lady uper-
intendent of the State institution for that class, was ordered to be priuted in pamphl t 
form at the expense of the association for circulation in Wisconsin and other 'tate ·.-
(Wisconsin Journal of Education, August, 1879.) 
The semiannual winter session was held at Madison December 29-31, 1 79, in con-
nection with a meeting of the Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts, and Letter . The 
first paper, presented by State Superintendent Whitford, gave a comprehensive r -
view of education in the State in all its forms for 1878-'79. After another paper on 
"The possible reading class," Superintendent Dore, of the committee on compul ory 
education, asked further time for preparation of a report, which was granted. 1 The 
committee on relation of high schools to colleges then submitted a report, which, after 
considerable discussion, was received. The tenor of tbe reports made on the e sub-
jects does not appear; but that of the committee on 11 Kindergarten training," after-
wards made, highly commended the new education and urged its incorporation into 
the school system as soon and as far as practicable. That of the c0mmittee on a course 
of study for nn~raded chools stated that the course presented at the summer meeting 
had been distributed by the thousand among county superintendents and teacher , 
had been explained in detail at the county institute and the mo t fea ible mode of 
intro<lucing it presented to the teachers in attendance, and that some of the county 
superinten<lents and many of the teachers had made efforts to secure the adoption of 
it in the schools under their charge. It wa believed that as a result of the .. e . .tfort 
s v ral hundred t acher were working under its suggestion in the hool e 10n of 
J 9-' . In Richland County the featur of the scheme which provide. for an ex-
amination of the ympil aft r their completion of the cour e of studie wa tri d on the 
advanc d cholars from each town in the county with excellent e:fl'ect, 173 pupil ull-
mi ting to th xamination and of them r ceiving certificate which indicat 
h ir tandin in the · v ral branches and entitled them to admi sion to the town 
bjgh choo1. without furth r xamination. Another r port on the r lation of ungrad d 
scJiool to h1 •h school r comm nd d making the high ·chool primarily a upplem nt 
to th common ·choo1 b low, a t nding to draw up to a. birrb r plane many tha 
ould oth rwi en. t gob • ond them r ·lements of ducation, whil it may a 
· rv a apr I,aratwn for a . t ·up ri r training in tb ca of a comparatively mall 
numb r who re fitt d ther >for. All the r port w readopt d.-(\ i con. in J oru'Dal 
f Euuc tion. ) 
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work there should be a well defined purpose, instruction suited to the needs of the 
class, no more attempted than can be comprehended, all subjects presented to have 
a perspicuous enunciation, and all lawful means to be employed to secure the atten-
tion and arouse the intellectual activity of the class, as well as to stimulate and in-
terest the people. Papers follo\\ed on special subjects of instruction for the teachers, 
such as "Reading with attention to the thought and the expression/' "Functions and 
forms of verbs," "Sentential analysis, 71 "·word analysis," "The means and methods 
for securing good spellers,"" Arithmetic,'; ".Geography," "Penmanship," "Drawing 
and its adaptation to school work," followed by a class drill in history and civil gov-
ernment. Superintendent Whitford spoke of the necessity for regulations to secure 
more general attendance on institutes and of the need of continually keeping up 
the e means of improving teachers, :first because teachers are so often inconstant in 
position, and next uecause normal schools cannot train all who desire to teach.-(Wis-
consin Journal of Education.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. WILLIAM C. WHITFORD, State superintendent of public instruction, MadiBon. 
[Second term, 1880-1882.] 
. 1'. 
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ALASKA. 
Apart from the accompanying letter from Dr. Sheldon Jackson there is comparatively 
little information to be had regarding educational matters in Ala ka. General How-
ard has for years been urging the establishment of schools and advising Christian 
ministers to devote themselves to missionary work in Alaska, and the Alaska Indians 
at Tougas were anxious to have a church and school there. In fact, Surgeon E. I. 
Baily, u. s. A., and others, in speaking of the bad state of affairs in Alaska~ earnestly 
recommend schools as a curative for existing evils. .John G. Brady, missionary to 
Alaska, reported in 1878 that the schools which have been opened prove that the 
people have good minds and are susceptible of a high state of culture. They are eager 
to learn and to do whatever the white man teaches them. The Aleutian population, 
inhabiting the islands of Alaska, have schools and churches of their own. Many of 
them are highly educated, even in the classics, while nearly all read ancl write. 
Captain George W. Bailey, of the United States revem1e marine, in his report to the 
Secretar~ of the Treasury, refers to the school and home for young girls of Mrs. Mc-
Farland (see below) and to the school at Ounalaska, the chief commercial port of the 
Aleutian Islands, where Russian is taught and little or no English, but where ho 
thinks a resident magistrate, with power to enforce 1~egular attendance on the schools 
and to regulate other matters, would be an excellent provision for governing the 
people. He reports the effort to christianize the natives at Sitka productive of great 
good. He also gives the total population of the Territory of Alaska, hy districts, in 
1879, as bein_p 9,063. Of these, 219 were Americans, 17 foreigners, oYer 31000 each In-
dians and Aleuts, 1,416 creoles, and 205 nationality not given. 
The letter of Dr. Jackson spea.ks for itself : 
O :FFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT 0]' PRE 'BYTElUAN 
MISSIONS :FOR THE TERRITORIES, 
Denver, Colo., October 20, 1 70. 
DEAR SIR: Rev. Henry Kendall, D. D.; and myself have just returned from a trjp 
to Alaska, in the interests of our school work. vVe have at Fort Wrangell, Alaska, a 
Girls' Home and Industrial School, with 13 pupils, under the charge of Mrs. A. R. McFar-
land; a day school of100 native pupils, Miss Maggie J. Dnnhar teacher; and a primary 
school of between 30 and 40 pupils, Mrs. W. H. R. Cor1ies teacher. At 'itka, Ala.·ka, 
we have a day school of 60 pupils, in charge of Mr. Austin. 
The schools at other points previously reported have not heen opened yet, bnt 
probably will be early next season. 
We found a universal desire amon~ the tribes on the coast for , chools tlJat is as snr-
prising as it is encouragincr. * * · For 300 miles along the southeastern coast wo 
found several tribes, with an aggregate population of about 1~,000, speaking tho 
Thlinket language. 
I also visited the English schools at Fort 'impson and Mntlakat la, and wa much 
gratified at the progress made. 
Very truly yours, 




I I Increase. 1877-'78. 1878-'79. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-21) ....•.•.... 3,089 5,291 2,202 ............ -
Enrolled in public schools .........•.. 2,740 3,143 403 ............. -- ... 
Average daily attendance .•.•••...... 8~0 1,992 1,102 ·----· .... 
SCHOOLS. 
School rooms for study .............. 28 51 23 .. -...... -- .... 
Average duration of school in days ... 124 165 41 ·---·· ....... 
Estimated value of school property ... $47,479 $78,681 $31,202 .. -............ 
TEACHERS. 
Men teachin~ ....... __ .. .. .......... 19 27 8 ........... -- .... 
Women teac ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.... 18 24 6 ..... -- ....... -
Whole number teaching ............. 37 51 14 ..... -- ......... 
Average monthly pay of men ......... $91 $84 
·-·· ·----· 
$7 
A vera.ge monthly pay of women ...... 74 68 . ---- ... -.... 6 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public schools ...••. , $21,396 $32,421 $11.025 
1 
.......... 
Total expenditure for public schools .. 21,396 29,200 7' 804 .. -- . -- • - -
(From written returns and reports of Ron. M. H. Sherman, territorial superintend-
ent of public instruction, for the two years indicated.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICE US. 
These are, for the Territory, a superintendent of public instruction and a territorial 
b.oard of education, composed of the governor, the superintendent of public instruc-
~lOn, and the territorial treasurer; for each county, a superintendent, the probate 
J~dge acting as such, and 3 county examiners appointed by the superintendent of pub-
lic instruction; for each district, 3 trustees elected by the people. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE YSTEM. 
The schools are sustained by a territorial tax of 15 cents on the $100, by a county 
tax ?f 50 to 80 cents on the $100, and by a special district tax, to be voted by the pco-
pl~ m ca e the funds are not enough to keep the schools open three months and t o 
hmld or rent suitable buildinO's. The apportionment in each county is according t o 
the number of children who have attended school three months previously; all chil-
dren between ancl14 year of age being required to attend at least 16 weeks if the 
school term is sufficient. A bienmal census of children between 8 and 14 and betweeu 
6_ and 21 years is required according to a new law. In order to receive their prol?or-
tlOn of school moneys the chools must be non-sectarian. The school month cons1sts 
of four weeks of five daye each. The holding of territorial diplomas, countersigned 
b.Y the territorial superintendent of public instruction, enables teachers to :fill posi-
h_ons throuo-hout the Territory without examination by the county examiner. These 
drploma are of two O'rades, for the high chool and for the lower grades. The law 
~rovide for a university, to he called the University of Arizona, and for a territorial 
hbrary.-(Laws, 1 79.) 
GE 'ERAL CONDITION. 
The stati tics for 1 78 and 1 79 indka.te atisfactory improvement, except in regard 
to the pay of teacher . uperintendent, 'herman. tate tbattherei a ()'rowing appreci-
ation of the benefit of education throughout the Territory, with corresponding efforts 
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to increase the efficiency of th.e public sc~ools. The aYerage school y~ar was in-
creased to Bt months. The rece1pts for pubhc schools were more than in any previous 
year. The value of school property nearly doubled during the year. A larger bx 
(65 cents on the $100) is paid for public school purposes than in any other Territory or 
State. He also says that the wonderfulruineral developments of the past few months 
and the increase in railroad facilities point to continued prosperity in business aud 
a corresponding interest in schools. The school fund for 1880 is said to ue greatly 
increased. 
At Phoonix a school building costing $15,000 was ouilt, and at Prescott a new build-
ing for high s·:::hool purposes, costing over $23,000, was in use. Tucson a.l o added 
rooms to its school buildings and employed additional teachers. At Florence the 
schools were said to be in a flourishing condition.- ("Written report and letter from 
Hon. M. H. Sherman anll Pacific School and Home Journal.) 
SECO~TJ)ARY INSTRUCTIO~. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of schools of this grade in the Territory is 110t known, but the high 
school at Prescott, which was for six years under the charge of Ron. M. H. Sherman, 
now superintendent of public instruction, is evidently prosperous, as it is now in :1. 
new brick building which cost over $23,000.- (Letter.) 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
TERRITORIAL UXIVERSITY. 
As stated under Territorial School System, the law proYides for the establi hment of 
a university, to be under the control of a board of regents composed of the governor, 
the judges of the supreme court, and three resident property holders of the Territory. 
It is to be sustained by the proceeds of the university lands granted by the United 
States, by individual gifts, and by territorial appropriations. The departments are to 
be, first, one of literature, science, an.1. the arts; second, one of natural history, includ-
ing a history of the Territory ; third, such others as the regents shall deem necessary 
and the condition of the university fund allow. This university is to be commenced as 
soon as the funds are sufficient.- (Laws, 1879.) 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. MoSES H. SHERMA~, territorial superintendent oj public instruct·ion, Preacott 




1877-'78. a 1878-'79. b Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) . ·--- .... -· 
Enrolled in public schools .......... .. 
Average attendance. ____ .. _._ ... _--·. 




School districts .. _...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 401 
School-houses ...••. ------ ____ . ...... 174 
Ungraded schools .. _ .......... _ .. _... 273 
Graded schools ........ ____ ----...... 14 
Value of school property ____ .......... $60,319 
Average duration of school in days _ . . .. - ..... --.-
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching .......••••.......•.•••. 141 
Women te~ching .......... ---------- 189 
Whole number of teachers __________ -. 330 
Average monthly pay of men. _____ . _. $37 16 
Average monthly pay of women . ____ . 26 54 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public schools ... _ .. $72,950 









. --$i33~ 952. . . $73; 633. :::::::::: 
97 ................... •· 
210 69 
-----······ 254 65 
--··------464 134 . ---- ....... -$36 00 ... -...... $1 16 
25 00 ... --. -.. -. 1 54 
$81,642 $8,692 .... -... --
75,959 16,166 .. --- .... --. 
a In 1877-"78 not over half of the counties reported their statis.tics. . . . 
bin 1878-'79, out of 31 counties there are reports from only 24 for some porhon ef the statistics; other 
statistics from only 13 counties. , 
c.Approximately correct. 
(From a report for 1877 and 187 of Hon. W. E. Caton, territorial superinte~dent 
of public instruction, and from a written return for 1 78-'79 of Hon. ·william H. H. 
Beadle, present superintendent.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the Terrjtory..' a uperintendent of public instruction, nominated by the gov-
ernor and confirmed by the council at each biennial session of the legislative assem-
bly; for each county, a superintendent, holding office two years and elected like other 
county officers; for each school district, a director, clerk and treasurer, chosen at the 
annual school meeting for three year, with annual change of one.-(Schoollaw.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SY TE::\1. 
The schools are sustained by a poll tax of. 1, levied on each elector in the county at 
the time of the annual a e ment , by a general chool tax of 2 mills on the dol-
lar on all taxaule prop rty, and by a portion of the money received from fines, forfeit-
ures, sales of estrayl:l, and payments for exemption from military duty. The qualified. 
voters in each chool di trict may also vote an annual tax of not over 2 per cent. 
towards buying ites and building and hiring or repairing chool-housesr of not over 
2 per cent. for teachers' wages and incidentals, of not over 1 per cent. for the furnish-
ing of school building , and of ·25 a year for a di trict library. The school fund is 
apportion d to each chool di trict in proportion to the number of children between 5 
and 21 year re Wing in the d.i trict, provided the annual chool meeting was held 
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within 30 days of the time appointed by law, the annual report sent in within the 
forty days specified, and the schools taught 3 months in the year (although in new 
districts one year's apportionment is given, no matter what the length of school term). 
Teachers' certificates are granted for not less t.han 3 months nor more than one year. 
The examinations for persons desiring to hold such positions are held twice a year 
by the county examiners. Under the new law taking effect March 15, 1879, women 
are allowed to vote at school district meetings; the district board, with the county 
superintendent, has power to authorize text books; the superintendent is to make a 
study of the successes and failures of neighborin~ States in educational matters and 
to draft, for the next legislative assembly, such a 1aw or laws as will put Dakota in 
the front rank when she enters the Union and takes possession of the land grant given 
by Congress as an endowment for her schools ; and two institutes are to be held an-
nually in Southern Dakota, two in Northern Dakota, and one in the Black Hills.-
( School laws, 1877, and portions of new law in the Educational Weekly.) 
GE~ERAL COXDITIOX. 
The territorial superintendent says that the statistics for 1878-'79 are not particularly 
trustworthy, as out of 31 counties only 24 report any part of the statistics, and in re-
gard to some items (which are not specified) only 13 counties reported. The statistics 
of school children, school-houses, number of districts, &c., are, however, approxima,tely 
correct, as the distribution of the public funds (a general2 mill tax) depends thereon. 
There is no attempt made to give averages, as it would be an impossibility with 24 
counties reporting one item and 13 another. The statistics, such as they are, indicate 
a.n increase at all points, except in regard to teachers' pay. The schools were taught 
by 464 teachers, although 590 were needed to fully supply them. In a letter Superin-
tendent Beadle refers to the possibilities of education in Dakota, "probably the next 
Northwestern State." Of 96,000,000 acres of land in the Territory one-eighteenth 
(nearly five and a half million acres) is reserved "for the purpo e of being applied to 
schools." This amounts to two sections in every township, muchofwhichisveryval-
nable, and, if rightly sold and the funds well invested, would furnish such liberal pro-
visions for school purposes as to make Dakota at no late day a model community. 
He also suggests that it would be of great value in helping on educational matters in the 
Territories and new States entering if persons of proper experience in the older North-
western States, or in such of them as had donations of public lands from the United 
tates for the benefit of schools, would prepare articles di ens ing the experience of 
their States in handling these laude:, the methods adopted for their sale, the limita-
tions on prices and tracts, the terms of sale, the investment of the proceeds, and all 
other features of the trust and its execution. By this method the be t way, the afest 
law, and the most responsible system would be shown. 
As matters now stand in the Territory-with 150,000 square miles of land to 1 e gone 
over; the country divided off into three distinct communiti s, Southeastern Dakota, 
Northern Dakota, and the Black Hills; work to do in every county, and new countie 
or(l'anizing frequently; the total appropriation for the office, salary, and all expenses 
of the territorial superintendent only $1,000- Governor Howard say , in his report to 
!he ecretary of the Interior, that the schools have increased in numbers and improved 
m character, and that the people show an increa ing intere t in education.- (Return, 
governor's me sage, and letter · from Superintendent William H. H. Beadle.) 
CITY SCHOOL SY TEM. 
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TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL TRAINING. 
Superintendent Beadle urges the estabHshment of two normal schools at the earliest 
possible moment, the one to be in the northern part of the Territory, the other in the 
southern part, so that when the Territory is divided each section will be supplied with 
the most useful and powerful educational force that any new community can pos-
sess.-(Educational Weekly, May 29, H379.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The lack of a territorial report ·for 1878-'79 renders it impossible to state whether 
any of the institutes held in 1877-'78 in nearly all of the counties of Southern Dakota 
were also held in the following year. ' . 
One, however, at Elk Point, was known to be in session in the spring of 1879. It 
was conducted by Professor Salisbury, of the Wl1itewater Normal School, 'Visconsin.-
(Wisconsin Journal of Education.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL. 
The year 1878-'79 was said to be unusually pro$perous for the Yankton High School. 
At the beginning of the year 10 additional seats were provided, thus increasing the 
capacity of the school room to 46, while the average membership for the year was 42. 
In January, 1879, the school was reorganized so as to form four classes, the former 
3 years' course being changed into 4 years, but with provision for optional courses. 
The graduating class of 1879 numbered 6 members, who had completed the 3 years' 
course. The course of study in the high school includes arithmetic, algebra, book-
keeping, geometry, trigonometry, physics, physiology, geology, physical geography, 
astronomy, chemistry, grammar, rhetoric, English literature, elocution, composition, 
Latin, general history, political economy, science of government and Constitution of 
the United States, moral philosophy, and the theory and practice of teaching.-(City 
report.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCIIOOLS. 
In the fall of 1878 a church school, the Academy of the Sacred Heart, was estab-
lished in Yankton. This school had about 60 pupils during the year.-(Yaukton 
report, 1878-'79.) 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
The old law for this Territory does not make provision for the establishment of a 
university; whether the new law, which goes into e:ffect on March 15, 1879, provides 
for institutions of superior instruction is not yet known here. Superintendent Beadle, 
~owever, refers to the matter, when speaking of the need of normal schools, by say-
mg that he does not want to hear the word university in the Territory for ten years 
to come.-(Educational Weekly.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
TERRITORIAL INSTITUTE. 
No information has reached this Office as to the holding of the eighth annual ses-
sion of this institute in the year 1879. 
1
J£e seventh session was held (see report for 1878) at Sioux Falls on September 24-281 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. WM. H. H. BEADLE, territorial Buperintendent of public instruction, Yankton. 
fTenn, 187!.!-1881.1 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877-'78. 1878-'79. \ Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Population of the District .--- •.. -- .. _ a160,051 alGO, 051 . ... -- ....... .......... -. 
·whole school population (6-17) •..... a38,800 a38,800 ................. .. .. - .. -....... 
Colored school population-._. _ .. _____ a12,374 a12,374 ..................... .................. 
Enrolled in public schools . . _ •.. _. _. __ 22,842 25, 130 2,288 ............. -... 
Colored enrolment in public schools . _ 7,786 9,045 1,259 ................. 
Total average daily attendance . . . ••. _ 18, 133 19,488 1,355 ........... -........ 
Average daily attendance of colored 5,525 b6,128 603 ........... 
pupils. 
Estimated enrolment iu private schools 5,931 5,781 .................... 150 
SCHOOLS. 
School rooms for study .... - .. . ... ____ 322 c345 23 .............. 
.Seats provided .. _ .....•. _ .... __ ... _ - 19,006 20,426 1, 420 ......... -.. 
Average duration of schools in days .. 187 189 2 . ............ 
Value of public school property------ $1,181,664 $1,184,714 $3,050 ....... -....... 
TEACHERS A..l."'{D THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ... ___ . 31 34 3 • ---. J ..... -
Women teaching in public schools_. __ 339 368 2!:1 - .......... ---
·whole number of teachers. _____ .••••. 370 402 32 .. -......... -.. 
Average monthly pay of men ___ . _____ $86 55 $89 47 $2 92 ............. 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 64 08 61 95 . .................. $2 13 
IXCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public schools ... __ . $373,606 $3 0,000 $6, 394, ... -.. -.--
Total expenditure for public schools . . 373,606 368,343 
-- - -- . ---- $5, 263 
a Census of 1878. 
b This average includes the colored children of Washington and Georgetown only, those for thB 
county not boing given. 
c From a written return. 
(From report for the years indicated of Superintendent J. 0. Wilson and of uper-
intend nt G. F. T. Cook, the former for white schools and the latter for the colored 
schools.) 
CHOOL SY TEM OF THE DISTRICT. 
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divisions, and are required to make monthly and annual reports of the schools to the 
superintendent. 
OTHER FEATGRES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The present law of the District arranges for separate schools for white and colored 
children; allows coeducation of the sexes; makes 6 to 17 the legal school age; calls 
60 pupils under one teacher in a single room in cities a school, and 45 pupils in the 
county; divides the District into seven divisions, the first four comprising the schools 
for whites in Washington, the fifth the schools for whites in Georgetown, the sixth 
the county schools, the seventh the schools for colored in Washington and George-
town; grades the schools so as to make one year's work a grade; and permits half-
day schools in the first and second grades, which are mostly for children from six to 
eight years of age. 
The text book<; are pre~cribed by the board of trustees. 
Teachers to be. duly qualified must hold certificates from the committee on teachers, 
nfter being duly examined by the board of examiners; must show that they have filled 
the position of acting teacher successfully ; must be not less than eighteen years of 
age for the first to the fifth grade, inclusive, and for higher grades not less than 
twenty-one years of age. The certificates are of four classes, the first class showing 
qualifications to teach from the first to the third grade, inclusive; the second class from 
first to fifth, inclusive; the third from first to seventh; the fourth from first to eighth, 
inclusive. 
Provision is made for a normal school for whites, the pupils, limited to twenty, to 
be selected from t.he advanced pupils in the girls' schools of the District. There is 
some normal training for colored pupils in the Miner School. 
A training school, under charge of the committee on teachers, is provided for the 
benefit of the pupil teachers of the normal school. · 
CHANGES IX BY-LAWS AND RULES. 
The following changes were made in the early part of the year 1878-'79: 
The examination of teachers is to be made by a board of examiners consisting of the 
superintendents and supervising principals. These examiners are to be divided into 
two sections, the first composed of the two superintendents and one examiner (to be 
named by the committee on teachers), the second of the remaining examiners, the 
chairman of the first section to be chairman of the board when acting as a whole. 
The daily sessions of first grade schools were shortened to three and a half hours; second 
grade schools, to four hours. For the regulating of home study, the amount of work 
to be clone is to be definitely stated and the work to be clearly explained by the teacher. 
Eighth grade pupils are not to be required to study over two hours; fifth, sixth, and 
seventh grade, not over an hour and a half; third and fourth grade, not more than one 
hour; and first and second grade are to have no home study assigned. Arithmetic, 
penmanship, and map drawing are to be done only in school. 'lhe schools where all 
pupils are of one grade are to be divided into two sections, one to study while the 
.other recites, in so far as this is practicable. The instruction is to be given as a 
whole, however, in penmanship, drawing, vocal music, and a few general exercises. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The satisfactory conditivn of school affairs in the District is indicated by the gen-
eral advance in almost all school matters. There were 2,288 more pupils enrolled in 
tho public schools, 1,259 of them colored. The iotal average daily attendance in-
creased1,355, with 603 of these colored pupils of Washington and Georgetown alone, 
the colored attendance of the county not being reported. There were 23 more school 
rooms for study in use and 1,420 more sittings for study, while the lack of sufficient 
school accommodation was still deplored. The schools were taught on an average 2 
days more than in the previous year. There were 32 more teachers employed, the 
men receiving on an average ~'2.92 more, the women averaging $.2. 13 less a month. 
The school property increased $3,050 in value. The receipts for public schools 
increa ed , 6,394, while the expenditures diminished $5,263. There were about 390 
schools in the District, two-thirrl. of the e attended by whites. The seventh divis-
ion: about 126 schools, takes in th colorerl chool , which, taught by colored teach-
er with few exception , are under the upervi ion of four trustees. About one-ninth 
of the school population of the District is in the county, where there are both graded 
and ungrad d schools, the latter in parsely cttled localities. In referring to the lack 
of accommodation, 'uperintendent Wil on ays that there mu t now be 9,000 pupils 
taught in the 130 rented room , many room lacking in light and ventilation, yet that 
some 3~,000 to $40,000 were pent for renting and fittino- up. Although two twelve 
room buildino- were in procc of erection, they were not expected to be ready for 
.occupation by the comm ncement of the chool year; con equently additional expense 
would be incurred for the renting of more rooms. 
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CITY SCllOOLS FOR WHITE CHlLDHEN. 
Superintendent Wilson reports 240 white schools in Washington and Georgetown. 
In 2~3 of these all the pupils in any one school are of t he same graue, while in 17 
they are of two grades. There are tj4 schools for boys, 89 for girls, and 67 for both 
sexes. The whole number of different pupils enrolled in these schools was 14,94:t, 
only 417 of them over 1() years of age. The estimated value of property used for 
school purposes was $838,80~. There were ~40 teachers employed, ancl special teach-
ers in drawing and music are noticed, who, with the assistant teachers, bring the 
unml>er up to 259. 
The schools are graded, each grade signifying one year's work, the elementary part 
of the course extending through eight years; tlle high school department, uesignated 
as advanced grammar grades, commencing with the ninth year and extending through 
two years. 1 There is also a normal school, mentioned nnuer Training of Teachers, and 
one of t,he public schools is to be set apart as a training school for the benefit of the 
pupil teachers of the normal school. The teacher of drawing in the public schools 
reportr:; uniformly good results <luring the year, object drawiug introduced into tbe 
sevent,h grade schools, a coun;e in perspective for those who desired it, and geomet-
rical drawing only taught in the teachers' classes, in the normal school, and in special 
classes of boys. The number of visits made to the schools by the trustees, supervis· 
ing principals, and superintendent was 12,05~. The monthly average of pupils pres-
ent and punctual at every session was 7,029. The estimated enrolment in private and 
parochial schools was 5,481. 
CITY SCHOOLS FOH COLORED CIIILDREX. 
The total number of colored children of legal school age in 1878 was 10,387; num· 
ber in public schools, 7,731; value of school property, $:2 8,362; enrolled in private 
~:~chools, 300. 'l'he school lmildiug of this division were generally in good condition, 
and 6 buildings, with 23 rooms, w re rented; y t Superintendent Cook states tbat th re 
is such lack of accommodation that not onc-balf of t he school population can b p r-
manently accommodated. The number of ittings for study was 5,707, an iucrea of 
2:...4 over the previous year. Of the lOo schools for t.his race open in th first lta1f of 
the school year two were discontinued in Ji ebruary, the pupils being transferr d to 
other gra<lf's. Tlle daily session of schools of th first and second grades were r -
duced during the year to the time allotted to half day schools. Although tbe per-
centage of increase in the entire enrolment was greater inl i8-'79 than in any prevwno 
year, considerable fluctuation in attendance still existed, owing prouahly to tl.te '011-
ditions of life in which the children were reared. There se med, however, to be a 
desire to be regular in attendance, as it is stated that within six years the lowest per-
centage of attendance for the year was 95.4 and that of punctuality 99.7, while the 
former ran as high as 98.1; the latter, 99.9. Ther were 119 teacher employed, and 
the average daily attendance per teacher, excluding the 3 special teacher , was 5:3. 
The pccial teachers in music and drawing, tbe latter branch confined almo t ex l.u-
sively to the higher grades, reporte<l gratifying re nits. The trainiurr of teachers ior 
these schools in the normal department was of gr at beneti to the choo1 . . 
OU~TY SCHOOL • 
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used; in drawing, a. special course is to be given to the pupils of the normal school 
and to all the primary teachers for the purpose of instructing pupils of the lower 
grades in blackboard illustrations ot' the face aud of animalforms; in the natural science 
lessons, more visible illustration is to be given; in geography and history, the topical 
method is to be used, with less memorizing of names, facts, and dates; and in yocal 
music, there is to be more instruction of individuals and more practice in singing. 
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING. 
For statistics of Kindergarten reponing, reference is ma.cle to Table V of the ap-
pendix, and to a summary thereof in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
TRAINING OF 'rEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The Washington Normal School, which gives annually a year's instruction tQ 20 gradu-
ates of the public schools for whites, reports a marked advance in the scholarship of 
candidates during the past two years; that is, since the establishment of the ad-
vanced grammar school for girls. Candidates to be eligible for membership must 
have the requisite qualifications for a teacher. Graduates must have shown ability 
to govern and instruct a school, hy at least one year's teaching, before they receive the 
diplomas given by this school, which are equivalent to third class certificates. Vo-
cal music and drawing are taught in addition to the theory and practice of teach-
ing.- (Report of principal and return.) 
The Minm· Normal School, opened for the benefit of the colored race in September, 
~877, has a sufficient number of pupils in training to obviate the necessity ot employ-
mg many, or perhaps any, acting t eachers in future in the colored schools. There were 
5 resident instructors, 19 pupils, and 19 graduates in m78-'79. The course of study oc-
cupies one ;vear. Drawing and vocal music are taught, a model school is attached to 
the institution, and the diplomas given on completion of the course entitle pupils to 
teach in the public schools without further examination.-(Return and report of Su-
perintendent Cook.) 
The n01·mal department of Howard University reported14 normal pupils in attendance 
and 81 pupils in the model school in charge of the normal d<"partment. The course of 
study occupies 3 years. Graunates receive certd1cates, which, however, do not aurnit 
to a teacher's position without further examination. Vocal music and drawing enter 
into the course.- (Return.) 
Tho Kindel'gat·ten Kormal Institute, I which gives thorough training in the Kindergar-
ten method and system of education in an eight months' course in the normal class 
aud has also two Kindergiirteu or model schools to give opportunity for daily obser-
vation and practice, reported 5 students at date of June, 1879. Of the 5 graduates 
for the year, 4 were alreauy engageu in teaching. Drawing a.nd vocal music are 
taught and free gymnastics enter into the course. At the completion of the course, 
which occupies in all one year, the graduates receive cerLificatet:~ or U.iplomas. The 
intention is to give free training to one l::tuy from each State, who is to be sent by the 
State superintendent, provided she remain two seasons, the first to learn, the second 
to practice the Kindergarten methods.- (R~turn and circular.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCIIOOLS. 
The two advanced grammar schools, which were reported by tho superintendent of 
public schools as consolidated in 1 77-'78 into one high school, seem st:ill to retain their 
separate o1·ganizations. 
The advance(l grammar school for boys has not yet determined the fixed limits of its 
?our ·e of study. It has now, apparently, a one year's course, but the number of stud-
Ies taken up requires an extension of the term of tuition. The studies for 187tl-'79 were 
the language studies, mathematics, natural science, history, vocal music, drawing, 
and penmanship. The school for g irls reported 53 pupils at the close of the school 
year, an increase of 13; the percentage of attendance, 92.2; the year's work as very 
sa~i ·factory; and the course of study modified by substituting geometry for algebra 
in the second term . Tho studie given here areal o aid to be too extensive for a one 
y ar's ·ourso, and tbe intention is to moc1ify the fir t year's course and to add a year. 
The high school for colored chll<lr n requir d an aclditional teacher on account of 
the large nnmber of pupils in th< Lirst year of the conr e of tudy. There arc now 4 
t ach rs, but thi force is still inaclequate, owing to tho double duty entailed upon the 
t ach rs by the employment of 1 he principal in connection with the Miner School. 
Th emolmcnt was 12~ ::mu tho avcmg daily attendance 106. 
lQf Mrs. Louise Pollock. 
18 ED 
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OTHER SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS. 
For statistics of business colle~es, private academic schools, preparatory school , or 
preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, 
and the summaries of them in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG l\iEN OR l!'OR BOTII SEXES. 
Opportunity for higher education is furnished in this District at Georgetown College 
(Roman Catholic), Columbian University, Howard University, and tho National Deaf-
Mute College, the last three undenominat ional. All have prAparatory and clas ical 
courses; Georgetown College reports an English and a grauuate cour,,e and instmction 
given in drawing, music, French, and German; Columbian University arranges its 
int;truction in 7 schools, viz, English, Greek, Latin, modern languages, mathematics, 
natural science, and philosophy, and includes Anglo-Saxon among the elective studies; 
Howard University o:fl'ers the :full auvantages of each department to both sexes, and 
has in addition to preparatory and classical courses a literary course commencing at the 
same point as the college preparatory and extending through five years; tho National 
Deaf-Mute College gives the degree of B. A. to students completing the 4 years' cour e 
and permits the adoption of a select course of ~:~tudy, which, extending through at 
least 3 years, leads to B.s., B. L., and PH. B.-(Catalognes and returns.) 
For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a summary of these, see a corre-
sponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTII!'IC. 
Scientific instruction is to be had in at least two of the schools of Columbian Univer-
sity, and at the National Deaf-Mute College, where a 3 years' course entitles to the 
degree of B. s., PH. B., or LIT. B.-(Catalogues.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given in 3 years' courses in Howard University, which 
had 50 students and 4 graduates in Ul79 ami required an examination for adrui ' ion, 
and in Wayland Seminary, a Baptist institution for the education of colored preacher 
and teachers, which reported 31 students preparing fo:: tho ministry in 1879.-(Return 
and American Bapti~:~t Year Book.) . 
Legal training is furnished in the departments of law of Geor~'~'etown Univm ity, 
Columbian College, and Howard University, all three of which bavo regular cour s 
of 2 years, with a year for graduate instruction. Howard Univ rsity alon r quires 
an examination for admission. Tho National University law depa.rtment ~tlso give a, 
3 years' course. In this law school an examination for admission is requir d unle s 
certificates from other schools are produced.- (College cata.lo~ues and returns.) 
Medical instmction, in 3 years' courses, is given in the meaical departments of the 
University of Georgetown and Howard University and in the National .Medical Colleg , 
a department of Columbian University. In the fin;t mentioneu school no examination 
is required of stud nts entering the junior clas , but one i~:~ r quired of thos utering 
the oth r clas e . A careful examination is also required for entrance to thi d part-
mont of Howard University. Th National College of Pharmacy furnishe a 2 yea ' 
course, r quires 4 years' practical experience, and had 64 students in 1~78-'7Y.-(Re­
turn and circulars.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
Th r i n in titntion in th 
bt• Blind bad bow v ·r in 1 7 
i ric of 'oluwbia, who w r 
CATIO.~ :B' TilE BU~D. 
i trict f, r th blind. The Maryland In titution for 
iO, at tal of J nit d tate. b nefi iari from the 
rec ·iy •d on th ·ame terms a the pupils from the 
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State of Maryland. The course of study is similar to that in ordinary schools. Music 
and piano tuning, plain sewing, knitting, chair caning, broom and mattress making, 
and the use of sewing machines enter into the instruction.- (Report of superintendent.) 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Reform School, Washington, established in 1869, reported 173 boys in the school 
at the commencement of the year 1878-'79, and 68 committed during the year, making 
241 in aU under care during the year. In addition to the common school branches, 
i!l.rming, gardening, caning of chairs, and the making up of clothing and shoes are 
taught, the lack of workshops preventing the carrying on of other employments.-
(Report and return.) 
The Ind·ustrial Home School, Georgetown, reports at da~e of October 31, 1879, a year 
of unusual encouragement, prosperhy, and success. There were 70 children under care 
during the year and 59 at date of the report. The public school board established a 
school at the home during the year; the building of a workshop and school room was 
authorized; a swimming bath was introduced ; one or more lessons in cookery were 
given 'by Miss Corson at the school; the boys were employed in the workshops and in 
the house and garden, and .the girls were taught different branches of housework and 
needlework.- (Report of the District commissioners.) 
CHILDREN7S HOMES AND ORPHAN ASYLUMS. 
The National Home for Destitute Colored Women and Children reported 63 boys and 
32 girls in 1879, who were taught reading, writing, arithmetic, music, drawing, sew-
ing, and housework. To be admitted, the children must be between 3 and 12 years 
of age. Five women were cared for during the year.- ( l{eturn.) 
St. Joseph's Orphan .Asylum teaches no handicrafts, but it instructed 100 boys betweeu 
5 and 13 years of age in reading, writing, and arithmetic in 1878-'79.-(Return.) 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 
The National School of Music reports piano, organ, orchestral, vocal, and theoreti .. 
cal departments. Two methods of instruction, l1y private lessons and in classes, aro 
employed. The average attendance each term in 1878-'79 was 67. Diplomas are 
given to pupils passing through the prescribed course in any branch.-(Catalogue.) 
TRAINING OF NURSI~S. 
The Washington Training School for Nurses, which was incorporated December 14, 
1877, reported 12 applicants admitted in 1878 to the courses of lectures. These JJersons 
supported themselves at home during the period of training and attended school in 
the evening and hospital at ni~ht. The second cour~e of lectures commenced on 
October 29, 1879: At the close of the second year nurses complying with all require-
ments and passing a satisfactory examination receive a certificate or diploma. Those 
desiring to have the advantages of these lectures pass a preliminary examination as 
to qualifications for the work, education, &c.-(Circular of information and second ~ 
annual announcement of the school.) 
CHIEF SCHOOL OFFICERS OF THE DISTRICT. 
Ron. J. OnMmm WILSON, superintendent of schools for white child1·en in Washington and Georgetown · 
and of the county schools, Washington. 
Ron. GEORGE F. T. CooK, superintendent of schools for colored children in Washington and Georgetown;. 
Washington. 
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IDAHO. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
18i7-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school agea ·----- ---------- 4,942 5,596 .. -- ...... -.... ........ --. -..... 
N urn ber of scholars enrolled .. _ . _ •••. 3,432 5,596 2,1fi4 .. ..... -- ....... 
DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ..•.•..... _ 106 .. .. . -... -. -- .. .. ---- ....... - .. ........... -.- .. 
Number of school-houses ..... __ .. _ ... b84 .. -... -.... -.. -...... ................... .. .. - .. -. -- ... 
N urn ber of schools ................... b81 .. -.. -.......... - ... - ... - ... - ... -- .. .. ......... -- ..... -
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools .... _ ...•.. c$33,347 d$23, 000 .. ............ --. $10,347 
Expenditure for teachers' salaries .... 23,083 20,000 . .. -- ... - ........ :~, 0 3 
a School age, 5-18 in 1877-'78, and 5-21 in c Including balance on hand at beginning of school 
1878-'79. vear. 
b Eight counties reporting. d From county and local taxation only. 
(From report for 1877-'78 and written return for 1878-'79 of Ron. Joseph Perrault, 
territorial superintendent of public instruction.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These are, for the Territory, a territorial controller, who acts as territorial superin-
tendent of public instruction; for each county, an auditor, who acts as county school 
superintendent (except in two counties where the probate judges act as such), a:nd 
a county school examiner, appointecl by tho board of county commissioners, who, Wl~h 
the superintendent, constitutes a county board of school examiners; and for each dis-
trict, three trustees elected by tho voters of the district for a one year's term.- ( chool 
law.) 
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considered competent to hold positions after examination by the board of examiners, 
receive certificates, good for two years, showing the branches they are fitted t@ teach. 
The law provides for the establishment of a university or .other high school from moneys 
appropriated by Congress for schools or accruing from the sale of lands given or to be 
given by Congress for school purposes.-(Schoollaw.) -
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The report of the governor of the Territory indicates that schools are ene<mraged 
throughout the Territory, but the lack of a school report for the year 1878-'79 leaves us 
with bttle information about educational matters. The population is said to be rapidly 
increasing, and two new counties were created at the winter session (1878-'79) of the 
legislature. The law does not compel school trustees to report the status of schools 
under their supervision to the county superintendents; cons~quently, few of them 
make any report at all. The figures given on the written return sent to this Bureau 
indicate that the number of children of legal school a~e (5-21 now) and the number 
enrolled are one and the same. With these figures the mcrease over H:l77-'78 in youth 
of school age was 654, and in emolment in public schools 2,164. The receipts for pub~ 
lie school purposes, including in 1877-'78 the balance on hand and in 1878-'79 county 
and local taxation only, fell off $10,347. The expenditure for teachers' salaries de~ 
creased $3,083; other expenses are not given. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JosEPH PERRAULT, territorial controller and ex ojftcio superintendent of public instruction, Boise 
. City. 
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INDIAN TERRITORY. 
[As in the past, the informat.ion under this head is meant to include the education of all Indians in tho 
United States, as well as that of inhabitants of the Indian Territory proper. Of these inhabitants, tho 
five civilized nations are treated separately, .as in the reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.] 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1878. 1879. Incr~ase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Indians in the United States, exclud- 250,864 252,897 2,033 ......... -- .. 
ing Alaska. 
Youth of school age in the five nations. 17,000 
....... ··---· ... -............ 
...... .... 
Y ~nth of school age among tribal Ind- 32,213 34,443 2,330 .. -- ........ 
1ans. 
Enrolled in schools of the five nations. 5,993 6,250 257 
··-··· ----Enrolled in schools of tribal Indians .. 6,229 7,193 964 .. ---.. -.. 
Average attendance of tribal Indians .. 4,142 4,488 346 ............ 
SCHOOLS. 
Boarding schools of the five nations .. 11 12 1 ....... -.... -. 
Day schools of the five nations .. ____ . 187 183 .................... a4 
Boarding schools of tribal Indians .... 49 52 3 . -- ............. 
Day schools of tribal Indians .. _ ...... 119 107 .. -.... ---. a12 
Whole number of boarding schools ... 60 64 4 ............ -.. -
Whole number of day schools ........ 306 290 ... -- ....... 16 
Number the schools will accommodate. 22,371 17,901 ....... -............. a4,470 
Expenditures for education of Indians $353,125 $379,354 $26,229 . -........ --. 
(receipts not given). 
TEACHERS. 
Teachers among the five nations._. __ . 196 ............. -- ..... 
.... ·- ··-· 
....... -............. 
Teachers among tribal Indians .. ___ -. 221 276 55 .... --- ....... 
'Whole number of teachers ........... 417 ...... ~-- --- ··-··· ........ ... --- ......... 
Missionaries not counted as teachers .. 226 154 
·----· ----
a72 
RESULTS OF INDIAN EDUCATION. 
Number of Indians who can read 41,309 44,731 3,422 ... -.. -... 
Number of tribal Indians taught -t~· 1,532 1,717 185 
·········· 
read within the year. 
-
-a These items of decrease are believed to be rather apparent than real, arising from failure to report. 
(R ports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the two yea.rs indicated.) 
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of public schools of the nation. These trustees serve also as examiners into the quali-
fications of teachers for the schools. 
Of the educational officers of the Chickasaws, Creeks, and Seminoles the information 
in hand is not entirely definite, beyond the fact that for each nation there is a super-
intendent of schools and that there are examining boards for testing the qualifications 
of teachers. 
Among the tribes outside of these five nations, both within and without the Indian 
Territory, the missionaries in charge of the efforts made to civilize and christianize 
them are believed to have general supervision of educational operations. 
OTHER FEATURES. 
The means for educating the children of the five civilized nations of the Indian Terri-
tory are derived from funds held in trust by the United States for these nations, which 
amounted in 1R79, in the case of the Cherokees, to $515,5H7 for school purposes and 
$243,800 for orphans, besides $1,730,537 of other funds; in the case of the Chickasaws, 
to $1,306,665 of national fund; in the case of the Choctaws, to $843,947 of general fund 
and $49,473 of school fund; in the case of the Creeks, to $76,994 for orphans and 
$875,168 of other funds; in the case of the Seminoles, to $570,000. The sum expended 
for schools out of the interest on these funds was $156,856, the United States Govern-
ment adding to this $2,500 for colored children. 
The funds for teaching other Indians are largely furnished by the General Govern-
ment, which provides the school buildings and pays the teachers. These teachers are 
selected by the religious bodies to whose charge the education and civilization of the 
different tribes are committed, the agents employed by the several religious bodies 
exercising some supervision over the schools and making annual report to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs. The States of New York, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island 
have also maintained schools for small remnants of tribes remaining within those 
States. 
The schools of the five nations are reported by persons familiar with them to be 
taught by carefully examined teachers, their exercises (as are those of the tribes in 
general) being conducted in the English tongue. When bright scholars, likely to 
improve, have got beyond the education in these schools (some of which are boarding 
schools of high· grade), they are often sent to collegiate institutions in the States for 
fuller training. The expense of the higher education ofthese youths is sometimes met 
from the funds of the nation; but where the parents are in good circumstances they 
take a pride in educating their children themselves. As a rule, the Indian commissioner 
says, the children prove as bright and teachable as w bite children of the same age and 
their progress is of the most hopeful character. 
A glance at the reports from the various agencies shows that a great educational 
revival is in progress, that parents and children alike are becoming eager for the ex-
tension of educational advantages, that almost every school provided is filled to its 
utmost capacity, and that increased accommodations and fuller teaching force are in 
demand at nearly every agency where any progress towards civilization has been made. 
Almost the only exceptions seem to be among tribes that have had difficulties with 
the General Government, that have not given up nomadic habits, or that have been 
subjected to demoralizing influences from bad neighboring whites. 
EDUCATION OF INDIANS AT THE EAST. 
The Indian agent at Forestville, N.Y., reports for 1879 a total of 1,489 Indian youth 
of school age residing on the eight reservations in that agency. Of these, he says 
1,205 attended school some part of the year and 1)20 attended one month or more. 
The largest number in any month was 928, an increase of 59 on the preceding year's 
atteudance. The 31 schools for these children were taught on an average 8 months, 
wlt,h an average attendance of 693, an increase of 40 on that of the previous year. Of 
the schools, 11 were taught by Indian teachers who had been educated in high schools 
'vith the aiel of appropriations formerly made for this purpose by the United States, 
and these schools had a larger attendance than those taught by w bites and are said 
to have developed an equal proficiency in scholarship. The schools were maintained 
at an expense of $21,510, 1 of which the Indians paid $!,489; the Society of Friends at 
Phil ad lphia, Pa., $3,000, to sustain a boarding school; Episcopalians, $400, to sustaiu 
a mis 'ion chool; the State of Pennsylvania, to sustain a day school for the Corn-
planter· Indians, $300; and the State of New York, the remaining $16,365, about $8,000 
of thi going to support the Thomas Orphan .Asylum for Indian Children . 
.At Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Vir/Pnia, the Indians placed there 
by tho Government (numbering 57 boys and 9 girls before the year closed) were kept 
under instruction in school studies and the various industrial occupations nursued, 
making rapid and satisfactory progress. At first the boys were housed in a building 
by them elve , but within a. month they asked to join the colored students in order to 
1 The sum of the items given is ~21,554. 
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learn English. With the consent of the latter this was done, and thenceforward 
English was ordinarily the only spoken language in the school rooms and workshops 
as well as on the farm and a.t the table. The improvement resulting was very decided, 
as is evident from the fair and natural English of even such as had to be sent home 
because of sickness; while, in farming, gardening, carpentry, sewing, and knitting, 
as much progress was made as could be expected. 
The success- mental, moral, and industrial- attending this experiment at Hamp-
ton led to the establishment of the training school for Indians at Carlisle, Pa., which 
was spoken of in the report for 1878 as proposed. From the agencies along the Mis-
souri River and from all the tribes in the Indian Territory except the civilized, 158 
Indian youth of both sexes were gathered by Captain R. H. Pratt, u.s. A., were placecl 
in the excellent buildings of the Government barracks at Carlisle, and were put under 
instrnction in the ordinary branches of an English school training, iu the useful arts 
which go to provide for the everyday wants of man, and in such habits as might make 
them useful agents in the civilization of their Indian brethren. The remarkable re-
sults of the first three and one-half months of instruction were recorded by Dr. Charles 
Warren, of this Bureau, in a brief pamphlet, which may be had on application by any 
who desire to be informed of the possibilities oflndian education. 
Encouraged by the exceedingly favorable results of t·his training of Indian youth 
away from the debasing associations of wild tribal life, the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs made arrangements in the latter part of 1879 for opening at Forest Grove, 




1877-'78. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (4-21)---- .... · ... 5,315 5,885 570 .................. 
Enrolled in public schools ....•...... 3,277 3,909 632 
-.. -.. -.. -.. 
Percentage enrolled ...•••..••••..•.. 61 66 5 
-....... ---- ... 
Average daily attendance ........... 2,384 2,804 420 I 
-.... -. -... ---
Percentage of attendance on enrol- 72.4 71.8 ·-·· .......... 0.6 
ment. 
DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
N urn ber of school districts ........... 105 ...... ....... . .. -.... -.. .. --- .. - ... -. 
Number of public school-houses ..•.•. 88 99 11 
---- ··---· Average length of term in days ..•... 88.12 105 16.88 .. -...... -- ... 
N urn ber of graded schools ..••••..... 5 25 20 
··--·· ...... 
Ungraded schools ...•••.......• ---·. 98 107 9 
• -.-.- 00 .. --
Value of school-houses .••••......... $88,285 $99,345 $11,060 . .......... -.. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching ....••..••••..••••..... 57 65 8 . .............. 
Women teaching ..••••...••......... 59 80 21 
.. ----- ........ 
Total number of teachers .....•..••.. 116 146 29 .. -....... -...... 
Monthly pay of men------------ .... $70 44 $66 14 .. ................ - $4 30 
Monthly pay of women ...••. ____ .... 61 30 52 20 $0 90 . ............... 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
R eceipts for public schools . _ ........ $66,941 $66,401 $540 
. ... ·-----
Expenditure for public schools_ ...... 65,505 67,731 2,226 
··---· ....... 
(Report for 1878-'79 of Hon. W. Egbert Smith, territorial superintendent of public 
instruction, and special return from the same.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
These are a territorial superintendent of public instruction, appointed for 2 years 
by the governor, with the consent of the legislative council; county superintendents, 
elected for 2 years by the people ; district boards of 3 members, one elected each year; 
and district clerks, who are the executive officers of the boards, one being elected an-
nually for each board.- (State report 1878-'79.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The revenue for school purposes is (j.erived from a county school tax, limited by 
statute to not less tha.n 3 mills nor more than 5; district taxes voted by the people at 
special district meetings; all fines arising from a breach of the penal laws, and all 
moneys obtained from the sale of town lots under territorial laws. A future public 
school fund is to comprise all moneys which may arise from the sale of school lands 
~anted by Congress; these are to constitute an irreducible fund, the interest of which 
1s to be divided annually pro rata to chool census youth and to be used for no other 
purpose than the support of public schools. The age which forms the basis of appor-
tionm nt for public money is 4 to 21, while that for legal attendance on public schools 
is 5 to 21, and trustees in towns may exclude all children under 6. Public schools 
must be taught in the English language; reading, writing, orthography, arithmetic, 
georraphy, and grammar are pre cribed tudies and such others may be included as 
are deemed xpedient by trust e . No apportionment of public money can be made 
to districts which have not maintain d a free public school at least 3 months during 
th year, nor unle s the teacher employed shall hold a legal certificate in full force, 
nor if sectarian or partisan books, tract , papers, &c., have been used or political or 
denominational doctrines taught in the schools. Annual reports are required of 
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teachers, trustees, and county superintendents as to general school statistics, of county 
treasurers in respect to school moneys, of county clerks as to school taxe levied, and 
of clerks of the dist,rict courts and probate judges and justices in respect to fines and 
penalties imposed and collected. District clerks are required to take the school census 
annually and to report to county superintendents.- (Superintendent's report, 1878-'79.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
There was an increase during 1878-'79 in the number of youth of school age, in tbe 
number enrolled in the public schools, in the percentao-e of enrolment on school popu-
lation, and in the average daily attendance, while the percentage of attendance ou 
enrolment decreased very slightly. The length of the average school term iucrea ed, 
as did also the number of schools, graded and ungraded, and of school-houses, the value 
of school property, the number of teachers, and the receipts anfl expenditure for pnblic 
schools. 'l'he only decrease worthy of note is in the pay of men teaching; they recei vecl 
an average of$4.30 a month less than in 1!;77-'78, while the pay of women was increased 
slightly. The marked increase reported in the number of graded schools is in part 
due, it is said, to the different methods of counting. Sometimes all the grades occu-
pying one building are reported as one school, instead of counting each grade under 
charge of a teacher as a school. In respect to public school enrolment and attend-
ance the superintendent expresses doubt whether such a gain was made as tha.t indi-
cated by the statistics: "It is too evident that these items have not receiYed the care 
their importance demands." This favorable contrast with previous years, however, 
is regarded as the only redeeming feature in the statistics of attendance, which 
show that there were in average daily attendance only 72 per cent. of pupils enrolled 
and only about 45 per cent. of census scholars. Although the school term was longer 
than it had been since 1873, its shortness is regarded as the weak point in the school 
system; and districts which are too poor to sustain schools more than 5 months are 
advised to strengthen themselves by union with neighboring districts, and even if this 
should involve carrying some of the children to school in winter the plan would st.m 
be more economical than that of supporting several small schools. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
County teachers' institutes were held in Deer Lodge, Bozeman, and Virginia City. 
In Deer Lodge County, the territorial superintendent, who has per ·onally ob erved 
their workings for 3 years, reports that the attendance was good, the exerci '-v r pir-
ited, the essays and lectures able, and that a helpful and needed influence wa xertf'd 
by them. Among their special benefits he enumerates information given to teacllfws 
in theory and practice, valuable suggestions in methods, the stimulation of thongllt 
and inquiry through debates, united action in exposing and correcting error , the cnl-
tivation of a professional feeling, and a more elevated conception of tlleir dutie ancl 
responsibilities. He says the law in respect to institutes is not sufficiently mandatory 
to have much force, especially where county treasurers are merely ex officio sup .riu-
tendents of schools. It provides that the county superintendent in any county con-
taining 10 or more organized school districts may hold a teachers' institute annually 
when he believes the educational interests of the county would be promoted th rf'hy. -
(Report, 1878-'79.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The school law provides that the board of trustees may establish high school wh n 
tb .intere ts of the districts require it. There is no report of the number in operation 
dunng 1878-'79, but there was one in Virginia City and one in H lena, th latter re-
porting clas ical, cientific, and normal courses covering 3 years. The cla , ica1 conr 
i the ~me as the scientific, with the addition of Latin. Greek, German, aucl Fr nell 
are opt10nal tudies.-( cboollaw, 1876; territorial report, 1878-'79, and II l na ity 
r port, 1 9.) 
MONTANA COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE • 
. Thi in ti ution, organized in 18781 at Deer Lodg , nd no report for 1 -'79, l>nt 
1 appear fr m that of th superint ndent that its building, which co t ahout :·u> 0 0 
and a ommodat 175 pupil!!, wa compl ted. The cour e is pr paratory to oll 
UPERI R, CIE TIFIC, AND PROFES IONAL IN TRUCTI 
"'. t r;rito~al univ i Y, ha y t b n rganiz d, aml no provi ion bas beon mad in 
any ID ti nb n, far a mformation has b n r ceiv d for up rior pro~·. ional r 
ientific in tructi ' ' ' 
CHIEF TERRIT RIAL CH OL OFFICER. 
Ron. W. EoB~RT XITB, territorial.-uperintendent of public inatruction, Butte Oitv. 
[T rm, 187~1881.) 
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NEW MEXICO. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
In the absence of any central educational authority for collecting and reporting 
school statistics, none later than those of 1875 appear to be attainable. Even Gov-
ernor Wallace, in his report to the Secretary of the Interior, September 23, 1879, has 
to use the figures of that year, of which the following is a summary: 
Number of public schools, 138; pupils in these, 5,151; teachers, male and female, 
147; average wages of teachers, $16.30 to $40 a month; average number of months of 
schools, 6.6; schools for boys 97, for girls 8, for both sexes 33; school-houses reported 
as owned or rented, 5; l valuation of these, $4,975; school fund for the year from all 
sources, S25,473.46; disbursed for teachers' wages, $15,432.4(); for rent and school 
books, $1,800.94; for other purposes, $1,657.89. Roman Catholic schools, 12; 2 Prot-
estant, 8; unsectarian, 6; Pueblo Indian, 7 ; total of schools other than public, 33 ; 
whole number of pupils in these, 1,359; teachers, 35 male, 38 female; average num-
ber of months taught, 9.4. 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
As stated in the report for 1878, a territorial superintendency of schools was created 
by a law of 1863 and was vested in the territorial librarian under a law of 1874. 
The care of schools in counties is intrusted to counLy boards of supervisors and 
directors of public schools, composed in each case of the county probate judge and of 
3 other persons (or possibly 4, for the language of the law is so mew hat indefinite) elected 
by the people from the heads of families, owners of real estate and citizens of the 
United States, who have resided in the county not less than 5 years, and for the change 
of whom by new election there appears to be no provision in the law. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Provision for the support of public schools is made in a law which requires that $1 
annual poll tax shall be collected from each male citizen above the age of 21, to be ap-
plied to school purposes exclusively, and in an assignment to the same purposes of 
one-fourth of a territorial ad valorem tax on property. The funds from these sources 
go into the treasury of the county in which they are collected, and are paid out only 
on the order or approval of the county board of supervisors or of a majority of them. 
In these supervisors about the whole school authority seems to rest ; for to them are 
committed, "entirely and exclusively, the management and supervision of the school 
funds in their respective counties anu the control and expenditure thereof," with "the 
sole and entire management, supervision, and control of the public schools within 
their respective counties;" they making "such rules and regulations for the govern-
ment, system, and organization of said schools as shall be most proper, suitable, and 
necessary for the local requirements and circumstances of each county." This very 
great transfer of power to local boards strips the territorial superintendency of all 
authority; for, although the incumbent of the office may by a law of 187 4 ask reports 
from these boards at such times, on such points, and in such form as he thinks- best, 
the absence of any such reports from them, save for a single year, shows that there 
can be no penalty incurred by refusal or neglect to make them. Even the annual 
report which they are required to make in the county paper, or in that of the nearest 
county which has sucht has no penalty attached to a neglect; and inquiry fails to 
elicit any information at>out such reports. 
As to other things, as was said substantially in 1878, the system seems to be to have no 
system, for no studies are required, there is no demand that teachers shall have any 
proven qualifications (intellectual or moral), no requirement that school training shall 
be in English (it being now largely in the SpaniRh tongue), and no prohibition of the 
sectarian influences in the schools, which, there is reason to believe, prevail exten-
sively. 
1 It appears from a New Mexican paper that up to the close of 1879 even such towns as Las Vegas 
and Santa. Fe had not a single pu l>lic school buil<ling. 
2 Of tho nominally public schools first mentioned, 10 were reported to be Roman Catholic schools re-
ceiving public funds. 
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GENERAL CONDITION • 
.As already intimated, the governor of the Territory could obtain in the autumn of 
1879 no other statistics of the public schools than those of four years previous. These 
have been given in previous reports. 
ELEMENTARY, PRIVATE, AND CHURCH SCHOOLS. 
The Roman Catholic Church authorities reported in 1879 the existence of 8 element-
ary schools, with 550 to 620 pupils. 1 Statistics of the schools of other churches are 
wanting for that year, but several leading chureh associations (Congregational, Prot-
estant Episcopal, Methodist, and Presbyterian) are known to have entered the Terri-
tory and to have established schools in connection with their mission stations. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
The Academy of Our Lady of Light, Santa Fe (Roman Catholic), numbering "about 
200 pupils," reports a diminution of 43 from the preceding year; the Santa Fe Academy 
(Congregational), with 4 teachers and 65 pupils, 1 more of each. Besides these the 
Albuquerque Academy, Albuquerque, reports 3 teachers and 42 pupilsj Las Vegas 
College, Las Vegas (Roman Catholic), 8 instructors and 147 pupils; ~:::St. Michael's 
College, Santa Fe (Roman Catholic), 6 instructors and 100 pupils. Of these last 2 
institutions the former had 36 students preparing for a classical collegiate course and 
13 for a scientific course. The latter had only studies in English and other modern 
languagefi.- (Sadlier's Directory, -reports, and returns.) 
SUPERIOR, SCIENTIFIC, AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
Up to the close of 1879 no other steps towards the establishment of a territorial uni· 
versity and agricultural and mechanical college appear to have been taken than those 
relating to selection of the landR for the endowment of them. 
No professional school is reported for that year. 
1 These do not include about 250 pupils in public schools for boys at Santa F6, under the charge of 




POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-16) a ....••••. 
Enrolled in district schools .••••••••• 
Average daily attendance .••... · ..... 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts .....•••••. 
umber of these reporting ....••..... 





verage time of school in days ...••. 
aluation of school property .••••.•. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 





omen teaching in district schools .. 
ole number of teachers reported .. 
verage monthly pay of men .••..... 
verage monthly pay of women •••.. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
ole receipts for district schools .. _ Wh 













$35 00 ....... ......... 
$~2 00 ........ ........ 
$113,413 $136,690 
113,193 136,690 
a Under the new law, the age is 6-18. 
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Increase. Decrease. 
1,325 .. -- .......... 




28 ..... -- ....... 
27 ... -- ............ 
2 . .. ---. -..... $12,372 . ... -.... -.. 
7 . -.. -·. -..... 
13 ... -.. -........ 
20 ... -- ........ -
. -.. -...... -.... . -..... -..... 
.................. .. ................ 
$23,277 
-----· ..... 
23,497 . ............. 
(From the biennial report of Hon. John Taylor, territorial superintendent of district 
schools, for the two years indicated, with returns from him for those years.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The public school officials are a territorial superintendent of schools, elected for 2 
years; a county superintendent for each county, elected for the same term; and 3 
trustees for each school district, who are elected at first for 1, 2, and 3 years' terms, 
and subsequently for 3 years. Boards of examination consisting of 3 persons in each 
county are appointed by the county courts for the duty of examining tea.chers and 
granting them certificates. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
School moneys are derived from an ad valorem tax of 3 mills on the dollar of taxa-
ble property, taxation of railroads, sale of estrays, and from a special district tax 
which must not exceed 2 per cent. a year and can be levied only by a two-thirds vote 
of taxpayers. They are disbursed on the basis of the number of youth 6 to 18 years 
of age. Trustees employ teachers, provide schoo1-houses, apparatus, &c., and may 
at their option collect tmtion fees ; they must visit officially each school in their dis-
tricts at least once each term and take an annual census of children 6 to 1~ years 
old. The territorial superintendent, county superintendents, and the president of the 
University of Deseret in convention determine what text books shall be used in the 
schools.- (School laws.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The sto.tistics show an increase in school population, in public school enrolment, 
average daily attendance, number of schools taught, leugth of term, value of school 
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property, number of teachers employed, and in receipts and expenditures for public 
schools: progrcess at every point. 
The territorial superintendent during the years 1878 and 1879 personally visited 
many of the schools and calied to his aid in thi~:~ work a number of the leading teach-
ers of the Territory. During the summer of 18'18, two of these, at his request and 
partly with him, made a tour of 39 days, holding 60 educational meetings, and two 
others, during the summer and fall of the same year, made a tour of 100 days, visited 
all the 20 counties, and held 115 meetings. Still another in the samo year visited the 
out settlements in the northern and eastern parts of the Territory, with a like aim. 
In 1879 the leading settlements in 5 counties were visited, schools were examined, 
teachers advised as to the methods of instruction, trustees instructed in their duties, 
and public meetings held. The report of the visitors in 1879 denies the assert.ion that 
the people of Utah are opposed to popular education or even indifferent to it. In Da-
vis County not a school room could be found that wa.s bad; many of the houses were 
well constructed and of good material. Much is said to have been done towards ex-
tending the educational interest.s of the Territory by the Young Men's and Young 
Ladies' Mutual Improvement Associations, which have a membership of about 18,000, 
including many of the most prominent teachers in the Territory.-(Territorial report.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENTS. 
The normal department of the University of Deseret, Salt Lake City, reported 44 
stnden ts attending in 1878-'79 and 14 graduates. The territorial superintendent says 
the attendance is steadily increasing; that during the years 1878 and 1879 he selected 
40 students from the various counties, the full number for whom the law provides free 
tuition; and that many others also availed themselves of the benefits of the course. 
'fhe course of study remains the same as formerly reported, coveting only one year, 
although !ltudents who desire to continue their studies further are allowed to do so 
without charge. On completion of the 1 year's course, certificates are granted which 
entitle the holder to teach in the district schools without further examination.-
('l'erritorial report and return.) 
A normal department, with 22 students enrolled, was reported m connection with 
Brigham Young Academy, Provo; there was one in 1877-'78 in Salt Lake Academy, 
Salt Lake; a.nd a report for 1878-'79 from Brigham Young College, Logan, shows that 
it had normal students, but gives no particulars respecting the course of study for 
them. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS AND OTHER SECONDARY SCIIOOLS. 
There is no report of any high schools in the 'ferritory. Secondary instruction is 
given in the University of Deseret and in Salt Lake Academy, Salt Lake; in Brigham 
Young Academy, Provo, which had normal, academic, intermediate and primary de-
partments ; and in the Brigham Young College, Logan, which, besides the elementary 
English branches, gives instruction in algeb.ra, United States and ancient history, nat-
ural philosophy, and physiology. For stati tics of these and any others reporting!. see 
Tables IY, VI, and IX of the appendix, and the summaries of them in the report ot' the 
Commi ion r preceding. 
SUPERIOR, PROFESSIONAL, AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITY OF DE ERET. 
. Ther .wer in 1879 no in~titu~ions reporting under superior, professional, or scientific 
~trnct10n ~cept the Umvers1ty of De eret, Salt Lake, and this had not yet organ-
IZed a colle~·pa.t department. There were 325 student , und r 3 instructor l 1 2 of the 
stud nt. b m~ b ys and 143 girl . Th univer ity had a library of 2, bOund vol-
um ; 1t r c 1ved an appropriation of '2,000 from the Territory, and it tuition :fi 
amounted to ·2,993.-(R turn, 1 '79.) 
PECIAL INSTR CTION. 
or P rt is mad t thi .Bur au of any in titntion in the T rritory for the education 
of d af-mute or of the blind, or for reformatory and indu trial training. 
CHIE TERRIT RIAL CHOOL OFFICER. 
non. JOJ:C( TA'doa, territ()riali'Uperlntendent of dt.trict 1Chool8, Salt Lake Oitv. 
( cond nn, ugtlllt 4, 1879, to August 1, 1881.] 
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WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1876-'77. 1878-'79. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AJ.~D ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age ........•••..••••• a13, 187 b24,223 . 11,036 ................ 
Enrolled in public schools ........ , __ . 7,182 14,032 6,850 --- ..... - .. -. 
Average daily attendance ............ 
-----·-----· 
9,585 
.. ----- -- .... ... -- ..... -... 
Pupils in private schools ............. 
------ -----
451 ------~--- -....... ---. 
~CHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts reported ............. 
.. .. -- ..... --- ... 
378 
-.-- ...... -. . .. -- ... -- ... 
Districts in which schools were taught. 262 330 68 ................ 
Number of public school-houses ...... 352 326 . ---- .. -- .... 26 
School rooms for study ............... 
-----· .......... 
531 
-......... ----- .. -....... -... 
School rooms for recitation only ...... 
-........... -.. - ..... - 14 ... ---. -... -- ·----· .... 
Average time of school in days ....... 89.2 87.5 ---- .......... 1.7 
Estimated value of school property ... 
·----· ......... 
$220,405 ..... -......... - ... -....... -- .. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaehing in public schools ....... 126 236 110 .......... -....... 
Women teaching in the same ......... 143 324 181 ................ 
Whole number employed ............. 269 560 291 ................ 
N urn ber licensed in the year .......... 
·----$46"66" 263 ........ . .. .. ... -.. ---- ........ Average monthly pay of men ......•.. $41 14 $1 14 
-----· ....... 
Average monthly pay of women ...... 30 00 33 34 3 34 
... -..... ---. 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ..... $49,765 $105,520 $55,755 -.... -...... -- .. 
Whole expenditure for public schools. - ............... -.... 114,379 .... --- ....... - .. .. -- .. -.. -.-
a School age, 4-21. b School age, 5-21. 
(From printed report of Territorial Superintendent J. P. Judson for the years indi-
cated, with written return from the same for 1876-'77, and return for 1878-'79 from his 
successor, Hon. J. S. Houghton. The statistics given in the return from the former 
are considerably altered in his subsequently printed report~ probably from later and 
fuller returns from local officers.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The pnblic school officers of the Territory are a territorial superintendent of public 
in trnction, appointed for 2 years by the governor with consent of council; a terri-
torial board of education, comprising the territorial superintendent and one person 
from each judicial district, appointed every 2 years by the governor; county superin-
tendents of common schools, elected by the people for 2 years ; county boards appainted 
by county superintendents, for the examination of teachers; district boards of 3 di-
rectors and district clerks, both elected by district voters for 3 years. 
Women are eligible to election as school officers and may vote in school meetings. 
OTHER FEATURES OF TilE SYSTEM. 
School funds are to be derived from the interest on moneys accruing from the sale 
of lands given by the United States from county taxes of 3 to 6 mills on the dollar 
and from fines for breaches ofpenallaw . On th vote of qualified electors, additionai 
moneys may be raised for school purposes by a special district tax not to exceed 10 
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mills on the dollar. To be entitled to public school money, districts must have main-
tained a public school taught by a qualified teacher for at least 3 months during the 
year preceding. An exception is made in the case of districts having less than lo 
scholars of census age; such may draw their proportion of school money by org-:miz-
ing and reporting to the superintendent according to law. The territoria.l board of 
education prescribes the text books to be used in the public schools and the mctl10ds 
of instruction a.nd discipline. Towns, villages, or districts reporting more than 500 
youth of census age are required to establish graded schools. The puulic money is 
apportioned according to the number of youth 4 to 21 years old, but the age for at-
tendance on public schools is 5 to 21. Iu cities, towns, or villages of more tlmn 400 
inhabitants, children between 8 and 16, if mentally and physically souml, must be 
sent to public school at least 6 months in each year unless other adequate prov1sion 
has been made for their instruction or unless their labor be necessary to their own sup-
port or that of others depending on them.- (School law, 1~77.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics for 1878-'79 indicate satisfactory progress: school population and e~­
rolment in public schools were almost doubled, the number of teachers and expendi-
tures for schools more than doubled, and the districts in which schools were taught 
very considerably increased; teachers' wages, also, were raised. 
NEW SCHOOL LAW. 
The public school system has been much more efficient in every particular under the 
operation of the new school law, which went into e:tiect January 1, 1878. The law 
was framed by the chief educators of the Territory, who were called together by the 
superintendent for this purpose once in 1876 and twice in 1877. It waH al!:lo pnn~ed 
and distributed over the Territory for criticism, and 'vas generally approv?d, before 
being submitted to the legislature'. Notwithstanding this care. the supormtenuent 
says there are some defects in the law as passed, ·growing out of changes mu.de by the 
legislature in the original bill, and he advises amendments (1) authoriziug c.ounty 
superintendents to apportion school funds as often as they shall find ncccssu.ry 1or the 
interests of the schools, (2) making adequate provision for the printiug of blan~s 
furnished by the board of education, and (J) allowing pay to teachers cal.le,L to a s1st 
county superintendents in teachers' examinations.- (Territorial report, 1878-'79.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. 
The territorial university offers its stndents a 2 years' normal comse, "such as. is 
usually pursued in normal schools." It comprises, in addition to the pur~ly p~ofe -
sional instructio;n! history, physiolog~, algebra, natural phi~osophy1 Eng.h~:~h ]ttera-
ture and COIDJJOSltwn, geometry, chemistry, an<.l the Const1t.ut10n of the Umted. St?'te · 
There were 15 student~:~ during 1878-'79, all in the first year of the course.- ( mver-
sity catalogue.) 
TEACllERS' INSTITUTES. 
Institutes have been organized in most of the counties of the Territory; and, as a 
result of the new law establishing uniformity in the examinations of teacher , the 
s' sions were generally well attended, teachers eeing tho necessity of embradug very 
opportunity for improvement. Still, many of the younger teachers held aloof, fearing 
that thoy might be required to take a part in the proceeding., for whi ·h th<·y w 're 
no pr pared, such as delivering addres ·es orr adinO' essays. Partly from this ca.u e 
the work at the in titutes held was confin d to tho intcrchu.ng of opinion~:~ a to the 
b st m •thods of imparting instruction, maintaining order, and securing 1· gula1·ity of 
attendance.- ( tate report, 1~8-'79.) 
Th 
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commercial. Its classical course is the same in substance as that pursued in eastern 
colleges; the scient.ific omHs Greek, but requires more than 4 years' study of Latin, 
French, or German. Arms are furnished by the Territory, and the young men are 
taug·ht military tactics. There is an annual legislative appropriation of $1,500, secur-
ing free tuition to 30 pupils appointed by members of the legislature. The university 
is growing: it bad 155 s·tudents in 1878-'79, under 11 instructors, against 40 pupils and 
2 instrnctors in 1877. A ueginniug bas been made in the colleetion of a library and a 
natural history museum. 'l'he buildings occupy a fine site near the centre of the city, 
the main one having cost $35,000. Women are admitted to the privileges of the uni-
versity on equal terms with men, and are also members of the faculty.- (Report of 
territorial superintendent and of the president of the university, 1878-'79.) 
There is no report for 1878-'79 from Holy Angels' College, at Vancouver, beyond the 
fact that it had i:lO pupils under 3 instructors. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE. 
The fourth annual meeting of the Terri to rial Teachers' Institute was held at Seattle 
July 15, 1879, Ron. John P. Judson, superintendent of public instruction, presidiug. 
After remarks by the president, the subject of fi·actions and decimals was opened by 
J. E. Clark (who dwelt on the importance of avoiding complexity in teaching these 
subjects and deprecated the overburdening of pupils' minds with lengthy rules before 
the principles on which they are founded are understood) and was afterwards discusf:md. 
Mrs. A. J. White, of Olympia, followe<.l on "How to teach geography to primary 
clas~es," and Mr. D. B. Ward, of Seattle, on" School government." In the evening, 
Presulent A. J. Anderson, of the Territorial University, gave an addres,s on "People's 
schools," in which he said, among other things, that every ehild bas a right to a com-
mon school education, w bich it is the duty of the State to provide, and that a normal 
school is a necessity in any Commonwealth having a system of common schools. On 
the second day the subject of percentage was presented by Mr. 0. S. Jones; Mr. C. K. 
Jenner gave his method of teaching this and other things in arithmetic by means of 
cancellation. English grammar was introduced by J. E. Clark and was continued by 
Mrs. White, Miss Bunnell, Miss Winsor, and Messrs. Andersou, Kerr, Whitworth, Jones, 
McDermoth, and otherl:l. An essay on "Ratio and proportion" was read by Mr. Charles 
M~Dermoth, and a lecture on vocal culture was given by Rev. William Roberts. On the 
thud day a discussion of the topic ''How to teach reading" was opened by Rev. Willitlm 
Roberts and continued by others, several methods being presented; Mr. R. C. Kerr, 
of Port Townsend, gave his views on "How to teach history," and Mrs. A. J. White, 
of Olympia, presented a paper on "Object teachins-." The afternoon session was 
'l~OI:l ly occupied in discussin~ the school law, and m the evening a large audience 
listened to tl lecture by Supermtendenii Judson.- (Printed report of proceedings.) 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JOHN P. JUDSON, territorial snperintendent of public instruction, Olympia. 
[Third term, November, 1878, to November, 1880.] 
Mr. Judson is to be succeeded by Hon. J. S. Houghton, Goldendale, whose first term extends from 
November, 1880, to November, 1882. 
19 ED 
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WYOMING. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1877. 1878. 1879. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Enrolled in public schools a. ___ - . .... 2,041 2,151 2,090 
Average attendance in public schools. 1,114 969 1,287 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND SCHOOLS. 
Public school buildings .. ____ .... _ ... 21 20 25 
Public schools taught.------------ .. 28 33 36 
Valuation ofbuildings and furniture. $21,378 $26,826 $61,675 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools .... _. 21 14 20 
Women teaching in public schools ... 27 :35 29 
Whole number of teachers ....... - ... 48 49 49 
Average monthly pay of teachers b._ • $71 96 $62 08 $55 94 
L.~COME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts from local tax fo~ schools c •. $24,622 $4,553 $7,056 
Expenditure for pay of teachers ..... 17,6:!9 22,842 22,121 
a The number of youth of school age is not given; the sohool age is from 7 to 21. 












Dec. $16 02 
Dec. $17,566 
Inc. 4,492 
c These receipts are from special district levies for buildings and other purposes. Besides . these 
there is an annual poll tax of $2 on en,ch voter, with a general tax for schools not to exceed 2 mills on 
the dollar, the receipts from which are not given in the report. 
(From report of Ron. John Slaughter, territorial librarian and ex officio superin-
tendent of public instruction, for the three years indicated.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The territorial librarian acts, ex officio, as superintendent of public instruction for 
th Territory. For counties, there nre superintendents of schools elected by the people 
for biennial terms; for school districts, boards of trustees of 3 members are elected 
for terms of three years, one being changed each year.- (School laws, 1878.) 
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A teachers' institute of from 4 to 10 clays must be held annually by the territorial 
and county superintendents for the iustruction and advancement of teachers. It is 
made the duty of this institute t.o discuss and decide on a series of books and a system 
of education which shall be uniform throughout the Territory, the books, however, 
not to be changed oftener than once in 5 years, except by unanimous decision of the 
[.institute] uoard. Each county superintendent and district board of directors may 
determine whether a school of higher grade shall be established in the district and 
what number of teachers shall be employed. The institute above mentioued deter-
mines, however, the studies to be pursued in all schools of like grade in the Territory. 
The district schools are free to all resident children over 7 and under ~1; the law 
makes it the duty of parents and guardians to see that such youth attend ; and a 
fine is imposed on parents and guardians of children between 7 and 16 who neglect 
or refuse to obey this law. Separate schools for colored youth may be provided in 
districts where there are 15 or more such toattend.-(Schoollaws, 11:378.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics for the three years given (the only ones since 1876) show a slight in-
crease in puulic school enrolment, a larger one in · average attendance, 4 more school 
buildings, tl more schools taught, 1 more teacher, a.nd a fair advance in the value of 
school property; the average pay of teachers, however, declined and the receipts 
from local taxes for the schools fell off. The territorial superintendent, in his brief 
report for 1~78-'79, gives little more general information respecting the schools than is 
comprised in the above statistics. 'l'he superintendent of schools in Albany Connty 
f:!ays the financial condition of the schools in that county is good, and that a new 
school-house, worth $30,000, was nearly completed, and the superintendent of Uintah 
County reported that the condition of public schools there was improving. 
CHANGES IN THE SCHOOL LA "\Y RECOMMENDED. 
'rhe territorial superintendeut, while he considers the school law good on the whole, 
recommends certain amendments to it, which were indorsed in part by the territorial 
institute and in full by several of the county superintendents. These are : (1) Thu,t 
the public schools shall be free to all persons between the ages of 5 and 21 years, in-
stead of 7 to 21 as at preseut; (2) that the county assessors or school district clerk!:! 
take a census of all persons between 5 and21, giving the name, age, and sex, together 
with the names of parents or guardians; and (3) that the apport.ionment of public 
funds by county superintendents be made from this census.-(Report of Hon. John 
Slaughter, superintendent of public instruction, in Governor Hoyt's report.) 
CHIEF TERRITOHIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JOHN SLAUGHTER, territorial librarian and ex officio superintendent of public ·instruction, Ohey· 
enne. 
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EDUCATI ONAL ASSOCIATIONS. 
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its eighteenth annual convention July 29-31, 1879, in the Girls' 
Normal School building, Philadelphia, the president, John Hancock, PII. D., of Dayton, 
Ohio, in the chair. The session was opened with devotional exercises, conducted hy 
Rev. A. D. Mayo, D. D. , of Springfield, Mass. Mayor Stokley delivered t he address of 
welcome on behalf of the municipality of Philadelphia, and was followed by Ed wanl 
Shippen, esq., in behalf of the educational interests of the city. President Hancock, 
in his inaugural address, discussed the question of the union of two kinds of training, 
of brain and hand, in the public schools ; the Kindergarten as an integral part of the 
school system, and compulsory education, all of which h e earnestly advocate!l . The 
high school question was next treated in a paper by Ron. J. W. Dickinson, secretary 
of the l\Iassachusetts State boa.rd of education, which was read by Mr. W. F. Phelps, 
of Winona, Minn. In this paper the rights and duties of a State relative to snch 
schools were thoroughly defined. Ron. John Eaton, United States Commissioner of 
Education, said that the question of public high schools is the grand battleground 
of an educational system which is the foundation of our Government anrl must be 
sustained by all friends of free government. President White, of Purdue University, 
contended for the right of the State to furnish higher education, and said that if the 
right of St.ate education is admitted at all, it is impossible to draw any invariable 
line beyond which the State cannot rightfully exercise its powers. 
Dr. J. A. Paxson, president of the Permanent Exhibition in West PhHadelphia, 
questioned the propriety of the present school system, declared that the studies &"iven 
to pupils in the high schools are not of a practical character, anll said that a large 
percentage of gralluates from high schools are in the penitentiaries of the day. Super-
intendent Wickersham and others took issue as to this assertion, and secured t he ap-
pointment of a committee to examine t he prisons in re poet to it; which committee 
subsequently reportell that the percentage found was ext1·em ly small. The evening 
session was h eld in the Acallemy of Music, and the large audience li teucd to au 
address by Prof. R. E . Thompson, of the University of Pennsylvania, on "The 
neighborhood as a starting point in education," in which, for the instruction of 
youthful minds, he advocated the cultivation of local interest, tho att ntion to 
be drawn first to immediate surrounding facts and then to matters of worl<l witle 
interest. On the second day the morning hour was occupied with tho communication 
of statistical information concerning the education of the blind in different parts of 
the United States and with tbe 1·eauing of a paper by Snperintendent A. J. Rickofr~ 
of Clev land, Ohio, on "A r adjustment of common school studies," a pap r contain-
ing much critical comment concerning its subject and inviting discussion ou the I art 
of others pre ent. Mr. H. F . Harrington, superintendent of public insf.rnctiou, rew 
B dford, Mass., participated in the discussion at length. Ron . J. D. Philbrick, of 
Bo ton, then r ad a paper on "Education at home aml abroad," in which by com par-
i ·on. th xcellences of our own system were d fined . The evening ses ion wa 
oce npie<l 'vith an addres by Rev. A. D. Mayo on the "New teacher in New Am rica,' 
aft r which a committee on necrology, consisting of four gentlemen from dill'•r ut 
tat , was appointed. Th morning of the third day was o cupi d with a notice of 
th [nt rnational Educational Congress to be held in Brus els in 1880, aud with a ri 
of r ' olntious offered by Pr :£ or Hogg, of Texa , to tho fi:'ect that Congrc. , havilw 
<1 uat d '10, 0,000 to th endowment of coll ges for young men, might justly d nat ' 
a portion ofthepu blic domain to th IHlowment and maintenance of at lea ton in ·titu-
tion in a ·h tat and T rritory for the higher ducation of young worn u, tha tb 
' o iation indor. h action of ongres in donating lands iu the everal tatcs 
ancl Tcnitori to provide ollege for the education of women and that th c m-
mitt'' on labor and ducation lJe in truct d to inquire wheth ~ it is pra ·ticabl to 
a1lopt 11111e ·n h plan for t ·hnica1 aud ci ntific chool for wom n a ha h u 
flopt •fl in tb a ricultural and m chauical coli ges estalli h <1 by ih act of 1 li2. 
lion. J. P. W i ·k r. ham di en. · fl th pap r of Mr. Philbrick on ducation at h om and 
ahrond. 'en. J lm Eaton ·nhmitt cl £ r in pection offi ·ial e<ln atiomtl parupbl t ·of 
tb } r ·n ·h hnrf'an of ·du ·ati n · ancl r f. Al xaul r Hog ... , of th T _·a .Agri ·ultnral 
.ud .. l~·~·ham. al 'oll·,.,, rf'aua l'aJ> ron "Inlutrial cln a ion' a<.lv catinrr qn:l 
cln ·a 1011 f the h~>ad th h ·art anl th hanrl. J. 1. arn t, I~~. D., pr iU H f 't . 
. John 'ollc•rr .. 1cl. th n r ·afl , pap ·ron 11 Th hi torical ruethocl iu th t a hin of 
Enrr)i b '.in whi_ ·h h au\· c.a~ • t.h · .app intm nt f a ·hair of Engli~:~h ancl th for-
tnatJon nf a ·p ·tal ·our:-. f Lngh ·h 111 v ry 11, . Thi pap r was li n •<1 antl 
appt v · b · Yeral g nLl<:w ·u . Th Y ·uiug ud closing ae ion held at til P ·rrun-
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nent ExhibWon building was occupied by the committee of necrology with resolu-
tions which mentioned in earnest terms of commendation the names of Mr. T . W. 
Valentine, a veteran teacher of New York and founder of the New York Teachers' 
Association, out of which grew the National Association, ancl of Miss H. B. Haines, of 
New York, teacher of a private school of high grade. After the adjournmen~ a recep-
tion was held in the a-uditorium, and speeches were made by prominent gentlemen 
from different sections of the country, after which the association adjourned to meet 
at Chautauqua the second Tuesday in July, 1880. 
The normal section of the association, Prof. William F. Phelps, of Minnesota, presi-
dent, wn.s addressed by Professor Phelps, on "Normal schools," and by Mr. J. C. Gil-
christ, principal of the State Normal School, Iowa, orr "Professional degrees for 
teachers,'' in which address the idea of a well defined system of professional degrees 
to be bestowed upon teachers as a means of encotmtgement to them was elaborated, 
these degrees to be similar to those given in law, medicine, and theology. The second 
dny was given to an address by Prof. Lewis McLouth, of the State Normlhl School, 
Ypsilanti, Mich., concerning the restricting of normal school work to professional in-
struction. Several professors and teachers joined in the discussion, opinions seeming 
to be c1ividec1 as to the desirability of excluding academic instruction from normal 
schools. After the election of officers this section adjourned. 
The department of higher instruction listened to and discussed a paper on "College 
dormitoric~:~," by Professor Adams, of Michigan University, in which the drift of 
opinion was against them. '!'hen came an essay by Prof. P. A. March, of Lafayette 
College, Pennsylvania, on "Orthography in high schools and colleges," advocating 
the spelling reform in which the author is a leader. The third day was given up to 
the election of officers. 
The industrial depart.ment listened to papers by Prof. L. S. Thompson, of Purdue 
University, on "Edu<:ated labor," in which the necessity of skilled labor was ad.-o-
cated; by Superintendent M. A. Newell, of Maryland, on "The beginning of indu['ltrial 
instruction;" and by John Hitz, ofvVashington, D. C., on "Destitute children," this 
being a description of [L home for boy:! and girls in Kent, England. Mr. E. A. Spring, 
a sculptor from Perth Amboy, N. J., also discoursed interestingly on modelling in clay, 
illustrating his talk by modelling and working in the clay. 
The elementary department listened to the following subjects : "Culture;" "The 
relations of the Kindergarten to the school," by Superintendent Harris, of St. Louis; 
"A graduating system for country schools," by Superintendent "rade, of West Vir-
ginia; ''First school days," by Mrs. Rick off, of Ohio; and the reading of a paper sent 
in by Prof. Wa.lter Smith, of Boston, on "Art and drawing in education." 
The spelling reform department wa,~:~ occupied by Professor March on "The con-
dition of the spelling reform in America;" by the reading of a paper sent in by the 
vice president of this association in England on "Spelling reform in England; 1' by a 
paper on "The etymologic objection to spelling reform "from Prof. S. S. Haldeman, 
of the University of Pennsylvania; by another on" Spelling reform in journalism," by 
Mr. North, of the Utica Herald; and by an elaborate address of Hon. W. T. Harris, of St. 
Louis, on ''The potency of caprice." The election of officers was followed by adjourn-
ment.-(Published proceedmgs, Pennsylvania School Journal, September, 187!:), and 
New-England Journal of Education, August 14 and 21, 1879.) 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION. 
The sessions of the fiftieth annual meeting of tho American Institute of Instruction 
were held July 8-11, 187!:), again at the Fabyan House, N.H., and brought together a 
large number of eminent educators from all sections of the country. The proportion 
of people from Massachusetts and other New England States was less than the pre-
vious year; that from New York, Pennsylvania, tho South, and West, greater. Every 
effort was made by the officers in charge to secure the comfort of guests, and their sue~ 
cess showed the wisdom of combining the pursuit of professional knowledge with 
that of health and recreation. 
1\-fter a short speech of welcome by President Carleton, followed by devotional cx-
crCJses, music, and the appointment of committees, the first address of the session wa~ 
pre outed by Prof. Judah Dana., of Castleton, Vt., on "Old and new methods of 
teachi~g." It was a review of the modern system of edncation compared to that in 
vorruo m enrly New England days and was severely critical of the superficial nature 
of much of the pre ent teaching. The snb,iect was fnrther discussed by Mr. Morse, of 
Hartford, Conn., who favored tho old methods, and by A. P. Stone, of Springfield, Mas., 
who thought that :fifty years have shown great progres for the better. Hon. Henr.v 
Barnard presented a pap r on "The tr atment of n glected and destHute children," 
snch agar xposed (from orphanage, from inherited defects of mind and body, or from 
then glcct or xamplo of one or hoLh pa.rents or bad neighbor ) to the formation of idle, 
r .'stl ss, or vicious habits. He aid no school as at present organized can meet th dnca-
twnal wants oft he e childr u; that th y should be takrn on t of their environments h -
fore th y become criminnl and pl ac din well ordered iudn. trial homes, w hero th y may 
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ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGI.AND SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
This association, which meets twice a year, held its first session on May 23, 1879, in 
Boston. The principal topic of discussion was" Oral instruction," arguments for and 
against being given. Hon. J. \V. Dickinson compared oral and written teachmg, and 
showed how he would first awaken the idea or knowledge of the thing signified in the 
mind of the child and then give him the sign or word by which it is known; he would, 
howover, have the pupils do the thinking, examining, and analyzing themselves. S. 
S. Greene, of Brown University, urged that the child should record his ideas in writ-
ing as he proceeded, and other gentlemen agreed with him. Superintendent Allard, 
of Milton, considered oral teaching useful in the primary grades, while Superintenuent 
Parker, of Quincy, would have it carried through all grades. Superintendent Tweed, 
of Boston, took for his subject, "What a child knows before he is five years old, and 
the use to be made of it in school." He argued that, as the child performs mental 
operations before he has language to express himself, so the teacher should by object 
and oral teaching bring the .child's mind, through the faculty of perception, into re-
lation with the subject taught. 
The second semiannual meeting took place in Boston the 31st of October, 1879, 
with Superintendent Edgerly, of Fitchburg, in the chair. Superintenuent Littlefield 
considered severa.] practical questions. He objected to a departure from all old stand-
ards as well as to too great a conservative policy in teaching. He favored a steady, 
gradual development of the science of education. He objected to the doing away with 
all text books, for with inefficient teachers what would then be the state of the school'? 
He suggested a written standard for all schools, with examinations to prove the result 
of this method. Various arguments as to the success of the Quincy method of teach-
ing reading were next heard. The methods in school work in Cambridge were dis~ 
cussed by Superintendent Cogswell, of that town. In the primary grades a combina-
tion of oral, object, and written methods prevented monotony, while the style of teach-
ing arithmetic throughout the schools was espedally noticeable. "The true scope 
and limits of oral instruction in elementary schools, as tested by actual experiment," 
was ably treated by Superintendent H. F. Harrington, of New Bedford. He referred 
to the position taken by Secretary Dickinson and Mr. C. F. Adams on this subject, 
and then stated tbat twelve years ago he did away with daily markings, examina-
tions for promotion, arbitrary percentages, and the question and answer system of 
work! thul:lleaving the teacher free from routine drill. The plan worked well for a 
whlle, but the teachers became disheartened by the defective knowledge shown by 
their pupils. All this leads Mr. Harrington to state that even the most effective oral 
instruction does not leave accurate impressions on the youthful mind. In referring 
to object teaching, he further sa.ys that it is only by constant repetition that the 
scholars are able to grasp the meaning of statements, propositions, &c. This question 
was discussed by several gentlemen. After the election of officers, appointment of 
committees, and other business the meeting adjourned.-(New-Englanu Journal of 
Education, May 29 and November G, 18i9.) 
NATIONAL GERMAN-AMERICAN TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The tenth annual session of the German-American Teachers' Association was held 
at Cincinnati, Ohio, beginning July 29 and ending August 1, 1879. After addresses 
of welcome by Mr. H. A. Rattermann, of Cincinnati (chairman of the local committee), 
Dr. W. H. Mussey, president of the board of education, Superintendent Dr. J. B. Peas-
lee, and Mr. H. Eckel, chairman of tho committee on German instruction, the associa-
tion listened to a paper on "Education of the heart," prepared by Prof. W. J. Ecko:ff, 
of Newark, N. J. He was very eloquent, and his views excited a spirited discus- ' 
sion, which ende(l with the appointment of a standing committee for the purpose of 
collecting "memory gems" from the works of classical authors. This was followed by 
Prof. H. Schuricht, of Chicago, Ill., with a paper on the "History of the education , 
of women." Several ladies of Uincinnn.ti discussed this valuable essay. In the even- , 
ing the president of the association, Prof. Louis Soldan, of St. Louis, Mo., uelivered 
a lecture to the public upon the subject ''Spirit of the times and the school." This 
paper was decidedly the most masterly production the association has brought forth 
for many a year. The speaker reyieweu those powerful currents which have influ-
enced. tho life of nations of modern times, referring to their beneficial or destructive 
influence on eJ.ucation and more especially on the common schools of to-clay.. The 
first day of tho convention, which was closed with this public lecture, was for the 
most part taken up with business transactions, appointment of special committees, 
&c. The second day b gan with an interestin~ essay on "Educational systems and 
systemless education," prepared by Prof. H. Dorner, of Cincinnati, Ohio. This was 
followed by a report of the committee on German in the public schools, Assistant 
Superintendent L. R. IUemm, of Clev land, referee, which briefly stated the progre s 
German instruction had made in various cities and States of the Union, chiefly in the 
·west. The association then voted in favor of offering prizes to the am0unt of $50 for 
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literary contributions to the Erziehungs-Bliitter (organ of the association), and estab-
lished a permanent educational bureau in connection with it~:~ organ. Then followed 
a most fruitful discussion on Professor Schlick's (Detroit) proposition of est.ablishing 
special schools, offered at last ye:-tr's convention in New York, but postponed then for 
want of time. The discussion lasted several hours, and was continued next da.y. Tho 
following is the original proposition: 
"The present age demands special schools adapted to the condition of such children 
as are, from natural or other causes, an impediment to the progress of an otherwise 
well organized school. 'l'his impedim(C'nt may result from weak natural endowments, 
lack of will power (the source of sluggishness), bad conduct, or any other abnormal 
peculiarity. From whatever cause it springs, however, such children are continually 
exposed to mental and moral ruin, as the present school system cannot afford them 
the predominantly individual treatment which their peculiar condition requires." 
The discussion closed with the adoption of a substitute offered by Professor Klemm, 
to the effect that the association strongly recommended the establishment of such 
"unclassified schools" for the morally defective pupils, but declined to agree to the 
proposition as far as it calls for such schools for the intellectually weak ones. In the 
afternoon of the third day, Mr. H. H. Fick, drawing master in Cincinnati, delivered 
a lecture on "Drawing in the common schools." Several theses upon this subject, 
offered by Mr. Fick, were adopted. 
The fourth and last day was opened with a paper of Assistant Superintendent L. 
R. Klemm, of Cleveland, Ohio, on" Ladies as teachers." He proposed the following 
resolutions, which were adopted after a lengthy discussion (only au abstract given): 
Equal representation of both sexes in the corps of teachers of the common schools is a 
necessity, and the tendency toward doing away with men as teachers is iu opposition to 
the best interests of true education; young immature persons, whether male or female, 
should in uo case be intrusted with the great respom;ibility of educating the younO'; 
the standard of qualification for the position of teacher should be raised gradually by 
calling for more general knowledge and for more thorough profe ~;ional training. Prof. 
H. Woldemann, of Cleveland, Ohio, then followed with a. paper upon "Cooperative 
assistance of teachers," in which he advocated the establishment of a protective union. 
The speaker was strongly supported by others, and the question put into tbo hands 
of a special committee to report next year. Iu the afternoon, after r eports from spe-
cial anJ. standing committees and the transaction of other business, Prof. I. Keller, 
principal of the National German-American Normal School, Milwaukee, Wis., reported 
at length upon the first year's work of this school. (It was open d cpt mber, 1878, 
and is maintain eli by a permanent fnnd collecteu amoug Germans in tho Union.) The 
report was satisfactory. The association then appropriatell a certain snm for tho 
SUl)port of indigent pupils of said institution and also for enabling its committee on 
tatistics to extend its researches durin~ the ensuing year. The next ses ion of the 
association will be held a,t Newark, N.J., in 18 0. · 
The greatest harmony and good will prevailed throughout the deliberations of this 
body, aud the opinion of the daily press and of all the participants wa 1b.at this tenth 
scs. ion surpassed. all preceding ones in importance and fruitfuln ss.- (Special report.) 
INTERCOLLEGIATE LITERARY AS OCfATION. 
This as. ociation is said in the Cornell Era to have announced in its prorrramme for 
the cont st in January, 1879, the following subjects : In Latin, the Captiv s of Plan-
tu , the Academics of Cicero, and Latin at sight; in Greek, the Panegyrics of I ocrate. , 
th Iphic•cnia in Tauris of Euripid ,s, analysis of verb forms, anu Greek pro compo-
sition; in mathematics, analytics and calculus. Subjects for es ay writinrr w re to 
be giv n in another circular, of which no notice ha been re ived. In oratory each 
peak r wa to be limited to ton minut s. Th results of the conte t did not r acb 
th Bureau. 
Th~ T - ~"York chool Journal f December G, 1879, stated that at the c mpetiti>e 
xammat~on, ovember 20, the caudidat . were examined in n• k, mathematic , and 
l!l ntal se1enc· . Tino coll g and uuiv r ·itie enter cl the li ts, bnt the majority con-
1m d th m. elv to competition in . ay writinrr and oratory, W 1 •yan ni\·ersity 
:mel the Collcg of th City of cw York appar ~tly senc1in0' th only onte tant in 
(-"r • ~' ar cl the la.tt r ancl the Univ ·r ity f th City of N w York appar ntly tb oply 
o!1 · m mc:n al sc1 nco; whil only a. ·inn-1 nam , fr m th Coll rr of th ity f w 
'iork, app ar to hav be n pr "Clltc·d for the contest in math matics. 
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judged the best goes up to represent the State association at the general contest under 
the ~wspices of this general association for the Northwest. The judges of success in 
the competition are three persons chosen by the executive committee from public life 
and not in any way connected with the institutions represented in the contest, one 
inhabitant of the place where this is held being also chosen as a referee in case of any 
division of sentiment between the judges. The manuscripts of the competing orators 
are to be handed to the president of the association and by him to the judges sepa-
rately, at least three clays before the contest, to be read by them in adYance of the 
public hearing, at which hearing each judge must for himself, without consultation 
with the others, decide upon the merits of the thought, composition, and delivery of 
each oration, and mark them separately on a scale oflOO. At the close the pre~ident 
and secretary of the associat ion receive the average of each judge for each contestant, 
ancl the orator graded highest by two judges receives the first prize, a gold medal ; the 
next highest, a silver medal. On this basis the association has corue forward from 
1875, holding its first contest at Galesburg, Ill.; its second at Indianapolis; its third at 
Chicago; its fourth at Madison, Wis.; its fifth at St. Louis; its sixth at Iowa City, at 
which place, May 13, 1879, R. M. La :Follette, of the University of Wisconsin, was the 
winner of the first prize, and J. A. Barber, of Oberlin College, Ohio, the winner of the 
second.- (Constitution of association and Iowa State Press.) 
INTERNATIONAL NORMAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE. 
The Society for Investigating aud Promoting the Science of Teaching, which was 
formed at Thousand Island Park in 1€78, invited Dr. J. H. Hoose, of the State Normal 
and Training School, Cortland, N. Y., to organize and conduct a normal educational 
conference during the season of 1tl79-this conference to be a meeting where educa-
tional theories could be explained, sound philosophy of education and teaching ex-
pounded, knowledge of the science of education and of the profession of teaching dis-
seminated, and modes of school supervision examined; the energies of the participants 
t? be devoted to educational philosophy and pmctice; the lectures to be followed by 
discussions. The first meeting, which took place August 11-16, 1879, at Thousand 
Island Park, was only preliminary to a permanent organization, a committee to further 
tJ:I.is end being appointed during the session. The constitution proposed seemed to in-
dwate a desire to bind together those officers earnestly engaged in reaching the high-
est results in teaching, to unify the educational forces at work on this continent, and 
to provide a course of systematic instruction. The organization retains the title taken 
in 1878; the members are to devote themselves thoroughly to the study of pedagogics 
and other branches of the science. The subjects presented were to the point, taking 
up the philosophy of education, the higher education in its relati<>n to the State, the 
rosthetic influences of the school ro0m, tmining of teachers, the importance of draw-
ing, training schools, industrial drawing and how regular teachers can teach it, &c. 
The method of procedure was for the auditors to take notes, and after the paper was 
finished to question the reader upon all mooted points. The attendance was large and 
the debates were said to "be profound and searching. The energy and earnestness dis-
played are said to augur well for the future of this society.-(School Bulletin, June 
and September, 1879, and 'reachers' Institute, October, 1879.) 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its third general meeting in Boston the last week in June or 
first in July, 1879. ; 
The attendance was very great, reaching over 300, and the membership was more 
tha~ doubled during the month previous to meeting. Besides the usual papers, dis-
cussiOns, and business, the meeting was especially notable on account of tho entertain-
ments given to the members by the literary men of Boston and vicinity, by the city 
?f Boston, and by Harvard University. A special invitation to all educators to join 
I~ the work was given by the association, and one day was devoted particularly to the 
library and the school. Papers were read by C. F. Adams, jr., James Freeman Clarke, 
T: W. Higginson, Edward Everett Hale, and others. The publication of the American 
~1br!l'ry Association catalogue was secured by the mising of an additional $500. This 
~s sa1d to b the most important result of the meeting, as the catalogue will aid greatly 
m making the libraries a direct educational power, and it will be of as istance to teach-
ers desiring to guide and to improve the reaclinO' of their pupils.- (New-En<Tland 
Journal of Education, July 10, 1tl79.) 0 o 
A:\fERICA...~ SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. 
T~is a ociation, wllich hold. t"o meetings a year besides department m etings, m t 
for 1~ ·general ses. ion at Samtoga prings, N.Y. , Septemuer !:1-12, 1 79, Pr<'sidcut D. 
'. G1~mau, of Baltimore, in the chair. Tbe first eYening was occupied ],y the business 
mect1n • of tho as ociatiou and th rea<liug of the annual report. On t lw next day 
( '.vo and three sessions ~L tby bein(T held) tl1e snbjects tr ated wcr "Iuternational 
comage," which President Barnard, of Columbia C.:ollege, would have add ·tl to a ua-
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tional coinage; "Modern education: its opportunities and perils;" "The regulation 
and control of the degree conferring power in American colleges;" "The voting of 
women in school elections," in which paper Prof. A. P. Peabody, of Harvard ni-
versity, gives many reasons why women should have the same rights in school matters 
as men have, "one reason being that they, in general, surpass men in educational 
ability, tact, experience, knowledge, and wisdom;" then followed "Chinese immigra-
tion," which was favorably spoken of by Prof. S. Wells Williams, of Yale College, who 
had resided forty-three years in China; "The manufacture and sale of poisonous and 
dangerously adulterated articles j " and the annual address of President Gilman, which 
reviewed education in America trom 1869 to 18i9. The second day was devoted more 
especially to papers bearing upon sanitary matters, an address by George E. Waring, 
jr., of Newport, on "The sewerage of the smaller towns," leading to much debate. 
Prof. H. W. Aclancl, of Oxford, England, explained the union of sanitary and poor l::tw 
administration in that country. Papers were also read on "The protection of life from 
casualties in the use of machinery," on "Tenement house reform," "The relations of 
christianity to the common law," and "The place of the practical man in American 
public affairs," in which last paper Mr. Hamilton A. Hill, of Boston, advocated the 
having of more business men in high positions under Government rather than so many 
professional men, as the leaders in commerce know better what the country needs. 
The third and last day opened with papers from Frederick Douglass and Prof. R. T. 
Greener, of Washington, on the emigration of colored citizens from the South, the 
former discouraging the exodus, the bHer favoring it. Also on the programme were 
''Cooperative stores in England and America," "Debt making and clout paying in 
American cities," "Colored schools in Virginia," and" The West from a financial 
standpoint." In the department of education "The method of study in social sci-
ence" was ably demonstrated by ·william T. Harris, of St. Louis, chairman of this 
section. Prof. Justin Winsor, of Harvard University, read a paper on college libraries, 
in which he spoke of the immense possibilities of the library as the storehouse of the 
humanities and the arena of all exercise if kept up to tho times; and Mr. Dickinson, 
secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, one on "Methods of education," 
favoring oral teaching with good, live teachers. The secretary of this department 
also furnished a report. In the department of jurispmdence the clay's session was 
occupied by papers on "The limits of punishability;" on "The policy of patent law~:~," 
Mr. 1:<'. H. Hetts urging the continuance of a poHcy which creates, uphold ·, and liberal-
izes patent laws and showing how successful the .!merican patent law arc as com-
pared with those of other countries; on ''The United tates and the declaration of 
Pal'iS;" and on the ''Recent changes in our State constitutions," r ad by Prof. . E. 
Baldwin, of Yale College. 'fhe departments of social economy ancl finance listened to 
the reading of the report of the secretary of the former; to a paper on tho care of poor 
aud vicious children, Mr. Charles L. Brace wishing childr n to be taken ont of alm -
houses and placed in families. 'l'his was followed by a debate on in titution lifi for 
children, by a paper on indu trial arbitration, by one on the labor question, and by a 
communication in regard to cooperation in England.-(Journal of Social Science, 
Decemuer, 1!:379, and other authorities.) 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE . 
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under the influence of different diseases. Another medical paper, read by Dr. J. C. 
Dalton, dealt with the various modifications of bmiu matter. Prof. A. Guyot, of 
Princeton, followed with a paper treating of the geography of the Adirondack and 
Catskill Mountains; and the first day's session closed with a series of papers on the 
figure of the earth and the nebular hypothesis. The second day's session opened with 
the reading of a paper by State Geologist Hall, on some crinoids, or fossil sea lilies, 
found in the lower Heluerberg formation. The same gentleman ·read a second paper 
on a Silurian fossil, named Lycopodis Vanuxem. These fossils are on the border line 
between animals and plants,. and Professor Hall endeavored to demonstrate that they 
belong to the former kingdom. Prof. Elias Loomis, of Yale, read a paper consist-
ing of a number of deductions made from a close study of the weather charts pub-
lished by the United States Signal Service Office. Prof. Asaph Hall gave some 
new points about the moons of the planet Mars; Prof. Stephen Alexander read a 
paper devoted to the consideration of a method by which the dimensions and ellip-
ticity of the earth might be ascertained. The characteristics of the old river beds of 
California were the subject of an able paper by Prof. Joseph LeConte, of the Uni- · 
versity of California; and the discussion that fcllowed the question as to whether the 
changes in the channels of the rivers took place in the pliocene era brought up tho 
further question of the existence of man at this time, it being admitted that some 
traces of him were found in the pliocene but generally believed that his advent was 
l::tter. Prof. 0. N. Rood, of Columbia Collegt>, a specialist on the subject of color, 
presented a paper on "Our memory for color and luminosity,n and Prof. S. P. Lang-
ley, of the Allegheny Observatory, gave one on the "Absorption of the solar atmos-
phere." The third clay's session was begun by a second paper from Professor LeConte, 
on" The glycogenic function of the liver." Dr. George F. Barker, of Philadelphia, pre-
sented a paper on ''Arago's experiment," the object of which was to suustantiate the 
correctness of the experiment tried by Arago, who found that a wire through which 
an electric current was passed became magnetized. The results of the latest labors of 
Dr. Newberry were then presented to the academy in two papers, the first on "Creta-
ceous fossils," the other, descriptive of some of the gold and silver deposits of Utah 
and Colorado. Prof. J. Lawrence Smith, of Louisville, Ky., gaye a description of 
a new element which he and other chemists have lately found in the Smarskite min-
erals, and announced his discovery of another new element. The session was closed 
by a review of the work accomplished at the meeting, delivered by the presiding offi-
cer.-(New-England Journal of Education, November 20, 1o't9.) 
PEDAGOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 
This association met November 1, 1879, and was opened by Dr. Hagar, of the Salem 
Normal School, who delivered an address on "The first steps in rcauing." 1'he · 
speaker favored Dr. Leigh's phonic type, thinking it the shortest way yet discovered 
of teaching children to read from the ordinary type. The subject was further dis-
cussed by Supervisor Tweed of Boston, Mr. Prince of Waltham, H. C. Hardon of the 
Shurtleff School, Supervisor Kneeland, Mrs. Knox, N. 1'. Allen, D. C. Brown, and Dr. 
Philbrick of Boston, and others, some agreeing with the chairman's views and othen 
dissenting from them. Mr. Philbrick spoke at some length in fa...-or of the phonic 
method, arguing that such a method was based on true philosophical principles and 
bad received the indorsement of the greatest pedagogical experts in the world. -(New-
England Journal of Education, November 6, 1879.) 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 
The thirtieth annual meeting began at Atlanta, Ga .. , May 6, anu cont.inued4 days. ' 
The addres of the president, Dr. Theophilus Parvin, at the opening, is said to have 
been a scholarly and eloquent assertion of t he agreement between science and religion. 
A vote of thanks was passed and a copy of the address was requested for Jmblication. 
Resolutions were passed in favor of cooperation with the Census Bureau to make the 
statistics of disease and mortality as complete as possible, and also others looking to 
more efficient organization of the association and its branches by means of a model code 
of reO'ulations for State and county medical societies. A paper by Dr. F. A. Harris, of 
~~a achn etts, on the medical examiner system of that State and its working in prac-
tice, excited sufficient interest to lead t.o a.n order for printing it. Dr. G. B. Balch, of 
N w York, read a paper on the registration of diseases, and Dr. J. S. Billings, u. s. A., 
one on the construction of hospitals for small towns and villages., which last was ac-
companied with lithographic plans. A paper by Dr. S. E. Chaille, of Louisiana, on 
" tate' medicine ancl medical organization," dwelt considerably on the need of fuller 
laws for the regulation of sanitary and educational institution ~, for the more perfect 
clncation of physicians, for t.he pr vention of avoidable disease, and for the appoint-
men of m rlical xamining 1Joawl. to in ur the people not only competent physicians, 
lm. al. o eomp tent miuwives, pharmacists, uentists, and professional nurses.-(S::mi-
tanan, Jnn , 1 79.) · 
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A:MERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGE ASSOCIATION. 
In accordance with a resolut.ion passed at the association meeting of the preceding 
year, delegates from the "regular" medical colleges met at Atlanta May~, 1!:379, to 
take action in favor of some uniform system of medical t eaching more in accordance 
with the spirit of the age and the standard of education in Europe. Prof. S. D. Gross, 
of the Jefferson Medical College, of Philadelphia, Pa., was called to the chair, and 
Prof. N. S. Davis, of the Chicago Medical College, Ill., stated the object of the con-
vention. The sentiment of the meeting was expressed in the following propositions, 
the first of which passed after discussion, while the second passed unanimously : (1) 
All medical colleges should require attendance upon thrPe regular courses of leetures 
during three separate years before admitting students to become candidates for the de-
gree of M. D. ; (2) The medical colleges should require, before admitting to matricula-
tion, a preliminary examination, such examination to embrace at least the elements of 
the physical sciences in addition to a fair English education.- (Buffalo Medical and 
Surgical Journal, June, 1879.) 
HOM<EOPATHIC INTERCOLLEGIATE CONGRESS. 
This congress met at Indianapolis, Ind., April 30, 1879, five colleges of Illinois, Iowa, 
and Ohio being represented by delegates. · A constitution and by-laws for a permanent 
organization were adopted, the object being "interchange and comparison of views on 
the part of the different coHeges, promotion of unity in matriculate and doctorate re-
quirements, and improvement of the modes and standard of medical education." Any 
recommendation adopted by the congress is to be binding on the individual colleges 
when ratified by a majority of the several faculties and when written notice of such 
ratification shall have been sent to the secretary of the congress. The following recom-
mendations were unanimously adopted at this meeting: (1) That the time of study re-
quired of candidates for graduation shall be three full years.1 (2) That all matriculates, 
except graduates of regular colleges a.nd high schools, shall be required to pas a pre-
liminary examinat.ion on English scholarship, elements of chemistry, and physics. 
(3) That the annual course of lectures previous to graduation be three in number, each 
course to be graded, with a minimum session of 22 weeks in each year. (4) That 
an examination be instituted at the end of the :first and r;econd years' course , and no 
student be permitted to enter the succeeding year until he has pas eel a satisfactory 
examination in the curriculum of the preceding year."-(United States Medical In-
vestigator, June 1, 1879.) 
AMERICAN FRi:>BEL UNION. 
This organization aims to set up a standard of Frobel's Kindergarten by publishing 
his works and those of his disciple, Madame M:nenholtz-Bi:ilow. It hold meetings 
at Boston in December, April, and August of each year, when addresses are made by 
the principal trainers and trained Kindergartner as well as by some of the leading edu-
cators of the country. When the treasury is sufficiently endowed, the society hopes to 
do service by educatin~ Kinclergiirtner and aiding the spread of Kindcrgi.irten.-
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TABLE I.-PART 1.-StatisticB of the schoolsyBtemB of the StateB and Territories, showing 
StateB Bu1·cau 
SCHOOL YEAR. SCHOOL POPU~"0'·1 
~ Cl) 
States and Territories. 
rti Q;) 
"' ~ Cl) !:>0 
..., (';! 0 • 
0 ~ ,QClJ ~ g>o ~ Begins- Ends- ,<:I pC.: 
... 1:: §] ~ ~ 
t: Cl) ~en <1) 
0 1::: 
.s p, ~ 0 0 
~ ;.q E-1 
-------
1 2 3 4 I} 6 
-------
1 .Alabama .................. . ................. . 
2 .Arkansas .................................... . 
3 California . . ............. - - - .......... - -- -- - --
4 Colorado ................ - ... .... ---- ..... - ---. 
5 Connecticut ...................... -- . - ... -- ---
6 Delaware .............. --- .. -- . . ------.-- ·- · · · 
1878-'79 Oct. 1 Sept. 30 7-21 376,649 
1879 July 1 June 30 G-:!1 b236, 601 
1878-'79 July 1 Juno30 5-17 216,404 
1879 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 6-21 29,738 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 4-16 138,428 
1878-'79 J)ec. 1 Nov. 30 5-21 35, 649 
7 Florida .............. - - - - . - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - · 
~ g~~Ji~a- :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::: :::: 
10 Indiana ............ .. .......... ..... . · ·-······ 
11 Iowa ....................................... .. 
12 Kansas ...................... - · .... ......... .. 
~1 !~~i~~~!:.:::::::::::::: ·.::::::::::: :::::::::: 
1877-'78 Oct. 1 Sept. 30 4-21 e72, 985 
1879 J:tn. 1 Dec. 31 6-18 433,444 
1878-'79 Oct. 1 Jnne 30 6-21 1, 000,694 
1879 July 1 June 30 6-21 708,101 
1879 Sept. 16 Sept. 15 5-21 577,353 
1879 .Aug. 1 July 31 5-21 312,231 
1876-'77 July 1 June 30 /G-20 g530, 843 
11"-79 ,Jan. 1 Dec. 31 6-21 330,030 
15 Maine ................. ........... ....... .... . 
~~ M:~;!~h~~~ii;: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
!! s~~N;~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · 
22 Nebraska .................... . - . ......... ·· . .. 
23 Nevada .. .......................... .......... . 
~ i:: ~~~~~~~~~: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::-: 
27 North Carolina .......................... -- . --
28 Ohio ... ..................... ... ........... .. . 
H ~i;?};~~f:: ·: ·: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
32 South Carolina ........................... .. .. 
33 Tennessee .................................. .. 
34 Texas .............. .......... ...... ........ .. 
35 V rmont .................................... . 
~ ;r:t!1~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
39 Arizona. . .. . . . . .. . . .. ....................... . 
40 Dakota .. _ .......... ......................... . 
H ~;~1:~:~--~:0~~~~:~::::::: ::-::::::::::::::::: 
41 N w Mexico ................................ . i! ~i~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: : 
1878-'79 .Apr. 1 Mar. 31 4-21 215,724 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 June 30 6-20 h276,120 
1878-'79 May- .Apr.- 5-15 303,836 
1879 Sept. 2 Sept. 1 5-'20 486,993 
1879 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 5-21 i271,428 
1879 Jan. 1 Doc. 31 5-21 362,370 
1878-'79 Apr.- .Apr.- 6-20 702, 153 
1879 .Apr.- .Apr.- 5-21 123, 411 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 6-18 10,205 
1879 M:tr.- M:tr.- 5-21 d72,102 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .A.ug. 31 5-18 327, 818 
1878-'70 Oct. 1 Sept. 30 5-21 1, 628,727 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .Aug. 3L 6-21 426,189 
1879 ept. 1 .Aug. 31 6-21 1, 043, 320 
1878-'79 Mar.- Mar. 3 4-20 b56, 464 
1878-'79 June- June- 6-21 jl, 200, 000 
1878-'79 J\I:ty 1 .Apr. 30 5-15 I 49,562 
1879 Nov. 1 Oct. 31 G-16 22 ,12 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .A.ug. 31 6-21 I 614,643 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 Aug. 31 8-14 20 1324 
1878-'79 Apr. 1 Mar. 31 5-20 92,831 
1879 .Aug. 1 July 31 5-21 4 3, 701 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .A.ug. 3L 6-21 206, 123 
1L79 ~ept. 1 .Aug. 31 4-20 4 3, 453 
1879 Jan. 1 D c. 31 6-21 5,291 
l1878-'79 .Apr. 1 Mar. 31 5-21 1 15:15 
18i8-'79 Jul;v 1 June 30 6-17 i3 ' 00 
1878-'79 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 5-21 5, 596 
1870 Rept. 1 ug. 31 4-21 5, 5 
1875 Jan. 1 Dec. 31 7-18 h20,312 
1870 ,July 1 June 30 6-16 34,920 
1878-'79 , ept. 1 .Aug. 31 5-21 24,223 
1870 
--- -· ··-·· 
................ 7-21 I .................. 
C~i rk~:!!r;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ho ta.ws ...... ........................... . 
Cre•l<s .................................. .. 
minole ............ .................. .. . 
1879 ............ 
...... ·· ······} 1879 . . .. . ................. 
i17, ""J 18i9 ept.- .Apr.- 5-20 1879 ...................... 1879 ept. 1 May 30 
1 
........ 
a1 ~ ra~ attend, n . 
b 1·veral countieK mad no report of s x. 
ai?t'i~~[e~d ·r 5 year~ of nrre. 
eln 1 70. 
/For color.•cl population the chool a.c;c is from 6-16. 
oC n u of 1 iO. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 303 
the enrolment, attendance, dnration of schools, cfc. j frorn t·eplies to inquiries by the Un·itcd 
of Education. 
SCHOOL POPULATION. 
rn rn "0 
SEX. ... a § ~ 
"' 
Q;> coa:i p., p., 
co l=lb.O co 
"'<;; 
.... ..... . <l:>'<-; Q)Q;> ~f.o !l:O r-:: t.C 





a5 Q;> Q;> <t>h 
a5 ~ ..0 'S ..Oco ~ 'd ~ Sr-i ~ p )1 ~ ~ 
7 s 9 10 11 
···bii6."2iii. -.. bios: 987- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
109, 473 106, 931 c86, 663 .•••••••••••.......••••. 
15, 159 14, 579 .••••. ------ ... -........... -.------. 
• • • • • . • • .. . . .. • • . . .. • . . . d23, 428 .. • • • . .. . .. . d115, 000 
.... 222."i5o · -- .. 2ii; 294· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
508, 822 491, 872 0 ••••• - .... -- ..... .. ... --
365, 268 342, ?.33 ..... - .. --.. 177, 262 530, 839 
296, 061 281, 292 72, '268 135,638 369, 447 
160, 992 151, 239 39, 549 75, 340 197, 342 
.... i87,"685" .... i74," 685' :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
363, 050 339, 103 - •. --.---- - - .................. -.. - --
64, 179 59, 232 - - - - - • - - • • .. . ....... - - . . - - - - - ... - - •. 
5, 240 5, 055 -........... -..... -..... - .•. ---- .•• . 
.... i62; 27o· .... i65."548 ...... 26;225· ..... 22;947· .... 278,'646. 
• · · · 2is; i5i · .. · · 2os: oas- .. · • · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · .... · · 
fi34,719 508,601 :::::::::::: ····273."25ii- .... 77o."o7o· 
b27,533 b26,084 .................................. .. 
''""'24,'9ii7" ""'""24,"655" .................................. .. 
117,514 110,614 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ""''228,"i28" 
265, 395 249, 248 - ..... -.... - -- .. -- -..... -....... --.-
.... 249;394· .... 234."3<>7- ..... 43."989- .... i3i;97o- .... 3<>7;742-
~~~: t~~ 2~~: ~~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
...... 9,"6ii' "''"""8,"924" :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
i18, 244 i20, 556 0 d2, 852 d35, 948 
2,920 2,676 ................................... . 
2, 972 2, 913 ........................ ...... . ... .. 
..... i7."saa· -----i7,"o96- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: -- --·34;929 · 
13, 486 10, 737 c6, 953 ...................... .. 
...... ······ ······ ...... ······ .............................. { 
h Census of 1870. 
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190,000 
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123, 710 
....................... 
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571,580 
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d1, 714 3, 200 
650 1, 4oo :::::::::::: ....... ·do2i. 
800 ............ d582 


















































kln~lndes evening school reports. 
l~h1s. report is onl.v approximately correct, many counties omitting to make their returns to the 
terntonal superintendent. 

















































'fABLE I.-PART !.-Statistics of the school systems of the States and Tvrritorics, 
States and Territories. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
"''"' '>-< s.s 0 
0 ~ 
3t- -~ ~ ]-~ ~~ 
;;5..:1 • ~-S 
~~§ ~g $ ~~ ~(~ 
SCHOOLS OTHER THAN PUBLIC. 
Schools corre- Schools corre-
spondingtopublic spon<lingtopublic 
schools below high schools. 
high schools. 
Pupils. Pupils. 
s~:Z .... "' ~ ~ ~ ~ Male. Female. Male. Female. · 
1-----------1----------- ----------------
1 l:i 16 17 1S 19 20 21 
\----------\---- -------------------
Alabama . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ • _ . __ .. ____ . . . . . 84 ... _ .... _ ... _ .......... -.- ........ --.--. 
Arkansas ....... ..... ...... ·----· .•.. ------·-·· ... . ... ·--------· --··-· .... -----····· ----·-·--· 8~~~;~~~: :::: ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ::::: ::::::.::: :::::::::: 1~~ ---···---- 1---· .. ~~~~~ ~-3-'2!_-. ·--I. ---·- .--. 
£~1:;~~~~~_-_-_-_-_-_-_: ~ ~ :::::: .... ~~- ~~~. ______ ~~~. ail~- 6 --··-- .•. - ~ - ...•• _<~~:~~~~)-.- ... -~- ........ . 
Florida ........................ __ . _ .. ______ . _ .. e105. 8 ____ .... _ .. ----- .... ------ .. -. --- - ... --. 
~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::;~;;;: ::::::~; 'i!!" }!:i:~ ___ l:::;;,i¥£?~~~ ::::~: ~~ 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 5, 626 94 124 2, 786 J 3, 357 j·---- ·--- "!-. -.-. ----
~~=- :::_:_:::::::::::: :: ::) ~~; :::::::::: ·jj;.. ;;;;; ;;; I ;;; :; :04:1404~ ;;;;;:!_;;;;;; ;; 
Massachusetts . .. ....... ... ..... _ .. _ .... __ .. _.. 175 (h23, 830) 
~1~~:.c·;;u:~: :s:~~ :::::·::. .i~ · :::::::: I::::::J.I>:: 1.::::::::: 
New llampshire. ...... ..•. .•.... .... ......... . 101.5 (3, 066) 
~:: ~~~~~~.: ::::::::::::::: .... ~·- ~~~- ·-·. ·- -~~- i~~ -- -~~: ~~~-1 ---~~: ~~~-1--·· .. ~~~ ·1--·- .. ~~~ 0 NorthCarolina.. ... ........ ...... .. . . ..•....... 46 .... ... .. . .... . ..... ...... .. ........ . . .. 
Ohio .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 045 .• ..... _.. 150 13, 276 13, 435 712 506 
Oregon.................... .••••... .. ....•..... 88 (4, 669) 
P ennsylvania ............... _ ...... .... _. _..... 149 (k24, 066) 
:~t~ d~~~li~~:::::: ::::::: ...... ~~~ ........ ~~- l1~~- 33 ·--~~:~~~-~--!.~·-~~~.I .... :.::~.1 ..... ~:~~-
l:~o::~--::~-:.~·: ::~:: ::::~: :::::::::: :::::::::: J~. 5 ::::::::::1: ::::: :<;~: ~~~>:::: ::: :::::::::: 
Virgim~ .. _.-.---·--····-·····-·········--------- 107 n8,778 n0,85.5 n2,111 n2,541 :~~r€~:\::~::::::~~- :::::: ;; :::::~::: ·liP' ::;;;:{~t~;;;:: :::::~::: -~:~~~::: 
District of Columbia.. .... . 345 10 189 (j5, 719) 
~~~~: :~~: ::::::.::: ::;;; ~, ;;:;;;; :~ i!!.. ::::::::: i ::::::: ;;, L~L: :: ~ -::::: ::: 
Washington .... -- ......... 531 14 87. 5 86 95 167 103 
:i!'Jl~~~ng .......... ·- ·--· ..... ---.-- ................. -· ................. -.... ·- ............... . 
.~:t~~~HLm-[ [+H _:::~ .. :- ::-m :~:~~~;;~ -:::~:::: :::::::: H:E1 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 305 
showing the enrolment, attendance, duration of schools, ~c.-Continued. 
SCHOOLS OTHER 
THAN PUBLIC. 
Teachers in sa.id 





····· ·· "{95ii········ 
(1, 125) 
··········1---- ... ... (b471) 
···- ·-. :~ .1. ..... ~~~-(g247) 
................................ 
194- 346 
Whole number of teachers em-
ployed in puulic schools during 
the year. 
.A >erage monthly salary 
of teachers in public 
schools. 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 
24 26 2'1 2S 
3, 126 1, 549 4, 675 4, 675 ($18 70) 
1, 143 315 1, 458 .•..•...... . -. a$50 00 I 
1, 236 2, 217 3, 453 3, 453 82 13 
255 338 593 506 57 27 
c773 c2, 344 3, 117 2, 750 57 19 
c.l233 d169 d402 460 33 08 







a~J~ ~k ~~~ ~~: *n .... ""jis,"ooo· ·-·--- . "4i" 45" ·····-· 34"i8" 
8, 016 5, 574 13, 590 12, 449 40 00 36 20 
7, 573 13, 579 21, 152 12, 740 31 71 26 40 
3, 161 3, 761 6, 922 G, 113 31 65 25 30 
1, 600 2, 700 4, 300 4, 300 40 00 35 00 
(1, 949) 1, 049 2, 000 Z7 00 . 25 00 
c2, 325 c4, 527 6, 852 7, 000 37 83 23 60 
1, 280 1, 811 3, 091 2, 782 43 49 43 49 
1, 212 7, 537 8, 749 .. - •• . . --... .. 67 44 33 50 
3, 954 9, 662 13, 616 . . . . • . . • . . . . • . 38 69 23 48 
1, 797 3, 210 5, 007 .• --- •. - •.. -.. 35 78 27 23 
3, 576 1, 789 5, 365 . - ... -. -... . . . 28 35 27 15 
(11, 268) 11, 268 12, 000 j35 00 j10 00 . 
1, 607 2, 211 3, 818 2, 905 33 25 29 55 
49 135 184 ... -.. . . . . . • • . 84 46 83 09 
628 2, 9M 3, 582 34 09 22 83 



























·--· .. . 54" ... .. -2i8" 
(1 9) 
(k947) 
... -.!.~~.I.- .. !.~~~. 
8, 164 22, ~~~ 30, 66!) 2~: ~~ <i~ ~~~ 
,:: ~! ... ,) ::: :: ~ m "· :;: ii t 1 
m272 ?n991 r~t1, 263 .•••.. ~~i; o42 . 73 84 
27 
41 oo I 28 
33 80 129 29 69 3() 
42 37 31 
23 84 32 1, 934 1, 232 3, 166 ... -.. . . . . . . . . 25 54 
4, 436 1, 566 6, 002 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . (25 67) 
a3, 457 a873 a4, 330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (a38 00) 
1.~~~ i:~~~ ~g~; :::::::::::::: ~~~~ I ~~ ~~ : ::::~;:if\~; 
···--··- (85.9>·· ···-- · 3, 142 989 4, 131 4. 131 d28 2l I d26 19 (9, 875) 9, 875 6, 844 p37 75 p25 72 
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 27 24 51 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 84 00 68 00 
..•• .• . _. . . • . . . • . . . . 210 254 464 590 36 oo I 25 oo 
.• - .. • . - . . . - - . . - . • • . 34 368 402 . - .. -... - . . . . . 89 47 61 95 
:::::: :~i: :::::::::: · ··· · · · ··o5· · -·····--so· · · · · · · · · i45. · -- ·- · ·- · · ia6· ···· · · · · 6&. i4.
1 
...... ·52· 2o· 
·······1a· ···-·· -:~ - ~i~ ~~ ~~~ :::::: ::::6~~ : ··-- -· ·a~f ~f ···-· ·a~fgf 
.......... ........ ................... 20 29 49 . .. .............. ... ..... (55 94) 
( .... ...... -.. ... .. .. ······ '······ .. -· .. . 
q1961 ::::::::::: ::::::~::: :::::: :::: 
}In graded schools the average salary of men is $87; of women, $40. 
k Exclusive of Philadelphia. 
lin evening schools, 73. 
~f:i1~~~s evening school reports. 
o In the counties; 189 in the independent cities. 
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.s .s A.,~ 
.s <e s ~'a-" 
_g 0~0 C) 9 1l:d~ r.n ..s .::: 
s s 3 l~~ 9 0 
... 0 ~ R E-1 ~ 
States and Territories. 
1 30 31 32 33 
1 Alabama................................ $130, 000 a$120, 125 $250, 125 $137, 578 
2 Arkansas............................... 131,490 . 92, 676 224, 166 14, 269 
! 8~~~ad~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~:::: ~:::: ~ ~::::::::::: .... ~·- ~~~: :~~. 1' ~~: g~~ 2' ~i~; ~~! 1~~; ~li 
5 Connecticut . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 207, 642 980, 964 1, 188, 606 124, 585 
6 Delaware....................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 193, 037 193, 037 e24, 798 
7 Florida................................. (150, 641) 150, 641 /17, 962 
~ -~ii~rJI~a.':: :::::::::::::::::::: ::~:: ~:::: 1, ~~g; ~~g 4, ~~~; ~~~ 5J~~: ii~ ...... 43~; 358' 
~~ ~~:~~::::::::::: ~: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::: .... ~·- ~~~·- ~~~. ~: ~~~: ~~~ :: ~i~: ~:~ ~~~: ~i~ 
12 Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132, 708 918, 835 1, 051, 543 2~9, 799 
u ~~~i~i~!l. :::~:: :: :::::::::::::::::::::: 1' ~~~: g~g i~~~: ~~~ \~~~: g!~ ...... ~~~·- ~~~. 
15 Maine.................................. 224,565 605,905 830,470 26,279 
i~ ~!~~~~h~~eits:: ~ ~: ~:::::::::::::::::::: .. : .. . ~~~·- ~:~ 4, rg~: ~~~ !: i~: ~~~ 1~~: ~I~ 
!! §2;~~::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: . :: ::;:;;; ::PJi~ , :Ji!J!i !iH!I 
22 Nebraska............................... 78,382 456,023 534,405 127,258 
~~ ~ :~a~a"n;,i>"siiir"e::::: ~:::::: ~::::: : :: ::: : :::: :: : ::: ~:: : ::: : : : : :::::: ~ - · · · · · 544; 7i6 · · · · · · · · 2.i,· 8o9 · 
25
1 
New .T ersey.. .......................... . 1, 063, 703 668, 652 1, , 732, 355 100, 000 
26 New York.. .... ........................ 2, 750, 000 6, 715, 168 1 !), 465, 168 170,000 
27 North Carolina ........... :.. .. .. . .. .. .. g300, 613 .. .. .. .. . . . .. . g300, 613 8, 180 
2B Ohio . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 543, 909 5, 458, 101 T, 002, 010 246, 244 
29
1 
Oregon . ............ ........ ... .. ....... ......... ..... 203,917 203,917 48,147 
30 Pt>nMylvania....... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . 7, 541, 321 e668, 763 I 
31 Rhode Island . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. o81, 631 o455, O.)i o536, 688 11, 292 
32 South Carolina.... .............. ........ 249,297 b50, 620 299,917 .... .......... 1 
33 
1 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (652, 251) 
34 Texas . .... . . . .. .... .. .... .. . .. .. . .. . .. . e800, 044 pl3, 130 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 55, 030 
3:> I V ~rn:l.O!lt ................................ 20, 247 454,;. 2 • 474, 429 53, ~~0 
36 V1rgmta............ ............... ... .. 159, 128 481, .J90 640,718 _(i4 
37 ' West Virginia.......................... 214, 270 515, 24 730, 094 26, o:n 
~~ ' ::A~~o::~ .·:::: ::::::: ~~: ::: :~~::: :::: :·. ::::::::::.::: .... ~·. ~~~·- ~'~~- :::::::::::::: ...... ~~~·- ~:~. 
:~ ~f~~t-oi c<>i~~~ia::~::::::::~:::::::: ....... ~~·-~~~. 3~~: ~~~ 3~~: ~~ · ... ·· .. a: 623 · 
!! ~~i~:~i~~ ~::::: :::::::::::::::: :~~: :: ::::::: ~~~:~~~: ....... ~~:-~~~ ...... --~~:-~~~- :::::::::::::: 
45 tah .. .... .. ...... ...... ...... ....... ... 66,365 41,081 107,446 ............. . 
46 Wash1~gton ..... .................. _ .. _. 102, 201 3, 319 10:>, 520 ............ .. 
:~ i!afa~~~g... .... .... .. . .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 1, o.i6 7, o56 ............. . 
8i:!~. :_::;::2-::- :jj j ::· ~. \ • :·: _: ·:::: \\ •• ::::::\.\\::·I···:.·:·\ •• · .•• :::::: ';;fu: 
··ta e expenditure. 
STATISTICAl~ TABLES. 301 
the income, expenditure, and permanent Bchool fund j j1·orn replies to inquiries by the United 
<Jj Education. ' 
ANNUAL INCOME. 
'"' v ~ ,.; <!> 0 0 
.S- ~ ~ o"' r;:'g fil 
veE :S p 0 ij3 ~ ~ 
<1l !-1 ~ ~ 
34 3~ 
· · · · .. · $i; 93o · .. · · .. $2o: 723 · 






.............. - 410,865 
.............. 170,620 
.............. 688,277 
.............. h587, 221 
25, 000 18, 000 
.............. 3,483 
112, 936 109, 148 
.............. 293,586 
150, 788 5, 343 
..... . ........ 340,894 
23,246 ............. . 
.............. 200,000 


























· · · · · · · · 2: 7oo · ::::::::::::: ~ 
"C 
l=l .ANNUAL EXPENDITURE. 
<E 
...,~ 
~ce Q)Q) Permanent. Current. ~p., §8 ai· "C t~ Q;)~ b.()<ll ~.,; p..O ~~ 00 '+-<ijS 'S,g oop Q;)+" O"C ~~ 
·c; .,ijS CD+" p!-1 ~-S ..c:.s Q)+" j <ep.. -~-~ !-1 "'"C l-Ip.. 
.SI=l ,!:jc1l 0 0 ~ ~~ 8 ~ iJ1<1l 
36 3'1 38 39 40 
$387, 703 $1, 558 .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. . $11, 615 1 
~~ ~m 2 ba, 653, 799 151, 4oo · · · .. $293;i26 · · · · .. · $6o: o56 · ...... ~43; 576 · a 
222, 135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 158 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
1, 390, 972 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 37, 228 7, 413 27, 306 5 
b219, 830 . • • • • • .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . • .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1, 800 6 
183, 311 8, 300 .... -.......... .. .. .. .. .. • .. . 11, 595 7 
465, 748 35, 000 .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. 8 
b8, 285, 539 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 301, 338 22, 143 . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 0 
4, 4-27, 670 94, 126 g420, 000 10, 898 .............. 10 
5, 283, 040 22, 411 952, 857 39, 723 .. .. • • .. .. .. • • 11 
1, 868, 563 152, 408 258, 083 24, 026 10, 953 12 
1, 827,575 0 .... .......... 5, 000 25,000 13 
b613, 453 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 15, 867 14 
1, 078,833 .... .. ..... .. . 72, 176 .... .. .. . .. . .. 28,407 15 
1, 611, 769 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 167, 787 .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25, 200 16 
j4, 399,801 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. k595, 863 4, Oll 55, 868 17 
3, 112,224 77, 212 364, 135 22, 928 l17, 541 18 
1, 394,738 647, 509 ...................... ----·· 13, 600 19 
739,915 ....... .... . .. ........... ... ...... ........ 11,840 20 
3, 188, 489 50, 482 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
881, 308 205, 441 (252, 616) 29, 782 22 
m236, 401 .........•..•.............. -~-- .......................... 23 
587, 411 .. .. .. .. .. .. . 52, 925 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 13, 802 24 
1, 889, 475 1 53, 152 362, 599 3, 137 22, 790 25 
~~- ~m ~~w ~~ ~~~ 
493, 381 99, 500 (14, 807) 5, 137 27 
7, 747,485 16,226 816, 2171... ... .• .. . .. . 144, 128 28 
351,673 .... ... .. .. . .. 95,476 496 7, 185 29 
8~~~~; ~~~ ' · · · · · · · · 2,' i35 · n1, ~N; ~~~ · · · · · · · · · · 797 · · · · · · · .. 9,' 522. ~~ 
b304, 167 
1
.............. 2, 749 4, 268 18, 713 32 
b879, 307 .. .. .. .. • .. . .. (49, 656) . 12, 023 33 
b972, 904 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 18, 681 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
528, 119 ,.............. k43, 325 .. .. . . . • • .. . .. 14, 683 35 
670, 706 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 57, 053 534 39, 150 36 
787, 521 7, 842 I 81, 158 2, 723 14, 149 37 
2, 7g~: ~~~ 1 ...... -~~~-~~~- ...... ~~~~-~~~ .... .-... ~~~-~~~ ....... -~:·.~::. ~g 
81, 642 ............... 
1 
25, oo8 587 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 
380, 000 ....... ....... 3, 252 ....... ••. .... 10,860 41 
23,000 ........................................................ 42 
66, 401 .. .. .. .. • .. . .. 11, 906 975 4, 800 43 
25,473 ........................................................ 44 
136,690 .............. (29, 245) 1, 500 45 
105, 520 .. .. • • .. . .. . .. 14, 292 300 2, 88fl 46 






......................................... .................... ... ········------
.............. . ............. .... .......... 200 
48 
klncludes ex_I!enditure for repairs. 
l.Amount :pa1d to township superintendents; the salaries of city superintendents ($36,660) are in-
cluded m salaries of teachers. 
min 1878. 
nlncludes amount paid for rent. 
olncludes income for evening schools. 
p From dog tax. 
qTotal income not reported; amount given is that reported as expenditure which, it is stated, was 
derived from tribal funds. 
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T.ABLE I.-P .ART 2. - Stcttistics of the school systems of the States and Territoriesr 
.ANNUAL EXPE!\DITURE . 
Current. 
States and Territories. 
1 41 42 
1 Alabama............... . ... ... ..... . .... $364,418 $1,000 
2 Arkansas . ................. ........ ..... ............ ........ ....... . 
3 California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 285, 733 371, 992 
4 Colo1•ado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153, 144 36, 100 
5 Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 015, 883 288, 050 
6 Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130, 765 91, 073 
~ ~~o:;:! ... ."."."."."."."."."::::: :::: :~ ~:: ~-: :::::· ........ ~~·-~~~- ....... -~'- ~~~ . 
9 illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 180, 374 g1, 686, 878 
10 Indiana . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 002, 518 il, 043, 313 
11 Iowa...... ................. ........ ..... i2, 927, 308 1, 131, 589 
12 Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 012, 699 285, 033 
13 Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000, 000 100, 000 
14 Louisiana.. ................ ... ....... .. . 415, 814 78, 393 
15 Maine . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 868,498 115, 610 
16 Mary land . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 1 39, 421 219, 150 
17 Massachusetts. ........ .... ..... ........ (4 , 339, 082) 
18 Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l1, 873, 460 497, 576 
~~ ~~:~~~~~·_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: ::::::: :~~::: ::::: 2J~~: ~~~ ::::::: :~·: ~~~: 
22 Nebraska ..... .......................... 484,999 181,332 
23 Nevada ........ .................... ................................ . 
24 New Hampshire........................ 425,047 75,018 
25 New Jersey................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 407, 369 93, 580 
26 New York..................... .. . ...... 7, 600,392 l, 309,874 
27 North Cal'olina. ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. 304, 519 13, 078 
28 Ohio. ............................. .. . ... 4, 937, 014 1, 813, 966 
29 Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205, 523 13, 124 
30 Pennsylvania .. .............. . .......... 4, 605, 987 J, 998, 670 :i Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r402, 097 r67, 445 
Sooth Carolina.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284, 953 8, 637 
~~ iennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~~· ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 
~~ ~:;r~·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::~::~::::::::::: : ~~i:~~~ ~~:~~~ 
37 We t Virginia. ....... ... ........ ... ... . 504,196 106, 845 
38 Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 581, 630 j345, 951 
39 A1izona ... ....................... .. .... . ..... . ........ ..... ..... ... . 
40 Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37, 881 12, 483 :i fJitdct of Columbia.................... 2~g· ~~ 99,047 
ii ~~l;~;.::~::!:.:r~\\1\;~::r::: ::::: ~:~~ ::::::':!!! i 





$377, 033 ............. . 
205,449 ............. . 
3, 010, 907 
229,402 








1, 130, 000 
j-329, 065 
1, 084, 691 
], 551,558 
4, 994, 824 
















rnl, 394, 738 ............ .. 
641, 548 1 62 
m3, 069, 454 ............. . 
948,729 7 68 
204,159 ..••.•......•. 
n609, 588 ......... . ... . 
1, 889, 475 4 72 
10, 464, 010 6 42 
337,541 7 92 
7, 711, 325 6 61 
q323, 834 5 73 
rn7, 747, 787 ............. . 
r597, 747 9 47 
319,320 1 39 
710,652 ............. . 
B~~~J~~ ......... S.M. 
570,389 1 06 
709, 071 3 05 










75,959 ............ . 
368,343 9 41 
20,000 ............ .. 
67, 731 11 51 
1~~: ~~ 1· · · · ·· · !3.33 · 
ll4, 379 4 72 
22,120 ...... ...... .. 
74,000 .......... . .. . 
22,000 .. ......... . .. 
M30, 000 ...........•.. 
2 ,356 ............. . 
7, 500 ·••••······••• 
:the 
ible 
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"' ~: ~ . ~~! ~~ !·~~]~ ~ ~~~~ ;::~·~~ ~·-~·- d g. ,..-! ·~ ~ § ~ -~ [ $ -~ [ 15] ~ e -~ ~ Q~Q - - ~ ~~ ~- ~"' ~ ... § <D ~g-&A ~ 
;3 $ <D'~ ::; <D·_.3..; ~ ~-S·::< ~o 'S ~~~ ~Ace.-; ~A~~~~ ..., ~~~-~ l!l] l!~!j~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
...... "" "'~ oo 0~ ~~ ~.§ rDO 
""' ...,~ O::= ~0 ~~ $:lA 
o:jbl>· ~-g~ ~.8,:§' 
<D';!,.Q ~c'l~ A::;c:; 
<+-<'O:;:l ~~B ,, o~o:j ~~A ~:=.~ ~;a'O §~~:::: -~:S~ se ~ 'ti.OrD 
~ f';i; 
----------l---------- . ~ 
1>1 4ii 46 I 4 7 I 48 49 
$2 10 $3 24 1---- __ . ______ .
1 
... _ ... _ ... __ . $2.523.253 ___________________ .•••... _ 1 
·---- · · · i 1 · i 1 · ------ · -21 · 35 · · -- -- -ti$i2 · 44 · --- ---,~$is· 6i · 2, Mi: ~~g 2~~~~: i~~ · .. $6: s57; sso- ~ 
...... ·.J!~. ·······Jl·ll· 11 .. ::- .~, r/H~H ... : _.:··:;:::: ::;;~~mt jf.;~ l 
1>0 
7 90 . 13 54 . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . 6, 577, 892 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 16, 902, 710 9 
8 OS 13 04 7 67 S 95 S, 9361 022 I 91 068, 582 11, 787, 705 10 
11 6S 19 08 13 67 15 17 3, 484,411 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 236,613 11 
7 63 12 S6 8 06 8 11 1, 601, 632 10, 000, 000 4, 391, 566 12 
~ ~~ 5 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . 1, 000, 000 1, 600, 000 )~gg: g~~ u 
6 oa ·······--9-83. :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::~ ·····,;4oo,.5oo· :::::::::::::: 2,947,655 15 
8 04 16 54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 906, 229 006, 229 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 16 
{14 62 /19 85 ···········•· ........•.... . 2,075,540 ............................ 17 
s 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 762, 162 9, 011, 454 18 
8 42 4, 050, 730 15, 000, 000 3, 084, 026 19 
2 85 .••••.... 3. so : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : 815, 229 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
... --- .. i2-34. :::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::: :: ~::::::::::: 7, 542, 226 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 9, 000, 000 21 2, 325, 624 20, 32!), 684 1, SlO, 088 22 
. . . . . • . . . . . • • . .. • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /283, 338 23 
··· ··· · ·· 7 ·53· · · .. · · · · i3- 79· · · .. · .. · ·6-74 ..... · · · · · 7 ·45 · .... i."i5i: o9i- · · · · 2:425: i72 · ~: :M: ~~g ~~ 
10 15 18 34 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . o7, 240, 806 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 30, 012, 579 26 
14 13 22 38 . • • • . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 204, 500 p652, 500 192, 793 27 
9 38 14 98 8 96 9 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 103, 255 28 
9 89 15 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...• - ..•... - . 562, 830 . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 520, 963 20 
f7 61 fll 81 24, 063, 138 30 
n2a 1142 :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: · ·-··-24o,"376 ....... 265,.ii3. 2,654,148 a1 
2 67 .......... - . . . 1 39 . • . . . • . . . . . • .. . ...... - . . . . . . . ... - . - . . . . . . . 352, 046 32 
••.•••. - ........ -............ -- ..• - . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . k2, 512, 500 k2, 512, 500 1, 162, 6S5 33 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. - . . . . . . . . . . ...... - - .. - - . . . - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j 3, 385, 571 . - - - . . . . . . . . . . 34 
6 40 10 OS . - ... - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 669, OS7 ...• -.. - . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . • • . • • 35 
4 77 7 S3 1 1 67 1 88 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 42S, 245 1, oss, 957 36 
4 65 6 98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . 400, 074 400, 074 •t, 676, 872 37 
8 70 .•..... -•... - ...... - .•.... -. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2, 713, 993 . --.. . . . . . . . . . 5, 169, 979 3S 
j s 00 j 24 03 ............•...... -..... -... . .. -.- ..•. - . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 7ll, 681 39 
··· ···- · i(. 53· .... ····is· 74·1····· · ··io.io · ···· ·· .. i2"i4. · ... -· · 6o: 385- ... · · · ·6a: 385. 1.i~~: ~f~ !~ 
~ ~: ~::: : ~~: ~~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: ~~: ~ ~ 1::::: : ::::::: :::: :::::::::: ::::: ·: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :: ~: ~:: ~~·: 3~~: !~ 
j5 25 /7 63 /3 33 ·············· .............. ..•........•• . 393,9S5 45 8 15 11 92 . - ..• - ... -..... --- ............ - -.......••.... -.. . . . . . • . . 220, 405 46 
••········· ··· ...........•.. ·············· ·····•··•···· · .....•...•.•.. .•••.•..•..••. 61,675 47 
·············· .............. ! .............. ········ ··· ·· · 
----··········1····-·· ·· ····· .............. ·············· 
l alaries of city superintendents are incluueu. 
?n. Items not all reported. 
u759, 3S7 




n Includes amount paid for interest or to cancel debt. 
o Incluucs the United States ueposit fund as reported in ISiS, amounting to $4,014,521. 
p Exclusive of large quantities of swamp lands, the value of which is not reported. 
q So reported, though the it ms given amount to but $321, S04. 
r Includes expenditure for evenina; s ·boola. 
4S 
a From report ot the ecretary; tb sum of items given is $S53,4GO. 
t Includ s expenditure for apparatu8. 
uincluues other tribal funds, the interest of wbich is u d for the support of schools; the income 
tbu derived is au_gment d from other sources when nee a ary. 
v Cbicka aw national fund, part of the interest of which is used for school purposes. 
10 Creek orphans' fund. 
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13 I 14 
I I I J ----~--~---~--- ~----~---1--- , ____ , ___ , __ , __ 
1 Mob ill:', ..lb............. E. R Dickson 
:! Montgomery, ..llu."" . . . . . . L . ..i. Shn.ver 
;; Lit Ulll{ook, ..lrk"....... J. M. Fish ..... . 
4 Lo:i ~u~clc><, Cul. ....... Mrs. C. B. Jones. 
5 Oakland, CaL........... 11. J. Todd ..... . 
ti Sacrmucnto,CaL . ....... F.L.Laucles ........................... . 
7 S:ln l~x-:-.ucisco, Cal . . . . . . John ,V. Taylor ..•• ... 
8 Stocldon, Cul . . . . . . . . . . George S. Ladd 
0 Dcn'\"er, Colo. (k of cit v) Aaron Govo ..................... . ..... . 
1ll lltitlgopott, Uouu . .. .. . . II. M. Harrington ...... .. ...... .. ...... . 
11 Crrt:eu wiclt, Conn . . . . . . . Dr. J. H. Brush, chairman school boanl. . 
l:.l IIntlfonl, Conn......... . ,J uhn llenry B10cklesby, acting Yisilor .. 
1:1 M\'rillon. Cmm'.... . .. .. Rev. J. T. Pettee, noting visito1· . ....... . 
1 I Now Britain, <.:oun ...... Charles Northend, acting visitor ....... . 
Ncwllaveu,Conn ...... ArielParisll ..... . .................... . 
Now Lonllon, Conn . .... Halpll Wheelet·, acting visitor ......... . 
Norwalk, ('oun ........ . Dr. :U. B. Pardee ...................... .. 
:Norwich, Conn b . . . • • • . . N. L. Bishop, principal 
Slam ford, Couu ~ . . . . . . . N. R Hart, secretary ................... . 
Waterbury, Conn* ...... J. "\V. Webster ......................... . 
Wilmin~ton,Del. ....... David W.lladan ........... . 
,Tnckson\"illc, Flt~........ Albert J. Rnssell ........ . 
Roy \\'est, 1•'1:\c ..... .... • T.V. Harris ............................ . 
~\tlanta,Ga .... .......... "\V.F.Slatou .......................... .. 
.A.ugustn, Gn. ............ 'Villiam H. Fleming 
Columbus, Ga........... George M. Dews 
Macon, Ga . . . . . . • . . . . . . . B. M. Zettler 
H11' auunh, Gn• a . . . . . . . . W. H. Baker 
Ht·llovilh:z 111 ...... ... Henry Rnnll ...... 
.<.:hlcu::o, 111 ............ -I DmlllC\ Doty 





























































t~i :::::::: :::::::: ····s:oo4-l:::::::: 1::::::::1 .... :: ~~~.1::::::: .. ...... 
6-21 0 1, 846 6, 146 
172 
0 77 
5-17 ........ ....... . 2, !}81 ~--------~--------
5-17 ........ ........ 7,950 ............... . 
5-17 ........ .... .... 4,943 ............... . 
6-17 ...... -. 3,199 58, 110 2, 024 
266 5-17 1, 100 l!66 2, 550 
ti~ :::::::: :::::::: ~: ~~g 1: :: ·.::::I:::~:::. 
4- 16 ...... .. ........ 1,934 42 
4-lG .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . 9, 525 , ...... . . , . ..... · . 
4-lG ........ ........ 3,823 27 
4-16 ...... .. ... .... . 3,118 
4-1G 2, 468 . • .. • .. . 13, 470 1, 134 293 
4-16 ........ ........ 2,037 ............... . 
4-Hi ..... ... ........ 3,141 ...... ... ..... .. 
4-16 257 .. .. .. .. 1, 507 243 23 
4-16 ........ ........ 2,472 .............. .. 
4-16 ...... .. ........ 3, 799 ........ 42 
6-21 0 ..... .. .. ....... ................ .. 
6-21 .... -... . . . • . . . . 1, 011 . --. . . . . .•... -. 
6-21 .. • • •. . . ) I 138 3, 415 100 100 
G-18 ........ ........ 10,360 ............... . 
6-18 ...... --~---- .. .. 5, 628 ............... . 
6-18 .... .. .. 358 2, 863 .. .. .. . . 65 
ti~ :::·:::: :::::::: 1~:~~~ :::::::: :::::::: 
:t~i .. -... 0 l 40, 000. e13~: ~~~ ~ 1, 45I 












































































































































32 DtlCil.tur, Til . ... . . . ..... . 
33 Fleeport,lll ........... . 
34 Galesburg, Ill<· . ....•.... 
35 ,Jacksonvillt>, Ill ....... . 
E . .A.. Gastman, clerk .......... ......... . 
~ha'U~!~~h~:a:::::~:::::::::::::::: 
D. H. Harris ........................... . 
36 Joliet, Ill. ..•........ . . . 
:17 Ottawa, Ill 
38 Peoria, Ill . .....•...... . 
39 Quinoy,lll. ........... . 
40 nock Island, Til ..... . .. . 
Jos. F. Perry, county superintendent . .. . 
D. R A. Thorp, acting ............... . .. . 
N. C. Dougherty ....... . 
'1'. W. Marfall ......... . . 
J. B. Evex·ett ... ...... ... ............ . .. . 
41 Springfiel<l, ill . ... . .... . 
42 Evansville, Ind .. .... . 
Andrew M. Brooks ..................... . 
John M. Bloss 
43 l!'ort ·warne, Ind ....... . 
U Imlianapolis,lnd . . ..... . 
43 J c.ffersonville, Indg ... . 
46 La. Porte,lnd ...... . ... . 
47 Logansport, Ind .... . .. . 
48 Madison, Ind . . ..••. ... . 
49 Richmond, Ind~ . ...... . 
50 South Bend, Ind .. . ... . 
51 Terre Haute, Ind . .... . 
52 Vincennes, Ind ..... .. . 
53 Burlington, Iowa. ....... . 
:1-1 Cotmcil Bluffs, Iowa ... . 
55 Davenport, Iowa . ...... . 
56 Des Moines, west side,Ia 
57 Dubuque, Iowa ........ . 
58 Keokuk, Iowa ......... . 
59 Ottumwa, Iowa ........ . 
60 Lawrence, Kans ....... . 
61 Leavenworth, Kans ... . 
62 Topeka, Kans ........ . . 
63 Covington, Ky ......... . 
64 Lexington, Ky . . ....... . 
65 Louisville, Ky .... . .... . 
66 Newport, Ky ...•...... . 
67 Owensboro', Ky .... . ... . 
68 New Orleans, La .... . .. . 
69 Augusta, Me"' ... .... . .. . 
70 Bangor, Ml' . ........... . 
71 Biddeford, Mo* ......... . 
72 Lewiston, Me . ...... ... . 
73 Portlancl, Ml' .. .. ...... . 
74 Baltimore, M(l ......... . 
75 Cumberland, Mdk ... .•. . 
.r olm S. Irwin .......... . 
H. S. Tarbell ........................... . 
i~i~~B~s~&~-~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~ -~~~~-~-:::: 
JohnK. Walts ......................... . 
~~~sc:D~fsh~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
William H. Wiley ..................... .. 
R. A. Townsencl .......... . 
R. G. Saunderson .......... .. 
.A. E. Clarendon ........................ . 
J. B. Young ........................... .. 
76 Frederick, Mel ......... . 
77 Boston, Mass ....... . ... 1 Samuel Eliot, LL.D 
~From Report Qf the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
n.Average duration of school in days. 
b 'I he report here ~ven, exclnsive of that ofTJOpulation, is for the ~en­
tral school {1iStl-1Ctonly, which compris~s abouioue-halfofthe c1ty. 
c Including Monroe Couitty. 
7,176 *10,000 6-21 ........ ----~--- 3,456 ........ ........ 1,786 , ........ , ............ . 
8, 000 9, 000 5-21 .....•...... - .... .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 750 
12, 400 14, 000 6-21 .. . .. . .. 1, 531 4, 354 .. . .. • .. .. . .. . .. 2, 301 
9, 203 12, 000 6-21 .. • .. . .. 1, 360 3, 700 . . • .. . .. 218 1, 808 
10, 000 14, 000 6-21 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 3, 499 . -- ...... -.... .. 1, 852 
200 
600 
619 7,736 8,000 6-21 ................ 3,168 ................ 1,737 
22, 849 3!:i, 000 6-21 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 8, !l47 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 4, ll8 1; 660 
24,000 30,000 6-21 .. .. .. ... 2, 547 8, !l1il .... .. .. 70 3, 770 1, 800 
7, 992 12, 500 6-21 ... - .... .. . .. . .. 3, 425 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 2, 100 400 
17,364 25, 000 6-21 ........ .. . ..... .......... ........ ........ 2,776 ................... .. 

















17, 718 28,460 6-21 .... .. .. 4, 245 12, 649 -....... 138 3, 340 2, 800 195 
48, 244 80, 000 6-21 0 6, G5U 26, 039 0 292 11, 796 1, 597 200 195 194 7, 254 ''10, 000 6-21 . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. 2, 91~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 551 .. .. .. .. 190 
6, 581 .......... 6-21 ..... ... ..... ... .......... ........ ...... .. 1,147 .............. ...... . 
8, 950 15, 000 6-21 .... - .. . 970 4, 061 ....... - .. .. .. .. 1, 767 800 
10,709 10,000 6-21 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 5, 400 .... ... . .. .... .. 1, 745 1, 000 200 196 
!!,445 14-,000 6-21 ................ 4,236 0 175 2,142 
12,000 12,000 6-21 .. . .. .. .. ... . .. 3, 215 0 103 1, 717 
16, 103 25, 000 6-21 0 . • . . . . . . 8, 372 0 . • . . . . . . 4, 035 
5, 470 8, 646 6-21 .... . .. . .... . .. . 2, 326 .... .. .. .. . .. .. 1,187 
21, 000 2~. 000 5-21 1, ] 25 930 6, 350 578 102 3, 330 
11, 000 15, 000 5-21 .. . .. . .. .. . .. • .. 3, 600 300 325 1, 745 
20, 038 25, 000 5-21 . .. .. • .. .. .. . . .. 9, 097 407 189 4, 558 
12, 035 15, 000 5-21 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 3, 664 .. . .. .. . .. - .. . .. 2, 490 
18, 43-! 30, 000 5-21 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 10, 014 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 3, 831 
12, 769 15, 000 5-21 .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. 4, 606 .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. 2, 469 
6, 300 9, 100 5-21 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 600 75 50 1, 500 
8, 320 7, 912 5-31 209 755 2, 824 29 43 1, 618 
17,870 20,000 5-21 ...... .. ..... . .. 6, 335 ...... .. ...... .. 3, 060 
5, 800 12, 500 5-21 .............. -. 2, 816 . .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 035 
24, 500 30, 000 6-20 . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 10, 094 .. -... .. 172 3, 517 
14, 801 16, 000 h6-20 .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5, 299 ...... -. .. .. . .. . 1, 700 
100, 753 135, 000 6-20 ....... - .. • . .. .. 43, 712 ..... -.. .. .. .. .. 19, 484 
15, 085 24, 000 6-20 0 .. .. .. .. 6, 807 0 45 2, 544 




























' ~~~ I ii95 ·- · · iisa 
216 211 
200 200 
191,418 203,439 6-21 .. . .. .. . .. . .. • .. *68, 918 ... .. ... 336 20,209 
7,808 10,000 4- 21 ... .. .. ........ 2,288 ........ ..... ... 1,217 ................ .. 
18, 289 18, 500 4-21 .. - .......... -.. 5, 362 174 ] 26 2, 995 300 155 152 
100 1210 186 
12, 000 207 204 
10, 258 10, 285 4-21 . - ... -.. . .. . .. .. 3, 662 .. -..... .. • .. • .. ] '779 .. • .. . .. 200 190 
13, 602 20, 000 4-21 667 1, 956 5, 974 449 216 3, 282 260 187. 5 (j) 
31,418 *36, 000 5-21 1 215 2, 470 9, 739 450 400 ll, 437 1, 330 200 200 
267, 354 3!J3, 796 6-21 .. .' . -.. .. .. .. .. 86, 961 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36, 505 14, 000 185 183 2~, 000 38, 000 6-21 ........... _ .. .. 8, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6, 883 .. . .. . .. 135 .... .. 
8, 526 8, 486 6-20 ...................................... - . - . 1, 234 300 154 154 
292, 499 l341, 919 5-15 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 64, 766 ........ -....... 56, 667 6, 722 .......... .. 
d Including Chatham Countv. i In colored schools, 172 and 160. • 
e Estimate«. • j Rural schools, 167 days; primary _and ruter-jExclusive of evening schools. mediate, 180; grammar, 184; )ugh, 181. 
[) F,t·om report, of State superintendent for 1878. kTncludes Alleg~ny County. 
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~ 6 .,. 8 9 10 11 12 13 I 1.4. 
: ' I I , ____ , __ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , __ , __ 
'18 Drockton,llfnss ............................................................ . 
':!l Drookline, Mnss ......... D. H. Dnniels ...... ........ ...... .. .. ... 0, G51 
~0 C•tmbddg(', Mass ....... Francis Cogswell....................... 39,634 
l:ll 0hdscn, Moss .......... .. .. .. ............. .. . .. . .. ... .. ...... 18,547 
t!~ Chil•opcC', MARs . . .. . . . . . J. T. Clarke......................... . .. 9, 607 
~3 }t'al\ J{inn·, Mass• ....... William Connell,jr ............. ....... . !n,191 
ht Vih'hhnrg, Mass ........ Jost'ph G. Edgerly...................... Jl, 260 
~ ( nolll'l'i{tl'r, Mass........ L. ll . .M:U'V(\1............................ 15, 38!! 
~~ u~:~,l:~t:.~\~~~~~~~ ~ ~:::: -1~. -i.: li.i~i1;;1;,1 ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::: · ~~: g~~ 
l'S L:n\ t'l'lll'l\ ll.tnss . . . . . . . . ,) ollu L . Bre\1 stt\r....................... :!4, 916 
~~ t~~~:~~~k~~~-~~: .·.·.·.·.· .. : ::: ~;~lll~-~~U~l~~-~-~ 1.1. ·.· ~::::::::::::: :: ~:::::: ~~: gg~ 
!It ~lnhlt•u, hlnas....... .. \\'. ll. Lamlwl't.......................... 7, 370 
u~ Mtu•blchontl, Mll::!S...... \\'illiam Gilley, Stll'l'et:u·y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 70:l 















Milflltil, Mu>~s ........ .. 
Nl•W Botlfllr<l, :I\ln!l>~ ... . 
N ''" hnr~ Jlm·t. M:l>~>~ .•. 
~~'"lou, .hh1a:~· ....... . 
)..urth:nuphm, 1'\111>~::! .. . 
l'it l>~lh•l.t, ~Lt>~~ ....... .. 
~niul'y,M:ti{>~ ... • ...... 
Xnlt>m,1'\la:~>~ ........... . 
~OilH'I'\ illl•,lhl>i>l • •••.•• 
~priugt\,•l!l, Mn>~>t ...... 
·r,llluton,Mni{i{ .......•. 
\\'nlthnm, .Mn~· ....... 
\~ ~~~~~~lt t.~;:~~ _._-_-_-:: : 
\\'. D.Btmlett~ cl1'rm'u sehoul eommittee 
.1 ol.m \\'. Simonds ...... ..... ........... . 
llenry 1•'. llarri.ugtou ................... . 
N. N. "-'itbingtou, l:ltlt:t'elnry l:lt'hllol com 
R lluut, LL.D ........................ .. 
tl,•orge B. Dr11r~ ..... . 
'\V.B. Uit'o ................ . 
l:::\\ hester Bro\1 .1.1 ••••••••••• 
J~~~~-ll~-.ii~~\-i~- ... -......... -........ . 
.A. P. Stone ............................. . 
"\\'. '\Y. Watotmau .................... .. 
u • .mtuu ~milb,l'lulirruan .............. .. 
.h:. ii.'n'a·,~l:l·::::::::: ~: _-:. :::: ~:::::::::: 
8, 475 
9, 890 
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\\oreeilhw, Mnsd .... ... A..P.Mnrhle ...••....••.••••.•... . .•.•. . , 41 , 105 I 55,000 5-15 1,400 ........ , 9,827 1,100 400 10,~40 1,200 200 194 
Aun \thor, Mich.... ... Wttltt"r ~- l'ol'l',Y.... .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 7, 363 7, 500 5-20 10:> 603 2, 483 1l5 407 1, 845 300 200 1!J8 
lla> City, Mich .. .. .. . . . I. W. Morloy .................. -.. ---... . 7, 064 20, 000 5-20 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 4, 211 612 HiO 2, 814 540 200 104 
Dlltroit)ilioh .......... . J. M. B. Sill .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. 79, 601 116, 000 5-20 .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 37, 084 . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. 14, 837 6, 894 200 1!>4 
East Snginaw, Mich ..... J. C. Jones............................. . 17,024 22,000 5-20 501 1, 029 5, 327 0 135 3, 018 350 200 196 
Flint, Mich....... .... . T. W. Crisst"y....... ... ................. 5, 386 8, 417 5-20 . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . 2, 441 ... -...... -..... 1, 823 250 200 196 
Grand Rapids, Mieh . .. ~- J. Daniels. ........... ............ . .. 16, 507 33, 000 5-20 .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 9, 559 255 379 5, 109 l , 000 200 196 
Mnnistt•u, .Mich ..... . D . :Bemiss...... ..... ....... ....... ...... 3, 343 8, 000 5-20 164 165 1, 616 90 32 961 300 200 198 
Muskt>«uu. Mil'lt. ....... l'. L. Housemuu...... ...... . ....... .... . 6, 002 9, 596 5-~0 ..... . .. . .. .. ... :!, 629 ...... .. ..... .. . 1, 639 300 200 197 
:::kt~ina~-• .hlid1 _.. ... . .. . Cynts .B. Tbumus .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 10, 000 12,000 5-20 250 515 2, ll45 o 54 1, 6G7 525 200 196.5 
Snint Paul, M i111t. .... _.. B. F. \Vrig~t............................ 22, 300 51, 030 6-:Jl . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . ..• . . .. . . 510 314 4, 003 :!, 000 200 195 
NatcheJ., hliHs t1 . . • • • • • . James S . .lllOntgoruery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,408 19, 000 5-21 443 1, 621 8, 107 327 601 !!, 730 240 251 120 
Yid.sllur~. Miss .. .... .. RD. llowe..... .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .... . .. .. . 12, -!43 12,000 5-21 ............. .'.. il, 000 . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . 1,196 .................. .. 
llunnillal, M.o..... .... .. W. H. Ide, secretat-y ... . .. .. .. ........ . . 10,125 13,000 6-20 0 720 3, 304 . .. . . . . . 65 1, !J67 325 180 176 
1 :!:.! Kansas Cit>, Mo .. . . .. . ,J. M. Greenwood............ ............ 32, 000 55, 000 6-20 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . 11, 325 . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 5, 259 .. . . .. .. 200 195 
l:.!:J :--iaint JoHeph. Mo ....... .Edwal'll :S. Neel) .• .. .. . .. .. .. ...... . .. . 19, 565 30,000 6-20 0 2, 489 7, 658 0 162 :J, 691 800 200 198 
1:!-! Saint Louis, :llo...... .. E. H . Long...... ........ .. . .. ..... ...... 310,864 333, 000 6-20 .... .... 24, 075 101,825 1, 847 2, 940 55, 122 19, 000 200 197 
1:.!5 Sedalia, Mo . .. .. .. . . .. .. D. r.. Cully.... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 3, 500 10, 000 6-20 . . . .. .. 326 2, 877 .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 240 180 179 
1::!6 Springfield, Mo .. .. .. . J . Fairbanks .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5, 555 8, 500 6-20 0 350 2, 222 0 148 1, 458 200 160 160 
127 Nebrasl;:aCit),Nebr .... B.M.Munger ........................... 6,050 8,000 5-21 125 400 1,850 111 30 757 200 180 175 
128 Omaha, N1•br· ... .. _.. .. S.D. Deals ...... .................... _... 16, 083 27, 000 5-21 732 1, 768 6, 468 217 147 3, 025 446 202 199 
129 Concord, N'. ll* ......... Elisha Adams, member board education. 12, 241 13, 000 5-15 .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. .. ... .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. 2, 375 ................... . 
130 Do...-er,N.ll ..... ........ Rev.G.B.Spalding, president .......... 10,360 11,500 4-21 450 750 3,000 216 57 1,G15 50 180 178 
131 Manchester, N rr~ ...... William E. Buck ............... -.-...... 23, 536 28 000 5-15 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 3, 065 408 666 3, 886 1, 625 195 186 
132 Nashua, N. H . . . _.... S . .Arthur Bent . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. 10, 543 12: 500 5- .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. *2, 072 175 141 2, 244 50 180 .... 
1~3 Portsmouth,N ll ...... John Pender, secretary.......... ...... 9,200 10,000 5- 205 160 2,105 174 72 1,905 100 200 200 
134 Camden, N. J . . . .. .. . .. lleury L. Bonsall . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. 20, 045 e40, 000 5-18 .... .... -.- .. . -. 11, 134 -- .. ---. .. .. . . .. 7, 668 1, 513 .......... .. 
135 Elizabeth,N. J .......... JohnC.Rankiu,jr.,acting .............. 24,500 30,000 5-18 898 1,042 7,180 !405 f230 j3,135 2,000 210 203 
136 J~u1ey City, N. J*.... ... William L. Dickinson ................ ___ 82, 546 120, 000 5-18 3, 094 6, 180 40,204 2, 000 850 21, 183 10, 000 206 206 
137 Newark, N.J ........... William N. :Barringer .......... ........ 105,000 137,000 5-18 .. ... . .. ... .. . .. 41, 9:.!5 ..... .. ... .. . .. 19,478 6, 596 210 205 
138 New Brunswick, N . J... Henry :S. Pierce...... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 15, 059 HJ, 000 5-18 .. .. . . .. 936 6, 089 230 192 2, 676 1, 200 210 206 
130 Or::mge, N. J .. . .. .. .. . .. U. W. Cutts ....................... _.... 9, 343 14, 000 5-18 .... _... .. .. .. .. 3, 792 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 574 900 200 197 
140 Patel·son, N. J .. _....... William J. Rogers .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. 33, 579 42, 000 5-18 ...... _. . . .. .. .. 13, 90o .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. 9, 095 1, 500 205 204 
141 Trenton, N. ,J .. • .. • .. .. . J. R. Encke .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. 22, 874 28,000 5-18 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 9, 221 -- ....... - ...... 3, 629 2, 500 210 207 
142 .Albany, N. Y " .......... Charles W . Cole........................ 69, 42?. 86,541 5-21 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 37,000 . - .... -. .. . .. .. . 14,024 4, 0-18 .......... .. 
143 .Auburn, N. Y _. _ .. _... B . :S. Snow ............. _.... .......... .. 17,225 20,200 5-21 729 1, 165 5, 469 35 225 2, 864 1, 200 200 193 
1-14 :Sinl!bnmton, N. Y • . ... _ M. L. Hawley ...... ....... _...... ....... 12,736 17, 624 5-21 :l27 785 4, 246 309 229 3, 079 553 210 205 
~45 :Brooklyn, N.Y ......... Thomas W. Field ......... _............. 3!l6, 099 *482, 493 5-21 ............. ... *164, 250 ........ -.... ... 94,573 *20, 000 ...... 206 
i46 Bu.ffulo,N.Y• ......... . ............................ .... ........... 117,714 134,557 i-21 ..... ... ........ 52,000 ..... ... ........ 23,905 9,077 ........... . 
147 Cohoes, N. Y* . __ . .. . .. .. Oliver P. Steves .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . J 5, 357 22, 500 5-21 .. . .. . .. .. .. _... 9, 556 200 25 3, 589 250 205 205 
148 Ebnira,N.Y ............ M . M.Merrell . . ............... ... ...... 15,863 23,500 5-21 394 1,294 6,033 75 210 4,146 ........ 196 195 
149 Hudson,N. Y* .......... .. . . ................ .... .......... ....... 8,615 8,784 5-21 ........ .. ...... 3,500 ........ ........ 1,2!J9 700 ........... . 
150 Ithaca, N. Y .. . .. .. .. . .. L. C. Foster . ... ,.... ....... ............. 10, 100 10, 500 5-21 199 867 2, 591 181 207 1, 831 60 193 192 
151 Kin~ston,N.Y. (~of city) Charles M. Ryon, secretary............. 6, 315 7, 500 5-21 217 836 2, 892 157 94 1, 830 200 210 204 
152 Loc port, N. Y .. .. . .. . .Arthur A. Skinner...................... 12, G<J4 13, 000 5-21 ........ . _...... 4, 185 176 373 2, 626 550 198 198 
153 Lon~ Island City, N.Y.. Alanson Palmer .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 12, 203 17, 500 4-21 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 5, 533 .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . 3, 644 205 217 206 
154 New lll'~, N.Y ...... _. R. V. K. Montfort .. _ ............ _....... 17, 322 17, 500 5-21 ........ _....... 5, 874 108 102 2, 431 585 201 201 
1::5 Nt~w Yor -, N. Y ........ John Jasper ............................ 1, 045,223 1, 242,000 5-21 .... _ .. _ .. .. .. .. 375,000 .. . . .... .. . .. . .. 212, 870 g45, 000 207 207 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. cin high schools 200 and 195. jNumber enrolled between the a,ges of 5 and 18. 
a State census of 1875. d Including Adams County. gIn private schools only. 
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2 3 4 li ti ,. 8 9 10 11 12 13 I 14 I I , ____ , __ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , __ , __ 
O"tll·nsbnr~,N. Y .....•. N. W.Howard -··--··--······--·------·-O~wl•ro, N . .x . • • • • • • Virgil C. Douglas:i 
Pougukccpt~ict.~·Ya .... -·---- .... ----·· -·-· 
RouhtsttJr. N. x ......... .A.. L.Mabbett . --·- ---- ----
'Rome, N.Y .~----- ...... o. c. Harrinron ------ .... ·----- ---· ... . 
~%'~~f~~~K~:~~N_:_:: ~t!!f~8Ho~e: ::::: ··-··-·····-- -- --· 
s_na~;uee, NY ...... ---· Edward Smith 
TtoJ, '\. Y ............ Da-vid Beattie ..... . 
Utica. N. Y . . . . . . . . . .Andrew .McMillan 
Wat<-rto\\u, X. Y ' ...... W. K . Wiekee ........... ......... ..... . 
Wilmingl~n. N. (' . ...... ·~·E. ~lliD,PSOD, clerk board of education. 
.kron, Oht? . ....... .• ~amuc1 Findley . ......••.. 
anton, Ohw ....... ..• .• T. H. J,ehman ..... . 
; bUiicotlw, Ohio ' ...... William Ri<'hardsou ......... ... ....... . 
;inciJmali, Ohin . .. . . . . Jolm B. Pea~;lee ...•.. 
)1~1"rlnu<l, Ohio ......... .Andrew J. Rick oft' .. 
;11luutbu~. Ohio ........ R. W. Ste>cnsou ........... . 
Dayton, Ohin• ...... ... John Hancock ......... . 
17:i I Fn•m1mt,Ohio ........•. W. W. Ross······---········---········ 
g~ rr~~~~i~~~~)t~~~;~~)-:::::: ::: ~~!f~ ~: ~~~~~::::····-· ______ ..... . 
17ti I ~lan!llil'lll, Ohio• . • • . . . . . .Tohn Simpson ... _ •. 
li() Nl'wnrk,Ohin . .......... J. C. Hartzler ..... . 
ll'll Pomt•roy,Ohitl ··········1 '1'. C. Flanegin .•••••.................... 
un l'ortAmouth, Ohio . ...•.. M. s. Campbell ...... -· ................ . 
11\".! ' ~amluRky, Ohio . . . . .. . . . Alston Ellts ........................... . 
111:1 S.)niul!llti~II,Ohlu ....... 
1 
,V_ ,J. Whito .......•.•................. 
lSI 
1 
sc, nheunlh· Ohlu ...... l\1. "R. Amlri'.IHib .................... .. 
1gr, 'l'ult·tlu,Ohio ..••...•• A . A.l\tcUuuuhl ........ . 






























33 000 s: u75 I 
12, 000 5-21 ... - . - . . . .. - .•.. 
22, 000 5-21 . -- .... ..•... -- . 
20, 022 5-21 .... - . - . . . -.. - .. 
89, 000 5-21 5, 370 6, 456 
• . . . . . . 5-21 190 983 
8, 2!i7 5-21 401 150 
12, 759 5-21 . . - . - .... - ..... . 
54, 807 5-21 1, 242 4, 614 
48, 531 5-21 ..... - . . . ..... - . 
as. ooo &-21 . ••. . . . . 1, 221 
9, 9!)2 5-21 .. - ....... - . - .. . 
17,604 6-21 ...... - ... - ... .. 
17,000 6--21 ...... .. 1,240 
13,000 6--21 . . . .. . . . l , 013 
15,000 6-21 ..... -. . 1, 153 
255, 000 6--21 . -...... 24, 583 
145, 545 6--21 0 10, 099 
51, 881 6--21 . . . .. . . 3, :?26 
35, 000 6--21 . . . . . . . . 2, 648 
8, 500 6--21 .......... - .... . 
15, 000 6--21 ll 1, 598 
8, 851 6--21 0 714 
10, 000 6-21 . . . . . . . . 8133 
11, 000 6-21 ....... - 1, 116 
8, 000 6--21 . . . . . . . . 477 
15, 000 6--21 0 1, 071 
15, 821 6--21 0 2, 208 
20, 760 G-21 . . . . . . .. 1 , 612 
10, 000 G-21 . . . . . . . 1 , 3G7 
•• o, 000 G-21 I l) I 3, HJ I 
Ul, 000 I 6-21 t · ..... • ... · -· • • · 
4, 096 ··--·-- · . •.. ·-· · 
R, 7:19 .••••. ... ....... 
6, 000 ······ .. ·····-·· 
31, 452 1, 427 313 
2, 995 146 131 
2, 456 226 150 
4, 450 -·-·· ...... . . - .. 
17,747 747 412 
19,000 . . •.... . ... - ... 
10, 727 0 1, 020 
2, 809 ··-· ···· ...... . . 
4, 921 · ····- .. ..... .. . 
4, 429 0 204 
3, 787 ....... . ----· . 
3,404 ....... . 52 
91, 693 . --.... . 907 
46,239 0 466 
14,178 ..... -- 379 
10, 798 . -... . . . 228 
2, 3(l8 0 89 
5,168 0 53 
2, 720 0 100 
2, 821 .... .. .. 84 
3, 715 .•• - - - . . 118 
1,956 ···--·- 31 
a, 485 o 120 
6,113 0 114 
5, 683 .• - . • • • 209 
4, 373 ...... - 153 
1-1, 8!l8 I o 373 
































648 200 197 
1, 322 196 195 
651 ····-· .•...• 
3, 500 200 195 
400 200 193 
130 210 201 
350 -· ·--· · · ·- --
1. 884 200 196 
1, 500 ·--·-· ·----· 
700 200 196 
100 ... - ....•. .• 
936 ...... 144 
450 200 195 
500 200 191 
350 190 187 
16, 889 225 205 
10, 535 1()6 196 
1, 889 200 194 
2, 100 200 196 
300 200 192 
2, 958 200 195 
250 190 1()0 
135 180 177 
280 180 180 
300 180 177 
200 200 199 
900 200 194. 5 
800 195 187 
400 200 197 




































187 Zanesvill~Ohio......... • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . 10, 011 *18, ooo 6-21 ................. 1, 769 5,497 ........ ··•····· 3,103 600 200 188 Portland. reg.......... T. H. Crawford . :....................... 8, 293 21, 000 4-20 ................... ................... 4, 302 ................. .. ............. 2, 363 480 200 200 189 .Allegheny, Pa • • . • • . • . . . Leonard H. Durling . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . • 53, 180 78, 400 6-21 ............. 
-------- 11,610 3, 500 1112 192 190 .Allentown, Pa • . • . . . . • . . G. H. Desh . ••• . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • ••• • • 13, 884 18, 000 6-21 ................ ............... . ................... 
······ --
................ 3, 319 500 180 180 191 .Altoona Pa. ............ D. S. Keith . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 10, 610 19, 000 6-21 ................ ............. *3, 604 .. ............. 53 2, 510 800 198 189 192 Carbondale, Pa . • . . • • • • . D. N. Lathrop .. . . . . . . . . • • . . . .. . • .. . . . .. 6, 393 9, 000 6-21 ........ .. ............ 3,000 0 210 1,435 200 200 190 193 Chester, Pa............. Chru:lea F. Foster....................... 9, 485 15, 100 6-21 .. .... ... ........ ....... .... 175 2, 698 250 200 194 194 Danville Pa .. .. . .. • • • .. .M. C. Horine, county superintendent ... 8, 740 ~a, 000 6-21 ............ . .......... .... ................ .. . ............. .. ............. 1, 555 ............... . ........ ........... 195 Easton, Pa ............. . W. W. Cottingham..................... 10, 987 .. 14, 000 6-21 ............. ................. ..................... .............. . ................ 2,348 
---- ----
............. ...... 196 Erie, Pa*............. . . . H. S. Jones . • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. . . .. . 19, 646 26, 000 6-21 .............. ........... ...... ...... ....... ........ .... 
--------
4,040 1,600 .......... . ........ 197 Harrisbur~Pa .. .. . .. . . L. 0. Foose . • • • • . .. .. • • • • • • • • • • .. . .. . .. . 23, 104 30, 728 6-21 ........ .... ......... ..... .................... . ............. 180 5,491 450 198 189 198 Lancaster, a* .. .. .. .. • . R K. Buehrle . • • .. • • • • • • • • . . .. .. .. . .. .. 20, 233 23, 000 6-21 
................ ......... .... 3,426 ............. .. ... ... .... ............ 199 New Castle, Pa . .. .. • . • . Martin Gantz. .. .. .. . .. • • • . • • . . • . .. . • • • . 6, 164 *9, 000 6-21 ........... ... .. ......... .. ................... 1, 305 35 . ............ .......... 200 Norristown, Pa ......... Joa. K. Gotwala .... .. . .. . ... ... . .. . . ... 10,759 15,000 6-21 ............... ............... ................ . 
--- -- -- -
173 2, 223 350 214 202 201 Philadelphia, Pa.... .... Henry W. Halliwell, secretary..... ..... 674, 022 ~765, 000 6- ................. ............ . ............. ...... ........ ... .. .... ...... .. 103,567 .. ............ 197 196 202 Pittsburgh, Pa....... . • • . Geor~ J. Luckey • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 121, 215 155, 000 6-21 26,937 12,000 . .. ........ ........... 203 Pottsville, Pa.* .. . . .. .. . . B. F. atterson........................ . 12, 384 14, 500 6-21 ................ ...... .. ........ ......... ...... .... .............. .. ........... 2, 765 125 . .......... 
------204 Reading, Pa....... . .... . D . B. Brunner....... .......... . ........ 33, 930 *45, 000 6-21 0 500 8,100 0 200 7, 000 800 215 195 205 Scranton, Pa.* . . .. . .. .. .. J os~h Roney . . .. . . .. .. .. . • • . • .. .. . . . . . 35, 000 45, 000 6-21 ............... 2, OLIO 16,000 .. ..... ...... 200 9, 000 800 220 210 77l 206 Shenandoah,Pa . .... .... G. • Bartch...... .... ........... ...... ...... .... 9,000 6-21 0 1,100 3, 350 0 60 1, 904 ................ 172 168 1-3 207 Titusville, Pa* . .. .. . . .. . H. C. Bosley......... ... ......... .... ... 8, 700 8, 500 6-21 ................. 1, 800 1, 500 300 200 196 ~ 208 Wilkes-Barre, Pa., third J. C. Geyer, principal of high school. . . 10, 174. 10, 174 6-21 .............. .. ................. 90 1, 790 400 200 193 ~ 1-4 district.* 
77l 209 Williamsport, Pa . •.•••. S. Transeau ........................ .... 16,030 21,000 6-21 .............. 340 4,126 . ............ 98 3, 323 640 168 165 1-3 210 York,Pa* ............... ~o!t~~~~lark~ .·::::::::::::::::::::: 11,003 14,000 6-21 0 200 2, 500 0 ........ 2, 300 .................. ............ 185 1-4 a 211 Newport, R. I. ... .. .... . 12,521 14, 028 5-15 383 ........... 2, 843 156 ............... 2, 081 670 200 198 ~ 212 Pawtucket, R.I. ........ Andrew Jencks ....................... . 6, 619 19,000 5-15 ................ 3, 299 ............ . ............... 3, 328 315 200 . ........ ~ 213 Providence, R . I ....... . Daniel Leach ..... .. .................... 68,904 103,500 5-15 ............... ... .. ....... 19,108 ............. .. ............ 14,211 214 Warwick, R.l* ......... F. Brown ............................... 10,453 11,700 5-15 .................. ................ 2, 045 50 200 196 1-3 215 Woonsocket, R. I . ...... f.·~e;::~y6r66ii::::: ::~::::::::: :::::: 11,527 16,010 5-15 ......... .... ............. 3, 279 ................. . ............ .. 2, 698 649 200 193 ~ 216 Charleston, S. C .. .•.... . 54,000 54,000 6-16 .................. ............... 12,727 .................... . ................ 6, 775 .. ........... 197 191 tl:! 217 Chattanooga, Tenn ... .. f. fJ;~i:~rts~~:: ::::: ~ ::::::::::::::: 6, 093 11,488 6-21 ............. 635 2, 807 .. ... ........... ................ 1,887 300 180 cl11. 5 ~ 218 Knoxville, Tenn ..•.. .. . 8,682 10,000 6-21 ......... . .......... 2,100 ................ 
···-···· 
1, 509 90 200 192 t;rj 219 Memphis, Tenn ......... W. H. Fouter ...................... -.- -. 50,000 45,000 6-21 ................. ............... 9,011 .......... . 
···--·--
4,105 1, 600 190 c124 77l 220 Nashville, Tenn .... .... S. Y. Caldwell .......... . ................ 25,876 28,000 6-18 ............... 2,441 9, 046 0 412 4,122 400 200 196 221 Houston, Tex . ...... .... E. H. Clopper .......... . ................ 20,000 30,000 8-14 ................ 2,968 ........ ... . ............ 1, 756 360 160 157 222 S:m Antonio, Tax .••.... W. C. Rote ............................ _ 12,000 22,500 ·6-18 ............... 210 2,130 0 116 1,424 1, 000 210 202 223 Burlington, Vt* . ....... . ~i!hati~~ c~~::::::::::::::::::::::: 14,387 15,000 5-20 .. ..... ...... ............. 224 .Alexandria, Va* .... .... 13,570 14,000 5-21 d359 d1, 160 d4, 447 34 38 1,183 800 197 197 225 ~chbu~, Va. ......... E. C. Glasa ................... .......... 12,020 16,000 5-21 317 1, 033 4, 093 20 12 1, 520 300 198 193 226 orfolk, a ....... ...... R. L. Paie ............................. 19,256 22,000 5-21 .............. 6,244 . ......... ............... . 1, 773 950 200 191 227 Peters bur&, Va. ......... Richard .Hardaway .................. 18,950 20,000 5-21 7,417 ............ .. .............. 1, 985 1, 000 174 172 228 Portsmou Va* ... ..... J. F. Crocker .• : ....................... . 10,492 11,000 5-21 348 868 3,399 50 11 982 ............. 200 200 229 Richmond, Va. ......... . ~:I: ii~lc'lt;~~::::::: :::::::::::::::: 51,038 80,000 5-21 2, 002 5, 864 20,754 260 475 5, 995 3, 550 211 206 230 Fond du L~ Wis ....... 12,675 13,000 4-20 ......... ....... ........... . 5, 900 . ............ .. ............... 2,484 450 200 200 231 Green Bay, is .•..• .••. J. H. Leonard .......................... 4, 665 7, 500 4-20 ........... 2, 17~ 1, 207 610 180 178 232 Janesville, Wis .•... : ••. R. W. Burton .......................... 11,000 10,000 4-20 .............. ............. 3, 610 102 271 1,695 250 180 178 233 La Crosse, Wis* ........ 
. Charles W. Roby ....................... 10,000 17,000 4-20 ............. . ................ 3, 968 ............. - .............. 2,199 700 200 193 234 Madison, Wis ....... . .. 
. S. Shaw ................................ 10,000 12,000 4-20 ......... . ............... *3, 951 ... ........ . ......... 1, 958 500 185 180 
*From Report of t.be Commissioner of Education for l87R. b Succeeded by H. N. Mertz, who furniehe9' the above report. c." a From report of State auper~tendept for 1878, c Schools were clo13ed fo:r several wee~a becat~se of the yellow fever. ........ 
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School population. Number enrolled in public schools. 
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"' ~ ~ ~ 
_. l·++++il2o 1~1~1--;;-1~12~ 12·1271 28 1 29 1 30 1 •• 1-;;-1 •• 1~1 .. 1 •• ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Mobilo,.Ala ...... -------------·-- · --- . ... ___________ ------ ------ -·--·- -------- ...............•••...••. .. .... ........... .......... . --·· ............•........... 
i! ftllif:.~.[~::~;iiiiii :.;: :.i: ::;:I iii:~~. ::::1: ::::·: ;!!"[ lii!!i!! ~ ~:~~11: iiiiii iiiiii i~!i!~ ::::r::~: iiiiiiii li;iii!l:,i: ::j1: :,i: ::·~: :,!: ::2l 
H ~E~~~~~;;~~~:~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::: :n :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
lj ~ewHaven,<.:onn ..•............. l::l 8 1 .... ---· 21 ····-- ...... 6,810 1,703 379 ...... 250 9,142 ...........•.•.. 3 142 a9 47 4 9 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b The report here given, exclusi\e of that of population, c In pri~ary, grammar, and high. 
a Includes special teachers. is for the central school district o:ply which comprises about dlncludmg Monroe County. 




















TABLE ii.-Sc7tOol statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovm·, for 1879, ~:f'c.-Continued. 
Number of school buildings for- Number of sittings for study in- Number of teachers in-
. . I C) rD • C) I I I . .a ai e ;§ .n '0 ~ 0 ~ Primary Grammar High 
.a ,g ci: g ~ ci: P ,v $ 'Cl ,g $ g ~$ P $ schools. . schools. schools. g ,g . 1il g .g g p.~ g ,g rD ~ g .g .-::! g p. <II 
.g ;l .a ?. .g ~ § .g .t·~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ § .g .t·~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ :3 41~ ~~ i:' ~ .g ~ ~ ;§ <I)~ ,g~ Q) Q) Q) 
'"' s «: = .= ~ ...... _ .... = <II s dl 1=1 ..... ~=~ -+"·.... <.> 1=1 ..... ,....,. I ...... 
OS S .<:l j:i p. ~~ m « S .<:l ,.., 1=1 p. ~.g rn <II q;; c:U q;; c:U .p "' 
.s ~ .~t· t' ~ :=l ·;::: :=l ·e ~ .;:,.o ;<;::: ~ :=l -~ :::::: c;; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~c;IIlo~ ~ ~ <1 ~ c; IIl o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
ity. 
I I I ------------------
1 ·-;-;1 6 -;:;JS 19 , 20 21 2!l 23 24 25 26 !U 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
~f l~~~~~~i()::Ji--!Hi!/ii:J;;:~:~: ;=;: ;:~ 1/ --t / !H Er: /7 !Yi :H /~ -4: YH ;::===: f..}!: :'r16;;r :t):;~ 
35 .luckRIIU\'llle, 111 .... .. ...... ..••. . 6 1 .... .... .. .. 7 7 14 1, 050 430 130 ...... .... .. 1, 610 800 2, 410 .... 22 1 8 1 3 
au Jolit't,lll ......................... .... ... .... ... 8 7 15 .. .................................................................... ................ .. 
:li Ottnw:~ , lll ............. .. - ....... 1 6 1 .. .... 8 3 11 ....... ........ ...... ...... ..... . 1,680 .......................................... .. 
~:~ 0~~~!:{,11\; · ::~--:::::::::::~::: :.- i! -~- 1 -~- ::: . ]~ :::::: :::::: ~-- ~~~ --~·-~~~ --~~~- --~~~- :::::: ~:~~~ --~:~~~- --~·-~~~- "i' '''4i' :::: '"''8' "2' '"3 
•Ill lhll'kht:mtl,lll ...... . . .. a :! 1 ... ---- j l.i ;, 11 1,1:.!0 ;,oo 1:.!0 ...... ...... 1,740 ........ ....... . ... 21 2 10 1 3 
:~ ~~~!,1\~i~:i~cl::::: :::::::::::::: .:: ::::. ·:· :::·1::: · "'i4'1_ :::: .::: ·1 ·: ::.:. : ... :::1:::~:: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
43 .l<'ort W"ayne,lnd -.-- .. ----.-- .. -. a 5 1 . -- - --. 9 10 19 2, 182 1, 342 258 16 . .. -.. 3, 798 2 850 6, 648 3 39 3 33 2 5 
H Indianapolis, lnd _ .. _............. (24) 1 .. .. . .. . 25 .. .. . . .. . .. (9, 776) 500 15 .. .. .. 10, 291 .. .' ....... _.. ... b8 b194 ..... _.... 6 5 
45 Jetrersouville,ludc .......... .... .... .... .... .... .... 5 ...... 1 ...... ...... .. . ...... .. .......... .................................. __________ ................ .. 
46 Lo.Porte,Ind .................. ... ........................ .. 
!~ toft~~E~l:d~-~ :: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~ 
49 IHchmond, Iud* .. --.............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
50 ~onth Bend, Ind ....................... ---.... .... ... . 7 
51 Terre llau tr, Ind .. --... .. . .. .. .. (10) 1 0 0 11 
62 ViDCt'DDN~, Iud---- .. ---- -- .... --- ----1 ...... -- .. .. . .. 4 
63 Dmlin~ou, Iowa................. (10) 1 1 .. .. 12 
M C'ouncilBlufi'.e, lown. .............. ----~---- .... .... ..... 10 
65 Dtwt•nport,luwllo ................. 1 8 1 1 1 12 
66 I>t:l'l Moine,., wret sidf.'l, Iowtl...... 2 2 1 ... .. _. 5 
Cl7 Uuutulu!', !own.......... ....... ... ............ .... .... 9 
-E ---: :::::r:-;;: :::;: [E :+ ··ur __ : __ ::m::. o: "}~ f -~~T f :} 
...... ...... (3,766) 275 0 0 4,041 ........ ........ 2 39 12 19 2 4 
............ -- -- ----1------ -- ............ ------ ---------- .......... ... ....... ---------------- .. .. 
......... -.. (3, 260) 320 144 . ---.. 3, 724 .... -- .. -- .. ---- b9 b50 - ... .. --.. 4 











































70 Banaor,Me ·---- · --------------- · 21 1 1 d13 .... 36 3 39 1,925 879 220 d600 . ••••. 3,624 350 3,974 .... ------ .... ·----- .... ·--· 
71 .Bidd'etord, Me* . -- . --. -- - -- . _--- _. . -... - - .. - ... --. ---. 21 . --.-- . --- -- . --. - -- .. - .. - --- ...... -.. -- . . ----. 2, 072 -- .. - -- .. -.-- - - . - - .. ______ . __ . . . . . . . . _ ... __ . 
72 Lewiston Me---------·-·····---· 12 1 1 el5 ·--· 21l .••.. . ·---- · ---··-·· ·--··--· ............ -----· ··-------- ·----·-· ···----· ·--· ...... ·--· ·-·--- .... ·--· 
73 Portland,'Me ...• . ---·-----------· 12 6 1 1 /1 21 5 26 3,880 1,647 473 ..... . f20 6,020 - -·-- --· -------· --·· 66 5 30 5 6 
74 Baltimore,Md ........ ---·---··--· ·--· ---· ·--· ..•. ... . 63 -----· ··---- ·--·· - -· ·--··--· -· - ··- ...... ------ --- ------- -------· -···· -·· ..... -----· ---· ·----- - --· ----i~ ~:C1~~f~~~~~-~---_-_-_-_-_:::::::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: ----4· ----2· ----6-:::::::::::.:::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ""2' ' ""ii" --3· ----2- :::: ·--i 
77 :Boston, Mass .. .... - . __ . _. _ .. __ . _. 100 49 9 . - ... - - . 158 . ---- - .. -- -- 22, 267 30, 350 3, 053 150 . --- -- 55, 820 _.. . __ .. _ .. - . - . _ _ _ _ 411 85 4H6 37 43 
78 Brockton, Mass------------··---· ... . .... ·--·---·... . 19 --·-- · , _____ ··-----· -------· ·----- ----·· ------ ·--------· ·----··- --·-·- · · .......... ---· ............•. 
i~ g~~~Il~~~;;~ ~: : :: ~: ~ ~: ::: : : : : : ~~: ~ : ~: : : ~ : : : : : : : : : ::: ~~: ::: : :: : :: : : : : ~ 4.: ~~~: : ~ ~·: ~~~: : ~ ~~~: : ~ ~ ~~: : :: : : : : ~ ~ : ~~ ~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: ~ ~ ~ : : ~: : ~ ~ ~~: : : ~ _ : : : ~ 
8:1 Chicopee, Mass·······---····-·· ·-- -· . ... . ... . ... ---· ~0 ...... ------ 820 560 160 ----·- ...... 1,540 526 2,066 · -- · 16 2 10 2 3 
83 l!~alll<iver,.Mass~ .-- · ·-· ····· --·· 25 6 1 0 0 32 3 35 6,108 1,:!32 350 0 0 7,690 800 8,490 1 102 4 19 5 2 
84 l!1tcbburg, MIISS ..• - ... - .• -...... 1 16 1 0 1 19 1 20 135 2, 753 190 0 175 3, 253 40 3, 293 0 20 3 22 4- 1 
85 Gloucester, Mass ..•.......... .... 11 7 1 1 .... 20 1 <l1 2,017 1,773 180 36. ...... 4,006 40 4,046 ____ 40 1 41 2 3 
~~ ~~~?~~~~M:~!:~:: ::::: :::: ::::::: -- ~ - ··2· .. i. :::: :::: ---i2- :::::: :::::: .. i,-246 . .... 839. ·-ii3. :::::: :::::: ·· ·-2;i9s· :::::::: :::::::: ··2· ···22· --i· ---i9. --2 · ---2 
8i! Lawn•nce, Mass .•................ 15 3 1 1 ---· 20 1 21 3,<!50 1,150 2uo ------ ·----· 4,600 700 5,300 .... 84 2 30 2 
89 Lowell, Massk--.-----. _ •. _______ . 30 8 1 . - .... -. 39 . --- ... ----. 3, 687 3, U!l4 371 . . . . . . 650 7, 802 . __ .. __ .. __ .. _.. o 70 h10 58 3 
90 i'(:'Illl,Mass ------·--------·--··-- <!3 7 1 .... ---· 31 ------ -----· 2,750 2,600 225 ... ... ...... 5,575 125 5,700 ____ 55 4 44 2 
7 
3 
~~ M:;~i~it~~M~~~:::::::::::::::: i ~ --~- :::: :::: ~~ :::::: :::::: --~·-~·~:. ----~~~- --~~~ :::::: :::::: ·---~·-~~~- :::::::::::::::: :::: ···io· ·-i· ---i4-
~ ~2o\~i}i~.~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: ·--~:- :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::~':~~~: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::::::: 
96 Newburyport,Mass ..•........... ________ .... ·--· · -- · --···· -·-·-· ··---· ----- --· ---·· --- ...... ------ ------ 2.241 -----·-· ---·---· .... ·----- ---- ...••..... --.-· 
97 Newton, Mass .. -····· ............ 6 10 1 .... ---· 17 ------ ·····- (3,3iG) 300 ...... --··-· 3,676 ··-·--·· ... ..... o 36 4 28 3 15 l~g ~:;:;~~:8~~~~:::~:~:::::::~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: __ ,_~:-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: ::~: :::~~: ::~: ::::~: ::~: :::~ 
101 Salem, Mass .. .... _ ..... _..... . . . . 10 5 1 .. _ . 1 17 . -- ... -.-. -- 2, 517 1, 441 224 __ .. _ _ 249 4 431 . . • . . . . . . _. __ ... 0 48 4 26 2 6 
102 Somerville, Mass .......... _ ... _. ___ ..... . _. _. . .. __ .. 18 .......... - · . __ .... . - .. - ..... __ .. _. _ ... _. _. _ _ 4' 580 . _ ........ __ .. .. (35) 5 46 3 3 
103 Springtl.eld, Mass................. 161 7 1 .. .. 1 25 8 33 2, 667 2, 285 422 _..... 235 5: 609 500 6, 109 .... , 55 7 37 3 6 }~~ ~~i~~~~~::s·:::::::::::::::::: -~~- --~- --~- d_t:_ - -~ - i~ ----~- - --~~ - :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::_; :::::::: :::::::: --~- ·--~~- --~- ---~~- __ :_ ... : 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c From report of State superintendent for 1878. fIn Portland School for the Deaf. 
aincln_lling Chatham County. dFor ungraded schools. glncludes Allegany County. ' . . 






























































































































Number of sittings for study in- Number of teachers in-
m , o g .$ B :.'::1 I Primary I Grammar I High 
..d .$ g 8,.,; "§ d5 schools. schools. schools . 
. ~ g ,.d 0 p..~ ~ ~ .g ;;; 'g,g .,-.~ 
~ e ~n :11 ~~ g a . . . ~ g -~ '[ ~:a ~~ . ~ I . ~ . ~ 
t o t> 4.> ..... -~ o - ell ~ 8 .2:l 8 .2:l 8 ~ 0 ~ . :;J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
lui ~~n· J•s J t9J2o j21 122 1 23 I 24 - ~ ~ -;;;-- 27 ~2s - - 29 I 30 31 32 133 34 3:> 36 











... _ .. 
1
_ .. _ .. 
J2C I 280 . - - .. .. . - - .. - -
vvv ! :!.60 I 275 ... .. _ 
- - . - - - - . - - . - -- - . - - - - 99 8 80 7 6 
-. --.- . - . - . ---- . - . - - 13 1 10 3 6 
. - - ... - - . - .. - . - . . - - - 20 1 13 . - - . -1 ~~l~tf~~,h~_:::u~m / } /:-: :-- ;! : __ :;~ ::,. :;.!f:i:'::;; i" ::::: :::: '~li! :::;;; •:·i· i :::aa :i : ii • ·:: 
GrandRn.pids, 'Mich........ ...... (15) 1 .... .•.. 16 ...... -----· (4,404) 300 ...... -··--- 4,704 ................ 2 46 4 28 4 5 
Mnnistnc, llich .... .............. 5 2 1 .... .... 8 ...... ...... 482 160 70 ...... ...... 712 288 1,000 .... 9 .... 2 1 2 
~fl~~:~~N~::~ ~::::::~:::: :::: --f .T ::~: :::: :::: 1! :::::: :::::: :~~~:~~~: ::::~~~: :~:~~: :::::: :::::: t!~~ :::::::: :::::::: --~- !~ ~ 2~ ~ ! 
Natcbez, :~Iis!:\·a............. ..... .... . ... ... .... .... 54 .............. . ..... .... .... --···- ..... ------ 2,871 . .......... ...... ......... .. ............... . 
~~c;:~~~~iu~i~~-::::::::: :::::::: --2- · 5· :::: :::: :::: ~ :::::: :::::: ..... <i:oso) ·--· :: :::: :::::: :::::: ·· ··i;63o· :::::::: :::::::· :::: ·--19· ··6 ··--a· ·--- ···· 
Knn!IOI!City, 1\[o ............... . .... .... .... ..• ... . 9 .••••• .••••. ........ ....... . ...... ..... . .... .. 4,600 . . ... .............. : ............... . 
~aintJollepll,lfll . ............... 1l 7 l .... .... Ul ...•.. --·-·· :!, 175 725 240 ...... ...... :.1,140 ................ 2 37 3 111 41 1 
Saint Louifl,lllo ....... ...•..... 76 .... <t 1 4.1 122 ............ 2!.l,98 l 7,830 1,380 200 5,320 44,711 ..... ........... 19 G44 72 166 14 18 
Seclnliu, lifo.... .. ...........•.. .... .. . . .... .... ..• fl ------ ...... .•...•• . ........ .... •. ...... .. .... 1,515 ...........•.•.................•••• 
~~!~;~}tf~~"~-~::~~:~:~~~; J :.~ : ~ ~: :~ J ;;:;~: :::'. _;.~i~ : ~~.: igg ::::. :::: _: i;iii ;;;~~: ;i:;;o :~~ :::~: :; :::;; J :> 
Dover,N.ll ...................... 6 4 1 blO .... 21 1 22 900 480 120 b300 200 2,000 100 2,100 .... 18 1 9 1 2 
Yf§~5.~:7.; ;::~~~~~:~ :::::~~ : ::~ _i~ ::~1 ;~ :: Ji :< :::'~: 1,7~ <~~ ::~: ~,so :~~~~ ::~~~ll& ::~:::: ~:~~~~: ~~ ·: ~: :: ---:~ -~ -- : 




































!fi ~Ef.;f;.~;~:~::::::::::::: :;: \IJ ::: : :! ::~: ~:: :::~; :: ;~ :::;;: :::::: ::::~ 1i~ffi ~::::~ :~~~::~ d'j~;;i~: ::t~~~:~: ::{~::~ 
140 Paterson, N.J .................. . . 3 (7) d1 d7 10 ---··- ...... 4,729 1,100 280 d192 d1,500 6,109 --·----· -------- 3 73 5 16 1 3 
b:) 141 Trenton, N . .J . _ .. _____ .. ___ ..... 10 2 1 _ _ _ _ 13 14 27 2, 024 268 272 . . . . . . 200 2, 564 ......... _ . . . __ . . • . . 45 2 10 1 8 ~ 142 .Albn.ny, N. Y* ...... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 ---- - ... :. . . . - - .. -- ...... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 332 . __ .. _ ~. __ ... __ .. __ ..•• _ .. _ . __ .• ____ •••.. __ _ 
trj143 Auburn, N. Y------------·------ 3 6 1 . .. . .... 10 3 13 1,953 90o 270 .••... ·-·--- 3,128 1,12o 4,253 .•.. 31 ---· 21 1 5 
t; 144 Binghamton, N. Y* _. _______ ..... 2 5 1 .. _. _ _ _ _ 8 3 11 1, 565 7;l9 185 .... -. -..... 2, 479 ........ _....... . . . 33 5 13 2 3 
i~g ~;w~s~_N.y?-::::::::::::~::::~~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ :::::: :::::: :.::::::· :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~~~::~- :::::::: ::: :::: : :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
147 Cohoes:N. Y*------------·------ 6 1 1 .•.. .... 8 2 10 1,795 225 80 ·----- ----- · 2,100 200 2,300 0 33 0 6 2 .•.. 
148 Elmira,N.Y ..... . ....... ... --- 2 5 1 .... 1 9 ------ · ----- 2,040 1,623 160 -----· 300 4,123 ·····--- . .. .. .• . .... 34 5 34 2 3 
i~~ I Rh~~~n:N::S .Y ~~::::::::::::: ::::: · -4- --i · · -i · :::. :::: ~ :::::: ::::: : ----so3 · · --658 · --2o7 · :::::: :::::: ---- i; 6iis · : :: : : : : : ::: : : : - : :: : ·- · i 5- : ::: --- i2- ·- i · -· · 4 
151 Kingston, N.Y. (f of city)_...... . ..... __ . . . . . . . . . • . . 5 3 8 861 449 361 ....... -.... }• 671 300 1, 971 o n 0 10 ~ 4 i~~ ~~~~P:f:~~-clty,"N::Y::::::::::. --~-~--~ --~- :::: :::: ~ :::::: :::::: :::::::. :::::::: ::::·: :::::: :::::: ---- ~·-~~~ - :::::::: :::::::: :::: ---~~- :::: ---~~- --~- ---~ 
154 Newburgb,N. Y --------------- 2 3 1 .... ___ 6 ------------ 1,998 560 200 ------ 200 ~,9o8 ·------- -------· .... 36 3 9 2 3 
i~~ ~:re:a~~t=l-:Y:::::::::::::::· Y2:~-- :::: :::: :::: lib :::::: :::::: -~~~-~~~- -~·-~~~- :::::: ~~~~~- :::::: 14tg~~ :::::::: ::: ::::: :::: :::::: ::: :1::: ::: :::: :::: 
157 Oswerro,N.Y.---------------··-- 7 6 1 ---· 1 15 ------ ------ 900 2,300 600 ------ 100 3,900 ---··--· .....••. .... 2\i 2 34 1 3 
158 Poughkeepsie,N. Ye .......... ... __ .. . . .... .... .... 7 ------------ ............... -----· ·----- .• .... ··-------· -------· ---··--· ---· ------ ---· ------ ---· ___ _ 
159 Rochester, N. Y------------------ 13 13 1 .... ---· 27 ------ ------ 5,307 4,176 400 ...... ·----- 9,883 ---·---· ---·---· .... 145 11 G5 5 4 
160 l~ome, N.Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 1 . . . . . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . . . • . . 690 352 290 . . • . . . . ___ . . 1, 332 . __ ...•.. _ •.. _. . . _ _ _ 13 . __ . 8 J 6 
161 Saratoga. ~rin:J.~ N.Y ..... -----. 8 3 1 . . . . . . • . 12 ----.- . . . . . . 1, 107 360 160 .. __ ., . __ ... 1, 627 . __ .. ___ . __ .. __ ... _. 20 3 3 2 2 
}~ ti~;~~J~¥~~~::~:::~~~~~::~:::: :~~: : :~ : ::~: ::~: :~~: ·--~~- ::::~: :::~~: ::~.:~~~ : ::~.:~~~: ::~~~: :::::: :::::: ::::~:~~~: ::::~~~: ~:~.:~~~: :::: ::~~~: ::~: :::~~: ::~- :::~ 
165 Utica.,N.Y-----------------·----- (16) 2 0 --·· 18 5 23 2,Hl0 1,530 894 0 ...•.. 4,614 600 5,214 ..•. 38 ____ 33 7 19 H! F~;l~5~i~~~~~:::::~~:::::::: :i&: ::i: :::: ::&: ::&: ---i~- ::::~: :::i~: ::i.:~~~- :::.i~~: ::~~~: ::::~: ::::~: ::::~;~~~: ::::~~&: ::~.:~6~: :::: :::~~: :::: :::i~: :::: :::~ 
169 Canton, Ohio . ........ ....... .... ......... ---- ---- ---- 6 3 9 1,397 367 96 b146 -----· 2,006 ---··-·· .••..... .•.. 23 4 5 ---· 3 
170 Chillicothe, Ohio*- .... - --- ---... --- .. ... -- - . -- . . ---- 5 ------ -.- - - . 1, 000 900 125 . • . . . . . . _... 2, 026 _ .........•... _ . ___ . 19 1 18 1 4 
171 Cincinnati, Oh:_io ..... ---------.--- 42 4 2 ---- ---- 48 25 73 27, 54() 4, G40 1, 155 158 3, 500 37, 002 17, 000 54, 002 68 466 30 42 14 14 
172 Cleveland,Ohio .................. 20 17 2 1 .••. 40 -·-·-···-··· 13,677 5,384 944 57 ...... 20,062 .............•.. 0 226 8 122 15 10 
173 Columbus, Ohio ................. 10 14 1 ---- .... 25 ------ ...... 4,262 2,303 472 ...... ______ 7,037 ........ -------- 1 69 7 41 6 8 
174 Dayton, Ohio*................... (11) 1 ---- .... 12 ------ ------ (5,315) ' 300 12 ...... 5,627 ........ .. ...•. 5 69 10 27 5 3 
gg :=il~~?&?o::::::::::::::::::: --~- --~- --~- ::~: :::: g ! 1~ 1.~6g !~g ~~~ :::::: :::::: ~:g~~ ····95o· ··2:soii- :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
177 lronton,Ollio .............. ....... 7 3 ---- .... .•.. 10 2 12 1,370 100 70 ...... ...... 1,540 200 1,740 3 21 2 2 1 1 
178 Mansfield,Ohio*---·-····-····--·- ........ ---· .... ... . 6 ------ ------ 1,280 512 170 ______ ...... 1,962 .•....•......... 1 20 .•.. 8 .•.. 3 
179 Newark, Ohi?-··-··-··-····-···· · ... ..... ... ... .. ---- 6 2 8 1,400 420 130 ______ 40 ::.,990 250 2,240 f4
1 
23 .... 11 .... 2 
180 Pomeroy, Ohio .......... . . ...•...... .... ...... . ----1 7 4 11 820 320 60 1200 200 1400 3 13 5 2 2 ··-· 
181 Portsmouth,Ohio ................ 2 4 1 o OJ 7 3110 1,300 525 · 145 ~ ---·o··-··o- 2'020 215 2'235 1 25 o 11 2 1 i~~ ~=:t~d?8h~~---_-_::~::::::::::·. ~I ; i g g 1 1g ·---~- ·-- ~~ .!.-~·-~~~- ----~~~- - -~~~- .... ~. ----~- ~:~~~ ____ :~~- --~:-~~~- ~ ~~ ~ ~~ g f 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
aincludi.rig Adams County. c For training or model schooL 



















TADLE II.-Sclloolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 ·inhabitants and over, for 1879, g·c.-Continued. 
Number of school buildings for- Number of sittings for stndy in-
~· «) ~ ~ ~ ~ w 2 ~ 
.n ,::; o .n -o ~ .g<l) ~ ~ ,g ~ 8 a~ .gal 8 g . ~ g ~ g P<~ g ,g rD ;6 g .g g P<~ ~ ~ .a -a ~ ~ 'g ~ £-~ .g g '0 -a ~ ~ ] ~ ~-~ 
tn '"' o 8 rn ;::I coen oP< rn '"' o S en ;::I en Op, 
Number of teachers in-
Primary I Grammar I High 
schools. schools. schools. 
~{ § .: ~ ·s s. ~:a ~ ; ~ ~ .: ~ ·s g, ~:a ;6 fJ d) Cil C!l ~ <15 ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 -~ <J 9 -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::; -~ Q ::1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I» c;S ~ f:; t.O ,.::l 4l<il ,g-o p., Cd ~ '"' t.O ,.::l Q;>Cil ,g._, d) • I I . 
~C!lHO~ <11 ~ "i ~ c!J H Q ri:l-. ~ '"'i l"'l f'<i l"'l f'<i l"'l~ ~~-----------;' --------------------------------------
1 11:> 16 _1_,. _1_8 19 _2_o __ 2_1 __ 2_2 ___ 2_3 ___ 2_4 __ 2_:> __ 2_6 __ 2_,. ___ 2_8 __ 2_9 ___ 3_o __ 3_1 _3_2_ 33 _3_4 __ 3_5 _3_6 
lSI I Steubcn~illo, Ohio................ (G) . . . . . . . . 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 236 647 149 . •• . • . . . . . . . 2, 032 . . . . . . . . . • • .. . . . 2 20 3 11 1 2 
lb.i 'l'olcdo,Ohio .... :················· 2211 .... .... .•.. 23 10 33 4,500 1,750 250 ...... ..•••. 6,500 ......•.......•. 11 75 2 28 t 4 ~~¥ ~~~~~'!~11f:.'agg~~~ ::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 1~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
Hi$ l'urtlnnd, Oreg................... (3) 1 .... ---- 4 ...... ...... 1,175 695 140 .••••. ..•... 2,010 ......•. ........ .... 23 2 12 2 3 
{~~ ~~u~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 2~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 1~:g~~ :::::::. :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::· 
Hit ~\ltooun, Po. ..........•........... 7 7 1 .•.. .... 15 3 18 2,010 660 55 ...•.. ...... 2,725 840 3,565 1 32 6 6 1 1 
Hl:! Carbondale, Pa ..••.•............ ....... ......... . ---- 8 1 9 ........ ........ ...... ...... .. ... .......... ........ ... .... .... 18 4 .......... ... . 
It! 1 ~~~~~t~~~-~~~~m-.mu: ~: :' ~': F y j ~:~:.: :~~~~: -1:1~ ·-/fi ·r11: ... :: :·~·- <:;: ::~::-: :: ::: ': JI: ~,: :::1I: _} :: 
lll!l Now (.)nstle, Po.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 .......... ....... ... _ .. _ ... _ ....... _ .... _ ........... _ ... _ .. __ .. .... __ .................. _ .... _. _ .... . 
:!00 X orristown, Pa.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 1 . . . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 230 650 160 . . . • . . . . . . . . 2, 060 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 ~3 1 13 
~~I~~~~;;~:~:::::~·:::::::::: ;; ~· ·; -:: -~~ '!I ::::;• :::~:; ;,;,i: :::~ :·~· :.:::: ••:• :::;:,;; •• ;~ ::.;;; :· •;i;: ··: :•;;• •; · --: 
:!ll:i Scrnnton, Pat.................... 7 16 5 . . . . . . . . 28 2 30 3, 531 2, 968 622 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 141 200 7, 341 3 64 15 48 4 11 
:.!OU HhontuHlonb, PtL................ . (3) 1 .. .. .... 4 ..••.. ...... ........ ......•. ..... ...... . .••• .•.•••.•.. ..•..... .... ... . ... 14 .... 6 1 1 ~(~ K~~!~~·~::::~~~~;·u;;;~:~· ·7 J J ~: j 'i :::; 1 ::;i i,1oi : ;;, 1 :;;, ~::· ·:00 !J~ ~ :·: :: ~ :: ::!i } ::::I) .j 
:!ll Nm\}lOrt,RI ...•... - ............ 52 1 .... 1
1 





























































g~~1e5s~~~~~:acr~~~~~:~::::~~~~: :~ ~ : :::: :: :: :::: :::: 1 ~ :~~:~: ::::: : :::::::: ::::::.-: :::::: ::::::1:::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :~~: ~~~l~:::: :~~: ~::~~ ::: ~~- ~: : :: ,i :::i ::;~: ~: ~~ _::::::: :::~:: ::::: ::::: ··Tm :;. ;;; :i.~~ :~: :::~: ::~ :::;;: ::i :::i 
liouston, Tex ____________________ 10 3 1 --- ---- 14 . ..... --- --- 650 400 70 27 0 1,147 -- ------ -···-··· 2 18 2 5 1 2 
San .Antonio, Tox: ............... . ---- .... ---· .... ---· 5 ------ -------------- ------- · --· ·· · ------ ..... . 850 -------- -- -···· - . ........ .. ..•....••......•.. 
Burlington, Vt* -··········· ·····- . ... ---- .................. ............ ····-··· -------- ______ ...... ______ .. . .... ....... .. .. ----- --· .......... ____ .. ... ....... . . 
.A.lexandrin., Va*----------------- · 3 1 .. . . ---- .... 4 30 34 900 300 ............ ------ 1,200 1,000 2,200 .. . 12 3 3 ....... . ~~~.t~;:~~-~:::~~~ :~~: : ·:~· ··:· :: ~: l ·~~:· ::: •••• :: ~:· :: •••••• ::··~· :::::: .. J!~. ····~··: ::::::: :~ :::~: :~ :/: :::::::: 
Richmond,Va .................... 2 12 2 ---· . .. 16 15 31 4,080 1,100 378 ·····------- 5,558 3,000 8,558 7 92 8 11 3 7 
FondduLac,Wis ........ ________ 15 1 1 -·· ·· ··· 17 ·-·--------- 1,804 716 280 ............ 2, !l00 ... .... ... ...... 3 27 2 9 3 2 i:~~§3 .... · .. /~E ,; ,f T i I j :::~ ::;,: E :. ~-----: ·::::: .::::: +~- ::jj~: ~E::· 0.:-:· m }: }. :;;;r } . .} 
~. ;~~:~i~i~:~:~:::~:::~:::::: .T ::~: ::~: :::: :: :: 1g ::::~: ~::: ii: ::~~~~~ : ::::~~~: ::~~~: :::::: :::::: :::: ~~~~~: :::::::: :::::::: ::i: ---~f .T ···-r··~- ---~ 
Georgetown,D.Cb ............. ~ 0 53 8490 4240 172 'JO 0 12922 4 2 2 Wasbington,D.Cb ...........• . 5 ···· ---- ··-- ... ·••· •· ---··· • , - , ······-- .••.•••. 0 1 9 1 73 2 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a For ungraded school. 























TA13LE Il .-Sohoolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1879, q-c.-Continued. 
Number of teachers in-
c·ty I I ,....... '"0 not~al EYening All public :a ~ Primary 
schools. schools. schools. g ] I schools. 
~ ai ,0 • 
p,(j g..s p., 
'g.g ~-~ ~ g ~ I I Q I I ~ I $ <ll ~ ~ .g ~~ aj co ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2~ I~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ _L ~~ 
3'7 138 139 1401 41 42 43 44 45 46 
Number of scholars in-
Grammax 








p., p., p., p., 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~§ ~ ~§ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 
o:> bJ.-o o:> ~.-o ~ ;tro ~ blro o:> ~ ~ 2 ~ ~] 8 ~ 2 c; ~ 2 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 
------------ --------- --- ---






1 Mobile, All\ . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . a38 a87 
!! !.~ontgoruory, A ln.* ...•..•. .••••• ...•......•...••• •• 
3 L1ttlt> Rock, Ark* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 19 
4 Los Angeles, Cal ............... - . . . . . . . . 5 22 
5 Unklonu, Cnl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 114 
:::::: :::~~: :::::::I:::::: :::::~:: -~: ::: :::: ;; :::: :;; :::::: :>: :::::::  ::::::: --;~ ;;; --i:-~j 
6 8<\crnmcnto, Cnl .. ....... .... -... 1 1 6 69 
7 San :b'rnnci::;co, Cal .... .. . ........ 23 3 b79 b617 
8 Stockton, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 28 
fl llonvcr, Colo. (~of cit)").. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 3 4-! 
10 Britl~el>ort, Uonu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c3 c77 
11 Greenwicl>, Conn~...... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . (26) 
13 llartfonl, Conn.... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c20 cl22 
13 Meritlen, Conn • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 38 
14 Now Britain, Conn . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c3 c36 
15 Now Uln-on, Conn....... . . . . . . . . 8 . . . . 24 198 
16 New Lonuon, Conn ....... - .. -.. . . . . . . . . . c3 c38 
17 Norwalk, Conn .............. -... . . . . . . . . c8 c40 
18 Norwich, Conn a .. ....... .... -.. . . . . . 2 1 3~ 
Hl Stamford, Conn* . ............ -... . . . . . . . (32) 
20 1\'atQrbury, Conn".... ... .... .... .... ... 5 
!!l 1\"ilruin;...rtou, Del ............ -... . . . . 3 1 
~3 Juuksum ille, Fln. .•. . .. . .... . .. . .••. ... . 2 
~~ :~~,~~~;:~'tl~~l~\L: ~:::::: :::: :::: :::: :: :· 1g 
~5 Au~ustn., Gn. ...... ..•••• ..•. ..• . ... . . . . . 22 
!!U Coliuulmt~,G:J. ··-···· ···- ~ 1 •••• •••• .•• . 4 
:n Macon I lh\ . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 4 
21i St~'nnunh, Gt~• h......... .... .... .... .... 22 











.................•............. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. -.. . . . ..... . . . ...... .. --.- . .. ...... - . . . . . . . . . 5, 504 4, 831 
..................................•.. ······· ···-·- .. .... .... · -·-·· ... ... ... . ·· - ·· · ·· ·-······ 31895 ....... . 
. . . . • . . .. . . . 20, 550 14, 338 14, 245 11, 012 1, 251 1, 026 ·-.-.... . .. . . . .. 2, 083 699 38, 129 27, 075 
·· ·--· ....•. · ··-· ··· ........ · ·· · ··· · ··---·· · . .. . .. ....... .. .. ...................... .... ... ·- 2,165 
............................ ···-··· - ...••... . .. .. .. ......... ------ .. ··-···· · · ······· ........ 2, 700 
······ ....... .... .............. ..•. .. ...... ......... ·--····· ........ ·· ····· · ·· · ····· ...... .. 4, 840 
. .. .. ....... .. ....................................•......... -- ---·· · --···· .. · ····· .. . .. . .. . 1, 552 
. ........... . ....... ........ · ···-·· · ....... .. . ..... .......•. ·-·-·· ·· ...• .... ...... . . . .... ... 7, 701 
............ .. ...... ··•····· ··-····· ········ .... . ....• ... •.. ---····· ·•·•··· · ·-·-·· ·· ····· · ·· 2, 782 
... . . . ······ ... ... ....... .. ......... ........ ······ .. ·-···· .. ·-·-···· ···-···· ........ ..•. .... 2, 342 
··· ········· 9,221 6,194 1, 854 1, 510 440 270 ··-··-·-----···· 217 123 11,732 
...... --··· · · · · ··· ·- . ..•.... · ······ · ..............•. ---··--· . ...... . ···-···· ........ ........ 1, 963 
:~~~: : I :::: :.·1 ... 798 ·1· .. . 6i9 ·1· -·· 41.3 ·1· ... 3ii ·1: :::::::1::: ~::: :I:: :::::: I::::::: T .... 4o·l· .... 2i. 2, 575 1, 251 
1, 606 
•• •••• ' •••••• ' .••••. ·I- ••.••• ·I · •••••• · I · •••••• ·I- -· ••• ··I· •••••• ·I· •••••• ·I · •••••• - I- •••••. -I- ••.• 49 -~ ~: ~~i 
•••••• ' • •••• • , e6, 802 I e4, 387 1. - ..... . 1 ........ 1 . .••..•. 1 •••••••• 1 ..••.... , .•...... 69 








.. ..... . 
.... :~~ - ·---~~~- - - --~~:. ----~~~- :::::::: ·::::; :: -----~~ - -----~~- :::::::: :::::::: 


































































30 Cbicn,go, Til.............. . .. . . .. . ~4 13 761 827 . . . .. • . . . . . . 44, 71!3 31, 591 10, 397 ·8, 379 1, 457 1, 227 .. _______ . _ .... _ 2, 360 130 
31 D&n>ille, lll............. . .. . . .. . 1-l . .. . 5 25 -.... - . .. .. . 1, 273 7ll7 411 288 102 73 . _ .. ___ ..... ___ . i38 il4 
lli~~~II;::r:; ::~: ~j:t r:r; j: 11 i :::~!: ::~;~r::r:::: :::t;;:t rttr::: t!r:::: r:r::r: tt!!t!!: ii!!ii :::1!: tt:t!!i! ~rtt:r: 
43 FortWn.yne,Ind ........... 3 .... .... 81 80 38 126 2,281 1,727 867 693 192 165 16 16 -------- · -------
44 Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . __ . 15 199 ... -.. . - .... g11, 802 g8, 941 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 520 419 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9 . _ .... __ . ______ _ 
!~ t;tr~~~~~'f1:3~~c:~ :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::: : == =:::: :: :=:::: ::: =:::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
!~ ifofili~~~~_i!f~-~ ::::: :::: : ::: :::: : : :: : ::: g ~~ :::::: :::::: . -~·- ~~~. --- . ~~~. ---. ~~~ .. -- . ~~~ .. _- .. ~~ ...... ~~. ::: .·: :: ~ : ::::::: : : ::: :: : :::::::: 
tg ~~~~h~~~·d~~---_-_-_·_ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ! ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::=:::: :::=:::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::==: ::=::==: :::::::: :::::::: 
51 Terrellaute,Ind ........ 0 0 0 0 16 G2 ------ ...... 1,222 g2,629 2,529 ........ 284 237 0 0 
52 Vincennes, Ind .............. ---·---·.... 3 15 ...... ·----· .. ·----- ·--··--· ······-- ·-----·· ........ ·------- -------- ________ ..•..... ·------· 
53 Burlington, Iowa . __ . ___ . ___ . 1 .... ___ . 13 54 . ----- . ----- g2, 928 g2, 051 . _______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 252 187 159 93 . __ ... _. . __ .. __ . 
54 Council Bluffs, Iowa. ___ . __ ........... _. . 3 34 . -- .. -- ---- .. _______ . . ... ___ . . __ . ___ . ___ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. ______ ..... ___ .. _______ . _____ .. ___ . __ . 











































73 Portland,Me. ___________ ---- 1 ---- o3· 10 106 ...... ------ 4,697 2,723 1,386 1,175 354 342 ........ ........ o19 ·------- 3, 558 6, 437 
kIn colored school. * From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Average number. 
b Includes special te<tchers. 
c For the winter term. 
e In primary, grammar, a.nd high schools. 
/Including Monroe County. 
gIn primary and grammar schools. 
hlncluding Chatham County. 
lAverage attendance for the winter. 
mIn graded schools only. 
n In rural and ungraded schools. d The report here given, exclusive of that of population, 
is for the central school district only, which com-
prises about one-half the city. 
i In ungraded school. 





























































'l'A.BLE Il.-Schoolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ove1·, jQr 1879, 4'c.-Continued. 
Number of teachers in- I Number of scholars in-
City EvmUn•l All pnblio ] "CJ 1;1 Primary Grammar High schools. City ·normal Evening 
normal schools~ schools. 0 0 schools. schools. schools. schools. 
schools. 0 ;.:::l 
'"" c:<!. .g. ity. ~--1 I I A~ A~ 1>. 1>. 1>. 1>. 1>. 
"CJO ~8 ~~ ~g ~cD ~~ §~ ~-~ teo c<3o "CJ~ "CJ;:~ "CJ§ "CJ~ "CJO 8A .g <!)c<S ~ <!)d ..cJ t <Dd ~ § d5 cO ~ .s ~ ~ ~ ~ <!)"CJ 'd,p'd eli c'3 ~ -g :::I ~~ ~~ l c:<!~ ~~ ~ ~ 1-<o:l ~ ~ ~ 'd ~ -~ ~ t:l Q).P (1)~ ~ ~~ J'x-4 R ~ ~ ~ f'z'l .!1<'3 f'z'l ~<'3 ~~ f'z'l ~<'3 f'z'l ..qc:<! 
-------------
1 !37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 4:1 46 47 48 49 :10 :ll 52 :13 :14 
-----
---------
71 I l3.nllimorl.', 1l!<l ........... 
1 
............. --. 
umberlnnd, Mda .................... --. 
l!'rederiok, Mtl. ................ ........ .. 
:Boston, Mnss .. . .. . .. .. .. 1 2 ...... .. 
l3rookton, Mass .. .. .. .. .. ........... --. 























(822} . - - .. . . ... -- ..... - .. .. ... -- . .. -- . - .. .. ... - - - -- -- . - . . .. . ' . - - . . -- - . - .. -- . -- -- - . -- - -- . . .. -- -- - . 
67 63 ... -- . . -- . -- . -- -- -- . .. • -- -- . . -- -- - .. .. . -- .. . -- - .. -- . .. . -- .. . . .. - .. .. . -- -- -- . . -- .. -- . . - -- .. .. 
5 14 .................................... -------- --- ----· ................ -------· .............. .. 
b186 u1,074 ............ ________ ....................................................................... . 
8 36 . -.... .. ........ -- .............. -- ............... - ...... --- .. -- .. - ...... ---. . .... - ...... ----





Cnmbrid~£1, Jllass .. . .. . .. .. .. 1 ...... .. 
Chelsea, Mass .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .... .. 
Chicopee, Mass .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Fall Uivor, Mass * . . .. .. . 0 0 0 0 
Fitchburg, Mass . ........ 0 0 7 G 
Gloucester, Mass ........... . ... .. ...... . 
lln.verhill, Mass .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . 
IIolyoko, Mass .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 6 14 
Lawrence, 111nss .... .. ...... . ... . ....... . 
Lowell, Mass*.. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 4 44 
~~t'~~~~ll~~~----·-·:.:::::: :::::::: --~- :~: 
Marblehead, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Marlborough, Mass ...... . ............. .. 
Milford, Mass .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...... .. 
Now :Bedford, Mnss...... .. .. . .. .. .... .. 
Newburyport, Mass .......... ....... .. 
Nowton, Mass*... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. 
Northnn1ptou, Mass .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 
Pittsflold, Mus~... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .... .. 
~~~~~rt=:r~;~;:::::::: :::: :::: :~~: Y: 
12 161 .. .. .. .. . .. . 4, 118 2, 835 3, 863 3, 116 504 424 15 10 ........... -----
5 64 ...... -----· ................ -------- ·------- ................ -------- ...................... .. 
4 29 13 46 ............................................................................... . 
10 123 17 150 7, 848 4, 547 1,433 954 323 226 0 0 0 0 
14 49 1 64 1, 110 844 1, 185 832 171 158 0 0 181 86 
3 84 2 89 1, 44 7 .. .. . .. 1, 640 .. -- . -- - 177 161 26 24 . -- . -- .. . -- . -- .. 
6 59 ............................. - ............................................................ . 
11 57 12 80 1, 383 735 1, 122 738 125 98 . ----- ... --- .. -- 535 267 
4 114 ·----· ............... .. ............................. ____ , ___ ............................... . 
17 179 .. -- ... ----. 6, 779 3, 059 3, 801 2, 209 481 320 . -- ......... --.. 1, 397 524 
7 102 4 113 3, 315 2, 399 2, 648 2, 105 210 163 ... --. -- . -- .. --. 60 44 
1 48 ... -- . .. - -- . . . - .. . .. . -- .. -- . .. ... -- . .. --- -- . . .... -- . . -- .. -- . . -- -- . - . . . -- .. . . -- .. -- . . .... -- . 
2 25 ............ . ...... . - ............ --· ..•.......... - ........... - ... --· ........ ·-· · .........•.. 
*4 *34 ----- .. -.... . -- ... - ...... - . . . -- ... - .. -- ... - .. -- ...... - - .......... --. . . - .. -- ... -.--- .. - ..... . 
1 41 ...... ······ ······· · ··-·· .. ········ ............................ ·-· .... ... ...... .. . ······-· 
7 99 .......................................................................................... . 
6 40 ...... ------ ............................................................................... . 
9 79 8 96 d3, 099 d2, 527 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 260 240 . -- ·.---- ....................... . 
4 49 ··-··· ..................................... ········ ...... . ... ..... ... •... .... .. .... -···· .. . J ~~ 1:::::: :::::: ::~.:~~i: .:i.:~i~ · ::i.:~i~: ::i.:~~~: ::::i~: ::::~~i' :::::::::::::::: ::::~~~: ::::i~&-








~a) ~ ~~ 1-3 
..cJ <!)d 
<!) bJJ"Cl 0 ~ ~j ~-
'"" ~ ~<'3 1-3 f'z'l 
----- P:l 
:15 :16 t;rj 
------ 0 
36,505 30,477 0 Is: 6,883 







0 8,500 6,385 ~ 3,901 2,699 t:>:,j 1,467 1, 040 ~ 9,604 5,727 
2,647 1,920 0 3,290 3, 032 ~ 2,756 2, 066 
3,165 1,838 t:>:,j 
c5, 684 c4,254 t1 12,458 6,112 q 6,233 4,711 a 2,688 1,844 >-1,302 1,156 1-3 2, 068 1,611 0 2,349 1,695 
4, 500 4,207 ~ 
2,295 1,530 
3, 359 2, 767 
2,197 1,600 
2,605 1,805 
1, 910 1,461 
















































Spring.fidtl, Ma~:;~ ......•... ·-!-· .. 
Taunton, Mass .......... e4 e12 7 5 
\\
7
althnm, Mass* ... ---. --- --- · ·-- · ---
~~~b~~~~~a~8~~:~:::::: :::: :::· :::: ::: · 
\Vorccster,Mass ................ 12 16 
Ann Arbor, Mich ..................... .. . 
l3a_y City, Mich.............. 7 ....... . 
Detroit, Mich .......................... . 
East Sa~inaw, Mich ....... ..... ........ . 
l!'lint,l\lich ....... . ............. . ....... . 
Grat~d RaJli~s. Mich ................... . 
1\lalllstce, :~.llcb ......................... . 
Mu~:~kl.'gon,Mich ....................... . 
~~.!!J.,~l~1~·?l!:!.:::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Natchez, Miss* f ........ ... ......... ··· · 
ri~~~~~~:r~ir~~~::::::::: :::· :::: :::::::: 
tt~J~~~.;~~t~~::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8 46 105 
Sedalia, Mo .•.......................... - . 
Springfield, Mo ........................ . 
~l'hraska. City,Nebr ..... .. ............ . 
Omaha, Nebr .......................... . 
<..:ouconl, N.H* ........................ . 
Do•cr, N. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . e1 e9 1 2 
Manchester, N. H* ........... g4 3 6 
Nasbua,N.H .......................... -
P01tsmouth,N.H ...................... . 
Camden, N. J* .................. . . -- .. . 
Elizabeth,N.J .......... 1 .. .. 2 5 
iter;~;.{Jl•l:~.*.::::::: --~- --~- --~- --~ 
~1?~::.N.sJ_i~~·-~--~:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Paterson, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . h4 . • . . h7 h25 
Trenton, N.J............ .... .... 5 .... 
Albany, N. Y* .•..............••......... 
.A.uburn,N. Y ........... .... .... 4 2 












































































451 412 2 39 
8 73 
*I< 'rom Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
ainclucles Allegany County. 
blncludes special teachers. 
e For the second term of the school year. 















168 ~!g ~--··459l"""285" 388 141 
. --· ......... ·· ··•· .... ·····--·~~~:! ij~i 
2, 238 47 •····. ··· ·· -·· .... , ....... ·•· ...... ···-··· .. ···--·· ·- .•.............. -· ···--· ·--···--··· .. 
5, 3731 3, 9931 3, 9941 2, 736 
874 578 535 405 




441 . -- .. - - .. -- .. --. 811 293 10, 840 
308 . - - .. - - . . - - .. - - . . - - .. - - . . - - .. - - . 1, 845 
73 ·············-····-············· 2,814 
... - .. ' . . -- .. '.-- .. --.'.- .. --- . '.-- .. - .. '.-- .. - .. '.-- .. --. '.-- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. --..... 14, 837 






















151 . -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- ... -. 3, 01.8 
.... ·· ·-·· .. ·•······ ........ ........ 1, 823 
307 . - . - . . . . . - . - • - • . . ..... - . • - . - - . . . 5, 109 
48 .. - - - - . . . . - -- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 961 
62 e85 e46 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 639 
60 . . . . . . . . . - .. -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 690 






3, 691 :::::: :::::: · · 2;7so· ··i;87o· .... 734· · ·-· 5o5· ·-- · i77 · · ·· · i46. :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
.. -- ... ---.. 38,651 25, 688 8, 885 6, 427 1, 075 802 225 170 6, 286 2, 990 
...... -. - ..... - .. ~ ............. - .. -- ...... - ........ ---.. . ......... -- ------. .. . .......... -- -....... --- --- --.. -- --........ -. --.. -.. - .. -
3 19 ----·- ........•. ·- -----· ·· · ····· ........ ·----··· ········ ----···· ............... . 
12 26 ........ ·····-·· .••..............••..................... ·-·--- .....•............ 







28 -~~r r·~: ~~~T-~: ~~fl.---~~~-~-··· ~~r1· ···~~fl.···~~~-~-· -~~gfi- --;Itg · · · ·- ~~~- · ·-· ~~g- ~: ~~~ 
. ••..... ···-···· ··· •·· .. 2, 244 
·----· .. ·---·- .. .•...... 1, 905 
·--52·1· · iii8 -~- ·2: 592·1· ·i; 4oi -~ ----897 -~--- · 52i -~- · · · 2i6·~- · · · ii4·~·---- 69 ·1·----63 · ·---278 · ·- ·- · 39· ~: ~~~ 
50 367 13,773 7,878 6,887 3,939 523 397 ···-···· .•.•.................... 21,183 
:::~ :: :::::: :~:::: :: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :~:::::: :: :::::::: :::::::: 1~: ~~~ 
:::::: 1:::::: ~- · 5; 726 ·1·-3; iii8 ·1· · i; 43ii -~-- · · 6o7 -~---- i 72 ·1·- .. iiiii ·1· · ·-ii 6 ·1· · · · · 88 ·1 · ii; 767 ·1· · · i528 · 




.............•...... ········ ···-···· ........ ·•·•···· ...... .. ........ ·----··· ...•... .. ....... 14,024 
16 80 1, 891 1, 391 800 632 247 195 . - ....... -.--.-. 230 46 3, 168 
18 74 2,165 ·------· 751 ·-·-···· 186 ···················-···················· 3,!02 
... - .. ·--- .. ·---- ... ···•· ... ·--- -- .............. - ... ·-·- ........ - ... ·----· .................. j94,573 
. -- - - . . -- - . . . .. - . . . . . --- - . - . . --- - . - . . --- . . . . . - . . . . . . . .. - . . . . . -- - - - . . . -- - - - . . . - . - - . . . . -- - - - . . 23, 905 
4 45 3, 021 1, 442 378 180 ] 90 90 ......... -.--- ........... ----. . . 3, 589 













































e In ungraded schools. 
/Including ..A.dams Count.y. 
gIn training or model schools. 
h Teach in day school also. 
i Including some day pupils. 
i In the evening schools, held for six weeks only, there 
was a total enrolment of 7,201, with an average at-
tendance of 3,934; these items are not included in 


















TABLll: II.--Schoo1 statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ove~·,Jo1· 1879, q'·c.-Continued. 
Number of teachers in- Nwr'Jur of scholars in-
Grammar Hio-h schools City normal Evening All public 
schools. "' · schools. schools. schools. 
h h h I h h ~~ ~~ ~d ~~ ~~ ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 
. "'§ • '0~ • '0~ • I"'§ . "'§ 
] ~'g 15 ~'g ] ~'g ] ~JJ'g a5 ~'g 
'0 ~ o ::g ,.. o ·o ~ o '0 ~ QJ ::g ~ QJ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
------ ------- - --
c;ty ,,Ev.ningl All pnblio -a "' :§ § Primary :O~~fs. schools. schools. 0 0 schools 
~ ~~ ity. ,-,--i 1 Aai h 
rc'O A~ ~~ §~ a)P. .......... "'~ 0,_. 
..a o<U 
• ~ • ~ • ~ ~co oP< .g Q) ~'g ::::1 
"' s "' a Q) s p. 0 
,..o 
'; ~ '; ..... ~ ~ o:>:t5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
----------
47 4S 49 50 51 5~ 53 54 55 56 1 
_13'1 ss 39 40 41 4~ 43 44 45 46 
---1---1---t---t---·---•---·---·---·-- ·---·---
149 llutl:,;uu,N. Y•........... .... .... .... .... 3 19 ................... . ········ ....... .. ..................... - -~------·· .............. .. ....... 1,299 727 
Jf>O lth:u·n,N. Y............. .... .... .... .... 1 31 2 34 96:> 687 663 458 203 124 ···---·· ............... . ........ 1,831 1,269 
lfil King:,;lou,N.Y. (iofcity) .... .... .... .... 7 25 3 35 ...................................... . .......................................... 1,830 1,221 
15:! Lot·kport,N.Y... .. ............. . .. . ... 5 39 ............ 1,565 934 731 498 369 207 ................................ 2,665 1,639 
~~J ~~-\~~~~~~;~,(\f~:·.~---~~:: :::::::: "'i "'2 ~ t6 :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: -.::::::: ':::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~:~~i ~:~~g 
1!"•5 Xl•wYm·k,N.Y ......................... 4-18 :3,958 ....... ..... 142,967 68,279 73,253 42,490 ................ 3,GG2 2,100 19,385 8,222 a263,450a131,295 
liili Ogdenshunr,N.Y . ...... ... . .... .... .... 1 29 ........................................................................................... . 1,951 1,112 
lf>7 O•nn.',!!O, K~Y...... ...... .. . . . .. . 1 1 4 G4 . .. • .. . .. . . . 1, 728 1, 236 2, 158 1, 463 171 132 . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 207 . . . . . . . . 4, 264 2, 831 
lf>l:l l'ou!!hkcepsic, N. Y b... ...... .. . ... . .... 2 66 . ..... ...... ...... .. ...... .. ... ... .. ...... .. ...... .. ...... .. ..... . .. .. ... . .. ..... .. ...... .. 3, 911 2,186 
1::.!1 l~ocllet~ler,.N.Y ... .. ........... . ........ 16 214 ............ 7,761 5,457 3,910 2,398 331 289 ....... . ........ . .............. . 12,002 8,144 
~~ ' ~~~i:~W·!\~F E •·•• ,, :: lllfi·:·::: :-.: ):~ ~;:::: u:m :~~:: -~~~~: ~:~m- :::" .,.,i, -c •• : Ull !:m 
lli,i Util'n,N.Y ..... ......... 0 0 ~ 2 9 92 13 114- 2,610 1,771 1,705 1,293 823 724 ....... . ........ 107 70 5,245 3,858 
llitl \\~uterto"n,.N.Y" . ...... .... . .. . .... .... 3 45 ............................ ................................................................ 2,088 1,460 
llii "'ilmin~tou, N.C . .. .. .......................................................................... ,. ..... .. ........ ...... .. ........ ...... .. ...... .. 866 
l(ig Al,ron, Ohio• ..... . ...... 0 0 0 0 ...... d52 6 58 1, 787 1, 367 753 6i 
ltlO I Cantou, Ohio .. . .. . . .. . . . c3 cl e3 .. . . 7 32 . .. . . . .. .. . 1, 483 1, 105 363 2l 
170 l'hillicotho, Ohio*........ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . {d-!6) . .. . . . .. .. . 944 . . . .. . . . 800 ..... 
171 ('iuciunnti, Ohio . . . . . . . . . 2 1 33 40 147 563 35:> 1, 065 28, 502 21,741 2, 875 2. i 
17:! ( 'h•nlnucl, Ohio.......... 1 3 . .. . .. . 24 361 . . .. . . . . .. . . 16, 121 10, 606 5, 600 4:: 
173 I Colnmlnt!:l, Obio . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 14 118 . . . . . . . .. .. . 4-, 687 3, 745 2, 221 1:! 
~~~ ~:\\!~:~;~?m~~i: · :::::::::: :::: .. :. --~- .. :. 2~ 1~~ :::::: :::::: 3,~~5 --~~~~~ - 1.:~g __ :;_~ 
176 .Hnn1ilton, O_hlo .......... . .. . .. .. ... . .... 9 23 ..... . ............................... .... --1---- ... ·\·--·--. ·I · ------·1·--- .. --~---- ---·!·--·-- · ·1 1, 907 












































































Mansftelu, Ohio*..... . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . 1 31 . . • • • . . . . . . . 1, 225 880 552 1 490 112 91 ••••••.•.•••.•.....•... . t. ..• -- . -~1, 889 
Newnrk,Ohio .••••...... .••. .... .... .... 4 36 6 46 1,329 918 400 I 317 125 103 .••••........................... 1,854 
Pomeroy,Ohio........... .... ..• . .... .... 10 15 5 30 910 574 303 233 66 53 .••••......•.........•.. ----··-- 1,~79 
~~~~s~t;~~~~~:::::::: g g g g ~ !~ 1~ g~ ··i;ss5· ··i;27i. ····635- ---·477· -··-i37- -·--iii- ··--··o- ·-··-·o· ---·-·o· ······o- ~:~gi 
Springfie1u,Ohio. ........ .... .... .... .... 13 44 ------ -····· f2,538 f1,947 ·--··--· ---····- 145 119 ··· ··- -- ...•.. ...•.............. 2,683 
Steubenville, Ohio . .............. 1 .... 7 33 .••••....... 1,398 1,002 855 703 144 127 ........ ........ 61 22 2,458 
'l'oleuo,Ohio ................ . ....... .. ... d16 d109 ...•........ 6,951 4,206 437 341 227 192 .••........•.......•.... ·····-·- 7,615 
~l~~f:io•:::==: ;;; :j• :j ::: ~~ 1~ :::;~: !!::! ::;;;: i:i::i :::::: :::::: ,::1::: :~::1:: ij:iiiii'i;::;:: !jj•j•j !iiill! 'Ill 
r~~~~~ii;~~:~~~~::::: ::~: :~~: :::::::: 2~ H :::::: :::::: ::~~~~~: ::~~~~~: ~:: ::~~~: ·:::~~~: ::::~~~: ::::~~~: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: i;!U 
rt~l~~1!< __ -·:: ::: = --: • ,; • =~; • ;! '· :H :-:-:: ·_= :: :_.: t • ::• m: •. -• m •• • • • 512 • • • •151• • •. •,~. • :=:::: , =-::--: • ::-:::: : m-: -- '1i: ~~ 
Reailing, Pa. ................... _ . . _.. . . . . 3 139 19 161 6, 711 5, 587 572 535 248 235 ............... _ .. _..... . . . . . . . . 7, 531 
Scrantou,Pa* ............ . ....... . .... 22 123 ........••.. 8,828 5,274 3,042 1,893 601 376 .........•...•.. 1,300 769 13,771 ~w~~f~E··~· o: -•-• .: :--• ;t f! ::,;: •=:,• -:n;: :;:~ -::: :.;:; :: ,:: : ,;; ::::--:: mH ::::oo +E i:m 
N eWI)Ort,R.I .......... . c1 c2 3 9 8 46 '··--- ····· ·· 1,036 798 729 584 135 106 c114 c58 366 191 2,410 ~lll}J~···~~i ;:: ~:; ;;~ ;;; i! 'i i~i;;~ •;;;:: :~;;;;;; =:::•:;: ;: : :;:) ;·:~:; :::;•;;; :;·;;·;; ;::::;:; ::::::;; •;••••;: '!!I 
Nashville~...Tenn .... . .........•.......... 14 64 20 98 2,685 2,105 1,177 873 260 213 .••..•.....•............ ·------- 4,122 
Houston,Tex ............ 1 0 0 .••. 6 25 ------------ g1,514 g1,007 g185 g112 g57 g53 -----·-· ·-----·- -------- ..•..... g1,756 
t$S)r::::::: C.:::::::_.:: iT ;; :::~': ::;;: ji :::~:1 ::iii ::::;~ :: :~: ::~~::: :::::~:- :~::~~·- :::::~:. :::::::- Uti 
*From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. b From report of State superintendent for 1878. e Teach in day school also. 
a Includes pupils in colored schools, corporate schools, c In ungraded school. fIn primary and grammar schools. 











































































TAULE II .-Scl!oolstatistics of cities containing 1,500 inhabitants and ove:r, jor 1879, 9·c.- Continued. 
Nnmber of teachers in- I Number of scholars in-
City IE«wlngi .All publio I ~ <'d § Primary Grammar High schools. City normal E vening All public 
normal schools. schools. g Q schools . schools. schools. schools. schools. 
schools. ~ :.:::1 
------ . A:j ~ p., p., p., p., &<15 p., <'do .,~ :;:l a) :;~ :;:l a) :;:l a) ~ e §~ <11-o ~<.) ~<.) ~<.) -o·~ ~! <'d~ <'d ~ '1;1~ <'d~ <'d~ ~ ,9 $ ~co OP, .,; .g ~i ..,;:; ~~ ..,;:; <l>~ .g ~.g ..,;:; ~~ 
.g Q af!i3 Q -~ b!J<'d 0) 
<!) 1 . al a5 ~ ~ l :=l ~~ ~ a~a3 ~j ~ ~ &3 ~ ~j ss.., 0 SS::t5 ~ ~::!5 'd 0) ~ ~ 'd ~ ·IS ~ !id :::1 :::1 <l>_., ~ ~ o.> _., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P-1 Fl !ic;l Fl !i~ Fl !ial <tj ~ !i ~ 
'ity. 
- ---------
l. 3, 3S 39 40 4 1 42 43 44 45 46 47 4S 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
- - - -
---- ----















~~~:1u~~~n~wi8::~~~~: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
i¥8~~~~:~~-::::::::: ::6:::::::6: :::: 
:i\lntlison, Wis ...... . .... . .............. .. 
Milwaukee, \Vis ...................... .. 
Oshkosh, Wis* .............. . .......... .. 
Rncine, \Vis ........................... .. 
" ' ntertown, \Vis .. . .. . .. .. . .. ... . .... .. 
G~or~!'ltown, D. C, a...... ~ o 3 o o 







1,207 ......... . .. 
1, 695 1, 216 
2, 199 
1,958 
16, 457 10,490 
2,846 
2,397 1, 610 
1, 310 685 
14,942 11,736 
···94·1· ·222·1··4; 45o·l· · s: 55o·l· ·i; 335·1· · · ·so5 .,. · · ·2o9·1 · ·· · 2o7 ·1 :::::: ::1: ::::: ::1::::::::1:::::: :: 
218 I 457 , ........ , .. .... ..... . ..... , .. . ......... .... .. .... ... . , ........ , ...... .. ... .. ..... ...... .. 
145 118 .......... ... . .. .. .... . . . . . ....... . . 
37 ... .. .... ......... ..... ... . 
...... ' .. .. .. ' 10, 121 I 7, !)51 I 4, 6GO I 3, 650 151 115 20 20 .. .. . ..... . ... .. . . 





































TABLE II.-Sohoolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over: jo1· 1879, #'c.-Continued. 
Number of scholars in- lA vera~e daily attendance per teacher, I 
exc nding special teachers, in- Average annual salaries of-
City. 
Private and pa. All schools, pub- -d I Teachers in I Principals in j Assistants in $ ...; l=l rochial schools. lie and private. 
ui l=l cD primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schools. 
,!!j 0 cD ] ~ 0 cti 0 'd -- 0 ,.c:j 0 0 l=l B~ i'8 0 ;;3 ,.c:j cD cD 0 ,.c:j riJ 0 ;;3 :a A. 1 0 0 ~ ,.c:j "'-+" ci!O en 0 UJ!=l 't:li':l 't:SI=l 0 s U1 0 ... -+"Q) od G) CIS 
-d G) CIS ~ ,.c:j ;.:1 cD h ... eo A l=l cD biJ't:l cD ~] ... s ;;3 0 .s ,Q &3 ~ ~ $ ~ ~ c;sl=l :::I CIS l=l "' ~ 8 ;...cD 0 ~~ l=l 8 ,.c:j l=l A d) CIS <:5 CIS o5 0..., ~ h ';;J s 8 ~ ~~ ... .::: ~ biJ cD :;J c:.l ~ ~ l=l Q .!1c;s ... ~ p. 8 ~ cD cD P'l P'l P-t 0 P'l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-- - - - ------------------------
---
--- - -------------
1 ~,. ~s 59 60 61. 62 63 64 6~ 66 61' 68 69 1'0 1'1 1'2 73 
""' ----------------- ------- . I ---- ------- ·---i r.~~~~~~:-~loo :: .. :::: :~~u ·::::: m~~ ::~:: :~~--~ ·'~~- ~-:-~ -:~:~ t ~u~ ~:$::: <;: --J!! :::::1:::- HJJ:·::Jii --l 
7 SanFrancisco,Cal ........................................ 47.1 43.1 38 ...... 27.9 ...... 4,000 3,000 ....... 1,500 a21% a200 .......... a81i 
8 Stockton, Cal . ........................ -.. - ............................ -..... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 900 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 1, 200 . .. .. .. . 900 ...... .. 
!l Denver, Colo. (seven- ........ -.. - ... ......... -....... 55 53 26 . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 500 .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . 1, 000 cl, 100 c1, 100 .. . .. .. .. . 700 e~hths of city). 
If i~~~~L:T dll: E::. ::H: EE -E ~.:::. -H· +:: mm :_-:-: <E E'. :~:_-: E::: EH: -c: +H:: _::::::. 
15 NewHaven,Conn ..... .............. . ... ..... ............ 45 41 21 ...... 15 ...... 2,700 ... ..... !lOO 600 2,257 cl,OOO .......... 700 lllt~:::::~· ::::'~gi :11::::: ::::~~!::::::::::as:::,(~;);:~:::·!::::::~ :10:~: :.,:,: •::.~;• , :::::::: ••:••::: :;:J;• ::::,:ooo: :::;gg: l!~~l!!!!! :~:~_ 
*From Report of the CoiJ.Unissioner of Education for 1878. 
aMonthly salaries. 
b These are maximum monthly salarie~. 
C'These are maximum salaries. 
d The report here given, exclusive of that of popu-
lation, is for the central school district only, 
wl:!ich comprises about OJ:le-half of the city. 
e Salary of principal of schools. 
flncluding Monroe County. 



















TA:BLE H.-School statistics of cities contain·ing 7,500 ·inhabitants and over, fm·1 879, g-o.- Continued. 
. A veraue daily attendance per teacher, . 
Number of scholars m- I exc'iuding special teachers, in_ Average annual salar1es of-
J'rivnte and pn.- All schools, pub- ai ~ iJ I T eachers in I Principals in I Assistants in 
l'Ocbinl schools. lie and private. . '0 r:n § $ primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schools. 
. . ~ ~ ~ $ g ~ ·~ 
tty. I I ~ . ~<!l g ,g w it3 g .g $ ~. 
:S 8 ·C\l g .g ~ '0 ~ '5 rn .S ~ ~ 
• ._, 1'1 • 'd c.; rn ~ o S ro .o t;3 .., Q;> 
'g ~.g 'g ~"' I; C\l~ .g 8 t.o § A § <!l Q I <!l ~ ~~ :a ~j C\l ~ 1'1 ·a g. ~ t3 <!l ?. . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ::1 ~ ~ -~ ~ .::.lJ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ril ..q ~ ..q Poi cb ~ 0 ril ~ 0 ..q ~ P1 ~ P1 ~ P1 
--;-~---;;- ~--;; 62 1 63 64 65 ~--;----;-- --;----;;-~ --;;--[--;;---~ 
--------------------------------- ------- --------
~1 ~~\~Y.~~t5·-;·.:~~- :::>: ~::y: :D::: :::::: k(}~~ ·"·:: i'L :.~~-: :ii::: ;l!l! Lm: :·:]l· ~~ ·:~i!~-·:1!· :·::y· :::·~~ · 
:n D;lnvillo, Ill. ............ ................. . .......... . ............................ ·· ···· ... .. ..... ............ ·--· ---- .................................. . ....... .. 
~ ~~~~J~~~:nn: :::619: : .. ::::: ::. .. 11: :y:: :::::: ::::: :::::: :u: :u ~~L ·~~m: :::::::: :nm: ··.m~ ·~~~;;;::~ ::.iii ... :.= :::.~i 
ll ~~*1~~~k~~.::.L . : :::::·: ::: . .::. ::::·::· :./: .::..: :::::· :.::.. ::.::. .::.:: .~ .... ~t.:~. ·::.::. ·:::-::· ... :~~. :::~;~:;: .. :·m. ::::::F ::•~~~ 
4:! l~ort 'Vnyue, IntL... . .... 2, 800 2, 100 6, 156 4, 701 45 25 24 8 .. . . . . 34 2, 500 . . .. . . .. 800 650 1, 000 1, 012 .. • .. . . . . . 423 
4 ~ Ind!nnnpol_is, In<L:....... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . (46) 38 9 . . . . .. . .. • . . 2, 500 /1, 800 (g850) (h525) ................. . 
:u i~i~~~,"rr:;&~~-~~~:: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::~::::: :: ::~: :~:~:~ :~ : ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
47 Lu:,.'llnsport, Ind .. . . . .. .. . . • . . . • . . . .. .. . .. . .. • .. . . . .. . . . . . 46 38 20 .. . . . . .. . . .. 41 b1, 500 .. .. .. .. b400 b400 b650 .. .. • • .. b500 b450 l~ ~~~~~it~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::~~::::~~::::~~:::::::::::::::_;~~~- .. F~gg· :::~:::: :::::::: i!8 ...... :::-:~~:~~~: :::::::::: ---- -~~~ 
f•l 'J\,n·olll\nte,Iud........ ........ ........ ........ ........ (41) 39.5 ............ ...... 2,500 . ....... 400 411 782 725 559 544 
5:.! Yit\('('1\t\CH,lild ................................................. j ...... ·••·•· ............. ..... 1,600 ...... . . ........ b500 ....... ... ...... .. .......... b500 ~~ ~urlinff'fii·I?wp---···---· 1,zoo 8oo ,,539 3,131 (35) 21 93 ...... 35 1,65o ........ ... ..... 375 93o 4oo ...... ... 3Go 






































56 Di~::incs, west sido, ------ -- ...................................................... 40 1, 600 ........ b570 458 1, 0171 863 b1, 100 b1, 100 k60 561 k60 
ii5 Dn.vonpol·t,Iowa . ........ - ------ - ~ --- -- - - - ................ j47 j46 j57 j8 j33.5 j46 1,800 1···--···1 500 
i ii¥!·::1!!!1 il'l"'i i~lli!!l ii5~718 l!!i!!!l !!!!( .. ![~;! ~~~;~ ~1 1 1 11 :::~:: :i::: ·:1111!1i,50i :,,;;:::!.::.11!: :::·:·:~: ;;i'~1: ~iiiif'O: ····:!i 
~~ t~~~~:~~:~ ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~f- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::~~~: ·--·i:g~f :::b~6&: :::::i~~~: -----~~~ 





k40 .... - -- - -- k40 --- - - -- - - . 




Z,5 ~~~~f.·:Ne~~~--~-·:::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :g ~! ~i -~~--- :::::: ·37 ... k~~~ :::::::: ::::~::: ~~~ ~:~~~ ... i75o· ::~::::::: !M 
74 Baltimore, 1\.Id .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . • .. . .. . . . 37 b2, 500 b1, 800 .. • .. . .. b6961" b1, 500 b900 b900 b672 
7:> Cumberland, Mcl1n ....... ....... . ............................................................ 1,500 ........................................................... . 
76 lt' redorick, 1\.Id .................. . ........ . ...................................... - ........................ -... 300 300 450 450 270 270 i iili~~~~.u~~~- ::'·::~ m::·: ;::~ "q ;.0::: +:: :;:.: :!~::~ ::·:_: :_:.,: .:fE :~~n: :n·: ·:m:.:::i;m- :~~:m~ mm·::· ::::~~ 
83 F~ll River, Mass* ........... .. ......................... -. 46. 2 41. 4 32. 2 .. -... .. . . .. . . . .. . b2, 000 .. .. .. .. . b480 b480 bl, 600 b760 _......... b520 . 
84 F1tchburg, Mass......... 25 25 2, 672 1, 945 42 33 32 0 10 28 1, 800 . .... .. . ... .. . •. 320 978 . ....... ...... .... 400 ~g ~~:a~~~¥~::~~~~~~:~~: ig -----~~- ~:~~g --~·-~~~- -~~--- -~~--- -~~--- -~--- :::::: -~~--- -~~~-~~~- :::::::: ---~~=~- :::::::: ----~~~=~~- :::::::: -----~=~~- :::::::: 
87 Holyoke, mass ......................... .. ..... --- ... -- .. - 31 37 24 ...... 13 27 1, 600 . • . .. .. . 520 440 1, 020 440 ....... ... 448 
: ~~~rr~~~~~:::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ·5o ... ·3s·-- ·33·-- :::::: "ii··· -~~--- ~: ~g~ :::::::: :::::::: !~g ~: ~~~ ---~~~~- :::::::::: ~~~ 
90 =· Mass .. .. . . . .. . . .. . 115 95 6, 348 4, 806 51. 8 43. 5 33. 8 .. .. .. 44 43. 3 2, ooo .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . 400 1, 300 650 • • • • . • • • • . 400 ~ ltl~~~:::::: ::::;!!. iiii!!ii ::;::~: :;;::::: •. o!!! !35!!: :32~~: ·~~~~: :::::: :jjl': .:::iii: :;::~~~~ :;~~:::: :~::~: ;i~:;::~: ~~'·::~: ::~;~;36°~ ·-···~1 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. e Of city principals. 
a These are monthly salaries for white teachers only. !Salary of male assistant; female assistant., $1,200. 
b These are ma-ximum salaries. g Of principals in primary and grammar schools. 
cincluding Chatham County. h Of assistants in _primary and grammar schools. 
d Theall are maximum monthly salaries. iFrom report of State superintendent for 1878. 
j Exclusive of principals also. 
kMonthly salaries. 
lMaximum salary in white schools; $360 in colored 
schools. 














































TABLE H.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovtw, fo1·l879, ~c.-Co11tinued. 
Number of scholars in- 1 ..a.vera.~e d:Wy atte~dance E,er t~acher, I exc udmg spec1al teac ers, m- Average annual salaries of-
~ 
Pri~nto (llld pn.- ..A.ll schools, pub- a.i ~ ~ I Teachers in I Principals in I Assistants in rochio.l schools. lie and private. w '0 ai <I) primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schools. 
w '0 0 ai '0 'd -~ 
'0 0 ~ '0 0 § ity. I ~ ~ Q ~ Q.) 0 ~ ai C/J 0 :s §'.._; r.:l4) :;:la:) ~ '0 ~ ~ <'II<:;> <'~~<:;> C/J Q rnl=l ~§ ~§ ~ 0 e rtJ Q 1;:1 +><I) 
-d -d ~ ~ bO ;.:l ~ ~ ~ Q.) ~ ~ s Q 0 .s ~ a:) Q) a5 ~ Ill ::g ~ ~ a:) -; a; ~ 0 I'< a:> -~ ~ § Pt o) ~ ::: Cl)~ ~ G.l+' t> ::::l t> 'Ol ~ s ~ s ~ p.~ ~~ cb ~ p. ~ Q) P'l <!til Fl p.; 0 Fl -<1 0 ~ P1 ~ ~ P1 
--
---;;----;;--~ ~~--;;-~ ---;;-~ ----;-,~ ---------- --- -------1 _I~ 69 70 ·n 72 73 74 
------ ------ --------------- ------
~~l~~~~~~l::r:;~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~:: -~r-· · ~r- - "if': ::::::~~::: -~r- $~J~~ ::::::::::::: ::: a$!~~ $t~~~ a$l:~g~ :::::::::: 60~,~~ 
Sprin~ehl,.hlnss.. .. .... . 450 350 6,474 4,749 ..... . --- --------- --··· ---- -- 39 3, 000 .••..... -------· 540 1,700 950 . .••....•. 544 
'1'1Hllltllll,1\l:lss.... . ...... 132 112 3,802 2,748 44 36 35 b17 13 31 1,750 -···· ··· . ....... 475 1,133 650 .......... 420 
Wnlthnm, Muss* --------- ......... .............. .... .......... . -------- ---- ---- -- ...... ------ ----···· ---- ---· -------- a500 a1,400 ..... .. .......... a550 
~~Y,~~~~~-n~a_s~_:::::::. ~~ -----ao· ~;~~~ --i;82o· ::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ·39·-- --i;siiii. :::::::::::::::: ----375· -- ----85o-----4oo ::~:: :::: : ::::::: : 
'Vorct•;;tcr,Mnss ........................................ 41 35 38 ...... 15 36 2,430 ........ -------- 503 1,620 025 $800 531 
.Aon .. At·bor, hlicb .................. .............. . ....... 46 41 37 .. .... ------ ...... 1,800 -------- .. ...... 388 425 .. . ..... .......... 400 
B~{~~i\~-'i£~?1~~:::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _____ <:~) _____ -~~--- :::::: :::::::::::: a~:~gg :::::::: --~$s5o - g~g ~~~193) 550 ------- (52o) 325 
Enst Sn~riunw, Mich...... 380 240 3, 398 2, 543 45 42 30 .. . .. ....... -.--.. 2, 300 ----.... 500 396 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. 800 525 
!•'lint. 1\lic h ..... : ....... . . .... ... __ .......... __ ............ __ .. ------ ------ ...... ·.. .... 36. 3 a1, 600 - . . .. . • . .. .. . • • . a340 __ ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ______ .. o,450 
G:rantlRapids, Micb .............................. -------- 43 41 36 ...... 40 ------ 2,000 -·---··- 500 520 1, 300 1,000 .......... 429 
~~~t<~J~~h~~i~h::::::::: : :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~ ~~ ~~ i34""" :::::: "4i"'" ai:igg :::::::: :::::::· !gg :::::::·::: :rg :::::::::: -----3oo 
~ft~~~~~:.:::·::~~~ ~~:::: :~::::: ~~::~~:· ::: ::: :~> :''::: ~:: ::~~ :::::~ ~::: ·~m ::::::: .·;1~,~ ~:: ~:ti50) ~= :::j~,;·· ~:: 
naunibnl, Mo ............ -------- ........ -------- ________ 68 35 ______ ------ ...... 47 350 ........ ........ 420 765 ........ ......... . 420 
~~J~~~;~:~~-o- ::::::::: :::::: :·. :::::::: ~ ::::::: :::::::: ·5o--· ·as--· -29·-- :: :::: :::::: ~~ i: ggg :::::: :: :::::::: -- --55o · ·-- · --soo- {~g ------ 5oo· {gg 
St. Louis, Mo .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 44 31 28 19 22 3, 500 $2, 500 .. .. .. .. 1, 000 ______ .... 1, 900 555 555 
~~)~i~~~i~t.:M~:::::::::: : ----~oo· ::::::::~--1;658. :::::::: :::::· :::~:: :::::::::::::::::: -~~--- i:~gg ::~::::: ::::: :: ~~ dtl.t5) ______ :::::::::: -----~~ 
1-iobm!'lknl:it:L);'cbr ..... 200 145 957 796 44 .. . ... ______ ------------------ 100 -------- ........ f40 f40 I f45 ---------- f85 
Omnhn, Nl•bt· -- --.---.--.- 1, DOl --...... 4, 034 ................................ ----.. 44. 43 a2, 000 ----.... .. . .. . .. 750 al, 200 al 000 al 000 a700 






































130 Dover, N.H.............. 50 40 1,666 1,496 42.7 35.5 34.3 b17 20 33.1 1,500 .•••••.. ••••••.. 342 698 ........ -·-···-···' 396 
131 :Manchester, N. H *........ 1, 625 1, 220 5, 511 3, 674 34 32 36 · g38 11 31 1, soo ....... _ .. . • . • . . 415 1, 262 440 .... _ _ _ _ _ _ 436 ~~~ ~~:~:o~b~N-:E:::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~~~~~- :::::::: :::::::: ~~~g ~~:~gg :::::::: -----~25· ----~~~~ 
134 Cnmdcn,N.J* ............ -------- ........ ---------------- ...... ------ .......................................................... . ...... . ________ ... . ............. . 
135 Eliznbeth,N.J ........... 2,000 1,700 6,052 3,888 52 37 28 63 16 39 450 ................ 587 .......... 569------ - --- 500 
136 Jersey Citr, N. J * _...... 10, ooo 5, ooo 31, 183 17,214 .... . . ... • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. ... • . . .. . • .. 3, 500 . .. . . . .. ... . . .. . 1, ooo 1, soo 1, ooo .. . .... _ _ _ 540 
Hg ~~~~wsf.~~~~:~~~~~ :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :~~::: :~~::: :~~::: :::::: ::~~~: -:~--- J~:~~~ ~:~:~~~: ::~:~~~: i~~~ ::::~~~~~: :::~~~~- ::::~:~~~: ig~ 
HO Patorson,N.J ............................................ 41 38 33 22 21 38 2,000 ........ 617 600 1,180 ........ .......... 493 i:~ :n~~;>r.·-l:::::::::::: --~·-~~~- :::::::: --~·-~~~: :::::::: -~~--- -~~--- -~~--- :::::::::::::::::: ----~~~- :::::::::::::::: ----~~~- ----~:~~~- :::::::: :::::::::: -----~~~ 
143 Auburn, N. Y --- - ------- 1,200 830 4,368 3,094 45 33 39 ...... 8 40 1,800 ........ ........ 450 .......... 590 .......... 400 
iii ~~%I~fE··Ei ~:~: :.: ~tn;; --~~: ::F ::F :~::: :E :w:: ~:~: :l::lli iiH:: ::::m. :::;; <m.: .,_;;; EE:; :: :ill 
H~ !~J::~rir::*::~~::(:t~~~: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :~~:i: ::~~~~~: :::::::: :::::::: ----!~~- ::::::~~~: ::::~~~- :::::::::: -----:~~ 
fifths of city). 
H! t~~:f~~lJ~Yi.·:~-:~::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~::: :~~::: :~~::: :::::: :::::: ii.s ~J~~ :::::::::::::::: !~~ ... T~~f --- - ~~~- ::::~::::: ~~~ 
155 NewYork,N.Y.......... ........ ........ ........ ........ (43) --···· .................. a5,225 4,037 .••.• • •. a1,700 a3,000 al,700 a2,000 al, 100 
!! ~~~f;t;_~::• .~~:~,: •;::::;: ii'I56'i ii~l;;;: :~;:: ;~:~:; ;r:~~ ::;:;: :;;;;; :~·: :!!1: :r;;;;~•;;\·;;~: :::Ji: :::::[~: ::·J.l!: :;:;:::~~-: ::::~!! 
165 Utica, N.Y............... 900 600 6,145 4,458 46 30 28 ...... 17 30 2,300 ...•••.. ........ 438 .......... 475 .......... 385 
166 Watertown, N. Y * ........ ...................................... -··-·· ·•·••· .................................. -------- ............................... . ........... . i~~ Y~;:~t:;*~--~::::::::: ---- ~~~- :::::::: --~·-~~~-::::::::·5o·-- ·42--- -iii ... --o·-- --o·· · ·46·-- ··2:ooo- :::::::: :::::::: ----575· :::::::::: ----63ii- ::::::::::-- ·--425 
169 Canton, Ohio_............ 500 .. • .. .. 2, 817 . ••• •• •. 48 32 26 b25 39 . •• • • • 1, 500 .. .. . . .. .. • . .. .. 300 800 750 ......... _ 370 
170 Chillicothe, Ohio *... . _ . __ .............. _ .. . . . . .. .. • . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • . .. .. .. . . . . . . 45 2, 000 . • • .. . .. .. • . .. .. a400 __ .... . .. . a600 . . • .. • .. • . a500 
171 Cincinnati, Ohio .......... 16, 889 14, 000 52,650 40,537 47 41.7 40 42. 6 25 42.8 3, 500 _____ .. _ I, 850 620 2,100 ... _.... 1, 380 750 
172 Cleveland, Ohio .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 46 35 32 14 . . . • • . 41 3, 300 ll, 833 ..... _.. 523 .. .. .. . . . . 923 .. . .. .. . .. 009 
173 Columbus, Ohio_ ..... _ .. _ .. . • .. . . 1, 889 ... • •• .. 7, 989 -- .......... --.... .. .. .. . . . • . . 46 3, 000 2, 200 ... • • .. . 700 1, 000 985 _... .. . . .. 5~0 
174 Dayton, Ohio*.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . 39.2 29.4 28.7 10.4 28. 9 37. 3 3, 000 .. • .. . .. 850 544 1, 500 I, 500 1, 422 6o4 
175 Fremon~,Ohio .......................................................................... 40 a2,000 ........ ........ 350 a500 ao50 .. ..... . .. a500 
*From report of tbe Commissioner of Education for 1878. e Also qounty superintendent. j The city supe1·intendent is principal of high and 
a These are maximum salaries. f These are maximum monthly salaries. grammar schools. 
bIn ungraded schools. gIn training or monel school. k From report of State superintendent for l 878. 


















































TABLE II.-Schoolstatistios of cities oontaini'l!g 7,500 inhabitants and ovtw, for 1879, lj-o.- Continued. 
Number of aoholara in- lA vera~e daily attend:~,nce per teacher, I exc uding speciaJ. teachers, in- Average annualaala.ries of-
~wiia~~~ All schools, pub-
rd I Teachers in I Principals in I Assistants in · ai -.;; ~ lie and private. '0 ai ~ 1\ primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schoois. ~ Q) .s ~ 0 ~ '0 'd 0 ~ 0 ~ 1'-1 1>. 1>. 0 ,.q 1\ Q) 
:;::l.p :;::lcP 0 ,.q ~ 0 <:) p.. ,.q ~ ~ ~ fiJ .s ;:I->" ~0 c\!o ~ 0 f/)~ ~ ~ 0 ~ fiJ 0 ~ ....,o:> -d ~ .-d ~ ,.q b.O :a ~ j ~ Q) s ~ 0 ~ cP Q) 
I I 
a) 








1 :i'r :i8 :i9 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 61' 68 69 1'0 1'1 72 73 74 
~~~~~~~~:;~~~~:::::: ::::~~~: ::::~~~: ::~.:~~~: ::~.:~~~: :~~::: :~~::: :~~::: :::::: :::::: _;~--- $~J~~ :::::::: :::::::: --~~~f -- ---~!~~- :::~~6: ::~~:::::: :::::::: 
Ne,\tu .. k,u!Jio -·---------- 250 220 2,104 1,558 41 32 52 ------ ------ 41 1,650 ------·· ........ 370 .......... 450 .......... $405 
I~omeroy, Ohio .. .. .. .. . .. 300 210 1, 579 1, 070 41 33 26 .. . • .. .. .. .. 37 1, 000 .. . .. . .. $405 ..... -.. 405 405 .......... __ .... .. 
Portsmouth, Ohio .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. 45 37 36 .. .. .. .. .. __ .... -- 1, 500 .. .. .. .. a500 a500 .. .. .. .. .. a500 _........ .. .... __ 
Sa.ndusky, Ohio .. . .. .. . .. 900 580 3, 557 2, 439 44 43 28 0 0 43 2, 000 ............. -.. 490 1, 000 ........ _ .... ___ .. 475 
l~~!'h~;::. ;--_- EL LT :.:.::: -::_·:.: ::~:F:~:~: :~::: ·+: i----- ::~~ i:~! -:/ _::~E :::~~1 : -·!!:- ::::: ::::3[: :::::: 
Portlnnd, Oreg ........... -.... -.. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 5L 5 39. 3 25 .. ---- .. .. .. 44.4 1, 800 .. .. .. .. 662 662 1, 700 1, 700 700 700 
±R:~f~~~·J:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: !~ 1,~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Altoonn, PtL ____ . ........ 800 655 3, 310 2, 819 45 46 33 .. .. .. .. .. .. 46 1, 000 _....... 270 297 450 425 ............ _ ... .. 
Jurbondnle, Pa . ......... . 200 ........ 1,635 .............. ------' ...... ------ ...... 46 300 ........ ........ b26 b72 b26 ................ .. 
~~!~\!!~.~"a·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~~--- .... ~~~-::::::::::::::::----~~~-::::::::::·---~~~-::::::::::-----~~~ 
~~~op~;~_::::::::::::::· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: --~~-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :·::::::: 
~~~~~~P<H ~.,~ /\- .~rt. \\\/ :t~~ ~;:;;: ;~;~~ :_·-~: •~~·:\ :~.: };;; ::~ __ :; ~~~F -)i~ ;yili: ~~~~i~ ;/Hi :~)ll 








































































Scrnuton, Ptt* . • • . • • • • • • . . 800 600 14, 571 8, 912 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • . • • • • . • • •• •• 42 1, 800 . •• • • • . . 500 360 500 450 . . . . . • . . • . 350 
Sl•cnan<loal1, Pa ...••......••• ..• •••••••. ••••••• .• .•.. ••. 65 35 24 .••••••••••••••••• 1,500 •.•••... ...•.•.• c29 ...•...•.. c32 ...........••.•••. ~!Hks~;!~~{rf,~~'p;:;:ill~li;t .; :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ·45 · ·· -~~: ?~~- :::::::: :::::::: a~1g ~~gg a~gg :::::::::: :::::::: 
\\' illiamsport, Pa. ................. •••. .... .•.•••.... . .••. 35 27 26 .•• •..•••••...•••• a1,200 .••..••. a280 a280 a600 a400 a400 a400 iti~;~t~.!ii!!~ l i;iiJ·; iiii~!i i ii'·:oa·i !iii!!!! iii iii !iiii! !!iii! iiiiii iiiiii :~:,: ~:I ~Iilli ii :~~~! -~:li: :::::~~: ~~;~!!~ !!~!!! ig·~::."~i 
Na~:~hdllo, Tenn... . .. ... . 400 360 4,522 3,551 46 40 26 ••••••...••. 42 2,250 .•••••.. 700 500 1,000 550 600 550 ~,~:·~~~~~l~~~·i·c~ :::::::: ::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::: -~~:~. -~~--- -~: ... :::::::::::: !~ i:~~~ :::::::: ····b6o· g~~ ···---~~~- :::::::: · ·----~~~- :::::::: 
Hurllu:rtou, ,~~,~ .............. .. .. ········ ········ ········ ···•·· ······ ···••• ··· •· · ··•••• ······ ········ ········ ••••···· ··•····· ·••······· ..... : .. ········· · ···· · ··· Aloxandria, Va.~ .......... 800 700 1,983 1,571 56 40 .••••..•.••....•.. 48 245 .•.•... . 250 400 750 550 700 450 ~ff~itt~~·:·:·:·:::~~. ::::: ~ ~~~ :~ ~~: :: ::::~ ~ ~~~:~ :~ :~~::: :~~::: ::~~~~ ~::~ ~: ~~:::: ::::: l: fi! :~~::~ ~~ :::::~:: ~ :::: ::~· }~ :::::: ~~: ::: :~~ 
Richmond, Va. ..... •..•.. 3,000 .••••••. 8,995 ••••..•. 46 35 26 ••••••.•••.. 41 1,835 .••..... 1,093 .••..... 1,093 675 416 416 t.~~~~~;·Hu ~H~:: :·H:~ ~-H:i :H..;!:~--~ !::l:· !~l~=~ !~:ll: ·jl~l- :~:~: i~ ~l:Hi ~::~;= ---~~-::~:~;::::~I~ :::::11g: :::~ 
Racine, Wis... .......... . 951 755 3,348 2,.365 .••••••••••• 34 ••••••.. •• .. 36 . 500 .••..••. .••..••. 350 975 550 .......... 350 
Watertown, Wis......... 817 500 2,127 1,185 •••••. .••... .••••. .••••• ..•••• .••••• 300 .••...• . 500 350 800 .••• • ... .....•.•• . 450 WGcm~~~t~wn, DD.CCe ..•.. ~ ..•..•...••..••......•...••..•.. 53 45 29 20 .••••. 50 2,430 .••..•. . .•• ..... 565 1,331 758 1,000 442 aslllll;,;con, . e ..••. 5 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Monthly salaries. . 
a These uro max~um salaries. . {t The city superi;nteiident is principal of pigh scl;!QQ]., e These stu.tistics are for white schools only; for those in 


























:I 13 <I> rr.. --'16 
Average annual salaries of-
A ssistnnts in I Principals in I Teachers in 
high schools. normal schools. evening 
schools. 
~ ~ eli 
cs5 ~ eli ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 13 ~ 




'18 '10 so 81 82 
Special teachers. 
~ bi> § -~ d ~ 'fil «! ::l F-4 <I> ~ A P-; 
---------
83 84 8~ 
Estimated real value of property used for school 
purposes. 
F-4 il 0 w ~ p 
rn. b.O F-4 -+=> 
't:l::S ~ ~ a! ~~ ~ '@ 
o"' :;:l s p, -+=> 
F-4 ::l ::l p, 0 
c!:l ~ rr.. <Q E--i 
-------- ----
·----
86 8'1 88 89 90 
-- -- I ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ , __ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ 
~ ~~;\~f~·0~~~~\~:'·::::::: ::: -~$: :~~~: ::~~~: ·-~: :::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::: .$7~:::~~,::::::1·--!~·-~<~;Joo)!~:~~~- ... !;~:-~~~ 
4 l.u~..lugPh•s,Ul\1 ..................... ........ 1,000 1,000 . ...... . ....... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 15,0001 $65,000 3,500 1,000 84,500 
6 Oa h !:nul, U:tl . .. .. .. .. • . . .. . .. ~. 700 . .. .. .. . 1, 6.>0 1, 000 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. $1, 350 $1, 500 . .. .. .. . (330, 000) b3, 250 2, 300 335, 550 
G ~wrnmt.>ntu, Cnl... .... . .. .. . . c250 . .. .. .. . cl75 c100 . .. . .... .... .. . c$50 c$25 .... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • . . .. . (220, 000) 1, 500 221, 500 
v ~:m I~nmci~co, (.;aL . .. . .. .. • .. 4, 000 .. • .. .. . a162 a150 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . a50 a50 a137 a150 ........ 1, 930, 000 1 900, 000 183, 000 25, 000 3, 038, 000 
8 St(wktou,Cl\1 ................. 2,000 ........ 1,700 900 ........................... 1,100 ........ $1,200 (155,981) b2,500 2,600 161,081 
9 Deu H'r, Colo. (~ of oily)...... d2, 000 . . .. . .. . ell, 000 d1, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . •• • • • .. • . .. .. • • • .. . ... .. .. . . ••• • • .. (180, 000) 50, 000 2, 000 232, 000 il i~f.~~~~~~~~::HEi ::H:: im.:: ::~::::: :::.:::: mm:: :m::· ::::::::::::::::::::-:::2 ::m::: ::LEI+··=::- +:H :m::L :m:::::· 
15 Newlln.Yl'n,Uoun ............ 2,500 ... ..... 1,366 777 ........ e$1,000 ............ 2,000 2,000 ........ (558,500) .......... 558,500 
~ i~~~~}~~E::::n:: _:H: .::H ::::E ::::::::.::::::: .:::::: m::: :m:: ::~:~~~ :::::::: :::H· :;;~~~iW[5;;~ ·;;;n~~; .:}~~~ ~;;;~H~~ 
21 Wihnill~~u, Dl•L............ 1, 300 1, 000 . .. . .. .. 605 . • • • • • .. .. .. .. . .. • • • • .. • • • . .. • .. • • . . • .. .. .. .. • . • • • . (*246, 894) (*18, 445) *265, 339 
2~ Jacksonville, Flo.............. dl, 000 . •• • ... . .. .. .. .. d480 . .. .. • .. ... • • • . .. . .. • ••• • • • .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . 6, 000 14, 000 1, 500 700 22, 200 
23 Kc:y 'Wcst,Flag .............. dl,OOO ........................................................................... 1,800 14,000 1,000 200 17,000 





































~~\~!~)/[[ __ ::-·:: 1==:·=;.= E===- ::1·:m ===~;= _: .. ...: ::::::-:::::: :::m :}:E }:F Dr;vzn~ :=~~;;;:I(·~[!Hit :: =;,/=~·=:lt~i 
Jacksomille, lll........ • . . . . . clOO . . . . . . . . d700 550• . . . . . . • . . . •. . . . •••• •• . ••• •. . • • . • ••• . • • . . • •. . •• . . • • . 18, 900 120, 000 10, 000 800 149
1
700 
~~~ Illru·:::: ~=::::::: : :: :: ~ "tii:soo· .. .. ~~. ·ai: ooo · d~~: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~gg: ~~~~ h8~g ~g: g~g 
Peoria:TII* . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • 750 $21 000 . . . • . • . a40 . . • . . . . • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . 35, 100 136 200 14, 000 1, 500 186, 800 Quincy, IlL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 500 . . • . . . • . 1, 200 733 . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . • . . j450 81, 300 122; 700 10, 000 1, 000 215, ooo 
Rock Isl..'lncl, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d1, 050 . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . d720 .........•••••..••....••.•..••..• • . • • • • • • • . jd315 35, 000 55, ooo 4, 000 600 94, 600 ~~;:;:~~·f1!ci;:::::::::::::: :::::::. :::::::: :::::::: ::::: ::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ···5oi;soo 
Fort Wayne, Inll . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 . • • . • • • . 1, 000 680 . . . . . . . . 700 . . . . . • . • • • • . k1, 200 1, 200 800 57, 050 145, 000 18, 100 4, 500 224, 650 
Inclianapolis, Ind............. 1, 750 . • • • • • • . 1, 000 900 1, 150 . . • . . . . . • • • • . .•• • • • 1, 150 (1, 350) 328, 597 529, 320 (60, 220) 918, 137 
J e1rersonnlle, Ind l.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 100 
La. Porte, Incl. •..........................••••........ . ........ ........ .. ........ •.............•.......... .... .... . ......... . ..............................••....... ~i~~?.~~;~~;:;:::::~:: =~~-:;;; --;_·r~ -~>~ H! :::::: ::::::: =::::: :::::: ~;.:;;;· =;~::::: :===::= ::~~~i- ::ii:i~- :;;·;~~~ ====::~~~= .JJ~ 
Terre llaute, Ind............. 1, 300 . . • . . . . . 700 809 . • . • . • • . . • • • •• . . • •• • . . . . . . . 900 . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . (223 971) 1, 500 225, 471 ~~f~x;rt~~.To~~~::::::: :::: :~ · ·i;a5o· .... :~~. ··i;o5o· ~~~ :::::::: · ··soo· :::::: :::::: ----~~~- :::::::: . --~~~~. :::::::::: : :::~::::~ ::::::: ::~ ~::::::::: 1;g; ~~~ 
Council:Blu1fs, Iowa.. . ...... . . . . . . . . . d1, 200 d650 d750 ..........•••.... - ......... ... : . . . . . . . . . • . . d800 20, 000 90, 000 9, 000 1, 000 120, 000 
Davenport, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 867 . . . . . • . . 1, 050 a34 . • • • • . J555 1, 000 1, 000 6<1-, 000 200, 000 26, 000 1, 200 291, 200 
Des Moines, west side, Iowa. . dl, 400 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . d700 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 17, 000 130, 000 7, 000 . • . • • • • • • . 154, 000 ~~~k~~~t~~~~::::::::::~:::: ~:~~~ :::::::: ~~ !: ::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ····9oo· :::::::: J~g~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~:~~~ 
Ottumwa, Iowa . ...... ....... . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 . • • .. . . . 600 . . - . .. - ... . -... . ••• • • • •• • • • 500 . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . 5, 000 50, 000 2, 500 50 57, 550 
Lawrence, Knns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•..... · .... - - · · --- .. ----- . ·---.. . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . (90 000) ·(10, 000) 100, 000 
Leavenworth, Knns .. ..•..••. dl, 350 . . • . . • • . d850 d650 . -. ·.-.. . . •• • •• .•• • •• •••••. •••••. •• •••• •• • . .•• • •• • . 25, 000 125, 000 17,-000 I 1, 200 168, 200 
Top!'lka, Knns . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . d1, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . d595 .• · - · . · . .• ---. . . • • • • . . • . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 10, 000 90, 000 10, 000 1, 000 111, 000 Co~gton, Ky........ . ....... 1, 500 . . • . • • • . 950 . . • . . • • . m475 .• --- ...• --.. . . . . . • . •• • •• . . ••• • • • . . . . . • • . . . 100, 000 90, 000 15, 000 . 1, 000 206, 000 
LeXJngton, Ky ........•.................•..................... · ·- · · · · · .. --- • . . --... . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • • • . 4, 500 22 000 2, 500 • • • • • • • • • . 29, 000 
Louisville, Ky................ 2, 250 • • • . . . . . 1, 355 750 - · · · ·-- . ·- ·-- .... ---. . • . . . . . . • . • • . . •• • • • • . . j545 208, 090 657; 300 . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • 865, 390 
Newport, Ky................. .... .. . . 700 . . . .. . . . 700 . ••..••. . .••••. .•.•.. •••••• . ..• .. . . (700) .•••••.••.••••.•..•..••..••••..•••••.••..••••. . .•. 












































New Orleans, La.............. 1, 350 d1, 500 d1, 152 1, 050 ..•.... .. •••••· ·••••• .•.•.• .•. .•• •• ... . . ... .•••••.. I (580 ooo) . 65:000 2, 500 647,500 
., ~!?~~if:=:~::~~:::::~~: --nzr :::::::: ::::;;:: --m· ~=~~:::: :~~;: =::::: :==::::::=iii ::;::::. ::::::: --,.:~~!~tgf:'" :::;~iiil :::;:iii_ :iU~ 
• Portland, Me................. 2, 000 . . • . . .. . 1, 000 550 ol, 000 d600 .. • • • • . . • • . . 1, 000 (1 400) 50 000 250 000 47, 500 2, 500 350, 000 
74.1 Baltimore, Md................ d2, 400 d2, 208 d2, ooo d1, 008 . • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • •• • • • dl, 200 d5oo' J.... . ... 425: ooo h, 115; ooo 100, ooo ..•..... -. 1, 640, ooo 
,*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. f The report here given, exclusive of that of population j For German teacher. 
a Monthly s:Unries. is for the central school district only, which comprises k Also a teacher of reading at $1,050 per annum. 
b Value of libra~ics. about one-half of .the city. z From report of State superintendent for 1878. 
c These are m~mum monthly salaries. g Including Monroe County. rn For principal of colored school. 
d Thes~ ar!l maXJm~ ~alaries. h A-pparatus and library. n For principal of normal practice class. 





















TABLE II.-Scllool statistics of cities containing 7,500 in habitants and ot·e1·, jm· 1879, g·c.- Continued. 
Average annual salaries of-











Assistants in I Principals in I Teachers in 
highschools. normalschools. evening 
schools. 
ai a) a) 
~ c;; ~ ai 
.s a) 
-;;; ~ s ~ ~ <'S d) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
--- --- --
77 78 79 80 81 82 
purposes. 
Special teachers. 
~ .... ~ 0 ai <f) t1D i* b.O .... -~ § ~ ] cS .... !:=: ~ p""" ell ~ <f) C\l 0<11 :a P< p .... Q) C5 ~ P< ~ ~ A ~ P=l <tj E-t 
---- ----
83 84 81> 86 87 88 89 90 
~~ t;~~:~~~F~~::~!~~~l~~;: :~: ::::: ~ ~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ::: ~~~: :::::::: ::: ~: ::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::1:::::: :::::::: :::::::: : :~::::: ... $7~~~g~tio~o; ooo- : ~~ !~: ~~~: :~~:: !2~~: 7 ~:~~J~~ 
7$ lkol'l,tou,Mal:!l\ . .............. b$1,700 .••...•..••..••. b$750 .....• • ... .••...••••... ............ ---------------- 12,7751 69,000 8,000 500 90,275 
!~ r;~!:~f~t~~~:!!~-~~:::::::~::::: :~~~~~~: ::~::~:: ~!~~~~~: :::~~~~: :~~::::~ :~!~~~: :::::: :::::: ~!~·:~~~: :::::::: :::::~:: ::~~~~:~~~: ::~:~~~~~- :::~~~~~~: ::::~~~~~: ---~~~:-~~~ 
S~ Ubit'OJit'l',Mnss . .....•........ 1,400 ........ .•••.. .. bGOO --------~·-····· ••••••••••••••• • .....••••••• b$531 15,500 145,400 4,650 550 166,100 
83 }'a.llltiH'I',1tlast~• ............. b2,500 .••..•.. b1,700 b900 .••.•••.••••••..•••••.••••• b1,000 b$1,100 ........ (1,339,126) 30,000 500 1,369,626 
8-t l•'i!chbur!!,Mass ...•.......... 1,710 .••..... 933 600 .••............ ------ ...... 567 600 600 (162,050) (6,807) 168,857 
~ li~:~~.~~~~i\tl":J:~~=~:~~::~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~- :::::::: -~~~-~~~- ---~~~~- :::::::: ~~:~~~- :::::: :::::: :::::::: ---~~~~ - :::::::: ---~~:~~~-r---==:~~~ - ---~~:~~~-~ ----~::~~ - ---~~~::~~ 
1-->7 llnlyok<',Mass ............... b1,600 ........ b1,000 b600 .•••.•..•• •••• .•••••• ------ 700 (520) 37,55!J 87,870 7,049 7,442 139,920 
8$ Ltmn•uci.',Mast~ ........•..... 2,250 ....... . 1,000 750 ---····· .••.•. . ------ .••.•. bGOO b400 1---·---- 71,759 163,650 17,244 10,665 263,318 
89 Lowoll,Mnss* .••••.........•. 2,262 .....••. 1,680 721 ......•.........•••••.•••.. 1,350 (1,350) (475,300) 15,000 2,000 492,300 
!JO L:nm,MnsR----···------------ 1,700 .•••.••. 1,100 700 .•...... --·-··- .••••. ..•.•. 750 (b900) (466,500) 24-,500 2,500 493,500 
!H 1\1al<il'n,Mnss .......•.•...... bl,750 ..•..... .••..••. b600 .••••• •• ------- •••••• •••••• b800 .••.•••. ..•..••. 18,700 I 168,300 8,600 2,000 197,600 
!J~ },(;u·hl<'hrud,Mass ............ 1,200 ••.••••. .....•.. 451 ...••.... ,..... .....• ...... .••..••. .....••. .••..... 8,300 29,000 2,500 .......... 39,800 
!J3 1\{ar\borou~b,Mu::;s .•.••.••••. 1,200 .•.••••• •.••••• • 492 ..••.••• ------- ...•.. .••... .....••. .••..•.. ......•. (50,000) 9,000 500 59,500 
O·l 1\lilf't>t'\1,1\Lnss ... ..........................•...••..•...••.....•.•.••..........••••..••••........ _ ..•.• ....... . .. _ ........ _ .........•..•••••••. _ .... _ .. __ . ___ ••. _ ••• 
95 Nowl3cllforcl,l[nss .. ..................••••.............•••................................................................................................•••••••• 
96 No\\lmryport,Mnst~ ...................••.........•••..••...•..••......•••••........•••...•.•.•....•......••.•..............••••...•......•.....•.•••.....•••.•.•.• 
9i Nowiox1,Mnss* ............... 2,700 .••..... {i:~g~ }1,000 ....••.. .. ..•.. ...... ..•••. 800 . ••.... . .••...•. 65,000 330,000 26,000 5,000 426,000 
98 Not'tllnmpton,Mass ·--------- 1,200 .....••. b700 b440 •••••••. .•••••• .••••• .••••. b800 .••••••. .•••••.• 13,500 76,500 5,000 1,000 96,000 
99 Pittstlol<l,Mnss ..... .... ...... 1,500 .....••. .••.•••. 500 -------- .••••• . ...... ...••. 700 .•...... .••..... 11,700 53,300 4-,ooo 500 69,500 
100 Qnincy,Mnss ... .............. b1,400 ........ .....•• . b600 ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• --- ----- .. .••••. ...••••• 20,0()0 80,000 15,000 4-,000 119,000 
101 Salom,:MasF~ ••••••••••••••••• • 2,500 .•...... 1,200 1,100 ........ .•••••. ...... .•••.. 800 ........ ........ (317,530) 8,400 600 326,530 
10:! l-ionll't·villi',Mnss ..•.•..••.... b2,200 -------- 1,275 916 ......•.....••..• .•••... ... 1,000 ................ ·······---1------·--· ................... . 436,350 




















































































Tnnnton, Mass . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . 1, 600 . . . • • • . . 1, 000 850 $400 350 . . . . . . . • • • • • 1, 000 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . 20, 000 I 160, 000 20, 000 2, 000 202, coo 
~~t!~~i~:M~:;~~:=~: ::::::: . ~~~ ~~~. :::::::: . ~~·- ~~~ .. --~~~~ . :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ... ~~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. -~~~:~~~ 
Woburn Mass ................ b1,800 ........ ...... . . 625 ... .. .•. . ..... . ...•.. .••••• b400 •••••••. •••••••. (180,000) 12,000 2,500 194,500 Worccst~r,Mass ..•......•••. 2,430 ..•..•.. 1,167 718 .••.•••...•........•..••••• 1,350 1,200 . ....... 246,417 597,100 37,765 8,288 889,570 
.Aun.Arbor,Mich . .......••• •. 1,300 .••..... 1,100 500 .. ...•.. .• ••••. .••• •• .•.... 300 200 c1,000 30,000 90,000 9,000 1,000 130,000 
BayCity,Mich . •••••• ..... .. ......... 700 ..••... . 425 ........ 600 .•.•...••••..••......•••••.....•..•. 35,000 85,000 20,000 5,000 145,000 
Do'troit, Mich ..••..• ...... . . .. b2, 000 ...... .. b1, 200 b900 ••••• •• .• ••• • • . .••••..••••• b1, 200 . . . . . . . . . ....... . • •.•• .. . . . . . . . •••.• • . . . ...... .•••.•. .• . 747,690 
East Saginaw, Mich . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 700 650 500 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 325 420 25, 000 100, 000 23, 000 2, 000 150, 000 
~~~~i~mm~m~:: ·::~ ·~~~s~ ~;i.m ;m ~~~:~~: : .... ~ • .~m. ::~~~: :::~~ .. ~~!::C,::~i· ;:::t;l~: ~~~j~mr ~~;~;~i~~ .~~.~~~;. ~~~H 
Natchez,Missd.. ............. (e50) (e 5) ........ .••..•. .•••.. •••••• ......• . ......•. .•...... (80,000) 1,200 81,200 ~~~1~f~~~~~~~~: :: :~::~~: :::;i~&: :::::::: :::;ii~: : :::~i: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::~:::: :::::::: :::::::: . -~~~:~~~- ... :~: ~~~ - ----~:_ ~~~- ...... ~~~ . *2~!: !~g 
St.JOSl'pll,MO ..........••..•. 1,:100 -----· ·· 875 750 ... ............................. .... ...... . ·· ···--· 27,280 73,500 18,000 2,000 120;780 
SL Loni~, Mo .••••••....• --... 2, 500 ....... - 1, 600 1, 100 2, 500 . . • . . . . $187 $130 1, 400 700 g555 778, 467 1, 909, 666 163, 000 . . • • • • . . . . 2, 851, 133 ~~~~~1i~t~r~::::::::::::::: ·bi,"ooo· :::::::: :::::::: ... !.~~- :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::::: ~:ggg ~g;ggg ~:~gg 1• 0~~ ~:~~~ 
NebraskaCity,Nebr......... ........ /75 ••••.• .. 55 ...... .. ....... .....• .... .. .... .... ......•. .• •..... 6,500 28,000 2,600 600 37,700 
Omaha,Nebr ............. ... . b1,800 ........••••••.. b1, 200 ...... .. ...... . .......................... . ......... 101,000 324,000 9,150 950 435,100 
Voucord,N.ll* . . ............................. ."....... ........ ....••.. .••.•• . . ..... ..... . ...... .. ........ ........ .......... ..••••... . .......... 464 141,550 
Dover, N.H............. ..... 1, 500 ...... .. ... . . . . . 700 ... . .• .. . ... . . . 300 100 396 . . .. . ... . . .. . ... 30,000 107,150 3, 000 800 140,950 
Manchester,N.H ............ . . 1,800 ........ 950 566 ........................... 1,200 .......... ..... . (272,000) 4,000 2,000 278,000 
Nashua, N.ll . ..........•..... b2, 000 .••• • . .. . ••. . . . . b600 •••••• •• ••••••. /40 ... ... b650 .•••.••...•...•..•••••.•• -~- --·... ... •••• •• • . • . . ••• • • . • •. 227,891 
Portsmoutb,N.ll ......••.•.. b1,500 . •.•.• .. ........ b750 . ....... .•••.•. ...... ...... ....... . ........ b600 13,100 60,000 6,000 2,300 81,400 ~~il~~~~'t£;:J.i~:::::::: :::::: ··j;4oo· :::::::::::::::: .... 57<>.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~g:g~g JerseyCity,N.J~ .......... • . 2,500 1,000 1,400 800 ................................... 420 . ... .. . . (727,500) 27,794 h14,979 770,273 
. 2, 000 • . . . • • . . 1, 200 750 . -.-.. . . 1, 000 /30 /25 250 850 { f!~g } 318, 000 (580, 000) 898, 000 
New BrnnsWlck, N. J . ... • . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . 750 750 · .•. .• .. . • . . . . . /30 j30 . . . . . • . . . . • . .... • • . . . . . . 25,000 70, 000 5, 000 500 100, 500 
Orangl',N.J .................................. b1,400 b600 •••••• .. ••••••. •••••• •••••• 750 600 ........ .......... .•........ ....... ... ....••.... 100,000 
Paterson,N.J ................ 1,500 ........ ........ 683 150 ....... 205 164 .... .... ........ ........ 66,700 168,500 12,000 300 247,500 
Trentou,N.J ..........•...... 1,200 ................ 500 ............... e4o ...... . .... ......... ........ .. 46,000 70,000 13,000 1,000 130,000 
.&lbany,N.Y"' ....... . ..•...•• ······· · ·· ···· · · ..•..... ·····••· ····•··· ... . .. ..... ... .. ..... .. .... ........... .... . 162,250 568,500 ..... .... . .......... 730,~50 .A~1burn,N.Y ... .. •.......... 1,200 .•• •.... ........ 530 ·•••···· ..•..•. ..•••. ...... 700 650 .•...... 19,500 108,000 12,000 3,300 142,
8
gg 
Bmghamton, N. Y* ........... b1, 600 . . . . . . . . 1, 000 580 .••••• -. . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 55, 088 163, 000 6, 000 2, 800 22~, 
664 ~~~~l.lf.~~::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::::: ...... (754.9oo> ______ :::::::::: :::::::::: 4·~~:~gg 
Coh?es, N. Y* .. ... ....•• .•• . . 1, 700 . •..•... 590 ........ .... . . . . .•••••. ..•... .... .. 750 ...... .. .•••... . 40, ooo I 50, ooo 6, ooo 1, 500 
305
•
500 ~~~~~\;:::::: ::: ::::::: --~·-~~~- :::::::: :: :::::: ----~~~- :::::::: ::::::: ::::·:: :::::: :::::::: ::.:::::: :::::::: 64,~~~.5o5io,3oo :::::::::: ---~~·-~~~- 32:5oo 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education cFor pe:J?IDanship and book-keeping. gFor German teacher. 
for 1878. dlncluding .Adams County. iApparatns and books. 
a Includes .A.llegany County. e.Monthly salaries. For teacher of book-keeping, commercial law, and 




















TADLE II.- School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1879, 9·o.-Continued. 
A>erage annual salaries of-






.Assistimts in I Principals in I Teachers in 





,; f-4.- ,; ,; ,; " .:cr § 
.; a ~ s ~ s $ s ';;j ~ a ~ ~ ~~~~~~~A£ 
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7:i 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 8:i 
~ rti 
0 • I • ~ ~.,; bJJ E:i §~ ~ ] ~ . g. ~ ~ ] : p ~ ~ 
0 ~ I ~>:< 
------- ----- ------
86 87 88 89 90 
I i-1---~---1---•---·--·--·--·---·---·---·-~--•----'---- •----·----
lr.tl lthal'a,N. Y ............... $1,000 -------- --------
Hil KiugshHt,N.Y.(lllofiflhsof 1,350 ........ $1,200 $550 1······--1-------j--·---1--····1 $500 , ........ , ........ 450 -- ... - .. --- -- - - --.... .. -- .. .. .. .. .. $350 . -- - -- .. $12,000 50,000 $24,000 90,000 $5,000 7, 000 $1, 000 1, 000 $42,000 148, 000 
dl\') . 
. 1 r>:! I.11dtport, N. Y" . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 1, 800 .. . . . . .. 900 600 . --..... . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 400 $850 26, 000 72, 000 5, 000 2, 000 105 000 1~:1 I.ouclsLtnll('itr,N.Y ....... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 10,000 55,000 ... .. ..... .......... U5,000 
151 Nuwhuq.:h,N."\~ .............. 1,800 ........ 1,300 700 ............... $500 $400 ........... ......... ... 30,000 150,000 10,000 1,000 191,000 
tr..·, Nnw York, N.Y .............................. ------ .......... a$5, 225 ................... ----- ....... -- .......... 3, 460, 500 3, 916,381 285, 000 200, 000 7, 861, 881 
~~~ g~~~~~~~~~~~-l:.:.:::::::::::: --i;o46. :::::::::::::::: ----4os· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~:~~~ 1~i:~~~ 2'~~~.8ci7>_______ 1~~:~~~ 
Jr.S l'uu!,!hkl'l' !)!<il>,N.Yb......... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... . ....... ........ ........ (116,600) .......... ....... ... 116,600 
];i!.l I:udtc><h•t·,N. Y .............. 1,710 $950 1,139 653 ................................................... 112,500 I 337,500 46,000 7,500 503,500 
lliO Hunw, N. Y................... 1, 500 .. .. . .. . .. .. • • .. 525 .............................. --... (500) 21, 000 45, 000 5, 000 500 71, 500 
lUI ~aratoga81lrinr<!<,N.Y ....... aG50 ................ 565 ........................... 800 ................ 13,000 20,000. 2,000 500 35,500 
Jti:! 8clwurctm r,N.Y• ...... ............. -------- ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... ........ ....... . ........ (70,000) ......... .......... 70,000 
163 8ynwu~'<l',N'. y ............... 2,ooo ........ 1,400 675 -------- $675 ...... ...... ........ 600 1,200 156,0001 57o,ooo 36,700 6,ooo 768,700 
.tGI 'l'J~ly ,N. "\" .................. ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ {235,000) .......... .......... 235,000 
165 111it·a,N.Y" ................... 1,900 GOO 1,000 612 ............... 107 64 1,000 600 1,000 82,2471 240,464 27,954 13,119 463,784 
~~ ~:l~~~~Bt:1~~~~ :~:: :::::::: :::::::: :: i.:~~~: :::::::: ::: :i~~: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :~:: ~~~: ~::::: i~o6~:~~::: ... ____ <~~:60~0~~>...... :::::::::: ::~~:::::: 1:~: ~~ 
169 Canton,Ohio ........................ 1,000 ........ 625 ............... c25 ...... 600 ........ 600 30,000 {70,000) 100,000 
170 Chillil'otlw,Ohio ............ al,200 ........ ........ a700 ........................................... ad500 25,000 90,000 10,000 e25,000 150,000 
17L C:indnnali,Ohio .............. 2,600 ........ 1,900 1,175 2,100 ....... {60 f60 1,500 1,190 1,333 ........................................ 2,000,000 
17!! Glt•,rlaml,Ohit) .............. 2,:?00 ........ 1,209 967 a2,100 ....... d700 9800 a1,800 a1,700 a1,500 ....................................... .. 1,663,035 
17:1 Cnhnnlnt><,Ohio .............. 2,200 ........ 1,Hl0 800 ........ ....... ...... ...... 1,500 1,500 ........ 179,800 387,684 28,446 8,038 603,968 
171 l>.1ytnn,Uhio ...... ......... . 2,000 ~-------- 1,250 1,200 ....... . 1,500 c40 c40 1,500 .... .... 1,200 114,000 210,000 25,000 2,000 351,000 
175 l~ll·nwui,Ohio .... .......... ....... . aSOO ........ a600 ........ ....... ...... ...... a500 ........ ........ 10,000 40,000 3,000 1,000 54,000 
.l7ti llnmilton,Ohiu ............... ....... 950 ....... 850 ........ ...... . ...... ...... 700 ........ ........ 10,000 200,000 25,000 100 235,100 
177 hunton,Uhio ............... J........ ........ ........ 450 ........ ....... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 11,400 13,700 1,400 800 27,300 
















































































Nownrk, Ohio . •. • . • ..••• •• • • . 900 .••••• .. .•••.• .• 575 .• · ..• •. . ••••• . .••••• •••••• .••••• .• d900 900 11,200 75, 000 8, 800 300 95,300 
Pom<'nw, Ohio.............. . • 900 . • • • • • . . 540 ..•• · ...•• • • •••..•••.....••...•••••. -••••••.•••••. • •••. --- . 9, 220 36, 900 4, 000 100 50, 220 
l'ortsmouth,Obio ...•.•••.••• a925 .•••••• • --······ a850 • • • .•••. .••• ••. •••••• •••••• •••••••• ........ d700 50,000 100,000 25,000 5,000 1BO,OOO 
Sandusky, Ohio ...................... . 1,000 ........ i25 .... .... .•.•... ...... •••••• 700 .•••••.. h500 24,000 175,000 4,500 500 204,000 
Sprin<rtield, Ohio ..••••••••••• 1,200 ......•. 875 700 -······· .•••.•..••••....•.. 1,000 GOO 750 28,670 81,950 8,199 1,000 119,819 
Stcu\)onville Ohio ............ 1,300 .•...••. ..•..••. 675 ..•...•..•.•... c25 ....•. ..•..... .....••. c40 17,500 100,000 8,000 400 125,900 
• I ~ d900 ( Toledo, Ohio . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . a1, 000 ....•••..••. --.. aSOO ..... --. .. . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • . . l i 500 5 a400 a!JOO 125, 000 375, 000 50, 000 1, 000 551, 000 f~~~~-tlf~'Oh?o~~~-:::::::::: ··i;ooo· :::::::: :::::::: ··--7oo· :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ·····soo· ····soo· ····soo· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: gg:z~~ 
Pmtlaud,Orcg ... ............ 1,700 1,700 1,050 1,050 ................................... 1,100 .••••••. 59,000 82,786 7,350 500 149,636 f~t~~~:fi~~H]LH~- ili /~~- :::E:: :i ~:E. _...__ ~----- __ j} :~~z~ ~~~~m~ ::/;[: ::::iiili: :::i~:r,~ :::~iii~: :::jif 1ti 
DanYillo, l'a. ........... - .... -.. - ...•.... - . .••..••.•••.. - ... -- .. -- .. --. ------ .... --- .••••..•••••...••••• -- .••••• .. .•••••• ••. ••••••• ••. .••••• .•• . .••••• •••. 60,000 
Easton, Pa ................... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... ....... . ...... .. ........ .......•.. .••••••••. .....•••.. .•..•..... 255,200 
Erit',l'a" . ....................... ............. ·•• ·· ··· ........ ·····•• · ------ .. ..... ---··· ...................................................... .•••.• :. . . 282,200 
llatTh;\)urg-, Pa................ a1, 100 aOOO 712 600 ........... -- ..... --. . . • • .. 650 475 .. • . • • • . (304, 250) 21, 431 2, 540 418, 221 
L:mcastcr, Pa* .. ............ . ........ .••..••. ........ ........ ........ ....... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ .•........ .••••••••. .••.•••••. .••...•••. 147,000 
New Uastl(', l'a. .............. . .................. . ................................................................................................................ . 
Korristown,l'a. . .............. 1,300 ....... . ........ 400 .............. .. ........... 250 250 ........ 11,477 72,482 15,670 950 100,579 
l)hiladelphia, Pa.............. 2,190 ........ 1,567 ........ 2,008 ................... -------- ................ 1,980,000 4,068,700 (313,500) 6,363,100 ~~\\~~-ill~~:r~2': :::::::::::::: .. ~·- ~~~- :: :::::: :::::::: :.::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: :·:: :::::::::: 1' ig~: ~~g 1:eat1in~,Pa .................. 1,220 ..... ... 712 660 ........ ....... . ..... ...... ........ ........ ••••••• 11,400 242,700 18,910 500 273,510 ~~\~~~~~~i~~1~~~:::::::::::::: --~~-~~~ - :::::::: :::::::: a~~g :~~::::: ::::::: ~::~~: :::~~: ::::~~~: ::::~~~: :::::::: :~~~~~~~~~: :::~~~~~~- :::~~~~~~: ::::::5~~: 2~~:~~g 
Wilkcs-llarrr,Pa.,3clclist*.... jl~G ....... . . ....... f58 ........ ....... . ..... ...... ........ ........ ........ 50,000 70,000 5,000 400 125,400 -~~~15~~~~~~ ~~: :::::::::::: 1~i~8 :::::::: .... 675. a~~~ :::::::: :::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::· :::::::· :::::::: ---~~:~~~- .•• :~:~~~- ----~:~~~- •••••• ~~~- ig~:g~g 
Newport, n. I. ............... a3,500 ........ a2,200 a1,200 ajl,OOO aj500 alOO a150 a800 al,OOO ........ 34,006 (174,002) 208,008 ~~~~~!!~\\::::: ~~ ~~:~: _ :~~; ~: ~~~~: ai;:: :~~: :: :~~:~~~ ~ ~~~~~: ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ :•~·: ~~~: ~ ~:~ ~~~: ~ ~ ~~~~~: ~~~~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~: ~~~ :~:1~~ ~~ 
g~~t~~~~~··.fc~: :::::::::: .. -~oo· :::::::: ······ ~5oo)·· .... :::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ·---~~~- :::::::: :::::::: ·······<2o;3·o·o> ... ·•·· ····i; soo · :::::::::: 1~~: ~~g 
Knoxville, Tenn.............. c60 eGO c4o c45 ........ ••••••· .••••• ---··· .••.•••. . . ...... ••••.••. (26,000) (2,200) 28,200 
M emphis, Tenn .............................. --······ --·--·"· ........ •••••• . ...... ...... ..... ... ........ ....... . 31,500 96,000 11,400 · 150 ;.39, 050 
Nash>-ille,Tcnn .............. 1,800 ........ 1,200 ~00 ........................... 1,170 (1,100) 45, 000 116,000 7,600 600 169,200 
llouston, T e.x: ................ a585 a900 a225 aw25 .............. . ...... -----· ........ ····----~-----··· 3,150 14,950 3,000 •••••••••. 21,100 ~1*f~rt~~::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::;: ~i :::;;: ~;: :::::: ;~: :::::::::: ----:: :~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a These are maximwn salaries. 
b ]'rom report of State supe1·intendent for 1878, 
c:Montbly salaries. 
dFor German teacher. 
e.A.ppru:-atus and books. 
jThese are maximum monthly salaries. 
gFor teacher of book-keeping. 
h For male teachers of German; female teachers, $380. 
i For French teacher. 













































Average annual salaries of-
Assistants in I Principals in I Teachers in 
high schools. normal schools. evening 
schools. 
I I I 
~ al Q3 






'78 '79 80 81 82 
Special teachers. 
I i biJ 1=1 j -~ "' ~ til F-< Q) A ili 
--- ---
83 84 8~ 




rt:J Q3 i ]j blJ .E ~ ~ ] ~ p•.-< P< 000 ~ ~ P< 0 ~ <Q E-1 
---- ------------ --
~6 8'7 88 89 90 
---·---·---·---·- --·---·---·--·--·---·---·---·---'-·----·----·----·----
t~i!i~~.t~_:::::::::~~~~~~ :::#ii· ~~~~~:: :::~~ ~~:::::: ~::~:::~ :~~:::: :::::: :::::: :::::::~1:::::::: :::+; ::!~:~: ::~:~~:: :::!~::::: :}~;~~~ 1~J!! 
Uiclnnoud, Vn,................ 1,125 $075 418 $506 . . . . . . . . . •• • • • . . • . • • . . •• • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . b450 40, 000 190, 250 16, 000 2, 400 2-18, 650 
l•'omllln LtH', \Yis . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 . . • . . • • . 700 550 . • • . . . . . . •• • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . • • • . 22, 000 98, 700 3, 810 600 125, 110 
r~!~~;~,.lW~>(~~;s_ ::~~:~~~:::::: -~~~-~~~- ·::::::: :::::::: c~~g ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~:g~g ~~:3~~ !:~~~ ~~~ ~~:~~~ 
Ln Ctosso, "yis~ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . c1, 800 . • • . . . . . 750 . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • .• • . • . . . . • . . • .• . . . . •• •. • . . . • • • . • • . . • • . • ••. 17, 125 68, 000 4, 500 1, 000 90, 625 
Mn<lison, \\'is . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . .•.••. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 100,000 
.Milw nnl,t'O, ~\"iii.............. c2, 200 . . . . . • • . c1, 500 c1, 200 •••.... . c$1, 200 . . . • . . . ••• . . $1, 500 $1,200 d1, 000 197, 000 414, 000 49, 788 4, 985 665,773 
O::lhkosh, \Y1s· • . • . • • . • • • • . • • • 1, 750 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 450 ..•.............•••••.•.•...••...• ... ...••..........•...•..•....•...••..••••.....••••••..•.•••••••••• 
]{uciuo, \Vis..... . .......... .. 1, 500 . . . . . . . . . •• . . • • . 600 . . • . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .•• • •. • ••. • • • . . •• . . . . . . • • . . • • . 21, 750 50,700 (9,082) 81, 532 
\Yaturtown, Wis . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1, 200 . . . . . • • . 400 500 . . . . .• • . . . . . . . . $150 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . 12, 000 22, 000 2, 000 1 1, 500 37, 500 
~,~~tr~~~~l·.3S·.%~ : :::~:::: 1 1,300 1,200
1 
GOO 800 ......•. 1,350 .•.•.. .••••. 720 075 .....•.. 161,177 610,150 (67r5) 838,802 
* From Report oft ho Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Monthly salm·ics. 
b ]!'01: Gonmm tcnchor. 
c These are maximum salaries. 
dFor teacher of calisthenics. 
e These statistics are for white schools only; for those 



































TABLE II.-Sclwolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1879, cf·c.-Continued. 
Total taxable property in '!'ax for 
school pur· 1 Receipts. I Expenditures. the city. · poses . 
City. 
eli .;1 Ill s Amount received from 
.Amount received s s ~ s:l CIS CIS 0 interest on penna- 0 .g~ I P ermanent . <:.) .... .~:;.; from taxation. .!:; p. -~ .... o,v .-o~ nent funcl. .-o· 'do ~ 0 ~rE g;g3 cv;.. ..<:1 1-< §!' P.::S ~ Ill .E ~Q) ~~ ·a$ ..... 0 .-o .-o c: c: 'O.El ..<:10 CVoo -~ 1=1. ~a} 0 "'.-o 1=10 Ol=! ~~ .-o p. .-oc: cvo ~~ Q;) ::l 1-<'l> o'§ ........ <:.) a} Q;) r:;; 1-<1> Q;><ll ~~ +>.;3 .s 1-<~ ~ Q;) Q;) Q;)rD b Q;) Q;) Ill Po Po~ <J+> g~ ;... oo'd ~~ ·~ ~ rn r11 "'"' !=l<ll <lS ...... <!) ~ P+> "; c;pr.::= Q;) C<SCIS 1=1 c: 0 fl~='< 1-< Cll :=l s t;j ...... ~ p <:.) ~ <:.) s st;l .... ..,~:~ ~ ~ ~ r/1 0 0 r/1 0 .,q .,q 0 .,...,Q p~ ~ ~ P=l 0 H H E-1 rn f'l:i • H 
---
------ --- -------- ------ ------- --- -
1 91 92 93 9<1 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 10<1 105 106 
--------
---
~ ~~~~~~:~~-:.Ala*~~~~~:~~~~~~~~:~~~-::: ::::~::::: :.: .... _: ____ - --~~~~-!~~~-~~:-!~::~~-!:~·-~~: .... !~:~~~-:::~::~::~:~:::::::::::::: $4~:~~~ ::::::::1:::::::: :::~~: 
3 LittleRock,.Ark* ----- - · -----·---···- $5,500,000 . •••• . 7 13,072 . ••• .••. -·- -- - - ------- · 4,449 $15,650 .••..... $1,750 34,921 .••......••..•• . -----· 
4 LosAngeles,Cal. ...... . --- - --------- 6,879,144 ---- -- .8 10, 874 0 0 0 17,943 12,953 $154 .... .. .. 41,924 ($3,608) $227 
5 On.klanu,Cal ........ . ... 37,896,037 28,348,778 2.4 3.2 1,876 . .•. . .. . . •.••.. .••.. ... 75,948 115,999 947 .... ... . 194,770 $17,243 $5,638 ------
6 Sarramento,Cal. . ........ ..... ....... *12,000,000 ------ -----· 2::!,483 ··-····· -- --- -· ........ 27,287 34,088 500 11,565 96,923 8,615 ..•..••. 18 
7 Snnl•'rancisco,Cal ........ .•... .... ... 244,477,360 ----·- 1.6 27,950 -- - - ---------- - ..... .• . 386,991 373,560 -------- 67,606 856,107 39,014 15,801 1,000 
8 Stockton,Cal. ........... · ·--·- ------- 7,000,000 ----- - 5 22,a51 ---- ---- -- ~- --- .•• . .... 17,169 9,951 826 l 5,746 66,243 . ...... . 245 97 
9 Denwr,Colo. (iofcit.y) .. 22,000,000 11,000, 000 4 8 ... ..••. ..•..... . ••••• . .. . . ..•. .••• •• •••. 73, 331 .••..... .. .... . . 73,331 .. ....• .. .. . .•...... .• 
10 Bt·idgeport,Conn ........ ------- --···· 11,979,850 ---·-- -····· -···-··· 15,269 -----·- 168 .....•• -· 41,953 .•••.... 752 58,142 ........ (b173) 
11 Greenwich, Conn* ....... ------ ----·-· 3,627,216 ------ --- ·-- -------- .... •••. ------- . ••. ... . .• ........ .......... .•...••. .... . ... 12,325 (35) 
12 1-lurtfonl,Conn ....................... 48,527,506 ---- - - · ··••· -- -·---- 22,860 -- ---- - . . •. .•• . . ... ...••. 140, 649 ..•..... 9,165 172, 674 .••..... (b1, 312) 
13 Meriueu, Conn ........... ------------- 8,783,839 --- - --- ----- ---- ·-- ----· --- ------- ... .. .. ....•.•... . ---------- . ..••• .. .. . ••.. . 40,027 2,690 (93) 
14 Newlkitaiu,Conn.... .. . ..... . ...... 4,619,659 .•... . ------ ---····· 7,483 ----- - - 553 ...•... ... 17,458 . ...•... 777 26,271 354 (b290) 
15 Newllaven,Conn ....... 60,000,000 44,947,229 ...... 15.5 2,178 34,377 .••..•. ... ..••. (1G9,380) 1,164 23,273 230,373 2,330 c545 1b1,000 
16 NewLomlou,Conn...... ..... ...•.... 6,567,581 . ••••• ------ ·:····· · 4,889 ------- 3,183 .• .•.•.... 16,89-l ..••• . .. 100 25,066 -------- (b200) 
17 Norwalk, Conn . ......... -------- ----· 6,034,499 ------ ------ ---·---- 7,538 . ..•.•. 685 .••..••••. 21,562 ..•..•• . 1,409 31,194 .....•.. (b69) 
18 Norwich, Cmmd.. ...... 9,0!l5,890 6,821,918 1.8 2.5 --·- ···· -······· . •.•••. .•...•• . 7,923 17,238 .••...•. 3,680 28,841 ..•...•.......•. , 135 ~~ ~,t:~;?b~cy~<c~u"*" :::::: ::::::::::::: .... 7; 958;728. ··:::: :::::: :::::::: --~·-~~~ ~::: ::: :::::::: ::~:::: :: : ---~~~ ~~~- :::::::: ---· ~~~ - ~~: ~~~ 8, ~~g ······ (i70) 15 
21 Wilmington,Del. .•. .... 26,000,000 26,000,000 3 3 19,264 1,496 .••• •• . .•••... . ........•. 71,994- -------- 971 93,7~5 0 0 I 0 
22 Jackson. ville,Fla ........ ------------- .••••........ .. .•••. ------ 0 -·-··-·· ...•... .•...••. e1,200 e13,000 0 0 e14,200 0 0 e100 
23 KefWest,Fluf.. ... .... 1,000,000 1,200,000 ------------ o 797 .••••. . .••..... ---------- 6, 543 -------- 1,800 9,140 700 .....• . . ------
24 At ant a, Ga . . • • • • • . . . . . . 20, 000, 000 .•••••..•........••.. ----- 104 5, 687 g32, 350 766 . _ •••• __ .. __ •• .•. . • . 757 . __ ••. _. 39, 664 0 0 0 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Edncation for 1878. cFor furniture and repairs. e Includes returns from the entire connty. 
aT?e assessed valuation only of personal property is dT?ereport here given, exc~nsive of that of population, jinclnding M~nroe Connty .. 
mcluded. IS for the centra1 school district only which comprises g .Amonnt rece1ved from the City. 





















TADLE II.-Sohoolstai'istios of cit·ies contain·tng 7,500 inhabitants and ovet', for 1879, 9'o.-Continued. 
t . Tax for . 1 • Tolnl taxable_ -proper ·Y m school pur- Receipts. Expendttures. 
the mLy. poses. 
.u ~ tJ S Amount received from . d El S 
.El • "' ..... e . interest on perma· Amount rec~llVe e e ai I I Permanent. 
..s g ~ o . ""' ~ nent fund. from taxation. .._. . ..... <l) 
~ ~ ;:: ~11 -g ~ as~ as~ . . 
tJ .El ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Cl -~ $ -~ £ $ ~ -g . ~ ~ .g~ ~as g.g ~-~ ~ ~ -~ .o . :E rn 
B 'd ~ ~>- Q) ~ Q)"' • ...,~ ...,~ , as 'd ~ ~ ~ _a:> 
§ ~ p, P<<l) o+" ?. ~"' § o ;., 1=1 0 +" ~ ~ ~ rn <11 a:> ~] $ ~ ~ eli ~ g+" o:=: ~ ~-;::/ '8 p, e 
• <n -~ ~ ~ d ;:; 0 +' 0 d d<:IS ..., Q) 1-<P, .0 ~ rn • ~ ~ ..., o o $ o _:l _:l o +' ;:; d .,.. 
r:::"l ~ l"'l P=l w. o r-:l w. r-:l ....., ....., ~ UJ ~ H 
ity. 
------1:-----------1-------------
1. 91 92 93 9<1 9:i 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 10<1 l O:i 106 
-- ---------- ----- --- ------ ------ ------------ ------ ---
!!5 Au..,u~;ta, G:L ........... $6,897,350 a$14,926,684 2.1 ------ a$1,714 ........ ---··· - .... .... a$3,359 a$34,850 a$997 a$550 a$41,470 ....... ------ - - ..... . 
:!li l'nl~mhuK,Ll<\ ...... . .... 4,000,000 3,328,700 1~~ 2.25 ~11 ........ .••••• . ...... .. 1,600 7,514 0 ~,534 12,559 $600 --- ---- - $50 
:!7 Ma1'l>ll , (~a . .............. ------- ------ 7,500,000 ...... 2 a339 ....... . ...... . ........ a2,813 a14,000 a37 a904 a18, 093 . ....... $217 ..... . 
:!:{ S:l\;unt:th Ga~b ................... .. ........... .... ------ ...... 325 -------- ....... -------- 5,435 35,000 3,461 2, 913 47,134 ..................... . 
:!tl Bl'lll'\ilh.,'Ut.. .......... ll,430,824 2,143,608 5.5 16. 4 745 ........ ....... ........ 4,442 25,337 295 24,230 55,049 13,896 ............ .. 
30 ('hi\'!1,!!01 111 ...... . ............ . ...... 117,970,035 ...... 6.2 67,133 ............... $16, 165 78,513 634,528 39 79,081 875,459 58,511 16,093 ..... . 
31 Dan>illo, 111...... ....... ............. ..... ....... .. ...... ...... 248 $2,677 ....... ........ (19,865) 185 288 23,263 ........ .. ........... . 
~l:! lkcatnr, 111... .... ...... ............. ...... ........ ...... ... ... ........ ........ ... .... ........ .......... .......... .. ...... ........ .......... (97) ..... . 
3:1 l•'t'l'l'pot·t, lij .. ........... 3, 8~ I, 220 1, 529, 688 . ..••. 13 3, 245 ($3, 713) 3, 757 22, 915 29!'> 26, 671 33, 926 . . . • . • . . 300 .••••• 
34 Ualt•:;bm~.lll · .......... !l,OOll,OOO 4,500,000 3 4 ................ , ....... , ..... ......... ......... . ................. ... .................. ...... .. .... .. 
35 Jat•ksoudlle, lll..... .... 3,000,000 2,398,530 ...... 10.2 2,646 ........ ... .... ..... .. . 3,701 28,917 120 2, 048 37,432 59!) 183 . : ... . 
36 .Jolit•t,lll ............... 7,25:!,338 3,626,169 ...... .... .. 4,838 (3,570) · .......... c17,930 ........... ... .. 26,338 ..................... . 
:n Ottawa, 111.............. ...... . ...... 1,465,511 ...... 16 1,897 ..... ... 2,774 --- -- :·· .......... 27,767 80 ...... .. 32,518 .... .. .. 1,700 ..... . 
38 l)rurhl, m• ... -... ---.... 21, 428, 000 6, 967, 854 2. 2 6 704 .......... .. -.. $338 9, 828 45, 923 135 .. -.-.. . 56, 928 12, 787 -.. -........ .. 
ll9 Quine\ , ll1 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 18, 000, 000 6, 680, 000 2.12 5. 24 2, 906 .............. ... -..... 10, 191 33, 000 .. .. .. .. 833 46, 930 1, 906 320 .. -- .. 
40 Rm·k 'l~:~land,lll......... 6,774,160 2,258,053 3.33 10 882 ... .... ...... . ........ 3,429 25,497 ........ .. .. .... 29,808 ..................... . 
:~ ~~~~l~;,~\11~:· £~~~-~ ::~~: :: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: -~·-~~:. :::::::: _______ <~:: ~~~> ....... ----~~: ..... :::. ---~~: ~=~. :::::: ~ ~ :::::::: :::::: 
3 Fort. W1~suo, lntl.-- .. -.. 11, 809, 110 11, 809, 110 3. 3 3. 3 44, 387 ........ 37, 487 4, 237 .. • .. .. • .. 35, 760 .. • • • .. . .. .. .. .. 121, 871 3, 813 1, 876 22 
1 ltulitumpoU~. Ind... ... .... .... ....... 60,000,000 ...... 1.6 52,901 ............... ------ -- 123,029 133,770 60 3,601 313,361 17,239 3,555 9,480 
45 ,Tolli.\l'SIIll \'illo,lutlci ........ .... . ................ .......... .................... .. ................................................................................. .. 
1\G L'\ l'orlt',Tntl............ ........ ..... ............ .. ...... ...... ........ ........ ....... . ....... .......... .......... ........ ........ 31,802 ................ .... .. 
47 Lo~nn~pllrl,lull ...... ... 6,000,000 .................... 4 1,432 12,187 ......................... 23,314 72 ....... . 37,005 528 85 ..... . 
4!1 M_atli>~on,lml............ 5,500,000 4,250,000 ..... ...... 12,748 ........ ...... . ..... ... (21, 500) 16,!>02 ...... .. 51,150 3,425 ............. . 
41l l~tdnnmul, Intl ....... 10,600,000 8,381,00;) ...... 4. 1 23,960 .................. ..... c14,402 1 10,181 ........ 426 48,909 17, 500 ............ .. 
























































































!: ~~~: ~~ la~ ;·· 1~0 5 0 35;283° 0 • ~- •. ··&ia:ooa)· · · · · · ·· ······ itii:lUi ·•• · ··· ····a;;· · · · · io · ~~~: J~~ · i2; oi7 · · · i; 535· :::::: 
31 2011 530 6o 5 1:.1 81 697 • • • • . • • . 6, 720 ..•.••• 0 . • . • ••• • • • 42,351 149 g12, 000 69, 917 8, 445 •••••••••••••• 
6, 296, 585 3o 5 8o 25 2, 505 9, 563 0 ••••• 0 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 43, 500 . • • • • • • • 26 55, 594 20 000 769 .•.••• 
f:ggg:ggg ·7····1go 5 ··a;i64° :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: i;:z~g ··2:ooo· i88 ~gg 
1, 895, 679 .••••• 10 3, 949 .••..•• 0 .•.•.•••••..•• 0 1, 905 19, 145 • • • • • • • . 144 2v, 143 •••••• •.•••••••••••••• 
3 250 000 • • • • • 7. 9 h781 71 300 . • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . 16, 400 1, 260 100 25, 060 • • • • • • • • 72 •••••• 
I I 8 719 0 • o .••• o . • • o • • o .••• • • •. 1, 830 18, 710 • • • •. • o o o. o o o o • o 211 259 • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... i4; ooo: 000 ., ..... . 





1. 5 0 ••••••• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 6, 627 7, 973 58 0....... 14, 658 0 ••••• •••••••••••••••• 
4. 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • •• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 •••• 0. 0 0 74, 878 143, 923 11 355 0 •• 0 .• 0 0 220, 156 0 0 0 
2.5 399 Oooooooo OOOOOOo oooooo•• 10,848 16,200 89 40 27,576 oooooooo 0 0 
•••••• ' •••••• 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •••••• 0 0 •••••. 0 0...... 1, 650 71 300 400 .•.• 0... 9, 350 0. 0 ••• 0 0 •••••••••••••• 
oooooooo .••.•••..••••• 0 Ooooooo o 183,680 35,493 oOoOOoOO .•..•••. 219,173 Oooooo oo 51763 OOOOoo 0 
41 3, 800 24, 668 .•• 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 28, 509 0 •• • •• 0 • • • • • • • • • • ••••• 
0 0. 6, 091 20, 000 153 410 29, 630 0 •••• 0 •• 0 •••••••••••• 
OOOOO o oooooo v ····•••o v 0 5,537 11,500 ···•·••o oOOO oooo 17,037 oOoooooo oooooooo •••••• 
. • • • • . 2. 5 .••. 0 •• 0 0 ••••••• 0 0. 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 9, 424 23, 000 71 3 32, 498 i2, 765 .•• 0 ••• 0 •••••• 
2o5 ·••••• 0 Oooooooo .••••• 0 ooo••••• 20,417 76,217 Ooooooo o ooooOooo 9fi,634 16,!!02 140 •••••• 
0 0 0 0. 0 1. 4 . 0 ••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• • 0 •• 0.... 139, 677 404, 339 46, 980 130 591, 126 43, 898 .••. 0 ••.•••••• 
0 • 0 0 • • • • • • • • 240 • • • • • • • . . ••••• 0 0 ••••• - 0 1!:!1 000 35, 000 0 • - • - • • • • - ••• - • • 53, 240 0 ••.• - • . . 0 • 0 - • • • • ••••• 
····••oooooooo Oooooo •••••. oOOoooOo o••••••· . •••••. •••••••. (7,296) ·····••o OOOOOOOo 7,296 ..•.•••. 85 .••••• 
613, 322, 692 . --.- 0 •••••• 0 • -. 0 0 0 0 •• - •••• 0 ••• 0 0- 0 - ••••• -. 0 •• - ••• -. -I·- .... -........ -- 0 •• - •• - •• 11 564, 915 381 500 0.- 0 ••••• -.- •• 
5, 9771 488 3. 25 4. 25 71 042 239 301 17 (27, 683) 43 0- •• 0 •• 0 35, 325 673 .••.• -- .•••••• 
22,493,900 oooooo •••••• ·••••••· oooooooo ••••••. 114 (361000) 176 oooo•••o 361290 ·••••••o ••••·••• •••••• 
49, 238, 098 -.--. 0 3. 2 . - ••••• 0 - .•.••• 0 .•••••. - ••.• -. • •••••• -.. 161, 083 783 638 162, 504 - •. 0 • - •.•••. - - •.• -- ••• 
1513771402 •••••· .••••• ••o••••· ·••·•••· ······- •••••••o •••••••••• 47,491 ····•·•o . ••.•••. k47,491 oooooooo .••••••. •·•••• 
4, 900,775 4 4 - -.----- .••.••. 0 .•••••..•••• - ••.•••••. - •.••••••••••.••.• -.- --. ·--.- ·•••••• .• .••• .• ' •.••. 00-- ••••••• 
42,3261730 • • • • • . 2. 33 0 0 0 0 0 142, 372 273 .• - .••• 0 1421 645 32,232 21304 •••••• 
9, 029, 393 ° •• - 0 • 3. 8 .••••• - 0 231 . • • • • • . . ••• - • - - • • • • • • • • • • 35, 489 224 23 351 967 . - • - - •. 0 ••• -. • • • • ••••• 
12, 033, 934 5o 33 8 -••••••..••••••..••••• . . -...... 431 461 850 . • • . . • • . 540 47, 821 1, 234 . - ••• ••.•••••• 
9,173,333 Oooooo .••••• OOOoOooo •••ooooo ···••• o .••••••. •••••••••• 461900 .••••••. 720 k47,620 ..•••••••••••••.•••••• 
9, 931, 790 4. 5 4o 9 2, 791 -.- •. -. 0 -•••••.. -- •• -- .••••••••• 0 481 647 .•••• -.. 561 51, 999 13, 521 783 •••••• 
22,0001000 2.16 2o95 429 OOOooooo·············•o•••••••··· 66,000 ··· ··••o ·•• o• ••· 66,429 0 oooooooo 0 
40, 064, 126 2. 5 3. 9 14, 962 0 0 0 0 12-!, 000 370 345 139, 677 (14, 081) •• - ••• 
22,487,864 4 4 ·•••o•••·····················o··········· 83,000 33 3,784 86,817 ·•••••·· 1,000 200 
10, 420, 325 •.•• -. 3. 1 0 0 0 0 0 35, 707 0 0 35, 707 0 11 000 •••••• 
3,361,300 2°5 2°5 ·••••••o oooooooo ·•••••· ·••••••· 0......... 13,500 oOOooooo 349 14,105 ·••·•••· •••· •••• •••••• 
31505,478 ·••••• 5.7 108 518 ••••••o 153 •••••••••• 20,000 0 0 20,779 ·••·••••·••••••••••••• 
41375,096 .•••••.••••. oo•••••o •••••••· ·•·•••· ·••·•••• ••••••••• 0 .••..••••••••••••. ···••••o 22,594 •••••••.••••••• 0 •••••• 2~: ~~~: ~~ : ::: :: : :: : : : : :: ::::: : : : : : :: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : :::: :: : : : : : : : : ::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: ~g: ~~~ : : : ::::: : :::: :: : :::::: 
25, 0121 930 3. 34 3o 34 .••••• - 0 0 • - • 0 - - • • • -. • • • • •••• - 0 • - ••• ••••• - 821 795 .••.. - • . 811 83, 606 2, 080 226 •• - ••• 
• • • • • • - • -. • • 46 .....• - . . • • • • • . 144 .••••••• - . 231 250 272 383 241 095 • - •• - • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• 
e Whole amount received from State, including interest i Special approp1iation; not included in either re-
on all fund~. ceipts or expenditures. f Amo~t received.. from temporary or permanent funds. jlncludes .Allegany County. 
















































l 'i! ll 
TABLE It.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ove1·, for 1879, 9-o.-Continued. 
Expenditures. 
. Ta.xfor 
Totnl taxable property m jschool pur-








































93 I 94 
e Amount received from Amount received ~ ~ . I I Permanent. ~ . interest on perma- from taxation. <l:l <l:l ~ ~ ~ nentfund. 15 ~ l ~ . , "d ~ ~ -~~ ..... o rn "d ~ ~c; ~ § ~ ~ ]. :s aS~ ~,g ~-~~ ~-~~ ~ ,:::l 00 ~~ I rD 
0 Q ""·.-j ~"" <I> 'g b.() 1'1 "" -~ 
4> Cll • ~E ... o "" aS~ ~aS 1;1 Q~ .t' · . ,....; .g g::::l ~ rn',.. 215: 1-1 §~ .s § ~ ~ 3 e a·= ¢ ti c<l ~ 
-; !! o o ..... .~ ~ ~ E-1 w. H J:q _ w. __ __ o ____ H __ __ w. _ _ _ _ ,..., _ _ _ _ ___ _____ _ _ _ _..... __ 
9~ 96 91' 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 lOii 1106 
--- - ------1 I I 1--l---l---~---~---1----~----~---~---•----·---•---•--
l'itt~lleltl, MMs . ......... $7, 3!!0, 848 
QuilH'y, M:l.\is ....................... .. 
S;lh•m, .Mn!!s . ............ 2G, 000, 000 
Sonwnilll\ ~fnss ................... .. 
Sprin~liclll, Mass .• . • •••. ... ..• . .••••• 
'l 'nunluu, Mu.~s . . . . . • . . . . 20, 000, 000 
\\' althnm, Mass• ........ .......... .. 
\\' t'YIII!IIIth , Al:\SS . ............. . .... .. 
\\. ullu ru, Mass • • • • • • . • • . 8, 05!!, 508 
\\' urct•sh•r , Mn&'l .. ...... 39,585,358 
Aun .\rbor, Mich .. ...... 3, 814, 800 
Hay t:_ity, ~tkh...... ... . 7, 051,130 
Dolt'tHt, M1Ch....... ..... 83, 198, 0-10 
l•:u>~t ~~~~imtw, Mich . . • . . 7, 750, 000 
Vliut, Midt .. ... ... .. .. .. 4, 38G,1 8G 
llrautl Rnpills, Mich . .... 25,000,000 
ltlllli>~IN\ Mich .. ........ 2,146, 545 
Muskt·~•m , Mich ................... .. 
Sa~iu:tw, Mich . .. ..... .. 4, 548, :!!!5 
St. l'anl, Minu . . . . . . . . . • . !!3, 000, 000 
Nntl'lwz, 1\li~:~>~*o......... 3, 300, 000 
Vkk~:~\mrg, Mi>~'i .. . . ..•.. 
llimuibnl, Mo ...... .... .. 
Kt111 ~li\ .('ity •. Mo . ... ..... 
1 
..... ... ... .. 
l-\t • • lu><l' Jlh , Mu ..... .. .. . 15, 000,000 
~!;.11t~1i~::~~! .·~ . ~~ ~ .::::::: .::~·. ~~~:~~~-
S ptlu.: li•Jitl , Mu. .. .. . .. .. :.!, 500, 000 
$7, 3:!0, 848 4. 28 4. 28 $0 $222 . .. .. .. . • • .. .. . $0 $31, 350 $1G2 ...... .. 
.. . .. ......... ...... ...... 577 ........ --·--·. $75 · 169 41,244 .............. .. 
22, 937, 077 3. 1 5. 5 .. .. .. .. 0 $1, 224 .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. 79, 346 400 $106 
18, 950, 100 .. .. .. 4. 5 ............ . .. - ... - ........ -- . -......... 84, 420 112 495 
29, 441, 324 .. --.. 2. 8 0 0 0 0 0 84, 028 266 59 
15, 403, 207 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 48, 657 93 .. -- .. -
9, 565, 900 .. • • • • 3. 25 900 0 0 0 . • • • • .. • .. 31, 265 0 0 
5, 293, 032 -..... .. .... - ... -... - .... - ................. . --.... . . . 24, 500 . • .. . . . . 1, 408 
8,052,508 3.1 3.1 190 .. ...... ....... . ....... 225 27,500 180 14 
39, 585, 358 3. 3 3. 3 0 0 0 ... -- .. . 0 141, 098 14 390 
1, 271, 600 5. 7 1. 9 51 1, 163 . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 2, 543 21, 665 4, 804 88 
7, G51, 130 2. 25 2. 25 13, 737 2, 139 .. -...... --.... 16, 115 19, 279 96 321 
83, l98, 040 2. 28 2. 28 86, 905 (1, 722) 17, 262 188, 952 450 163 
2, 580, 000 5 1. 5 1, 401 2, 445 262 0 0 34, 765 136 309 
4, 386, 186 .. . .. . 5. 8 249 1, 221 ... - ...... --... 2, 409 25, 712 1, 193 25 
8, 652, 7G9 2. G6 8 15, 345 . • • .. .. . .... •• . .. • .. . .. 4, 469 68,780 1,175 14,701 
715,515 3 11 1,497 ........ ....... ........ 2,072 7,956 50 90 
1, 214,755 ...... 21.4 5, 350 .. • .. . .. ....... .. ... .. . 3, 823 22,217 63 212 
4, 548, 325 3 3 8, 365 1, 2G9 .•• - ......... -- 9, 097 14, 000 193 192 
. .. ---- .. -.... 2. 5 .. .. .. 2, 427 .................... --. 55, 348 . -.---- .. - 172 35, 498 
3, 300, 000 4 4 0 0 0 0 7. 219 1, 460 -.... - .. 946 
3, 000,000 ...... 3 ........ -............. - ........ 1, 500 9, 000 0 0 
2,780,000 ------ 4 4,019 ........ ..... .. ........ 3,178 10,493 .............. .. 
8,100, 000 .. .. .. 4 18, 079 7, 701 4, 19G 82, 099 ................................. .. 
9, 000, 000 2 4 G, 699 .. • .. • .. 2, 842 .. • .. .. . 9, 664 33, 240 592 G 













... __ . 
42, 065 $8, 000 .. .. .. .. --.-- • 
~~: ~~~ ~~~: ~~~ ... ~·- ~~~. ~~: ~~~ 
84,353 




141, 502 a10, 754 













51,687 6, 048 ............ .. 
295,454 22,748 1, 545 60 
39, 318 0 487 524 
30,809 ........ ....... 500 
104, 470 11, 593 763 3, 071 
11, 665 .. .. .. .. 400 95 
31, 665 35G .. . .. . .. 500 
33, 115 2, 331 .. .. .. .. .. ... . 
93,445 .................... .. 
9,625 .................... .. 
10,500 .................... .. 
17,690 ..................... . 
112, 075 10, 732 1, 308 
53, 043 700 200 
9~~:~~~ -~~·.~~~ - --~·-~~~-~~~·-~~~ 




































1~7 Noht·nslmCit.y,Nobr .... 3,500,000 1,000,000 1 3.5 .••. .... 1800 I·······... ......... ... ... 650 50 4,500 7,ooo . .•. . .. . 112 .•..•• l~~ Ontahn,Nl'br: ........... 20,000,000 5,448,570 2.72 10 ...••••. (7, 598) .••. .•.. . ... ••.••. 39,747 80 22,130 69,555 1,802 293 .... . . 
gg ~~~-~~~·~:t~~:::::::::~ ··io;ooo;ooo· ····7;43o,"4s2 ·2:2·· ·a: a··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·--~~~-~~~-::::::::--~·-~~:.·--~~~~:~.--~·-~~~-:::::::::::::: 
1:11 :Muncbcstor N.ll*... .... 20, 000, 000 15, 832, 673 2. 3 2. 9 1, 673 0 0 0 1, 334 46, 867 274 0 50, 148 2, 211 504 0 
133 Nasbun,N.ii.. ......... . ....... ...... *8,291,704 •••••• .••••• 578 658 ...... . ........ 15,271 !3,500 57 .••..... 30,064 . .........•......••..• 
133 Portsmouth, N.ll . . .. . .. 10, 000,000 6, 476,757 .•• ••• .• . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . 757 22,182 . . . . • . . . 35 22, 974 .••...•...•........... 
13J Cnmdcn, N. J~. . .. . ... ... .•..... ...... ... . . ... ...... ... . .. . ..... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ...... . . ....... 42,449 28,479 . . . .. . . . 1, 072 72,000 . ..................•.. 
135 Elizabctl1, N. J . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000, 000 12, 000, 000 1. 5 2. 5 1, 109 2, 198 0 0 23, 174 12, 978 0 5 39, 464 . . . . . . . . 169 ...... 
136 Jcrsoy Cit!, N. J * . . . . . . . 120,808, 562 60,404, 281 2 4 0 11,773 0 0 133, 3~7 77, 364 .. - ... ... -...... 222, 464 . . .. . . . . 3, 443 1, 000 
1:11 Nowark,N.J ...... ... ......... . .. ... . 82,140,700 .•••••..... . 702 ....•••.........•...... 140,440 63,500 .••. .... 254 204,905 2,960 ............. . 
13S Now Brunswick, N.J.... 10, 560, 000 5, 280, 000 2. 25 4. 5 615 . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . .. . 19, 271 12, 615 556 9, 1:::19 42, 186 . . . . . . .. 430 156 
139 Or:wgt,,N.J ... ..... .................. 4,314,000 . .. .. . 2.4 .•••.••..•.......•......••..••. 13, 168 11,344 432 263 25,207 ........ 201 ..... . 
110 Pater~;on, N.J........... 19, 169, 600 10, 169, 600 1. 63 1. 63 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • . 44, 114 31, 350 . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . 75, 464 6, 008 . ••.... .. ••... 
IH Trenton, N. ,J. ... . . ...•.. 20,000,000 12,933,083 1. 6 2 12,869 2, 939 . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . 32, 007 7, 000 . . . . . .. . 3 54,908 . . . . . • •. 445 74 
IJ:! Albany N. Y * ...... ........... .. ........... ...... ... .......... 70,122 .. ....•. .•••••. .....••. 50,141 164,340 1,161 2,873 288,637 .••.. . .. 2,339 1,315 
H:J .Auburti, N.y . . ......... 11,658,366 8, 743,775 2.18 2. 92 6, 933 831 . .•. . . . . ••. . . . . 11,758 27,724 774 492 48, 512 3, 861 1, 646 51 
1 H l3inl!hnmton, N. Y *.. .... 7, 263, 777 5, 811, 022 3. 4 4. 3 7, 423 . . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . 10, 164 28, 000 560 
1 
20 46, 167 1, 372 622 786 
1 J5 Bro1rklyn, N.Y ..... ......... . .. .................... ............. -- ..... --...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . I, 307, 626 (200, 357) 
lJU BuUhlo,N.Y* ............ ...................................... 115,603 .. .. .......... ......... 8G,766 238,902 .••... .. 1,607 441,878 ·······-~----·--·11,432 
l.J7 Uohot>s, N. Y *. .......... 12, 080, 866 3, 624, 260 1. 84 6 32, 051 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 10, 646 22, 325 30 . . . . . • • . 65, 061 5, 452 2, 290 189 11~ Elmira, N. Y............ 13, 730, 018 13, 730, 918 4. 5 4. 5 11, ~80 13, 758 ...... .. ...... ..... :. . • . . 44, 965 1, 303 . • • . . • • . 71, 806 . • • • . . . . (409) 
140 llud~;on N. Y * .......... .•••••..•... ........•• .............•••. 2,605 .....••. .•••••. ..... • •. o,163 6,000 .•...••. .. ...... 13,768 (722) 
150 Ithaca N.Y............ 6,000,000 2, 451,218 2.3 5.7 2,910 7,231 ...... . ......•. .•.....••. 15,960 1,201 35 27,427 7,294 73 0 
1G1 Ringst{)n,N.Y.(iofcity) 5,363,395 5,363,395 3.3 3.3 .•. .. ••. 468 ....... 169 7,066 25,176 781 1 33,661 9, 239 1,757 10~ 
Hi3 Lockport, N.Y.......... 8, 000, 000 5, 246, 858 2. 6 4 8, 859 200 . • • • • . . . • • . • • • . 8, 787 22, 700 2, 109 2, 887 45, 542 2, 922 936 93 
153 Lon~IslnmlCit:y,N.Y ............... 4,681,847 ...... 7.5 ..•.••••.••.•••.••••••..••.•••. 9,752 31,740 ... . .••...•..... 41,492 .••..... 575 ..... . 
13-! N ow burgh, N. Y . . . . . . . . 13, 000, 000 9, 273, 035 2. 5 3. 5 526 . • • . • • • . • • . • • . . . • • . . . . . 10, 582 29, 500 1, 069 . . . . . . • . 41, 676 240 1, 325 1, 627 
155 NowYork,N.Y ... . ... .............. 1,094,069,335 .•••••....•. 405,148 .•......••••••......••. (3,400,000) .•. . ....••..... 3,865,148 278, ·124 21,359 ... .. . 
156 O!!dunsbm-g, N.Y .. ..... ... ... . ...•..... ........ ... --···· 4 9,892 6,480 .•••••. .•...... .•••.• . ••. 8,726 0 0 25,098 1,670 ..•..... 180 
157 OI!Wt'"O, N. y.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 947, 950 •.. -.- 3 . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . 13, 609 27, 115 241 27 40, 992 168 112 405 
158 Pou.d~kcopsie, N.Ye ................. ············· · ······ ······ 20,780 11,903 ....... .••..••. .•••.•.... 22,206 .....••. 920 55,899 8,008 101 2,024 
159 Rochester, N . Y......... 38, 884, 340 38, 884, 340 3 3 1, 902 1, 439 . • • • • . . . . . . • • • . 45, 514 120, 000 . . . . . . . . 102 168, 957 15, 075 2, 603 1, 071 
160 Itomo, N. Y . • • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 398, 205 4, 398, 205 3. 2 3. 2 1, 530 567 . . . • • . . . • • . . • • . 5 993 14, 378 222 . • • . .. . . 22, 690 1 977 599 ..... . 
161 Saratogn. Springs, N.Y.. 41, 101, 839 5, 871, 677 • 29 2 14, 815 . -...... . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . s' 884 12, oo"O 113 267 33, 079 2' 184 52 199 
16:l Schenectady, N. Y* . .... ······ · ···· ·· .......••..... ······ ······ ........ ···· · ··· ······· ········ 8:453 16,000 •.•..... 124 24,577 I (4.476) 118 
163 Syracuse~. Y.......... 29, 684, 609 29, 684, 609 2. 6 2. 6 75 .• -..... . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 29 160 77, 500 1, 073 1, 690 109, 498 j 5 000 1-...... . 1, 773 
16! 'l'roy,N.x * .......•.•.................•...............•.. ······ 17,857 ·••··••···•·•· · .••..••. 301 126 75,QOO .••..... 1,010 123,993 '(13 279) .••••• 
163 Utica, N. Y ••••. ;. ... • • •• 25, 000, 000 17,473,470 2 2. 8 34, 482 · • •.• ••. .•••••. . •• .. . . . g 20:086 49, 800 695 I, 094 106,1.57 5, 628 '1 1,186 1, 206 
160 Watertown, N. Y .. •... . .•........•...... .. .............. ·•··•· 3, 378 •••••••. .•.•••. • ••.•••• 7 895 21,000 . . . .. •• . 3, 996 36,269 (13, 778) 607 
167 Wilmington, N. C.. ..... 4, 844, 218 4, 844, 218 . 8 • ••• • • 6, 004 · ••..... . • • . . . . • • • . . • • . ' (11 874) . • . . . . • . 392 18, 270 2 101 .••••••..••••• 
IUS Akron, Ohio* . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 000, 000 7, 500, 000 4. 8 5 19, 120 415 . • • • • . . . • • . • . . . 6, 422 ' 43, 544 597 1, 818 71, 916 1: 039 ....•••.....•. 
169 Canton, Ohio............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . *5, 059, 270 . • • • • • 5 14, 979 456 . . • . . • . . • • . • • • . 5 681 26, 743 6 . . . . . • • . 47, 865 3 234 .•• . .....•• . . . 
170 Chillicothe, Ohio *....... 10, 000, 000 5, 000, 000 2.1 5. 2 13,897 ·••..••. .• . • •• . 100 s' 188 24, 713 . . • .. • • . 147 44, 045 1:457 473 998 
171 Cincinnati, Ohio.... . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179, 000, 000 .•• • • . 3. 25 16,578 . •• . • • • . .•• • •• . . • • . . . • . 1821 815 587, 079 6, 442 16, 540 809, 454 81, 508 19, 392 35, 796 
172 Clevelnnd, Ohio . . . . . . . . . 211, 544, 312 70, 548, 104 1. 5 4. 5 24, 171 · •••.••. • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . 12; 307 294, 527 698 5, 876 397, 579 53, 408 23, 143 2, 395 
173 Columbus, Ohio......... 43, 500, 000 27, 000,000 3. 5 4. 5 27,735 176 • . • • •• . • • . . •••• 21, 369 120, 413 396 489 170,578 7, 389 510 2, 116 
"From Report of the Commissioner of Education for bTotal of specified items only, and probably not the eFrom report of State superintendent for 1878. 
1878. whole receipts for school purposes. jCbru:·o-ed to the account for 1879, though not yet 
aPaid out of special appropriatiou for this purpose, and clncluding .Adams County. exp'ended. 















































TABLE II.-Sc:kooi statistiCB of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovet, fot is79, ~c.-Continued. 
. T:u for 
Totru taxable property m j school pur-
tho city. poses. Receipts. 
' Expenditures. 
~ a Amount received from . d a a 
...,. 8 . interest on perma.- .A~onnt rec~lve 8 o ai 
0 Q) :;;; 1;l nent fund. from taxat10n. ~ . ~ 8 ~ ~ § ~ -~ ~ -~ g ~ -d '0 ;g~ ~ g ~ § ~ : -~ :s ~ ~ 
Q) o'§ ~-.-. ~ Q) "" .o . 4:>-+> ai ~i ~; t> §:g ~~ ~ -g~ _g~ -~ 
en en § ~ Q) 1=1 .....< Q) ~ 0 +> g ;:::::l ~ ~ .;:1 '§ A C\l s -;..... ~ g 8 ~ g a a C\l ¢ ~ §< :S ~ l='l iJi 0 H iJi 1-1 .:Q .:Q ~ w ~ H 


















1D ~ ~ l"'l ~ 
Permanent. _ 
--~-- -
91 I 92 93 ·· j 9. 96 97 98 99 100 lOl ··~ 103 104 ••• lOG 
Dayton, Ohio• ...... . .... $30, 000, 000 $19, 000, 000 3. 6 5. 7 
1
$'27, 530 $1, 564 . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. $16, 197 $115, 598 $2, 522 $25, 236 $188, 647 $23, 266 $1, 596 $3, 307 
Fn•mont, Ohio.......... 3,000,000 2,000,000 3.33 5 9,833 ............... -------- 1,667 4,727 221 61 Hi,509 .... . ............... .. 
Htuniltou.Ohio.......... 6,1!14,460 6,194,460 5 5 12,837 608 --------------- 8,340 27,613 . ..... . . 228 49,626 ---------------- ..... . 
Ironton, Ohio... ... .... . 3,675, 836 2,943,211 - ----- 5.5 1,109 352 ------- - ------ - 3,971> 12,209 . ...... 2 17,647 231 45 .....• 
.MtUlSiichl, Ohio·- -- ---- - 5, 500,000 4,635,510 ...... 4.8 10,6!)7 232 ------- ----- - -- 4,190 21,494 142 ....... . 36,755 (969) 
Newurk, Obio ....... .... ...... . ....•. ---- --------- · -- --- - 5 18,005 ........ -- ----· ........ 5,481 21,884 192 340 45,902 .............. .. ... . .. 
Pomeroy, Ohlo... ..... . . 1,867,103 1,867,103 --- - - - 5 8,445 30 ------ - ........ ·2,934 9,953 ________ 32 21,394 . . .. . .•. ........ 150 
rortsmoutb,Obio ....... 4,500,000 4,500,000 5 5 16,292 46 ...... . ... . ... . 5,211 25,948 1,779 2,035 51,311 4,467 --------- ----· 
Snn1lusky, Ohio..... .. .. 10, 062, 562 4, 020, 854 2. 8 7 3, 856 685 .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . 10, 210 27,467 107 1, 603 43, 928 o o o 
Sprill!!iit•ld, Ohio . . . .... . 15,000, 000 10,000,000 ------ 5.5 9,687 . ....... ....... ........ 7,818 42,374 871 5,313 66,063 2,620 ............. . 
Steuben\ille,Ohio... . ... ............. 5,344,420 ...... 4.5 14,656 6,897 . ..... . $63 . .. ...... . U,781 254 52 46,703 ..................... . 
'l'olcuo, Ohio------------ -------- - ---- 18,687,955 ...... 6 39,460 662 ....... -------- 23, 184 90,721 554 il5,06 L 189,642 ..... . .. 251 .... .. 
r~l~·~~~tr~~15b?~~i~_·_::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: · 3~5-- :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::·_ :::::::::: ::::::: : :::::::: ---~~~ ~~~ - :::::::: :::::::: :::::: 
Porllnuu, Or<>g .......... 13,000,000 9,8-il,OOO -----· 4.5 133 2,707 .••••.. --··---- a19,705 37,948 !J42 7,975 69,410 32,754 4,000 100 
.Allt·~heny,J>t\ . ........ . . ............ . 46,000,000 ...... 4.9 22,528 - --- ----------- . .... ..... ........ 18G,53B b34,9!J9 7,209 251,271 1,84-2 5,229 2,227 
Alll'lltOWll,l'·~ --------- - 12,000,000 9,000,000 ------ 5.5 - --- ---- - ---- ------------------ .................... - -- -- ------- - --- 47,869 ----------------------
Alloona, I>tL............ 5,400,000 1,800,000 4.33 13 ........ - --- ---· ------- .... .... 3,331 24,!J42 2!)5 ........ 28,568 ..... ... 161 ..... . 
~nruouunlo, I>n........... 3,000,000 827,170 3. 33 11 8 -------- ...... . -------- 1, 600 7,819 o o 9,427 1, 243 83 .....• 
~~~~~~;~~~!~:~:::~: ::~~ ~~ :~ :;:~~; ··:;~;:ill . ~~~ ~~ > :::. ~~ ~~·: :~~ ~ :~: :~ ~~: :~~ :::: :::~~·-i~) ::: :: <·~ ::::: ;: ;~~ m : :~:~ ~~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~::~:: 
llnnt>~hnq:,J>t\ .......... 15,770,262 5, 256,754 4.33 13 1,125 ........ .... . .. ... ..... 7,153 d64,2G2 ........ 18,815 91355 3116 85!l .... .. ~~:~~·::;\~~rj,,~·~::\· : ::::::: : r~:u~~~:~::~ tl~:~~i:~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::::~~~ ::::~::~:: :~~~::~: :::::::: ~i:t~~ :::'::::: :::::::: :::::: ~:::,·:~: .'i'~" · ' ·~ ·-·--···· 7,7:17,107 4,:155,600 - -- -- -6. 5 .2.~02 .... . .. . ............... 3,110 26,575 1,062 15,353 33,702 90 422 ..... . 1 
· '"'" • 
1 11












































































Pittsburgl1, Pa.... .•.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110,404, 1398 .......•..•. 159, 428 c27 000 •••••• , . . . . • . . . (361, '766) . , , . . . . . 8, 073 
~~l~m~!~ei:-<::::::::::~ -~~:-~~~:-~~~- . --~~~ ~~~:-~~~- :::::: :~~~~: :~~·: ~~~: :~~·: ~~: ::::::: :::::::: ::::~;~~~~~--~t~: g~r ~::::: :: :: ~·: ~~~: Slu:~nantloall, Pa.... .. . . . . 3, ooo, ooo 1, 496,288 ..... . 10 l, 122 I, 478 $57G . . . . . . • . .... .. . .. . 12, 589 21 9, 391 
Tiln::~villo P:o* .......... .........•... 1,700,000 .........•...................•.......•.....•••.••..........•.•.....•........... 
Wilkcs-B.{rro, Pa. (3d . . . • . • . . • . . . . 2, 329, 019 ...... 10 22 2, 669 . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . (24, 300) . . . .. . . . 585 
district>. ' 
Williamsport, Pa......... 7, 200, 000 7, 200, 000 5 5 . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . c4, 673 47, 030 77 4 
York, Pa•............... 8,561,833 5,707,889 .••••. 3.5 107 2,852 .................................................. . 
Newport, R.I........................ 24,820,300 .••••. 1.2 ........ 5,072 ....... ........ .......... 30,000 419 7,272 
Pawtucket, I~. I ............ ... .. ...................................... ... ..................... -······························ · ···· 









. 2~:- gg~ ·I: i ~~~ ~j :::::: 
l, 386 47 ...... 
937 
51, 784 9, 455 529 .••••• 
29,129 ..................... . 
42, 763 .. .. .. .. 334 233 
52,692 0 0 0 
*358, 409 ..................... . 
·warwick, R r~ .. .. . .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. 9, 305,350 .. .. .. 5. 3 551 4, 068 . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 6, 500 . . .. . •• . 764 
2r~~~~~~r~:~-~e:1~:::::: ::::::::::::: --- 2f~~:·g~f :::::: -r--· :::::::::::::(~;~iii===::::::::::::~~:~~~: --- 2g:~~r :::::::: :~~.:~~~: ---~~:i~f :::::::: :::::~i- :::::: 
Kno:l..'Tilll', Tenn ............................................... 1,544 0 0 0 3,928 7,500 580 108 13,660 0 ....•.•....•.. 
11, 883 ' ....•••.... -........ - -
Memphis, 1.'enn ......... 25,000,000 17,000,000 ...... 1 ........ ........ ....... ....... . 19,519 8,776 426 500 29,221 ..................... . 
Nashville, Tenn .. ....... 12,000,000 12.000,000 4.5 4.5 0 0 0 0 2,924 43,597 ........ 10,912 57,464 ........ 75 ..... . 
Houston, Tex .. .. .. .. . .. 13, 000, 000 5, 000, 000 .. .. . . .. .. .. 1, 1330 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . hll, 421 .. .. • • .. . . 2, 540 2, 000 17, 591 0 413 · 0 ~~~-t!~~~~i.ov12~::::::: --~~:~~~:~~~- ----~·-~~~·-~~~- :::::: :::::: --~·-~~~- --~·-~~~- ::::::: _i:~:~:~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: --~·-~~:. ~~:~~ .. :·.~~~- ----~~~- :::::: 
.Alexandria, Va.*......... 4, 000, 000 5, 700, 549 2. 8 2. 3 192 . . . ... • . ••••••. . .. . . . • . 1, 779 7, 200 .. . .. . .. 756 9, 927 .................... .. Lynchllu!~· Va........... ....... ...... 7, 750,448 ...... 1. 4 8 ........ .•••••. ........ 1, 363 11,205 128 34 12,738 ........ 39 .•••.. 
Norfolk, v a........ . . .. .. 11, 334, 291 11, 334, 291 1. 64 . • • . • . 0 1, 561 • • • • • • . . • • • .. .. . • • • • • . • . . 18, 641 .. • .. .. . . • • .. . .. 20, 202 546 ............ .. Petersl.lur~, Vn. ............. -.... .. .. . . ... .. .. .... .. .•. • •. . •.• • . 51 . • •. .. . . .. . • • .. .. . .. . .. 1, 854 12, 300 . ••. • • • . 366 14, 571 ..................... . 
P01-tsmoutn, Vt\* ........ 2, 9-18,478 2, 948,478 .... .. 2 1, 481 .. .. • . .. •••.••. .. . .. .. . 1, 360 5, 658 .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . 8, 499 .. .. . . . . 302 .... .. 
Richmond, Va . . .. .. .. . . 39, 796, 936 39, 796, 936 14 14 . .. .. • • . • • •• . . .. . •• • • .. • .... .. . 5, 188 59, 081 .. . .. . .. .. • . . . • . 64, 269 ..................... . l~ond!luLac, !Vis....... 4,000,000 3,386,373 ...... 6 5,143 2,280 ....... ........ .......... 22,297 ........ 682 30,402 ........ (686) 
Green Ba,y, \V1s........ . 1, 603,713 I, 603,713 .. . .. . .... .. 4, 288 786 ...... ... _..... a853 8, 000 .. .. .. • . 446 14, 373 .. .. .. .. 123 )· ... .. 
.Janesville, Wiil ......... 5, 000,000 3, 8137,910 3 3. 8 113 ....... .... ... .... .. .. 1, 828 16,765 170 318 19,194 8513 137 18 
La C_rosse, 'Yi~:~* ..... .... G, 000,000 3, 109,844 ...... .•..•. 10,269 1, 412 ····-· _ ........ .......... 25,001 . ••. .. .. 830 j61, 098 24,278 (268) ~l~~!~e~~i~~::::~~:: ::::::::::::: ---~;-~~~;-~~~- :::::: :~:::: ·g~j~f :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::~~~:~~~~ ~~~~~:~~~: :::::::: :::::::: "2!~;-~~g- :::::::·: ::::::::1:::::: 
Racine, Wis............. 7,1392,669 7, 692,669 3. 75 3. 75 4, 486 .. .. .. .... .. . .... .... 2, 009 28,025 347 750 I 35,617 433 2, 606 
\Va.tertown, Wis........ 2, 000, 000 1, 500, 000 4 5. 5 4, 568 1, 839 . . .. . • . • . • • . • • . . . .. . .. . . . 9, 248 253 2 15, 910 . .. .. • . . 260 fi~~~t~ R g ::::: J 81, 060, 955 81, 060, 955 • • • • • • . . • .. . 0 0 0 3, 623 0 334, 637 0 502 338, 762 0 k2, 988 I 0 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Eclucation for 1878. 
a From county ta.x. 
b Received from loans. 
flnclucles $13,000 received for new 5 per cent. bonds is-
sued 1!o pay off mortgages, and $2,000 received as a 
loan; these items are not included in total receipts. 
i For two years. 
j Includes amount received for builcling purposes. 
k These statistics are for white schools only; for c From State appropriation. 
dlnclucling tax for 1878. 
eln 1877. 
g Inclucling_ balance on hand from last school year. 























TABLE II. -School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabiiants and over, for 1879, ~c. -Continued. 
Pn,rment of indobt.-
dness. 
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Incidental or contingent expenses. 
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f-1. rn<l> ]j ]f3 o3 Of-1 oo 0 
ai ..O""ai ~ ~ <I! -~ '6""='~ O,.o ~ ~ ~ ~~& ~ P< p ~ Q;J '4 ~ t=G ~ w 
-------------
---
11~ 113 114 115 116 11'f 11S 
-------
.A. verage expenses 
per capita. 
•<!) ~~ ol:ll e~ ~~8 ~~ 
o3 
.s ~ 8 ~§~ E rd~~ §'g'g ;a §o~ O~_s 
~ ~rd ~ ~..0~ 
P< .s ~.$ ~aip., 
1>1 -~2~ ~~ra <!) 
3 ~ §i' i~~ 0 5'~.-c E-1 w ~Q)~ 
119 1~0 1~1 
~ ~~~~~~.~~~~~J:;Airi,; ~ ~ ~ ~: : ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: : ::~ :: ~=~: j: ~ ~: ~: :: ____ ~~~·- ~~~- : ~ ~:: ~: · .. _ ..!~~~ ___ .!~~~ __ !~·- :~~ _ ... ~~~ __ !~·-~~~ _ :::::::::: ... ~~~ ~~~- __ !~~·- ~~:. :::::::::: ~::: :::::: 
3 I.tttlo l{oek, .Ark*...... . .. . . . . . . . $4, 661 $1, 500 14,020 $498 513 . • • . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . ... • . . .. . . .. . . . • . .... . . 2, 411 28, 603 $10 10 $2 22 
4 Loll An~ol<'s, Cal....... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 1, 500 22, 000 . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . a4, 206 31, 541 20 24 3 6il 
5 Ottkltuw,Cal........... .......... ...... .... .. ...... 115,131 ........ 8,411 1,854 2,200 113 3,965 $220 15,999 170,774 23 83 ..... .... . 
6 Sacrnmt'nto, Cnl...... .. . ......... . ......... .. . .... . 51,148 . .. .. .. . .... .. . . . . . . ... ... . . . .. . .. ........ . .. ..... .......... a17, 118 76,899 23 00 11 00 
7 Snn I•'rnnt'isco, Cal..... . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 71, 000 618, 486 7, 980 41, 206 b6, 811 7, 357 . . . . . .. . 42, 304 5, 670 19, 86(1 876, 489 26 46 4 &! 
8 Stocktou,Cal........... .......... .......... 900 29,118 600 3,137 850 140 .. ...... 426 21 1,907 37,441 (19 53) 
9 Dt•nnr,Colo. (3ofcity). $25,000 3,259 2,500 34,435 400 2,607 1,363 1,375 ........ 500 .......... 1,892 73,381 20 32 4 40 
li ~~~~F.~i~:~H: HL :HE 2~~ ,~:hi ::· :.: HH :;:~ ::-:~:. ·::::::: _;:.!! :::::m:: ---~~ffi '1\W ::::m::: ::L~::: 
15 Nt•w llaYt' ll, Conn...... 57,693 . .. . ...... . . . .. .. . 135,732 5, 750 8, 638 4, 365 1, 440 ... ..... 2, 071 518 6, 2.11 226,203 17 61 3 75 
~~ ~~~~"l,;r~.'\;~~~~~~:~::: :~::~~:::: ::~~~::~~~ :::::::: ~~:~~g :~~::~:: ::~~::·::: ~:~~~ :~::~~~: ~~~~~::: ~:~~~ :::~:::::: !:~~g ~:~~ ~:::::~~~~ :::::::::: 
18 Norwich, Conuc. ...... 650 2, 832 2, 000 17,381 25 1,139 181 ........ 115 2, 806 38 1, 539 28,841 20 37 614 
~~ ~~~:~(~\?t!~~;.~o~n;;::::: ::~::~:::: ::::~::::~ ----~~~- ~~;~~~ :::::::: :::::~:::: ::~::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~::~::: :::::::::: ---~~·.::~. ~~;~~~ ~::::::::~ :::~~::::: 
21 Wilmin~lou,Del....... 0 0 2,000 47,914 650 2,4-25 2,260 1, 468 283 1,934 3,835 1,214 63,983 1125 318· 2~ JachRouville, Flu....... 0 d2, 000 (d12, 500) 0 d216 d200 dl48 d600 d475 0 ' 0 d16,239 .................. .. 
~i ~ll~~lt~~~~~~~~~:: ~~ · :: :::: ~: :::::::: ~ .. i. Ji: '.">. ::.::~ ::::: i : :::: :::: ;;;: ::: :::; :::: ;;; : ::: :~;;: :::: ::~: :::: ::i;; ·!Hi ... ;;.: :::: ::~:;; 
~~ ~ln<•un, tl;l\(;· ··1-- ·----· .......... .......... (10,237) ........ 128 253 399 10 187 .......... 386 n: 817 ................... . 
:; ' 
11
,\"<IUIHI 1, d\. · .... • • .. • · .... · · .. · · ...... 2, 800 l 46,682 . .. . . . . . 975 509 1, 433 201 1, 942 688 1, 832 57,062 ........ •• ......... . 



















































t'hit' il " O, lli . .... .• ..... 9:!,585 .••....... (530,646) 6,183 41,335 25,517 16,500 ······--/ !I,SO!l ····· ··-- - ~ 7,558 gS09,502 i?£:~~:Yrll~::::::~:::: g;g~g :::::::::: ······u~:~~~t 153 :::~:::: :::::::::: :::::~:: ::~::::: :::::::::::::::: ::~::~:::: : ~;~gg · ~!Jg~ :~ ~~~~:~~: :~::~::::: 
Gnlesbur,!!1 lll'. ....... 0 0 .••••... 16,085 0 1,362 819 0 ...•.... 1,885 .•••••••. 450 20,601 .••••......••.....•• 
12 si 2 4<i 
JacksonYille,lll. ...... 3,434 2,000 1,500 18,000 400 900 402 0 171 2,059 (700) 30,348 1524 311 
Joliet, lll.............. .......... .••••..... .••.••.. 15,6GO 300 1,482 209 ••••.•.. ........ 968 .•••••.... 389 19,008 .••••...... ..•... ... 
Othtwu, 111............. 5, 842 417 . • . . . . . . 13, 750 100 2, 220 576 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 432 99 786 26, 922 12 00 2 25 
Peoria, Ill'' . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 000 32, 036 ••••....••••••.••..•......•••.... _ . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . a7, 809 54, 632 11 20 2 57 
Quincy, TIL............ 8, 244 . ... .. . . . . 1, 250 27, 700 520 1, 812 1, 382 245 671 371 213 1, 741 46, 375 11 81 2 84 
Hocldslnml TIL....... 2,356 ....••.•.. 2,800 16,310 ·······- 2,605 687 100 456 2,017 .....•.••. 996 28,327 11 99 4 30 ~~.~;~ri~~·~!i* ~~::::: :::::::::: ·-----~~- ....... ~25' 279~9,930 :::::::::::::::::: .•.. :~~- :::::::: :::::::~ ----~~~- :::::::::: a4~:~~~ 1~~:~~g :::::::::::::::::::: }'ortWayne, ImL ..........•.........•.••. 7,950 39,210 1,450 3,430 3,196 43 13 236 .•••.•.••. 1,104 62,34-2 1813 3 64 
Inllianaroli!l,In<l...... 8,442 .••••••••. 8,500 118,592 2,913 7,640 5,469 3,350 527 6,806 900 8,04-9 201,462 14 24 3 99 {~ft~~~~~'¥~~1.~~-~:::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ..... ~:~~~- :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ·--~~:~~:. ~!:g~g :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Logansport, Inll . . . . . . . 7, 331 .•••.. -... 1, 500 13, 450 300 1, 180 1, 2119 .........•••. . . _ 278 40 901 26, 892 12 58 3 36 
Murlison,In<l -········· .......... 12,4-38 .•...... 18,541 900 1,386 500 ....... 200 2,000 .••••..... 617 40,007 .•••...•...••••..... 
llicltmond, Ind* ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . ..•...... 1, 800 21, 500 300 2, 520 1, 100 750 300 2, 500 150 50 48,470 13 92 4 78 
SouthBend,ImL ....... ...••.... -········- ........ 11,631 3(:)0 94-4 1,300 ·······- ~50 500 ...•...... 1,200 16,025 .••••......•••...... 
Tcn-o llauto, Ind...... 0 0 2, 500 41, 407 1, 100 3, 057 1, 940 300 172 2, 274 482 1, 425 71, 692 15 34 3 75 
Vinceuurs, Ind ... . ............•...••..•... ······-- 9,900 300 750 ............•... ······-- .........•••••.....•••••..•. i15,372 .••....... ...••• .•.. 
Burlin_gtou, Iowa. . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 650 35, 655 400 3, 207 1, 294 ....... _ 721 1, 116 57 3, 123 51, 727 g~\~~~~~i~~~;l,~~~: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: ··6~275· ·····5o,"375- ···· 99o· · ··-4: 9oa· ·j3~ 46o· :::::::: ···· i2i. ··2: 972· ······ ·23 · ···· i; ia9· ~~~: ~i~ r···i6. 7o T--- ·· 4 ·o5 
DesMoines,westside,Ia 8,885 ...•...••. 1,600 23,451 500 1,837 1,016 .•...••. 806 718 .•••••.... 1,404 48,661 
16 00 4 25 
Dnbnqne,Iowa........ .......... .......... .•...... 34,818 1,500 3,360 1,254 .•...... 547 3,256 .....•.••. 2,709 50,273 
Keoknk, Iowa_........ ....... .. . .•••.•.... ........ 21,700 1, 805 1,100 . ••. • ••. 560 .••. •• .. . ... . . . . . ••. .••• .. ••••••.... i34, 700 
Ottumwa, Iowa_....... 4. 000 1, 375 1, 200 13, 000 100 1, 200 450 . . . . . . . . 500 375 ...•... _. 11, 292 35, 692 
La-wrence, Kans _ ..... _ 6, 57i! 1, 644 1, 200 8, 876 100 828 501 60 59 616 80 4-, 607 25, 143 
Leuvcnwortb,Kans .... ZC,612 1,429 2,250 18,000 200 1,300 500 ····· ··- 650 410 ······ ·-·· 175 24,986 
· · · · i3 · 2o -~· -· · · · • 4 · 82 
12 50 - ••• - -- - .. 
14 02 3 29 
9 31 . - 2 70 
11 00 Topeka, Kans ....................•••••.... 1,000 14,252 522 1,322 1,128 35 53 t32 141 597 19,682 Co,;n~ton, Ky......... 5,869 87 7,350 27,767 1,615 2,346 1,588 558 100 12,058 4,721 13,785 78,344 ••••••.••.••••••.... 
Lexington, Ky......... ...•.. .... ..•....... ...... .. ...... .•.... ........ .......... .•.••• .. ...•.... .•••. ... ........ ....... .. . .••....... 18,319 (m) (m) 
11 24 
Louisville, Ky......... 0 0 28,340 160,598 2,400 10,230 ..••.... 876 .••... .. 6,174 ..•.•••... 10,151 218,769 14 09 2 22 
Newport, Ky.......... 2,920 ••••••.•• . 1,500 19,140 226 1,626 271 o 318 796 0 532 27,327 10 41 190 Owem:~boro',Ky ..•....... _ •••.....••..•.•.. 1,000 7,000 100 320 400 0 275 500 30 125 9,750 1120 14-0 
NewOde:ms, ta. ....•.........•......•..... 4,096 239,000 2,920 15,326 2,281 14,636 .•••• ••. 14,826 .•...••••. 3,742 n302,595 13 96 3 99 
Augusta, Mo*.... .... .. ...•.. .•.. ... . .. . . . . 550 .•••••... · -- - •.. · ....•••.•.••...•. .••. ..•......••..••. .•• .......•••• .. ·• . a2, 298 24-,094 .•••••.....•••••.•.. 
Bangor, M11...... ...... .......•. . 1,220 •••..... 21,978 575 1,243 1,380 .••••••.••..... 2,092 366 776 29,630 8 43 219 
Bidllefurcl, Me* ............................ 660 o12,680 0 .•••••..•. 021 0 0 989 .•••.•.... ··-~······ 14,950 .••••..••..•••••.•.. 
Lewiston , Me.............................. (25,323) .....•.. 1,406 1,666 •••.•• •..••.••• . 1,020 1,991 1,038 32,441! 12 05 3 38 
PorUand,Me ...........•••••.••...•.••.... 2,2501 58,373 1,200 3,413 3,776 ••••..•..••.•••. 7,451 1,676 1,454 96,635 1430 447 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. e Including Monroe County. k Evening schools are maintained at a.n expense of $628. 
a For all inc_itlentul or contingent expenses. /Including Chatham C_ounty. z Paid in refunding bonds outstandi_ng. . 
b Fuel ancllight. g Includes cost of evemng schools. m .A. verage of entire expense per cap1ta: for white schools, 
c T~e report here given, exclusive of thnt of population, h From report of State superintendent for 1878. $14.08; for colored, $7.54. . 
1s for the central school district only, which comprises i Items not aU reported. n Including _pay-rolls for two months, not yet paul. 














































'l'ADLE II.-Sohoolstatistioa of cities containing7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1879, g-o.- Continued. 
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I 1--- -1----1 1---•----•---•---•---·---·----•----·----·----•----
1 107' lOS 109 110 111 11~ 113 114 11ii 116 11,. 118 119 120 1~1 
I 1----1 I I 1---•----•---•---•---•---•----•----•----·----·----
Daltimol'(',Mtl......... ..••••... . .......... ........ $473,447 $7,500 $20,000 $11,613 $29,957 ........ $4,173 $30,477 $22,830 $643,895 $15 53 $415 
Cumborlnncl, Mda ..... ---------- ................................................................................................................................ .. 
l<'n,dcrick Mel............................. . ....... 5,668 ........ 53 339 97 $20 85 792 157 7,296 6 87 1 87 
Boston, Mass .............................. b$55,462 1,117, 028 ............................................................ c347,173 1,558,163 *24 83 *9 10 
Brookton, Mass.................................... 19,860 559 1,400 1,499 ...... .......... 2,128 125 1,500 27,744 ................... . 
Brookline, Mass ....... ·······--· ...................................................... .. --··---· ................ ---------· ....................................... . 
Cambrid~ MMs .......................... 2,700 132,663 300 (20,970) ................ 1,515 3,272 1,084 162,504 2120 4 25 
8~r~~~~·c, ~!~:::::::· ::::::::: : :::::::::: .. :·.~~~- ----~~:·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: -- ~~~:~:~. :::::::::: :::::::::: 
l<'nlllliver, Mass* .. -... $0 $0 2, 029 73, 886 1, 605 9, 627 4, 169 900 .••.. _.. 9, 236 5, 426 1, 857 143, 271 13 25 5 73 
}'itchburg, Mass ........................... 1,800 26,174 ........ 1,450 1,778 30 37 1,222 300 2,242 35,033 14 57 3 67 
Gloucester, Mass .......................... 3,590 32,368 ........ 2,000 2,000 ................ 3,798 .......... 2,865 47,765 1196 3 55 
IInverhill, Mass ..... _. . . ... .. .... .......... 1, 040 d46, 900 ••••. -- ......... ..... ... _ .. _...... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . .......... 80 e48, 020 
Holyoke, Mass ...... _.. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . 1, 600 24, 013 . .. . . . . . 1, 763 1, 201 . . . . .. . . . . .. .. • . 5, 000 552 1, 116 49, 549 
Lo.wrt>nco, Mass........ ...... .... .......... (55,432) . .... .. . ...... .... ..... ... ........ . ....... ..... .. . ....... .•. /5,824 72,253 
Lowell, Mass* .. • .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. 2, 300 I 91, 810 200 6, 928 4, 095 .. • .. .. . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 2, 600 3, 134 127, 048 
L:rnn,Mass ............ 9,000 .......... (62,887) 1,339 5.686 3,301 125 ........ 1,190 931 5,022 90,701 
Mnlden, :Mass.......... 0 0 2, 000 1 27,138 0 2, 046 1, 491 0 200 500 150 1, 312 35, 837 
Marblehead, Mass..... .......... .......... (12,190) 33 300 514 130 ..... •• 69 669 200 14,105 ......... ...... ... .. 
M~n-borougb, Mass..... . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . 750 13, 312 .. • .. .. • 859 637 268 . . . . . .. . 999 1, 193 674 18, 692 8 73 2 87 
~w~~~~~:=~= ~====~~~~~ ~:=~~~~~~: !: ~: ~H: m =::=iii= ::: i~ ;;; =i~ i;~ ~ ~= :::~ ~~~~: :: ::;~;;~ :::::: :;: ::::;~:: 1 ni ::::~: ~ = ::::::~ :~ 
Nmthnmptou, Mass . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. • . 1, 000 17, 078 780 998 1, 008 • .. .. .. . 195 1, 544 (641) 23, 244 ................... . 
l'.itt!illtllll, Mnss ....... . .................... 1,080 21,083 ........ 1,377 1,311 ................ 1,596 2,378\ 2,152 31,666 12 27 4 84 ~ulncy, Mnss . ............................ . 2,000 23,244 ........ 1,662 1,125 ................ 2,321 314 .......... 38,666 ................... . 
alcm, ~!nes .......... . .................... 2,500 57,920 ........ 2,916 2,614 450 ........ 3,614 5;i0 7,251 81,077 20 GS 5 93 
---ia· 99 .
1










































102 SomerYill<', l\Iass . • . . • • . • • • • • • . . . . •• • •• . . . . 1, 800 63, 833 . . • . . . . . 3, 281 3, 040 701 60 g7, 980 
103 Springfil'ld, Mass...... 0 0 3, 000 66,506 ...•.. .. 5, :!90 2, 716 .••••. .. .••• .• .. 2, 5::!8 
101 'l'a.unton, Mass . . . .. .•. 600 ..••••. .•. 1, 750 34,093 375 2, 276 1, 865 300 75 1, 400 
ig~ ~:~t!~ih~M~;a:::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 1,~~g ~~~:~~g ·---~~~- ···---~~~. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... 110 








lOS Worcester, Mass .••• •. o 0 2, 673 111, 951 2, 453 5, 531 5, 387 1, 981 ••••.... 5, 0~8 1, 079 5, 430 
109 Ann Arbor, Mich...... 5,180 .••••• .• •. 1, 800 15,653 75 970 <i62 . ... .• •. 470 1, 2t7 ••••••.... 7!l5 
110 Day City, Mich........ 7,200 .•••••. •• . 1, 200 18,886 .•. . . . . . 1, 850 1, 200 .••• •• .. 200 2, 000 30 5, 742 
111 Dc'troit, .Mich.......... .••....... .... .. . . .. 3, 300 143,016 3, 200 10, 3!l9 7, 252 648 98 7, 029 425 5, 302 
112 East Sacrina.w Mich... 905 0 3, 445 22, 684 800 2, 754 2, 5!H 0 266 1, 586 75 1, 380 
113 Flint, itich . .'.......... 9, 412 .•• . • . . • • . 1, 400 13, 096 400 1, 6~5 345 . • • • . • • . 55 500 20 4!l0 
114 Grand Rapids, Mich . .. 16,967 .•••••.... 2, 000 45,736 300 ~. 922 2, 748 . . •.. ••. 94 44!) 150 1, 498 
115 Manistee, .M.ich . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • 700 6, 604 . • . . . • • . 660 325 150 125 125 10 800 
Ill [~~trt~LE~~ .... i~l~HL~~:. --~-~1~1~.:g;1:::: ·:H~· .~~~~~;;;: ~\ll E.::: ::H:. :~:~z :mmw .!.~~ 1:n Hannibal, Mo.......... 2, 880 . ... . . . . . . 350 12,520 225 630 528 81 234 866 . ..• .••••. 568 122 Kansas City, Mo....... 18,240 .•••••.. •. 3, 247 35,744 . . •. . . . . 2, 914 1,178 328 (4, 450) 1!!:1 Saint Joseph, Mo .••••• ... . . . . . .. 87 2,160 35, 120 . ••. . . . . 3,194 1, 509 2, 402 36 1,277 .••.. .. . . . 755 
124 Saint Louis, Mo........ 50, 000 80, 000 (632, 988) 23, 655 57,450 k20, 095 . . •• . . • • 1, 276 35, 586 13, 644 17,767 
1!!5 Sedalia, Mo . . • . • • . . . . . . 3, 936 . • • • • • • • • . 1, 200 9, 025 135 6:10 421 360 • • • • • • . . 1, 029 .•••.•.••...••••.••. 
1:!6 Springfield, Mo . . • . . • • . a, 410 . • • • • • . • • . 1, 200 5, 200 100 600 126 • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . . 259 .•• .......••••••... . 
127 Nebraska City, Ncbr •. ..•. .• . . . . .•••••.. •. 100 5,142 lOU 350 600 60 8 400 .•••••.... 50 
128 Omaha, N ebr . . . . . • . • • • . • • . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • • . 3, 881 30, 698 400 3, 786 2, 972 . . • • . . • . 2, 104 1, 739 . • • . . . • • . . m16, 704 
































16 821 4 97 15 80 3 30 
13 04 2 07 (15 52) 
................. 
.. ---- ...... -.. 
12 36 3 13 
15 77 3 74 
13 u2 3 ::15 
12 60 6 91 
13 72 3 22 
11 34 411 
................... ............... 
13 72 2 63 
11 90 3 57 
11 70 4 35 
11 59 1 43 
20 88 2 03 
3 70 23 
.................. ............... .. 
973 2 37 
................ ......... ... 
14 78 3 63 
l16 73 Z2 00 
. ............... ............. 
.................... ............... 
····zi6"56. Z4 46 
................. ............. 
15 46 3 32 
(o12 69) 1:13 Portsmouth,N.H .••••......•............•......••. 18,264 100 80a 934 800 0 1,382 337 414 
1:14 Camden, N. J * .•••...•..••..•..•.....•...... - - .. · - · -.•.. - · .. - · • . - · · .. · · .• • · ·-- · ..................... .. ......... -- ..••...... . ...... .....• - · ---- · · · • • ·---- ·- -- · • · • - · · · 
1:!5 Elizabeth, N.J......... . •• • • • • . • . . •• • • • . . . . 2, 550 24, 766 200 2, 250 600 1, 100 50 875 1 064 2 899 36, 523 13 41 4 52 
23, 035 ..•••..... I ...•..•••• 
1y6 Jersey ~W· N. J* .••••. .••••••... .. . . . . . . . . 3~, ooo 138, 020 6, oo~ 11, ooo 5, 000 1, 416 499 8, 2~2 12: 080 2: 674 222, 364 14 50 3 70 
137 Newark, .J ...•.....................•...•. 3o,800 126,8o8 1,87o 10,121 3,150 1,140 592 10,254 6,139 8,970 207,868 14 08 3 66 
138 N cw BrunsWick, N. J.. 1, 680 20, 150 3, 500 18, 950 200 1, 700 616 .• ; . . . . . 148 702 485 782 49, 499 11 86 2 19 
139 Orange, N. J . • •• . . • . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1, 500 18, 200 283 1, 178 511 780 . • • . . • • . 735 400 139 23, 927 21 58 4 41 
140 Paterson, N. J . • • . . . • • . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . 2, 000 50, 530 1, 110 5, 576 p2, 213 . • • . . . • . • • • • . • . . 1, 718 3, 327 1, 464 73, 946 12 09 3 60 
141 'l'renton, N. J . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • • • • • . . •• . . • • • •. 3, 200 30, 362 !50 2, 107 1, 247 403 . • . . . • . . 1, 254 460 3, 41!l q54, 908 14 09 3 71 
142 .cl..lbnny,N.Y* .......•..••••••••..•••••.... 2,000 138,085 l,oOO 6,241 5,013 21,286 1"3,500 11,333 (10,142) 202,754 . .............. .... 4 
143 Auburn,N.Y .......••............•........ 1,800 23,758 -······· 1,712 1,314 ...•.••• 24 2,012 117 1 2,277 38,572 1129 3 3 
* ]'l:om the Report of the Commissioner of Education for f For all incidenta~ or co~ti~gen.t expenses. · m Includes interest paid. 
1878. g Includes expenditure for furruture and apparatus. n Salary of school committee included. 
a.Includes Allegany County. '!-Estimated. o ·whole expense based on total enrolment. 
b For all officers. 'LFor 7 mont.hs. p Fuel light and water. clncltul~s ~xpenditUl'e for repairs, apparatus, janitors, jlncluding ;A-dams County. qlncl~des balance on hand at close of fiscal year. 
and mmdentals. k Fuel and hght. r For evening schools. d Includes board, fuel, care of fires and school rooms. Z Based on average number belonging. 















































'l'4lH~~ H.-School statlstics of cUtes containing 1,GOO inhabUants and ovtw, for 1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
Expenditures. · I Average expenses per cap1ta. 
Payment of indebt- '4:> ~,:. Tuition. Incidental or contingent expenses. ob.O 
odnoss. E~ ~~~ 
..... ~ ~~~ .s g § bO ...;, 
'§ ~ .O<h ...... :s~ ~ .s ~ 0 §~-g ~ 0 P.o 'g§~ ~ d • ~Q) at fil~ ;:::14:> E ~a . o:ilQ) 'a~ 
-o· ~rti p.~ ;a ~ -o f::.2~ ~=~....:. .9 ~ A ..... bO ~J~ .§::l §<~ §~j rae;; ". ~.9 :s.so s:1 ~ .... "'s:l ~ 0~ <Dr! Q) ~~~ I=SQ) ., ,.Q ~~ ~- ,.8.£ rti fil~ai p. '&1~~ ~.8 b.Oi:j Cf-4·9 -+=><.:> .~'0 0 riJ 1-1 
o"' s:l~ .... ·:s s:1 ,.....,-o:;::l ,.QQ~ <lJ .E .;;., s:ls:lcn ~-9 r:l· .... CjQ) !il~~ en .; ~ ~:; :;:;b.O -+" o-+" Q<.:>s:l O,c Ql ~ ~ g~ §< ~'g&3 ~ !-~~ s:1 ~-S 
"' ~ ij3~~ ~ 1il §< -§ p. p. 0 Ql'jb.Q 0 ~ 0 d ~ ~ ::::=P. p-+"<"0 ~Q)~ P=l 0 0 Pot ~ ~ en ~ E-i en 
City. 
------------- --- --------------------
1 107' lOS 109 110 111 112 113 114 11:5 116 117' 118 119 120 1~1 
---1 , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ ,. ___ _ 
Bint:lmmton, N. Y•..... . • • • • • . • • . .. .. . • • • • . $1, 36:! 
n~t~~~-N±"f::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Co hot's, N. Y• • • .. • • . • • . . • . • • • . .. . $:!10 800 
Elmirn, N.Y........... $10, 045 .. . • • .. .. . 1, 500 
Hudson, N. Y• .................................... . 
Itbncn, N.Y........... .......••. ...... ... . 2, 700 
lGn.!:5tou, N.Y. (i city). 89 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 300 
Lockport, N. Y . .. . . . . .. • • • . • • . . .. . • • • • • . • • . 1, 152 
Lon~ Island City, N. Y . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • . . . 500 
~:~b-Yof.~:~:~ ::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. ~·-~~~ -
O~llensburg_._N. Y...... .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 2~0 Q;jwego, N.Y.............................. 1, Oo8 
~~~~~~~~~~~~\.~~~~::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. i;soo· 
lttmw, N. Y .. . . . . .. .. .. 4, 138 . • . • .. .. .. 800 
i~~~~~~~~::~~~:~~ ::::::·:::: :::::::::: : :::~~:: 
'l'roy,N. Y• ...................... . ......... . ...... . 
Util'l\, N.Y............ 81 ...... .•• . 2, 300 
" •ntt•rtown.N. y .. ............... ................. . 
\\•ilminf.:ton, N . C ............ .. ................... . 
Aknm, Ohiu• ...... . ... l, 690 ...... .... 2, 550 
:a1ntun, Ohio.... ....... 6, 685 .... . . . •• . 1, 500 




























.. -..... $2, 567 a$2, 441 .. • . • . • . • • • • • • .. $650 . ••••••••. $1, 881 $'39, 384 
:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :~:::::: "'iJ$997' :::::::: :::::::::: ··~26,"952' 1 ':~~:~g~ 
$791 1, 918 1, 206 $500 200 2, 061 . • • • • • . . . . 1, 282 38, 059 
1, 405 2, 907 1, 697 500 234 959 $63 2, 730 61, 466 
· • • .... · . • ... • .. · · · • • .... · · ·- • · .. · . • •••. .. .. • . .. . . . . • • • .. .. . c1, 038 10, 672 
100 927 101 94 370 299 788 593 27, 000 
238 1,267 1,080 59 98 2,113 ·•••••·••· 2l0 33,661 
175 1, 293 1, 143 2oo 265 2, 164 . •. .. • .. .. 82a 3a, 590 
.................. 1,096 5,938 (98-!) 1,641 369 41,223 
1, 600 1, 400 1, 100 3.3 .• - •. -.. 1, 487 422 1, 787 40, 238 
79, 858 101, 579 52, 252 33, 193 . . • . . . . . 10, 276 136, 277 43, 821 3, 374, 96ti 
784 946 0 .. • . .. . . 999 88 396 16, 488 
3, 170 2, 064 125 . • • • • • .. 885 450 2, 374 e39, 978 
··2: aso· l .... 1:732 · .. 4; 797 · · ···299· :::::::: ··4: o2o· ...... ao4 · ~~: ~~~ 1~~: ~~~ 
• • • • .. 845 692 .. .. .. .. 1, 064 .. .. • . .. . • • • • • .. .. .•• • • . .. • . 21, 674 
· • .. • • .. · • • • · • ..•. · • • • • • · · · · .. · • • · .. . . .. .. . • • .. . . . . • • . . • • • .. c2, 851 20, 722 
c3, 004 24, 577 
1, 747 109, 498 
c17, 124 110, 473 
1, 322 70, 091 
c4, 248 36, 269 
· ·2: 29-i' l' · · · 5; 479 .,. ·2: 29o T. · · · 9o 1··i; o9i ., . ·6; 639l. · · i." 598 · 
· -· · 625 .,. ···a: 549 ·r · i; 622l. · · i6s .,. · i; os5·l··a: ai2·1··· · i; 627 · 
c386 11,486 
c7, 8il3 44, 528 
c8, 547 36, 95.) 
2, 589 31, 290 · .. ·i25 ·1· · · · i;395·1--··5i2l: ::::::1· ···i2oT ··· 9o7 ., ...... 45 
$14 29 1 $3 10 
(14 81) 
····~: ·~~- ,·····-r~ 
.... i2 ·9o· ··•••• 2 ·57 
14 26 2 67 
14 33 3 69 
14 57 4 86 
13 04 3 50 
23 03 4 02 
............... ·········· 
9 62 3 20 
....................... 
14 76 5 95 
1~ 15 2 55 
15 56 2 12 
........... -.......... . 
11 90 3 98 
: ... i2' 69 ....... 3.45 



































1~_1, ~in~iuoati , Ol~io .•..... . ....•. . . .... .. . ... . 73, 300 4~0, 797 y, 8?5 23, 8i5 6, n~o 4, ~27 ... , .... 16, 3~8 314 11, ~02 yn, 2~! 1 2~ !2 ~ ~6 
1• ~ U t- \ Cl.lntl , Oluo . . .. : .. .. ..... ...... ........ 10, 400 237,017 3,634 18,706 6,6~3 1,333 1,206 15,Hti5 554 7,o81 381,86.:> lo 16 3 54 
li3 Cohw1bus, Ohio .......... ... ............... 5,000 93,948 ........ 11,652 1,407 ................ 8,139 174 5,522 135,857 17 33 4 71 
174 Darton Ohio* ...... --.. 16, 608 .. -....... 3, 000 86, 623 1, 645 5, 789 2, 888 2, 022 135 4, 339 128 25, 496 176, 842 20 49 ........ .. 
17:> 1•'rl•mu~t, Ollio .. . ...... .•.... .... .•••••.... 1, 500 9,175 ........ ·----· .•.. ........ ........ ........ ........ .......... c2, 701 13,376 15 00 2 10 
1iG IIamilton, Ohlo........ 12,8:>7 .......... 1,850 18,200 .................................................. ·--··-··-· c5,221 38,1:18 1410 3 67 
177 Ironton, Uhio .......... .......... .......... 1, 500 12,983 108 876 158 ........ ...... .. 487 74 458 16,920 1:'. 31 1 83 
1i8 Mansfielll , Ohio* ....... 7, 858 .•.... .... 1, 800 13,544 .......................................... -----··· ..••••.... c2, 930 27,101 10 50 2 17 
179 Newark, Ohio .............................. 1,650 17,000 ..••••.. ........ . . ........ ........ ........ ...•.... .....••••. c4,180 22,830 ·------··· ......... . 
1li0 1>omeroy , Ohio ........ . .................. -. 1, 000 9, 290 75 814 182 194 . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 25 2, 128 13, 858 11 96 4 15 
1:-;1 J>ortsmouth, Ohio...... 6, 204 .••...... . 1,500 18,485 ••••••............••.•.... ·-·---·· . ...•... ·-·--·-- .•••••••.. c4,446 35,102 10 00 3 62 
Hi:? Sandusky, Ohio .. -..... 3, 705 5, 400 2, 000 22, 284 150 1, 800 1, 132 .. _..... 47 507 . • • • • • . . . . 1, 158 38, 273 13 06 2 67 
11:'3 Spr ingfield, Ohio . ...... 7,055 .......... 2,000 29,291 .••.•.•• 3,250 •••••••. .••..... .••••... .••••••. .......... 4,148 48,364 1514 3 57 
181 Ste nben>ille, Ohlo..... 3,9-12 .••••••••. 1,600 18,149 .••..... .......... ........ ..•••••. •••••••. ..••.... .......... c5,391 29,082 10 73 2 92 
1~ Toledo, Ohio .. ........ . 66, 398 -·-··----· 2,000 57,298 700 3,418 4,981 420 778 .••..... ·----··--· 2,887 139,131 12 53 2 78 
i~¥ f'~~s~~e:O'h?:~~ :::~ :::::::::: :::::::::~ ··2;ia7· ..... 35;aii· :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::·~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ·-~i2;oiii" !b:;~~ ·---i7.24. ······5·53 
188 Portland, vreg......... .......... 1,472 1,800 28,601 1,897 1,503 1,058 177 517 1,787 .......... 5,007 80,672 16 31 6 41 
180 Allegheny, Pa. . ....... . 84,108 ·--··--··· ........ 107,162 1,105 ·-····---· ........ 4,133 .•••••.. ....•••. .......... 37,978 243,784 12 93 5 21 
190 .Allentown, Pa.. ---·· .... - -· ................................................................. ___ ........... ·---·. . . . .•••... .......... 42,156 ......•••... _ .••.••• 
Hl1 Altouna,Pa............. 1,275 1,133 1,000 16,616 160 1,933 512 260 141 480 .......... 1,686 25,357 814 2 :m 
1 9~ Carbondale, Pa. .....••. ··-····--· .•••••.... 300 6,138 385 148 251 0 342 346 ··········1 305 9,541 6 25 1 72 
103 Chester , Pa. -·-··· ·-·--· -----·.--. ----·· .... --- ...•. 20,000 .... .• .. ...... .••. . . .. . . .. ...••• .. .. .•.• .. .....•.. . .• ...••.. . • . .••.... 50,200 ..... ____ ..•.......• 
m iffi~~J~:~:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::: ·::~: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ;~ m ::::::::::1:::::::::: 
197 Hai"ri2burg, Pa. . --.-... 7, 779 20, 200 1, 300 49, 416 1, 467 3, 822 2, 123 180 . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . • . 669 90, 031 14 86 2 42 
108 Lancaster, Pa*- ••... -- .. -- .•..... ---· --- ... ···-·· .. -..... ---··· -·--.. .. .••..•.... . . ... . .. .•••••.. . . .••• .. ... .•• .. . •• . .. . . . . . . .• •••.•. 5::!, 233 ·----· .....•••••.... ~~~ ~~~i~::,~: ~! :::::::: ·-9iii;4oi· ,:::::::::: :::::::: ---- -i9:7io· ·-i;759- ---· i; 6os· ·- .. 7i7. :::::::: ·· ·--ii. ··i;475- ····2; 23a· · --·i;o24- ~~: ~~~ · · --i2-5s·!·----· 4· o6 
201 Philadelphla, Pa .•.••.. -····-----1---------- ·-·--··· 1,004,185 6,120 102,149 42,328 28,364 .••.•... 37,43a 89,999 107,496 1,418,074 ......••.. ----·-·--· ~0~ Pittsb~rgh , P :!' •••..... (91,183) 3,000 279,::!35 6,767 25,034 5,857 1,112 2,789 19,:191 ·--·---·-- 17,595 487,788 (17 10) 2~~ ~~~~~e1>~~.::::: :::: ···· 5; i35- ~ :::::::::: :::::::: ·---·4a;8o6· --2; 7so· ·---4~ 36i · --i-672- ·---468. ·---368- ··s·aii7 ·----· 3i3 · -- --8'234- ~~· g¥~ · · · --8· 35· -- · ... 3.7o 
205 Scranton , Pa.*---·····-- 9,782 -----····· --·····- 5a,832 2,542 3,825 1'433 566 329 '588 572 4'177 89,106 10 55 6 35 
206 Shenandoah, Pa........ 7,934 .......... 1,500 5,800 958 4!J2 '367 312 ----·--· 157 •••....... 'a84 l!J:3il7 6 28 2 ao 
207 Titusville, Pa* ........ . .......... ....................................................... _ •........•..••.. ·----·.. •••.•..... . . .. ...... 31,019 .... ------ .••....... 
208 \Vilkes-Barre, Pa. , 3d (3, 580) (18, 400) 250 1, 150 420 1, 029 .. _ ... _ .... __ •.. . . . . • • • • . . 1, 034 20, 809 13 26 3 00 
district .* 
200 Williamsport, Pa.-.... 465 . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 23, 244 300 2, 506 964 207 410 1 607 201 1 075 42 103 11 40 3 39 
210 York, P a* ............. .••.•.•... ..•..•.... ....... . 15,860 .......................................... ·--~---· .••.••••.•.••.. :.... :w:116 8 89 ......... . 
211 N ewport, R.I. .................. ---··---·· 1,925 30,570 ........ 2,014 944 75 .•...... 3,773 450 2,418 42,736 18 65 5 04 !li ~§Ji:~\\:~~~~~ :~:~:~ :: :::::::::: ::: :~:; _jt ~- :::::: ·: ::::~~:~: ::~~~~: :~~~~::: ::::::::1 ::~::::: ::::~; ~~~: ::::·::~ . ji: ~ :::: ;~: ~~: :::::::::: 
216 Charleston,S.C ........ ··---·---· ..•.••.... ·----·-- (57,289) .......... h2,398 418 .•••••.. J 1,377 4,194 .......... 65,676 ·---·- ·--· .•.•••.... 
" Fro~ the R eport of the Commissioner of Educdion for c For all inciden~~ or. contingent expenses. g Includes $14,921 for bomls_ and mortgag~s cancelled, 
18. 8. d1ncludes pay of Jamtors. which are not 1·eckoned m the expend1tures. 
.a Fuel and insurance. e Indudes overdraft of la.st year amounting to $2 975. hlucluue:; insurance and incidentals. 




























































































Incidental or contingent expenses. 
..... 
0 
...... ~~ P.o 
"' &3~ ~Q) ~ai ~='<+> ~~ ~l':l P->:1 j:lQ.I -~ a.i 0 ... ~ ~ . <.) ai _g.s ai 
......... 1'1 ~<.)g) 
oE "' ""' 'O~:S. ~ 
""' 
·; 13.-o ~ 
~ 0.1 s:< g P< o ..... l':l l':l Q) '§'aP< :::ls:l"' 
A< ~ s:< ~ ..q"'P< p::; H w. 
I Average ex;ptmses 
per cap1ta. 
6 ~I) ]~a$ ~~ ~Q) .s~ § 
eli 
.!=l ~ 8 1:i~'g ... l':l 'Os;:<s:l g~~ ;s s:<o~ 
"' '0 ""'"';J s:< s:<'O ;:::1 oP~Q) -~~~ ~oo~ P< .;s~~ M .~p~ 
0.1 ~ -~ :iHl_g Cd ~§:; '0 P,Q) ~ ·~ l>'l bll g-:;.;.-o ~"'"' ~ w. 
-------- - J- ---1----1---1 l---1----1---1---1---1---1----·----·----·----·----
l 10'7 I lOS 109 110 111 112 113 114 lU 116 117 118 119 120 121 
- ·----•----• I ' ---1---- ~---1___..., ___ , ___ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ 
bnttanoo~n. Tonn . . . . . ...... .. . $4,323 $1, 500 I $7,703 . ... . ... .......... ...... .. .... .... ........ ........ .......... a$1, 811 $15,384 $8 32 I $1 63 
Knoxvillo, 'r<'uu....... .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. •• • .. (12, 256) . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • . ... .. .. ••• • .... . .. .. .. . . .. .... • .. a985 la, 241 (13 18) 
Momphi~, Tt•un . ...... . ... .. .. .. 4,150 ........ 23,926 $2,400 $3,934 ........ $2,050 ... ..... ...... .. .......... 4, 390 40,850 10 40 5 34 
Nnl!lnillo, '£l•nn . ... .. . . .... .. .. . 10, 57:> 3, 650 48,562 130 2, 540 $705 .. ...... .... .. .. $248 $350 1, 851 6!l, 686 15 21 1 1!! 
lloul!ton. Tex......... . $0 0 ...... .. 12,878 ........ .......... 117 975 $130 :.!~1 ......... . 358 15,0Yll 12 87 180 
San Antonio, T ux...... . .. . ...... .... ...... 1, 500 9, 530 .. ...... 367 1:'.0 60 87 251 ...... .... 70 20,273 14 45 1 26 
.Burlington, Vt ........ ......... . .......... ... .... ............ ........ .......... ........ ........ ...... .. ........ .......... .......... 21,059 .................. .. 
.Aloxnmlriu, Yn.· ...... . 4:!0 ......... . b245 7, 800 150 600 300 ........ 150 75 .......... 532 10,272 9 25 2 OS 
Lynchbut·•T, Yn........ . .. .. .. . .. . 1, 003 941 8, 658 220 375 472 410 128 104 73 155 1ll, 668 12 24 2 5!! 
Norfolk, Vt\............ .......... ......... . 000 13,500 31 4!!0 c3,875 306 ........ 307 .......... .......... 1!!, 6!!! ................... . 
l'l•tlll'$blll'g", Yn, ..... .. . ......... . .......... 9(i0 11,836 250 .......... 6U2 50 ........ 357 217 296 14,568 .................. .. 
Port:nuoutlt, Yn.~. ...... .......... .......... 300 0,190 475 150 1ll4 450 48 404 .......... 44 8,497 10 96 2 88 
Richmond, V1\ . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 11, 610 43,153 2, 835 2, S!JS 1, HJ6 227 671 946 123 610 64,269 11 76 2 06 
l 'omltlu L:lc, Wis . ........... . .. . .......... 500 17,636 ........ .......... ........ ........ ........ 1,324 .......... d10 069 3t•,:n5 10 72 ........ .. 
Gn•l•nllay, Will....... . . ...... ... .... ...... 300 7, 681 ...... .. 546 4!16 48 ...... . . 535 ...... ... '200 9, 929 10 18 2 24 
.Jtme>~Yillo, Wi>~ . ...... . ..... ..... .... .. . .. . 1, 500 10,349 250 1, 673 1, 500 . ....... 400 900 .. . ...... 760 18,333 9 75 4 50 
t1~~i:~~~~,:1:~ .. ~~~:::: ::::::::~: ...... :~~- ~=~::::~ -----~~·-~:~. :::::::: :::::::::: ~::::::: ::::::~: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::~==~ ----~~~~~- ... ~:::~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: 
1\Ulwuukl'l\~\'is. ... ... ......... . ....... ... 6, 450 161,185 1, 820 10,114 8, 384 ...... .. ...... .. ...... .. ...... . .. . 4, 873 192,826 11 10 ......... . 
~~~~t~~.\,)~s~~ -~::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::: .... io3· ..... 2i,'os7· :::::::: :::::::::~ ~::::::: ::::::: ~ ~::::~~: :::::::: ::: ::::::: ... a4,'o92. ~~:~~~ .... i3.2o· ...... 2.54 
'Vntmtowu, Wt>~ .. ... . . .......... ......... ........ 8,070 ........ 600 240 ........ 14 1,440 300 454 ll,378 10 28 ll12 
Gcur~cht\\ n , D . C 6 • • • · · t 0 0 " 380 152 303 1 1 3 \\' n>~ltingtou , D . <.; 6 ... .. 5 1, , , 1 10,537 5, 489 24,413 1, 081 12,213 2, 928 9, 075 229,520 13 61 5 69 
I 
• F n tttl l:l'ttnrt uf tho Cunnni>~>~ ione1· of J~dncnliou for 1878. 
n l•'ur nil hu•hh•ulalut· t' tmlin l(<•nt uxpt' ll!ll'l!. 
t• l'ult \ hu111 S l u l u lrn:t>\111 y tltllltlwn•hnt• not inrlutlt•d in r l' ('l' i}lts. 
c Includes $2,641, amount <lue on last session; also a.mount 
expentlell fo•· text books and contingencies. 
dlncludes 1)ay of janitors. 
e These statistics are for white schools only; for 
tllose iu which coloret.l schools are indude<l, 






























































































Platts bur~ h. 





North Carolina .•••.......•••••••••. New Berne. 
Ohi~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:?~IT~: 
Do .••••............•.•...•...••. Lima. 
Do....... ....................... Marietta. 
Do .•••••••••••.... ---- .......... Massillon. 
Do.............................. Tiffin. 
Pennsylvania.---- --- ----- .•••.••••. ColUIDbia. 
~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ford. 
Do .............................. Hazleton. 
Do................ • • . • . . . • • . . . . . Johnstown. 
Do .............................. Lebanon. 
Do ................ ------ .....•.. Lock Haven. 
Do ...•••.... -- .................. Meadville. 
Do .............................. Shamokin. 
South Carolina ...... ---··· ••••••.... Columbia. 
Texas······-----------··-····-····· Austin. 
Do ....•••••••••....••••••••••••• Galveston. 
Do .•..••.••••..••••• ---- .•.••••• Jefferson. 
Do .•••••.......•••••.........•.. Waco. 
~r::~r;:::: ·:: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~!I.:{li~. 
West Virginia .•••••. --·······------ Wheeling. 
Wisconsin . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . Eau Claire. 
Uta??~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~gan. 





















TAllLE III. -Stati.siics of JWJ•malsolwols for 1879; j1·mn replies to ·inqniries by the United States Bu1·ea1t of Education. 




"' 1 Stnto Normal School. . .... .......••......•. 
:? llust Normnl Institute . ................... . 
3 ~Unto Normnl School fm·Colored Students .. 
4 I,iucoln Normal U niversity* . 
5 Emt>rsonlustitnto .. ...................... . 
6 Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological 
School. 
7 Normal <l<'pnrtml'nt of Talladega College .. 
8 Normal tlrpartment of .Arktmsas Industrial 
UniYerstty. 
Branch Normal Colll'ge of Arkansas In-
dnsh·ial UniYer~ity. 
JO racifio Kindergarten Normnl SchooL ..... . 
11 California St:tto Normal School> ..... .. ... . 
12 Normal department of Uni"\"oraity of Colo-
rmlo. 
13 Normnl School in Colorado Collep;e ... ..... . 
11 Conncctirut Stnto Nonnnl School ......... . 
15 Normal tlcpnrtml'nt of Atlanta Uni'"ersity* 
16 Ncn·mnl df;snrtmcnt of North Georgia Ag-
17 n~~~:~~!W~·~-~~~11~~ft~"ol. .................... . 
11'! Jo:\"all~t·lit-nl Lutb!'nm Normal Sl'minary .. . 
l!l l-'uul h~·t ·n lll inoi~ Nomn1l Unh·!'r!\i ly . ..... . 
f!O Nmtlu·rn lllinuiR Ncwmnl Colll'gc (Rock 
Ui\01• t:uiwt:~ity}. 
Appropriation for the last year. Number of students. 
Location. 
2 
I-t'd I ~~ ..; I Normal. I Other. 
~ §~~ _£ 0 
~ •r-4 ~,.-..4 Q 
CiS Principal, ~~~ b .., -~ '"'Ao en 
bll ~g.! .s 
... :;:~~ ~ 0 
.... ~ =~~ $ . ~ I~ 0 l <I) § ~ ~-~~ s 3 ~ s ~ s ~ 0 .... ..., c .... ~ 0 ~ <I) ~ <I) A rn 
0 0 "' H " I" --------------------
3 4 ~ 6 ,. 8 9 10 11. 12 13 14 
------------- --------
Florence, .Ala ... ...... 1873 S. P. Rice, A. 111. ••••••••••••• $7,500 $0 $0 $100 00 8 
Huntsville, Aln........ 1870 J. F. "Blunt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
200 47 28 85 40 
Huntsville, Ala . ............ W. H. Council .............. 2,000 .••..........••..•...... 2 
Marion, Ala.... . . . . . . 1873 William B. P~tterson........ 4, 000 . • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . 16 00 5 
Mobile, Ala. .......... 1866 R ev. 0. D. Crawford......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 6 
Selma, .Ala....... . • • • . . 1877 H. Woodsmall .......... .... .... ............ _... . . . . . . . . • • • . 6 
Talladega, Ala. ....... ,1866 I Geo. N. Ellis, A. 
Fayetteville, Ark . . . . . 1872 N. P. Gates, A. 111 .••••....... 





.....••.• .••••••. •..•.•••. , c1 









Berkeley, Cal . ........ , 1876 
San Jose, Cal. . . . . . . . . 1862 MissEmmaMarwedel. ..................... . ....... ···· ··· ·! 3 5 Charles H. Allen, A.liL .•.... d24, 500 0 0 40 63 17 703 












115 ...... ..... 
......... ...... . .... 
119 ...... ....... 
33 64 128 
10 135 85 
20 
12 





Colorado S.\)rings, Colo ...... . 
New Britam, Conn.... 1850 
Atlanta, Ga. . . . . . . . . • 1667 
¥~!~~:!~~~t:~~~~~~~A.·.~i: ·i2;ooo· ··-···o· ---···o· ··9o.oo· ··s· 1~~ 1: I u~ 1 o 
Edmund A. Ware, A.111 ....•. /8, 000 .••••••..••..•.. - ....... g6 176 (17G) 0 
Dahlonega, Ga ..... ... .... . 
Waynesboro', Ga...... 1868 
Ad<lison, IlL .......... 1864 
Cal'bontlalo, Ill. .....•. 1874 
Dixon, Ill .......•.•........ 
D~J!~t~.Lewis,A.?.I.,pres- ........ . .............•..••................•.... , ..•••..... 
1 
.... 
Cha-s.P.Wollman........... 0 0 0 -·-····· .... 125 15 10 50 50 
E . A. W. Krauss............ ........ ........ ........ ........ 8 125 (43) (82) 




































23 Illinois State Normal University .••...••• • 
2-1 Cook County Normal uucl 'l.'raining: School. 
25 Tt'achers' Training School and School of 
Individual Instruction. 
26 Peoria. County Nor mal School* ..•••••.••••. 
'1:1 Central Normal College .......••.........•. 
!!8 Fort Wa.yno College, normal department ... 
29 Elkhart County Normal, Classical and 
Training School. 
30 Normal Kindergarten Training SchooL .... 
31 Central Indiana Normal College and Busi-
ness Institute. 
32 Lagrange Normal School. ••••••.••.•..••••. 
33 Normal dep't of Union Christian College .. 
i~ ~=~ ~~rtn:Wo~a1rs~Y:g~f~~ ~~-~~~~:: 
36 Northern IndianaN ormal School and Busi-
ness Institute. 
Galena, TIL ........... 1869 Rev. F. Kopp............... 0 0 0 0 5 
Morris, Ill ..••...•••.• 1878 Cook&Stevens ..........••.........•••••....••......••..... 10 
Normal, IlL •..••...•.• 18fi7 E. C. Hewett, LL.D., pres't ... h24,494 0 0 64 63 14 
Normal ville, IlL...... 1867 Daniel S. Wentworth . . • . • . . . • . . . • • . 15, 000 . . • . . • . . . . . . . • • . 9 
Oregon, Ill ............ 1879 E. L. Wells................................................. 2 
Peoria, TIL........... 1868 Samuel H. White . • • • • • • . . • . 0 3, 0.00 0 0 3 
Danville, Ind .. .••.••. 1876 Frank P. Adams............ 0 0 0 0 19 
Fort\Vayne,Ind .••••• 1877 W. }~.Yocum............................................... 8 
Goshen, Ind ..•.•••••. 1874 David Moury. ..••••••••.••. 0 0 0 .••••••. 5 
Indianapolis, Ind..... 1875 Alice Chapin . • . • • • • . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • • . • • . 4 












Lagrange, Ind .••••.• -~1873 
Merom,-Ind . . •••••.••. 1875 
Spiceland, Ind . . . . • • . . . .•.• 
Terre Haute, Ind..... 1870 
Valparaiso, Ind .•••••• 1873 
SamuelD.Crane .••••••••••. l 0 I 0 Rev. T. C. Smith, A. IlL...... 0 0 
Clarkson Davis, A. M •••.••••••• ••• ••••••••• 
Wm. A. Jones, A.M., pres't .. 18,000 0 





0 151102  2 23 
·- 7 65 
37 77 9 450 










~~ 1541 50 igt ~~:. -~~: 








sal ~:81)·---~----(23) .••.•••• 
30 I 35 •••• • ••• 
231 I 219 .•..•••• (1,900) 
37 Normal School of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Synod. Andrew, Iowa .••••••. , ...•.. , ••••••.••••.•••....••••••••••••.••.••.. , ........ ....... . . ............................ '···· •. , .••. , .••• 
38 SoutherniowaNormal andCom'llnstitute. 
39 Iowa State Normal School ....••••••••••••. 
40 EasterniowaNormal Schooli .•••••........ 
41 Chair of Didactics, State University of Iowa 
42 Iowa. City Academy, normal department ... 
43 Normal department of Oskaloosa College .. 
44 Normal department of Whittier College ... 
45 Kansas State Normal School. .....•••••.•.. 
46 Kansas Normal College and Business In-
stitute. 
47 Kansas Normal School and Business Insti-
tute.* 
48 Kentucky Presbyterian Normal School. ••. 
49 Normal department of Berea. College ••..•.. 
50 Cadiz Normal SchooL •...•••••••.••..••••• 
51 Kentuck-y Normal SchooL .•••.•••••...•••. 
5:1 Normal department of Columbus Collegek. 
53 Kentucky State Normal School .•••..•••••. 
Bloomfield, Iowa .••••• 
Cedar Falls, Iowa ..•.. 
Grandview, Iowa .•••. 
Iowa City, Iowa ..••••. 
Iowa City, Iowa .•••••. 







Salem, Iowa........... 1868 
Emporia, Kana........ 1865 
Fort Scott, Kans .••••• 1878 
Paola, Kans........... 1878 
Anchorage, Ky ••••••• 1860 
Berea, Ky .•••••••••••. 1865 
Cadiz, Ky .•••••••••••. 1878 
Carlisle, Ky........... 1873 
Columbus, Ky •••••••..••... 
Farmdale,Ky .•••••••. 1878 
0. A. Shotts................. 0 0 0 0 
J.C.Gilchrist .. .. .••••.•.•.. 6,750 ••••.••.•••..•.. 27 00 
Edwin R. Eldridge, president 0 0 1, 200 ....••.. 
Rev. Stephen N. Fellows, D.D •••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••. 
Amos Hiatt, A.M •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 
G. T. Carpenter, A.M., pres- ••••.••..••.•••..••••••..••.••.. 
ident. 
Joe W. Coltrane, A. B., pres- .••••••..••.•••.•••••••. , .••.•••. 
ident. 
R~v. C.R.Pomeroy, D. D •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
....... . 
D. E. Sanders and S.M. Cut- 0 0 0 .••.•••. 
lor. 
John Wherrell •••••••••••••. 0 0 0 0 
Prof. R. C. Morrison .•••.•••..••.••...•••... - .••.•••..•••••.. 
Rev.E.H.Fairchild......... 0 0 0 0 
G. C. Woodson.............. 0 0 0 0 
T. C. H. Vance.............. 0 0 0 0 
W.H.CampbelL •••••••••••.••••••...••.•....•••••...••••••. 
Col. Robert D. Allen, M. D., 0 0 0 0 
54 
55 I I 
C.E. 
GlasgowNormalSchooL. •••.•••••••.•••••• , Gl_asgow,Ky •••••••••. 1875 A. W.Mell .•••••••....•..••. 





















56 41 I 9! 34 78 170 4 0 





. ...... ........ 
44 41 39 31 




....... ......... 49 11 
55 47 17 24 




0 78 0 0 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. cl$24,000 for current expenses; $500 for library. 
t Exclusi>e of appropriations for permanent objects. e In model school. 
aAveraae attendance. f Annual appropriation to the university. 
b See Ta'blo IX; no special appropriation for this depart- g For all departments. 
i The reports of the Lettsville and Kos<:~uth branches of 
this school are included in the one here given. 
j See Bellewood Seminary and Kentucky Presbyterian 
Normal School (Table VI). 
ment. h Exclusive of one-ha.lf interest on college and semi-


















TABLE III.- Statistics of ·normal sclwols for 1879, cj'c.- Continuetl. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
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Number of students. 










I I I 1---------
1 2 3 I 4 ~ 6 ,. 8 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 113114 
----------------1 1--1 , ___ , ___ , ___ ,_, __ , __ , __ ,_, __ 
f>G Normnl ~chool• .......................... . 
~~ ~~~:-t~l,~~~~~~ts~~~rn;;tgoY;~:t~~~:· 
dC'nt~:· 
~ ~~~~{J[~;:;~~~l&.\Ie>Oi: :::::::::::: 
Gl 'Ye:;tt•rn State Normal aml Training 
School. 
6~ Mndawnsko. Trniniu~ School. ..........••. 
G:l StateN ormal ancl Trnining School ....... . 
I» Normal Practice School. ................. . 
6:; Nom1nl department of Maine Centrnl In-
stitute. 
66 Oak Gro>o SC'minnry, nonnal department e 
67 llnltimoro Normal School for Colorctl 
Teachers. 
G8 Ccntennry niblical Institut~, normal tle-
vnrtmC'ut.• 
~3 ~~\g\1:i!~~i~~!(l:lo~~r \:1~~~~~~0 .. ·::::::::: 
71 'rrllininll: Clos>~ for Kim\('r~art~n Teachers. 
7:! Cuml~t•rhnul Normal School. ............. . 
7;1 llu~tun Nunnnl Sdwul ................... . 
71 Kimli·P.!lllh•n Nnnnal Clt\~~ .............. . 
Morgantown, Ky ..... 1873 W. J. Finley ................ $0 $0 $0 $0 2 45 91 7 I 18 I 11 
New Orleans, La. ..•... 1869 J. :M. McPherron, A. 111 ...... 5 91 (91) 
New Orleans, La. ...... 1877 Miss Julia Kendall ..••..•.. (a) . ·-· .. -. 
······-· 
a28 55 2 35 1 34 
New Orleans, La ...... 1870 Mrs. Kate R. Shaw ......... 0 0 0 b37 00 5 92 0 62 0 30 
Castine, Me ........... 1867 Grenville T. Fletcher, A.M •. 7, 500 0 0 33 33 7 219 96 123 0 0 
Farmington, Me .••••. 1864 Charles C. Rounds .......... 6, 750 0 0 33 68 7 146 107 39 0 0 
Fort Kent, Me c ....... 1878 Veta! Cyr, B. s .............. 800 ........ 
········ ·-·· ·--· 
2 d83 (83) 
Gorham, Me .......... 1879 W. J. Uorthell .............. 6,000 0 0 50 00 4 120 
... ~:-1 79 0 0 Lewiston, Me .•....... 1870 Eleanor E. Jones .....••••••. ............ .......... 1,100 .. .......... 1 8 8 Pittsfield, Me .•••••... 1870 Cyrus Jordan, A.M .......... 600 ......... 14 30 2 42 15 27 






........ , ........ , .... , ...... , ...... , ...... , .... 
1 
.... 
Baltimore, Md. (cor. 1864 S. H. Gamble................ 2, 000 0 0 20 00 4 190 10 40 40 100 
Courtland and Sara-
toga. streets). 
Baltimore, Mll........ 1872 J. Emory Round............ 0 0 0 0 5 75 22 8 37 8 
Baltimore, Mtl ........ 1866 M . .A.. Newell ............... 10,500 ....... . ........ 46 05 12 246 25 191 20 10 
Bn ltimore, ll:ll .. • . .. .. 1874 Sister :M. Ferdinand .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 9 120 .. • .. . 40 .. .. 80 
Bnltimore,Md ........ 1879 Miss Anno. W. Barnard ................................................................. .. 
Cumberland,Md ....................................................................................................... . 
Boston, MnHs ......... 1852 Larkin Dunton............................. ...... .. ........ 7 93 ...... 93 ...... .. 
l~o~ton, Mass. (52 1872 Mary J. Garlaml and Re- ........ ........ ........ ....... . 6 23 ...... 23 ...... .. 




































75 1 MnssachH&l'tts Normal Art School ....... . 
7li I StateNormalSchool* ................... .. 
77 Statt• Normall:ichool .................. . .. . 
7tl Stale Normal School* .................... . 
79 "\Vesttield State Normal School. .......... . 
80 Massachusetts State Normal ~cbool at 
Worcester. 
81 Course in the Science and the Art of 
Teaching (University of Michigan). 
Boston, Mass. (28 11873 School street.y. 
I>l'itlf,!ewater, Mass. . . 1840 
J!'mminf,!ham, Mass . . . 1839 
Salem, Mass .......... , 1854 
W esttield, Mass. . . . . . . 1839 
Worcester, M~ss ...... ,1874 
Ann Arbor, Mteh . . . . . 1879 
WalterSmith,director .. ~---118,000 j •••••••• j ••••••• • 1 •••••••• 110 
C. C. IIusscy, visitor .•••... -~13, 000 
Ellen Hyllo . . .. .. . . .. .. • • • .. 9, 900 
Daniel:B. Haga.r, PH. D...... 14, 000 
Joseph G. Scott............. 10, 050 
E. Harlow Russell . • . . . • . • • . 9, 400 
12 
44 16 .,13 
........ ........ 75 56 8 
........ 1 ........ 1 ........ 6 
William H. Payne, 1t!. A ...... , ........ , ........ , ........ , ....... . 1 
181 38 143 
188 65 123 
105 .......... 105 
317 0 ~g 1--~-1---~ 133 16 167 6 161 0 0 
71 57 14 
8~ Mr. and :Ml·s. Hailmann's Training Ulass 
for Kindergartners. Detroit, Mich ............... , W.N.Hailmann ............ 1 ........ 1 . ....... 1 ........ , ........ , •••• , ...... , ...... , ...... , .... , .••• 
83 Michigan State Normal School. .......... . 
84 State Normal School at Mankato ........ .. 
8j State Normal School at St. Cloml* ........ . 
86 State Normal School at "\Vinona . ......... . 
87 "\Yhitwortb College and Normal Schoolj .. 
Ypsilant-i, Mich .•••••. 1852 
Mankato, Minn . . . . . . . 1868 
Rt. Cloud, Minn . • . . . . . 1869 
Winona, Minn . . . . . . . . 1860 
Brookhaven, Miss ........••. 
88 Mississippi State Normal School.......... Holly Springs, Miss... 1870 
8!l Normal de\J'\rtment of Natchez Seminary. Natchez, Miss ......... 1877 
00 T~~~~~~~ niYersity and State ~ormal Tougaloo, Miss ....... 1869 
Rev. Joseph Estabrook, 111. A. 17,500 0 0 32 22 11 577 (104) (473) 
Rev.D.C.John,A.IIf ......... 9,000 ................ 53 25 7 178 331 77 40 28 
Rev. D. L. Kiehle, A. 111....... 9, 000 . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . 40 00 8 209 48 92 44 25 
Irwin Shepard, A. 111 • .. • .. • .. 12, 000 .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . 10 188 45 130 6 7 
R~~-D~-p~esfde~~~on, A. llr., ........ -................................................... .. 
W. B. Highgate, A. M . . • . . • . . 3, 000 0 0 28 00 3 107 (107) 0 0 
~~~~·~~sii~1~Y:ii~p~::::::: ..... .. o ....... o ....... o ....... o. ~ ~~ ~~I 3~ ·4o· .. 27 
9~ Female Orph!ln Sc1_10ol. ................... Camden. Point, Mo .......... 14· F. Smith,president .••.•.. l ........ , .. : ..... , ........ , ........ , .... 1 ....... 1 ...... 1 ... ;, .. 1·---~----9:.. Southeast Missoun State Normal School, Cape Girardeau, Mo... 1873 C. H. Dutcher............... 7, 500 0 0 21 00 6 261 141 
1
8 28 14 
3d district. 
93 Normal School of the University of the Columbia, Mo ......... 1849 Miss Grace C. Bibb, dean.... (g) , ........ , ........ 
State of Missouri. 10 60 (GO) 
94 Lincoln Institute .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . Jefferson City, Mo.... 1866 













295 I 173 
(103) 
0 I 0 
96 NormaldepartmentofLaGrangeCollege. LaGrange,Mo ....... 1859 J.F.Cook,LL.D.,president .................................. 11 50 30 20 ...... .. 
9i NorthwestNormal. ....................... Ore$on.:Mo ........... 1876 O.C.Hill,A.B ............................................... 3 86 8 12 30 36 
98 St. Louis Normal School.................. St. Louis, Mo.......... 1857 Louis F. Soldan .... _........ . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . 11, 628 _ .. _.... 10 150 o 150 o 0 
99 StateNormalSchool,2(ldistrict .......... Warrensburg,Mo ..... 1871 Geo.L.Osborne ............. 7,500 ................ 214!l 7 349 179 170 o 0 
100 CentralNormalSchool. ................... Genoa,Nobr .......... 1878 CharlesD.Rakestraw,A.M.. o 0 0 o 5 70 39 31 ...... .. 
101 N ebraskaStateNormalSchool. .......... . Peru, Nebr . .......... 1867 RobertCurry,A.1t!.,PH.D .... 12,500 ................ 43 00 9 23:.! 102 130 ...... .. 
102 Santee Normal Training School........... Santee Agency, Nebr- ...... Alfred L. Riggs, A. !If........ ........ . .... .. . . .. . .. .. ..... ... 6 71 3 ...... (08) 
10:1 New Hampshire State Normal SchooL. ... Plymouth, N.H ....... 1871 Henry P. Warren, A. B....... 5, 000 0 1, 200 166 66 5 30 8 22 .... 1 .... 
104 NewJerseySita,teNormalandlf[odelSchool Trenton,N.J ......... 1855 WashingtonHasbrouck,PH.D 20,000 ........................ 25 559 50 167 1G4 178 
105 New York State Normal Schoolh . .. .. . .. . Albany, N. Y -........ 1844 Rev. Jos. Alden, D. D., LL.D.. 18,000 . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 48 00 13 375 130 245 ........ 
106 State Normal and Training School ........ Brockport, N. Y ...... 1867 Charles D. McLean ......... 18,000 ... ..... .... . .. . 19 00 18 947 124 262 272 289 
107 Stat~ Normal School h .................... Buffalo, N.Y.......... 1871 Henry B. Buckham, A.llf..... 18, 000 ................ _ 59 00 11 305 (295) (10) 
108 StateNormalandTrainingSchool .....••. Cortland,N.Y ........ 1869 JamesH.Hoose,A.M.,PH.D. 18 000 0 o 45 00 13 398 153J 245 .... , ... . 
109 StateN ormal and Training School........ Fredonia, N.Y........ 1868 Francis B. Palmer, A.M...... 18' 000 o 0 45 00 15 394 36 112 114 132 
110 StateNormalSchool. ..................... Geneseo,N.Y ........ 1871 Wm.J.Milne, A.M.,PH.D ... ·18;ooo o o ........ 17 761 (312) (449) 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Two terms of the school year were held at Fort Kent /No report separate from that of the college (see Table 
t Exclusive of appropriations for permanent objects. and two at Van Buren. VIII). -
a Maintained by Peabody fund, $1,008; the amount per d The number of students given is the sum of the winter gSee Table IX; no appropriation apart from that of the 
capita being the aniount of this fund. attendance at Fort Kent and the summer attendance university. . 
b Maintained by local conhibutiou, $1,100, and Peaborly at Van Buren. It From the reJlOrt of the State supermtendent for 1878. 
fund, $2,600; the amount per capita being the amount eNo separate report for this department (see Table VI). 


















TABLE III.-Slatistics of normal schools fm·1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
NOTE.-x indicates an affirmati'l'"e answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••• indicates no answer. 
,Nruno. 
1 
111 · Anll'ricnn Kimlor~artcn N onnnl SchooL .. 
1 1:! Ncmual Colkgo·· .... ... ..........••..... .. 
11:.1 I Normal Tmining School for Kindergarten 
TcndH.'I'S· 
1 t t Stnh• Normal and Trnining School .••.. ... 
ll;i Sinh' Nonunl nutl Trniuin~ School ..• . .... 
~ ~~ ¥t~~~~0cJI~;.;£o1J~~~1s~~ooi: : :::::::::::: 
liS llt'unctt Seminary . ........... . 
g~ £~~~:b~~~:iJir~~~\~8~~<i<>i: ::·:::: :::::::: 
l:!t St. Au~nstinC''s Normal School. 
1:!:! I Slmw Uni'l'"crsity .•••...................... 
1:!3 Trinity College Normal School. .••........ 
1:!1 Northwestern Ohio Normal School. .•..... 
1~;; Cin<'innnti Normal School. .............. . 
1:!6 <.:lc'l'"elnn<l City Normal School .... . .. .... . 
l:!i Dayton Normal and Training School. ...•. 
1:!8 Normal College ... ..................... .. 
1:!0 (hmc,,·a Normal School. ... ..••.• .......... 
l:IU Nnticmnl Normal SC'hool~ ...... .......... .. 
1:11 :M.m~lll'hl Nunnal ('olll'!~O ......... . ..... . 
1:1:• \\' l'~ll·tn Hl'!ll't' \'l' Nun11ttl Scltool .......•. 















70, Bible House). 
Now York, N.Y ...... 1870 
Now York, N.Y. (7 E. 1872 
22<1 street) . 
Oswego, N. Y . . . • . . . . . 1861 
Potsdam, N.Y .. •.... . 1869 
Chapel Hill, N.C...... 1877 
Fayetteville, N. C. . . . . 1877 
Greensboro', N.C ..... 1874 
Kernersville, N.C ..... 1873 
Lumberton, N.C...... 1876 
Raleigh, N.C ............... . 
Raleigh, N.C .......... 1866 
Trinity College, N.C .. 1878 
Ada, Ohio .. ........... 1871 
Cincilmati, Ohio • • • • • . 1868 
Cle>eland, Ohio....... 1874 
Dayton, Ohio ......... 18G9 
Gallipolis, Ohio ............ . 
G eueva., Ohio . . • • . . . . . 1868 
Lebanon, Ohio ........ 1855 
Mansfield, Ohio . •..••. 1878 
l.lilnu, Ohio........... 1S32 
lltillet·sburg Oh\o . . . . . 1878 
Appropriation for the last year. Number of students. 
~~~ rD' I Normal. I Other. OQ:> 
"" ;::~"-;>, 0 
.:3 ~0 13 
Pxincipal. ~rno i •J""'4~..= 
""P,Q 
P.;::!OO 
.s 0 p.~ 
"" i5."-< ~ 0 p.O.-. 
~ ~~~ ~ cD cD ~ 'S ~ Q) c; Q) ~ _e. Q;> p.~ ;::! B~.s ~ ~ c; s 0 ;::! 0 <1> 
rn 0 0 rn ~ E-t ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- -- --- --- - ------
- - -
4 ii 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
------ -------- ------ ----
Miss E. M. Coo ........... ...... .................. - .. , ....... ·' ... ·' .•• - •. 
Thomas H1mter, PH. D....... $0 $0 $92,000 .•...••. 
Prof. John Kraus ancl Mrs ... ............................. . 
Maria Kraus-Bolte. 
E. A. Sht>ldon, A.M., ru. D •••• 48,362 0 0 $49 32 
M. Mac Vicar, PII. D., LL. D.. • . 17, 4:.16 . • • . . .. . . • • . • • .. 29 29 
JohnJ.Lad<l,A.lii: ......... . 2,000 ...................... .. 
Robert Hal'ris ....... ... ... . 2, 000 ...................... . 
¥:~~~:%a:~~~!.~~~-~--~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Davi<l P.Allen ......................................... .... . 
R;ev. J. E . C. Smetles .... .................................... . 
R e>. H. M. Tupper, A. lii., ............................... . 
president. 
R ev. B. Craven.............. . .. .. ... 50 ........ 
1 
....... . 
H. S. Lehr,A. M ....................... ........... ........... . 
Jobn Mickleborough........ ........ ...... .. 7, 911 ... .... . 
~~::W:~i~ck~~~ci::~:::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::~:::: :::::::: 
59 2,497 ...... ,1,3211---- 11, 17!1 
5 27 ...... 27 
i~ a!~¥ 1~~492)188 1"75"1 89 
20 290 155 135 
3 93 55 38 
3 125 15 10 
1
60 I 40 
2 52 48 4 .... . .. . 
! ~i 19 .••• :. -~~- --~~ 
5 192 104 88 
14 205 120 85 
1~ ~~~ .. :~~- i~~ ~~~~-~--:~ 
4 65 0 650 0 
4 14 .••••. 14 
· j~~ :p: T~~~i:A.: ;i ::::::::: ~ ~ · · · · 4iiii -~------ o·~·-i; 6oii·~- · ·4 · oo -~- · 6 -~-- ioo·~·-·2· o·~--- if;~- is·~-· 52 
Alired Holbrook............ 0 0 0 0 20 1, 473 708 328 301 136 
J . Fraise Richard........... 0 0 1, 000 . .. . . . .. 7 200 45 35 75 45 
Miss D!'lia Palmer.......... 0 0 0 .• .. . . .. 4 199 17 36 72 74 











































































Nt>rJH;\l tlt' l>otrlmeut of Ml. Uuiou Coll!'gc* _ 
Normal~~· H>ol ........................... . 
Ohio Centrnl Norma 1 School ............ •. 
'\YilhN·force University, normal tlep't* ... . 
Ohio FrE>eNonnal School (.Antioch College\* 
..1shland Collep:o antl Normal School ....•. 
Oregon Normal School .................. .. 
Penusyh·ania State Normal School, 6th 
<listrict. 
Southwestern State Normal School* •••... 
N orthwestem State Normal School ...•... 
StateN ormal School at Indiana .......•.•. 
Keystone State Normal SchooL ......... .. 
ntrnl State Normal School ............. . 
J>ennsy 1 'l'aniaState Normal Scbooli 5th rlist. 
PeiWs~ lYilnia State Normal Schoo, 2d tlist. 
Lycoming County Normal School .......•. 
Lycoming County Normal School .. ...... . 
Ct'ntennial Kindergarten Training School 
for Teachers. 
Philatlel]Jbia. Normal School for Girls .. ... 
1lft.Uniot1,0hio . ...... 1846 O.N.llartshorn,Lt.D.,pres't ................................ , .... , 157 (157) ....... . 
R~~:~ii1·~~~~~~~~: 1~~r 1~~~~~~~:,-:~;:_~~~~e:;.i~:: ~~~-~~~~ ::::::~~ ::~~::~: ~::~::~: ~:~ .... 5f ···35t--2o· :::: :::: 
Yellow Springs, Ohio_ 1876 J.B. West{)n................. 0 0 0 0 b5 19 81 11 ...... .. 
.A.sblan<l, Oreg........ 11>78 Rev. Lowell L. Rogers, A. liL. . . . .. . .. . . • . . • • . . .. . . . .. . . • .• • .. 5 35 15 20 (c) (c) 
Monmouth,Oreg ..••.. 1879 T.F.Campbell.............. 0 0 0 0 4 19 10 9 (d) (d) 
Bloomsbm-g,Pa .••••. . 1869 D.J.Waller,jr.............. 0 0 0 (e) 9 216 51 31 81 53 
California., Pa ........ - ~ 1874 
Edinboro', Pa ....... .. 1861 
Indiana, Pa. _ . . . • . . .. .. 1875 
Kutztown, Pa.. ... .... 1866 
Look Haven, Pa...... 1877 
Mansfield, Pa. . . • . . . . . 1862 
Millersville, Pa. .. • . . . 1855 
Montoursville, Pa . . . . 1870 
Muncy, Pa .......... .. 1870 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1014 1876 
Cherry street). 










0 I 5 00 I 20 




















193 173 76 60 
190 147 74 43 
120 91 51 48 
206 52 65 41 
821 
78 54 32 
151 133 3 4 
445 253 86 61 
17 
o I 24,275 0 I 27 11, 515 1- .•••. 11, 092 I .••. I 423 
cor. 17th and Spring 
Garden streets). 
Philmlelphia Training School for Kinder- Philadelphia, Pa. (1333 1878 I Mrs. M. L. Van Kirk .....••. , ........ , ........ , ...•.... , .•••••.. ~:u-tners. Pine street). 5 24 24 
J>ino Grove Normal .Academy ..•....... ___ Pine Grove, Pa.. ------- 1858 
l{iven' iew N 011ual and Class] cal Institute* Pittsburgl1, Pa......... 1875 
Snyder County Normal Institute ... _. ____ . Selins~]:rove, Pa. ....... 1872 
Sltoakle-y·l'illo Normal .Academy. _______ _ .. S-heakleyville, Pa. ..... 1878 .............••...•..... ___ .. _ .........•.•••.................................. 
1 
...... ---. - ·--
Cum"bt,rlanU.VnlleyStatoNormalSchooL. Shippcnsbmg,Pa ..... 1873 B.S.Potter ................. 2,250 ................ 1271 10 237 115 92 17 13 
\VcstCbestE>rStateNormalSchool. ....... \VcstChestcr,Pa. . .... 1871 Geo.L.Maris,M.A .......... 11,954 0 0 2000 14 230 79 100 33 18 
Rho<lelslan<lStateNormalSchooL ....... Proviuence, R.L ...... Ul71 JamesC.Greenough,A.~L-- 10,500 0 0 ........ 11 155 10 145 .... ----
.A.veryNormalinstitute ................. Charleston,S.C ....... 1865 S.D.Gaylord ....... ........ ... . , ............................ 8 322 8 10 142 162 
Normal clcpartment of J3rainercl Institute. Chester, S. C . . .. . . .. .. 1875 S. Loomis ........... . _...... . . . . . . . . . •• ••• .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. 3 50 (50) •• -. · ~--
~~~~ J~~e2~M~Cor-ci ~::: ~ ~~- ..... o ., ...... 0., ..... · o ·1:::~ ~:::,--5 ., ... 79., ... 27., ... 52 ·1: :: :1~::~ 
JohnG.Cope ............................................... 3 66 47 11 8 ... . 
Claflin Umversik, normal llepnrtment .... Orangeburg, S.C ...... 1868 Rev. Edward Cooke, A.M., D.D 5, 000 .••••• .. .... .. .. ..... ... 3 167 56 I 25 64 22 
}'airfield Normal Institute ................ \Vinnshoro', S.C ............ Rev. Willard Richardson ......................... . : ........ .••. 390 .•••........ ---- · ·--
llnmboltltNormalinstitute ............... Humboldt, Tenn ............ JolmNeuhanlt,A.~L .................................................................. ···· 
TbeWarnerJnstitute ..................... Jonesboroug;h,Tenn ........ Mi·s.JuliaB.Nelson . ........... .. ...•••••...••••....••••••. j4 /149 f91 
Knoxville College...... .. .. .. . . . • . • • • • • . • . Knoxville, 'I'enn .• . • • . 1875 Rev. J. S. McCulloch, n. n .. . o . .. .. . . . 0 . • . . . . . . 13 240 48 l''reE>tln~E>n 's Normal Institute* .......... .. Maryville, Tenn ...... 1874 William P. Hastings........ 0 303 0 0 4 229 34 Mars:·JlleNo~·malandPrepar~torySchooL Maryv~lle, Tenn ...... 1878 BenjaminS.Coppock........ o 0 0 0 5 115 1~ 
Normal dcp:ntment of Maryv11le College.. Maryville, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. P: Mason Bartlett, D. D., . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . . • • • • • . . 1 24 1<> 
1 gg ~-84· 1--so 
20 98 77 
22 37 42 
9 
president. I 1 1 3" in Lee Moyne Normal Inst,itutek.... .. ........ Memphis, Tenn....... 1871 .A. J. Steele ....... _ ................ __ . . ••••.. . • • .• • . . . • • .• • . . 7 200 60 75 30 <> 1 ~ entral Tennessee College, normal depart- Nash\---ille, Tenn....... Ui66 Rev. J. Braden, D. D., presi- 0 0 0 0 3 114 (114) 
mcut. dent. I 





174 ormaldepartmentofFiskUnivcrsity .... Nashville, Tenn ..•.•.. 1866 Rev.E.M.Cravath, pres't... o 0 0 ........ 5 215 (131 . 
* ..Fz:~m ~epory of the C_o~issioner of Education for 1878. b These also instruct in other departments of the college. e Fifty cents a week to those intending to teach m 
t Exch1slve of appropnatwns for permanent objects. c See Table VI. the State. 










































TABU~ III.-Slatislics of normal schools for 187!), g·c.-Continued. 












.Appropriation for tho last year. 
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Number of students . 









!I ~ 0 E-1 
a$ I~ a$ ca ~ s ca s a:> <.s <I) ~ ~ ~ R I I I , __ , __ , __ , __ ,_, __ 
--
1 
~talc• Normal Colll•~<', UuiYorsity of Nash· 
'illt•. 
~~~;~:;::;~f~t?N;,;·'n~lc~t:~~:~l- ~-c·l~~~~~: : : :~:::: 
Tillotson Collt•Jd:tl<' nml Normal Institute 
Hnm Iloustnn Normnl In~Ututo .......... . 
A moriean Normal Hehool ............ .. .. . 
~tat(• Xunnal 8clwol of Texas for Colored 
8tntlc•nt::•. 
Yorktown Normal School. •.••. ... ........ 
Bl•nniugton Trainmc: School 
Stnto Normnl School• .................... . 
.Johnson Stat(l Normal School. ........... . 
State Normal School . ...•. 
Yalloy Normnl School• .................. . 
llmnpton Normnlnud .Agricultural Iusti· 
tutc. 
St. 8t<'pbon's Normnl School. ............ . 
~~~~~~gs~~t~ l}~i:J!f~b~~c-~~~~~: :::::: 
Fnirmoot State Normnl School .•......... 
Stnt(l Nun1ml 1:-'t'lwol ..................... . 
l"tun•t•l'nllt•l!t' ...•.•...•........•....... 
Mm-,.hall Cullt·~··· Htal11 Normal Sl'hool .. 
~hc}IIH·nl Cullt•~u ....... .... ....... ..... . 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 I 10 11 
Nashville, Tenn ....... 1875 Re'' · Eben S. Stearns, D. D., $0 $0 $0 $0 8 135 !)8 
prrsidcnt. 
4 Punly, Trnn .......... 1877 .J.J. 'l'aylorautl C. H. \Vl'ight 
······-· 
............ 100 .............. 105 16 




7 3l 15 
Austin, 'l.'ox ..... ...... 1876 1\lrs. E. :M. E. Garland ....... 560 0 0 (a) 3 158 10 
llunt:;\'illo, Tex ....... 187!) ll.ll. Smith ................. 14,500 ............. 
--------
131 81 5 110 5!) 
lit'li,YYillt:', 'l'ox ........ 1878 A. D. ·wallace ............... 0 0 0 0 4 85 34 
Prairie Viow, Tex .... . 187!) L. W. Minor ................ 6, 000 .••••................... 3 49 (4!)) 
Yorktown, Tex: .. . .. .. 1878 ........... .. 
Bennington, Vt ............................................................................ . 
Castleton, Vt ......... 1869 .JudahDana................. 1, 000 ........ ...... .. 24 00 3 
.Johnson, Vt .......... 1867 William C. Crippen......... 2, 000 0 0 15 00 9 
Randolph, Vt ......... 1867 .Andrew,V. Edson, A. n...... 2, 830 100 0 14 00 8 
Bridgewater, Va. ...... 1873 G. H. Hulvey......... ...... 0 373 0 ........ 5 
llampton, Va. .... . ... 1868 Samuel C . .Armstrong....... (b) 0 0 ... ..... 20 























50 I 57 
83 (b) (b) 
Petersburg, Va. ....... , 1871 
Strasburg, Va. ....... . 1873 
Concord Church, W. Va 1875 
Giles B. Cooke .. .......... .. 




225 o I 8 I 240 I 12 I 18 l1oo 1no 1 33 4 168 .. .. .. .. .. .. !}0 78 
:Fairmont, W. Va ...... l l869 
Glt•nYilll'. ,V. Vn. ...... 1&73 
llaqwr's lt'eny, W.Vn. 1R67 
llunliH)!tmt, \\' .Ya .... lb68 
l:;huphcnlsto\\1.1 1 W. Va l~n 
-iii~~ ·y-~~. -~~~t·L· :·n·i~k~:r::: ...... o ....... o. ·: · ~ --o · ....... o ... 5 -~--iiio· "ioo· 
T. 1\farrt:'IYus Marshall...... 1, 400 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 28 00 3 54 34 
RcY.N.C.Braekett,A.l'tL.... 0 0 0 0 c!l cl83 
A. U. Chrstt•rman ..... ...... 2, 000 . .... .. . ........ 13 80 5 146 361 
.Josepll Mc:llurran, A. ?tl.... . 0 0 0 .... .. .. 3 55 17 
~~ 1"4T .. 2 
(cl83) 
61 I 29 I 20 






































1!)7 Wrsl T.ibnty Stale Normal Srhool* ------ West Liberty, W.Va .. 1871 
w:-; Rtatt' Nonual Scl10ol. __ . ------------ ...... Oi'!bkoslt, Wis.---.---. 187L 
1!lll " 'iNl'Onsin State Normal SchooL •.. _ ...... Platteville, Wis.--·-·· 1866 
:!OU Statl' Nnnnal Sdtool ......... _- ......... -- ltiver Fnlls, \Vis ..... - 1875 
!:!01 State Normal Rt'llool. ...............••••.. Whitewater, Wis .••.. 1868 
:!03 Kimlcrgartcn Normal Institute ..•••••.. __ Washington, D. C ..... 1875 
Miuer Normal SchooL ..... ··-·-······---- Washlngton,D.C. (17th 1877 
.J.C. Gwynn.- __ .. - ... _- .. __ . 2, 000 
GeorgeS . .Albee, president._ 13, !J9l 
D. McGrcJ!or, .A.liL ·--------- 17, 390 
W. D. Parker .....••••••.... 15,343 
.J. ·w. Stearns·-------··-----
Mrs. Louise Pollock and 0 
Miss Sm;ie Pollock. 
Martha B. Bdggs __ . __ ...... 0 
Furmann J. Shadd, A. rrr _ •••. (d) 
0 0 2115 
32 00 
0 0 40 25 
0 0 ·· ··----
0 0 ..•..•.. 
a••••••· ............. .............. 
3 fl6 30 
N 1'1 2 16 63!) 140 1!)8 132 169 12 438 104 123 102 109 11 322 55 65 100 102 
14 431 109 181 80 61 
2 5 -----· 5 
5 19 0 
19 I o I 0 







Nor mal <lopnrtmen t of W nyland Seminary e 
\Vasl1ington Normal Sclwol ... _ .. _ .. __ . _. _ 
Normal department of University of Des-
orot. 
and Samson streets). 
\Vashington, D. C. . . . . 1869 
Washington, D. C ...•. ·-----
Washington, D. C. _. _. 1873 
Salt Lake City, Utah.- 1875 
i-t~cilia·:E: -s~ith :~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~~ ~ :1·-- ·- · o-\·-----o-\- · 2: ooo-1: ~~::: :: 1· ·4 ·1···2o·1· · · · o·1···2o ·1· · o ·1· ·· o 
John R. Park, !II. D • • • • • • • • • . 2, 600 -...... _ . . . • . . • . . • • • • • • . 3 44 22 22 • • • • . ••• 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
tEx:clusivo of appropriations for permanent ob.iects. 
a$1.25 a month for pupils of school ago (8-14) for four months of the year, 
b See Table X, Part 1. 
cincludes those in academic department. 
dSee Table IX; no special appropriation for this department. 





















TABLE I1I.-Statistics of normal scllooTs for 1879, fc.-Continuecl. 
..; 















~ . ------,---.,..--10~ 







I I I .....-4 ~ ~ I ~ Cl) I~ 
"g ~ Is music ~ ~ 0 S .!:! ~ ~ ~ ~ JJ ~f~v taught~ ~ :&o;; ~ -~ :S ~ g ~~ 





~ - ~.s .!:!~ 00~ 
iSE ~ ~ 
C\llt) c::>p-, ~~ ~ 
~ 











:8 ~·~~ s 
~>§ ~~1-<'0 
1-<00 ,.0~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 




~ t--------------1 , __ , __ ,_ , __ , __ ,_,_ , __ _ 
1 1~ 1.6 I 1'1 118 1 19 I 20 121 122 23 
bO .8 <tS~ "t:; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .8 ~ ~ OO,t:l ~ -~ ~~ ~ ~ 8. 8-;o ~~ 8. ~ ~ ~ "* ~-§ ~ ~ ~r: ......; "¢ "¢ ~ 8 "¢ 'Ql §.s ::l ~ = 
""...,"'0) ~ .b 0 OQ 0 '0 "05~s~ 
'0 oo-p, g oo ..<:l ..<:l ~ ..<:l o ::l~ 0) ~ ~ 0) p. ~ rJ3 rJ3 00 rJ3 ::a r)J~ ~ 
---- - ----1--
24 1 2~ l26 l2'1 l28l29 l30 13l l32 l331 34 3~ 
-----------1 l--j--l- l--l--l-l- 1---l-l--l-l-1-l-l-l-l-·l-l--l------
1 Stnte NormnlSchool. ........ .... ...... , 5 1 41 3 1 41 , 2,500 , ...... , . ... , 01 a.'$01 0 I 0 I xI xI x I xI 0 I u I xI xI x !! Jtu!lt Nomtnl Instihtte . .•. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. 18 3 40 250 ...... .. .. . .. . b3 x x x x 0 0 0 0 . .. . x ..... . 




Lint'oln Normal University*..... . ................... 4 40 ................... .. 
f> l~nll'rson Institute..................... 0 0 3 32 175 0 25 1 
G .AlnhnmnllaplistNonnalnnd Theologi- .................... 35 600 ..... . .... 5 
(':11 Sd10ol. 
7 Norntnldl'pnrtmt'ntof Tnlln<le1!3-Colle~e 7 7 4 40 800 430 42 6 
!! Normal llt>pnttnwnt of Arknnsas In- 0 •••••• . 4 41 (d) (d) 12 3 
lln::;lrinl University. 
9 llrnneh Nnnnal Colle:re of Arknnsas 
In<lnRtrial Uni"ersity. 





























































0 10 Pnl'iflliKindt•r:rartenNonnnlSchool. .. l 5 1 5, •••••. , 40 , . ..... . , ...... 1 .... 1 31 100 I x I x I x , .... , 0 ,.x., x I x., x I x 11 (';tlifnmia Stnh' Normal Srhool .. ....... c49,58 e47,54 3 40 1,416 ...... 142 2 _0 x x x 0 x. x x .. _.. x x 








June, 2d week. 
July. 
May, last week. 
13 Nonunl ~chool in Colorn<lo College ................. .. 
11 C'onm•t•tknt Stato Normal Sl'hool .... .. 37 30 
15 Nonnal th•pnrtmt•nt of .Atlanta. Uni- ........ .... .. 
Yl'I'Nily. 
! ~ -~ . 1 :~:~~~ :1 ::~~~: ~~~~ :1:: ~ :1:::::: ::~ :I:~: :1:::~ : : 1· ~- .,. ~ t~J ~ t:o:J~::I: :o~ :I·-~ l::~:: I ~~~.2iast week. 
X 






...... -~--- ---~ .. --~--- - t .......... t •• • • t ...... t • ••• t •••• t ••• • t x 
17 n~~~:~N~~;~~:\~\ ~~l!~~f'.. . ... . .......... o o 4 32 2GO 100 .. .. 10 
1H Enm~<:lll'nlT,ntlwrnnNormnlSeminary ....... ....... 5 40 ............... . ... .. 






0 X X 
X X X X 
0 
X 




















































N ortheru Illinois Normal College (Rook 1 ••••••• I • •••••• 
Ri;er University).* 20 2 44 1 ••••••• 1 •••••• 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 •••••••••• 1 X 






Morris Normal and Scientific School . ..........•..... 
Illinois Stato Normal University....... /15 13 






Teachers' Training School and School ..•......••.. -I (j) 
of Individual Instruction. 
t:::l 25 
26 Peoria. County Normal School*. . . . . . . . . 13 13 
27 CentralNormalCollege ................ 55 49 
28 Fort Wayne College, normal depart- 0 
ment. 
29 Elkhart County Normal, Classical and 
Training School. 
30 Normal Kindergarten Training School. 













40 150 o I 50 8 











18 ,108 75 15 
100 80 
12 1-······ ·------ ·-·--
40 I 30 









83 Normalde:partmentofUnionCbristian .............. 1 ...... 1 12 




0 1······148 , .... 
····--- .•••.. .... 6 


























85 Indiana State Normal School*. . . . . . . . . 16 
36 N ortbern Indiana Normal School and 143 85 
Business Institute. 
211 a9 I 2, ooo 4 50 3, 200 ~~~ li~~ 1· i0 'I" • • • • • • 32 .I X X 
37 NormalSohooloftbeEvangelioalLuth- ...••. -~·······I······ 
eran Synod. 
38 Southern Iowa Normal and Commer- ...........• .. 
oial Institute. 
39 Iowa.StateNormaJSchool............. 22 21 
40 Eastern Iowa Normal Sohooln .........••••....••.... 





Iowa City Academy, normal department ..........•... , 4 
Normal department of Oskaloosa Col- 3 3 2, 4 
lege. 
43 





45 Kansas Stato Normal School. . . . . . . . . . 12 9 
46 Kansas Normal College and .Business 21 16 
Institute. 
























ao I 20 I 10 
42,1, 000 , ...... , .... , 4 
!~ ··-25o· ··i5o· ·2o· i~ 
































*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a For normal students; $16 and $24 to others. 
b For incidentals. 
c Average charge. 
f Also 8 from model department. 
g To those not purposing to teach in the State. 
h Free to residents of the county. 
i In schools of the county. 
d. See report of classical department, Table IX. 
e 49 in elementary course, of whom 47 have engaged in teach-
ing; 58 in full course, of whom 54 have engaged in teaching. 
j Studies and course optional. 
k .After one year of successful teaching. 
Z 3 in complete COliTSe i 20 in shorter course. 
X I X 
X X 
X I X X 0 
X 0 
X 
: -~-- -~--1 : 
X X 0 0 
X X 0 I X 





X 0 o I o I 0 
0 I X 0 0 












X X I X I X I (k) 
X I X 1 •••••••• X X I 0 
X 





X X X I X I X 0 
x j(m)l (m) 
0 X 0 
......... ..... ..... ...... ........... ............. 
X I X 0 I 0 I 0 I X 0 
xlxlxlxiO X X X X 0
0 0 X X X 
0 I X I 0 X X 0 
0 (o) 0 
x10IOixlololo x 
X X X X •••• 0 X 
0 
0 
X I u I X I X X 0 .... X 
X X X X 
X X 
I 
0 I X I X X X X 































m Receive diplomas after 16 months of successful-teach-
~~y;~;~elf ~1~ t~t~~e a~~~~~~te~u~~~~~x~~~~~o~ the 
n The reports of the Lettsville and Kossuth branches of 
this school are included in the one here given. 
o .After two years of successful teaching they receive 














TABLE Ill.-Statistics of nonnal schools for 1879, 4"c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates :m affirmative answer; 0 signiftes no or none; •••• indicates no answer. 
Graduates in I ~ 












ctl ..., I I I r""'!4 '+-1 1 ~C!!M I J.f 
(~ § '8 ~ Is music~ ~ 0 i .a ~ ~ ~ ~ rc:::l Jl ~.,.. taughM i :g,.,.. ~ .... ~ ~ 0 o~ -~g ~ ~rc:::~-l---.S ~E ~.,. ~ ~ ~,;: ~.E 
"" 






.s~ ctl~ ctl p ,b:l c<l ~~ *~ ~~ ~ 
a:> ] a:>..; ..c:~= ...,~ 0 
~g 
.9 ~ a:> p.fj oeo· p.p. til.£ ..c:1 ~ p..~ S!$ ~~ .s~ .,. ::::::1~ tilt- P. rn d oo'"'a:>' .... ls ~ 8 ~'g ctl o : = ~:S ctl .$~ ~P...c:1 ~ I Time of :mniver-~~ 






~rc:::l 1~ ~b.() 








~ r~ 1 a:> ~ 
~ ~ 
~·~ a:>~ ~~ ~s so ~.t4=l § ~ ~-s :5.~ ~ ,.g ~ § .s~~ Ob.O ~ ~~ F-orc:::l • <tl <tl F-e ~ P< P.,.o P< i.;5 ..., <tl rn.~ a:>~ 
'<\1 ~ ~ ~~ 'al g g ~ g ~ ~ §~ ~ § ..o«~ ..Oc<l ~~ ! p ~ .fJ ~$~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.g '8 'g,g ~ s ~ ~ ~ t!l P=l a:> P< p. ~ w w w a5 ~ tn~ r.tl 
l l---l---l--l-l---l--1-l-l----l-l--l-l-1--l-l-1- l-1-1 11-------
1 11) 16 1 't 1181 19 I 20 121122 23 24 I 2ii l 26 l 2't l 28 l29 l 30 131 1321 33 1 34 
U I ·•---•--•-•---•--•--•-•----•-•--•-1-1--1-1-
48 Kontuok:vPresbyterianNormalSchool. ...•.. . ...... 4 39 ................. ---· .................... x x x x .... ................ . . 
49 Normnldepartment of .Bereo.College.. 1 ...... . 3 38 ------· ...... ---· 1 $9 x 0 x 0 x x 0 · 0 o x 0 
50 CndizNormalSchool .................. 0 0 4 46 125 5 5 3 .......... .... 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 ......... . 
61 KontuckyNormnlSchool.............. 9 7 3 46 1,000 ... ... 50 .... 40 .... 0 x x x 0 0 o o x x 
52 Normnldepnrtment,ColumbusCollegea- --··· · ............. ---- ...... . ·----- ---· ···· ····•····· .......... ···· ·--· -- -- ···· .. .... . ... ..... ...... . 
53 Kt'ntuckyStateNormnlSchool. ...... . 13 12 ...... 10 0 0 0 0 10 0 x x 0 x x x x x x x 
54 GlasgowNormnlSchool ............... 7 7 3 48 2,000 150 100 10 48 x x x x x x 0 o x x x 
~ ~~~a~kSc~g~f~-~~~--~~~~:::::: ~ ·----~- ! !~ ---~~~ - ·--~~- - ~~- --~- 20,30~~~ .. 0 ..... 0 ... ~ : .. 0 .. - ~- - . ~ .. __ 0 ____ 0 .. ~ g 
57 NormnldepnrtmADt,StraightUniversity ....... ....... ...... ... . 300 ...... 25 ···· 8 x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 o x 0 
58 Peabody Normal School for Colored 0 0 2 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o . ... 0 
Students.* 
69 PenbodyNormalSeminnry............. 25 12 ~ 41 742 15 385 6 
60 Enst~rn StatoN ormal School.......... 11 11 2 38 625 25 100 2 






























~ ~~~~~~J~~~01oho~i::::: .... 4£; ----~ · .... i. ~ ·i;2oo· "6oo. l2oo·l .. 5·1 ........ o-~·-x··~--·,;··l·-;· l --o .. l .. ;·l·'x-·l·'x .. l··a· -'x-· ·-;· ... o .. ~ NormnlPrncticeScbooL............... 8 ....... 1 37! 8 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 .... 1 x I o 
G5 Normal department of Mame Central 3 3 2 40 ....... ---- ·- ···· ..•. 22 x 0 x x x x x o o x o 
Institute. 
Oak Grove Seminary, normal depart- 1-----·-1 ····-- - 1-----·1----1 ....................... . 
nH•ut.a 
GO 
G7 I lMt im1n·o Normal School for Colored 
'.Coaollot'lt. 
6 '1 ...... 140 11,000 , ...... , .... ... .. 5 
X •······1··· ·1····• ··· · X 1 •••. 1 .... 1 •••• 1 X 
)( 0 X X 0 0 0 0 X X 0 
31) 
June16. 
June, last week. 





May, last week. 
Jan.17, June 27. 






































68 Contcnm·y Biblical Institute, normal 
department." 
69 Maryland StateNormal SchooL·------- 25 1 25 3 39 1, 812 ....•. 112 10 (c) x x x x x x x I x I x I (d) I x 
70 St. Catberine'sNormalinstitute*-----· 1 ....... 3-4 44 400 .......... 6 32,44 x x x x x x x x " x 0 
71 TrainingClassforKindergnrtenTen.ch- .................... ---· .......................... ... ............ ____________ ......................... . 
ers. 
4 3 5 I 42 100 10-15 0 '····'····'····'····'····' )( X 0 May20. 
May, last week. 
.June 30. 
72 Cumberland Normal SchooL .................. 
1 
....... ------ ---- ..................... ----·----- ____ .. . ... ________ .... ________ .••• ____ .... ..... . 
73 Boston Normal School ............ - ... - 51 ---.-- - 1 40 ------ - ------ - -- . - --- 0 x - .... - x 0 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x x ex June, last week. ~~ ~:;~1r!~~~%i!u~~~~-~~~~~~::::: :~ 1 ::::~~: ::~;~: :::: ::::~:: :::::::::::::: ::::::~~~: ~ ---~-- . : .. :::::~::::X:: ::X:::~::::: : ~ ::~:: ~~~::first Week. 77 StatoNormal School................... 37 35 2 40 1,400 100 .... .... 0 x x x 0 x x 0 0 x x 0 June23. 78 State Normal School""................. 5!:! ....... 2,4 40 6,000 ...... .... .... 0 x x x 0 x x x 0 0 x 0 Jan. and June. 
70 Westficlll State Normal School....... .. 35 24 2, 4 40 3, 000 ...... 100 5 0 x x x .. .. x x x 0 x x 0 June 24. 
80 Massachusetts State Normal School at 26 J 26 2 38 1, 489 235 100 2 0 x x x 0 x x x o 0 x 0 July. 
Vvorcester. 
: ~t.~t~~~il~~r;~~1Z.f£1~£nJ; :::::J::::::: :::::: -~~- ::~~::: :::::: :::: :::: ::~~~~:::: :::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::·:::: ...... 
Class for Kindergartners. 
83 Michigan StateN ormal School......... 84 .. .. . .. 1, 4 40 3, 000 500 200 4 /10 x x x 0 x x x 0 x x x 
84 StnteNormalSchoolatMankato ..... 21 21 2,3 36 ................. 1 gO x x x 0 :.c x x 0 x x 0 
85 StnteNorma.lSchoolatSt.Cloud* ..... 15 13 2,3 36 350 100 75 4 0 x 0 x 0 x 0 x x x x 0 
June, last Thurs. 
April15. 
May. 
May 5. ~~ ~!~~~o~~~~o~~<tJ iro~~~ Sch~oih .... ~~ -1-- .. ~~ _ .... : __ ~~ _ .. _ ~~~ .... ~~ _ ~~~. : ::: ....... _ ~ ___ x __ .. ~- ____ x ... _0 ___ ~-- _ ~-- _ ~-- .. 0 .. _ ~ .. _ ~ .... _0 ___ 
88 MississippiStatoNormalScho~l. .... _. ........ 
1
....... 4 40 300 25 3 2_ 0 x ...... x x x x 0 0 0 x 0 I June,firstThurs. 
80 Normal department of Natchez Senn- ....... ....... 5 36 ....... ...... .... .... 9 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 May31. 
nary. 
90 Tougaloo University and State Normal 
School. 
5 I 34 I 1, 000 o I 10 3 8 0 0 X X X X 
g~ §~:~~ea~{P~~s~~?ol.S~t~- . N o~;,q ... -is- .. -- ii 'I"--4 'I" 4o l i," 35o 'I ' .. 5o "I' 25 l io l".--- . -0 l ;__·'I'- "o- 'I" "x"l "x"l ; ., . "x"l:: l"o"l (i .I X I iO 
School, 3ll district. 
93 Normal School of the University of the 
State of Missouri. 
94 Lincoln Institute ..................... . 
18 ..... .. 
3 I 2 
95 North Missouri State Normal School, 
1st district. 
80 70 
2, 6 I 40 
4136 4 40 
(j) 
935 















96 Normal department of La Grange Col- 3 2 4 32 1, 800 100 150 25 36 x u x 1 x x x 0 o . u x 
lege. 1 
97 Northwest Normal.................... 6 4 4 40 ................. 4 30 x 0 x x o o o o o x 
(k) 
X 
99 State Normal School, 2d district........ 62 31 2, 4 40 750 . . . . . . 30 . . .. lO x .. • • • . o x x .. .. x o o x iO 
100 CentralNormalSchooL................ 0 · 0 5 40 ....... 50 50 5 50 x x x x x o x x x x x 
101 NebraskaStateNo~~alSchooL........ 50 44 5 .............................. . .... x x x x x x x x x x 0 







June, 2d Thurs. 
Jan, and June. 
.June. 
June. 
98 SaintLouisNormalSchool............ 49 ....... 2~ 40 217 0 .... 9 0 x x x 0 0 x x 0 .... x I ex 
102 SanteeNormalTr:unmgSchool. ..................... ------ --- · ..................... ---------- ...... .......... . ..... ........ ___________ .... .. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. /Each ~f the 132 representatives in the State legislature i State certificates are issued at tho option of the State 
aN o separate report from this department (see Table VI). appomts two ~tudents free of tuition. superintendent. 
bAveragecharge. gTo those pledgmg themselves to teach in tho State; jSeereportoftheuniversity_{TableiX). 
c 200 free students; others $50 a year. $16 to others. k They are entitled to State diplomas. 
dAfter one year's successful teaching. hNo report separate from that of the college (see Table l$16 incidental fee. 










































TABLE III. -Statistics of 1101"ntalschools for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
Graduates in 
the last year. 
~ .o ~ ~ ~ a . 1~ ~ ~ ... d ~ ~ d ~ 
'"' ~ Library 03 <I) o 03 Ismus1c1 «~ Q ~ .;;;~ <I) rn §,.r:~ g ~ · ~ . "g ~~'be taught1 ,~ :g_ ... ~ "&1 ~ ~ E1 Q11 .<::~ -~~ ~ ~'0-~ -~-'.s ~E ~ ~ -:; rn 8 ~ .... 
s:!l ~ ~ ~ -s.~~ ~ ~~-03 ~~ ~~~:r& l'l~~ a-s~~ Q) • • d • 03 rt:J rt:J .. ~ <'! • Q ~ ~ ·..cl ,<:I <'! I'< 0 -g- .s l'l 0 
,pbD .S~» .... ~ .... ~~-S~ Q)_§ .,.. Q).l3'0 Q ... p.P-03~ .<:~><.P<~.s~ ~] rt:J '8 .§ ~ El <P r-: ~ El ~ .s .s ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ : ~ : ~ rt:J :a : ~ ~ ;a$ ,.q -~ 
• ..clo ~~ ~Q) l! ..cl~ ,...~!; ~.., Q)E:l bD 03 ~ a>+> ..,'0 ~- .., ...,~ ~P<Q .,.. $ .8 $ ~ 'S I!: p, ~ : !' ~ 1-g : r; i j g ~J ~ ~ ~ ~! ~] ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ! ~ -~ 
~ ll:.S 'S 'S 'S .... g -s·~-ss ,.cl'~"~ bD Q~ ~ ~ gJ.., :!l03 :g ,g e~ rn~~ 
l'l ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~'g ~ -~ ~ ~cS S I P< 8.] P,·l'l P< ~ ~ ~ ~ rn.S $ .cbD .c .c .c ~rt:J .c~.ce~ e~ = ,.qQrt:J .... c .~ ~e~~ ~ .... ~~ ~~s 
0 El ~ El El El e El <l> El g H ~a) <I) <'! ,b: jo 0 Q 0 0 ~ '0 <'! '0 0 ~ r= s bD i3 i3 i3 Q i3 P< i3 8 '0 rt:JG:i'P. Q rt:J ,.q ,.cl ,.cl ,.q 0 ~ Q ~ s <P 
Time of anniver· 
sary. 
~ :z; :z; :z; :z; ~ :z; :z; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ las as as . as ~ cn~ ~ 
I I ---2-0--2-1 22 _2_3_ -2-4 _2_1')_ 26 -2-7,-2-8 29 30 -3-1 -3-2 -3-3 -3-4-~---3-1')---16 17 118 1 19 11') 1 
I I 1-- 1--l-l---l--l-l- l----1-l--l-l-l-t-t-l-t-l-l--l------
Now Hampshire Stato Normal School.. 21 ...•.• 2 40 400 100 35 . . . . 0 0 0 x 0 0 x 0 0 x x 0 
Now Jersey State Normal and Model a28 28 3, 7 40 500 50 15 10 b$50 x x x x x x x 0 x x x 
Sohool. 
NowYorkStntoNormalSohoolo ...... 72 .•••••. 2 40 ....... .•••.• .... .... 0 x •••••• x .••. x x .••..•. x x x 
State Normnl nntl Training School..... 30 16 4 40 846 23 8 . . .. . . . . . .. . . . x 0 x x x x x 0 x x x 
StatoNormnl Schoolo ................. 28 .••••• . .••••. 40 ....... ...... .... .... 0 x x x ..•. x x x •••. x x x 
State Normal antl Training School..... 19 19 2, 3, 4 40 1, 420 200 240 12 0 x 0 x 0 x x x x x x x 
StnteNormalnndTrniningSchooL..... 27 13 2,3,4 40 ....... ...... .... .... d20-24 x 0 x 0 x x 0 0 x x x 
StnteNormnlSchooL........ ......... . 27 26 2,3,4 40 ................. 20 0 x x x x x x x x x x x 
AmcricnnKinucrgnrronNormalSchool. ..•.....•...................................................••......................................... 
NormnlCollt>gO* .................... ... 357 150 3 40 ....... 200 11 4 0 X X X 0 X X X X X X ex 
Normal Training Schoolfor Kindergar- 21 16 2 38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 x • • • • • • x . • • . . • • . . • • . x x x x 
ten Tcnchors. 
State Normnl antl Trninin~ School..... 53 53 4 40 545 28 54 2 0 x x x 0 x x x x x x I x 
tate Nol1nnl and Train in~ School.-... 17 14 2, a, 4 40 2, 963 62 50 7 d24-28 X X X X X X X X X X X 
fniYorsityNonnnlSchool. .............••..•.............. 6 100 ...... 50 . ... 0 ..•....... x •••. x x x x .•.. x x 
Stato Colorotl Normal School........... 15 12 3 36 150 50 30 2 0 x 0 x . •• . 0 x 0 0 0 x 0 
BennottSomiunry...................... ..•••.. ....•.. 4 36 1,000 200 .... 3 3 0 0 x x 0 0 0 x 0 x 0 
Rny'sNornmlinstituto................ .••••. . ....... 2 30 .........•....... 10 15,30 .......... x .•••.••...•..•....•..... x 
Lumberton Nonnal School.................... 20 4 24 100 ..•... 2 2 8 --·· 0 x ................................. . 
St. Au~uRtiuo'R Normnl School ..........•.......... . .•............................................•.............••..••..............•........ 
!:>hnwUnivcr~:~its ............. ................. --·-··- 3 ................................... x .••••. x x •••..••..••.•.•. x x 0 
TriuityCullt'J!ti"NormnlSohool......... 10 5 4 40 (f) ......... . 20 60 0 ...... x .••. x x x x 0 x x 
1-f.ottln\l\R!t·t;nOhioNonunlSchool.... 15 15 3 47 3,217 ...... 200 20 37 x x X x X x x x x X 0 
, nwhm.th ,!'ormal Sdtool.............. 74- 4.0 1 2 42 100 6 12 4 gO x 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 x x 0 
, Jh tnl;lllll City Nnmml SchooL........ 31 31 1:2 40 150 . .. . . . 36 . • . . . .. . •• . . . . x 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 x (e) 
l>n,Ytun Nunnalnml Trniniug School... 10 5 1 40 135 .•••.. 20 2 . .•. .•..•. x 0 x . ••. 0 0 0 0 x x (e) 
J nne, last Wed. 
June, last Thurs. 
June24. 
Jan. and July. 
June. 
J nne, last Thurs. 
June. 
July!. 
June, last week. 
July 24. 
May2. 
J nne, 2d Thurs. 







































~~: ~~~:~ *~~g~ soh~~i:::: :: :::: :::~:: ····i2· ·····a· ·T4· ·as· ···4ao· ··ioo· ·4o · ··a· ···· ·· ·2r · "x. · --·o · · · "x .. ·"x·· ·"x· · "x .. • ii. ··a·-~-<>·····-······· 
180 National Normal School* . . . .. . . . . . . . . . h60 h60 2t 48 4, 200 200 150 8 38-48 x x x x x x x 0 0 
131 .Mansfield Normal College.............. 0 0 4 50 300 50 25 6 37 x 0 x x x x x 0 x 
132 Western Reserve Normhl School*.. . ... .. .. ... .. .. . .. 4 42 ... .. . . .... .. 10 4 30 x 0 x x x x 0 0 0 
133 MillersburgNormalSohooL........... 5 4 1,2,3 40 200 ...... 20 3 26 x x x 0 x x 0 0 0 







~~~ ~11fi~~r~~~ u~~:~;~~~~~ai d~j;a"rt: · .... ~: . .. .. ~~. 2J . ~ . .. . ~~~. :::::: ~~~ _ .. ~ ........ ~~ __ ~-- . __ x ____ ~-- _ _o ____ x ___ ~-- • ~-- _ _o ____ 0__ ~ , •••... 
ment.* 
138 Ohio Free Normal School (Antioch Col- . . . . . . . 6 2 I 38 (i) 4 
lege).* 
139 Ashland Colle~e and Normal School .. ..... -- . . .. -- I 3139, .. ---- ., .. -- .. , .... , 5 
140 Oregon Normal School .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 8 2 4 39 100 0 0 0 
141 P~~sl~~~Fct, State Normal School, 24 23 2, 4 42 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 5 
142 Southwestern State Normal School* . . . 22 22 
143 Northwestern State Normal School.... 23 22 
144 State Normal School at Indiana........ 19 
145 Keystone State Normal Sehool.. _...... 18 
146 Central State Normal School........... 28 















o I o I o 400 450 15 












































































148 Pennsylvania State Normal School, 2d 
149 L~~~~icountyNormal SchooL .................. , ...... ,20 ~ --····-~------ ~----~----~ 16, .... , ...... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ..•. \ 0 jl x 150 ~yco~gCollJ?-tyNormal Scho~l.,- .................................................................................................... l x 
151 CentennuiJ. Kindergarten Trammg 17 6 1 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. 3 100 x .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x 
School for Teachers. 
2, 4 I 42 I 4, 5oo 500 1125 X 55 X X X X X X X X 
X 
152 Philadelphia Normal School for Girld.. 144 115 
153 Philadelphia Training School for Kin- 24 10 
dergartners. 
154 Pine Grove Normal .Academy ...................... .. 
155 Riverview Normal and Classical Insti- 54 36 
tute.* 
4 I ~~ I .~~:~~ .I .. :~~ J ~~ J . ~. 0 100 X X X 0 ~ 1::::1 0 X 0 0 1.~..1 ~ 
~ I !~ 1:::::::1::::: :1·45·1· · 6 ·1···· · · · ao·l· 'x. ·1···o · ·1. _x_ .I.~- .1· 'x. ·1· "x. ·· · · · ·· · · 
~g~ ~h~~:fe~:~~=alA~~~~;~::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ----~- ~ -~~- ~ ---~~~- ·--~~- -~:. --~- ······ -~~- -~-- ---~-- -~-- __ o ____ o ___ _o ____ o __ l_~-- __ o __ 
158 CumberlandValleyStateNormal School 24 20 3 42 900 60 .... 5 63 x x x x 0 x x o x 
159 West Chester State Normal School... . 14 13 3 42 2, 260 40 25 20 65 x x x x x x x x x 
160 Rhode Island State Normal School..... 25 21 2, 4 40 2, 000 30 .. .. 3 o x x x 0 x x x o o 
161 .AveryNormallnstitute................ 14 4 7 1 36 150 ...... 12 .... 9 x 0 x x 0 x o 0 o 

































June, last wed. 
.rune 9. ~~ ~=ly~~~~fusti:~~~~~~~~~- -----~ - -----~- ----~- -~~ -~~:~~ - :::::: :::: -~~- ·------ - ~- __ x __ ·--~-- -~-- __ x_J_x __ -~-- :::: :::· .. x .. , .... , ••••. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. d Tuition is free to ~ormal students. j Incidental expenses. . 
a From the normal only; there were ten graduates from e In schools of the mty. k Diplomas after two years of successful teachmg. 
the model school. f See re:r;>ort of the college (Table IX). l In schools of the county. 
bIn model school; free to those in the normal intending g To r esidents; $60 to otners. mAre authorized to conduct Kindergarten. 
to teach. h In normal department only. n Optional with school committees. 
oFrom the report of the State superintendent for 1878. i Has access to that of the college. 
Ul 


































TABLE III.-Statistics of normal BohooZBfor 1879, 9-o.-Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••. indicates no answer. 
Graduates in 
the last year. 
i 
~ 








~ .c~ , ~ -+=~ ~ ~b! . A ee ca ep. • ~~ • ~ 
H :g Library. ~ ~ o <I) 9 IsmusiC cU .<J El .a <I) 112 ~~ g ~ ~ rg !J-o·l>' taught1 i ;<1.,.. ~ .S Jl ~ ~ Q~ 
Q ~ .~g ~ 0 fJ ~ _<J ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 .s~ :a ~ ..., ..... ......~ ."'1 § ~-o s o~ ~=~""' ~=~ ~ s~ ~..., 
'+-< ~ 0 ai ~~ ~ • :g ~-o Q;) ] 1e s t- !'l .-g.,.. 0 1=1 C/1 5 a ~ .a ai <I) ~ ~ o 112 <I) § .,.. Q;) ~ ~ -§.,.. P< P< cU .s bO ..c:i ~=~ P..-~ .::..c:i 
.112 'g ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.s .s~ ~ ] 1e~ :~: ~ 02;8 : l~ ;s$ ~~ I Time of anni-~~ :B ~ ..E a Q;) ell;: § ~ <!)..., ~ cU ~Jl :i5 cU :i5-g ~Cl Q;) ~.;5 g: a-~ 02.,.. versary. ~~ !;: ~ ' !:: 1>] al ~ ~~ ~ Cl ~H .-; ~ ~ ~ C\1 ! f:j ~ Cl:g 'g 0 $'Cl § ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ·s.o ~ s ~ ~ !l.ll ~ $ ~ -;;; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .8 ~ ~ 02.8 ~ ~-~ ~-~ ~-~ cU ~ H ~~ H -o Q .s 02 ~ ~ jcl) A p.·a P< ~=~ 15.. ~ $ ~ .s ~.a 
<ll <ll <ll <ll <Ilea <lli=l ,..... ~ o:>Q .a 1=1 «~ 9 
'S 'S ~ 1'-<112 ~~~~ ~ ~ ~cti~ .-; g g~g g Ql ~!.§§~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P< ~ ~ ~ ~Ql ca ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ £~ ~ S ~ 
l---------------j--1---1--1-1---1--1-1-1----1-l-- l-l-l-1-l-l-l-l--l--l-------
1 1~ 16 17 1181 19 20 121122 23 24 1 2~ 1261~7!28!29!30!31132!331 34 3~ 
--·--l-l--l--l-1-l---1-1--l-l-l-l-l-l-l-l-l 
HumboldtNormnllnstitnte ........... ------- --- ---- ...... 40 ....... ...... .... .... $32 .............................................. .. 
'rheWnrnerinstitute .. .................... .. ............. 36 .............................................................. . .......... ------
Knoxville College. .................... 0 0 4,7 36 400 25 0 0 4! 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 I May21. 
Freedm<'n'sNormalinstitute•......... 0 ....... 3 38 1,000 0 12 2 4i 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 x x 0 
Maryville Normal and Preparatory 0 0 3 38 800 ...... .... 3 17 x ...... x 0 0 0 0 0 x x 0 May21. 
School. 
Normnl department of Maryville Col- ....... ,....... 3 39 ....... ...... .... .... 15-20 .......................................... ------ 1 May29. 
le~e. 
Central Tennessee College, normal do- 0 ... --- . 
4 1 391 700 2 36 a1,600 
400 I 46 6 
3 





pnrtml'nt. Na~hvilleNormnlnnd Theological In- ....... -------1------13612,000 ............... .. 
stitutc. 
Nonnnl department of Fisk University . 
State Normtll Collcg{', University of 
Nn~hvill<'. 
n 1. ... ~~- 4 c3 37 lb2, ooo I 75 !100 I s 32 10, OOOb ...... 100 .... 
McNniry County Nonnal School*............. ....... 2 40 ................... .. 
Wiul'h<'!itt'T Normal............... ... 1 1 d10 40 .. -.... .. . . .. 50 7 











































































May, 3d week. 
May25. 




~;(\:fg~~~~~~~~i~l:~~~t~~ft_i_L_~~~::::::: : ·····o· ···-·o· ~ ~~ ~gg 5~~ ~~ 1~ I ~g ~-'x--~ ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ o I J une. 
Stnto Nonnnl Hchoul of T oxns for Col- ........................... .... ........ .. ....... ....... .. ........................................ ! .... .. 
or.•tl Rttuh•nt". 
X~~~l~~~~~i~!-:~~~~l~~~ 1s~t1ooi ~::::::.::: :::::: : ::::::: ::::::I::: :1:::::: :1· ::- ..... - 1-- --~---- ·· .. --~-- .. , .... --~-- · ·1·- .. I .. --~----~----~----~----~----~---· .. 













































B! State Nonnru S.boo!•. ••..••••.•.•..•.. 16 r····. 2 40 300 .......... ........ ........ 24 B5 Johnson State Normal School.......... 28 21 3 40 550 
------
25 ....... f24 86 State Normal School . ........... ... .... 41 .. .... 1!, 2 40 640 40 
-- --
8 24 





B8 Hampton Normal and .Agricultural In- 4J 40 3 37 2, 300 194 50 4 0 
stitute. 




..... 0 go Shenandoah Valley Normal School* .... 4 36 27 
n Concord State Normal School. ........ . )2 Fairmont State Normal School. . .... . .. 13 7 3 40 75 12 5 12 
----------)3 State Normal School. .................. 1 1 3 42 40 ..... ...... 20 6 g20-24 )4 Storer College . .. .. .... . .. .. ........ . 10 
---- ---
3, 4 40 2, 900 450 12 1 h1~15 )5 Marshall College, StateN or mal SchooL. 10 8 3 40 500 
------
... 20,24 )6 Shepherd Coll~ge .............. .. . ..... 14 
------ -
4 40 200 10 4 3 33 )7 West Liberty tate Normal School* ... 7 4 3 40 200 
---- ·- ----
..... 24 )8 State Normal School ... .... .......... .. 17 17 4 40 826 67 56 
·--- 0 )9 Wisconsin StateN ormal School. ...... . 19 18 4 40 
State Normal School. .................. 
910 50 900 10 ................ )0 13 10 4 40 859 200 90 6 0 
n State Normal School. .................. 9 9 4 40 750 70 43 
-- - -
0 )2 Kindergarten Normal Institute . ....... 5 4 1 . ..... . ........ . 
------
30 6 100 )3 1\Iiner Normal School ........... ....... 19 19 1 40 200 50 10 3 0 ),! Normal department of Howard Uni- 0 ........ . 3 37 (j) . ........... ....... 
---· 
12 TCl'Sity. )5 Normal department ofWayland Sem-
inary.k )6 Wasb:lngton Normal SchooL ........... 20 20 1 40 250 0 50 6 0 )7 Normal department of University of 14 1 40 40 Deseret. 
*From Re-port of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. d Includes _6 preparatory years. 
a College library. e To those mtending to teach; to others, $35. 
b University library. /Paid by the State. 
c.A.lso an advanced course of 1 year. g Tuition is free to normal students. 
























X X X . ....... . ....... X June 24. 
0 0 X X X 0 0 X X June, last Frid':y 
....... ........ . X X 0 0 0 X X June 24. 
X X 0 
--- -
0 0 X ....... . 0 May, last week. 
X X 
--·· ----
0 0 X X 0 June 30. 
X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .July 1. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X X 
X X 0 ........ 0 0 X X X .Tune 24. 
X X 0 X 0 0 0 X X .July 10. 
X X 0 0 0 0 X 0 May27. 
I g X 0 0 0 X 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 X X X .Tune 20. 
I 
. ..... X 0 0 0 0 0 X X J'une. 
X X X X X 0 X X X .Tune, 3d Thurs. 
X . .... X X X X X .rune, last. Thun 
X 0 X X X 0 X X X .rune, 2d Thurs. 
X 0 X X X 0 X X X .Tune. 
X 
---· 
X X X 
·-----
.Tune 11. 
X 0 0 0 0 X X X .Tune. 
X 0 0 (j) (j) 0 X X 0 May or .rune. 
... 
----




0 0 X X 0 X X X .Tune. 
0 X X X 0 X X X May28. 
i.A.fter 1 year of successful teaching and endorsement of 
the diploma by State superintendent. jin common with the university. 
kNoreportapartfrom that of the seminary (see Table XI) . 
Chicago High School, normal department, Chicago, Til., suspended; to be reopened September, 1880. Iowa City Normal and Training School, Iowa City, Iowa, only a summer 
school. Fruitland Normal Institute, .Jackson, Mo.~ changed to Fruitla~d High School (see Table VI). Sedalia Collegiate Institute, Sedalia, Mo. , see Table VI. Sandusky 
Training School, Sandusky, Ohio, closed. Richmond Nonnal School, Rwbmond, Va., no longer retains its normal character, being m erged in the public school system. of _the 
city. From the following no information bas been received: Normal Department of Pine Bluff Graded School, Pine Bluff, Ark.; Delaware State Normal University, ~ilming­
ton, Del. ; Normal and Business School, Dover, ill. ; Normal D epartment of N ew Orleans University, New Orleans, La.; Kindergarten Normal Training School, St. 'toms, Moi/ 
Ellendale Teachers' Institute, Little River, N.C.; Tileston Normal School, Wilmington, N.C.; Orwell Normal Institute, Orwell, Ohio; Fairfield Union .Academy, Pleasa:n · 
















TABLE IV.-Statistics of commercial and bus-iness collegesjm· 1879; ft·mn replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
Name. Loca.tion. 
~ ""' Number of students. Q 0 ~ t_; 
--
~ i .§ ~~ail In 0 0 
ell 10 -o""' In da.y school evenmg 
~ ~ 
.s til ""'so& . school. 
"' 
ell ~~ "§ Principal. <e ~~..§ 1 s .,...o a:>~O b.O 'S ""' .o.-z~ '"' 0 s~Q.) 0 j j g :.~ ~ ~ ""' ""' 0 0 ]~-~ 3 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 ~ ell ~ o-o;g. o ~ ell o ~ ell A A E"i E-i ~ E-i ~ 
-
--------------
1 2 3 4 :5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
------------- -
Rev. I. T. Tichenor, D. D., 38 38 38 ..................... .. ourso in Commerce, State Agricultural and I Auburn, Ala. ............ : ... , ...... , ..... . 
1\I.oobnnicnl College. 
2 1 llownrll <;ollego Bn~iness _Scho~l* ........ ,; • . . . . Marion, A~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1842 1842 
a Commerotal course m Sprmg Hill College .. .. . Near Mob1le, Ala ....... .............. .. 
4 Saommt'nto Busiuess College* ..... . .. . ....... . 
5 Commercial department of St. Mary's College .. 
0 lleald's Business Colletre* . ................... . 
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1863 Sacramento, Cal ........... -~-- .. --~1873 
San Francisco, Cal . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 1864 
San Jose, Cal............... 0 1861 
president. 
James'.r.Murfee,LL.D ........ 5 .... 40 40 40 0 .......... 
1 
... . 
Rev. D. Beaudequin, s. J., ..... - ................................... .. 
president. 
E. C. Atkinson .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 5 2 139 87 83 4 52 49 3 
~d.~~:d ~ ~li~K~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ · 1g g 3~~ a~~ 3g~ ~ g g g 
7 Garden City CommE.'reial College . ... . ........ . 
8 Commercial department of Pacific Methodist 
College.* 
Santa. Rosa, Cal ....................... .. ~A.~~--~~:~c_e_s_t_e_r_~:::::: --~- --~- 13g ::::: ::::: ::::: ::::: :::::1:::: 
9 Moore's Southern Busin<'SS Uni>ersity ....... . 
10 Cuthbert Commercial College . ................ . 
11 E>ergrcen City Business College ............. . 
12 1 Commercial course of St. Via tour's College ... 13 Commercial course of St. Ignatius College* .... 
14 li. B. Bryant's Chicago Business College and 
English Training School. 
15 Western Business College . ...... . 16 1 JncksonTille Business College* .. .......... . 
17 Joliet Business College and English Training 
School. 
18 Onarga Cmnmorcinl College ................... . 
Atlanta, Ga. ................ ·1 0 
Cuthb~rt, Ga. . .................. .. 
Bloommgton, ill ................. . 
Bourbonnais Gro>e,ill ...... 1874 
Chicago, ill. (413 W. Twelfth 1870 
street). 
Chicago, ill (77, 79, and 81 
State street). 
Galesbur~iim ..... .... ...... 
1 
..... . 
Jacksonv1 e, ill ................ . 
Joliet, ill . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1866 
1858 1 13. F. Moore, president ........ ·1 3 
1879 Prof. B. C. Adams. ...... . .. .. . 1 
1875 Marquam & Baker.. .... . . . . . . 3 
1865 Rev. M. J. Marsile . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
1870 Rev. Thomas H. Miles, s. J . • • . 6 
18561 H. 13. Bryant 
1862 J. M. Martin & Bro ......... .. 
1866 Brown & Woodworth ........ . 









Rev. John B. Robinson, A.M., ~-- ...... 
D. D., president. 
A. S. Parish....... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 l 
~:~:~~:~~:~::::::::::::::1 ~ ~ 
19 I Parish's Business College and Telegraphic In- I Peoria, ill ............. ------~------~ 1865 
stitute. 
20 Gem City Business College . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . Quine , ill.................. 0 1866 
21 Bookor's nuslnoss CoUege ..................... Rook?ord, ill ...................... 1866 
200 200 200 0 0 0 
110 110 90 20 ...... 
----255 213 187 26 42 28 : 14 
140 140 140 0 ..... 
·····I · 110 110 110 0 0 Oi 
540 500 450 50 115 100 15 
:'...331 57 41 16 103 66 37 
275 2081200 8 67 62 5 
400 300 200 100 100 75 25 
all I all a9 a2 ................ . 
140 I 125 I 104 21 15 15 0 




































22 1 Springfi:eldBusiness.Collefie ....••...•......... Springfi_eld,lll ......... :··- ............ S. Bogardus.·----- ...... :----·1 2 1 286 186 176 10 100 93 I 7 
26 Evansville Commercull Co ege . .............. . Evansville, Ind. (cor. Third . . . . . . 1850 G. W. Rank and E. J. Wnght . 4 .... 329 278 262 16 51 51 
. and Main streets). "' 24 j ManmeeBusinessColleCe · ·----------·-----·-· FortWayne,Ind ............ 1847 1878 .Addis .Albro .................. 2 0 55 40 25 15 15 151 0 25 Inclianapolis Business 'ollege ancl T elegraph Indianapolis, Incl. (N. Penn- . . . . . . 1858 C. C. Kcerner and J. B. Good- 7 0 612 443 375 68 365 340 25 
Institutt'. sylvania street). year. 
26 Star Uity Business College.................... La Fayette, Ind.......... .. 0 1866 P. W.Kennedy ......... ..... . ~ 1--~- 135 100 95 5 35 38 I 2 27 Hall's Business College* .. ................... . , Logansport, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18G7 Edwin .A. Hall ...... ... ....... 75 51 47 4 24 19 5 28 Commercial department of the University of Notre Dame, Ind . ..... . . . . . . 1844 1842 Very Hev. William Corby, c. 6 .... 
Notre Dame.* s. c., president ex officio. 
29 Terre Haute Commercial College ............. . Torre Haute, Ind. (cor. Main ...... 1862 R. Garvin and W. C. Isbell .... 3 1 175 115 100 15 102 90 12 I and Sixth streets) . 
W. P. and .A.M . .Allen ......... 3 .... 50 30 .Allen's Business College*.......... .. ....... . . Burlington, Iowa........... . . . . . . 1865 75 46 4 25 23 2 
31 Clinton Business College. . ......... ........... . Clinton, Iowa.... . .......... . . . . . . 1870 W.H.Pearce ................. 2 .... 96 68 58 10 36 36 
·---32 Davenport Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Davenport, Iowa............ . . . . . . 1865 D. R. Lillibridge and W. H. H. 9 0 483 407 394 13 76 7l 5 
Valentine. 
33 Bowen's Business Collefie and .Academy . . . . . . . Des Moines, luwa........... 0 1872 B. W.Bowen .................. 3 
·-·· 
175 94 64 30 107 79 28 
34 Bay lies' Commercial Co ego . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dubuque, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1859 1858 ii:.~~1i~ci.:::::: :::::::::::::. 5 292 200 180 20 144 120 24 35 Hurd's National Business College of Upper Fayette, Iowa ..... ................ 18G7 75 75 48 27 Ul 
Iowa. University. 1-3 
36 Iowa Ci~ Commercial Collo_:5e. . . . . . . . . . . . . Io~a City, Iowa .... _ ........... _ .. F. R. Williams ......... . ..... . 76 ~ 
37 M.P. Givens ................. 1 b130 b130 (b130) 1-3 Comm01 mal and Telegraph epa;rtmcnt of Os- Oskaloosa, Iowa . __ .... _.... . .. _. _ ~ kaloosa College. Ul 38 Ottumwa "Business CollPge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ottumwa, Iowa .... _ .... .. ........ 1871 William D. Strong ............ 2 69 69 63. 6 24 18 6 1-3 39 Mt. Pleasant Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ricl1mond, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 1878 .A. Marquam ....... _ .......... 1 0 45 30 20 10 40 25 15 ~ 40 Commercial department of ·whittier College ... 
1 
Salem, Iowa . . ................ J. W. Coltrane, A. ll .••...••... 1 16 16 Q ~ 41 Cruzen's Commercial College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leavcnworlh, Kana . .. _ ..... .... .. J. H. Cruzen ... ............... 1 1 18 18 16 2 11 10 1 t--4 42 Western Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Topeka, Kans ........ _ ... _ . . .. _ ... 1867 M . .A.Pond. ... . . . .. .. .. .... 1 105 82 56 26 23 16 7 43 Commercial department of Kentucky Military Farmdale, Ky............... 1847 1845 Col. Robert D . .Allen, superin- 4 26 26 26 -··· · 1-3 Institute. tendent. ~ 44 Commercial (or Business) College of Kentucky Lexington, Ky ................ _ ... W. R. Smith, pret!ident; E. W. 125 t!:' University.* Smith, principa-l. t--4 45 Warr's Bryant & Stratton Business College .. -. Louisville, Ky. (SO .Main st). . ..... 1865 W. T.Burks .................. 4 347 309 302 7 38 38 --·· tr_j 46 J. W. Blackman's Commercial College......... New Orleans,"La. (131 Caron- . ... .. 1862 J. W. Blackman .............. 4 50 30 30 ·-·· 20 20 .... ~ delet street) . 
47 Soule's Commercial College ancl Literary Inst.i- New Orleans, La. (corner St. 1861 1856 George Soule ................. 9 0 239 171 171 0 68 68 tnte. Charles and Lafayette sts). 
48 Dirigo Business College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Augusta, Me. (Water street)_ 1867 1865 D.M. Waitt .............••... 1 1 221 221 196 25 112 75 37 49 Commercial College............................ Bucksport, Me .................. _. Rufus P. Gardner ............. 1 50 Commemiol College• . . ... :. ' ............. .... "I v "'"borough,Mo .. ... · .... r .... ~~~~ht;~g~~-~::::::::::: ·. c24 51 Bryant & Stratton CommerCial School ........ . Boston, Mass. (608Washing- ..... _ 1860 8 5 425 425 375 50 ton street). 
52 French's Business College..................... Boston, Mass. (630 Washing- 0 1848 Charles French, A. M •••.•••••• 5 0 210 175 160 15 35 31 4 ton street). 
53 Sawyer's Commercial College .................. Boston, Mass. (161 Tremont 0 1838 George .A. Sawyer ............ 3 0 120 120 90 30 ..... 
····r·· street) . 54 Carter's Commercial College and School of Pittsfield, Mass . . . . . . . ..... 1861 Benjamin Chickering ......... 2 ·-·· 12 12 11 1 ............. Business. 
55 .Aylworth's Commercial SchooL ................ Battle Creek, Mich ... .... ... ......... 1879 L. Carlos .Aylworth .......... : 2 0 46 16 8 8 30 20 10 ~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. bincludes some irregular and some preparatory students. ~ a Graduates of 1879. c Graduates in commercial course in 1878. ~ 
TABLE IV.-Statistics of commercial and business collegesfm·1879, goc.-Continued. 
~ 
Name. Location. !i 
~ 
"' ·a ~ c6 bll 
,.q 
... Q 0 
Principal. 
'+-< '+-< 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
A A 
----
1 2 3 4 li 6 I 1 
I I 1--1--1---------
fit> I Bnttll' Cn•l'k nusinrss College ................. , Battle Creek, Mich ........ ·- 1187411875 
fi7 Jl:t' City Uu~inr~~ College .................... Bay City, Mich .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 1870 
r.~ Golthnnith's Bn·nnt & Stratton Business Uni- Detroit, 1\fich 
Yt•rsih·. · 
:\[ayhl''\· llusinrss College . 




.T:H'k!lon Htllliut•~~ CollP,!!;(' .................... . 
Knl:unnzoo Bul:lint'l:!S College and Telegraph 
Iustituto.* 
llillsdale, Mich ............. I 1855 
Jackson, Mi.ch ............ -- 1-- .. --11871 
Kalamazoo, 1\fich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
G. M. Devlin ..... . 








Lnn!lill!! Bnsinrs,.; College~. . ................. . 
M.ium•apuli,.; Bnsim•s:; Collrge* ... ............ . 
St. John'~ Commercial Colll·ge* ............... . 
Lansing, Mlch ............. -~-- .. -- ~ 18671 H. P. Bartlett 
M.innc:ipolis, ¥inn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1875 C. C. Curtis~ ------ ---- -- --- · · - ~ 3 1 .. · 
St. Joseph, Mrnn ....................... Very Rev. :Norbert Hofbauer, ..... .. 
67 ~t. Pnul Businl'ss Collc,!!e :md Telegraphic In- St. Paul, Minn .............. ' 0 1 1805 
stitut('. 
0.'1 St. ~tnnh-ll:Ul!l Comnwrl'inl Collrge. ... . . . .. . . .. Bay St. Louis, Miss ........ 1870 11855 
Ull Bryant's Bu~incss College.... .. ................ St. Joseph, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1864 
70 f;t. Jo!wph Commrrdnl Collrg(l ................ St. Joseph, Mo ......... ... 187211867 
71 Brynut 6.: :-;tralton Bnsinc~s Collogr ............ St. Louis, :Mo ............... 1861 1854 
72 CtHlmwrchll dt•p;utmeut of St. Louis Univcr- St. Louis, .Mo ............... 1832 1 1829 
l<it\". 
73 .Tuui~' Cun.mwtTinl CullP,!rl' .................. St. Louis, Mo ............ -~ 1849 1841 
71 .M.onnc\ City Comnwn·htl t:ollogo ... _ ........... St. Louis, :Mo. (210 North 1861 1 1859 
I l!'ourth street). ;r, GTc·nt. Wm•li'n' BHHinoM College ............... Omaha, Nebr ..................... 1873 
0. S. B., U . .A. 
Wm. A. Faddis........ . .. .. . 4 
Brother Florimond . ... _. . . . . . . 8 
Thomas J. Bryant, A.M., LL.B., 2 
president. 
Brother Arthemian ...... _ . . . . 8 
1 
... 
\V. M. Car~nter, lli. D........ 6 1 
Rev. J. E. Keller, s . . J.,presi- · --· ~-- -dent. 
Jonathan Jones............... 7 1 
Thomas .A. Rice, A. 111., LL.B ., 6 0 
president. 
Prof. Geo. R. Rathbun......... 1 
Number of stutJ.ents. 
L:dai In evening I~~~ In day school. 
'S~ s school. ~p~ 
..Cc;l~ ~~: . a5 ~t~ . . ~ l a5 ~ ..., ~:3 3 ~ a ~ a ~"' P< ~ ~ ~ ~ Q) 8 ~ 
----;I~ ------ -8 11 12 13 14 
35 4 31 27 4 28 24 
48 34 34 ~ .. -. 14 14 . ... 
a371 261 250 11 110 106 4 
108 92 87 5 42 40 2 
155 155 124 31 24 24 .... 
-
164 111 93 18 53 32 21 
97 64 56 8 33 21 12 
130 99 84 15 31 28 3 
66 56 48 8 10 
----- ----
233 213 195 18 20 20 ........ 
b76 b76 
---- - ---- - -----
.......... . ...... 
·I 269 216 203 13 125 119 6 
I 
83 83 83 0 0 0 0 
168 168 146 22 0 0 0 
151 151 151 ....... ......... 
---·· 
...... 
316 316 270 46 ........ .... . .. ...... 
150 150 150 




13 51 46 5 
245 135 135 0 110 110 0 




































78 I Sohool of Praotice .... : ......•.•••.•.......... ·] Fisherville, N. H .........• ·j· ..... ,1876 
77 Bryant & Stratton Busmess College . . . . . . . . . . . Manchester, N.H........... . . . . . . 1865 John H. Larry ................ . Prof. G . .A. Gaskell and Wm. 
78 New Hampton Commercial College ........... . 
79 Commercial Collt'ge ...... ............ .. ....... . 
80 Elizabeth Business College 
81 J ersey City Business College ................. . 
82 Bryant & ~tratton Business College. 
83 Capital City Commercial College .............. . 
84 Folsom's Business Collete ............. ....... . 
85 Cl~~g~·s Bryant & tratton Commercial 
86 French's Business and Telegraph College ..... . 
87 Wright's Business College . . ... ............... . 
88 Bryant's Bu.fthlo Business College* ............ . 
New Hampton, N.H ....... . 
1 
..... . 
Portsmouth, N .H .............. . 
Elizabeth, N.J. (315-323 Jef- 1873 
ferson a>enue) . 
Jersey City, N.J ... .. ............ . 
Newark, N. J 
Trenton, N.J ... . ........... 
1 
..... . 
.Albany, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 





.A. B. Meservey, PH. n ....... . 
Lewis E . Smith . .. ....... .... . 
James H . Lansley, PH. n ..... . 
18791 Prof. George .A. Gaskell ...... . 
1863 .A. B. Clark .............. . .. . 
1865 .Andrew J. Rider . ............ . 
1857 C. E. Carhart .••.••...... . .... 
1861 Charles Claghorn ............ . 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (311 Fulton ~ - ..... 1 1868 
street, cor. Johnson). 
Brooklyn (E. D.), N .Y. ..... 0 
Buffalo, N.Y. (cor. Main and 
George W. French, LL.B ..••••• 
1873 I Henry C. Wright ............ . 






































274 I 274 I 252 
















41 83 44 
2211161106 










89 Commercial department of St. Joseph's College. 
90 Claverack Commercial College. Buffalo, N. Y --···----······1······11861 Claverack, N.Y ...................... . 
Brother Eligius..... . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Rev. .Alonzo Flack, PH. D., .....••..••••..... _ .......•...••...••....•. 
80 80 80 
president. 91 




N ew York, N . Y. (36 East 





C. E. Cady . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . 177 111 106 5 66 63 3 
New York, N.Y. (49 W. Fif-
t eenth street). 
96 I Paine's Business College ...................... . 
New York, N.Y. (805Broad-
wa.v). 
New York, N .Y. (62Bowery, 
cor. Canal street). 
97 
98 I Rochester Business University 
N ew York,N.Y. (1313Broad-
way, corner Thirty-fourth 
street). 
Rochester, N.Y. (corner W. 0 
99 I Bryant & Stratton Business College and Tele-
graphic Institute.* 
Main and Exchange sts.). 







Troy .Business College ........................ -~ Troy, N. Y ---- . --- . . . . . . . . . 1871 
CommercialdepartmentofWakeForestCollege Wake Forest, N.C ......... 1835 
.Akron Business College........................ .Akron, Ohio ................. _ .. _. 
Commercial department of .Ashland Collefio-e . . . . .Ashland, Ohio .- .... . . . . . . . . 1880 
Commercial department of St. Xavier Co ege. Cincinnati, Ohio ........... . 1842 
Nelson's Business College ............•........ , Cincinnati, Ohio (southeast ..... . 
corner Fourth and Vine 
streets). 
Martin S. Paine . 
18631 L. L. Williams ......... _ .. 







Thomas H. Shields ... . ... .... . 
L. R. Mills, A.M ..•...•..••.••. 
0. S. Warner, A.M ..• . . ••. .. •.. 
F. P. Foster ..... .. ... . ....... . 
Rev. R. J. Meyer, s. J ........ . 

















208 t 193 
526 470 
15 0 0 
56 I 176 I 157 








491 I 389 I 102 






ig 1 1 }g 1- - -~ ·1· -~~ ·1: -~~ 21 18 3 39 39 
22 22 ............. . 








1 j .......... J ......... j ....... ) ....... . 1 ... ......... ............ . 
a This total may include some duplicat-es. 
b In classical and commercial course. 
*From R eport _of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
c Appears to mclude 8 special students in phonography d This college is associated with Smith's .Academy; for 


















TABLE IV.-Statistios of commercial and b-usiness collegesjo1·1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
1=3 
ri 
_.!, F-4 0 I Number of students. 0 ~ 
~ i .s ~pail I rn . .s <P ~ <O ~ In day school. evenmg ~ • '+-<~<1> school. 
Name. Location. ~ -~ i bO 
.g 
Principal. ~ s ~ o . .El s ~ 0 ~ p 0
'S 15 
..... ~ 0 
'S 'S~~ 
~ ~ p ":.~ ai ai 






1 ~ 3 4 15 6 ,. 8 9 10 11 1~ 13 14 
1061 QuoonCityComm. ercialCollege ................ J Cincinnati,_Ohio (northwest ~ ------118741 R.H.Langdale ................ l 41 0 I 2051139 1136 
corner Fifth and Walnut 
streets). 
113 I 113 
5 
231 I 231 
107 I Spencerian Business College._ ..... _._. __ .. _.. . Cleveland, Ohio (corner Su- . . . . . . 1852 / Platt R. Spencer ............ --~ 7 ~-- - -~ a450 13751350 I 251 50 I 45 peri or and Seneca streets). 
108 Ca italCit CommercialCollege ......... .. .... Columbus, Ohio ............. ..... . 1878 McClenahanandWoodruff .... 3 1 304 252 220 32 52 45 
109 1 CofumbushusinessColloge .......... .......... Columbus, Ohio (98 North 1------ 1865 1 E.K.Bryan.................. 3 1 230 230 200 30 ............. .. 
Hiah street). 
110 Business department of Mt. Union College*.... Mt. Union, Ohio . ... . ...... .. 
1 
............ , 0. N. Hartshorn, LL.D., presi-
7 
(231) 
. . . . dent.. I 
111 Oberlin BuSlDess College....................... Oberlin, Oh10 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 1858 1856 J. G. Kline....... .. . .. . .. .. .. 21 1 I 73 I 66 I 58 
ll!l Van Sickle's Business College .. .. . .... .. .. .. . . Springfield, Ohio ............ -..... 1871 John W. Van Sickle, A. liL, M. 1 .. .. 26 17 16 
D., PH.D. 
113 Toledo ;IJnsine~s College .......... .-............ Toledo,_Ohio.: ..... . .. .. . .. . 0 1868 G. E. Detwil~r .... ... .. .. .. ... 4 



















115 Allentown Business Collcrre .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . Allentown, Pa .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1869 William L. Blackman . .. .. .. .. 2 . .. . b84 73 71 




Commercial department in Trnch's Academy . . Easton, Pa. ................. ·I·..... 1872 
Kna.uss' Institnte of Business and Finance . . . . Easton, Pa . ........... . ... -.
1 
0 1873 
Commercial department of the State Normal Indiana-, Pa. ............................ . 
School. 
o. s. B., pres1dent. 
1 
R. R. Trach...... .... ...... ... 1 . ... 36 20 15 5 16 10 6 





Wyoming Commercial College................. Kingston, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1863 
Keystone Business College* .............. _.... Lancaster, Pa . . . . . ......... 
1
...... 1872 
Crittenden Philadelphia Commercial College ... Philadelphia,Pa.(l131Chest- 1855 1844 
nnt. street). 
Polrce'a Union :Business College . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa. (39 South 0 1869 
Tenth street). 
Rev. L. L. Sprague, A. M .•••••• 
E. S.Blackman .. . ........... . 
John Groesbeck ............. . 








. . ~.I .. ~~ .I ... ~.I .. ~~ .I .. ~~.I' .• 3 




































124 Select Commercial School. . . . . • • . . . . • . • • . . • . • . . Philadelphia, P a. (Fifteenth 
and Chestnut streets). ----·· 1875 
Chester E. Pond .....•..•••... 1 .... 45 20 15 5 25 20 I 5 
125 Pottsnlle Business Coll:ye ................ . . . . Pot tsville, P a .. .. . .. . ....... 1874 H. C. Clark .................... 2 .... 35 22 20 2 13 13 
126 W illiamsport Commerci College ..... . . ...... . Williamsport, Pa . .. .. ...••. 1865 1863 F . E. Wood ...... . ..... . ..... 3 .... 181 181 160 21 
··:!l .. ! 127 Prondence Bryant & Stratton Business College. Providence, R.I. (283 W est- 1863 Theodore B. Stowell . ......•.. 6 0 247 176 150 26 71 minster street). 
128 Scholfield's Commercial College ....... . ........ Providence, R.I. (137 W est- ~ ....... . 1846 Albert G. Scholfield . . ... . ...•. 3 1 b182 152 138 14 30 
minster street). 
129 Behm'sChatt.'t.Doo~Commercia! College ...... Chattanooga, Tenn .. .............. 1875 .Ter emiahBehm . .....••.... . ': . 1 .... b34 19 19 .••. . 15 15 
130 Leddin's Business ollege . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Memphis, Tenn....... . . . ... 1867 1865 T. A. Leddin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . 138 138 134 4 28 27 1 1 
131 Commercial School in Winchester Normal.... . Winchester, Tenn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .Tames W. Terrill, president ............................ . ................. 
132 IslandCityBusinessCollege .. .. . .............. Galveston,Tex ...•.•. . ........... 1879 .Tohn.Tossand.TamesM.Benish 3 1 48 48 42 6 21 21 
138 Livingston's Galveston Business College. ..... . Galveston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 1877 Edv-ard Livingston, A. M . • • . • . 2 1 75 75 67 8 .............. 
134 Commor~h~l College of Trinity University. .... T~huacana, Tex............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Hu~son, A.M......... 2 . . . . 25 25 20 5 . . .. . ........ 
135 OldDomm10nBusmessCollege .. . ... . ......... R1chmond, Va ....... _ ...... 1868 1867 Geor~M.N1Col. ............. 1 .... 43 27 27 .•... 16 16 .... 
136 GreatSouthernBusinessCollege .......... . ... Parkersbur~ W.Va . . ..... . ...... 1876 A . .r .. Rosom ............... 1 1 114 114 102 12 .... . ... . ..... 
137 NationalBusinessColleJie ... . ....... . ... . .... . Wheelin!£ .Va. ................. 1860 .r.M.Frasher .............•... 4 .... 103 68 60 8 35 35 .••. 
138 Fonddn.LncCommerci College ............. . Fonddu ac,Wis . .......... ------ 1866 S.D.Mann .................... 1 1 120 95 70 25 25 20 5 
139 GreenBayBusinessCollege ·----- · ------ -- --- · GreenBay,Wis . . .......... . ...... 1869 A.C.Blackman ............... 2 ... . 90 65 45 20 45 35 10 
140 SilsbeeComme:rcial Coll~e . ... : ............... .Tnnesville,Wis ............. 1877 1877 .r.B.Silsbee ................... 4 0 95 66 55 11 29 25 4 
141 NorthwcsternBusiness ollege ...........•.... Madison,Wis ..................... 1865 DemingandProctor .......... 4 1 190 175 137 38 25 25 0 
142 Spencerian Business College. -- .. . -- .......... . Milwaukee, Wis .........••. 1870 1863 R. C. S~ncer. ... . . .•. . . . . . .. . 3 1 189 132 . 126 6 57 53 4 
143 Oshkos~Busin~ss Collelfre ...... --------------- Oshko.sh, Wis --·-··-- ....•...•.... 1867 W. W. a§gett .•........•.. .. 3 0 95 95 80 15 ..•.. . .. . ..... 
144 SpencennnBusmess Co ege . . .. . .•.........••. Wa~hington, D. C. (corner 0 1864 Henry C. pencer .......•..... 2 1 283 160 121 39 123 90 33 
Seventh and L streets). 














TABLE IV.-Stati3tics of commercial and business colleges jo1· 1879, g-c.-Continued. 
NoTE.-The branches taught are indicated by x. 
Branches taught. Volumes in ~ ~ ~ .a library. 0 ,.q I> cJ2 
-- .s~ ~ ~ ~. ~ !llrd .s ~ . ~ § ~ ~E oo -.9~ o~ ~ ~ ~ §,: 1 ~ §,g -::B 
..c ..,. <1) a o li=: <1) a fi5 bOr-o 
a s ~» ..... <1) ..... ~» ..... bO 1e.s 
1=1 • ~ 0 ~ 0 0 s ,.q..., ~ <1) 0 r-o 1=1 r-o r-o· Q ~ 
<1) ~,.q <1) 0 <1) <1) 'a! <1) ~ ~g ~Q ~ ~ prd ~ Q 1=1 1=1 ~ 
Number of students: 1 oo 
~ 
~ rd a; 
E ~. -~ ~ cJ2 ,.q~ ~ 
,.q ~ ~ -~~ • s ~,.q •• <1)'bjyop_b0~ 
th ~ § ~ .;1 ~ ~ § :E -~ ~ til 
,.q ~ <1) ~ A ~ Si:: s ;!:l <1) <1) ::g ~ ~ c;; d ~ ~ ~8 § g ~ ~ ] 
HHHHH ~Q ~~~en~ 
~ ~ ~ 0 ~ § Q 
'a! ~ ,.q ~ Q o:s ~ ·z ~ g ,.q ~ 'a! th ~ 
~ Q .s 0 th E ~ ~ 0 <1) 0 ~ ,.q ~ 
0 ~ H ~ E-t 
Nnmo. 
' 
§ ~ ~ § '§ ~ I§ ~ § ~ ~ -~ I ~ 
1--------------1 ------~----- ----- ------------ ----~ 1:0 :0 :0 
1 15 16 1,.. 18 19 20 2L 22 23 24 25 26 2,.. 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3ii 36 3,.. 
----~----- ----------~-~-~-
Courso iu oommt'rco, State Agricultural and ---· ............ .... 1 ...... x ax x x ........................ x ........ ...... 24 ........ ............. . 
Ml·t~lumirnl Colll•go. 







Uomml'l'rialt•our~e in SJ>ring liill College*. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9-15 x x x x . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 36 
~<\Cr:\ml·nto l~usiucsil Collegu• .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 7 23 5 12 0 18 x x x ... . .. .. x x .. .. x .. .. .. .. 700 100 12 
CJomml•r·cinllll•parlment of St. Mary's Coil ego.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 20 18 x ax x . . . . x x x x x 0 0 b1, 000 b100 40 
IIt>altl'~ Busim•s Collc~e* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 19 34 16 20 x x x x x x x . . . . x x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-18 












60 ;omml•rcinl tlcpnrtment of Pacific Methodist ............ ........ ------ ~ x 
!l Moon1's Southern Business University......... .... .... .... .... .... 22 x 1 x 
10 Cuthbert Comml•rdal College........ .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... x 





.• . . .. .. ······ 3, 6 
0 ...... 4-8 
...... . . ...... 12 







12 Comm~rcinl eourso of St. Viateur's College . . . . 15 5 30 75 . . . . 16 x ax 
14 II. B. Br~·ant's Chicago Business College and 62 .. .. 55 .. .. . . .. 18 x x x x x x x 
2, 500 40 
10,500 500 ...... 
....... . ...... 24 X X X 0 
X X X 
12 7 









En~lish Tminin~ School. 
15 '\V~stcru Business College...... ......... .. .... .... 6 .... ... .... 17 x ax x x 0 x x I x 
16 .Tl\ckaouYilloBnsincss CJollcge* ......................................... x x x ............ x x , .... . ....... .. . .. ........... .. 
17 Jolil't Busint•ss College and English Training 20 .... 5 .... .... ...... x 1 x 1 x , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ... .. .. .. 
X . ......... ··•······ 
4, 000 12, 000 
10 I 40 I 7 10 ...... 6 
12 50 ...... 
Scl\Qol. 
18 Onnrpt Uommet·cinl College .......................................... --.. x 
Ul l'llli~h'a Business College anu Telegraphic In- 4 5 --- .. -- .. - . . 18-20 X X t····•·-·· •···-X X I X 1" " 1""1""' 1··------ 1··---- 1 4-10 X ........ X X .................. .. ......... , X 
stitntc. 
:!0 Gct.n City Bu~incss College ........ ..... ........... ------------... 19 x I x I x ~ ----~----~ ----~----~ x 1 .. .. . ....... .. ~~ ~l'\!.kt>t't\ l~llSill('SS {Jollcgo .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 6 .. .. .. .. 18 X X X X .. .. X X .. .. X 


























































23 Evansville Commercial College 
24 Maumee Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 10 20 3 0 
25 Indinnapolis Business College and Telegraph 45 95 109 18 3 
Institute. 





26 Stru:CityBusinessCollege ...............•..... 8 5 0 0 0 17 x 
27 Hall's Business College*....... ..... ............................... 17! x x 

















X , ...... , ..................................... . 
X 
X 
X X 0 













~~ PEtri~~!1~~~1l:ir~~~~~;::::::::::::::: ::.:: ::~: ::::::::.:::: ·--~~- -~- a; ~ ::X::::~: -~--1 ~ :;::::X:: .!.. :;:_J:::::~b: :::i&: ::::~: :::~~-
32 Daven:v.ortBusiness College ........................... 25 .... .... 20 x ax x x 0 x I x x 0 0 0 ]··-··--· ...... 6-12 52 
33 Bowens Business College and Academy....... 0 0 0 0 0 18 x ax x x 0 x x x 0 0 -o o o 10,20 52 
34 Bay lies' Commercial College . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 24 6 6 . .. . . . . . 18 x ax x x 0 x x x x x x 280 5 6 50 























Iowa. City Commercial College ....... -----· ........................ -----· x 
ommercial and Telegrapli Department of . --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
X 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 X X •····•· ····- ................ , ........................... , ........... , ............... . 
Oskaloosa College. 
:!8 Ottumwa Business pollege ......... ........ .... ···· ···· ·•·· ···· ···· 15-21 x lax I x 
39 Mt.Pleas~tBusiness College·:·:--···········........ ... ......... 19 .... ax x 
40 CommerCial department of Whittter College... ..•.. ... . .. . ... . ... . ...... x x x 
41 Cruzen's Commercial College .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . • . . .. • . . . .. 19 x ax x 
42 Western Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 19 o. ax x 




44 Commercial (or Business) College of Kentucky . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .... 20 
0 
0 
X 1 .... 1 .... 1 X X ....... ............ ··•······ . ......................... ... 






X X •••• • • •• •••••• •• •••••• 12 50 
X ................... .'.. .... 3 .... .. 
............ :... ........ ...... ...... 42 
X .... X X 0 ...... 12 52 
X X 0 0 .............. 12 44 
X 0 0 0 j2, 500 50 20 40 
12 University.* 
45 Warr's Bryant & Stratton Business College........ .. .. .... .. .. .... 17 x ax x x .... x x . . .. x .•. .••. ..... . .. .... .. 12 
46 J. W. Blackman's Commercial College .... -.... -.-. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 18 x ax x • • • . . • .. x x .. .. .. • . .. . . . • • . 120 20 12 51 52 
52 47 Soule's Commercial College and Literary Insti- 0 0 6 37 0 1~ x ax x x . • • . x x ..... _ . . • • • . x 1, 409 •• __ •• 12-36 tute. 
e35 















i~ 8::~~i:f8~k:i~~~~~~~:~::::::::::::::::::: ::~: ::~: ::~: :::: :::: :::~~: ~ a~ ~ :;:: :::: ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::~~: :::~: ::::~: ·----···-· 
51 Bryant & Stratton Commercial SchooL .............. - · . -.. .• . . .. 17 x x x 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 . ....... ••. . .. 10 44 o 160 
25 
(k) 
52 French's Business College..................... 0 0 20 32 0 18 x x x x .. . . x x x x .••.•• _. . • . .. • • . .. .. • . 12 52 6 140 
53 Sawyer's Commercial College.................. 0 0 0 0 0 20 x x x x x x x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 6 52 o 120 
54 Ca.rte~'s Commercial College and School of .......... -...... -.. 18 x x x . . .. . . .. x x x ...................... __ •. 12 52 • • . • .. 100 
Busmess. 
55 Aylworth's Commercial School. ............................................................................................................................. .. 
56 Battle Creek Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 . . . . . • • . 19 x x x .•. _ ... _ x x . • • . . . . . . • • x ••..... -~--... . 6 24 3 30 ~~ ~~i~~~~~~~r~si:a:itO~-:B~8ill688-uDi:· ·i5· :::: :::: :::: :::: ___ 2o· ~ ~ ~ --o· --o· ·-X-- ~ ·"x-- -"x-- --X----<>-:::::.:::::::: 6-~g ~~ ~ 40-~g 
versity. I 
59 Mayhew Business College................................. .... .... 21 x x x ........ x x x x .... .... (l) ...... 6 44 4 85 
~~~it~ als~ taught. 
c Boartf and ~on. 
d Charge for a term. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
e For course. 
f For membership. 
g For a full life scholarship. 
hFor a cour~te of six months. 
i For scholarship. 
j Institute library. 
k $15 for the first ternt and $10 for any succeeding term. 




















TABLE IV.-Statistios of commetcial and business colleges for 1879, q-c.-Continned. 
NoTE.- The branches taught are indicated by x. 
Numberofstudents: J ~ Branches taught. V!fb~~;.in ~ ] ~ ~ 
~ 'd al .s ~ ~ ~ -5 ~ 
.a § . .~ ~ ~ ~ 'g .s ~....; ~ .Sl 
• "' ,.<:I 8 ~ . a ..-< ...,..., ,gj ,.<:I 0 o:a 
.t> . ~ ."' § a ~ o ~ . ~ Q:> ~ 2,: Q:> ~ ~Jl -:..., 
Name. 1 ~ ,t> <t> ~ P. bi> 1l ;:::: § a ,t> . ..c ~ <t> S o ~ ~ s ;] ~ ~ a P< ~ ..c:i ..c:i ~ ~ § :<1 ·~ ~ bi: .~ a; ~ ~ E ~ .s!' ~ ~ ~"" <s bll ,a:;: ~ a ~ ~ ·a ~n s:l ~I :g ~ a .8 bi> ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ $! g ~ t:l "" "".s Q s 0 Q:> H Q:> CIS ..... 0 <1l c6 "" f>, .El Q:> d bll H Q:> "'..<=I - 0 Q:> <1l ..... -..c:~ -a .-e ;... p, ~ s 1::: a ~ 1l Q:> ~ a ·~ .;:l g bll ~ ~ ~ ~ a ..c ..c ~ .-c 
P< ..,. \.;.1 ~ w Q:> ao j:j 0 bll ?: = s ;!:l Q:> 0 ~ ,.<:I "" ~ a a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- --------------------------------
1· 1~ 116 11 '1 118 119 1 20 121 : 22 1 23 1241 2~ I 26 12'1 1 281 29 I 30 I 311 32 33 I 34 I 3~ I 36 3'1 
1 1-1--l--l-l-1--l-1-1-1-1--l-l-l-l- l--l- l - --1--l--.-l--•--•----
Grnntl Rnpicls Bu,;inoss College and Practical .••.......•........ . 
'l'rnining School. 
22 X X X X 1 .... 1 X 
X X 
X X (a) 
X X X c7, 000 omml•rofnlnml 'l'olcgrnphioDepnrtment,Hills- .... 14 ... · ............ --~ x lb x 
llnlo Collc~o. . ~ Jnd;.~ou Bui!incss College....... .......... ..... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 19 x x 





















64 Lnnsin~ Business College*.. ..... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 
65 Minneapolis Business College*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 18 x x 
66 St.Jobn'sCommercinlCollege* .......... ....................... .... ...... x x 
67 St. Pnul Business College and Telegraphic fu· . • • . 21 . . . . . . • . . • • . 21 x b x 
X 
stitutc. 
St. Stnnislaus Commercial College . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 7 8 35 0 15 x x 
Br:yant's Bnsim•"s Colle~e .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 18 x b x 
St. Joseph Commercial vollege................ .. .. .. .. 40 .. .. .. .. 16 x b x 
Bryant &.Stratton Businc~s Colle~e ... : .... :... 6 45 . . . . 12 . . • . 22 x x 
Commcrcmldt•pnrtmentof St.LorusUmvers1ty .......................... x x 
Jones' Commt•rcinl College.............. .. ..... 6 2 0 0 0 20 x x 
Mound City Commr;reit\1 College...... ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 x x 
Great 'Yo<~tom ~uswcss College............... 8 .... .... .... .... 2~ x b x 
···-•····•--··• X 3-5 
X 
X 
X 1 ........ 1 ........ , ........ , ..... . , ............ ............... . ............. .. 
X 
0 
X 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 X 
X X X 
~ \ ~ \ .. o. \· "x--1 ~ 
X ........ X X 






















X 1 .... 1 X 
X X 
X I X 




































School of Pmchce....... ... .. . .. .. .. ..... . . . .. .... .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. 17 x b x 
Brynnt & Strntton Business College............ .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 19 x x 
New llnm}lton Commercial College............ 0 19 0 0 0 .............. \ x 
Comml•rd:tl Collc~e......... .... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 0 0 0 6 0 16 x x x 
3 
7! 
X \' ... \ ................ 1 .. ...... 1 ...... "1'"'"1""" miza\wth Bu!liDl'SII Coll~ge.... .......... ...... 4 .. .. 5 4 .. .. 18 X X .lt•nn~y Cit~· Hut~iut•Ks COllt'~e ..... ............ .... .. . .. .. .... .... 18 x x 
1\rynnt, ,\; Stmttun Bu!linOIIS College............ 0 0 11 7 0 17 x b x 
r~''ilitnlCityt'nmnwrd;llCollt'ge .................. 2 ........... 18 X bx 
,Fu &um'e Uut~illl•lll! Uollllgo .. . .. .. .. . • . . .. .. .. . . • • . .. .. . • • . .. .. .. .. 18 x 
X 
X 
X • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 600 ..•......... 
...... X .... .... .... .... . • •. ........ ...... 6 
0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 75 23 ll 
X X X X • • .. X 100 ...... 6-12 



























































































Sehoul. 0 X X 0 0 X X X 0 0 1 •••••••• 1 •••••• 112-18 40 120 
85 Cln~llorn's Brynnt & Stratton Commercial 0 0 0 0 I 0 
86 French's Business nntl Telegraph College ...... 15 47 . . .. . . .. . ... 20 x x x x x . ... x .... ..•. x x .•••. . .. .•.... 12 
87 Wright's llusil1ess College ..................... 14 0 32 4 0 16 x x x x x x x x 0 x 0 100 •••••. 10 52 .•.. .. 60-100 
l\:> 88 Bryant'~:~ ~uftalo llnsiness ~ollege* ............. 0 0 0 0 0 1!J .•. . .... .... .... . ... .••. ... . .... •••. .••. .••. ••.... •. .••.•. 12 40 10 GO, 80 48 6 100 Ot 8!J CommerCial department of :St. Joseph's College 12 8 32 8 .. • . 16 x x x . • • . 0 x x 0 x x x 2, 075 ••• • • . 24 
00 Claverack Commercial College.... . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . .. . x x x . • • . • • • . x ....................................... . 44 •••••. 50 
t::l 91 Elmim Business College....................... 0 .... .... .... •• •. 20 x bx x 0 0 x x x 0 0 0 0 0 11 39 .•.•.. ••••••·•·· 
t::l 02 The Elmwootl Seminary, commercial depart- . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . .. x x x . • .. . • • . x x . • .. • • • . • • • . x . • • • • • • • • • • • .. 3-4 44 6 75 
m~nt.* .••••. .•••.. 25 
93 Cady & Walworth's Business Coll<;~e .......... 38 0 0 0 0 17 0 x x 0 0 x x 0 0 x 0 .••••• .. •••••. 11 I 481 81 130 
94 Commercial department of the Couege of St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. x x x x . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • . . 3-4 ..••..••••..•••••••..• l!'ra.ncis Xarier.* 
95 Packard's Business College ....••.....•..••..•. 18 0 16 32 18 17 x x x 
96 Paine's Businl"ss College....................... 25 0 5 7 o 23 x x x x 
97 Paine's Up-to·wn Business College............. 5 0 3 0 0 20 x x x x 
0 0 400 •······ X X X I •••• ( X 
X X 1• •••1••••···· •······ 
98 I<.ochostor Business University..... .......... 0 0 0 0 0 20~ x x x 0 
Sl!J Bryant & Stratton Business College and Tole· 0 15 0 0 0 19 x x x • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . • . x 
graphic Institute.* 
5 








100 Troy 13usiness College......................... . . . . 6 . . • . . . . . . • • . 17 x x x x 0 x x x 0 0 x 20 






















6 103 Commercial department of Ashlan(l Coll<;ge.... . . .. .. . . 2 .. . . . . . . . • . . .. x i1 x x x x x x x x 0 0 .. . . . . . . . • . . . . 10 40 
104 Commercial department of St. XaYier Couege.. 0 10 110 31 0 16 x x x .. . . . . . . . . .. x ................ c14,000 ... .. . JO 43 o 
105 Nelson's Business College . ... ... .. ... . . . .•. ... 0 0 0 0 0 18 x x x 0 0 x x x 0 0 0 . ••. . . . . •••• •. .•. . . . 52 7 
1!'6 Queen City Commercial College................ ..•. ..... ... .. .. .... ..... x x x . ... . ... ... . x x . .. . .••. ..... ••.. ... ...... ...... .••••• 7 
107 Sponcorinn Business College ...... ............. 15 .... 10 . . . . . •.. 17 x x x 0 0 x x x x x 0 . •• .. . .. .•.... 12 52 6 

















25 112 V:m Sickle's Business College ..................... --.. .. .. .. . . . . . . 19i x x x x 0 x x x 0 0 0 300 .••... 12 40 6 
iU I~!~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~eg~:::~~~:~~::::::::::: --~- - -~- -~- .. :. --~- ~g ~ b~ ~ ~::: :::: -~---~-- •• X .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~ g~ ~ ........ .. 
115 Alll."ntown Business Colleg,e................... 6 · · •. · .... . .. . . .. 20 x b x x x 0 x x x x x 0 97 21 3-12 52 10 50 
50 
GO 
116 Commercial course of St. vincent's College* ............ --. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. x x x •• ·I--.. . . . . x . • • . . • • . .. • . . • • . . • • • • • • . •• • • • • 36 .................... .. 
117 Commercial department in Trach's .Academy.. 2 .. . . 8 --.. .. .. 18 x b x x x .. . . x x x . .. . x . .. . ••. . . . . .••... 10 44 6 50 
118 Knauss' Instiiute of Business and Finance.... 0 0 0 0 0 21 x x x 0 0 x x x 0 x 0 0 0 10 44 8 45 
11!J Commercial department of the State Normal ..... ... . . •. .•... ... ...... x x x .... . ••. x x . ... . ... . .• . .•... ••.•••. •••••. ••••.. ...... •••••. 65 School. 
120 Wyoming Commercial College............. . . • . . . . . 25 . • • . . • • . • • . 20 x x x . . . . . . • . . • . . x x . . . . .. • . x .•••.••.••• _.. 4 40 4 g30 
121 Keystone Business College* . . .. .. . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 1!J x x x .. .. . • • x . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • • . 10 43 10 50 12~ Crittexoden Philadelphia Commercial College .......... ...... ................ ···-~- ... ..... ... . .. . . . .. . . .. . ... . ... .... .••. •... ... ... .•.•.. 51 7 100 
123 Peirce's Union Business College............... 8 0 0 0 0 18! x x x x x x x x x x 0 80 .••••. 10 42 6~ 100 i~~ ~Wt~~::&.~~~;;ssc~~~i~·:::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::: ~ :::::::: 11-~~ -~--~b~ ~ :::::::: ~ : ·;;· :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: 6-1g ~~ 1~ ~g 126 W1lli.unsport CommerCiai College... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. 20 . . . . .. . 19 x b x x x . . . . x x x x x . • . . .. • . • • • . • • • • • . 12 52 8 30 
* I<'rom Report o~ Cm;nmissioner of Euueation for 1878. c C,ullcg':? lil.n::~r_y. . fl!'or course. . . 
all as a~co~s to ctty libmry. ell! or a.it~lllifo scholarship. g }'or 4 months, and $6 for each adilit10nal month. 




































TA.DLE IV.-Statlstlc8 of commercial and buslness colleges for 1879, g·c.-Continned. 
Norn.-The branches iK'tugbt are imlicatc<l by x. 
Number of students: ..s l3rancbes taught. Volumes in library. 
:::l 
.e 'Cl ~ ~ ~ 
Name. 
!>. ~ . 
a :g: 
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~ I ,_,__:..,_, __ ,_, __ ,_,_,_,_,_, __ ,_,_,_,_,_, ___ , __ , __ , __ , __ , ___ _ 
1 1~1161171181191 20 l2ll22l23 l2412ai26 I27I2SI29130I3ll 32 33 I 34 I 3a I 36 37 
1 1_,_, __ , __ ,_, __ ,_,_,_,_, __ ,_,_,_,_._,_, ___ , __ , __ , __ , __ , ___ _ 
X •····•····•···- 100 6 $100 Pnwitlcnro Brynnt & Strntton l3nsinl'ss Col· 0 0 1 2 h~_!!l\. 
~dwlfiC'ltl'RComm<'rrinlColk~o ................ 2 ..•. .•.. .... .... 10 x ax x x 0 x x x ... . x .... ........ 11 11 48 7 125 
Bt•lnn's t.:lwttnnoog:tt.:ommorcial Collr~e...... 0 0 0 0 0 18 . . • . x x .. . . .. . . x x x . . . . . . . . .. . . 1>0 .. . . .. .. .. .. • • •• .. 12 b40 
t:::~:!~~~:r~:s~~~~~lt.:~U'fi~i·i;e-;t~~-No~~:ii::::: :::: ~::· :::: :::::::::::::: ··,;· .. x .... x •• :::: :::: :::: -~- · ::: : ·::: :::::::: ·---~~~- :::::: ---~~- ·--~~- ----~- ........ ~~ 
1!) X X 25 12 52 
t::~:~~:~~:ll:ri~~~1i!~~~gr:~~:~i~~~~~~~ti~;;::::: :::: :::: ::~: :::::::: ·--~~- : ~ ~ : ~: :::: :::: . ~-. ::: · · ::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: ---~~- ... ~~- :::~~: :~~ 
Oltl Dominion Businl'ss Collr~e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 x x x . . . . . . . . x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 536 12 6 34 6 50 
~;;';~i~~n~l 1l~~:;i~c~ut~fr~o~~~~~~~-:::::::::::::: :::::::: ··;,· :::::::: ... i7. : a; : :::: :::: ·-,;l~ .. 
l~oml tln L:w Comml'rcinl College . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 3 0 0 0 0 18 x x x x x x (1rPt·n Hn~ Busincss Collc~o ................... 16 5 .... .... .... 10 x ax x x 0 x 
~il~lwo t.:ummt•t·cinl Collt'!!O.................... 0 3 12 0 0 18 x x x 0 0 x I x 
Ntlllltwt•sh•rnllnsinl's!'lt'oll. ego .......... .... ...... 3 15 .... ..•. 1011 x x x .....•....•. x 
Spt•nt·cri:m llnt<itws:d ... 'ollcgo................... .... .... .... ... ... 19 x x x 0 0 x x 
()~h),lll:lh llUSillt·S,.(;ull(')!O................. ..... 0 0 0 0 0 20 X ax X X •••• ••• • X 
SJWUCl•rinnllusinl'ss0ollcgo ...... ............. 4 0 0 0 0 .•••.• x x x .. .. .....••. 
..... ---· ........................................................................... .. 
. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 52 12 c40 
X I X 0 100 . . . • . . 12 52 5 40, 50 
0 X X 60 • • • • • • (}...8 51 7 C40 
X 0 X 0 .. . • . . . . . . . . 46 7 30 
-· ··1···· ... .... ........ ...... 6 40 6 45 
X X 0 0 200 ...... 8-12 52 6 85 
. . - - . . - . . . - • . 26 6 ..... - 52 - .. - . - 60 
X . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. • • • • 24 40 10 {j0 
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Mernoranda. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Commercial department of Southern University Greensboro', .Ala ...... . Does. not appear to be a dis-
tinct department. 
Institute Business College . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . San Jose, Cal. ......... . 
Business College ... .... . _.... . • • • • . .. .. . . . • . . • . Springfield, ill ........ . 
Closed. 
Closed; principal removed. 
Closed. Muscatine Business College ................... Muscat.ine, Iowa ..... . . 
Warner's Polytechnic and 13usiness College.... Providence, R. I. ..... - Merged in Providence Bryant 
& Stratton Business College. 
Business College (.James N. Mitchell) .......... Charleston, W.Va ... .. 
.Janesville Business College and Institute of .Janesville, Wis ....... . 
Not in existence. 
Closed . 
Penmanship. 
Morgan Business College ...................... Salt Lake City, Utah ... Not found. 
Comrnm·cial ancl business colleges jrorn which no injm·rnation has been Teceived. 
Name and location. 
Pacific Business College, San Francisco, Cal. 
Busin<>ss course of Bowdon College, Bowdon, Ga. 
Bloomington Business University, Bloomington, 
Ill. 
Bay lies' Merca,ntile College, Keokuk, Iowa, 
Dolbear's Commer·cial College, New Orleans, La. 
Portland Business College, Portland, Me. 
Sadler:s Bryant & Stratton Business College, 
Baltimore, Md. 
Eaton & Burnett's Business College, Baltimore, 
Md. 
Comer's Commercial College, Boston, Mass. 
Parson's Business CoUege, East Saginaw, Mich. 
Spalding'.s Commercial College, Kansas City, Mo. 
Parson's Commercial College, Louisiana, Mo. 
Gregor·y Business College, Newark, N . .J. 
Browne's Business College, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Buffalo Tele~raph Colleget_]3uffalo,'N. Y. 
Hudson Busmess College, liudson, N.Y. 
Name and location. 
Dolbear's Commercial College, New York, N.Y. 
Eastman's National Business College, Poughkeep-
sie, N.Y. 
Bryant & Stratton Utica Business College, Utica, 
N.Y. 
Miami Commercial College, Dayton, Ohio. 
Buckeye Business and Telegraph College, San-
dusky, Ohio. 
Bryant, Stratton & Smith Business College, Mead-
ville, Pa. 
Bryant & Stratton Business College, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
Iron City College, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Greenwich Commercial College, East Greenwich, 
R.I. 
Dolbear's Commercial College, Nashville, Tenn. 
Frank Goodman & Co.'s Brvant & Stratton Busi-
ness College, Nashville, Tell.n. 
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TABLE V.-Statistics of Kindergarten for 1879; from replies to 
Name of Kindergarten. Location. 
-d ~ rt:l 4> Pupils. J ~ . 
,.q -~ op., ~ c1 --0--,,.:::::~ 
i Name of conductor. '+-<cti . ~ - ~ I'C3:; 0-+"' ...,>" 
... ;::l~ F-<..<:1 &) a;C:l 0 Q <:) /;>.() g ..<:! 
.a Q rt:l '.a :::l 
~ ~ ~ ~~ s~ ~ 
lo -"-1"-
3 4 ~ 6 1 8 • 2 
l Kindergarten (Judson Marion, Ala. .•••••...•...•••• Mrs. M. E. F. Bioveno .. ••. . .• . 4-7 .... 
Female Institute). 
2 Kindergarten in the Berkeley, Cal. •••.••••....... Nettie Stewart ......................... . 
Institution for the 
Deaf and Dumb. 
3 Model Kindergarten .. Berkeley, Cal .......... 1879 Emma Marwedel.. ............ 3!-10 4 
• Kindergarten* ........ Los Angeles, Cal. (102 -·· ··· Miss Emilie Kahle ..•. .... 10 ....... ·- ·· Hill street). 
5 Mrs. Colgate Baker's San Francisco, Cal. (848 1878 Miss Woodbridge •.... 0 20 3-5 5 
Kindergarten. and 850 Van Ness 
avenue). 
6 Free Public Kinder- San Francisco, Cal. (Sil- 1878 Miss Katharine D. .... . 45 3-G 4i 
garten. * ver street). Smith. 
7 Jackson Street Free San Francisco, Cal. (116 1879 Elizabeth B. Reed ..... 1 4.5 3-6 4 
Kindergarten. Jackson street). 
8 Kindergarten of Little San Francisco, Cal. ................................................. .. 
Sisters' Infant Shel-
ter. 
9 Kindergarten* . . . . . . . . Bridgeport, Conn. (287 1872 Miss Hannah W. Terry 3 45 3-7 3 
Myrtle avenue). 
10 American Kindergar- New .Milford, Conn .... 1878 Miss Mamie C. Wells. 1 21 3-12 • 
ten. 
11 Misses Alcott and Stamford, Conn. (Pros- 1879 Misses .Alice Alcott .. ... . 10 3-7 
Sherwood's Kinder- pect street). and Florence Sher-
~a1t n. wood. 




13 Kindergart n ......... Jack onville, Fla. . .•••• 1879 Mi s Sarah Brewster ...•.. 20 3-7 4 
H Kindergarten ......... Ma on, Ga. (Orange 1878 Anna E. Mills......... 0 12 3-7 3 
street). 
15 Bun n Kinderg rten. B llevillo, ill .. ........ 1875
1 
Clara Miller .....• •... 
16 Charity Kindergarten. Chicago, Ill (cor. Chi- 1879 S. E. Walker .......... 
c·ago venue and La. 
Ue str• t). 
I 
.. From B port or tho Commissioner of Educ tion for 1878. 
1 50 3-6 
1 56 3-6 
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inqui?-ies by the United States Bureau of Education. 
'¢ - 1~ ~~ ~. 
1;5 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.... <!>'+-<;..., 
0~ 1 0 11>. 
~ .s : ~~ 
'S ~-s.s 
Occupations of pupils. Apparatus and :tppliances. Effect of the .system. 


















Block building, weaving, em-
broidering, song plays, calis-
thenics, &c. 
All usual occupations; alsod 
gyn:nastics, gardening, an 
excursions for instruction. 
Frobel's gifts, object lessons, 
and elementary instruction 
:itE!~~f;,ic reading, and 
Ali Frobel's occupations; sew-
ing, weaving" drawing, f:er-
forating, stick and slat ay-
ing, modelling, peas work, 
paper folding, &c. 
Frobel's occupations, gymnas-
tic exercises, singing, and 
the cultivation of plants. 
Frobel's occupations .......... 
Making forms with block!! and 
sticks weaving, classifying 
animais .from pictures, read-
ing, counting, drawing and 
printing. 
Frobel's occupations ......... . 
12 13 
Blocks, splits, paper, &c .•.. The inventive faculties are 
developed, accuracy and pa-
tience in work acquired, and 
the finer sensibihties culti-
vated . 
All of Frobel's gifts and oc- Happiness, comfort, aud~stice 
cupations, the writin~ create a healthy atmosp ere of 
books of J. Enthoffer, an kindness and love, strength-
the drawing materials of ening minJ and body in a 
M. F. Benton. natural and harmonious de-
I velopment of good habits and 
an independent and res:ponsi-
ble character, without mjur• 
ing the individual powers . 
Frobel's tfts, piano, black- n::~10!~e~fe~t~~rs}~~~~t~~r~~ board, owers, &c. 
perfect health and beauty, 
and forms the groundwork of 
solids 
a thorough education. 
All Frobel's gifts of The improvement in every di· 
and planes. rection is marvellous. 
~~~fl:atS:~egf~fts a::f cFer:;l~: Frobel's gifts, a piano, grow-ing plants, pictures, &c. 
ness and generosity, quickens 
the faculties of perception 
and memory, and fives ease 
and accuracy in t e expres-
sion of thought . 
Frobel's gifts ............ .... Satisfactory. 
Blocks, colored mats, s1'1ts, Marked physical and mental 
checked slates, lJaper, low development. 
tables, and small chairs. 
All Frobel's gifts ancl ma-
terials. 
5 35 Modelling, weaving, sewing, Kindergarten tables and A superior preparation for the 
pricking, painting, drawing, chairs, piano, blocks, rings, advanced departments of 
peas and cork work, paper sticks, balls, slates, geo· study. 
folding and cuttmg, music, metrical forms, colored 
plays, and games. charts, &e. 
5 26 
5 32 Block-building, tablet, stick, All material necessary for Very favorable. 
and ring laying, sewin"', Frobel's occupations, 
5 ..•. 
w aving, prickinJ!, paper blackboard, and globe. 
folding and cutting, peas 
work, clay modelling, and 
gardening. 
Frob l's occupations ...................................... .. 
.5 47 Bloc~·buildin,g,tabl_tnndstnff l Worsted balls, boxes of 
j 
laym~;. clay mod llmg, paper blocks, match splints 
prickmg, sewing, weaviug, I rings, paper, needles, and 
songs, games, ana mov ment clay. 
plays. 
A culture1 physically and men-tally; tne children go to pub-
lic schools better prepared 
because of the traming re-
cetved here . 
Imparts d xterity and grace of 
movement, and cultivates the 
perc eptive faculties and 
thinking powers. 
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17 Frobel Kindergarten Chicago, ill. (61 Twen- 1878 Mrs. A. B. Scott .... ... 1 22 3-10 3 
and School. ty-second street). 
18 Kindergarten ......... Chicago, ill. (1818Indi- 1879 Sherah R. Spike .•••... ...... ..... 4.-7 3 
19 Kindergarten ...•..... 
ana avenue). 2! Chica§o, Ill. (375 North 1878 Misses Annie and Mary ..... 30 3-7 
La aile street). Howe. 
20 Miss Nellie C. Alex- Chicago, ill. (108 Lang- 1877 Nellie C. Alexander ... 0 18 3-8 4 
ander's Kindergar- ley avenue) . 
ten.* 
21 Oakwood Kindergar- Chica~ob ill. (34- Oak- 1877 Josephine Jarvis .••••. 1 20 3-7 3 
ten.* woo oulevard). 
22 Park Institute Kin- Chicago, ill. (103 Ash- 1875 Mrs. E. M. Howard .•. 2 50 3-9 4; 
dergarten. land avenue). 
3-8 23 Kindergarten of the Hyde Park, ill ........ 1878 Mrs. M. E. Mann •.•.. 3 50 .... 
Forrestville Public 
School.* 
24 La Grange Kindergar- La Grunge, Ill. (near 1877 :Mrs. M. E. Mann, su- a 40 3-8 2 
ten.* Chicago). c~~i~~c,rg~;~ ....... 25 Franklin Kindergar- Franklin, Ind. (corner 1879 0 10 3-8 3 
ten. Allams and Young 
streets). 
26 Indianapolis Kinder· Indianapolis, Ind. (25 1875 Miss Alice Chapin .•.. a 40 3-10 r-.5 garten. Ea t aint Joseph 
str·eet). 
27 Meridian Hall Kinder- Indianapolis, Ind. (108 1879 Auguste Steiger ...•.. 2 25 3-9 4 
gart n. North Meridian 
28 
I str t). 
1878 Mary Clifford ......•.. 0 20 ~' I 3 1iliuion Jr;nd.,gnt n.
1
111,.,ion, Ind.. ......... 
29 Kind T.fl.arten.. ....... Boone, Iowa. ........... Mi s L. Tallman ... ... 
·4o· a~io· · ·3· 30 Cedar tap ids Kinder- Cedar Rapids, Iowa (51 1877 Mr. C.l!'. M deira.and 4 
gart n. Iowa av ·nue). daughters. 
30 131-7 3 81 D Moin s Kinder- [oin s, Iowa. 1876 Mr . Lucy B. Collins .. 2 
garteu. <-"inth street). 
I I 
• From l:teport of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
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ing, sewing on cardboard, 
drawing, paper folding, cut-
ting and mounting, peas 
work, modelling, and pri-
mary studies for older chil-
dren. 
Frobel's occupations; block-
buildin~, tablet, stick, and 
ring laymg, perforating, sew-
ing, weaving, drawing, paint-
ing, modelling, careofplants, 
games, singing, marching, 
&c. , 
Frobel's occupations; move-
ment plays, games, and 
songs. 
Building with cubes, oblongs, 
triangles, prisms, and 
squares, stick and ring lay-
ing, interlacing and weaving, 
drawing, painting, movement 
plays, &c. 
12 13 
Frobel's gifts, grooved ta- Develops the muscles, arouses 
bles, &c. anu quickens thtl mental fac-
ulties, and prepares the mind 
for more advanced training. 
Frobel's gifts from the lstto 'Strengthens the body, gives 
the lOth, paints, worsteds, grace in movement, and de-. 
drawing books, aquarium, velops the imaginative, inven 
plants, piano, &c. tive, and perceptive faculties 
and the powers of observation 
and concentration in a marked 
All of Frobel's gifts, globe, 
plants, pictures, piano, and 
such ornaments as will im-
prove the taste of the 
young observers and ren-
der the room cheerful. 
Squared tables, cubes, cylin-
clers, tablets, blocks, slates, 
drawing books, paints, 
clay, glass, &c. 
degree. 
Most happy ancl satisfactory; 
cllildren grow strong visibly 
and show wond.erful skill and 
dexterity, often marvellous 
acuteness and much original 
tllought after a few months 
of training. 
Develops gradually and sym-
metrically the whole nature:; 
educates eye and hand, ex-
cites and trains powers of 
perception and concep ~ion, 
and fosters love, reverence, 
and other moral attributes. 
Most excellent. 6 40 All Kindergarten occupations. Twenty g ifts of Frobel and 
gymnastic appliances . 
..•. -.-- Frobel's occupations ........... ___ .............. ___ . ... ..... Fa"\"orable. 
. . . 40 Frobel's occupations .......... Squared taules, small chairs, Very beneficial. 
piano, anu slates. 
5 36 1st, 2d, and 3d gifts, weavinf!, Balls, parallel bars, an(l bean 






ling, stick and ring laying. 
All ordinary Kindergarten oc-
cupations, with common Eng-
lish, French, drawing, and 
music for the more advanced 
students. 
Frobel 's 20 gift~:~, stick layinl!', 
drawing, perfomting, prick-
rug, weaving, block building, 
peas work, modelling, &c. 
Games n,nd plays, ~tick and ring 
laying, sewing. weaving, and 
work with cubes, squares, 
and triangles. 
The usual appkratus, with 
garden and playbround. 
Frobel's gifts and occupations . .All material for the occupa-
tions, tableiil, chairs, cabi· 
net, and piano. 
1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, I Squar d tables, blaekboards, 
and 9th gift , pri ·king, s w- piano, &c. 
ing, weavin,!!, folding, cut-
tin,!?: and pasting, peas work, 
modelling, interlacing, and 
drawing. I 
Improves the bodily condition, 
cnlaqrcs the scope of o l>serva-
tion, stimulates tlte inwgina-
tive powerF, and elevates ths 
tone of the moral nature. 
Excellent. 
Its t endency is to make chil-
dren happy, healthy, anJ.1 good natured. 
Harmonious development of~ 
body and mind, inculcating~ 
hauits of thougbt, and mak-
ing the child neat and patient 
in work. 
P erfectly satisfactory to both. 
parents and teachers. 
Simultaneous development of 
head, heart, and band. 
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. 32 Miss E. D. Powell's Louisville, Ky. (66 1870 Miss E. D. Powell ..... 1 15 4-7 3 
Kindergarten. Breckinridgestreet). 
33 Kindergarten of Lou- Louisville, Ky. (6West 1876 Miss Sara Fuller ..•... 
···-
20 3-7 3 
isville Female Sem· Chestnut street). 
inary.* 
.34 Miss Mary Barton's Louisville, Ky ........ 1874 Miss Mary Barton .... ...... .... ........ ..... 
Kindergarten." 
N-ew Orleans, La. (280 Mrs. N. Cooper .••..... 4-7 35 Kindery_arten of Lo- 1ll77 ...... 23 .... 
quet- eroy Insti- Camp street). 
t11te. 
36 Bates Street Kinder- Lewiston, Me. (94Park 1875 Anna G. Morse ....•... 0 25 4-6 5 
garten.* street). 
.37 Kindergarten ......... Lewiston, Me ......... ~!:: ~!as,W,13~1~a~d: 8 ...... 38 Normal School Kin- Baltimore, Md. (Lafay- 1879 0 22 3-7 3 
dergarten. ette square). 
39 Patterson Park Kin- B al tim ore, Md. (322 1877 Miss Khte S. French .. 3 30 3-8 4 
dergarten. East Baltimore 
street). 
40 Miss Williams' School Baltimore, Md. (206 1873 E. Otis Williams ...... 2 31 3-9 3, 4 
and Kindergarten. North Howard 
street). 
41 Lasell eminary Kin- Auburndale, Mass ..... 1879 Abby Carpenter ...... 0 10 3-7 3 
dergarten. 
3-6 3 42 Cha1mcv Hall School Boston, Mass. (259 1874 ll. J. Cushing ......... 2 20 
.Kimlergarten. Boylston street). 
43 Cu hmau . chool Char- Boston, Mass. (Par-
ity Kinu rgart n.* menter street). 1878 
Ida A. Noyes ...... .... 1 40 3-5 3 
44 Fr r! Kind rrrart n ... Bo ton, Mass.......... Lncy ll. rmonds ... .. .. ... · .. --
45 Kindergarten*. ... .... Bo ton, Ma . . . . . . • . . . 1 78 Mary W. Mitch •11..... 1 15 3-8 3i 
46 Kinuer •art<:n* ........ Bo,.,ton, ~fa .. (28 Mt. 1871 Mi s NinaMooro .......... 10 3-6 3 
V ·rnon str t). 
47 Kind r:;!art nof ... T W· l3o ton, ru .(34 Tcw- 178 MissMaryE.Ward ... 2 15 3-7 3 
bury 'trcet chool. l>ury trc: t), 
*From R p rt of tb Commi ion ·r of Education for 1 7 . 
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5 40 Singing, games, weaving, sew· .All the usual aEpliances, 
ing;, pricking-, peas work, with blackboar , tables, 
clay work, slate writing, de· chairs, rings, dumb bells, 
signingwithringsand blocks, and materials for calis· 
and the elements of reading thenics. 
and arithmetic. 
5 40 Paper folding, cutting, and Frobel's Kindergarten gifts. It promotes healthy activity of 
monnting, matting, prl.cking, body, awakens imagination, 
sewing, drawing, gymnas- stimulates imitative and in·· 
ti.cs, singing, and memorizing. ventive faculties, and aids in 
the development of reason. 
·-· ·-·· 
Frobel's occupations .•........ Frobel's gifts ................ Superior to any other method 
of instruction for children. 
.... ...... F1·obel's occupations .......... Frobel's gifts ................ It appeals to the whole nature 
of the child, reaching at once 
his intellect, his emotions, and 
his ])hysical activities, and 
contributes to }Jroduce a bal-
anced development not attain-. 
All of Frobel's occupations ex-
able by any other system. 
6 39 Tables, chairs, and all mate- An excellent means of thorough 
cept modelling. rials fo1· the occupations. physical and mental develop·· 
ment. 
.. . ...... Frobel's occuEations ......... . All necessary material ....•. 
5 40 Building, stic anclringlaying, Frobel's gifts ....•......••... An excellent development of 
weaying,. prickin~, drawing, the pltysical, mental, and 
sewmg, gittexerCises, games, moral nature. 
Rlays, &c . 
5 40 .A 1 of Frobel 's gifts and oecu- Squaretl tables, low chairs, Physical development is very 
pations, with movem e nt all of Frobel's gifts, plants, marked, and the preparato'l 
songs, games, gymnastics, pic tru·es, ornaments, piano, mental training for t.he a -
&c. &c. vanced departments of study 
is superior to that of any 
other system. 
5 36 Frobel's usual gifts and occu- The usual Kindergarten rna- Its inflllence on the three-fold 
pations, games, singing, anu te1·ial. nature of the chilcl is undeni-
calisthenics. ably good; it teaches self-con-
trol, engenders a love of work, 
and fosters habits of kind· 
5 40 Block building, clay model- All necessary apparatus and 
liness and generosity. 
Grand. 
ling, weaving, songs, &c. appliances. 
5 36 Block building, drawing, ring Buildin~ blocks, drawing Superior to any other as a pre-
l:tJing, modelling, and other maLerJals, slates, rings, paratory mental training for 
occupations tending to de- balls, clay, &c. more advanced departments 
velol the mental faculties. of studv. 
5 40 Secom and third gifts, draw- All usual Kindergarten rna- The children attending this 
ing, weaving, sewing, paper terial, with a piano, flow. Kindergarten, coming from 
cutting, and ball playing and ers, and pictures. homes the poorest and most 
staff laying, to give ideas of wrotchetl, are made more 
color, number, and form. tn1ly children by the train· 
in"' r eceived, and are taught. 
the proper use of their here· 
tofore utte1-ly neglected 
senses. 
... 
··-· Sewing, pricking, weaving, 5 as 
folding, modelling, peas 
work, &c. 
.5 32 Building, staff laying, sewing, Frobel's gifts, tables marked Gives to the child commando! 
drawino-, clay modelling, with vertical and horizon- his physical and lllental pow-
peas work, paper folding, &:c. tal lines, blackboards, era. 
.5 34 All of Frobel's occupations .... 
ball, &c. 
Frobel's gifts ............... R~m:~:J!~s~e~~:gct~ia~~~b~1 
mind not afforded by any 
~~~e~~h~tefu; ~~~uF!e~~hi~o1 
work in an admirable manner. 
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48 Kindergarten of the Boston, Mass .....•.... ....... ............................. .... ...... ....... .. -· 
Boston Orphan Asy-
lum. 
49 Roxbury Kindergar- Boston, Mass. (31 More- 1877 Miss C. R. Sandford .•. 1 12 3-7 4 
ten. land street). 
50 Dunster Street Kin- Cambridge, Mass. (12 1878 Lucy 0. Fessenden .••. 0 25 3-6 3 
dergarten. * Dunster street). 
51 Free Kindergarten* .. Cambridge, Mass. 1877 Helen Willson .••..•.. 1 40 3-7 3 
Concorcl avenue). 
52 Sparks Street Kinder- Cambridge, Mass. (17 1877 Miss M. Florence Taft. 0 30 2!-6 3 
garten. Lowell street). 
531 Straw Charity Kinder- Cambridge, Mass. (39 1877 Miss E. P. Heeger ••••. 0 23 4-7 3 
garten.* Holyoke street). 
54 Florence Kindergar-
ten. 
Florence, Mass. (Pine 
street). 1876 Carrie T. Haven .••••. 5 
76 2!--7 3 
55 Kindergarten depart· Middleborough, Mass . 1878 Mariquita P. Eddy .•.. 0 12 3-7 3 
mentof Eaton Fam-
ily School. 
56 Frobel Kindergarten*. North Cambridge, Mass ...... Mrs. S. L. Cook .•.••••. 1 1() 3-5 3 
(192 North avenue). 
57 Kindergarten of the Detroit, Mich. (251 La- 1869 MissA.ugustaE. Hinze 2 40 3-6 3 
G rman-American fayette street. 
eminary. 
58 The Mi es Bacon's Grand Rapids, Mich. 1875 E.E.Bacon ...•.....•. 2 30 3-8 3 Kind r~rarten. (54J effersnn avenue). 
4 59 t. Paul Kindergarten . t. Paul, Minn. (36 1870 :Mrs. M. W. Brown ..•. .. . ..... ........ 
Iglehart street). 
60 Batr A. M. Kinder- t. Louis, Mo. (corner 1876 Mollie A. Clark •.•.••. 2 69 4-6 3 gart n.* Bat s and Collins 
tr · ta). 
61 B t P. ll Kind r- St. Loui. , Mo. (corner 1876 
art u. B t e and Collins 
............ ............. a2 89 .......... !!I 
82 Carroll A.l[. Kind r. .trr t ). ~ I 3 t. L ui , !o. (com r 1875 .......................... 5 90 rten.• Cnnoll nnd Buell 
trr·t ). 
* rom R port or tb Commission r of Education for 1878. 
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5 36 ..A.ll occupations of the Frobel 
41 
Kindergarten. 
The materials necessary for Arouses and stren~thens the 5 Stick laying, drawing, build-
ing, sewing, weaving, paint· the occup,ations and such talents and faculties, engen-
ing, pricking, clay modelling. of Frobe 's gifts as suit a ders love of work, of regu· 
child's capacity. larity and order, and is a. 
true cultivation of the finer 
sensibilities. 
5 40 Building, sewing, weaving, .............................. Development of all members of 
drawing, f;ainting, paper the body, stimulus to inde-
cutting, fol ing, &.c. pendent· thought, and culti· 
vation of the moral nature. 
5 44 Frobel's occupations, draw- Materials for the occupa- It promotes a healthy growth 
ing, painting, sewin~ stick tions, squared t ab1es, of the body an~l trains the 
and ring laying, mo ellin", chairs, blackboards, mental and moral faculties. 
!1-nd paper cutting and fold- plants, &c. 
5 40 
m~. 
A complete and uniform cult. Sewmg, weaving, buildin~ ................................. 
modelling, drawing, stic ure of mind and body; an 
ancl ring laying, pricking, education in the true sense 
paper folding, peas work, of the word. 
5 40 
son~s and games. 
Generally very satisfactory. Builumg, stick and ring lay- The usual Kindergarten rna-
ing, drawing, sewing, prick- terial, plants, piano, &c. 
ing, folding, weaving, cut-
ting, modellinf; also, sinf 
ing, games,anc garden wor . 
Strengthens the body, educates 5 38 Clay modelling, card sewing, First, second, third, fourth, 
weaving, interlacini' p er- fifth, and sixth gifts, the eye and hand, excites and 
forating,drawing,cor work, planes, rin!ks, staffs, ruled trains powers of perception 
paper folding and cutting, slates, blac board, colored and conception, and fosters a. 
and parquetry. crayons, &c. love of that which is harmo-
nious, symmetrical, and beau.. 
tiful. 
5 40 Building with blocks, laying Frobel's Kindergarten toys, Satisfactory. 
of sticks, tablets, drawing, squared tables, black· 
painting, sewing, weaving, boards, low seats, plants, 
£ap.er: folding and c.utting, birds, pictures, &c. 
eammg of poetry, care of 
plants, clay work, &c. 
5 44 Twenty gifts of Frobel and ..A.n open sunny flay ground, The children are healthy and' 
:five of others, active bodily two larfe, wel ventilated active, and the training is 
exercises, s inging, speaking, and we l lighted rooms, superior to any other as a. 
and object lessons. piano, pictures, plants, preparation for the more ad· 
and all material necessary vnnced grades of study. 
5 40 The usual occupations .•••••.. 
for the gifts. 
Those furnished by Steiger . Excellent • 
... 40 ..A.ll of the Frobel occupations, Frobel's gifts, ruled tables, The physique is developed, the 
with object lessons from nat- ~lobes, chairs, black- p ere e p ti ve faculties are 
ure, and first l e s sons in oards, a piano, birds, quickened, and mind aud 
geography taught with sand plants, &c. body both ben efited. 
and water. 
5 40 Fir t, second, third, fourth, 
·········-·····--············· 
Good. 
fifth, sixth, seveuth ~fts, 
sewinl!, frlerforating, ma ing 
mats, fo dinp:, cutting, draw-
ing, stick and ring la.ving, 
5 40 
p a work, modelling, &c. 
Frobel's gifts, Kindergarten Frobel's ~fts, small chairs, Very beneftcial 
~a.me~, perforating, sewing, square tables, &c. 
6 40 
rawmg, &c. 
Tho e r commended and used Those given by Frobel.. •••. Most excellent. 
by Frobel. 
a Whole number of teachers. 
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63 Carroll P. M. Kinder-
garten.* 
64 Clay A. M. Kindergar-
ten.* 
St. I.ouis, Mo. (corner 
Carroll ancl Buell 
streets). 
St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
Tenth and Farrar 
streets). 
1875 
. . • • .. Irene F. Wilson -...... 
5 100 6-8 
3 75 6-7 3 
65 Clay P.M. Kindergar- St. Louis, ¥o. (corner 1877 Maggie Gorman....... 4 120 5-8 2i 
ten.* Tenth and Farrar 
streets). 
66 Divoll A. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Dayton 1875 Susie M. Simmons . . . . 4 98 5-7 3 
garten. street). 
'67 Divoll P. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (3305 1874 Miss Kate Sayers..... 3 95 4-8 2i 
garten. Morgan street). 
68 Eliot A. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. 6a 162b ...... 
~arten. 
"69 Eliot P. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo _........ .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • . .. . .. • . .. .. 3a 10Gb ...... 
garten. 
70 Everett A.M. Kinder-
garten. 
71 Everett P.M. Kinder-
garten. 
'72 Franklin A. M. Kin-
dergarten. 
'73 Franklin P. M. Kin-
dergarten. 
St. Louis, Mo. (1410 
North Eighth st.). 
St. Louis, Mo. (1410 
North Eighth st.). 
St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
Eighteenth street 
and Christy avo.). 
St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
Eighteenth street 
and Lucas avenue). 
1874 4a 132b ...... 
1874 4a154b ...... 
1875 4a162b ...... 






'74 IIamilton A. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (Twen- 1876 Mary Louise Nangle.. 4 70 5-7 3 
rr~:-lftaorntenP .. M. Kin- ty-:fifth &Davissts.). 
75 St. Louis, Mo. (3329 1876 Ida R. Bates ..... --... 3 60 
dergarten.* Washington ave.). 
5-7 2l 
76 Humboldt A. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
d rgarten. Jackson and Tru-
deau str ts). 
77 Humboldt P. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
dorgarten. Jackson and Tru-
deau stre ts). 
78 Peabody A. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
d ·rgarten. Carroll and ocond 
Caroncl 1 t avenu ). 
79 Peabody P. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
d rgarten. Carroll and Second 
Carondelet av nue). 
80 Pop A. M. Kinder- ~ St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
gart ·n. Lacl •de and Ewing 
str ·t ). 
81 Pop P. M. Kinder- St. Loui. , Mo. (corn r 
gat-ten. Lacl do and Ewing 
82 Web t r M. Kin- tr ct.). 
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Perforating, sewing, drawing, 
weaving mats, pa,per folding, 
peas work, modelling, ob,ject 
lessons, exercises in numbers 
according to the Grube 
method. 
Exercises with Frobel's gifts 
in building and number, 
weaving, drawinl!, sewing, 
perforating, modelling, peas 
work, exercises in numbers 
according to the Grube 
method, object lessons, sing-
The first seven Frobel gifts, Good. 
pictures, &c. 
.All of Frobel's gifts, squared It strengthens the muscles and' 
tables, and blackboards, makes the child observant 
chairs, &c. and thoughtful. 
ing, and games. 
Those embraced 
system. 
Those embraced in 
system. 
in Frobel's .All necessary for Frobel's 
occupations. 
Frobel's .All necessary for Frobel's Harmonious development of 
Exercises with gifts and other 
Kindergarten occupations. 
Exercises with gifts and other 
Kindergarten occupations. 
Gift exercises and usual occu-
pations. 
Frobel's system .............. . 
occupations. the physical, mental, and 
moral faculties. 
.All necessary Kindergarten 
material and furniture. 
.All necessary Kindergarten 
material and furniture. 
Frobel's materials ........... Good. 
Frobel's materials ......••... Good. 
5 40 Usual Kindergarten occupa- .A.ll necessary for the occu- .Admirable. 
tiona. pations. 
5 40 Modelling, peas work, perfo. Those necessary for the oc- It trains to habits of attention, 






drawing, and gift lessons. concert, and of considerate-
ness towards others. 
Pricking, sewing, drawing, 
weaving, folding, and cut-
ting. 
F r o b e 1 ' s gift occupations, 
drawing, folding, modelling, 
&c. 
Frobel's gift occupations, 
drawing, folding, modelling, 
&c. 
Those recommended by Frobel. 
Kindergarten furniture, tab-
lets, building blocks, clay, 
&c. 
Kindergarten furniture, tab-
lets, building blocks, clay, 
&c. 
Those used by Frobel. .••••• 
.A. wakens thought and trains. 
the eye and the mind to be 
servants of the will. 
.A. wakens thought and trains 
the eye and the mind to be 
servants of the will. 
5 40 Pricking, sewing, folding, Those used by Frobel. ..•... 
w aving, cutting, stick lay-
ing, gift exercises, &c. 
Excellent in every way, 
strengthening and highly de-
velopmg. 
It strengthens the body, exer-
cises tlie senses, and develops 
all the faculties in a natural 
manner. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations .......•.. Balls. cubes, angles, squares, Imparts vigor to mind and 
sticks, &c. body. 
5 40 Frob l's occupations . . . . . . . . . . Balls, cubes, angles, squares, Imparts vigor to mind and 
sticks, &c. body. 
5 40 Pricking, sewing, drawinp;, Paper, zeph;yr worsted, card-
w aving. int rlacing, fold- board, needles,sticks,peas, 
ing, cutting, peas work, mod- clay, &c. 
elling, &c. 
The muscles are harmoniously 
developed, and the child is 
brougbtintoasympathywith 
man and nature which early 
teaches him to think and act 
for himself. 
a Whole number of teachers. b Includes pupils in primary schooL 
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1-------- -----
.sa Webster P. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. {1905 1875 .••••• ••••••• •••. ••. .••. 6a 178b .••• .. 2i 
-84 
85 
dergarten. Washington :~treet, 
CaiT Place). 
Blow A.M. Kinder- South St. Louis, Mo. 
garten.* (corner Fifth and 
Pine streets). 
Blow P.M. Kinder- South St. Louis, Mo. 
garten.* {corner Fifth and 
Pine streets). 
1877 Mrs. Cornelio.L. Maury 3 50 4-7 
1878 Sarah J. Sharpe ....... 2 45 5-8 
1l6 Carondelet A.M. Kin· South St. Louis, Mo. 1875 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . 4a 145b . ••••• 
dergarten. {corner Third and 
Hurck streets). 
87 Carondelet P.M. Kin· South St. Louis, Mo. 2a106b .••••. 
dergarten. (corner Third and 
Hurck streets). 
88 Private Kindergarten. Nashua, N.H. (corner 1874 Miss Anna .Ileld .••••. 0 16 3-7 
Main and Temple 
streets). 
89 Kindergarten depart- Carlstadt, N. J . . • . . • • . 1875 Miss A. Lo.wronz...... . • . . 55 
mentofpublic school. 
90 E~~~~~oodKindergar- Englewood House, N. J 1878 Achsa B. Nichols .••••. .... 9 
91 Kimlergarten of Mar- Hoboken, N. J. (cor. 1873 Mrs. Louise Menzel .•• . .... 30 
tha Iiistitute. ner ixth street and 
Park avenue). 
92 Hoboken, N.J. {Wash- 1879 Sister Clara Agnes .••. 1 35 
ington street). 
llohok n, N. J. {272 1872 Fr derick H. W. Schle- 1 12 
Bloomfield street) . sier. 










t., <:or. of\Villow). 
llobok<·n, ... •. J. (352 1875 Mathilde Schmidt ..... 4-6~ 4-5 
Bloomfi ·lllstr · t). 
J ·r y Gity, .~:.'". J. (cor- 1878 William L. Franken· 1 30 f-7 
n ·r C ntral avenue ba ·h, pr aid nt of 
nndFronklinstrc t). rman-Amt>rican 
cbool As ociation. 
1879 1 40 f-7 
0 ontd.:Ur, ;.; .... J. {Ful- 1872 Annie E. llaw s ....... 1 25 4-10 a,• 
lerton av<:nue). 
*l rom R port of the Com.mi.a ioner of Education for 1878. 
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9 l.O J.l. 
---
5 40 Sewing, pricking, drawing, ob-ject lessons, games, &c. 
5 40 Pricking, sewing, weaving, 
folding, cutting, peas work, 
clay modelling, singing, 
games, &c. 
5 40 Sewing, pricking, weaving, 
cutting, drawing, folding, in-
tertwiuing, peas work, and 
modelling. 
5 40 Gift exercises and usual occu-
pations. 
5 40 Gift exercises and usual occu-
pations. 
6 40 Block building, games, weav-
ing, drawing, stick and tab-
let laying, clay modelling, 
perforating, &c. 
.5 44 Frobel's occupations, conver-
sation and singing in Ger-
Jl!an and English, g:ymnas-
~lCS, anu_Preparatory J OBI> JDS 
m readmg, writing, and 
arithmetic. 
s 30 Paper folding, cutting, and 
tasting, weaving an inter-
,wing, pricking, sewing, 
drawmg, modelling, and peas 
work. 
.5 40 The usual Kindergarten occu-
Rations with erem en tary 
ranches. 
5 46 Frobel's occupations .......... 
5 44 Frobel's occupations, phonetic 
exc1·cis s, and gymnastics. 
6 42 Frobel's occupations ...... .... 
5 44 Frobel's occupations .••....... 
.5 44 Frobel's occupations, bodily 
exercises, ex rcises in m ·mo-
orizina, singing, and object 
lessons. 
5 48 Frob l's occupations .•••...... 
.5 40 sual Frob 1 occupation!\ and 
~ift;s , weaving, Bowing, draw-
UJ~, &c. ; r adin~, writing, 
arithm •tic, ·c., for tho clc-
m<'ntary ·1 s . 
a Whole nl1Dlber of teachers. 
12 
Square tables, chairs, plates, 
rings, blackboards, &c. 
Small tables and chairs, 
plates and cups, fine speci-
1.3 
The muscles are harinoniously 
developed, and the child is 
broughtinto a sympathy with 
man and nature which early 
teaches him to think and act 
for himself. 
mens of peas work and 
modelling, a collection of 
Tends to produce an erect car-
riaf"'e, graceful movements, 
anc muscular strength, de-
velops habits of observation 
and attention, and quickens 
the perceptive faculties. 
curiosities, &c. 
Circle and lines painted on 
the iloor, squared tables, 
chairs, slates, pencils, gifts, 
modelling boards, clay, per-
forating :u.eedles, and cush-
lOllS. 
Those given by Frobel . ..••. 
Those given by Frobel.. •.•. 
Block!', tablets, sticks, slates, 
needles, balls, cylinders, 
cubes, &c. 
F1·obcl's gifts, blackboard, 
srtuared tables and chairs, 
charts for object lessons, 
and piano. 
Low chairs, ruled tables, 
blackboards anrl slates, 
balls, blocks, tablets, slat~ 
sticks, stories, sengs, an 
games. 
Usual Kindergarten appli-
ances, maps, ~ictures, and 
counting mac ines. 
All of Frobel's gifts and ma-
terials. 
The materials of Frobel's 
and Kohler's systems. 
Frobel's apparatus and ap-
-pliances. 
Frobel'.s gifts ............... 
Frobel's gifts, low tables and 
seats, and charts for object 
lessons. 
All Frobel's gifts and mate-
rials. 
sunl Kindergalten furni-
ture and apparatus. 
Harmonious development; the 
child becomes graceful, po-
lite, self-dependent, skilfUl, 
thoughtful, constructive, and 
eager for knowledge. 
Instructs in manners and :poll te 
habits, as well as habits of 
regularity, obedience, and 
self-control, and cultivates 
the imaginative and invent-
ive powers. 
Instructs in manners and polite 
habits, as well as hab1ts of 
regularity, obedience, and 
self-control, and cultivates 
the imaginative and invent-
ive :rowers. 
Supenor as a physical and men-
tal training. 
Very beneficial. 
It is a development of mind, 
heart, and body, making the 
child intelligent, kind, and 
self-dependent. 
Accustoms the child to order 
and polite behavior, and 
makes him happy and intelli-
gent. 
Healthful to mind and body. 
Most excellent. 
Excellent. 
Superior to other systems for 
making the child strong and 
well, and developing rafaidly 
and logically its mental acu1-
ties. 
The children are interested and 
pl ased with their work and 
study, and the system is con-
ducive to their physical de-
v lopment. 
b Includes pupils in primary school. 
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{)9 M:_iss Campbell's Kin- Morristown, N.J. 1875 Miss E. F. R. Campbell 2 25 4-7 4 
dergarten. (High street}. 
100 Beacon Street School Newark, N.J. (Beacon 1872 Miss Anna Lawrenz •. 1 2 90 4-6 5 Kindergarten. street). 
101 Kindergarten of the Newark, N.J. (College 1878 Miss Elma Korb ...••. 50 3-7 5 
First German Pres- Place). 
102 
byterian School. 
Magdalene Lauch ..... 80 4-7 5 Kindergarten of the Newark, ~-. J. (19 1871 
German-American Green street}. 
SchooL 
103 ~~~lrfh~ar~f d~r~ Newark, N. J. (Niag-ara street}. 1874 Miss Mary C. Beyer ... 1 65 3-7 4 
man-English School. 
104 St. Peter's llindergar- Newark, N.J. (21 Li~- 1871 Sister Mary Magdalen. 120 3-6 5 
ten. ingston street). 
105 .American llindergar- Paterson, N. J . (109 1876 Miss S. M. Storey ....... 2 45 3-15 5 
ten. Market street}. 
106 llinder~arten (.Albany Albany, N. Y -........ ......... M. Ella Andrews ...... ..... . .... . 6-8 
107 
Fema e Academy}. 
Mary C. Peabody- .•.. - 10 3-7 Frobel's Kindergarten Albany, N. Y (Elk 1877 . ... . 
street). 
Mary and Elizabeth P. 
'I" I 3-8 3 108 Brooklyn Frobel Kin- Brooklsn, N. Y. (22 1877 dergarten. ~ First Place}. Sharpe. 
109 Frobel Kindergarten Brooklyn, N. Y. (698 1879 Anna L n eeves ... -.. - 2 14 3-8 3~ 
On the llill. Fulton street). 
110 ll~sey Kindergart n . l3rooklyn. N. Y _ ... _ .. _ 1874 E . .A. Tanno{j~rincipal ....... 10 4-8 
111 Kindergarten ........ -1 J3rooklyn, N. Y. (360 1873 Miss Emily ' ristian- 20 3-7 
tate street}. sen. 
112 Lafay tte Avenue l3rooklyn, N. Y. (246 1877 Lena Schroeder .••..•. 2 20 3-9 3' 
Kindergarten. Lafayette avenue}. 
113 Kindergarten of the 
Poppcnhuaen Insti· 
Coli ge Point, N. Y . __ 1870 E. von Brieaen ........ 120 3-6 5 
- tute. 
114 Harlem Kindergart n 1877 Misse MathildeBeck-
or and Olga Jacobi. 
40 4-8 4 
115 1877 Miss Mary 
Wagcnen. 
L. Van 4 80 2-8 4 
116 1878 Miss J nnie Bolwell .. .... 24 3-7 4 
117 Kind rg rten ......... 3-'i s 
us Kinder arten . ........ 3-i' Si 
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5 40 Building, stick laying, weav-
ing, embroidering, model-
lirig, cuttin~ and mounting, 
paper foldmg, · drawing, 
printing, writing, &c. 
5 48 The different ~ifts of Frobel's 
system, turmng and march-
ing, object lessons, singing, 
gymnastic exercises, &c. 




1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th 6th gifts, 
stick and ring laying, paper 
cuttingandfolding, weaving, 
interlacing, peas work, clay 
work, drawing, singing, gym-
nastic exercises, &c. 
Object lessons, movement 
plays, block building, tablet, 
staff, and ring laying, draw-
ing, perforating, embroider-
ing, intertwining, paper fold-
ing, peas work, and model-
ling. 
All of Frobel's occupations .... 
5 40 Paper cutting and folding, per-
forating, embossing, weav-
ing, ring laying, printing, 
drawing, calisthenics, march-
ing, singing, &c. 
5 36 Building, weaving, sewing, 
-\iricking, drawing, &c. 
5 34 A of Frobel's gifts and oecu-
pations, singing, gymnasticsi 
~~:o~~e~ :Jr~J:b. ~~ G~~-
man. 
5 35 Fr?bel's gifts, f£ames, gynmas· 
tics, and Kin ergarten occu· 
pations which yromote the 
~hysical, menta , and moral 
evelopment of the child. 
... .... 
5 40 Frobel's occupations .••..••••. 
5 36 .All of Frobel's ~s and occu· 
pations, inclu "ng weaving, 
sewing, and cl~ork. 
5i 46 All of Frobel's · dergarten 
gifts. 
All of Frobel's gifts ......... Excellent. 
Low tables and chairs, col- An excellent development of 
oredsilks, worsteds, piano, intellect and physique. 
&c. 
Kindergarten material. 
Turning sticks, o b j e c t 
charts, color charts, &c. 
Frobel's gifts .............. . 
Rings, staffs, cubes, blocks, 
gynmastic apparatus, and 
all necessary material. 
·Blocks, rings, weaving mate-
rials, charts, maps, needles, 
books without words, pict-
ures, &c. 
Frobel's apparatus .......... 
Those usually connected with 
a genuine Kindergarten. 
Frobel's 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 
6th and 7th ~ts, squared 
tabies, low c airs, piano, 
slates, blackboard, cards, 
paper, books for drawing, 
&c . 
Frobel's 'faifts, and charts for 
::::~d Jlnr~~~~g in Ger· 
Balls, blocks, iablets, rings, 
slats, &c. 
Frobel's apparatus and ap· 
pliances. 
It trains the muscles and 
nerves, produces a salutary: 
effect in the development of 
mind, educates into truthful-
ness, and tends to ennoble the 
aims and actions of the child. 
The mind is awakened and 
trained, the inventive powers 
are called into action, and the 
child learns to express his 
thoughts with ease. 
Beneficial. 
Excellent. 
Satisfactory; engenders habits 
of order, gentleness, an d 
thoughtfulness. 
Causes a natural growt.h of the 
muscles, develo:rs the mrntal 
faculties in their natuml or-
der, and is eminently adapted 
to the wants of nervous and 
backward children. 
Excellent in every respect. 
A natural and easy develop-
ment, both mentally and 
physically. 
Excellent physical and mental 
development. 
5 48 Frobel's occupations .. .. .. • .. . The usual appliances........ Satisfactory in every respect. 
5 38 Such as are suited to the un· ~u~;:r~~ s~{e~!~t~cf. Beneficial. d rstanding of children un-
der training. ucation. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations .......... Frobel's gifts and materials. 
5 40 Frob l's occupations .......... Frobel's gifts and materials. 
5 40 Frob l's occupations ..••••.... Frobel's gifts and materials. I 
26 ED 
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19 Kindergarten of Mrs. New York, N . Y. (28 1874 ....................................... 1 32 4-7 4 
Froehlich's schaol. East 50th street). 
20 Kindergarten of the New York, N. Y. (42d 1879 Sister Clarissa ••••. -~ •. 1 36 4-7 . 5 
Academy of the , street). 
Holy Cross. 
21 Kinder~rten of the N ew York, N.Y. (East ........ ............................................ ....... 100 
······ 
........ 
Foun ·ng .Asylum. 68th street and 3d I 
avenue). 
Peter Stahl, principal .. 4-6 5 22 Kindergarten . of the New York, N. Y. (244 1869 2 64 
German-American East 52d street). 
School of the Nine· 
teenth Ward.* 
23 Kindergarten of the NewYork,N. Y ..••••. .......... IsabelleParsels, super- ........ ....... ........... . ... .. 
Trainin~ De~art- intendent. 
ment of orma Col-
1 
lege. 
Prof. John Krans and 58 3-7 3~ 24 Normal Training New York, N. Y. (7 1872 5 
School for Kinder- East Twenty-second Mrs. Maria Kraus-
~artners, Model Kin- street). Boelte. 
ergarten, and 
School Garden. 3 25 Mrs. Smuller's Kinder- New York, N.Y. (2027 1873 Miss A.M. Smuller .••. 2 24 3!-7 
garten. Fifth avenue.) 
-
26 St. Barnabas Day New York, N.Y. (304 1878 Helen E. Hart .••.••••. 1 20 5-8 3 
Nursery Kindergar- Mulberry street). 
ten.* 6 27 Society for Ethical New York, N.Y. (For- 1878 Felix Adler, superin- 8 100 3-6 
'Culture Kindergar- ty-fifth street and ten dent. 
ten. Broadway). 
128 Nyack Kindergarten .. Nyack on H ndson, N. 1878 Sarah C. Robinson and 0 13 3-12 4 
Y. (First avenue). Evelina W. Morford. 
120 Cook's Coli ~'l.te In- Pougbk~sie, N. Y. 1879 Marion A.. Wilson .•••. 1 16 3-7 a 
stitute Kindergar- (324M. street). 
ten. 
130 Kind rgart n der Rochester N.Y. (7 and 1873 Hermann Pfaofflin .•••. 2 20 4-7 41 
Rochost r Roa.l- 9 Mortimer street) . 
schul 
131 Th Rob tor Kin- Roche ter, N. Y. (27 1876 Miss Meta C. Brown .. ........ 22 4-8 :ij d r at n. North t. Paul t.). 
132 Kind ·x-~at n of tho ing in T. Y. (Cro- 1878 Miss Sarah IIartwell .. 0 15 3-8 3 0 inm Institute. ton a>enuc) . 
133 Cottag Kind r art n ,rra n e, ... ". Y. (74 1876 Mrs. M. c. Still. .•.•••. 2 25 3-9 3,4 
anrl Connecting Jam tr •t) . 
Cla . 
I 
~From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
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l 
·Occupations of pupils-. Aippa-ra1lus and applilltnces. Effect of the system. 
I l 
' 
' I : 
I 13 I 9 10 11 1~ 
5 39 Lessons and occupations of the Frobel's gifts gymnastic ap· It strenirthens the body, exer· 
Frobel s..ystem. paratus, piano, plants, &c. ' cjses tne senses, employs the 
nr. ind, &c. 
5 48 Frobel's occupations . • • . .••••. Frobel's gifts and materials. 
5 44 All of Frobel's occupations.... All of Frobel's gifts .••• -····. Mi:t~~~~~¥~~tlfu~~as;:ds~h~~ 
room proper. I I 
-5 38 Frobel's occupations, gymnas- FrBbel's aifts,. plants, muse~ Harmonious development. It 
tic games, songs, stories, gar- urn, an cabinet .. teaches combination of know-
den work, care of domestic 'ing with doing. 
mestic animals, &e. 
5 40 All occupations of Frobel's sys- FrBbel's gifts, Kinderfrten Tends to make children acflive, 
tern. tables, benches, lack- healthy, and happy; teaches 
boards, slatesi charts, piot- them to be accurate and keen 
rires, piano, p ants, &o. observers, independ'tin tbo't, 
' " · I" clear in expression, and ma.kes 
them courteous and unselfish 
in their conduct to each other. 
6 52 :Block building, tablet and stick Two tables, chairs, and the Very encouraging. 
laying, mat plaiting, sewing, various gifts. • 
pasting, &e. . 
The pupils, children ofthevery 5 41 Usual Frobel occupations ..... Frobel's gifts ................ 
poor, are greatly . benefited 
physically, mentallh' and 
morally, and throuf them 
. . the good influence o the sys • 
t!m is often perceptibly 
. s own in their homes. 
5 38 Weaving, pasting, moulding, Charts, ruled tables, clay, Children are notably healthy 
Eerf?ratinf·' desifini~g, em- ruled slates and cards, under Kindergarten iitfiu-
ossmg, s 1ck an rmg lay- needles, pictures, books, ence, their perceptions are 
ing, sewing, dancin~, march· &c. rendered more acute, and 
ing, singing, and calisthenics. they are better trained for 
more advanced grades of 
.All of Frobel's occupations .••. 
study . 
5 40 Piano, tables, chairs, balls It is a natural development, 
'vands, blocks, garden, and c ecking propgnsity to evil, 
everything necessary for a forming a necessary step from 
.. thorough Kindergarten. the nursery to the school 
room, and awakenintff the im-
a.gination to the in uenoe of 
tU.e true, the beautiful, and 
5 48 .All of Frobel's occupations .••. gifts, 
the good." 
Frobel's pictures, Physicnl, mental, and moral de· 
slates, &c. velopment. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations ••• •..•••. Usual apparatus and appli- Good in every respect. 
nnces. 
5 40 Work with tbe gifts, games, 
.All necessary ap~aratus and It is beneficial to the physical, 
r ading, phonetic p !ling, material furms ed by Stei- mental and moral natnro of 
singing, gymnastics, &c. ger. the child, and is highly prized 
as a nursery of the institute. 
5 40 let, 211, 3d, 4th, and 5th gifts, Sqnared slates, blackboards, Str ngthens tha body, imparts 
~ricking, s wing, stick lay- tables, small ann-chairs, grace of motion, gives com-
g, drawinfr weaving, peas balls, cubes, cylinders, ob- mand of langnage, quickens 
.. work, mod ing, &c. longs, squares, triangles, powers of perception and com-
pnper, needles, &o • . --- parison, and carefully nur· 
tures the moral nature. 
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134 Frobel Kindergarten •. Syracuse, N. Y. (115 1877 Mrs. M. Antoinette 0 12 3-7 3 
Cedar street). Hollister. 
135 Kindergarten of the West New Bri~hton, 1874 C. M. T:ijompson ....... .... 25 3-7 3 
Home for Destitute N. Y.(Statenls and). 
Children of Seamen. 4 36 Nursery and Chilu's West New Bri~hton, 1876 Miss Agnes F. Smith .. ...... 16 4-8 




137 Kindergarten (Peace Raleigh, N. C .•••••.••. ...... Mrs. Mary Foster, 1 .... .... 
······ 
... ~. 
Institute). 1/:if~~t~~ens •••••••. 138 The Avondale Kin- .A. vondale, Ohio, (Main 1879 1 18 3-7 3 
dergarten. avenue). 
139 Free Kindergarten .••. Cincinnati, Ohio, 
(Front street and 
1880 Sallie A. Shawk .•••••. 5 55 3-6 4~ 




lish and Technical Race street). 
Sehool). 
41 Kindergarten of the Cihc1nnati, Ohio (Sum- 1879 Miss Marie N. Ballin- 2 30 3-6 at 
·Cincinnati Orphan mit avenue, Mount ger. 
Asylum. Auburn). 
1 
2 'l:he Mt. Auburn Kin- Cincinnati, Ohio (Ev- 1878 Kathrine S. Dodd .••••• 1 25 3-7 s 
dergarren.* ana street, Mount 
.Auburn). 
143 Seventh Street Kin- Cincinnati, Ohio (87W. 1876 Helene Goodman ...... 1 18 3-8 3i 
14.4 
dergarten. * Seventh street). 
20 3-7 a Brooks Kingergarten . Cleveland, Ohio (cor- 1875 Mary E. Garlick ...... 1 
ncr Prospect a n d 
Huntington streets). 




146 Kindergarten in Mi~s Cleveland, Ohio (420 1878 Misses Brown and ... . 20 3t-7 3 
M itr;le-ber g er' s Prospect street). Overton. 
School.* 
2 1m 147 Pro ,y ct tr t and Cleveland, Ohio ....... 1878 Mrs. A. B. Ogden •••••• 3-7 (a) livet Chapel Kin-
fler~iirtcn. 
H8 M Vhitmore'sKin- Cleveland, Ohio (126 1877 S. li. Whitmore ..•.•.. ..... 12 3-8 3 derg rten. Lake street). 
~~ Kind r art ......... Columbus, Obio ....... Mi s M.li. Ross .... .. l ....... ......... .. .. . Kind ar n (Homo I Columbus, Ohio ....... 1878 Miss M. li. Ros . . • • . • . .. .. 40 
r lhe l·nendl ). 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
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1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th Checked tables, blackboard, A development of the threefold 
gifts, weaving, pasting, slates, drawing books, and nature of the child. 
pricking, sewing, stick lay- other modern apparatus. 
ing, modelling, sand work, 
drawing, &c. 
Frobel 's gifts and occupations. 
The study of color and form by 
the American method, object 
lessons, spelling, reading, 
writing, numbers, recita-
tions, singing, modelling in 
clay. calisthenics, &c. 
Usual occupations. 
The usual Kindergarten fur-
niture, Frobel's gifts, flow-
ers, &c. 
All American Kindergarten 
material, color and form 
charts, boxes of surface 
and solid forms, rings, 
sticks, books, slates, &c. 
Satisfactory in every respect. 
Promotes healthy activity of 
mind and body, develops the 
reasoning power and awakens 
the imagination to the in· 
fluence of the good and beau-
tiful, prevents undue strain 
on the powers and insures 
superior application to after 
studies. 
5 40 Perforating, sewing, drawing, Blocks, tablets, rings, &c .... 
folding, weaving, cutting, 
modelling, peas work. 
Trains the eye and ear and 
makes the child responsive 
to whatever is beautiful and 
true in nature. 
5 40 Those reco=ended by .Frobel. Those used by Frobel.. ••••• Strengthening and highly de-
veloping to the faculties of 









Usual Kindergarten occupa- All necessary for the occu-
tions. pations. 
A necessary preparation for all 
school work, and particularly 
essential as the introduction 
to the higher work of tho 
English and technical school. 
Pricking, sewing, drawing, 
weaving, folding, cutting, 
slat and peas work, model-
lin~;, and the various gift ex-
ercises. 
Modelling, pricking, sewing, 
weaving, folding, cuttin~, 
stick laying, peas work, gift 
lessons, and everything oe-
longing to the Kindergarten. 
All of Frobel's gifts and occu-
P-ations. 
G1ft exercises, drawing, per-
forating, sewing, weavmg, 
paper folding and cutting, 
cork work, modelling, games, 
&c. 
A complete set of those used 
by Frobel, musical instru-
ments, pictures, &c. 
Squared tables and black-
board, chairs, piano, circle, 
boxes of tho gifts, scrap 
books, and various musical 
instruments. 
Imparts life and activity to 
the physical system and de-
velops uniformly the facul-
ties of mind and soul. 
It strengthens the powers of 
observation, bringing the 
children into loving and inti-
mate relations with nature, 
fostering the goocl in them 
and crushing out the evil. 
Squared tables, chairs, black- Gives physical, menta 1, and 
boards, &c. moral vigor. 
.............................................................. Itisasystem of individual cult-
ure and forms a pleasant 
transition from home to school 
1st, 2d, nnd 3d gifts, sewing, 
weaving, paper folillnga clay 
modelling, drawing, an ring 
lay in" . 
.All that pertains to the regu-
lar system. 
Block building, stick, ring, 
and tablet laying, drawing, 
perforatinl!, embroidering, 
paper cutting, weaving, in-
terlacing, modelling, peas 
work, &c. 
life. 
Tables, chairs, and all neces- Very satisfactory. 
sary Kindergarten mate-
riai. 
Those authorized by the reg-
ular system. · 
Balls, spheres, cubes, cylin-
ders. square ana triangu-
lar tablets, sticks, rings, 
drawing material, perfo-
ratin.~ and embroidering 
materials, slats, clay, &c. 
Makes children attentive and 
obedient, and improves their 
language and habits. 
The bod.v is strcnfrrthened, ?IJ· 
s orv ation anc perceptiOn 
awakened, ease and accuracy 
gained in the us of language, 
and the moral effect is excel-
lent. 
a Three hours a day in each Kindergarten. 
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1---------1---------1---1---------1------
Kindergarten (Insti-
tut~onfor the Blind). 
Kindergarten (Mans-
field N orl}lal Col-
le~e). 
Kindergarten of Trin· 
ity School.* 
Columbus, Ohio . . • • • . . .. • • .. Miss Redick .. . . .. . . .. .. .. 38 ........ ·-
Ma:p.s:field, Ohio ........ .•.... Mrs. Ford.................. .... ....... 3-7 -·-· 
Toledo, Ohio (Adams 1875 Miss Johnson • • • .. . . .. 0 20 4-6 3 
street). 
I ' 
154 Miss Lily G. Lang's Toledo, Ohio (corner 1879 Lily G. Lang.......... 2 19 3-7 4 
Kindergarten. Huron and Orange 
streets). 
155 Kindergarten of Ohio Worthiugton, Ohio.... 1876 Mrs. Anna. B. Ogden . . . . . . 12 3-7 3 
Central Nor mal 
School.* 
156 Erie Academy Kinder- Erie, Pa. (Ninth street). 1878 Miss Anna R. Kelsey.. 1 35 5- 31 
gar ten. 
157 Ainerican Kindergar- Germa11town, Pa. ( 4840 1876 Ada M. Smith..... . . . . 1 25 3-12 4 
ten. Main street). 
I ' 
158 l!'robelKindergarten*. Germantown Pa. 1877 NaomiR. Walker ..... 0 9 3-9 3-S! 
(Philadelphia, Green 
street). ' 
159 Germantown Kinder- Germantown, Pa. (cor- 1874 Miss Marianna Gay... 2 16 3-7 3 
garten. nor Mill and Main 
streets). 
100 Lutheran Orphans' Germantown, Pa. (5580 1879 Miss Laura IIongland . . . . . 19 2-8 5 
IIom . Main street). 
161 Kind rgarten (Penn- Media, Pa. •• • • • • • • • • • • 1876 Alice G. Byers .. .. • . .. 1 40 3-9 " 
8\'lvania. Tra.ininz ( h ol). -
1G2 Mead Till Kindergar- Meadnll , P a. (287 1887 Mary A. Bemis ....... ·. ...... 12 ~ 3 
n. 
.. torth tr t). 
lG3 " llop " Kind r ar· IN w natl , Pa. (29 1877 Miss L. Ella Reeves ... 0 16 3-12 5 
ten. Elm str •t). 
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.... .. .. .... ....... ... .............. .. -....................................... Salutary in every way, stimu-
latinp:without enervMing, de· 
velo:pingwithont forcinf, and 
helpm~ very material y in 
preparmg the child for the 
more advanced departments 
in school. 
5 40 Pricking, sewing, weaving, 1st, 2d, and 3d gifts, chairs, Strengthens the body, promotes 
folding, easting, modelling, tables, and all materia.l for grace and agility of move-
and gift essons. the occupations. ment, cultivates the powers 
of observation, renders the 
child thoughtful and inde-
pendent, and stimulates a de-
sire for lrnowled"'e. 
5 40 Building, tablet, stick, and ring Tables, chairs, piano, birds, Harmonious dev~opment of 
laying, paper folding and flowers, pictures, and all the threefold nature accord-
cutting, weaving, pricking, usual Kindergarten mate- ing to the natural tendencies 
sewing, mounting, peas rial. and capacity of each cillld. 
work, drawing, and model-
ling. 
5 39 Occnpations of the .A.merioa.n 
Kindergarten system. 
Uniform and natural develop-5 40 W eaving, modelling, pa¥er Dumb bells, wands, piano, 
folding, ring- and stick ay- cabinet of minerals, shells, ment of the powers, preemi-
ing, perforatinf, embroider- birds, &c. nently those of perception 
incr, study of he Bible, of and comparison. 
coYor and form, of natural 
history, reading, writing, 
music, calisthenics, &c. 
Strengthens the muscles, pre-5 40 Frobel's occupations .••.•..... Everything necessary to con· 
duct the Kinderg:1rtcn ac- vents nervousness, trains ac-
cording to the German sys· tivity into usefulness, culti-
tem. vates habits of observation 
and thouahtfulness, and fos-
ters obe icnce, generosity, 
Modelling, weaving, sewing, 
docilitJ, and reverence. 
5 40 Material for all of the Frobel Command of powers of body 
drawin_g, keas an(l bead occnptttions, plants, birds, and mind; strength, agility, 
work, pric -ing-, pa~r cut- tables, pictures, c h n. irs, and grace of body; accuracy 
tinf and folding, 'robcl's stuffed animals, p ian o, in the use of senses ; taste 
gi ts (1st-9th), physical musical triangle, &c. and power in design · clear-
games, &c. ness, conciseness, ancl readi-
ness in the use of language 
and in analytic and synthetiC 
cliserimination. 
5 43 Building, drawing, perforat- Frobel's Kindergarten gifts Develops vig-or, ~ility, and 
ing, embroiderinfi, weavinff, and materials, and Mon· grace of body, sk· ofmanip· 
Raper folding, c ay mode . roc's primary charts. ulation, keenness of observa-
mg, reading, writing, spell- tion, readiness of langun.ge 
ing, and arithmetic. taste in design, unselfishness. 
and delight in the good and 
b<>autiful. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations, together Frobel's gifts, pictures, and Trains the muscles and senses, 
with reading for the more musical instrument. quickens the perceptive fac-
advanced pupils. Ulties, develops the powers 
of comparison and memory, 
and educates the child into 
Use of Fro'hel's gift and oc-
order and obedience. 
5 32 Kindergarten material, ta· Beneficial. 
~~Ra~~e~aterial, exorcises, ble , chairs and instru· 
m nt. 
5 30 Block ffuilding, weaving, draw- Materials necessary for the 
ing, folding, interlacing, p r- occupations, chairs, tables, 
!~~~1i:: w~~k~idcring, p as and a flower garden. 
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164 Miss Bennett's Kin- Philadel,Phia, Pa. (25 1874 Anna Bennett ..•...... 1 15 3-7 {~t} 
dergarten. South Nineteenth 
street). 
165 Elizabeth Y. Webb's Philadelphia, Pa. (1115 1878 Elizabeth Y. Webb .... 0 9 3-7 3 
Kindergarten. Callowhill street). 
166 Miss Fannie M. Philad elphia, Pa. 1877 Miss F. M. Schleigh ... 3 32 3-11 4 
Schleigh's Kinder· (Eighteenth street 
garten.* and Girard avenue). 
"' 
167 Friends' Kinder gar- Philadelphia, Pa. (Fif· 1877 Susan T. Comly ••••... 1 23 3-7 3 
ten. teenth and Race 
streets). 
168 Frobel Kindergarten . Philadelphia, Pa. (626 1878 LouieT. Baltz ......•.. 0 12 3-7 3 
North Fortieth 
street). 
169 Kindergarten ........ . Philadelphia, Pa. (1419 1878 R. Emma Trego....... 0 11 3-7 3 
N l)rth Seventeenth 
street). 
170 Parish Kindergarten Philadelphia, Pa. (1438 1879 Matilda T. Stirling .••. 1 13 3-6 3 
of the Church of the Lombard street). 
171 ~t~~~nkirk's Kin- Philadelphia, Pa. (1333 1874 Mrs. M. L. Van Kirk . . 5 35 3-7 3-4 
dergarten. Pine street). 
172 West Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. (1707 1877 Miss A. B. J'obnson.. .. a 43 3~9 4 
Kindergarten. Chestnut street). 
173 Pittsburgh Kinder· Pittsburgh, p a. (a 6 1875 MissM. M. Wilson and .••. 40 3-7 3 
garten. Sixth street). Miss C. B. More-
house. 
174 Kindergarten ......... Reading,Pa.(Sixthand 1878 Ad~le Ruenzler. ...... 1 26 4-8 4 
Walriut streets). 
175 , ~>wi ·kl y Academy 
Kinder rart ·n. 
wickl y,Pa ..••..... 1878 J'obn Wa.y,jr.......... 2 23 3-8 3 
17G 'ba:rt~u?ill Kind ·r· baron llill, Pa........ 1879 Miss Ida V. Hawkins.. 1 6 3-7 3 
' 
177 W Ch · t r Frob l W · t bf· t ·r, Pa. (24 
Kind ·r art u.• · utb Cbur ·bstr t). 
1878
1 
R b uaC. Thatch&< •. 1 20 3-7 
• From tbe R port of the Commi ion r of Educntion for 1878. 
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5 36 All of Frobel's gifts and occu- All used in a Frobel Kinder- Bee~eficctia0ln, tpaertm-i0culraalrnlyatuinre.it~t pations. garten, together with a pi- ll' h 
ano. 
5 36 W eaving, sewing, drawing, pa- Squared tables, small chairs, 
per folding, clay modelling, blackboard, &c. 
5 40 
5 40 
pricking. ring laying, phys-
ical exercises, singing, &c. 
Singing, lessons in color and 
form, gymnastics, simple les-
sons in .English and German, 
blackboard exercises, draw-
ing, classification of ob,iects 
in the three kingdoms, &c. 
All of Frobel's occupations, 
gymnastics, stories, care of 
plants, &c. 
Flowers, birds, fishes, pict-
ures, and the twenty gifts 
of Frobel. 
Usual Kindergarten furni-
ture, Frobel's gifts, plants, 
pictures, &c. 
5 40 Perforating, sewing, weaving, Cubest oblongs, rings, slats, 
paper-folding, clay-model- blacKboard, slates, squar-




Block building, stick laying, 
modelling, perforating, em-
broiderin~, weaving, inter-
lacing, arawing, singing, 
physical exercises, games, 
plays, &c. 
Frobel's occupations .•..•..•.• 
Gifts and occupations de-
signed by Frobel. 
Kindergarten tables an d 
chairs and Frobel's gifts. 
5 34 Usual Kindergarten occupa- Kindergarten apparatus and 
tions. appliances. 
6 35 Writin~ •. drawing, weaving, Blocks, clay, &c ............ . 
modelling, &c. 
6 85 Frobel's gifts and occupations. Frobel's Kindergarten ma-
terial, piano, stuffed birds, 
plants, &c. 
6 47 Stick and ring laying, draw- Frobel's first, second, third, 
ing, perforating, weaving, and fourth gifts1 songs and 
embroidering, cork work, gam s of H ennetta Noa, 
plaiting, and cutting paper. and light gymnastic appa-
ratus. 
5 38 Mat work, clay modelling, lJ'robel's gifts ..... ••••. . .••. 
drawing, and the usual Fro-
bel occupations. 
5 36 Sewing, weaving, pricking, 
mod lling, drawin.,., pap r 
cutting and folding, stick 
laying, and interlacing. 
6 40 Interlacing slate, stick and 
rin.,. laying, perforating, 
e wing, w aving, paper folil-
ing, drawing, and modelling. 
Squared tables, email chairs, 
balls, cylind r, cub s, ob-
longs, triangl s, square!>, 
pap r, slates, pencils, ne -
dles, rings, &c. 
Frobel's 1ll-st six gifts, black-
boards, tables, and slates. 
Development of happy, hearty 
children, sound both in body 
and mind. They are edu-
cated to think, to know, and 
to act. 
Improved physical condition, 
a strengthening of the per· 
cepti ve and reflective powers. 
and a careful cultivation of 
the heart. 
A healthy and harmonious de-
velopment of the threefold 
nature of the child. A com-
bination of knowing with 
doing. 
Children become healthy and 
graceful, observant and eager 
to learn, and acquire much 
general intelligence and the 
habit of expressing thought 
with accuracy and ease. 
Children obtain intelligent con-
trol of the muscles of the 
body and powers of the mind ; 
their perceptive faculties are 
awakened and a desire for 
knowledge aroused. 
Excellent. 
Salutary i~ its development of 
the ph.vswalnature, and enno-
bling in its development of 
the moral. 
Body and mind are naturally 
and harmoniously developed 
and knowledge acquired in 
t.he most agreeable manner. 
The inventive faculties are 
brought into use, the child's 
individuality is recognized, 
clearness and conciseness in 
expression gained, and habits 
of obedience and respect in-
culcated. 
Harmonious growth of the 
whole nature, stimulates the 
desire for knowledge, culti-
•ates powers 6f observation 
and concentration, fosters 
kindliness of ffleling, and 
habits of politeness. 
T:u~v~fe~ ft~~;c~} o~~!:,::: 
tion, and develops ideas of 
right and wrong. 
De,elops healthy activity of 
body, arouses tho interest, 
quickens the perceptive fac-
ulties, and teaches the cbil(l 
to think anrl act for himself. 
Easy, graceful carriage, <level-
opment of the muscles, culti-
vation of the powers of ob-
servation, thought, and dis· 
crimination. 
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'178 Mrs. L. M. B. Mitch- W est Philadelphia, Pa. 1877 Miss Georgiana Morri- 1 12 3-7 3 
ell's School and Kin- (315 North Thirty- son. 
dcrgartcn. fifth street) . 
Miss Irving, principal. 67 179 Kindcrg::trtcn (Char- Charleston, S. C ....... ~ .... . -.. ...... . ........ ....... 
leston Orphan 
House). 
Miss Franciade Wag- 20 5-10 2 180 Williamston Female Williamston, S. C ..... 1876 ..... 
College Kindergar- ner. 
ten.* 3 181 Kindergarten (Young M e mphis, Tenn. 1877 Mrs. E. C . .Tames ...... ---- 12 3-7 
Ladies' School). (Adams street). 
,, 
182 .Kindergarten (Nash- Nashville, T enn ...... ...... ............. .... .......... 
----
..... ........... . .... 
ville Academy). 
Janet Cleland ..•• --- .. 0 17 3-10 4 183 Lynchburg Kinder- Lynchbur g, Va. 1876 
garten. (Church street). 
184 Kindergarten ......... Portsmouth, Va ...... ........... V. S. Staples .......... a23 4-8 
185 Kindergart en des L aCrosse, Wis. (Fifth 1870 Clara Muehl berg ...... 1 40 3-7 5 
Frauenvereins. street, corner Terry). 
186 Kindergarten of the Milwaukee, Wis. (637 1874 I. Keller .............. 2 50 3-7 4 
German and English Broadway). 
Academy. 
Mrs. C. H. Clarke ..... 1 30 4-7 4 187 Milwaukee English Milwaukee, Wis.(Cass 1874 
Kindergarten.* street) . 3-7 3 188 Milw:tnkee Kinder- Milwaukee, Wis. ........... ........ ..................... ...... ...... 
garten. (Tenth street) . 
2 80 3-7 5! 189 South Side Kinder- Milw:tu k oo , Wis. 1874 Miss Sophia Holzhau-
garten. (Greenbush street). ser. 
190 Georgetown Kinder- Georc:ctown, D. C. 1878 M:try E. Hatch ...... - ...... 12 3-12 4i 
garten. (81lligh street). 
191 Capitol Rill Kinder- Wnsbington, D. C. (22 1877 Cornelia. F. Boyden -.. 1 46 3-10 3,3i 
~rten and Primary Third street, S. E.) . 4 
bool. 
192 Frob 1 Institute and Wn. bin!rton, D. C. 1875 Misses Pollock and 1 4Z 3-12 3 
Kindergarten. (11:!7 Thirteenth N oerr, principal . 
tr t). 3-5 193 Iowa Circl Graded Wa himrton, D.C. (936 1879 Dora.N.Brown ....... 2 60 4-16 
hool and Kinder- P trcct). 
garten. 
104 rtropolitan , m i- Wa bin~on, D.C. ( 00 1870 B. C. Graves .......... 3 65 3-10 4~ 
nary and Kind r- Ei bte •nth tr ·t) . 
g rt n.* 
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5 40 Drawing, weaving, sewing, Frobel's gifts, low tables, Children become happy and 
pricking, modelling, and and small chairs. healthy, and are earnest in 
stick laying. the pur.suit of knowledge. 
5 40 All of Frobel's occupations, ex- A full supply of gifts. Eminently satisfactory in 
cept modelling. every respect. 
5 28 Singing, playina· block build- Nine gifts and all material It forms the necessary link be· 
ing, stick an ring laying, necessary for the occupa- tween the nursery and the 
drawing, clay modelling, peas tions. school, developin~'the organs 
work, sewi~, weaving, and of the body, un olding and 
other usef Kindergarten strengthening the ~owers of 
occupations. the mind an care ully nur-
Frobel's occupations .•••••.••. The materials of the Frobel 
turing the moral nature. 
·--· 
.... 
5 40 The study of form and color 
system. 
Children are stronger and more Materials for weaving, paper 
and other occupations of the cutting, and drawing, solid healthy under its influence, 
American system. forms, triangles, slates, &c. and the mental development 
keeps pace with the physical • 
... ........ 
5! 48 Frobel's gifts, reading, writing, Chairs, tables. blackboards, Improved physical condition 
drawing, and singing. toys, slates, charts, &c. and an awakening and ex-
paneling of the mental fac-
ulties. 
6 44 All of Frobel's gifts ••••••..••. Usual Kindergarten appa- Favorable. 
ratus. 
5 40 The usual Kindergarten occu- The usual apparatus and ap- S~erior physical and mental 
Rations. pliances. evelopment. 
5 38 A of Frobel's occupations .... Frobel's gifts, blackboard, 
48 All Kindergarten occupations 
Alliano, and rubber balls. 
Excellent as a foundation for 5 necessary for the occupa-
and plays, singing, con versa- tiona. the whole afterlife. 
tional and object lessons, and 
recitations in English and 
German. 
5 40 Gift exorcises, weaving, sew- Gifts, maps, charts, pictures, Trains the child to be system-
ing, peas work, clay model- ~;J~~~blb~~~~red tables, atic, thoughtful of others, ling, sticklayin!;, perforating, and self-dependent, stimu-
singing, and calisthenics. lates his inventive faculties, 
and makes him ea~er in th13 
5 40 The usual Frobel gifts and oc- Large airy rooms, yard for 
acquisition of know edge. 
It g1ves added strength and 
cupations. games, flower garden, health, and forms a valuable 
piano, and all the usual ap- preparation for after educa-
pliances of a true Kinder- tional training. 
[farten. 5 40 Twenty gifts of Frobel with A material necessary for Excellent in every way. 
occupations leading to ad- the occupations. 
vanced studies. 
5 40 Lessons on tb e first eleven gifts, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th Sympathetic and harmonious 
with perforating, sewing, gift$, tables, chairs, slates, development of body, mind, 
drawing, weavina, paper tablets, rings, and all ma- and soul, forming a healthy 
twi ting and fol ing, peas terials necessary for the basis for higher training. 
work, and modelling, games, occupations. 
5 40 
marching, and gymnastics. 
All Kindergarten gifts and oc- Material for the different n:gre~~;~ of~~ul~i~~e~ent~~ cupations. gifts and occuEations, 
squared tables, b ackboard, child, mak-ing him familiar 
sla.tes, dumb bells, wands, with the forms of usefulness 
globes, maps, pictures, &c. and beauty around him, und 
cultimting in him a. desire to 
investigate and create the 
same. 
a In 1878. 
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1 ~ 
1951 Washington Kinder- Washington, D.C. (929 
garten Normal In- Eighth street). 
st,ituteandNational 
Kindergarten. 
Name and location. 
Zeitska's Institute Kindergarten, San Francisco, 
Cal. 
Frobel School and Kindergarten (Miss Sara Eddy), 
Chicago, TIL 
Kindergarten (Miss Fannie Drake), Chicago, ill. 
Kindergarten (Mrs. PUtJl:l.m), Chica~o. m. 
Kindergarten (Mrs. Ross), U:bicago, lll. 
Kindergarten (Miss Gila), Indianapolis, Ind. 
Lawrence Kindergarten, Lawrence, Kans. 
Kindergarten of German and English Academy, 
Louisville, Ky. 
Kindergarten, Ellsworth, Me. 
Mount Vernon Institute Kindergarten, Baltimore, 
Md. 
Private Kindergarten (Mary J. Garland), Boston, 
Mass. 
South End Kindergarten, Boston, Mass. 
Kindergarten (Miss Agassiz), Brookline, Mass. 
Kindergarten (Miss Colby), Cambridge, Mass. 
Kindergarten (Miss Hutchinson), Cambridge, 
Mass. 
Kindergarten (Misses Macy and Bancroft), Cam-
bridge, Mass. 
Private Kindergarten, Gloucester, Mass. 
~ rn 
... ~ Q) Pupils. 
.;1 ·~ p • o,t> 
;::1 C'\l Q) ..c:~ ..... ~ Name of conductor. "cl$ ~I ~r§ ~ rn ~~ ~ g3<+-< ~11 Q) Q) <llo ~ ! 'S; g3 ~~ ..c:l ~bl) p~ ~ ~= ~ ~ 
- --
- -
3 4 i) 6 '1 8 
1874 Mrs. Louise Pollock -- · 2 32 3-10 3-5 
Kindergarten from which no 
Name and location. 
Kindergarten, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
Kindergarten of ·waltham New Church School, 
Waltham, Mass. 
Kindergarten (Mrs. Hunter), Mi.ru:l;eapolis, M~. 
Kindergarten of Nor wood Hall, Samt Paul Mmn. 
Kindergarten (Miss Redmond), Saint Charies, Mo. 
Ames A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Ames P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Charless A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Charless P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Clinton A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Clinton P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Irving A. M. Kindergarten, Sai.nt Louis, Mo. 
Irving P. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Jackson A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Jackson P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Jefferson A.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Jefferson P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Lafayette A.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Lafayette P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Lincoln A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Lincoln P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Madison A.M. Kindergarten, aint Louis, Mo. 
Madison P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 413 
inq~ti1·ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
l~ ] 
~~ ~ .. f;::c:! 
"-!<!) ~~ O,.<:l Occupations of pupils. Apparatus and appliances. Effect of the system. 
r-.""' ~~ a:> I=! 
,Q''"' ,t:J-+'> 
S"' ~.s ::s""' ~~ 
- ... .... 
9 10 l.l 1~ 13 
-
5 40 Buildin~, weaving, interlacing, Balls, blocks, cubes,cylind~rJ Improved physical and nervous 
condition, habits of attention, stick aying, drawing, paper 
foldinft and cutting, seWing, 
tablets, parquet~ paf:ers, 
ruled slates, tab es, b a<;]?:· observation, and thoughtful-
model ing, pricking, singing, board, Prang's natural his-
tory cards, garden, plants, 
.ness, of sociability, kindness, 
and cheerfulness; it is also marching, playing games, &c. 
piano, &c. a superior preparation for 
subsequent mathematical 
information has been received. 
Name and location. 
Maramec A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
O'Fallon A.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
O'Fallon P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Rock Spring A. M. Kiridergarten, Saint Lo'!lis, Mo. 
Rock Spring P. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
St.oddard A. M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Stoddard P.M. Kindergarten, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Miss Alston's Kindergarten, Newark, N.J. 
Columbian Kindergarten, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Kindergarten of Lockwood's New Academy, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. · 
Miss Cora E. Mattice'sKindergarten, Buffalo). N.Y. 
Kindergarten of Glen's Falls Academy, ulen's 
Falls,N. Y. 
Miss Jaudon's Kindergarten, New York, N.Y. 
Kindergarten of Mrs. Frederic Jonson's School, 
New York, N.Y. 
Kindergarten of Moeller Institute1 New York, N.Y. 
Kindergarten of the Academy of Mt. St. Vincent 
on the Hudson, New York. 
Kindergarten, Pittsboro', N.C. 
Kindergarten, Warrenton, N. C. 
Kind!lrgarten (Mrs. Alphonso Taft), Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
training. 
Name and location. 
East Cleveland Kindergarten, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Kindergarten (Miss Spencer), Cleveland, Ohio. 
Kindergarten of the Cleveland Female Seminary, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Kindergarlien (Miss K. P. Sharps), Germantown, 
Pa. 
Kindergarten (Miss Bromall), Media, Pa. 
Kindergarten (Miss Dewing), Philadelphia, Pa. 
Kindergarten (Miss Lizzie W. Hunt), Philadel-
phia,Pa. 
Kmdergarten (Miss Anna Longstreth), Philadel-
phia,Pa. 
Kmdergarten (Miss Lizzie Revere), Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
Mt. Vernon Kindergarten, Philadelphia, Pa. 
St. Ag:I!es Kinder~arten, Philadelphia, Pa. 
West Philadelphia Kindergarten, West Philadel-
phia,Pa. 
Kindergarten der N ordwest Seite, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Kindergarten (Miss Gertrude Hall), Washington, 
D.C. 
Kindergarten (Miss Julia Hess), Washington, D. C. 
Wasbiri~on Female Seminary Kindergarten, 
Washington, D. C. 
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TABLE V.-Memoranda. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Kindergarten (Miss Reed) • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . Brooklyn, Cal. . ....... See Jackson Street Free Kinder-
garten, San Francisco. 
California Model Kindergarten . • • • • • • . • • • • . Oakland, Cal .•••••• _.. Removed to Berkeley. 
Miss Beebe's Kindergarten .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . Denver, Colo.......... Closed. 
Private Kindergarten of the Belleville La- Belleville, Ill.......... See Bunsen Kindergarten. 
dies' Association. 
Mrs. Graham's Kinderg:nten .... ; .......... Louisville, Ky . • • . . . . . Succeeded by Miss E. D. Powell's 
NK0tinf_oduner~ar. ten. Kindergart~n School . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Biddeford, Me . .. .. .. . a 
Mrs. Voigt-Riehle's German-American Kin- Ba1tim{)re, Md ........ Closed. 
dergarten. 
Miss Devereux's Kindergarten . .. .. .. • .. .. . Boston, Mass .. .. .. .. . See Kindergarten of Newbury 
Street School. 
Public Kindergarten .................... ·.... Boston, Mass. .. . .. .. .. Closed. 
Foster Street Kindergarten................. Cambridge, Mass ..... Name changed to Sparks Street 
Kindergarten (Miss Baxter) .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. Cambridge, Mass ..... 
Kindergarten of Mrs. Brooks'' School ....... Newton Centre, Mass. 
Eads A.M. and P.M. Kindergarten . . • • • . . . . Saint Louis, Mo . ...... 
Kindergarten of Hackensack Academy .... ·. Hackensack, N. J ••••. 
Kindergarten of Miss Longwell's Seminary. Monistown, N.J .••.•. 
Kindergarten (Miss Lulu C. Prindle)........ Brooklyn, N.Y ....... . 




Names changed to Eliot A.M. 
and P.M. Kindergarten. 
Closed. 
See Miss Campbell's Kindergar-
ten; identical. 
Closed. 
The Twenty-second Ward Free Kindergar-
ten (Felix Adler, superintendent). 
Superseded by American Kin-
dergarten Normal School (see 
Tab1elli). 
New York, N. Y ...... See Society for Ethical Culture 
NK0ti~0dunerga. rten. Volks-Kiu:lcrgarten ....................... . 
Wesley Avenue Kindergarten (Cincinnati 
Wesleyan College). 
Cincinnati, Ohio . .. • .. ~' d 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. .. .. Closed. 
Young Ladies' Temperance League Kinder- Cleveland, Ohio. • • • • • . See Olivet Chapel Kindergarten. 
(5arten. · 
Kmuergarten (L. W. Bossler) ........ __ .. .•. 
Philadelphia Centennial Training School for 
Teachers. 
Philadelphia, Pa. ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
Gormania. Kindergarten..................... La Crosse, Wis ...... . 
First English Kindergarten (Mrs. Eudora Milwaukee, Wis .... .. 
Ilailmann). 
West Side Kinder~arten . . . . .. . . • . . • • . • .. • . . Milwaukee, Wis ...... 
Misses Pollock ana Noerr's German-Ameri- Washington, D.C •••• . 
can Kindergarten. 
Select School and Kindergarten............. Washington, D. C ..... 
Closed. 
See Centennial Kindergarten 
Training School for Teachers 
(Table Ill). 
Snpersedod by Kindergarten des 
l!'rauenvereins. 
See Mr. and Mrs. Hailmann's 
Training Class for Kindergart-
ners, Detroit, Mich.(Table Ill). 
Closed; principal removed. 
Name changed to Frobel Insti-
tute and Kindergarten. 
See Metropolitan eminary and 
Kindergarten; identical. 
TABLE YI.-Statistios of instUutions jm· seoondm·y inst1·uotion jo1· 1879; from replies to inquiries by the United States Bu1·eau of Education. 
Name. 
1 
1 Trinity SchooL ....•••..•••• ------
2 Wilcox Female Institute ..•....... 
3 Greene Sprin~s School ...... ------
4 Lowery's Industrial Academy .... 
5 La Fayette Malo and Female Col-
lege."" 
6 HamnerHall ..................... . 
7 Swayne School. .... . 
8 Burrell School .........•••..•..••. 
9 Gormania. Institute* ......... - .••. 
10 Southwood Male High School. .... 
11 Talladega College ..............••. 
12 Ursuline Institute of St. .John 
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... . Camden, Ala. ....... ...... 1849 1849 Mrs.MaryBoyd . ... ........ Non-sect 1 2 55 15 40 ........................... . 
Grf'eneS rings, Ala...... 0 1847 Henry Tutwiler, LL.D ....... Non-sect .... : ... a56 a50 6 .•.. 50 14 ....... ,_. ....... . 
HuntsruPe, Ala. .. . . . .. . . . 1879 1876 Samuel R. Lowery, prest ................ - ..• -.......... - ........ -..... ·-- · ·-- · ...... : . 
LaFa.yette,Ala. .••.••.... 1854 1854 Rev.C.S . .JohnsonandA.F. Non-sect! 2 1 99 56 43 74 16 0 ............... . 
Trimble. Montgomery, Ala........ 1860 1861 
Montgomery, Ala. ................... . 
Selma, Ala . • . . . . • • . . .. • . . . . . . . 1866 
Talladega, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . 1875 1875 
Talladega, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Talladega, Ala. . . • . . . . • • . . 1869 1869 
R ev. Geo. M. Everhart, D. D • 
Miss Martha .J. Adams ....•. 
E. C. Silsby .... 
.James Barker 
W. M. Bethea .............. . 
Rev. Henry S. De Forest, 
p. E . - - . . 2 4 50 . - - . 50 50 3 I 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Cong ••. .••. 6 470 .••..•.................. ····~ ·- ·· ... . *~~~s-~c"t ··2· ~ 4~~ ·44· ·25· ·64· ·is· "i2 ... 8. ··3· .. 2. :::: 
Non-sect .....•.. 30 30 .... 30 13 .... 13 1 3 1 
Cong. . . . 4 8 212 115 97 203 . • • . . . . . 9 . • • . . . . . . ..• president. 
Tuscaloosa,Ala. ... ....... l ...... ll866l Mauame..St.Cha.rlesWeed .. IR.C .•••. I ·o I 3 •·········•·········•····•·-··•·--·•····•··-·•···· Baptist.* 
13 Park High School .... . ........ __ . Tuskegee, Ala ............ -...... :. . . .James F. Park, A.M._ ....... Non-sect 4 0 105 105 0 57 48 6 ...... - · 11 ... . 
14 Arka~lelp~a -!3a.ptist High School. Arka_delp~ia, Ark ......... .. -.. 1877 B . .J. D~nn .... _ ............. Baptist _ 2 ~ 80 35 45 70 ~0 . . . . 10 . .. . 3 ... . 
15 Austin_![ighSohooL .............. Austin, A1k ...... . ...... 0 1873 .J. S. Willbanks ............. Non-sect 2 2 150 80 70 126 24 0 3 ···· •••. ···· 
16 Centre Hill Academy . .. . • • . .. • .. . Centre Hill, Ark .......•.... -.. .. • .. • Daniel Ha.rris ............................................. .. _ .. _ ................. : .. .. 
17 ElDorado High SchooL .......... ElDorado, ATk ... • .. . .. . 1876 1876 W. L. Hodge ............... Non-sect 1 2 65 30 35 65 7 .. . . 10 · ·.. 5 6 
18 Evening Shade College . ··:....... Eve~g Shade, Ark..... 1873 1874 W. P. McKie ............... Meth.. •. 2 2 90 4~ 50 60 15 18 4 ~ 20 ... ~ 
19 Arkansas ~onference Semmary ... Harnson, Ark ....................... Rev . .J. M. Longcoy, A.M .•• M. E... . 2 2 116 6:> 51 50 35 31 75 .3 12 2:> 
20 LonokeHtghSchool. ............. Lonoke, Ark ............. 0 1873 .J.F.Howell,suncrinten<lent Non-sect 1 1 109 56 53 99 5 5 .... ··•· ...... .. 
21 Searcy District High School* ..... Searcy, Ark ............. 1873 1873 .John W . .Jones,· .A .. AI ... ___ __ Meth. So 2 3 125 60 65 100 20 ~ 3 ........ .. -:. 




















TABLE VI.-Statistics ojinstitutionsjo1· secondary instructionjo1·1879, g·c.-Continued. 
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221 Centennial Institute -·········-···1 Warren, .Ark .•••••..••.. ,1875,1875 23 St . .Mary's Hall* • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . Benicia, Cal.. . ........... . . • . . . 1870 Rev. W. E. Paxton, A.M .••• Baptist.. 2 2 94 56 38 94 7 4 .••..••......... Rev. L. Delos .Mansfield, P. E..... 2 5 26 .... 26 26 7 7 ..•..••......... 
24 .Mills Seminary .................. . 
25 Convent of Mary Immaculate ..•. 
26 Gilroy Seminary ................. . 
27 College of Notre Dame .....•..... 
28 Napa Collegiate Institute ........ . 
29 Nordhoff Seminary for Young 
Ladies.* 
Brooklyn, Cal. ••••••••••. 1876 1871 
Gilroy, Cal............... () 1871 
Gilroy, CaL.... . • . .. . . . .. 0 1868 
.Marysvme, Cal . . . . • • . • . . 1869 1856 
Napa City, Cal ......•.... 1870 1866 
Nordhoff, Cal .•••••...•...••••...•••. 
rector. 
Rev. C. T. Mills, D. D .•••••• Non-sect 5 11 154 0 154 154 0 80 0 0 0 0 
Sister .Mencia Martarano ... R. C..... 0 4 54 22 32 .....••. 20 .••........ .. .•. 
Sarah.M. Severance ........ Non-sect 0 3 44 20 24 44 0 0 ..•..........••. 
Sister Aloysius . . • • • • . . • • • • . R. C. . . . . . . • . 7 200 50 150 200 . . . . 20 . . • . 24 5 .••. 
.A. E. Lasher, A.M •••••••••. Meth.... 6 3 158 98 60 100 34 24 4 6 3 4 
.Mrs. E. P. Keeney .•..•..•.......•••••.••...•..••......••..••..••...•...•.......•....• 
30 Convent of Our Lady of the !"Oakland, Cal .••..•••••.. 1 •••••• 1 1868 
Sacred Heart.* 
Sister .Mary John the Bap- R. C..... 0 20 110 .•.. 110 110 .••. 75 ..•.••• . .••...•• 
31 Golden Gate .Academy .•••••••.•.. 
32 .Mrs. Posten's Seminary ...•..••••• 
33 Placerville .AcademY* .•....•..... 
34 Goethe's German Scnool ....•.•••. 
35 I Sacramento Institute . _ ..••... __ .. 
36 Sacramento Select School .••...••. 
37 St. Joseph's .Acadomy ............ 1 
38 I Young Ladies' Seminary .••...... _ 
39 College of Notre Dame of San 
]'ran cisco. 
tist, superior provincial. 
g;~:~: 8~::::::::::::: -~~~~- -~~~~-~-~~::~~~?-~---~~~~~~:::::: -~~~~:::: --~- --~- -~~- -~~- --~- .:~. --~- --~- --~- --~- :::: :::: 
Placerville, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . l 861 Prof. E. B. Conklin, A. M . • • Non-sect 4 4 112 51 61 . . . . 25 10 10 8 5 5 
Sacmment.o, Cal. (12th .•.•.. 1867 H. J. Goethe ...••.......••. Non-sect 1 1 103 42 61 103 .... 86 ..•..••..•...••• 
and K streets). 
Sacramento, Cal. ..•.......... .. 1876 Brother Cianan .....•....... R. c.: ... 12 ... . 313 313 .... 313 12 21 .............••. 
Sacramento,Cal. (604L ...... 1871 .Mrs . .A.C.Curtis ....... .... M.E ............ 104 54 50104 .••..... 20 30 11 20 
street). 
Sacramento, Cal. (corner 1875 1857 Sister Superior.... . • • • . • . • . R. C..... 0 10 400 0 400 400 0 . • • . . • • . . • • . 0 
8th and G streets). 0 
Sacramento, Cal . . . . . • • . . 1862 1862 WilliamS. Hunt ............ Non-sect 1 1 45 25 20 45 3 3 2 3 1 I 1 



































40 I Mrs. Colgate Baker's English, 
French, and German Boarding 





Sacred H eart College .. .......... . 
University (City) College 
(:l:j 43 1 Urban Academy 
tl 44 Miss W est's School for Girls 
45 Madame Zeitska's Institute ...... . 
46 L aurel Hall .. . . .... ... . .... ---.---
47 St. Matthew's Hall ... ... ........ . 
48 School of the Holy Cross .. ..... . . . 
49 Wolfe Hall . ..... ... ........ . -.. - . 
50 The Curtis School for Girls .. .... . 
51 CommercialandMilitaryinstitnte . 
52 Golden Hill Institute and Family 
J3oarding School. 
53 Golden Hill Seminary .......... .. . 
54 Hillside Seminary . . .. . .......... . 
f>5 Durham Academy* ...... ... ..... . 
[i6 Glastonbury Academy . . .... . .... . 
57 Maple Grove Academy ... . ... ... . 
!iS Greenwich Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . 
59 Harry P eck's School for Boys .... . 
60 Brainard Academy* . . . . . ....... . 
61 Miss Haines's School for Young 
Ladies and Girls. 
62 Kent Seminary* ...... . • . . .. .... .. . 
63 Young Ladies' Seminary ..... .... . 
64 Mystic Valley English and Clas-
sical Institute. 
65 Burritt School ................... . 
66 New Britain Seminary .. ... ... ... . 
67 The Elderage School. ..•.. ........ 
68 Miss Nott's English and French 
Family and Day School. 
69 West End Institute* ... ... .... . .. . 
70 Bulkeley School .... .. ....... .... . 
71 Waramang Academy ..... ...... . 
72 Fitch's Home School for Young 
Ladies and Boys. 
73 Hillside School for Boys ......... . 
74 Miss Meeker's Boarding and Day 
School for Young Ladies. · 
75 Seabury Institute* ............... . 
76 Miss .Ail> en's School . .. ..... ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal. (Sta-
tion A). 
San Francisco, CaL ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal. I 1859 
(Haight street). 
San Francisco, Cal. (Ma-
son and Geary streets). 
San Francisco,· Cal .... .. . ...... . 
San Francisco, Cal. (922 
Post street). 
San Mateo, Cal ........ .. 
1 
... . . . 
San Mateo, Cal . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Santa Cruz, CaL .... .......... . 
Denver, Colo ..... .... .. . 
Bethlehem, Conn ... . ... . 
Br~dgeport, Conn ....... ·I 0 
Bndgeport, Conn . . . . . . . . 0 
Bridgeport, Conn ............. . 
Bridgeport, Conn ... .. ... . ... . 
Durham, Conn ........... 1842 
Glastonbury, Conn....... 0 
Green's Farms, Conn . . . . ... 
Greenwich, Conn . . . . . . . . 1827 
Greenwich, Conn ............ . 
Haddam, Conn ...... ..... 1839 
Hartford, Conn ............... . 
1877 I Mrs. M. E. Baker .•..•..... / P. E ..•. I 1 I 12 I 80 80 I .... I 3 I 75 I 3 I 0 I 0 0 
18741 Rev. Bro. Genebern ........ , R. C ..... , 24, .. .. ,775,775~----~500 1100 1150 
1859 Rev. James Matthews, D. D. Presb... · 4 4 52 38 14 52 19 17 

















Mary B. West_------·-······1 Non-sect 
Madame B. Ze1tska . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 
1 
4 
Mrs. L. Manson-Buckmaster Non-sect I 2 
Rev . .AlfredLeeBrewer,M.A P.E..... 9 
Sister Rose GenevievePhelan R. C. . . . . . .. 
Mrs. Anna Palmer.......... P. E.... . 2 
FrederickS. Curtis, PH. B... . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Benjamin B. Penfield, M.A .. Non-sect 1 
Rev. G. B. Day, M.A ........ Non-sect 1 
Miss Emily Nelson .. .. .. . .. Non-sect 3 
Mariana B. Slade . .. .. . . .. .. Non -sect 1 
L. P. Bissell, A.M .......... Non-sect 1 
F. H. Brewer ..... . ....... . Non-sect 1 
Bessie R. Taylor............ Cong ....... 
:!!'rank Shepard, A. M... ... . . Non-sect 3 
Harry Peele ............... P.E..... 1 
Mrs. Mary J. H. Cha~man . Cong. . . . 1 
Miss Elizabeth H. Hames ... Non-sect 3 





























90 38 50 20 8 2 .... 
125 ................... ----
73 12 35 .............. .. 
................ 1 .... 1 
25 6 4 2 0 0 0 
18 14 7 10 3 1 0 
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9 7 16 1 
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50 45 i ~--~-~--~-~---~ 
Kent, Conn ···· ···· ------~--~-- - ~1870 I Miss M.A. Hopson ......... ! Copg ... . 
Middletown, Conn ....... ------ 1876 Rev. B. A. Smith, A. :r.1 •••...........•. 
Mystic Bridge, Conn ........ . .. 1868 JohnK. Bucklyn,A.M., LL.D. Non-sect 
1 
1
15 ! 8l 7
1
10 I 5I 1 I (1) 3 45 20 25 45 16 10 . -- ·I·. ""I 1 
2 ~ ~ W W ~ M 8 2 1 0 
New Britain, Conn . . .... 
1 
..... . 
New Britain, Conn . . . . . . . . .... . 
New Haven, Conn. (136 
Sherman avenue). 
New Haven, Conn. (33 
Wall street). 
New Haven, Conn. (99 
Howe street). 
New London, Conn ...... 
1 
..... . 
New Preston, Conn .......... . 








Norwich, Conn. (56Wash- .......... .. 
·n~~i<i·:N:ca~p-,A::M:·:::::::: -:N~~:;~~i ··2· --a· ·54· ·23· ·26· ·54 ·i6. ·15· --4· ··4· :::::::: 
E. C. and S. J . .Bangs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 7 36 5 31 15 15 6 ............. -- · 
MissLydiaP.Nott ........ . Non-sect ... . 9 60 .... 60 60 30 33 ..•...•......•.. 
Mrs. S. L. Cady . . • • • • • . . . . . . Cong. . . . . . . . 5 60 . • • . 60 45 15 10 .. -. - -- · ·-- · · -- · 
Eugene B. Collester ..••..... 
Gould C. Whittlesey.- ..... . 
Myra J. Davis 
Dr. J. C. Fitch 






45 I 45 2 ;.,:::~ 6 15 2 ~ l··s·lioiil47l53lsoTi4T·9-, 1, 2 
0 
2 
1 2 I 52 I 40 112 J• -- ·J- .. •J• . ""I"" ""I" ... , .. 4 30 ---- 30 30 .... 20 2 ........... .. Norwalk, Conn .......... - ~ ------ ~ 1868 ington st.reet). 
Saybrook, Conn ................ 1865 Rev.P.L.Shepard,M.A ..... P.E .... . 
Stamford, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . -- -- 1855 I Miss Catharine Aiken ... . .. I Presb ..• 2 l 4 1 10 I 5o I 20 I 70 (l 40 0 40 40 81 3 9 36 5 2 2 1 
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1 1--l 1 •----1-1-1-1-•--•-•-•-•--•-•-·--
1 
77 Day School for Boys* .. - . - - - --- - --
78 Select Boarding and Day School .. 
79 English and Classical SchooL ... --
80 Stratford Academy ... ----- ------
81 Stratford Institute for· Young 
Ladies. 
82 The Gunnery ..... . .......... . - -- . 
83 St. Margaret's Diocesan School for 
Girls. 
84 Oak Hill Seminary .... __ ---------. 
85 Wilton .Academy.--------------- -
86 Wilton Boarding_ f.cademy .. .... . 
87 Academy of St . .M:u·g~net of Cor-
tona. 
88 Parker Academy_------------.--. 
89 Family School for Y01mg Girls* .. 
90 Select Family School for Boys ... 
91 Wilmin~n Conference Academy* 
92 Felton SCiminary -- -... _____ . ---- -
!l:l Georgetown Academy* __ .. . ____ .. 
94 Laurel Classical ancl Corume1·ci::tl 
Academy."' 
95 Milford Semin:u'Y __ .. _ . ____ ...... _ 
96 Milton Acauemy ...... --- ---------
97 Academy of Newark-·-----------
98 Rugby Acauemy ...... ------ -----· 
2 3 4 .5 6 
Stamford, Conn.---·-·--- .......... 1875 H. U. King ..... - .. -- -- -- -- - - -:P:E::~~ : Stamford, Conn.--.----·- 1854 George B. Glendining, A.M .. 
Stratford, Conn .......... 0 1847 Frederick Sedgwick ... . .... Cong . . .. 
Stratford, Conn ....... ... E. E. Clark . ............ -.- . Non-sect 
Stratford, Conn ... .. ... .. 1876 Mrs. E. E. Clark . . ____ . ..... . Non-sect 
Washington, Conn ... .... 1852 F. W. Gnnn. -----· ----····- - Non-sect 
Waterbury, Conn._ ...... 1875 1875 Rev. Francis T. Russell, lli. A. P.E . .. .. 
West Haven, Conn ....... 0 Charles C. Wetsell .......... Non-sect 
Wilton, Conn ... --.--- -·- 1816 Edwm·d Olmstead .. ........ . Cong . .. . 
Wilton, Conu _ ......... . . 1852 Augustus Whitlock ....... . Non-sect 
Winsted, Conn ........... 1865 Sistt'r Celso . . __ ... __ ........ R.C .... 
Woodbury, Conn .......• . 
-- -·--
WilburV. Rood ---- - ...... 
Claymont, Del .. _ .....•. _ 1873 Mrs. A. B. Washington .... . 1~.E .. .. . 
Claymont, D el . _ .... . .... 0 1852 Rev. John B. Clemso11, D. n .. P.E ..... 
Dover, Del. __ .----.-- .•.. 1874 1873 RH. 8kiuner,A.M ---- --.-- - .1\f.E ----
Felton, Del ............ . . 1867 18G8 Rev. L.A.'£. Iobe . ··---- --- Non-sect 
Georgetown, Del. . _ . . _ ... 1812 1812 McKendree Downham . .... . Non-sect 
Laurel. Del .. ____ ..... _ .. 1867 1865 Robe1·t \V. Breerwood ···· ;· No11-sect 
Mil' ford, Del . .... _-------~ ------ ~ ---- --~ R. E . Maranville, A.llf- ----- -~ --- - --.--
Milton,Del-------------- 1830 ·--- Rev.l<'.Thompson,M.A ---- - Non-sect 
Newark, Del .. _ . ... _----- 1769 1768 Rev.J. L. Polk, A.M .. __ .. __ Non-sect 
Wilmington,Del ......... ------ 1872 SamnelW.Murphy,A.M.,M.D --··------
7 I 8 I 9 110 l l.l ll.2ll3ll.4l t5l 16 ll. ')'ll.8 
-1- 1-1-1-•--•- ·-·--·-·-·-
4 .... 42 42 
----
.. ..... ..... 6 11 5 1 
2 ---- 25 25 ---- 20 10 12 6 -·-- 4 
1 1 24 14 10 24 7 0 2 2 ::~:1:::~ 1 1 13 12 1 13 5 1 5 1 3 18 ...... 18 18 5 3 ---· 
2 4 43 40 3 20 23 19 6 3 :::1::: 3 8 101 101 
1 4 33 8 25 26 7 3 4 .. ... .. 1 , .••. 
1 0 15 10 5 6 1 -··· 
2 1 30 30 30 
---· ·--· 4 45 45 45 
1 1 47 31 16 36 11 
----
........ ........ ...... 
5 10 ---- 10 10 5 
2 1 
5 4 113145 68 ....... ---- . ..... ....... ........ ......... ........ 3 2 60 20 40 
-- -- ---- ----
........ ....... ......... .. ...... 
1 20 8 12 20 6 ---- ........ .. ..... .. ...... .. ...... 
1 1 30 18 12 20 10 
---· 
....... ....... .... ... .. ..... . 
! I g 1-~~ ·I-~~ -I-:~ -I·:~ -I-~~-~- i5 ·1· ao -~-i5 · '- -· · · · · · · 
7 I_ • • . 98 98 . - . . 98 46 2 9 6 
5 7 ·---·······----
2




































99 Wyoming Institute of Delaware.. Wyoming, Del . . . . . .. . . . . 1869 1867 Rov. M. Hooth, A. M • • • • • • • • • Baptiat . ' 4 110! 55 46 53 B5 13 3 .....•• r ..100 East l<'lori<la ~eminary............ Gainesville, Fla........... 1855 1856 Edwin P. Cater, A.M .••..•.. Non-sect 2 3 212 112 100 ........••...............•.. 101 Cookman Institute•· ..... . ......... Jacksonville, Fla........ 0 1874 Rev. S. B. Darnell, B. D • • • • • • M. E . . . . 3 2 140 86 54 124 16 0 16 0 0 0 102 Convent of M:-try Immaculate .... Key \Vest, Fla .. ............... 1868 Mother Felicitas, superior .. R. C ......... 13 300 . ... . 00 300 .... 46 ................ 103 Santa l{osa County Graded Free Milton, J!'la .. ...... . ............ 1875 CharlesE.Bcnnett .......... Non-sect 4 1 350 200 150 350 36 0 10 10 5 10 School.* 
104 Christ Church School. ............ Pensacola, Fla .... ... .... 1856 Mrs. Mary G. Scott .. ....... P.E ... 2 45 22 23 45 10 2 105 West Florida Seminary . .......... Tallahassee, Fla ......... 1851 1857 Prof . .Tames D. Wade ....... Non-sect 2 2 104 46 58 104 10 3 4 3 2 106 Adairsville Academyk ............ A<lairsville, G a .......... 0 1872 Mathew Marshall ........... Non-sect 1 1 50 25 25 1 107 Clark University ............. .... Atlanta, Ga .............. 1877 1869 RKBisbee ............... M.E .... 2 3 167 so 81 20 108 Storrs School ........... .......... Atlanta, Ga .............. Miss .Amy Williams ........ Uong .... 5 528 109 Bairdstown Academy ............. Bairdstown, Ga .......... 0 1840 JohnS. Callaway ........... Baptist. 1 1 55 30 25 55 6 6 7 1 .... llO Gordon Institute .................. Barnesville, Ga .......... 1872 Chal'les E. Laml>din, A.M .••. Non-sect 4 3 215 118 97 50 65 35 15 5 8 2 111 
.T. G. Ryals's School* ........... . .. Bartow County, Ga ...... 
.T. G. Ryals ................. . 1 28 17 11 112 Franklin Academa, ... ............. Bellevue, Ga ............. 1856 .r. S. McDowell .............. Non,sect 1 41 18 23 19 11 10 8 0 6 .... 113 Groovorville Aca · emy .. .......... Boston, Ga ............... 1850 E . .r. Holmes ................ Non-sect 1 27 17 10 24 3 0 2 0 3 0 114 Stonewall Academy* .............. Brooks County, Ga ...... T.A.Brown ................ 1 33 15 18 115 Brooks' Station Academy a .. ..... Brooks' Station, Ga ...... W. W. Mitcham ....... . .... 79 43 36 116 Buena Vista High School* ........ Buena Vista, Ga ......... 0 P. E. Davant, A. M., and B. -:N~~--;~~t 2 72 28 44 60 12 3 12 2 0 d2 W.Davis. ~ l17 Peach Orchanl High School .... ... Buenn. Vista, Ga ...... .. : Ida Munro .................. ................. 1 44 32 12 
----
....... ...... ...... 
----
....... ........ > 118 Butler Female College and Mn.le Butler, Ga ............... 1875 1873 William C. Monk ........... 
"' 
2 136 60 76 100 36 0 20 12 ....... ...... ~ Institute. ~ 
l/2 119 Byron Academy* ................. Byron, Ga ................ ............ 1867 Charles H. Richardson, jr ... Bap.&M 1 30 20 10 30 5 .... .. ..... ...... .. ...... 1-:3 120 Calhoun Academy· ................ Calhoun, Ga ............. 1854 l{ev . .r. B. Hillhouse ........ . Non-sect 1 1 80 45 35 50 30 -·-- 8 1 .... ---- ~ 121 Camak Academy'' ................ Cn.mak,Ga ............... Miss Mary E. Hardaway .... Bap.&M 1 27 15 12 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 122 Pn.ris Hill Academy* .... . ........ Cameron, Ga . ............ 1840 1840 B.S. Crane ... .. ....... . .... Non-sect 1 20 14 6 17 7 .... 2 1 0 0 > 123 Franklin Institute ................ Carnesville, Ga .. ........ 1875 1876 A . .T. Morris ................ 2 53 25 28 53 0 0 0 0 1 0 ~ 124 Carroll Masonic Institute .... ..... Carrollton, Ga ... .... ...•. 1872 1872 W. F. Brown, A. M .••.•••••• 1 2 60 45 15 40 4 2 .... ~ ...... 
·--· 
. ...... ~ 125 '.rhe African Methodist Episcopal Cartersville, Ga .......... 1870 1872 Thomas C. Sheppanl ...••. .. "A".":M::E·: 1 2 87 40 47 87 ....... ----
---· ----
2 .... School. > 126 Cartersville High School. •........ Cartersville, Ga ................ 1871 Ronalcl.Tohnston ............ 
.......... 1 1 64 34 30 60 17 12 12 2 2 t:d ........ ~ 127 Cartersville Seminary•·.. .. . . .. . . . . Cartersville, Ga .......... --· ......... Mrs. S. F. Brane ............ 
. ... ·•·•·· . . . . 1 21 1 20 ....... ---- ...... ....... ..... . 
----
....... trj 128 Erwin Street School a............. Cartersville, Ga.......... 0 1872 L. B. Millican ............. _ Non-sect (3) 57 29 28 ..... . . ..... ........ ...... 
---- ----
........ l/2 129 Fema,le Seminary* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cave Spring, Ga .......... · ·-.. 1852 Miss Geo~ia Davis ..... _ .. . Baptist.. . . . . 1 26 6 20 ....... ---· ---- . .... 
---- ---- ---· 130 Hearn Manual Labor School* . . . . . Cn.ve Sprin& Ga . . . . . . . . . 1838 1838 Palemon . King, A. M .•••.. Baptist.. 1 0 19 19 0 10 8 .... 6 .... 1 131 Chincapin Grove High School .... Chincapin rove, Ga .... 1876 1860 T. L. Venable ............. Meth.... 2 .... 60 35 25 57 3 0 4 0 0 132 CQchran High SchooF ............ Cochran, Ga ................... 1875 Rev. M. N. McCall ......... Non-sect 2 .... 107 50 57 107 12 0 133 Slade's School for Boys ........ ... Columbus, Ga............ 0 1866 .Tames .r. Slade ............. Non-sect 1 0 47 47 0 20 27 0 12 0 7 134 Corinth School.. .... .............. Corinth, Ga.............. 0 ...... .Tobn H. Covin ....•........ Non-sect 1 0 46 26 20 46 3 0 0 135 Crawford A<:ademy* .............. Crawford, Ga .............. -. .. 1868 John F. Cheney ............ Non-sect 1 1 49 24 25 49 5 .•.. 2 0 0 0 136 Grange Inst1tuteb ...... .... .. .... Cuthbert, Ga............ 0 1877 M.A. McNulty, A.M .••••••• 2 2 112 84 28 112 56 27 56 56 0 0 137 Howard Normallnstitute . . . .. . . . Cuthbert, Ga............ 0 1876 R. R. Wright ............... 2 1 66 32 34 66 0 0 .... ---- 0 0 138 ~{Th'{~{P High School ..•......... Dalton, Ga .......... ........ - .. 1871 Jesse A. Holtzclaw ........ _ Baptist.. 2 0 61 61 0 52 9 0 7 0 0 0 139 De t ~School. ............... Danburg, Ga............ 0 1870 W. P. Bradford ............ _ Non-sect 1 .... 22 14 8 22 3 2 .••• ....... ........ ....... 140 Df;tT~wn gh School; . . . . • • . . . . • . D~catur, Ga . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. Frazer.- ..........•...... _ 
.. ...... (3) 107 57 ~g ·29· ··s· ··o· ··i· ··o· ··o· ···o 141 142 F iltoodemy ·. ............ D1rt Town, Ga........... 0 1849 W. T. Irvme ................ Non-,.ot 1 I' a7 25 
143 Ear::rsvHieAcademy ........... Dirt Town, Ga........... 0 1856 John C. Cochran .....•...... Baptist.. 1 1 40 22 18 36 4 0 2 0 0 ~ 
144 ~d anM fh S~hool. .••......... Eastman, Ga............. 0 1876 P. A. Jessup ................ Baptist.. 1 1 65 38 27 62 3 0 3 0 0 rt:--rew a e H1gh School* ....... Elberton, Ga ............ 1869 1870 R I!'. Wright ............... Meth.... 2 0 50 50 ----2520 .... 4 1 5---· ~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a From report of State school commissioner for 1878. b Since merged in the Southwest Georgia Agricultural College. ~ 
TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for see<milary instrrwtionjor 18'79, ~c.-Continued. 
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J.J!i Mt.. Paran Academcr;- .. - ..... -... - Eubarlee, Ga ............ 1858 1868 Rev. Samuel W. Newell .... Non-sect 1 1 55 31 24 55 2 ---- 2 1 
14(i The Fairburn Aca cmy* ... -.- .. .. Fairburn, Ga. ............ 1876 1876 W. H. Andrews, A.B ........ Non-sect 1 2 79 36 43 40 15 0 0 Ol 01 0 
I.J7 Fairmount Academy ............. - Fairmount, Ga .......... - Miss S S. Kingsbery ....... Non-sect 2 70 36 34 70 0 6 0 0 
1-18 Fayetteville Sl'minary a ..... . .... :Fayetteville, Ga ......... W. S. Beadles .............. 1 28 14 14 -·-· ..... ---- -·-· --- · ...... 
14!1 Fort Vnllcy Male Academy a -.... ~~~~~~e~a~~~ ~~ ~ :~ ~~ ~: 1845 D. N. Sa-nders, A. M ......... 1 33 33 ....... ---- ---· ---· ---· --- ''fi J fl() Franklin lligh Scbool b ........... 1870 Leonidas .Jones ............. Non -sect 2 1 90 45 45 90 40 0 8 8 0 ]j] Samuel Bailey Male Institute ..... Griffin, Ga ............... 1871 W. I. Smith ................ Non-sect 2 0 60 60 0 50 10 ...... 5 ---- 0 
I:,~ Hawkinsville Institute ......... -. Hawkinsville, Ga ........ 0 1877 M. T. Hodge ............... Non-sect 1 4 L20 60 60 75 40 10 16 ....... 7 
1fJ3 IIephzibah Jligb School* ....... .. Hephzibah, Ga. ......... 1861 1861 .James A. Carswell .......... 1 3 61 29 32 31 30 21 
'TI ... g ]51 Br;~awell Academy ..... -... -.... .. Hi~h Shoals, Ga. . ... .. ... 0 1874 .John A. Saye .............. Non-sect 1 0 35 20 15 30 5 0 5 10 
liiii Planters' High Sehool* .... - ..... . Ho on ville, Ga ......... 0 1873 V. A. Hamm ................ Baptist .. 1 0 33 19 14 33 0 0 1 0 
]:ill .Tt•well':'! Mills School ............. .Tewell's, Ga. .............. 0 Miss Hattie E. .Tewell ..... Non-sect 1 33 19 14 33 ----
-··· 
...... ... 
1.37 E.i11gston High Sehool .. .. .. .. .. .. Kingston, Ga............ .... .. 1873 Rev . .James T. Lin ........ -- Meth.... 1 .. .. 35 20 15 30 4 .... 4 ---
U S Mayson School* .................. Kin&ston, Ga .................. ...... Mrs. A. H. Mayson ........ Non-sect 0 1 37 12 25 37 6 0 0 --~-~--~-~ 0 1u9 La Grange Seminary............ .. La range, Ga........... 0 .1877 Rev . .J. H. Owens ........... M. E .. .. 2 2 140 50 90 140 
HiO Mt·son A cademy.................. Lexington, Ga........... 1806 1807 Thomas B. Moss............ .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 60 35 25 40 20 5 12 10 
JUl Lil.>ertyllillllighSchool* ........ Libel'tyHill, Ga ..................... .T • .T. McClelland ............ Non-sect 1 1 43 19 24 41 2 .... ... 
Hi~ Adams' Practical School*......... Linton, Ga............... .... .. 1858 Rev. T . .J. Adams, A. 111 ..... Baptist .... - . .. . 50 25 25 50 9 .... 10 3 .... 1 
lH:J \ LongCaneAcadcmy .............. LonjZCane,Ga ........... 0 1850 WylieW.Arnold ........... Non-sect 1 0 19 14 5 11 3 0 2 0 2 0 
lli~ llunter's Sebool for Boys ......... Macon, Ga............... .... .. 1876 Bcnj. T. Hunter............. .. . .. .... 1 ... . 40 40 ---- 40 32 ..... 12 6 .... ....... 
1 G5 Lewis lli~rh Scbool... ... .. .. .. .. .. Macon, Ga . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Christene H. Gilbert........ Con~--. . --- 2 110 50 60 110 ...... ·-- · ·--· ---- ---- ·---
100 
1
.,,,,, Home lu,lituto ... ... ..... . Madiaon, Ch .•................. 1872 M". E. Nobhut ........•.••. PT" . .. . . . . a 22 6 16 22 7 ---- 4 ---- 3 .... 
Hi7 Mnlhson Male l Ll:..:h School .. .. .. . Mathson, Ga............. 0 1875 E. W. Butler, A.M ........... Non-sect 2 .. .. 61 61 ---- 48 13 0 13 6 3 1 
168 Temperance Hili High School . . . . Madison, Ga. _....... . ... . . . . . . . . 1850 W. H. Cocroft..... .......... Non-sect 1 0 27 15 12 24 3 0 3 1 2 0 




































170 .Marietta High School for :Boys and Marietta, Ga ............ -I-.• •. - ~··· ---
Girls.* 1· 
171 .Marietta Military Institute....... Marietta, Ga............. 1855 1855 
172 Marshallville High School ........ Marshallville, Ga .... . .. -i 1870 1871 
173 Milner lligh School . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Milner, Ga .. ..... ...... . , o 1872 
174 Montezuma High l:lchooL ......... Montezuma., Ga... . ...... 0 1 1870 
175 Spalcling Seminary* .............. _I Montezuma, Gu. ........ 
1
1869 18ti9 
176 Mountville Acauemy ......... : .. ·I ~ountville, Ga.... . . . . . . 0 1866 
177 Nacoochee .Male and Female H1gh 
1 
l'iacoochee, Ga.......... . .. . . . . 1875 
School.* I I 
178 Brinkley .Academy ................ Norwood, Ga ..... ....... / .......... .. 
179 Antbou" School. .................. · 1 Perry, Ga ........... . .... 1 1870 11l70 
180 P~rry Male Sch~ol . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. P~rry, Ga . . ...... . . . .. 1 .. • .. • 187 4 181 Pme Log Masomc Academy" . .. . Pme Log, Ga....... . .. -!...... 1871 
182 Pow elton Male and Female School* Powelton, Ga . ... .... .... ' ... . . . . .... . 
183 Quitman .Academy*. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Quitman, Ga . . .................. . .. . 
184 Rabun Gap High "School . . . . . . . . . . Rabun Ga.Ro Ga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873 
185 Reynolds Academy* . . . . . . . . .. .. . . Re'"nolds, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1855 
186 Mt. Vernon Institute . ...... ...... . Ridclleville, Ga ... ....... 1858 1858 
187 Masonic Literary Inst.itute ....... Ringgold, Ga .. . .... .. ... 1870 1871 
188 Rome Male High School .... -- ~ - .. Rome, Ga . ... ............... .. 1870 
189 ' Camden County .Academy a . . . . . . St. Mary's, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · ·---
190 Sandersville High Schoof ...... ... Sanders,ille, Ga ......... , ..... 1873 
191 Beach Institute . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. Savannah, Ga .................... -- · · 
192 St. Augustine's School . . . . . . . . . SavannalJ, Ga ........... - ~ --... ---- ·-
193 Scarboro' Academy a.............. Scarboro', Ga . . . .. . .. . . . . .......... · 
194 Smithville High School* . . . . . . . . Smithville, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. ... · 
195 Sparta Male and Female High Sparta, Ga .............. ·I· .... . 
School. \ 
196 Sprine; Place High SchooL........ Spring Place, Ga......... 0 1875 
197 Stilesooro' Institute* . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stilesboro', Ga............ 1856 1859 
198 Stone Motmtain Institute* . . . . . . . Stone Motmtain, Ga . . . . . 0 1874 
199 Sumach Seminary . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . Sumach, Ga . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 
200 Summerville .Academy............ Summerville, Ga......... 0 ·-- · · 
201 Sylvania .Academy* . .'.......... . . . Sylvania, Ga............. 0 1875 
2o2SI Colliusworthlnstituteand Levert ~ I Talb tton Ga S 1838 ( ... _ .. ( College. 5 ° • ........ · · ~ 1 1856) 
2031 Excelsior High School* ... ....... . / Taylor's Creek, Ga . ...... -.. - . . 1 1872 
204 Ta?.ewell High School* .. ..... ... ·1 Tazewell, Ga............. 0 1850 
205 Thomaston High School a .... . ... . Thomaston, Ga ...... - ... ··· · · ···· ·· 
206 Fletcher Institute c . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . Thomasville, Ga . . . . . . . . . 1836 1838 
207 Thomson High School . . . . . . . . . . . . 'I'homson, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1874 
208 Thomson School for Boys and Girls! Thomson, Ga .......... -.I 0 11874 
209 Fu~ton High School............... Trickum, Ga ....••.. -----~...... 1872 
210 Umon Point High School......... Union Point, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865 
211 "\Valthourville .Academy .......... Walthourville, Ga ........ 1823 1823 
212 Warrenton Male and Female! Warrenton, Ga .......... 182911829 
.Aca~emy. 
213 Washington Female Seminary .... Washington, Ga . ... ... . . I .•.... ···•· · 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a From report of State school commissil)ner for 1878. 
"\T. E. :Man get ............... Non-sect 1 1 91 56 3$ I 82 6 0 ~ ...... I ....... I ....... I .... • • 
H. D. Capers ....... , , , ...... Non-sect 4 .... 116 116 ...... 116 41 116 f~ .. f .. ~T--g J. W. ,frederick . ............ Non-sect 1 1 55 34 21 25 20 0 John W. Rudisill ........... Non-sect 1 1 97 58 39 97 5 0 
A.J. Harvey ........ . ... . .. . Non-sect 1 .... 41 41 
----
18 10 !) 0 0 0 0 
George R. Briggs ........... ·:N·~~.-;~~t 1 1 32 15 17 32 1~ ........ ......... ......... ......... W . E.' Dozier . . . .......... 1 .... 30 16 14 23 4 3 4 3 1 
Rev. J. J. Methvin .......... M.E.So. 1 2 62 35 27 48 14 ....... 14 21 4 ..... 
Sterling G. Brinkley ........ ":M~tb.~::~ 1 2 93 ....... ...... ....... ---- ........ ....... ........ ---- ...... L. D. Smith ......... ........ 1 .... 35 20 15 
---- ----
........ 5 1 1 . ... 
W. E. Thurmond ........... Meth .... 1 
----
30 30 ... 30 . .... . ....... ...... 
J. 'l' . .Addington ... ......... . ·N-~~--;~~t I 1 1 32 15 17 32 32 0 2 ~-~ ?)~?~~~ .. :::: ~:: ~:::: 1 ---· 25 9 16 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3) 77 37 40 ...... 
---- ---- ----
........ ....... ........ 
William .A. Curtis .......... Non-sect 2 · .... 101 64 37 101 
--- - ----
........ ........ 




..... lF2 Rev. Jolm J. Hyman ........ Baptist .. 1 ll ~: 23 25 48 3 .... ... 1-:1 George B. Atkinson ........ Non-sect 1 :~ ~-~~- 71 5 ...... 3 .. ...... ---- >-J. M. Proctor .............. Non-sect 1 --~ ~~ 30 15 5 1-:1 E . .A. Harrison .............. Non-sect 1 15 10 ~ 
~~i ~0~~~~~· -~~ ~ :::::::: Non-sect 3 3 155 75 80 155 45 5 00 Cong .... 1 5 1333 1--5 ::::1-~f ~ w. ·x sb.~~::::::::::::::::- P~ E ..... 0 1 10 15 >-W. W. Kernerly ............ 1 21 18 I:"" 
W. M. Slaton ................ Meth .... 1 1 75 35 40 20 20 0 10 0 0 0 
1-:1 
~ ~ :a~r.~s;R~~:::::::::::::: Non-sect ~ l" 'i" 56 29 27 56 ---- ... 1 .... ..... . ...... >-United .. 89 50 39 78 14 18 9 5 7 2 t;d J. F. McCle and, A. M ....... Non-sect 1 0 49 25 24 ..... 6 .... 3 0 4 0 t"1 
~-·6: i~~!~~~~----·.-.·.· ::::: ::: C. Presb .... 2 150 125 25 112 13 0. 4 0 1 0 t?;j NOlt·StlCt 1 1 47 25 22 44 3 0 6 g 0 0 fl1 
R. H. Loughridge, PH. D ... .. Non-sect 1 3 54 29 25 
--- -
9 .... (10) 0 0 
5 Rev. John T. McLaugh-} Non-sect 1 3 95 47 48 92 20 3 20 10 t lin,A.M. 
John W. Shivers ............ Meth .... 1 1 53 28 25 53 18 9 0 0 Zl 2 J. L . Barker ................ Non-sect 1 .... 52 28 24 45 7 7 5 3 0 
R. D. Shuptrine . .... ... , .... -:N~~.-;~~t 100 53 47 0. D. Scott ................. 2 0 60 60 0 35 25 0 4 0 2 
William B. FambrouO'h A.M. Meth .... 1 2 59 35 24 40 18 
· ---
8 .... ... 
J. W. Ellington ... --~. ~ ..... Baptist .. 1 2 83 32 51 65 13 5 .... ........ 5 
George S. :Fulton ... ......... Non-sect 1 35 20 15 20 8 2 4 4 1 
w. E. Rerwlds, A. M . ••.•. • . Non-sect 1 1 60 28 32 60 20 0 3 0 ~I 0 Thomas . Mallard .......... Non-sect 1 23 10 13 16 7 0 0 0 0 
.A. S. Morgan ....... . , ....... Non-sect 1 2 87 40 47 70 12 6 12 0 0 
Miss Fanny .Andrews ....... Non-sect 0 3 45 0 : 45 45 8 ........ ···· '·-- ~ 
b S~nce superseded by Fran~ Institute. . . t-.:;) 
c Smce merged in South Georgia College of AgriCulture and the Mechamc Arts. .... 






















'Vashington Malo Academy"" -- _-. 
\Vav Cross .Academy - ____ --------
Bethcl.Ac:=trlf'my ............ -----· 
Dawson Institute* -----·--------- · Whitesburg Seminai·y* ______ ____ . 
Dogwood .A cadt>my __________ ____ . 
Philomath Institute------------- · Zobulon High School* ___ .. ______ . 
G(.'nnan Evangelical Lutheran 
School. 
Aledo Academy------------------
Ursuline Com·cnt of the Holy 
.FaJ?ily.* . * 
Jennmgs Scmmar,y -------------· 
Institute of the Immaculate Con-
ception. 
Bunker Hill .Academy*_---- _____ . 
'!'he Athenroum Ao:tdemy ----- ___ . 
Chicago Ladies' Seminary __ . __ __ _ . 
Dearborn Seminary* _________ . ___ . 
C'rrrmnn lnstitutC -- ---- - ------ - -- · Misses Grunt's Seminary ____ . ____ . 












Washington, Ga ___ .- ___ I 1783 
·way Cross, Ga.---.-·--- -
West J>oin f;, Ga _____ - __ _ 
\\bite Plains, Ga __ - . -
'Vhitesburg, Ga _ .. . . __ . 
Whitfieltl County, Ga. __ . 
W ood,ille, Ga _ : __ .. -- __ . 
Zebulon, Ga.---- ___ ·---- 1 1825 Addison, llL _ - ______ . _ _ _ 1852 
Aledo, Ill •••.. _________ _ 
Alton, lll -... --. _ _ _ _ _ __ . I 18G7 
Aurora,Ill .... ---·--··- 1854 













1827 J. I. Inghram - -..•. - - - . -- . --
1874 ~.e:~~t~~~~~u" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: 1860 
1833 ,T. M. Howell. __ . ------··---I 1871 N. S. Cu1:wpp('r. ------------
1848 Thomas · . Callaway _ .. _ .. -
1844 Edwin R. Kinnebrew _ ...... 
1825 A. G. Harris _ ... ______ .. _ ... 
1l:i49 Rev. T. J. Grosse.-----··-·- . 
1874 
.T. R. Wylie.A.M -·---· ·-----
1859 Mother Mary, superioress ___ 
1858 Rev. Martin E. Cady, A. 111 ___ 
1859 Sister Mary J erome. ____ .. _ 
Number of students. 
<I) <I) ..... <I) 
~ ~ ~ .s ~ 
0 0 0 (/) <ll 
ci ..:: ~ C::~"O~ 
.s ,;, "' q:l <I) <1.> ,g ..... ~ ,;, . ~JJ ·~ di :g di g ~ iii ~ -~ ai .s g ~ ~ .S$\.~J·al-s ~~ 
"' ... " ~ p bJJ " ...... 1" ...... <I) <ll ..... " ~ ~ e 8 8 § ~ 8 ~ 8 ~~ ~: ~ .E ~ ..d ~ ~ :'o·S ~JJ.s ] ~ ·s E ~ w . ..-~ .$ -~ ;.... ~ ~ ~ rn~ 
9 .s ~ $ b'JJ ~ ~ ~·c ·c ~ j ~ ~ ~ ~ s 3 $ s ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~rg ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;1 ;1 p':; p':; ~ ~c:: 
- --------~----
6 ,- Is 9 tou J2 113 11<tts16t'1ts 
2 ---. 35135 25 10 ~ ~ ... 8 ---· --- l ··-Meth .... .I 1 75 35 40 50 
-T --g- 2~ ·--g Meth .... 1 0 ~~ I ~~ 24 39 1 0 1\on-sect ] 2 33 15 12 
Non-sect 1 1 65 33 32 65 2 ---. 1 ---. 1 Baptist .. 1 --- 40 20 20 4.0 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----1·---M. E. So . 1 . ..... 41 24 17 41 9 . ..... 4 
----------
1 1 55 30 25 55 7 4 , ____ , ____ , ____ 
Ev. Luth 2 -·· · 157 9.J 64 137 
---· 
157 4 
Non-sect 2 1 60 28 32 53 4 3 21--1' ,--R.C .... 7 !)7 97 97 :lO --~l·~· --~- :::: M.E ... 5 3 150 97 53 8 11 6 
R.C ..... 17 536 243 293 1i36 
---· ---- ····'----
Bn~ker Hill, m --.-----. ---- --11859 I J. G. Hayes, A. ll -----------.I ••• - •• --- -11 I 1 145 25 20 135 '110 1- •• I 6 1 ---- •••• 8~~::~·Itl\i5-siJelcion"8t.> :~~::- ~ -is6o· ~ MisRc."A:.C;;~gg~:~:::::::·- -:N-o~:;~~t --s ,-io 7o _:: ·7o· ::: ·23 j-iio ~ ~::. :::::::::::: 
Chicago, TIL (985 Wabash 1 1853 1876 1 Zuinglius Grover, A.tr __ --- :Non-sect 6 I 12 170 ___ 170 _ _ _ 47 46 o o 0 0 
avenue). I I I 












































































St. Francis Xavier's Academy .... 
Saints Benedict and Scholastica's 
Select School.* 
Ch~cago,lli ..... . . .. ..... , 1847J1846 1 Sister Mary Genevieve .•.... , R.C ..... , .... ,30 J217 
Chicago, Ill .................... 1865 1 •• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. C..... .••. 4 40 ·-·- 217 2171··--140 ----~----,----,···· 
- -- - 40 - .. - - .... , ... - - .. - - -- .. - -- . - .. 
Rowe Literary Institute ....... .. . 
N ort lwrn Illinois College .. ....... . 
MonEcello Ladies' Seminary ..... . 
.Family Sebool for l3oys* . . ....... . 
The Younl! Ladies' .A.thena::!um ... 
East Saint Louis, Ill ...... ,1871 1874 Rev. Spencer F. Holt, A.M ... Baptist .. 
Fulton,_lll ............... 1867 ...... A._A.Gri~th,A.lll.,president Non-sect 
HighlandPark,Ill ......... .... 1878 .JohnB.L.Soule .................... . . 






Godfre5, Til.-.- ...... ... -~1838 1838 Miss Harnet N. Haskell .... Non-sect 
D., superintendent. 
McDonough Normal, Scientific, Macomb, lll . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 I 1865 Daniel Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 12 
and Conimercial Coll rge. 
Morgan Park Military Academy.. Morgan Park, Til. <'Vasb- 0 11873 I Capt. Ed. N. Kirk Talcott Non-sect 5 
' ington ITeights). a,ndHenry T. Wright, A.M. 
Grand. Prairie Seminar_y,_ Commer- Onarga, Ill ............... 1 1863,1863 1 Rev . .J obn B. Robinson, A. M. E . • • . 8 
cial College, and Conson·atory I M., D. D. 
of :Music. 
Edgar Collegiate Institute.... . . . . Pa~is, Til. ............... -~1867 
1
1841. .Josiah Hurty, A. M • • • • • • • • • • Presb .. -~ 1 
Cbadcock College* ................ Qumcy, Ill. ............ .. 1856 ...... W . .J. Dougherty ............ M. E.... 3 
St.Mary'sinstitnte ............... Qnincy,Ill. .............. 1873 18731 Sister Mary Boniface de R.C ........ . 
Notre Dame. 
Bettie Stuart Institute............ Springfield, Ill......... . 1869 1868 Mrs. M. McKee Homes...... Non-sect 
L er·s Academy . .................. Stockton, Ill. (LoxaP. 0.) 0 1871 Thomas .J. Lee, A.M ......... Non-sect 











28 34 56 6 18 11""""1'"'"1"""" 25 15 40 0 0 0 0 . - - . -... 
0 150 (150) 170 .: ...... ····!···· 
17 ---· 91 8 .... 3 ·--- ---- .... 
0 150 100 50 25 ........ ·--- -·-· 
"'"l'"' ........ ·--· -~ 1 ::1]; · ··· 50 .... 29 21 
155 265 210 48 6 6 , .... , ......... 
2198,70 28 60 21 181121 81 61 5 1 111 60 51 70 60 0 ---- .. -- - -- - . --. 









127 31 12 33 - . - - .. - - 1 
40 - - - - . - - - - - .. 0 0 7 
- . - - 20 !) 4 5 . - .. 1 
105 .... ------------ 8 ---Ba~tle G;round qollegiat,einstit-ute*l Battle_Ground. Ind ...... 1858 1857 ~-Ja-y ...................... M~th _ .. Fnencls Bloommgclale Academy . . Bloornmgdale, Ind.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1845 Thomas Arm~trong ......... Fnends . 
Bourbon Graflecl Subool. . ..... ... Bourbon, Ind .................. 1800 Byron McAlpme .......••............ . 2 ----
100 47 53 1oo 1 ____ . __ . 2 3 1 o 
Barnett .A caclerny . ............... . Charlestown, Ind........ . . . .. . . . . . . . Robert .A.. Sturgus, A. M ..••. Presb ... 
1 5 318 155 
1 3 58 32 
163 318 - -- - - .. - . - -- . - - - - -- -.... . 
Gladewood Seminary and N orrna.l Denver, Ind.............. 1877 1877 Scott F. Horsley, 111. s ....... . 
~~ I 2 . .. . 45 17 ~~ ~g 
1~ : : : . --7 ... 9. I ~ , ... . 
St . .A.ugu~ti~e_'~ School ............ For~ Way~e,Ind ......... 18~6 
1
1840 Sist~rM.Ceeilia,superior.ess/ ~-C .. _ ... 
1 
... . 
German-En,hsh Independent Inchanapohs,Ind ......... 18;:,9 1 1859 C.Pmgpank ................ ]r.thmk 3 SchooL 
713431- . - -1343 343 .. - . - -- - . - - - . - - ., .... ,. - - . 
2 110 62 48 - - . . - - - - - - . - - - - . . - - - . - • - - - - . 
St. Mary's Academy* . .. ......... . 
Spiceland Academy ..... ...... .. . . 
Stockwell Institute* ............. . 
Notre Dame, Ind ......... 1185511845 Spiceland, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 1859 MotherM.Angela,superior.l R.C ............. 145 .... 145 .................... ----·---· Clarkson Davis, A.M ......... Friends . 5 3 a362128 92 123 37 5 10 7 5 
St. Paul's Academy . ..... .. ...... . 
Academic department of Vin-
cenne~ University. 
Ackworth Institute ............. . 
Albion Seminary ....... . .......•.. 
Jones Connt.y Academy ......... . 
Bedford School .... ........ . ..... . 
B~mingbarn .Academy and Board-
Stockwe_ll, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . 1860 186? 
Valparaiso, Ind ....•........... 1862 
Vincennes, Ind........... 1807 1813 
±f~:~~~~~-~~::::::::: I·~~:~ ·I·~~:~-Anamosa, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 
Bedford, Iowa . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ..... 
Birmingham, Iowa ....... I 1879 1861 
mg School. 
German Evangelical Ziqn School*. Burlingt-on, Iowa . . . . . . . . 186411864 
The Gordon School . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . Burlington, Iowa . . . .. . . . .. • . • . 1875 
Graff's School ............ .. ...... Burlington, Iowa .............. 1863 
Coe Collegiate Institute ... .. _. __ . Cedar Rapids, Iowa...... 1874 1874 
St. Joseph's Academy of the CedarRapids,Iowa ...... ------ ~ 1875 
Sacred Heart.* 
~vangelic::tl Lutheran Parish Sch'l Clayton Centre, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . 1862 
,. :VroJu Rep or~ of ~l).e Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
JohnG.Laird ...........•.• . jMeth .... 1 4160 60100150 10 .... 40 50 50 
Rev. M. O'Reilly . . . . . . . .. . .. R. C.. . . . 1 5 280 131 149 280 9 15 3 . . . . 1 
L.Prugb,A.1>1 ............... 1Non-sect 2 1143 65 78116 27 .... 6 .... 3 
8 
E. W. Beard ................ 
1 
Non-sect 2 1 188 88 100 182 6 . .. . 5 4 2 
Rev. WilliarnF.Barclay,A.M M.E ----~4 2 130 70 I 60 .... 15 .•.. 10 .... 5 
Mrs.Col.Springer,A.M ...... Non-sect .... · 1 63 (63) ........ 4 .... ---· ··--•--·· 
J.C.Kerr .................. Non-sect 2 7 463 220 1243 .... 6 3 6 
J. Wesley Wolf ............. Non-sect 2 1 58 30 28 48 10 .... 2 
2 
8 , ____ , ___ _ 
F-!1-_Klein .....• . .••....••. Evang .. 1 1 90 50 40 60 ····J--·· ·---~-'--· :::::::: 
Wilham G. Gordon.... . . . . . . Non-sect 1 2 25 9 16 .. • .. . - ... - . • .. -- ·-~~~:~~l;!r-t·x.-co~aii;A.:"M:: -:P~~~b::: ~ ··a· ~~ ~~ ·2i· ·35· ·2o·1:::: --8 · --i---f ---1 
S1sterMaryisidore ......... R.C ......... 8 200 70 130 178 2 20 ·1 2 .. .. 
Rev.F.W.Seifert ........... ILuth .... 1 .... 71 34 37 ................ 1 .... ···· .. .. 













































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutiO'fls jot' secondary :/msirucMon jor i879, J"c.-Continued. 
Name. 
1 
Friends' Select School ...•........ 
St. Fran cis' .Academy for Young 
L adies. 
Sch aefer 's German-American In-
Rtitute . 
Tl·inity School * .. .......... .. . .. . . 
D ecorah lnstit nte .... ... ........ . 
D E:>nmfnk .Acauemy ...... .. . .... . 
Des M oines Collegiate Institute . . 
Young L adies' SchooL ........... . 
Boardiuan Seminary ...... . ..... . 
Bear Cn~ek .Academy* . .......... . 
Danish Ui~h School .. .. ..... . . .. . 
E p wor t h Seminar y . ..... . ...... . 
Academy of Iowa College ....... . 
te~L~~·~11s~~~~ :~~~ill~~~:::~~~ -
I owa City .Academy ... .... ... . .. . 
Preparatory and N o11nal School .. 
St . J oseph's Institute .. ..... ..... . 
Ir\iug Institute* . ..... . ...... . .. . 
J efter son Academy ........ .. .. ... . 
Kossu tb N ormnl Academy* . ..... . 
:Friends' Academy ............. . . . 
L e Grnnt1 Christian Institute c ... . 
L ,Y!UlYille A cadt'my ............. . 




,..; ~ ., 








Cl) Cl) ..... Cl) 
~ Ill 0 . s ~ t:; ~ 8 ~~ lllQ:> • 0 ell» -~ ui 'g 0 oo ~- CI)Cil ..<:I"'"' ~ ai • cP ~ "fil~ Ol» oS ~Q:> ·~.s lllQ:> 
..... . .s Q:> Ill cil ~ Cl) Q:>b.C o'd ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ "a~ ·a~ Cl)~ 'l'ld ooo ~ :p~ ~ ~ ] 8 8 ~ .s~ s:-.O ~~ 
'd ~ Ill ..<:I ~ ..... ~l=l 8! 
..... d b.O .... o,..... 
:g ~ -~ . ~ -~ ~ .s oo.._. -~ .-oaJ .-oo -~ .s ~ ....; . ~ ~ ~ -g ~ Q:>cil Cl:>Q:> d! 
""-




2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1~ 1.6 17 l.S 

















CouncilBlu:ffs,Iowa . ... . ...... 1872 SistersofCharity ..•....... R.C ...•..... 8160 .••. 160 .••.......•......••..•...... 
Davenport, Iowa......... . . . . . . 1865 
Davenport , Iowa. . . . . . . . . 1874 1877 
D ecorah , Iowa . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1874 
Denmar k, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . 1843 1843 
Des Moines, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Dubuque, Iowa ......... . ...... 1870 
Durant, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 
Earlham, Iowa.......... . . . . . . 1878 
Elkhorn, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
Epworth, Iowa .. .. . . . . .. 1857 1858 
Grinnell, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . 1847 1848 
Hopkinton, Iowa. ... .. ... 11:'73 1864 
Humboldt, Iowa . ....... . ...... 18i9 
Iowa City, !own. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 
Iowa City, Iowa . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ..... 
Iowa City , Iowa . . . . . . . . . 1872 1865 
Il·ving, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1862 
J efferson, Iowa ......... . ...... 1875 
Kossuth, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 1858 
LeGrand, Iowa .. . .. . ... .. ... .. 1875 
Le Grand, Iowa . .. . ...... 1865 ..... . 
Lynnville, 1 owa .. .. ...... . . . . . . 1876 
50 10 ,_. __ ,_ ... ,. - .. 
13 .. .. ...... . 14 4 10 2, .... 
············· · ··· .................................. . ............... --~- -~~- :~~: --~- ::~~ 
F,itz Schaef"-.-.---- -- .... , Non-ooctl 
' 1-- l"lwl"l" Miss Sarah Rice ........... . P. E . . .. . 4 4 29 2 27 2! 5 J. Breckenri~ge . ....... . .... . . . ...... 3 2 204 141 63 ... -111 
George W. l3mgbam, A. M . • • Cong ... . 2 3 147 74 73 48 13 
Miss H arriet H. Horr ....... Non-sect 1 3 20 .... 20 10 1 ·9 . .. . . . .. 1 
Charles Robert Stroh ....... P. E..... 2 1 46 37 9 18 .... 37 . . . . . . . . 1 ... . 
William P. Clark ............. Friends. 1 .... 26 15 11 20 5 1 2 1 0 0 
R ev. 0. L. Kirkeberg ..•.... . Luth. ... 3 2 36 24 12 . . . . .... . ...............•. 
J.B . .Albrook,A.M .....•.... M.E .... 3 3 106 56 50 20 7 10 7 20 2 ..•. 
JesseMacy,A.M ............ Con&···· 2 2 147 87 60 '55 92 .... 29 12 19 ... . 
R ev. Samuel Hodge, D. D •••. Preso . . . 5 2 185 107 78 84 55 1~ ......... - ..... . 
John McL eod . ............................................... . ... . ................ -··· 
.AmosHiatt,A.l'tL ..................... 3 5 a306189 117 .....•...... 20 30 30 18 
.A.Hull . ... . ......................... . 2 3 ............................... . . ...... . 
R ev. F atherWilliamEmonds R. C..... 3 2 200 125 75 150 20 30 50 75 40 20 
.Artb or J. Craven . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 1 1 80 44 36 80 ................... .. .. . 
J.S.Dunning ................•........ 2 3 116 54 62 116 10 18 6 . . .. 3 4 
G.T.Eldridge . ....... ..... . .......... 2 1 b44 18 26 10 14 .... 4 3 4 ... . 
Morris P . Wright, A. H .. • • • . Friends 1 2 82 40 42 . . . . 8 . . . . 2 2 5 0 
R ev. J. Q. E vans ............ Christian 2 •••••••••••••••••••.• • •••.•• 1 •••••••••••••••• 

































"'"" 0 ;z 
lyons, !owa _ ...... , ..... ,1879,18751 Rev. William T. Ctirrle, A. P.1L . . . 2 
. M.,M.l>. 
Malvern, Iowa ...... . ........ . . , 1876 Roe M. Bridges, A. M _....... Baptist . 2 
2!l71 Riversid~ Institute . ............. . 
298 Centomnal A..cademyc ... .. ....... . 
( I SO 72 51 i 29 s 3 r.- •• r ....... r." .. ~ 
299 Mitchell Seminary" ............. .. Mitchellville,Iowa ....... !870 1871 ElmoreCllase,A.M ......... Univ .... 3 ..3. ·75· ·35· ·4o· ·67· ··s- .. 8 ... s ... 6 ... 8.,:::: 
300 · New London .Academy* .......... . NewLondon,Iowa ...... . 18li7 1868 Ben,iamin.F.SLow .......... Non-sect 1 
. . . - 30 15 15 30 ....... - .... -- -. 0 0 
301 Ha.zel Dell .Academy*_ .......... . 
302 Oelwein Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
303 Cedar Valley Seminary_ ... __ ... _. 
304 Ottumwa Seminary for Young 
Newton, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1856 Darius Thomas, A. M . . Non-sect 3 
Oelwein, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1875 Mrs. Hev. Mary E. McMillan/ U. P.... 0 
Os:lge, Iowa ..... .. .... . . -.... 1863 Rev. Alva Bush, A.M .... _.. Baptis.t . 4 
Ottumwa, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187& Mrs. Mary Squh-e ......... _ _ .Non-sect ... . 
1 115 57 58 115 3 ... - -- . - . . . . 3 ... . 
1 37 20 17 f.l7 ............ ···- .. ..... . 
2 172 100 72 45 20 107 7 12 2 
2 19 8 11 19 . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 1 , o , • 
Ladies. 
305 Pleasant Plain .Academy ...... ____ Pleasant Plain, Iowa . .... 1875 I 1876 
306 German Evangelical Lutheran Sherr-ill's Mount, Iowa... 0 1856 
Congregational School. 
307 Troy .Academy ...... __ .. _______ Troy, Iowa ............. _ 1853 
308 Tilford Collegiate ..Academy . . . . . . Vinto?, Iowa - .. . . -- . . ---- -~1871 
309 Wasbmgtou ..Academy._._.. .. . . Washmgton, ]own. _ ... _. . 1872 1874 
3to Ainsworth's Grammar and High West Union, lowa . . .... .. _. 1870 
School. 
311 Wilton Collegiate Institute* ..... . 
3l2 , .Atchison Institute ..... .... ______ _ 
3Vl Geneva .Academy . .............. . 
314 St . .Ann's.Academy... --------
315 Bello wood Seminary and Kentucky 
Atch;son_ , Kans ...... __ .. .. . . . . 1870 Wilton, Iowa .......... _ ~ 1868 11868 
Geneva, Kans .... __ .. ___ . 1866 1866 
Osa;:rc Mission, Klil.ls .. _.. 1870 1870 
A..nclwra.ge, Ky ... _ . ____ . 1876 1860 
P1·esbytcrian Normal School. 
316 ForeRt Academy•· .. ..... ..... ... - . Anchorage, Ky . · · .. ·- - -~18!:511855 
317 Bracken.Academy ________________ .Augusta,Ky .................. 1803 
318 Bardstown Male and Female In- Bardstown, ky ... ___ . _ _ _ 1850 1840 
stitute. 
319 NazarethLiteraryandBenevolent NearBarustown, Ky ..... 1829 1814 
Institution. 
320 Roseland Female .Academy•· ..... . 
321 .Alexander College _____ . ___ ..... __ 
322 Canoll County .Acauemy ... . _ . _. 
323 Columbus College . __ . __ .... _____ _ 
324 Danville College* .. _ . . ....... ... . 
325 Eminence Male and Female Semi-
nary. 
326 Kalamont High SchooL ...... .... . 
327 Green wood Female Seminary_ ... . 
328 Kentucky Eclectic Institute .... .. 
329 St. Aloysius Academy ___ ........ . 
330 St. J'oseph's .Academy. ____ ...... . . 
331 United Schools of the .Abbey of 
~ardstown, Ky ... __ . ___ . 1836 
urkesville, Ky _____ .. _ _ _ 1872 
Carrollton, Ky _ ......... _ 1860 
Columbus,Ky -----·----- 1877 
Danville, Ky . ........... ..... .. 
Eminence, Ky . . . .. . . . . .. 1862 
Flemingsburg, Ky _ . . . __ . 0 
Frankfort, Ky . . . . .. . . . . . - . - .. -
Frankfort, Ky _ .. __ . . . . . . 1871 
Frankfort,Ky .......... -··· --
l<'rankfort, K v . . . . . . . . . . . 0 












Gethsemani for Boys. 
333 Ghent College** ___ __ .. ... . .. . .. . . . Ghe~~:t. Ky .. -- ... - ..... - -~1867 1 1867 ~~~ jiwe~ Co~lcge .. : .......... _. _ _ _ _ _ Harnsbu~gh, Ky.- .. -.... -- ·-- · i~~ 
od.,enville Semmary .. _ .... _. _. _ HodgenVJlle, Ky _........ 0 
335 Christian College._ .. _ .......... __ Hustonville, Ky _.... .. .. 1860 1860 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
alncludes students in normal department. 
Nathan Rosen berger_ ... __ . ·I Friends . 





52 5 , .... , .... ... .. 1 ..... 
9 , ........................ , ........ . 
~~-~.- ¥~~!~·s· T~i>it;; A":Ai::: :1-:N"a·~:;~~i ~ ~ 3g~ 1 ~g 1~~ l27o · -34- · si- · 4o- · 28 · · i5 ., .. i2 
W. P.J'ohnston ........... j Non-sect 2 2 149 74 75 119 30 10 18 .... 5 ___ _ 
G. G. Ainsworth, A. M . ..... T......... 1 . . .. 83 51 32 78 5 _ .. _ 3 ... _ ... _ .. __ 
Delbert M. BenuPr, A. B . __ . I F.W.Bap 2 2 60 29 31 20 30 10 17 12 4 
Mrs.HarrietE.Monroe . . , .. INon-sect 4 9 215 (215) ........................ 
1 
.. .. 
Prof. W. H. Robertson . . . .. I Presb ..... -. -... 15 6 9 15 0 _... 0 0 0 0 
Mothr>r Bridget Ha_vd(,n R. C. . .. . . . . 9 65 .... 65 .... 65 6 0 o o .... 
Prof. R. C. Morison and Mrs. I Presb . . 4 6 91 _ . . . 91 . . . . . _ . _ ... _ ... _ .... _ .. _ • __ . 
Daniel P. Young. I 
Col.J'.N.Current,M.A ...... Non-sect 4 .... 50 50 .... 30 10 10 ............ 
1 
.. .. 
Rev. Daniel Stevenson, D. D M. E . . . . 2 2 _68 33 35 53 15 .. __ ....... _ ... _ .. _. 
H . .r. Greenwell, A. :lri • -.-.... Baptist - 5 4 8e 52 34 70 16 4 6 .. -. 1 2 
Mother Helena Tenney. _ . .. R. C. . .. 0 16 100 ... _ 100 100 ... _ 70 ... _ .... __ . _ ... . 
Mrs.Ma2:gieP.Cosby .. ..... Presb ... 2 3 50 ____ 50 50 3 7 ............... . 
Rev.J'amesP.McMillan .... Presb ... 1 4 83 30 53 40 30 0 4 0 0 0 
~:~:£~~~~~:~::~:~~::~:: w.~i.:_~~~ --~- --~- ~~~- :~~: :~~: ~::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Miss M. M. Porter _ ..... __ .. Baptist . l, 3 75 25 50 . 75 10 ........... _ 1 
Rev . .Tames P. Hendrick .... Presb . . . 1 2 35 18 17 35 16 .. . . 6 .. . . 2 
Mrs. Mary T. Runyan _..... Non-sect 1 2 54 12 42 .. . . .. . . 5 ............... . 
W.E.Plumley,A.M ......... Non-sect 1 1 28 13 15 14 4 10 4 1 3 ... . 
Rev. Brother l<'lavian .. ___ .. R. C _ . . .. 3 0 80 80 0 80 ... _ 60 5 _... 3 -.. . 
Sister Vincentia . .. .. .. .. .. . R. C _.... 0 4 85 0 85 ... _ .. __ . ............... · · · 
Rt. Rev. B. M. Benedict, R.C..... 3 0 47 47 0 47 0 0 3 0 3 0 
abbot. 
William .r. Barbee .......... Non-sect 3 2 75 35 40 75 25 15 20 25 20 10 
Hon.C.W.Threlkeld,sec'y. Non-sect .... -··· 65 40 25 --·- .... 
1 
.... 3- 2 .... ---0 C. W. Matthis and .Tames Non-sect 3 1 140 90 50 109 25 4 29 20 0 
E. Wight. 
.T. S. Reppert, A.M ............ ..... ... _ 3 3 80 30 50 80 15 4 0 0 0 0 
b This num~er in the academy proper; in all the grades there was an enrolment of 170. 






































TABLE VI.-Statistics of instituti011s for sec011.dary instruction for 1879, tjc.- Continued. 
Name. 
1 
llome School for Girls . .......... . 
~~1~~~ J;r:r~~~!t~ts~~~J~~:::::::::: 
Lor(ltto Acadt·ruv .... ... . ....... . 
German :md Eui"liRh A catlenJ,'I* . . . 
:Miss Hampton 's l~nglish and 
Classical :::icbool for Girls. 
llolyokt' Academy ........ ....... . 
HomCI Srbool .................. .. 
J.oniRdllo Rugby SchooL . ....... . 
l~reparatory Scliool for Girls ..... . 
:Marion Academy . .............. .. 
May ficl<l Seminary* .............. . 
JUayRvillo Seminary ............. . 
Fui011 Acndemy ................. . 
Henry Male and F emalo Collrge .. 
lJctbel.Acadt·lii.Y- ............... .. 
Jc:ssaminll ]'<·malo lm;titnte" ... . 
:Browder Inst.itutll ......... . ..... . 
0"1\"entou lligh SchODl .... ..... .. . 






















4 1 o 
T.eb:mon, Ky .... . ...... -- ~ --.... 1879~ ----
Lexingtou, Ky........... 1854 1854 H. B. McClellan, A. :r.t •••••••• 
Lexington, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 W. L. Threl_keld ... .- ....... . 
Lort>tto, Ky.............. 1839 1834 Mother Dafrosa Sm1th .•.... 
Louisville,Ky ............ J866 WilliamMueller ......... .. 






















Lonis>ille, Ky .. . .. ... . .. .. .. . 1863 Miss BelleS. Peers .......... P. E .. .. 




~ ~ 0 .s ~ ~ rn<ll 
Q Q ~~ ,....r;.. ~. 8.;:: • CIS Q)Q) ~~ "' Q or;.. ~ Ill ~ -~ tJ) ~Q) -~.;:; Ill Q)bll ~~ ~ .£ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ·.-<<1> 
.£ Q p p ~:z Q)~ ~~ 
.b 0 0 ~ ... 8 -..o ~~ ~""' Q Q Q ~ e ~ ~-S Q)rD ::; -o 
.S ~ ~ 8<'~ "'"'CIS .!3 ~ bll"'"' c ..... ~ -~ ... ;::l ~ 'd~ rn"" Q) ~ bb i -~ ·a 'dO <1>CIS ~~ Q) '; .....; <l5 ~ - CIS .......... s _g s ~ <S s ~ ~ Q) ~ Q) 0 ~ Q) 
.:1 ~ ~ ... ~ ~<S ~ R E-1 ~ R H H Po! Po! ~ 






12170 2 85 
7 80 
60 
:~ 6- .~~~- i~~- ·gg- -~r----·----·----·----
.. 70 60 0 7 
45 40 85 .... 85 
80 80 40 20 
18 I 10 I ~ I:::: 
60 .... 14 12 J_,onisville, Ky. (82 W. 1869 1867 NormanRobinson,A.IIL ..... I Baptist .I 4 
LoniRville, Ky . .. . ... .. . 1876 1872 W. N.and .A. L. McDonald .. Non-sect 4 
LouisvHle,Ky. (66Brcck- ..... 1874 Miss E. D. Powell ... .... ... , ......... J .. , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ... ·• ··-· 
imidgo streot). 
9\12~ I· __ . 1 1~5 1 .... 1 .... 1 as 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 7a 75 0 75 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 1 
Marion, K.v . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1868 1867 
May field, K.v. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 1870 
Mays>ille, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . 1831 1822 
Morganfield, Ky . . . . . . . . . 1832 .... -
New Castle, Ky ........ . . 185L 1850 
Nicholasville, K_y ...... _. 17!>8 1790 
Nicbolasvillo, Ky ... .. .. . 
1
1852 1854 
Olmstead, Ky .......... _ . 1868 Hl66 
Owenton, Ky . . . -..... . 1873 1874 
Owingsville, Ky ................. . .. 
J. J.Nall ...... ........... . . 
C. M. Williams ............ .. 
H. R.l:Uaisdell ............. . 
W. 0. Raynes. . .. . .. .... .. 
Rev. Robert Ryland, D. D .•.. 
.A. N. Gordon .. . .. ....... .. 
J obn M. Davis ............. . 
Hanson W. Browder ....... . 
George C. C1·owe ........... . 































81 I 88 116!) I 22 I 7 I 22 I 9 , .... , .... 
34 47124 35 30 41 
53 60 113 
32 0 32 
18 52 48 
13 14 27 
40 40 80 









15 I 8 .••..••. , .••. 
2 .... 1 
...... i 
23 .... 3 
.. ~.I . ~ . 1~ ~ I 0 
3 3 0 
Pt· in~''tOlt,Collrginto ~nsliiuto . .. 1 P~·inceton, Ky ...... ----·· \ 18?7 
;MadJson .1! ~male }:nshtnto . . . . . . . :R1c)lmunq, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . 18il(l 
A.llf. 
1861 1 Robert Henrv Adams.······ \ Non-sect 


































358 Bethlehem Literary Institution* .. Saint .John, Hard in 
County,K:y. 
R. c ..... r .•.. r ..•. 1 61 61 ••••.•.•• , ..... ..... .. ... ......... . 
359 Sharpsburg Male and Female Col- Sharpsburg, Ky .-.-- ... - .1187511848 
lege.* 
360 Fair View Male and Female Sem- Simpsonville, Ky . _.. . . . 1879 1869 
inary. 
361 Spencer Institute . . __ ... __ ........ . 
362 Riverside Seminary _ . _ .. _____ . _ .. 
363 West Liberty High School*. ____ _ . 
3U4 Winchester High School* ____ .. __ . 
365 Morehouse College* . . . . .. ____ ._._. 
366 Millwood Female Institute* ..... . 
367 Convent of the Presentation *. __ .. 
368 St. Hyacinth's Academy*_ . __ ___ _ . 
Academical department, Univ£1r-
Taylorsville, Ky ... ...... 1848 
Vanceburg,K.v ............... . 
W est Liberty, Ky _ . . . . . . . .... . 
Winchester, Ky.......... 1877 
Bastrop, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
.Jackson , La.. .. .......... 1870 
Marksville, La ... _. _. _.. . 1869 
Monroe, La. (Washita ..•... 
Parish). 
New Ocleans, La ...•.....•...... 369 
.370 
371 
sity of Louisiana. 
Locquet-Leroy Institute .......... 1 New Orleans, La. (box 
1130). 
N ew Orleans, La (3d dis-St. Isidore's Institute 
. ~ St . .Joseph's School for Boys* .. ~ N 0 1 L I 0 372 { St . .T oseph's School for Girls* __ S ew r eans, a·-···---· 
373 Universit,> High School •.......... N ew Orleans, La......... 0 
374 Somerset Academy __ . . ____ .__ __ __ Athens, Me . • •........ _.. 1846 
375 Gould's Academy* .. ... --._- .. --_. Bethel, Me . ...•.• _ ... _ .. . 1836 
trict). 
376 East Maine Conference Seminary. Bucksport, Me . ....... _ . . 1850 
377 Corinna Union Academy .••....• _. Corinna, Me ...••. _... . . . 1851 
378 Greely Institute-· - .............. . Cumberland Centre, Me ....... . 
379 Westbrook Seminary and Female- Deering, Me. (Stevens 1831 


















R. A. Calver~ _ ........ .. . ·· ·1 Non-sect 
Rev. H. F. Jordan ........... Baptist. 
Non-sect 
M.E .... 
¥h~!?K~~-:::::::::: ::::: Christian Non-sect 
Arthur D. Bayles . ........ . . 
Miss M. B. McCalmont ...... M.E ... . 
Sister Mary Hyacinth ...... R.C ..... 
Sister M. Seraphina ..... .... R.C ... . 
R. H . .T esse, dean ..•.•....... Non-sect 
Mrs. S. B. Locquet-Leroy .... Non-sect 
Rev. A. Fourmand, c. s. c .... R.C ..... 
~ Rev . .A.. Krabler ..•....... ~ R C 
( Sister Rose Genevieve . _ S · · • • · · 
George C. Preot....... . . . . . . Non-sect 
FrankS. Wade ............. Non-sect 
D. T. Timberlake, A. B .••••••.••• . •••• 
Rev. George Forsyth, A. M. _ _ M. E ... . 
Wyman B. Piper ..•........ . Non-sect 
David Blin Fuller..... . . . . . . Non-sect 
.JamesP. Westen . . .. . ...... Univ .. . 
2 1 90 
1 2 41 
1 1 60 
2 1 55 
1 1 33 
3 2 100 
2 .... 45 
1 4 a74 
0 4 36 
0 5 23 
8 ... . 60 
5 10 b62 
4 .... 33 
0 8 373 
3 .... 65 
2 3 c89 
3 4 128 
3 2 201 
2 2 104 
2 1 176 
4 4 90 
50140 90 
20 21 41 
(60) 47 
30 25 50 
13 20 33 
44 56 100 
45 .... 40 
14 60 65 
0 36 35 
0 23 23 
60 . .. 
----
0 b62 •••. 
















30 10 3o 1 20 1 41 4 
2 .••. 2 
13 0 ... . 0 ••• 0 ••••••• 
5 ... . 5 ..•. ........ ......... 
----
....... #--- .... ....... 
·--· 40 20 ]5 10 6 .... 
25 4 6 ... . 4 .... 
10 4 -··· 
--·-
....... ....... 
0 30 0 0 0 0 
0 7 0 0 0 0 
. ....... ...... ....... . ...... 
---· ---· 
·--· 
.. ... ... ::~: :~J:~~~ 
,; ·;i ;~ -~ ;: I ::; 
27 0 10 0 ••• 0 0 
24 33 12 ...... 2 
27 5 13 ::::1:::: 34 7 13 8 
380 Exeter High School*._ .. -·-·--·- Exeter, Me_ .. ---· ....... -··-·· 
381 .A.l)bott Family School for Boys, Farmington, Me......... 1870 
Little Blue. 
1856j W.L.Watson .• : .•••........ l Non-sectj 1 
1844 .A..H . .A.bbutt. ........... . .... Non-sect 3 
40 ····r-·T·--, .... , .... , ........ . 
1 35 17 18 33 




1····1·····----382 Foxcroft Academy* .............. . 
383 Freedom Academy .............. . 
384 Fryeburg Academy d .......... .. . 
385 Hallowell Classical and Scientific 
Foxcroft, Me .......••.•. ! 182311823 
Freedom, Me ............ 1836 1837 
Fryeburg,Me ............ 1792 . . .. . 
H allowell, Me . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1874 
Academy. 
386 Harpswell Academy e............. Harpswell, Me. . . . . . • . . . . 1858 1859 
387 H artland .Academy* ........... •.. HarLland, Me .••.•• . ..... 1832 ..... 
388 Lee Normal .Academy* ........... Lee, Me····· - -·-··· · ··· 1845 1845 
389 Litchfield Academy* . . . . • • . . . • . . . Litchfield Corners, Me ... ------ . ----. 
390 Monmouth Academy* .•.......... Monmouth, Me .•...•.... 1803 1797 
391 Lincoln Academy •. : ..... _.. . . . • . . New Castle, Me . • • . . . . . . 1801 1804 
392 Eaton Family aml Day School . . . . Norridgewock, Me ..•••.. ·--- · · 1856 












1 139 71 68 116 









20 22 42 . - - . 0 • - 0 • - - 0 0 - .. - •• - •• -. 
4~ 50 80 10 2 2 ---· •••. ----
47 51 91 7 --~- 2 5 .•.. --- -
53 45 77 21 21 /7 3 0 0 
..•..•...... 30 .••. 10 .... 3 •••• 
105 66 0 --. --- 0 • -- 0 7 0 1 0 
92 73 155 0 30 0 6 0 4 
20 25 ---- ..•. ·-·· .....••...•.•••. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878, .b~{~.(S,e, 14 are boys in primary class. c During the spring term. f Also one student preparing for medical course . d These statistics are from a return for 1878. 


















TABLE VI.-Statiatica ojinatittdionajo1· secondary inst1·uctionjor i879, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. 
:l 
394 Patten Academy and Free High 
Sehool.* 
395 City of Portland School* ........ . 
396 Berwick Academ.v..... . ........ . 
397 Fra.uklin Family School ......... . 
398 Oak Gro-v-e Seniinar.v ............ . 
399 Boys' School of St. Paul's Parish .. 
400 F. Knapp's German and English 
Institute. 
401 Morison Academ;r* .............. . 
402 Mt. Vernon Institute ............ . 
403 N ewto;_ Academy ................ . 
404 Oxford School for Boys ...... .... . 
405 Patterson Park Seminary .. ...... . 
406 Roland Academy 
407 St. Francis' Academy . 
408 St. Joseph's Academy .......... .. 









·a t: al 
c:.s b.O 
,.s::l 1-< Q 0 
..... ..... 
0 0 
~ 4) ~ 
A A 
Principal. 
~ . ~ l ai • 4i ! -~4i 
·a ai .s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
o ~ Q ~ ::I bD Q~ ~ 1) e 2 8 § ~Q 
"d e ~ ..c:l ~ ..... "".s g; ~-S --~.;:; ~~ So .s ~ . .$ 'be r:J "d -~ ~ ~si~sti~s~ ~ - ~~~~~~~~~ 
- -
2 3 4 ~ ;--;--;-;!:to 1:1 :12 :t3 :t4 •~ 
Patten, Me ........ . 1846 I 1847 I Charles H. Benjamin ........ 1 Non-sect I 1 1 71 38 33 49 11 11 0 
Portland, Me ................ .. 
South Berwick, Me ...... 1791 
Topsham, Me ............ 1872 
Vassalboro', Me ... ....... 1857 
Baltimore, Md. {95 St. 1853 
Paul st.). 
Baltimore, Md. (29, 31, 1864 
1877 Daniel .D. Patten ........... . 
1793 Orlando M. Lord, A. B .•••... 
1857 D. L. Smith ................ . 
1857 Ed ward H. Cook, A. B ..... . 
1853 I. Randolph Geare ......... . 












and 33 N. Holliday st.). 





Baltimore~,... Md. {46 Mt . ...... 1859 Mrs.l'l!. J. Jones and Mrs. P. E .. . . 5 
B. Maitland. Vernon .t"lace.). 
2 41 34 
2 75 40 
2 24 17 






7 22 19 5 9 
35 75 20 15 .. ...... 
7 12 8 5 5 
35 60 25 10 10 
. ....... ...... .... ......... 
----
120 350 . ..... ...... ....... 
50 
----
'4ii" ---· ...... a60 a60 
4) ..... ~"" "' 0 ~ 4) .s ~ 
0 "' "'P.. ~ .§~ '6o o·,... ~4ig~ '§~ ffi bl)· ..... s "'~ Qal ·z~ :s c;::lQ 
.... a~ 
"'o b.Q4l m~ ~ Q 4)-d ~-S :Z ~ ·a~ 
1=1 Q 




:16 :l,. :IS 
0 01 0 
10 2 
....... ........ ..... 
2 3 1 








Baltimore, Mel. {798 W. 
Baltimore st.). 





Thomas Lester . .. .. .. .. .. • . . .. . .. . .. . 5 1845 30 ............................ .. 
Baltimore, Md. (Me-
Mechen st., near Madi-
1873 ·w. C. Hynds, A.M ....... .... 1 Non-sect 2 
30 130 
22 22 22 I 13 7 I 10 ............. .. 
son ave.). 
Baltimore, Md. {322 E. 
l::altimore st.). 1872 Misses French and Ran-
1 
.......... , ... . 
dolph. 
Miss Rebecca McConkey ... Non-sect 
4125 
7 70 
25 I 25 
70 I 70 I 20 I 70 , .... , .... , ....... .. Baltimore, Md. (253 Hoff-~ .... -- ~· 1872 man st.). 
~~m:~~:·. ~t (79-s~~a:- :::::: -is45-
toga st.). 
Sisters ofProvidence ..•..•.. l R. C .. ---!----j--··1 50 1-- --~50 1· --·~----~----~----~----~----~---­Rev. Brother Gustavus ..... R. C ... . 9 
1 




































4091 School for :Boys ........••..•. ••••. 
410 School for Young Ladies ..... ••••• 
:Baltimore, Md. (265 N. 1------11864 I GeorgeG.Carey,A.M ..•••••• , .•••••..• 
Eutaw st.). 5 r .... l 39 I 39 I .... 1 .... 1 36 1 14 1- ••••. 
:Baltimore, Md. (205 W. S . .A.. Jenness ............................... . 2120 
6 50 


































Southern Home School. ......•.... 
Steuart Hall Collegiate and Com-
mercial Institute.* 
Zion School of Baltimore . ........ . 
.Brookeville .Academy .. .. .... ... . 
Overlea Home School for Yo1mg 
Gentlemen. 
Charlotte Hall School .. .......... . 
Holy Trinity School ............. . 
College of St. James Grammar 
School. 
West Nottingham Academy ..... . 
Elkton Academy ............. . ... . 
Academy of the Visitation* ..... . . 
St.John's Literary Institution* ... 
Shrewsbury Seminary ......... ~ .. 
Hagerstown Female Seminary ... . 
Mt. St. Clement's .Preparatory Col-
lege. 
Lutherville F emale Seminary .... . 
N ew \Vindsor College* ..... ... . . . 
MuDonogh School ..... . ......... . 
The Hannah More Academy ..... . 
Biddle st.). 
Baltimore, Md. (197 N. 
Charles st.). 
Baltimore, Md. (1028 W. 
Baltimore sl(.). 
Baltinlore, Md. (N. Gay 1 1836 
st.). 
Brookeville, Md . . . . . . . . . 1815 
Catonsville, Md ...... . ........ . 
1840 I Mrs. W. M. Cary and Miss 
J.M.Cary. 
1867 Rev. J. N. Hank, A.M ..•••••• 
1836 Rev. Henry Sheib ......... .. 
1814 Edward M. Magruder ...... . 
1862 Rev. George W. Ebeling, 
PH.D. 
Charlotte Hall, Md....... 1774 1796 William T. Briscoe .......••. 
Churchville, Md . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. 1869 Rev. Ed ward .A.. Colburn .... 
College of St. James, Md. 1844 1842 Henry Onderdonk, A.M .•.... 




Luth .... 2 
Non-sect 3 
P.E ..... 1 
P.E ..... 4 
50 ······························•···· 
44 I 44 I .... I 16 I 20 4 6 .............. . 












14 4 1 
1 
1 
13 ~-~~-I-~~ ·I- ~:-1- ~~-I-~~ -I··~-,----2o 20 5 ............... . 
Colora,Md ............... 1812 1812 George K.Bechtel,A.M ..... Non-sect 2 .... 45 45 .... 23 22 1 ........ 7
1 
.. .. 
Elkton, Md .............. 1812 ...... T. L. Graham, A.M ... ~...... ........ .. 3 1 57 30 27 41 16 .... 16 .......... .. 
Frederick, Md ....................... Sisters of the Visitation, B. R. C ............. 75 .... 75 .......................... . 
V.M. 
*~~~r~t~n)ici~~~~~~~~: 'i852. 'i854. -R:~~~c.':L:K:~~-a:y;A:i.i:,i.i:i>·: i;{ih:::: --3- "'6" 1~g :::: ·95· ·95· ~::: ·33· :::::::: ~::: :::: Frederick,Md ................. 1829 . Rev . .A..J.Tisdall ........... R.C ..... 3 .... 60 60 .... 60 5 2 ........ .... 
1 
... . 
Ilchester, Md .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. 1872 Rev. J os. M. Soh warz, c. ss. R R. C..... 8 0 107 107 0 .... 107 107 .. • . . • • . 42 .... 
Lutherville, Md ... .... ... I 185311853 
New Windsor, Md . ..... . , 1848 1840 Rev. J. H. Turner . . . . . . . . . . . Luth . . . . 4 5 40 . . . . 40 ........................... . Rev. A.M. Jelly, D. D ........ Presb. .. 7 4 75 33 42 50 33 6 19 ........... . Owings' Mills, Md . . . . . . 0 1873 
Reisterstown, Md . • . .. . . 1832 1832 WilliamAllan,A.M .... ... .. Non-sect 4 0 50 50 0 50 017 0 •.•. 1 1 Rev. Arthur J. Rich, A. M., P. E..... 3 4 37 . . .. 37 35 19 14 ............... . 
1 M.D., rector. St.Geor?ie'sHallforB~ys"' ... . .... Reisters~own, Md........ 0 1876 Prof.JamesC.Rinear,A.M .. P.E ..... 4 0 40 40 0 30 10 6 4 ..••• 2 0 
St.MarysFemaleSelll:mary ...... St.Marys_Co.,Md...... . ...... ...... .............................. .......... (4) 20 .... 20 ....... . ................... . 
:Rockland School ~or Grrls...... . . . Sandy Sprmg, Md .......... - · ·- 1878 H~nry C. HaUowell, A. M .... _ Non-sect 2 3 34 3 31 34 8 8 1 . • . . 1 
PenLucySchooltorBoys ......... Waverly,Md .................. 1867 I-t10hardMalcolmJohnston. R.C ..... 1 .... 20 20 .••. ~0 12 .•• . 8 .... 1 
Mt. Pleasant Institute for Boys... Amherst, Mass ..... ...... -·- · · · 1846 Henry C. Nash, A. M ......... P. E..... 2 . • . . 10 10 . . . . 10 5 .. .. 4 1 2 
Pnnchard Free School ...... .' ..... Andover, Mass ........... 1851 1856 William G. Goldsmith, A.M .. Non-sect 2 2 68 31 37 68 0 14 0 0 0 2 
Wayside School.. ................. Belmont,Mass ................. 1866 MaryC.Pratt ............... Non-sect 2 4 16 0 16 16 4 7 0 0 0 0 
Powers Institute*...... . . . . . . .. . . . Bernardston, Mass ..... --1· · ·--- 1858 F. E. Stratton, A. M . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 1 4 104 51 53 56 39 9 8 • • • . 1 · • • i 
Howe School...... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Billerica, Mass........... 1852 1852 Samuel Tucker . . . • . . . • • • . .. Non-sect 1 1 35 9 26 35 0 5 0 0 0 
1 Houghton School* ................ Bolton, Mass ............. 1848 1849 C. R. Whitcombe............ .......... 1 .... 55 31 24 •••. .... .••. ..•. 2 ·••· 
Codriian Mansion Home School* .. Boston, Mass ...... ...... · · · · · · 1867 M~s. S.M. Cochrane......... P. E..... 2 5 16 . • .. 16 ................... · · • • · · • • • 
Day and Boardin~ School for Boston, Mass. (West · ·- · · · · ·- · · M1ss Mary W. Mitchell and .............................................. • • .. · • • • · • • • Young Ladies anu Children. Chester Park). Mr. B. Pickman Mann. 
NewburyStreetSchool. ........... l :Boston, Mass. (34 New- ...... -····· Mi~;M.S.Devereux ....•••• Non-sect 5 6 45 
. bury street). . 
Otis Place School . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . Boston, Mass. (5 Ot1s ---.-- 1872 Mrs. Clara Barnes Martin... .. . • . .. . .. 3 5 45 
Place). 
45 I 40 I 10 I 36 
45 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 .... 1 •••••••••••••• 















TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for secondary instructionjor 1879, ~c.-Continued. ~ 
~ 
0 
Number of students. 
~ ~ ..... ~ 
Ctl ~ 0 .s ~ ;... ~ ~ 5 0 Ctl~ trJ ~~ ..... ?-. ~ Q Q 8.~ t-el 
·'Cil Q ~ :s q:j ~~ ~s 0 Ctl Q ~ci QP., I Location. I 0 Principal. ei! ~ ~ ~ •;j(l) -~-~ rll~ ~ Name. :s .s ctl g <'3 rllbll ·8~ Q'd 1-:3 f..< <'3 s .s ;... 51~~ ~~ q:~<ll "' ~ Q ~ p :;3~ ~ "§ 0 p 0 § ;... g ooo bll.-o -~~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 Q ;...<:;> ~<'3 i Q ..... ~s ~>:l ;:::lQ ~ ~ bll 'd .;3 c;l fl bl)" bt"'"' Ooj ~~ ~ rll .s -~ <::>..., ..... <t4 p 
.s ~ <15 ;::1 ~ -~ .s 'drll aso t-3 0 .s bll ~ ~ ~til 0 ~ Cl5 c;l >:l ;... ...... ;...~ II: <I) ~ ~ <I) ~ s ril 'Q s §< §< ~ Cllrll ~ c;l ""' c;l -+"0 trJ 0 ~ >:l ..... A A ~ ~ P>t 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P:: rilQ 
--
- - -- -
- --




1 I 2 I 3 4 :i 6 ,. s 9 10 11 12 13 14 1~ 16 1'1 IS 0 ~ 
- - -- -- - --
- -
-
- -- - ~ 
H 444 Miss Putnam's Eue:lish and Clas- Boston, Mass. (68 Marl- ~ -.... -- 186G Miss M. L. Putnam ....... P.E ..•. 1 8 36 
----
36 36 36 36 
---- ---- ----
........ 00 
sicnl Family and 'Day School. boro' street). 00 
H 445 Mrs. S. H. Ha.yes' Home and Day Boston, Mass. (68 Ches- 1872 Mrs. S. H. Hayes ......... . Cong ... . 3 7 40 
----
40 40 15 20 
---- ----






....... M nut street). noress. ~ 447 Instit.ute of Languages ........... Boston, Mass. (4 Boyls-
---·--
1870 Arnold A. F. Ziillig ....... 
---------· 
1 1 70 10 60 ......... ....... 70 (2) ........ 
. --· ton Place). 0 448 Union Park School for Young Boston, Mass. (18 Con- 1856 Henry Williams ...•..... . Non-sect 2 4 50 ....... 50 50 8 45 1 ••• . 1 .••• ~ Ladies. cord Square). 
449 Thayer Academy ........... ...... Braintree, 111ass ........ 1879 1877 J . B. Sewall, A. M ••.•.••••. Non-sect 4 1 53 20 33 43 10 43 10 0 4 0 trJ 450 llitcltcock Free .lligh School* ..... Brimfield, Mass ........ 1855 1855 E. W. Norwood, A. u ...... Non-sect 2 2 147 87 60 31 9 13 9 .... 
---- ---- t:l 45L St. Mary's Parochial School* ...... Cambridge, Mass ..... . 1875 Rev. Thomas Scultz ....... R.C .... 5 24 1, 270 630 640 1, 220 50 40 20 10 5 1 q 452 ])perfield .Academy and Dickinson Deerfield, Mass ........ 1877 1878 J. Y. Bergen,jr., A. i\f .••••• Non-sect 2 1 75 40 35 75 20 20 
----
0 0 0 Q High School.* :> 453 Nichols Academy . ................ Dudley, Mass ...... . .. . 1822 1821 Edmund P. Barker ........ Non-sect 1 1 72 50 22 50 10 12 5 .... ..... 
---- 1-:3 454 Partridge .A.ca(Leiuy ........ ..... .. Dux bury, Mass ........ 1829 1845 Edwd. Bartlett Maglatblin Non-sect 1 1 50 20 30 50 10 20 0 1 0 0 H 455 Home School for Young Ladies ... Eve1·ett. Mass ... ....... 1874 Mrs . .A.. P. Potter.......... Baptist . 1 4 25 
----





¥~~sk~:s¥!~~ -~~~~~~:::::::::::::: Greenfield, Mass ...... . D., anclE.J. VanLennep. 2 15 ___ l ___ l1r-·· 459 -- ---- 1869 Miss Sabra Wright ........ Unit'n ...... 4 30 ---- 30 400 Hadley, Mass .......... 1866 Misses Porter and Champ- Conj. & 2 2 12 12 12 : --~· --~· :~~: ·--~ 461 R::taloVoi· Academy................ Hanover, Mass...... ... 1862 ney. P .• 20 7 1812 .J. G. Kni~ht ............. . Non-sect 1 0 44 24 33 
462 Derby Academy .................. liingham,:Mass ........ 1797 1783 jamesE.Thofuas,A.JL ............. i 2 40 20 20 ...•.. 30 10 ~----~ i 
1 
... . 
463 Leice.ster ..A.cademya .............. Leicester, Mass ........ 1784 1784 A. H. Coolidge, chairman Non-sect ···· · ..... ............................................ . 
of board or trustees. 
464 St.Patrick's Female Academy .... Lowell, Mass .................. 1852 Sister..A.gnes..A.loysia ...... R.C. .... 10 125 .... 125 125 32 75 
465 Barstow School ............... _ .. _ Mattapoisett, Mass . . . . 1870 Charles Benton and..A.nuie 1 1 29 10 19 29. 12 . -.. 0 0 I 0 I 2 
. H.Delano. . 
466 Eaton Family School............. Middleborough, Mass .. 1854 Amos H. Eaton .. . .... _. 1 2 37 31 6 25 2 1 0 0 0 0 
467 Peirce Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middleborough, Mass . . 1835 1808 George H. Coffin . . . . . . . . Baptist . 4 5 60 35 25 40 15 9 11 3 2 1 
468 Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin's Lancas- Nantucket, Mass....... 1827 1827 E. B. Fox .......... _...... Non-sect 1 3 80 35 45 45 30 40 0 0 1 0 
terian School.* 
469 Friends'..A.cademy ............... NewBedford,Mass .... 1708 Andrewlngraham ........ Friends. 2 1 29 15 14 ....... ........ 7 .... 7 
470 Consolidated High and Putnam J l 1764 ~ " ' · 'I Schools * Newburyport,Mass .. 1838 1843 .A.mosH.Thompson ...... Non-sect 3 u 229102127 157 72 51 6 .... 2 0 
. 1848 
471 South Berkshlre Institute. . . .. . . .. New Marlboro', Mass .. 1855 1H56 S. ':1'· _Frost, A. M ____ •• _..... Non-sect 2 4 65 35 30 35 20 10 10 6 . .. . I 
472 New Salem Academy ............. New Salem, Mass...... W1lham H. Smlley, A. n ... Non-sect 1 .••. 5 9 5 3 ...... .. 
473 Home and Day School ............ Roxbury P. 0., Mass. 1847 Miss Jeamiette P. Watson 3 14 4 10 6 .......... .. 
. (Dunreath Place). ~ . t/1 
474 Sawm Academy .................. Sherborn, Mass..... .. 1871 1R74 Edward ..A.. H. Allen, c. E .. Non-sect 1 1 2!) 15 14 29 11 7 . . . . . . .. 0 2 ,.:j 
475 Dummer Academy................ South Byfield, Mass .... 1782 1763 Rev.EbenezerG. Parsons, Non-sect 1 1 32 22 10 19 3 4 3 0 0 0 ~ 
476 Hillsitle Home* .. . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Stockbridge, :Mass .. .. . .. . .. 1875 M~;sAAdele Brewer .. . .. .. Cong.... 1 3 13 .. .. 13 13 3 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • :j 
477 WalthaniNewChurchSchool* .. . Waltham,Mass . ....... 1860 BenjamiuWorcester ...... N.Jer.C 2 6 60 25 35 .............. 3 .... 2 .... U1 
478 Wes~e.van Acado~y* ........... W~l~raharu, Mass ...... 1824 1825 Rev. Nath'\Fellows, .A.. M .. M. E... 8 2 28~ 176 111 172 90 27 47 6 9 ... . ~ 
479 English and ClassiCal Scbool...... \Yilhamstvwn, Mass .. . 1876 Rev. N.H. Egleston .. . .. . Cong.... 2 2 L 12 .. .. 12 12 . • .. 9 .. .. 1 --.. 0 
480 Highland Military Academy...... Worcester, Mass . ..... . 1856 C. B. Metcalf, A.M......... Non-sect 5 . . . . 50 50 . . . . 50 6 10 . __ . 5 . . . . 4 >-
481 School of Modern Languages . . . . . Worcester, Mass. (23 1875 Mrs. Minna Y. Fitch...... Non-sect . . . . 3 49 18 31 9 .• _. 40 . • • . . • . . . • . . . . • . t"' 
Main. st.). 
482 Miss Williams' School . . . . . . . . . . . vVorcester, Mass. (25 0 1873 ..A. va Williams .. _. . . . . . . . . Non-sect 2 5 28 0 28 28 12 28 1 0 1 0 1-3 
Chatham st.). >-
483 Raisin Valley Scmiua.ry.......... ..A.dria.n, Mich ............ -... 1851 Erastus Test, M. n .. . .. . .. Friends . 2 1 99 60 39 88 11 18 1 2 .. .. .. .. t:d 
484 Detro~t Colle~e .... : _............ Det~o~t, M~ch ..... -.... 1877 ReV:. James G. vy-alshe, s .. r R. C .. _.. 8 .. .. 1M 120 .. .. 100 90 ~5 16 14 .. .. .. .. t"' 
485 DetrOJtFemateSemmary ......... Detimt,Mwb.......... 1859 MarcusH.Martm,A.M . ... Non-sect 6 13 200 .... 200 175 15 35 6 .... 0 .•.. t?;l 
486 German-American Semina.ry ... _ .. Detroit, Mich. (Lafay- William N. Hailmamt .... Non-sect .2 3 139 87 52 139 ..............•.. -.. . . . . ?1 
ette st.). 
487 The Misses Bacon's School for GranclRapids,Mich ... ------ 1874 TheMissesBacon ........ Non-sect 1 3 55 .•.. 55 ............................. . 
Young Ladies and Children. 
488 St. Joseph's Academy............. Marquette, Mich....... 0 1869 Sister Mary De. Pazzi.. _.. R. C..... .. .. 8 220 70 150 220 ................ --- ·1·---
489 St.Mary's Academy" .... .. ....... Monroe, Mich......... 1845 MotherMaryClotilda .... R.C..... 10 80 80 80 7 .... 2 2 .... 9 
490 Somerv"ille School. __ ._ ......... __ . Saint Clair, Mich .... -- . Caroline F. Ballentine .... . 
491 St.CroixValley.A.caclemy ........ .A.fton,Minn.......... 0 1808 E.B.Preble ............... Non-sect 1 17 9 8 
492 Bethlehem Academy and Parish Faribault,Minn........ 1865 SisterM.GertrudePower. R.C..... 8 310 160 150 ...................... -·--School. 
493 ShattuckSchooL ................. Faribanlt,Min~-------- 1860 1864 Rev:Jas. Dobbin,.A..M.,B.D P.E ..... 7 2 128 128 .•.. 74 54 28 10 8 6 ----
494 Grove Lake .Academy------·----- GroveLake,Mmn ........... 1876 DamelJ.Coo-an .. ......... Non-sect 2 3j 35 .... 35 6 .... 4 6 2 .. .. 
495 ConventoftheBlessedSacrament. Hokah,Minn ................ 1868 SisterM.C.l3orromea .. ... R.C..... 5 50 20 30 .... .... ·••• 
496 School of the Holy Apostles* .. _.. Mankato, Minn ......... ----- 1873 P. Schnitzler......... .. . .. R. C _.... 4 5 265 120 145 40 12 12 ~ 
497 St: Olaf's School................... Northfield, M_inn....... 1874 1875 Thorbjorn Nilson Mohn . . Luth. _.. 3 1 63 50 13 42 9 12 9 
3 498 Mmnesota Academy . __ ... _... . . . . Owatonna, Mmn . . . . . . . 1878 1877 Samuel H. Baker, A. M .• __ • Baptist _ 3 3 153 71 82 32 25 92 60 20 
499 ChristChurchParishSchool. ..... RedWing,~_n ....... 0 _1862 Rev.GeorgeW.Watson .. P.E ..... 1 1 71 30 41 66 5 .................... t; 
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1 2 3 4 :5 6 'f 8 9 10 11 12 13 :l4 Jt'i 1611'f :l8 
Rochester English ancl Classical I Rochester, Minn . ...... --I- .••• -I-•• -- -I Sanford Niles School.* ··t·--------·l··-·l·--· l ····l··-·1··--1··-·l·•-·l-·-·l•••·l••••l···-·----
.Assumption School* ............. . 
St. Loms School* ...... , ......... . 
Ht. Paul Home School .......• . .... 
GnstaYus Adolphus College* .. . . . . 
'\Vl'sloyan Methodist Seminary . .. . 
Brandon .Female College . . .... . .. . 
Brookhaven Male .A cademy ...... . 
" ravm·ley Institute . ......... . -- --
Mt. H orn'ton F emaJ.e Seminary ... . 
Corinth F emale College .......... . 
gh~:r~~~t~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:: 
Ink a F emale Institute ....... . . .. . 
Kosciusko Malo and F emale Insti-
tute. 
11foCom b 9it.~ Academy ...... . ... . 
1)1 atohez :Semmary ............. . . . 
Onldand Female Semiua.ry ....... . 
01wlona Fema.le College ......... . 
Okolona Male a cademy . ......... . 
Pontotoc Malo Academy ......... . 
Sardis InsLituie .... .. . . . .. ....... . 
Sta1.·kville l!'omalo Institute . .. .. . . 
St. Paul,Minn . ... . ...... 1855 
St. Paul, Minn . . . . . . . . .. 1871 1872 




St. P et er, Minn .......... 1874 1876 
Wasioja., Minn ........... 1873 1873 
Brandon, Miss . .......... 1845 1840 
Brookhaven, Miss ........ 
Byhalia, Miss ............ 
1879 
Clinton, Miss ............ 1873 1875 
Corinth, Miss ............ 1876 1875 
Fayette, Miss . ........... 1876 
Holly Springs, Miss . . . ... 
Iuka, Miss .. . ........... 1866 1866 
Kosciusko, Miss ......... 1877 1874 
McComb City, Miss . ..... 0 1873 
Natchez, Miss . :. . . . . . .. . 0 1877 
Oakland, Miss ...................... . 
Okolona, Miss...... . . . . . . 1855 1850 
Okolona, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1870 
Pontotoc, Miss . ..................... . 
Sardis, Miss . . . . .. .... . ... 1872 1865 
Starkville, Miss. . . . . . . . . . 1873 1869 
Valentine Strimmler ........ 
··------·· 
4 5 490 190 
Sisters of St. Joseph ........ R.C ..... 2 120 40 
Mrs.M. W.Brown .......... P.E ..... 5 9 71 32 
Rev. J.P. Nyqui~t .......... Ev. Luth 3 0 65 59 
E.G.Paine,A.M ............. Wes.Me 1 2 79 46 
:Miss F. A. Johnson ......... Non-sect 3 80 20 
GradnigoJ.Young ................... 1 50 40 
·s;,~~hA:-oi~k~Y: ::~::~:::::: -:N~~:;~~i 3 ·~g·r, M. C. Connelly .........•••.. Presb ... 3 J. E. Blankenship . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 1 2 80 39 
W.A.Anrlerson ...................... 1 27 27 
Rev. W. H. Armstrong...... M. E. So. 1 4 94 38 
T. A. S. Adams............. . M. E. So. 1 3 64 28 
Miss Ellen Hamerton ...... . 
Rev. Charles Ayer .....•.... 
W. N. Thatcher ...•......... 
J. G. Deupree 
Non-sect . . . . 2 60 
Baptist . 2 2 45 
Non-sect .....•.• 78 










F. C. Austin .... 
J. A. Rainwater .. 
T. G. Sellers .. 
Non-sect 3 .... 112 
Non-f.ect 2 .... 57 
Non-sect 2 3 210 
Baptist . l 7 159 
300 490 100 200 50 12 --~-l~::i 80 120 120 39 60 11 71 11 
6 15 13 6 
33 50 25 4 18 20 1 0 
60 15 10 4 1 
10 25 10 
a82 
60 60 
41 80 4 2 2 .•.. 
23 4 4 1 .... 
56 65 28 13 
36 39 25 4 15 15 7 .... 
30 ........•.... , .............. .... . 
13 37 8 
33 78 9 
120 120 15 
0 112 19 
.•.. 42 15 
106 .... 26 
140 129 30 
3 6 2 6 
8 30 59 ... 
0 15 27 31 2 
-· 10 3 1 .... 












































































Vaiden Male and Female Institute. 
North Mississippi Male and Fe-
male College. 
'Valthall Male and Fema.le High 
Sehoul. 
Vaiden, Mi_ss ............ ·f· .. : .. 11872 
Verona, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . 18't0 1870 J. Scott Colmery, A. M .•..••. f Non-sect '.r. L. Carothers, president ... Non-sect 
Walthall, Miss .. _ ...... . 1S7G I Samuel L. Cooke Non-sect 
2 I 96 I 56 I 40 I 9o 
3 142 78 64 142 




1 I 5 f 2 4 130 130 




Jefferson College ................ . 
Arcadia College and Academy of 
the Ursuline-Sisters. 
Washington, Mis~ . _ ..... I 1802 
Arcadia, Mo ............ . 
1811 
18i7 
Joseph S. Raymond ...... -.- Non-sect f 2 
Mother Mary J. Rose . . . . . . . R. C ........ _ . 
65 
4 I 40 
65 o j45 I 20 
40 40 
20 0 
25 , .... , .... .... . 
Watson Seminar,y ................ . 
The Kemper Family School. .•.... 
Butler Acadf'my ... _ .. _. __ ...... . 
Bellevue Collegiate Institute* ... _ 
Boonville, Mo . . . . . . . . . . 0 
.A sbley, Mo .............. 11847 
Butler, Mo _ .............. 1876 





Grand River 9ollege .,. .- .......... 1 Edin~urg, Mo- ........... 
1 
•• - ••• 
Carleton Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Farmmgton, Mo . . . . . . . , 1S59 I 1S54 
Fruitland High School. .......••.. 
Kirkwood Seminary ............. . 
Marionville Collegiate Institute .. 
Morrisville Male and Female Col-
legiate Institute. 
Oak Ridge High School ..... .. ... . 
Ingleside College ......... _ .•.••.. 
St. Paul's College ....... . . _ ...... . 
St. Charles College .. . ........... . 
Young Ladies' Institute ... _ ... __ . 
Mrs. Cuthbert's Seminary for 
Young Ladies. 
German Institute 
School of the Good Shepherd* .. . . 
Salem Aca(lemy ................. . 
Sedalia Collegiate Institute* ..... . 
Weaublea,u Christian Institute ... . 
Brownell Hall* ... _ .. -........... . 
Atkinson Academy .......... - -- .. 
Chester Academy ............ --··. 
Stevens High School. .. -- ... - .-.- . 
Colebrook .A.cadf'm.r * . . . . -.. .. -. 
Gay's English and Cl::tsRica,l School. 
Contoocook Academ.v .. _ .... .. .. _ 
Dee1ing High Schoolb .... __ --- · --
Pinkel·ton Aca(lemy' ..... __ . _ ... . 
Franklin Academy ........ _ ..... .. 
Penacook .A.catlemy and School of 
Practice. 
Kirkwood, Mo ......... _. 1868 1861 
J~ckson, Mo. ___ .. _ ... _ .. 1181911851 
Marionville, Mo ...... _ . . 1872 1872 
MoLTis \7 ille, Mo . _ .. . _. _.. 1876 187::! 
Oak Ridge, Mo ..... ·--- .. 11877 
Palmyra, Mo ... _ .. _ .... _. 1874 
Palmyra, M:o .. __ ....... _ _ 1S52 
Saint Charles, Mo........ 1S3S 
Saint· Joseph, Mo ...... . _ 
Saint Louis, Mo. (cor. 
16th and Pine sts.). 
Saint Louis, Mo. (215 1857 
south 3d st.) . 
Saint Louis, Mo. (2029 1873 
Park ave.). 
Salem, Mo _. ......... .. .. 0 











Weaubleau City, Mo .. __ . 1869 1873 
Omaha, Nebr ............ 1867 1863 
Atkinson,N.H .......... 1791 1789 
Chester, N.H ...................... . 
Claremont, N.H .. __ .... o 18GS 
Colebrook. N. H . _ ... _ ... 1835 1S50 
Concord, N.H ................. 1879 
Contoocook, N.H ... ... . . .......... . 
Deering, N. H .. _. _...... 1852 1863 
Derry, N. H ... _ .... _... . 1814 1815 
Dover, N . H . . .. .. . . .. . .. 1818 1818 
Fisherville, N. R ___ . . . . . . . . . . 18G6 
J os. C. Watkins, A. 111 • • • . . . . . Non-sect. 
F. T. Kemper, A. 1\I . • . • • • • . • . Non-sect 
James M. Naylor, A.l\I .....• Presb ... 
Rev. Thos. 1\L Finney, D. D., M. E. ::-io. 
president. 
llev. 'l'homns H. Storts, A. :r.L Baptist . 
Miss Eliza A.. Carleton, A.M., JU. E . _. _ 
president. 
W. A. McNeely ........ . ... Presb .. . 
Miss Anna C. Sneed ..... . ... Presb .. . 
Rev. Jasper A. Smith, A. :r.r • . M. E . _ .. 
Rev. W. C. Montgomery, JU. E. So . 
president. 
W. F. Carrington .......... . 
. ii~~: i -.A~ w ~i~~~·ight, ·A.· ~i.; ~~~~i~~.: 
llr. D., president. 
B. S. Newland, president . . . M. E. So. 
Rev. Charles Martin, :r.r. D .. _ Non-sect 
Mrs. Eugenia Cuthbert . _ .. _ Non-sect 
John Eyser ................ . , . - .. ··---· 
Sister Catharine 
William H. Lvnch, A. u ..... 
J. B. Van Petten and E. R. 
Booth. 
Rev. Emerson Earber ..... . 
Rev. Robert Doherty ...... . 
Bartlett H. Weston ...... .. 
Jacob T. Choate...... - ... 
.A.rthnr .r. Swain. A. ]I ...... -
D. M. McPherson .. _ ....... . 
Ge01·g-e E. Ga.v ...... _- .. . .. . 
P.E ..... 
Christian 
P.E .... . 





A.. G. Lombard, B. s . ...... _ .. 
Herod Chase, secreturv .... -~ Non-sect Edmuncll~. Ang:ell, A.'J\I .•.. _ Non-seet 
John Scales, A. IH ........ ........ .. - .. . 
J. ll. Larry ... ...... _ .... _ Non-sect 
Francestown Academy • .......... j Francestown, N. li . - .... I 1819 
*From Report of the Commissione1· of Education for 1878. 
1800 I Hervey S. Cowell, A. :1.1 . __ .•• j Non-sect 
a These are in the public &C)lOol department. 
211 177 42 35 77 12 o 12 o o 1 o 
4 2 51 51 0 40 10 8 4 .. -. 21 1 
2 .... ] 05 43 62 75 30 12 6 2 .. .. 5 
3 2 140 68 72 .. .. . . .. 2 ............ - .. . 
2 
2 i~~ ~g ~~ 1~~ . ~~---~. 5~ -~~- : :::I:::: 
I ~ ~ ~~ i~ g~ ;g -· 5--io-- · o .. · o-- -o l .. o 
~ ~ i~~ ~~ §~ i~~ ~~ .. 5. : ::: : : : : : : : :1: ::: 
2 2 12S 'iO 58 128 ........ - - .. 8 .. -- I 
3 3 ··-· ............... ---- ............... . 
4 3 64 39 25 50 10 16 20 2 .... 1 .. .. 
1 3 44 20 24 .. .. 4 12 .......... - .1. --. 
2 6 90 . ___ . 90 90 5 15 .. ________ .. 
1 
.... 
4 7 134 .... 134 134 100 134 .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 
4 .. • . so 80 .. - . so 20 50 ......... "l". 
2 10 44- 4 40 44 8 16 ................ . 
4 I 4 397 198 199 397 15 12 15 .. .. 3 o 
(5) 250 126 124 .... --·· .................. .. 
2 I. . .. 92 49 43 __ __ 8 o s . . . . 4 5 
31 5 80 6 7 4 so 22 26 2 0 1 0 
~ ~ ~~f '!f -~r :~i: :~6: :i~: ·1 .T ·-g-1·--g 
1 I 2 80 40 40 ~0 15 10 .. .. .. .. 1 I'" .. 
l . . .. 30 28 2 25 5 2 3 ........ -- .. 
1 l1 61 28 33 46 14 5 2 .. ____ .. 
1
. __ . 
. . i ... i .. 52 .. 27 .. 25 - . 45 .. 15 ... 7 . . iii ... i ... i. : :: : 
~ i ~g ~g ~~ ~g '.!g .. ~. . 2. :::: : :: :I. : : : 
1 I 4 107 63 44 74 33 6 18 1 0 I 0 





















'r ABLE Vl.- Statistics of institutions jot· seoonda1·y inst1·uotion fm· 1879, <J·o.- Continued. 
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3 I ~ 
1
. 4 1 5 ~--6- -;--; -;;- •• -;-;--;-; ~ 14 15 1 16 1~1-;-; I I 1--1 ------------
[i()l Gilmanton Academy ......... .... . Gilm=ton, N.H ......... I 1794 , 1797 F. M. McCutchins, A. B .•••. 5G2 Brackett Academy* ............. . 
[ 63 Hillsborough Bridge Union School 
and Valley Academy. 
5G-1 
1 
Kingston Academy ............ . 
5G5 Lancaster Academy ............. . 
[.UG Milton Classical Institute ....... . 
567 ~ow Hampton Literary Institution 
GG8 .Appleton Acarlemy* ............. . 
oG.l North Conway Academy ........ .. 
mo Korthwood Seminary .. . ........ . . 
571 Pembroke Academy ........... .. . 
:J72 l~ittsfielclAcademy ............ . . 
f•73 Miss Morgan's English, French, 
and German School for Young 
Ladies. 
r:; 4 Smith's Academy aud Commercial 
College. 5i3 1 McGaw No1·mal Institute ......... 
57G New llamp!'!hire Conference Sem-
inary and Female Colle~e. 
577 , Simonds Free High School . ..... . 
578 I Tubbs' Union Academy .. . ___ _ , 
579 Kearsarge School of Practice . _ .. . 
580 Atco Academy ................. .. 
Cong .... 1 2 34 17 17 18 14 2 11 0 2 0 Green laud, N. H .... ... _ . 1824 1825 Miss S. C. Merrill. __ ... _ .. __ Non-sect 0 4 50 20 30 50 35 12 4 5 0 0 H~llsboroughBridge, N.H ..... 1876 :!!'rank P. Newman .......... 2 1 60 32 28 54 6 . ~ . . ... . 
---- - ---
10 
limgston, N. H .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1825 F. W. Whitney ............. Non-sect 1 1 46 25 21 30 7 4 .... 
----
--·· ---· Lancaster, N. H. . . . . . . . . . 1828 1828 Thomas MacomlJer, A.M . ••. Non-sect ) 1 62 26 36 52 ~~ 1:::: 3 0 Milton, N.H ............. 1866 ...... Miss C . .Augusta Clement .. . Non-sect 0 2 48 19 29 36 0 0 0 0 New Hampton, N. II. ... . 1853 1853 Rev. A. B. Meservey, A. llf., ]'.W.Bap 6 4 .... 
---- ---- -·- · Pll. V. 
New Ipswich, N. II _ . _. 1789 1789 William A.. Preston, A . M. __ . 
-----···-
3 2 57 36 21 ~4 33 6 North Conway, N. H .. _ 1823 1820 R ev. S. G. Norcross ......... Confi .... 1 2 102 45 57 G8 3:'! 5 4 N O'tbwood Ri~o;N. 11..
1
1867 1867 J. H. Hutchins, >\. M . __ . __ - .. Fr. a.p. 1 1 33 14 19 15 18 
---- ! 1'1''"''"" l>embroke, N. - .... . __ .. 1818 1819 Isaac Walker, A. ~1 _ .. ___ .... Cong .... ~ I 1 89 49 40 72 9 5 Pittsfield, N. H .. _.. . .... 1830 1830 Daniel K. Foster ... _ .. _.... Cong .... 1 55 30 25 50 30 10 Portsmouth, N.H. __ .... . 0 1 1874 .Arabella. C. Morgan . _ ... _-. .Non-sect 5 36 0 36 36 5 36 
Podamoutb, N. H..... .. I .. .. 1 1873 L owi• E . Smith ............. I...... .. .. 3 1 1 53 40 
R eed's F erry, N.H .. --- . 1 1840 184!) Elliot WlJipplc ..... _. _ ..... Non-sect 2 1 :l7 27 10 27 10 4 3 1 1 
Tilton,N.H .............. I 18~~ 1 18~5 Re~ .. SilasB.Quimby,A. iiL .. M.E .... 8 ~ l o~ 1~4 :9 1l!J 64 55 40 4 
:w.,.,, N. n............ 1Sd 18•1 w •llu•m Gohlt b wmte, A." "I"... .. . 1 2 ••• ..3 .o .. 9 5 3 .. . .. 'I" ..Washington,N.II ....... 1 ..... . 1848 l!'r:mk P erley ............ ... Non sect 1 ... . 25 1:! l2 ..... ................. . 
Wilmot, N.ll... ..... ... 0 H>76 IIerbmtB.Dow ............ Non-sect a:; 1 a31 a.lD Cbl:l a:Jl ... 
1 
.. 0 0 0 0 




































581 Blair Presbyterial Academy...... TII::drstown, 1~. J ............. . 1848 ItenryD. Gregory, A.M., PH.D. Pres b ... ll 3$6 401619 39 tli01116 582 South Jersey Institute*........... Bridgeton, N. J .......... 1868 1870 H. K. Trask, A. M...... . . • • • . Baptist . 4 5 150 90 60 87 63 27 20 5 7 I 9 583 Brainerd Institute''. . .......... .. . Cranbury, N. J . . . . . . . . . 1865 1865 Leonard T. Brown . . . . . . . . . . Prenb . .. 2 1 b50 b30 b20 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 584 The Elizabeth Institute ........... Elizabeth, N. J. (521 N. 
-·----
18U1 Miss N. Q. Read ........ .... . Presb ... 2 5 45 10 35 45 5 7 ........ ' .... ' .... Broad street). 
585 Misses Hayward's English and Elizabeth, N. J. (~70 :N. 
------
18GD MissesJ. L. and .A. Hayward. P.E ... ... 4 30 
--· · 
30 30 8 28 .... , .... , .... , .... l<rench School for Young Ladies.* Broad street}. 
586 J eff:'ersou Park Academy ..... . ... Elizabeth, N .. J .......... 1873 1872 James H. Lansley, PH. D ..••. Non-sect 3 4 84 54 30 
16 .... """l'" 587 English and Classical School .... Flemington, N.J ......... 0 1870 Isaiah N. Leigh . .. .......... Presb ... 1 1 50 30 ~0 45 5 0 -~~- --~ . . :~ . .. -~ 588 Freehold Insl.itnte ................ Freehold, N. J ........... 0 1844 Rev . .A.. G. Cllambers ........ Presb ... 6 0 75 75 0 50 25 589 Hackensack Acac:lemy ............ Hackensack, N.J ....... 1870 S. D. Brooks ................ 1 2 49 23 26 590 Centenary Collegiate Institute* ... Hackettst.own, N.J ...... 1869 1874 nev. Geoi·geH. Whitney, D.D. Meth ... 6 5 185 111 74 80 105 53 35 11 10 501 The ''Homo" Seminar\' ....... ... . Hi~btstown, N. J ........ 0 18G4 Rev. William M. Wells, A.M. Presb ... 1 3 43 13 30 30 10 1 0 0 0 592 Academy of tho Sacred Ht>art . .... Ho oken, N. J .. ......... Sister Clara Agnes .... . ..... R.C .... 75 75 
::::::::::::1:::: 593 Germ::m-Ameril·an School* ...... . Hoboken, N.J. (144 Park 1871 Jol.m A.. von Duisburg ...... 50 
n.venuel. 594 German-Ameriean School in the Hoboken, :N. J. (cor. 6th 
------
1867 Rev. Leopolll Mohn . ....... Ref. .... 4 3 130 85 45 ..... 12 36 8 Martha Institute. st. and Park ave.) 
[{). 595 Hoboken .Academy .............. Hoboken, N. J ........ . .. 1860 1861 Magnus Schoeder .......... . Non-sect 11 2 395 263 132 
---- ---· 
395 0 0 3 .... H 596 Young Ladies' Institute* ..... ... . Hoboken, N.J.(352Bloom- 1868 Miss Mathilde Schmidt .. .. . 4 5 130 
--·-
130 130 50 130 ..... . ....... 
--- .. ---· ~ field street). 
Miss Elizabeth H. Boggs .... ~ 507 Hopewell Seminary ............... Hopewell, N. J . .......... 0 1866 Non-sect 1 4 36 6 30 35 0 4 1 1 0 0 ...... 598 James burg Institute* . ............ Jamesburg, N.J ......... 1873 M. Oakey, A. ~I , ............ . Non-sect 1 45 30 15 39 6 .... 3 1 .... . -. ~ [/). 599 Hasbrouck Institute .............. Jersey Cit:.y, N. J. (100 0 1856 Henry C. M1ller, A.M., and 10 0 150 150 0 110 40 55 35 15 4 2 H H Grand street). Charles C. Stimets. 0 600 St. Aloysius Academy ....... .... . Jersey City, N. J .... ... .. .... . Sister M. Zita . .... .......... R.C .... 105 ...... > 601 Classical anc:l. Commercial High Lawrenceville, N. J ...... 1810 Rev. Samuel M. Hamill, D. D Presb. 6 0 49 49 0 22 20 7 15 6 6 ~ School. 
602 L~"rrenceville Young Ladies' Sem- Lawrenceville, N.J ...... 
------
1835 Rev. R. Hamill Davis, PII. D .. Presb . .. 1 3 21 ..... 21 
-·- -
... 3 .... 
---- ---- ---- H mary. p;.. 603 Glenwood Institute ............... Matawan, N. J . .......... 1855 1855 Charles Jacobus, A. l\I ....... Non-sect 2 2 82 45 37 82 27 8 6 .... ....... ....... ttl 604 St. Stephen's School .............. Millburn, N. J ........... 1872 1869 Rev. Julius D. Hose, A.M., P.E ... 1 1 14 10 4 5 9 8 4 2 1 0 ~ 
:l.f.D.,l:'H.D. t"'l 605 Moorestown Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . Moorestown, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 Edward Forsythe .......... Friends . 1 2 70 33 37 55 15 ....... 3 1 ! .... [12 606 English and French Boarding ancl Morristown, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1860 Miss E. Elizabeth Dana ..... Non-sect 2 8 60 ....... 60 60 25 35 .... ... ---- ....... Da~School. · 
607 Miss ongwell's Seminary . ... . . . . . Morristown, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865 Miss Susan .A. T.ongwell .... Non-sect . 1 8 40 40 
-- -· ----
::: 1··-~ 608 Morris Academy .................. Morristown, N.J .............. 1794 Wayland Spaulding ... ...... 3 29 29 1 28 28 609 Morris Classical Institute ........ Morristown, N . • r .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 Sidney H. Moore ............ Non-sect 610 ~t. Holly Boys' Academy . ..... Mount Holly, N.J ..... -. 0 18?5 John M. Pfouts, M.A ........ Non-sect 1 1 45 45 9 8 2 .... 611 First German and English Pres- Newark, N.J. (35 Morton ...... 18<J9 Rev. John U. Guenther ..... Presb ... 3 2 300 180 120 250 50 8 2 




......... --~l--~ andDayScboolforYoungLadies. (College avenue). 613 Mrs. Parks' Seminary for . Young I New Brunswick, N. J. 0 1872 Mrs. Martha S. Parks ....... Non-sect 3 4 40 
----
40 40 7 39 0 0 Ladies. (Livingstonavenue). 614 Newton Collegiate Institute ..... ·I Newton, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . 1852 1848 S. S. Stevens, .A. M ••••••••••. Non-sect 2 3 40 25 15 25 15 
-·-· 
10 ....... 
... T ... 615 Passaic Classical School .......... 
1 
Pa.ssaic, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1871 Charles W. Stickle, A.M ..•• . P.E .... 2 1 21 18 3 18 3 2 .. o. ·--o 616 Passaic Falls Institute ............ Paterson, N.J. (cor. Mar- I 0 1866 Rev. Joseph C. Wyckoff' ... . Non-sect 2 5 44 10 34 30 13 3 3 0 ~ k t and Church streets) : 
~ *From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Number during winter term. bAverage number. 01 
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l I 2 3 4 
Tnllroan Seminary* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paterson, N.J. (York ave.) 0 1862 
Pennington Int>titute* . .. . . . .. . . . . Pennington, N.J........ 0 1844 
JUiss Conrey's Select School....... Plainfield, N. J.......... 0 1870 
North Plainfield Seminary........ Plainfield, N.J......... . ..... 1876 
~~il~~f~·r~, :lt~\~~~):s-: · ·:::::::::: ~~fe~71:r_Ni .~: :::::: ::::: :::::: . ~~~~-
Miss Saralll3. i\Iathe,n's School.. Summit, N. J .................. 1878 
Trenton .L\c::ulcmy . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . Trenton, N.J............ 1i81 1781 
Vineland Institute*. . . . . . . . . . Vinelann, N.J........... . . . . . . 1876 
llome Boarding School for Y'oun~ \Yaterford, N.J......... ... .. . 1877 
Men and Boys.>· 
IInngerford Collegiate Institute .. 
.Albany .Academy ......... ....... . 
Christian Brothers' .AcadPm \7 •••• 
English, French, ancl Classical 
Institute. ,,. 
.Albion Union School. ............ . 
Alfred University (academic dc-
partment).b 
Amenia Seminary ....... ........ . 
.Amsteruam .Academy and F emale 
Seminary.* 
.A<lums, N.Y ....... . ---- 11864 1864 
.Albany, N.Y ............ , 1813 1814 
.Albany, N. Y.... . ... --~-- .... 
.Albany, N. Y. (131 N ....... 1874 
Pearl street). 
Albion, N.Y ....... ...... 
.Alii.·eu, N.Y ............. 
.......... 1877 
.Amenia, N. Y ...... ...... 1834 1835 
.Amsterdam, N. Y ....... 1839 1839 
6351 Ives Seminary* .................. . 
636 .Argyle .Academy* ............... . 
(i37 Cnyuga Lake .A.cactemy* ......... . 
f1856J 1861 .Antwerp, N.Y.......... 1861 
Argyle, N.Y ............ 1841 1841 














~ 0 ~ 0 
15 ::l 
"" 1:1 ] ] Q;) 
Q;) ~ .....; 
~ ~ .e ~ 0 R 8 
--
-
7 8 9 
Mrs. G. C. Tallman, jr . . . . . . . Non-sect 1 5 75 
Rev . .A.. P. Lasher . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 2 1 51 
Miss Hattie M. Conre,y . . . . . Non-sect 0 1 20 
Miss M. Helen Burrows .. ... Non-sect 1 5 25 
Mrs. K. B. Larison . • . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . 1 2 34 
H.P.Davidson,A.M ......... .......... 1 3 ... 
Miss Sarah B. Mathews . ... . Non-sect 0 4 25 
J. W. Fairley ............... Non-sect 1 .... 18 
Fratoni:l E. 1-'arkhnrst ..................... --. a23 
1'\.ev. James G. Shinn, A.M ... Non-sect 1 1 7 
Albert.B.Watkins,A.lii.,PH.D. Non-sect 5 41186 Merrill E. Gates, A. 111. ...... Non-sect 9 --~- ~~ Brother Leontine ........... R. c ... . 7 
Monsieur and Madame Com- Non-sect .... a84 
mette . 
Freeman .A.. Greene ... _ ..... Non-sect 2 13 
Rev. J . .Allen, D. D., Pll. D .... Non-sect 10 5 415 
Prof. E. C . .Allen, A.M ... .... _ Non-sect 1 5 120 
William W. Thompson, A. J\I Non-sect 4 3 210 
Rev. George G. Dains, A. 111. .. Meth .. . 3 4 140 
Geo . .A. Hoauley, A. llr., C. I!: .. • Non-sect 1 1 73 
Charles 4elsey, u. 4 . . . . . . . . Non-sect l. 4 82 
Number of students . 
. 
~ Q;) .... Q;) ~ 0 .s ~ "" ~ ::l 8 8 ~~ rn<t> l""""f Pi\ 0 o._, 
ai c~ ~- <t>Q;) ,g·s <l.> ·~ . s~ ~~ ~ a$ ~ CDQ;) . 0 ~ alb.() -~~ rtl•.-< oc<S ~ ::l ..... Q;) Q;)s '1'1o b.O "-'::::1 CD ::::I bl)<l.> :sea 
0 0 ~ ~'<o 1'<0 Q"t:l !'l-P 0 0 ,so ,so ::::I«< Q;)CD ~ 8~ · .-<«! ,.q ~ c.o.S c.o.S 0.-< rn 0 rn...., a$ ~ -~ -~ .s "t:j~ "t:jO "t:j ~ Q;)c;j O)Q;) a$ <e l'l ~ 0 cd ~- ~~ ca ~ ril 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l'l ~ p:: p:: .. 0 R H ril 
-
J ·1·2 - - - - - --J.O 13 14 1~ 1.6 11' 18 
35 Hi 51 2 0 0 35140 75 25 20 
': il_!! J :~~t~ 1::' 1::' I/ 
18 I.~~ ·I· i7 "I'" 3 ·I::: :1--i •t•-i •t::: :I:::: (a23) ....................... . 
710 7 4 5 1 
95 91 51 T'l"l'l 2 245 120 120 60 70 2(1 7 135 135 27 48 21 0 7 
a84 
·--· ---- ...... 
---- ----
... . 
---- --~-~--~--113 - -· - -· - -- ---
67 53 82 14 31 3 .... 0 ' 0 
112 98 68 42 90 37 0 28 :3 
64 76 . ....... ..... 
---· 
12 



































638 Bedford.Aca<1emy .... :···:······· Bedford,N.Y ........ . ... 1826 ltlOf) d.teR.Wbeeier ........... , ...... . .. i ···· 9 5 ~ .......... . ... .. ~----~ - - -- ~""· 
639 Genesee Valley Semmary and Belfast, N.Y ............ 1857 1857 F. M. Crandall .. .. .. .. . . .. . Non-sect 1 4 191 79 112 182 9 3 9 . . .. 1 1 
Union School. 
640 Union .Academy of Belleville* ..... Belleville, N.Y .......... 1824 1822 George F. Sawyer, A. B .... :. Non-sect 1l 5 155 73 82 .... 20 15 .. . . . . .. 1 0 
G41 Briilge Hampton Literary and Bridge Hampton, N.Y.. . Lewis W. Hallock, A. B...... Non-sect 2 2 75 ............ 15 .. .. {c9) 
Commercial Institut.e. b I 
()43 Brookfield Union School and Brookfield, N.Y ......... 1847 1848 Lyman B. Blakeman ........ Non-sect 1 4 190 90 100 130 10 5 4 6 I 3 
A.cademy. 
043 A.C'ademic della-rtment of Brook- Brooklyn, N.Y .......... 1854 1855 EtlwardC. Seymour, A.M ............. 18 2 506 506 ................ 100 , .... , .... , .. .. 
lyn Collej?;iate aml Polytechnic 
Institute. 
G44 .Adelphi .Academy ................ Brooklyn, N.Y. (Lafay- 1869 1869 Stephen G. Taylor, A. M., Non-sect 18 15 550 340 210 '450 42 131 I 20 I 2 I 12 
ett.e avenue). l'H. u. 
645 Cheneviere Institute............. Brooklyn, N.Y. {19 Elm ...... 1865 Mlle. E . Longcha.mp and . ......... 1 5 39 .... 39 39 39 .... , .... , .... , .. .. 
Place). Miss M. \V. Mead. 
646 College Grammar School~......... Brookl_yn, N. Y.......... 0 1849 Rev. L. W. Hart, A. 111..... . . . Non-sect 3 1 d30 d30 0 25 10 7 6 
047 ProfessorDavison'sinstitute ..... Brooklyn,N.Y.(424Cler- 0 1859 Il.ev.I.S.Davison ........... Non-seet 1 0 20 20 0 10 10 0 5 
I 
:mont avenue). 
648 FerualeinstitLltionofthcVisit:t- Brooklyn,N.Y.(64.John- 1863 1855 MotherM.Philomena ...... R.C ........ 16 - 120 .... 120 ............ 0 0 0 .... ~ 
, ~ion.*, . , son_street). , , • , . _ P> 
649 Fnends Semm:.u y .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Brooklyn, N. Y. (Scher- 1867 Clam Lockwood .. .. .. . . . .. . Fnends. . .. . 6 73 37 36 .. .. .. .. 12 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ 
merhorn street, near H 
Boerum). m 
650 German, English, and French In- Brooklyn, N.Y. (360State .... .. 1872 Miss Emily Christiansen.... ... . .. . .. . . .. . 6 70 20 50 70 .... 70 . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ~ 
r- stitn.te. *_ . ~treet). . ,· r- • • • S 
6::>1 .JuvenileHlghSchool. ............ Brooklyn,N.Y.(Lnmgs- ...... 18::>4 M1sses.A. S.Dobbmand S. Non-sect 1 6 140 140 0 140 0 0 0 0 0 0 p:... 
ton street, near Com·t). E. Rogers. t"i 
652 Lafayette A.cademy............... Brooklyn, N. Y. (149 La- 1877 Il.ev. Dan Marvin, jr., A. M . . . P. E.... 2 . . . . 18 18 .. _. 13 5 2 3 0 0 0 
fayette avenue). ~ 
653 St. Mary's School* ................ Brooklyn, N.Y ................ 1855 Brotheri~atius ............ R. C .... 7 .... 600 600 .... !600 .... .... .•. . .... .... .... p:... 
654 StateStreet.Academy ............. Brookl,yn,N.Y.{247State 1862 Mrs.E.medler ............. P.E .... 1 2 54 35 19 54 5 20 ................ t:d 
~~- t"i 
655 Buffalo Practica.l School .. . .. .. . .. Buffalo, N. Y. {23 West 1875 Herm:m Poole .... _ .. _...... . . . . .. . .. . 1 1 66 60 6 66 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 .. . . 3 trj 
Swan street). m 
650 Heathcote School. ................ Buffalo, N.Y .... - .... -- . 0 1865 Lester Wheeler, A. JIL ...... _ P. E.... 2 1 45 45 .... 25 20 6 9 0 0 0 • 
657 Canandaigna.A.cademy ............ Canandaig_l?-a, N.Y ...... 1795 1795 Noah T. Clarke, PIL u ... .. . Non-sect 4 .... 137 125 e12 95 1:!0 20 30 .... 4 0 
658 Canisteo Academy .. .'............. Canisteo, .N.Y .... -.. ---- 1870 1871 D. M. Estee, A. llf . . • • • • • . . . Non-sect 1 3 109 36 73 81 18 10 4 3 
659 Drew Seminary and Female Col- Carmel, N. Y ... .. .. -.-.. 1866 1867 George Crosby Smith, A. :r.r., M. E.... 3 4 70 30 40 . _.. 6 15 
lege.* president. 
660 Chappaqua Mountain Institute* .. Chappaqua, N . Y .... -- .. ----.. 1870 S.C. Collins, M.A............ Friends. 2 4 76 57 19 .................. .. 
661 Cincinnatus Academy ...... _.... . Cincinnatus, N. Y.. .. . . . 1857 1857 Rev. Edson Rogers A. Jlf.... Non-sect 1 4 73 37 36 73 14 5 6 311 I 1 
662 Clifton Sprinrrs Seminar·y ........ Clifton Springs, N.Y.-.. 1!)68 1868 Miss C. E. Hahn .. : ......... P. E.... 1 5 30 .... 30 30 4 4 ........... -- ... 
663 F~ster Schoof for Young Ladies'' .. Clifton Spr~s, N. Y .... --- · ·- 187~ Rev. George Loomis, u.)).... Non-sect 5 7 69 0 69 {69) ... _ ... . .. -
664 Clinton Grammar School. ......... Clinton, N. Y ............ 1817 181::> Il.ev. Isaac 0. Be~t, A. ll'1 .... Non-sect 2 2 115 115 .... 80 35 .... 35 5 4 .. .. 
665 Dwig~t's Home Schoolfor Young Clinton, N. Y ............ ----.. 1874 ~ev. Benjamin W. Dwight .. Pres b... 1 5 13 .... 13 .... 113112 ........ -- .. I .. .. 
Lad1es. I 
666 Houghto~Sem~nary ... . .......... Clinton,N:Y .. .-............... 1861 .JohnC.Gallup,A.lii.,M.D ... Presb ... 2 8 75 .... 75 75 47 23 ........ 
1 
I 
667 Lesemansinst1tute* .............. UollegePomt, N.Y...... 0 1860 Adolph von Uechtritz ...... Non-sect 6 .... 34 34 .... 34 16 34 0 0 0 0 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b From the ninety-second rerrents' report of the University of d .Average n~ber. f-i:::.. 
a Includes primary and special students. the State of New York. "' e These are normal students. C,J,:> 
c Course not specified. -1 
TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions for seconda~·y instruction fm· 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
~ 
Name. Location. Principal. 0 
~ ~ 





















Number of students. 
<l) <l) """' <l) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g 8 ~.<~~ 
. ;J :2 ~ i3l~ 
a5 • • ~_(J -~ d) ~ a) g ~ iE ~ ~ .S ~ ~ d E ~ -~ ~ -~ ·s "~ 
o 8 p t:1 r.o --~ "'~ ~ ~  d g ~ 8 ~ ] oS ~ ,s <) ~ 13 .@ ~ 
tJ ~ ~ ~ e bl) • .., bJis 8 _: iE-
<l) d ,....; eli ~ l=l d 0 d d ............. <l) ~ ~ "* <§ ~ Oil ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ E-; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p., p., ~ rrl" 




_ : a j 6 j-; s _ 9 to ,tt l-;:;l13l14 llalt6 l t71-;; -3 <I 
GG8 Poppcnbnsen Institute . .... ... .. . 
6li9 Cornwallllcigbts School. . .... ... . 
6i0 Coxsacki e A cademy . .... . .... . . . -
Gi l Academy .... . . .. . --- - - - -- -- -- -- -
Gi2 Dansville Srminar.r a . . .... - . . --- .. 
Gi3 DeansYillo Academy ...... . . . .. - . 
Gi4 Delaware A r:H1r m_y . ------.-- . . --
G75 Aurora Aeadem~7 • • ••• ••••• • ••• •• • 
Gi 6 East llamhurg h Select SchooL ... _ 
677 Rural Seminary .... - .. .. --- . ..... . 
678 Starkey Srminarya . ..... . ....... . 
6i9 Munro Collegiate lnstituto . . .... . 
680 Fail:field Seminary . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
681 Ferguson ville Academy .. . ... .... . 
G82 Erasmu:; llall A cuclomy. .. . . ... . 
683 S. S. Sewanl Insti t ute ... ........ .. 
684 l!'lushing Institute" ...... . . . ..... . 
G85 Delaware Literary Institute . .... . 
G~6 T on Broeck Free .Academy* . . . . . 
C87 Friendsbip .A.crulemy . . .. . .. .. .. . 
G88 FaJley Seminary .. . .. .. ... .... . . . 
G89 St. Mary 's SchooL .. .... .... .. .. .. 
G90 St. Paul's (Cathedral ) School* .. .. . 
G91 Gilbertsville A cat1emy and Colle-
f; ialo lnstituto. 
College Point, N.Y ...... ______ 1870 
Cornwall-on-the-Hudson, ...... 1866 
N.Y. 
Coxsackie, N.Y. .. .. ..... .. .... 1836 
Crown Point, N.Y ... _ ......... 
Dansville, N . Y .......... 1858 1859 
D eans\illo, N.Y . .... . .. . 
-"----- 185() 
Delhi, N. Y .............. 1820 1820 
East .Aurora, N.Y ....... 1833 1833 
East Ham burgh, N. Y .... 1879 
East P embroke, N . Y .... 1856 1857 
Edflytown, N.Y... . . . .. . Hl48 1842 
Elbridge, N. Y ... _...... l R37 1839 
Fairfield , N.Y.... . . . .. . 1803 1803 
Fer~uson-villr, N.Y..... . 0 1848 
Flatbush, N.Y .......... 1786 1787 
Florida, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . 1846 1843 
Flushing, N. Y ............... . ...... 
l!'ranldin, N.Y........... 1835 1836 
l!'ranklinnlle, N. Y.. . . . . 18G2 1867 
Friendship, N. Y _. . . . . . l 848 1848 
Fu1ton, N.Y. .. ..... .... 1836 1831-
Gard.on City, N. Y . . . . . . . 1!-177 1817 
Garden Uit.r, N. Y . .... - ~ 1877 1877 
Gilbertsvill e, N.Y ....... 1840 1839 
Jos. Schrenk ................ ............... 2 
0. Cobb, A.M .......... ., .... 3 
W. F . Albrecht ............. 1 
------------------------------Samuel II. Goodyear, A. llf .. ................... 5 
,V.L. Swan ................. 1 
Sheril E. Smith, A. :r.r . ..•..• . Non-sect 2 
l' rof. George A. Gary ....... Non-sect 2 
F. ll. Drig~rs ............... . 1 
James Mcli'arlaud. .......... Non-sect 1 
TI.D. Evans,A.llf .... ....... Non-sect 2 
Truman K. Wright, A. :r.r .... Non-sect 1 
S. U. Tompkins (acting) .. . . Non-sect 4 
J:~mcs Oliver ............... Non-scrt 2 
Rov. Robert Grier Strong .. H. Dutch 3 
ltov. llenry .A. Harlow, A.M . l'resb . .. 2 
Elias .A. Fairchild, A.M . •. ... Non-sect
1 
7 
Charles IT. Verrill, A . .M .••••. Nun-scctl 4 William M.l3enson ... .... .. l\on-sect 2 
Prosper Miller, A. u ......... Non-sect. 1 
Rev. James Gilmour, A. l\r .. if.oE-~~~~ ~ 2 Miss ll. Carroll :Cates ....... 2 
Henry C. Johnson, A. ~I., LL.lJ l'.E ... 7 
Rev. Abel 'Vood., A.M ...... . Non-scc~l 1 
...... 5G 50 
;; -~; ·~· ·: .: [ :: 1:;: 20 20 1 50 30 
13 250 





----1 57 35 22 
·;;r· 3 170 75 95 150 2& 15 4 1 1 162 80 82 152 10 1 ----
1 42 19 23 42 3 
1 59 30 29 52 3 4 0 0 0 0 





4 257 123 '134 183 91 33 4 1 3 
2 172 94 78 6 10 12 3 1 1 
3 65 40 25 65 4 12 ] 0 0 0 
4 7(} 34 45 7l 8 5 1 ---- 0 0 
1 4\i 28 18 46 2 2 0 0 0 0 
58 , 5!! --- 58 15 21 10 5 .... ........ 
4 1200 JCO 100 150 50 50 12 8 4 .• --
~ i!1 1l;: Ill! ll! 15 15 8 .... 2 .... 25 20 ---- G .... --- -15 2 3 2 0 0 
4 27 -- .. 27 27 8 18 ....... 
----
...... . ..... 
0 74 74 0 74 74 20 40 6 3 2 
2 93 47 48 1 81 10 4 10 
----







































692 Elmwood Seminary, Com:::-:erc:nl Glen'sFalls,N. Y · ······- ~ -- ---- ...... J. N. Whipple ..•........... ............. 2 3 134 78 56 ·--· .... ·- .. ·-- • .... • ~ ~ •• I • ...... and SolP.ct Scllool. '' 
693 Glen's :Falls Academy . .... ...... .. Glf'n's Falls, N.Y ........ 1841 1841 Daniel C. Farr, A. llf .•••..... ....... ........ 1 0 250 100 150 200 30 20 5 
----
.. '1:::: tiD-! Goshen Institute .................. Gos!Jen, N.Y . ....... .. . 0 1840 Joel vYilson ................ Non-sect 2 5 80 35 45 50 2 20 2 O!J.> Gouverneur "\Vesloyan Seminary .. Gouverneur, N.Y ........ 1826 1829 Hiram W. Hunt, A.M •••••••• Meth ... 2 3 177 85 92 140 23 11 23 5 ... . 696 Gre1·nville Academy a ... ....... . . Greenviilc, N.Y ......... 1816 1816 Jamf's V. D . .Ayers .......... Non-sect 2 .... 69 13 O!l'i Hartwick Seminary* .............. Hartwick Seminary, N. Y 1816 1815 Rt'lv. James Pitcher, A.l\I .••. Luth .... 3 1 52 34 18 38 14 4 ti98 
.Mountain Institute ............... Haverstraw, N.Y ........ 0 1852 Lavalette Wilson, A.l\I •••••• Non-sect 2 2 66 60 6 66 12 12 0 699 llempstead Institute ..... _ ........ Heropstearl, N.Y ....... . ...... 1837 E. Rinds, A. i\l ..••••••••..••. Non-sect 2 2 20 18 2 20 4 20 ... 700 Hudson .Academ.r ....... .. . ...... . Hudson, N. I .. ... . ...... 1807 1805 Rev. Willi troD. Perry ...... Non-sect 3 3 124 84 40 103 21 22 5 701 Hudson Young Ladies' Seminary .. Hudson, N.Y ........... 
1 
0 1848 Elizabeth Peake and S. C. Non-sect 0 4 30 0 30 30 6 24 ••• I••••I••••L•••• 
Peake. 70~ Tho Misses Skinner's School for :~:::~,:·. :. ·;::::::: ., :::::. 1867 Sarah R. Skinner ............ 3 41 ---- 41 ... 15 7 ... ~---· ......... Young Ladies. 703 Jamestown Union School :mel Col- Samuel G. Love, A. M ..•..•• Non-sect 3 6 o33 
---- ---· ·-· 
70 
----
(1>10) 2 legiato Institute. a 
2 72 6 0 ~ 1--~- 0 704 Lansingbmgh .Academy ......... Laltsingbur!):b, N.Y .... . 1796 1797 C. T. R. Smith, A.M ..•..••••. Non-sect- 2 78 33 45 705 LawrenceYille .Academy .. .. ..... Lawrenceville, N.Y ..... 1861 1861 Barney Whitney ............ Non-sect 2 1 200 108 92 177 23 5 3 00 706 LeRoy .Academic Institute ...... Le Roy, N. Y ......... _ . . 1864 1862 l!"'rank 1\I. Comstock ancl E. 2 4 126 74 52 
---· 
30 12 3 1 4 0 
"":) Parsons McKercher. 
>-707 Liberty Normal Institute . ..... _ .. Liberty, N.Y .... ........ 1849 1848 John Dwyer .....•. ......... Non-sect 1 2 90 40 50 90 .. ... 
---· ---- ---- "":) 708 Genesee "\Vesleyan Seminary ...... Lima, N.Y ............... 1832 1830 Rev. G. H. Bridgman, A. u., 1\l. E. ... (j 5 305 150 155 .. ~ . 
---· ·--- ---- --- · ---· ----
1-1 
D. D. [/)_ 709 Acatlemy ........................ Lisle, N.Y ............... 
-------- -- -· ----
"":) ·wiiiia·~- :R.".Aci~~~.-A.: li~::: · H 710 Lowvi1le .Academy . ............... Lowville, N. Y ........... 1808 1808 Non-sect 2 3 260 120 140 200 65 20 5 8 2 .... 0 711 Macedon .Aaderoy* ................ Macedon Centre, N.Y ... 1842 1841 D. D. Van .Allen ............. Non-sect 1 1 53 38 15 
. i2 -. 0- .. 2- ... 0 >-712 l!'ranklinA.eadero,v ............... Malone, N. Y ............ 1832 1832 M. E . McClary, A . u ........ Non-sect 1 1 101 47 5-1 80 21 t'i 713 St. John's School for Boys ........ Manlius, N. Y ........... 1868 18GS l~ev. Theodore llabcock, D. D l'.E .... 7 38 38 7 31 8 15 2 4 2 714 Marion Collegiate Institute .... .... Marion, N.Y ............ 1855 1856 Charles E. Allen ........... Non-sect 2 2 109 58 51 87 14 8 9 3 1 0 ~ 715 Mechanicsville .Academy* ..... .... Mechanicsville, N.Y ..... 1861 1862 Mrs. S.E.King.Ames ....... Non-sect 1 7 90 50 40 52 20 18. 10 2 .... >-716 Select School* ..................... Mechanicsville, N.Y ... _. 1874 Rev. R. G. Williams ........ Presb . . . 1 2 12 4 8 12 3 4 2 .... 1 .... t:i 717 Mexico Academy . .. . . . . . . . .. ... M::lxico, N. Y ............ 1826 1826 James M. Gifford, B. A ..••.. . Non-sect 2 3 150 86 64 150 39 10 17 10 2 .... t"' 718 Middleburgh English, French and llliddleburgh, N.Y ....... 1878 Jean Isidore Charlouis ...... 1 5 69 40 29 42 27 16 3 1 ........ t:::j Classical Institute. ?2 719 Mont~omery .Academy ............ .Montgomery,N. Y ....... 1791 1793 B . C. Nevius, A.lii .•.••..••. Ref'med 1 1 57 22 34 53 4 1 0 0 0 720 Monticello .Academy* ............. Monticello, N.Y ......... 1852 1851 F. G. Snook ................ Non-sect 2 3 143 75 G8 143 1 0 0 1 0 0 721 Sherman .Academy* .............. . Moriah, N.Y ............ 1873 1873 Edward J. Owen, A . lll ...... Non-sect 1 2 70 30 40 46 24 0 0 0 0 722 Naples Union Free School . ..... .. Naples, N. Y ... .. ........ 1859 1861 Hiram B. Farmer ........... Non-sect 1 (j 300 175 125 300 25 0 0 0 0 723 New Berlin .Academy ............. New Berlin, N.Y ... ..... 1843 1843 Gilbert Jeffery ............. Non-sect 1 1 85 50 35 60 12 13 
'jii" ""8' '"9 " '""7 724 Trinity School* ................... New Brighton, Staten 0 1867 John M. Hawkins, A. l\L ••• P. E .... 4 38 38 12 16 10 
725 Gormly Seminary . .............. _ . 
Island, N.Y. 
1875 Misses J. S. Lourie and M. 2 Newburgh, N.Y ......... 6 40 40 40 0 2 1 Shiland. 726 Miss Mackie's Boarding ancl Daa N ewburgb, N.Y......... . . . • . . 1866 Miss E. J. Mackie ...... _... Non-sect 3 7 60 . . . . GO . _ . . . __ . 20 .... r ••• ·'· ... •-- .. School for Young Ladies an< 
Children.* 
7271 NewPaltzAcademy .............. l NewPaltz,N.Y ......... I1835118351 Dr.H.M.Bauscher ........ l Ref'roedl21 21601351251451151251 31 4 
728 .Academy of the Holy Cross . . . . . . . N we sf ~~~'st:;r~etr (343 1858 1858 Sister Mary Helena. _ ..... _ . R. C. . .. 2 11 150 40 110 150 .. .. 50 .. - .,. --l·. --~-- · · 
~ 
*From Report of t4e Commissioner of Education for 1878. a From the uin.ety-secopd re~ents' re:port of the U])iversity of t4e St;:.,te of New York. b Course not specdied. CJ.:> 
\..0 












Mist=< Ballow's English and French 
School for Yonug Ladies.* 
The Collcgb.te School ........... . 
Dunne ~- J~verRon 's Collegiate 
School ror Boy;;. 
Engli:;~b, ClnsAical, and Mathemat-
ical Stbool for Boys. 
English, l<'reucb, and German 
Eonr1lina; and Day School. 
Tho Fifth ·A,·onue ~cltool for Boys. 
Fort. ·washington l!'roncb College*. 
French l>rotestunt Institution ... . 
Frionus' SPmina1·y .............. .. 
Mrs. Froelalich 's SchooL .•....... . 
7391 l..fiss .Jaudon's Boarding and Day 
School.* 
740 .John MncMullrn's School ...... .. 
Location. 
NewYork,N. Y. (24East 
22ll street). 
New York, N.Y. (2 East 
GOth street). 
Nl'w York, N. Y. (729 
Gth avenue). 
New York, N. Y. (1267 
Brouuway). 
NewYork, N.Y. (13East 
31st street). 
New York, N. Y. (578 
5th avenue). 
Now York, N. Y. (Sta-
tionM). 
NewYork, N.Y. (36East 
35th street). 
New York, N.Y. (corner 
Rutherford Place and 
East 16th street). 
NewYork,N. Y. (28East 
50th street). 
New York, N.Y. (32East 
31st street). 
New York, N. Y. (1262 
nro:ulway). 
Number of students. 
Principal. 
Miss Ballow ....... ...... ... 
···-------





Rev. Henry n. Chapin, PH.D. Non-sect 7 50 50 
--- -
24 26 14 1:) 1 :ll 2 
Dnane S. Everson, A. u ..... . 
----------
8 2 125 125 0 53 72 110 8 
.James II. Morse, A. 111 •.••••• 
----------
4 2 ~5 2[) .. .. ! .... 
---· 
. . . ... . 1 .... 1 G ..... 
Mrs. Frederick .Jo.nson and Non-sect 10 10 100 ..... . 
100 ;; ;; ;;r; I ; 1-;r-; Miss .Agnes L . .Jones. E. A .Gib ben,amlD.B=h, jT- --. --. · 7 -- -- 95 95 
Prof. A1fo·cd M_ Cott~ M. L R. C. __ . 10 I 0 45 45 0 45 12 45 8 10 1 
Miles. F. unuM. Charbonnier Non-sect 4 15 6! . - ~ - 64 64 
---- :: ~ --~ l-~l-~-·-·--Benjrunin Smith, A. M __ . ____ ·I F,;end• . 4 9 140 80 60 134 6 
Mrs. Belliua Froehlich ...... I ...•...... I 7 115 1152 l1o 1142 la152, ... . ..... , .... ......... ... ... 






































Dr. J. Sachs' Collegiate Institute New York, N. Y. (121 
West 49th street). 
Mlle. M. D. Tardivel's Institute New York, N. Y. (25 
for Yo1mg Ladies.* West 46th stt·eet). 
1872 
1867 
Dr. Julius Sachs ... ......... , Non-sect 
Mlle. M. Tardive! tln Saret . . Non-sect! 9 
83 
100 
83 I .... I 83 I 28 80 I 18 4 5 





Mnnuattan Academy........... New York, N. Y. (213 
West 32d street). 
1864 
1849 
BrothcrQuintinimJ .......... I R. C .. . 9 I .. .. IH9 1149 1 .... 1 35 I 15 22 , .. ··•·······--·--·-
745 
746 
The Misses Marshall's SchooL.... New York, N. Y. (250 
\.Vest 38th street). 
Murra.y Hill Institute New York, N.Y. (1 West 
39th street). 
Mrs. Roberts and Miss Walker's I New York, N. Y. (148 
English and French School for Madison avenue). 
S. C. and C. S. Marshall ...... I Non-sect , ... . 
1864 I .JosephD.Hull .. .......... . l Non-sect 




25 I 25 8 I 17 23 6 2 2 
10 1100 1 .... 1100 
747 st~J~:;~.fs~~~p ····-----··----· New York, N.Y. (21and 
2J West 32d st.) 
7481 St. Mary's School. ...... ······ ···1 NewYork,N. Y. (8 East 18731 Rev. Theodore Irving, LL.D., I P. E .... 1 .... 1 •••. 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1·-·· l ····l···· l ····•····•···-•···· r ector. 1868 Sister Agnes ... ... ........... P. E ... . 17 125 1 .... 1125 46th street). 
749 St. Matthew's Academy......... New York, N, Y. (cor-
Broome aml Elizabeth 
streets). 
750 School for Girls New York, N. Y. (9'West l ...... l 1872 
39th street). 
7.31 Suburban Semin:try . · ............. New York, N.Y. (Morris- 1878 
ania.) 
752 Van Norman Institute .... . ....... New York, N. Y., (316 1857 
West 58th street). 
753 Chili Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . North Chili, N.Y ...... _ _ 1869 1869 
754 Granville Military Academy ... _. . .North Granville, N. Y _. _ ......... ~ .. 








Car.v Collegiate Seminary•· ..... . 
De Lancey SchooF' ............. . 
Onondaga Academy ............. . 
Oxford Academy ..... .......... . 
Pawling Institute~· .............. . 
Peekskill Academy_ ........ .. ... . 
St. Gabriel's Scllool. ...... - .... .. -
Oakfield, N. Y .......... _ 1845 1843 
Oneida,N.Y .. ..... ...... ---·-- 1874 
Onondaga Valley, N. Y .. 1813 1813 
Oxford, ..N. Y .......... _ _ _ 179! 1793 
Pawling, N. Y __ .. _. .. . . . .. .. . . 1874 
Peekskill, N. Y . __ . _..... 1838 1838 
Peekskill-on-the-Hudson, . . . . . . 1872 
N.Y. 
763 Penn Yan Academy . . . . . . . . . . . • . Penn Yan, N. Y ........ . . 
764 Evans Academy* ................. Peterboro', N.Y ......... 11853 11853 
765 Pike Seminary*...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pike, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1856 1856 
766 Seymour Smith Academy......... Pine Plains, N. Y ......... ----- 1879 
767 Pompey Academy b ....•••••••••.• Pompey, N.Y ............ 1811 1811 
768 Port Byron Free School and A cad- Port Byron, N. Y ....... . 
emy.b 
769 S~arr's Military Institute......... Port Chester, N.Y ...... ·I···-- -~1854 
770 Bishop's English and Classical Poughkeepsie, N. Y. · ·---- ------
. Schoo~.for._!3oys:~ . • (Academy street). 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Includes pupils in course in modern languages.· 
Edmund Bohm, director .... I Ev.I .. uth 
Anna C. Brackett ......... . 
l.{ev.Edwin.Jobuson ... .. ···1 Con!!; ... 
Rev. D.C.VanNorman, I~L. D Non-sect 
1 
Albert H. Stilwell ......... . 
W. C. Willcox, A.M .•..... . 
William H. Bannister, A. lll .. 
Rev. H. M. Brown .... - .... . . 
Miss L. M. Marsh . ......... . 
0. W. SLul'devant ..... ..... . 
.James A. Brown ...... _ .... . 
R. A . .Jacobs ....... ..... .. . 
Col. Charles J. Wright, A.J.\L 
Sister Dolores ............. . 
Fr. Methl 2 
Non-sect 8 
Non-sectl 5 
P.E . .. . 
l 1.E .... 2 
1-;'on-scct 3 
Non-scc1. 1· 1 
Non-sect. 2 
Non-sect 5 
P.E .... 3 
Francis D. Hodgson, A. :ar. . . . • • • • . • • • • . 3 
Byron Wells, A. n ........... Non-sect 1 
living B. Smith, A. :ar .... ,... N on-seet 3 
Rev. Abraham Mattice, A.l\L Non-sect 2 
.J. H. Brinsmaid, A. u ........ Non-sect 1 
Dr. William S. Aumock ..... Non-sect 2 
0. Winthrop Starr, A.M ..••. 1 Non-sect 
Stephen H. Bishop ..... .... . 
5 
5 




4 25 10 15 25 




91 144,47 82 82 --. 












75 12 10 
29 24 8 





4 45 ................... . 























71 95 33 14 ' 17 .... 14 32 4.5 7 18 7 4 0 0 
25 55 5 0 0 4 2 10 
0 30 25 22 12 15 1 2 
45 45 17 37 ---- ---- __ j __  




52 ........ 1.... 9 .••. (c3) 
66 .. ' .... -~-- .. 12 .... (c5) 
~5 3!) ... . 30 5 .... 5. 1··-·j·;.:'"T··· 
aO 50 ................ 15_ P_r 1,!
1 
•••• 
bFrom the niuetJ:'·Second regents' report of tlle Univer~ity ~f the St;te of N~~ Y~;k. 
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~ ~ ~ E-1 ~ ~ 1'<1 .:l .:l .:l ~ ~ ~ ~'0 I 1- 1--1--1 1----1-l- 1-1-1-1-1-•-•--•--·--·-
1 
1\Irs. Bockee's Somi.uary for Y Otmg 
Lnclies. 
Brooks Seminary forYotmgLadies 
PC'lbnm Institute .. --_-------- ___ . 
Dt·. Warring's Military Boarding 
:School. 
Franklin Academy and Union 
:Free School. 
Pulaski Academy. __ --------- -----
Chamberlain Institute and Female 
Co1l('ge.* 
Rensselaerrule Academy. _______ . 
DeGarmoinstitute ·--··-- --·--- · 
Miss Crntt<>nclen's English :mel 
French Boarding ancl lJay 
~chool for Young LadiC's. 
Female Academy of the Sacred 
lle:nt. 
Livingston Pnrk Srminary. ·-·--· 
Nazareth A.cadom): .... __ . __ ... __ . 
Rochester l!'emale .Academy b. ___ . 
Rochester Roalschule .. ........ . . . 
St. Andrew's Preparatory Semi-
nary. 
2 3 4- I) 6 7 I 8 I 9 llOilll.~ l •3 1 .41•ai1611711S 
Poughkee11sie, N. Y ...... l ...... 1 1866 Catharine W. Bockee ______ .I P. E .... 2 
~ougbl;:eeps~e, N.Y .... ·· 1· ___ --~1871 I Mrs. M. B. White .. _- .. ---.-~ No~;sectl 5 l oughkeepsH', N.Y ...... __ -_ _ _ 1864 Stewart Pelham, A.M. __ . ___ . Ref mecl 2 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y--·-·- 0 1863 C. B. Warring, PH. D ••. ----·_ Presb. __ il 









4 ~ 1· 35 ·1--2 ·1:::: 1--2-, --i ·1 :::: 1:::: 
2 3!) 15 3 --- . . . -. 0 0 
5 la13Dia57 la82 la109!a30 4 ···· ····-··· ---
Pulaski,N.""f --··-·------ / 1S?3 / 185:.> / S.Du:tfy,,A.:t>L ............... , Meth ... , 11 3 j101,48,53140 120110 I Sl 31 01 0 
Randolph,RY ·-·-······ 1Sol 1849 Rev . .J.1:.Edwa,rds,A.M.,D.D M.E ___ 6 4 .405 205 200 SO 40 30 25 12 4 2 
Re~ssclaervnll:', N. Y --. -11844 
Rhmebeck, N.Y ...... --· 0 
Rochester, N. Y. (27 N. 
St. Paul street). 
18441 BcnjaminF.Eaton .. . .. _____ l Non-sect 
1864 .JamesM.DeGarmo,A.M.,PU.D Non-sect 5 
1875 Miss M. Cruttemlen .... ___ .I N on-sectl. __ . 
Tiochester, N.Y._ . . ·--- -- j 1S58 Madam .Amelia Fowler. __ .. R. C . __ . 
Mrs.C.M.Curtis · --·------- P.E .... I 1 
Nau::uu Mary Stanislaus _... R. C ... . : 
~~:~s~f~ ~~~~fi1~ :::: : : : ::: ~ ~~::~~~~ - · 2 · 
Tiochestcr, N. y ______ .. -- ~ ·----- 1858 





271541912 67 138 62 13 
80 80 40 so 
! 1--o·l ~ 
55 55 I 55 
71651 0 165160 9 100 .••. 100 10  
R 52 __ .. 52 . __ 
5 101 42 59 101 




4 ---· 1 
Rochester, N. Y __ ----. _-. 1SJ6 1S3G 
Rochester, N. Y. (7 antl 91 .. - --- 1855 
Rochester, N.Y. (Broome ...... 1870 






































787 St. Pcter'sAc::ulemy and Parochial Rome, N.Y ......... . . . . 
. .... -~1873 1 Moth" IgnaMue, euperio<.. R.C ..... . -- . 10 '350 120 230 350 , ..•. "'----~---r-.1.. .. School. 
.... (c2) .... L .. 788 Washington A eadem;> b .••.•....•. Salem, N.Y------ ....... 1791 1780 I John A. McFarland, A. nr ... ':N~~--.,-~~t 2 2 125 . --· () 789 Sandy Creek Union School (aca- Sandy Creek, N.Y ...... -----· 1872 J. Edman Massee ........... 2 3 89 45 44 64 25 ____ 4 o o I o 
790 s~~~~ti~=~~\li~~~~- ___ . _. _ . ___ .. Saugerties, N. Y .... ..... 
..... ...... -1 Alberl B. Wiggin, A. >L. ... 1 2 40 25 15 20 20 6 8 1 791 S::tuquoit Academy* .............. Sauquoit, N. Y .......... 1847 1843 Timothy H. Roberts, A. :r.-r .. ::Baptist . 5 3 145 80 65 106 39 50 10 31 3 792 Holbrook's Military School ....... Sing Sing, N.Y .......... 
------ 1860 Rev. D. A. Holbrook . ...... Non-sect 5 .... 30 30 20 8 10 3 2 1 4 793 Mt. Pleasant Military Academy .. Sing Sing, N. Y .......... 1832 1832 Maj. W. W. Benjamin and 7 .... 75 75 40 35 56 18 11 61 3 
- J. H. Allen, A. nr. 794 Ossining Institute for Young Sing Sing, N. Y .......... 0 1867 Rev. C. D. Rice, A. !If ....... Non-sect 2 7 85 5 80 80 15 30 Ladies. 
795 Vireiin* .......... -... -. ---------. Sing Sin~, N.Y .......... 1870 Col. IT. C. Symonds ......... P.E ..... 3 ---- 24 21 3 24 3 15 21 12 a~ I 21 796 Sodus Academy* ........ ......... Sodus, N.Y ............. 1855 1857 Elisha Curt.iss, :r.-r. A .•...••• _ Non-sect 2 4 136 60 76 100 22 1!) 12 6 2 797 Rogersville Union Seminary ...... South Dansville, N. Y ... 1852 1851 Lewis McHenry----· ....... Non-sect 1 3 47 31 16 40 7 --~-c:: 1 798 Southold Academy ............... Southol1l, N.Y ..... .... . 1867 James R. Robinson, A. B .... Presb .. . 1 - 2 46 32 14 18 6 1 799 Griffith Institute aml Springville Springville, N.Y .. . ..... 1827 1830 George W. Ellis, A. n ....... Kon-sect 1 8 429 .. -~ .... . 79 44 59 4 0 4 Union School. 
800 Stamford Seminary ............... Stamford, N.Y .......... 1872 1848 A. F. Bartlett .............. Non-sect i) 4 71 38 33 51 G 5 3 2 .... 1 U2 801 German-American Institute ...... Stapleton, N. Y. (SLaten 
------ 1 1878 Dr. G. Odendall and rr. Non-sect 3 1 70 36 34 70 0 70 0 6 0 0 >-:3 Island). Sterzing. p. 802 Syracuse ClaRsical School. ........ SyracL1se, N.Y .......... 18G7 1867 Wesley U. Ginn, A. !II.---··· Non-seet 2 3 39 26 13 4 28 9 8 5 6 3 >-:3 
....... 803 Miss Bulkley's School ............ Tarrytown, N. Y ........ .... .. 1859 Misses H. L. Bulkley and 2 5 35 35 28 7 30 ~ .... - .. -.. . - - - - -.... - U2 E. C. Plumley. 
,: .: : I : , 
>-:3 804 Irving Institute ................ .. Tarrytown, N. Y ........ ...... 1837 A. Armagnac, A. llr., and Non-sect 5 35 35 27 8 ]0 ....... Q David A. Rowe, A. M. ~ 805 Academy ......................... Ticonderoga, N. Y ....... .................... 
· ii~~: Y ~8: st~~~-ci~~·ir: 6: :r:-n: ~ 806 Trinity ~chool ..... ......... ... -. Tivoli, N.Y ........ ...... ------ 1867 P.E ..... 6 4:> 45 10 35 25 807 Troy Academ~ ---.--- ............. Troy, N.Y .............. 1834 18115 Prof. T. Newton Willson, A.lH Non-sect 3 1 92 92 0 70 22 0 10 0 2 8 f-3 808 Troy Female Semmary ........ __ . Troy, N. Y __ . ........... 1837 1814 Emily T. Wilcox ....... .... Non-sect 1 5 92 0 92 92 23 15 0 0 0 0 ~ 809 Unadilla Academy ...... ____ ..... . Unadilla, N.Y .......... 1852 1850 ThomasP. Ballard .......... Non-sect 1 3 116 51 65 31 85 !) .... 3 .... t:::j 810 Oakwood Seminary* .. .... ........ Union Springs, N.Y ..... 1860 1858 Elijah Cook, jr .............. ]friends. 2 3 110 57 5:3 92 22 14 2 ............ t--1 8n Hartwell's Family School for Boys . Uniom· ille, N. Y ......... 
-- -- -- 1869 Samuel S. Hartwell .... .. ... Presb ... 2 1 23 19 4 l7 6 2 4 1 0 0 t<j 812 Utica Female A'Jademy ...... ..... Utica, N.Y .............. 
--·--· ----·- Mrs. J. C. G. Piatt ......... Non-sect 3 11 95 95 70 30 70 
..... -------- ---- rn 813 ·walton AcadGruy aml Union W::tlton, N.Y ............ 1854 1853 Strong Comstock, A. 111. ..... Non-sect 1 1 87 30 57 60 19 8 5 () 1 .... School. 
814 Walworth Aoademy* ............. Walworth, N.Y ......... 1842 1843 J. Carlton Norris .......... _ Non-sect 3 1 102 65 37 80 7 0 3 0 815 Warrens burgh Academy .. .. .. .. \Varrensbnr~, N.Y .... 1860 1856 W. S. Austin ............... Non-sect 1 3 162 75 87 154 8 3 
.;!. ::! 1--!-1 ! 816 Warsaw Union School an.dAcademy Warsaw, N. . .......... 1853 1853 Alvin P. Chapin, A. M ...... Non-sect 2 7 455 210 245 340 55 60 817 Warwick Institute ............... Warwick, N.Y .......... 1854 1854 A. G. McAllister, A. u ..... . 1 6 350 128 222 325 25 818 Webster Academy ............ .... Webster, N.Y .......... 'i879" 'i87i' · ii~~:.A:-w: c;~~{~gs: n-.n.: · 819 Riverside Seminai·y ...... ......... Wells ville, 1L Y. _ ....... Meth .... 2 3 85 43 42 85 15 6 LL.D. 820 West Winfield Academy ......... . West Winfield, N. Y .... 1851 1851 Seward D. Allen and James Non-sect 2 2 121 54 67 100 20 10 15 B. McGiffert. 821 Alexander Institute .............. White Plains, N.Y ...... 0 1845 Oliver R. Willis, A. 111., rH. D. Presb ... 4 0 30 30 
---· 
25 7 5 4 822 Whitestown Seminary ............ Whitestown, N.Y . ...... 1845 1827 James S. Gardner, A.llf., PH. D. Presb ... 4 4 210 135 75 210 69 
.Tj iT~I ~ l""g 8J3 Red Creek Union Seminary . ...... Wolcott, N.Y ........... 1839 1840 L. W. Baker ................ Non-sect 2 1 70 30 40 50 20 824 Woodhull Academy and Unlon Woodhull, N.Y ......... 1868 1869 Prof. E. L. Maxson, A. u ... . Non-sect 1 2 145 70 75 7 ~ School. 
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}Iillulebury .d.c:ulemy* ..... . ...• . 
Yates Acaclemy ................ _ .. 
School for Young Ladies and 
Cbi lllreu. 
E~~~.i~~~tc~~!~~~~~~ch~~l; ·_·_-_-_-:::: 
llugbes' Academy ............... . 
_;burlotte Iustitute for Young 
Ladies. 
Scotia. ::icmin:ny ................. . 
lletbd Academy•· ..... . 
DcnYer l:)emiuary ................ . 
East llrnd Academy ........ . . .. . 
Fn'mont l11stitute .............. . 
Orab:;m llip:b School ............ . 
lJaycsville Academy ............. . 
~oruen·ille Frmale Institute ..... . 
l.incolnton Malo and Female 
Academies.* 
Di~bnm School ........... . ..... . 
Wyoming, N.Y ......... 11816 1181!) 
Yates, N. Y ............. 1840 1841 
Yonkers, N.Y ................. 1876 
H. G. Davis, A. liL .......... Non-sect 
Charles W. Bowen ......... Non-sect 
Mrs. K. T. llolbrook ....... Non-sect 
Belvidere, N. C ......... - ~ 0 
Brevard, N. C ................ . 
Cedar Grove, N. C ........... . 




A. Chalkley Collins ......... Friends. 
S. G. Coltrane . .. . .. .. .. .. . Meth ... 
Samuel W. Hughes ......... Presb .. . 
Rev. William K Atkinson .. Presb .. . 
N'thPres Concord, N. C ........... 1 1870 I 1870 I Rev. Luke Dorland, A. 11r., 
superintendent. 
Davidson College, N. C ....... . 
Dem·er, N. C . . . ... .. .. .. 1874 
East Bend, N.C ............ .. 
Fremont, N. C........... 0 
Graham, N. U ........... 1850 
llayesvillet..P· C . .... . ....... . 
Leasburg, ..N.C .......... .... .. 
Lincolnton, N. C . . . . . . . . 18:.!4 
1876 Rev. L. K. Glasgow, A. M .. . 
1873 D. Matt. Thompson, A. ll'l .. . 
1856 .J. M. Matthews ........... . 
1867 .r. Wilson Lucas ........ . .. . 
1837 Rev. D. A. Long, A. !If .•.... 
1871 Nathan A. l•'essenden ..... . 
1840 Rev. Solomon Lea, A. 111 ..••. 
1824 R. S. Arrowood and Miss 
M. F. Ha.wley. 
MebanC>sville, N.C ...... 1864 1793 Maj. RobertBingham,A.M., 




















3165 2 50 
4 46 ~~ I !~ l.~~-~--~-~--~-~--~.1::~:1. -~-~ -- -~ 
1 5l 33 18 43 i 81 0 1 45 23 22 44 1 16 
0 37 37 0 10 27 0 
9 140 0 140 100 15 25 
7 152 .... 152 152 
1 41 22 
1 82 46 
.. 33 27 
0 30 17 
1 100 55 
2 187 92 
1 33 13 





















0 ~ 1---~ 0 0 
0 




4 I .... ll6G 1166 I . ••. 1166 1125 I 35 I 80 10 12 












































































New Garden Boarding School.... New Garden, N. C ...... - ~ - ..... ' 1837 ' L. Lyndon Hobbs, A. n .... . 
Ca.tawba High SchooL.. .......... Newton, N. C............ 1853 1851 llev. J. C. Cl. app, A. n .. ... .. 
Pittsboro' Academy .............. Pittsboro', N.C ...................... James S. Manning ......... . 
Raleigh Female Seminary* .... . . Raleigh, N.C ............ 1872 1870 F. P. Hobgood ............ .. 
Tialoigh Malo Academy........... Raleigh, N. C ............ 
1











21100 154146141 115 . 75 75 .... 75 30 
0 3!) 25 14 37 6 
5 90 .... 90 70 20 
0 82 82 0 49 33 
8 
12 ! 1:::: 
5, .... , .... , .... , ... . 
25 .............. .. 
11 27 5 ...... .. Morson. Washin~ton School ............... I Raleigh, N. C . .. .. .. .. . . . 0 1866 Ma,rcus w·. Martin .... _ .. .. 
lle.vnoldson Male Institute . . . . . . . Reynoldson, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1855 1.'homas E. Wa:lf. _ ..... ___ .. 
Vine Hill Academy.............. Scotland Neck, N. C...... 1812 1812 L. W. Bagley, A. n .......... . S.')lvanA~a<lemy. ···,···- ·· ·. · · ·- . . . s~?WCamp, N.c ..... - --1-- .... 18~6 w. v. Ma_rsh.burn,A. B •••••. 





Baptist . 1 
Non-sect I 1 
Friends. 1 
P.E ..... 1 
·I . ., I .. r"l--1 r-r-r-1- I 2 .. 1!) 17 2 12 7 ... - 3 - .. . 3 2 69 39 30 45 25 6 20 .• -. 8 
1 65 35 30 50 15 o 20 5 1 I 4 
0 8 8 0 3 5 5 4 1 1 1 
St. Barnabas School* ..... ........ . 
Wilson Collegiate Institute ..... .. 
The Grange High School ..... ... . 
Yadkin College ................. .. 
Albany Enterprise .Academy .... . 
.Alum Cl'eek A.ca.domy ........... . 
Grand River Institute . . ....... . 
Friends' Boarding School .... .. .. . 
n e,·crl_y College* ....... _ ....... .. 
Academy of Central College ..... . 
A.ca!lemy of the Sisters of Notre 
Dame. 
Mt. St. Vincent's Academy ....... . 
Miss Nourse's Family ancl Day 
School. 
Wilming_t._on , N.C .... ... . 
1 
.......... .. 
Wilson, ..N. U. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1872 
Wood_land,:r-:.u .......... 
1
. 18i8 1878 
Yadkin,N.C ............. 1868 1856 
A.lbany,Ohio,P.O.Lee ... , 1863 1863 
Ashley, Ohio ............. I...... 1875 
Austinburg, Ohio .. . _ .... ! 1832 1831 
Near Barnesville, Ohio .. -~ o 1876 
Beverly, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1842 1842 
Central College, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 1840 




Cincinnati, Ohio ........ -~-- .. .. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Clermont Academy .. ............ ·I Clermontville, Ohio ..... -1--- .. -11839 
Clevela.nd A.caden:iy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cleveland, Ohio.......... 1865 1866 
St. Mary's Institute . . . 
Ewington Academy ............. . 
Fostoria Academy .......... .. ... . 
Gallia Academy and Normal Col-
lege. 
Harcourt Pla~e Academy ....... .. 
Greentown Academy* . ....... . . . . 
IIarlem Springs Academy* . ..... . 
Hartforcl Acauemic Institute .... . 
Vermillion Institute ............ .. 
Hopedale Normal School* ........ . 
Atwood Institute ............... .. 
Lexington Male and Female Semi-
nary. 
Madison Seminary* ............. .. 
Ewington, Ohio ... _...... 1857 1857 Dayton, Ohio ........... -~-- .. --~1850 
Fostoria, Ohio . _ . . . . . . . . . 1879 1879 
Gallipolis, Ohio .. .. . .. .. . 1811 1810 
Gambier, Ohio ................ . 
Greentown, Ohio ........ -~- ... .. 
Harlem Springs, Ohio .. ... .. - .. 
Hartford, Ohio ...... _ . . . . 1871 
Hayesville, Ohio .............. . 
Hopedale, Ohio .......... . 
1 
.... .. 
~:~:tg;, ·oi:ti.~ -_-_·_·_· _-_·::: · isiio · 








Mrs. Fanny S. Jackson ...... P. E ............. 100 
SylvesterHassell,A.M ...... Non-sect 2 2 65 
Julien Henri Picot, LL. D . • • . Non-sect 2 . • • . 65 
Jlev. S. Simpson, A.M., pres't. M.P.... 4 .. .. 80 
Rev.T.J.Furguson ......... Non-sect 2_ 2 64 
R. Ella Ltwering, JJ. s. . . . . . . . Friends . 0 2 32 
J. Tuckerman, M.A., rH. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2 297 
Barclay Stratton, sup't ...... Friends. a2 2 a61 
R. J. Smith .................. Non-sect 1 1 61 
~~r~::r.-~~:;1~~~~-~~f:~-~:::: ~~~-~::: --~- 1~ 11~~ 
43 22 46 12 6 4 0 1 0 
40 25 30 25 10 25 4 - ... - .. . 
80 40 15 10 ... - .......... .. 
28 36 24 15 25 0 8 2 0 
10 2::! 26 5 0 5 1 1 0 
176 121 193 104 .... 50 .. .. 5 .. .. 
ct32 a29 61 9 .................. .. 
30 31 50 10 0 3 0 2 
-~~-1~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::1:::: 
~fst:N o~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~:. :: 1 .~: -~:: :::I:::: I.:~ .I: : : :I: :::I.~~ .I .. ~.I.:~ .I: :::I:::: I: :::I:::: I: ::: 
James K. Parker . .......... . 
Miss L. T. Guilford and 
Isaac Bridgman, A. 1\f. 
Baptist . 
Non-sect 313412! 113121 113 1'"'1'"'1""1" __ , __ , 3 57 2<> 32 40 17 ..• - 3 3 0 
Rev. George Meyer ........ . 
R. H. Bane, A. 13 ...••.•••••••. 
W. T. Jackson, l'I-I. D ........ 

















.. .. li:~~:{t~ --~- ::~: 2~~- i~~l~: - 2::- '4:. '2~- '2~- '2~- --~- ... ~ 
J no. D. n. McKinley, A. 1\i •• 'I P. E .. - .. 
J. C. Sample, A. M .• : •••••••••••••••••.. 
A.. T. Aller, 13. A ............ ... ...... . 
L. G. Spencer, n. s . . .. .. . . .. Non-sect 
Rev. Sanders Diefendorf, D. D Presb .. . 
W. Brinke~ho:lf, LL. D ••••••• ·[-- ...... .. 
M. F. Parnsh ...... ... ..... . F.W.Bap 
Miss Jane Gailey .................... . 
A. B. Price and Mrs. N. A.. S. Non-sect 
51 . ... 25 
(4) 130 1 11 50 1 1 82 
5 4 140 
(5) _141 
~ I i ~~ 
25 .. .. 10 15 7 7 8 5 - ... 
65 65 ............... - - ....••..••. 
30 20 48 2 .. .. 2 - - .... - ..... 
43 39 .........•............•.. - . . 
.... 140 .. .. 30 15 5 -...... - .. .. 
85 56 ........................... . 
35 27 . . . . . . . . . • - . 3 . - . - ... - . - - -
40 41 81 10 .. .. 8 20 4 12 
3 I 52 I 24 I 28 
8841 ¥adison Academy .............. --~ Mt. Perry, Ohio ..•. ____ .. ,1869,1870 
885 New H~erstown Academy. . . . . . . New Hagerstown Ohio . . 1837 1837 
886 Polan?- I,J nion Seminary . _ .. ____ . . Pobnd, Ohio .... .' ...... _ . 1868 186~ 
887 Ursuline Academy for Young St. Martin's, Ohio .. _..... 1847 1E'4;:> 
Ladies.* 
P~}~~.'L.Rutled. ge,A.B ..... U.Presb.l 31 ... . 140 125115110 130 ~----~30 1 .... 120 , ... . J.Howard Brown..................... 2 1 65 35 30 ............ 5 .......... .. 
Rev. William Dickson, D. D.. Presb .. . 2 2 110 60 50 100 20 18 5 2 3 2 
Sister :rrr. Theresa Sherlock R. C ..... 
1 
.... l 20 91 .. .. 91 91 .... 
1 
31 -- ...... · .. - .. --









































'I' ABLE VI.- Statistics of instittttions for secondary inst1·udion fm· 1879, 4'·o.- Continued. 
Number of students. 
~ ~ ""' Q;) 0 
.s ~ ;.., ~ ;:; ;:; 
0 0 ~~ rn"" ci 0 0 ..... ~» -~ 0 oo 0 o ..... 
ci ~ rf1 0 +I Q;>Q) -a~ 0 ~ g.'J) -~ ~J) ~~Jl ol>': Name. I Location. ~ Principal. ·§ g ~0 "'.-o w .8 ii5 ~ C",j c:<OQ) ·~~ ·;;;·s 0"' 1i ;.., ~0 ~~ 'l'lo ·a 0 ~ 0 5 Q)Q) :;303 ~ 0 i:r.-o ~ "' ~ 0 0 MO Q)'" ~~ to Q) ~ 0 ~ ~~ ~~ ~0 Q)rfl "0 .s ~ ..... oa ..q ... ~ ~ bJJ'"' to''"' 0<:0 1i5 ...... 0 0 rf1 '-' 0~ 
""' ""' 
;:; -~ ~ c) ;.:::1 -~ ~ .S -~ 'l:;jrfl as~ 0 0 0 ti) "0 .. Q)o:i 
Q;) Q;) ·a ~ "' :e 0 "@ ~ o oa ......... ;_,a;> s ~ '0 s g. g. s Q;)rfl ~ ~ ~ c; Cd a ~0 ~ Q) 0 ~ 0 ,q ~ ~ ... ~ ~ ~~ i=l i=l ~ p, E-; R H H P., ~ ~0 
--;-- -;-;I to~~~ -- - --~----1 I 2 3 4 a 6 :~ ~~ 1 ~ ·: 16 1: 18 
Sa~annnb Malo and Female Acad- Savannah, Ohio------.-- 1850 11856 T. A. Sawhill .... -- ....... -. Non-sect 1 2 80 1 40 40 
emy.* 
Seven Mile, Ohio ........ B. Starr, A. M ............. _. Starr's Institute .......... -.. . -- .. ---- 1861 M.E .... ! "i" 2~~ 1 1!~ "83. 10 ~ . -- ~ I. --l- -- ,-- -. Smith>ille Hi~h School ........... l::>mithville, Ohio . . . . . .. ·--- .. 1865 J. B. Eberly, M. A------.---. U.Breth. .. - . . -- . . -- -- . ---. 12 20 
Northern Oh10 Collegiate ancl ~outh New Lyme, Ohio .. ------1 1879 llev. D. J.li. Ward, A. B .... . ........... .. . 4 3 114 59 55 42 15 . . . -- .. - - · - - .. . --. 
Business Institute. 
SpringtieldSeminary ............. Springfield,Ohio ......... 1874 1873 Mrs.RutbA.Worthington .. Non-sect 1 3 48 48 48 1G 41 (::) 
Steuben~ille Female Seminary.... Steubenville, Obio . . . . . . . 1829 1829 Rev. Dr. A.M. Reid, PH. D . • . Presb . . . 3 12 139 .... 139 ..... -.. . . . . .. 1 •.......•• . . 
CollegeofUrsulineSisters ....... Tiffin,Obio .............. 1878 1863 Sist.;rig:natia,superior . ... . RC ......... 14100 . ... 1100 .... __ .. .......... 
PiaU.• Sominory .................. Tnpp"'' Pla;n,, OMo .......... 1860 Mn>ri' Bowru• .............. Non-•oot 1 1 00 no I HO . . . . ...... . .... 
Twinsbnrgh Institute . _.......... Twins burgh, Ohio . . . . . . . 0 18:28 Samuel Bissell ......... ... - Presb . . . 1 1 7D 58 21 7:.l 7 0 3 0 0 0 
Dague's Collegiate Institute* . . . . . ·wadsworth, Ohio........ . . . . . 1876 Thomas J. Dague, A. u ..... .. .... ___ .. 2 3 60 40 20 30 20 ::3 6 4 1 .••. 
WestcrnRescrveSeminary* ...... WestFarminfton,Ohio .. 1855 1829 llev.E.B.Webster,A.M ..... M.E ... . 5 3178 £!) 89 ... . .... ... ........ 
lla,:yenHighSchool. .............. Youngstown, )bio . ...... 1856 1867 E.S.Gr<'gory,A.U ......... . Non-sect 1 1 !'50 (50) ..... . ................ 
PutnamSeminal'y ............... . Zanesville,Ohio ......... . 1836 ...... Mrs.J.B.Ackley ........... Prcsb ... 1 7 97 .... 97 .... 8 ........ .. ...... 
Asblan1l College and Normal Ashland, Oreg . . . . . . . .. . 1879 1873 l~ev. Lowell L. Hogers, A. II.. M. E . . . . 2 3 aHl9 02 77 114 25 . . . . 25 38 
&hool I GraceChurchParishSchool~----- Astoria,Ore~r-----------· --"··· ------ MissC.VanDusen .......... r.E .... . 0 1 21 12 9 - 21 o o 0 0 
Notre Dame Academy*........... Baker City, Oreg......... 0 1875 Sister Mary Perpetua . . . . . . R. C..... 0 5 70 0 70 70 0 0 0 0 
La Creole Academic Institute* . . . Dallas, Oreg .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1856 1853 S. A. Randle . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 2 114 C:.l 51 99 15 . . .. 15 20 
St. Mary's Academy for Young Jacksonville,Oreg . ..... -----· ...... l{ev. Sh;ter Mary AnGel, R.C . ... .... . 4 50 ... . 50 .... . ........... 
L,d;oo.• •uporioro,.. I J~fl'ersoninstitnto* ....... ... .... Jetfel'son,Orcg ........... 1856 1856 Thomas_ G. Taylor ... .. ... . Non-sect 1 2 113 Gl 52 113 4 12 10 8 1 0 I 0 
ll1shopScottGrammarSehool. ... Portlantl,Oreg ................. 1870 .J. W.Hill,n.A ...... ..... .. . J>.:L .. . .. 5 2 59 59 .. .. 45 14 6 8 ... ......... 
IndcpendentGeimanSchool. ..... l'ortland,Oreg ........ .. . 1870 18'10 EugeneStebin~cr ... ....... Non-sect 1 1 45 25 20 45 45 ..... . ........ .. 





































910 1 St. Michael's College ...........•.. 





















Academy of the Sacred Heart* . .. . 
.Academy of Mary Immacubte ... . 
Umpqua .Academy .......... --- .. . 
School for Girls .................. . 
Andalusia Hall* ................ . . 
St. Xavier's Academy* .......... . 
Bea\er College ancl Musical In-
stitute. 
Bellefonte Academy* ............ . 
Mountain Seminar_y.... . _ ....... . 
Kallynean .Academy b ........... . 
Home and Day Scl10ol for Young 
Ladies. 
Witherspoon Institute ........... . 
Chester Academy .... ... ......... . 
Maplewood Institute . ........... . . 
Chester Valley Academy ......... . 
Doylestown Seminary ... . ....... . 
Tracb's Academy . ............ . . 
Eldersridge Academy for Males 
and l!'emales. 
Erie Academy .. . . . .............. -
St. Benedict's Academy .......... . 
Portland, Oreg ....... .... 1871 1871 I Rev. A. J. Glorieux: ... · .. ... . 
St. Paul, Oreg ....... :.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. ~ister Mary Peter, su-
penoress. 
Salem, Oreg ...... . ... ... .... ......... Rev. Sister Mary of tho Sa-
cred Heart, superioress . 
R. c ..... , 4 • 0 I 90 I 90 I 0 I 90 




.... , 45 .... 
R. c .. -- .,. --. 12 100 ---. 100 
The Dalles, Oreg . . . . . . . . 1865 1864- Sister Mary Jus tina ....... . 
Wilbm,Oro.e; ............ 1857 1854 HcnryL.Benson ........ . .. . 
Allegheny, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 Miss Mary Mait~aml. . ..... . 
Andalusia., Pa............ 0 1861 A. H. :Fetterolf, A.M., PH.D .. 
R.C ..... 0 
M.E . ... 2 
Non-sect 1 
P.E . .... 2 
Beatty, Pa. .. .... .. ...... . . . . . . 1845 Sisters of Mercy .......... . 
Beaver, Pa ............. ... ..... 1855 Rev. R. T. Taylor, A. u., D. D _ 
R.C ... 
-·--
Meth ... 6 
B~llefonte, Pa ..........• . 1 1806 
Bmmngham, Pa . . . . . . . . . 1853 
Boyertown, Pa ......... --~ 0 





Rev. J.P. Hughes .......... -~ Non-Recti 2 
L. G. Grier .................. Presb ... 2 
I. B. Hankey, A. llf . • • • • • • . • • . Luth . . . 3 
Miss Amelia Merriam. . . . . . . Non-sect .... 
Butler, Pa .... ...... ..... 1849 
Chester, Pa ...........•.. 
1 
..... . 
Concordville, Pa . . . . . . . . 1870 
Downington, Pa .............. . 
Doylestown, Pa.......... 1876 
Easton, Pa ................ .... . 








P. S. Bancroft-, A.M .......... 1
1 
Non-sect 
Georg-e Gilber~- ................ : ... _ .. . 
Joseph Sborthdge, A. 111.. .. . Fnends . 
F. Donleavy Long, A.M .•••• . Non-sect 
M. E. Scheibner ........ .... ·1 Non-sect 












2170 1 :: 4 75 ... 
1 50 40 
5 40 
1 75 45 
5 61 41 
3 45 25 
2 40 40 
3 90 50 
1 110 80 





















1 0 0 0 0 
9 13 20 
---- ··-· 
8 --- ..... 2 ----(25) 3 2 1 0 
----
20 
---· ---- ---- ·---113 25 10 6 ---· ....... 
25 20 20 
---- 0 , .... 
30 15 
8 2 0 10 2 8 
25 30 16 . --- . -- ., .. --
11 6 3 ---· 1 . --. 
10 8 2 ---· ---· ---· 10 (j 3 2 1 1 
25 (j 6 3 2 
16 8 6 1 2 
35 6 25 0 41 0 
Erie, Pa . . . . . . . . .......• ·11817 I l 823 
Erie, Pa . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1868 1854 
1-tev. Alexamler Donaldson, I Presb-.-
D. D. 
H . .A. Strong,_ A. M . . . . . . . . . . . N 0~-sect I 3 I 5 1157 





Collegiate Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Germantown, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1854 
Friends' School • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Germantown, Pa. (Green . . . . . . 1861 
Keystone Academy ___ ........... -~ Factoryville, Pa ..... --- - ~1870 11870 Rev. ·william C. Tilden, A. liL 
George R. Barker, A. M •••••• 
Sallie J. Ackley ............ . ~~~~i~~-: II ~ I· . ~ - I~~~ - I-~~ -I-~~ ·I·~~ -I·~~ ·I·~~ ·I·~~ ·I:::: I· -~-I- --~ Fnends . . . . . 3 45 26 19 ....... _ ................... . 
and School streets). 
Young Ladies' I Hollidaysburg, Pa . . . . . . . 1866 I 1869 9351 Hollidaysburg Seminary. 
8 65 W.P.H;ussey,A.M ........ IPresb .. . 65 20 , ___ _ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ 
936 Eclec-tic Institute*................ Jersey Shore, Pa......... 1852 1852 
937 Martin Academy.................. Kennett Square, Pa...... . . . . . . 1873 
938 Leechburg Lutheran Academy c .. l Leechburg, Pa ........... 1186511865 
H.D.Patton,A.M .... . ..... . 
A. W. Potter ....•........... 
Rev. F. T. Hoover, A. 111., 
939 
940 
Linden Hall Seminary .. ..... ---.-
Lititz Academy* ................ --
941 Hazzard's .Academy ............. . 
942 Cedar Hill Seminary ............. . 
943 Western Penns\ lv~nia Classical 
pres't board of directors. 
Lititz, Pa ............... -11863 1794 Rev. H. A. Brickenstein _ ... . 
Lititz, Pa................ 1837 1822 F. D. Rickert and George 
Monongahela City, Pa .. . 1
1 
...... ·----- ---~:-~-~~~: ............... . 
Mt. Jov, Pa.. .. ....•. .... 0 1874 David Denlinger, A.M .•••••• 
M t. Pleasant, Pa. . . . . . . . . 1873 1873 Rev. Johnston E. Walter_ ... 
Pres b .. - ~ 21 3 1 65,35130 132122111 I 61 21 41 0 Friends _ 1 2 70 36 34 ......... _.. 1 . __ ........ . 
Ev. Luth .....................................••..... ----
Morav'n 
Morav'n 
Meth. -- i 3 
Baptist _ r 1 
s I 58 I· . _ ·I 58 115 . --. 40 40 . - -. 40 
2131 
5 59 






13 , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ 
3 
! 1· i2t=::l--2···-·· 
a_nd Scie?tific Institute. . 
0 !144 Laud Institute .................. -~ Murrysville, Pa. · · · · · · · · - ~ 1863 !l45 Nazareth Hall._ .. _ .. _ .......... __ Nazareth, Pa ..... -------
!l4G Treemount Seminary_ .. _ ......... Norristown, Pa --------- · ·· ·· ·· 
947 Parkesburg- c;nssica; Institute ... Parkesburg, Pa --------- T -- ·--
948 Penn Hall 1\.c"clemy· ............. Penn Hall, Pa ........ --- · 0 
1862 1 Rev.G.M.Spargrove ..... . . ,Non-sectl21 0 135127181 l!ll1611181 0121 1 ~i!~ ~~-Yl~~~~t~~~~~~~~-~~::: 1 .~~~~~~~ ---~-~--~- -~~- -~~- __ ; __ ;~- _:;_ -~~- --~- --~- --~-1:::~ 186G · D.M. Wolfe ................ Non-sect 2 .... 1 ;)6 30 6 22 14 ... . !) 0 3 0 


































TABLE V-I.-Statislics of institutionsjo1· secondw·y instnwtionfor 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
~ 
Name. Location. 0 ~ 
~ ~ 
.25 ·a 




~ ~ o:S 
A A 
- --
1 2 3 4 
AonOemy of tbo P<o te•taDt Epi~ Pbilodolpbi"" Po. ( '"· Lo-11787 1785 
copnl Church. cust and Juniper sts.). 
.Agnes Irwin's School . ___ ... ___ ... Philadelphia, Pa. (1834 . _ .... 1866 
~rnce street). 
A.ldine Institute... .. ............. P adelphia, Pa ......... ..... . 1869 
Miss .A.nable"s School for Young Philadelphia, Pa. (1350 
·-- · --
1850 
Ladies. Pine street). 








East Walnut Street F emale Semi- Philadelphin,, Pa. (1221 ..... _ 1867 
nary. WaJnnt street). 
Friends' Girard .A.>enue School. .. Philadelphia, Pa. (Girard 0 1872 
ave. and 17th street). 
Friends' School ...... •..... ... .. . Philadelphia, Pa. (4th ... _ .. _ ..... 
and Green streets). 
Friends' Select School for Boys .. . Philadelphia, Pa. (820 0 1333 
Cherry street) . 
Friends' Soloct School for Girls* .. Pbiladetphia, Pa. (137 N. . ... .. 1834 
Girard College for Orphans ....... 
7th street). 
Philadelphia, Pa ...... . .. 1831 1848 
Langton Select .A.cadllmy* ..•.. ·.. . Philadelphia, Pa. (1613 . . • • . . 1859 
Cb.ostnut street). 
Number of students. 
<D <D ..... <D ~ ~ ~ .s ~ ~ 8 8 ]..;~:;. 
0 ,..... Q Oc;s oO ~ ,;, c:s q:1 <ll<D ..<:~·a 
. . d rD ~ -~ • :;3 • g p., Q [') 
PrmCipal. I .S 00 r:;: g g § ~ ~-~ ~-;;;.~ ~~ ~ .£ g ~ g b.O <3~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ Q ... 8 Q § ~ Q 8 Q ~~ ~..., 
'd ::j -;; ............ '~'<d<.:.~C)c.:>·.-<~ 
rn .!3 ~ ~ g S OJ.r;:, cr;'"' o o:S ii5 ...... 
.§ .s $ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ -~ -a ~ ~ as~ 
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a 6 7 I 8 I 9 110 111 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 1~ 1 16117 1 18 
1-1-1-1--1-1-1-1--1-1-'--'-
ntv;;a~a:::t'!:Rouins,D. D., I P.E- .... 111 I 0 1190 1190 
1 
.... 1 · --- ~----~- ---~---· ~·-··'· ···•·-·· .Agnes Irwin ................ ------··-· 4 8 50 ..•. 50 · --- 43 50 ............. , ... . 










.... , .... , ____ ,_ --· •····'· ... , .... , .... 
Missesl.andH.I . .A.nable ... Baptist. 2 11 55 .... 55 1····1····1····1 ····1···· '· ···•···· 
Edward Roth: A. AI ••••••••• ·1 R. C .... . 
Rev. ;J. W. Fa1res, D. D ..... _. Ref. P .. 
Mrs. Henrietta Kutz ..... _ .. Presb ... 
8 
8 
Lizzie Pratt ........... . ... . Friends. 0 
Martha Heacock ............ Friends _ 
John H. Dillingham ........ Friends . 2 
Margaret Lightfoot ......... Friends _ 2 
5 I 95 I 95 
60 160 
6140 
5 113 53 
95 I 60 I 75 
54191541 31 61 1 
40 115125 40 
GO 113 
4 78 
.. ,. " ~---~- ~--~- r·1-1 36 36 . . . . 27 9 0 1 2 . - - . 1 
3 49 .... 49 . ... 4 20 
William H. .Allen, .A.. :ru., I Non-sect I 71241873,873 1 0 1!8731 0 11451 0 M.D., LL.D. . 
T.BrantlyLangton • .. •............... ···· ···· -··· ····1····1···· -· · · ···· ··•· 









































002 I Mount St. .Joseph Academy ..... . 
963 Philadelphia Seminary 
964 Rittenhouse Academy* ....••.... 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Chest-
nut Hill). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1325 
N. Broad street). 
1858118581 Sist.ersofSt . .Joseph .••..•. JR.C ..... f •••• J121 60 
1871 I Miss Rebecca E. Judkins ... , .....•..•. 
1854 I Lucius Barrows, A. :M., and I Non-sect 




0 34 I 34 
60 160 
82 82 I 17 82 
60 ··········•····· · ··· 
2 •··•·••••·•·••· 
0 I 32 13 2 I 13 2 0 0 
~ 965 R. S. Ash bridge's School for Girls 
Philadelphia, Pa. (N. E. 
cor. 18th and Chestnut 
streets). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (145 
North 20th street). 
A.llf. 
1875 I Rachel S. Ash bridge .••.•••. I Friends. 1 2 18 18 13 5 I 18 
t:;; 966 Rugby Academy* ....•.•.•••••.•.. 
967 St. Sauveur French and English 
School for Young Ladies. * 
968 School for Young Ladies ..•....... 
969 
970 
Seminary for Young Ladies and 
Little Girls. * 
Supplee Institute ........•••.•.... 
971 I S. W . .Janney and Sisters' Select 
School.* 
972 West Chestnut Street Institute ... 
973 West Chestnut Street Seminary* .. 








Yonng Ladies' Academy and Se-
lect School for Children. 
Classical Academy a ............. . 
Airy View Academy* ............ . 
~~t!tf:s~f=a~!. =~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ 
Ridley Park Seminary .....•...... 
Clarion Collegiate Institute ....•.. 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1415 
Locust street). 1865 I Edw. Clarence Smith, A.M ••. 1 ••••..•... I 11 2 1125 1125 1 .... 1 75 I 50 I 30 I 30 I 20 12 3 
Philadelphia, Pa. (26 and 
2.8 South 21st street}. 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1733 
Filbert street). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (601 
North 18th street). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1713 
Spruce street). 







Philadelphia, Pa. (4035 •.•••..•.••••. 
Chestnut street). 
Louise Boname ••.••........ 1 P. E ......•.. 
Annie and Sarah Cooper .... I Friends. 3 
Mary E. Clarke ..•••........ I Non-sect! 2 
Rev. Enoch H. Supplee, A. M .I P. E .... 2 
Susan W. Janney ........... l Friends . .... . 
Mrs. JuliaA.Bogardus ..... Presb ... , ... . 
7 22 22,22 
58 51 7 
'22 , ...........•....... 
58 •..•...... , ........ . 
20 I 20 I 12 I 20 
40140120 37 ..•....... , ·••······ 
35 1·---~----~·-··1····1····1··-·1··-· 
45 .•.......................... 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1707 








8 w 50 I 40 10 50 ................... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (8 South I 1711 I 1689 
12th street). RichardM.Jones, B.A .••••. I Friends. 4 ~~~ 0 (80) 3 2 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1313 
Poplar street). 18511 MaryAnnFisher ...•....... l P.E .•.. 2 35 I 20 15 I 35 3 ................. . . . 
Pitts burgh, Pa . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 
Port Royal, Pa ..•.•.•.......... 1852 
Pottstown, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1850 
Reidsburg, Pa........... . . • . . . 1863 
R~dley Park, Pa . . • • .. . . . . .......... . 
Rimersburg, Pa ..•••..... 1859 1858 
Jer.ome T. Ailman .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . 2 .•.. 77 45 32 58 19 2 5 .......... -. 
George G. Butler, A.liL •.•••• Non-sect 2 5 30 .... 30 30 5 15 ............... . 
C. A. Gilbert................ Baptist . 1 2 33 5 28 33 .................. -. -.- · ~~;:i~fp':~~s~;:i~~:: ~~r~ ·iiefci;." .. 4. :::: ·27· 'i5. 'i2. ::::::::·is· .. i. ··2· :::: :::: 
982 
983 Merrill's Academic School .....•. ·J Scranton, Pa. -. · ·-·-·····I 0 11870 Classical departnlent of Mission- Selinsgrove, Pa ..••••... - 1859 1858 
ary Institute. 
Francis Schmid, M.A .••..•. l·········· 2 1 42 42 .... 22 20 27 11 3 ....... . 
, in U.S. 
Hubert H. Merrill, M.A..... Non-sect 1 3 89 52 37 89 19 27 9 












Sewickley .Academy ...........••. 
Academy of the Holy Child Jesus*. 
Cheltenham Academy ......•... . .. 
Stewartstown English and Classi-
cal Academy. 
Westtown Boarding School. ..... . 
Toughkenamon Boarding School. . 
Susquehanna Collegiate Institute*. 
Washington Hall Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
Sharon Hill, Pa .......... 1866 1864 Mother M. Walburga White. R. C.... . . .. 9 30 Sewickley, Pa ..••....... l 0 118~8~ JohnWay,jr.,sup't ........ . l .......... i 3151100 
Shoemakertown, Pa ...... 0 1871 Rev. Samuel Clements, A.M .. P. E.... 6 0 50 
Stewartstown, Pa. • . . . . . . 1857 1855 Rev. H. B. Scott. . • • . • • . . . . . . Non -sect 2 . • . . 35 
~~·I ~~ I ~~ I.~~ ·I ~~ I: : : :I : : : :I· . ~·I· .. ~ 50 0 (50) 20 . . . . . . . . 3 0 
l!2 13 29 I 6 . . . . 2 1 1 l.o2 
Toughkenamon, Pa ...... --.-.- 1867 Hanna M. Co;pe. . . . . . . . . . . . . Fnends . .. . . s_treetRoad,Pa ...••..... l1799117991 Benj.W.Passmore,sup't . .. . l Fr~ends . l6 
Towanda, Pa. ............ 1853 1854 Ed win E. Qu1nlan, A. 111..... Presb .. 3 









. g 1~~ iii. i~ ias· ·ii7 .. i6 ... s. :::: ··o·J:::: 
2 60 35 25 54 6 0 3 0 0 0 
Unionville Academy ...••......... ! Unionville, P!J. ........... I 0 183_4 I A. A. Meader .............. . 1 Non-sect 29 I 17 I 12 I 29 0 0 0 


































































~ 3 0 ~ 












a:> a:> "" a:> 
r1J rLJ 0 Q • g g ~ -~ ~ 
~ ~ -8~'0~ ~ .@ • ~ • ~ ~~·a 
~ll ~ ~ -~ ~-~-~ ~.g ~ tS~ ;;5~ ~~ ~ ~ 
.... ~~ ~Q~~ §~ 
S b.O'"' ';·S 8! -~~ ~ ·§ .s 'd rLJ 'd 0 
s ~ ~ ~~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ "i:l "i:l.g 
I I 1--1 I 1-=1-1-1-1-1-1-!~~e:_::._~ A ~ 
~ 
~ R ~ ~ R ~ ~ A 
1 ~ 3 4 :i 6 ,-Is I 9 !10illll~l13l14llal16117llS 
I I 1--1 I ,_,_ ,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_ 
Triuity llall .....•..••............ 
Darlington Seminary for Youug 
La.clies. 
Miss Smith's Family and Day 
School. 
Home School for Girls* ....•...... 
Lucretia M. B. Mitchell's School 
for Girls. 
Rawlins' West Philadelphia Acad-
emy. 
Williamsport Dickinson Seminnry. 
York County Academy ....... . .. . 
Prince's Rill Family and Day 
School.* 
Family IUld Day School for Girls .. 
Island lligh School ..•............ 
F emale Academy of the Sacred 
lleart. 
Friends' New England Boarding 
School. 
St. Mary's Young Ladies' Semi-
nary. 
Polytechnic and Industrial Insti-
tute. 
Washington, Pa ........ . , .•.... ,18?91 R~v.Samuel~arp,PH.-D .... . I P .. E .... , 4, .... ,34j341···-~---·~·---~·-;,·1····1·· .. 1····1···· 
West Chester, Pa. .............. 1854 RIChard Darlington,Jr ...... Fnen<ls. 1 4 62 0 62 62 20 1<> 5 .. .. 2 .. .. 
West Chester, Pa .•...... l····--11876 I Miss Lydia V. Smith ..•..... ! Non-sect 14 
60 
::I~: 1 •••• 1 12 .................. .. 
West Philadelphia, Pa. (3511 Hamilton street). 
West Philadelphia, Pa. 
(315 North 35th street). 
West Philadelphia, Pa. 18741 JamesMorganRawlins,A.M. I Presb ... 
1870 I Mrs. Annie M. Sutton ....... , ........•. I 2 
1877 Mrs. Lueretia M. B. Mitchell. Friends., .••. 5 1 4~ 1 1~ 1 3: 1 2: I : l .. ~l·~-~ .. ~-· ....... .. 
(4039 Baltimore ave.). 
Williamsport, Pa ..•.... . ,1848 
York, Pa .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1799 
BaiTington Centre, R. L. 
1848 Rev. Edward J. Gray, .A.. M ... M. E.... 7 
1788 G. W . Ruby ....... ... ....... Non-sect\ 2 
1870 Isaac Foote Cady, A.M...... Non-sect 1 
411581921 66 
.. 65 65 ... 
0 30 20 10 
30 \80 \1 I 2 65 17 .... 9 1 
30 116 0 ........ 
3 
0 0 
New Shoreham, R. I. ... • • . 1876 Charles E. Perry............ Non-sect 
Newport,R.L ........... I ...... I18741 Mrs.HelenaL.Gilliat ...... l P.E .. .. g I ~~ h2·i ig 1'2sl.4T.ol.il.ol:::l:::: 
(Block Island). 
Providence, R. I. . . . . . . . . 1873 1872 Ellen White 46 I 46 3 I 46 R. C .... l .... l 12 I 4G 
Providence, R. !. ........ 11823 11819 I AugustineJones,A.:r.i ....... l Friends.! 8 I 7 1204 1119 I 85 I 79 1119 I 50 I 25 8 , .... 
Providence, R. I. (Bay-~ 0 118741 Mother M. Leo ............. 1 R. C .... 1 .... 1 8144 
view). 
Bluffton, S.C ........................ Rev. J.D. Robertson •••••••. Non-sect (8) 265 
I 













































































Avery Normal Institute ......... . 
High School for Colored Pupils .••. 
Wallingford Academy 
Brainerd Institute .... 
Benedict In!!titute .... .......••••• 
Gowensville Seminary ...•••...••. 
Lexin~on High School ..••••...•. 
Reidville Female College ..•...•.•. 
Masonic Male and Female Acad-
emy. 
Sullins Female College 
En on Seminary a ................ . 
Buffalo Institute* ......•.......••. 
Centrveillo High School ...•••... . 
Chapel Rill Academy ............ . 
Charleston Academy ••••••••••..•. 
Chatata Seminary ....•••.......... 
Chattanooga Female Seminary .... 
Clarksville Female Academy ...•. 
Clifton Masonic Academy* .. ..••. 
Cane Creek Academy ..•.......... 
Columbia R~h School* ..••••••.•. 
6:E:~~k!e:fustr~~~~~::::::::::: 
Lauderdale Male and Female In-
stitute.* 
Friendsville Institute* .•..••..•... 
Tannehill College b 
Edwards Academy ...••••••••••••. 
Harrison Academy d .•...•.•••.••. 
Odd Fellows' Male and Female 
College. 
Huntingdon High School •......•. 
Henderson Masonic Male and Fe-
male Institute. 
Irving College .•..........•..•••.. 
Sam Houston Academy* ..••••..•. 
Martin Academy ..• .•••..••••... . 
Greenwood Seminary ............ . 
Preparatory department, Cumber-
berland University School for 
Girls.* 
Masonic Academy ..•..•........•. 
Hopewell Academy* .•............ 
Charleston, S.C •..•••... .'...... i865 S. D. Gaylord............... Cong ... 
8~:}::~~~: ~:8:::::::::: :::::: :::::: ·n~;:willi~~-;A:i>~tt~~::::: ·ii;~~b::: :::: :::: 26i. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::::1:::: 
3 6 1472 , .••.••••••.• •. , .••. , •••.•. •..• .••.•.••.••••• 
Chester,KC ........••••. .. .... 1870 Rev.S.Loomis,.A.liL .••..... Presb .. 2 3 300 .. ...••......•.. .....••..... 2 .••• 
Columbia, S.C........... 0 1870 nev.E.J.Goodspeed, D.D ... Baptist. 2 2 142 104 38 .••. 2 ................... . 
Gowensville, S. C.... . . . . 0 1859 Wilton Tbruston . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 2 2 60 35 25 40 6 0 10 0 2 0 
Lexington, S.C ....•. ....• ..... 1875 W.D.Schoenberg .......... . Non-sect 2 .... 54 30 24 54 39 31 14 .••. 3 
Reidville,S.C .......•••.. 1858 1857 RobertP. Smith, A.M ..... . . Presb ... 1 4 80 .... 80 80 25 ..•. 8 .... 20 
Alexandria,Tenn .... .... 1857 1857 R.L.W.Gross ......•.•..... Non-sect 1 1110 70 40110 10 .••. 10 20 1 
Bristol, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . 1874 1868 
Butle~ T~nn............. 1868 1869 
Cave ;::;prmg, Tenn....... 1868 1867 
Centreville, Tenn........ 1842 1842 
Chapel Rill, Tenn .••................. 
Charleston, Tenn ........ 1•74 1874 
Chatata, Tenn . . • • • . . . . . . 1868 1867 
Chattanooga, Tenn....... . . . . . . 1879 
Clarksville, Tenn........ 1846 1846 
Clifton, Tenn . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••. 
Cog Hill, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . 1870 1860 
Columbia,Tenn .••..••••. 0 1865 
Covin$ton, Tenn......... 1852 1855 
Culleoaa, Tenn ....•.•••. 1868 .•.•• 
Durhamville, Tenn . • • . . . 1856 1855 
Rev. D. S. Hearon, .A. M • • • • • • Meth . . . 3 4 165 30 135 165 25 0 .•• . .....••....• 
Joseph H. Crouch ...•....... Baptist ....... ..........•••..•...... .............••..••• 
Josephus Hopwood ......... Ch1istian 2 3 150 100 50 128 22 .•.. 8 18 .....•.. 
Wm.H.Gardiner ......•• •.. Non-sect 1 1 30 16 14 29 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Simeon V. Wall ............. Non-sect 1 2 80 43 37 63 17 .••......••..••.•••. 
J. M. Gurnaud ancl Watts Non-sect 2 0 56 30 26 56 15 0 0 0 1 0 
Macpherson. 
Mrs.J.E.J.Cate ..... ....... Non-sect 0 1 50 30 20 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev.Wm.A.Rogers,A M . ............ 2 2 35 ..•. 35 27 8 6 .•• ..••...• .•••. 
Rcv.JamesR.Plummer,.A.M M.E. So. 2 6 121 .... 121 103 10 8 .••..••.....•••• 
T. W.Perfect ............... Non-sect 2 1 53 30 23 .... .••..........••. ••• : ... . 
Prof.S.U.Newman ......•.. Non-sect···· ....................................••....• 
T.F. Sevier- ....•............ Non-sect 1 1 130 103 27 ... . .... ••• 11 0 6 0 
Geo. D.Rolmes, A.l\1 ...... .. Non-sect 1 3 56 6 50 56 10 .•......•••..••..••• 
W.R.Webb,.A.M.,andJ.M. Meth ... 3 ..•. 156 150 6 150 112 12 25 20 10 
Webb, A.M. 
Isaac L. Case, .A.M., M.D ..•.. Non-sect 2 I 56 I 22 I 34 I 46 I 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Friendsville, Tenn . . • • . . . 0 1855 H. W. Spray . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . Friends . 
Gainsboro', Tenn .••..... .•.. .. 1869 J. M. Coulson ..........••• .. Non-sect 
Greeneville, Tenn ..•..... 1879 1877 S.C. Hanson, M.s ..•••••..•. U. Breth 
Harrison, Tenn.......... 1867 1865 W. J. Hixson ...•........••...•....... . 











43 23 66 
c43 c36 71 
30 55 3 
25 20 30 
...... 
...... ...... 
0 o ··o· 8 0 0 0 
6 ..•. 2 0 0 0 
10 10 5 10 5 5 
..... ..... . ..... .. ..... . .... ....... 
Huntingdon, Tenn ....••. 0 1877 E.E.Weir,A.B ...••....•.... Non-sect 
Henderson, Tenn ·····~-· .....•••••••.... ... ..•••....••. •... : .............. __ , ..•. , .... , ........ . 
1 1 60 30 30 60 ....... 3 .••. . ... 2 .••• 
~;:~~tY~~~~~~~:: :::1: ~~~~: 1· ~~~g·l-~~~f~~-J~~~:~~::::: :::: :! :~~~~~~~~~--\~;-2 - ,~~~ :1: ~~ :1: ~~ :1: ~~ :1: ~ ~ 1:::1::::1::::1::::1:::: 
Near Lebanon, Tenn ...•... .... 1852 Mrs.N.Lawrence Lindsley. Non-sect ····1 3 28 . ... 28 28 41 7 1 .... -··· ···· 









35 I 40 I 63 
1
12 
fi5 45 90 10 
4 1 •••• 1 •• ..-1•-··· 
10 
1879 118691 J.F.Turner .............••.. 
1 
. .. ...... . 
&Meth. 
William F. Anderson . . • . . . . Non-sect Savannah Grove Academy .•...... 1 Long Savannah, Tenn ... -1- ... -.I 1875 60140120160 12 8 4 •.... 
* From Report of the Commisiilioner of Education for 1878. 
a Not in session for several years past, bnt will be reopened February, 1880. 
b Institution destroyed by fire in December, 1879; report is for 1878. 
c Average attendance. 
d Not in session during the year 1879; statistics are for 1878. 





































TABLE VI.-Statistics ojinstUutionsj01· secondary instructionj01·1879, g-c.-Continued. 












<D ell ..... ell 
en en 0 




- - - - - - - -
- - - -
l. ~ 3 4 :i 6 ,.. 8 9 l.O 11 12 1.'1 14 1~ 16 1,.. 18 
-1-1-. -1-1-1_,_,_,_,_ 
Loudon lligh School* ...... ..•... -I Loudon, Tenn .••.....••.. I 1869 1870 G. W. Scribner, A. B ......... Cum b. 1 1 102 68 
Pres b. 
34 , ____ , ____ , ____ ,_,__, ____ , .... , .... 
~~~~~f:t ~~~e::~ · :Fe~ai~ · fu: · 
stitute.* 
Waters and Walling College ..... . 
W o s t Tennessee Preparatory 
School. 
Canfield School. .....•........... . 
Memphis Institute ....... . ...... . 
Presbyterian Grammar and High 
School. 
St. Agnes Academy a ............ . 
St. Mary's School* ........... ... .. 
Young Ladies' School 
Fairmount ..... ........... . . .. ... . 
Monistown Female High School*. 
Morristown Male High School* ... 
Mt. Pleasant Male and Female 
.Academy. 
McMinn County Agricultural ancl 
Scientific School.* 
Ed~efiold Male Academy ... ..... . 
Mont~omery Bell Acauemy~· ..... . 
Nashville .Academy ........... ... . 
Soutllct·n Union N o~·mal ~chool. . . 
Lynchburg, Tenn . ....... I 0 
Macedonia, Tenn .......•. 






E. Studebaker ..•........... Non-sect 
W . .A. Dinwiddie ............ .................... 
A. P. Seitz .................. Non-sect 
C. E. Alexander •.•.. ... ..... Meth ... 
1 .... 89 45 
1 2 127 68 
2 2 76 42 
1 1 76 41 
g~ 1'24_1 __ 2_1 .. i_l __ 8_1 __ 2_11~ I ~ 
346412 0 .............. .. 
35 76 .... .... 2 .... 2 .. .. 
~~~~k1~: i:~~:::: ::::::1:::: ::1·is79·1· i':Y~~-G:.-T":ila;.;i.i:.A::: ~:::~::1·-N~~:~~~il .. 2 ·1::: :1· 6o·1·6o .I .. o ·1· 6o ·1· 25 ·1: :: :1· · 6 ·1::: :1::::1:::: 
Memphis, Tenn ................ 1875 JennyM. Higbee ............ Presb. .. 1 5 130 .... 130 130 .... 10 ............... . 
Memphis, Tenn ..................... . 
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 1873 
Memphis, Tenn .................... . 
Mofl'att, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1873 
Monistown, Tenn........ 1855 ....... 
Morristown, Tenn........ 0 1867 
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn ................. .. 
Mouse Creek, Tenn ...... 0 1876 
Sister Mary Thomas, supr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... ......•.. . ....... 
Sisters of St. Mary .......... P. E..... 4 8 70 .... 70 70 35 48 ............... . 
Miss Clara Conway ............................ _ .................................... .. 
Mrs.H.B.Kells ............. P.E ..... 5 5 40 .... 40 40 6 40 .............. .. 
Rev.T.P.Sum.mers,A.M .... M.E.So. 1 2 90 .... 90 90 12 0 0 0 4 .. .. 
R. A. Lowry . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Non-sect 1 1 81 81 .. .. 81 20 .................. .. 
S. A. R. Swann ............... Non-sect 1 2 50 20 30 45 5 3 0 o 
Z. T.John .................. Non-sect 1 1 49 25 24 49 2 Ol 21 Ol 01 0 









Nashville, Tenu ........... -- ... 1866 J. vV. Yeatman, M.A ......... Non-sect 3 ... 87 87 . .. . 12 75 ..... 8 0 4 0 
Nashville, Tenn ...................... M.M.O'Bryan .............. Presb ........... 75 .... 75 ........................... 
















































































Holston Seminary .••••.••••••.... 
Oak Hill Collegiate Institute ..... . 
Ooltewah Academy* .•... .. ....... 
Bledsoe Institute ................ . 
Mrs. Dr. Milam's School for Girls .. 
Paris Male High School ........ . 
The Mrs. S. H. Welch High School 
People's College ................. . 
Arlington Academy .............. . 
Pulaski High School* ............ . 
Clear Spring Academy ........... . 
Sequachie College .............•.. 




Obion College* .................. . 
Pleasant Grove Seminary ........ . 
Washington College 
Woolsey College ................. . 
Live Oak Seminary .......•.....•. 
Calvert Academy* ............... . 
Corpus Christi Military and Com-
mercial Academy. 
Gonzales Male and Female Col-
le~e. 
Sabme Valley University ..••..... 
NewMarket, Tenn ..... . llS2S 
:Norris Creek, Tonn...... 1868 
Ooltewah, 'l'enn. . . . . . . . . . 1867 
Orme's Store, Tenn . . .••.. 
Paris, Tenn ............. . 
Paris, Tenn... . .......... 0 
Paris, T enn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1S77 
Pikeville, Tenn . ......... 1872 
PowderSpringGap, Tenn ..... . 
Pulaski, Tenn .... ........... .. 












Roberson's Cross-Roads, 11S5SIIS5S 
Tenn. 
Savannah, Tenn . . . . . . . . . 1S79 1S79 
Shelbyville, Tenn..... . . . . . . . . . 1852 
Sparta, Tenn . .......... .. 
Tazewell, Tenn .......•.. 
Troy, Tenn .............. 1875 1S75 
Tyner's, Tenn .. .. . .. .. . . 18SO 1874 
W' ashington College, Tenn 1795 1795 
Woolsey College, Tenn . . 0 1S75 
Near Brenham, Tex...... 0 1853 
Calvert, Tex...... . ...... ...... 1875 
Corpus Christi, Tex...... . . . . . . 1S78 
Gonzales, Tex ........... I 1S53 1853 
Hemphill, Tex 1S79 I 1S77 
Lancaster Masonic Institute...... Lancaster, Tex . • . . . . . . . . 1S75 1875 
Linn Flat Academy ............... Linn Flat, Tex ................ 1S76 
Wiley University......... • • • • • . . . .. Marshall, Tex . . . . . . . .. . . 0 1S73 
Pine Hill Academy* . . . . . • . .. . . . . . Pine Hill, ~ex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Alamo Select SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . San .A.ntomo, Tex .......... ---. 1S77 
St. :Mary's Institute • • • . . • . • • . . • • . San Antooio, Tex . . . . . . . . 0 1852 
Ursuline Convent................. San .Antonio, Tex ........ --.... 1S51 
S.P._Fowler,.A.n .......•.... , M.E ····1 2 
P. Hrmeb:1ugh .............. Non-sect 1 
W.F.McCarron ............. Non-sect / 1 
Thos.O.nrown ............. M . .KSo. 1 
Mrs. Dr. Milam . . ....•. _ . . . . Meth ...... . 
T.H.M.Hunter,A.B ....... Non-sect 1 
·Mrs.S.H. Welch ............ Non-sect 1 
Rev. W. B. Stradley, .A.M .... M. E. So. I 2 
George Patton ... . ......... Non-sect 2 
Pres b. 
2 1130 I SO 2 150 80 
1 '100 50 













50 110 120 








38 23165 27 50 1 
. --- 100 30 
28 48 17 
W. T. Mann, .A. n . . . . . . . • . • • . Non-sect 3 
J. E. L. ~eneker. . . . . . . . . . . . . C n m b. l 2 
W.E.Stephens .............. Non-soot 2 I 3 1 10 I 60 I 50 I 70 I 40 
·W. D. Wills, .A.lii., president .......... J .. . 
Rev. John H. Thompson..... Non-sect 
1 
1 '-- 5 100 20 80 100 30 
·_p;or. ·n: G-.~ M:;~·M:ci; A.:i;~::~: ·:No~:8~ci 1 --2 · .. 4. i9§ · i{f · 6i · i72. ·is T.P.WaH .. er ............... Non-sect 2 2 So 4o 40 50 30 
Perry A. Wall .............. Non-sect 2 0 S5 50 35 85 0 
Rev. J. E. Alexander and Presb .. · [ 1 2 45 25 20 33 12 
Mrs C. M. Alexander. 
H.H.Ruble ................. F.W.Bap 1 1 59 35 24 59 4 
Rev.J.W.Miller,D.D ....... Presb .. 
1 
1 2 32 15 17 ~7 5 
.Rev. R B. Burr, .A. M ........ Non-sect 2 2 149 68 S1 129 20 
Capt.WilliamH.Coit ....... Non-sect , 2 0 27 27 0 27 5 
Rev. W. M. Reese, president Non-sect 5 2 119 65 54 20 12 




s l: ::. 
5 
~-1---~ 4 •••• 
0 I 0 11 I 31 ___ _ 
-. 30 . - . . .....•.. 
6 .....••.. --. ···-
I g I" i2l" 7l" ii 
10 I 20 10 30 5 
4 , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ 






2 g 1::::1:::: 
~ , .. 5l"il::: 
3 
0 ••••. ,. ---
6 G 
40 147 32 
P. H. Hensley, president .... Non-sect II 1· 2 60 30 30 60 15 
C. M.Lyon .................. Non-sect 2 1 LlO 70 40 110 2 .... 1 .... 2 
George!. Watkins ......... ---------- ~ 1 1 47 26 21 44 8 .... 6 2 2 
Rev. W.H. Davis,.A.M ...... M.E .... 3 .... 123 74 49 -··· ...... .. ............... . ~~~;:~~eR~;~;-~::~:::::::: -~~~~.'.:: ~ .-~ ... 2 ~~ 2g -~Z ~g :~:: :::::::: :::::::::::: 
Brother Charles Francis . . . , R. C. . . . . 15 0 280 2SO .... 277 3 150 3 6 ....... . 
Sister M. Magdalen, superior R. C.. . . . . . . . 12 130 .... 130 120 40 100 .............. .. 
Rev.Jas.Larracoechea s.J R.C ..... 7 .... 70 70 ........ 26 26 44 ........... . 
W. H. Robert, ·r.,.A.M .' .... : Non-sect 1 1 110 50 60 110 6 6 ........ 90 -·-· 
R. 0. Rounsavall,.A.M ------ ~ Meth ... 2 6 197 94 103 197 24 3 ............... . 
A.Clark,presi!ent ......... Non-sect S 3 300 200 100 220 SO 12 140 .•...... ---· 
Coronal Institute................. San Marcos, Tex......... J 879 1869 
Guadalupe College................ Seguin, Tex.............. 1!!79 1S76 
The Grove .Academy* .. . • . • •• . . . . The Grove, Tex . . .. . . . . . 1S76 1874 
Add Ran Colle~e .. ~-.... . . . • • . • • • . Thorp's Spring, Tex . . . . . 1S73 1872 
East Texas Umvers1ty Tyler Tex ............ ------ - ..... . ..... .... ----~cindoesFallsAcade~y::::::::: Barnet,vt::: ..........•. 1850 1S57 H.R.Mo~t~ii:b.::~::::::::::: ·c,~;;g:::: .. i. ··i· '48 ·2o· ·28· 40 ··s· 4S 3 2 o I o 
arreAcademy ................... Barre,Vt ................ 1S49 1S52 J. S.Spaulding,.A.M.,LL.D., Non-sect 4 3 1S1 131 50 54 127 .... 20 .... 5 
Go . pres1der.t. 
ddardSeminary ................ Barre,Vt ................ 1863 1S70 HenryPriest .... . .......... Univ .... 4 4106 55 51 30 15 20 15 12 4 
St. Agnes' Hall* .................. , BellowsFalls,Vt ............. 186S MissJaneHap~ood ......... P.E ......... 4 1S .... 1S lS 11 16 ......•. --· M~. Anthony Seminary*......... . Bennin t-on Centre, Vt ... --.-.. 1S30 George W. Yates, .A.M._ .... Non-sect 2 2 35 20 15 20 10 6 6 2 1 0 
Br1stolAcademy .................. Bristol,~t ............... 1S55 1855 LeicesterF.Benton,A..M .... Non-sect 1 2 103 47 56 103 1S 0 5 0 31 0 
2 
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1110 Vermont Episcopal Institute ... . . Blll'lington, Vt .....•.... -~1857 1860 Rev. Theodore A. Hopkins, P. E . .... ~---;:-~--;;---;-~~---; -;j-;- l I.··· 
A.M. 
1111 Derby Acadf'my*. ... . .. . . . . .... .. Derby, Vt ............... 1839 1839 Charles A. Chase, A. D .••• ... Baptist. 1 2 221 108 113 131 23 6 5 ........... . 
1112 Essex Classical Institute . . . . . . . . Essex, Vt. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1854 1854 ·william A. Deering, A.M .. .. Non-sect 2 3 245 120 125 45 30 5 2 28 4 2 
1113 New Hampton Institution*..... . Fairfax, Vt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1825 W. A. Buxton ..•.......... Baptist . 1 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . 4 •• -· 1 . ---
1114 Orlea.nsLiberalinstitute ... . ..... Glover,Vt . .......... .. .. 1845 1845 Henry Babcock . .. . . .... .. .. Univ .... 1 2 63 18 45 63 2 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 
1115 Hardwick Academy ..... ......... Hardwick, Vt......... .. . 1860 1861 J. H. McLoml .. . . .... ... ... Non-sect 1 2 135 70 65 129 6 0 2 0 2 3 
1116 ChamJ?l::tin Hall*.. .. .. ........... Highgate, Vt .. . ......... 0 1877 Miss H. Sibyl Swett ....... . P.E . ... . 2 1 73 37 36 73 3 2 ....•••.......•. 
1117 LamoilleCentral.Academy .. .. ... HydePark,Vt . ..•...... . .. . . .. ...... H.M.Mc]'arland . .•.... ... . Non-sect 1 2 77 40 37 74 3 2 1 0 0 0 
1118 Black River Academy............ Ludlow, Vt . .. . . . . . . . .. 1834 1834 Charles G. Farwell, A.liL. ... Baptist . 1 5 105 57 48 20 12 . . .. 6 . •• . . •• 3 
1119 Lyndon Literary Institution~..... Lyndon Centre, Vt..... .. 1867 1870 .T ohn S. Brown, A.M ........ . F. Bapt . 2 2 96 43 53 66 19 11 8 • • • . 0 ... . 
1120 Montebelloinstitute .... ......... . Newbury,Vt .................. 1873 Mrs.MaryE.Bridgman . ... Cong .... 1 2 30 16 14 ......•..... 5 .........••. 
1121 HoomanAcademy ........... . ... . N ewHaven,Vt . ......... 1869 1870 C.C.Gove,A.M ..•.••..•.... Non-sect 1 2 73 35 38 49 24 7 15 0 4 0 
1122 CaledoniaCountyGrammarSchool. Peacham,Vt ............. 1795 1797 C.A.Bunker,A.M ....... .. . Non-sect 1 4122 62 60 79 43 0 6 0 3 0 
1123 . Troy Conference Academy........ Poultney, Vt........ .. . . . 1834 1837 Rev. C. H. Dunton, A.M...... M. E.... 4 5 185
1
105 80 116 50 19 42 0 4 0 
1124 RuralHome ..................... . Pownal,Vt .................... 1869 Rev . .T.M.Bacheldor,A.M . .. Non-sect 1 1 8 8 0 8 2 2 0 0 0 
1125 Villn. Barlow Boarding and Select St. Albans, Vt . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 1870 Sister St. Ursula, superior... R. C . . • . . . . . 8 250 .•.. 250 190 92 
School of the Sisters of Notre 
Dame. 
1126 St . .Johnsbury Academy .......... St . .Johnsbury, Vt. ... . . . 1843 1844 Rev. Homer T. Fuller, A.M .. Non-sect 6 6 302 162 140 150 152 25 80 10 16 0 
1127 VermontAcndemy ............... Sa,xton'sRiver,Vt....... 1876 Horace.M.Willard,A.M ..... Baptist. 4 5126 63 63 86 30 28 26 4 1 ... . 
1128 Nowton..c\.cademy ................ Shoreham, Vt............ 1811 A . B.Cole ................... Non-sect 1 2 100 40 60 70 30 20 .............•.. 
1129 GreenMountninPerkinsAcademy South Woodstock, Vt ... . 1848 1848 NormanP.Wood,A. M .••.•. Univ ... 3 2 78 53 25 58 20 1 6 0 0 0 
ll:JO Tbotrorcl Academy and Boarding 'l'hetford, Vt...... . ...... 1819 1819 David Turner, A. 111.. .. ...... Cong . . . 1 1 150 70 80 130 12 5 6 1 3 0 
School. · 



































































Glenwood Classical Seminary .. .. . 
Abingdon Male Academy* ....... . 
:Belle .llaven Institute . _ ......... . 
Episc.opal High School of Virginia* 
Potomac Academy ________ . __ .. . _. 
St .• John's Academy------ ...... --
St. Mary's Academy* ............ . 
Mt. l~isgah Academy ............ . 
:Bethel Classical and Military 
Aeademv. 
Piedmont Female Institute .. •.... 
Thyne Institute ................ .. 
Elk Creek Academy . __ .......... . 
Gordonsville Female Institute ... . 
Herndon Female Seminai'Y1' •••••• 
Leesburg Academy* ........... _ .. 
Villanova Academy. ------ .... . .. . 
Locust Dale Academy ........... . 
Leache- Wood Seminary .......... . 
St. Ma,ry's Female Academy ..... . 
Webster Military Institute* ..... . 
Academy of the Visitation, Monte 
Maria. 
Richmond Institute .............. . 
St. Philip's Church SchooL ..... .. 
Hoover's Select High .School. •••.. 
Suffolk Collegiate l.D.stitute . ..... . 
Suffolk Female Institute ........ .. 
Fairfax Hall .................... .. 
Prince Edward .Academy ....... .. 
St. Mary's Academy ............ .. 
Rev. John D. Emerson. 
West Brattleboro', Vt ... 1876 1861 Clarence E. :Blake, A.M .•. _ .. Non-sect 1 4 60 (60) 
0 119 19 I .... GO 8 0 4 21 0 0 0 .Abingdon, Va .. ...... ... 1803 ---·-· JohnC.Pettus,A.M ......... Non-sect 1 
.Alexandria, Va .......... ------ 1859 GilesA.Penick ..... ........ Non-sect 3 
19 13 
50 4115 83 67 44 
4 10 
2 50 
New Alexandria, Va . .... 1854 I 1839 LauncelotM. Blackford, M.A. P. E.... 5 
Alexandria, Va ................ 1869 JohnS. Blackburn .................... 1 
83 
0 I ~~ 
50 
83, .... 
~~ 1 .. 0 33 19 6 
8 2 
.Alexandria, Va . .... ... . . 0 1833 RichardL.Carne,A.M ...... R.C .... 3 62 14 6 5 2 0 1 
Alexandria., Va ... _.. . .. . .. . .. . 1869 Si~ter M. J crome ........ -- -~ R. C .. - . -- --
Aylett's Post Office, Va ... ..... 187l Miss F. Page Robinson ...... Non-sect 0 







-ii -~·-9·1·i4·1--3_1 __ i ·1--2 -I ... o 
35 65 38 -- .. • •• - 8 2 
Office, Va. 
Charlottes,ille, Va ------ ----·- 1.855 
Chase City, Va .. ..... ... 0 1876 
Elk Creek. Va . .......... 
1 
... -.. 1869 
Gordonsville, Va........ . 1878 U\78 
Herndon, Va. . ...... ..... 0 / JR76 
Lccslm"rl!, Va ........... 1800 1813 
Lewinsvilll.'l, Va ....... _ _ . .. . .. 1878 
Locust Dale, V:1 ...... _.. 0 1858 
Nol'folk, Va .............. 1880 1871 
Norfolk, Va .............. 1852 1848 
Norfolk, Va .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . 1869 
Richmond. Va. (Grace 1868 1866 
street, bet. 22d and 23d). 
Richmond, Va ........ _.. 1876 1867 
Richmond, Va ................. 1875 
Staunton, Va ........... .. ........ .. 
Suffolk, Va, .............. 1872 1872 
Suffolk, Va . . • .. . .. .. 18i!O 1.869 
Winchester, Va ................ 
1
1869 
Worsham, Va ............ 1874 1873 
Charleston, W.Va ............. 1871 
Rev. and Mrs. R. K. Meade .. 
J. J . .A.shenhurst ........... . 
\V. W. Smith, A. B -------··--
William R. Vaughan, M.D .. . 
Mrs. M. M. Castleman .. .••.. 
Thomas Williamson ....... . 
Andrew J. Shipman, A.B._ .. 
A. J. Gordon,A.!I'I .......... . 
Misses Leache and Wood .. _ 
Sisters of Charity . _ .... . _ .. 
Prof. N. :B. Webster, A. llf ... . 
Sister M. Baptista Hitsel-
P. E .... , 1 6 I 50 I"" 50 50 6 20 ---- .... ---- .... u. p .. - 1 2 213 112 101 213 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M. E. So. 1 1 50 25 25 48 1 1 1 4 4 0 
Non-sect 3 6 70 .... 70 70 17 25 .............. .. 
P. E .. . . 0 2 23 8 15 23 2 4 .............. .. 
Non-sect 2 0 7 7 0 7 3 1 3 0 3 0 
R. c---- 2 .... 31 17 14 16 7 10 4 .......... .. 
Non-sect 4 .... 56 56 .... 56 35 20 18 4 9 2 
Non-sect 2 9 125 0 125 25 75 60 ............ _ .. . 
R.C ....... 5 ...................................... .. 
Non-sect 4 .... 60 60 .... 60 25 ....... ... .. ____ .. .. 
R. c .. .. .. . . 10 70 . • .. 70 70 . • • • 20 ............. - .. 
berger. 
Rev. ~harles R: Corey, A.li'I. _ :Baptist I 3 .. .. 92 92 . ;:, .. 80 10 .. • • 4 .......... .. 
Thom;tsW.Cam ........... P.E .... 1 1 100 30 10 100 ................ , ___ .. .. 
H.L.Hoover .................... . ..... 
1 
4 .... ---· .••..... ---· ---· •••.•••...•..••. •• .. 
P.J.Kernodle,A.M .......... Christi'n 3 2 106 50 56 .•.. 24 6 .............. .. 
Sally A. Finney _ .... _ . . . • • . Meth ..... _. 6 87 . . . . 87 65 15 20 __ ...••...•..••. 
Miss MaryE.:Billings ....... Presb... 2 8 95 18 77 95 12 43 1 .......... .. 
James R 'l'hornton, A.B .... Non-sect 1 .... 25 25 .... 13 22 7 20 10 6 0 




11621 French Creek Institute .•.•...... -1 French Creek, W.Va .... ,1871 
1163 Academic department of Storer Harper's Ferry, W.Va .. 1868 
College. 
l l 64 Wheelfug Female Academy* ...•.. Mount de Chantal, near . . . . . . 1848 
J.LoomisGould ............ Presb ... 1 2 44 26 18 44 23 2 5 2 1 2 
Rev. N.C. :Brackett, A. M . • .. FreeBap 4 4 a183.a93 a90 143 40 2 40 . • • . 1 .... 










Parkersbur~ Seminary* ........•.. 
Shelton College* ... .. ....•....•... 
St . .Alphonsus' School ............ . 
Seguin Collegiate Institute .... _ . _ 
.Albion Academy and Normal In-
stitute.* 
\Vheeling, W. Va. 
Parkers bur~ W.Va..... .. .. .. 1878 
St. Albans, w. Va ............. 1875 
Wheeling, W .Va .................. .. 
Wheeling, W. Va. (51 ...... 1868 
Seven teeth street). 
Albion, Wis . _.... . .. . . . . 1863 1854 
V.M. 
Miss Annie M. Hanson ..... . 
Rev. P. B. Reynolds, pres't . -
Sisters of St. Joseph .. - -- - .. 




R.C .... 0 
Non-sect 1 
Rev.A.R.Cornwall, A.M .... ! S.D.Bap 5 
41271---·1--··1····1·-··1····1 (10) 
.. 47 35 12 ................ , •••• , .... , .. .. 
5 180 50 1130 ··-· .••. .... 0 ........... . 
3 80 .. .. 80 80 5 12 ..... - ......... . 
4 1264 1138 1126 1231 I 33 0 I 23 7 5 0 
Elroy Seminary ... ........ ..... ... , ~lroy, 'Yis .. _. ..... . .... 11873 ! 1874 ·' Rev.F.M.Washhurn,A..M .. I U.Brcthl 212190 1491411821 8 1····1 8 1' 10 1·:-~ .•••• FoxLakeSemmary (Academy) ... l<oxLal,e, W1s ......... 1855 1856 ............................................................ ··-- ---- .... .... ·••• I 
LakeGeneva.Seminary ........... 
1 
Geneva, Wis ----- -· ····· 1871 1869 I Mrs.JuliaA.Warner ..••... Non-sect! 2 5 75 20 55 ........................ --·· 
German and English Academy.. . . Mil waukee, Wis. .. . .. . .. 1851 1851 I. Keller ....... _ ........... _ Non-sect 9 3 233 137 96 233 50 233 ........ • • • • • • • • 




































TAnLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for seconda1·y instruction for 1879, goc.-Continned. 
Number of students. 
Name. Location. ~ ~ .9 . ~ 
~ ~ ~ -~ 
~ >=I CIS 
~ ~ 0 





<!) ~ ""' <!) ~ 0 <:). I-< ~ .s ~ 0 5 ~~ W<!) • <:) <:) .-<I>. -~ w ~ <:) ].s ~- <!)<ll ~ • Q.) •qjQ) c.> I>: c::>S >:I<!) -~-S (IJ<!) 
.s . ~ a5 ~ ~ ~~ ·z~ c.>'d ~ ~ ~ ~ t:; So <::~ <!)s ~CIS rno ~~ ~~ >=I -<'> :::1 g 8 1=1 I-< C) ;..c::> l'i_.:. ~ e ~ ~ <a ~ ~-S ~-S :::::::<:) <I>rn 8Cil '""CIS b/J c::>,.... ~ ~ .s . ~ _.s ~ ~/) ca..., -~ .-oti '00 -~ -~ ~ ,..; a5 ~ :f ~ '8 -~ a>Cil <llQ:> 1-< .... $[g ~ 'd S~'d St;tl'O S&' &' .25 ~ ~~8~~.:1~~~ ~ ~ >:~'0 t;tl 
- -- ----------------
1 ~ 3 4 ~ 6 7 s 9 10 11 1~ 13 14 lii 16 17 1S 
-- - - - - -
St. Mary's Dn.y School* . ... ....•.• Milwn,nkee, Wis .. ....... 1869 1850 Mary Ernesta, ss. DEN. D ..•• R. c .... 2 20 290 ..•. 1290 220 18 150 0 0 
--~-~---~ St. Mary's Institute .............. Milwaukee, Wis ......••. 1869 1850 Sister M. F. Semphica, ss. R. c .... 3 18 109 ...... 109 104 29 71 
DE N.D. 
Oconomowoc Seminary ...•..•.... Oconomowoc, Wis .. .... 18i'i6 1856 Grace P. Jones .. ............ P.E .... ....... 4 25 
---· 
25 25 3 10 0 0 0 
St. l\fary'i! Inst.itute .............. Pmil'ic <lu Chien, \Vis ... 1877 1872 Sister M. Patritia . ... , ...... R. c .... 16 240 240 
---- ........ ----
St. Catbn,rino's Female Academy .. R..'l.cine, Wis .............. 1874 Sister M. Hyacintha, o. s. D., R.C . ... 9 69 69 69 3 40 
Rochester S!lminnry ...... .. ... ... 
president. 
2 Rochester, Wis .......... 18U7 1867 A. E. Schaub, A.B ........... F.V'{.Bn,p 2 107 59 48 29 7 16 1 3 3 5 
S<:minru:y of St. }francis of Sales .. St. Francis Station, Wis .. 1877 1856 Rev. Kilian C. Flasch ....... R.C ... .. 13 225 225 (125) 125 
B1g Foot .Academy . . . .. . . ....... Walworth, Wis .......... 18:1!1 1857 Prof. F. 0. B1udick, PH. M .... S.D.Bap 2 2 78 51 27 H 4 .... 5 5 2 2 
Carroll College* ......•............ Waukesha,, Wis .......... 1845 1846 W.L.Rn,nkin,A.M .......... Presb ... 2 2 92 55 37 
··-- 20 15 
Academy of the Visitation ....... Georgetown, D. C .....•.. 1799 -iii~~ "i~~i ·st~J?Ii~~;~~.::::: R.C ..... 117 117 ..... · --- ---Georgetown Collegiate Institute* . Georgetown, D. C ........ 1874 Non-sect 3 5 80 80 80 30 12 
Academy of the Visitation* ...... Washington, D. C ........ 1853 1850 Sist·er ~ary Augustine Dyer, R.C ..... 20 115 115 .................... 
supenoress. 
'rhe Archer Institute*........ .... Washington, D. C. (1401 . . . . . . 1878 Mrs. M. R. Archer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 5 50 ....... 50 50 40 -~~- ·::: :::~ ::J:::: Massachusetts ave.). AvenueSeleetSchool* ...... .•••.. Washington, D. C. (121 ...... 1878 MissFlorenceJ.Hopkins .. NQn-sect 0 2 22 8 14 22 
Pennsylvania ave.). 
Boys'EnjlishandClassicalHigh Wasbington,D.C.(lock- ...... 1868 J.W.Hunt,A.M .........•.. Non-sect 1 0 31 31 0 31 27 
---
13 ..... 2 ·-·-· School. box 535). 
Miss Calkins's SclectSchool. .•••. Washington, D. C. (209 .••••.•••.• MissR.N.Ca.lkins ....•......•.....•...... 2 33 18 15 ....... .... 
·--· 







































1195j Park Seminary* .... 
1196 
1197 I Rosslyn Seminary* .......•........ 
Washington, D. C. (14th 
street, bet. I and K). 
Washington, D. C. (1115 
.M street). 
Washington, D. C. (800 
18th street). 
Washington, D. C. (1100 
Mstreet). 
Washington, D. C. (506 
5th street). 
Washington, D. C. (306 
Indiana avenue). 
Washington, D. C. (1536 
I street). 







1852 Cha1~es B. Young,jr ........ 1 Non-sect •..• 
1869 Miss Euphemia H. MacLeod. P.E ..... 1 
1876 B. C. Graves ................. 
---------· 
2 
1875 Mrs. J. Eddy Somers .••..... Non-sect 3 
1869 Mrs. G. M. Condron ......... Non-sect 2 
1840 O.C.Wight ................. Non-sect 2 
1867 Miss B. Ross ................ Non-sect 2 
1869 Chase Roys, A. M., M. D., Non-sect 
LL.B. 
3 50 6 44 50 ....... 7 ................ 
7 90 32 58 90 ....... 12 ........ .. .... ....... ....... 
5 51 
---· 
51 38 9 29 ....... ...... .. ...... ....... 
5 35 . ...... 35 35 10 6 .... 
---· 
1 
32 32 ........ 20 12 . ..... ....... 1 2 
3125 . ...... 25 25 8 7 .... ··-· --~-~---~ 0 15 15 0 15 6 2 3 1198 
1199 
1200 1 St. Mary's School .... 
1201 St. Matthew's Institute 





Washington Female Seminary .... 
Waverley Seminary ..•••••••••.••. 
West End Seminary •••••......... 
Young L:otc1ies · French and English 
Washington, D. C. (1023 
12th street). 
Washington, D. C. (1412 
. H street). 
Washington, D. C. (1915 
H street). 






1 10 I 75 75 I 75 I 25 I 26 
4 5 I 65 65 I 65 I 15 I 24 
4 I 35 35 2 2 .................. .. 
4 8 I 50 50 I 50 6 I 15 
1206 
1207 
Boardin" nml Day School. 
Prescott l!\ee Academy ..••...... 
Spencer Academy };~~~~!ili!;ri!n<i.--T-e ;: · ·is42. · is42'l·ii~~: :r: :-r. :a·~ad:~ ~ ~:~~~~~::: :l·o:s.·r~e~l- :2 ·1· · i l6o·1· 6o·1: ~ ~l6o·r ·al ~: :1::::1: ::l·st::: (Choctaw Nation). 
Deer Lodge County, Mont . • • • • . 1878 1208 Montana Collegiate Institute a .... 
1209 St. Vincent's Academy ....••..•••. 
1210 Albuquerque Academy ......•.... 
1211 Las Vegas College .............. .. 
1212 San Mi~uel County Educational 
and Literary Institute. 
!i~~~~:~~!.·-N.·M:~~:: :: ·is79. ·is79·~- cb.~~i~;s::ii~~e'. i3.'8::::: :::,--Noli:s-e'c't'l. · i ., .. 2 .,. 42 .,.25·1·i7 .,.42 ., .. o ., .. o ., .. o .,. ·o·,--o -~- .. o 
Las Vegas, N . .Mex....... 0 1877 Rev. S. Persona, s. J .. . • .. • .. R. C..... 8 0 147 147 0 141 6 . • • . 36 13 48 0 
Las Vegas, N.Mex ................... MissL.P.Annin ............ Non-sect .............................................. .. 
• ............................... 24 ·----······---··----·---···--···-··>1•·····--· 
1213 Academy of Our Lady of Light*.. Santa Fe, N. :M;ex . . . . . . . . 1874 1852 
1214 St. Michael's College.............. Santa Fe, N.Mex........ 1874 1859 
1215 Santa Fe Academy................ Sant.a Fe, N.Mex ........ 1878 l-878 
1216 Beaver Seminary* ................ Beaver, Utah .................. 1873 
1217 Brigham Young College .......... Logan, Utah ........................ . 
1218 Cache Valley Seminary........... Logan, Utah............. 0 1878 
1219 St. John's School. ................. Logan, Utah ............. 1873 1873 
1220 Wahsatch Academy............. Mt. Pleasant, Utah....... 0 1875 
1221 Ogden Academy ................. : Ogden, Utah............. .. .. .. 1878 
1ll22 Sacred Heal't Academy........... Ogden, Utah ................ -.. 1878 
1223 School of the Good Shepherd .. .. Ogden, Utah............. .. .. .. 1870 
1224 I Presbyterian Mission School. ..... Payson, Utah............ 0 1877 
* Fr~m..:R.e~rko.{.tl:w..QQ.~i..~mer,.9{ ..... ~!ll,l.~~ion for 1878. 
Mother .M. Magdalen Hayden R. C..... . • .. 10 243 .... 243 ........................ ·-- • 
Rev. Bro. Botulph .......... R. C..... 6 .... 100 100 .... 100 0 90 0 0 .... •• · • 
W_illia.m Strieby, E. M .. .. .. • Non-sect 2 2 65 45 20 . 54 1 .. .. 1 .. • · ·- .... • i M~ss Ida E. Bardwell ....... Meth.... 1 2 65 30 35 59 3 3 .... .... 2 
Miss Ida Cook .......................... .......................... ---- .... -- ...... -:.-- • ~~~%-~~!~~~~~~:::::~::: ~~~~::: :::: i I ~~ ·so· ·25· ·55·::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Rev. D.-!. McMillan,A.M ... Presb ... 1 2 101 .... -- r · .... .... .... 3 .......... .. 
H. L. Griffin ................ Meth.... . .. . .. .. 40 ........................... · :,·-- .. .. 
Sister Francis .............. l't. c ......... 10 
1
200 75 125 100 8 25 .... ---~ ·:-- ... . 
CharlesG.Davis ........... P.E ..... 2 3l135 65 70 132 3 1 1 ........... .. 
Rev. G. W. Leonard ......... Pres 'I:! .. . 1 1 47 .................. -- · • .. • • ........ · • 
































Brigham Youn~ .Academy ....... . 
Rocky Mountam Seminary* ..... . 
St Mark's Grammar School. ... . . . 
St. Mark's School for Girls ....... . 
St. Mary's .Acaclemy ............. . 
Salt Lake .Academy . .. ........... . 
~~~~m~0~Jf~~~~~~~tut~ti: · 
tnte.* 
Presbyterian Mission School. ..... 
.Alden .Academy 
1235 1 St. Paul's School. .•............... 
1236 Evanston Select School 
ci 
0 
~ ~ .;::l 
~ § bll 


















I ~ Q ~ .a 
.a 
<l) 
~ 113 <l) 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'""' 
Number of students. 
ci ci 
~ ~ 8 8 
~ ~ 
-~ · .s 
bh ~ 
s:l "" 1'<1 '0 
~ ~ 
7 I 81 9 I10111IJ2113114Il~l16l17l18 
Provo City, Utah .............. 1875 Prof. Karl G. Maeser .••..... Lat. D. S 5 2 370 1228 142 54 15 6 0 0 0 0 
Salt Lake U~ty, Utah . . . . ..•... 18~0 Rev. J. McEIU.o:wney, D. D •.• M. E . • • . 2 3 85 30 55 . . . . . . • . . ... 4 ..•...•..••• 
Salt Lake C1ty, Utah . . . . . . . . . . 1867 Rev. G. D. B. Miller, A. !II ..•. P. E..... 3 14 450 236 214 428 22 4 7 ........... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah . . .. ...... 1871 Mary E. Seymour ........... P. E..... .... 4 80 .... 80 ..•. 10 8 4 ........... . 
Sa.!t Lake City, Utah ....................................................................................................... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah . . . . 1878 1878 Edward Benner, .A. !II... .. ... • • • • • . . • • . 2 l 107 50 57 97 10 3 6 .....••..••. 
Salt Lako City, Utah .... 1878 187[; John M. Coyner, PH. D ••••••. Presb .. . 1 4 179 98 81 159 20 0 6 4 1 ...• 
Slatersville, Utah, Weber . . . . . . . . . . . . Leo Hrefeli ..•.......•.......•... .. ...... ..• .......•.......••...........•..••......... 
C?unty. . 











.Anacortes, Fidalgo Island, . • . . . . 1879 Arthm- T. Burnell, A. M • • • • • Cong.... 2 2 21 12 9 16 .••..••...•..••..•...... 
Wash.Ter. 





Evanston, Wyo.......... .. . . . . 1878 Frank H. Griffin ............ Non-sect . • . . . . . . 23 ................................... . 







































TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions for secondary instructionfot•1879, ~c.-Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer;' 0 signifies no or none; •.•. indicates no answer. 
Is drawing I Is music I '0 Library. ~ Property, income, &c. taught1 taught1 ~ 








ltl~ ~ ~ l=l'C Q~ cv..: -Pp 0 • ~ <V''"' 1-< '0 ..c:l~ cv-+" g~ ~-om ~.E Namo. I ~ 0 ~~ bll~-o p,"' ] I> .PQ) ~00 ...... l=lh ~<S 'S~ s~ .s~ c:u >t:i ~ :&~ .... o.;l 
~<t> ~ 1» I Scholastic year be-!~ gins-
0 




-- --------- ---- -----------
1 ~9 I 20 21 2~ 231 ~4 2:i ~6 ~7' ~8 29 30 31 3~ I 33 
~ tvffci;i ~~~~le·:fu;tii~i~: :::::::::: · ··; --~·--,;·· ···;_·-~-- ·; · -~---;·· ···o- · · :::::::: :::::: ·----~$iio · · ·· $6; ooo· ·····•· $o· ······ ·$o· ·····$i;65o· ···aa· 
3 GreeneSprmgsSchooL ...........• 0 0 0 0 x x 2,500 ....•. 45 .•....••.. 0 0 ...••..••••• 39 
4 Lowery'sindustrialAcademy ..........•...........• -····· .•••.........••...•..•.•••..•.•••••.......•.•......•..•...••••••.......•.•.....•.•.. 
5 La Fayette Male and Female Col- 0 0 x x x x 0 0 30 ......•••. .•••••.. . . ....•••••• .•••••.••... 40 
lege.* 
6 Hamner Hall . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . x x x x x x - • • • • • • . 20 32-60 20, 000 0 0 3, 000 36 
~ ~;:lclf ssc~~11::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 
~~ ~~~~~JM~i:il~gh·s~it~~i~::::: :::::: :::::: ---~-- - --~-- ···o-·· ···o--- :::::::: :::::: 27i· 5~~ 2·~~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: .•.•.• :~~~~- ---~~-
n Talladega College .......... - .. -- . .. 0 0 X X X X 1, 000 450 12 49, 000 0 0 ~. 200 34 





October, 1st Mon. 
Septem"ber 1. 
January, 1st Mon. 
October 1. 
September 1. 
13 Park High SchooL.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 . • • • • • -..... 1, 400 300 
14 Arkadelphia Baptist High SchooL. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 
15 Austin High SchooL............... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 .•••• 
~~ ~~~~~Zci~Htc~clscili~oi::::::: ::::: · ··; · · · ··; · · · · ·o- ·· · ··; · · ···o- ·· · · ·o· • • :::::::: :::::: • · • ·2o~o· · ··· 2; ooo -~- ·· · · ··· o -~- ····:· · o -~------ i."5oo· 
~i , .... ~: ggg·,-·-··· .. g l""" .... fl······ f~~g- 391 September 10. 40 Sept.;1st Mon. 
40 January. 
18 Evening Shatfe College .............••.•.........•••..•.. -- 0 0 40 20 25 10, 000 0 0 1, 500 




40 20 LonokeH1ghSchool. .•.•....•..... x 0 ...... x 0 0 0 ••.••• 20-40 1,500 o o 1,200 
21 Searcy ~istrict ~igh School* . . . • . . . .... _ . . . . . . x x ••••••.••• -. -....... • • • • • • 30, 40, 50 3, 000 
22 Centenmal Institute............... 0 0 x x 0 x 0 ...••. 20-50 3 000 
23 St:Mary'~Hall* ......................... x x x o x 300 ...••• 50 4o;ooo 
24 M1lls Senunary ................ ___ . x x x x x x 1, 500 100 b330 160 000 
~5 Convent of Mary Immaculate...... 0 0 x x 0 0 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 200 5; 000 
-·········1·········-1······--····1 40 .•••...••• •••••••••. 1, 000 40 0 0 ······-····· 40 15, 000 1, 050 50, 000 40 
.•••••.•••.•••.•.•.. 1,000 46 
* From Report of the Coiillnissi.oner of Educ~~>tion for 1878. a Average charge. b Includes board. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
June, 1st Mon. 
Sept., last Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 




















TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for secondm-y instructionfm·1879, ~c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 













~ ~ .s . 
~ ..em ~~ 
~ <)~ 
0 -~ ~ <1$~]~ 
"; P< 
<) ~ 
·s I ~ Q) ~ 0 
Library. .El Property, income, &c. 
m 
~-
ai ..., <)~ rriP.. c) 6 d;> m ~0 p 
~ ~ ~;g "d~ ,g "d ~"d 1l~ +>::I g~ 0 • ~ '0 d:>-+" '""' ...,,_ ~~ A'T;jp. .s~ 6'va) ~~ ~~ ..... ~.s 0 .g~ ,...blla5 ~ d:>O 0~~ +>d:> <!::d;> ~.g ~Q.) §.~ d:>P. 
..c s~ 
! erll 
~'T;j ~~~ 0..., ~ 0 












1 19 20 I 21 22 I 23 I 24 21i ~6 27 28 29 30 31 
l--------------l--1--1--1--1--1--1---1--1----1----l----l 
X 9 26 Gilroy Seminary .....•. 
27 College of Notre Dame ............ . 
28 Napa Collegiate Institute .•....... . 























$1,300 201$30,40,501 $7,0001 .•••••.... 1 $0 23 50 . . . .. ..... $0 0 I···· ....... . 
20 50 30, 000 .••••..•.....•••.•.. 
100 I a250-400 1 .......... 1 .......... 1··· ...... ·I· ····· ..... . 
Heart.* 
31 Golde-n Gate Academy. . . . . . • • . . . . . x . • • • • . • • • • • • x . • • • • • x 200 . . . • . . 4l350 50, 000 .•••••..•...•..•••.. a7, 000 
32 Mrs. Posten's Seminary .•.•••.............••••• ... ..........•....................•....••.•.......•..... .. .••.•.......•..•••.. 
33 Placerville Academy*...... . .•••.. x x x x x x 765 .•..•. a300 15,000 .•••.•........•..... 
1 
........ ... . 
34 Goethe's German School........... x x x x . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . 24 ........•..•.•.......••.••..... 
~~ ~;::::~t~ §~f!~tnJ~hooi :::::::::: :::::: · ··;·· ~ :::::: ·--~-- :::::: :::::::: :::::: 1~~g~ ... ~::~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: · .......... . 
37 St. Joseph'~ ~cad&:!lY: ... . .. •.•• .. 0 x x x 0 0 2, 000 50 . ••..•.. .. 30,000 0 0 
38 Y01mg Lad1es Semmru:y. ...... .... x x x .•.... 0 0 0 0 48 . ....•.... 0 0 
1, 300 
1,509 
39 CollegoofNotreDameofSanFran- ...... ...... x x x x 700 50 a260 .....••.•....••..•...••.•.••.. 
cisco. 
•o Mrs. Colgato Baker's English, 
French, and German Boftrding 
and Day School for Young Ladies. 
X 
X 41 Sacrecl Heart College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
42 University (City) College.......... .•• . . . x 
!! ~~:\v~~.~~hooi!~~-Gi~i~::::::: ···x··· ~ 
45 Madame Zeitska's Institute........ . . . . • . x 
46 Laurel Hall........................ . . . . . . x 
•1 St. Matthew's Hall . .• . • . . . . . .• • • • . . . . • . . x 
48 School of tho lloly Cross........... . . . . . . x 

















0 0 100-120 1 •••••••••. ! •••••••••. ! .••••••••• 1. 
X •••••• 2,000 .•...•.................... ••••••····~·········· 
··o·· :::::: ······o· ····o· ~~8 ~g:ggg ········o· ········o· ······9;ooo· 
0 0 40 .••••. 80-120 .......... ··-······· .••••• ••.. 6, 500 
X X 600 . • • . . . 72-120 25, 000 .••.••.•...••.••.•............. 
·; · · : ~gg :::: :: b~g ~g: ggg · ·-· · · · · o ·1· · · · · · · · o · · · · · · io: ooo · 
0 0 265 35 150 10,000 ··-······· . •••.•.... 2, 050 






<) rll ~ ~ t".l ...... 
m~ ~ ~Q) Scholastic year be- 0 Q)p., ~ ~-~ gins- 1-3 ,......., 
0~ 
~ ..... 0 d;> 
..c ~ s 





40 I August 1. ~ 
42 Se~t., 1st Mon. ~ 40 Ju y, last Wed. H 
September 1. 00 00 
H 
August, 1st Mon. 44 0 
~ 




42 August 1. 1-:z:j 
49 January and June. 
44 August. t".l 
bO June 1. tj 
42 July. q 
a 
40 August, 1st Mon. ~ 
1-3 
~ 
46 July. 0 
42 July, 1st week. ~ 
44 July. 
42 August 1. 
44 July 19. 
40 August. 
20 January 10. 
43 August, 1st Mon. 
40 September 3. 
50 The Curtis School for Gids........ x 
51 Commercial and Military lnstituto. 0 






















53 Golden Hill Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . x x x . • . . . . x 1, 000 50 
54 Hillside Seminary . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • x x x • • • • • . • • • • • . . . 50 
55 Durham Academy*................ . . . . . . x x x x x 1, 200 100 
56 Glastonbury Academy............. 0 0 0 0 x x 430 75 
57 Maple Grove Academy ....•.......••••••..........•........ ••. .........••.....••••.. 
58 Greenwich Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x x . . • . . . . . 0 
59 Harry Peck's School for Boys... • . x x x x •••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
60 Brainard Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . x x x x 0 0 0 .•••.. 
61 Miss Haines's School for Young .••••. x x x ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
Ladies and Girls. 
62 Kent Seminary* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
63 Young Ladies' Seminary ...... . ... ······1· x 



























































Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 
38 September 20. 
40 Sept., 2d Wed. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 . September 16. 
40 September. 
40 September 16. 
361 September. 
38 September 8-15. 
40 Aug., last Mon. 
~~ ~~i:r~~~0Je~fua;y :::::::::::: :1· -~ · -~- · -~ · -~- ··,; · -~- · ·,; · -~:::::: ~- ··,; · -~· · · · iso -~·-·ao·~- · · 4o:ioo -~ ::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::: :I::::::::::::~- ··4o· september 2. 
67 The Elderage SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . x x x • • • • • . . . • • • . 200 . • • • • . 60 20, 000 . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . 361 
68 Miss Nott's English and French .••. .. x x x •••••. •••••• 400 •••••. 70-106 ...•... •• . . • . .••.••. .••••• .••. 4, COO 36 September 20. 
Family and Day School. 
69 West End Institute*. . ..... . . . . . . . . x I x I x I x 
70 Bulkeley School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 
~~ ;;~~~~::a~~;;:;~c i~; · :Y~~~i · · · ·,; · ~ · · ·o · · · · ·,; · · · ·;; · · 
Ladies and Boys. 
·--~ · ·1---~- ·1:::::: ::1::::::1 36-6g 1::::::::::1::::::::::1:::::: ::::1· ...... ···o·l !g I ~:~~:~~:~ ~:· 
:::::: :::::: .. 2: 5oo· :::::: ...... "2o" ···4o," ooo . ... i4; ooo· ...... s4o· .... -~6;ooo· ···4o· Septemb'er 11. 
73 Hillside School for Boys . . . . . . . . . . x 
74 Miss Meeker's Boardfug and Day X X 
X 
)( 
School for Young Ladies. 
75 Se~~>bul'y Institute* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . . . • • . x 
76 Miss Aiken's SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 








X i~g 1:::::: 
78 Select Boarding and Day School. . . x x x 
79 English and Classical School . . . . . . 0 0 0 I 1 -












82 The G1mnerr...... . • • . . . • . . . . . .. .. . .... ·' x 

























75,000 12,500 900 
39 1 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 September 20. 
40 September 9. 
38 September 20. 
38 September 15. 
44 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 12. 
40 September 18. 
40 September 20. 
38 
40 
Sept., 2d Wed. 
September 15. 
84 Oak Hill Seminary .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • x x x x x 300 0 40 8, 000 0 . . • . • • • • • . 1, 600 39 Sept., 3d Wed. 
85 Wilton Academy.................. .... .. .... .. . ..... ..•... ...... ....•. ..... .. . ..•... 40-50 .......... . ...•••••• ••••••.... .••.•• .••... 40 September 15. 
86 Wilton Boarding Academy... . . . . . x x x x • .. • .. . •• -. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • a200-300 10, 000 .....•.••..• _... . • • . . • • • • . • • . . . . 48 May 1. M 




Par~er Academy .......... : .. :.,·... 0 0 0 0 x x . • • . . • • . . •• • • • 40-48 . •• • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • . • •• • • • . • • . 1, 000 38 September. 
20 §:I:~YF~~il~J~h!1~!lo~!s __ ::: :::::: ··;;·· ---~-- = :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ···2o,"ooo· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~- ~:~~~~~wed. 




















T.ADLE VI.-Statistics of institntions for seconda.ry instruction fm· 1879, J'c.-Continued, 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
I Is drawing I Is music I "g L"b ~ p · taught w taughU = 1 rary. ~ roperty, mcome, &c. 
• "t5 ~. ~ .a . ~ ~ ~ § ar~ b ~ ~ § 
+> ~ gj 8 ~ o:+3 't::l <U ~ 't::l ~:p ~ <:)..., s ~..: ..., a §'t::l -g . o . ~- .... 
• 0 = ...... ,.cl = ~..-. 0 s:l .... r:Jl .... r:Jl ..c~.E 
Name. I . ] ~ g ~ ~ ..., ~ ~'"' th C: P<"g sg -: 8 g -d ~ :::: ;ag: 'S .a'¢ ~~ .... ~ai 'SeE ocE ~0 
'§ ~ S 5 g..e ~ ~,.g ~ 1i3 o;g_g ~ ~ ~ ~ :5~ 
.a ..c1 ..; e ·a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'t::l ~:;l ~ .,~ 8:$ .s-~ ai 
o 4> o ..., <!> :;l "' '"' § ~P<U 0 o <ll<!l<!l )1 ~ ~ . ~ c'3 ~ ~ .§ ~ ~.c p. ~ .§ ~ ~~ 
-- --------------------------













Scholastic year be· 
gins-
33 
91 I Wilmington Conference Academy *I x I x I x I x I x I x I 300 I 300 I $40 I $45, 000 1· ........ -~--.-- .... -~ $3, 500 I 40 I Sept., 1st Mon. 92 FeltonS'eminary. .................. x ,.. x x ••••••••••••.••••••••••••. 20,30,40 8,000 .......... .......•.. ••••••.••••. 40 Sept.,lstTues. 
93 Georgeto'vn ~cademy *. . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ............ -............. -.-.. 40 .••..... - ............•. - ............•.. -- . . . . . . . . 

























~tl~~df~::~l~:i.::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ···o·· 
AcademyofNewark .......•.•.... x .••... x x 0 
RuJ!by Academy.................. x x .••••. ..•... x 
Wyoming Institute of Delaware. ........ x ...... x 0 
East Florida Seminary... . . . . . . . . .. 0 0 0 0 x 
Cookman Institute* .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • 0 0 x x 0 
Convent of Mary Immaculate...... x x x x 0 
Santa Rosa County Graded Free 0 0 0 0 x 
School.* 
···o · · · · · · · · o · · ·· · o· ·24; 32; 4o · ···· i; ooo · · ··· · · · $o · · · · · · · · $ii · · ·· · · · ··soo · 
X 300 . . . . . . 30-45 20, QQQ 7, 000 400 1, 500 
x 500 50 a60 ......................................... . 
x 250 30 a33 7, 000 . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 200 
X • • • .. • .. 0 0 3, 500 b35, 000 2, 800 0 
100 0 0 4, 000 0 0 0 
0 550 . . . . . . 20 40, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ......... .. 
X 1, 500 247 0 c4, 000 d3, 500 . . . . . . . • . . e2, 720 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 3d Wed. 
40 September 1. 
39 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 Sep1·., 1st Mon. 
28 October 14. 
42 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 October 1. 
ChristChmchSchool. ............................................................... 27,30,45 3,000 .......... .......... 1,000 36 October!. 
West.FloridaSeminary ............ 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 12,000 /83,400 2,500 0 40 October,lstMon. 
Adairsville Academy* . . . . . . . . . . • • . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . • . . . . g15 1, 200 0 0 700 10 January. 
Clark Ubiversity ...... ........•••. ...... ...... x x x ...••. 500 ...... 9 10,000 ......•••. .......... 600 36 September 17. 
Storrs School ................................................................................................................................. . 
Bairdstown .Academy.............. .•.... x 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 20 500 0 0 350 40 .January 20. 
Gordon Institute................... x x x x x x 2, 000 . . • . .. 4o 12, 500 . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . 6, 250 40 September 1. 
.J. G. Rrals's School* ................................................... ....................................................................... . 
Franklin Academy............ .. . . . 0 x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2, 500 . • • • • • • . . . 1, 200 1, 000 40 January 15. 
Grooverville Academy............. x . . . . . . x x 0 0 0 . . . . .. g30 1, 000 0 . .. . . . . . . . 700 40 .January. 
~~~t':~~t!t~~~efla~e~vh":::::::· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::~ :::::: ······ai2. :::::::::· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ... 26· 
Buena Vista Jligh School* . ........ o o x x 0 0 0 ...... g15,25, 35 1, ooo 0 0 .•.... •••••. 40 1 January. 





































iis Butler Femaie College ail.d :M:a1e 0 0 )i( )i( 0 0 0 0 I 15, 25,35 7, 500 ..................... . 2,400 40 I Sept., 1st Mon. 
Institute. 
119 Byron Academy* ...... .........•.. .•.••• •••••. .....• ••..•. 0 0 . ....... •••••• g30 300 ..................... . 600 
800 
40 January 14. 
120 CnlhOtm Academy .. .. . . . . . . . . • . • • . 0 0 x x · .. • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • . .. . • • . . . gl0-40 
121 Camak .Academy* . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 . • • .. . gl 0-20 
.......................................... 
0 0 0 






40 January, 1st Mon. 
40 January. 
40 January, 1st Mon. 
40 January, 1st Mon. 
36 January 21. 
122 Paris Hill .Academy*...... .. .. .. . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 7 ...... g20, 28, 36 
123 Fr:tnklin Institute. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g12, 20 
124 CatToll Masonic Institute....... . . . 6 0 x x 0 0 0 0 30 
1, 000 0 0 
2,500 0 0 
125 The .African Methodist Episcopal . • • • . . .. • .. . . .. . .. • . . • .• 0 0 o .. . . . . g10 
School. 
500 0 0 40 January 1. 
~~ t4~~~~r': ::::: ~: ~~: ~:~~~: =~:::~ ::~ :: :::~:: ~ ~~~~~ =~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~=~~: ~~~ ~~: -~;:;i~~ :::: :~ :: :~::~:: ~ =: ~~~~~~~ ::: ::::::)~~;~: -~ -;; 
130 Hearn Manual Labor School* . .. . . . x . • . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. (g) 5, 000 8, 456 565 600 40 
131 Chincapin Grove High SchooL..... 0 x 0 0 0 0 . .. .. • .. . . .. .. gi10 1, 000 0 0 600 40 
132 CochranHighSchool*.............. .••••• ...... ...... x 0 0 0 ...... 20 jl,OOO .......... .......... ............ 40 
133 Slade's School for Boys............ 0 0 0 0 x x 0 0 60 5, 000 0 0 ........... 40 
134 Corinth School .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 .. .. .. x 0 0 0 • • .. .. 13}-22! 500 0 0 .. • • • .. • .. . . 36 
135 Crawford Academy* ...... _ . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . g20-35 1, 000 0 0 600 40 
136 Grange Institute k.... ... ... .. . .. .. 0 0 x x 0 0 100 14 30 8, 500 0 0 3,100 38 
137 Howard Normal Institute.......... ...... ..... . x x 0 0 0 0 8 600 0 0 290 32 
138 Crawford High School. . . . . . . . . . • • . 0 x 0 0 x x 150 0 25 10, 000 0 0 1, 300 40 
139 Delhi High SchooL .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . x . . .. .. x ... • .. 0 0 .. .. .. .. . • • .. . g12-35 400 0 . .. • • .. • .. 270 41 
140 Decatur High School* ........................................................................................................................ .. 
141 Dirt Town .Academy"'.............. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 (g) 200 0 0 500 40 
142 Farmersville Academy . . •. . .. . . .. . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 gl5-35 1, 000 0 0 575 40 
143 Eastman High School....... .. .. .. 0 0 .. . . .. x 0 0 0 0 15, 25, 30 3, 000 0 0 700 40 
144 .Andrew MaTe High SchooF..... . .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .. . .. . • .. . • .. .. 2, 500 0 0 1, 200 40 
145 Mt. Paran .Academy . .. .. .. • .. . . .. . .. .. .. x x x 0 0 0 0 g16 1, 000 0 0 470 32 
146 The Fairburn Academy*..... . • . • .. x x x x 0 0 200 • • • • • • 25 2, 500 0 0 0 20 
147 Fairmount.Academy............... 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 10-30 j2,000 0 0 ............ 40 
~!~ j~lte~~;e~~Y::~~~yh~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::~ :::::: :::::::: :::::: ui~! :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::·. :::::::::::: ;~ 
150 Franklin High School L _ .. .. . .. . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . • . . .. 20 500 · 0 0 1, 200 42 
151 Samuel Bailey Male Institute...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 350 0 30 · 10,000 .. . .•••• .. .... .... .. 1, 500 40 
152 Hawkinsville Institute .. • .. .. .. • • . 0 x x x 0 0 200 20 30 5, 000 . • . .. . • • • . . . • . . • • . . . 3, 000 42 
153 ~eph?.ibah High School* . • . . • . . • . . 0 0 .. .. .. x x x 300 . . . .. . g30-50 8, 000 . • • .. • . . .. .. .. . • . .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. 40 
154 Braswell Academy................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g20 500 0 0 400 32 
155 Planters' High School*............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15-30 1, 000 0 0 600 40 
ig~ ~;~~n~~hs~~~~~i::::::::::::: ~::~:: ... 0 ... --~--- :~:::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: u~g ·---~·-~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ........ 6oo· !~ 
158 Mayson School* .. . . .. . . • • • • • .. . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 15 200 0 0 400 42 
159 La Grange Seminary. . .. .. . • • . . . • . . . . • . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . x • -- .. - · ..... -.... - .. .. . .. . g5 4, 000 . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . • .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 39 
160 Meson Academy . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . x x x 0 200 0 20-50 6, 000 2, 000 400 1, 500 40 








January, 2d Mon. 
September 13. 
October, 1st Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January, 1st Mon. 
Ja.nuary. 
January. 
January, 1st Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January. 
January15. 
January, 2d Mon. 
September 1. 
January 20. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January. 
January, 1st Wed. 
January, 1st Mon. 
November. 
January 7. 
•From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. eReceipts for Masonic Academy. 
aA verage c~arge. . fFunds of East and West Florida Seminaries. 
b ..A.lso pul;Jhc lands, the value of which is not specified. g Partly supported by public tax. 
e Value of grounds. h From repoft of State school commissioner for 1878. 
j Grounds and buildings. 
k Since merged in the Southwest Georgia Agricultural 
College. 
Z Since superseded by Franklin Institute. 












































TABLE V'I.-Statistics of institutions for secondary instruction for 1879, 9-'c.-Continued. 
N OTEo- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
o I . 
Library. ~ Property, income, &c. .§ 
,.<:I. rn 
:B ~ ~ 0~ ..,.. P.. 0 g ~ § .s . ~ ~ . .s-8 §~ ~ . 'g . ~~ ~ ~ 
' I~ B I ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ § f5.~ ~ ~.E ; ;';' 
'CJ 1'1!' ].S bl)g1. 'CJ~ §~ .s § 'H~ ~ ·;g] ~ i 'CJ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ .;s ~ ~ ~ 
,0 ol 0 ~ 'd <l) ~ ol l'l'"" 8 •.-< .e- ... ai ..0 
S ~"' 1'1 .El l'l ~ o""' o..., ~ ~ ~ 8 
~ H ~ p.. 1 oo<!j H ~ ~ 
Is drawing I Is music I 'd 
taught 1 taught1 § 
..., 
t> 0) . s . 0 ,.ern ~ olP 
Oii ~ 
Q~ 
~;... ~ oleo: c; 




p ~ 1'1 ol ,0 P< 8 ~ I 0) h<+-< p 
- _ _ i 22 1 23 ~ 21> 26 . 27 2S I 29 • 30 I 31 32 ~-------
Adams' Practical School* . • • • . • . . . . x . . . . . . x x x x 40 0 $18, 27, 36 $400 $0 $0 $GOO 37 
1.9 I 20 21 22 23 !.! 
_, ,_l_l_ 33 
Long Cane Acndemy......... ... .. . x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a40 1, 000 . . • . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 36 
f~:li'i~~h86~{g{ -~~~-s_:::::: :::: . -~--. :::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::::: :::::: 50' 6~ · · ·iii,'iiiiii · :::::::::: :::::::::: ..... -~·-~~~ 0 5~ 
Fort'st Home Institnte....... .. .. .. x x x x . • • . .. . • . .. . 75 . . . . . . a25-30 5, 000 . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . 700 40 
Madison Male Uigh School .. . .. . .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 .. .. .. a40 0 0 0 1, 500 40 
Temperance Ililllligh School .. . .. 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 a18~ . .. .. • • • • . 0 0 0 28 
t1JZi~'!Ji~1s~hgo}o}~l:B~y;a~d.· :::::::::::::::::: ·:::::1:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: .... 2o.:.5o· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... i."iiiii. ···4o· 
Marietta. Military Institut.e .. . .. . .. x x 0 0 .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . 225 ... . ....................................... .... . 
Marshallville Iligh School .. • . .. . . . .. .. .. 0 . .. . .. 0 0 0 0 . . .. .. a30 5, 000 0 . . . .. .. . .. 1, 100 40 
Milner Iligh School .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 . .. .. .. .. . 0 0 900 40 
Montezuma High School........... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15, 25, 35 500 0 0 .. . .. .. .. .. 40 
Spa.ltling Seminary*................ 0 0 .. .. .. x 0 0 0 0 20-50 3, 000 0 0 .. • .. .. .. .. . 40 
Mountville Academy .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. . . . .. . . .. .. . 16-25 500 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 400 32 
Nacoochee Male and Female High .. .. .. .. .. .. x x 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. b16 5, 000 . • • .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, 000 40 
School.* 
~~f~J~YS~~~1e~:. :::::::::::::::· . . ·'x··· :::::: ___ x ___ --~- __ :::::: .. 'x ... :::::::: :::::: 15-~g ::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::: ~~ 
~~~7L~;~~~~~i~1 .Ac;d~~)r<::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ... o .. ·--o· -- ...... ii . :::::: .. --~~~~------5oo· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
Pow olton Mall' and Female School*. 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 a25 300 0 0 GOO 32 
~5~!:1'~1~hlt··~. ~ ::::: T J ·> T T .r. .;:·~': ::::: ·~ :: ~~::: ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~?1 --------i~r ·--:~ l!Jn~onio Lit.omry Institute .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 .. .. .. a20 6, 500 .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 800 I 40 lwwo Malo High ScltOol .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. • . . • . . . • • • • . 40 3, ooo . • . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. • • .. . . 40 
January, 1st Mon. 




Sept., 1st Wed. 
February 1. 
August, last Mon. 
January 12. 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
August 16. 
January!. 
January, 1st Mon. 
Jt\ntutry, 2d Mon. 
Jnly 1. 
January, 3d Mon. 
January, 3d Mon. 
Janu:1ry, 1st Mon. 












































camden county Acaaemyc .................•.....•...••.........••.••. ····--- ~ .•.•.. b261-·-·······r········· ··········1··~·········1 42 
SandersvilleHighSchool. ................••.•. x x 0 x .•...... .•••.. 20-50 6,000 . .......•..•..••........•.•..... 40 I January,2d:Mon. 
Beach Institute . . ... . .......... .................••.•..••.....•.••..... . ..... ; •.... ..........•.......................•••••.... 
~~"a~bo~~~~~de~~~oL::~~~~:::::: :::::: :::::: :: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ······bi2. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Smithville High School* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . 
Sparta Male and Female High 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 20-50 . . . . . • . • • . 0 0 , . ..... . •.... 
School. 
21 








Spring Place High School . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Stilesboro' Institute* .... . .... ... ............. ·1 x 
Stone Mountain Institute*. . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . 0 
Sumach Seminary........ ......... 0 0 
Summerville Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
SylvaniaAcadeniy* ................ 0 0 
























0 0 aS 
0 .... .. 36-40 
0 0 16-36 
0 ...... a6 
0 0 20 
.............. a16,20, 24 
300 ...... a30 
250 
2, 500 











203 Excelsior High School* . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 I x 0 0 0 0 0 20-30 
~~~. ~~~::~~o~~~~c~~~~:~~:::::::::·. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ___ o ___ ·--~-- ::::.::: :::::: a~~ •· ···-·--·· •··········• · ········· 
206 Fletcherinstitnted . ............... ...... ...... ...... ...••. 0 0 0 0 60 







4. 000 I 0 I 0 
1 
. ......... .. 
1, 500 ...... . .. - - ...... - -- ....... - .. .. 
800 
600 
208 Thomson Schoolfor Boys and Girls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 16-30 
209 Fulton High School.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a20 
210 UnionPointHighSchool. ............... 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 30 ··········•··········•········· ·• ············ 
211 Walthourville Academy . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . 20-40 1, 000 
212 Warrenton Male and Female 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 a30 1, 000 1, 200 
.... ..... .......... .. ...•••.. 600 
1, 000 0 0 500 
32 November 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Wed. 
40 January. 
40 July, 1st Mon. 
40 January 1. 
40 September 1. 
40 January 15. 

















213 Washington Female Seminary. ... . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . . . • . . B 6, 000 0 0 1, 000 40 
214 WasbingtonMaleAcademy* .• . ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ae3 j2,fi00 0 0 1,000 40 Sept., 1st Mon. Sept., 1st Mon. 
January. 
January20. 
January, last Mon. 
January, 2d Mon. 
January, 1st Mon. 
August, 2d week. 
215 WayCrossAcademy .....•.. . . ........................... 0 0 0 ...... 20,24 800 0 0 900 40 
216 Bethel Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a15 50 0 0 200 32 
217 Dawsoninstitute* ......... ....... . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ...... a24,32,40 1,200 0 .......... 1,200 40 
~~~ ~fi:r~:~~Ft~r:~~:::::::~:::: :::~~: :::~:: """i"" ::~:: ::~::: :::~:: :::::::: :::::: ai~~~ . ::::::~~~: ::::::::~: :::::: _::~: :::::::::::: ···!r 
~~~ ~~~:-~~~:a~~~!i~~;--i~th~i~~- :::::. :::::: ···,;·· :::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ~ :::::: ·· ····- ·6 ····6;ooo· :::::::::::::::::::: ~~g !g 
School. 
223 Aledo Academy _ .... _ .. _... . . . . . . 0 x x 0 0 x 150 . . . . . . 32 
224 U rsuliue Con vent of the Holy . . . . . . x x x ... -.. . • -.. 300 . . . . . . 8-48 
Family.* 
3, 000 
40,000 ............. ~ .1 ...... _. ~ .1· · · · --i, s5o· 40 40 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
225 Jennings Seminary* .... ... ... _ . ........ .. ........•.. 1 x 
226 InstitLlte of tho Immaculate Con- x x x X 








0 0 2, 500 
4,000 
39 1 August, last week. 
42 September 1. 
ception. 
227 BnnkPrHillAcademy* . ... ..... ............... ···---~------~ . x· 1 x ~ ------- ~ ------~ 40 I 20,000 j··· · ······~·-········j 1,200 I ~0 I August,last:Mon. ~g , 6~fc. a~~hL~~~;SA~~demy. - ---- -~- ------ ............ ···;-- :::::: :::::: ::::·::: ::·--· ................ ··•· ····· ; ···· ...................... ···::: 
230 Deari:J'Orn SeminU:y*~-~~~::::: ::::· ___ x___ ~ ~ x o x soo 1 ·ao· .. ... bioo· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ii;ooo· ... 4o 1 September9. 
* From R ep01-t of tho Commissioner of Education for 1878. c From report of State school commissioner for 1878. - e Charge for tuiti?n _a month. 
a Partly supported by public tax. d Since merged in South 'Georgia College of Agriculture jGrounda and buildmgs. 











































TABLE VI.-Stat·istios of institntions for seoondm·y instr~wtion for 1879, ~·c.-Continued. 
NOTE,_:: x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no o1· none; ...... indicates no answer. 



















.s .s . ' 
<1! ~:g 
F-< 0~ 0 ~[;J ~ ]~ ~ P< 0 1/l 
'8 ] a:> 
,.<:I 
0 P1 
19 I ~o I 21 I 22 I 23 I 24 
Library. ~ Property, income, &c .. 
rti ~~ 
~ t; 1V .~ ~ ~ .s~ . ~ ... ~ ,.<:1<1! ~-+" ~; bill'< '+-< t\l.S 0 ~g ,.c:~..., ft 0~ 
*-5 ~~ 
'S F-<•"' § ~ 0 ~ ~ 
2~ 26 21' 28 29 32 
Scholastic year be· 
gins-
33 
I 1--l--1--l--l--l--1--l--l---l---1---· I I 1--1------
X 
X 
German Institute .................. , ...... , x 
Misses Grant's Selllinary ........... -.... x 
Park Institute..................... ...... x 
St. Francis Xavier's Academy . • • . . x 










0 400 I 300 I a$500 I $3, 500 I $0 I $0 I a$21, 000 I , 391 September 16. 1,200 . ... .. ......... .......... .......... . ......... ...... ...... 40 September10. 





llowo Literary Institute.... . . . . . . . x x x x 
N orthcrn Tilinois College . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x X 
X 
X 
X Monticello Ladies' Seminary. . . . . . . x . • • • . . x x 
¥f:~~~o:L~~~l£tb*e~~~:::: ···;·· ~ ~ ~ l· ·-;·· t···;··t·· ··5oo· t··ioo 
McDonough Normal, Scientific, ...... .•.... ...... ...... x 
700 
3, 000 
and Commercial College. 
Morgan Park Military Academy... . . . • • . x x x 
Grand Prairie Seminary, Commer- . . . . . . x x x 









Ubaddock Collel-'(c* ...... .......... ...... ...... x x 0 0 ............. . Edgar Collegiate Institute......... 0 0 0 x 0 x I 500 20 
~;t~~ls;~}~~~~ftit~~~:::~::::::: :::::: ~ ~ ~ ···;-- :::::: ~g~ ·--~~ 
Lee'sAca.demy .................... o 0 0 0 o 0 750 102 
•.rodtl Semillary for Boys................. x x x x x 500 20 
Battle Ground Colleg_iate Institute* . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x 0 0 
Friends' BloomingdaLe Academy .. 0 0 0 0 x x 300 0 
Bourbon Graded School............ .. . . . . x x .. .. .. 0 0 25 0 















































0 .......... . 


















36 i September 6. 
40 Sept., 1st week. 
38 September 8. 
40 September 10. 
38 Sept., 2d Tues. 
40 I September 9. 
40 August, last Tues. 
36 .September 10. 
39 Sept. 3-6. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Wed. 
36 Oct., 1stMon. 
40 September 1. 
36 September 1. 
36 October 1. 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 











































































St. Augustine's School. •••......... 1 x 





X ···;_·-,···,;·-, ... ,5ii'l:::::: 20 c26 19,000 , .•..••.••. , ......... . 12;000 ................... . 2, 1oo I 2, 860 44 1 September 1. 44 August 15. 
St. Mary's Academy* ............. 1 x 
Spiceland Academy ............... . 
Stockwell Institute* .. 
St. Paul's Academy ..... . 
Academic department of 
cennes University. 
--·; --~---;--~--2, ooo -~- .. 25·~-- .. --~28· 1 · · ·-9:ooo·
1
---·s: ooii·~·-·· .. 2oii ·
1
-----· 5:soo·~---4u· l ~:Et; i:~ ~~~: 
x 0 200 .... .. 24 15,000 .....• .... ....... ... ...... ...... 36 September 15. 
0 0 400 ...... c6! 10,000 .. .. ...... ........ .. 720 42 Sept., 1st Mon. 











Ackworth Institute ......•..•.......... - ~ -..... . .. • . . . . . . . . 0 x 325 i~~~1E!f1:t'i~~:~~:: :::~:: :::;:: ):: :::"::: 5:: :::~:: -- ~i 21-25 18-22 12-18 23 
22 ing School. 
German Evangelical Zion School* . x 0 x 0 0 0 ° I 0 I 12 The Gordon School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 x . • • . . . x 1, 000 . . • . . . 50-100 
~~!~~u~~~~~~ fustit~1i~- ::::::: :: :: · ·o· · · · · ·o · · · · ·; · · · · ·,; · · · · o · · · · ·,; · · · · · · i 75 · :::::: 16-~~ 










16,000 ......... .. 
Evangelical Lutheran Parish 
School. 
X 
------··-----l . ........... t ......................... ...... ......... .... ... o~-----······--- --- ·--· 
1,460 361 Sept., 2d Tues. 36 September 14. 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 September 1. 
43 Auguf'!t, 3d week. 
40 September 10. 451August. 
40 September 1. 
37 September 14. 
44 September 1. 























St. Fmnms Academy for Young x x x ...••• .••.•. .•... ... .••... 10-25 20,000 .......... ·········-!-····· ······1·····-1 September 1. Ladies. 
Schaefer's German-American In- X X X 40 ....... 36 2,500 1•-----·····--·····-- 1, 200 46 May!. tute. .. 
~~;Ih~s~i!~t~··:::::::::::::::: :::::: ---~-- ___ x ___ --~--- ~ ---~-- :::::::::::::: ~~ ----~·-~~~- :::::::::::::::::::: 1,~~~ ~~ ~~~~~:~:~. 9· 
Denmark Academy...... . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x x x 500 5 24 20, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 Sept., 1st Tue~. ¥~~~0fadi~?~~7f~Jf~-~t-i~~~~-::: :::::::::::: ···,;·· ···,;·· :::::: ···,;·· ··· ioo· ---~o· ····4o.:.ao· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ···4o· sept., 1st Mon. 
Boardman Seminary............... .... .. x ·•·• •• x, 0 x 150 . . . . . . 25-75 1, 800 2, 500 245 360 44 September 1. 
Bear Creek A.(·ademy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . 25! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 400 36 
Danish High ~chool . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. x x x x x 500 ... . . . 12-20 2, 500 ........................................ May and Novem'r. 
Epworth S"emmary . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . • • . x x 0 x 50 50 7!-9 10, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, tiOO 37 September 3. 
Academy of Iowa College . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x -- · • • · . -.-.. . . . . . • . . . . .. . 17-20 ...............................•................ 
Lenox C<illeo-iate Institute......... . • • • • . . . . . . . x x 0 0 552 30 18-24 15, 000 16, 780 1, 298 2, 944 37 Sept., 1st Wed. 
McLeod's Sclect School. ...••............... -.- · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · • · ·-- · · · · · · · · --- .. -. -- · ---------- · · · · · · · · ·- -• · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · .. · ·- · · · · · · 
Iowa Cit_v Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . x 0 0 x 0 . . . . . . 27 5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 5, 000 37 ~~:a.r~::;~~l ~s~i~f~~~ -~~~~~~:::: · · ·,; · · · • ·,; • · ~ · · ·,; · · · · ·:. • • · · ·; • · · T ooo · · · 2iio · - ~r ···iii; oiiii · · · · · · · · · o · · · · · · · · · o ·· · · · · · 2: ooo · · · · 42 · 
Irvhlg lnstitute* .. . ...... . .... _ .. _ . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 20 3, 000 .................................... . 
Jefferson Academy. ..... .. . . . . . . . x x x · x 0 0 900 ...... 12, 18,24 4, 500 .......... . ... .•. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 36 
Kossuth Normal Academy * ... . . . . x x . •. ••• •••••• ••.. •. .••.•. . •. .. . . . .•••.. 22 6, 000 .. . . . . . . . . ..•••..... e426 36 
Friends' Aca~e~y . ..... :. . . . . . .. . . o x 0 0 0 x 100 10 · 19 5, 000 0 o 900 38 
LeGrand Chnstianinstitutej. .... . ..... ...... ....•. ...... 0 0 300 () ..... .... ... ... . ........................................ .. 
September 13. 
September 15. 
August 30. , 
Sept., 1st week. 
September 15. 
September 15. 
*From Report of the Commissioners of Education for 1878. 








































TABLE VI.-Statistics•of institutions for secondary instructionfm·1879, !f'c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative :l.l).Swer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
Is drawing 1 Is music 
I 
'd is 
taught1 ta.ught1 § Library. ell Property, income, &c. 
~ ~ 1= \ I .s - al ~ .g~ 6 6 0 C1l ;~ I=! ~ ~~ ] ~ g1 .§ 'd ~ Q.._;> C1l~ ~.£ em 0 0 ~~ ~ . I i 0 ~ NllJDO. ~ ~ ~t. ~~ t'oar l=l<'d ~ .-d ;.cll=l< ""' -~0 ~.s ~~ ~~ Q ~ §<~ 0 ~~ ""'bll.,; -~ fi ~ ~ ~~~ -<"C1l ~C1l Q ~.§ ~ctl g~ C1l» ..d ~ ·a ~ . ..c s:l'd s-.-. ~ $ Q ~ C1l ;a ! ~ell s:l ~d~ 0-+" ~ ~ 0 ~ ..d Q ~ ..CI=l< s Q p.. 0 Ill ~ p.. ~ s:l t-1 
-- - - --
- - ------------- --------




























Lynnville A cademy .•......•...... -1 ·..... x x • • • • • • • • • • • • x 400 . . . • . . $18 $2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $780 22 I September 13. 
Riverside Institute . . ......•••... -. -........ -.. x x x x 100 . . . . . . 20-40 6, 000 ................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 September 6. 
CentenninlAcademy a. - - -- - ······-- ..............................................••...... . ......•.............................................. 
Mitchell Seminary* ...... . .................... - x x x x 200 . . . . . . 20-33 2, 500 $0 $0' 2, 000 40 
NowLondonAcademy*............ 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 20 3,000 ..... . .... ···· .····-· 100 40 
September 2. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept. , 1st Mon. 
Sept., 2d Tues. 
September. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
llazolDellAcadomy*. . ............ ...... .•.... .••.•. ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... 19-25 5,000 .......... ......... 944 38 
Oelwe in Seminary . ........... . .... 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 15 b150 0 _. __ ..... _ 103 40 
Cedar Valley S~minary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x 200 50 18-24 15, 000 8, 000 400 2, 000 39 
Ottumwa Semmary for Young ...... x x x •••••• .••••. .••.•••. •••... 16 6,000 .......... ......... 86 40 
Ladios. 
Ple.'l.sail t Plain Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . • . . 0 0 23 21 
German Evangelical Lut heran Con- ....................••......................•.•••. 
gregational School. 










Washington A cademy . ............ 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 ..... . 
















X Yt~~?~o~~:ff~~:a:~~~~~~~~~::::::: ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 
Genova AcallOnly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••.•••.. , x 
St. Ann's .Academy ----........ . ... .•.•.. x x x 0 
J3ellewood Seminary and K entucky . . . . . . . . . . • . x x 
Presby terian Normal School. 
Forest .Acaclcmy*. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 0 


























40 ig:~~~ 1········oT·······o· 
12o~}8~ 1· · · 2o; ooo ·1:::::::::: 1· · ·- · · · · o ·1· · · · .. 4; 5oo-




24~ ~--·io;ooo·l········o·l·····-··o· 15,000 , ...... ··• · ·········· 
2, 000 
3, 000 
38 1 September 20. 
20 November 1. 
40 I September. 
34 September 1. 
40 September 1. 
30 September. 
381 September 2. 40 August 30. 
40 September. 
42 Septem her 1. 


















































































Nazareth Literary and Benevolent 
Institution. -
a, ooo X X X X X 
Roseland Female Academy*. . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x 600 
Alexander College_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 800 I 0 
Carroll County Academy........... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g~~8:c~r~~:%~:::::::::::::::::~ :::::: :::::: :::::: --~-- ---~-- ---~-- :::::::: :::::: 













0 1---·-·· ··· ············· 
6, 000 
0 36g 1..- . --~·- ~~~-
·--·2;5oo· l::::::::::l::::::::::, _____ : ..... . 
Kalamont High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 




X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 40 10, QQQ 0 0 1, 5QQ 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15, 20, 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•••.. 
Kentucky Eclectic Institute....... 0 
St. AloysiusAcademy ................... . 
X 
x ' 
0 0 0 0 0 40, 60, 80 - .. - . - - • - 0 0 1, 585 
--- . - - -- . - . - . --- - - 500 150 -- - . -- -- -- ---- - - - - - - --- . - - -- - . . - - - - - . - - . . .. - - .. -- - - . St. Joseph's Academy.............. ...... x 
United Schools of the Abbey of 0 0 X 0 Q 600 . ;-. . . . 20-40 5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900 0 0 0 110 10 90 b2, 500 0 0 1, 710 
X 
0 
Gethsemani for Boys. 
GbentCollege*..................... 0 0 x x 
Owen College* ............... ·...... .... .. x x x 














0 1 10,15,20 
0 30 
Christian College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 
HomeSchoolforGirls....... .. .. ... ...... ...... .. .... x 
1 
...... , ...... , ... . .......... . 
Sayre Female Institute............ . . . . . . x x x x 













Loretto Academy.................. x x x x 
German and English Academy*.... . . . . . . x x 
Miss Hampton's English and Clas- x x x 




500 50 X X 








0 •··· -·· -·-··· 
0 3, 000 
1,800 
-· ·- /2oo·l: :::::::::1:::::::::: 1··· · ·· 2; 7oo· 
75, 000 I • • • • • • • • • •' • • • • • • • • • • 
5, 000 
10, 000 
40 Sept., 1st :Mon. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. 
40 September!. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September a. 
40 August, last Mon. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
44 Sept., 1st Mon. 
43 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 I September 1. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 1. 







Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 15. 
HolyokeAcademy ..... ...•.•..... .. .••.. --···· x x x x . ....••. . .. .•. 50-100 /1,500 0 0 5,000 40 
Home School .................. .. . . ------ ---··· .••••...... , --·--- -····· - ··-· .......•..........................•.... --······-- ...•.. . ... -· -····· 
September 6. 
Sept., 1st Mon. LouisvilleRugbySchooL .......... x x 0 0 x x 0 .. .... e100 b4,500 .••....•...•••..••.. 6,900 40 
PreparatorySchoolforGirls . ............ x x x --·-·· •••••• ••••.••. .••••• 50,60 ............•.............•.•................... 
MarionAc::idemy................... 0 0 x x x x 100 0 15-30 3,000 0 . 0 1,100 20 
~it!f~:~~~~~::::::::::::::: --~-- :::~:: :::~:: ~ ·--~-- ·--~-- ::~~~~~: :::::: 20-i~ ---i~:-~~~- ::::~::::: :::::::::: ::::::~':~~~: !~ 
HenryMaleandFemaleCollege ... 0 0 x x 0 x 400 ------ 30-44 10,000 .......... .......... 1,000 40 
Bethel Academy. . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50, 60 5, 000 1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Jessamine Female Institute* . . . . . . x x x x 0 0 0 0 40 6, 000 0 0 2, 000 40 
Browder Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 18-24 3, 500 0 ....... __ . 125 36 
Owenton High SchooL ........ ___ .. 0 0 x x 0 , 0 0 .... .. 25,35 1, 500 ....•............ _.. 1, 200 40 
Bath SeminaR...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 x 0 0 . --... . . . . . . . . 24, 32, 40 4, 000 _..... . . . . . ..••.... _ 800 40 
Princeton Co egiate Institute.... . 0 0 x x x x 500 ..•••. 20,30,50 15,000 .•...•.... ........•. ............ 40 
Madison Female Institute......... ..•••• x x x ------ ..•.• - 100 . .•. •. e22i 25,000 ...• .• . .•. ...•.... .. 2, 500 40 
Bethlehem Literary Institution* ..........•...........•..............••. -... •.. ....•. d140 ....... __ ............•..•. _ .. _ ...•.. .... .. 40 
Sharpsburg Male and Female Col- 0 x x x 0 0 0 . . . . • . 20, 30, 40 1, 000 o o 1, 000 40 ~~ I 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st :Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September. 
Sept., 2d Tues. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st :Mon. 
F!!-ir View Male and Female Sem- ..•.. ..... . ....... x .••••..•••••.••..••..••••• 
mary. e28 1, 500 650 36 I Sept., 1st Mon. 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Temporarily closed. b Value of buildings and apparatus. c Charge for tuition a month. 
d Includes board. 
8 Average charge. 








































TABLE VI.-Statist·ics of institutions for secondm·y instruction for 1879, g.c.-Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .. _. indicates no answer. 






.a ai ai ..., 
~ 
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"d.;s ~'§ ~ 





























l. :1.9 I 20 I 21. I 22 I 23 I 24 2~ 26 2'1 28 29 30 31 32 33 
I l--l--l--1--l--1--l--l--l---l---1---l---l 1--1------
S;J?ence_r Insti~te.................. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 
~!:f'L1~e~~;I¥f:fi·s~h~oi*:::::::: :::::: :::::: :~:::: --~- __ :::::: :::::: ____ ~~~ _ :::::: 
Winchester ~~h School*.......... 0 0 x x 0 x 500 .... .. 
Morehouse Couege* . ............ -. 0 . . . . . . x x 0 0 0 ..... . 
MilJ.WOO(lFemalelnstituto* ....... ------ X X x 0 0 ............. . 
()on vent of tho Presentation*...... x x x x 0 0 300 
St. Hyacinth's Academy•.......... 0 0 x x 0 0 75 
.Academical depart.ment, Univer- ... ... ------ ------ ------ ...... ------ ·-------•·---·-
sity of Louisiana. 
~~cl~~~~fo~!ok!fi~~~~~ ::::: : ~:::: :::::: .. _x_ _ _ ~ 
~t. Joseph's School for Boys* ... ~ St: Jos~pb's_SchoolforGirls* ... 5 ------ x m >ers1ty Hi~?h SchooL..... . . . . . . 0 
Somerset Acaaemy ------------.... 0 
Gould's Acaclemr*. ------------ .... 









X Corimlu. Union .Academy----------~------~ x 
Greely Institute.-.--.--.-- ... --- .. . ---- ....... -~---- ··1 x 



































Exeter High School• ............ _ .. 
.Abbott Family School for Boys, 
Little Blue. 
X X 







Foxcroft.A.cademr*----------------~ 0 I 0 I 0 
Freedom .A.catleroy ---· __ .....•.... 0 0 0 










10, 000 ,. -- ----- .,. -- .. - -... 
8,000 -·-------- ---·------
10, 000 - --- . . ---- .. -- .... --











































40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September. 
40 September 1. 
40 Septeml1er 1. 
40 September 16. 
44 September 15. 
40 September 15 . 
39 October 1. 
40 I Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
40 September. 
22 .August, 4th Mon. 
34 August, 3d Tues. 
40 .August 4. 
20 .August, 3d Mon. 
33 .August, last Mon. 
36 September 2. 










































::: :~~~1:lfi~:::~:~:~~--~~~~~~~~~ - ---~-- .. : ... ---~-- .. :. .. I·- .. ~.J.: ... , ..... ~~- .---~~- ·---~~~-~~- 6;:::: '-- - -~~~~~- ····---~~- ···---~~~~~---~~~-~September!. 
387 Hartland Academy*............... .••• .• ...... x x x x ........ . .. . . . 10 8, 000 1, 050 65 · 500 20 September 1. 
388 Lee Normal Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. x x x • I x x .. .. . . .. . .. .. . 7, 8, 10 1, 800 4, 000 300 392 22 Sept., 1st Tues. 
389 ~Litchfield Academy*...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 0 x 200 0 j9 1, 500 1, 100 66 380 21 August, last Tues • 
. 390 ::M;onmouthAcademy* ........................ x x I x ...... 200 ...... 7,8,10 5,000 5,000 300 ......•..... 22 Feb.andAug. 
391 Lmcoln .Academy . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. 0 0 x 0 0 x • • • .. • .. • • • • • . 16-24 3, 000 10, 300 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
392 Eaton Family and Day School . . . . . x x x x x x 400 50 20-50 10, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2, 800 39 Sept., 1st Mon. 
393 ParisHillAcademy ......... . .... 0 0 . ..... x 0 0 0 ...... 3-5 3,000 1,000 60 .........•.. 11 September. 
394 Patten Academy and Free High 0 0 0 0 x x . . . . • • • . . • • . . . g9-12 1, 500 3, 100 200 . . . . . . . . . • . . 30 September 1. 
School.* ' 
395 City of Portland School* .... ..... . 




...... , ...... , .... .. 
397 Franklm Fam1ly SchooL... ........ .•.••. x ...... x 
398 Oak Grove Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x 
399 Boys' School of St. Pn,ul's Parish ....•••........ 





























40 I Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 August 30. 
39 Sept., 3d week. 
August. 
Sept., 2d week. 
September 1. 
~~~ ~!:~~rn!iifa!;t~:::~~~::~::::~: :::::: ~ ·--~-- :~:.~~ ~~~~~ :::~:: ::::~~~: :::::: ··· 6o~i~f :::i~;~~~: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::·::::::::: n ~~~!~:~:~.~~: 
404 OxfordSchoolforBoys ............ x .................. 0 0 300 . .... . 40-120 .....•.... ••••••..•. .......... ............ 40 September13. 
405 PattersonParkSeminary......... ...... x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 60,100 ........... .......... .•••....•. 1,200 40 September. 
i!f ~~~~~LiJL.U T: :}.: I: J: :.~:- :--~-- \/_:: :~:~_; ::~~·~f ]H .. : ~~:H--: :~~:~.H ~-~~~~::/ :::~!: 
mercial Institute.* 
413 Zion School of Ba.ltimore • • . . • . . . . . x x x X X 
414 Brooke, ville Academy .................... ·~- · · · ··••· ·•--· · · ·•···· ·· • ·•· · ·· 
415 Overlea Home School for Young ............... .. . 










1~: ~g~ I .... ---. ~ .1. ....... ~. 





Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 15. 
September. 
Sept. ; ad Wed. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
40 I Sept.,.1st Mon. 40 September 15. 
40 September 6. 
42 September 1. 
418 College of St. James Grammar ...... x ...... x x x 8,500 ... : .. !i~ ~~l;l~;~~~~g~lo~::::::~::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::1 x ~------~------~··--·--·~······ 
School. asg~ 1::::::::::1::::::: :::1:::~::::: :1···· · · 7;5oo·1···42·1 September 15. 
419 WestNottinghamAcademy....... ...... ...... ..... x x ...... 80 ...... , 32-60 I 7,200 1··········1 i500 !~~ !_l~~m~0~j~~YVisit~ti~;,_;:::::::· :::::: ·--;· ~ ~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: .......... ·········· ................... . 
422 St.John1sLiteraryinstitution* ......... , ............ , ...... , ..... , ...... ! 2,500 I 25 
!~! I ~:;::f~~ ~~~~l~r~~mina;;y:. ::: .1 ···; .. :::::: ··; · · --; · · --·; .. --·;-- · .. ·aoo ···4oT·· i~iool--25; ooo l:::::: :::1::::::::::1:::::: ::::::/ ... 4o·l september 1. 
*From the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. e T~ese statistics are for the year 1878, since which h$1 600 from the State and-$200 from rents. 





Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
a Includes board. . . trme the school has been in suspension. • i St~te appropriation. 
bincludes board and m01dentals. . ,. j Average charge. 1 jReceives $400 per annum from State. 
c Charge for a term. g Free to resid~nts. 











































TABLE VI.-Statistics of instlt1~tions jo1· seconda1vy inst1'1wtion for 1879, cjc.- Continued. 
NoT!~.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
'd I s drawing 
taught1 
I s music 







































20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 24 
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CD"' .£·s §.-c ~~ CD-+-> 0~ 
-+->CD QO~o< 6'oar 
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26 2'1 2S 29 30 
I 1--1-. -l--l- -l--1---l--1---l---1--------
Mt. St. Clement's Preparatory Col- 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 28 $200 .. . . . .. . • . $0 $0 
~§ 
~~ 






















Lutherville Female Seminary...... x x x x x x 500 ------ ....... ... ---------· ---------· ---------· ............ 40 September15. 
New Windsor College* ------------ .. .......... x x x x 1,500 ------ a240 $50,000 .......... .......... 4,000 39 September18. 
McDonop;h School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x x 1, 300 300 0 125, 000 700, 000 . 39, 000 0 42 Aug., 2d Mon. 
TheHrup1a.bMoreAcademy ....... . ..... x x x ...... ...... 216 ...... 40 8,000 4,000 ......... ---------·-- 40 Sept. 3d Wed. 
St. Geor5e's Hall for B<?ys* ........... -.. x x x . x x 600 .. .. .. a250-300 30, 000 . .. .. .. • • . . . . . .. .. .. 5, 000 40 Sept~mber 15. 
St. Marys Femalo Semmary. ...... ...... ...... ...... x .................................... ·----· .............. ____ .. .. ....... __ .......... . 
RocklandSchoolforGirls ......... ------ x x x 0 x 300 30 40 15,000 ---·------ .......... a4,000 39 September15. 
PenLucySchoolforBoys ........ . ------ ...... ------ .. ..... ..... ------ --··---· --·--· 100 -------------------- .......... 1,800 40 September15. 
Mt. Pleasant Institute for Boys.... 0 x 0 0 0 0 500 20 100 20, 000 0 0 1, 000 38 September 11. 
Punobard Free School ... - ...... -- . x x x 0 x x 86 1 0 40, 000 75, 000 4, 600 0 38 Aug., last Wed. 
WaysideSchool . ...... ... ...... . . . ------ x x x 0 x 200 ------ 60 5,000 0 0 .......... .. 36 September23. 
Powers Institute*----------------- x x ...... ...... ...... x 3,757 184 24 10,000 10,000 700 600 33 Aug.,lastWed. 
Howe School .. ......... -- .. - ... --. 0 0 0 0 x x 100 . -.... 6 15, 000 30, 000 1, 500 228 40 Aug., last Mon. 
~gd!~0M~~~~*Ho~~-S~h~-~f,; ::: --·;-- ···;·· ···;·· ···;-- ---~-- ---~-- :::::::: :::::: ------~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ------~~~- :::::::::::: ~~ September 25. 
DJ::ili~sB~J'b~~~:~.olforYoung ...... x x x ---- - · ------ ---·---· -----· 60-100 ---------- ---------- .... ...... ............ 36 Sept., 3d Wed. 
N ewburyStreetSchool............ x x x x ·--·-· ------ 1,600 ...... 80-800 .......... ---------- .......... ............ 34 October!. 
OtisPlaceSchool. .. .. . ..... .. ..... ...... x x ..••....••.. ----·· . ....... ------ ... •. ..... 11,000 . ......... . ....••••. ..... . ...... 38 September25. 
MissPutnam's English and Clas- ...... x x x ------ x 1,000 ...... 100-200 ----···--· .......... ---------· ---·-··-·-·- 36 September SO. 
sical Family and Day School. 
~~h~of· Hayes' Home and Day . .. .. . x x x 0 x 3, 000 . • • • .. 100-200 30, 000 .•.. ____ ......... __ . 6, ooo 38 September ~5. 
St.Margaret's School. .... ..... ... . -----· x x x 0 0 550 ...... 50-200 ---------· ---------· .......... ............ 40 Sept.,lastWed. Ins~itute ofLanguages ---- · --·;·· .................. ------ ---·-· ...... ........ ...... 100 c300 ---------- .....•.. •• 1,100 40 September!. 
UmonParkSohoolforYoungLadies x x 0 0 0 x 100 ..... . 80-200 ...... ........................ 5,500 38 September. 












































































Hitchcock Free High School* ..•... , ...... , x 
St. Mary's Parochial School*....... x x 
Deerfield Academy and Dickinson X 
High School.* 
Nich~ls Academy ... .............. . , x x 
Partridge Academy ..... .... .- . . . . . . x x 
Home School for Young Lad1es ... . 
Lawrence Academy ...... _ ........ . X 
Dean Academy . • . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Sedgwick Institute................ ... .. x 
Prospect Hill School*... ... . ...... . . .. . . . x 
The Elms*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . ... 
Hanover Academy................. x x 
Derby Academy ....... ·-- ---.... .. x 0 
Leicester Academy h ............... .••••• .... 
St. Patrick's Female Academy . . . . . . . . . . x 
Barstow School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Eaton Family School . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
Peirce Academy*........ .... ..... . x x 
Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin's Lanca.s- 0 0 
terian School:* 
Friends' Academy .............. . 











































1, 300 1100 



































41 I August. 
41 Sept., 1st Mon. 
38 August. 
. -- ~~~ ~~~. . ---~·-~~~·I--...... ~~~. !~ 
10, 000 600 450 36 
100, 000 6, 000 1, 680 39 
---------- ---------- ............ 37 
. - - - - .. - . . - - - - - .. - - . 800 38 












0 I iO 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 20. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 7. 
September 8. · 
September 17. 
September 17. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
















15, 000 -- -- -- . -- . 0 40 
0 0 1, 200 38 
11, 000 750 875 39 
45, 000 2, 400 640 40 
56,352 3, 761 
40 September 1. 
43 Aug., last Mon. 
New Salem Academy ........ ........... . ------ -·---- ..... . South Berkshire Institute . . . . . . . . . x I x I x I x 
Home and Day School.............. .... .. x ------ x 
X 0 ..... · 30 20, 000 -- .... . .. . ,. .. .. .. .. 1, 200 
::::;: :::::: ----~~~- :::::: _15-!~ ·---~~~:~~- ----~·.:~~- :::::::::: """''569' 38 September. 38 Dec., 1st Tues. 40 Sept., 3d Wed. 
38 September. Sawin Academy.................... x x x 0 Dummer Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . 0 0 
Hillside Home" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... I x 
Waltham New Church School* .......... . 
Wesleyan Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
English and Classical School. . . . . . . 0 
Highland Military Academy. . . . • . . x 
School of Modern Languages . . . . . . . . . . . . x 




Raisin Valley Seminary...... . . . . . . x x 
Detroit College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... -- · • · ·- -
Detroit Female Seminary . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . x 
German-American Seminary . . . • . . x x 
The Misses Bacon's School for . . . . . . x 
Young Ladies and Children. 









St. Ma.:y's Academy* •• _.. . . . . . . . . x x 
Somerville SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•... , ... .. 
St. Croix Valley Academy ........ . 
X 
X 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Includes board. 
bFor non-residents. 













X X .... '.. . .. .. .. J40-75 25, 000 18, 000 1, 200 325 
0 0 300 0 21 6, 000 16, 000 1, 000 175 
0 0 -- .. -- .. --.. .. 55 -- -- -- . -- . -- . -- -- .. . . -- .. -- .. . 350 
X X .. • • .. • • .. • • .. 100 20, 000 13, 000 700 2, 800 
X X 6, 375 1, 200 /50 154, 073 0 0 7, 000 
0 0 200 . . . . . . a450 5, 000 .. -......... -.......... - ... -... . 
x x 1, 000 . _.... a350 60, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a16, 000 
...... ...... 430 ......................................................... . 
0 0 - ...... - .. .. .. 150 ................ - ........... - . 2, 000 
0 X 200 10 22 .. .. .. .. . . 25, 000 2, 000 1, 650 
X X 600 .. .. .. 40 30, QQQ Q 0 3, QQQ 
X X 49 25 40-100 35, QQQ .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • • 10, 000 
X X 500 0 16-30 25, QQO ................ --. • .......... • • 












· · · · 5oo ·1 ::: : : : ,. · -· · -·so 
25,000 , .................... . 2,400 
2, 500 0 0 ........... .. 
39 Aug., 4th Tues. 
37 September 11. 
38 September. 
39i August 21. 
40 September 1. 
38 Sept., 2d week. 
40 Sept., 3d Wed. 
40. September 17. 
40 September. 
44 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 6. 
44 September 1. 
40 September . 
44 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
4o' September 17. 
dFree to residents of Braintree, Quincy, Randolph, and 
Holbrook; $75 per annum to others .. 
e Value of grounds and buildings. fA verage charge. 
g For non-residents; $6 to residents. 
h Temporarily suspended. . 
i Partly supported by public tax. 















































TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions fm· secondm·y instrtwtion for 1879, tfc.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
Name. 
Is drawing I Is music 
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--1--l- - l--l--l--l--l--l--l---l-- -l---1--- l----- - - ---
1. I 1.9 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 24 2ii 26 27' I 28 29 3'0 I 31 32 
I 1--1- -1- -l--l-- l--- l-- 1----!----1----l 
X X Bethlehem .Academy and Parish 
School. 
X Shuttuck School ..... - . .. ---- ----- - ~ ---- -- 1 x 
Grov-e L ak e .Academy .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... , . ..... , ...... 
Conv-ent of tho Blessed Sacrament.. x 
School of the IIoly Apostles* ..... . 
St. Olaf's School. ................. . 
Minnesota A cademy ....... . .. . ... . 
Christ Church P arish School . ...... , ..... . 































50 90, 000 $0 $0 30, 988 38 
160 3, 000 .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . al, 800 45 
120 5, 000 . - -- --- - . . -- -- ---- -- .. -- -- ---- - . .. . - .. 
................ -------------------- ............ 40 
30 30, 000 50 0 1, 560 40 
21 7, 000 5, 390 385 1, 475 40 
21 ' . - - - ... - .. ' .. -- - .. -- . 
Assumption School~ .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 0 x x x 0 .. .. .. 300 50 .. .. . .. . .. 14,000 0 0 800 40 
St. Louis School* .................. x ...... x ...... ...... ...... 100 ...... o 1,500 .......... .......... ............ 42 
St. P aul llome School.............. ... .. . x x x .... .. x 506 25 80 8, 000 .. . .. ... .. .... . ... .. 5, 600 40 
Gusta;vus Adolphus College* .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x 0 0 0 400 .. .. .. 20 25,000 0 0 1, 000 35 
Wesleyan M ethodis t Seminary..... 0 x x x . . . • • . 0 412 70 18 20, 000 14, 300 1, 430 374 38 
Brandon l!'omale Colleg;e ........... .. .. . x .. .. .. x x .. .. .. 100 .. .. .. (b) 10, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 2, 000 · 40 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 11. 




Sept., 1st Tues. 
September 9. 
Sept., l .st Mon. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 2. 
September 10. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Wav-erley Institute ............................................................................................................... __ ......... __ 
Mt. llcrmon F emale Seminary .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 170 15 ab90 8, 000 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. a500 40 October 4. 
Corint h .Female College............ x . .. x x 0 0 250 40 30, 40, 50 3, 500 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 000 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Grange lligh School* .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 0 0 0 x 0 o. 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10, 000 0 0 800 40 September. 
Chalmers Institute ........................................... -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30, 40, 50 2, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Iuka F emale Institute.. ..... .. .. .. 0 0 x x 0 0 . .. . . .. . .. . . . . b2-4 3, 000 0 .. . .. . .. .. 1, 400 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Kosciusko Male and F emale Insti- .. .. .. .. .. .. x x 0 0 .. • . .. .. .. .. .. 22, 32, 42 5, 000 0 o 1, 261 .. .. .. Sept., 1st Wed. 
~~ . I ~r;g~~~s~~m!;;~1~~:.::~~~~~:::: :::::: :::::: ~ ---~-- ... 0 ... ---~-- ------~- :::::: uc~ ·--6o;ooo· ::::~::::: :::::::::: --------25o· ·--a6· ~~~~b~~:~l. 












































































Okolona Female College ...•.•...•......• , x 
Okolona. Male Academy............ x x 
Pontotoc Male Academy. . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Sardis Institute.................... x 
Starkville Female Institute........ x 
Vaiden Male and Female Institute. x 






Walthall Male and Female High ...... 1 x 
School. 
Jefferson College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Arcadia College and Academy of 
the Ursuline Sisters. 
0 
X 
Watson Seminary .................. ...... x 
The Kemper Family School...... . . 0 x 
Butler Academy ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 














Grand River College*...... . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Carleton Institute ............................ , x 
Fruitland High School. . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 
Kirkwood Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x 
Marionville Collegiate Institute . ... 





Ingleside College ............ --- ............... , x 
Oak Ridge High School.-- ........ -~ u I x 
St. Paul's College.................. . . . . . . . . . . • . x 
St. Charles College . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . x . ----- x 
Young Ladies' Instit.ute . . . . . . . . . . . x 



































































































































































.......... . .......... 1 600 
0 -········--· 
········ol······-o· 1i;~gg 
8, 000 0 0 1, 300 
3, 500 ····•····· ..................•••• 
10, 000 . ---- .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 500 
10, 000 23, 000 1, 300 ... - ... - .... 
10, 000 0 0 3, 500 
······•····••···••·•······••·· 17,000 
40 January 1. 
40 January 1. 
40 Oct., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 3d Mon. 
40 January. 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 3d Thurs. 
September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Tues. 
40 Sept., 2d Thurs. 
40 September 5. 
40 September 9. 
36 September 22. 
38 September 8. 
40 September!. 
40 September 2. 
38 Sept., 1st Tues. 
40 September 1. 
38 August 30. 
40 September 8. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept , 1st Mon. 
42 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. Young Ladies. 
Germaninstitute.................. x x •••••• -····-~ x x 1,000 6 40-64 16,000 .......... .••....... ...•.•...... 40 ~~~~11~~~:!;.0.~-~~~~-~~~~:~~:::: ···o·· ···o·· ···,; -- ···,;·· ···o·· ···,;·- · · --i2o· --i2o· 40-1~g ·-·i5; ooo· ---··· · ·o· ··--·- · ·o· ···· -- 5"ooo· !8 
Sedalia Collegiate Institute* . . . . . . . . . . . . • x x x . - .... -- · • • · 1, 000 -... -. 36 .•••••.••......•.....•.•••..•... . _. _ . ' __ . _ _ 39 
Weaubleau Christian Institute ........... ---.. x x · 0 0 0 0 21 2, 000 0 · 0 600 36 
September. 
Sept., 2d Wed. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Brownwell Halik .. __ ............... x x x x 0 x 2, 500 .... .. 32-60 12, 000 . ......... ... . .• . .• . 2 800 40 
AtkinsonAcademy ............ . ... 0 0 0 ~ x ~ 1,000 ..•... 20-25 4,000 6,000 300 ...... .' .... . 36 
Chester Academy.................. 0 0 0 0 0 . • • • • • 13~-l()i 2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360 31 
Stevens Hi.~h School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x 0 0 x 500 30 e21 30, 000 10, 000 600 229 39 
Colebrook Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 x 0 x 0 . . . . . . 15 4, 000 1, 200 72 600 22 
Gay'sEnglishandClassicalSchool. .........•... -- ---- ···- .....•.• -.... ........ ...... 45-75 ...•.•..•. .......... .......... 500 36 Cont?ocoo~ Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 0 0 0 0 0 10!-15 3, 000 . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 375 30 D~errng H1~h School/ ....... __ .• ·. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . .•..•... _ . • • . . • . . . . 1, 000 60 _ ....... _ ..... _ .. Prnker~on Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . 0 ... -.. x x 350 0 21 5, 000 20, 000 1, 200 725 40 · 
Franklrn Academy . .. . .• . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ..• •. ... . . . .... .• ... . •. . . .. . • 750 50 25 10,000 6, 000 ___ .. _ ......... _. ... .. 40 Penaco~k Academy and School of x x x x . x x 55 0 24-32 30, 000 0 ' o 1 200 40 
Practice. ' 
e For non-residents. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 1st Wed. 
September 1. 
August 30. 







* From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Includes board. 
b Partly supported from,.public school fund. 
c Charge for tuition a month. 











































TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions jm· secondm·y instmction for 1879, ~c.- Continued. 
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Gilmanton Academy...... . . . . . . . . . 0 
Brackett Academy" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
~~v~u~; 1~~~~'in¥,nion School .................. 
1 
. ............ , ...... , ........ , .... . . 
Kingston Academy .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. x ............ , .... .. 
Lancaster Academy .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. 0 0 0 
Milton Classical Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
New Hampton Literary Institution ... .. . x x x x 
Appleton Academy*............... ...... x .... .. x x 






X Northwood Seminary .................................. .. 
Pembroke Academy............... 0 0 0 0 ....... , ...... 
PittsfieldAcademy ..... , .......... x x x x 
Miss Morgan's English, French, 0 x x x 






4, 00~ , .... ~-























































Smith's Academy and Commer- x x 0 0 .............................................. , ........ --1-- ........ ,. 
cial College. 
McGaw Normal Institute.......... ...... x . ... . . x .••••• x 350 250 16,25 7, 000 
















351 August, last Tues. 
36 Sept., 1st Wed. 
36 Sept., 1st Wed. 
40 May. 
34 September 15. 
39 Sept., 1st Mon. 
31 May20. 
40 August 23. 
37 September. 
30 September 20. 
33 Sept., 1st Tues. 
37 August. 
39 September 1. 
39 Sept., 4th Wed. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
381 Sept., 1st Wed. 
39 August 25. inarJ and Female College. 
Simonds Free High School. . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 x 0 0 200 . . . . . . 15 10, 000 25, 000 13, 500 . . . • . . . . . . . . , 39 August 18. 
Tubbs' Union Academy............................................................. 3 .......... 1,500 90 ................. . 
Kearsarge School of Practice....... x • . • .. . x x x • • • • . . 100 . . . . . . b150 5, 000 . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 1, 200 . • . • .. September 1. 
AtcoAcademy..................... x x x x •...•. ...... ........ ...... 32-60 .......... .......... .......... ............ 40 Sept., 1st Thurs. 
BlairPresbyterialAoademy ....... >< x x x 0 0 .............. 40 .......... 37,500 2,620 ............ 40 Sept.,lstweek. 














































































Bminerd Institute* .•..........••.. , .••... , ...••. 1 x 
The Elizabeth Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . x 
Misses Hayward's English n.nd . . . • . . x 
French School for Young La- .............. , ...... , ........... , .......... :-1•••···········-··1··········1··········1·········· 
dies.* 
.Jeffer&onParkAcademy .. ......... x x x x 0 x 600 ...•.. 40-100 
English and Classical School....... 0 0 x x 0 0 203 0 20-40 
Freehold Institute................. x x 0 x x x 2, 000 .•.•.. b350 
5, 000 
HackensackAcademy .............................•.....•. x x .••.•••.•••••• 40-120 
CentenaryCollegiateinstitute*.... x x x x x x ........ .•••.. 421200,000 ~--·····---~---·······•·-----······ The "Home " Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x x x 0 0 14! 8, 000 0 0 
Academy of the Sacred Heart ...•......•..•.•••.....•.....•...••.....•..••...•........•••••.....•••.•..•..•.•••..•..••••.•.•. 
German-Ame1~can School*·; .. . ... .... ......•..................•..•.••..••..••..•••••.•••.... _ ..••.•..•...•.•.•.......•.•.••. 
1 
........... . 
German-Amencan School m the x x x x ...••• x .••••••. ••.••• 25 .......... ..•.••.••. ...•••.••. 3,500 
Martha Institute. 
Hoboken Academy··-··-----······ 0 x x 0 x I x 
Young Ladies' Institute* . ..... _... x x x x . . . . • • x 
Hopewell Seminary .......... __ .. _ . x x x x 0 x 
.Jamesburg Institute* ..........•.•..•.•...•••••....•....••....•...•.••. 
Hasbrouck Institute............... x x x 0 x 
22-80 22,000 0 0 
700 200 
350 25 32 
50 12 40, 50, 60 10, 000 --.••• - - • . . •••••. - - . 
~~~!l~~~i~~tcc~~~e~~i~i ··High- • ··,; · • :::::: · ··; •• · · ·; · · · ··; ·l··; · ·1 · 2; 3oo T:::: :1· -- · · baaol· · 35;ooo·l: :::::::::1:::::::::: 
School. 
···----·1·---·· 
150 ...... 1 100 1. ......... 1 .......... 1 ................ . 
Lawrenceville Young Ladies' 1------1-····-1 x 
Seminary. 
















St. Stephen's School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Moorestown Academy . . . . . . . .. . . • . . x 
English and French Boarding and 




..... . Morris Academ ....... ...•.. .••••. x ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••..••••• 
Morris Classicaiinstitute ....••.......••• -····· .•.•...•.• -- --·· ·• ·••·•· . --· .....•.... 
Mt.HollyBoy&' Academy.......... x •••••• .•.••• x x x .•••••....•••. 
First German and English Pres- x x x . • • • • • 0 x 42 6 













3, 000 ~---····-··1'""""""""" 25,000 ----······ ·······--· 




. __ .... __ .. . 
3,500 ·•••••·••··••••··••· 2,400 
40 I Sep-tember 4. 
40 Sept., 3d Wed. 
40 Sept., 3d Wed . 
40 September 13. 
40 Sept., 1st Tues. 
40 Sept., 2d Tues. 
40 September 13. 
39 September 3. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
44 September 1. 
44 September 2. 
40 September 8. 
40 September17. 
38 September 12. 
38 September. 
37 September 15. 
40 Sept., 2d Tues. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 20. 
39 September 17. 
38 Sept., 2d Tues. 
38 September 8. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. 
45 April!. 
The Misses Bucknall's Boarding . • • • • • • • • • • • x 
and Day School for Young La-
X 
• ••• • •I• ••• •• '"' • • •" •• • I• • • • • •I• • • • • • •• • •I• ••• ••• • ••I •••• •• • • ••I• • •• ••• • • •I• • •• • • ••••••I•• • • • • 
dies . 
.Mrs. Park's Seminary for Young •••••• x x 
Ladies. 
Newton Collegiate Institute . . . • . . . x • • • • • • x 
Passaic Classical School .. .-........ . ..• .• x x 
Passaic Falls Institute ....... ____ ._ 0 x x 
Tallman Seminary*................ 0 x x 
Pennington Institute*............. x x x 
Miss Conrey's Select SchooL...... 0 x 0 





























10 I 48, 64, 80 0 0 b3, 500 
20-50 ····-··-·· 0 .••..••••• ·-·--· ··--·-
47 7, 000 0 . ......... 1,100 
50, 74, 98 16, 000 0 0 3, 000 
25 l .•••. bi~f ·--~~:~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::i.:~&~: 
8 




40 September 17. 
44 September 1. 
40 September 15. 
a Partly supported by public tax. 
b Includes board. 
c Value of library, and lyceum building in which the 






































TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions fm· seconda1·y instru.ct·ion jo1· 1879, g-c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an a:ifu:mative answer; 0 signifies no or none; . ... indicates no answer. 
Is drawing I Is music I re L 'b d p t · taughti taught ~ § 1 rary. ~ roper~. mcome, &c. 
1>. "* ai .p 1~ -· . . .p E; .,.. • <1> rn <I>-~ rn ~ o g 11) § 
-+" ~ gj S ~ o;<;:: re ~ .§ re ~~ 
• - ~ Q~ ~ <I>~ -:.s g'g ~ai 8a3 ~:§ 
Name. I . ·· :g ~ g~ ,!: ~~ i/E: sn:- :§ S] ~S i rd § ...,. :.a~ o .sel ..c:~: .... b.C.n o.,.. -~""' $l o 
•;:j § s ~ g. 1il ~ 0 ~ 1::1 0 .s p .p <I> ""' <I> ~ cl:: ~ .s:1 ...-l p ·a ~ .c ~ ~ ~ ~ <I>~ s / ~ ~ s ~ .eo ... ai ~ <1> ~ _f3 fi5 :;:::1 8 r-."' 1::1 Pp~ o o a:>i3<1> ~ ~ 0 ;g ,s::1 ,s::1 ~ ~ 1::1 ~.0... s ~ ~ i>:$ 
l"'l ~ p. H 0 P-1 fLi H ~ P. . , ~ ..., ~ 
• I t9J2o 21 22 ---;;-~--;;- 26 ~ ---;;------;;---;;-- 31 
North Plainfield Seminary . ............. - x x X 
X 
0 
Seminary at Ringoes . .............. ...•.. x x 
Collegiate Institute....... . ........ . .. . . . x x 
~!~t~~to~ae!~t~-~~-s~~ -~~~~~~~ ~ ~ .. -~ .... -~ .... -~.- I-.-~ .. 1 x 
Vineland Institute*.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
X 






·---- · o -~---- i;l· --5o-=-i25- ~ :::: ::::::1::::::::: :I::::::::::~-··· ·$i; soo· 
200 ...... 36 ......... ... . ...... $1,000 ......... .. . 
25 ........................................ . 
























Men and Boys.* 
Hungerford Collegiate Institute . . . x x I x I x I x I x 1 1, 200 I 60 I 27-45 j $50, 000 ~- --- ..... -~- .•...... - i 2, 921 I 391 'September l. Albany Academy ...... :........... 0 0 x 0 x x 1, 200 200 20-88 90, 000 $3, 500 200 12, 700 41 Sept., 1st Mon. ~~~~~!t~n~~~~~r~tt1~:~l~fu'_- :::::: ---~-- .. :. .. :~~~~: :::::: ---~-- --~~-~~~- --~~~- .... :~~~~.~. .. ~~~-~~~- :::~:::::: :::::::::: ------~~-~~~- --- ~:. September!. 
stitute.* 
Albion Union SchooL.............. 0 0 X 
Alfred University (academic de- ······ •······•······ •······•······ 
pa1'tment). a 
X 
Amenia Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 0 






Ives Seminary* ..... .. ............. 
1 
. .... . 
Argyle Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x I 0 
Cayuga Lake Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Bedford Academy . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 


































X Union Academy of Belleville*. ····1 x 
Bridge llampton Literary and Oom- ...•.. , ......•••.... , ...... , ...... , ..... . 

























































40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 1 September 9. 
42 s,eptember 3. 
391 August 28. 
40 August!. 
40 Sept., 2d Tues. 
40 September 6. 
39 Sept., 1st Mon. 


































6421 Brookfield Union School and 
Academv. 
643 Academic "department of Brooklyn 
Collegiate and Polytechnic In-
stitute. 
X 
644 Adelphi Academy................. x 
645 Chen~viere Institute._.-_- _______ -_ x 
646 College Grammar School*. . . . . . . . . . x 







648 Female Institution of the Visita- ...... 1 x 
tion.* 
649 Friends' Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 













651 .Juvenile High School.._ ...•............ ·j· ... ··j x 
652 Lafayette Academy................ 0 x 0 
653 St. Mary's School* .. _ ...... _. __ ... _ 0 
654 State Street Academy _ ••••.•..... - -.... -~ x 
655 Buffalo Practical School . . • • . . . . . . . x x 
656 H eathcote SchooL..... . . . • • . . . . . . . 0 0 











































658 Canisteo fcademy _ ...... _ . -- - -.-.- ..... - ... -. -~ x 
659 Drew Seminary and Female Col- x I x x 
lege.* 
660 Chappaqua Mountain Institute* _ . . 0 x •.•... I .••••• I x 
661 Cincinnatus Academy _ . . . . . . . . . • . . x x 
X 
662 Clifton Springs Seminary _____ ... _. x x 
66a Foster School for Young Ladies* .. ...... x 
664 Ulinton Grammar SchooL ..... _ - . _ - x x 
































o I o 






























































































40 September 11. 
44 September. 
44 September 1. 
48 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Thurs. 
39 September 1. 
38 August 12. 
9, 5691 ... __ ·1 September 9. 
497 42 August 20. 
2, 500 40 September 1. 
1, 744 40 
38 
Sept., lst Thurs. 
September 15. 
666 HoughtonSeminl!.ry ...••••..•..••. x x • x x x x 1,200 ...... 28 25,000 -- --····· ··· ··--···· d1,250 40 September16. 
667 Leseman's Institute• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x 0 x 180 20 __ . . . . . . . . _ .. . _. _ _ _ _ _ ____ .. _ . _ .... _ . _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
668 Poppenhusenlnstitute ..•......... x x ...... --·--· x x 900 -----· 0 75,000 55,000 3,850 -··········- -----· October. 
669 Cornw~HeightsSchool .. ........ x .••••....... ---~·- 0 0 150 ·---- d500 10,000 .......... ·· -------- .•................ September16. ~~ i~i~;;~:~~::~:::~:::: :::~:: ::~::: :::~:: :::~:: :::::: ::~:: ~ 7;; ::::: ::: ::~~ ::;~;;;;: :~:::::::: ::;;;;~: ::::::;;;~: :::: Sept•mb&l. 
674 Delaware Academy................ 0 x x x x x 1, 629 100 24-30 31,548 1, 500 105 2, 086 42 1 .July 1. 
675 AuroraAcademy ....... : .................................. x x 558 8 !'2/fJJ. 16,748 .......... ....... ... 1,198
1 
39 .Julyl. 
676 East Ham burgh Select School .... _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- .. ---- --.... 12t _ ..... ___ .... __ ... . _ ... _. _ .... ___ ........ __ .. _ .. 
677 RuralSeminary .................... 0 0 x x x 0 G97 5 4-10 4,000 o 0 600 40 September!. ~~g ~~~~~yc~t~i:a fustit~t~-:::::::: .. -~ .. -. -~ ... --~.- . - ·,; ... - ·;- ... ·,;.. l, ~~ .. -23 .. is; 2i; 24- b~~; ~~~ ••• ii; 000- c1, ~~~ ~; ~!~ I -. 39' August 22. 
680 Fairfield Seminary. _ .... _ . . . . • . . . . . x x x x· x x 3, 000 80 ..... _.... 10, 000 .................. _ _ 1, 700 I 39 August 26. 
681 j Ferguson ville Academy . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x x 400 50 40 10, 000 o o 1, 200 42 May 10. 
682 Erasmus Hall Academy._.......... . . . . . . x x x x x 2, 576 . . . . . . 24-80 5, 000 6, 000 420 2, 000 40 September 15. 
*From Repor~ of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b Value of all academic property. ' e Academic ana collegiate departments .are in the same 
. a From the nmety-second regents' report of the Univer- clncome from all sources except tuition. building and use the same apparatus and hbrary. 








































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for seconda1'Y instruction for 1879, goc.-Continued. 
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~ j:l.j ! ] 
31 32 33 
I 1 1--1--1--1--1--1---l--l----:----l----1----l 1-- 1-------
S. S. Seward Institute ......... -·--. x 0 x x 0 
Flushing Institute*. ............... x x ------ x 
Delaware Literary Institute . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
Ten Broeck Free Academy"' . . . . . . . x x x x 1 x 
Friendship Academy.............. ...... ...... .•.... .... .. x 







220 . 4 $20, 25, 30 
........ ···--· 80 
2, 000 ···--· 27-36 
500 ···-·· 10-17 
X I 800 . -- . . . 23 












3, sog I : · - - · $i; 2oo · 
-· 2,600 
0 908 
St. Mary's School . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 






·--····· ·----· 300 ··-········•··-·----···---··----· 12,000 b1, 331 Gilbertsville Acadbmy and Colle- 0 x x x 471 ---- a21)! 
giate Institute. 
Elinwood Seminary, Commercial ...... ------ .•..•. x --·--· -----· -------- -----· ----·-···· 
and Select School.* 
Glen's Falls Academy............. x x ...... x x x 700 200 40 
Goshenlnstitute....... .... ........ 0 x x x x x 300 ...... 50 
Gouvemeur Wesleyan Seminary. .. . . . .. . .. • • . . • • . . .. x x x 1, 024 14 24-30 
GreenvilleAcademyc .............. ----·· ............ -----· ...... ----·· 354 ......... ...... . 
Hartwick Seminru:y* . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. x x x x x x 3, 000 30 29 
Mountain Institute................ x x 0 x x ...... 250 ...... 30 
Hempstead Institute . . _ .. _......... x x x x x x 500 100 /200-350 
Hudson Academy.................. 0 x x 0 x x 236 0 26-50 
¥h~~is!'~su~k.f:n~:,~· sse~:~r~o~ · .. _x_.. ~ .• -~ .... ~ .. ·- ·o- · .. ·o .. · · · ··5o· ---- · · 24-48 
Young Ladies. 
Jamestown Union School andCol- .................. -----· ............ 1,386 ...... . ......... .. 
legiate Institute. c 
Lansingbur~h Academy····--·---·~ x I x I x \ 0 Lawrenceville Academy................. ...... ...... x 
Le Roy Academic Institute...... . . 0 x 0 



















































6;,~&~ 1- -- --. ~:~ 


























Aug., last Wed. 
August20. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 10. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
July 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
42 September. 
39 June 10. 
39· September 10. 
42 Sept., 1st Mon. 
48 January 3. 
40 August 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. 
40 I September4. 
40 June 23. 
40 Sept., 2d week. 








































































Genesee Wl•sleyan Seminary....... x x x X 
t~!~~ill .A.~aii~~:V·:::::::::::::::: ··o··· ···;·· ···; · · ···;·· ···:·· ··-x·-- · ·2:7ni· ···5o· ······a4ol--22; ooo 
Macedon Academy*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 x x . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 24 
4, 000 ...... . (i) 
~'ranklin Academy................. 0 0 0 0 x x 1, 700 500 15, 18 
St.John'sScboolforBoys ......... x x x x ..•••• x 530 30 /400 
Marion Collegia-to Institute........ . . . . . . x . . . • • . x x x G25 10 15-21 
Mechanicsville Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x 275 6 4t, 6 
SelectSchool*...................... ...... x .••••. x ..•••• ..•••. 1,000 ...... 100 
Mexico Academy...... ..... ...... x ~ x x x x 1, 287 10 18-30 
Mb~~~f~aVi~~ft~Jl!~' French and ... - .. ---.-. x x . • • . • • . • • • . • 250 50 40, 80, 100 
Montgomery Academy............. 0 0 0 0 x x 51G 0 10!-42 
Monticello Academy*.............. 0 0 .... .. x x x .............. 20, 24,32 
Sherman .Academy*...................... x ...... .•.••• x x 179 0 12 
Naples Union Free School . • • . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 x x 503 3 j12-24 
New Berlin Academy.............. 0 0 x x 0 x 364 1 a15 
Trinity School* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 0 0 x x 1, 268 68 150 
Gormiy Seminary.............................. x x •••••• •••••. 500 ...... 12-24 
Miss Mackie's Boarding and Day ...... x x x 0 ...... 300 ..••...••..•.••. 


































......... . ~i:~1t~o~·!h:E~~[hc:~dsfu~~~h- ___ x _____ -:_ __ ---~-- ---~-- ••• 0 ••• --~~-- .••. :~~- :::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: · :::::::::::::::::::: 
School for Young Ladies.* 
TheCollegiateSchool. ............. 0 x 0 0 .•.•••........•........... 75-240 
Duane S. Everson's Collegiate 0 x 0 0 0 x .. • ..••. ••.••• a200 , ......•... , ......•••. , .••••..... 
School for Boys. 
English, Classical, and Mathemati-
cal School for Boys. 
English, French, and German x 
Boarding and Day School. 






















.......... , ......... . 
Fort Washington French College*.. x x x x x x 500 25 f 450 140, 000 .••••••••• 
FrenchProtestantinstitution..... .••••. x x x ••••••.......••......•.•...•••....•..•••.•.•.........••. , ••••••.••.••••••..••••. 
Friends'Seminary ....................... x ............ x x ..••......•••. 40-140 75,000 35,000 •••••..... 
Mrs.Froehlich'sSchool .............••••...•••• x x 0 ........................................................... . 
Miss Jaudon's Boarding and Day . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 100-200 
39 I August 28. 
39 August 1. 
39 August 30. 
40 July 15. 
39 Sept., 2d Tues. 
40 August 31. 
39 September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Wed. 
39 August 24. 
40 September 16. 
42 August 1. 
40 Septem bcr 2. 
39 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 September 1. 
39 September 1. 
40 September 20. 
40 September 15. 









Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., last week. 




391 September 15. 40 September 20. 
40 Sept., last Thurs. 
40 September 10. 
38 September 21. 
Sept., last Thurs. School.* I 
John MacMullen's School.......... x x 0 0 0 0 500 0 100-250 0 0 o 5 500 40 
:&JiJ.Sachs'Collegiateinstitute ... x x 0 0 x x 100 ...... 100-200 ................................... .' ..•.. 40 September 15. September 15. 
September 21. ye. M.D. Tardivel's Institute for x x x x x x 11, 300 300 . • • • • . • • • . k2, 000 .• •• • • .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . 39 Ma:~~a!;.~';.~:my ..•........••...•••••...•.. x x .••.••.••••..••...........•..... 
TheMissesMarshall'sSchool...... •••••• x o ...................................... :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~ '""4o· September. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Average charge. 
b From "literature fund." 
c Fr_om the ninety-second regents' report of the Univer-
Slty of the State of New York. 
d Value of all academic property. 
eincome from all sources except tuition. 
/Includes board. 
g State appropriation. 
h Includes value of library and furniture. 
i Tuition in solid branches free. 
j Free to residents. 













































'fAnLE VI.-StatiiJUcs of institu.tions fm· secondary instnwtion for 1879, J-c.- Continued. 
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1 19 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 24 2~ 26 27' 28 29 30 31 
-----------1 l-- l--1- - l--l- -l--l--l---1---





Mrs. Roberts and Miss Walker's 
English and French School for 
Young Ladies. 
St . .John's School* .................................................................. , ..... . 80-200 
St. Mary's School.................. . . .. . • x x 
St. Matthew's Academy .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . x x 




... ... ,:::::~~: :~~::: .... 2ii~ii- --$:i5,'ooo· :::::::::: :::::::::~ ...... 7,'ooo· 
........ ...... 100-250 ........................................ .. 
~!~n!J>~~~~~s~kte~:::::::::::: ···,;-- ~ ~ 
Chili Seminary . .. .. .. . .. .. .. • • .. . . 0 x 
Granville Military .Academy. . • • . • . x x 
Rockland College .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 0 x 
Carv Collegiate Seminary*.. . . . . . . . x x x 











Oxford Academy. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . 0 x x 0 
Pawlinp: Institute*................. x .. .. .. x x x 
§'~c~~~r~e1'%0s~:~1::::::::~::::::: ~ ... x... ~ ~ ~ 










Evans .Academy* . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . x .. • .. • 0 
Pike Seminary*. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 0 0 x x x x 
Seymour Smith .Academy.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 
Pompey Academy c . • • • . • . .••...•. 
Port .Byron Free School and A cad-
em~. c.. . 
Starr s Military In~tituto .......... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 x 0 0 
........ ...... 40 .......... .......... .......... 1,500 
1, 500 0 60-250 ... . ...... .......... .......... 7, 320 
548 26 15, 24, 30 19, 337 $0 $0 1, 400 
800 40 a420 60,000 .......... .......... 27,000 
400 14 75 15, 000 0 0 4, 050 
763 . -.... 9, 18, 24 25, 300 20, 000 1, 400 1, 050 
250 15 a300 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 4, 000 
1, 200 200 27 13, 500 1, 600 96 865 
2, 150 0 18-24 13, 000 8, 150 570 1, 000 
100 0 18-60 14, 000 ......... ....... : ..... ......... . 
600 50 50-100 75, 000 0 0 1 a20, 000 
560 ...... a325 
500 50 (b) 10, ooo ........ o ......... o ......... ooo· 
300 50 3-8 2, ouo 15, 000 1, 050 6()0 
492 5 22~ 
100 .... .. 24-54 
11, 952 25, 000 1, 400 .......... .. 
15,000 ....... · ....................... .. 
488 ............... . d6, 614 750 e307 439 
1,050 .............. .. d12, 672 . .. . .. . .. . e3, 661 407 












39 1 September 20. 
40 September 20. 
October 1. 
40 September 21. 
40 September 1. 
36 October 1. 
40 September 15. 
40 September 30. 
39 September 3. 
40 September 10. 
40 September 15. 
40 Sept., 1st Wed. 
40 September 17. 
40 .August 25. 
41 August 18. 
40 September 21. 
40 September 10. 
40 September21. 
40 September 1. 
40 .July 1. 
40 August 19. 
39 Sept., 1st Tues. 








































































Bishop's English and Classical 
Schoolfor Boys.* 
Mrs. Bockee's Seminary for Ymmg 
Ladies. 
X 0 X 0 
X X X 
80 6, 000 40 
500 50-75 10,000 2, 500 40 
Pelham Institute ...... .. ....... -- .......... --- ..... . ................ -- . . . .. ... ... . . . 50 8, 000 .••. .••. .. . • •. ••••.. 1, 200 40 





























Dr. Warring's Military Boarding 0 0 0 x x x 500 . . . . . . 60 37,500 0 0 1, EOO 42 
School. 
Franklin Academy ancl Union Free 
School. 
Pulaski Academy .....•. . ......... . 
Chamberlain Institute and Female 
College. * 
Rensseia~rvillo Aca-demy ......... . 
0 
De Garmo Institute . ...... . ....... . 1 x 
Miss Cruttenden's English and 
French Boarding and Day School 
for Young Ladies. 






























0 0 NazarethAoademy ................ ······ x I x 
Rochester Female Academy c ...... ............ ······1······1····. ·I····· · 
























350 50 60 25, 000 
800 .. ---- 250 50, 000 















St. Andrews' Preparatory Seminary ........... . 
St. Peter's Academy and Parochial . . . . . . x 
0 
···,; ··1::::::1::::::1----ioo· :::::: --------~- ---i2,'iioo· 
School. 
~~~~e~ci/J~~:ysc~hooi · (ac~: · · · ·; · · · · ·; · · I······ I·········-··· 
demic department). 
Saugerties Institute* . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 0 0 
Sauquoit Academy*..... ......... . x x 
Holbrook's Military School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Mt. Pleasant Military Academy.... x x 









~~g I ... i2. 1· .. -iS-:24-
1, 500 I 75 ~00 30 
12, 000 10, 000 


































Vireiin•· ..... __ .....•••.. __ ............................. ....... -.. ... . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . a450 20,000 .. .. ... .. . . ••. •••• .. . • •. . .. .. .. . 35 
Sodus Academy* ..... . .......... __ . x x x x x x 249 5 20 4, 446 0 0 970 42 
Rogersville Union Seminary . . . . • • . 0 0 0 x x x 225 . . . • . . 18-24 9, 000 0 0 292 39 
SoutboldAcademy...... ... . . ...... x •••••• •••••• x x 0 .• . . . . .. ...... 28 .......•.. . .• .... .. .••.•..... ..... .. ..... 40 
Griffith Institute and Springville 0 0 x x x x 247 0 . . .. .. . . . . 9;325 10,650 666 480 42 
Union School. 
Stamford Seminary................ ... . .. 0 x x 0 0 /1,915 2 15-30 13,000 . ......... . . . ... .... 895 39 
German-American Institute....... 0 x x x x 0 ........ ...... 40-100 .......... .......... .......... 3,055 40 
Sy_racuse Classical SchooL __ . • • . • .. x x x x 0 Q 212 25 45-105 __ .. . . . . .. o o 3, 005 39 r~;!~~~~~~~~~~;:o:l:::::~:::::::: :::~:: :::~:: ·--~-- ---~-- :::::: :::::: --~~-~~~- :::::: ···--~~~~ 1:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ___ ;~_ 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 2d Wed. 
September 9. 
September 15. 




Sept., 1st Tues. 
September 15. 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
August 1. 







Sept., 1st Thurs. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
August 30. 
September 2. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 15. 
September 12. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Educ:J.tion for 1878. c From ninety-second regents' report u[ tho Univer- e Income from all sources except tuition. 
alncludes b~ard. sity of the State of New York. /Property of Judson Association. 



















TABLE VI.-StaUstics of instUuUonsj01· secondary imtructionj01· 1879, 9·c.-Continued. 1-f:::.. 
00 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••. indicates no answer. 1-f:::.. 
Is drawing I Is music I 'd _g Property, income, &c. ~ taught'l taughti § Library. ell ..., ~~ ell pj ~ Q) .,; ~ .t~ Q Q ~§ .s .s . Q) tr:l 0 ,.Cell ] 01 <D.~ ::I ::l ~:+3 ell;.; '"0 ~ ci!::l .S·~ §'d 'd 'd ~ci! o;.; 0 . o. ~:§ Q)Q) 0 Q+> <P.E I'< ell Scholas~ic year be-01 .=lei! ~§- "'"' <DI>. N'tllllo. I ..; 0 ........ 0 ... Q) ~~ p;-o A"' ~-~ pj ~ Olcij I> ~.e ~~ ..8~ gms-~ ..., .~A "" ~"' ell ""~ 1-3 -d 2 '&~ 0 •Md ..cl""' ""b.Oai ~ <e Q~ <t:Q) !S~ OC\l l':l a ~ 4)0 o.S ::l _..,<ll ........ 0 § CIS Q 0 <D,.cl 'd!<D "0~ §~ ~~ Q) A ~ ~ -~ ell ..c OIQ ~';;) -~~~ ~ fo%j -5 0 ! <Dell i:l :g:g ~ ! ! :a ~ 0 ~ ~ ~..CA Q gp.,$ ~ ..cl ~ ~ ~ 1-3 0 P-c ~ p. p:j z IJ:l 
1 I 19 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 tr:l 
------------
--- -------------- a 
0 X X X X 275 50 a$400 $35,000 ............... ................... $16,000 38 September 9. s:: 0 0 0 0 X 210 3 b56 16,600 0 0 3, 510 40 September 8. s:: X 0 0 X X 1, 514 6 64,80 75, 000 0 0 4, 709 40 Sept., 3d Wed. 1-4 
X X X 349 4 b27 4,114 $10,000 $700 c688 40 September 1. U2 
....... X X 600 35 40 38,487 .................. ............... 2,859 40 September 15. U2 1-4 X 0 0 100 11,000 ................... .................. 1, 600 40 Sept., 2d Mon. 0 X X X 1, 500 600 a.600 8:>, 000 ................. .................. ................... 40 SeiJtcmber 15. z X I 0 1 ---~-- X X 623 0 30 10,136 ................ . ................. 411 42 August 16. t_:rj X X X 500 ............ 21i 9,000 800 56 1, 500 42 July 15. pj '( X X 208 4 20 4,305 0 0 1,110 35 Se~tember 2. 
X X X 1,240 40 18 45,000 ................ ................... 124 40 Ju y6. 0 X X 400 0 18, 22,26 9, 200 0 0 310 43 August, last Mon. !o:j 
.. ........... .......... 
20 







X X 1, 500 b32 5, 000 0 0 4, 000 40 Sept., 1st Mon. t_:rj 0 X X X X 500 0 b30 13,000 0 0 3, 000 40 September 1. tj )( )( X X X 1, 000 0 a400 25,000 0 0 6, 000 39 Sept., 3d Wed. q )( X X X X 2,00() ....... . 18-30 86,273 . ............... ................ 3,356 39 August30. Q 0 X X X 390 3 24 12,725 ................ .................... 1, 200 40 August 23. f> 0 X 200 0 d15 5, 000 ................ .............. 400 39 September 1. 8 
1-4 0 I 0 
I 
X X X X 1, 200 2 18 6,300 5,500 385 760 39 September. 0 )( X X 0 X 585 0 20-32 4, 900 0 0 900 40 August30. ~ X )( X 0 0 80-120 ................. .................. ................ 3,300 38 September. 0 X 0 0 0 110 0 b20 500 .................. ................ . ................... 36 Sept., last Mon. 
X 0 0 0 ...... 6-20 300 ................ ................ . 600 40 March. 0 0 0 0 2~ n 25 2,000 0 0 825 40 January 12. 
X X )( X ............. ............ a250 25,000 0 0 8, OOQ ' 40 Sep.t., 2d Wed. 













































Bethel Academy* .. -- -.. - ..... - . • . . 0 0 x 0 0 I' 0 0 15-40 500 0 0 700 
~:~::B~~d~~:d!~·i::::::::::::::: :::::: .. :. .. :::::: :::::: ---o·- ··<;-- ······o· ····o- ··---~~~- .... ~·-~~~- ::~::::::: :::::::::: ........ ~~~-
Fremont Institute . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15-30 __ . . . . . . . . 0 0 400 
Grn.ham High School .....••.•....... -- ........••... - x 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35-45 .••••. ___ ...••............ _ . _ ...•••....... 
Hayesville.A.cademy ............... 0 0 x x 0 0 175 0 20 3,000 0 0 2,000 
Somerville Female Institute . . . . . . . 0 0 x x x x . . . . • • • . . • • • • . 25 600 _......... . . . . • • • • • . . ..•...••••. 
Lincolnton Male and Female .•••••... -.. x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 35 2, 000 .....•••...•••••..•......••••••. 
Academies.* 
40 July 20. 
38 Aug., 3d Wed. 
40 January. 
40 August4. 
40 Aug., last Mon. 
40 .August. 
20 January 15. 
40 September I. 
Bingham School __ . __ ••.. . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . • • • • • . 0 0 0 0 5, 000 200 100 30, 000 0 0 ..... - . • . . . . 40 I July 30. 
Monroo Hicrh School.............. 0 0 x x 0 x 109 9 30 10,000 .••• •• . . . . . ••• •. . . • . 2, 500 20 Aug., 1st Mon. 
Mt.AiryMaleAcademy*.......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... 20 e1,500 .......•.. -··-···-·· .•.•..••.... 40 September I. 
Mt. Pleasa-nt Female Seminary . . . . 0 x x x 0 0 94 0 15-40 3, 500 0 0 600 40 Aug., 1st Mon. 
St.Augustine'sSchool. .........•...............••••...........•........•..•••..•••••..•.......••••.•..•.......•....••.•••... ········---- .•.... · 
NewGardenBoardingSchooL..... x x •••••. --·-·· x x 1,200 ...... 30 20,000 .•••••.... 700 765 40 
Catawba High SchooL............. 0 0 0' 0 x x 2,000 0 20-40 8,000 0 0 1,200 36 
~Jf!LfE~/H [U~ ·;y ·:y :::;:: :::}:: :::}:: ;~-n: :·---~ ----3- liii [~[ __ :/ -~~~[:-:_: :::::::~~~ ~ 
Rev. Daniel Morrelle's English and ... - . - ---.-- -..... x 0 x 2, 000 . . . . . . 50, 66, 75 5, 000 0 0 . • • • . . • . . . . . 40 
Classical School. 
St. Barnabas School*. . . . ......•........... -.-. -.- •.............................•.....•••.. ____ ••...• __ •..••••.. __ ..••••........•..••... _ .•••• _ 
Wilson Collegiate Institute. . • • • • . . 0 0 x x x x 1, 300 100 45 10, 000 0 0 1, 950 38 
The Grange High School.. . . . . • . . . x • • • • • • x x 0 0 500 ... -.. 30 1, 200 . • • • . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . 900 20 
YaclkinCollege .................•.. -·---- ...... --·--- --·--- ·----- ------ ------·· -·---- ---····-·· .••.•••••. .•••...... ••••...... 1,000 41 
.A.ll>any Enterprise Academy . . . . . . x x x x 0 0 400 20 9 10, 000 2, 000 100 500 34 
Alum Creek Academy ___ .......... 0 0 0 0 x x 300 0 9-14! 800 0 0 • 200 36 
GrandRiverinstitute .....••.........••....... x x x x 800 ..•.•. 24 •••..••••. ----·····- .••....... .••......... 39 
Friends' Boarding School.......... 0 0 0 0 x x 510 .•.. -. 115 40, 000 4, 200 294 5; 290 40 
BeverlyCollege*-----·----·-------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -····· 20-25 5,000 2,250 175 1,000 38 
Academy of Central College .............•••••. ---·-- .... -- x x 500 .... -· 18-24 15,000 .. .. .•.... .•.. .. •••. ...... •••... 39 An~-!~.Y of the Sisters of Notre x x x x x x 500 -·-·-- .••.••.•.. ....••.... .......... ..•. .•.... .•••..••.•.. 44 
Mt. St. Vincent's .Academy ..••... ·j··· .. ·j x 




X 1, 800 
......................................... 
............................................................................ , ......................... . 
July, 3d Mon. 
August 18. 
September. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Oct., 1st Mon. 
Oct., 1st Mon. 
August I. 
August 20. 
Oct., 1st Thurs. 
Oct., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Aug., 2d Tues. 
September. 
August 16. 
Oct., 2d week. 
August 26. 
Sept., 1st Wed. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon . 
September 22 . 
Clermont .Academy 
Cleveland Academy 






























544 36 I September 29. 
40 Sept., 2d Wed. 
421 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 August 31. Fostoria Academy _____ .. ----···--_ Gallia Academy and Normal Col-~ x lege. 
Harcourt Place Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Greentown Academy*_ .....••••.• _ ...... J ... . 
0 X X 
X X 
X X 











x 1 --~·-'---~-J"i..4oo·······-........ 
alncludes board. 
b Average charge. 
7,500 •··•••· .... 
300 
965 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 
a4oo I 12, ooo 
1




8, ooo I 40 
27t 10, 000 . . . . . • . . . . /1, 500 . • • . . . . . . . . . 3G 
Sept., 1st Wed. 
c Also $518 from State. e Grounds and lmildings. 











































TABLE YI.-Statistics of institutions for scconda?'Y inst?·uctionjor 1879, J-c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x imlicates an affit:mative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
Is drawing I Is music I I ~ t.'tught~ taught~ § 
~ ;;:, ~ F-< ~~ ~ 
F-< 0~ 
Name. I .; 0 ]~ ~ ~ ..0 § 
'd '&~ 
·a ~ i ell -~ 0 ell ..d .; ~ <f) ~ ~ 0 0 ~ 0 
..d ..d rf; ~ ~ p. H 0 P-t 
Library. 
rti ..., 
Q) <f) ] ~ ,g~ 0 ...,.., 
1>- ~,.., 
""' 0 ·~<:j 





















~ Property, income, &c . . 
arp, 6 6 1i!§ .S. 
'goll .g .g ~~ .f.l~ 
"'~ o . ~ . ~·s .., .., 
0 § ~ p,.gj :S..., Q) ~ tc~ ..... ~ s~ F-<S ll: ..... 
'+-<g},cii o.E ~.E .Eo 'S"i 
o.S_;5 ~~ ~~ 2~ 1;3 ..... ~;g~ g~ ~~ ·i~~ 'S 
'd .E P< s ~ ~ .... ~ "' p. -"1 H I p:: I ~ 
Scholastic year be-
~ins-
I ~--~--~--~-- ~--l--l---l--l----l----1----1 
1 19 I 20 I 21. I 22 I 23 I 24 2:1 26 2'1 28 29 30 31 32 33 
I l--1--l--1--l--l--l--f--l---l--- l---l I 
R~~~~:(~r~~~~~~:tfn~£{:t<;:::::· :::::: ::::::1· ··;,·· 
Vermillion Institute .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 0 0 
IIopcdale Normal School*. .. . .. . .. . .. • .. • . .. 




451 ____ __ 
275 ...... 
1, 200 -- -- --
0 Lexington Malo and Female Sem- 0 0 
M!:d1~~il Seminary*........ .. .. . . . . 0 0 I x I x I u I x 
1 
........ , ...... Madison Academy............. .... .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 400 40 
New Hagerstown Academy...... . . . . .. .. .. .. .. x x .. .. .. .. • • .. 100 ..... . 
Poland Union Scmina.ry .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . x x x 400 .... .. 
Ursuline Academy for Young La. ...... x x x x x 
dies.* 













Starr's Inlltituto ................... ------ 1 ...... , .... .. Smithville High Scl10ol ....... • .. -- ---- -- ~ 0 








100 ~ ------~ a225 600 50 22-28 
300 300 15-30 
Springfield Seminary .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .... 
Steubenville Female Seminary..... x x x 
College of Ursuline Sisters......... x x x 
Plains Seminary ........ :. .. • .. .. .. 0 o o 
Twinsbmgh Institute .. .. . . . . • • . . . 0 0 0 
Dague's Collegiate Institute* . . . . . . 0 x x 
Western Resprve Seminary*.. .... . 0 0 x 
Rayon IIi.gh School .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 x 
Putnam Semin:1ry . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. x 


















X 1, 000 
X 
































$0 I $0 







40 A ugust 20. 
38 June, 3d Tues. 
42 August 22. 
40 Sept., 1st Tues. 
33 September 1. 
42 Sept., 1st Mon. 
38 Septcm bor. 
39 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 August 24. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
2, 300 I 180 1- -··-- ------1 40 I August 20. 
1, 032 
--
40 I September 1. 
44 Aug., 1st Tues. 
39 August 31. 
37 
39 
· · · ·2; ooo · :: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~ ~::::: 1· · · · · · · · 5oo- ---44-
10,000 0 0 ~------- ... -- 40 
September 10. 
September 11. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
July 4. 
25, 000 .. -- -- -- -- . . .. . • . . .. 2, 400 40 
25, 000 3, 200 250 ....• ----. -- 40 
30, 000 70, 000 5, 000 ......• ·r.. 38 
25,000 10,000 ---- ----- -!--··--··---- 39 8, 500 .. . .. • • • . . • • • • • • .. .. 2, 800 38 
















































































Notre D:tme Acadcm *. .... ... . .. . 0 0 x :< 0 0 100 30 20-40 8, 000 0 0 900 42 Gr.aceChurchPnrishSchool* ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 ·········-~·-········~·-········~···········-~ 40 ~~ cri~~;.~c1~~d~~~si~~u~:~g .. --~ .. .. _o_ .... _x_ •• :::::: •• : • .••• : • •.•••••• ~. :::::: •••••••• ~ ••••• ~·- ~~~ ••••• ~·- ~~~ ••••••• ~~~. • • • • • • • • • • • • 40 
Ladies.* 
J cfl:'erson Institute*................ 0 x 0 ...... . .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16HO 5, 000 
Bishop Scott Grammar School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x . • . . • . . . • . . 1, 500 . . . . . . 40, 60 50, 000 








St. Mn.ry's Academy* ...............•...................................••...........•••••.......•...... . .................... 
St. Michael's College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x 300 50 32 12, 000 ................................ I 44 
!~~::t~~t~~~!~t::::~: :::::: :::::::::;:::::X::: :::d:: :::~:: ::::~6~: :::::: :~;i~,:~6: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::~:::::~ :::::::::::: ···42· 
Umpqua Academy. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x x 200 20 15-36 5, 000 0 0 1, 700 40 
School for Girls.................... 0 x 0 0 0 ...... .... .... .•••.• 80 .••••..... ..••.•.... .•••...••. ...... ...... 40 
Andalusia llall* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x 0 x 400 . . . . . . a225 12, 000 ••••••.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
St. Xavier's Academy* ..•... ...... x x x x .••••• x 600 .•.... a208 .......... ...•.. .... •••....... .••.•. ...... 41 
Beaver College and Musical Insti- x x x x 0 x 675 100 . 10-15 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . 500 41 
tute. 
Bellefonte Academy* 
Mountain Seminary ............... ·1·- ·- · · 
Kallynean Academy c . . • • . • . • • • • • . x 





Witherspoon Institute ..••••..•......... -
Chester Academy...... . • . • . . . . . • • . x 
Maplewood Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 












DoylestownSemlnary........ ...... 0 x x 
~fg~~~:itg~a~~i;ie"~:Y · r~~- · :M:ai~~ · · · ·o · · · · o · · · · ·o · ·1 o · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
and Females. 
Eric Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . x X X 
St. Benedict's Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
Keystone Academy....... . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . x 



























Collegiate Institute................ x x .•.••••••••. 
Friends' School*..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x · • • • • • . • ••••••• -- •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••. 












Ecler:tic Institute*. . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . • • . • . x x x 0 x 200 . . . . . . 40 20, 000 
1 
..•••............... 
Martm Academy . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . x x 0 0 x x 300 . . . . . . 40 20, 000 .....••••• I ........•. 
Leechburg Lutheran Academy f ... ....................... - 0 0 0 0 •• • • • • . . . . 3, 000 
L~_dcn Hill Seminary .................. ~ x x x x x 3, 000 ••• • . . 75 40, 000 
L1titz Academy*................... x x 0 x x x 473 . ••• . . 43-96! 2 500 I 0 I 0 ~:J~~~ ~~~~~v: ~::::::: :::::: · · ·;. · · · · ·;. · · · · ·;. · · · · ·;. · · :::::: :::::: · · i; 2oo · · · · 2o · · · · · · · · 4o · · · · i2; ooo · :::::::::: :::::::::: 
W;~stern Pennsylvarua Classical x x x x x x 150 .•..•. 24-36 25 000 0 
























*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Since suspended. 
aincludes b~ard. cl Value of building. p Free to res1dents. 
e ..A. verage charge. 
/School closed at present. 
September 1. 
Aug., last week. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Aug., 31. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 







Sept., 1st Wed. 1-3 
September 10. ll>-
August, 1st Mon. 1-3 1-t Sept., 2d week. (TJ 
....., 







September G. f/1 August, last Tues. 
Sept.,2d Mon. 
Sept., 2d week. 
June, 3d Wed. 
S13pt., 1st Mon. 

































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions fm· sccondm·y instruction for 1879, q-c.-Contiuued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
'd Library. ~ ~ c:u Property, income, &c. 6 .g Is drawing I Is music I taught~ taught~ 
+> 




I I ~ 
6 ~ ~§ ~~ 
Name. 
Q) .;~ ] Q~ 
] 0 ~~ 0 ~ ~ I> -~Pot .... 
Q ._; ~ ";! ~~ 0 -~ ~ s ~ c:u Q g c:u ,.q ::l 
·a .0 
.g <!) c:u 




1 19 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 
] ~~ 'dol 
<!)..: +>::;l §"g 
<!)+" 
.qc;l ~.s ~:-+>W >=ll» 
•.-40 ~1] ~-s~ <l)O w.q ~:s~ o:sco ~w ::l"' ~]~ >=l >=l ~ ..q p. 
----------



































Lnird Institute .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 x x 700 0 
Nazareth Hall .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. x x x x x x 5, 000 40 
'l'roemount Seminary . .. .. . . . . . . . . x x x x x x 1,100 60 
Parkesburg Classical Institute ................ - ... -....... - -.... - ---- ·- ............ .. 
Penn Ha.ll.Academy* ........... ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Academy of the Protestant Epis- x x x 0 x x .••.....•• •••• 
copal Church. 
±fill~~ rr::tt~~fe~~~~~ ~:::::::::::::' ~ 



























llroacl Street Academy............. . .. .. . x x 0 x x 3, 000 100 80-130 25, 000 0 0 I 0, 000 
Classical Institute .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. x x 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 5, 000 0 0 6, 000 
E;s!Y.alnut Street Female Semi- x x x x x x 1,000 ...... 100,125 .............................. 
1 
10,000 
~!:~~::~~h~t~~~~~~-~-c~~~~:::: ---~-- ~ ... 0 ...... 0 ...... ~ .. ---0--- ...... ~. ·---~- 12,10,~~ :~.:~:~~~ - --------~- --------~- i;~~~ 
Friends' Select School for Boys . .. . 0 0 0 0 x x 0 0 c50 ....... -- ..... .. ---- ..... ----. 1, 000 
li'rienc1s' Select School for Gil:ls* .. . . .. .. . x 0 0 x x 0 .. . .. . 18-66 ....................... ....... .......... .. 
Girard College for Orphans . .. .. .. . x x x x x x 7, 104 270 0 3, 000, 000 .. .. .. .. .. 877, 165 0 
40 Octobcr-17. 
40 September 3. 
40 Sept., 2tl Tues. 
40 Septem bcr 6. 
40 Oct., last Mon. 
40 Sopter:.11Jer. 
40 I Sept., 3d week. 





Septem bcr 1. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 3d W cd. 
41 I Sept., 2d week. 
40 Sept., 2cl Mon. 
42 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 2cl Mon. 
41 January 1. 
Langton Select A.cademy* ........................................ ------ . .. . . . . . .. .. .. 35, 45 -- .. -- - ... --------- . -.. --- ..... -- ....... . 
Mo_untSt..foseph_.Academy........ x x x x 0 x 2,000 ...... 200 100,000 .......... ......... . . ........... 40 Scpt.,lstMon. 
P!:nlaclelphia.Semmary.. ........... ...... x x x x ...... 500 80 80-100 ... ....... .. ....... . .......... ............ 40 Sept.,2d Wed. 
TI1ttenhouseAcademy *. . .......... x x 0 0 ...... ------ ........ ------ .................................................... ------
R.S.Ashbridge'sSchoolforGirls ......... x x x ...... ...... ........ ...... 70-100 .. ........ .......... . ... ... .. . 1,545 38 SeptembcrlS-20. 
Rngby.Acn.demy* . ..... . .. ..... x x ............ x x .............. 120 .................. ........ .... 15,000 40 Sept.,2dWec1. 
St. Sanvcm: French ancl English .. • .. . x 0 0 0 0 40 15 50-125 30, 000 . .... • .. .. .... .. .. .. 1, 800 39 Sept., last week. 
School for Young Ln.clies. * 

















































































Su lee Institute . . • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . x x x . . • • • • x 1, 000 .••... 








West Chestnut Street Institute . . . . . . . . . . .... - ~ x 
West Chestnut Street Seminary*.. . . . . . . x 0 
William Penn Charter School* . . . . x x 0 
Young Ladies' Academy and Se- x. x x 







------ ·---- --~-- ---- -- ~-- ----~--------- -~---- ----- -~---···-- --~---- ----- -~- ------.-- --~------X ........ •••••• 50-100 . •. ....... .......... .......... 1,865 35 
0 0 0 80-100 50, 000 50, 000 3, 000 7, 192 40 
0 --·--··· ...... 13-60 ......•••. -········· .•••••.... 600 43 
~~~~~:~~=~~~*~~=:::::::::: :::::: :::::: ···:·· ··-,;·· ···o·· ···o·· :::::::::::::: 










.... -·- .. . 
1 
2 800 I 
Reid Institute ...•.. .... .. . . . .. .•. ... . . . ... .. . ... .. x ••• • •• .••••• 600 ..... . 10, 000 1, 000. ::: : :: :: : : -- - . -.- .. -- . 
RidleyParkSeminary............ ...... x x x ••••••.••••..••.•••.•••••• 
ClarionColleg_iatelnstitute ....... ~-----· x .••••• x .•••••.••••• 50 .•••• 30-70 20 
60 
30 
Merrill's Acanemic School . . . . . . . . x x x x x x 375 30 
Classical department of Mission- ....•. x x x x x 2, 600 .••••. 
ary Institute. 
X 
X AcademyoftheHoiyChildJesus*. x x 1 x 
Sewickley Academy ........... ---~------~ x 
CheltenhamAcademy............. .•.••. ...... x x 
Stewartstown English and Classi- . . . . . . . ..••. I ...... I x 
cal Academy. 
westtown Boarding School - ----- -~ x 
'l'oughkenamon Boarding SchooL. x 
SusquehannaCollegiaternstitute*. x 






Unionville Academy ..•.. ·········j······j x 
Trinity Hall --.- .. - . -.- . --- . -- . -.- X X 
Darlington Seminary for Young · X 
Ladies. 
Miss Smith's Family · aml Day ~- .••. -~ x 
School. 
Home School for Girls*............ .•.... x 





































850 .••••• ······---- ··•·····•· ----·····- ........•. 
.• - .• -.- • ---.. b400 50, 000 ..... - . -•..•••• - - --: 
30, 40 9, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . •••••..•. 1 ••••••••••• 
3, g~~ 1--~~~-,------ .... , ..... --.-- ., .......... , .......... , ...... -----. 300 ...... c30 25,000 .•••••....••••••.... 
1, 568 75 b200 15, 000 0 0 
b150 
0 40 4, 000 0 0 







Rawlins'WestPhiladelphiaAcad- 1 .•.••. 1 .••• -- 1-••• --1----- ·1 · --·. ·1· ---.-1--------, .••••• 100 
emy. 
WilliamsportDickinsonSeminary. x x x 
Yo_rk ~ounty Academy........... 0 0 0 








Family and Day School for Girls .................... 1 x , ___ ... , .•..•. 
Island High School .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . 0 o 0 I 0 
FHe~~t. Academy of the Sacred . . . . . . x x X X 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Value of apparatus. 
0 
X 
2, 750 . . .. .. c30 100, 000 
-- .. 0 36-40 10, 000 




________ ~ _ 1 b 1, 500 
~~b :g 26~ --·so:ooo· ········o· ········ol·········o· 
b Includes board. 
c Average charge. 































Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 2. 
Septcm ber 2. 
Sept., 3d Thurs. 
September 15. 
Aprill. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
August, 3d Thurs. 
September 1. 





Sept., 1st Mon. 
September. 
September 20. 
Sept., 3d Wed. 
September 17 
September. 
Sept., 3d Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
August, 4th Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., last week. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 





















TADLE VI.-Slatistics of institutions for secondm·y inst1·uctionfm·1879, 9l'c.-Continucd. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
Is drawing I Is music I "g Library. ::S 
taught 1 taught 1 ca -::;; 
. ---.-- ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~- ] cri ~ ~ g3:3 ~ ~~ .E ';,; ~] 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ._; i ::::: :E g: ~ .s C) ~ ~ 
·a § ~ g g.<= 8 ~ o .:; ~ 
<U ,.q ...... e ..... rn ,.a 2~ ~'d ~ ~ ~ "t;; ~ ~ § ~rn ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Nnmo. 
Property, income, &c. 6 ~ 
rn 
.n.:,. 6 6 "t;;§ .s . 
'dou ~ ~ $~ J.j~ §.-o 'd 'd 8cri 8.,; Q;)' .... ~§- ~d ~ 1» I Scholastic year be-A'd A'd ~~ !~ gins-~~ s~ .s~ rn 8<E ~-s~ om 
I 
§.~ '+-<a:> $~ ft~ 'd~ all> -~~~ a:>~ I'< ~~ ,.a ~dO$ 0~ 0 s 
,.cp. s <:) g,.._$ ~ p. <11 >::1 ~ H 
I 1-- ----------. --------1--- --
28 29 30 31 32 I 33 1 19 20 2. 22 23 24 1 21i 26 2'1 
------------------~---1---1 I 1--1 
1005 ·I Frionds' Now England Boarding x x x x x x I 3, 000 100 a$300 $500,000 1··········1······. ···I···· ...... . 40 
40 
September 1. 


























X X X 0 0 500 24 a205 St. Mary's Yonn~Ladies' Seminary x 
~i~iii~ii~;;;m.: :::~:: ;·~;: :~;; ;:~;_ ·:~;r:~:: :::;~;; ·iiJ::::::::; ; ;;:;:;:::;;;::::;;; ;:::::::;; 
Brainerd Institute................ x x . • • • • . • • • • • . x 0 100 3 ... iii .... , .... 4;ooo· ·······$a·:::::::::: .......... . 
a$6, 000 $6,000 35,000 
2,864 
Benedict Institute . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . 950 100 4 16, 000 . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .. . . 116 
Gowens ville Seminary . . . . . • . . . • . • 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 
Le~ington High School...... . . . . . x x 0 0 x x 60 10 
12i-36 2, 000 0 Q 650 
Re1dville Fomalo College . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . x x x x x ............. . 
Masonio Malo and Female Acad- . . . . . . . . . . • . x x .•••••.•••••.••..•• . 
20-40 
1
. . . . . . . . . . o o 1, 000 
20-40 15, 000 . . .. . • . . . . • • • • • • . . . . 2, 000 
20 2, 000 . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 800 
emy. 
Sullins Female Collogo. .. . .. ..•... x .••••• x x 0 0 
Enon Sominary c.................. ...... ...... ...... ...... 0 0 
Buffalo Institute". . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 0 x 20 20 12-26 
20-40 
Centreville High School . .. . . . . . .. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 22-42 
Chapel Hill Academy . ................•• _.... x x 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-34 
Charleston Academy . . . .. . .. . . . . . 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 10, 20, 30 
Chatata Seminary .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x 0 0 0 105 0 b10-25 
Chattanooga Female Sominary. . . . . . . . . . x x x . . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • . . • . • . . e36 
Clarksvillo Female Acatlemy . . . . . x x x x x x . • • . . . . . . . • . • . e20 
Clifton Masonic Academy*. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . x . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . 9 • • • • • • 25 
Cane Creek Academy ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 0 I 0 800 .... .. 15-30 
Columbia lligh School* . . . . . . . . . • . 0 0 x x 0 0 o 0 24 
Tipton Female Seminary . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 . • . .. . .. . . . . . . 36 
Culleoka Instituto . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 !lOO 100 50 
2, 000 








···-·. ~~g -~···· ... ~g., ...... i; 000. 
50,000 , . ..... .... , ....... ···•· 
~~:~~~ \ g ~---·····o·\--····i;7oo· 
3, 000 ·••••••••· ••••••..... 
2, 500 0 0 . 
40 October 1. 
36 October 1. 
32 October 1. 
40 February 1. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 2d Wed. 
40 August. 
40 Aug., last Thurs. 
36 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 2d Mon. 
40 Aug., 1st :Mon. 
40 August 5. 
20 August. 
. . . Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Aug., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Monr 






































1031 Lauderdale Male and F emale In-
stitute.* o I 
X X 
1033 Tannehill College/ ... -- .......... -..... -..... x x 0 
1034 Edwards Acatlemy ...... ---------- 0 x x x 0 
































1032 Friendsville Institute*· ····· · · · · · · 0 l 0 x .... • · 0 
College. 






i~~~ ~~~n:ft~~¥~~A~d~~y::::::::::: · · ·o · · · · ·o-· · · "x. • · · · ·;-- · • ·o · · · · ·o· · · • · · · · · o ·· · · · o · · · · · iS-:25 · · · · · 5; ooo · · · · · 5; ooo -~-- · · .. aoo · 
1041 MartinAcadem;r ................. ...... ...... x x ...... ...... .•...•.. ..... 9-24 .............................. 
1 
........... . 
1042 Green wood Semmary .. .. .. . . .. .. . . • • • . . x x x x • • • • • • 3, 000 20 a200-250 20, 000 .. . • .. .. .. . • . . . . . .. . 4, 500 
1043 Preparatory department, Cum- . • • • . . .. .. .. x x ............... - - .. - • . • • • . e30 ........ -- . . . . . .. .. . • • • .. .. .. 2, 500 
berland Universitv School for 
Girls.* • 
0 0 0 ...... . 600 1044 Masonic Academy . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . ..•.. 1 x 
1045 Hopewell .Academy* .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. • .. x 












..... 7oo· 1047 Loudon High School· ............. 0 0 0 1048 Lynchburg Academy-·--·-.------ 0 0 
1049 Macedonia Malo and F emale In- 0 0 
stitute.* 
1050 Waters and Walling College ..... -






















i~g~ ~:r:;kfss:f!~t~l~i~:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: .... 5o.:.7o· :::::::::: ::::::::::1::::::::::·---
1054 Presbyterian Grammar and High x .. .. .. x x 0 0 0 -..... 50, 60 ................... . ......... _ 
School. · · 
H~~ ~~!~i~~~~~i~~~i::::::::::::: :::~:: :~~~: ::~:: ::~:: :::::: ::~:: :::::::: :::::: :::~~~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::1::::::::: 




. ........ . 
1059 Morristown Female High School* __ ... . . . . . . . . x x 0 . . . . . . 0 0 10-40 5, 000 0 0 
1060 Morristown Male High School* . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 el6 2, 000 
1061 Mount Pleasant Male and Female . .. • • . .. .. .. x .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 40 4 000 
Academy. ' 
1062 McMinn Cotmty Agricultural and 0 
Scientific Sclieol.* 
0 
























32 Sept., 1st Mon. 
36 Aug., 3d Mon. 
40 Feb., 2d Mon. 
36 September 2. 
40 August4. 
40 
20 September 1. 
40 Feb., 1st Mon. 
36 September 6. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Aug., 2d week. 
40 September. 
40 January 5. 
40 Aug., 1stMon. 
36 September 1s 
20 September 1. 
40 Aug., 1st Mon. 
36 September. 
32 I September 6. 
40 
40 September. 
40 March 15. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Jan., 1st week. 
40 Aug., 1st Mon. 
40 September 4. 
40 September. 
1063 Edgefield Male Academy _ ...... _. x I x 
1065 Nashville Academy_ .... ___ .. _._ .. __ ......... . 
1066 Southern Union Normal School... x 0 
1067 Holston Seminary_ ........ _....... . .. • • . o 
* From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
.. ·; --~· · ·; ·T--; --~- · ·; · .,. · · · 5oo ·1 :::::: 1· · · · iiHo ·1:::::::: --~:::::::::: 1:::::: : ::: 1 ...... 2: ooo l. · 4o- sept., 2c1 Mon. 
x x 0 .••••• 200 ...... 15-25 10,000 .......... .......... ............ 40 I August9. 
a Includes board. ' 
bPartly supported by public tax. 
c Not in session for several years past, but will be reopened 
February, 1880. 
d Grounds and buildings. gNot in session during the year 1879 
e Average charge. statistics are for 1878. -














































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions fm· secondary instrtwlion for 1879, 4-c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; ..•. indicates no answer. 
Is drawing I Is music I 1J Library E I Property income &c 
taughti taughU d • rn ' ' • 
p:.. "* cti ~ ~d -· . . ~ ~ ;.5 cti <l.> rn Q.> .~ ,f5 A o ~ ~ § ~ <11 _, S ~ o~ 1'1 o:l ..§ ro ...... :,:::: 
. ~ ~~ .§ 11~ ~E g1l e~ ~~ 11] ~ . 3 ~ -~ 2. .:: ~ ~ ~~ tc: ~§ s § is 
Q ro ~ ,..... ,.<:l A o .,.. '0 ,.<:l ~ '+-< !:>JJ cti o '+-< ~ '+-< to'< o 
·s s a ~ g.<i! ~ ~,g .:; § o~_g ~ ~ ~ ~ !l~ Jl .a .....: s ·a ~ .o o:l C) "'ro Q;) :;:j <11 § .,. s ..... A "' cti ~ ~ ~ ~ 63 :;::: ~ ~ rn ~ ,E 2 ~ g..- o ~ '§ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ t: ~ ~ ~ ~ .!i1 ~ ~~-
Name. 
-- --------- --- --- ----- - ---












Oak llill Collocriato Institute...... x 0 x x x x 150 0 a$25 $7, 000 $0 $0 $2, 500 40 
Ooltewah .Aca:'iomy* .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. x x .. .. .. 0 0 .. . .. . . . .. .. .. 10-20 2, 500 . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 280 40 
Bledsoolnstituto . ................ ........ ... ...... ...... 0 o 0 0 b20 2,000 .......... .......... 700 40 
Mrs. Dr. Milam's School for Girls . .. .. .. .. .. .. x x 0 0 0 • • • • • • 32 4, 000 0 0 600 40 
Paris Malo lli~h School .. .. . .. . .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . • • • .. 25 2, 500 0 0 900 42 
Tho Mrs. s. n. Welch lligh School. .. .. .. .. - .. - X X ..... - . -.... • .. .. .. • .. .. .. 26 5, 000 ......... - .. .. .. .. .. 1, 500 40 
People's Colle go .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. x x x x 2, (l00 . .. • .. 30 16, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 640 40 
.Arlington .Academy .................... -.......................... - .. .. ..................................................................... . 
Pulaski High School*............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1, 500 . •• • .. 30-50 3, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 000 40 
ClcarSprmg.Academy ........................................................ ---··· bS-16 3,000 .......... ---------- ............ 32 
SoquachieCollege ------·--------· 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 32 13,000 .......... .......... 1,800 40 
g~~r~~!f~~~~~:::~::::::::::: :::::: :~~~~~ :::~~: ::~:: :~:~:: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ----~~~- :::~~~:~~~~ :::~:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~-
6bi~:g~lfe~!~~~-:::~~:::::::::::: :::::: .. : ... --·;.-- ~ 8 g ...... 0. :::::: ···----~~- ~:g~g ........ 0. ::::::::~: ------~·-~~~- !g 
Pleasant Grove Seminary......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 b4 1, 500 0 0 330 38 
"\Vashington College.............. ...... x x x 0 0 0 0 9-25 6, 000 2, 000 100 520 38 
iX~~1~';)r 0so~ea;_v::::::::::::::: ·--o-- ... o .. ---;-- ---;.-- ... o .. ·--o-- 1og ~ ~g ~:~g~ -----·--o· ........ o ......... 5oo· ~~ 
Cal.-ert .Academy*.................................. x .......................... 20,30,40 8,000 .......... .......... ............ 40 
Corpus Christl Military nnd Com- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. 52 3, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, 000 40 
morcial .Academy. 
GonzalcsMaloandFemaleCollego . x x x x x x 100 ...... 
Sal>ino Valley Uni>oi·sity. . . . . . . . . x x x x x . . . . . . 550 60 
Lancaster Masonir 1Jlstituto...... . .. .. . . . .. .. :x x .... .... ....... .. ........ . 


















Sept., 1st Mon. 
.August 3. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
July, 3d Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
.August 23. 





Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 
September 6. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept .. , 1st Mon. 













210 37 I September 22. 

























































































St.:M:ary'slnstitute............... x x x x x x 1,400 
Ursuline Convent................. ...... x x x ...... •••••• 300 
Coronal Institute ....................... I x x x 0 ...... 0 
Guadalupe College................ ...... ...... x x ...... ...... 1, 200 

























Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 1. 
Sept., lst Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Septemb.er 1. 
Sept., last Mon. Add Ran College................. ...... x x x 
East Texas University .................................... 1 ...... 1 ...... , ••••••• '--····'· ....... . . , ......... ·'··········'--···· •••• , •••••••••••• , ..... . 
Mcindoes Falls Academy .. --·.-·· 0 0 0 x I 0 0 700 
1, 000 
0 1 ...... - .. . 6, 000 2, 600 1561. - ........ .. 33 October. 
Barre Academy. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. x x x x x 
Goddard Seminary...... .. . .. .. . .. 0 x x x x 
St. Agnes' Hall* .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 x x 0 
Mt. Anthony Seminary* .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. x x x 
Bristol Academy . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. 0 x x x 
Vermont Episcopal Institute .. . .. .... .. x x x 
Derby Academy*..... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . x 
Essex Classical Institute.......... 0 0 x x 
New lla.mpton Institution*....... x .... .. x x 
Orleans Lilloml Institute . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x 0 
IIarclwick Acarlemy........ ...... 0 x x x 
Clmmplain llall* ....... _ .. _....... x x x 
Lamoille Central Acauomy . . . . . . . 0 x 0 
Black River Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 
Lyndon Literary Institution'' ....................... I x 
Monteuollo Institute.............. x ...... . ... .. 
Beeman Academy . .............. . 0 0 
Caledonia County U rammar School. .. .. .. x 
i~~~lcH~:~~~~~ -~-~~~~~:'::::::: ~ .. ~ .... -~. ·/-- -~ .. 
Villa Barlow Boarding and Select . . . • . . x x 




































28 20,000 ...... ~ ... ..... . .... 2,000 
100 30 80, 000 . . .. . .. . .. . • • .. .. . .. 2, 500 
15-50 10, 000 .................. .. 
40 12,000 .................. .. 
3 I 22i 6, ooo o .............. _ ..... .. 







10~24 10, 000 3, 000 180 1, 100 
18, 20 7, 000 10, 000 600 1, 000 
15, 21 12, 000 . ....... - . .....•...........••... 
7i 2, 500 700 42 300 
blG 7, 000 0 0 320 
a19 .......... .......... .......... 600 
~~~~ .. -. -. :~~ ...... -.. ~. -....... ~- .. ....... ~~~. 
15-30 20, 000 4, 000 200 1, 200 
30 2, 500 ....... - .. .. .. . .. .. . 1, 500 
a21 3, 000 10, 000 800 &50 
1G 8, 000 15, 000 900 700 
28 50, 000 3, 000 180 6, 780 
e240, 320 4-, 000 0 .. . .. • .. .. .. ......... . 
10-20 20,000 -.... ..... .••. ...... 700 
Dame. 
St . .Tolmsbury Academy.......... x x 0 x x x 4~0 ...... 30 100,000 13,400 I 800 I 4, 930 
Vermont Acn.demy.. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. 0 x x x x x 4a0 50 24,30 ......................................... . 
Newton Academy................. .... .. x x x x .... • • ..... • .. .... .. 21,24 10, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. . . ...... 800 
GreenMountainPerkinsAcademy ...... x x x x x 300 20 20-25 . .. ...... 13,000 650 800 
Thetford Academy and Boarding .. • . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . -.. x x .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20-25 10,000 5, 000 300 800 
School. 
40 August 20. 
40 August 25. 
40 September 17. 
40 Sept., 1st week. 
33 Sept., 2d Tues. 
42 September 1. 
33 September 2. 
40 August 20. 
35 August 19. 
22 August. 
33 September. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
33 Aug., last -week. 
34 August24. 
39 August 26. 
39 September 11. 
39 Aug., last Tues. 
41 Sept., 1st Tues. 
39 Sept., 1st Wed. 
40 Nov., last Wed. 
42 September 1. 
40 I Aug., IMt Tu"· 39 Sept., lstWed. 
36 September. 
35 August 25. 
39 September 1. 
~!~~s~rt~~;;~:-~~-~~~~!.·.:::::: ... o ..... o ... ·--;-- ··-;-- ···x·· · ·--;-- :::::::~ :::::: ....... i5 ..... 3;5oo· .......... .......... ............ 33 September2. 
Glenwood Classical Seminary..... 0 0 x x x x 175 0 24 10,000 1, 000 60 .. . .. . •••••• 36 September 3. 
A bin~ on Male Academy*........ 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 20-30 12, 000 .. .. .. . .. . • • . ••• • • • . .. .. .. .. • .. 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Belle avenlnstitute .. .. ..... _.. ...... x x x 0 0 ...... .. ...... 40 .......... ...... .... ....... ... •••••• .... .. 38 September 15. 
Epi,..copallli!l:h School of Virginia* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . .. .. 100 15, 000 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. 20, 300 38 Sept., 4th W ~d. 
PotomacAcademy ........ . .... . .......................... x ...... ........ ...... 50-70 .......... .......... .......... ............ 40 Sept.,3dWe · 
St. John's Academy............... x 0 o x .... .. x 1, 000 0 32-40 6 000 o 0 1, 853 43 Sept., 1st Mon. 
M
st. Mary's Academy*-............. .. .. . . X X X X .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. e200 ..... • .. -.. . •• • • • • .. • . • --...... . .. .. .. .. .. . 44 Sept., 1st Mon. 
t. Pisgah Academy............. . . .. .. x x x .... • . .. • • • • 300 27 ' e175 15, 000 ............. ; . .. • . . 1, 800 39 September 1. 
*From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. l> Partly supported by public tax. a Free to residents. 

















































TABLE VI.- Statistics of instit·ntions for secondary instru.;ti.on for 1879, 4'c.- Continued. 
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I • 1-;;;-1-;.;-121 1221231241 2~ 1261 27 I 28 I 29 I 30 1~1321 33 
Bothol Classicallllld Military Acad- 0 
emy. 
Piedmont Female Institute ...... . 
Thyne Institute ... .............. . 
Elk Creek Academy.............. 0 
Gor<lonsville Female Institute... .. ... ·1 x 
II em don Female Seminary*..... . . 0 0 
Leesburg Academy*.... . . . . . . . . . 0 
Villanova Academy............... 0 
Locust Dale Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 






St. Mary's Female Academy ..... . 
Webster Military Institute* ..... . 






























































1~:~~~ ~----·---g-1·--·····g· 2, 000 0 
350 
---- i.~~~~: I:~~:~~~~ ~:1::~~ ~:::~:1 :::::: ::~~6: 
--- i5: ooo -
1 
: ::: : ::: :: I ~ ::: :::::: 
1
--- · · · 2:000-
15, 000 - - ... -- ... - -........ 5, 200 
X X 3,000 ...... 40-70 10,000 .................. .. --····1··--··1"" ..... , ...... , .......... , .... ---- .. , ....... --·~- ........ . 
0 0 3, coo ------ 10-30 30, 000 ......... - ........ --
900 
3, 000 
40 S3pt., 3d Thurs. 
40 September 15. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
20 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 15. 
39 September 9. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
41 Sept., 1st Tues. 
40 Sept., 3d Mon. 
40 Sept., last Mon. 
40 j Sept., 3d Mon. 
52 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Richmoncl Institute. _ .................... ----- ... --- _ .. _ ... ____ . ... ... 2, 300 100 8 30,000 ......... _ .... ____ .. ....... ..... 36 October 1. 
September 1. 
September 8. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
September. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st week. 
AprilS. 
~~~:e~!t~o?o~r~ig~c~~~~~i~~~~~~ :~~~:: ·:: ::: ::~::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ----~~~- ---~~- 6g ----~·-~~~- :::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::~:::::~ ~~ 
SutlolkCollegiateinstitute . ...... x ...... x x o 0 400 .••.•. c20 3,000 .......... · .......... ------------ 40 
SuffolkFomaleinstitute... ...... . ...... x x x ...... ...... ••••.•.. 20 25-40 .......... ... . ...... .......... .•••••..•.•. 40 
Fa~rfax HalL...... . .................... x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 16-50 10,000 ..... .,.... .......... ............ 40 
Pnnoe E(hv:ml Acmlemy......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50-65 3, 500 0 0 1, 200 38 
St.~f:rry·s ""\rntlemy ......................... x x ______ ...... .. ............ . ......... ---------- .......... .......... ............ 44 
]!l:cHch'Cn•l'k lnallt.uLo ... ..... ...... x x x 0 0 ........ 0 G-IG 1,fl00 0 0 225 1G 
Acaucmio dep't of Storer College . x x x x 0 x 3, 000 300 8-12 50, 000 7, 000 500 300 32 
~;Nlt~~~;.~:t~E :::: ~:: :::~:: :::i:: :::~:: ::~:: :::~:: ::::~; :~~~~~ .... :~! :::~;;;;: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::;;~ .:.~~-
Oct., 1st Tues. 






































1Hl8 Seguiu Collegiate Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
1169 Albion Academy and N ormaJ In- . .... .. .... . 
stitute.* 
X 
X X 18, 21,24 75, 000 .......... . ......... .. 
44 I Aug., last Mon. 
42 Aug., last Tues. 
1170 Elroy Seminary...... .. .. . ........ 0 x x x 0 0 100 30 23 
1171 Fox Lake Semmary (Act~rl.emy). .. ...... ..... . .... .. ...... ...... ...... ..... . .. .••••. 28 3, 000 ' .. -- -- . -- . ' .. -- ... - - . 
39 I August. 
1172 LakeGenevaSeminary.. ... .. ... . ...... x x x x x 1,000 ...... 32 50,000 .......... .•...•.... 3,000 38 
1173 GermanandEnglishAcademy ... x x x 0 x x 430 50 18-60 ....•..... ...... ... . ..•....... .•••••.•••.. 44 
1174 St.Mary'sDaySchool* ......•••........ x x x x x ..•...•. .• •••. •••.•..... .•.. ...... 0 0 ..••••••••. . 42 
1175 St.Mary'slnstitute.............. . x x x x x x 1,500 ...... 180 100,000 ....... ... .......... ......... .. 44 
1176 Oconomowoc Seminary........... x x x x x x 500 100 d300 20,000 .••••• .• .. ...... .... d7,000 40 
U~~ ~~:~:t?~;~~~:~~~ai~A.~3:ci~~:V:: ---~- - : ~ : :::::: ---~- - :::::::: :::::: ...... i4o· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ~ 
1179 RochesterSeminary .............. 0 x x x 0 x 100 0 18-24 5,000 0 0 950 38 
1180 SeminaryofSt.FrancisofSales... 0 0 x x 0 x 6,500 . ... . . d165 100,000 .......... .......... ............ 43 
1181 Bi"'Foot.A.cademy................ ...... .•... . ...•.. x .•••• • .••••• 125 .•••.. 21-24 2,500 .......... .......... 598 38 
1182 Ca'rrollCollege* ...... . ........ .. .. 0 0 x 0 x x 1,100 0 30 15,000 2,000 150 1,519 40 
1183 Academyoftbe Visitation ... ........... x x x ....•. ...... ........ .••••. 25-75 ...... .. ...••.....• . .•••.............•....••••.. 
1184 Geor"'etOwnCollegiate Institute*. ...... x x x ...... ...... 500 ...... .•• •••••. 10,000 ••••••.... .•.....••. ....••...... 40 
1185 Acad'emyoftheVisitation*. ...... x x x x x x 2,000 ...... .......... .•........ ..••...... ..... .... ••••••.••••. 43 
1186 The Archer Institute*.................. x x x 0 0 2,000 ...... e150 50,000 .. . .. . .... .......... ............ 40 
1187 AvenuoSelectSchooP .................. x x x ...... ...... .... . ... ...... 20-40 .......... .......... ...... . ... ............ 36 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 15. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Tues. 
Sept., 1st Tues. 
September. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 12. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
October 1. 
September 15. 
Aug., last Mon. 
1189 MissCalkins'sSelectSchool...... ...... x x ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... .......... .......... .......... .•••••.... .••••..•.... 40 j Sept .. ,1stMon. 
1190 Eclectic Seminary................ 0 x x 0 . {) x 0 0 50 .......... 0 0 2,000 40 September. 
1191 Emerson Institute ......................................................................................................................... .. 
1192 IncarnationChurchSchool*....... ...... x x x ...... ...... 200 50 c40 ....... . .. .......... .......... ............ 40 
H~i ~~Yl:~r~~~~~~-=:~:::::::: ---~-- ~ ---~-- ~ :::::: :::;:: ----~~~- :::::: 6:J~g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: i~ 
1196 Rittenhouse Academy............ 0 0 0 0 0 x ........ ...... 100 5,600 .......... .......... 3,150 41 
1197 Rosslyn Seminary*. .............. ...... x ...... x ...... x 100 ...... c75 .......... .......... ... ... .... ............ 38 





Sept., 2d Mon. 
September. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
emy.* 
1199 St.Cecilia'sAcademy .................. x x x 0 x 500 .......................................................... 44 Sept.,1stMon. 
1200 St. Mary's School . ................................. . .................. ·••····· .................................... . .......................... . 
1201 St.Matthew's Institute........... x x x x x ...... ........ ...... 60 .......... .......... .......... ............ 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
1202 W ashington Female Seminary.... x x x x x . x 300 50 d 350 6, 000 .. • . .. • • • • . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . 40 September 15. i~~~ ;:::~~~~e~~~li :::::::::::::: -- -~ -- ---~-- ---~-- : :::::: :::::: ----~~~- :::::: · ii;ia;ii>" :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: !8 ~:~~::~:~ ig: 
1205 Young Ladies' French and English x x x x .. ---- ---- .. ----.... .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . • • .. • • • .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 40 September 6. 
1206 p~~~~~fF~:~i~:le!;~~~~-- ... -.... -- ........... -............ -- .. .. .. . ..................... -- ....... -........... -.. -.. ~--- ..... -- .. --- ... -- .. 
1207 ~encerAcademy................. ...... ...... x ...... 0 0 300 ...... jO ........... .......... g6,000 0 40 I Oct., lstMon. ~~~~ iti:~~J:~~i{~~:~;~i;~~:~:::~ :::d:: :::;:: :::;:~ :::;:: :::d:: ... ; .. :::::~~: :::~~: :::::~:~~: :::~~:~~~: ::::::::~: ::::::::~: ::::::i,:~o~: :::i~: l September. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Educationforl878. d Includes board. g Annual appropria.tion from the United St:1tes Govern-
a Value of grounds :1nd apparatus. e Tuition in English and French. ment. 
b APw-tly supported by public tax. f Ten dollars a month allowed by Choctaw government h From report of the territorial superintendent for 1878. 













































TABLE VI.- Sta.tistics of institutions for secondary instruct·ion jm· 187D, ~c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
I Is drawing I Is m nsic I 'd Library. ~ Property, income, &c. taught~ tnught 1 § 
13 ~~ ~ ~ ai 
""' a.lP, Q Q ~§ .... Cl) rn ~ .9 0 ~~ a as ~~ '0 «1 ::l ::l ~~ ~ ...... l=:o::j 'd 't:l C)d ~ Cl)~ 0 • ~ <I)""' 0 ~p o -+" 8§ ..,rn :;3-E Namo. I ~ ~ ~~ ~ CIJ ;... r:;:.,':::l ....... ~ ]~ ""' 1=1 ..... ~:S CIJ£ 'S~ S§ .s~ as .-d C) ~ 0 -~g ..cl-+" <o-< bll ai O<o-< ~ ~ s A ~ C)~ o~.;: -+"<1> ~(];) $~ -~ 0 ~-a ..-<<l> §-~ s~ ..cl ~ ~ a.> ,.0 <l:l'd (];) ,.....«! -~~ ~ (];) s ] s ~tO ::l ~:g ~ o""' ~ Q) C) a.> Q) ::l C) ~ ~ 0 ~:>.~ ... 0 ..cl l=l C) ~ p. ~ 0 il< :z; ~ ~ p. ~ ~ 
-- --
-- ----
1 119 20 21 22 23 24 2:) 26 27 28 29 30 31 
- --------------
------------
LasVPgasCollege ................ 0 0 x x ............ 1,500 ...... $15 $25,000 ----------1----------l $2,000 
San Miguel County Educational ........................ . ..... , ......................................................... .. 
antl Litera ry Institute. 
tt~~~~h~o~·~ ~~1I!g~~:-~~~i-~~~~:: ···o -- ·--o-- ~ ~ ·--o-- ·--o-- ·--·75o- --iso· -------ao· --·24;ooo· ....... $ii- -----·-$o·/···--·s:ooo· 
~~f~~~~f#¥HH. :L: L: :\ :::~:: :::L :L: ::~~;;;: E~- :::~jl: :; n~;: :~m~~m :em~· .... :·.*ZZ 
~'itl~~a~~~atc';~~~~::~~:::::::::: :::::: : ::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ~ ·---~~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~ 
Sacred lleart Academy........... ...... x x x ...... ...... 50 10 25 12,000 ......... . .......... 4, 000 
School of the Good Shepherd..... .... .. .. . ... ...... . ... .. . ..... .••••. ..... . .. .... .. 10-25 10,000 .... .... .. .. .. .... .. 800 
Prt•sbyterianMission School........................ ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... 7~-10 b75 ............................... . 
13riglt:1m Young Ac:ulemy . .. . . .. . x x x x x x 455 .. .. . . 12-40 11, 000 .. • .. .. .. . 600 4, 024 
Rocky Mountain Seminary* . • .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. • • • . .. • . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . 20-40 c55, 000 ............................. - . . 
St. Mark's Grammar School ...... x .... .. x x 0 x 750 45 20-36 25,000 1, 000 80 1, 700 
~tM~~;::i~~~~~~r-~~:~:::::::: ___ x __ _ :::::: . .. x ... --~--- ---~-- ___ o ___ :::::::::::::: .... ~:~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ------~'.500 
Salt Lako Acn1lomy. . . . . .. .. . . .. . 0 0 x 0 0 x 100 100 32 3, 500 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . 1, 756 
Salt Lako Collegia.i:e Institute . . . 0 0 x 0 x 0 100 0 '20-40 5, 000 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 2, 025 
Slatersville Educational Institute* .. .. . . . • .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . ...... .. .... - ...... - - . - . . . . .. . . . . ............................ . . 
113~~~[~d~~~~i-~~-~~~~~::::::: :::::: ·--;·· ·--;·· ·--;·· :::::: :::::: ::::: ::: :: .......... ~~- .... 2~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ....... . 150 
St.P11ul's SchooL.... ................... x x x 0 0 350 1('0 20,40,50 7,000 .......... .......... 2,000 















44 Oct., 3d Mon. 
42 Nov., 1st Mon. 
42 November 1. 
40 September 1. 
36 September 15. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Sept~mber 5. 
36 September. 
40 September 1. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 September 1-15. 
40 August25. 
41 Sept., 1st Mon. 
40 Aug., last Mon. 
40 Aug., last Mou. 
40 September 1. 
40 September'!. 
40 September 1. 
.. . • .. September 1. 
40 
1 
Sept., 1st Thurs. 
45 August. 
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.List oj institut-ions jo1· seconda1·y instruction jt·om 'Which no injo1·mation leas been 1·eccivcd. 
Name. Location. 
Andrews Institute ........... Andrewsinstitute, 
Ala. 
DadevilleMasonicFemalein- Dadeville, Ala. 
stitute. 
Greenwood Male and Female Greenwood, Ark. 
Institute. 
Napa Ladies' Seminary...... N:tpli. City, Cal. 
St. Joseph's College.......... Rohnerville, Cal. 
H~-:nn~ft~~~-hool and Nor- Sacramento, Cal. 
Sacramento Home School . . . . Sacramento, Cal. 
Home Institute . . . ......... .. San Francisco, Cal. 
St. Mary's Academy of the Denver, Colo. 
Sisters of L01·etto. 
Everest Rectory School ..... . 
Bacon Academy ....... .. ... . 
Woodburn ................. . 
Rocky Dell Institute ....... . 
The Selleck School . ........ . 
Boarding and Day School for 





Lime Rock, Conn. 
Norwalk, Conn. 
Norwich, Conn. 
Saybrook Seminary ...... .... Saybrook, Conn. 
Betts Military Academy. . . . . Stamford, Conn. 
The Maples; Family School Stamford, Conn. 
for Young Ladies. 
AlworthHall ............... . 
Riverside Institute ......... . 
St. Joseph's Academy ..... .. 
Mulberry Grove Academy .. . 
The Sout-hern Academy .... . 
Lodge Academy ......... .. . 
The Methodist Episcopal 
School. 
V\'offord Academy ....•...... 
Plenitude Academy ........ . 
St. Joseph's Academy ....... . 
Conyers Female College .... . 
Cenvers Hi~h School .....•.. 
St. Cloud High School ...... . 
Cu.thbert Male High School.. 
Elberton Female Collegiate 
Institute. 
Moss Hill Academy .....•.•.. 
Fort Valley Female Seminary 
Oak Grove Academy ....... . 
Bradwell Institute .......... . 
Hogansville School .....•..•. 
Farmers' High School ..•.•.• 
Martin Institute ... . ....... .. 
Auburn Institute .•.......•.. 
Mt. de Sales Academy ...... . 
Zion School. ................ . 
Rome Military Institute ...•. 
C. P. Beman School ......... . 
Union Academy ........... .. 
Denver College and Normal 
School. 
St. Mary's Academy ........ . 
Collegiate Institute ......... . 
Academy of the Assumption. 
StS~h~~~~ Boarding and Day 
Blairstown Academy ....... . 
Bradford Academy .....•.... 
St. Joseph's Academy ....... . 
Eldora Academy ............ . 
Eclectic Institute ........... . 
St. Mary's Female Academy . 
La Rue English and Classical 
Institute. 
Gsec~~n!is~ho~~ademy and 
Franklin Institute .......... . 
Lancaster Male Academy ... . 
Calvary Academy .......... . 
High School ........... ..... . 
Graves College ............ .. 
32 ED 

















Fort Valley, Ga. 










Stegall's Depot, Ga. 
Denver, Ind. 
La Fayette, Ind. 
La Grange, Ind. 

















Minerva Male and Female 
Colleje. 
~:~\r.'H.~~c~~~f~ S~h~~i 
Masonic Inst-itute .......... . 
Academy of St. Catherine of 
Sienna. 
Vanceburg Male and Female 
Academy. 
West Lib<::rty Male and :Fe-
male Seminar:v. 
Felicia,na Female Collegiate 
Institute. 
St. Matthew's Academy .. ... . 
St. Aloysius Academy ...... . 
Trinity School .............. . 
St. Catherine's Hall ......... . 
China Academy ............ . 
Hampden Academy ......... . 
Mattanawcook Academy ... . 
Boa1·ding and Day School for 
Young Ladies. 
Pembroke School for Boys ... 
School of Letters and Sciences 
for Boys. 
Glenwood Institute ......... . 
Notre Dame of Mary land, Col-
legiate Institute for Young 
Ladies. 
St. John's Female Seminary .. 
Highland Ha.U ........••... .. 
Miss Salisbury's School for 
Young Ladies. 
Family and Day School for 
Young Ladies. 
Willow Park Seminary ..•... 
Caledonia Academy ......... . 
St. Boniface Academy .••..... 
Norwood Hall ............. .. 
St. Joseph's Academy ...... . 
Yazoo District High School.. 
Grenada Female College .... . 
Summerville Institute ...... . 
Chillicothe Academy ....... . 
St. Joseph's Academy ..•••••• 
Palmyra Seminary ..••••••••. 
St. Patrick's Academy ....•.. 
St. Mary' I! School .•••••...•.. 
Proctor Academy .•.••••••••. 
Beede's Academic and Nor-
mal Institute. 
Dover High School ..•.•••••• 
Hampton Academy .....••••. 
Coe's Northwood Academy .. 
Dearborn Academy ..•...•... 
Barnard Academy .......... . 
Trinity Hall ...•......•...... 
Boarding and Day School for 
Young Ladies. 
Adrian Institute ..........•. 
St. Elizabeth's Academy ..•.. 
St.Jose:J.>h's Preparatory 
Boardmg School. 
Boarding School for Boys ... . 
Union Academy ............ . 
Stevensdale Institute ......•. 
Summit Institute ........... . 
Albany Female Academy ... . 
St. Mary's School for Girls .. . 
St. Elizabeth's Academy ..••. 
Almond Academy .......... . 
Young Ladies' histitute .... . 
Classical and :Bible College .. . 
Carroll P~rk School. ........ . 
Columbian Institute ........ . 








West Liberty, Ky. 
Jackson, La. 
Monroe, La. 
New Orleans, La. 





Portland, Me .. 
Baltimore, Md: 




























Seabrook, N. H. 
South Hampton, 
N.H. 
Beverly, N. J. 
Elizabeth, N. J. 
Iselin, N.J. 














Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Brooklyn. :N. Y .. 
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List of institutions for secondary instruction, 4"c.- Continued. 
Name. Location. Name. Location. 
Chatham Academy . . . . . . . . • . Chatham Village, 
N.Y. 
Mt. Vernon Seminary and Philadelphitt, Pa. 
Clarence Classical Union Clarence, N.Y. 
School. 







School for Young Ladies. . . • . Philadelphia, Pn-. 
(2023 Delancey 
Place). 
Cottage Seminary ........... . 
Friends' Seminary of Easton. 
School for Young Ladies.. . . . Philadelphia, Pa. (1519Walnutst.). 
Ury House Academy ........ Philadelphia, Pa. St. Joseph's Academy ....... . 
Hamilton Female Seminary .. 
School for Young Ladies and 
Children. 
Union Hall Seminary ........ 
St. P aul's School ........... .. 
Martin Institute .... ...... .. . 
Nassau Academy .......... .. 
Gl'lssical School ............. . 
Holladay Collegiate Institute. 
Moeller Institute ........... . 
Mount Washington Collegi-
ate Institute. 
N ot.re Dame Institute . . ..... . 
St. Vincent's lfree School ... . 
School for Boys ............. . 
Sisterhood of Gray Nuns .... . 








New York, N. Y. 
(1267 Broadway). 
New York,N. Y. 
New York, N.Y. 
New York, N.Y. 
New York, N.Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
(Rh·erdale, P.O.). 
New York, N. Y. 




The Bishop Bowmn,n Insti-
tute. 
English, French, and German 
Boarding School. 
Brewer Normal SchooL ...... 
CurrytonBaptistHighSchool. 
Limestone Springs Female 
HighSchool. 
Male Academy ...... . ...... ' . 
Yorkville Female Institute .. 
Tr.acy .Academy ........... . . . 
Stonewall Male and F emale 
College. 
Flag Pond Seminary ........ . 
West TenneHsee Seminary .. . 
South Normal and Business 
Institute (academic depart. 
ment). . 












Cross Plains, Tenn. 
:Flag Pond, Tenn. 




Miss Germond's School ..... . 




Martin Male and Female Martin, Tenn. 
.Academy. 
Branner Female Institute.... Mossy Creek, Tenn. 
Oak Grove .Academy...... . . . Pin Hook Landing, Riverview .Academy ... . . ... . 
Boarding and Day School for 
Young Ladies. 
Rye Seminary ........•....... 
Temple Grove Seminary .... . 
Mountain Institute ......... . 
White Plains Seminary ..... . 
The Old School for Boys ..... . 
Ravenscroft School ......... . 
Cary Female SeminHry ...... . 
RaJ.eigh High SchooL ... .... . 
Buckhorn .Academy ......... . 
Salem Female .Academy ..... . 
Williston Academy ......... . 
Geaugn. Seminary ........... . 
Morninp; Sun .Academy ..... 
Portsmouth Young Ladies' 
Seminary. 
Salem .Academy ............ . 
.A.ll)[tny Collegiate Institute .. 
"Baker' City Academy ....... . 
Bethel Institute ............. . 
Grand Ronde Indian .Agency 
Poughkeepsie,N. Y. 















Morning Sun, Ohio. 
Portsmouth, Ohio. 
South Salem, Ohio. 
.Albany, Oreg. 
Baker City, Oreg. 
Bethel, Oreg. 
Grand Ronde, Oreg. 
Manual Labor Boarding 
and Day School. 
Porthncl Academy and J.'e- Portland, Oreg. 
male Seminary. 
Ripley Academy ........... .. 
West Tennne11see Norm a 1 
School and Business Insti-
tute. 
Madison .Academy .......... . 
Fulton .Academy ........... .. 
Cumberland Institute ... .... . 
Nourse Seminary .......... .. 
White Seminary ............ . 
Watauga .Academy ......... . 
Ursuline .Academy ... ..... .. . 
Burlington Young Ladies' 
School. 
Jericho .Academy . .......... . 
Montpelier Union School ... . 
Morgan .Academy ........... . 
Shoreham C en t r a 1 Hi g h 
School. 
Academy of the Visitation .. 
Alexandria .Academy ....... . 
Yeates' Lower SchooL ...... . 
Yeates' Upper School. .... .. . 
White Rock l!'emale High 
School. 
.Ann Smith Academy ....... . 
Union .Academy . .......... .. 
Landon Female School. ..... . 
.Academy of the Sisters of St. 
Joseph. 
Monongalia Academy ....... . 
Bishop thorpe School..... . . . . Bethlehem, Pa. 
Linden Fem'lle Seminary . . . . Doylestown, .I:' a. 
Friends' Gracled School . . . . . . Germantown, Pa. 
. Female Seminary .. . .. . . .. .. . Greens burgh, Pa. 
within Sbortlidge's Media. Media, Pa. Morgantov..-n Female Semi-
.A.cad my for Boys. nary. 
Greenwood •mi_nary ........ Millville, Pa. St. Joseph's Academy ........ 
Lake bore !:"$£'mmary . . . . . . . . North East, Pa. St. Mary's School .•.•........ 
Cla sic~l , Mnt~ematical, and Philadelphia, Pa. Dupont .Academy ..•......... 
~ngh h em mary. I (11 S. 16th st.) . St. John's Female School. .... 
M.i s D:-B. Burt's 'chool ...... Philadelphia, Pa. Georgetown Institute for' 
:F.:ri nds; Central chool. . .. .. Philadelphia, Pa. Males. 
:Fnends Select hool . . . . . . . Philad lpbia, Pa. .Academy of the Sacred Heart 
(Germantown 1 ofMary. 
ave.). • Ca.pitolliillF«>maleSeminary. L~ Grang !::chool.. .......... Pbiladel}'hia, Pa. En'gli"i b and French Board-
Ml Lali'd's. mlnary for Philad lpbia, Pa. I ingllnd·Day chool. 
Young Lad1e . Mt. Vernon Institute ........ 






Near Sparta, Tenn· 










.Alexandria, Va . 
Belleville, Va. 
Belleville, Va. 
Near Fork Union, 
Va. 
Lexington, Va . 
Spout Spring, Va.. 
Stevensville, Va. 
Clarksburg, W.Va . 
Morgantown, W. 
Va. 
Morgantown, W . 
Va. 
Wheeling, W.Va. 
Wheeling, yr. Va.. 
Dupont, WIB. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Georgetown, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
(1018 17th st.). 
Washinsrton, D. C 
(1530 !St.). . 
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Name. Location. Name. Location. 
. .. 
Pinkneh Institute ........... 
School ·or Young Ladies . .... 
Washington, D. C. 
Washinfton, D. C. 
Thompson Academy ......... 
Young Ladies' Semmary ..... 
Washington, D. 'a 
Washinfton. D. C. (New orkave.). (1336 st.) l 
School for Young Ladies and Washington, D. C. Cherokee Female Seminary .. Near Tahlequali, 
Ind.Ter. Children. (908 12th st.). 
TABLE VI.-Mmnm·anda. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Harrison College......... . .. ........... Harrison, .A.rk. . . . . . . See Arkansas Conference Seminary; 
probably identical. 
Point Lorna Seminary ................. . 
Seminary for Young Ladies (Mrs. R. T. San Diego, Cal ....... Suspended,. San Francisco, Cal . . . Closed. 
Huddart). 
Hill's Academy ....................... . 
Young Ladies' School. ....•............ 
Gothic Hall ........................... . 
Green's Farms Academy ..•........•... 
Milford High School .. .... .... ..•...... 
.A.. B. Brumby's School for Boys ....... . 
Gilmer Street School. ................. . 
Dan burg High School ................. . 
Cedar Grove Academy ................ . 
La Grauge ·Military Institute ......... . 
Mercer High SchooL. .... .. ..... ..... .. 
Rock River Seminary .... .......• .••••. 
Essex, Conn ....... .. 
Greenwich, Conn ... . 
Stamford, Conn ..... . 
Westport, Conn .... .. 
Milford, Del ......•.. 
Athens, Ga ........ .. 
Cartersville, Ga ..... . 
Dan burg, Ga ........ . 
Decatur, Ga ......... . 
La Grange, Ga ...... . 
Penfield, Ga ......... . 
Mount Morris, Ill ... . 
Waveland Collegiate Institute......... Wavaland, Ind ...... . 
Danville Classical and Military .A.cad- Danville, Ky ........ . 
emy. 
Collegiate School for Young Ladies . • • . Louisville, Ky ...... . 
Marvin Female Academy ............. . 
Morganfield Collegiate Institute . .••••. 
Hebrew Educational Institute . ....... . 
Louisville, Ky ... .. .. 
Morganfield, Ky .... . 
New Orleans, La .. .. . 
Family School for Girls at " The Wil-
lows." 
Farmington, Me ...•. 
Family School ....................... .. 
Blackstone Square School. ...........•. 
Wayside School. .... . ................ .. 
Hillside Boarding and Day School .••... 
Mrs. Towle's Scliool .................. . 
Michigan M;ilitary Academy ..•........ 
L eighton Academy .................. .. 
Arcadia College .... ................ . .. . 
Belmont, Maas . .... .. 
Boston, Maas ....... . 
Concord, Mass .. .... . 
N e'wton, Mass ....... . 
Detroit, Mich ....... . 
Orchard Lake, Mich .. 
Saint Paul, Miun . ... . 
Arcadia, Mo ........ . 
Shelby High School. . . . . . . . . . .. .. • • . . . . Shelbyville, Mo ...... 
Stewartsville Seminary ... .. ••..•..... . 
Nashua Literary Institution .. ..•.... . . 
New Jersey Coilegiate Institute ...... . 
West Jersey Academy . ............... . 
Young Ladies' Seminary ......•..•..... 
Hillside Cottage Seminary ...•..•...... 
Montrose Military Institute ...• •...... 
Augt!sta Academy . ................ ... . 
Bay View Institute ............. ...... . 
Dr. H. Medler's English, German, and 
French Academy. 
East Ham burgh Friends' Institute .•••. 
Boarding and Day School ............. . 
Boarding and i>ay School for Young 
Ladies. J' 
Bo1l.rding and Day School for Young 
Ladies (Anna VanWagenen). 
English and French School for Young 
L~es (Miss .A.yre&). . 
English, French, and German·Boarding 
and Day School. ;.-
English, French, and German School for 
Youn~ Ladies (Miss Haines). 
Stewartsville, Mo ... . 
Nashua,N.H . ...... . 
Bordentown, N. J ... . 
Bridgeton, N. J ..... . 
Hightstown, N. J ... . 
Montclair, N. J .... .. 
Orange,N.J ....... .. 
Augusta, N. Y ...... . 
Ballylon, N. Y .. .... . 
Brooklyn, N. Y ..... . 
EastHam burgh, N.Y. 
New York,N. Y. (37 
E11.st 29th street). 
New York, N. Y. (7 
Ea&t 42d street).J 
New :York, N.Y. (13 
East 49th street). 
New York, N.;y, (15 
West 42d stree ) . 
N~wl.York, N. 11. (52· 
West 47th street). 
New York, N.Y . .... 
Closed. 
Closed. . 









Reorganized under name ofMt. Morris 





See Union Academy; identical. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
See Wayside School; identical. 
Not found. 
Removed to Belmont. 
Closed. 
See Detroit Female Seminary. 
See Table VII. 
Closed. 
Purchased by the Roman Catholic de-
nomination and now known as the 
Arcadia College and .A.cad~JDY of the 
Ursuline Sisters. 
Succeeded by the high school depart-
ment of Shelbyville publie schools. 




See The "Home" Seminary. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
Closed. 
See State Street Academy. 
Closed; superseded byEast~amburgh 
Select School. 






Fezandie Institute .................... . New York, N.Y .... ·. Closed. 






French and English Sc.4ool (Mlle. Lenz). New York, N. Y ..••. 
New York Latin SchooL ............... New York, N.Y .... . 
Port Chester Military Institute ........ Port Chester, N.Y .. . 
Poughkeepsie Military Institute. . . . . . . Poughkeepsie, N. Y .. 
:Methfessel Institute................... Stapleton, N. Y ..... . 
Oakside Family School for Boys . . . . . . . Unionville, N. Y ..•. . 
Locust Hill Seminary.................. Pittsboro', N. C .... .. 
Peace Institute . . . . . • . .. • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . Raleigh, N. C ...... .. 
St. Augustine's Normal School......... Raleigh, N.C ...... .. 
Hopewell Academy.................... Stantonsburg, N.C .. . 
Randall Academy.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Berlin, Ohio ......... . 
St. Joseph's College.................... Cincinnati, Ohio ..... . 
Germantown Institute ....••....•...... Germantown, Ohio .. . 
Goshen Seminary . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. • • . . . . . Goshen, Ohio ......••. 
Ashland Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Ashland, Oreg ....•.. 
Mt. Pleasant Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boyertown, Pa ...... . 
Eaton Female Institute.... . . . . . • • . . . . . Kennett Square, Pa .. 
Miss E. M. Bennett's School. . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa ..•.. 
L~:d\e~quare Seminary for Young Philadelphia, Pa .. .. . 
Hamiltonian Institute . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Uniontown, Pa .... .. 
Oak Grove Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . Cave Sprin~, Tenn .. . 
Edgefield Female Seminary .••...•..... Edgefield, Tenn ...•.. 
Edgefield Male Academy ..... , . . . . . . . . Edgefield, Tenn ..... . 
Reagan H~~h School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morristown, Tenn .. . 
Nashville ~ormal and Theological In- Nashville, Tenn .... .. 
stitute. 
Paris Female Seminary . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Paris, Tenn ... ' ...... . 
German-American Ladies' College ..... Austin, Tex ......... . 
Military Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Antonio, Tex ... . 
Sullins Female College ................ Bristol, Va .......... .. 
Southern Female Institute ............. Richmond, Va ...... . 
Waupaca County Academy ............ Baldwin'sMills, Wis. 
Wisconsin Female College ............. Fox Lake, Wis ...... . 
Lakeside Seminary . . . . . . . . • . . . ... . . • . . . Oconomowoc, Wis .. . 
School for Boys (John B. Davidson). . . . Georgetown, D. C .••. 
Not found. 
See Table VII. 
See Starr's Militar:y Institute. 
Name changed to Dr. Warring's Mill· 
tary Boarding School. · . . 
Superseded by German-.Amrrican Jn. 
stitute. 
See Hartwell's Family Schoolfor Boys; 
identical. 
Closed. 
See Table VIII. 
See Table Ill. 
Not in existence. 
Closed. 
See Table IX. 
Suspended. 
Suspended. 





Closed; being succeeded by Hazzard's 
.Academy, Monongahela City. 
&o~~~~a~~dm:f!f~c~~*ard's Sem-




See Tables III and XI. 
Superseded by Mrs. Dr. Milam's School 
for Girls. 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
See Bristol, Tenn. 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
See Table VIII .. 
N arne changed to Oconomowoc Semi-
nary. · · 
Closed. 
TABLE VII.-Statistics of prepamtory scf~oois, including sclwols for secondary instnwtion having preparatory deparhncnt8, for i879; from 1'rp7,ies to ino 
quiries by the Uv.ited States Bureau of Education. 
NOTE- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .•.. indicates no answer. 
~ 
Name. Location. 0 
~ ~ "' 









1. 2 3 4 
1 Berkeley Gymnasium.............. Berkeley, Col . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 
2 Oak Mound School for Boys.. . .. . . . Napa, Cal...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1873 
3 California Military Academy....... Oakland, Cal.............. 0 1865 
4 Oakland Hi"h School .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Oakland, Cal.............. 0 1869 
5 Franciscan College........... .. . . .. Santa Barbara, Cal........ . . • . .. 1868 
6 Santa Barbara College.......... .. . Santa Barbara, Cal........ 181l9 1869 
7 Golden Academy*.. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . Golden, Colo.... .. .. . . . . . . 0 1878 
8 Hartford Public High School . . . . . . Hartford, Conn . . . . . . . . . .. 0 1847 
9 Hopkins Grammar School . . . . . . . . . New Haven, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1660 
10 Norwich Free Academyk .......... Norwich,Conn ..••••...... 1854 1856 
11 Connecticut Literary Institution... Suffield, Conn ............. 1833 1833 
12 Woodstock Academy...... • . • . . . . Woodstock, Conn...... . . . 1802 1802 
13 Academy of Richmond County ..•. Augusta,Ga........ .... . . . 1783 ..... 
14 South Georgia Male Institute...... Dawson, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 1871 
15 Allen. Academy and Polytechnic Chicago, Ill. (144 and 146 ----.. 1874 
Principal. 
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J'ohn F . Burris, A.B ........... Non-sect 12 24 20 88 10 181 3 1 4 40 
C. M. Walker .. . .............. Non-sect 5 9 16 45 7 2 .... 7 4 40 
Rev. David McClure, PH. n .... Non-sect 9 15 20 70 14 . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 4 40 
J'. B. McChesney, A. M .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • • 11 6 10 250 14 6 1 35 3 43 
Rev . .r oseph J'. O'Keefe, o. s. F. R. C..... .. ...................... -- .. -- .. ---- .. · • .. ----
Mrs. Ellwood Cooper.......... Non-sect 7 6 0 .. . .. . .. • • . . 2 20 4 5 40 
Rev.T.L.Bellam,A.M .•••••.. P.E ..... 2 3 6 21 9 .............. 6 40 
J'oseph Hall, A.M .............. Non-sect 16 100 • .•. 350 12 14 4 40 4 40 
W. L. Cushing ...... .. ........ Non-sect 5 75 25 0 11 29 7 3 5 38 
Rev.William Hutchison, A.M .. Cong.... 7 30 .. .. 140 .. .. .. 5 3 16 4 42 ~ftliShores,A.M .. ............ Baptist. 7 44 8 85 (a) 6 .... 6 4 ~g 
amE.Bunten ........... . Cong .... 3 8 .... 30 (a) .............. 4 
George W. Rains, M. n......... Non-sect 3 6 0 64 12 .. .. . . • . 17 4 36 
W.H.Allenand.T.W.F.Lowrey M.E. So 2 ... .... 80 8 86 .... 9 .... 40 
IraW.Allen,A.M.,LL.D . ...... Non-sect 13 45 25 57 6 .............. 10 40 Institute. Twenty-second street). 
16 YaleSchool. ....................... Chicago,Ill ..................... 18791 Mrs . .A.. E. Bates; Nathaniel1Non-sectl5112 
1 . Butler,jt., M.A. (master). 1~ ~ple_.A.cademy* ............ .... J'a<?ksonville,lll. ......... ------ 1869 GeorgeW.Bailey_{secretary). Non-sect (b) llj19 j---- -- j------ j·--· j-- -- l------l--·· l 38 t. an Cis Solan us College • • • .. . . . Qumcy, Til. . . . . .. .. • . • • • . . 1873 1859 Rev. Anselm us Miiller, o. s. F. R. c..... 5 ........................................ .. 
(rector). 
13 12 r •••• r •••• , •••••• 7 40 
"'From Re:port of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 

















'!'ABLE Vli.-Slatistics of p1'eparalory schools, including schools for secondm·y instmction having preparatory departrncnts, for 1879, ~c.-Cont1inued. 
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7' I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 1121131 14 I Hi 116 
I I 1-----1-1-1-1-- 1--1-'-~--~--·-
19 Indinnapolis Classical SchooL ...... I Indianapolis, Ind .... - -.... 
1 
..... -
20 Burlington University ... _......... Burlington, Iowa ... -..... 1852 
21 Cla~sical SchooL.--------· --------1 Dubuqne,Iowa ............... .. 
22 Lynnland Institute* .............. . Glendale, Ky ............. 1867 
23 Edw!ll'd Little High School . . . . . . . . .Au burn, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1!170 
24 Hebron A cademy* ...... . ... . ...... R ebron, Me ............... 1804 
25 Houlton Academy.................. Boulton, Me .............. 1o47 
26 Nichols Latin School*......... . . . . . Lewiston, Me............. 1868 
27 Maine Central Institute........... . Pittsfield, Me............. 1866 
28 Watervilltl Classical Institute ...... Waterville, Me .. ......... 1841 












School. street, nea,r Eutaw). I 
30 Rockville Academy ... . ........... _ Rockville, Md............. 1805 11809 
31 Phillips Academy . . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . Andover, Mass .. . . . . .. .. 1780 1778 
32 Chauncy Hall SchooL ... ... .... .... Boston, Mass.(259Boylston 0 1828 
street) . 
SewallandAbbot ............. Non-sect 31 · l*30) 12 6 .... ...... 5 38 
E. F. Stearns...... .. .. . . .. . . .. Baptist . 5 2 i.... 52 . . . .. . 2 .. .. 0 3 38 
Prof.A.J.Schlager ..................... 4 ----~----~------ .......................... .. 
Gen. William F. Perry ... (. .... .. .. . .. . .. 6 19 15 52 (a) .. .. .. .. 8 5 40 
J. W. V . Rich ................. Non-sect 4 20 0 138 12 5 0 15 4 36 
E.A.Daniels ................. Baptist_ 6 30 .... 60 (a) 14 .... ...... 4 33 
Rev. IY. S. Knowlton, A.M ..... Baptist . 4 (172) ... ................ ....... .. 
FritzW.Baldwin,A.?>L ....... FreeBap 5 651----1 5 14 12 2 0 3 39 
Kingsbury Bachelder, A.M .... F. W. B . .. .. (229) . . .. . . . .. .. ............. -- · 
J. H. Hanson, LL. D •••••••••••• Baptist . 4 71 12 81 (a) 19 1 17 3 40 
Eli M. Lamb ____ ........ .. .. .. Friends . 13 20 5 206 8 8 .. .. 5 9 41 
Cooke D. Luckett ....................... 1 .... .... 31 ......................... 42 
Cecil F. P. Bancroft, PH.D .... _ Non-sect 8 129 80 .. .. .. . . .. .. 32 4 23 4, 3 38~ 
William H.Ladd ........................ 17 (bl82) 26 9 .... .... ...... 6 40 
331 English an(l Classical School for 
Boys. 
Boston, Mass. (10 Somerset 
street). 
1860 I William N. Eayrs ..... : ....... 1 ......... . 13113 
20 
15 10 0 5 6 40 
3 40 
4 40 
34 English High SchooL .........••••. 
35 Girls' High School 
Boston, Mass. (Bedford st) .I .•... . I 1821 
Boston, Mass. (West New-
ton street). 
Edwin P. Seaver ........... ---~ Non-sect 119 
Homer~- Sprague ............ ·Non-sect 19 
36 I Girls' Latin SchooL .•............. ·j Boston, Mass.tWestNew- 1879 1 JohnTetlow ....... ........... INon-sect 4 
ton street). 




J . P. Hopkinson ........... ---- ~ ------·--· (70) 
l 
c~~i I' ... ~~ . .. ~ _ .. ~ _ ... ~. 
c65 .............. ------








































38 I Private Cla.aiool School.. •..••.. _,. Boston, Mass. (40 Winter 0 ,1866 George W. C. Noble, A.M ...... Non-sect 5 68 0 2 10 7 2 .••••. 6 40 street). 






9 3 52 5 40 41 Day and , · y School ............ Cambridge, Mass. (123 Jn. 1865 Joshua Kendall ..•.......•••.. 2 6 .... 4 ...... .... ..... 
------ -----
39 man street). 
42 Public High School. ............... Concord, Mass ............ 1851 William L. Eaton .....•.. . .... ................... 3 10 1 44 14 1 .... 2 4 39 43 Williston Seminary ................ Easthampton, Mass ....... 1841 1841 Joseph Whitcomb Fairbanks, Non-sect 8 101 15 68 14 27 8 7 4 39 PH. I>. 44 Lawrence .Academy .......••....... Groton, Mass ......•...... 1793 1793 E. S. Ball, A.M ...... ........... ·e:~~g~::: 4 12 .... 63 ........... 3 1 8 4 39; 45 M~~:k~i'1;~do~ii~; G:i;1:s· :::::::::: Monson, Mass ............. 1804 1806 D. Newton Putney, A.M ....... 4 ...... . ................ 4 3 39 46 Northampton, Mass ..... . 1877 Miss Mary ·.A. Burnham . ...... Cong .... 7 22 .... 14 1 1 37 47 Mr. Kn~p's Home School* . . ...... Plymouth, Mass .......... 1867 Frederick N. Knapp ... . ...... Non-sect 3 4 4 4 10 2 6 40 48 .Adams cademy .................. Quincl,, Mass ............. 1872 William Everett, PH.D •••••••. Non-sect 4 (69) 13 14 2 4 35 49 St. Mark's School. ................. South orough, Mass ...... 1865 1865 Rev. J. I. T. Coolidge, D. D •.••. P.E. .... 5 ~~ 1· io· ···2o· 12 4 3 6 37 50 Greylocr Institute ............. . ... South Williamstown, Mass 0 1842 ~:~~fn~~d ~~~!~~-~I- ~ :::::: Cong .... 8 6 4 10 5 38 51 Edwa'rd P1abe School ...•.. . ...... Stockbridge, Mass ........ 1855 Non-sect 1 (6) ...•.. 12 1 1 52 52 West Newton English and Classi· West Newton, Mass ...... 1855 1854 Nathaniel T. Allen ............ Non·seet 12 20 15 63 8 6 4 15 8 37 cal Schoo~ r:n 53 Worcester ~demy .....•.•....... Worcester, Mass .......•.. 1834 1834 Nathan Leavenworth, A.ll! .... Baptist . 7 30 3 57 14 1 0 2 4 39 1-3 54 Michigan Military .Academy ....... Orchard Lake, Mich ...... 1877 Col. J. Sumner Rogers (sup 't). Non-sect 7 8 3 64 1 36 p.. 55 Smi.th .Academy .••................ St. Louis, Mo ............. Denham .Arnold, A. 1\L • . ••••••• (d) (d) (d) (d) 11 6 40 1-3 ~ 56 ~tifm .Academy .................. Centre Strafford, N.H ..... 1830 1830 Rev. S.C. Kimball, A.M ........ Non-sect 2 5 .... 40 5 3 20 r:n 57 , , aul's School* .................. Concord, N. H ........ . .. . 1855 1856 Rev. Henry .A. Coit, D. D .•••••• P.E ..... 16 170 20 20 12 28 2 6 6 38 1-3 58 Phillips Exeter .Academy .••.•..... Exeter, N.H .............. 1781 1783 .Albert C. Perkins, A.M ........ Non-sect 6 191 .... 21 13 38 1 4 4 38 ~ 0 59 Kimball Union .Academy .......... Meriden, N. H ............ 1813 1815 George J. Cummings, ll!. A ..•.. Cong ... . 5 35 5 90 14 10 12 4 39 p.. 60 McCollom Institute ................ Mt. Vernon,N.H ......... 1850 1850 W.H.Ra~A.B ................ Non-sect 5 17 5 52 2 3 4 4. 38 t"1 61 Colby .Academy .................... New London, N.H ........ 1837 1836 E. J. Mac wan, A.M., and.Ade- Baptist . 7 48 6 47 15 2 0 4 4 38 laide L. Smiley. 
1-3 62 Farnum Preparatory School ....... Beverly,N.J ......••..... 1856 1856 J. Fletcher Street, A. M •••.•••. 7 0 0 150 (a) 4 lO 40 p.. 63 Peddie Institute .. . . . .. .. .. . • . .. .. Hi~htstown, N. J ......... 1866 1869 Rev. E. J. Avery, A.M .. : ...... Baptist. 8 10 4 50 10 6 0 4 4 40 t:d 64 Stevens HifiJ.h SchooL .............. Ho ol{en, N.J ............ 0 1870 Rev. Edward Wall,A.M ....... Non-sect 8 1 27 18 (a) 6 2 4, 5 36 t"1 65 Rutgers Co ege Grammar School .. New Brunswick, N. J ..... 1770 Rev. De Witt Ten Broeck Ref.Ch .. 8 (e94) (a) 5 36 trj Reiley, A.M. (rector). rn 6G Princeton College Preparatory Princeton, N. J ..•.•••.... 1872 Rev. Chas. Jewett Collins, A.M. Non-sect 3 20 4 ...... (a) 4 36 School.* 
67 Cazenovia Seminary .. .. • .. .. .. . • .. Cazenovia, N.Y........... .. .. .. 1824 Rev. J.D. Phelps, A.liL........ M. E . • .. 10 20 5 250 (a) 10 6 10 3, 4 39 
68 ~Claverack College and Hudson } C k N y {1829} 1829 R .Al F t 2 4 39 River Institute.* laverac , . .. - .. • • ·- • · 1854 ev. onzo lack, PH.D .. .. .. Non-sec 0 41 20 152 10 7 4 12 2,3, · . 
69 ort Edward Collegiate Institute .. Fort Edward, N.Y........ 1854 1854 Rev. Joseph E. King, PH.D.,D.D Non-sect . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. 3 39 
70 Col§:te .Academy.................. Hamilton, N. Y .. .. .. .. .. . 1853 1832 Francis W. Towle, A.M ........ Baptist . 5 71 5 34 13 20 4 3 4 38 
71 Coo .Academy .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Havana, N. Y .. . • . • • • .. .. . 1872 1873 .Albert C. Hill, A. B .. .. .. . • . . .. Baptist . 8 50 25 135 14 5 2 18 3, 4 3'l 
72 Ithaca High School................ Ithaca, N. Y.............. .. .. .. 1875 Fox Holden................... Non-sect 5 20 25 158 .. • • • • 12 .. • . 9 3 39 
73 p,,~tocy Sohool.... •. • . . . .... •. Itluwa, N. y •••••..••..•....... - 1876 1l. P. Maooon and L.A. Wa;t •.••.•..••• - • - .. ---- -. ·- -·•• · · · •· • · • • • · · · •• · •••• •· · · .. r. 
74 ~ erhook Academy . . . . • . . . . . . . . Kinderhook, N.Y......... 1823 1824 George H. Taylor, A. M • • • • • • • • Non-sect 5 10 4 58 10 • • • . . • • . 8 4 40 
75 ~mgston Free Academy. • • . • • .. . .. Kin~ton, N. y........... 1864 1773 Thomas Raftery, A. M., LL. B... Non-sect 5 .. .. .. .. .. • .. . • • • • .. • • .. • • . . 14 3 42 
76 1glar's Preparatory School. ....... New urijh, N. Y. (Semi- ...... 1863 HenryW. Siglar, M.A .......... Non-sect 4 14 0 10 8-16 1 0 .... .. 6 38 
. nary P ace). 
*From Re:port of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. bincludes those preparing for busines3 • dSee report of Washington Univen'lity (Table IX). Q-1 n,Not specified. c Whole number of pupils June, 1879. cin 1878. 
0 
~ 
TADLE YII.-Statistics ofprepamtory schools, inclltding schoolsfm· seconda1·y inst1·uction ltaving prepcwato1·y depa1·tments, jo1· 1879, g.c.-Continued. 
NOTE- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
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77 Brittain Brothers' Preparatory Sci· New York, N. Y. (1267 
--·-·· 




18 8 .... 
----
............ 4 40 
cntific SchO<•l.* Broadway:). 
78 Charlier Institute .................. New York, N.Y. (Central 0 1855 Prof. Elie Charlier .......••••• Non-sect 25 50 20 80 7 10 5 10 10 36 
Park). 
79 Colnmbia Grammar SchooL .....•.. New York, N. Y. (333 1764 1764 Dr. R. S. Bacon, A.M., and B. H . Non-sect 15 65 18 105 8 18 6 11 8 4,0 
Fourth avenue). Campbell, A.M. 
80 Do La Salle Institute .•.•...••..... NewYork,N. Y. (48 Sec· Brother Abban ................ R.C ..... (200) .......... ......... ....... . ......... 
ond street). 
81 N e'' r ork Lath1 School. ........... New York, N.Y. (22 East ........... 1877 Virginius Dabney ...• . .•....•. P.E ..... 11 70 15 5 ...... 4 2 ...... . ...... 40 
49th street). 
82 Preparatory Scientific School ...... New York, N.Y. (341Mad- 0 
ison avenue). 
1872 Prof. Alfred Colin, M. E ••..•••. Non-sect 4 7 10 ........... ~ .... -.... 1 1 0 6 38 




84 Pa1·k Institute ..............•..... Rye, N.Y ................. 1869 Henry Tatlock, A. M ••••••••••• Non-sect 5 21 2 32 6 7 1 2 12 38 
85 St.John's School* .................. Sing Sing, N.Y ........... 1869 Rev . .J. B. Gibson, D. D .••••••• P.E ..... 8 35 .... 48 10-15 1 2 7 6 40 
86 De Y eaux College .................. Suspension Bridge, N.Y .. 1853 1857 Rev. Geo. Herbert Patterson, P.E ..... 7 (58) 9-12 ....... ...... ............. 7 40 
87 Rev. M. R. llooper's Academy for Yonkers,N. Y ............ 
A.M., LL.B., president. 
Non-sect. 51 8 40 0 1867 Rev. Montg. R. Hooper, A. M ••• 5 20 25 ........... 1 1- 1 





































































Brooks .Au:uleruy ......••..••..... . Cluveland, Ohio ........... 1874 1874 .John S. ·white, A. 11. (he.'ltl Non-sect 8 JG 25 8 11 (7) 4 5 ~8 ma-ster}. 
Milnor Hall* .•••..••••••..•..•.•... Gambier, Ohio ..... . ..••.. ........ 1852 J". P. Nelson, c. E., 111. E . ••••••• • P.E. .... 4 20 . ... 6 10 5 . ..... .......... 4-5 38 Depa.rtment of preparatory instruc· Oberlin, Ohio ...........••. 1834 1834 George H. White, A. 111. •••••••• Non-sect 27 198 236 14 47 
----
.... ...... 3 38 
Jl::i in s~:~fc~ Co~~ge. Scientific Oxford, Ohio .••........ .1:. 1818 1820 Isaiah Trufant, A.M ••••.•••••. Non-sect 5 15 5 20 (a) 1 .••. 2 4 40 1'rainin~ School for Boys. 
Chambersburg, Pa ........ John H. Shumaker, PII. D ..•... Non-sect Chambers urg Academy .......... 1797 1793 4 20 5 25 14 5 2 7 4 40 Germantown .Academy ............ Germantown (Phila.), Pa. 1760 1760 William Kershaw, A. 111 •••••••. Non-sect 10 125 25 25 8 3 2 2 8 40 (School Lane} . 
Wyoming SeminaJ:y* ....... .. ... . .. Kingston, Pa ... .......... 1844 1844 Rev. DavidCopeland,PH. D.,D.D M.E .... 12 36 21 275 12 6 10 6 3 40 Franklin and Ma1·shaU Academy .. Lancaster, Pa .... .. ....... 1837 Rev. James Crawford (rector} Reformed 5 (43} (a) 39 University Academy .............. Lewisburg, Pa L .......... 1846 1847 William E. Martin, A. M ••••••• Baptist. 5 25 4 0 9 1 1 3 40 Lewistown Academy .............. Lewistown, Pa .... . ...... 18L5 W. H. Schuyler, PH.D ......••. Non-sect 6 18 1 86 5 2 1 4 9 40 Cum berland Valle~ Institute b . •• .. Mechanicsburg, Pa ....... 1853 Rev.O.Ege ................... Meth .... 
Fewsmith Classica and Mathcmat· Philadelphia, Pa. (1008 0 1857 Willinn1 l<'ewsmith, M.A .•••••• 5 15 4 17 9 0 0 5 7-8 42 ical School.* Chestnut street). 
North Broad Street Select School Philadelphia, Pa. (corner 0 1868 George Eastburn, 111. A ••••••••• Non-sect 9 27 7 107 10 6 G 7 5 40 for Young Men and Boy8. Broad street and Fair-
mount n.venue}. 
York Collegiate Institute .......... York,Pa .................. 1872 1873 Rev. James McDougMl, jr., Presb ... 8 20 5 85 4 2 5 40 PH.D. 
Gre~hwich Academy ..... _ •••. . .. . East Greenwich, R.I. ..... 1802 1802 Rev. Francis D. Blakeslee, A.M. M.E ... 13 (209) 3 40 Rogers High School. ............... N eWJ?Ort, R. I ............. 0 1873 Frederic W. Tilton, A.M . •••••. Non-sect 7 20 6 120 (a) 5 1 8 4 40 English and Classical School. ...... ProVIdence, R.I. (49 Snow 1864 William A. Mowry, A. M., and 14 99 11 110 .......... 10 2 5 9 39 
st-reet}. Charles B. Goff, A. M. 
University Gran1mar School ...••.. Providence, R. I .......... ............ 1764 Merrick ~on, A.M., LL.D., and Baptist . 7 35 . ..... 21 8 6 ... . 8 4 38 Emory yon, A.M., 111. n. 
Mt. Zion Institute* ...........•.... Winnsboro', S.C .......... 1773 1777 R. Means Davis •••............ Non-sect 3 20 0 130 6 .... ...... a•••• • 10 40 McKenzie College ..• .......... ..... McKenzie, Tenn .•........ 1870 1871 E. B. Chappell and W. D. Van- M.E.So. 5 25 
----
105 (a} ...... 10 3 8 40 diver. • 
St. Mary's Institute ................ San Antonio, Tex ........ . 1852 Brother Chn.rles Francis ...... R.C ..... 14 (415} 
------
...... . ...... ...... . Burr and Burton Seminn.ry ......... Manchester, Vt ........... 1829 1833 R~v. James Fletcher, A.M ••••• Co-W,.... 5 (88} ·3;4· 40 Green Mountain Seminar-fi ... -.- · · · Waterbur0 Centre, Vt .... 1862 1869 M1ss L. Colley ..•.....•••..... F. .Bap 2 .... j •• -- I 110 (a) 36 Kenmore University Hig SchooL. Amherst . H., Va .....•.. 1872 ~ift": Strode . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 (36} . • • • . . 2 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 40 Bellevue High SchooL ............. Bellevue, Va .............. 1866 1am R. Abbot ............ Non-sect 3 31 .... , 5 12 6 2 2 5-6 39 Uni>ersity SchooL ........ . ........ Petersbru·~, Va ........... 1865 William Gordon McCabe...... . . . . •••. .. 3 45 3 23 12 12 ... . ........... 40 Hanover Academy* ...... . ......... Taylorsvil e, Va .......... 1850 Col. H. P. Jones, M.A. , andMai. Non-sect 3 10 15 20 14 5 2 6 4 39 
~!ni~doah ':alle~ Academy ...... . H. W. ;r ones. · · · Winchester, Va .............•... 1864 ................................... . ........... . . . ................................... 
y nd Uruvers1ty .......... . ... Bea':"er Dl!'m, Wis .... ····· ~~~~ ~~~~ ¥i.r· Nathan E . Wood, A.l'ti., B.D Baptist . 6 10 4 .••. .. .... .. . . . . .••. 5 3, 4 39 Berlin High School ................ ~!~~:~:,\vi~·::::::::::: ...... 187~ fyv:~.eB.~!~k~~~:::::::::::: ~o:n~;;~t": ::: :::: :::: ---~~- ~~ :::: :::: :::::: ::::: -~~ Janesville Classical Academy* ...•. Markham Academy ..•............. Milwaukee, Wis.......... 0 18~ bertMn.rkham .....••.•••.. Non-sect 4 27 13 38 12 5 3 0 6 40 R.'l.cine AcademK ........... _ ....... Racine, Wis ........... ·- • · 0 18t5 ;r ohn G. McM~, A. :r.r . . . . . • . . Non-sect 7 19 7 36 10 8 0 5 3 40 Gramma,r Schoo of Racine College. Racine, Wis ......... - .. --. 1852 · ··- · · Gemld R. Me owen, A. M . , •• • P. E .. _.. 8 67 25 10 10 . . .. . . . . .• • • • . 6 39 


















'l'ABLE VII. -Statistics of pl'fJparatory schools, including schoo'lsfor seconda1·y inst1'uction havin:J p1'eparatory departments, for 1879, ~o.-Continuod. 
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1 Berkeley GYJDDasinm.... .. . . . . . . . 0 x x 200 100 $100 1 $250 $25,000 .... .. .... .. .... .• .... . . $11,880 July 12. 
2 Oak Mound School for Boys....... 0 x 0 275 . • • .. .. . . . 50-70 a320 6, 500 . . • . . . . . • . • . . .. . .. .. . . . . 3, 500 Aug., 1st Tues. 
3 Cal,U'ornia Military Academy...... x x 0 1, 500 .......... (360) 80,000 .................................... July 19. 
4 O~d Hiah School.............. x x 0 350 0 b40 250 35,000 ..• . .. .. . .. . .... . . . .. . . . 400 July. 
5 Franciscan 'Colle~e ........................................................... . .. . ... . ............................ . ................... .. ....... . 
6 Santa BarbMa College............. 0 0 x 1, 000 0 . . . .. . • .. .. . 200 75, 000 $0 $0 . . • . . . .. .. .. Aug., 1st Mon. 
7 Golden Acrulemy* . . • . . • . • • .. .. . .. 0 x 0 .. .. . .. • . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 50 250 3, 000 . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. c700 Sept., 1st week. 
8 Hartford Pdblic High School...... x x x 2, 500 200 b60 . .. .. •• • .. 200, 000 .. . . . . . • . . • . .. . . .. . • • • . . 5, 000 May 15. 
9 Hopkin& Grammar School......... . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • 65 300 -..... . . . . . . . ... -- -........ _ ... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . September. 
10 Norwiah.l!)'ee Academy*.......... x x 0 4, 000 . . . . . . . • • . 60 .. .. .. . . .. 65, 583 153, 057 7, 000 3, 000 September 10. 
11 Connecticut Literary Institution.. x x x 1, 200 . . . .. . . . . . 36 150 140, 000 20, 000 1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug.,last Wed. 
12 WoodstockAcademy .............. x x 0 500 25 18!-25! 140 20,000 5,500 400 ............ August. 
13 Academy of Richmond County.. .. x x 0 0 0 20 200 50, 000 50, 000 3, 500 1, 300 October 1. 
14 South Georgia. Male Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . .. .. . .. .. 30 100 5, 000 . . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 501) Aug., 3d Mon. 
15 Allen Academy and Polytechnic x x 0 2, 700 . .. • . • .. .. 60-200 200-400 .. . .. . . .. • .. .. . .. .. . • • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . • . . . Sept., 1st Mon. 
In.stitute. 
U F.:~;JiE;j~~~~;:::~~~ .. <:) .. <:' .. ::~:: ·;;;;~·,:;;;; :::::::::: ::::::::;:: :::::::::: :::::~~·:~~: :~~~~~:::::: ~:~~~:~::::: :::::::::::: :::::~. 
20 Burlington University . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 2, 400 . . . . . . . . . . 30 100 80, 000 e4, 250 /750 1, 130 September 1. 
21 Classic8.1 School ......................................................................................................... -................. -... .. 
22 L:vnnland Institute*.. .. . . .. . . .. • . • 0 0 0 0 . . .. . .. • .. 50 160 g30, 000 . • • • • • . . • • • . . . .. .. . .. • .. 4, 000 Sept., 1st Mon. 
23 Ell ward Little Hi?:h SchooL....... x x 0 200 0 .. .. .. . .. . .. . • . • • • . .. . 32, 000 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . • • .. . .. .. .. September 25. 
24 Hebron Academy* • • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . 0 0 0 300 126 15-18 75 5, 000 13, 000 780 768 Feb., 3d Tues. 



































~~ ~~~lc~:~ ~~,i~::::: :::::: ·--~ ·· ·--~··I··-~· ·I······· -~~~-1- ·····~~~·I·········~~ ·1· · · · · · ~~~-1- ·· · · ~~~ ~~~-1- ·· · ·· ·· ·· ~-1::::::: :::::I.····-~·-:~~· 28 Waterville Classical Institute..... 0 x 0 50 0 20-24 120 7, 500 30,000 1, 800 2, 060 






30 Rockville Academy . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 0 0 
31 Phillips Academy. . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . x x x 2, 700 
1 
......... . 






300 · · · · 2oa; i92 .,. · · · · i2; so4 .,. · · · · ii; 23i ·1 ~:~~::~:~ ~: 
September 8. 
September 15. 33 English and Classical School for x x x 400 
:So:ys. 
34 En~lish High SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 2, 000 
1 
......... -
~~ ~gl::f!~~~~~~\:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
37 Private Classical SchooL . . . . • • • • • . -0 0 0 
38 Private Classical School . . . . . • • . . . . 0 0 x 
39 Publio.Lati.n SchooL...... . . • . . . . . 0 0 0 
40 CambrldG,_e High SchooL.......... x x 0 
41 Day and J!'amily School.. .............•.............. 
42 Public lli!thSchool . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . 0 x 0 ............ 
1 
......... . 










44 Lawrence Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 2, 550 
45 Mqnson Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . x x 0 2, 000 
46 CI,assical School for Girls.......... 0 0 0 800 
47 Mr. Knapp's Home School*........ x x x 1, 500 
100 ~~i: 1 ...... !~~-·-····--···--
48 Adams Academy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x 400 
49 St. Mark's SchooL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . x 700 
50 Grey lock Institute................ x x x 500 
51 Edwards Place SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . 500 










53 Worcester Academy . • . • • • . . . . . . . . x x x 1, 500 . • • • • • . . . . 36-48 
54 Michigan Military Academy . . . . . • x x • • • • . • 400 150 a350 
55 SmithAcademy............. . ••.. x x x .••••••••.•. .••.•••••• 50-100 
56 Austin Academy.................. 0 x 0 50 .....•..•. 6-12 
57 St. Paul's School* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x 3, 400 . . • • • • . . • . 500 
58 Phillips Exeter Academy ....... _. x x 0 600 13 60 
59 Kimball Union Academy.......... x x .•..•. 1,000 .......... 30 
60 McCollom Institute ..•........... _ 0 x 0 1, 200 225 18-21 
61 Colby Academy . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . x x x 1, 500 50 15-30 
62 Farnum Preparatory SchooL...... x x 0 60 6 4-46 














~ Stevens High School...... . . . . . . . . (k) c ( (k) •••••••••••• - ••. •..... 60, 150 
Rll;tgers College Grammar SchooL. x x .•••••• -. ·- • ·- • • • • ·- • • · · ·- · · 36-72 I a400 
1 
... · ·- · · · · · · 66 Pririceton College Preparatory 0 0 x 200 . . . . . . . • . . (500) 20 000 School.* ' 
tJ7 Cazenovia Seminary. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . x x x 1, 500 0 21-33 1 160 75, 000 





tzBoard and tuition. (see Table IX). 
b For non-residents only. e Also funds in real estate 
c Only a partial report.' /Includes rents. · 














Sept., 2d Mon. 
September 1. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 









Sept., 3d Wed. 




Sept., 1st week. 
Sept., 1st Wed. 
Aug., last Wed. 







i Value of apparatus. 
j From non-residents. 


















TADLE VII.- Statistics of p1'epm·atory schools, i1wluding schools jo1· secondm"!J instruction having p1•epa1·ato1·y depa1·t1nents, jo1' 1879J g·c.- Continued. 




































































































































69 FortEdwardCollegiateinstitute.. ...... ...... ....•. ............ .......... 30 185 blO,OOO .................................. .. 
70 Colgate Academy .. • . . . . • • .. . . . . . . 0 x x 1, 200 215 30 125 60, 000 30, 000 2, 100 2, 429 
71 CookAc~demy.................... x x x 650 80 36 130 175,000 ............ ............ 5,528 
72 Ithaca High School . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . x x 0 1, 592 10 c30 150 19, 860 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . 915 
~~ kfu~:t~~ir~~~i~:r~:::::::::::: ... o .. --·;·· ... o .. ........ 45o· ....... io· ----:--··5o· ...... 255· ...... a;ooo· .......... o ........... <> ....... i,"s25. 
75 Kingston Free Academy . .. . .. .. . . x x 0 850 30 c36 .. .. .. .. .. 45, 000 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 336 
76 Siglar's Preparatory School....... x x x 400 . . . . . .. .. . 75 400 30, 000 ................................... . 
77 Br1ttain Brothers' Preparatory ...... ...... ...... ............ .......... 80-150 ......................................................... . 
Scientific School.* 
78 Charlier Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . x x x 3, 500 100 100-300 450 500, 000 ..................•......••.•....... 
79 Columbia Grammar School........ x x 0 0 0 190 . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 0 0 ... ....... .. 
~~ ~:;y~;tJi:.~fnti~h~oi::::::::::: ... o ..... o .. :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ........ i5o· :::::::::: ----~~~-~~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... i2;ooo· 
82 Preparatory Scientific School .. . .. x x .. .. .. 0 0 200-300 .. .. .. .. .. e1, 000 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 3, 600 
83 University Grammar School .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 ............................................................................... . 
84 Park Institute .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . • .. 0 x 0 .. . . .. . .. . • . .. .. .. .. .. 60, 80, 120 f 500 25, 000 0 0 5, 000 
85 St. John's School*................. x x x 700 100 (600) 60,000 .......... .. 
86 DeVeaux College................. ...... ...... x 1, 200 .......... (400) ...................... .. 





Sept., 2d Mon. 




Sept., 1st Wed. 
September 1. 
Sept., 2d Tues. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
September 15-20. 
September 15. 






September 15. 87 Rev. :M. R. Hooper'sAcademyfor 0 0 x 0 .......... 50-160 1.......... 0 0 
88 Chickering Classical and Scientific x x .. • • .. 700 50 110 . .. .. .. . .. 50, 000 ............ , . 
Institute. 1~. 500 I September 20. 






































9.0 I Brooks Academy ••••••....••••••.. , x 
01 Milnor Hall* •• • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . 0 
92 Department of preparatory in-
struction in Oberlin College ..... 

















170 I 40,000 I · 0 I 0 1 ............ 1 Septembflr 15. r~>o ·····<'i>···-- .... '<'i>····· ·····<'i>···--i·····ii>····· ~:Et!~~:~ r4. 
200 100,000 25,000 1, 750 2,100 Sept., 1st Mon. 
Sept., lstWed. 



































Trainin"' School for Boys. 
Chambersbnrj! Academy...... . . . . 0 x 0 500 50 50-60 260 30, 000 0 0 2, 000 
Germantown Academy............ x x x 250 0 50-100 • • • • • . . . .. 50, 000 0 0 ........... . 
Wyomi_ng S_eminary*.............. x x 0 1, 500 0 28 h140 150, 000 0 0 8, 000 
Franklm and Marshall Academy.. 0 0 0 .. .. . .. .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. 50 150 ............................................... . 
University Academy.............. 0 0 0 (i) .. .. . .. • .. 30 135 (g) (g) (g) (g) 
~~:~!~I;~l~!~!~f~8tit~i~.i::::: ·--~-- ---~-- ... 0 ... :::::::::::: :::::::::: ------~~~~- ...... :~~- ..... iii,'ooo· 0 0 .......... .. 
Fewsmith Classical and Mathe- x 0 x 250 0 80, 100, 120 . . . . . . . . . . el, 800 
matical School.* 
North Broad Street Select School 
for Youn~r Men and Boys. 
York Collegiate Institute . . . • . . . . . x I x x 1, 200 100 40 
Greenwich Academy.............. x x .. • • • • • • .. .. • .. • .. • • .. • . .. .. 24, 33 
Rogers High~School. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. x x .. • • .. 600 50 c60 
En~lish !lnd Classical School .. . . .. x x x 1, 050 25 60-125 
Uruvers1ty Grammar Scl10ol ...... 0 0 0 ............ .......... 60-125 
Mt. Zion fnstitute* .... ........... 0 0 0 ............ .......... (l) 
McKenzie College................. 0 x 0 ............ .......... 40-50 















~~r~!~~~~~~~!l~=~i;;a~j:::::::: ···,;·· ·~·,;-- :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::~ ::::::::::::
1 
........ .. 
Green Mountain Seminary .... --.. 0 x .. . • .. 300 . . . .. • • . • . 9-18 108 




........ .... . 
Bellevue High School .. . . . .. . .. .. . 0 x x 3, 200 . • • • • • . . • . (350) 9, 500 . • • • . .. . . . . . .. .................... .. 
University School................. 0 0 x n3, 000 . • • . . .. . .. 80 1 225 3, 500 .......... .. 
Hanover Academy*........ .. .. . .. 0 x x 900 50 (300) 15, 000 .......... .. 
Shenandoah Valley Academ. y...... ...... .•••.. x ................................................................................ 
1 
...... .... .. Wal~_and University.............. .•..•. .•..•. ...... 1, 800 .......... 26 88 30,000 10,000 ...................... . 
Beriln High SchooL............... x x .. • • .. 300 20 15 . . . . .. . • .. 35, 000 . • • • . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 140 
Janesville ClassicalAcaclemy* .... 0 0 0 0 .......... 20-40 ........................................................ .. ~ar_kham Academy . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. x 0 . • • . . . . .. . .. . • • • .. . . .. 100 250 15, 000 0 0 ........... . 
acme Academy.................. 0 0 0 300 25 100 240 5 000 0 0 6 200 
GraDllllarSchoo1ofRacineCollege. x x x 2, 000 . . . ....... (400) 107' 200 0 0 I 42' 000 
I ' ' 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for kln1877. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 2d Mon. 
Sept., 1st Mon. 
August26. 




Sept., 1st Mon. 
August20. 













a Includes value of furniture and library. 
b Value of grounds. 
cFor non-residents only. 
e Valueof apparatus. 
fBoard and tuition. 
f1 Reported with collegiate department (see Table IX). 
hAverage charge. 
i Has access to univ:ersity library. 
l Common school tuition free; classics or modern 
languages, h1gher mathematics or science, $2.50 a 
month. 
cllncludes value of library. Suspended during the schola.atw year 1878-'79. 
-
m Building destroyed by fire. 
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TABLE VII.-Memoranda. 
Name. 
Collegiate and Commercial Institute ..•.....•. 
Lake ~orest .Academy .•••••••••••••••••••.•.. 
Bethlehem .Academy ........................ .. 
Lebanon .Academy .......................... .. 
Private Latin School. ........................ . 
Springfield Collegiate Institute ......•...••••. 
Warren .Academy ........................... _ 
if:.~~~o:,~ ~~lh~~\~~~~-~~ ~~~~~~~~-~-o-~~~~-
.Anthon Grammar School .......... -!-..•••.... 
Dabney University School ................... . 
Union Classical Institute .................... . 
Easton Classical and Mathematical Sehoul. .. . 
"The Hill" School ......................... .. 
Lapham Institute ........................... .. 
Norwood High School and College ..........•. 
Preparatory department of Northwestern 
University. 
Location. 
New Haven, Conn •... 
Lake Forest, ill ...... . 
Elizabethtown, Ky ••. 
West Lebanon, Me ... 
Boston, Mass .....••. 
Springfield, Mass ..... 
Woburn, Mass ..•..••. 
Burlington, N. J ..... . 
Ithaca, N. Y ........ .. 
NewYork,N. Y .... .. 
New York, N.Y ..... . 
Schenectady, N. Y ... . 
Easton, Pa ........... . 
Pottstown, Pa .. _ .. __ . 
North Scituate, R.I. .. 
No'rwood, Va ........ . 
Watertown, Wis .•••.. 
Remarks. 
No information received. 
Closed. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received . 
Consolidated with New York 
Latin School. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
See Table IX. 
1'ABLE VIli.-Statistie& of institntions for the st~perior instnwUon of wontelt1 for 1879; j1'01n 1·eplies to inquiries by the Uni ted Statl38 Bureatt of Education. 
Nam."e. 



























Corpsof I cb instruction. .-o 





d~ ·~ t4 
cnP.. 













Number in col-, cb 





































l. 2 3 4 5 6 'f I 8 I 9 I 1.0 I 1.1. I 12 I 1.3 I 14 I 15 11.6 
I 1 I 1----1-1- 1-r--r--r---r--r--o--
12 
.... ::1 f~!~e-~~~- ~~- ~ --~.I. -~- • ...... , ______ , ...... , ______ , ______ , ...... , _ .. . 2 1 Union Female College . . • . • • • . . . . Eufaula, .Ala .•••... .. -~185711859 I Rev. E. B. Olmsted 2 Florence Synodical ~emal0 Col- Florence, .Ala . . • . . . . . . 1855 1850 
lege. a 
42 73 1 ...... 1 ...... 1. 115 
3 Huntsville Female College....... Huntsville, .Ala.. ... .. 1852 1852 Rev. Geor e W. F. Price, D. D .. M. E. So. 8 3 5 • 0 . . . . . . 93 . .. . . . . .. . . . 93 
4 Huntsville Female Seminary Huntsville, .Ala ...... - 1829 18291 Mrs. F . .A..~oss- -------·---- .. I Presb- .. I 81 21 61. ..... 1 .... J .... J ... .. 1 31 87 (Rotherwood Home). 
5 .r udson Female Institute ....... . 
G Marion FemeJ.e Seminary ....... . 
7 Alabama Central Female College. 
8 Tuscaloosa. Female College ..... . 
9 Alabama Conference Female C<1l-
Marion, .Ala . ••.••.... _ 1839 1839 Rev. L. R. Gwaltney, D. D .•••• - ~ Baptist. -~10 
Marion,.A.la ........... 1840 1836 Rev.H.R.Raymond,D.D ...... Non-sect 9 
Tuscaloosa, .Ala. • • . . . . 1858 1858 .A.. K. Yancey .••.•. _ ....... _ _ _ Baptist. . 8 
Tuscaloosa, .Ala ....... 1859 1859 .Alonzo Hill, A. :u.. ........... Non-sect 10 











• I ~ I .. 1···-·1" 1115 ---~- ... :~. 1~~ •••• : . .••• ?. i~! I 
2 ............ ·••••· ...... 109 
2 40 95 2 2 139 lege. 
10 ~ oung Ladies' Seminary*.. .. . .. . Benicia, CaL .. . .. .. . .. 0 1852 ~s. Mary Atkins Lynoh _ .. .. Non-sect 10 · 2 8 (b) • • • • • . • • • • • . .. • • .. .. .. .. 51 




12 Hartford Female Seminary*...... Hartford, Conn. .. .. .. 1827 1815 William T. Gage, A.M ......... Non-sect 8 3 5 1 · 15 60 .. .. .. • .. .. . 75 ~! ~ngregationdeNotreDame .... Waterbury,Conn ........... 1869 MadameSt.Cecilia(superior). R.C ................................................ 185
1 
0 15 N esleyan Female College ..... :.. Wilmin~on, DeL..... 1841 1837 Rev . .r. M. Williams, A. :ttL ..... M. E ... _ 8 4 4 . . .. .. 31 49 6 .. .. • . 86 
16 LassaCCollegeforYoungLadies Fernandma,Fla ............................................................................................................... .. 
ucy obblllstitute ............. .A.thens,Ga ........... 1858 1858 Mrs . .A..E.WrightandRev.P. Non-sect 6 3 3 1 31 54 ............ 85 
A. Heard. i~ ~drmbusFemaleCollege ....... Columbus, Ga ............... 1875 GustavusR.Glenn ............ Non-sect 10 5 5 ............ 110 12 ...... 122 
19 D lto eF Female College .. .. .. .. . Cuthbert, Ga. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1854 Rev . .A.. L. Hamilton, D. D _ .... _ Non-sect 10 .. . . .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. • .. • .. .. • • 132 
a n emale College........... Dalton, Ga............ .. .. . . 1872 Rufus W. Smith .. • .. . • .. . . • .. Meth. . . 7 3 4 1 49 69 7 45 170 
*rom Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b Same teachers in preparatory and collegiate departments. d .Also 220 free scholars. 


















TABLE VIII.- Statistics of institutions jo1· the superim· insl1·uction of wornen, for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
I 
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Number in col-~ cb 


































""' 0 ~ 
,.Q 
£ 
1 I I 1----1--1--1-~-~~--,--1--1--1--'--
l. ~ 3 4 ~ 6 'f I 8 I 9 I 10 1 1l 12 I 1.3 I 1.4 I t~ 116 
I I 1--1--1 1-1-1-1--1--1--1--1--•--'-
20 Monroe Female College* ...... --. 
21 Georgia Baptist Seminary for 
Yonn~ Ladies. 
Fo~·sytb! Ga ........... , 1849, ...... , R. T . ..A.~b~ry, A.M .•. ·: ..••••.. , Bapt~st.. 















22 Griffin ] emu le College .. . .. ..... . 
23 La Grange ]'em ale College ...... . 
24 Southern Female College ....... . 
25 W eshwnn Fru.n:tle College* ...... . 
26 Marietta Female Collego''' .. ..... . 
27 College 'l'emple ................ .. 
28 Rome Fomnle Collego ........... . 
29 Shorter College ............... .. 
30 Young Female College . ......... . 
31 Woman's College of the North-
western University. 
32 Knox Seminary .... : ........... .. 
33 Almira College ................. . 
34 llip;hlancl Collerre for Women* .. . 
35 Illmois Female 'College* ......... . 
36 Jacksonville Female Academy .. . 
37 St. Mary's School 
Griffin, Ga .. .. .. .. .. .. 1848 1849 
La Grange, Ga. . . . . . . . . 1842 1840 
La Grange, Ga . . . . . . . . 1848 1842 
Macon, Ga ............ 1836 1839 
Marietta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . 1869 1872 
N ewna~. Ga . . . . . . . . . . 1853 1853 
Rome, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 1857 
Rome, Ga ....................... . 
Thomasville, Ga . . . . . . . . • . . . 1869 
Evanston, Ill ..................... . 
Galesburg, Ill ........ . 
G~eenville, Ill ........ -~185911855 H1g_hland Park, Ill . . . . 1876 1876 
JacKsonville, lli . .. . .. 1847 1848 
Jacksonville, Ill . .. . . . 1835 1830 
Knoxville, Ill .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 186a 
381 FerryHall,LakeForostUniversityl Lake Forest. Ill.-- ... -~---- --~1869 39 Chicago Female College* .. . . .. .. Morgan Park, lll...... 1874 1873 
40 St. A.ngela's Academy . . . . . . . . . . . Morris, lll . . . . . . • . . . . . 1868 1857 
U Mt. Carroll Seminary ............ Mt. Carrol, lll ...... .. 1852 1853 
43 RockfordFemt.leSemiuary ...... Rockford, Ill .......... 1847 1849 
..A..B.Niles,A.M. -,- ············ Non-sect 7 
JamesR.Maysou. ............. Meth .... 8 
I.F.Cox .................. . .. . Non-sect 10 
Rev. W. C. Bass, D. D .......... M. E. So . 11 
J. Colton Lynes ............... Non-sect 4 






































Rev. R. D. Mallary, A. :r.r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
John E. Baker .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Non-sect 4 
JaneM.Bancrof,PH.M., dean. Meth ... (a) 1 I 3 (a) (a) 2 (a) 35 (al 641::::::1 1 44 ......... >-... 
Mrs. Amelia F. Bangs ......... Non-sect .......................................... . 
Mrs. Florence K. Houghton ... Baptist.. 7 .... 7 ..................... .. 
Edward P. Weston, A.M ....... Non-sect 11 3 8 (b) 15 52 10 
Rev. William F. ~hort, A.M.... M. E . . . . 5 2 3 2 30 74 33 






















Rev . ..A.. G. Wilson, A. :r.r. ....... Presb .. . 12 5 7 2 42 35 20 01· 97 
Gilbert Thayer, LL.D .......... Non-sect 13 4 9 1 14 44 12 6 76 
Sister Claudine (superior) .... R. C..... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • • • . . . .. .. . . . . .. . •• • • . 70 
F.A.W.Shimer .............. Non-sect!14 3 11 3 ...... 175 ............ 175 














































43 I Moravian Semimtry for Yotmg Hope,Ind 
Ladies. 




DePanwCollege ................ NewAlbany,Ind . ••.. 1852 1852 
Immaculate Conception Academy Davenport, Iowa ... _.. 1869 1859 







Callanan College ............... .. Des Moines, Iowa..... . .. . . . 1879 
St. Agatha's Seminar.v ... .. --.-. . Iowa City, Iowa . . __ ... 1861 1859 
College of the Sistm·s of Bethany. '.ropeka., 'kans • _ . ___ •• 1861 1862 
Bowlmg Green Female College . . Bowling Green, Ky... 1871 1871 
Clinton College--- ... --- ... ---- .. Clinton, Ky. __ .---···. 1874 1874 
Tanant College ............ ------ Crab Orchard, K y .. ........ 1875 
Franklin Female College .. . . .. _. Franklin, Ky . ... _.... 1868 1868 
Georgetown Female Seminary. . . Georgetown, Ky ... _ . . 1829 1846 
Liberty Female College.......... Glasgow, Ky.......... 1873 1875 
Daughters College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harrodsburg, Ky . .. _. 1846 1856 
SisterMaryGonzaga . ..... ... R.C . .... 17 .... 17 8 114 45 15 1 175 
Rev.CharlesR.Pomeroy,D.D. Non-sect 8 4 4 1 20 ...... ...... ...... 80 
Sister Mary .Agnes .. . . . .. . . . R. C . . . . . 9 1 8 4 87 47 13 3 153 
Rt.Rev.T:H.Vail,D. D. ,LL.D . P.E ..... 12 3 9 . ..... 52 62 9 ...... 123 
T. S. Stevens . ................. Presb . . . 6 2 4 2 55 30 0 0 85 
T.N. Wells ...... ..........•.. Baptist . . 5 1 4 2 74 34 ............ 108 
Mrs.S.F.H. Tarrant ......... . .......... 4 1 3 1 21 .•.......... ------ 75 
Col. ,r. S. Austin, A. MI. . ..... __ . Non-sect 6 2 4 0 38 62 8 0 108 
J.J.Rucker,A. M . . .. ... ...... Baptist.. 9 3 6 2 48 62 0 0 110 




























Bethel Female College* ..... . . _.. Hopkinsville, Ky .. __ . 1853 1854 
Christ Church Seminary* ...... _ . Lexington, Ky ...... _ . .. : __ . 1866 
Jno. Aug. Williams ....•...... Non-sect 8 2 6 ...... ...... 100 ...... ...... 100 
J. W. Rust, A. III . ...••. • • _ ..••. Baptist.. 9 2 7 ... _.. 55 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 I 12 
Miss H elenL.Totten ..... .••. P.E .... .............................. . ... . ........... . 
Hamilton Female College. . . . . . . . Lexington, Ky ..•.. _. 1869 1869 
Lexington Female College .. _.... L exington, Ky ..... __ . 1869 1869 
St. Catharine's Female Academy•· Lexington, Ky ......... _... . 1834 
J.T.Patterson ................ Christian 12 6 6 ------ ............. . •.•. ....... 123 
W.S.Ryland,A.M ............. Baptist .. 6 2 4 1 18 26 .•.... ...... 441 4 
Sister Superioress . . . .. . . . . . . . R. C.. . . 12 .. .. 12 12 80 . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . so 
Louisville Female Seminary* . . . . Louisville, Ky ...... _ .... _.. 1851 Mrs.W.H.Nolcl. . ........ ..... Non-sect ... . .............. ... . ........................ . 
Rev.Geo.T.Gould,A.M.,D.D .. M.E.So. 15 4 11 4 70 85 ............ 155 Millersburg Female College._ ... _ Millersburg, Ky...... 1856 1852 
Mt. Sterling :Female College . . __ . Mt. Sterling, Ky . . . . . . 1876 1869 
Paducah Female College . . . . . . . . Paducah, Ky. _ . . . . . . . . 1871 1877 
Bourbon F emale College .. __ . . _.. Paris, Ky .... __ . ... _.. 1871 1847 
Kentucky College . .... -••.••• .. _. Pewee V:alley, Ky ... .. 1874 1874 
Logan F emale College ....... . _. . Russellville, Ky. . • . . . . 1867 1867 
Science Hill School . __ ....... . .•. Shelbyville, Ky .... _.. . . . . . . 1825 
W.H.Savage, A.M ............ Non-sect ............... ...... ............. ....... . 211 
E.H.Randle . ............ •.•.. Non-sect 4 1 3 1 16 49 0 0 651 2 
•W.S.Jones .... .. ... .......... Non-sect 6 2 4 2 40 50 0 0 90 0 
Rev.ErastusRowley,D.D ..... Non-sect ... . .... . . . ............ ............................ . 
A.B.Stark,LL.D ..... ........ . M.E.So. 5 3 2 1 30 70 0 0 100 0 
Shelbyville :Female College ... _.. Shelbyville, K y ...... . 1849 1839 
Stanford Female College* . . . ___ .. Stanford, Ky...... . . . . 1870 1870 
Rev.W.T.Poynter,D.D ....••. M.E.So . 10 4 6 1 27 90 ............ 117 
W. H. Stuart ......... _ . . . . . . . . Presb . . . 7 2 5 2 39 62 7 . . . . . . 108 
:Mrs.SallieC.Trueheart,A.M .. Non-sect 7 1 6 2 40 89 ........... . 129 Cedar l3luff Female College* . . . . Woodburn, Ky . . . . . . . . 1864 1862 
Silliman F emale Collegiate Insti- Clinton, La. (East Fe- 1852 1852 
tute. liciana P arish}. 
B.F.Cabell,A.B . .............. Non-sect 7 1 6 1 10 60 0 ...... 70 
EdwinH.Fay,A.M .. .......... Presb ... 6 1 5 2 52 35 2 2 911 22 
731 Keach.i Female College . . . . . . . . . . Keachi, La ...... ... .. . 
74 Mansfield Female College~ ...... . Mansfield, La . ......•. 
75 Minden Female College. . . . . . . . . . Minden, La .•..... . . 
76 Sylvester-Larned Institute for New Orleans, La., (402 
Young Ladies. and 404 Carondelet 
77 Maine Wesleyan Seminary and 
Female College. 
street). 
1857118581 Rev. J. H. Tucker . ... _ ....... -~Baptist.-~ 511 I 4 1855 1855 Rev. Thos . .Armstrong, A. M ... M. E. So . 6 2 4 
1853 1853 Thomas Owen Benton . . . . . . . . Non-sect 6 1 5 
1868 Rev.B.M.Palmer,D.D.,LL.D .. Presb ........ ...... . 


















78 Waterville Classical Institute .... 
79 Baltimore Academy of the Visita-
tion. 
Kent's Hill, Me ....... 11821 11821 I Rev. Henry P. Torsey, D. D., I M. E ... . 112 
Waterville,Me ·*···· · 1841 1829 J.H.Hanson,LL.D .•.••....... Baptist . . c8 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . 1838 1837 Mother Mary Paula Combs . . . R. C . • . . 25 25 
6 
24 ............. . 10 
80 Baltimore F emale College .. .... . Baltimore, Md. (Park 1849 1849 I N.C. Brooks, LL. D 
I 
Place}. 14 58 ............. . Non-sect I 10 
81 Burkittsville Female Seminary . . .Burkittsville, Md •. . . . . 1866 1866 
821· Cambridge Female Seminary . . . . Cambridge, Md . . . . . . . 1858 1864 
83 )l'rederick Female Seminary* . . . . Frederick, Md . . . . . . . . 1840 1843 
84 .Abbot Academy..... ........... . Andover, Mass........ 1829 1829 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a See report of the university (Table IX). 
Rev.J.H.Turner,A.M ........ ILuth .... l411131 ...... 1 9 J.F.Baugher,A.M ...•....•... Non-sect 4 1 3 ..••.. 6 
Mrs. M. W. Hackelton ..... _. . Non-sect 8 1 7 1 8 
M.i&s l'h:!lelta McKeen ...... _. Non-sect 13 3 lO . • • • • • • ..... 1- •• • --1 • • • • • • 1- ·- ·--
151 ...•.. , 2 
: ... io· ··--a· 
b Same teachers in preparatory and collegiate departments. 



































TABLE VIII.-Statistics of institutions }m· tlte 8upe1·im· inst,;uciion oj women, jm· i8'i'9, !fc.- Continued. 
Nom.-x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••. indicates no answer. 
Corps of I ci> 
instruction. rc I Students. 
~ 
0 ~ Number in col-~ ~ 
0 ~ . ~ legiate depart-§ ~ P..P ~.p ment. 4:>~ ~ -~ F-<<J:> a3 ::,. Name. I Location. I ~ c:s President or principal. P<S a:>~ ~ -~ . s~ ~.§ ~ rc • 0 P.. o:!CIJ ~ § r:s ~~ ~;~ ooP< a~ 0 bll rc 0 
.g .... .... ~g .... a:> 112 •p. ~ ore 0 0 ,_.4:> ~.a .... .... r:s ci t) C1)0C ~ ·a o 0 0 0 'So ~ ci ~ 5 ..0 a:>~ ,.criJ 4:> 4:> s ~ a:> ~~ ~4:> ~ ~ ;.q ~ ~ ~ .... ~ a:> C1) ~ ~ A A p:; E-1 ~ ~ ~ 
-- - - - ----
------






85 Lnsell Seminary for Young Women Auburndale, Mass .... 1851 1851 Charles C. Bragdon, A.M ..•.• .. M.E .... 18 7 11 1 20 31 25 1 
86 Gannett Institute .....•........•. Boston, Mass. (69 Ches- 1852 Rev. Geo. Gannett, A.M .••..••. Cong .... 18 6 12 ....... ........ ........... ........... ......... 
ter Square). 
Miss Annie E . .Johnson ........ 8 ...... 32 42 87 Brad ford Academy .............. Bmdford, Mass ...... 1804 1803 Non-sect 9 1 52 .......... 
88 Smith College .. .. ..... .... ....... Northampton, Mass .. 1870 1875 Rev. L. Clark Seelye, D. D . ••••. Non-sect 22 15 7 0 0 157 47 1 89 Wheaton Female Seminarv* ... .. Norton, Mass ......... 1837 1834 Miss Ellen M. Haskell ........ Cong .... 11 1 10 ........... 13 68 25 ......... 90 Maplewood Institute for Young Pittsfield, :Mass ....... 1848 18-ll Rev. C. V. Spear, A.M .••••.•••. Non-sect 11 6 5 ...... 6 60 5 0 Ladies. 
91 Mmmt llolyoke Female Seminary South Hadley, Mass . . 1836 1837 Miss .Julia E. Ward ......... . Non-sect 34 5 29 0 0 273 ........... ........... 92 ·w:ell~sley Coll:te .... _. ......... . Wellesley, Ma_ss ..... ···~-- 1875 Miss Ada L. Howard .......... Non-sect 31 2 29 ......... 46 208 c115 6 93 M10h1gnn Fem e Semmary...... Kalamazoo, M10h . . . . . 18v6 1866 Mrs. Esther E. Thompson ..... Non-sect 10 1 9 ...... ............. ........... . ........ . ......... 94 St. Mn.r.v 's Hall .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . Faribault, Minn....... 1866 1866 Rt. Rev. H. B. Whipple, D. D ••. P.E ..... 10 1 9 .••••. ......... ............. , .......... .......... 95 Bennet Seminarv ................ Minneapolis, Minn .. . 1870 1869 Miss E. E. Kenyon ........... Non-sect 5 1 4 ...... 15 30 .............. ........... 9G Blue Mount.'lin Female College . . Blue Mountain, Miss.. 1877 1873 M.P. Lowrey ................ Non-sect 7 2 5 1 41 ............. 4 ...... 97 Whitworth Female College . . . . . . Brookhaven, Miss . . . . 1860 1859 Rev. H. F . .Johnson, n:u ...... Meth .... 15 4 11 3 84 196 ............ 3 98 Central Female Institute . . . . . . . . Clinton, Miss...... . . . . 1853 1H53 Rev. Walter lliHmau, J.L. D . •• Baptist .. 7 2 5 2 27 27 ............. ............ 99 ColunJbus Female Institute ...... Columbus, Miss. . ..... 1847 1847 Miss Lorraine S. Street ...... Non-sect 6 1 5 ...... 30 50 ............. ............ 100 ]'r~~in Female College . . . . . . . . lloll,Y ~prin~s, Miss.. . 1849 1849 Mrs. M. B. Clark ............. Meth ... ...... 
---- ----
........... ............ ............ ............. .......... 101 Mendinn Female College .. .. .. .. Merllhnn, Mtss........ 1866 1865 Rev. C. M. Gm·don, A. M •••••. Baptist . . 5 1 4 1 35 44 1 0 102 Union Female Coll~e...... .. . . . . Oxford, ~ss . . . . . . . . . . 1854 1854 Rev . .J. S. Howard, A. ~r. ...... Cumb.P. 8 1 7 2 ...... 148 6 ·-----10:! Chickasaw F(lma.le ollege ...... Pontotoc, :Miss........ 1852 1852 William V. Frierson .......... Presb ... 7 1 G 
" 
43 53 1 3 1().! Lea. Female Colleif .. ....... .. ... Summit, Miss ......... 1877 1877 Rev. Charles H. Otken, A. M . .. Baptist .. 6 1 5 2 50 36 0 8 105 Stephens Female ollege . .. . . . .. Columbia, Mo . .. .. . .. 1857 1856 R.P.Riuer .. ................. . Baptist .. 10 3 7 2 82 85 10 ............ 
106 lloward College ................. Fayette, Mo .......... 1858 1858 Rev . .J. R. Pl'itchett, A. !II .••••. l\feth ... 9 4 5 2 42 88 10 2 
107 FultonSynodiealFema.leCollege . Fulton, Mo ........... 1870 1872 Rev. B. H. Chal'les ........... Presb ... 11 4 7 2 40 ............ ............ ............ 













































































































St. Louis Seminary ....... .... ... . 
St. Teresa's .Academy ........... . 
Baptist Female College ......... . 
Central Female College* .. . ..... . 
The Elizabeth Aull .Female Sem-
inary. 
Clay Seminary* .. . ............. . 
Hardin Female College ..... .... . 
Lindenwood College for Young 
Ladies. 
St. Joseph Female College ...... . 
Academy of the VisitatiOn ..... . 
Mary Institute (Washington 
University). 
Ursuline Academy and Day School 
BiG~~fs. Wbit..'tker's School for 
Independence, Mo .. .. 
Jennings, Mo ...• ..... 
Kansas City, Mo ..... . 
Lexington, Mo .. .... . . 
Lexington, Mo . . ..... . 













W . .A.Buckner,A.M ........... Christian ........... . 
1 
.... . 
B. T. Blewett, LL. D...... . . . .. . Non-sect 4 1 3 1 
SisterHermanJoseph ........ R.C ... .. 10 .... 10 
A .F.Fleet,A.M ............... Baptist .. lL 2 9 
Rev. Marshall Mcilhany . . . . . . M. E. So . 8 3 5 




~~i~tl~g~~ ~:::~~~I· ~::-1 ~!!~ I· :~~~~~:::-~~~.:i: ~:::~::::I:~~~~~::: I· i: -I--~ -I--:-.------
10 
20 




40 71 ........... 2 
22 93 7 1 
39 61 1 1 
84 57 13 0 
28 45 ............ .......... 
........... 
10 36 2 
·--~~-~--- ~~-1 .. 0:~.1""""2" St. Joseph, Mo ..... 00.11877118761 Rev. E. S. Dulin, D. D., LL.D.--~ Baptist .. l12 St.Lou~s, Mo oo•·oo··· 1845 1832 ...... oooo,.oo·oo·· 000000000000 R.C . .... 20 
St. Loms, Mo . . . . . . . . . 1853 1859 C. S. Pennell, A. M. • • • • • • . • • • • . Non-sect 19 
2 
1 18 1------1------1'--····------·------
St. Louis, Mo .... 00 ... 18491 Very Rev. Henry Muhlsiepen, I R. C ..... 134 
V.G. 
Reno,Nev ...... ...... l.-- ---11876 Rt.Rev.O.W.Whitaker,u.D. P.Eoo ... 7 
1 133 
2 
























Adams Academy ............... . 
Robinson Female Seminary .... . 
New Hampshire Conference Sem-
inary and Female College. 
East Derry, N.H oooo-~1823 
Exeter, N. H ... 00 .. 00 . 1867 
Tilton, N. H ..... 00 .. • 1852 
i~~~ I ~;:i~J.-~iyt~~ ::::::::::::1 N-o~-"s"e.ct 100 9 ., .. i ·1 00 s ·1 00 .. 3 ., .. ii5·j-- ·5o-,--- io·1·-- i2 -~-- i87 T::: 






Tilden Ladies' Seminarv ........ . 
Bordentown Female College* ... . 
Ivy Hall* ........... . ......... o •• 
Pennin~_ton Seminary and Fe-
male Collegiate Institute. 
Academy of the Sacred Heart ... 
131 1 St . .Agnes School* .............. . 






Packer Colle~iate Institute ..... . 
Bu:ffa.lo .Female Academy ....... . 
Holy Angels' Academy ...•...... 
Granger Place School" .... ... .. . . 
Claverack College and Hudson 
River Institute.* 
·west Lebanon, N. H. -~18691 18551 Hiram Orcutt, A. M .•••••.•••• -~ Non-sect I 9 
Bordentown, N.J .. 00. 1853 1851 Rev. 'William C. Bowen, A. Moo ........ 00 10 
Bridg:eton, N. J 00 ..... 00.. . . 1861 ............ 00. 00 ... 00 . 00 ... 00 • • Non-sect 7 
Pennmgton, N. J . . . . . 1839 1840 Rev. Thomas Hanlon, D. D .... M. E . . . . 15 
Near Albany, N. Y. 
(Kenwood). 
Albany, N. Y 00 ... 00 00 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (138 
Montague Place). 
Brooklyn, N.Y ...... . 
Buffalo, N. Y. 00 .. 00 .. 
Buffalo, N.Y .. 00 .. 00. 
Canandaigua, N.Y ... . 




Madam Sarah Jones ......... ·1 R. C .... i 19 
1869 Rt. Rev. W. C. Doane, s. '1'. D ... P. E. 00 .. 28 
1851 I Charles E. West, M.D., LL.D .. Non-sect 24 




A. Crittenden, A.M., PH.D .... . 
Rev. A. T. Chester, D. D ...... . 
~~!:1c~r~lk!~~~~si~~ir::: 
Non-sect 1 35 Nan-sect 12 















6 1---- .. ·1·---··1·-·---1-··---1•••-·· 
6 
18 I'"····I•••OOol'''"''l"""""' 










! 1 3~ 10000 4'1' 00 87' 1"'38'1""8"1 2Z ld:g; 8 0 . -- . 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 - 0 0 -- 00 0 - 00 0 0 0 125 
OOOoooo~o :::::: ---~~- ---~~- ---~~- 0000~0 (~0 
138 St. Joseph's Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . Lockport, N. Y . ..... -~186611863 
139 Academy of the Sacred Heart . . . Manhattan ville, N. Y . . . . . . . ---- :-
140 Academy of Mt. St. Vincent-on- New York, N. Y ... o •• 1865 1847 
the-Hudson. 
Rev. Alonzo Flack, PH. D., 
pr~si~ent; Georgie Newton, 
prmmpal. 
SisterEmelie . ................ ,R.C .... ,20 100 "120 I 91 3601100 ~-----·~··-- 00 Ma~ame Dunne (superior) OOOo R. C 00 .. 0000 oo .. 00 ~- ........... o oooooo ..... 0 .... .. 









141 Academy of tb.e Sacred Heart .. _ New York, N. Y. (49 
W.17th street). 
142 Mrs. S. Reed's Boarding and Day New York, N.Y. (6 E. 
School.* 53d street). 
...... , ...... 1 Ma~~-I~·ene Robinson (su- ~ R. C.·---~- ---~----~----~·oooo·~------~------~---oo·l·-----~
135 1·--· 
..oo .. , 1864 ~s.CaiolineG. Reed o ....... P. E ............ OOOo .................. 0""" 0 ---·-- ...... ·-- 0 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Also 7 :partial. 
b Education fund of $251 OQO. 
Includes 48 teachers admitted as students in collegiate courses. 
dincludes pupils in the Kindergarten department. 

































D'Youville Academy .••....••••• 
Cook's Collegiate Institute ..... . 
Asheville F emale Colleg_e ....... . 
Greensboro' F ema.le Couege . ... . 
J ndson College .... . ....... . ..•.. 
Louisburg Female College . ... ••. 
Chow an Baptist Female Institute 
Estey Seminary . . . ...•••.....•. . . 
Feace Institute 
152 1 St. Mary's School .. . ........... . . 
1 r,3 Thomasville Female Colle~e* .•.. 












incinnati W esleyan College . • •. 
Mt. Auburn Young Ladies' In-
stitute. 
leveland Semina.ry for Girls ... . 
Glendale Female College . .... . .. . 
Granville Female College . ... ... . 
Young La<lic:>' lust itute ........ . 
llighlnnd I nstitute ...... . ..... . . 
H illsborough Female College ... . 
Oxford l!'emalo Collep:e .... ... .. . 
Western Fe~nlo Seminar y . . .. .. . 
NoTB.- x indicates a.n affirmative answer; 0 signi:ftes no or none; .••••• indicates no answer. 
Corps of 1 cb 
instrUction. rc Students. 
~ cD Number in col- cb 
s:i ~ '1:1 legiate depart- '1:1 "' ~ ~ . ~ ment. _ :a ~ 1t~ ~ -~ ~j ~_.3 ~ ~ .-d ·=~ ~ 1t~ "' ~~ '0 0 .a~ g p.~ ..ct ~ ~-oa i.§ Q l-orD "' rn~='< ~='<--"' Q 0~ ~~ '1:1 a~ ......
"' s ~ 'do ~ 0 :::! ~ ·~ p. 
-a . .... Q ~~ ~I=>< ~ :~ Q c;~,..... ~ ~ 'd ~ ! Q>~ .s::;;,Q> 'd ~ a Q> p. ..... a~ ~ -+'> 'd . ~-; rn-+'> ~ 0 ~ Q> ~ ~ ~ ~p ~ 8 ~ 8 lzi 
s:i 0 
~ ~ 





~ <tl ~ 
~ ~ 
Location. President or principal. 
-
- - - ------------
--
2 3 I 4 ij 6 I" 8 9 10 11 12 13 .4 11} 16 
----
-----------
Plattshurgh,_ N. Y . . . . 1871 1860 Sister Duguay (superioress) .. . R . C.... . 14 .. . . 14 . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. • . . . • . • .. 112 
Poughkeeps1e,N. Y ......... 1848 Geor&_e W.Cook,PH.D ........ Non-sect 16 3 13 ...... 30 100 ...... 4 a150 
Asheville,N.C . ....•....... 1854 Rev.JamesAtkins,jr ........ M.E.So. 7 3 4 . ... . . 69 44 1 ...... 118 
Greensboro', N. C . .... 1839 1846 Rev. TurnerM. Jones, D.D . ... Meth .... 9 3 6 1 15 69 4 ...... 88 
H endersonville, N. C ............... . . . .... .. .. . . .... .............. --- . -..... -.-- - -.- -. - . -•....... --- . • • . • . -....... . . -- ..... . 
Loui sbur~, N.C .. ..... 1854 1855 WilliamC.Doub, A. M ...... . . . M.E.So. 5 1 4 ...•.. ...... 46 .••... ••••.. 461 0 
raJ;t~SN~c·:_:r:r~~:: : -~~~~- -~~~~- -~~~:~~~~~~~~~1:_~--~_::::::: ~~~-t-i~~: : --~- - - ~ - --~- - -- - ~- ·---~- ---~~- ·---~- :::::: ---~~- -~.~: 
Rale1gh, N.C - -- --·· - - 1857 1872 Rev.R.Burwell and John B. Presb . . . 8 2 6 ..••.. ..•••. . •••.. •••••. ...... 125 •••. 
Burwell. 
18421 R ev. Ben~ett Smedes, A. M .. . . P . E . .... c12 4 8 . • . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • . 102 
1849 H.W.Remhart ........... .. .. Non-sect 8 2 6 ...... 30 44 .••••• •••••. 74 
1875 G. K. Bartholomew, A.M ....... P. E..... 18 5 13 3 48 59 5 . . . • . . 112 
Raleigh, N.C ......... 
1 
..... . 
Thomasville, N. C. . . . . 1855 
Cincinnati, Ohio (cor- ..... . 
n er Fourth ann John 
streets). 
Cincinnati, Ohio ..... -11842 11842 
Cincinnati, Ohio .••••. . ..... ------
Cleveland, Ohio... . . . . 1853 1854 
Glendale, Ohio . ... .. . . 1854 1854 
Granville, Ohio . . . . . . . 1833 1833 
Granville, Ohio . ............ 1832 
Hillsborough, Ohio . . . 1860 1857 
Hillsborough , Ohio . . . 1854 1858 
Oxford, Ohio.... . . .... 1854 1854 
Oxford, OhiQ . . • . • . . . . . :).853 1855 
Rev. D. H. Moore, D. D ...•..... l Meth ..•. l 19 4 I 15 3 49 58 29 d200 
S. N. Sanford, A.M ....... ---- .. P . E ..... 9 3 : ---.- ----.- ---,-···;;· ----.- ···;.;r·· Rev. Ludlow D. Potter, D. D . •. Presb ... 11 3 W. P. K err, A.M .•......... . ... Presb . .. 10 2 8 1 22 10 --.--- .••• - . 32 - -- -
R ev. D. Shepardson, D. D ...... Baptist .. 8 1 7 -•... - 20 42 25 2 dl07 0 
Miss E. L. Grand-Girard . . . .. . PrN:b ... 8 8 1 20 40 4 0 64 0 
Rev.Johnll' .Loyd,A.M ....... M.E ... . 5 1 4 2 21 11 e15 ·----- 40 
R ev.Robert-D.Morris,D.D - -- - Presb --- 9 41 5 -· · --- .••••• 55 21 ------ 76 






































.165 Lake Erie Fema,le Seminal'y . . . . . Painesville, Ohio...... 1859 1859 Miss:M:aryA.Evans .......... :Noh-sect 12 .... i2 .•.•.. ....•. 76 ....•..•.•.. 78 166 Rose Rid~e Seminary...... . . . . . . Portsmouth, Ohio.... . . . . . . . 1867 Rev.J.N. Lee, D. D............ .••••••••• 5 ...............••••..•.•••.•••••.••••• 2{ 
·167 St. Helens Hall ....... . .......... Portland, Oreg........ .. . . . . 1869 Rt. Rev. B. Wistar Morris ..... P.E ..... 12 2 10 ........... 40 .. .......... 11 
----·· 
155 I 2 168 Allentown Female College. . . . . . . Allentown, Pa...... . . 1867 1867 Rev. W. R. Hofford,A. M: .•••••• Rf.Ch .. 6 2 4 .••••. 24 36 ............ ............ 60 169 Moravian Semillary for Young Bethlehem, Pa ........ 1863 1785 Rev. Francis Wolle ........... Morav .. 15 4 11 ........... ............ 
----·· 
.. ........ 12 80 Ladies. 
170 Blairsville Ladies' Seminary ..... Blairsville, Pa ........ 1851 Rev. T. R. Ewing ............. Presb ... 10 2 8 ·----- ......... ............ ........... ··-·-· 80 171 Wilson College . . .. . . . . .. . ....... Chambersburg, Pa .... 1869 1870 Rev. T. H. Robinson, D. D .••.•• Presb ... 8 1 7 .••••• 17 16 ........... 
------
33 172 Pennsylvania Female College* . . . Collegeville, Pa ....... 1853 1851 James Warrenne Sunderland, Non-sect 6 1 5 2 30 35 2 1 68 
LL.D. 
173 French Protestant School........ Germantown, P a. .......... 1857 Miss E. Clement .............. P.E .... , 10 4 6 .••••. 
------
.......... ............. ........ ............ (Philadelphia, West 
Walnut lane). 
5 1 .••••. 1 48 1------1 .••••. 1 31 174 I Miss Mary E. Stevens's Boarding Germantown,_Pa. 1····--118681 MissMaryE.Stevens ........ 1P.E ..•.. 1111 61 80 
and Day School for Young La- (WestChelton ave., 
dies. near Wayne street). 
175 University Female Institute ..... Lewisburg, Pa . . . . . . . 1846 1852 J onath= Jon", A. M .•••.•••• -~ Bapti•t .. 9 2 7 ·----- 18 31 16 ............ 65 176 Irving Female College* . ; ........ Mechanicsburg, Pa . . . 1857 1856 Rev. T.P.Ege,A.M ........... Meth .... 5 2 3 ...... ............. 42 .. ......... 
------
42 .... 177 Brooke H~ Female Semrnary ... Media, Pa . .................. 1856 M.L.Eastman .......... ····-· P.E ..... 12 1 11 ......... . .......... ........... 4 50 rTl ............ .. ..... t-3 178 Chestnut Street Seminary* ...... Philadelphia, Pa. (1615 . . . . . . 1850 Misses Mary L. Bonney and Non-sect 12 5 7 -----· ............. ............ . ........ 2 79 . ..... >-Chestnut street). Harriette A. Dillaye. 
t-3 179 Pittsburgh Female College* ..... Pittsburgh, Pa ....... 1854 1854 Rev. I. C. Pershing, D. D .•••.•. M:.E .... 2! 9 15 3 90 40 107 5 242 53 I-< 180 ·washington Female Seminary .. . Washington, Pa ...... 1836 1836 Miss N. Sherrard ....................... 10 1 9 ·----- ·----- ...... ......... .. .......... 150 -··· rTl 181 Cottage Hill College* ............ York, Pa ............. 1868 Misses S. E. Thornbury and P.E ..•.. 5 1 4 ------ 13 34 ------ ........... 47 ... · .... t-3 ~ M.J.Miffi.in. a 182 Due West Female College* ...... Dne West, S.C ....... 1859 1859 Rev. J. I. Bonner, D. D .•.••••• A.R.P .. 8 2 6 1 60 55 ........... 1 116 
---- > 183 Greenville Female College ....... Greenville, S.C ...... 1853 1854 Alexander S. Townes ......... Baptist .. 9 3 6 2 68 83 2 0 153 0 t'1 184 Walhalla Female College ....... . W a.lhalla, S. c; ........ 18i7 Rev. J. P. Smeltzer, D. D ..••••• Luth .... 6 1 5 2 81 30 ......... ............ 111 
----185 Williamston Female College .... . Williamston, S. C ..... 1875 1872 Rev. S. Lander, A.M., D. D .••••• Non-sect 10 3 7 1 20 110 
------
2 132 ....... t-3 186 Athens Female Seminary . . .. . ... Athens, Tenn . ........ 1869 1866 Mrs. Mary W. Snllills ......... Non-sect 3 2 1 ·----- ........... . ........ 30 0 >-187 Bristol Female Colle5e* .. --- · ·- · Bristol, Tenn ........ . 1872 1868 Prof. D.C. Wester, A.M ....... Baptist .. 4 1 3 2 58 74 ......... 132 ........ t:d 188 Brownsville Female ollege* .... Brownsville, Tenn ... 1851 1851 R. E. Binford, A.M ..........••. Baptist .. 8 3 5 .•••.. ............. 75 . ............ 3 7R 0 t'1 189 ~i~t~~ !::a~~~~¥~~~-~:~ : ~-~ Brownsville, Tenn .... 1870 1867 Rev. John Williams ........... Meth .... 4 1 a.- ...... 20 27 .......... ........... 47 ...... ttj 190 Columbia, Tenn ....... 1858 1852 Robert D. Smith, A.M ......... Non-sect 11 3 8 2 45 104 3 1 153 6 ?2 191 Columbia Female Institute* .... Columbia, Tenn ....... 1837 Re:v. George Beckett, s. T. D .•• 11 192 Tennessee Female College ....... Franklin, Tenn ....... 1856 1856 W1lliam J. Vaughan .......... :M~th~~~: 9 1 8 123 133 193 Memphis Conference Female In- Jackson, Tenn ........ 1844 1844 Rev.A.B.Jones,A.H ...•..... M.E.So. 16 4 12 4 152 93 10 12 /424 0 stitnte. 
194 Cumberland Female College~· .... McMillnville, Tenn ... 1850 1850 A.M.Burney,A.M ............ Cumb.P. 5 2 3 1 30 39 5 ·4 78 4 195 MurfreesbOl'O' Female Institute .. Murfreesboro', Tenn .. 185- 185- James E. Scobey, A.M ......... Non-seot 9 2 7 1 30 90 5 4 129 0 196 Soule Female College .... . .•..... Murfreesboro', Tenn .. 1852 1851 Rev. Jolrn R. Thompson. A. M. M.E.So. 7 1 6 1 20 36 0 0 56 0 197 St. Cecilia's Academy_ ........... Nashville, Tenn ...•.. 1862 1860 Mother Ann Hanlon .......... R.C ..... 16 16 6 15 34 6 2 57 0 198 W. E. Ward's Seminary for Nashville, Tenn ••.••. 1869 1865 Rev. W.E. Ward, D. D ••••••••. Non-sect 17 1 16 1 25 162 38 0 225 0 
199 Youn~ Ladies. Pulaski, Tenn ...... -. 1872 1873 W.K.Jones ···········--~---: Meth .... 105 140 Martin ollege .................. 6 1 ,5 1 35 .......... ......... 200 iiogersville Female College . _____ Rogersville, Tenn ..... 1849 1849 Rev. A. W. Wilson, A. H ....... Presb ... 4 1 3 1 30 40 10 4 841 0 201 ary harp College .... . ......... Winchester,. Tenn .... 1850 1851 ~ Sr~c~I:~ LL.D.-.- •• --.---. Baptist .. 10 5 5 6 22 82 .......... 1~~ ---~ .......... 202 Bryan Femal~:~ Institute* ...•..... Bryan, Texas ..•..... 1873 Non-sect 8 1 2 1 ·••··· 30 ............ n ..•.•••.•......•. ............ 




















TABLE VIII.-Statistics of institzdions for the Bltperior instruction of women, for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. 
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:z; I 1--1--1 1-1-1--1--1--1--•--·--·-
1 2 3 4 :> 6 '1 I 8 I 9 I tfJ I 11 I 12 I 13 14 I 11i I 16 
I 1 1 1--1 1 ----1--1-1-1--1-~1--1-- 1--, __ , __ 
Chappell Hill Female College .... 
Young Ladies' School, South-
western University. 
Andrew Female College* ....... . 
Baylor Female College ........ .. . 
Lamar Female College . ......... . 
Nazareth Uonvent . ...... .. ..... . 
Waco Female College ........... . 
Vennont Methodist Seminary 
and Female College. 
Martha Washington College .... . 
Hollins Institute .... --- --- - ..... . 
Albemarle Female -Institute •. •• . 
Roanoke l!'emaJe College ........ . 
Edge Hill School"" ....... ........ . 
Marion Female College ......... . 
Petersburg Female College• .... . 
Southern ]'emale Colle~e . ...... . 
Richmond Female Instttute* ... . . 
Staunton Fcmalo Seminary ------
Virginb Ft·male Institute* ..... . 
Chappell Hill, Tex.. .. 1853 1853 
Georgetown, Tex.. . .. 1875 1840 
Rev. E. D. Pitts, D. D • • • • • • • • • . M . E. So .. .... . .. , . ... , . •..• . 
Rev. Francis Asbury Mood, M. E. So . 7 7 46 74 1::::::1:::::: , .. i2o .... ·· 
Huntsville, Tex . . . . . 1852 1853 
Independence, Tex . . . 1846 1846 
Paris, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 1866 
D. D. (regent). 
Lyman Harding, jr ........... Non-sect 5 2 













Victoria, Tex ..... _.. . . .. .. . 1866 
Waco, Tex ............ 1854 1854 
.J.D. Anderson .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 4 1 
Mother Mary St. Claire ...... ,. R. C .. .. . 16 ... 
Rev. Samuel P. Wright, A.M ••• M. E. So. 6 1 
Rev . .Julius B. Southworth .... M. E .... 10 5 
16 1· .. . .. 1 •••• • -' •• • --• • ·-- .. , ... ·--
Montpelier, Vt .. ___ . . 1834 1834 
5 
5 
Abingdon, Va ....... . 1860 1860 Rev.E.E. Hoss,llf.A ---------- Meth .... 91 3 
Botetourt Springs, Va 1843 1842 Chal"les L. Cocke; sup't ...... . Baptist ....... .. 
Charlottesville, -va .. . 1876 1855 Richard IT. Rawlings, A. M., Baptist.. 8 4 
6 
4 
and W. P. Dickinson. 
Danville, Va.......... 1859 1859 S. W. and .J. '.r. Averett ........ Baptist.. 6 
Keswick Depot, Va .............. The Misses Randolph ......... Non-sect 7 
Marion, Va .. .... _. _. _ 1874 1873 Rev . .J . .J. Scherer, A. M .••.•••. Ev. Luth 9 
Petersburg, Va....... 1857 1857 Frank M. Wright . ........... Non-sect 5 
Petersburg,Va ...... . 1863 1862 \V.'l'.Davis,A.l\1. ............. Non-sect 6 
Richmond, Va . .... ... 1853 1853 Miss S. B. Hamner ............ Baptist.. 6 
Staunton, Va. .... .... 1R70 1870 Rev. J.I.Miller,A. l\l ...... Luth'n .. 11 













27 I 87 
12 70 





55 I. --~~.I : :: : : : I 0 
.......... \ ........... 
2s I 75 I s 
1 
.. __ __ 

























222 \ Episcopru Female Institute . __ . __ 
~23 Broaddus F emale College* . r, -.. . 
St9.unton, Va.. . . . . . . .l l&H 184 7
1 
Tit. Ticv. F. M. Wluttle, D. D., P. E.... 16 
Winchester, V a...... . 1874 I 1874 Rev . .J. C. Wheat, D . D ......... P. E .. .. . 5 1 2 















































2241 Parkersburg Female Seminary--~ Parkersburg, W.Va .. l 0 118651 Mrs.F.G.Field .............. ~----------~3~----~3~ 21 20 I 2~5 ~eelin~FetnaleCollege ....... Wheeling, \V:Va ..... 1851 1848 MissA.Taylor ............... Non-sect 10 . 3 7 ........... . 
226 W:1sconsm Female College . . . . . . . FC!x Lak_e, W 1s. . . . . . . . 1855 1 8~6 Rev . .Albert 0. W nght, :M. A . . . Cong. . . . a6 a2 a4 . • • • • . a49 
227 MilwaukeeCollege .............. Milwaukee,W1s ...... 1851 18o1 CharlesS.Farrar,A.l\1 ........ Non-sect 16 4 12 0 145 
.zt;) "-~. '1 ~ 1 1. I •:·-..1 '·.~ $.• . 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. aln 1878. 
48l 9l 4l 81 
1 
.. __ 140 -----· ...... 140 ----
a29 a1 a3 a82 •••• 
50 25 ;t. 221 0 
















TABLE vm.-Statistics of institution-s for the sitpet·~o1' ~nst1'Udiott oj women for 1879, jc.-Continued. 
NoTB.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
~ ... ,c~ ~ i Library. I Cost of- Property, income, &c. <dCI) ~60 0 ~ 0 ·g~ ~ CD !!3.S ~-~ .s~ .s ai 
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~ ~ H,..... ~ ~ ~ P=l E-i ~ 
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I I I , __ , ___ , __ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ , ___ 1 














Date of next com· 
mencement. 
29 
1 UnionFemaleCollege ·······---·---·------·---· x 5 38 0 0 $130 $25 $70 $12,000 $0 $0 ---······· July2. 
2 Florence Synodical Female College a...... . . . . . . x 4 40 2, 000 ... - . - ......... - . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 30, 000 - ••. - - - . - ..... - . ---- - - - -- . 
3 HnntsvilleFemaJeCollege ...................... x 10 40 550 0 210 20-30 50-60 40,000 0 0 ---------· June5. 
4 HnntsvilleFemaleSeminary(RotherwoodHome) ...... 9 40 500 25 .•••••.... 40 50 ---------- -------· .••............... June3. 
5 JudsonFemalelnstitute ........................ x 5 36 3,050 50 157 40-50 60 50,000 0 0 ---------- Jnne17. 
6 Mn.rionFemaleSeminary ...... . ............... . x 5 36 200 0 b135 25-35 50 8,000 0 0 $4,000 June25. 
7 .AlabamaCentralFemaleCollege................ x 4 40 -------------- 162 18--36 50-60 240,000 -------- ..•.••. , .......... June25. 
8 Tuscaloosa,FemaleCollege...................... x 9 37 ........ ...... 150 25-40 50,60 .................................... Jnne23. 
9 .AlabamaConferenceFemaleCollege............ x 5 40 ........ ...... 150 20-40 50 60,000 0 0 c12,000 June22. 
10 Young Ladies' Seminary*....................... 0 3, 4 40 1, 500 1, 300 270 50 50 15, 000 0 0 ell, 323 May 28. 
11 CollegeofNotreDame.......................... x ...... ------ d2,500 ------ .......... ---------- ---------· ---------· -------· -------· ---------· 
12 HartfordFemaleSeminary* .................... 0 4 40 300 0 450 40 60-120 30,000 0 -------- 4,000 June18. 
13 CongregationdeNotreDame ............................... -----· d1,600 ------ .......... ---------· ---------- d28,000 -------- ........ ----------
14 Wes1eyanFemaleCollege ....................... x 4 39 1,500 0 150 45 60 35,000 0 0 2,500 June18. 
15 Nassau College for Young Ladies . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . - - . .. . . - . . . . -- - - - . - - - - - - . - - . -- .. - . . . • . .. . - ... - .. -- ..... - - . - - - - -- -- .. - - - - - - - -- - - .. - - · 
16 Lucy Cobb Institute............................ x 4 40 600 ...... 110 30 60 25,000 -------------------------- June16. 
17 ColumbusFemaleCollege ---------------------- ...... 5 40 800 ------ 232 50-60 70 40,000 ........ ........ 9,000 June2t. 
18 .A.ndrewFemaleCollege ·----------·------------ ...... -·----- 40 .............. -------------------- 50 10,000 ....... . -------- ......... . 
19 Dalton Female College ...... __ .................. x 6 40 300 .. . . .. 135 10-30 40 10, 000 0 0 e800 
20 Monroe Female College* __ . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. x 4 40 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 120 25-35 50 30, 000 
21 Georgia Baptist Seminary for Young Ladies.... x 4 40 400 100 100 25 40 6, 000 
22 Gr:iffiil. Female College .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. x 4 40 1, 450 20 120 30 50 10, 000 
23 La, Grange FemaJ.e College...................... x 4 40 300 .... .. 125 40 50 50, 000 
24 Southern Female College.. ...................... x 4 38 .. . .. . . . . . . . . . c200 30-40 50 20, 000 
~5 Wesleyan I!'emale College*. ........... .. . . . .. . .. x 5 42 450 50 280 45 50-80 110, 000 
26 Marietta Female College*....................... x 4 40 ...... ------- 200 40 50 5,000 
June 16. 
- - -- .... - - .. --- . ------ .. -. July 9. 
0 0 2, 400 June 24. 
0 0 3, 700 June 23. 
0 0 .......... June 13-16. 
.. ........ 5,000 Jnne23. 
0 0 15, 000 J nne 18. 






































27 CollegeTemple ... ... . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . ...... . .. . x ...• •. 40 5,000 . ..... iOO 20-40 I 50 60,000 --- .. .. --------~ 5,000 .tune30. 
28 Rome Female College........................... x ------------ .••..••. ...... .••••• . ... (20-50) 15,000 ................ ------·---
29 ShorterCollege . . .... ........... ... ................... ------ 40 - ---·--· ...... c192,212 40 60 /50,000 ......................... June. 
30 YoungFemafeCollege............ . ............. x 5 40 . .... . .. ...... 150 30 50 ................................... . 
31 Woman'sCollege ofthe :NorthwesternUniversity x ------ •.. . ... - - ...... ---------- . ...... .. . -------·-· 100,000 .......................... June23. 
~~ ~~~~%~~!:::: ::: :: :::: ::: ::::::: ::::::::: : ; ! :g __ <9_> ___ .::::: ...... is5· ·---·-·a5 b!~ ---4o:ooo· :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:i~: 
34 HighlandCouegeforWomeu* ------------ - -- -- · x 4 40 1,200 ...... 300 40 60 80,000 ........ ---····· - ---- -- --- June25. 
35 IllfuoisFemaleCollege*- - - --- -- -----·----------- x 4 40 500 ..... 190 40 40 50,000 10,000 ........ 4,000 June5. 
36 JacksonvilleFemale.A.cademy.................. ..... . 4 40 500 ...... 200 40 40 30,000 ................ clO,OOO June5. 
37 St.Mary'sSchool --- -- ---- ------·-------------- x 4 40 2,000 ---~-- c320 .......... ---------- 75,000 ................... . . .... June16. 
38 Ferry Hall, Lako Forest University ............. --... 6 37 600 . -. . . . 240 40 60 75, 000 0 0 6, 475 June 23. 
39 ChicagoFemaleCollege* .... . ............. . ..... 0 4 39 575 100 200 50 50 35,000 ........... . ... cl5,000 June5. 
40 St. Angela's Academy ..... ..... . . -·-·-.-. .. . . . x - ----- -- -- ... - ... . 
41 Mt. Carroll Seminar y ..... ------ ......... --·-- x 6 37 3, 000 
42 Rockford Female Semina.ry .. .. ........ .. -. _.... x 4 38 2, 175 
43 Moravian Semina.ryfor Yotmg Ladies ..... .. . __ .. .. --. 4 40 *500 
4<t D e Panw College . . _ .. . . _ ........... .. . ... ___ . _. x 4 40 600 
45 ImmaculateConceptionAcaderuy ............. x 12 43 1,300 
46 Callanan College . .. ....... . . -.--- . -.- ... - . . . .. .. -... 4 40 
47 St. Agatha's Seminary .... .. ............ . .... _.. x 12 44 
48 Colle~e of the Sisters of Bethany .•....... - ... ... x 7 39 
49 Bowlmg Green Female College . . -.-.. . . . . . . . . . . x 4 40 
~f ~~~:~~t ~~fl~~~-:::: : :::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::: _. 0 ~ :~ 
52 FranklinFemaleColiege .. ------·------------- - x 4 44 









































~~~: ~~g ~- i 7; ooo -~--i; s2o - ~ - · · · 7; o~s · 
25, 000 . _..... .. . .. .. . *c6, 370 






4, 000 240 c10, 000 
1, 500 
40 50 ------- ·-· .... .. . , 
25 40 20, 500 0 0 5, 300 
27 54 25, 000 0 0 3, 500 
30-40 52 22, 000 0 0 3, 500 
June 10. 
June 23. 
54 LibertyFemaleCollege......... .... ............ x 5 40 
55 Daughters College . ............................. ------ ----·- 40 3, 000 c250 
200 















56 Bethel Female College* . ...... - .. -..... -- .. --.-. x 4, 6 40 
57 Christ Church Seminary*.-----· .. -·------------ -- ---- 4 40 
58 HamiltonFemaleCollege .... ... ..... ........... x 4 40 
59 L exington F emale College.-------------------·· x 4 40 
60 St. Catharine's Female Academy* ........ - . ..... ------ -.. -.. 41 
61 Louisville Female Seminary* .. _ .... .... . -.. . . . . .. .. .. 4 40 
62 Millersburg Female College. ................ ... . x 5, 4 40 
63 Mt. Sterling Female College...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . x 4 40 
64 Paducah Female College ................ _ ...... _ x 4 40 
65 BourbonFemaleCollege ... ...... ........... .... x 4 40 
66 KentuckyCollege .. ........................... .. x 4 40 
67 Logan F emale College ...........•........... _. . x 4 40 
68 ~cience Hill School ___ .. _.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. x 6 40 
~~ S belbyville F emale College . _ .... _ . .. _ .. _. . . . . . . x 4 40 
71 
C t~ford F emale Colieiif ...... . ...... __ . _ ... .. _ x 6 40 
72 Silli
e _ar Bluff F emale Co ege* .... ___ ...... __ ... _. x 6 40 
ma:n Female Collegiate Institute .... .... . _.. x 4 40 
73 ~eacb1 Female College .. _ .. ... ....... _ ..... _. __ . x 4 40 
* FlS ·om Report of the Commissioner ofEdncation for 1878. 
a uspended. 
b Includes incidentals. . 
40 50 32, 000 - - - -.. .. - . - -.. .. 5, 000 
50 60 . --------- ........ ----·-·· ......... . 
30 60 *110,000 -------- ........ .. . . .... .. 



















































































0 0 4, 000 
. . . . . . . . . _ . .. . . . c8, 000 
.... . ... ........ 3,000 
-·-····· ....... . 5,000 
-.-. - . - - ....... - 2, 000 
20, 000 1, 600 ........ .. 














f Value of buildings. 
g 8ee report of Knox College (Table IX). 





















TABLE YIII.-Statistics of institutions for the superior instruction ojwomenjor 1879, /e.-Continued. ~ 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••• indicates no answer. ~ 
$'"i ~ ~ Library. Cost of- Property, income, &c . 
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-; .~ o p:. .S rti "' bf) .s ~ .s .a E " :::~ ~ :rs o 
<\1 bO .;:l,.,., • Q:> ~ 1=1 S >'l S • .,; ~ :::! rd t.: 4:1 l;:d l'l~ ~;::; .§ ~ S ~ ·s.o. pt: :::~ ~ 'd ~ 'd 8 ~""' Dateofnextcom- ~ 
Name. I .8 o <\1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Q) ;.; 'g S ~ it ~ E:l § l=l4 ° rti l=l4 rti ..Q § mencement. 
-; ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... a §~ § 8 8 ~ ~'g s'g -;::E 0 ;';:::~ ""' ""' ..... s ~» 'd ~ ~ ~» ~.... bll'd .... .e e.e .s :::~ ~ ~ § 0 0 0 .Q) § ~ l=l<~ ~ .... ~ .;; .... !tJ s 
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1 1 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2ii 26 27 28 ~9 ~ 
----------------------- ~ ~ 
74 Mansfield Female College*.................... .. x 4 40 1, 000 20 $160 $34 $56 $35,000 . .. . .. .. a$400 . . . . .. .. .. June 25. UJ. 
75 Minden Female College......................... x 4 40 500 150 40 50 35, 000 ... -.... ...... -- -.... - --.. June 21. ~ 
76 S.vlvcster-J.arned Institute for Youn~ Ladies -- 0 8 38 .100 20 250 45-54 63-72 20,000 $0 0 $8, 000 D ecember. 0 
77 Maino Wcsle.van Seminary and FemaloCollege.- x 4 39 3, 500 40 110 15 21-25 100. 000 40,000 2, 400 3, 775 June 3. z 
78 Wnten·ille Classic.'ll Instltuto ....... --- ---.----- x 4 40 (b) . --... 120 (20-24) (b) (b) (b) (b) t:;j 
79 Balt~oreAca.demyoftheVisitation.......... .. ...... 8 42 3,000 ...• . 55 75 .......... ........ .... .... ... ....... p;, 
80 Balhmore Female College ___ .. __ ............... x 4 38 3, 925 200 32-50 60 60, 000 -.. -........ - .. - 4, 000 June 10. 
81 Burkittsville Female Seminary_ ............... - 4 40 .. . .. . 150 25 30 6, 000 .. --- .. - - ...... - .. . .. . . .. . June 10. 0 
82 Cambridge Female Seminary_.... ... ... .. .. .. . x 6 40 600 200 32 48 10,000 .. -- .... -....... -... ..... June 17. ~ 
83 Frederick Female Seminary* _..... ........ .... . x 4 40 600 . . . . . . 200 40 50 75, 000 20,000 1, 000 4, 000 June. 
84 Abbot..A.c~emy ..................... . ....... . 0 4 39 1, 878 ...... 240 .......... 60 *40,000 .......... t:;j 
85 LasellSemmaryforYoungWomen ...... .. ..... 0 4 36 600 . ..... 260 60 90 75,000 0 0 6,000 June17. t=' 
86 Gannett Inst.itute. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 4 38 3, 000 50 300 80-125 200 80, 000 - ...... - -....... 12,000 June 9, ~ 
87 Bradford Academy_.... ........ ... .. . .. .. .. .. . 0 4 38 2, 700 200 320 60 60 175, 000 ...... -- - ... - .. - -.. -...... June 16. a 
88 SmithCollege........ . . ... ....... .... ... ...... . x 4 36 2,000 250 .......... 100 300,000 400,000 30,000 .......... June16. > 
89 Wheaton Fema.le Seminary • ....... _ ..... _ .. __ .. _ 0 4 38 3, 020 203 210 45 45 50, 000 18, 000 600 6, 000 June 25. 1-i 
90 Maplewood Institute for ~oung La.dies ........ _ 0 4 38 1, 800 .. . .. . 270 24 30 50, 000 ...... -- .. --- .. - .. .. .. .. .. June 24. 0 !ll Mt. llolyokeFemaleSemmary ..... .. ...... .... 4 38 10,189 219 c175 .................... 300,000 36,424 2,500 d46,136 June24. z 
92 Wellealoy College. .. ... ................... _ x 4 39 21, 000 . .. .. . d250 ................... - -.. -.... -....... .. .. .. .. .. June 22. • 
93 Michigan Female Seminary . .................... 38 640 ...... d175 50,000 ........ ........ d7,490 
94 St.Mar.v'sllalL. ... .................. ....... .... 4 36 *800 d300 ......... 30,000 .......................... June15. 
95 BennetSeminan' ..... .... .................. .. x 4 38 *400 10 250 30 50 12,000 ........ ........ 1,800 June!. 
96 Blue Mountain F11male College __ .. _ ...... ___ .. _ x 6 40 160 10 110 30 40 11, 000 ... -- .. - -.. .. .. 2, 500 June 17. 
97 Whitworth Fomale College . .... ...... .......... x 4 39 500 100 d170-300 75,000 0 0 14,000 June 29. 
08 Central Female Institute .. .. __ ........... _ .... _ x 4 40 1, 200 50 170 -10 50 20, 000 -.. -.... - .. -.... 2, 000 June 24. 
09 C~>lwnbua Femaleinatitu~e. ............... .. .. x 10 40 300 ............ :... .......... .......... 50,000 .. , ....................... June 28. 
100 Franklin Female College . . • . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . x . • • • . • 40 200 . . . • • . 180 16 20-25 .••..••.••.••.•••..••.••••••••••.••. 
101 Meridian Female College . • . • • . • • . • • • . . . • . . . • • . . x 5 40 600 • • • . . • 150 35 47 7, 000 . • • . • • • • . • • . • • • . 5, 000 
102 UnJon Female College* .....•• ...•.• ~............ x 4 40 200 . . . . . . 135 30 40-50 25, 000 . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . 4, 843 
103 Chickasaw Female College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . x 4 36 2, 000 0 108 18-27 36 20, 000 0 0 3, 000 
104 Lea Female College............................. x 9 40 0 0 125 25 50 10, 000 0 0 2, 500 
105 Stephens Female College • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . x 4, 5 38 500 20 180 20 40 35, 000 10, 000 1, 500 5, 000 
106 Howard Colle~e.......... ...................... . x 4 40 300 300 150 30 50 40,000 20,000 ..•..... 15,000 
107 Fulton SynodiCal Female College . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . x 4 40 250 . . . . . . 140 25 50 30, 000 0 0 3, 500 
108 IndependenceFemaleCollege ......•.•.•.•...... x 4 40 .............. 180 25 50 10,000 ..•...•.....••....•.•..... 
109 Woodland College*................................... 4 38 ........ ..•... .......... .......... 40 10,000 .........•.......••....... 











May19. 111 St. Teresa'sAcademv........................... x 7 42 400 ....•. 200 20 30 20,000 ........ ........ 5,000 
112 BaptistFemaleCollege ......................... x 6 40 350 ...•.............................••. 20,000 ..•.....•••••.•..•....•••. June!. 
113 CentralFemaleCollege* ..•.•...••..•.........•. x 4 40 ........ .•.... 1GO 20 40 12,000 ..........•............... 
114 TheElizabethAullYemaleSeminary ........... x •••••• 40 1,200 200 160 20-40 50 20,000 0 0 4,000 June4. 
115 . ClaySeminaryk ...... ................ . .......... x 4 40 250 ...... 160 34 44 7,000 .............••. 3,500 June6. ii~ ~i:'~~!'o~d~~g~~e~~r-Yo'~g-i~ili~8:::::::::: ·--~-- ····4· ···4o· ··i;ooo· :::::: .. _. ... 2oo· ····4o~· ····52.:56· ···4o;ooo· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: June 6. 
118 St. Joseph Female College. • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • x 4, 5 40 300 23 230 20-40 50 40, 000 0 0 5, 144 June 3. 
119 Academy of the Visitation...................... x 7 40 .••.. .. . .... .. d300 ...•••............................•.•.......•.••••.••... 
120 Maryllistitute (Washington University)....... 0 5 40 ........ ..••.. .•••.••••. 70-160 100,000 ..•..............•••.••••. June1fl. 
121 Ursuline Academy and Day School. .•..•....... ······ 10 40 6, 000 ........•..•..•.....•••••...........••. · ................•••••............ 
122 Bishop Whitaker's School for Girls . . . . . . . . . . • • . 0 4 40 200 0 300 40 60 30, 000 0 0 2, 500 J nne 26. 
123 Adams Academy............................... x •••••• 39 ..•..... ·•···· . ......... . ....••... 21 ......... . ...............•..•....... June 22. 
124 Robinson Female Seminary ................ -.--. 0 8 37 420 10 150-275 30 30 30,000 120,000 6, 700 285 June 16. 
125 New Hampshire Conference Seminary and Fe- x 5 39 600 ...... 145 18-25 25-36 /25,000 10,000 /600 jl, 350 June 17. 
male College. 
126 Tilden Ladies' Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
127 Bordentown Female College* . . . • • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . x 
128 Ivy Hall* ...... .. ....•..• ··•···················· ······ 






















25,000 . -~·- ~~~ .1. ... ~~~.1 .... ~: :~~-' ~~: g: 
· ·· · · · · 4o ·1: ::::=~:::, ... so~ oiio ., .... ·· o ., ...... o · 8,000 4, 000 I June 25. 
130 Academy of the Sacred Heart.·················· ·•··•· 6 42 2, 000 15 200 .•..... .. . ......... . 300,000 .....•....••..•...•....••. 
131 St. Agnes School* ..............••••••.......... x 10 36 1,500 50 350 ....•..... 30-100 100,000 .••......•••••...•.••..••. June5. 
132 Brooklyn Heights Seminary .....••• • • .••• -• . . . . g 10 38 10, 000 50 450 120 150 75, 000 0 0 . • . . • . . • • . June 8. 
133 Packer Collegiate Institute.·-·····--··--. · · • • · · x · • • • • • 40 4, 474 116 400 80 100 207, 000 41, 000 1, 522 40, 548 June 22. 
134 Buffalo Fem~le Academy · · ·- ·- · ·- · · • • · · · · · • • • • • 12 40 1, 200 0 200-300 32-64 80-96 80, 000 400 20 7, 861 J nne 10. 
135 HolyAno-els Academy ......••...•............. ···0·· ······ ······ ········ ······ ·········· ...................................... ········ ·········· 136 Granger i'Iace School* ...•. - . -•. : ••.••••. : ...... : 2, 3, 4 38 1, 000 50 d400 57 76 40, 000 • • • • . . • . 700 d13, 272 June 24. 
137 ClaverackCollegeandHudsonRiverinstitute*. x 4 39 (b) •••••• 350 ..•....••. .••••••••. (b) •••••••. •••••••• (b) June12. 
138 St. Joseph's Academy.......................... x 4-5 40 ········1······ 150 •••••••••• ..•.•••••. 40,000 •••••...•••••••..••.•••••. June24. i!~ ±~~::y ~~::. ~t~~fn!~~n:i:h~B:;;<i~~~·:::: ·--~-- ····4· ···42· ··9-ooo· :::::: ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ········ ········ ·········· . 
H! ~;:~j~:i~l~E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::::: :::::: ::::~: :::::: :::·:::::1:::::: ::::._:. ::::::~~: ::::::;~: ::~~~:~: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::~~ ;::~. 
144 Cook's. Col~egiate Institute ..•......•..............• -. . •.• .. 40 1, 5oo . .• . • . ··aso· · ·· · · ·· (o" · · ·· ·· · 6() · · • 5o,"ooo· :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::.. June 16. 
).45 Asheville Female College . . . . . . . • . • . • • . • . . • • . . . . x 4 40 700 . • • • • . 150 30 50 20, 000 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 700 J nne 15. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of E<luc~tion for 1878. c For board, lo~g~g, tuition, and lectures, /This college is united f_inancially with the New Ham:Jl· 











































TABLE VIII.-Statistics of institutions Jor t'he superior instruction of women for 18,-9, /c.-Continued. 
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Date of next com-
mencement. 
I I l--1--l---l--l---l---l---l---1---l---l---l------
1 1'1 I 1S I 19 20 21 ~2 23 24 ~;) !!6 2'1 28 29 
I I l--l--1---l--1---l---l---1---l---l--- l---1------
y:~:~bc~~ei'~~~- ?.o.~~~~-::::::: ::::::::::::: .. ~ ...... ~- ... ~~- . -~·- ~~~. :::::: ..... !~~~- .. -~~~~~- ..... !~~- .. !:~·- ~~~. :::::::: ::::::: :1 ... !~·-~~~ ·I :May 27. 
Louisburg Femllle Colle~te .... ......... ......... x 4 42 300 ...... 1(10 25-30 30-40 10,000 $0 $0 1, 800 :May 27. 
Chow:m Baptist Female mstitute......... ...... x 4 39 500 ..... . 108 40 50 40,000 0 0 6, 000 June~-
friPa~JE~i~~~~~~:~:::::~::::~~::::::::::: :::::: ::::~: ·--!r :::::::::::::: :::::~i~~: ....... ~f ....... ~~ ~~~~~~~~- ::::::~: ::::::~ . --- - ------~ June1o. 
Thomasville Female College* . .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . x 8 40 600 . .. .. . 115 40 50 15, 000 _ .. _ .......... --1 3, 500 June 4. 
Bartholomew English and Classical SchooL..... 0 6 38 _ ...... _ . .. . .. 350 110-130 150 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12, 000 June 10. 
CincinnatiWE>sleyauColleae .... . .............. x 7,4 39 2,000 ...... 334 62 102 225,000 .......................... June9. 
Mt. Au bum Young Ladies•%stitute ........... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .... . . .. _ ...... _ ...... _ ........ _ ....... .. 
Cleveland Seminary for Girls ...... _ ........... - x 4 40 2, 000 .. .. .. 300 ...... _ .. _ 60 
Glendale Female College ....... ................ _ x 6 40 2, 600 300 b250 40 50 
Granville Female College . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 4 38 _ .. .. .. . . .. .. . 300 30 30 
Young Ladies' Institute ............. _.......... o 4 39 1, 500 .. .. .. 180 24 30 
Highland Institute ....... . ........ _ .. . .. .. .. .. . x 6 39 600 30 219 24 36 
Hillsborough E'emale College .................. _ x 4 40 750 .. .. .. 135 30 40 
Oxford Female College ................... _ .. .. .. _..... 4 39 2, 000 . . .. .. 200 50 50 
Westeru ~·emnJ.e Seminary .................. _ .. _ 0 4 38 3, 000 .. .. .. 170 ...... _ .. __ ...... .. 
Lake Erie Female Seminary ...... _ ... _ .... _.... 0 4 38 1, 500 0 a170 .. .. . .. . .. _ ........ . 
Rose Rid~e Seminary . ..... .. .... ............... _ .......... _ 40 ... _.... .. . . . . a275 .......... _ ....... . 
St .. H elen s HalL..... .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . o 9 40 600 50 250 30 50 
A.llentown Female College ..................... _ x 3 40 350 50 184-200 36 40-50 
Mor:rviau Seminary for Young Ladies...... .... x ...... 40 5, 000 20 b220 40 40 
Blairsville La<lies' Semiua.ry .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 0 4 40 500 30 240 20 40 
Wilson College .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. x 4 38 1, 300 _..... 240 GO· 60 
100,000 0 0 .......... June 16. 
75,000 0 0 .......... June 10. 
20,000 
--------
_______ ... __ June 23. 
25,000 June 23. 
20,000 0 0 1, 800 June 10. 





106,000 .............. ............. 17,747 June 19. 
100,000 10,500 700 19,875 June 17. 
33,000 .......................... 
35, 000 _....... . .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. June 9. 
25,000 ....... _ ................. - June 27. 
80,000 0 0 3, 000 June 23. 
25,000 .......................... June16. 




































172 Pennsylvania. Female College*.................. x 4 40 2, 000 •••••• 160 40 50 50, 000 . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . . . . June19. 
173 French Protestant School....................... . • • • • • . •••••.••••..•••••••.•..•. a500 75 100-150 50,000 ........... ............. ................. 
174 :Miss :Mary E. Stevens's Boarding and Day School ......... ......... ......... .............. ............ a500 80 130 June. 
for Youn~ Ladies. 
175 University em ale Institute .•••••••••.....•.•.• X 4 40 1, 000 50 160 30 36 75,000 June 23. 176 Irving Female Colle~* ..••••.••••••••••...•.••. X 5 40 3,000 270 50 80 35,000 .rune 18. 177 Brooke Hall Female eminary •••••••..••....... 0 4, 5 38 650 a400 65,000 June 17. 178 Chestnut Street Seminary* .•.•••••••••....•••••• 39 a600 100 125 
179 Pittsburgh Female College* •••.••••.•..•....... X 9 40 650 25 240 48 65 100,000 11,950 700 12,206 June 20. 180 Washin~n Female Semmary .••..••......••.•. 4 40 500 24 40 *15, 000 June 18. 181 Cotta.W "ll College* ..•..•••••..••.••••••.•.••. X 7 40 79 225 40 40 June 13. 182 Due est Female College• ••.•••.••..••• . ...... X 4 40 500 30 177 10-15 40 
183 Greenville Female College ..•.••••••.••...•...•. X 8 40 200 0 140 20-30 50 20,000 0 0 June 18. 184 Walhalla Female College .•.•.•.••••.......•.••. X 3 40 100 5, 8,10 30 3, 500 900 June 23. 185 Williamston Female College ••••••.••••...•..•.. X 3 40 450 50 120 20-30 40 15, eoo 186 Athens ~'emale Seminary .•••••.•••••...•....... X 4 40 90 20 30 c5, 000 0 570 June 4. 187 Bristol Female Colle5e* . ....•..••••••• -.- • · · · • · · X 4 40 100 20 40 15,000 1, 300 June 5. 188 Brownsville Female ollege* ..•.••••••....•..••. X 3 40 175 30 40-50 30,000 3, 000 l1l 189 Wesleyan Female College ..••••.•••.••.....•••. X 4 40 400 160 44 54 6, 000 0 1, 800 June 9. ~ 190 Columbia Athenamm* ..•....•.••••••..•••.•.•.. X 12 40 10,000 105-130 20 50 June 12. 191 Columbia Female Institute* •.••.•••••••..•..••. 4 40 a250 20 30-60 June. 1-3 192 Tennessee Female College ...••......•.••..••••• X 40 ............. . ......... 160 30-50 60 *15, 000 June. ,.... 193 :Memphis Conference Female Institute ..•..•.•.. X 5 40 3,000 250 150 10, 14,18 25 30,000 0 0 22,000 June 9. f/l 1-3 194 Cumberland Female Collexe* .••••.•••••....••.. X 8 40 300 0 140 20 40 20,000 0 0 2, 000 June 5. ,.... 195 Murfreesboro' Female Ins itute ..•••.••......•. X 4-6 40 540 30 160 25 40 12,000 0 0 6, QOO June 3. a 196 Soule Female College .••••••••••••.•••••..•..•.. X 4 40 60 0 160 20-30 40-50 18,000 0 0 1,600 June4. ~ 197 St. Cecilia's Academy ......••••••.••......•..... 7 40 500 ............ a150 .................. ................. 55,000 .. ............ .. ................ 9,000 198 W. E. Ward's Seminary for Young Ladies ••••.. X 5 40 2,000 0 200 40 60 80,000 0 0 9, 000 June 2. 199 :Martin Coll6_J,e .•....••••.••..•••••••••.••...•••• X 4 40 .............. ............ 120 30 50 c30, 000 30,000 1, 800 3,000 June4. 1-3 200 Rogersville emale College ..••..•••••..•.•••••. X 5-7 40 3, 000 12 150 15-25 30-40 15,000 0 0 3,500 June 17. >-201 Mary Sharp College •••••••.••••.••..••..••..••. X 4 41 1,500 ........... 135 30 60 20,000 o· 0 600 June 22. t::d 202 Bryan Female Institute* ...•••.•••••••••••.••••. 0 4 40 ............... ............. 150 25 40 1, 500 0 0 0 t"' 203 Chappell Hill Female Collefi: . ••••••..•....•.•.. X 
· · i; oi2. 140 35,45 55 June. tr:t 204 Young Ladies' School, Sout western University X 4 40 212 120-150 40 60 35,000 ................ ............. 4, 800 June 22. rn 205 Andrew Female College* .••••••••••••••••.••••. X 4 40 700 150 20-30 50 10,000 0 0 1, 800 June 12. 206 Baylor Female College .•..•..••••.•••••..•••.••• X 4 40 300 50 . 100 30 50 20,000 ............... ............... 3,500 June 10. 207 ' Lamar Female College .•••••..•.••••.•••••.••••. X 4 40 ............ 150 20 40 6, 000 . ............ ............... ................... 208 Nazareth Convent ..•.•••••••...•.•••.•••.••••.. ........... ............ 40 110 120 30 30 June 30. 209 Waco Female College .••..••..•••.•..••...•..••. X 4 40 0 •••••• 160 30 50 30,000 0 0 3, 250 June 16. 210 Vermont :Methodist Seminary and Female Col- X 4 39 1,000 ............ 165 35 35-45 95,000 June 24. lege. 
211 Martha Washington College .••••••.•••.•••••••. X 4 40 1,200 ............ 160 20-40 60 75,000 ............... .. ......... 5,000 June 20. 212 Hollins Institute .•••..••••••••..••.•••••••••••. 0 39 ............. ......... 180 60 60 75,000 .. ............ ............... 10,000 June 16. 213 Albemarle Female Institute .•.••••...•..••...•. X 5 36 300 20 135 30 50-200 25,000 3, 000 June27. 214 Roanoke Female College .••••.....••••..•.•..... X 4 39 .............. 
·-----
210 36 50 23,000 0 0 2,300 June 1. 215 Edge Hill School* •...••••••••...•...•••...•...•. 0 3 40 ................ ............ 240 ................. 50 20,000 .. ............ .. ........... a16, ooo June. 216 Marion Female College .•...•.••.••••........••. X 3-4 40 300 ........... 110 20 40 13, 000 • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . 1, 500 June 2. 217 Petersburg Female College* ...••....••..•....•. X 40 ................. ........... 300 40 50 ·••······• ·•••···· .•.•.... ·•••····•· ~nne~~-218 Southern Female Colle~e ....••.•..•.•..••••.... X 6 40 1, 000 ............ 150 30,40 50 15 000 0 0 • • • • . • . • • . une · ~ ~19 Richmond Female Inst1tute* ..............•..... X 4 40 .....••. ............ 180 35-45 65-80 60; ooo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ... . . . . . . . June 20. t....:;> 
* 13Tom Report of the Cowmissio~er of Edul)ation for 1878. a B(}j:lird and tuition, b In9lud~s incidentals. ~ G:rQUJlds and buildings. 01 
'i'ADLE '\Titi.-Statistics of instit1ttionsjor the superior inst1·uction vj tCOmenfor 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
NoTE.-x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no, or none; .•.. indicates no answer. 
r»- 4) 0 Library. Cost of- Property, income, &c. ,Q~ 10 =m re4l ~ as ~: 0 'Cl Q ~ '0 ~ Q;, ~ ;,:, 4) 4) fg l=:re ~ 0 P< ~~ <I) ~ai ~ ~ <I) ~~ 10 ~ F1 1». .s Q .s~ ai 10 1>.0 .s <I) .s .c.z .g ~ ~a> ~-~ al<l) ~~ <I) 'til -~ ~~ ~% ,g~ rt:J ~~ '*'~ ] ~ 0 0 I Dateofnextcom· ll'l;:::j ~ ~ <1)1=1 Name. ~g fgt; ~~ 4)~ rga ~a §g l=lp, P<a; P<rn ~~ mencement. <I) .... 0 ~~ ......~ e§' "d s'g .s~ l»o .;sci) ~~=~ I> rg§ ~"d . o ~-s :p~ ..... ..... ..... .s I» ~ bO-d o,a ~.a 0 0 0 <1)1>, 
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:t 1'1 18 19 20 21 22 23 2-i 2:i 26 2'1 28 I 29 
--------- -------- - ---
- --- ---
220 Staunton Female Seminarv ••.••..•.•.......... . X 6 40 400 
-·----
$170 
... $36:5<>. $40 $25,000 -·------- ............... . --$8; oiiii. J unell. 221 Virginia Female Institute* .••..•................ X 5 40 1, 500 50 a2QO 60 75,000 
..... $ii' 
222 Episcopal F emale Institute ..................... X 4 40 ............. ...... 240 30 40 15,000 $0 2, 000 J nne 16. 
223 Broaddus Female College* ...................... X 4 36 ............ .......... a150 40 50 10,000 4, 500 J nne 11. 
224 Parkersburg Female Seminary .••.............. . 5 40 397 91 200 25 35 5, 000 2, 640 June 17. 
225 Wheelin~ Female College ....................... X 4 40 ............. ........... 300 .......... June 9. 
226 W isconsm Female College ...................... 4 38 *800 ......... b150 28 28 *35, 000 *6, 190 *469 *2, 650 
227 Milwaukee College .••..•.••..•••...••••.••.•••. X 4, 5 40 3,000 25 b350 50 60 100,000 
-------· ····-· .... 
10,000 June21. 




































STAT1STICAL TABLES. 527 
List of institutions for the supm·ior instruction of wmnen f1·orn 1vhich no information has 
been received. 
Name. 
Centenary Institute .......•.. 
:Synodicai Female Institute .. . 
School for Girls .............. . 
Grove .Hall ... . .. . .....•...... 
Young Ladies' Institute ..... . 
.Southern Masonic .Female Col-
lege. 
Hamilton Female Colle~e ..... 
Lumpkin Masonic FemaLe Col-
lege. 
•Georgia Female College ..... . 
Houston Female College ..... . 
Dherokee Baptist Female Col-
le~e. 
. Semmar.v of the Sacred Heart. 
Female College of Indiana .... 





New Haven, Conn. 
Windsor, Conn. 
















Howland School ............ .. 
Da.venport Female College .••. 
Raleigh Female Seminary ..•.. 
Simonton Female College ..•.. 
Cooper Academy ......•...•• . 
Academy of Notre Dame .••••• 
Chegary Institute .•••........ 
Pennsylvania Female College. 
Columbia Female College .... . 
Bellevue Female College ..... . 
Mt. Pleasant Female Semi- Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. 
La Grange Female College ... . 
State Female College ........ . 
nary. 
Warrendale Female College .. 
:South Kentucky Female Col-
lege. 
The Misses Norris' School. ... 
Notre Dame Academy ...... .. {)read Collegiate Institute ... . 
Young Ladies' Seminary and 
Collegiate Institute. 
Female College ...•.........•. 
Christian College ........•.... 
St. Mary's Hall ............. .. 
Freehold Young Ladies' Sem-
inary. 
Delacove Institute ....•....... 







Austin Collegiate Female In-
stitute. 
Dallas Female College . . • . .•. 
Galveston Female H1gh School 
Ursuline Academy .••••••••• •• 
Goliad College .............. .. 
Farmville College .......... .. 
Augusta Female Seminary ... . 
Mozart Institute .......•..• • •. 
Wesleyan Female Institute ... 




Freehold, N.J. I Kemper Hall ................ .. 
St. Clara Academy .........•. . 
Trenton, N.J. 

















Columbia, S.C • 
Collierville, Tenn. 
















Name. Location. Remarks. 
Furlow Masonic Female College ...... . 
Home School for Girls ............... .. 
Louisville Female College ..••.•..•.... 
Sharon Female College .............. .. 
Ingleside College .................... .. {)ntario Female Seminary ......•....... 
Jane Grey School. ................... .. 
W esleyan Female College ............ . 
Salem Female Academy ..•......•.... . 
Madame Clement'~ School ...•..••..... 
Odd Fellows' Female College .•....... . 
Americus, Ga . ............ .. 
Lebanon, Ky ............. .. 
Louisville, Ky . .•........... 
Sharon, Miss .............. .. 
Palmyra, Mo .............. . 
Canandaigua, N.Y ........ .. 
Mt. Morris, N. Y .......... .. 
Murfreesboro', N.C .......•. 
Salem,N.C ................ . 
Germantown, Pa ........... . 
Humboldt, Tenn ........... . 
Savannah Female College.......... . . . . Savannah, Tenn ..•......... 
Closed. 
See Table VI. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
See Table VI. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
See Table VI. 
See French Protestant School. 
See Odd Fellows' Male and Fe. 
College, Table VI. 
Closed. 
TABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1879; from t·epZies to inquiries by the ·United States Bureau of Education. 
~~~~~- . . 
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8 9 10 I 11 I 12 jl I ' I I I •-•-•-·-·--
1 Southern University ................. . 
2 Howard Colleg~ ...•.. 
3 Spring Hill College ... 
4 University of .Alabama. 
5 .A1·ka.nsas College~ .... .. 
6 Cane Ilill College ... ................. . 
7 .Arkansas Industrial University ..... . 
8 Judson University .................. .. 
9 St. John's College of Arkansas ...... . 
10 Missionary College of St. Augustine .. 
11 University of California ............ .. 
12 Pierce Christian College 
13 St. Vincent's College ................ .. 
14 St. Ignatius College* ..... ......... ... . 
15 St. Mary's College .................. .. 
16 Santa Clara College ................. .. 
17 University of the Pacific* ........... . 
18 Paoifio Methodist College* ........... . 
19 California. College .. 
20 Washington Colle~e 
21 Hesperian College ................. .. 
22 Uuiversity of COlorado* ............ .. 
23 Colorado College ............ ........ . . 
24 Trinity College ............ .......... . 
25 W esleyan University .............. .. . 
26 Yale College .......... ......... .... .. . 
Greensboro', Ala .......... . 
Marion, Ala. ............... . 
Near Mobile, Ala ......... . 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. ........... . 
Batesville, Ark ........... . 
Boonsboro', Ark .......... . 
Fayetteville, Ark .•.... .... 
Judsonia, Ark .. .......... . 
Little Rock, Ark ..... ..... . 
Benicia, Cal .............. .. 
Berkeley, Cal .....•........ 
College City, Cal .......... . 
Los Angeles, Cal ..... ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal ........ . 
Santa Clara, CaL 
Santa Clara, CaJ.. .......... . 
Santa Rosa, Cal 
Vacaville, Cal ........... . 
Wa-shington, Cal . ......... . 
W oodlaxid, Cal 
Boulder, Colo ............. . 
Colorado Springs, Colo .... . 
Hartford, Uonn ........... . 
Middletown, Conn ........ . 





















































M.E.South .. . 
Baptist ..... .. 
R.C .......... . 
Non-sect .... .. 
Presbyterian .. 
Cum b. Presb .. 
Non-sect ..... . 
Baptist .. ..... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
P.E ... ....... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Christian ..... . 
R.C .......... . 
R.C ......... .. 
R.C . ......... . 
R.C ...... ..... . 
M.E ......... . 
M.E.South .. . 
Baptist ...... . 
Non-sect .... .. 
Christian ..... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
P.E .. ....... .. 
M.E ........ . 
Non-sect ... . 
Rev. L. M. Smith, D. D . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 20 
James T. Murfee, LL.D............ 1 88 
Rev. D. Beaudequin, s. J .....•••••.... •••• ••. 
0 10 10 ....... 
0 ..... .. ............ .. 
0 0 0 Burwell B. Lewis, LL.D............ 0 0 j 0 







Rev.F.R.Earle,A.M .............. a10 (a90) .................. . 
Gen. D. H. Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2441 67 106 13 .... .. 
Rev. Benj. Thomas, D. D .. .. .. . .. .. 2 25 19 .. • . .. .. ......... . 
Rev. Leo Baier, A. M • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . 2 68 13 12 5 ....... 
Rt. Rev. J. H. D. Wingfield, D. D., .......... 
LL.D. 
John LeConte, A.M., M.D., LL.D.... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J. C. Keith . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 7 6 7 6 .... .. 
Rev. M. V. Richardson, c. M .. .. • .. a6 a86 ...................... .. 
Rev. John Pinasco, s. J .... .. ... • .. 9 600 ...... 80 100 .... .. 
Brother Jus tin . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 72 0 24 24 ..... . 
Rev . .A.. Brunengo, s. J . . • .. . .. . .. .. 3 149 0 ................ .. 
Rev. C. C. Stratton, A.M., D. D...... . .. . 67 33 17 83 ..... . 
Rev. Wm. Finley, A.M., D. D .. .. .. . 3 60 66 25 6 .... .. 
Rev. Uriah Gregory, D. D......... . .. . 11 11 22 .......... .. 
S. S. Harmon, A.l\1........... ...... .... 19 8 ................. . 
.A.. M. Elston, A. M .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 50 5 5 .... .. 
Dr. Joseph .A.. Sewall.............. 1 36 18 28 26 .... .. 
Rev. E. P. Tenney................. 1 13 3 16 0 .... .. 
Rev. T. R. Pynchon, D. D., LL. D ... .. ............................... .. 
Rev. Cyrus b. l!'oss, D. D........... 0 0 0 0 0 0 




































27 De~awat:o Colle~e* . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newark, Del .............. · j l867 1870 Non-sect ..... ·1 Willhm H. Purnell, A.M., LL. n.... 5 32 24 6 3 
1 
...... 
28 Umvers1ty of Georgia ................ Athens, Ga ............... 1785 1801 Non-sect ...... Rev. P. H. Mell, D. D., LL.D. (chan- ................ ··r··· ...... ----·· 
cellor). 29 Atlanta University* .....•..•••....... Atlanta, Ga ......... . ...... 18G7 18G9 Non-sect ...... Edmund A. W ru-e, A. M •••••.• -~ ••••••. 45 0 43 2 30 ~~:~ii5HT<LE/· Bowdon, Ga . ............. . 1857 1857 Non-sect .... . . J. W.Beck ........................ 2 38 24 30 51 ..... c.; 31 Gainesville, Ga . ............ 1873 1873 Non-sect ...... Rev. C. B. La Ratte . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 57 49 21 9 .....• H- 32 Macon, Ga ................. 18B7 1838 Baptist ....... Rev. A. J. Battlo, D. D ............. , .... ··---- ............ 33 Macon, Ga ........ . ........ 1876 1874 R.C ........... Rt. Rev. Wm. H. Gro;;s, D. D . . . . . . . 2 10 10 ------ .......... t;j 34 Oxford, Ga ................ 1836 1837 11f. E. South ... Rev. Attic us G. Haygood, D. D . . . . 2 55 
------------t::l 35 Abingdon College* .................... Abingdon, Ill .............. 1855 1853 Christian ...... F.M.Bruner ..... ................ 5 41 28 23 36 Heddin~ollege ...................... Abingdon, Ill .............. 1873 1855 M.E .......... Rev. George W. Peck, A. u ....... 
-·--
100 75 30 70 37 illinois esleyan University ......... Bloomington, Ill ........... 1850 1850 Methodist ..... Rev. W. H : H. Adams, D. D. . ... 200 100 100 200 38 St. Viateur's College* ................. Bourbonnais Grove, Ill ..... 1874 1869 R.C ........... Rev. Father Thomas Roy, P. s. v. 7 . 70 
------
(40) 
(vice president). 39 Blackburn University ............... . Cal'linville, Ill .............. 1857 1859 Prcsb . ....... . Rev.E.L.Hurd,D.D ------······· 4 90 50 14 44 40 Cru-th11ge ColleBe ..... _ .... _ ......... . Carthage, lll .. __ .......... . 1870 1870 Lutheran ..... Rev. D. L. Tressler, PH. D . . ........ 8 (82) 
------
...... I 51 41 St. Ignatius Co ege ................... Chicago, Ill. ( 413 W .12th st.) 1870 1869 R.C .......... Rev. Thomas O'Neil, s. J 7 1~~ 1····6·, gg 96 42 University of Chicago ................ £f~~~~1J~l_·:::::::::::::::: 1859 1859 Baptist ....... Rev. Galusha Anderson, D. D ...... 7 18 43 Rock River University* .............. 1873 1875 Non-sect ..... . A.M. Hansen ...... ......... ...... 2 (16) 1 15 ······ rn 1-:3 44 ~~il::! ~f0~Si~ci~~-:fust~~lcti~i; b::: : Eureka, lll .. ............... 1855 1853 Christian . .... H. W. Everest, A. M •. . •.••..•..... ... 7~41G) 14 1 ... i9. ------ ---·-- ll> 45 Evanston, Ill ... . .......... 1875 Non-sect ...... W. P. Jones, A.M .•.••..••......•• 27 ... - .. 1-:3 46 Northwestern University ............. Evanston, Ill .. ............. 1851 1855 M.E .......... Oliver Marcy, LL.D. (acting) ..... . 5 126 I 59 51 134 ..... . 1-4 47 ~:~~gC~ll~~~~: :::::::: ~::: ::::::::::: Ewing,lli ................. 1874 1867 Baptist ....... Rev. William Shelton, D. D ......... 3 (118) (118) rn 48 Gales burg, Ill. ............. 1837 1838 Non-sect ...... Newton Bateman. A.M., LL.D ...... 7 70 51 45 76 63 1-:3 1-4 49 Lombard University ... _ ............. . Galesburg, Ill .. _ .......... 1851 1852 Universalist .. Rev. Nehemiah White, PH.D ... - .. 31 23 6 4 




. .... .. .. 
- ~ 
57 Northwestern Co lege . ·--············ · Naperville, Ill._ ..... __ ..... 1865 1861 Evangelical. .. Rev. A. A. Smith, A.M .. - ........... 5 157 24 6 22 
------
t:_:lj 58 AuJustana College . .. _ . .. .... _ . . _ ..... Rock Island, Ill ............ 1865 1863 Eva.ng. Luth .. Rev. T. N. Hasselquist, D. D . ...... () 46 0 46 
----- - ------
rn 59 St. oseph's Ecclesiastical College .... Teutopolis, Ill .. -........... 1861 R.C .......... Very Rev. P. Mauritius Kloster- 23 
------
4 
60 Shurtleff College* ..................... Upper Alton, Ill . .......... 1832 1827 Baptist ....... 
man, o. s. F. 
48 40 I Rev. A. A. Kendrick, D. D . ........ 3 13 21 61 Illinois Industrial University . .... .... Urbana,lll ......••......... 1867 1868 Non-sect ...... Ron. John M. Gregory, LL. D. (re- (d) (d) (d) 
62 West field College ._ ................... Westfield, Ill .. ........ -.- . . 1865 1865 gent). ~g 1- --~:-1:: :::: United Breth . Rev. Samnel B. Allen, D. D . ....... 1 44 26 63 Wheaton College* ... .. ...... _. : ...... Wheaton, Ill ...•......... -. 1861 1855 ~on-sect ...... Rev.J.Blancha.rrl ................ 4 83 49 64 Bedford, College* ... ............. _ ..... Bedford Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1872 Christ.ian . .. . . .T • .A.. Beattie, B. s., c. E._._ ••••••••. 30 15 65 Indiana University* .................. Bloomin'o-ton, Ind . - . . . . . . . . 1828 1828 Non-sect.... Rev. Lemud Moss, D. D .......... _- 3 95 85 (180) 66 ~~~~~t~c,~~~~~: ~::: :::::::::::::::: Crawfordsville, Ind . . . . . . . . 1834 1833 Presbyterian . Rev. Joseph F. Tuttle, D. D .. . . .... 3 84 0 34 31 ...... 67 Fort Wayne, Incl. ........ -. 1850 1848 ~~~ng._L~~~~:: I ~~~~-:.~_- Y~~~l~~ -;,__-M·.·_-_-_-_-_-::::: 220 ------ 220 ------ ....... 68 ~rt:ayne College .... __ ............ Fort Wayne, Ind .. ...... ... 1847 1848 9 150 100 ......... 69 j{d~n~.A~~~~eu~~e~·~it:f;:::::::::: Franklin, Ind ..... _ . . .. . . . . . 1844 18:16 Baptist . . . . . . . Rev. W. 'l'. Stott. D. D . ... -......... 53 17 ···slf 40 70 Greencastle, Ind .. _.. . . . . . . 1837 1837 M. E ..... - . . . J Rev. Alexander Martin, D. D . . _ .... (126) 48 71 anover College ......... : . .. _ ........ Hanover, Ind . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1833 1827 Presbyterian . R ev. D. W. Fisher, D. D .•...... . ... 2 45 1 ...... 40 5 ------ c.:n 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b Suspended; report is that for the year 187~. , dSee Table X, Part 1. t.!) a Total for aJl departments. 
cPrepamtory department is identic\1-l -wit:(l Whipple -i\..c~tdemy (Table VII). ~ 
l'AlltE IX.- Statistics of universities and coileges jo1· 1879, /c.- Cont!nue.d. 
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President. 
-------
1 2 3 4 5 6 '1 8 9 10 I 11 12 
I I --~----
7~ ll:.utsnlleUnh·ersity ..................... Hartsville,Iud ............ 1851 1847 UnitedBreth. Rev.C.H.Kiracofe,A.M .............. 62 30 7 85 ...... . 
z:~ I Bu~ler Uui_>e~ity* ..........•• -....... Irvington, Ind ..•..••..... - ] 8~0 1855 Chr~st~an --... Otis A. Burge_ss, A.M., LL.D........ 4 100 60 77 ~3 .••••• 
11 UmonChnstJanCollege .............. Merom,Iud ................ 18<>9 1860 Christian ..... Rev.T.C.Sm1th,A.M ............. . 2 (41) 8 20 ..•••. 
75 .Moore's Ilill College.......... . . . .. . . .. . Moore's Hill, Ind . . . . . . . .. .. . 1856 1856 M. E............... Rev. J.P. D. John, A.M. . .. . . . . .. . . . . 1 43 22 .•.... - .................. . 
7() EarlbnmColle~e ........................................ Richmond,Ind ....................... 1859 1847 Friends ............. JosephMoore,A.1oL ......................... 4 65 67 7 7 ...... .. 
77 R idgenlle Colle:re .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . Ridgeville, Ind.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1867 1867 F. W. Baptist. Rev. S. D. Bates, A. M .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. . • • • .. 26 20 . .. .. .. .. . .. ................. . 
7!l Sl. Meinrad's College................. .. . .. .. . St. Meinrad, Ind .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . 1867 1867 R. C . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . Rev. Augustine FaHey, o. s. B . • .. . .. 2 20 0 12 8 ....... . 
79 An_tity Colleg,o................ ..... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . College Springs, Iowa . ......... 1853 1857 Non-sect........... Rev. S.C. Marshall, A. 1oL ............................................................. .. 
80 Gnswold Couege .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . Davenport, Iowa............... 1859 1859 P. E .............. , Rt. Rev. \Villiam Stevens Perry, 2 84 0 10 8 
SL :Norwegian Luther College ............. Decorah, Iowa ............... 1866 
H:.l Uoi>ersit_yof Des Moines ............ DesMoines,Iowa .......... 1865 
l-1:1 St. Joseph's College ................... _ Dubuque, Iowa_ .. _ ..... _ ......... . 
8-~ Parsons College........................... Fairiiold, Iowa.............. 1875 
8~ I Upper Iowa University•> .............. . Fayette, Iowa ....... _ ....... 18GO 
l-16 Iowa College . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grmnell, Iowa . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . 1847 
&7 Simpson Centenary College* ........... . Indianola, Iowa............. 1867 
8~ State Unive1·sity of Iown. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . Iow[L City, Iowa......... . . . . .. 1847 
ti9 German College . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mt. Pleasant, Iowa . . . . . . . . 1873 
Hll Iowa Wesleyan University* ........ _... Mt. Pleasant, Iowa..... . ... . 1855 
lJJ Cornell College . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . Mt. Vernon, Iowa.......... 1857 
!12 Oskoloosa Collt>ge . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Oskaloosa., Iowa . . .. . .. .. . . . . . 1857 
93 Penn College . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Oskaloosa, Iow[L . . . .. . . .. . . .. . 1873 
9-1 Central Um>ersity of Iowa............. Pellt, Iowa............ . .. 1853 
9.3 Whittier College .............. .. ...... \ Salem, Iowa .................. 1867 
HG Tllbor College . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Tabor, Iow[L ........... __ . . . 18~6 
97 WesternCollege ............ . ......... . Western, Iowa . ............... 18<>6 
98 St. Benetlict's College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atchison, Kans . . . . .. . . . . .. . 1R68 
99 Baker University• .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. Baldwin City, Kans .. . . . . . . 1858 
D. D., LL.D. 
1866 B[Lptist ......... Rev.J.A.Nash,D.D ........................ 1 30 36 14 .•••.. , ...... . 
1861 I Ln. theran . .. . . . Rev. Laur. Larsen _ ........................ _ . _... 85 : ......... _ 73 a12 
1873 R.U ............. VeryRev.P.J.McGrath ..... ..... ...... 82 ......... 20 
1875 Presbyterian .. Rev. John Armstrong, D. D. b.......... 2 3L 23 20 




1848 Congregation'! Rev. George F. Magoun, D. D ..................................... . 
1868 M. E . . . ........ Rev. Thomas S. Berry, M.A.............. 2 48 30 26 52 
1855 Non-sect ........ JosiahL.Pick[Lrd,LL.D ... ... ........... (e) (c) (c) (c) (c) 
11 
1873 M.E .............. Rev.WilliamBalcke,A.M.(acting) ...................................... .... d38 
1852 \ Methodist . .. . . Rev. W. J. SpauHing, PH.D ...•.. _ 1 40 12 6 46 .•.... 
l 853 i\f. E . . . . . . . l{ev. William F King, D. D • • • • • .. .. .. 7 140 ·125 75 195 ........ .. 
lSGL Christian ..... .. George T . Carpenter, A. M •• .. • .. .. .. . . .. • . (30) ....... ----... 66 
18~3 Frie~cls ........ Benjnrilln_ Trueblood, A.M......... 1 ~1 \ G8 ................. .. . 
J8o4 Bapt1st ------ Rtw.Lcw1sA.Dunn,D.D .......... 4 nO 46 43 12 ...... .. 
1867 l<'rienus ....... ,JocW.Coltrano,A.n '--------·-·- .... (1.36) ..................... .. 
18G6 Con.gregation"l Rev. William M. Bmoks, A. M . . • • . 4 G4 1 3:i 16 19 .. -- .. --
ll:!~7 l[n\tecl .Breth- ~ Uev. Ezel;:iell3. K<'phar:t, A. llf .••. 
1 
6 1~~ 63 4 9 ........ . 1H~9 ],. U ............ Rt. Rev.lnnocent vVolt, D. D.,o. s. B 2 (,:.> • -.--- 21 44 --- .. --














































































Highland University .... -•..... ..•.. . 
University of Kansas 
Lane University*----- ...... ---·· .... . 
Ottn.wa Universityx ..... . 
St. Mary's College* ... --
Wa~hbnrn College.-.- .•....... - ..... . 
St. Joseph's College .......... - .. --.-. 
Bere<t College.-- ........... -- ..... -.-· 
Cecilian College 
Centro College* ........... - ....... -.--
Eminence College ..... _ ............. . 
Kentucky Military Institute._ ....... . 
Higbland,Kans .......... . 
Lawrence, Kans ____ ...... _ 
IJecompton, Kans .••••• _ .. . 
Ot.tawa, Kans .. .... _______ _ 
St. Mar~· 's, Kans ...... _ ... . 
Topeka, Kans _ ............ . 
Bardstown, Kj7 __ .. _ ..... . 
Berea, Ky __ ......... _ .. __ .. 
Cecilian, Kv ............ -- · 
Danville, Ky _ ............ .. 
Eminence, Ky ....... _- .. - . 





























Baptist ...... _ 
R .. c ......... . 
~~(f :: ~ ~ ::::: 
Non-sect . _ . . __ 
R.C ........ .. 
Presbyterian . 
Christian _ ... _ 
Non-sect .... .. 
Baptist ...... _ 
Kentucky University. ______ ---- __ ___ _ 
Kentucky Wesleyan College.-----.--. 
Murray Male and Female lnstitute ... 
Concord College ------ . ..... . -----.--. 
Kentucky Classical ana Business Col-
L~xington,Ky ............. l l85811859
1 
........ .--···--Millersburg, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . 1860 1866 Metbo(hst _. __ 
Murray, Ky ____ ......... -. 1870 1871 Non-sect .... .. 
NewLiberty,Ky .......... 1868 1868 Baptist ...... . 
North Middletown, Ky . . . . 1878 1877 Christian __ .. _ 
lege. 
Bethel College* _.--_ . ....•••.. -- ...... Russellville, Ky ...... -----. 1856 
St. Mary's College . ..........• . _ ...... _ St. Mn.ry's, Ky........ . .. - 1837 
Louisiana State University and Agri- ~Baton Rouo-e La { 1853 
cultural and Mechanical College.* 5 "' ' c • • •• • • • •• 1874 
J e:fferson College (St. Mary's) ....... -. Convent, La -......... -.- .. 1861 
St. Charles College ...... -···-----·.--· Grand Coteau, La ....... --· 1852 
Centenary College of Louisiana . -. ... Jackson, La -.... - . _ .. _ ... _ 1825 
Leland Universit-Y*···---·------·-··-· Ne.w Orleans, Ln. ........... 1870 
New Orleans University--------·----· New Orleans, La ... __ ... __ . 1R73 
Straig~tUnivers~ty .. --· . ..... ---- - .. . New Or~eans, Ln. ... ______ .. 1869 
Bowctom College ------ ............. - Brunswwk, Me-.--·--- ... . 1794 
Bates College._ .......... _ ......•..... Lewiston, Me .......... __ .. 1854 
Colby Univel·sity-.----............... Waterville, Mo ........... _ 1820 
St. ~obn's C_olle$e -·-- .. ___ ---- --- _. __ Ann~polis, Mrl. ... -- .... _ ... 1784 
Baltimore City \Jollege . . ______ .. .. . . .. Balt-Jmore, Mel ..•. ________ _ __ _ . __ 
Johns Hopkins University .... ... _. _ _ Baltimore, Mel .......... __ . 1867 
Loyola College* . .. ... _ .. __ ... _________ Baltimore, Md __ ...... --- .. 1853 
Washington College .... __ . _____ _ . _... Chestertown, Md ... -. ..... 1782 
Rock Hill College .... ... _ ... __ . _. ..... Ellicott City, Md ... . - .-- -. 1865 
St. Cha:rles's College ... . . _._ .. _.. .... . Ellicott City, Md . . . . . . . . . . 1831 
Frederick College .... _ .......... __ . . . Frederick, Mel _ .... -... - - - . 1829 
Western Maryland College _ ....•... _. Westminster, Mel .... -.. ... 1868 
Amherst College .. ...... _ ........ _ ... _ Amherst, Mass -.. - - - . - - . . . 1825 
BostonCollege .. ·----·-----···-·----·· Boston,Mass --·-·- ··--·-· l !i6rl 


























Baptist ...... . 
R.C· . .. ...... . 
} Non-sect . ... -
R.C ----------
R.C ......... . 
M. E. South .. . 
Baptist ...... . 
M.E ........ . . 
Congregation l 
Congregation'! 
F. W. Baptist . 
Bn.ptist . .... --
Non-sect .... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
R.C ----- - .. .. 
Non-sect ... . --
R.C ........ .. 
R.C ........ .. 
Non-sect._ .. -. 
Meth. Prot .... 
Congregation'! 
R.C -·---- .. .. 
M.E . ...... __ _ 
Rev. Robert Cruiltshank, D. D..... .. .. 25 31 ................. . 
Rev. James Marvin, D. D .. . .. . .. .. 2 144 107 .. , . .. .. ......... . 
Rev. L. S. Tohill, A. 111 .... ... - .... - 2 53 40 4 58 ..... . 
Rev. P. J. Williams, D. D ......... _ ................................. . 
Rev. J. F. X. Tehan, s. J.(secretary) 3 72 .•• ••• 40 60 ..... . 
Rev. Peter Me Vicar, M. A., D. D..... . • .. 60 19 24 39 ..... . 
Rev. C . .T. O'Connell ............... -... ······· ....................... . 
Rev. E. H. Fairchild ............ __ ... . e(232) ................. . 
Ormond Beatty, LL. D .. . .. .. . .. . .. 2 54 . . . . . . 41 13 •••••• 
H.A.Cecil........................ .... 651 0 20 15 
W.S.Giltner ----··-·····--------- 1 21 20 14 27 .•••.• 
Col. Rob.ert D. Allen, M.D., c. E. .... 10 0 .•••...•••• J ..... 
(superintendent). 
Rev. Richard M. Dudley, D. D. 
(chairman). 
Henry H. White 
D. W. Batson, A. M 
25 1·-----·---·--··-----··-----
25 15 10 ······-
W. W.Peniston ....•••.........••. ,. -- -1--····1-- ----1······1·•····1--···· 
James Rice ...................... . 
E. V. Zollars 
Leslie Waggener 
R~v. David Fennessy, c. R • .•••.••• 




181 2 1""'"""1"""""" 34 ................. . 
15 ............. . 
62 .............. ............. . 
VeryRev .. JohnJ.Grimes,s.M ..•. --·- 30 I 0 20 ······•······ 
Rev.Rob.Ollivier,s.J ......•...... 1 12 ...... 4 8 
Rev.C. G.Andrews,A.M.,D.D .... 1 63 . ..... 24 39 
Seth.T.Axtell,jr .................. 6 58 33 8 0 
1 
..... . 
IsaacN.Failor,A.M ............... 1 32 37 34 24 .....• 
Rev. WalterS. Alexander, D. D _... 4 (244) 12 ........... . 
Joshua L. Chamberlain, LL.D ... _.. 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev.OrenB.Cheney,s.T.D ...... .. ... ------ .............••••...•... 
Rev. Henry E . Robins, D. D ....... _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JamesM.Garnett,M.A.,LL.D ----- 2 41 .•............ . .•..••••• 
William Elliott, jr. (principal) ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ _ _ . . . . . . ... ....... . 
Daniel C. Gilmn.n, A. M., J,L. D...... 0 0 0 0 0 ·.,_ 0 
Rev.E.A.McGurk,s.J ........... 2 20 .............. .... .... .. 
WilliamJ.Rivers,A.M ............ --·- .. ... . .... .. ................ . 
Brother Azarias ................. _ 7 SO .. • • .. _ ...... - ••• - ... · --
Rev.P.P.Denis,A.M ........ .. .... 4 65 ...... (65) ... : ·~-
Thomas A. Gatch, A. ?t'I............ 0 0 0 0 0 f50 
Rev. James Thomas Ward, D. D .. _ 3 1 33 27 31 g29 · • • • ·: 
Rev . .T ulius H. Seelve, D. D., LL. D _. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev. Jeremiah O'Connor, s. J ...... ---· ................ --- --- ·•·••• 
Rev. William F. Warren, s.T. D., .. . ......................... ... . 
LL.D. ,) 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Preparing for normal course. 
d Ther~ are. also 25 students from the Iowa W eslevan e Includes primary and normal preparatory students: 
U mv~rsit:y ;yho. are. receiving instruction in d-er- f These are in elementary_ stn?ies. . 
man rn this mst1tutwn. g Number preparing for smentrfic and hterary courses. b Since deceased. 
















































TABLE IX.- Statistics of 1mive1·sities and colleges for 1879, tjc.- Continued. 
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1 2 3 4 :i 6 7 8 9 :10 11 12 
I 1--1--1 1--·--·--·--·--
llar"\'"ard College ............... . 
Tufts College ..... .... . 
Williams College .................... . 
College of tho Holy Cross ...... .... . . 
!~b1g~ gglf:f:. ·. ·. ·_ ·.::::::::::::::::::: 
University of Michigan .............. . 
BM tlo C1·cok Collep:o * .......... ..... . 
Grnn<l Tr:werso College a ... ......... . 
llillst1nlo Colle go ........... ... ...... . 
Uopo Collcp:o .. ...................... . 
Kalamazoo College . .... . 
Olivet College . ..... ................. . 
St. John's College .... .... .... ... .... . 
.Augsburg Seminary (Greek depart-
ment). · 
Ma~ales~or Colle~ec ..... ... ......... . 
um,·erslt:V of Minnesota ............ . 
Carleton College ..................... . 
~~~~s~~f..~e~~{£;~~:: ~:::::::::::::: :: 
Uni>ersity of Mississippi. ........... . 
~c~m:~ Univt:rsity_ .. ·,; ...... . ........ . 
Chnsttan Umvers1ty ............... . 
St. Vincent's Collog:o ......... ....... . 
Uni>crsity of the State of Missou.ti. .. 
Central College .............. . ....... . 
J~ritchott School Institute* .......... . 
Lincoln College *, ...•.. ...... •... ..•.. 
Cambric!g~ •. Mass . . . . . . . . . . 1650 
College .tliu, Mass . . . . . . . . . 1852 
Williamstown, Mass....... 1793 
Worcester, Mass ........... 1865 
Adrian, Mich..... . . . . . . . . . 1859 
Albion, Mich.............. 1860 
Ann Arbor, Mich.......... 1836 
Battle Creek, Mich . . . . . . . . 1874 
Benzonia, Mich..... . . . . . . . 1862 
Hillsdale, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . 1855 
Holland, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 
Kalamazoo, Mich . . . . . . . . . . 1855 
Olivet, Mich............... 1859 
Collegeville, Minn . . . . . . . . . 1857 
Minneapolis, Minn .............. . 
Minneapolis, Minn ........ . 
Minneapolis, Minn ........ . 
Northfield, Minn ......... . 
Clinton, Miss ............. . 
Holly Springs, Miss ...... . 
Oxford, Miss ............. . 
~~~toe;f,' N~~~:::::::::::::: 
Cape Gi_rardeau, Mo .. ... . . 
Columb1a, Mo ............ . 
Fayette, Mo . .•............ 
Glasgow, Mo . ........ . ... . 










































Non-sect ..... . 
Universalist .. 
Congregation'! 
R.C ......... . 
Meth.Prot ... . 
M.E ......... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
7th Day Adv't. 
Congregation'! 
~~i:::e~t-i~~: 
Baptist ...... . 
Cong. &Presb. 
R.C ......... . 
Lutheran . . . . 
~~~i~~:l\1~;;;~~i;i:~)::~ :: : ;;: ::~: ~::::: :~~:J::::: 
R ev. G. B. McElroy, D. D., PH. D.. 2 49 21 9 61 
Rev. L. R. Fiske, D. D., LL.D..... .••. 73 49 33 21 
James B. Angell, LL.D............ 0 0 o 0 0 0 
.James White..................... 5 138 92 12 27 ..... . 
A. L. Gridley, A. liL, B. D. (acting) ................................. . 
Rev. De Witt C. Durgin, D. D..... . . . . 134 68 28 25 ..... . 
Rev. G. Henry Mandeville, D. D... 3 52 2.6 46 .••......... 
Rev. Kendall Brooks, D. D . • • . . . • . 2 40 43 31 52 ..... . 
Rev. Horatio Q. Butt~rfield, D. D.. 5 65 29 50 b44 .....• 
Rt. Rev . .Ale xi us Edelbrock, o. s. B. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . •.•••...... 
Prof. Georg Sverdrup . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 . . . . . . 34 . . . . . . . ..... 
Presbyterian . Rev. Edward D. Neill ........................................ , ..... . 
Non-sect ...... William W. Folwell, LL.D........ .... 167 89 54 d146 
Cong;regation'l Rev . .James W. St.rong, D. D . • • • • • 1 e101 e107 39 e141 ..... . 
Bapt1st ....... Rev. W. S. Webb, D. D........... 1 190 0 30 40 .•.... 
M. E......... Rev. W. W. Hooper, A. M......... . • • . 160 93 150 103 ..... . 
Non-sect ...... .Alexander P. Stewart (chancellor) 3 133 0 ..............••.• 
Non-sect ...... Rev. Hiram R. Revels........... . 6 160 .... .. 13 ........... . 
Christian . . . . R. Lin Cave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............••••• 
~~~-s~~t:::::. ~.0s: i~!; ~i~i~~l!. ~-~ii:n:::::: :::. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
M. E. South .. J nov. E. K Hem1rix, u. D.......... 2 73 . • . . . . 35 20 ..... . 
Non-sect ...... 1 R T. Boncl, A. :r.r.. ...... .......... 3 15 20 ........•......... 













































La Grange, Mo 
Liberty, Mo .... 
St. Joseph, Mo 
St. Louis, Mo 
St. Louis, Mo 
St.Louis, Mo ........... .. . 
Stewartsville, Mo ......••. . 
Springfield, Mo 
Warrenton, Mo 
Crete, Neb ......•.•••...... 
























Baptist ... ... . 
Baptist ...... . 
R.C ......... . 
R . C ......... . 
R.C ......... . 
Non-sect ..• .. . 
Non-sect . .... . 
Congre~ation 'l 
Meth. ~pis ... 
Congregation'! 
Non-sect ..... . 
R.C ......... . 
J. F. Cook, LL.D ...................•.. 
Rev. vV. R. Rothwell, D. D . .•.•••• 1 
Rev. Brotller Artbemi<~n . . . . . . . . . 8 
Rev. Brother James. .............. 6 
Rev. Joseph E. K eller , s. J. . . . . . . . . 2 
R ev. Wm. G. Eliot, D. D ........... 17 
Rev. W. 0. H. Perry, A . u. .. . . . . . . . 2 
Rev. N. J. Morrison, D. D . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Rev. H. A .. Koch, D. D .•••..... ...... ••. 
Rev. D. B. Perry, A. M. (acting) ........ . 
Rev. Edmund .B. Fairfield, s. T. D., 4 
LL.D. (chancellor). 
......... . ......... .... ........... ................ . 
60 ...... 35 25 
150 . . .. . . 0 150 ..... . 
150 0 80 20 ··••·• 
28 0 20 .......••••• 
348 .. - - . . 57 60 .• -- - -
35 20 9 41 ...•.. 
50 49 26 10 •••••· (90) ..•••. ·•••• • .•••.. 











Osceola, Nebr ......... ......... . . 
Elko, N ev . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1873 
Hanover, N . H . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1769 












Non-sect ...... W.C.Dovey (principal) ........... 1 20 22 ...... 11 .•••.. 
Rev. R. A. Shaffel, s. J __ , j8 1!225 
Congregation'! Rev. Samuel C. Bartlett, D. D. ,LL.D .............. · ......•...........••. 
R.C .......... Rev.P.Mellitus, o.s.B ............ ..... ..... ... .. .................. . 
New Brunswick, N.J ...... 1770 
Princeton, N. J . • . • . • . . . . . . 1748 
South Or~e, N.J......... 1861 
Alfred, N. Y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1857 
Allegany, N.Y . ....... . . . . 1875 
Non-sect ..... . Rev. Wm. H. Campbell, D. D., LL.D. (h) (h) (h) .•••••.•••••...... 
Presbyterian. Rev.JamesMcCosh,D.D.,LL.D .... ('i) (i) (i) .••.•............. 
R. C . . . . . . . . . . Rev. James Henry Corrigan, A. :r.L. 8 26 . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 










St. Steph en 's College ..... . 
Wells College ..•.......... ---------- .. 
Broo~yn Collegiate and Polytechnic 
Annandale, N. Y ......... . -~1860 11860 
Aurora, N. Y..... . . . . . . . . . . 1868 1868 
Brooklyn, N.Y ... .... ..... . 18&4 1855 
Institute. 
St. Francis College ................... Brooklyn, N.Y .. _ .. _ .. . .. . 
St.John's College ..................... Brooklyn, N.Y - -- - - -------~1873 
Canisius College ...... ... ......••..••. Buffalo, N.Y ................... . 
St. Joseph's CoUege . .......••.••.•.... Buffalo, N. Y ...•.. .............. 
St. Lawrence University ........•..... Canton, N.Y .••.... . ...... 1856 







R.C ...... ... . 
Prot. Epis .... 
Presbyterian . 
Non-sect . :., .. . 
R.C . .... .... . 
R.C ......... . 
R.C ......... . 
R.C .... ..... . 
Universalist .. 
Presbyterian . 
200 Elmira Female College................ Elmira, N.Y •••... -........ 1855 1855 Presbyterian _ 
201 St.John'sCollegej .................... FoCr!fham,N.Y.(NewYork 1846 1841 R.C .......•.. 
Ity). 
202 HobartCollege .....••................. Geneva, N.Y . . ...........• 1825 1824 P.E .... ..... . 
203 Madison UJ?-iver~ity................... Hamilton, N.Y ...•••.... •. 1846 1820 Baptist_ ..... . 
204 Cornell Umy-er.:n~y .. .................. Ithaca, :W· Y ............... 1865 1868 Non-sect . .... . 
205 In{?;.ham Umvers1ty* .. ••• •........... . Leroy, N.Y ................ 1857 1835 Presbyterian _ 
206 Couege of St. Francis Xavierj ........ New York, N. Y. (49 W. 1861 1847 R. c .. __ . ___ .. 
Fifteenth street). 
Very Rev. Fr. Leo da Saracena, o. 7 143 . . . . . . 33 20 
S.F. 
Rev. Robert B. Fairbairn, D. D., LL. D . . . . 26 0 26 0 
Rev. Eel ward S. Frisbee, D. D • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • 34 14 20 





Bro. Jerome Magner, o. s. F . .•..•• -~ 4 f155 
Rev.A.J.Meyer, c.M .••••........ 3 40 
Brother Frank.................... 6 210 .•.•.................... 







Rev. A. G. Gaines, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . ...... .... . 
Rev. Samuel Gilman Brown, D. D., . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .... . 
LL.D. 
Rev. Augustus W. Cowles, D. D.... . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Rev. F. W.Gockeln,s.J ........... 14 134 ······•······•·····-•·····-
25 15 •······ 
Rev. Robert Graham Hinsdale, s. 0 
T. D. 
Rev. Ebenezer Dodge, D. D., LL.D. . 71103 
Andrew Dixon White, LL.D....... o 0 
Rev. S. D . Burchard, D. D . . . . . . . • . . 7 ..... 
Rev. Henry Hudon, s. J............ 16 l349 
5i I:::::J::;~J:::~: 
:~< From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Suspended for repairs and completion of buildings. 
b23 of these are preparing for "ladies" course." 
cSuspended; its preparatory department to be reopened 
eStudents in English anll literary courses and in music 
are included in these items. - i Preparatory department is identical with Princeton College Preparatory School (Table VII). 
September, 1880. 
dincludes 44 praparing for a course in modern languages. 
jTotal number in all departments. 
g Preparatory department only organized. 
h Preparatory department is identical with Rutgers Col-
lege Grammar School (Table VII). 
j From the ninety-second report of the regents of the 
University of the State of New York. 
k See report of academic department (Ta.ble VI). 














































































































lz'i I 1--~--~ ~---~--~----~--1--1--
1 2 fj 6 ,., s 9 10 I 11 12 
I I 1---·--·- ·-·-
Collei!o of the City of New York ...... , New York, N. Y ------ ..... ,1847 
Columbia College ____ . -------- ....... . New York, N.Y ........... 1754 18~8~ Non-sect ...... l Alexander S. Webb, LL. D ......... 1 141425 1 ...... 1200 12251 a336 17o4 P.E .......... F.A.P.Barnard,s. '1'. D., LL.D., .... ------ ...... ------ ........... . 
L. H. D. 
1863 R.C ---------- BrotherPaulian .................. 31 374 ...... ...... ...... a65 
1838 Non-sect ... ... Rev. Thomas D. Anderson, D. D....... ...... 14 ...... ------ ...... 
MnnbaltanCollegeb .................. l NewYork, N.Y ...... .. --~1863 
Rntgor~ l!'emale Collegeb ...... __ ..... New York, N. Y. (487 and 18U7 
491 Fifth avenue). 
St.~oui~ColJ.e~e .... ____________________ NewYork,N.Y ................. ,1869\ R.C ........ .. 
nn·ers1t_y oi toe Ctty of New York* . New York, N.y- ...... . .... 1830 Ui30 Non-sect .... .. 
Vassar Colleg:e ...................... .. 
University of Roches! er ............. . 
Union College ........... -- ... -- ..... .. 
Seminary of ~nr J;-ady of Angels ..... . 
Sy.r:acus~ Un~~erstt,Y -----: .......... .. 
Umvers1ty o.f North Carolmn. ........ . 
Biddle Uni ~ersity __ ................. .. 
Davidson College .... . ............... . 
Rutherford College•'· ...... . ......... _ 
North Carolina College .... . ........ . . 
Shaw University .................... .. 
Trinity College . ..... . ............ . .. . 
Wake Forest College ................ . 
!~ht~~ CC~ir~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : 
Ohio University* ...... .. ........... .. 
Baldwin University ... . .. . __ ... .. _. _. 
German ·wallace Colloge . ..... _ .. .. .. . 
Hebrew Union College" ... . 
St. Joseph's College 
Pou&;hkeepsie, N. Y . . . . . . . 1861 1865 
Rochester, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . 1850 1850 
Schenectady, N.Y ..... . ... 1795 1795 
Suspension Bridge, N.Y... 1863 1856 
Syracuse, N. Y.... .. . .. .. .. 1870 1871 
Chapel Hill, N. C .. _.. .. .. .. 1780 1795 
Charlotte, N.C....... . . . .. 1877 1867 
Davidson College, N. C .. . . 1837 1837 
Happy Home, N. U........ . 1871 1871 
:Mt. l!leasant, N. C . . . . . . . . . 1850 1859 
Raleigh, N. C .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1866 
Trinity College, N. C . . . . 1851 1838 
·wake Forest College, N.C. 1833 1834 
Akron, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 1872 
Ashland, Ohio . . .. . .. _.... 1878 1879 
Athens. Ohio .......... .. 1804
1
1809 
Berea, Ohio .. ......... .... ·. 184G 1845 
:Berea, Ohio .. ...... __ . _ 186..1. 18G4. 
Cincinnati, Ohio . .. .. .. .. .. 181..1. 1875 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. . . .. • .. .. 1873 1871 
Non-sect ..... . 
Baptist ...... . 
Non-sect ..... -
R.C .......... . 
M.E ........ . 
Non-sect .... . 
I'resbyterian . 
Presbyterian . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Evang. Luth .. 
Baptist ...... . 
M.E. South .. . 
Baptist. . .. 
Universalist .. 
nrethren - - .. . 
Non-sect ... .. . 
M.E ... . .... . 
M.E ..... .. 
Jewish ..... .. 
R.C ......... . 
~~~~J~!~~a~Iosb'.i,·i>~i>~~;i,i,:r;.;· :::: :::::: :::::: :::::. 1::::::1:::::: 
chancellor. 
Rev. Samuel L. Cald weli, D. D ......... -- .. -- 84 .. --- ........... .. 
Martin B. Anderson, LL. D .. . . .. . . . . - . . .. -- - . .. .. .. - -- - -- .. • . .. .. .. .. 
Rev.E.NottPotter, D.D .......... 6 76 104 46 16 .... .. 
Rev. Patrick V. Kavanagh, c. M ... ................ ------ .......... .. 
Rev. Erastus 0. Haven, D. D., LL.D. 0 0 0 0 0 .... .. 
Ron. Kemp B. Battle, LL.D .............. ---- .................. _ ... .. 
Rev. Stephen Mattoon, D. D .. .. . .. 4 126 .. • • • . 30 96 ..... . 
Rev.A.D.Hepbum, D.D.......... .... 11 ...... 11 ........... . 
Rev.RobertL.Abemethy,A.l\1 . .. 1 50 33 83 ------ ..... . 
Rev.L.A.Bikle,D.D .............. 2 86 ...... 20 .......... .. 
Rev. H. M. Tupper, A.lii ............................................ . 
Rev.B.Ora.ven,D.D., r-L.D ........................................ .. 
Rev. Thomas H. Pritcha.rd, D. D .... --. 50 0 25 20 .... _. 
Rev. E. L. Rexford, D. D . .. .. . .. .. . 3 67 41 6 44 .... .. 
ElderS. Z. Sharp, A.lii. .••••• .••• •. 3 17 5 .•••.. ..•••• 43 
·wilUam H. Scott.... .. . .. .. . .. . .. 2 28 9 .... -- ........... . 
.A..Schuylor,LLD .................. 90 60 13 137 •••••• 
f~~~·c'il~~e~~~~· -~:D.::::::::::: :::: ~~ ---~~- :::::: :::::: :::::: 





































~3 St. _Xa. vi_er Colle_go : . ... : ... ~ . ......... C~nc~nnat~, Oh~o . . . . . . . . . . . 1831 1831 R. C . . . . . . . . . ~ev. R. J. ¥eyer, s. J •••..•• -.. . • '.... 225 . • • • • • 72. . •... -~- .••.• 
23! Uul\·ers1t,yof Cmcmnat1. ............. Cmcmnat1, OhiO ........... 1870 1873 Non-sect ...... Ihomas VICkers ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
::?llf> l •'armers'Colleo-e .......... . ..... . ... . CollegeHill,Ohio .... ... . . 1846 1846 Non-sect ..... . Rev.JohnB.Smith,.A.M ......... ... . . 37 29 2 21 ..... . 
2?!i Ca~Jital Umve~~ity~... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ~oluwl:ms, Uh_io ............ 1850 1850 Evang. Luth .. Rev. William P. Lehmann......... 23 ...• .• 18 5 j· .... . 
2:.!7 Uh10StateUmvers1t•Y-------········· Columbus,Ohw ............ 1870 1873 Non-sect ..... EdwardOrton,PH.D .............. (c) (c) (c) .............••• •• 
~?8 OhioWesleyanpniversity '· ----······· Delaw_are,OJ;tio .. •....... 1842 18~~ M:E .... _. ..... Rev.Ch_ar~esH.Pay~e,D.IJ.,LL.D. 2 259 96 141 52 
239 KenyonCollege ..•................... Gambier, Ohio ... .......... 1824 182::> P10t.Ep1s .. .. Rev.WilliamB.Bodme,D.D .••.... 4 26 .••............... 
240 Denison University ................... Granville, Ohio .......•..•• 1832 1831 Baptist. ...... Rev.AlfredOwen,D.D ............ 3 114 ...... 61 15 
U1 Hiram College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Hiram, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 1867 Disc.iples . . . . . B. A. Hinsdale, A. M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 4 2 2 d4 
2!~ WesternReserveCollege ... .....•.•.. IIudson,Ohio .............. 1826 1826 Presb.&Cong. Rev.CarrollCutler,D.D .. ... .. .... 4 62 6 61 6 
243 OhioCentralCollege .................. Iberia,Ohio ...... . ......... 1853 1849 Non-sect ..... . J.P.Robb,.A.III................... 3() 43 2 3 
~44 Marietta College ..................... . Marietta, Ohio ..... . ....... 1835 1835 Non-sect .. .. . Rev. Israel Ward Andrews, D. D., 2 80 ...... 60 20 
LL.D. 
~45 Mt .. Un. _ion College* ................... ~t. Union, Ohio._. .......... 18?~ 18~~ Non-sect...... 0. N. Har~sh. orn, ~L.IJ ....• ..... ---~- .. . .(237) ............ . - .... . 
U6 FrunklmColleo-e ...................... :New Athens, Ohw ......... 182o 182o Non-sect ...... Rev.GeorgeC.Vmcent,D.D ................ -··-·· ......... .. ~47 Mus~~~tmCOliege .................. New9onco~d,Ohio ........ 1837 1837 UnitedPr~sb,. Rev.F.M.Spen,ce_r . .. _. ............ 1 49 20 26 43 
248 Oberlintjollege ....................... Oberhn, Oh10 .. ............ 1833 1833 Congregatwnl Rev.JamesH.Fan·chtld,D.D ...... 15 289 145 198 ••••. 
2t!) Rio Grande College . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Rio Grande, Ohio .. . . . . . . . . 1875 1876 F. W. Baptist. A. A. Moulton, .A. M • • • • • • • .. .. • • .. 1 32 19 11 Hi 
<:50 McCorkle College* .... .. --............ Sago, Ohio................. 1873 1873 Assoc. Pres b.. Rev. William Ballantine, .A. 111 . • • • . • • • • 15 11 5 20 . . . . . . ~ 
251 Scio Colleo·e...... . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . Scio, Ohio.................. 1865 1865 M. E.......... Rev. E. Ellison, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 50 25 95 . . . . . . > 
l!52 MiamiVai'ievCollege ...... . ..... ..... Springboro', Ohio .......... 1875 1871 :Friends ....... EugeneH.Foster,.A.B .•••.•...... 0 11 14 25 ...... .. .. . . t-3 
253 Wittenbergt:ollege ...... . ............ ~pringlield,Ohio ....•...... 1845 1845 Evang.Luth .. Rev.J.B.Helwi'g,D.D ............ 4 52 19 40 15 ...••. H 
254 Heidelberg College .................... Tiffin, Ohio ................ 1851 1850 Reformed ..... Rev. George W. Williard, D. D ..•.. 4 75 13 ••.••• .••••. ...... oo 
255 Urbana University...... .. .. .. . . .. . . . U1·bana, Ohio ...... -....... 1851 1851 New Church.. Rev.lfrank Sewall, .A. :ltf • .......... 5 18 18 . • . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . ~ 
~56 Ot~erbeinUnive!sit_y_ ................ . W~ster~_le,Ohi~---······· 1847 1847 Uni~edBreth. Rev.H . ..t\.T~o~pson,D.D ........ 1 5~ 2~ 22 57 ...... a 
~57 WilberforceUmveisity ............... W~lberforce,Oh~o .... ....•. 1863 1863 Afncan_M.E . Rev.BenJamml!.Lee,D.D ........ 2 ti 3 5 4 ...••. > 
258 WilloughbyCollege .................. W:llo~ghby,Oh~o .......... 185~ 1859 M~thodist .. .. CurtisR.Wate~s ................. 3 30 45 .................. t-t 
259 Wilmmo-ton College ...... · ····--·--- W1lmmgton, Ohio ••.•..... 187::> 1870 Fnends ...... David W.Denms ................. .... 49 48 ................ .. 
260 UniversityofWooster ................ Wooster,O!rlo ..... _. ....... 1866 1870 Presbyterian. Rev.A.A.E.Taylor,D.D .......... 5 136 32 80 47 ...... t-3 
261 Antioch College,;..--··----·····----···· Yellow_Spnngs, Ohio ...•.. 1852 1853 Non-sect ...... SamuelC.Derby,A.M ............. 4 33 16 29 .••••. .••••• ~ 
262 Corvallis College ...... -....... --- .. -. Corvallis, _Oreg .... -..... --. 1868 1865 M:. E. South .. _ B. L. Arnold, PH.D...... . • . . ••. • •. 1 25 25 . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . t:;ij 
263 University of Oregon* ...... -.--. ·-. ·- Eugene C1ty, Oreg ........ . 1876 1876 Non-sect ...... J. W. Johnson . . . . ...• .. ........ •. 3 47 58 12 93 .•• .•• t-t 
264 Paci:ficUniversityandTualatmAcad- ForestGrove, Oreg ........ 1854 1854 EvangelicaL .. Rev.S.H.Marsh,D.D.e ........... 2 78 42 13 34 .••••• trj 
emy. t . U . "t L G d 0 - r'-2 265 Blue ~o~ am mvers1 Y ... - ...... -- a 1:an ~· reg ... -... -... . . . . . . . .. . . . Non-sect ... _.. Rev. G. E. Ackerman, .A. B., s. T. B ................................... . 
266 McMmnville College ............... -.. McMmn v11le, Oreg . ........ 1857 1858 Baptist _.. .... G. J. Burchett ........... _........ 2 50 13 40 23 
267 ChristianCollege ................ ..... Monmouth,Oreg ........... 1865 1866 Christian .... . ThomasF.Campbell,.A.III ........ . 2 51 49 40 60 
268 Ph_ilomathColl~ge.:--··--········--· Philomath, Oreg ........... 1865 1868 UnitedBreth. Rev.WayneS.Walker,.A.liL ...... 3 80 73 39 63 .••••• 
269 WillametteUmversl~Y-······--··----· Salem, Oreg ................ 1853 1842 M.E .......... CharlesEdwardLambert,.A.M.,B.D 4 50 60 25 45 .•...• 
270 Muhlenberg College~ ......... , ....... Allentown, Pa ............. 1867 1867 Evang.Luth .. Rev.BenjaminSadtler,D.D ....... 6 127 --- ~ -- 42 .••••••••••• 
271 Leba1:1onV~e~College ............... Annville, Pa ............... 1866 1866 UnitedBreth. Rev.D.D.DeLong,A:M ........... 1 37 9 12 14 .... .. 
:!72 S~. V_mcent s tio~ege* .... -........... Bea~ty, Pa .... -.. -.-- .... -- 1870 1846 R. C . • • . . • . . . . Rt; Rev. Boniface Wimmer, o. s. B .• ~.. 90 ••• • • • . . .. . . . • . • • • j 86 
273 D10kmson qolleg~ . • • . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . Carlisle, Pa . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1783 1783 M. E.... . . . • . . Rev. J. A. McCauley, D. D . . • • . . . • . 1 30 4 15 .......•.... 
:!74 Pennsylvania Military Academy...... Chester, Pa ........ -...... - 1862 1862 Non-sect...... Col. Theodore Hyatt, M. A • • • • • .. • • 4 20 0 6 14 -.-- ~-
275 Lafayette C?llege .... -................ Easton, Pa .............. --. 1826 1832 Presbyterian . Rev. William c. Cattell, D. D., LL.D. o 0 0 0 0 . -·---~76 PeJ?-Ils~lvarnaCollege ................. Gettysburg,Pa ............ 1832 1832 Evang.Luth .. Rev.MiltonValentine,D.D ..•.•.. 2 51 ...... 45 ...••. , .... .. 
277 Th1el College ......................... Greenville, Pa ............. 1870 1870 Evang. Luth .. Rev. H. ,V. Roth, .A.M............. 2 53 6 ............ ···•·· 
278 Haverford College .................... Haverford College, Pa ..... 1832 1832 Friends .. ..... Thomas Chase, LL.D ••••••....•••. --~- ........................ ·•···· 
~From Report of the Commissioner of Education for b From the ninety-second report of the regents of the dPrepariug for Latin and scientific course, ~ 
1878. . . University of the State of New York. · · · · · e Deceased. C.~ ~Number l!W'31Wl~ a com:merci!ll course. ()See Tlltbl~ X, Pa.rt 1, fComw.ercil;ll aR<l elomenta.r!• 01. 







Mmwugabela Coll£>~e •. . ...•.......... 
.Fr:mklilt ancl :1\Inrsuall College* ...... . 
U_u h·ersitl ?-t L~wi~burg . ..••......... 
Lmt•nlu lmverstty .......... . ...... . 
283 ~t. Fr:meis College·· .....•............. 
284 Allt' gheur UoliE>go ........ .... .. . .. .. . 
2g;; Mt,rrersbnrg CollE> go ...... ........... . 
28ti X t•w Cnl'ltle College ...... . 
287 \Yt>RtmiustC>r Colleg:o .. .... . ...... ... . 
2/lH Ln 8nlll' ColiC'gC'* ...••• . .••• .......... 
:!8!l 1:-it. Joseph '~'~ UoliC'gP .................. . 
!!90 ITnivC'riliLy of Pt' llliS_\"IVania ... .... .. . 
29l Pittl:lbmgh UHtholic Uollege .. ..... . . . 
2!l:l We~tC>rn UniYersity of P em1sylvania . 
2!l! Lehigh University'' .. ........ . . .... .. . 
294 :-;warthmore Colleg£> ........ ......... . 
2U:i A n::rnstiuiuu Coll('ge of Villanova . ..• . 
206 j \Yn'sbin" ton and ,J eJl'ersou College . . . 
297 \Yayuesllurg College .... ........ ..... . 
298 ·Bt·own Univt>rsity .. ................. . 
2!1!1 College of Charleston ................ . 
300 Et·<>kine Colll'ge . ....•.•..••........... 
30l Fnrman University* ................. . 
302 Xt·wbcny College . ... . ... ... ........ . 
303 Clatlin Uni,e1·sity and South Carolina~] 
A:ni<"nltural College and :Mecban-
il-1-1 ' JnKtilllLC. 
304 I Wollonl Collogo* ..... 
Location. 
2 
Jefferson, Pa ............. . 
Lancaster, Pa ..... ........ . 
Lewisburg, Pa . ........... . 
Lincoln University, Ches-
t er County, Pa. 
Loretto, Pn. ... . ... .. ...... . 
Meadville, Pa .... .. ....... . 
M ercersburg, Pa .......... . 
New Castle, Pa ........... . 
New Wilmington, Pa ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . ...... ... . 
Philadelphia, P a .. ........ . 
Philadelphia, Pa .... ... . .. . 
Pittsburgh, Pa ............ . 
Pittsburgh, Pa . ..... ...... . 
South Bethlehem, Pa ..... . 
Swarthmore, Pa .....•.. . ... 
Villanova, Pa ....... . ... . . 
Washington, Pa ....... .... . 
Waynesburg, Pa. .......... . 
Providence, "R. I. ......... . 
Charleston, S. C ........... . 
Due West, S. C ..... .. . ... . 
Greenville, S. C ........... . 
Newberry, S. C ........... . 
Orangeburg, S. C .. ....... { 
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Reformed ..... Rev. Thomas G . .Apple, D. D •••• •• • 4 
Baptist .. .... -~ Rev. H. K. Craig, D. D •••••••••••••. 
1 
... . 
Baptist . . . . . . Rev. David J. Hill, A.M. . . .. . . . . . . . 2 
Non-sect . . . . Rev. Isaac N. Rendall, D. D • • • • • • •. 3 
I868 1 1868 I853 I853 



























1815 :M. E.......... Rev. Lucins Halen l~ugbcc, D. D . .. 5 157 
1865 Reformed . . . . . Rev. E. E. Higbee, D. D....... . . . . . 2 21 
33 
1872 Non-sect . . .... W. N . .Aiken .................................... .. 
1832 United Presb. Rev. E. '1'. Jeffers, D. D............ . 3 71 I8 
1863 R C 00 • • .. .. • .. Rev. Brother l~omuald . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 90 ..... . 
1852 R. C......... . Rev. B. Vi1liger, s. J ........... 00.. 10 300 330 
1748 Non-sect . . . . . . Charles J. Stille, LL.D. (provost) ................. . 
1878 R.<.:. .. .... Rev. W.Powers ............................... .. 
1819 Non-sect...... George \Voocls, LL.D............. . 4 129 
1866 P. E. ... oo ..... Rev. John M. Leavitt, D. D .. .••• .• . • • . 15 
I86!l Friend-l ....... Edward H. :Magill,A.:ItL........... ... . 87 
1842 R. C . . . . . . . . . . Rev. John Joseph Fedigan, o. s. A. 3 100 
1802 Presbyterian .. Rev. George P. Hays, D. D......... . ... 27 
1850 Cum b. Presb .. .A. B. Miller, LL. D •• oo ....................... 
1 
..... . 
1765 Non-sect ...... l~ev. E. G. Robinson. D. D., LL.D ........•.•...•.• . . 
1790 Non-sect ...... N. R. Middleton ...................... .... ....... . 
59 
1839 .Ass. Ref. Presb Rev. W. :M. Grier, D. D............. . . . . 11 
18ZH Baptist ....... Rev. James C. Furman, D. D....... 0 0 
1H5!l Evang. Luth . . Rev. George W. Holland, A. M . • • • . I 25 
I870l < -
187H :M. E . . . . . . . . . . Rev. Edward Cooke, ~f. A., D. D..... 5 (151) 








40 I 20 
1 
..... . 
20 ···•·· ...••. 































































Adger College* ••• -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Walhalla, S. C. . . . . . . . • • . . . . 1877 
East Tennessee Wesleyan Uni>"ersity. 
Beech Grove College* ................. 
King College ......................... 
Southwestern Presbyterian University 
Hiwassee College .................... . 
Southwestern Baptist University .... . 
Uni>"ersity of Tennessee and State~ 
A<Tl"icultura.l College. 5 
Cum berland U niversit.y ..... ...... ... . 
Bethel College ...................... . . 
Manchester College ............... ... . 
Mar_yville College . . . ............... . 
Christian Brothers' College"'" ......... . 
Mosheim Institute . .... .. ...... ...... . 
Carson College . . . . ... . .......... . . 
Central Tennessee College ..... . . .... . 
Fisk University ..................... . 
Vanderbilt University 
Athens, Tenn .............. 1867 
Beech Grove, Tenn ........ 1869 
Bristol, Tenn .............. 1868 
Clarksville, Tenn .......... 1875 
Hiwassee College, Tenn.... 1850 
Jackson, Tenn............. 1874 
. )1807 Knoxvllle, Tenn ........... (1869 
Lebanon, Tenn....... . . . . . . 1843 
McKenzie, Tenn ..•......•. 1850 
Manchester, Tenn . . . . . . . . . 1856 
Maryville, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . 1842 
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 
Mosheim. Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 
Mossy Creek, Tenn . . . . . . . . 1853 
Nashville, Tenn...... . . . . . . 1866 
Nashville, Tenn ............ 1867 






















Non-sect .. .. .. 
Presbyterian . . 
Presbyterian .. 
M.E. South .. . 
Baptist ..... . . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Cumh.Presu .. 
Cumb.Presb .. 
Non-sect ..... . 
Pres byteri:m .. 
R.C .. .. ... . 
Lut.heran . _ .. . 
Baptist_ ..... . 
M.E ......... . 
Congregation 'l 
M. E. South . .. 
323 UniversityoftheSouth .............. l Sewanee,Tenn ............. l1858l1860 I P.E ......... . 
Burritt College* ............... ...... . 
Greeneville and Tusculum College ... . 
·winchester NormaL ................ . 
Spencer, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1850 
Tuscnlum, Tenu........... 1794 
Winchester, Tenu .............. . 
1850 
1794 
Christian .... . 







Texas Military Institute ............. . 
St. Mary's Uruversity ..... . 
Southwestern University* 
Austin, Tex ..................... . 
Galveston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . 1856 
Georgetown, Tex . -........ 1875 
18681 Non-sect ..... . 
1855 R. c ...... --.. . 
1840 M. E. South .. . 
330 Baylor University.................... Independence, Tex.... . . . . . 1845 1845 
331 Mansfield Male and Female College... Mansfield, Tex........ . . . . 1872 1869 
332 SaJado College* . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SaJado, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 1867 
333 Austin College........................ Sherman, Tex.............. 1849 1850 
334 Trinity U_nive~sity... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tehuacana, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 1869 
335 Waco Umvers1ty ..................... Waco, Tex ........ .. ....... 1861 1867 
Baptist ...... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Non-sect ... . 
Presbyterian .. 
Cum b. Presb .. 
Baptist ...... . 
Rev. J. R. Riley (chairman of 1 
faculty). 
Rev. John :Fletcher Spence, D. D. . . 2 
M.Parker ........................... . 
Rev. J. D. Tadlock, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 







30 251 82 i~ 1---2; 21 0 
0 0 ····oT····o 





George W. Jarman, A. llf. • • • • • . . • • . 4 184 67 88 •.•.... 
Rev. Thomas W. Humes, s. T. D .... 
Nathan Green, J,L. D. (chancellor) .. 
Rev. W. W.Hendrix,D. D ............ . 
I. N. Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Rev. P.M. Bartlett, D. D . . . . . . . . . • 2 
llrother Maurelian.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Rev. J. C. Barb, A. JIL •••• •••. •••••. 2 
Rev. N. B. Goforth, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Rev. John Braden, D. D............ 4 
Rev. E. M. Cravath, M. A . • • . . . . • . . 6 
Landon C. Garland, LL.D. (chan- 0 
cell or). 
Rev. Telfair Hodgson, D. D. (vice 4 
chancellor). 
118 
~~ ---io- 1:: :: :: ::::::1:::: :: 
35 30 5 9 
90 33 31 921 ..... . 
so -.. . . . 25 10 .••..• 
1:~ ---~~- :::::: :::::: :::::: 
(c129) 12 3 291 17 46 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
55 
T. W.Brents . ........... ....... ... -··· ...... 1 •••••••••••••••••• 
1 
..... . 
Rev. W. S. Doak, D. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 (76) 57 19 .....• 
g~i.j~ "(! :l~:~~1~s_·~p"e"~i~te;;d~~t): .. 0- · · · · o -~· · ·-0 · .. .. 0- -· .. 0. :::::: 
Rev . .A:.M.Truchard .................. 85 ....•. 85 .••••• d50 
Rev. Francis Asbury Mood, A.M., 1 46 . . . . . . 23 23 
D. D. (regent). 
Rev. Wm.CareyCrane, D. D., LT,. D. 2 
Uev.John Collier................. 2 
George D. Alexander . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Rev. H. B. Boude, D. D ............... . 
















79 , •••••• 
Rev. R. C. Burleson, D. D........... 3 '······'······'······'······'······ M. E. South .. . 336 Marvin College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Waxahachie, Tex . . . . . . . . . . 1873 1872 337 University of Vermont and State l . --rr 5 1791 1809~ 
0 0 
o • 
AgricuituralCollege. 5 Burlmgton, vt ... ... . .... ~ 1865 13655 Non-sect ...... Rev.MatthewH.Buckham,D.D .. 0 0 ·•••• 
338 Middlebury Collelf_e................... Middlebury, Vt .. ..... -... - 1800 1800 Congregation'! Rev. Calvin B. Hulbert, D. D ... .••.... - ............. ----- · · · · i) · · · · · 0 
Rev. John R. Allen, A.M........... 5 20 '······'······•······ 23 
3'99 Randolph Macon \Jollege* ............ Ashland, Va .......... --.-- 1830 1832 M. E. South. __ Rev. w. W. Bennett, D. D.......... 0 0 0 0 
340 Emory and ;Henry College . . . . . • •. . . . Emory, Va . .- ...••. .. . -..... 1839 1838 M. E. Sou!h-. _ Rev. Ephraim E. ~iley, D. D ......... - 8 0 - · ·--- · •• · · · •• • • • 0 341 Hamp_denSidneyColl~e.'····:········ Han;tpdenSidney,Va ...... 1783 1776 Presbytenan .. Rev.J.M.P.Atkmson,D.D ....... 0 0 0 g g ..... . 
342 WashingtonandLee uruvers1ty ...... Lexrngton,Va ............. 1782 1749 Non-sect ...... Gen.G.W.C.Lee ................. 0 0 0 
343 Richmond College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richmond, Va ... ..... -.. -- 1840 1830 Baptist....... B. Puryear, LL.D. (chairman of fac- ---- 141 -- ·--- -•· • •· ·••• •· ·• • • · · 
ulty). 
344 Roanoke College ...........••......... Salem, Va .....••••......••. 1853 1853" Lutheran ..... Julius D. Dreher, A.M .•••••••••••. 3 37 •.••.• ·············•······ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. bNumber preparing for philosophical and claseical cln preparatory, academic, and English courses. 






































TABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Preparatory department. IXl IXl 
"' 
Name. Location. 
.:l _.. 0 
l'l ~ 0 






0 0 0 
~ oV 'b'o ~ ~ 
A A ~ 
"iS
,;, Students. ~ 
"" 
p 
.s ~ 0 
"" . • ,!, ~ a:>. o.v 0 • 'd'd 
..... ~ !Xl.V pa:> 
.s ""~ bOg 
.S>=S ti~ 
..... ;:<Q 0 ..... 0 -;:::~ bOO 0 
"" Q) -~~ [;) a:> til.~ 
..0 ~ Cil p.<12 til• ... ..0 s s ~~ ~~ s ::1 c;l a:> ::1 :z; ~ ~ ll;Q ll; :z; 
President. 
------- ------------
1 2 3 4 :i 6 7 8 9 10 11 1~ 
----
University ofV.iJ:ginia .. : ... ·----·. __ . Univer~ity of Virginia, Va . 1819 1825 
Bethany College--- --- ---------------. Bethany, W.Va. ____ _ -----· 1840 1841 
\Yost Virgin in College. __ ... ·--------- Flemington, W . V::t . _ .... _. 1868 1868 West Virgini:1 University ____________ Mor~ntown, W. Va _ ------ 1867 1867 
Shepherd College-------------._--·--. Shep ordstown, W. V::t . __ _ . 1871 1871 
Lawrence UnhTersity. ------ ... ------- .Appleton, W 1s ... _ . . __ . . _ .. 1847 1849 
Beloit Collljie . __ .. __ . __ - _. __ ...... --. Beloit, Wis -- - ·----·--· ---- 1846 1847 Galesville niversity* ____ . __ .. __ .. __ . G alesvillc, W is ___ .. _ ... __ . 1854 1859 
U~ivorsity of Wisconsin .- --- __ ------- Madison, Wis .- --------._ .. 184!l 184!) 
~f;~~c~t~~\::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:~-: -:-:::::: ~:::::: Milton, Wis ................ 18t37 1867 Racine, " is . __ ... ____ . .. _ . 1852 1852 Ripon, Wis ----------- ----- 1850 1851 Northwestern University*. __ . ___ .. __ . W::ttertown,Wis ---------- 1864 1865 
Georget;own C?lleg~. -.- . . ------· ------ Georgetown, D. C ·-- ---. _ .. 1815 178!) Columb1an Umvers1ty ___ . ___ . ___ .. __ . Washington, D. C. __ ._ .... . 18~1 1821 
Howard University .... ___ ... __ ---- --. Washington, D. C. ___ ·----- 1867 1868 
N::ttional Deaf-Muto College._.------- ·washington, D. C . ____ . . ... 186<! 1864 
University ofDeseret . -- .. _ .... _ .. __ . Salt Lake City, Ut::th. ---. -· 1850 1850 
University of Washington Territory __ Seattle, Wash. T er· . ___ .. __ . 1861 186~ 
Holy Angels' College ... ---------------- VancouverCity,Wash. T er 0 1866 
Non-sect .. __ _ I James F. Harrison, M. D. (chairman 0 0 0 0 0 
. . 1 offaculty). 
Cbnsttan _ . . . . W. K. Pendieton, LL. D . __ . ___ . . __ . 0 0 0 0 0 
F. W.Baptist . Rev. D. Powell (ma-n ager) ____ __ ___ ---· .••..•.•.... ----- - ·----- .•••.. 
Non-sect .... . 1 Rev.J.R.Thompson,A.M ......... 4 78 --- --- 38 40 •••••• 
Non-sect ... . . Joseph McMtuTan, A.lL .. _. ------ ... . ...... --- --· -----. ______ -··---
M.E .......... Rev.E.D.Huntley,D.D.,LL.D ..... --- - 6!) 29 10 88 ------
Presb. & Cong. Rev. Aaron L. Chapin, D. D . . . . . . . . 2 94 0 50 44 - •.• -. 
M.E. _________ J. W.McL::tury,A.llr - --- ------- - -- ... . ------ ----- - --- - -- ...••. . .•..• 
Non-sect .. _.. Rev. J obn Bascom, D. D., LL. D .. __ . 3 82 38 90 00 .••••• 
7thDayBapt. l Rev.Wm.C.Wbitford,A.M .. ..... 4 66 67 ------------ -··---
P.E ------- --- Rcv.StevensP::trker,S.'l'.D -- ----- 8 125 0 87 38 
Congregation'! Rev. Edward H. Merrell, A. :r.L ____ . 3 10.0 75 62 113 
Lutheran .. __ -I Rev. Aul?ustus F. Ernst ___ . ____ _ . . . . . 129 7 52 84 
R.C ---------- ~ Rcv.P.l!.Healy,s.J ---------- -- - - 5 94 .•.••. 94 o 
Non-sect··--· Jn.mcsC.Welling,LL. D -------- - -- 5 70 ------ 12 15 
Non-sect ...... Rcv.WilliamW.Patton,D.D ---·· 1 18 0 ------ ------ .••... 
Non-sect .. __ .. Edward Miner Gallaudet, PH. D., . . . . 29 0 25 4 •••••• 
LL.D. 
Non-sect ...... John R. P ark, M. D .. .. . ___ ___ ...•. 3 182 143 -- - -- - ------ -----· 
ii~g-~~~~:::::: ~~~:t~~:rd~nG~s~\;~~~: ::: : :~ :-:: ~==: ----~~r---- :::::: :::::: :::::: 




































TABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1879, g-c.- Continued. 
_:_ 
Name. 
o:i !-.< Collegiate department. ~ ~ 
g p., 
I I a3 Q .s:: 
Corps of instruction. ~ Students in classical course. ·• Students in scientific course. ~ "'§ i ] 
1 .. ..., 'd 'E . ce '"8 . .; ~ ,g 
, ~-S §r,:~ ~ .n Fresh- Sopho- Junior. Senior. Fresh- Sopho- Junior. Senior. § ~ ~ .§< '0 ~ 
• P< r,:~ ~ ~ A ~ . man. more. man. more. :.3 .; ~ ;a .<:l <;;> ~ 
t' 'E'd -~ o;a ..e.g ------ --------------- --- §<"E ~ ~ ~ .S ·;; 
...... ~~. ,_.oo. 'd<ll s<P ~ p ......... <ll ~ 
g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ gr,:~ ~'d ~ .s ,g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 8 ~ ~ .: ~ <1) <:i c.) <:i c) <:i c.) c.) ...... ~ ~ ii5 ~ ~ 
'E 'E ~ E 'E 'S ~ o'S ~ 6 ce c5 ce c.> --; ..; ~ c5 ce c5 ce c5 ~ <:i ce -~ 'E 'E 'E 'E 'E 
o o~~ o ~ o ~ .Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ce ~ -; ~ ce g ~ ~ ce ~ ce ~ ~ o o o o o 
tziZ Z tzi f:: ~~;aR~~~~~~~~~~~~rE' tziZ Z tzi lzi 
1 
11 _____________ 1
13,_1_4 _ _ 1_a _ _ 1_6_!_1_.7 __ 1_8 19 _2_o 21 22 23 24 2a 26 27 28 29 _3_o _3_1 _3_2 _3_3 _3_4 3<> _a _6 _  a_,. _ _ 3_8 _3_9 
i ~~~~~;~~:~:~:~---:-~~:-: -;i --J ::I:)_-~~: ~-: Y ;,: I::;: ) ·;: ~jj: ~j-i ~:-: ~-ji : .. : Y !jl: !00~ ::. -::: I:-;:-::::- i H 
7 Arkansas Industrial University--···-- 17 17 0 0 c161 80 5 15 5 8 4 5 .... 5 5 3 ..... ....... 2 3 21 .... .. .. ...... 4 41 
8 Judson University ......•.............. 5 5 0 0 64 ··· · ............................................................ 62 2 .... o 6 38 
9 St.John'sCollegeofArkansas .. _ .... .. 11 11 0 0 53 15 20 5 6 0 0 4 3 .................................... 0 0 0 4 40 
10 Missionary College of St. Augustme . . . 5 5 · · · · ·- ·- · .. - 45 21 . -.. 8 . . . . 6 . . . 10 _ .. _ .. _. . .. .... __ . __ ... ___ . ________ ...•.... __ .... __ .. _ 4 40 
11 University of California . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 38 35 3 2 d18() (47) (28) (16) (29) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 62 7 0 0 4 40 
12 Pierce Christian College ...... - ... -.... 6 5 1 0 77 9 5 1 . . . . 0 o 3 1 20 16 8 5 1 0 . . • . . . . . 1 7 o o 4 32 
13 St. Vincent's College ......... -.- .. -- ... -... ·---. · · · · · · · · · ·- ·- --.-- ......... -............ _ ...•...... _. ____ ........................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 40 
14 St. Ignatius College~ .................. 24 15 9 ······ 62. e39 --·· e7 .... e7 .... e9 .... (e) .... (e) •••• (e) .... (e) ... . .... .... .... ...... 7 42 
15 St. Mary's College ................ -... . 25 11 3 0 /119 10 0 15 0 14 0 4 o 5 5 . . . . 2 . _. _ 6 .... _. _. 6 o o 4 43 
16 Santa Clara College .................... 10 17 3 0 57 e23 O_e24 0 e10 o e14 o .................•...............•...... o 2 4 44 
17 Universityofthe'Paci:fic* ............. 12 12 0 0 68 6 1 3 2 4 o 1" 1 16 16 5 5 .... 3 4 1 .•.......... --·--· 4 43 
18 Pacific Methodist College* . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 8 . - .. -- 0 50 10 7 8 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 . . . . . . .. . . . . . • _ . . . . . . 4 40 !! l\i3~~ii~~~;::~~~::::::~:::. ! ·--i ::::;: ::::;: l! ::;: ::;: :+ ::~ :{ ): ::: ::: :2: :2::::: ::~: :::_ ::: ::: ::::} ::: ::- :::::~ T ··:: 
23 ColoradoCollege ...••......... ......... 8 5 3 0 39 3 0 2 0 0 o o j o o o o o o o o o 3-i o 0 5 4 36 
24 Trinity College ••••••.............. _... 8 8 4 3 101 22 . . . . 35 . . . . . . . . 18 . . . . . . . . 2 . ; . . o ...... _. 1 ...... _ _ 23 .. ___ ... 48 4 40 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Whole number in college proper. e Under classical are included students in scientific 
a Total number in all departments. dFor students in scientific department see Tnble X course. 


















TABLE IX.-Statistics of univC'rsit-ies and colleges jo1' 1879, g-c.-Continued. 
Corps of insb:uction. 
Name. 
~ro ro e.~ ~~ Q;). 
P< "CC<'l ~~ 
t> -+-'"CC ·;n O''"' I'll::! 
.-o-;3 ~<Uai ~~ai g ~I-< ..... 1-< §;g ~ Q;)~ rn mo ~ (!) ......... 
'"'oo ,;:~E ..... ~ ~ E 'S~ 0 ~~ 0 0~~ ·I-< OP< lZi ~ ~ ~ 
- - - ----
1 13 14 1;} 16 
25 \\''"('sl€1ynu Uni\Tersity . . . . ........... . .. 16 ------ · --- - - - - ---- -261 Yale dollego . . .......... .. ..... ----- - . . ---. (a 102) a l7 
27 DelawnrcCollop:tl~ ··-- - --·------------- 5 5 2 ..... . 
28 U niY('J'Sityof Gcorgia . . . . .. ........••.. 9 9 .•••.. ·····o 
29 .A tlan ta University* - -- -- -- -----------0 6 6 0 0 
30 ! Bowdon College...... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 4 4 . • • .. • 0 
31 GaiursvilleCollege* ··--·· - o··········· 8 5 3 0 
lll~~~~[~:::.:L:::HE-- -;!- <! ::J ·-----
37 lllm01s w esleyan Umvers1ty -------- -- 9 9 o•··-0 ..... . 
38 S~o Yiateur's d o !lege* .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. 12 16 . . . . .. .. .. .. 
39 Blackburn University ................. 7 7 ...... 4 
40 Carthage Colle~.e .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 6 8 0 






























Collegiate department. rD 1-< 
::I 
0 
00 0 Students in classical course. Students in scientific course. ~ Q;) ] ~ 
~ ro 'bb ~ 00 Q;) Fresh- Sopho- Fresh- Sopho- -~ . 00 P< ~ Junior. Senior. Junior. Senior. P< 0 man. more. m~tn. more. ~rn Q;) :.a ~ 0 A~ -+" 
.s <'l ~ ~ 01::1 Q;) ~ rtJ ~"CC 0 1-< ~ ,..c:t 0$ tD Q;) <li <li <li <li <li <li <li <li ~ 0 ~ r/) p., 
ci c;; ci c;; <li c;; c;; <li ~ ci ~ <li ~ ~ 'S ..... ..... ..... s s s Q) s ~ ~ ~ <li ~ ·a 0 0 0 ~ c;; c;; c;; ~ ~ ~ ~ Q;) ~ 0 0 0 Q;) Q;) Q) Q;) f>1 ~ f>1 ~ R ~ f>1 :::;t f>1 ~ R ~ f>1 ~ f>1 ~ lZi ~ ~ 
-
19 120 
- ---- - - -
- - - - - - -- - - - -- --
18 21 22 23 24 2;} 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3;} 36 37 38 
43 1 39 1 31 1 29 - - -- 2 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 2 . - - - 8 5 -- .. - - - - - - 4 
184 ---. 135 ---- 139 -- -- 123 ---- (b) -- -- (b) -- - - (b) -- -- (b) ---- 39 39 2 24 4 
12 - - -- 8 1 3 2 4 5 -- - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- -- 13 2 . - - . 30 8, 4 
-- ------ -------- ... . .... -------- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) - --· 4 .... ooOOOO 4 
2 1 4 0 3 0 7 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 ---- 0 0 1 4 
14 10 20 13 7 3 2 ' 1 ---- ---- ---- . . .. ---- ---- ---- 0000 8 ---- ---· ------ 4 
0 0 9 11 3 7 0 ---- 0 0 0 0 1 ---- 0 1 2 0 0 4 4 
c18 00 00 c37 .... c34 .... c18 . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . • . . .. . • .. . . .. . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . 4 
26 -- 00 7 -- -- 5 -- -- 7 - - -- 26 -- -- 7 - - - - 5 - - -- 7 - - - . . -- . -- .. -- - . . - - - -- 4 
33 --.- 36 ---. 29 ---- 26 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 12 . --. 0-- 0 ------ 4 
---- OOoO ---- .... ---- ---- 1 ------- - --- - ---------------- ------------ .... ---· ------ 4 
5 5 ° - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 12 7 -- -- - - - - 8 4 8 1 -- 00 - - - 0 • -- 0 - - - - - - 3, 4 
-~rH ::; E T .. ::1·1 j E ~ii~ ::f }. :::: }- ::f /:::: :;;: ~~i~ ;:~:~~ 
42 Uni\oersity of Cbica~o .... .. .......... 0 10 10 0 
43 RockRiverUniverslty* ------------- -- 2 2 ........... . ...... .. ......... . ............ ···o ... . ... o ........... o .... -~-0 ____ ..• o ................ .. 
14 EurokaCollen-e ............... .. ...... . 6 6 0 0 96 9 .... 10 °·-- 7 .••. 3 .•.. 7 ···o 15 .... 1 ---o 1 .... d49 0 o o 









45 College ofin7lividualinstruction e ···o 7 ---- -- ............ a129 ... . ........ --- 0 ................ 0-- ... . ............... o ............................. . 
!~ ~~~~~w~~\r;~e'?:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::=::~ 1g lg l ~ ~ 1~~ -~~- --~- -~:. --~ - -~~0 --~- -~~- --~- -~~- -~~- -~~- --~0 00~0 --~- --~- .. :. -~=- :==: :=:: :===== 3,! 
48 Kuox Coll~e . . ...... ... .. ... ..... .... 0 5 5 . . . • • . .. .. .. 02 20 4 9 0 10 1 4 0 13 10 7 3 6 2 2 1 ••• 0 0 o 0 4 
49 L ombnr<l university ....... .... .... .. .. 5 6 0 f2 23 1 I 2 1 3 .... 1 .. .. 2 ..•. 2 1 2 1 4 .... 3 .............. 4 
f>O Dlinois Colle~e* ------ --------- ----- -- · 9 !l 0 3 87 9 0--- 9 .••. 13 .•. . 5 .... 19 ···o 13 ... o 10 .... 9 ........ o o glO 4. 
51 LnkoForest Univeraity -- · ------ ------ 8 8 - ----- ...... 63 18 2 7 4 3 2 5 2 13 1 1 1 1 .... 2 1 .• .... .... 3 4 





















































































53 LincolnUniversity .................... 11 11 ...... 10 199 50 16 60 13 30 10 16 4 ......•.•••..••.••••.•...........••.....•.....•... 6 40 
54 Evangelisch-Lutherisches Collegium*. 4 4 0 0 17 .............•...........................•..••••••..•••..•...••.•••..••..••....•.• 4 40 
55 MonmouthCollege ..................... 8 3 .•..•. ------ 152 21 6 13 3 12 2 22 2 4 11 ........ 2 5 2 6 41 .••..••....... 4 40 
56 Mt.Morris College ... .. ... ... ... ... ... . a7 •••••••••••• ------ a205 .................•...•................•..............•.......••......•..•••.••..•. ---· 44 
57 Northwestern College---------··---·-· 6 ............ -----· 72 1 .•.. 3 2 .... 2 .... 1 3 3 1 5 .••. 3 2 46 .....••....... 4 39 
~g tt~1J~~!~~sqg~~1~!i~~tic~iC"oii~g:~::: .:: :::: ~ ----~- :::::: ~~ 2~ --~- 1~ --~- 1i --~- ~ :::: ! :::: ··2· :::: --i- :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .. :. --=~ 
60 Shurtleff College*..................... 8 8 ...... 3 58 10 5 11 1 7 1 6 1 2 2 2 ..•..........••. 2 8 .... .••. 20 4 40 
~ f~~~~l~?t0<7:~~~:;~~~: ~1 --;r ;;;'; ·): (h~ T ::~ T T J _:, I::;: :i: ::i: ::~ :~ :~~: ::~. :~~ ::~ ::~: :~: :~:: ~~~~~~ i il 
65 Indiana University* ................. .. 10 10 0 ...... 162 48 21 35 6 28 7 13 4 ..•. .... .... .... .... .••. .... .••. .•.. 0 0 o 4 40 !! ~~~~~ff~ii~ :::::~:~~:~:::::~: '; ';. :~~:: ~::::: ·-':. l! :; -~:. :; !! ::~ -~- ::;: ::i: ::i: ::~: ::;: ::~: ::;: ::~: ::~: ::~ :~~: :::: ::::~: ; il 
70 Indiana.AsburyUniversitJI*---········ 14 .............••••. 185 (51) (56) (25) (33) .....••.....•••......••..••..••. 20 .••..••..••••. 4 
~~ ij:~~s~m~Tfni~:~;ii:Y:::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ----~- ----i- ~I -~~- .::: ~ :::: 1~ ··i· --~- :::: 2~ ··5· 1i :::: ~ :::: ! :::: 2~ :::::::::::::: ! 
73 Butler University* ...... ........ ...... 12 11 1 2 82 10 6 8 5 9 7 12 4 .••.•••. ...... ...••..••..••...•. 18 3 .•...••••. 4 
74 UnionCbristianCollege ............... 8 7 1 ...... 24 ---··-·· 1 .... 2 .... 4 .... 3 5 3 1 ••.. 1 .....•.. 3 1 o o 4,6 
75 Moore's Hill College ..... ............. -. 6 ---.-. -.- ..• -•.• -. 47 2 .. -. 3 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . • . . 8 13 . . . . . • . . 6 8 3 2 . __ ..••. . __ . • • •• • • 4 
76 Earlham College .. ... ......... ......... 5 5 0 0 41 4 1 1 3 1 2 1 6 2 4 0 1 2 0 5 o s .•...••..••••• 4 
77 Ridgeville College..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 1 g2 14 2 2 4 1 1 o 4 0 .....• ~ ..•... _ .......• _ ..•...••. _ .. _ . _ .. ____ • •• • • • 4 
78 St. Meinrad's College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15 0 0 72 18 0 8 0 9 0 13 0 10 0 4 0 3 0 7 o . • . . o o o 8 
~g ~~~~o~og~fi:~~·:::::::::::::::::::::: ~ .... 6 ..... 5 ..... 3. al~~ ""5" ··o· .. i. ··o· ""i" ··o· ""i" ··o· ··a· ··o· ""i" ··o· ""i' ··o· ""2" ··o· ··;;· :::::::::::::: ! 
Sl NorwegianLutherCollege ... . ........ 8 8 0 0 88 26 0 20 0 14 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o iS o 0 o 6 
~~ ¥t~Yoe:e~~[.so6£:~~~-i~_e_s_::::::::::::: ~ ····=· ·---~- :::::: ---~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: .. : ... :. --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- --~ - --~- :::: :::: ----~- ~ 
84 Parsons College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 7 1 0 37 8 0 7 0 7 0 . . . . . . . . 1 2 0 0 5 5 . . . . . . • . 2 0 o o 4 















37 86 Iowa College ............................... -- .. - ------ J9 ------ · --- - ••. - . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . o 10 .•. 
87 Simpson Centenary College* . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 0 -· · · ·- 58 9 5 1 3 3 0 1 1 8 8 0 0 8 7 2 2 . • • . 0 0 o 4 37 
88 StateUniversityo.fiowa .............. 16 .•.... 0 0 247 53 29 34 14 20 10 31 9 19 1 12 0 4 1 6 .•.. 3 1 o o 4 37 
89 German College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 -.---. . • • • . • 17 c8 -... c3 . . . . c2 ...... _ ..•.......• _ ......•... ___ . __ ... ___ .. _ ... _ 4 .••.... _.. 4 40 ~~ Iowa Wesleyan University* ........... 10 10 g ~ ~I k2~ kl! 4 1 0 3 5 3 16 13 8 3 1 9 8 1 3 o o ...... 4 ~7 
92 Coknell ColleTie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 9 1 26 7 6 
kll k6 k7 k2 kl6 k9 ....... _ .• _ ..• _ ..••.. _.. . • • . . . . . 0 0 0 180 4 37 
93 g~n~~0~lle~~ ~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : ; .... :. ::: : : : . -- --- 36 5 7 ~ ~ ~ i ~ .. ~. · · 2 · .. i · : : : : : : : : · · i · : : : : : :: : · · i .. · 9 · : : : : : : : : ::: : : : ! ~~ ~~ ~~~1 Umversity of Iowa ............ n · 11 .•.••. -····· ~i 9 3 3 4 5 .... 5 3 ................................ 10 .... .... .••.•• 4 42 9~ Tab~;1cr~ollege ······ . ..... ·········· .... ······ ··-·o· ·--·o· 73 ··5· ··a········-··················--··················;·····---············· 5 4 40 
97 W 
0 e,..,e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 8 8 2 2 2 1 1 . . . . 7 14 3 5 1 2 1 2 22 0 0 0 4 38! 
9s st.e~!~:d~~~e5~iiei~::~~::::~::::::::~ ~ ~ ····o· .... o. ~; ~ --~- ~ .. :. ~ --~- --~- --~ - --5- :::: ··4: ::::··a·:::::::::::::::: --0- ··o· 4g ! ~~ 
"From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. d ~hese are academic_ students. i These are normal students. 
a Total number m all departments. e Suspended; report 1s that for the year 1878 j Five are only partially endowed. 
b For students in scientific department, see Table X, f Partially endowed. · k Includes students in scientific aud engineering courses. 
Part 1. . . g Includes one only partially endowed. 















































Students in classical course. Students in scientific course. i S ~ 
U1 <I> 
---~----~------~-----1-------.-----~----~------ - '"d Fresh-~ Sopho-1 . I 8 . Fresh-~ Sopho-~ T • / S . ~ E ai 
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010 i?i i?i 
J 1.3 1 1.4 I l.ii I 1.6 I 11' ! l.S I19 !2o l21 l22 l23 l 24l2iii26I21'!2SI29I30 I31 I 32 I 33 I 34 I 3i> I :WI 31' I3S\39 
I 1-l--l--l--l--l-1-1--l-l-l-l-l-l-l-l--l-1- l-l--l---l - •-•-•---•-·--
~~;~i~f\J~~~ls~t;-:::~~::::~:::::::: ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: 
University of Kansas.-----·----- ______ 14 14 ·----- . -----
L::me University• ------ ·--- __ ------ ---· 4 3 1 ------
Ottawa University*------·-------- --- -- 4 2 2 ------St. Mary's College* ______ . ____________ . 16 11 ------ . -----
Washburn College.------·------ ----- __ 4 4 0 ·----· 
~;fe~sc~W:g~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~g :::::: :::::: :::::: Cecilian College ______ . _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 
Cen_tre Colle~~* ------__________________ G 




7 Kentucky Military Institute. _______ ._. 7 
Georgetown Collep:e ------------------· 6 ~ ------ , - .----- · ------"Kentuch-y University . _______ . __ .. _____ 3 3 
Kentucky Wesleyan Colle_ge ... ____ . __ .. 5 __ __ __ ... -- •
1
.---- _ 
Murrn.yMaleandFemale.lllstltute .... b5 ------------ ·-----
Concord College . ----- ... ___ ·----- . . .. _ 3 
Kentucky Classical and Business Col- 17 
legb. 
34 6 2 2 _ _ __ __ __ . __ _ 3 . __ _ 6 7 __ __ 1 4 , .. __ 2 1 .... 
1
. _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 39 
1~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g --2---o---i· --o· --s---7---3---4- ~i5~ ··2· --o· ----~,- ! ~g 
. -- ~~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: -~~- : : : : .. ~ . : :: : : : ~ !g 
63 8 .. -- 9 -- -- 9 . -- - 8 -- -- 14 - -- . 12 - -- - 3 -- -- -- -- - -- - -- -- -- . . .. . . . -- -- - 6 40 
16 7 ---- 2 1 ---- ---- ---· ---- 4 2 ---- -------- .... ------------ .... .... 2 4 36 
b84 . • . . . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - - - - - - - 40 
42 3 .. .. 3 . .. . 1 .. .. 5 1 c5 c7 c2 c7 .. .. c2 c4 c2 .. .. __ .. . . . . . --. . 4 38 
6 .. -- . --- ---- ---- .... -- -- ---- .. -- . --- ---- ---- --.- ---- ---- ---- ---- --.. .. . . 0 0 4 40 
92 21 -- . . 19 .. . . 19 ---- 17 -- -- 3 -- -- 3 -- -- 8 -- -- -- -- --- - 2 - .. . .. . . 20 4 40 
83 2 5 7 3 4 10 4 1 5 14 3 7 5 2 1 7 ---. 3 0 0 4 40 
1G3 rl65 .. ... __ . .... d53 . __ . d25 . __ . _ --. -- .... -- -- ... -- ...... -- .. -- .. -- . 20 0 0 . -- . 40 
97 ---- . - - . - - - .. -- .. --. - --. ---. ---- -- -- ---- --- .. - . ---. - -- .. --- . - - .. -- . - - - .. -- .. ----- 4, 6 40 
66 · --- ·--- ~ ---· ---· ·--· ··-· ·--· ·--· ·--· ---- ··-· ·--- ·--- ---· ---· · --· ---· 0 0 0 4 40 
·:H ~5, ;; ~; j :l j I j :; : =~~ :: ~~ ·:: ::=: ·:: -=~- ii H H :::; + --;; 
Bethel College* _____ .. __ ..... ___ . __ __ _ 6 
St. Mary's College __ ____ . __ . __ . _____ ... 9 
Louisiana State University and Agri- 4 
6 I .. -- .. ,. --- .. , 90 163, . -- . , 15,. -- ., 8,. -- ., 4,. -- .,. -- .,. -- .,. -- .,. -- .,. -- ., .... , .. --~- -- 'I" -- "I' -- "I' -- "I"'- --'I 4 2 -- - -- - .. -- -- - -- . - - - . -- -- - -- - . -- . - -- - . -- . - -- . -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - . - - . - -- . - -- . - - -. . - - . . -- . - -- . . -- - -- 3, 5 




cultural and Mechanical College.* 
Jc:fforson College (St. Mary's).-- -- - ---- 15 1 15 St. Cha-rles College .. __ ... ____ .. __ .. _ __ 3 3 ......... __ . 
Centenary College of Louisiana .. ____ .. 3 . __ . __ . _________ .. 
Lt>lnncl University• ... ___ ------ ______ ... __ .. ___ ..1 ... __ J ____ _ 
65
1- -- - ~- -- . , -- ·1-- --~ - - --1· -- ·1· -- ·1 · -- ·1· -- ·1· -- ·1· -- ·1· -- ·1· -- ·1· -- -~- -- ·1· . --~-- -·1-- .. ,. -- .,. -- -- .15-7 15 3 - - - - 3 . - - . - - - . . - - . . - - - - - - - 9 . - - . . - - . - - - - . - - . - - -- - -- . - - - . - --. 0 0 0 5 
36 d22 - -- . d11 - -- . d3 - -- - - -- . . -- . . -- . - -- . - -- . - -- - . -- . -- -- - - - - - . .. -- - - - -- . - -- . . --- -- 4 







































125 New Orleans University .....• ·········1 4 126 Straight University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 1 3 0 1~ 1····6· """9i" 
71 1 3 8 0 2 
8 1 0 
127 Bowdoin College*...................... 20 
128 Bates College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
129 Colby University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 8 
130 St . .John's College...................... 9 
13L Baltimore City College .. ..•.•...... .... 13 ..•......... , ..... . 
132 .Johns Hopkins University........ ..... .... 20 6 
1311 Loyola College"........................ 15 8 0 
134 Wasbi.ngtonCollege ..........•. .•.... . 3 3 ...... , ..... . 
135 RockHillCollege ...................... 18 17 1 
136 St. Charles's Co'noge................... 14 12 1 
137 l<"'reclerick College...................... 3 3 0 
138 Western :M:arylancl College .... ........ 12 9 3 
139 Amherst College........... ............ 19 19 0 
140 BostonCollege ......................... b14 .•••.•.••......... 
141 Boston UniYorsity, College of Liberal 16 15 1 .•••.. 
Arts. 
1!~' 3~ --~- "4~ '::~: -~~-j--~-~-2~- ::~: ::~: ::~: ::~: ::~:1:::: :::::::: ::~: :::t:~: ::~· :::~~: ! 
143 42 5 34 4 36 2 118 2 . -- . -. . . . . . . - . .. . •. - . . . . . • -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 4 
157 38 3 48 3 40 3 21 1 . -- .. -- ......... . - .... - . -......... - ....... - 69 4 






40 579 ................ ·-·· ........... . .................... -... ---· ................ ··--·· 5 
il23 .. . - ............ -... . ...... .... - . -- .... ...• - ....... - ... - .. -. . ...... - 43 20 ..... '· . . . . 40 
85 . . . . . .. - . . . . . .. - ... - - . . . . .. - . . . . . . . . . . ' .. - - -. . . -- . - -.. - .. - - . . . . . .. ' 0 0 0 6 40 
41 d14 .... d9 ···- d5 ..•..••..•...... ·-·· ..•. ··-· .••. --- ........ 13 ........ ······ 4 40 
44 .. - . . . . . . . . . . .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . - -.. - . -- . . . . . . . - . . . . -.. - .. - . . . . . . .. - . - - . . . - . . . . . . . 4 40 
109 d29 ... . d31 .... d30 ..•. d19 ............ ··-- ......•..............•...... ---· ...... 4 43 
46, .................................................... ·--- .... .... ..•. 0 0 0 .... ·-·· 
71 22 11 6 . . . . 6 7 . . . . 6 7 2 3 . . . . 1 -.- . -... -.- . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 3, 4 41 
350 107 . . . . 7 4 -.. - 77 . . .. 68 . . . . 4 . . . . . --. . . . . 5 ... - 1 . . . . 9 5 1 95 4 38 bi~~ · i i- -i2 · -ii · -· 9 · 2o "I" ·a· · i3 · · · s · :::: :::: :::: : ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: · i9 · ·is ·1:::: :::::: ~ ~~ 
142 llarvardCollego ............. ......... . 52 .......•.... 14 j8i9 245 .... 196 .... 201 .... 171 .... (k) .••. (k)~---- (k) •• (k) •••..••. l59 7 112 4 37 
143 TnftsCollege . .. .... .... . .............. 12 12 0 0 92 15 ..•. 22 .... 21 .... 12 ............ 4 .••. 8 .... 4 .....•.. 6 0 29 4 39 }!~ ~~~~:~Pf~1:~~ii·c~~~;:::::::::::::: -~~- 1~19i···· :::::: 2~1 .~:. :::: -~~- :::_ -~~- :::: -~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::· :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::::: ! :g 
146 AclrianCollege ................. ......•. 10 10 ...... 1 95 5 -·· · 2 1 3 .... 2 .... 2 1 3 .... 3 2 4 .... 67 .....••....... 4 39 
147 Albion College ...................... ,. 11 11 0 ...... 140 6 8 4 6 4 1 10 9 3 0 2 1 3 1 1 .... m81 .•..... . ...... 4 37 H~ !f~r~~!~~:~1~~::~:::::::::~~::~ -~~ - ---~~- ::::~: ::::~: .. !~~- :~~: :::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~~: :::: :::::: 3T i~ 
151 HillsdaleColle<Te . ...................... 18 17 1 1 135 1 2 7 1 3 1 4 2 15 14 10 8 6 6 11 3 41 .••. .... ...... 4 38 
152 HopeCollege.~---····················· 6 5 1 ...... 50 12 .... 14 2 10 .... 9 .... 0 .•.. 0 0 0 .... 0 ... . 3 ........•••... 4 36 
153 Kalam::tzooCollego ..................... 8 8 ·· ···· 1 34 9 1 6 2 5 5 4 0 1 .... 0 1 0 0 0 0 .••......... 30 4 38 
154 Olivet College .. . ...................... 12 12 l 5 o83 4 1 10 2 3 ..•. 2 .... 6 .... 5 ..•. 1 .... 2 ..•. 16 .... o 0 4 37 
155 St . .John's College ............. ......... b20 b20 ----·· ······ p76 .... .... .... ..•. .... ..•. .... .... .... .•.. .... .... .... .... .... ... . .... ..•. .... ...... 5 40 
156 Augsburg Se111inary (Greek departm't) 6 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 27 . . . . 11 . . . . 6 . . . . 6 ....... .. _ ................. _ . . _ ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 30 
157 Macalester College q . ..• . .... ........... -- ........••••........•.•...•................. ..... .....••......•.................. ... .. _ •.. __ ..••..••........ __ .. _ .. 
158 University of Minnesota .............. i8 17 1 0 ·1·1~g 12 4 11 1 5 1 7 1 25 16 8 11 6 5 9 10 . ... .•.. o o 4 38 
159 Carleton College ........ -... - •. . -...... 1 11 0 0 a~ 6 0 10 3 8 3 3 0 8 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 c4 o 0 0 4 38 i~~ ~~~1¥gi~e~s~l~~-~:::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ----~- ----~- ···2o· ··4· :::: :::: :::: ··4· ·-i· :::: :::: ··2· :::: ··2· :::: ··i· :::: :::: :::: ··4· g --~- ----~- ··4· :g 
162 UniveJ;"sity of Mississippi.. ............ 11 11 0 0 1g9 32 0 30 0 7 o 8 o 65 o 17 o 5 o 4 o _ .. _ 1 . _., •••••• 4 39 
!ti ~J;.~J!~~~~~tL:~~.u~ :~: .:~ ::::~: :~::~: ::::~: .:;! ::: ::: ~~ :~~- .::: ~~- .::. :: :: :~~- :: :~;: :::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ;; ~;:: ::;;,:: -i --M 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. g Partially endowed. n Suspended for repairs and completion of buildings. 
a Includes students in higher normal and musical clepart- h Thirty-four of these were for board and tuition. 0 Includes 31 in ladies' course. 
ments. i Total number of scholars, including fellows. pIn classical and commercial courses. 
b Total num?er. in all departments. jincludes holqers ?f f~llowships. q Suspended; its preparatory department to be reopened 
c These are ill hterary course. k For students ill smentific department see Table X Part 2. September 1880. . 
d Under classical are included students in scientific course. l Includes unmatriculated students 'and candid~tes for r Students in Colleg_es of Agriculture and the Meohamc 
e In freshman and sophomore classes. higher degrees. Arts are includea. 













































TABLE IX.-StatisUcs of ·universities and colleges for 1879, ~c.-Continued 
Collegiate department. ~ ~ 
::s p., 
I I u3 g •~ 
Corps of instruction. .g Students in classical course. Students in scientific course. E 1:1 $ ~ 
(fJ UJ <l) .9 ,....... 
. . ""' I c;; rg . <Ti ~ ..2 ~ >:l ~.-c ~ ° Fresh- Sopho- . . Fresh- Sopho- J . .• . >:l ~ rn .8< ::::i a5 
.,..... ~ ~ ~ ~ 1;j <Ti man. more. Jumor. Semor. man. more. umor. Mmor. iJ . a~ ~ .;3 g S 
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Name. 
1 131 14 I Ui I 16 I 1'1 ItS 119 120121122123 124 1 :-l5 l 261 2'1 I2S 129130 l3ll32l33 l34 l35 l 36l 3'1 I3S I 39 
-- j--j--j--j--J-J-J- J-J- I--I-I-I-1-I-I-I-J-I-I-I-L-L-1--L-'-
~ft~~~t~~~hi~i.fu~"tif~i~;, ~::~~:~:::::: ~ ~ ----o· ~ .. :~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: .. ~ !~ 
~~~¥A~~~~ii:::::::::: :::::: J _J_ ::::~: ::/ } ::: :: :: : ::· :: :: :: _:: ::: ::: :::- ::: ::: ::: ::: :: :; ::: :::::: '·i H 
College of tho Christian Brothers* ..... 18 ------ ...... 0 50 21 .... 15 8 .... 6 ........................ ____ ............ 0 0 0 4 40 
St.LottisUniversity .......... ......... 20 26 0 0 197 75 0 50 0 30 0 12 0 .................................... 30 0 0 6 42 
\Vashinp;tou University................ 15 15 4 . .. .. . 73 a22 a3 all a1 a18 .... a5 . . . . _ .. _ .................... _ .. _ 13 .. .. .. .. 30 4 40 
StewartsvilleCollege .................. 4 2 2 0 45 3 3 2 2 .... 1 ........ 18 12 3 1 ...... ...... ...................... 4 40 
Drury College* .. -- ...... -.............. 10 10 0 1 91 4 11 5 8 4 2 1 .. .. 5 4 3 2 2 2 .. .. 3 19 16 .. .. 7 4 40 
Central WesleyanCollege.............. 6 6 ...... 2 62 5 1 4 1 1 .... 3 .... 8 1 6 ---- 1 ____ 2 .... 29 .... .... 1 4 42 
Doane College . ...... -........... .. .. .. 6 0 • . • .. 2 23 3 1 1 .. .. 3 ....... _ 1 2 2 .. .. 1 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 __ .. 1 4 39 
University of Nebraska ........... .... 10 10 ...... ...... 90 5 5 6 0 5 4 4 0 7 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 41 ........ ------ 4 37 R~!~~t~~!~:r-¥:~i~i~l~~:::::::: --r ::::i: ::::~: ::::~: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
DnrtmonthColloge ..................... 14 14 ...... c5 215 64 .... 51 .... 52 .... 48 ____ (d) .... (d) .... (d) .... (d) .... .... .... .... 90 4 38 
St.:Benediot.'sCollege .................. 5 5 ...... ...... 49 .................................................................................. 3 40 
Rutgers College .... ................... 13 ...... ...... e2 /123 22 .... 35 .... 32 .... 31 .... (f) .... (f) .... (f) .... (f) ........ 3 0 ...... 4 36 
CollegeofNewJ"ersey .. ............... 25 31 ...... 14 417 107 .... 93 .... 88 .... 77 .... (!J) .... (g) .... (!J) .... (g) .... 12 40 7 63 4 37 ~~~dnu~i~~~Te;~::::::::~::::::::::·. ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
1
: ::· :::: :::· --~- ----~- --~- :g 
St.:Bonavonture'sCollt'go . . ............ 10 16 1 ...... 90 14 .... 10 .... 18 .... 17 .... 16 .... 15 .... 18 .... 1 17 .................... 6 40 
St.Ste:Qben'sCollege . .................. 0 6 o o 52 7 o 17 o 11 0 17 .... o .... o .... o 
1 
.... o .... ... 0 0 50 4 37 
Wells College .......................... 9 9 2 o 18 .... 6 .... 4 .... 5 •••• 3 ................................................ 4 40 




































194 St. Francis College .............. - . --. -. 12 8 4 0 -.--- ...... - ... --. . -. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . .. . . . . • • . . • . . • • • • • • 6 
195 St . .robn'sCollege .............••..•.... 10 9 1 0 129 15 .... 16 .... 9 .••. 12 .••. 17 .... 12 .••. 11 ..•. 11 •••. t16 .•....•..•••.. 5 ig~ ~~~~~~~~~~'i!~g~:::::::::::::::::::: i~ 1i :::::: :::::: 1i! "5' :::: "4" :::: "4" :::: "i" :::· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :::::: ~ 
198 St.Lu.wrcnce University............... 7 6 1 1 « 3 3 2 1 2 0 5 0 6 1 2 5 3 3 2 3 3 0 0 9 4 
199 HamiltonColleO'e* ..................... 13 13 ..•... 8 162 53----33 •••. 43 .... 33 .•....•..............••......••..••......••..... ~0 4 CJ;~ 200 Elmira Female 'College....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 12 3 1 72 . -.. 16 .• -. 8 .. -. 10 . -.. 5 . . . . 15 . . • . 5 . • . . • • • . . . . . . • • . 13 . • .. . . . . J1 4 38 






::?02 Hobart College·-- --- ------------------ 8 8 •••••. 5 67 19 .••. 16 •••. 13 .••. 9 ••. 7 .....••..... 1 ..•. 2 .••... .. 0 0 30 4 38 
t::l 203 Madison University .........••........ 10 10 -··--- ...... 88 34 ---- 26 .... 13 ---- 12 ............................... _ ..... 3 .... •••. 52 4 39 
t::::l 204 Cornell University ..................... 42 47 2 1 /167 31 10 46 12 34 7 13 7 (/) (f} (f) \/) (f) (j) (/J (j) .•.. 7 .... (k) 4 36~ 
205 InghamUniversity* ....... ..........•. 18 16 2 .••••. l135 ---- 4 .... 5 ..•. 5 .•........•. 12 ......•..... 13 .•.. 4 17 1 ....•..... 3,4 40 
206 Colle(Te of St. Francis Xavierh .. ...... 8 •••••• ------ ...... 128 ... . .... --- . ........ - -·· ......... --. .•.. •••. .•• . ... . . .•. .•.. •••. .. . . . .•. •••. 16 4 40 
207 Colle';;eoftheCityofNewYork ...... 15 35 ............ 499 156 .••. 66 .•.. 45 .... 31 .••. 97 .... 53 .... 28 .... 23 ....... . .............. 5 40 
208 Cohu~biaCollege .......•.............. 18 .•.... 0 1 279 93 .... 66 .... 62 .... 58 .... (p) ..... (g) .... (g) .... (g) ........ 0 6 21 4 34 
ill ~i~~!~~~~:.~~~Pi.i~~; :~ ~~. :::~: :H:: :::::~ ~~ F :~;: T :;:: I: : ii: ·~~: : ;; • ~~- :::: E ~ ~~: ::~: . ::: ~ ~:. :::: } ~~;: ::: ~~~~i: .. i fi · 
2H University of Rochester . .............. 9 9 0 3 155 31 ---- 22 -·-- 21 .... 25 .•• . 4 .... 10 ... . 9 .... 4 ..•. 29 .... 2 59 4 39 ~}~ ¥e~~~~~n:ffo~~-L~dy-~fkg~i~ :::::: ri ~: 1g .... 0. 2~~ ~~- :::: ~~~ ::: : ~~~- :::: ~~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~:: :::: :::: --~- --~- :::::· ~ ~~ 
217 S:yracuseUniversity ................... 10 10 0 0 133 27 0 16 3 13 0 15 2 6 2 3 0 3 2 2 0 n39 0 0 0 4 39 
218 UniversityofNorthCarolina ....••.... 12 14 1 ······ o211 59-··· 34 -·-- 14 .... 11 .... 7 .... 6 .... 3 .••. 4 .••. 72 1 .... 97 4 40 ~~ f~i~~ft!tHHi .. /~H ,j ---1 :::t .::t :~~ -~: C :;i ;;;• ::!: ::: :J ··- :~; 2 i.1i i::! ·;:: i::; ~~;: :;l: J: H :~.: m,r j --~ 
22G BuchtelCollege ...... ............. ..... 6 6 ·••••· 4 46 3 1 3 1 2 1 5 .... 8 4 7 6 .... 1 3 .... 1 ........ 22 4 39 
227 Ashland College ....................... 6 8 2 ------ 98 5 6 2_ 1 2 ... ........ ............ ..... ... ...... ....... r82 .....••....... 4 40 
228 OhioUniversity* ............... . ...... 6 6 -----· ·····- 48 4 ·--· 4 .... 3 2 2 2 5 5 11 .... 3 1 2 .... 4 .....••. -~---- 4 39 
229 Baldwin University ........... ... ...... 10 10 0 0 125 0 1 2 0 2 2 5 0 17 6 7 6 8 5 5 1 58 .............. 4 39 
230 German Wallace College ............... 6 5 0 0 60 10 0 8 0 8 0 3 0 5 3 8 1 1 0 0 0 13 0 o ...... 4 40 ~! ft~;ro~r~~?s~~~::::::::::::::::: -~- :::;;: ::::;: ::::;: ·;;~- :;;: :: :;;: :::: :;; :::: :;; ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::::::::::: ::: :::::: --~ n 
234 UniversityofCmcinnati .•............ 10 10 0 0 104 4 ·--- 2 1 ....... . 2 .... 6 ··-· 7" •••. 4 2 1 1 s70 4 0 0 , 4 37 ~~~ 6:~it!fs.;;~~~~its<~~::::::~::::::::: ~ ~ ··--o· .... o. ~~ ; :::: ~ :::: ~ --~- -io· :::: --~- --~ :::~ :::. --~- --~- :::: :::: ··o· :::: :::: :::::~ 1 :~ 
*From Rflport of tho Commissioner of Education for 1878. h Fro~ the. ninety-second report of the regents of the n In civil engineering and Latin scientific courses. 
a Unll_,rclassical are included students in scientific course. . , Umvers~ty of the S~ate of New York. . 
0 
Total number in all departments. 
b Preparatory depart~p.ent only or""anized. ~ :rhese a~? I?- comm,~rCial department. p Not prescribed. 
c Three are only J,>artially endowe:'i. J Also an a1d fund of $25,0JO. q Scientific and preparatory students. 
(l Ree yhandler sCienti:fic' department, Table X, Part 2. k 1:?8 districts may e!l'ch send a free scholar every year. r These are normal students. 
eParlmlly end?We~. . l Includes stU<l_ents ID departments of music and art. s Includes students in lit.erary course. /~"'or students m sCientific department, see Table X, Part 1. m. Officers and matructors for :til departments of the uni-














































T ABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges fot•l879, q·o.-Continued. 
Collegiate department. 
Corps of instruction. I ~ Students in classical course. Students in scientific course. I~ cti ] 
•• ~ '"0 
e.s ~ >:l 
. .e.-::l :;1 03 
t> § 1'1 • ~ rD • 
oo-t ~«~ w • ~w p .... ~ >:l 0 ~ ~ e ~.S ggJ e ~ ~ g g ~'*E ~ ~~~ 0~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ° Fresh- Sopho- . . Fresh- Sopho- J . . >:l E cti 
1!:= ~ ii:l cti man. more. Jumor. Semor. man. more. umor. Semor. ~ 00 : ;E' O;El ,.0~ ------------ --- - - ------- A+' ~ w ~ w S C1> o § •P 1!:= ~ ~ ~'"0 ~'"0 ~ ::3 
~~ 4) o3 o3 o3 o3 · o3 o3 o3 c5 ..... to $ 




























~ . ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p:;~ ~~ I I I I -----,-------- - -.----1--1-1-0 ~ r. ~ ~ ~ 
l 131 14. I 1:5 I 16 I 17 IJSit912012l i 22 I 2312412~126I2712SI29I:JOI31I32I33I34I35I361 :17 138139 
8~~~ ~~~~~o;!~~v1r'~l~~r~ii:j; ::~~~~::~~~: ~1 --·is· .... i ..... 6. ~~~ ·25· ::: : ·ao · .. 2. ·26 ·1 --i · ·26· .. i. ·22· ·is· -- s·1·i5· ~ -- 4 · ·2o ... 5. ··7 · ·32· <U;J :::: :: :: :: ! 
t::~~~~~ ~(~~~:~~~i·(.,:::::: ~:: : :: : : : :::::: ~ ~ ... . ~ . g ~~ i~ . ~: : n ::: . l ~ I: : : : g : = =: : :: : : :: : : :: : :: : : : ~: : :::: ::: : ::: : : :: : ::: : : :: : .... ~- ! 
Hi ram College . ..... . . ............ ..... 10 9 1 3 163 2 .... 1 1 .•. . .. 1 2 6 4 7 2 5 .. .. 3 .... 129 .... .. .. 40 4 
W estoru Reserve Collogo.... ........ .. 8 8 0 6 68 25 .... 10 .... 7 . ... 14 1 7 .•• . 3 . . . . .... .... 1 .... . •. . .• . . .•. .••.•. 4 ~r~~~~~~~fr: ~ ~~ ~~: : ~~~~:~:::~ ,i ---: ::::; :::::~ --;~ :rml: :l"i: :1,;)~~ ;:~;;~: ::· ~~: ::~ :~: ::~ :~:: ::' ~~~ .:~ :·~ ~~~. :::;; i 
Musl,tn~nm Coli ego .. ••• .. ... • • . . .. . . . 8 8 . ••• • . .. . • .. 79 7 . . • . 5 . . .. 5 .. . . 6 . . . . 4 7 2 5 5 3 5 5 20 . • • . .. .. .. . • . . 4 
Oberlin Collt'g;o ...... .................. 12 12 ...... ...... 324 60 12 37 8 28 7 21 8 .... c40 .... c29 .... c26 .... c16 32 .•• . . ... ...... 4 gr.F]~r~:~~ei~i::~:::::::~::~~~·- : ::::~. ::::; :::::: ::;: .;. :i :~~ .~~: ~~:: ~~~ :~~: ::: ::~ :~: ::) :::: ::~: ::): ··: ~~~ :~~ :·; ::; :·:·;: ~ 
W itteubot·g College............ .. ...... 6 6 1 . .. .. . 81 18 2 15 2 7 .. . . 11 1 6 .. .. 2 .. .. 1 . • • . .. • . . •• . 16 .. .. .. .. .• • • • . 4 ~~t~l~;~;J~g~~~i~~- :::: ~: :::::::::::::: ~ ~ :::::: .... ~- 8~ b~: . ~~ . ~:~ -~~. ~~ --~. gi . ~~. :::: :::: :::. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ""i. :::: :::: :::::: ! 
Ottt>rl.lein University .. ......... .. ... .. 6 6 0 5 76 2 1 3 2 3 0 6 0 18 20 7 5 2 4 1 2 .... .... .... ..... . 4 ~~Wo~~~~:~~gru;;~~~~)::: ::::: : :::: ~ : :: .. :. ----~ - .... ~ . ·---~- -- --~- _0 --~- --~- :::: --~ - :::: --~ - --~- :::: :::: :::: :::::::: : : :: :::::::: :::::::: :::: ----~- --~-Wilmiu~ton Collogo . . .. . . . ... . . . .. .. . . 5 5 o o 43 12 8 3 1 1 1 4 1 .• .. .. . . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. 12 o o 4 










































































































:~!t:;:~:s~;:e::t:~l~~~-~~~~--- --~- .... ~- ···-~- ···-~- ·--~~- --~- - -~ - . -~- --~- --~ - .. ~- --~- .. ~ - . . ~- - - ~- .. ~- . -~- .. ~ - .. ~ - . - ~- . -~ - . -~ - --~- .. ~- .. . . ~- 3,: ~ -:: 
McMmnnllo College....... ............ 4 2 2 2 ...................••..........••..••..••.......... _ . ... __ . __ . _ ..... _ .... .. _. . ...... . _. 4 40 
Christian College .. -... -... -........... 4 4 0 0 100 6 2 5 4 3 3 4 2 12 19 7 8 7 5 7 6 0 0 0 43 4 40 
~~~}.!~i¥~~· .... :--EC j ::J :·}. ): 1E ,;! . :~ . ·~~: :! ~if :t ·1f ) :-~- :·:. :.:: ~ .:. __ :: H -:< / :}- ..:: :; ;; .• :; J ;1 
Dickinson College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 23 0 12 0 14 0 9 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 ....... _ 0 (d) 3, 4 39 
PennsylvaniaMilitaryAcademy . ...... 9 9 .... . . ...... 89 5 .... 2 ... . 1 ____ 1 ..•. 15 .... 34 . ... 14 ...• 15 ........ 2 .... .•••.. 4 37 
LafayetteCollege ·· ··· -------- --····· · 23 20 3 4 e163 40 .. •. 38 . ••. 46 .... 37 ---- (e) .... (e) .... (e) ... . (e) .• ... . .. 2 .... ...... 4 39 !;~~i~:~i~;:~>:::::::: ::::~ i i ... ! ::::': _i~ -~ - / -~ .;~ J ::: J ::~ ;;: :::: J ::: J : -i~ ·:· / :.:- ·:: -~~;;_ i !I 
Franklin and Marshall College*........ 7 6 1 1 87 32 . . . . 20 . . . . 23 . . . . 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 4 39 
Universit:yatLewisburg -- ---·----·--- 7 7 0 2 44 18 . ... 9 ..•. 10 .. .. 7 ____ . .... ....... ____ .•. ... .. ............ 0 0 0 4 40 
Lincoln University*--·-········--·--·- 6 6 .•.... 4 43 15 .••. 11 . ••. 7 8 .... ---- ____ .••. ........ ____ ...... .. 2 0 0 8 4 36 ~]~\~i~i;:·:~·:·:::::::::::::: I }: J .J J! '!! :~~:·~ :c:~ :::.'~! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::; ) ::::~: J _:: 
Westminster College ........ . ... . . .. ... 8 8 .......•••.. 119 38 4 21 2 21 ..• . 12 ... . 1 2 •.. ..•...•.. 10 .... 3 5 ... .... ....... 4 37 ~t~.¥~~~~,~~~w:i~~~::::::::::~:~:~~:: ~~ ~ 1~ ····o· ·--~~- - ~~- :::: -~~- :::. --~- :::: --~- :::: -~~- :::: - -~- :::: --~- :::: --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :: ~ !~ UniversityofPenns~lvania . ....•..••. 33 .......•••.. 2 el35 38 .••. 34 .. .. 27 ... . 25 ... . (e) . . .. (e) . ... (e) .... (e) . .•. 11 .... .. .. 40 4 40 R~~~~~!~~~~r-~!'~~~~~!~~~~~j:~:: n ···~r ::: :~: :::i~: /l~~ - ~f ::~: "J ::~: -~f :::: "J :::: :~~: ::~: ::~: ::~: ::~: :::: :::: :::: :~~: ::i: ::~: ···-r·T ::~~ 
Swarth~<?re College . - ·--;---- .. - . -- . . - ? 14 4 0 118 13 12 3 1 3 8 4 3 13 . • . . 10 . . . . 4 . • • . 3 .••. g40 1 o o 4 40 Augu~tm1an Cop~gffiof V11g,~rva ...... 1~ 1g 3 .••... . ... .. .... . .. . . • . . .... .... .••. .••. ..•. .... ...• .... .... .... ... . .... .••. ..•. .... .... .•.• . . 7 40 ~ashm~ona0c11 e erson o ege . .. .. 6 6 ...... 3 A3~ 26 .... 20 .... 23 ..•. 33 .•.. 16 ..•. 12 .• .. 6 .... 2 .•...........••....... 4 39 ~~1~~~~2-.:::::::HE:. 1! : :::~: ::::r; ::::: 'II b7f :: ·~ :::: 'f! E ·~ :::: __ i_ .. ::.I ·::: :t E S _::  - 1~ ~r ::l: ::~~: J il 
New~en-y9o11e_ge . .........•...... _. ... 7 ~ 0 ..•••. 4:> 18 .. .. 6 .... 3 .... 7 .... h6 .•. . hl .... h1 ..........•. 3 o o o 4 40 Cil~c~~:.:n::?ll~~ ~odi!fe~~~~~s~ 5 :> ····-· ··-- · · 14 ....... . ..... .... ........... . •.. 10 2 2 ..•. ···- ... ..••.. ... .. .. .........••• : . 4 33 
Institute. 
Ydffe~r~~J~~~e~·.::::::::~:::::~~~~: ::: ~ : 
East Tennessee Wesleyan U nivereity.. 7 6 
Beech Grove College* ............. _.... 5 5 
* From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. 




















1····1····1····1····1······1 ! -- --~l -- T 4g 1~ ·-g- 1~ - -~- ~ ··g- ! ·-g- :~~: :~~: :~~: ::~: :~~: ::~ : ::~: ::~: :~~: g ·-g- ~g 4,~ 
b Under classical are included students in scientific course. 
c These ~~e in literary course. /Total number in alJ d~partments. 
d All twtwn on scholarships costing $6.25 a year. g Includes students m literary course. 




















































·TABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. 
Corps of instruction. I ~ 
8.s ~~ 
P< 'dc;l 
i> "d] 'Cil ~ ~ ,n ~e<Xi ~ 'i e.S § ~ ~ ~ ~~e~~t 
0 0~~ 0~ 
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Collegiate department. 
Students in classical course. Students jn scientific course. I~ 
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1 l - 1- -l- - 1--l--l-l-l-1-l-1-l- l-l- 1-l-1-l-l- ·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-
1 131 1-i I Vi I 16 I 17 1181191 !10 1211221231 !14125 126127 1 ~8129130 l31l32l33l3-il3i'i 1361 37 I3S 139 
---------- - ---- l - 1- -1--1-- 1--1-l- 1--1-1-1--1-1-1-1--l - l ----1-1-1-1-1-o-•-·--·--·--
. ~~-1 : :: : I_-~ .1::: :I._~ .I::: :I._~ .I: :::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::::1::: :1·-o -~·-·ia· 
14 .... 8 ---- 13 ---- 3 .... ---- ---- · ·-- . ... ---- .... ---· ·-·· .. ............... . 
15 5 4 3 5 1 1 . . .. 25 20 8 5 6 7 1 -- -- . .. . -- ........... . 
10 8 6 3 ---- ............................................................. . 
10 1 4 . ... 4 2 . ................................ .. .. . ................... . 
25 ---- 17 .... 10 .... 6 ........ ---- .... .. .. .... .... ... . ... . . ... 4 .... ..... . 
4 . . .. 3 . . . . 2 .. .. 2 .. . . 4 6 2 2 1 4 1 1 76 ............. . 
~~~i\~~~~r~l~P~esbyte-ri~~u~~e~~it:i: 4 4 0 a2 29 6 6 0 76 
lliwa~:~sce Uollcge . .. .... . . . . ...... - ... - c8 c8 c218 
~~l ~~~:~~;e~fBi~~~~~! v~~ty S~te- 9 9 0 1 156 1-! 125 
.Agricnitnral Coll ege. 
5 5 a1 Cumberland University ................ 40 
13ethel Colle,ge . ...... . ............. ... . 4 4 106 
Manchester Collt'ge ·----- ..... . - .... -.. 2 2 0 0 27 
1\I;u-yYille College ........ ... .. .. - ... --. 4 4 0 0 21 
Christian Brothers' College* . .......... 10 10 0 0 62 
Mosh<'im Institute ......... .... .. ...... 5 3 2 108 
d37 I. -0 lt22'1' . 0 ltiii I' -0 lti3 'I'. 0 'I ::: l =::I:::: I: : : J:: J =: l:: l :: J 36. 
2 












13 .... 12 .... 10 .... 5 ........ ···- ........................................ .. 
2 1 1 1 2 1 ........ ···- ... . . . .. 1 2 .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 
40615 .... 22 .................................... 80 0 
.. .................................................................. 7 4 6 
· ....... ... ....•. ·· -· .... -··· -- -· ..•. -··· ........ ·-·· .... .••. .... 4 ---· 0 25 
........ . .... ·--· · ··- ---· ..... . ·--· --------------- - ---· ..... ··-· .............................. ------
7 1 9 1 5 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 3 1 1 0 . . . . 0 0 150 
Cat·son College ....... .. ................ 5 3 2 .......... 40 
Crntml Trnncssee College . . .... ..... .. 9 9 10 
Fisk Univ<'rsity ....................... 6 6 1 0 28 
Yandorbilt Univer sity ..... ........ ... 15 14 1 191 
Uni>ersit.y of iho South ........... .... 8 8 0 0 114 
Burritt Collogl'* . ... . .. . ............. .. 7 80 
Greeneville and Tusculum College . ... . 4 4 0 0 35 









Texas Military Institute .... . ..... ..... 5 5 0 0 40 0 0 4 3 40 
St. Mary's University ............................ ........ .. .. 15 
Southwestern Universit':Y *-- ----· ...... 7 7 ............ '?4 
Ba-ylor University .. . .. . . .. ....... ... .. 8 6 8 2 77 
Mansfield Male and Female College.... 4 6 0 0 78 
t1~\~ ~~:~~~i~:::::~::: ~:::: ::::::: ~ :::::: ~:::~: . --~~. 22 12 65 
~~~: ~::: ~~~: :::~ -~f ~::: -~g· :::: ::~: ~::: :~~: ~::: -~~- :::: :j~:l~::: :i~: ::~: ::~: ::::~:~~~f '"!g 
8 7 9 6 7 5 4 6 2 4 3 2 4 3 21 3 . . • . 3 . . • . 0 I 4 40 



































































Waco U nh·ersity ........... .. • , , ..... . c11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cSOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1 . . . . , • . . . . . . , , . . . • • . . • . . • • • • • • 4 
Mar•in Collc:-g-e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • 4 
University of Vm·mont. :.md State Agri- 9 8 1 1 e65 12 1 18 0 15 3 14 1 (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) .: • . 1 0 0 15 4 
cultural Collr<Ye. ~~~~l!t!""ty!!iilii ;j; :;::!: :::;~; :::1; ·~!: ~t~· dl?~ l• d!
2
• d~· dOl •!• jj•::i :::: •• 2• :::•••,••:: : ::: l!ll .:1: ;;·; :;·: :::,:: · ~· 
Lawrence University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 9 0 1 9G 7 1 4 0 3 2 1 2 18 14 Hi 9 7 4 7 2 . . . . . • . 0 GOO 4 
~:i~~~~ca~i~~~siiY*:~~:::: ~~:: :::::: ~ ·---~ ----~- ---~~- il~~ -~~- ~ ::~ - ~ ~- :::· 12 -- ·· -~~- :::: :::: :: : : :::: :::: :::: :: : : :::: :::: :::: :: :: :::: ·--~~- ! 
University of Wisconsin . ........... . . . c37 c3'; 0 0 e209 32 7 33 1l 15 8 15 8 (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) 78 2 0 10 4 
~~~~g~n:~~:: :::::::::: : ::::: :::::: : ~ ~ ----i· --··a· :1 1~ -~ ~z 7 ~ --~ - ~ :::: --4-::.:: --2· :::: --o· : ~:: ·· i ::::--5-:::::::: ::~/: ! 
Ripon College................ ... ....... 11 11 0 0 55 5 1 5 1 2 0 2 1 5 4 6 4 2 1 1 0 9 6 __ .. . • . . . . 4 
Northwestern University* ...... . ..... . 6 6 .... .. .... . . 38 13 10 .... 6 9 ............. .. . ... ..... __ __ .... .... .. . . .... .. . . •.•... 4 
GeorgetownCollege .. ... . ... .. ... .. ... . 12 11 2 0 54 17 14 12 .... 9 .... .... .. .. .••. ... . 1 1 ..•. .... 0 0 o 4 
~~~~iuJ.:~;sit;i~!.:::::::::~:: ::::: 1~ ~ ~ ----o· f; --3· :::: --o· ··o· --6- --o· --4· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --2· --o· --o· g ! 
Na~iona~Deaf-MuteCollege............ 8 7 1 0 29 5 .... 6 . . . 6 .... 3 .... 5 .. . . 1 .... 1 .. . . 2 .... .. .. 0 o 0) 4 





























*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1&78. d Under classical_are ~clu?ed students iu scientific course. g Curriculum consists of elective schools or departments. 
aPartially endowed. eFor students m sCientific department., see T able X , h 5 oftbese are only partially endowed. 
b Not prescribed. Part 2. i Total in all departments for two years. 
cTotal number in all departments. fl is only partially endowed. j 56 students given board and tuition without charge. 
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Arkansas College*.... .... ............ 25-40 3 700 200 150 .. • . .. .. 12, 000 4, 000 400 $1, 500 .. .. . . .. 1, 000 December 18. 
Canellill College--- ............. ... 16-50 2 150 ........ ........ ........ 4,000 .... .... .................. ........... ........ June4. 
.ArkausasindnstrialUniversity ...... (b) 3 800 200 300 0 (1·) (c) (c) 1,980 d23,500 ... .. . .. 
Judson Univei·sity.......... ...... .... 0-36 2-2~ 460 tiOO 25 ........ 50,000 ..................... 1,590 0 0 
St . .John's College of .Arkansas. .. ..... 40, 50 3-5 250 lf.iO Hi 0 75, ouo _.......... 2, 500 3, 600 0 0 
Jllissionary College of St . .Augustine.. 150 5 650 2CO 30 400 40, 000 ............. ____ . _.. ti, 000 ..... _ ...... . _ .. 
University of Califomia. . . . .. • .. . . . . .. eO • • • • • .. • . .. 15, 624 3, 500 300 695, ouo 1, 671, 204 102, 688 200 10, 000 __ ... _ .. 
Pierce Christian College .............. 40-50 4 ... . ...... ........ ....... ........ 10, 000 20,000 .......... S,OOO ' 0 0 
~tid~~:ftl~sCCo~~~~~ :::::::::::::: :: · 3~~g ::::::::::· 1~;~~~ :::::::::::::::: 2,~~~ ---~:~-~~~- ::::::::::· ·.:: :::::: : ~::::::: ...... 0. :::::::· 
St. .Mary's College .... -- ........... ... a250-275 . . . . . . .. . . (1, 000) 100 3, 000 250, 000 0 0 58, 000 0 0 
Santa.Clara.Colle~----- -------------- 77 4~ 10,000 2,000 ........ 2,000 57,200 o o 9,240 o o 
U nivc-:-sityofthe .t'acific* .......... .. 16-20 4-5 2,000 ................ 1,000 75, 000 40,000 3,000 6,500 ............... . 
Pacific .Methodist College*............ :J0-70 5 200 300 10 800 40, ooo ... __ .... ...... ____ .. 4, 500 .......... _ ... .. 
~~t¥;*go~f~~~-e::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~h~~~ :::::: ~~~~: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: -- -~~; ~~~ - ----~::-~~~ - ----~:-~~~- .. ~:-~~~ - :::::::: ::::: ::: 
















Co!o:.;adoCollege...................... 25 2-7 200 50 ................ 30,000 ........... g5,518 471 ........ ~.450 
~~~l~~~~o¥fgi~e~~i£y::.::::::: ::::::·. ~g 2~-~~ ~~:~~g :::::::::::::::::::::::: "45o; ooo· : ::: ::~: ·::: :::::::::: :::::::: ...... o. ::::::::1 ~~~~4. 
YnleCollege ............. ... . ...... .. 140 3~-G 93,000 ....... 5, 000 22,000 .......... 1, 480,000 77,580 109,686 0 220,000 Julyl. 
D elaware CollejZo*.. .................. GO 3 G, 500 3, 000 150 2, 000 75, 000 83, 000 4, 980 540 0 ... ___ .. June 18. 




































.Atlanta University*--- --·· -----·· ···- 18 2! 4, 000 . - - - - - - . 200 0 100, 000 h5, 000 300 2, 000 8, 000 300 June 26. 30 Bowdon Colle~ .... • --·-·- · · ...•.••.• 15-45 2 ------ ·--· ........ ·-···· . . 250 8, 000 0 ·-------- 2,100 198 0 June 30. 31 Gainesville Co ege* . - ..•.•........... 32 2 213 100 15 300 10,000 0 0 4, 000 0 0 July2. 32 Mercer University .......•••. _ ...•..•. 60 3 6, 000 ........ ~ ........ . 
--------
3, 000 150,000 100,000 7, 000 4, 000 ............. 20,000 June 23. 33 Pio N ono College __ -- ..•..... - .. - .. - -. 50 4 1,100 200 200 100 50,000 .................. . .................. aS, 000 . .............. .............. 34 Emory College* .. -- ......... -...... -·· 60 3-4! 3, 500 
----·-- -
200 2, 500 100,000 ...... .... ........... 
-------· -------- July 9. 35 .A.bin~don College*_------ .. - ... -.--.-- 24,39 li-3 300 150 ........... . 400 40,000 15,000 500 1, 000 June. 36 Heddmg Co11ege _________ -- -----···--- 30 3 3, 000 .............. . ................ 2, 000 75, 000 .. ................... June 10. 37 Illinois Wesleyan University_ ..•. - __ . 39 3 -------··· ............. .............. -------- 100,000 60,000 5, 000 7, 000 
-------
........... June 17. 38 St. Viateur's ColJege". ------------- --· 40 3~ 2,500 100 500 ............. 60,000 4, 000 800 3, 500 . ............. ............. June 26. 39 Blackburn University .•..•........ ... 25 14 3, 000 500 50 200 90,000 so, 000 8, 000 3, 000 
--------
................. . June 10. 5 40 Carthage Cone~_._ .•. .•.•• - -.. --- ... - 25 1! 2,500 ............... ............. 40,000 40,000 3, 200 4, 000 0 0 May6. 41 St. Ignatius Co ege ..•. -. ---·-- ••••.. 40 ..................... 12,000 2, 000 ................... 6, 000 0 --------42 University of Chica!!o .... - .. -···-· •.. 70 2~2! 6, 000 25 255,000 600 60 11, 000 0 ·••·•··· June 30. 43 Rock River University* •....••..... -. 36 2 10,000 0 0 July 22. 44 Eureka Colle~ ___ .-- -..... - ---.-- .... 34 1!, 3 1, 000 1, 000 
-------· 
600 50,000 20,000 1, 500 5, 726 0 0 May27. 45 College of In "vidual Instruction i ... _ 39,52 .................... .................. . . ............. . ............... 55,000 0 0 4, 225 .. ............ 46 Northwestern University •.....•..... _ 66 3-6 (i:lO, 000) 313 
·-------
300,000 .................... 20,000 .. ........... 0 --- ·· ··· June 24. r:T.J 47 ~~~gc~~!~%~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~:::: ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ::~: ~: 30 2! 25 25 ---·---- 600 10,000 1, 000 100 1, 400 0 ----·-·· June24. t-3 48 45 2 4, 000 
---··--
2, 700 121,900 104,000 10,000 7,40() 0 0 June 24. ~ 49 Lombard University ....•.•..... ---- -- 15-33 3-4i 3, 835 200 50 592 4.0, 000 80, 000 8, 000 1, 500 ....... .... ............ June 16. t-3 50 lllinois cone !if' ... _. --_ ....... --- ..... 36 3~! 8, 000 500 ........... 3, 000 100,000 100,000 8, 000 2, 995 0 . ............ June 5. 1-4 51 Lake Forest niversity ....... -.- . ___ . 40-60 2§ 4, 000 .......... 150,000 200,000 14,000 
---··--· ---··--· 
2, 000 June 22. r:T.J 52 McKendree College ........•.......... 18-24 2t-3t 7, 500 ···----- 25 · ·2: ooo · 54,000 27,000 2, 500 3,000 ····-·· ··--····· June10. t-3 ~ 53 LincolnUniver::>ity............................ 1~-4 16,000 2,000 Hi7 900 180,000 130,000 30,000 ---··· ···--·----*93,000 June16. Q 54 Evangelisch-LutllerischesCollegium*. 15 --····----· ciOO ----··· · -·- · -·-· ---··-·· 2,400 ···--·-··-· ····--·-·· ... .... ......... -·-··--· June. ~ 55 MonruouthCollege.................... 30 2-4 2,000 ...•... -····--· 1,500 55,000 50,000 4,000 7,000 ....... . ·--· ··-· Juue17. t"1 56 1\ft.MorrisColleffe·--····--- ······-·· · 32 --····-··-· (28,000) -···--·· ........ 40,000 ··-··------ ···· ---· ·- ··-·--- · ·--·-·· ....... . 57 Northwestern Co lege .... --- .•.. ···-·· 18 2?, ..•..... -- ---.--- . . ------ .... . -... 50, 000 95,863 7, 000 1, 085 . __ .. _ .... _ .. .• . June 16. t-3 58 Au~ustanaCollege --···--·--··------· 30 ~ 6,460 1,804 210 . ....... 50,600 .....•.... . .•••.•.... 2,500 0 ........ June10. > 59 ~~ur~~~it~~:e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-e_:::: ··27;48· ·-- -- ·i:.s· ···-5:ooo· ::::~~:: ---·i5o· -·z:ooo· ··-4o:ooo· ---i5o;ooo- ··-·6;oiiii- --4.-ooo· ::::~~~: :~~:~~:~ June12. td 60 t"1 61 IllinoislndustrialUniversity......... 0 1H (c). (c) (c) .•... . . . (c) (c) (c) ·--·--- (c) ........ June9. tr.:1 62 WestfieldColJege.................... . 24 2-3! !JoO 200 25 250 45,000 30,000 2,000 950 ··-·---· _ ·-· - -- · June10. rn 63 Wheaton College*··-··--·-···---·---· 33 2-3 2,500 1,500 ·····--· 1,000 84,250 30,000 3,370 3,665 ·--··--· ·-- · -·-· June18. 6i Be<lfordCollege*------------·········· 30 2~-3! 250 25 50 .••..... 15,000 ·· ----- ·-- · .... ·---· 920 ·--··-- · ........ June6. 65 Indiana University* ····-···-··· ------ j9 3-~t 7,250 1,000 150 -···---· 100,000 120,500 8,000 jJ,200 23,000 ---·---· June11. 66 WabashColJ~e --·----···········-··· 21-30 2-<J 18,300 ---·--- · 900 5,000 150,000 190,000 17,000 3,600 o ·----·-· Jnne23. 67 ~~~~~~;n~0c~fi:g·e"~:::~::::~::::~~:: ·····32· M 3'~gg ----~~~ - ----~~~ - ~::::::: 1gg:ggg ~::~~:~~~:: ::::::~::: 2,~~g ·--··-o· :::::::: ~~~~~t 68 69 Fra!JkhnCollege . .. :----:··:---------- 21,24 2§ 3,100 aOO 100 ---·---· 40,000 60,000 4,000 2,500 · --·--·· -------· June10. 70 lndiana.A.::>buryUruversit:V"" ---··----- · ····--· 2.1,3:! 10,000 ---·-··· -·-··--· --··--·· k200,000 k170,000 k12,000 ....... ···-·-· ·--·-· · · 71 Hanover College...................... 0 2!-3t 5,000 -····--· ---··-· · 3,000 -----·-·- · -----·---·· ···------· ·-- · ---· ·--- --- · ---·---72 Hartsville_U~~er~ity................. 18 2~ 9 900 150 50 ·--··--· 30,000 20,000 1,200 1,200 ---·---- 9,7551 Junc17. 73 :Bu~lerUruye~s1ty ------·--·······-··- ,o 3 w,OOO .1,000 200 2,000 150,000 200,000 12,000 ---·---· ---·---------- -·June. 74 UmonChnstmnCollege .....•.....••. 24-27 1!-3 725 -------· 65 125 50,000 60,000 4,800 350 ........ ---·---· June9. 
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I I I 1--1--1- -1 1--1---:1--1-----
..§Q,.O 




1 40 41 42 43 44 4~ 46 47 48 49 ~0 :»1 ~2 
-----------1 I J---J--1--I-- 1---1 :---:--:--1--1-----
Moore's llill College ••••••.••••••••••• 
Earlham College ...••.••.•..•••....••• 
Ritll!~ville Colle~e •..........•........ 
St. Meinrad's CoLlege 
.Amity College* ..... . 
Gris"~ol<l College ......... . 
Norwegian Luther College ....•..•.•.. 
University of DPs Moines 
St. Joseph's Collage ....•...••••.•••••. 
Parsons Colll$a· ....................•. 
Upper Iowa university* ••••••..•..... 
Iowa College .•....••.••....•••.••••••. 
Simpson Centenary College* ... . •••••• 
State University of Iowa. ... , .......•. 
German College ....•...•.. ..•..• ...... 
Iowa Wesleyan University* ......... . 
Cornell College .....•....•..•..•...••. 
Oskaloosa College ... .......... ...... .. 
Penn College ... . .................... . 
Central UniYersity of Iowa . •••••••••. 
~~;i~~&~~ee.~~::: ~:::::::::::: :::::: 
Western CoLlege ...... 
St. Benedict's College .......•..•...•• . 
Baker University* ................... . 
Highland University ...•.•.....•.••.•. 






























$1~3 500 ...... ... ....... 
1 
200 
2-~-3 2, 370 . . • .. • • . 100 1, 700 
2g. ..................... . .. . 
a3! 5, ouo 450 250 
2-2! b500 b50 b751 b100 
1~ 6, 000 1, GOO 5UO ...... 
1! 3, 200 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 6:.!0 






































50 I 50 I o 








































$:!0, 00(1 $1, 200 $2, 500 ............... . 
55, 000 4, 200 4, 150 $0 $0 
25, 000 1, 500 . . . . . . . . 0 Hi, 000 
0 0 6, 750 0 0 
b40, 000 b2, 000 ....................... . 
u2, ooo .. . .. .. . . . 1, ooo o ...... . 
0 0 1, 106 0 0 
50, 000 2, 000 1, 200 . . • .. . . . 500 
...... ..• . .••• . .... ........ .. a5, 900 ............... . 
27, 000 27, 000 2, 500 . 1, 7!!0 0 
35, 000 1 o. 000 600 3, 000 ........ 
1 
....... . 
78, !JOO 100, 000 7, 7G8 3, 750 0 9, 500 
20, 000 40, 000 3, 000 2, 700 0 0 
*400, 000 218, 847 20, 000 12, 613 20, 000 ....... . 
17,000 20, 000 1, 500 435 .............. .. 
40, 000 43, 027 4, 000 1, 225 0 
lOU, 000 50, 000 4, 000 6, 539 0 
*~g; ~~~ .... ~~:_ ~~~ ..... ~·.;~~ .. -~:-~~~. ::::: :~ J:::: ::: 
zo,ooo 1 ... 3o:ooo ··· 2;5oo· .. 2;3oo· ···--·c,· ...... o. 
3, 500 18, 615 1' 200 1, 400 . . • . .. .. 13, 280 
::~iij~g:l::::~!::~~~: ::::~~iii~ ·1~~r :~~.-~~g: :::::~~: 






























































103 Ottawa Unh·ersity* ..•••••••••••.•• -... 
104 St. Mary 's College* ...........•....... 
105 Washburn College .....• ..... ........ . 
106 St. Joseph's College 
107 Ber~~ Colle.~e ............•••.......... 
108 Cecilian Couege ..... . 
109 Centre College* ..... . 
110 Eminence College .. ..•••...... ........ 
111 Kentucky Military Institute .•••••.... 
112 Georgetown College ......••••••..•••. 
113 Kentuc1..J' University ................ . 
114 Kentucky \Vesleyan Colle$e ......... . 
115 Murray Male and Female mstitute .. . 
116 Concord College ...................... . 

















···· ·· · ·as!l- · · ·5:ooo .,. Tooo ·1: :::::: :j--i:5oo · 





















200 40 .••..•• 
95 3, 4:!0 
300 I• .... ... 300 
1, 000 - . . . . . . . ] ' 500 
. ... -.. - .. .. .... 2, 000 
505 77 1, 849 
···· ····•····· ••. 2, 000 
25 · -···· ········· ... 
8~, 000 , ........... , .......... ,. -.. -- .. , .. -•.... , ....... . 
7o, 000 . ........................................... . 



















0 la10, 000 8, 830 1, 738 
0 6, 500 
0 15,000 











600 ' .... ... . 
118 Bethel College* ..........•.......••••. , 60 
119 St. Mary's College.................... a200 
1 
. ......... . 
120 Louisiana State University and Agri- 0 2~ 
cultuml ancl Mechanical College.* 
2! 1, 000 
1, 000 
14,000 
· · · · aoo ·1 : : : : : :: : 1 ____ ~~~ . 40,000 71, OQO 3, 500 4, 000 ·· ·······•········ 
278, 400 10, 488 ' ...••.. -' ....••.. ' ....•.•. 
121 Jefferson Colle~e (St. Mary's) ..... ... . 
122 St. Charles College ................ -.--
123 Centenary College of Louisiana ..•••.. 
124 Leland University* ........•.....•.... 
125 New Orleans University 
126 Straight U.niversity . .... ....... .. ... -. 
127 Bowdoin College* ...... -.-.- -------- . . 
128 Bates College ........ - . - - - --- - - - . - - .. . 
129 Colby University ..... -- ...... ---·-- .. 
130 St. John's College ........... -- ....... . 
131 Baltimore City College ... - ........... . 
132 Johns Hopkins University ........... . 
133 Loyola College* ........•.. 
134 Washington College ... .. . 
135 Rock Hill College . ...•••.. 
136 St. Charles's College ..............•••. 
137 Frederick College . .........•.•.••••... 
138 Western Maryland College .....•..... 
139 Amherst College ..••••.......•...... ". 
140 Boston Collego ............••••••...... 























. . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 .•.. - . . . 400 3, 500 100, 000 . -.- ...... - ......... - ....................... . 
3. 41 5, 000 600 .. -..... 400 30, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 0- 0 
...... ~~~~ .. -.. ~·- ~~~- : ::: : :: : ::::: ::: .. ~·- ~~~. ~~: ~~~ ...... . .. 0. : ~ ~.:::::: ~: g~g :::::: :: :::::::: 
~t g~~ · · · · -5o· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ 2~: ~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: :: :::: : : : : : : : : : ::::: : : : : :: : : :: 
2H 19, 500 . . . . . . . . 164 13, ooo 400, ooo 221, 238 14, 050 12, 576 o 37, 927 
2! 5, 537 500 143 1, 600 150, 000 125, 000 7, 500 3, 200 600 20; 000 
2! 15, 800 7, 465 1, 764 ..... .. - 150, 000 200, 000 12, 000 4, 500 0 50, 000 
5 5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 000 0 0 1, 500 a21, 800 ... .. . . 
·---7:oa4· :::::::_ --- ·9i7. :::::::: --~~~~~~~- ba~ooo:ooo· ·bisii;ooo· --~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: 
........... 
1 
15, ooo -. . . . . . . _... . . . . 400 75, 000 o o 3, 500 o o 
!~ i:~~~ ::~~:::: :::::::: :::::: :: ... :~:~~~- . .,.~:·.~:~. ·- --~·.::~. ·---~~~ - --~·.::~. :::::::: 
4.15 
3-5 
5, 000 500 -• • . . . . . 1' 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . .•••••• 
3, 000 .........•..... - ....... - 15, 000 0 0 2, 3'76 800 
35, 660 . . .; . . . . . 1, 000 5, 319 *400, 000 *410, 778 •20, 000 *31, 348 0 *200, 000 
4. 000 . _. _. _. _ . ______ . ] • 000 35, 000 _____ .. _ .. . . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 838 8, 890 
1
. __ . __ .. 
• •• -. . . . . . 12, 000 ~, 000 200 500 400, 000 0 0 8, 000 0 0 





































142 Harvard College .•••••.•••••.•••.•.... , 150 I 4-8,182,500 ~--··----~ 9,500 
143 Tufts College . . • • • • • . • . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . 100 3-4- 19, 000 6, 000 1, 000 200 *250 000 
144 Williams College .......•.•.••.•. :. . . . 90 2i-5 19, 000 .. -..... 500 !10, 000 I 250; 000 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. f Includes $2,965 from rents. 
Z3, 902, 1821m233, 17 41122, 9351 ..•.... ·j· ...... ·j June 30. 
650,000 37,000 6, 000 ................ June 16. 
300, 000 18, 000 21, 000 ........ 100, 000 July 7. ~ 
a Board and tuition. g $1,502 of this from matriculation fees. 
bIn 1876. h Value of building only. 
c For lowest class in the preparatory department. i To residents; $50 to non-residents. 
a Includes incidental fee. jValue of assets of the university, independent of 
e Includes endowment. property held by trustees of the Rich estate. 
k 'l'otal receipts from all sources, exciush•e of those 
for the College of Music and the Schools of Medi-
cine and Oratory. 
l For all departments of the university, the college 
funds alone being $1 ,020,362. 

















































Colle"'e of the Holy Cross ......... . . ±t;f~ 8~R~E~ : ~ ~ ~~-- ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~: :~ ~ ~ ~:::: 
University of Michigan . 
Battle Creek College* . .....•.... .... 
0 rand1'raverso College d ........•• 
Hillsdale College .... ............... . 
~E!a:~~~~:1~~~~e:: ~ ::::::::::::::: 
St. John's College . ................. . 
Augsburg Seminary (Greek depart-
ment). 



























Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
g ,.;;j <D <l) ~ ~ci ~ College library. ~ -~ ~ro <l) <l:>o ,.<:j 
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---------
41 42 43 44 4ii 46 47 4S 49 ao at 
---
---
$2! 400 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 $137, 000 $80, 000 $6, 000 $200 . .. . . .. . . . - .... - .. 
2~ 2, 500 200 80 1, 000 50,000 170,000 12,200 b4, 300 ................ .. 
3 29, 000 8, 000 1, 882 3, 000 800, 000 458, 655 38, 000 60, 000 ... - ............ .. 
1.1-2! 1, 000 0 1,-000 200 80, 000 0 0 4, 400 $0 $0 
2i 300 0 0 0 40,000 10, 000 200 0 0 13, 000 
1:f 7, 000 . .. . . . . . 125 .. .. .. .. 125, 000 100, 000 8, 000 .. .. .. .. 0 100, 000 
2! 4, 500 4, 000 172 .. . .. .. . 43, 000 70, 420 4, 024 bl, 238 ..... - .......... .. 
e3 3, 300 400 !.J3 803 100, 000 85, 000 3, 790 1, 792 . . . . . • . . 15, 000 
2 7, 000 5, 000 250 . . . . . .. . 111, 700 96, 000 7, 732 2, 627 .•.•.•. - 2, 700 
3 ....... . ........................................................................ : ........ .. 
lt--- · ····· - . ....... · · ··· · · · · · ··-·· · · ······ .. ................. . ... .. ······-· ········ ......... . 
Macalester Colle~ef . ............................................................ .. .............................................................. . 
University of Minnesota............. 0 1!-3~ 13, 000 1, 500 536 . . . . . . . . *200, 000 424, 687 26, 998 0 g2l,OOO 0 
Carleton Colloge.. .. ............... . 18-24 2~ 4, 024 2, 500 437 525 75,952 82,475 7, 022 - 4, 784 0 6, 776 
Mississippi College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30-60 2!-3{! 2, 050 560 50 1, 500 50, ooo 40, 000 1, 500 3, ooo 0 0 
Shaw Uni>ersity.................... 4! 2~ 600 200 25 . . .. . .. . 10,000 ... . ........... -..... 350 ................ .. 
University of Mississippi. ... ....... (h) %-5 .... . .... . -....... . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . 300, 000 544, 061 32, 643 . .. .. .. . 30, 000 ......... . 
Alcorn University.................. 0 1 175 80 . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . 60,000 (i) (i) ... .. .. . (i) 
~~r~~~~uY.~\J~rr~~r ~:: :: :~~ ~ ~~ ~::: !& .... --~~~. ---- 5~ ooo · ~::: :::: ::~::::: :::: ~~:: --- 6o; ooo · 
University of the State of :Missouri. ..... . .. 3-4! 11,925 12,364 ........ 767 ......... . 
1 
.......... . 
Central College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 2-3~ 1, 200 . . . . . . . . 300 . . . . . . . . 50, 000 60, ooo 
Pritchett Scllool Institute* . . . . . .. .. 50 3/t ................ _. . .. .. . . • . . . .. .. . 75, ooo 90, ooo 
Lincoln Colloao* .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 20 2£ 300 100 . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ~. r.oo .......... . 
Lo..Grango Co'ilege*. . ...... .. ...... . 40 3 l , 500 \... .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 2q, uoo . --.----- · ·1·--· · ·-- · ·1-- · · · · --1-- · · · · · ·1· · · · · ·· · · · Willll\m Jewell Collego... .... • • . ... 40 3-4 3, 500 .. . , . ........... . . . , . , . . 7o, ooo 100, ooo 5, ooo 2,100 1 .. - •• -- • -- •• ------
0 ~------ --~--------~------- ... jl4, 567 j8, 000 . .. . .... 27,000 ijgg ~:ggg ...... 0 . .... (.k) .... 
275 ........ 0 































































172 St. Joseph College.................. 16-32 5 1, 000 ..... ... . .. .. . .. 600 8, 000 ....... ... -~---··· .... 3, 000 ..... .. ...... .... . 
173 College of the Christian Brothers*.. 60 4 30,000 . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,000 0 0 . ....... 0 0 
174 St. Louis University................ 60 4 20, 000 . . . . . . . . 200 8, 000 . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . 0 0 
175 Washington University .••••.. .. . . . 100 . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 . . . .. . . . 3, 500 . . . . . . . . 500,000 500, 000 30,000 50, 000 . . . . . . . . 30,000 
176 Stewartsville College . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 40-50 3 1[i0 0 0 . . . . . . . 5, 000 300 30 1, 000 0 ..... .. .. . 
177 Drury College* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 3 5, 000 1, 000 1, 000 . . . . . . . . 50, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 . . . . . • . 3, 550 
178 Central Wesleyan College . . . . . . . . . . 36 2~ 2, 700 ~oo 2UO . . . •. • • . 35,000 25, 000 2, 000 3, 300 . . . . . . . . 1, 000 
179 Doane College...................... 21 2t 1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000 33, 000 2, 970 470 . . . . . . . . 200 
1&0 University of Nebraska . . . . . . ... . . . 0 2-3 2, 700 500 400 . . . . . . . . 150, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 ......... . 










183 State University ofNevadal... . .. .. 0 8 0 0 0 0 30,000 90,000 .... .. . . .. . .. ..... 6, 000 0 
184 Dartmouth College • . .. . . . . .• . . . . . . . 70 2-4 55, 000 ....... ...... . . .. .... ... . m100, 000 m450, 000 1n25, 000 m21,400 ......•. m100, 000 I June 24. 
185 St.Benedict'sCollege......... . . .... 60 .......... . 900 250 ........ 700 ......................................................... June24. 
186 Rutgers College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n75 31t-7 7, 750 1, 3ii0 . . . . . . . . 4-, 200 400, 000 313, 203 21, 729 4-, 434 . . . . . . . . 51, 313 June 23. 
187 CollegeofNewJersey .............. 75,125 2!-0 47,000 800 2,000 17,000 800,000 940,000 60,000 21,500 0. 65,000 June23. 
i~g ~i~~d~~\$~~~r~:::::::::::::::::: asgt~~o ::::::::::: ::::~:-::: :::::::: :::::::· :::::::: :pjii;ooo" .... 97,"oiiii" ····6;384' ··a;i32" ·····-~- :::::::::: 
190 St. Bonaventure'sC. ollege .......... 200 5 5,500 4.00 75 5,500 102,000 ................ ..... 25,600 ........ ·· ········1 June22. 
191 St. Stephen's College............... 0 q225 2, 500 ...... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000 , 0 0 0 0 0 June 17. 
192 WellsCollege.......... ........... 100 6! 2,000 ........ 150 500 265,000 100,000 7,000 a18,693 0 0 June16. 
193 Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytech- 160 7 2, 122 . . .. . . .. 14 o 144,856 21, 540 646 69,081 504 0 June 16. 
nic Institute. 
194 St. Francis College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 60 a5 500 - -- . . . . . 50 . . . . . . . . 80, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . 1·10, 500 9, 000 ................. . 
~~~ ~~J~l:S'c~li~~:~_:::::::::::::::::: ~~ ·-----~2oo· ···i2:ooo· :::::::: :::::::: ··i:ioo· :::::::::: ::::::::::: ::~::::::: --~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::::: 
197 St.Joseph'sCollege............... . 50 5 2,090 100 .. .... .. 2,090 110,000 ........... ..... ..... a15,000 0 .......... June29. 
198 ~t. Lawrence U uiversity-.-......... 3~ 3-3~ 8, 537 ..... -.. 76 100 37, 500 77, 542 5, 309 662 0 0 July 1. 
199 Hamilton Colle"'e* ..... .••. ·.-- ·.-.. 7o 3-4~ 12, 000 · ·- ·--- · . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83:10, 000 s260, 000 818,000 86, 000 . • . . . . . . s50, 000 June. 
200 ElmiraFcmale'College ...... ....... a330 ··········· 1,000 ········ ........ 2,000 140,000 100,000 ..•....... a25,000 (t) (t) June17. 
201 St.John'sCollegt~o................. 60 ·········· · ························· · 5,000 p375,000 .... ...... . .......... a69,946 .••............... June. 
202 Hobart College ........ -• · · · · • · ·-- • · 50 e3 13, 000 4, 000 250 . . . . . . . . 91 650 223 123 15 058 2 838 0 47 965 J nne 30. 
203 Mallison University ...... --- · ·- ···· 39 2-3~ 11,000 · · ·· · ·- · . .•. . . .. 3, 000 150:000 4-30:000 29:340 a: 022 . .• . . . . . 50:300 June 17. 
204 Cornell University.................. u75 4-7 36,712 12,970 862 1000 v605 952 1263 909 77182 18 525 w31600 0 Junel7. 
205 Ingham University*.······;··-····· · 30 5 3,500 ..•...........•... .'..... 2o:ooo --~---~---· .•••. : .••... .'... .. ' o o June18. 
206 College of St. FranCis Xavwr o...... 60 ~-... . . . .. . . 16, 000 .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . p228, ooo 252, 000 .......... x28, 076 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • • • . J nne. 
207 College?ftheCityofNewYork.... 0 .......... . 19,000 ........ ----·.;·· ........ 271,147 .......... . .......... . ....... 140,000 ..... .... . June24. 
208 Columbia College .. ••······•· .... ··· 100 · .... . ..... 19,613 0 LO ........ 8ti0, 000 4, 800,000 240, 000 21,000 0 .......... June 9. 
~~ ~~:;~.!tFe~~ea~ueg~·;::::::::::: ioo~2oo· ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: -~~~~:~~~- ::::::::::: :::::::::: a4i;i~! :::::::: :::::::::: ~~:: 
\• From Report. o_f the Commissioner of Education for 1878. j Estimated. . . 8 In 1876. . 
aBoard .an?- tmtion. klncome from $10,000 for md1geut pu~ils. tCollege has deposited with State $50,000: on which 
'. b From l_llCidental and other fees. lPreparatory department only.orgamzed. the State pays interest, 7 per cent., semiannually. 
1 cTo residents; $25 to others. ?nin1877. uFree to students in agriculture and holders of State 
·a suspended for repairs and completion of buildings. n Free to Sta~e students in Rutgers Scientific School. scholarships. 
eAverage charge. o From the lllllety-second report of the reo-ents of the v Value of grounds and· buildings; for value of appa.-
jSuspended; its preparatory department to be reopened Universit;yofthe_StateofNewYork."' ra.t.us, see Table X, Partl. 
SeptPmber, 18!!0. pincludes vame of library. wlncome from permanent fund. 
gFrom Stat~ tax. . qCost of board, washing, and other incidentals per xincludes amount received from board, rents, and 
hFree to res1dents; $30 to non-res1de~ts. annum. · special donatious. 
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Date of next com-
mencement. 
I I I J--J--1--1---1 J---J--J--J--1------
1 40 41 42 43 44 4<'i 46 47 4S 49 <'iO at 
I I J---J---J---J---1 !---J---J---1 
St. Louis College* ·----- .............. $150-300 ........................................................................... . ............... . 
Uni>ersity of the City of New York*. 0 . .. .. . .. .. . a3, 501 . --..... a99 a800 a$328, 000 a$185, 000 a$12, 350 .. - ............. a$5, 000 
Vassar College........................ 100 $7! 13,103 ........ 367 ........ 696,562 2R8,550 19,116 $107,942 ........ 12,000 
University of Rochester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 2!-4 16, 750 . . . . . . . . 2, 750 0 396, 279 185, 564 11, 274 5, 758 $0 59, 000 
Union Co1lege .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . • . .. b120 2~ 24, 000 . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . c430, 000 *300, 000 34, 054 8, 840 .. . .. . .. 50, 000 
SeminaryofOnrLadyof'A.ngels ...... d264 ........... 5,000 ................ ..... ... 191,000---------- - e5, 000 d30,000 0 0 
Syracuse Uni"\""ersity.............. . . . . /60 3t-5 7, 800 2, 800 120 0 300, 000 53, 466 2, 246 4, 356 0 0 
UniversityofNorthCarolina........ . 75 1i-3:1 6,800 3,000 250 13,000 250,000 130,000 7,750 5,800 ........ 5,000 
BiddleUniversity.................... 0 1~ 2,500 ........................ 18,000 12,120 . 660 ................ --------
DavidsonColle~e..................... 70 1!-2i 2,500 500 ........ 6,000 125,000 85,000 6,000 6,500 .............. . 
Rutherford College* . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. 10-40 1t-2 5, 000 500 .. . .. . .. 4, 000 8, 000 0 0 3, 000 0 0 
NorthCnrolinn.College............... 40 1t-2 1,143 200 ........ 1,113 15,000 ..................... 2,000 ............ ... . 
Shaw University............................. 1~ *2,000 ............................................. ---------- ....... : .............. .. 
TrinityCollege....................... 60 1l-3t 2,000 ................ 8,000 40,000 0 0 .. ...... 0 120 
WakeForestCollege................. 60 2a 7,000 ..... .. . 25 ........ 50,000 46,000 3,000 7,000 o ...... . 
Buchtel College....................... 24,40 2!.......... ........ ....... . ........ 175,000 41, 000 2,460 2, 225 ........ 22,000 
Ashland College...................... 30 1!--2 500 200 300 ........ 75,000 ..................... 3,000 ............... . 
Ohio University* ..................... 18-30 11-2 .......... .. ...... 78 . ....... 130,000 71,158 4, 282 2,331 .............. .. 
BaldwinUniversi~y................... 15 2a 1,500 1,000 30 800 25,000 50,000 2,500 1,917 0 ...... .. 
German Wallace College.............. 9 2 500 ........ 12 200 107,000 42,000 4,000 ........ o ...... . 
Hebrew Union College*............... 0 4-6 800 ........ -------- .... .... .......... 60,000 .......... 0 o g4,000 





















St.XamerCollege................... . 60 ........... 12,000 ........ 75 800 .......... 0 0 ........ 0 0 
UniversityofCincinnati.............. (h) ........... i146,013 .......... ... ........... .. . : ...... ........... j61,686 ........ ........ 0 I June18. 
Farmers'College...................... 0 3 800 .... ... 600 2,000 25,000 64,000 4,200 k950 ................ June15. 
Ca. pi tal Uni-versity*................... 25, 40 2 3, 700 500 200 543 75, 000 . • • .. .. .. .. .. • .. . • • • . • • • .. • .. . • • .. • • • . • • • • • • • July 2. 
Ohio State University................ o ........... (l) ........ ......•. ........ (t) (l) (l) ........ (l) ........ June 23. 















































































Kenyon College* ..••••.........•...••. 
Deruson University ....•.........•.•.. 
lliram College ...... ----- .•...••....•. 
Western Reserve Vollege ............ . 
Ohio Central College .....• ...•.. ...... 
Marietta. College . ..•••. ......••....... 
Mt. Union College* 
Franklin College . 
Muskingum College 
Oberlin College ............ . •• •. .. .... 
Rio Grande College ............. .•.... 
McCorkle College* ••.•••.••••• ···c·· --
Scio College ......... . 
Miami Valley College. 
Wittenberg College. 
Heidelberg College . 
Urbana. University .. . ...•. ..• .. ....•. 
Otterbein University .. . .......... .••. 
Wilberforce University ....... ...... . . 
Willoughby College ............... . . . 
Wilmin~on College .....•.....•...• .. 
Univers1ty of· Wooster ........•.... . . 
Antioch College.-----···-·· ···· --·· - · 
Corvallis Colleae* .................... -
University of Oregon* .. -... -.- ... -. -. -
30 2~~ 22,000 .• • . .. . ...... ... ··-····· ······· . .. 
25, 34 ~ 10, 000 ........ ----- . -- 3, 000 125, 000 
21-30 2!-4 1, 000 . 100 100 2, 000 23, 586 
30 2-4 11, 000 . - -. - - - . . - - ... -- . - . - -.. . 100, 000 
21 2~ 300 ..... ... .... .... .. ... ... 10,000 
45 2!-3 16, 500 6, 000 500 12, 000 130, 000 
14-52 2!-3! .......... .... ... . ...... .. ........ 500,000 
40 2-3 .... ...... .. --- •... - . ..... 2, 000 10,000 
27, 33 2! 500 200 --.---.. 500 16, 000 
m30 2-4 *15, 000 .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . *4, 000 400, 000 
25-32 2. 15 180 120 116 . • . . . . . . 40, 000 





6, 300 .... . . - .. -- .. - •. --- •• - •• 
12,000 2, 600 . - ............. . 
4, 000 2,365 ..... -.. 4, 000 
16,000 1, 000 ........ -------
· · · ·· ····· 675 .....••. ·····•· 
......... .............. . .. 42,000 
14,000 ................................. . 
8, 000 500 3, 000 .. - ... - . -- ..... . 
150,000 9, 985 13,011 ...... - ....... .. 
... --- .... . ----.. . .. . 820 . - .. -... ------ .. 
9, 000 700 .. - .. --. --- ....... .... .. 
. --.- . . . -- .. -- ... -... 2, 000 ..... - .. ------ .. 46 2-3~ .... ___ ...... ..... .... .... 
1 
1, ooo 1o, ooo 
40 3 0 0 ...... -- 500 75, 000 
30 2 1, 300 500 100 7, 000 100, 000 125, 000 7, 000 3, 000 
20 3 5, 000 . - ... -.. 400 . -- .• -.. 30, 000 60, 000 4, 500 .• -... .. 0 50, 000 
75 3i 5,000 ........ 50 ........ 41,500 50,000 4,000 1,500 .......... ... . .. 
30 3-31} 2, 500 100 700 . - •.. --. 75, 000 60, 000 5, 000 2, 700 0 0 
20l 1!-2! 4, 000 ........ .. .. .... . ... .. .. .... .. .. .. 13, 000 980 1,499 ...... - - .. .... .. 
6 .. - ... - .. -- 2, 000 -- - .. - - . . .... -- . . - .. - - .. 25, 000 .. -- ... - . .. j2, 000 . - . - . - .. . - - - - . -- . -- - . - .. 
39 2! 1,000 ........ 20 100 12,000 7,000 400 3,000 .............. .. 
30,45 2-3~ 5,200 ..• .... 700 ....... . 150,000 119,876 8,120 7,667 0 ..... .. 
37! 3-5 6, 000 . -- ..... .... - ••.. ---.... 100, 000 90, 000 ... --..... . .. . . . .. 0 {) 
18-45 3-4 ... .. . .... ..... ... . ....... . .... . . . 10, 000 .... . .... .. ....... . .. 1,500 .............. .. 
























June 20. Pacific University and Tualatm A.cad-
Bl~~){ountain University............ 33-45 2-3 . __ .. - .. . . ... ... . __ .................................. _ ................ . 
45 n4 5, 000 1, 000 60 .. .. .. .. 12, 000 70, 000 6, 000 2, 600 o 0 I June2. 
McMinnvilleCollege.................. 40 2-2~ 300 200 20 ........ 10,000 30,000 3,000 800 . . ...... 30,000 
Christian College .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . 30, 40 3t 200 100 50 0 30, 000 14-, 000 1, 500 750 0 20, 000 
PhilomathCollege ......... . .......... 18-30 2!-3~ 850 75 20 170 16,000 15,000 1,700 1,180 ............... . 
Willamette University ........... -... 40, 52 n4 2, 500 300 20 500 75,000 0 0 3, 500 ........ ..... . . 
Muhlenberg College* ... . ........ .... · 40,50 1!, 3~ 2, 000 1, 000 . - - .... . 3, 000 75,000 80,000 . • . . .. . . . . . .. . .•.. 0 30,000 ~~~~:e~a8~fie~~ll~~~ ::::::: ~::: : : · -----~~- .... - . .. -~. ali:~~~ ---- ~~~- -----~~- a2, ~~~ 'aio4: oiio. :::~ ::::::: : ::~:::: ~ ~ :::::::: :::::::: ::: :~ ::: 
Dickinson qone~~ .......• --.--.-.---- 61 2-3~ 7, 974 200 60 20, 372 350, 000 195, 000 12, 000 . . . . . . . . 0 *100, 000 
Pennsylvama Mihtary Academy .. -... 150 7 1, 000 -- - --- .. .. ....•. .. ... . .. 100, 000 .....• , . .. . .......... 15, 000 ....... . ...... . 
LafayetteCollege ....... ........... ... 45,75 11--3 18,980 1,000 . .... . .. 4,500 600,000 ........... 13,500 5,610 0 0 
PennsylvaniaCollege................. 50 3 8,000 ........ 300 12,430 100,000 123,000 6,900 5,500 ...... ..... ... .. 
Thiel College ........•••....•. -....... 40 2 4, 000 100 60 400 ........ _ .... .. ........................ _ .............. . HaverfordVolle~!3-------------------- d425 ... . ... .... 8, 200 650 600 3,900 375,000 ..................... d15,379 0 Monon~ahelaCouege ............. . ... 20, 26 1-3 .......... -- ------ ........ ........ 20,000 20,000 1,200 600 o 
Franklin and Marshall College* -. -- -. 39 4 5, 000 ------ -... -... . . 8 000 150 000 120 000 7 000 2 000 0 
Universityat Lewisbnrg .... .. ....... 3G l !-2~ s,ooo 2,000 2,000 1'soo 1oo'ooo 121'047 6'ooo oa'250 o 
Lincoln University*.. ... .. ........ .. . 25 21 4,000 .. ................ .' ..... 138:ooo 95:ooo 5;464 1;200 o 110,500 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 



















b Includes room r ent. 
clncludes value of library. 
dBoard and tuition. 
g Annual income from the union of the funds of the 
Hebrew congregations. 
hFree to residents; $60 to non-residents. 
k From incidental fees and from drawing. 
l See Table X, Part 1. 
m Tuition and incidentals. 
nA vera.ge charge. e Income from farm products. iN umber of volumes in the public libr~~ory, which is 











































TABLE IX.- Statistics of ·universities and colleges jm· 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
...,. 
I § I Libraries. 
"' 
.e 
co College library. ~ 
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------ --- --1---1---1---1---1----------- <1 
1 40 I 41 42 43 44 41i 46 4'7 48 49 liO li.L ii2 
---------
---1 1---1- - - !---1------
St. Francis Collf:'ge ........... ........ . a$175 ..................... -- ------ -------- 2,000 $30,000 ------···· --- --- -- - - ----···- $0 $0 I June24. 
Alleglwu.vColle)!e.................... b30 $~~ 10,000 2, 000 200 3,000 300,0()0 $200,000 $10,500 b$7,000 0 .. ..... . June24. 
MN'Ct'rs l>nrg College........... .. .. .. a205 .. .. .. .. . .. 600 50 .. .. . . . . 1, 800 50, 000 12,.000 580 ...... .. __ . __ ... .. .. .. .. J nne 23. 
~c':t~1~~1fc~c1~~~~o~~~~~:::::::::::: ::: ::: :: --- -- -ii-4. ··--a:ooo· :::::::: :::::::: ----soo· ·--26;5oo· .... 75:ooo· ··--5;ooo· :::::::: :::.:::: :::::::: June 23. 
LnSalloCollege*. .................... 80 . .......... 1,600 500 200 2,000 80,000 ..................... 7,000 .............. .. 
~t.Jo::1eph'sCollege................... o ........... 5,200 ....... 200 500 150,000 0 0 0 o o 
UuhcrsityofPenns~·lvunia........... 150 ......... .. 20,000 ........ 4,000 4,000 500,000 450,000 30,500 34,740 0 0 I June15. 
l'ittsl>urgh Catholic College ................................. ........ .............. , ............................................... ......... .... .. 
'Vest ern Uuiv-et·sity of Peunsylv-ani:l. . 60,80 4-6 3, 500 250 12 540 150,000 186,103 11,327 11, 999 o o 
Lehigh University*............ . ...... 0 3~5 14, 600 1,153 -------- ........ 600,000 1,900,000 7U,OOO 0 .............. .. 
Swarthmore College.................. a350 .... . .. . .. . 3, 521 .. . .. .. . 114 1, 037 600, 000 80,000 4, 800 a80,000 o ...... .. 
Augu::~tiuian College of Villanova..... a250 4 *15, 000 ........................ *350, 000 
Washin~Lon and Jefferson College.... 8 3~ . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 125, 000 
'Va.ynosuurg College .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 20 3 900 200 26 . .. .. .. . 30, 000 
Brown University .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100 3-8 52, 000 16, 000 1, 411 ...... .. 
College of Charleston.. . .............. 40 .. .. .. . .. .. 9, ooo ...................... .. 
Erskine Colll"ge .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 20 2-26 1, 500 500 430 5, 000 
Fm man U uiversity*...... .. .. .. . .. . .. 0 3-3! 1, 200 200 .. .. . .. . 700 
Newberry College .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 50 3 5, 000 1, 500 .. .. .. .. 700 
Claflin Universi tyandSouthCa.rolina 0 1-2! 1,200 1, 000 .............. .. 
Agricultural College and Mechanics' 
Institute. 





........................................................ ... ...................... 
180, 000 11, 000 .... -- .. -- .. -- . -- - ... .. 
..... ...... .......... .. ...... 0 ...... .. 
624, 148 35, 838 31, 191 ---.- -- - 67, 306 
168, 000 -- .. ---- -- . -- .. - . . . . -- .. .. . - - . .. - . 
75, 000 4, 600 . -- .. -- . . -----.. 80, 000 
150, 000 8, 000 0 0 .... ----
8, 000· 500 2, 720 0 .. - .. - .. 













Adger College* .. ................ __ .. . . 20 
Wofford College* ..... ......... ..... --~ 66 
East Tennessee ·wesleyan University 20-36 
Beech Gro~o College*....... . .. . .. . . . . 2' 
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309 South-western Presbyte1·ian U niversity 
40,50 2! ---------- ...•.••. . • -. -. -- 1, 200 13, 000 16, ooo 1, 000 ~. ~00 0 I 0 Sune 9. 50 3-4 1, 800 -····· .. 600 .•••.......... - --- 100, 000 6, 000 2,100 
- .. -- - - - ... -. . . . Juno 2. 310 Hiwassee College . ..... ..... ....... .. . 20-40 2~ ·····--·-- ............ . 150 
--------
25,000 .................... May 27 . 311 Southwestern Baptist University ..... 50 3 1,189 206 145 2, 000 60,000 64,000 3, 200 44,000 0 0 June 3. 312 University of Tennessee and State d30 2~ 4,460 253 300 850 100,000 413,000 24,210 e2, 122 0 June 9. Agricultural College. 
/45 3! 8,000 50,000 2, 500 June 3 . 313 Cumberland University ....... ....• . . ............ . ............ . ... .. ....... .. .... ... ......... ----- ----- ............. ------ - -314 Bet-hel Colle~e ...... ..... .......... .. 50 2! 497 45 98 201 15,000 .......... . ........ ................ 2, 000 
---· ---- -- - - ···· 
Juno 2 . 315 Manchester "ollege .. ........... . .... 40 2-3 .. ............... ... .. ....... ... .. . .. ..... ... .......... 5, 000 . ......... .. ....... 1, 000 . .......... . 
- -- -·--· 
February 2 . 316 Mar:~ville College _ ...... .......... ... 15,20 1- 2 3, 000 500 ............... ..... ......... 75,000 5, 300 318 2, 000 . .. ....... ... 
----- ---
May 27 . 317 Christian Brothers' College* . ........ . 5 4 2, 500 1, 000 .. .. ......... . .............. .. ........... ..... . .................. ............... ............ . ............. . ........... June 20 . 318 Mosheim Institute . ...... ............. 10-30 1l-2! .................. ............... 
--------
100 2;500 .................. . .................... 600 . ........... . ............. May 21. 319 Carson College .. ...... . ............•.. 30-40 l!-2t .................... ............... .............. .. 500 15, 0.00 . .................. . ............ ...... ........ . ............ June 3 . 320 Central Tennessee College ............ 9 1~ 1, 800 500 125 0 95,000 5, 000 250 766 .............. 500 May 20 . 321 l!'isk University ...............•...... 11 2~ 1, 850 210 150 200 175,000 1, 500 90 601 0 ·····-- - May27. 322 Vanderbilt University .. .............. 50 4 8, 000 800 500 ............... 500,000 600,000 42,000 4-,800 May 28 . 323 University of the South .............. 100 4! 6, 500 600 ................ .................. 67,500 25,000 1,657 6,000 0 0 August5. 324 Burritt College* ........ . .. .. ......... 20-40 2, 2! 400 15,000 ......................... July 11 . 325 Greeneville and Tusculum College_ .•. 2 6,400 100 70 1, 000 10,000 500 30 1, 300 0 12,000 April23. 326 Winchester Normal .......•.......... 50 2!-3 . ............... .. ................ .................... ................... .............. 
---- ---· 
.............. June 11 . 327 Texas Military Institute .............. 75 5 1, 000 500 200 20, 000 0 0 2, 500 0 ............ June 1. 3~8 St.hlary's University ................................................................ . .......................... .... ............................. 
329 Southwestern University*...... . . . . . . 50 3t 1, 200 200 . ....... _....... 35, 000 .•... . _.... . . . . . . . . . . 4, 200 . ... ..... . _.... June 18. 
sao Baylor University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30-50 2! 1, 500 850 25 325 70, 000 g6, 000 600 2, 500 0 0 June 10. 
331 Mansfield Male and Female College... 20-60 2~ 1, 000 200 40 500 25, 000 0 0 5, 000 0 o 
332 Salado College*...................... 50 3 75 25 .. . ..••. 100 16,000 . .. . . . . . . .. .......... 2, 650 175 ........ June 19. 
333 Austin College....................... 50 3~ 5,000 2,000 ........ ........ 25,000 18,000 1,200 1,500 ..•............. June 10. 
334 Trinity University.................... 50 3 1, 200 700 . . . . . . . . 1, 500 75,000 10, 000 600 7, 200 .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Juno 17. 
335 ::;~iJrcf:J~!~~::~~::::::::::~~:::_:: 30-~~ ····-····a· .... ~:~~~ - ::::::::: ::: :::::::::::: ~~:~~~ ·---~~~-~~~- ::~~:::::: --4.-25o· :::·:::: :::::::: ~~~:-16 . 336 
337 Universityof~ermontandStateAgn- 45 2-3 18, 191 . . .. . . . . 323 0 243,000 h26, 766 i14, 366 4, 363 0 11, 500 June 30. 
cultural College. • 
338 Middlebury College ..........•.. . ... · - 45 2-3~ 12, 000 - --.. .. --...... . . . .. . . . 125, 000 169, 000 10, 323 564 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . July 7. 
339 Randolph Macon College* .. -.. - ... -- · 96 2~ 2, 000 · ... · ·-- 30 6, 000 35, 000 19, 700 1, 182 7, 800 .............. _. J urie 18, 19. 340 Emor.v and H enry College............ 60 2~ 4, SuO - - - ......... -... 9, 000 100, 000 .••••• ____ . . . . . . . . . . . 4-, 000 0 0 Juno 16. 
341 Hampden Sidney College* ...... .. . -- · 60 2~ ·· ·- ·- · · · · -- ·. - · · . . - --. --- 5, 000 50, 000 80,000 4, 800 . . _ .......... _ ......... June 12. 342 ~ashington and Lee University.:.··· 100 
9 
3! 15, 000 2, 000 75 4, 000 150, 000 150, 000 10, 000 4, 000 0 2, 500 June 23. 343 RIChmond College -..... . .. ........ . . - 70-80 w!-3 5, 000 ... ---- 100 2, 000 180, 000 70, 000 4, 500 - -- .. -.- 0 2, 600 June 18. 344 Roanoke Colle~······ - ·······-······· 50 1 !,2~ 16,000 ........ :!30 1,000 75,000 ............................................. June16. 345 UniversitCof irginia............... ........ l!-(1 40,000 ............ . ........ .. . 800,000 ...................... . ......... . .... . ....... July!. 346 Beth~ ollege...................... 50 2-4 - ·--· -·--- 2,000 300 . ....... 130,000 30,000 2,000 3,200 0 . ....... Jnne17. 347 West irginia College...... . . . . . .. . .. 24, 40 3 450 200 - -- ..... _ ..... _ _ 13, 000 o o .•.... _ _ o o ,T uno 18. 
348 West Virginia University............ 30 2! 6, ~~~ ~00 500 500 175, 000 110,000 6, 500 2, 000 14, 500 .....••. Jlme 10. 349 Shepherd College.................... . 26 2H ,) 00 5 . . • . . . .. 4-5, 000 o _ ... __ .... 1, 000 1, 500 .... __ .. June 24. 350 Law~ence University .. ............. . - 21 3~-5 8, 570 600 146 . . .. . . . . 65,000 62, 000 3, 200 1, 600 o 3, 000 July 1. 351 BelOit College . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 36 2-3~ 9, 339 4, 400 279 1, 200 85, 000 125, 000 10, 000 3, 447 ..... __ . 10, 000 July 1. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for din preparatory department ; free in collegiate depart- h Does not include agricultural fund nor property 
from which rents are received. 1878. aBoard and tuition. 
bMatriculation fee. 
clncludes amount received from rents. 
ment. • 
e Includes other fees. 
j A. verage charge. 
g A lso $22, 000, as yet unproductive. 
i Includes income from agricultural college funds 















































~ ""' 0 § -+'> co 0 
-..:1 0 
1 40 41 
Galesville University• ................ $32,40 $2~ 
University of Wisconsin ..... .. . .... . bO 11-3! 
Milton Co'ile)!:e...... . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 30 2~ 
Racine College....... .. ............... c400 ......... . 
Hipon College .... .. .... .. ...... ...... 24 2! 
No1 thwestern University*............ 321 2t 
Georgetown College .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 6! 
Columbian University. ........ ....... 60 4t 
lloward Uuivarsity................ ... 121 2 
National Deaf-Mute College.......... c150 ......... .. 
~~~~:;:~m: ~~ ~:hr!gt~~-T·~;;it~~y-: .. 3o~39 .. ·: ... si-4. 
Iloly .Angels' College* .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 20 4 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Educa.tion for 1878. 
aln 1876. 
bTo :resitlont.a; $18 por annum to other&. 
I Libraries. • 
College library. ~ 
.s 
ai 8 ~-S ~~ Q;) ] ol -... a·;:: A a;,ol ::!ol 
,.cl<P .......... 
0 <+-<00 ...,p., 0,0 I> p.~ 
""' 




~·.-4 • ~.~ Q;) epA oob.COO <Po 











Property, income, &c. 
Q;) Q;) ... 
-~ ~ ol <P 1) p., 
::1 ::I ....,.,; 
'd 'd co a;, 
0 0 ~$ 
... ... 
A.,; A.,; Q;)~ 
'd a'Zl ~~ ..... ~ oce ~ce ... ·s .,s..,. 
...., ooS 
Q;) ...,0 ~ -~ ::I s 0 0 <P s 0 0 ~ <P -..:1 ~ 
----------




















42 43 44 411 46 4'f 4S 49 ~0 :n 
---
__ , __ 
-------
4, 000 1·-- · · - · · · -- · ·--. . . . . . . . . a$20, 000 a$15, 000 a$1, 200 a$1, 300 ......... __ .... . 
10, 000 . . . . . . . 600 . . . . . . . . 340, 000 490, 000 30, 306 4, 000 $41, 310" $500 
1, 000 ............. - . - 1, 000 30, 000 10, 000 500 2, 631 ...... - ...•..... 
7, 000 . . . . . .. . 3, 500 . .. . . . . . 100, OUO ..................... c50, 000 0 ....... . 
5, 000 2, 500 300 1, 000 1GO, 000 85, 000 6, 000 2, 600 0 0 
(1, 500) ............ - -.. 50, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
30, 000 j"'.. . .. . 200 2, 400 325, 000 - . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . ...... . 
7, ooo . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 50o 250, ooe 125, ooo .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 18, ooo 
7, 000 . .. . . . . . 135 0 500, 000 13, 000 2, 675 d150 elO, 000 ....... 
3, 600 ,. . . . . .. 50 200 (f) 0 0 . .. . . .. . (f) 0 
(2, 8 8) 171 . ... .... . .. . ...... ....... .... .......... 2, 993 2, 000 
g~~ I ~~~ ... .. ~~- :::::::: . -~~~: ~~~ - -- --· ~~-~~~- ------ ~~~ ... :·. ~~~- -~~·- ~~~-,-- ---- .. 















c: :Board and tuition. 
a For collegiate department only. 
'Congressional appropriation. 
/See Columbia Institution for the Deaf. and Dumb, 
Table XVIII. ' 





































STATISTICAL TABLES. 561 
TABLE IX.-:Mcmoranda • 
. 
Name. Location. Remarks, 
Baptist College . .. ~.·......................... Malvern, Iowa .••.•••. 
Jefferson College ..•.•••. ~ ••.•••..•.•••.••••. Washington, Miss .... 
Woodland College .... , . . • . . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . • . Independence, Mo •... 
University of South Carolina................ Columbia, S. C ..•.•••. 
Bradyville College. . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . • • • Bradyville, Tenn •••••. 
East Tennessee University .•.••.•• : •.••••••• KnoxVille, Tenn •••••. 
Suspended. 
See Table VI. 
See Table Vill. 
Suspended. 
Closed. 
Name changed to University of 
Tennessee. 
Mossy Creek Baptist Cpllege~ ••• ;..;. •••• ~ .••. Mqssy Creek, Tenn .• ·. 
Norwich University •••••••••••••.•••••••••• Northfield, V:t .••..... 
St. John's Colleg~. ·····- ~· -· .•...........••. . Prairie du Chien, Wis. 
Changed to Carson C:ollege,. 
See Table X, Part 2. 
Closed. 
Colleges from which no information has been received • 
.. ' 
Name. L6cation. Name. Location. 
Christian ·College of the Santa Rosa, Ca1. Weaverville College •.••••. Weaverville, N. C. 
·State of California. Richmond College .•••••••. Richmond, Ohio. 
College of Our Lady of Gua- .Santil Ynez, Ca.J. Geneva College .•••.•.••••. West Geneva, Ohio. 
dalupe. · Xe11:ia Colley,e ...••••..••••. Xenia, Ohio. 
University of Notre Dame .. Notre Dame, Ind. Ursmus Col ege .•....•.•••. Freeland, Pa. (Col-
St. Bonaventure's College .... Terre Haute, Ind . legeville P. 0.). 
.Algona Colle~e .... ......... .Algona, Iowa. · Palatinate College .•••.•••. Myerslown, Pa . 
ItumboldtCo lege ...•.••.••. Humboldt, Iowa. ·Woodbury College ..••.•••. Woodbury, Tenn. 
Central University .......... Richmond, Ky. St. Joseph's College ........ Browpsville, Tex. 
College of the Immaculate New Orleans, La. Henderson Male and Fe- Henderson, Tex. 
ConceUion. : male College. 
Mt. St. a):'y's College .•.... Emmittsbu.rg, Md. College of William and Williamsburg, Va. 
W estminst~r Coliege . ~ •••.. Fulton, Mo. · Mary. 
Lewis College .• .••...•••... . Glasgow, Mo. Pio Nono College and St. Francis Station. 
Baptist College .. .•.....••.. Louisiana, Mo. Teachers' Seminary. Wis. 
Nebraska Colleae· ..... ~.: •.. NebraskaCity,Nebr. ~onzaga College ••••.•••••• . Washington, D. C. 
Martin Luther ollege· .• r ••• Buffalo, N.Y. 
36 ED 
TADLll: X.-PART !.-Statistics of schools of science (mining, enginem·ing, agriculture, g·c.) endowed with the national land grant, for 1879; j1·om replies to 
inq1ti1'ies by the United States Bureau of Education. , • . 
Name. 
.l 
State Ag-ricultural and Mechani-
cal Collecro. 2j Arkansas fndustrial University. 
3 Colleges of Agriculture, M e-
chnuics, Mining, Engineering, 
aud Chemistry (Univorsity of 
California). 
4 State Agricultural College ..... . 
5 Sheffield Scientific School of 
Yale Colleae. 
6 Agricultur!J' department of 
Delaware Colle,.e.* 
7 Stn.t e ..A.gricultur~ College b .••. 
8 G~~~~es~~~ ~~IT~n~~ ~~ 
(University of Georgia.). 
0 I Southwest Georgia. Agricultural 
College (University of Geor-
gia). 
10 I North Geor~a. Agricultural 
College (Umvorsity of Geor-
gin.). 
111 Middle Georgia. Militarv and 
Agrienltural. College (U niver-
eit! of Georgia).d 
d 
0 
~ Location. President. 
~ "' N 
·s ] 
"" bD 
.g ... 0 
""' ""' 0 0 
<I) ~ ~ 
A A 
--




. Stu- I Corps of 
. dents. instruction. 
"' 
~ ~ 0 
"" "' 
"' "' ~~ ~a5 o'"' 
._.<ll ooo P..d ~~ ...,..., 
rD .,.::~ ~<) 
... p.!;j Q)G) 













Scientific department. I 
Students. 
Fourth ] <I) First Second Third ~ year. year. year. year. ~ .§ 
P. , ~:3 .d) 
l=l"' ~ ·~ ~ '+-<<ll o't:! 
0 ;:1 
... '-' ~~ d) d) d) d) <I) 
. ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ ,.:::> 
'S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '~ ~ ~ ;:1 ~ f'r.t ~ f'r.t ~ ~ ~ f'r.t i'1 z 
61,18 9 .10 ll.lll.2ll.3l.l4ll.~ l.l6ll.,ll.S 11912012.1 
1--1 I I-I-I--1--I-I-I-I-1-I-1-I-I-J-I-
Auburn, Ala .••••. 11872118721 Rev. L T. Tichenor, D. D ..•• -~ 2110! 
Fayetteville, Ark. 1871 1871 Gen. D. H. HilL •.•••......•. (a) (a) I (a) I a4 1---··· 27 17 I 5 .... 1 1 11 I 2J 1 l----1 32 I 0 






9) (~8) (12) a68 a5 
FortCollins,Colo. 1877 1879 E.E.Edwards,PH.D ..•...•. 3 15 5 ............................. : •. 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... , .... 1····1·· ·· 
NewHaven,Conn 1701 1847 Rev. Noah Porter, D. D., .... .••. ..•. (28) 146 ................................ 9 a22 
8 1 ..•••. 1173 I 78 1 .... 1 51 1 ..•. 1 31 1 ..• I 13 2 
LL.D. 
Newark, DeL ••.•• 1867 1870 William H. Purnell, A. M., (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) •····•····•···-•····•····•····•···· LL .D. 
Ea.u Gall~e, ·Fla .... ···: . .•••.•..•••• · ..... · .. ll ........ ······ · ··· ···· -··· · ..... , ...... , .... , .... , .... ,. · ... ,. ·· ·1····1· · · -~~ ·· ., .. · - ~--- - ~···· 
Athens, Ga.. . • • • • • 1872 1872 Rev. P~ H. Me , D. D., LL. D... . . . . .. . . . . . . 8 . • . • • • 55 ....................................... . 
Cuthbert, Ga. ••••. 1 1879 I 1879 I Vincent T. Sanford, A.M •••• 1 c4 lc187l .••. 1 .••••• 1 ••••• • 1. ... 1: ••. 1 •••. 1. ... I. ... I .••• I. ~--•· ...•.•.. , .... .•••• 
Dahlonega., Ga .... ll871 11873 I David W.Lewis .•••••••••.. 1 1 1150 I 76 71 ...... 1981771 2181216 2 ·····•····•···· 




































12 1 South Georgi!\ College of Agri- Thomasville, Gn. . . 1879 1879 0. D. Scott ...•.•..•...•••••. c3 c75 .••.••••••.• ••• .....•••..••. ...... .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... 
culture aml the Mecbnnic A1ts 
13 
(University of Geor~ia). 
Urbana, ill ........ 1867 1868 John M. Gre~y, LL.D •••••• 4 85 25 27 285 103 27 54 7 ':ll~l T'l 10 Illinois Industrial Umversity ... ............ 14 P\lrdue University* ..... ...... .. La Fayette, Ind ... 1872 1874 Emerson E. fute, .A.. 1t1., 2 90 29 7 0 65 27 7 10 5 1 10 1 LL.D. 15 Iowa State Agricultural College. Ames, Iowa ..... .. 1869 1869 A. S. Welch, LL.D .•••••••••• .... . 49 21 15 0 205 75 32 31 17 21 6 16 7 2 7 16 Kansas State Agricultural Col- Manhattan, Kan .. 1863 1863 George T. Fairchild, A.M ••.. ...... ....... . ..... 12 0 207 68 18 68 25 5 11 10 2 le~e. 
Lexington, Ky .•.. 1865 1866 James K. Patterson, PH. D., 6 40 7 .•••.. 97 17 AgriCultUTal and Mechanical ....... ...... ...... ....... ..... ••••1••····--·· .. ···1··-······ Uollogo of Kentucky. F.R.H.S. 
18 Louisin.na State University and~ 
Baton Rouge, La. f 1853 1860 }n.F.Boyd .•.•.• ..• · •....•.......••..... Agricultural and Mechani- 1874 1874 e4 e122 ..•..•..••....•......••..•........•..•...••• cal College.* 
191 Main(' Stato College of Agricult- Orono,Mo ........ 1865 1868 M. C. Fernald, A.M .••••••••. ....... 0 0 8 0 96 21 1 33 0 21 5 12 3 4 2 ure aud tho Mccha1tic Arts .. . 
20 United States Naval Academy .. Annapolis, Md .•.. 0 1845 Rear Admiral George B. 0 0 0 62 0 355 89 0 81 0 105 0 80 0 0 0 Balch, u. s. N. (superin-
00 tem1ent). 21 Maryland Agricultural College College Station, 1856 1859 William H. Parker ..... ••... ....... 12 0 6 0 73 30 0 20 0 15 0 u 0 12 0 ~ Md. ~ 22 Massachusetts Agricultural Col- Amherst, Mass ... 1863 1867 Charles L. Flint, A.M •••••••. ....... ...... ...... 5 3 104 15 .. ..... 65 . .... 15 .. ..... 9 -·-· 23 4 ~ 1-4 lege. 
Boston, Mass ...•. 1861 1865 William B. Rogers, LL. D •••. 00 23 Massachusetts Institute of ....... .... ....... 32 . ........ 111 37 .. ...... 29 1 34 2 8 -··· 167 15 1-3 Technology. 1-1 24 Michigan State Agricultural Col- Lansing, Mich .... 1855 1857 T. C. Abbot, LL. D .•••••••••• 0 0 0 fd 0 183 63 0 57 0 38 0 24 1 42 7 c > lege. Minneapolis, Minn 1868 1867 William W. Folwell, LL.D ••• ~ !l5 Colleges of Agriculture and of (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) e3 ........ ....... .. ..... .. ..... .. .... . ...... e3 . ... eg4 . .... Mechanic .A.its (University of 
1-3 Minnesota). 
Rodney, Miss ..••. Rev. Hiram R. Revels ....•.. ~ 26 I .Aficultur:1l and mechanical 1871 1872 (a) (a) (a) 6 5 5 .•.. ..... ..... ...... .. --· ...... ....... ...... ...... ..... epartment of Alcorn Univer-
~ sity. 
Sta.rkeville, Miss .. 1878 Stephen D. Lee ••••.•.•••••. t:r;l 271 Agicultural n.nd Mechanical ....... 
..... ..... ...... . ..... ......... . ... . .... ...... .. ... . .... ....... ... .... . .... .. ... rn 'ollege of the Stato of Missis-
sippi. h 
Columbia, Mo ..... 1870 1870 Samuel S. Laws, A.M., M. n., . _ .......•.. 28 I Missouri Agricultural and Me- (12) 48 .... ....... ...... . .... ..... .... ..... i104, .••• cbauical College (University LL.D.; G. C. Swallow, !If. D., 
of Missouri). LL.D. (dean). 
29 I Missouri School of Mines and Rolla, Mo ••••..... 1870 1871 Chas. E. Wait, c. E., M. E. (di- 1 2 111 113 I 3 1·····-1 71 2 J •••. J 3 1 •••. 1 2 1 .••. 1 •••. 1 •••• 1 40 Metallurgy (University of rector). . Missouri). 
"I Indu't~l.U f~t·· '!{ the Uni- Linooln,Nabr ..•.. 1869 1871 Edmuug.Faidield,u,n.; I "1'1''''1 dO I 0 I 81 ·~----1 a ~----~----~----~----~----1 (a) vers1 yo .r o ras a. , LL.D. c ancellor). 
31 Co~tege t~-.A~c)uture (Univer- Elko, Nev ..••••• ·l··-·- 1874 W. C. Dovey (principal) ... .. (j) (j) (j) .•.. _ ........•.. ____ ..... __ ..••. ___ . ______ ....•. 
s1 yo eva a. . 
*From Refort of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Total nnm ber in all departments. h To be organized in the autumn of 1880. ll Reporte{ with classicltl department (see Table IX). dNot completely organizecl in 1879. i Some duplicates may be included in t~is t?tal, the b Steps wm:il_taken in 1878 toward the removltl of tho in- e Also reported in Table IX. x·eport giving forty students in eng?lleermg and 
<:,7{ stitution, which was not then organized, from its f Also four others for practical work. six~-fonr in military science and tactics. lpcation at E~u Gallie; no late}" ipformation has been giu~~~~:: .. ono student in elementary agricultural j Only epartmont organized as yet; statistics reported 0") received. ·- · · · · : · in Taule IX. ~ 









't:l ~ . ~ . ~ 
d ~ ~ ~ First Second Third Fourth 3 ~ ~ President. ~ . Jl ~ ~ year. year. year. year. ~ ~ 
~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .S al. --~-~ ---- ------- A f:iJj§ 
t: ~ . 'B~ ...,..., iil ~ ~ ~ 1! ~ ~ .. ~ ~ a5 ,Q p .... ·'S~ 
o o o A_.., 't:l- 8 o ~ 
..... ..... ~ cD ~ s "fii't:l ~ 0 cD cD a5 cD ~ ~~ 
0 0 ~ • ~ ~- ~ ~ - • ~ • 'd . ~ . ~ ,Q ,Q 
-£ .S · · · ~ ~ s <n ~. ~ ~ · 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 - .$ · 8 · ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r4 z ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ )1 -~ ~ ~ I I 1- .. -------------
1 ~ 3 4 ~ 6 'f 8 9 1.0 1.1. 1.~ 13 14 1.~ 16 1.'1 lS 1.9 ~0 ~· 
I 1--1--1 ,_, __ , __ , __ ,_, __ ,_._·-·-·-·-·-·--·--
821 N~~Ji\~~s:~de ~~~e~e~L!f~ 
Arts. 331 Rutgers Scientific School (Rut-
gers College). 
34 Colleges of ~nginecring, Agri-
culture, Arobitecturel. Me-
chanic Arts, &c. (Cornell Uni-
'ersit:v). 
351 Unitecl States Military Academy 
6 I Agrirnltuml and Mechanical 
College (University of North 
Cru:olina). 371 Ohio State University .. ........ . 
38 State Agt·icnltnral College .. ... . 
39 Pennsylv:mia. State Colle~e - ... . 
40 Agricultural and scientific de-
f1:ntmont (Brown University). 
1:\Uin Uuivl!rsit:v aml South~ 
Carolina. Agrictlilural College 
and :Mecbanirs' Institute. 
41 
421 Uni,ersity of Tennessee and ~ 
State Agricultnrnl College. S 
43 St&to .Agricultnral Rnd Mechan-
ical College of Texas. 
Hanover, N.H .••. 1866 1866 
N ew Brunswick, ...... 1865 
N.J. 
Ithaca, N.Y .. . : .. 1865 1868 
West Point, N . Y. 1802 1802 
Chapel Hill, N. C . 1789 b1795 
Columbus, Ohio . .. 1870 1873 
Corvallis, Ore1; .. . 1872 1872 
State CoUege, a .. 185t 1859 
Providence, R. I . . 1869 
Orangeburg, S.C. ~ 1869 1870 1872 1874 
. ~ 1807 1808 Knoxville, Tenn. 1869 1869 
College Station, 1871 1876 
Tex. 
Geo. W. Nesmith .•••••..... 
----1·--·1----1 4 I •••••• I 14 1 •••• ! .••. ! •••. 1 •••• 1. -- .1 •••• 1 •••• 1 ••• • 1 •••• 1 0 
Rev. W. H. Campbell, D. D., ··~t-~t-~·1 111 0 138 116 1- · -. ·1 sl_ · --1 6 1-- --1 sl. · -·1 6 1· ... LL.D. Andrew Dixon White, LL.D. 46 2 a324 82 10· 82 5 76 6 58 5 . •. . 14 
M>i. Gen. John M. Sohoftcld, .•...• . r .. 49 ...... 256 94 .. ... 51 . .. . 58 . .... 53 ••• . .••.••••• 
u.s. A. (superintendent}. 
K emp P.Battle, LL.D ....••..... .•. ..•.. 6 1 53 14 ..... 19 . ... 15 . ... 5 •••. (c) •·· ·· 
Edward Orton, PH.D .•...••. 7 (d294) 13 0 ...... ..... . ...... ... . 11 0 7 1 
.... 1 1 B. L. Arnold, A.M ..••.•••••• 1 (75) 3 150 
--·· Rev.JamesCalder,D.D ..... 4 (66} 10 58 22 6 16 1 6 0 6 1 {c~ "{cY Rev. E. G. Robinson, D.D., .... ----1-··- (c) (c) (c) 
LL.D. 
!RovEdwa,dCook~A.M, r n ()I () I r 
· D.D. 
0 0 0 0 
...... 
0 1""\""\"l"'l'"l"'f'f:r--1 .... }~~T.~~omas W. Humes,~ (c) (c) 0 (c) 0 (c) ..•. 0 •••• · 0 .•.. 0 •••. 0 (c) (c) 








































~ University of Vermont and l . ~ 1791 1809 
Stat{l Agricultural College. Burlmgton, Vt.. 1865 1865 
5 Virginia • .Adricultural and Me- Blacksburg, Va ... 187:.! 1872 
chanica! ollege. 
6 Hampton N onnal and Agricull.:. Hampton, Va ...•. 1870 1868 
ural Institute. 
7 A~cultur::LldepartmentofWest Morgantown, W. 1867 1867 
irginia University. Va. 
8 College of Arts (University of Madison, Wis ..... 1848 1849 
Wisconsin). 
a Includes forty-six optional students. 
b Date of organization of tbe university; agricultural and mechan-
ical college fo1mded in 1875 under the national land grant, . 
l Rev. Matthew H. Btlck- l 0 0 0 8 ham,v.D. 5 
Cbarles L. C. Minor, A. M., 1 22 0 8 
LL.D. 
Samuel C. Armstrong (prin- 8 86 16 e27 
cipal). 
Rev. J. R. Thompson, A.M ••. (c) (c) ..... (c) 
.Rev. John Bascom, D. D., LL. n j3 /19 lJn 9 
c Reported with classical department (see 
Table !X). 
cZ Total number in all departments. 
2 17 4 · 0 5 0 3 2 3 0 (c) 0 
0 139 74 0 45 0 20 0 ---· ......... ....... 1 
e2 e218 e52 e36 . e50 e36 e33 ell .... .... 0 0 




0 72 23 4 16 4 9 2 10 4 /38 /1 
e See also Table m; this report is for both normal and 
agricultural departments. 















TADLE X.-P .A.llT 1.-Statistics of schools of scie-nce (·mining, enginee1·ing, agricttlture, goc.) endowed with the national land gmnt, fm· 1879, go c.-Continued, 
I 00 
'+-< ~ ... Property, income, &c. I 0 .a Libraries. ~ Q.l ~ p., ..., <n ~ 0 l=l ~ ~ a> t' en 00 ~ s s ~ 0 'd General library. ~ ;a 0 .g .::l bO 'd l=l 0 0 ~ .s l=l ~ ~ a> <n ,.q ~ <n 0 cE e s ~ 0 'd ... ~>:l ~ -§ ,.q ~ai <n ~- a> a> c;l a> a> Cl). 0 . ai .s ~<n ~ I> a> <V .S 0 ~ a> .s~ .s c;jj:l ai ~ ~~ .e.g ~ p.,. !'~ IE <P.S m. 0 _..,m 
Name. I !Jl ~ a> ::a Q>CI). ,g~ .g, wa> ~-;:: ~ Cl).~ !Jl .s~ s 13).8 S-::l ~ ,.s~ Q) ~ ai~ ~ ~ 'd ..... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-S .El~ e Q)j:l QJO ~ Q) Q)+> j;l~ 0 ,.q~'< 0 rn Q) bO ~=~~ ... ~ ~E 0 0 p., ~ ai I> ~ s~ ~~ e<'S ~ .... ~ s ... ~ "H .... 
""' 
'+-< '+-< '+-< '+-< bO'd '+-< cas oc;~ 0 0 0 0 ,.q 0 0 • Q) 0 0 0 '+'<Q) Q) 
... ... ... ~ 
Q 
... ... 
Q)p., ~ ~~ - ..., ~ ~ Cl).;..> ~ Q) Q) Q) ~ Q) Q) w'Cl ~ Q) +'<iS '+-< l ,c ~ ,c ,c ! «So ,c Q) 1=1 s -~ 
~..., 0 
1=1 "$00 s ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 0 0 ~ ~ s Q 0 ~ l=l ~CI). 0 Q) Q) lei ~ ~ - ..q ~ p.. ..q ~ ~ ~ ~ H 
I ;;- 23 24 2a ---;;----;;-- 2S --;;---;.;- ----;;-1----;;-- ---;;-~ - - -- ----1 3ti 36 I 1--'--'--'-_, __ , ___ , __ , __ , __ , ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ , ____ , ___ _ 
1 State Agricultural aml Mechanical College ...••...•.•....•... 
2 Arkansas Industrial University. ................. 661 ..•... 










2,000 j······j···---11,000 150 50 50 
(d) (d) (d) 
$75, 000 I $253, 500 
150, 000 130, 000 
(d) (d) (d) 
ncering, ancl Chemistry (UniversityofCalifomia). 
4 StateAgric~tu_ralColle~e...... ...••.....••..•.•. ...... ...... 4 37 0 85 290 85 ...... 15,000 






6 .Agricultural department of Delaware College*... .••... .••••. 3 40 60 (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 
7 State .Agricultru'lll Collegei ..................••••.•••••....•........•••...•......•................••........•..•.... 
8 Geoq~iaStateCollegeofAgricultureandMechanic 250 •..... 4 43 40 (d) (d) (d) (d) j40,000 
Arts (University of Georgin.). 
3 40 
versity of (!eorgia). . . 9 Southwest Georgia Agricultural College (Uni- ·- · · · -~- ·- · · · 
10 North Georg1:t .Agncultural College (Umvers1ty 250 ..•.....•......... 
of G <'orgi.n). 
11 :Middle Georgia. Military an(l Agricultural Col- ............ l ...... l ...... r •••••• r .................................................. . 
lege (Universit.y of Geor~in). n 
0 j ............. l---·--1······1······1·····-··············· 
12 Sontll Georgia. Uollege of .Agriculture and the ........... . 
:Mechani.o A Tts (University of Georgia). 
13 lllinoisindush'ial Univorsity_ ......... . .......... ...... ...... 4 
14 Puruuo University•... . . .. .... ...•.. .... .. . . . .. .. . ... ... ...... 4 
15 Iown. St:lte.A.gricultnrnl Colle~.................. ...... ...... 4 
lG Kansas State .Agricultural College. ..... .......... ...... ...... 4 
17 .AgdcultUl'ala.nu:MechanicalCollegoofKentucky. 300 .•••.. 4 
18 Louisiana Stu.to University anu Agricultural anu ................. . 








0 12, 344 2, 500 557 -- ... - 4.70, 000 319, 000 
14 2,000 1,GOO .........•.. 300,000 337,000 
. . 6, 000 800 286 . . . . . . 498, 000 500, OJO 
0 3, 000 500 60 300 90, 000 259, 426 
15 ........ ...... . ..... ...... o85,000 165,000 
0 p14,000 ............................ p278,400 
I 
$20,280 ~---··---~·-········j June30. 10,400 . . . . . . . b$23, 500 June 10. 
(d) (d) (d) June 2. 
. . - .... - - - . - . . . . . . /25, 000 Nov. 26 . 
h28, 157 $15,850 .......... June. 
(d) (d) ............... June 18. 
!), 585 . ........... ................ 
k17, 914 ......... . ........... July 21. 
(Z) ............ ................... June23. 
m3, 500 0 0 June21. 
(Z) ............... ................ 
m2, 000 ..... .. ........ .................... 
23,000 ............. 15; 298 June 9. 
16,850 1,439 6, 500 June. 
41,000 14,000 Nov. 10. 
18,089 0 12,500 June 9. 
9, 900 700 June 9. 


































19 Maino State College of Agriculture and the Me- 0 0 
chanic Arts. 
4 36 qO 3, 974 709 71 0 143,000 132,500 8, 200 24 0 June 30. 
20 Uniteu States Naval Academy .•••••.•.......•.••. 0 0 r4 35 0 20.878 799 692 0 1, 286,490 0 0 0 0 June 10. 1; 500 21 M:uyland Agricultural College .....••.•••••.••••. (8) 4 40 (8) 0 1, 500 100,000 6, 900 1, 050 6, 000 June 30. 
22 Massachusetts Agricultural College .•.•••........ 0 17 4 38~ 36 2, 000 1, 000 50 300 205<771 211,000 12,700 t3, 500 0 June 23. 
23 Massachusetts Institute of Technology ...••.•.••. 0 3 4 34 200 0 "'300, 000 *133, 000. *9, 717 *4.3 302 0 May 27. 
24 Michigan State Agricultural College ..•••••..••.. 0 0 4 37 0 4, 000 700 403 500 264,134 264,813 18,536 ' 0 21,040 ' 
25 Colleges of Agriculture and of Mechanic Arts 0 0 4 38 0 (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 0 (d) J~e ~-
26 
(University of Minnesota). 
AYrricultural and mechanical department of Alcorn 4 38 0 1, 500 500 94,500 6,500 1, 500 June 16. 
nivcrsity . 
'• 27 .Agricultural and Mechanical College of the State 115,1000 
28 
of Mississiopi.u (d) .......... June 3. Missouri Ag-ncultural and Mechanical College 4 37 - 20 (d) (d) (d) *107, 000 *5, 000 v*3, 300 ·*500 
29 
(Universit.v of Missourl). 
" 1,.250 Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy (Uni- 3 40 20 1,678 800 45,960 687 7, 50.0 Juno 10. 
30 
versity of Missouri). 
(ci)" (d) 8, 000 June 9. Industrial College of tho University of Nebraska . t 37 0 (d) 25, '000 
····'···-·· ... • '••.-. ~ 31 College of Ariculture (U.niversity of Nevada) ... (w) (to) (W) 
32 New Ramps ire College of Agriculture and the 12 22 3 38 30 1, 300 300 250 86,000 . 80,000 4, 800 . 3, 000 June 24. 
Mechanic Arts. 
33 40 t 36 xO (d.) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) y6, 960 June 23. Rut.gers Scientific School (Rutgers College) ...... 
34 Colleges of Engineering, Agricult-ure, .A.i·chitect- 128 0 3,4, 5 36-} z75 (d) (~) (d) (d) aa80, 000 bb30! pOO (d) (d) June 17. 
ure, Mechanic Arts, &c. (Cornell University). 
35 United States Militar.v Academy .......•......... 4 39 .••••. 27,472 2, 000 345 208 cc2,500,000 .. ...... dd319,547 June 12. 
36 Agricultural and Mechanical College (University . p3 ;~·~;l: . ;;:;;;· June 3. p94 4 40 75 1, 500 1, 600 50 of North Carolina). 37 Ohio State University ........................... 4 37 eeO 1, 500 
38 State Agricultural College .....••........•........ 60 5-6 40 •••••..••...•. 
39 Pennsylvania State College .•••••..•••••.•••••.••. 
• From R eport of the Commissioner of E<lucation for 
1878. 
a For holders of scholarships; for ot-hers, $30 a year. 
b Appropriation for two year-s; identical with the amount 
reportetl umler this head in Table IX. 
c To residents. 
d Reportecl with classical department (see Table IX). 
e !'respective enclowment is the congressional grant for 
agricultlU'al colloges, -~mounting in Colorado to 90,000 
acres, but not yet brought into market. f DienniaJ. appropriation. 
g Valne oflmildiilgs. . 
h. Income from all sources except tuition. 
i Steps were taken in 1878 towards the removal of tho in-
stitution, which was not then organized, fiOm its loca-
tion at Eau Gallit>; no later information h:is been · 
received. 
4 40 0 2, 000 2, CJOO 
j Exclusive of value of apparatus. 
k Entire lJrocoeds of the sale of lancl scrip with the in-
como therefrom, which fucome, by various acts of tho 
le)!islature, is divided between the State College at 
Athens and the branches at Cuthbert, Dahlonega, 
Milletlp;oville, and Thomasville. 
l Receives an annual appropriation from the income of 
the national land grant to Georgia. 
m.Amount 1·eceived m:mmi,Uy from the income of the 
. public lantl scrip fund. 
n Not completely organized in 1879. . 
o Buildings not yet completed; $85,000 is the prospective 
value of grounds and buildings. 
p Also r~ported in Table IX .. 
q To resulents. 
?' Also two years at sea. 
s All State students are received free of tuition. 
(d) 125,000 7, 500 
500, 000 542,414 32, 890 
12,000 50,000 5, 000 .••..•.. 500 
532,000 500,000 30, 000 •••••••• 40,000 
t From tuition and room rent. 
u To l;>e organized in the autumn of 1880. 
v $3, 000 of this from leases of lands. 
w See report of university (Table IX). 




y Income from land grant. 
z Free to students in agriculture and holders of State 
scholarships. 
aaValue of apparatus; for value of grounds and build-
ings, see Table IX. ' 
bb Endowment of Sibley College of Mechanic Ar~s an~l a 
veterinary sdencc prize fund of $500; for uruvers1ty 
funds, see Table IX. 
cc Value of ~rounds and buildings. 
dd CongressiOnal appropriation. 
eeincidental fee of $15. 































~ .. 22 • c 
(0 AtJ;iculturnl and soienti:fic department (Brown a46 
niversity). 
u Claflin University and South Carolina. Agricultu-
ral College an<l Meebanic8' Institute. 
t2 Uni,·ersity of Tennessee and State Agricultural d275 
Uolle~'e. 
l3 State Agricultural and Mechanical College of 0 
Te:xns. 
l4 University of Vermont and State Agricultural 0 
College. 
t5 Virginia .Agricultural :tnd Mechanical College ..•. 200 
tO llampton :Normal ancl Agricultural Institute .... . 100 
t7 Agricultural dopartroent of West Virginia Uni- 60 
varsity. 
l8 College of Arts (University of Wisconsin) ...•... 0 
------------- ----
aDerive<l from the income of $50,000 which has accrued 
from tho national gmn t, ancl which is disbursed at the 
rate of $100 a scholtnship annually. 































.... tJ "" 0 <S Libraries. . Q) 
5 p, .... .s li3 ~ ai ~ General library. 0 ro bD <) ~ ~ Q ~ 0 0 ..c .... CD :S· ~ ..cl 
.:£ ~a3 ~;:1 s:l ..c~ s:~P:. s:l rt:J (I) '""",!<~ CD • 
.... rei <l>o Q) :;:a 0 Q)CD ai~ 
CD_g CD 0~ s Q)O S-~ p. ..c.o §~ ~CD ~ ~] ~ s ..... a ;:j~ <I> <l) o;S 'OF-< p, 1::: ~ I> p, s:IF-< ,::;§ 8§< 
.... .... 
-5 .... .... 
..... cjj b&d (I) 0 0 0 0 Cl)p, 0 'S~ 1-< 1-< 1-< 1-< 1-< Q) Q) ~ (I) <l) CD,.... <l) 
..c 




24 21i 26 2'f 2S ll9 30 31. 
------
----- ----
.......... 39 . ...... (b) (b) (b) .......... ... .......... 
4 33 0 (b) (b) (b) ...... $10,000 
4 40 e30 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
40 20 800 500 800 100 225,000 
4 38 45 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
3 42 fO 100,000 
3 37 0 2, 300 350 57 0 221,031 
2 41 24 (b) (b) (b) (bj (b) 
4 38 hO (b) 4 ••••• (b) .......... . (b) 
c Agricultural fund only; for university funds, see Table 
IX. 
d Also reported. in Table IX. 




cD a a i ro ro ~ wO 0 s:l .;: .;: s <S ~ 1e.:l q) Q) (I) ~ Q) ~-~ Q ~ t'oo s:l <) ~·~ <I> <) 
.§ rn<~> s 




A ~:3 _..,A A s 
""''"' 
F-<§' 11 .... 0 ~_g <S 0 .;: (I) s:l 
.... -$~ .... s:l (I) 
i=l a .S< A..., 0 ·arn Cl) 0 0 <l) ~ Q <) <) ~ Q) ~ ;1 ~ ~ 
-------- ----






······-··· ··-····· ····-····· 
June 16. 
. ......... $5,000 .. ....... ............ June 9. 
c3!>6, 000 c20, 766 (b) $0 June 9. 
209,000 14,280 $4,960 15,000 June 23. 
(b) (b) 900 0 June 30. 
3<1-2, 000 20,500 100 0 Aug.lO. 
38,732 2,'484 0 y10, 329 May 20. 
(b) (b) (b) (b) J1me 10. 
(b) {b)" (b) (b) June 18. 
--
fTo State students; $40 to others. 
g Income from land grant. 





































TABLE X.-PART 2.-Statistics of schools and of collegiate depa1·tments of soience (mining, Crt!Jinem·ing, 9·c.) not endowed 'With the natio·nalland grm1t, for 
1879; j1·om 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by tlw United States Bu1·eau of Education. 
p~,,.to,, I . Scientific department. dep, rtment. 





"' ~ 'E 
... <I:! <I:! b.() 
.J:l ... Q 0 
.... .... 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ A A 
a I 
-
4 1 2 
----
<tl <tl b.o Fourth~ .s ... e!~ First Second Third I g ~ o;> ce President. ' .I. I I ... O<l:> -~ ~ year. year. yel!>r· yel!>r . ... 1=:1 ~£ ...... <:~:~ · 2Ja1 AP A OCJ - ~] ....... ai .... ~=:~ <l:>p :s b.O$'l A,!3 .::>o ... SCJ '+-<<l:> ~ ...,w ~'d O'd ~ §-S g~ ~ ell ~ ci ... ...~=:~ CIJI'l o;> :l:>~ 1=:1 'O'd ~~ -; -; .::> ,t:><ll ~ <!5 :s~=:~ ~ cD ell c;: <!5 ~ ~ ';;:) ~ ~e s -; s "@ s <I:! s s a o:><ll ~ ~ ~ oo 0 ~ Q;l ~ Q;l ~ Q;l ~ Q) 1=:1 ~ 1-4 ~ :z. E-l ~ ~ R ~ i2'i 
:; 617'1S 10 lllll2113 114lla i Hi l 17' l lSI:l9120l21 9 
I I 1--1 1-l-l--1--l--1--,-~--~-~--~--~--~- ~-·-·-
40 ··-···----·----·----·-···1··--·---l School of Practical. Civil, Mining, I SauFrancisco,CaJ..I 0 and Mechanicnl Engineering, (2-l Post street). 
Surveyino-, and Drawing. 
State School of Mines . . . . . . . • • . . . Golden, Colo ...... I 1872 2 
A. Vander Naillen ..... 1 .. -- ~ -- .. 1----
I 




Milton Moss, PH. D. 1-- --1 .... 1 .... 
(professor in charge). 
Edmund A. W::tre; A. M .. 1 .. _., .... ,. • --~ ........... • • 1 ·--·--I·--···-·· 1 · ·-······I······--· I··- ·-··-I .. -- 1 ·-- · A~icultural course in Atlant!l. Atlanta, Ga ............. J ____ __ university. a 

























6 Colle~e of .Agnculture (Boston Boston, Mass ......••••. 
Umversity). c 
F.C. Vo:;:t,P~~-D ........ 7 28 .... ...... ...... 28 ...................................... .. 
Charles L. Flmt, A.M............... (9) Ul 1 .... 7 .... 1 .... 9 .......... .. 
School of All Sciences (Boston Boston, Mass. (20 1869 I 1864 
University). d Beacon street). 
7 Wm.F.Warren,s.T.D., 1 .... 1 .... ~---­
LL. D .. (pres't); John 
I (49) e39 
81 Lawrence Scienti.fi~ School (Har-
vard University). C::tmbl'idge, Mass .I 1642 1848 
W. ;Lmusay, s. T. D. (actmg- dean). 
Ch(arle~dW.tE)<JHiot., LL. D,. j .. : .J .... J .... J 26 1 ...... pres1 en ; enrv L. 
Eustis, A.M. (dean). 
1 
9 3 I•••• 1 ~ ---- 3 ~ ---- 2 ..... 7 I••• • 
*From Report of tbe Commirt1sioner of Education for 1878. 
aAtlanta University, although not founded under the act of Congress estab-
lishing agric-ultural colleges, receives au annual appropriation of $8,000 from 
the legislature of Georgia, 1mder an act of 1874 entitled "An act equitably 
to adjust the claims of the colored people to a share of tile agricultural land 
scrip." 
b Not yet m:gnnizod. 
c The place of this college is supplied by the Massachusetts Agricultural College 
at Amherst. Each successful candidate is allowed on entering the colle,ge to 
matriculate also in Boston University, and at j!l'aduation may receive his de-
g_ree at the bands of the university, with a diploma entitling him to the rela-
tiOn and privileges of its alumni. 
dA department for elective graduate study only. 

















TADLE X.-PART 2.-Statistics of schools and of collegiate departments of science (mini-ng, engineering, g-c.) not endowed, ~·c.-Continued. 
Preparatory 
department. Scientifie department. 
Stu- Corps of in- Students, dents. struction. 
Name. Location. 
s:l l1.l l1.l bJl 1 ~ 0 1-< ~~ First Second Third Fourth :+3 0 • a;> c:il President. m"-l 1-< year. year. year. year. ~.Q ,..: "'"' oa;> ·~ ~ -~ ~.s "'"' a;> ~t P<. ~ oQ J3~ a;> 6;,~ ~ t:.O a.i ~.§ o:la;> 1=!"-l s8 •.-< ~ ....... 1-< 1-< ... ...... O'd 
<:,) 0 0 .pr/2 ~"0 PI-< . 0 ._.p 
.... 
""' 
~ ol ~~ rDI=! ~~ ~ ol $ ol r a;>-+'> 0 0 p ~ ~~ :§::l a.i '"@ ol d ol ~ ~ ..c"' ~ a;> ~ ol ol £ ~ '"@ ~ -~ § ~~ '"@ s ~ ~ 03 s '"@ s 
.:l ~ 00 0 ~ ~ ~ :a Q,) ~ Q,) ~ ~ r;.:, p:1 z H r;.:, r;.:, F1 
-
- - - --
--- -
- - - -- - -- - -- -
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 s 9 l.O 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 JS 19 20 21 
-----
------------------ -
9 1 Bussey Institution (Harvard Uni- Jamaica Plain, ...... 1871 l Charles W. Eliot., LL. D I 0 I 0 I 0 I 51 21 9 ··-··•··-·•····•····1·--··----··-·· 1··· ·1-----t···· 
vorsity). l'rfa.ss. (president); Francis 
H. Stox·er,A.:r.I.(dean). (~: [r~E J::~r:r~r:rJ--:-1---: 10 I Wo'"'''" County F'"" ln•Mtuts Woroeote,, Ma"' 1865 1868 Ch•d" 0. ''hompoon, ...... --~-- --~ (~; J .... :.J of lnuustrial ~cicnco. .A.lll., PH.D. (principal). 11 D I)\J'l.l'tmentof Ci>ilEngincering Ann.A.rbor,Mich ·----- ...... JamesB.Angell,LL.D ............. ( ni>ersity of Michiaan). 12 PolstcchnicSchoolofWashington St. Louis, Mo . . . 1855 1857 Rev.Wm. G. Eliot, D. D. . . . . (b308) 11 0 
Uni>orsity. (president); Calvin 
M. Woodward, .A.M. 
(dean). 
13 Chandler Roientific Department Hanover, N.H.. . .. • • . 1852 Rev. Samuel C. "Bart- .....•...••. 18 ......... 53 6 ...... 13 ....... 15 ....... 19, •••• , .... l""' 
of Dartmouth College. lett, D. D., LL.D. 
14 Thayer SclJOol of Ci"\il Engineer- Hanover, N. H . . . . . . . . 1871 Rev. Samuel C. Bart- .••..•...• _. 4 ·----· 2 .... -...... -....... -. ··-· ing (Dartmouth College). lett, D. D., LL.D. 





16 John U.Green School of Science Princeton,N.J. ------ 1873 · Rev. :Tames McCosh, D ...•..•...... 19 ........... 4ti 18 ........ 10 ..... 10 ........ 8 ---· 1 (a) (College of New .Jersey). D., LL.D. 
17 CooferUnionFreoNightSchools NewYork,N.Y. 1857 1859 AbramS. Hewitt (sec- ............ 0 12 1, 152 (22) (45) (13!)) (167) d779 4 
18 
o Soit'lll'C'. rotary). 
School of Mines of Columbia Col- New York, N.Y. 1754 1864 F. A. P. Barnard, s.T.D., ............ 26 1 237 'iS ..... 72 ...... 46 
··-· 
41 ...... 4.0 10 
lcp;o. · LL.D., L. H. D. ' 
J9 Scicntificclepnrlment, University NewYork,N.Y 1830 1871 Rev.HowardCrosby,D ............. (a) (a) (a) ·-- ....... ..... ..... ·-- ....... ---- ...... ----- ........ 
of tho City of New York.* D., LL.D. (chancellor). 
20 School of Ui>il Engineering of Schenectady,N. 1795 1845 Rev.E.N.Potter,D.D ....•......••. 10 .......... 23 4 ..•. 6 .... 4 --· !) .... ....... . ........ 
































22 Toledo University of Arts and 
Trades. e 
23 Scientific department of Wil-
la.mette University. 
24 Pardee Scientific Department of 
Lafayette College. 
25 Franklin Institute __ . -- ______ . __ . 
26 Polytechnic College of the State 
of Pennsylvania. 
27 Towne Scientific School (Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania). 
28 I Wagner Freo Institute of Science* 
29 Schools of Civil and Mechanical 
Engineering, Mining, and Metal-
lurgy (Lehigh University). 
30 I Norwich UniversitY----·---------
31 School of Civil antl Mining Engi-
neering (Washington aud Lee 
University). i 
i -
32 1 Virginia Military Institute ...•• :· 
33 New Market Polytechnic Insti-
tute. 
34 Scientific department, University 
of Virginia. 
Toledo, Ohio • • • . 1872 1874 Richard Mott ~ •.•.•••.. , .... , .••. , .... , .••••• , ..•... , .••••. . , .... , .... , .... , .... , .••. 
Salem, Oreg ...•. 1853 1844 
Easton, Pa ...... 1826 1866 
Philadelphia, Pa 1824 1824 
Philadelphia, 1853 1853 
Pa.(Marketst., 
above 17th). 
Philadelphia, Pa1•1755 I 1872 






Rev.WilliamC. Cattell, 0 0 0 (a) (a) 
D. n., LL.D. . 
WilliamP. Tatham .. ....••..••. ---· .......••••. 
/11 1---·1- ---1----1----1----1- ... l/4 I /7 ,_ .... , ...• 
102 I 39 I •••. I 32 I •••• I 15 I •••. I 16 
Dr. Charles J. Stille ~---·~·--·~---·~19 (provost). 
Philadelphia, Pa 1855 1847 William Wagner, LL.D.............. 6 
South Bet.hle-1 ..•... 1 .•.•.. 1 Rev.J.M.Leavitt,D.D- .... -··· ---- (a) 
hem,Pa.. 
1191481 .••. 1391 .•.. 1171 .... 115. 1 .... 113, ..•• 
10 lu1,5oo .•....•. ---· .... ·--- ....... . ---· ..•... •••• 
54 h35 -• - 0 7 - - • - 7 - •• 0 5 - •• 0 - - - • - - ••• 
Northfield, Vt --11834118341 Geo. Nichols, M. D--····1···-1··--1····1 61 21 20 j 71····1 4 
Lexington, Va .. 1782 ...... Gen. G. W.C.Lee .•........ . ••..••...•... :.~ •••..••.•..••..•...••. 4·1 •••• 1 5 "····•····-····· 
Lexington, V a .. 1839 1839 
New Market, Va 1869 1870 
University of 1819 1825 
Ge~ Erancil< H. Smltb,
1 
... l ....... 
LL.D. 
Rev. S. Heiikel, D. D. . • • . 1 31 




': 1-:·.I::: 1-~~ .1::: 1-·~ .1::: l ~~.I::: :I.'~.;:::: 
Virginia, Va. (chairman of faculty). 0 (a) 
"From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Reported with classical dep:ntment (see Table IX). 
bIn the elementary school of the Polytechnic Institute. 
c See report of Stevens High School (Table VII). 
din fifth year of course. 
e All instruction is for the present suspended. 
j Also reported in Table IX. 
gTotal nnmber admitted during the yea,r. 
h Whole number in the freshman class in all schools of the 
university. 
iinstructiou in this school was suspended in the fall of 1879. 




















TABLE X.-PAnT 2.-Stq,tistics of schools and of collegiate departments of science (mining, enginee-ring, ~c.) not endowed, 9·c.-Continuecl. 
Name. 
..... ~ ~ 0 
.s Libraries. Property, income, &c. .., 
II) Q> p. p., ..., ;a ~ 0 § 
,n ~ t' rtf ,n ,n s s j 0 :.3 '1;f General library. '1;f p. Q rD ~ 0) bl) '"d 0 0 ;a ~ ..., ·a ~ cS cS <l::l <l::l 0 ;:::l .., t1J ~ g ~ ~~ ~ c ..<:1 ..<:1 ..., :;::l 0) t1J ..... ~ Q 0) Q> cpO j ~ai .s ~ . ~ 0 0) -S~ ~g ..0~ ~ ~~ ~:.3 ~ Q> .s .., -~ rD· t3·;! 0 rtf~ Q .., <l::l rn~ ~~ 0) Q)rD 0 ::l ,::;~ .., ~ 0)0 S-~ '"d~ ..§ '"d ~~ 0) ~ ~....., ~ p. ..<:1..0 <!) til"' ~ ""'.s .8~ §p. 0 <lll='l ~[ ! ~ <!) Q) <!)-+" ~ ~ ~ ~:3 p., bl) 0~ e~ p. 0 ~ ~ A l=l~ ,!:;§ p. s ~~ ..... be._, ~-.-< 
..... ..... ..... .... ..... 
..... ~ 
..... <EE 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 Q> 0 ~§ 0 0 .s<!) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a:>~ ~ ..., <l::l .., $~ <!) '(;! .., ...... l=l <!) ..., 
..0 







1 22 23 2<1 2~ ~6 2'1 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3~ 
--------------
-- ----------
St!bool of .Practical, Civil, Mining, and Mecban- .••••• ...... 1-2 ...... (a) ........................... . 
icnl Enginocrin~r, Surveying, and Drawing. 
2 Stn.te School of Mines........................... ...... ...... 2 37 $0 ........ -~------ ...... ...... $10,000 ............................ $10,000 
1 ""1"'"""'"1"'""""1'""~---·-··--··-
i r!€~~~~;;~;~;~~~l;r~:~~~ :~\L m~:~ ::) :::~;; :::;:: ::::~r ~~H~- ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~m~~~: :~f:mm -~~+~~: ~~H:: :£!::: 
8 La.wrencoScienti:ficSchool(HarvardUniversity) ...... 4 1,4 37 150 2,200' ..... : .. 100 .................. $731,995 h$51,010 $2,540 ...... .. 
9 Bussey Institution (llnrvard University)....... 0 0 3 40 150 2, 000 200 .... .. 0 ...... .... •• 218,600 6, 600 . 470 • 0 
10 Worcest~r County l!1:ee Institute of Industrial 20 3 3, 3! 42 iO 1, 000 1, 000 ...... ...... 150,000 624,000 21,500 1, 500 0 
Sci en co. 
11 DopnrtmentofCivilEngineering(Universityof ...... ...... ...... 40 j20 
Micbin-an). 


























12 Polytec~ic School of Washington University.. 0 . .. .. . 4 39 
38 
1gg , ... (d) .. "1::::::::1:::: ::1 ::~- ::1. 100' ooo ~-*iiiii; oiio ·1· · · *6; iioo ·1· *a: 2oo · 0 I Jnne 10. 13 Chnncller Scientific Department of Dartmouth .•. .A.. 1 4 
t:ollege. 
Thayer School of Civil Engineering (Dartmouth , ...•.. , .•.•.. 
College). 14 
15 Stevens lnstituto of Technology .................... .. 




17 Cooper'Union Free Night Schools of Science .......... 
1 
.... .. 
18 Sobool of ])lines of Columbia t:ollege ........... : . . . • . . nG2 





















I (*5, 000) 
(d) I (d) 
50 ....... 
(d) (d) 














0 I June 24. 
June 17. 
June 23. 





































20 SchoolofCivilEngineeringofUnionCollege .••.••••.•••••• 4 37 120 (d) ···········---~·-···-~ (d) 1· (d) I (d) I (d) ~--····· · ~June 23" 21 Rensselaer_ Pol~tecbnic ~nstitute·• ..••.• .••..••. .••••• ..•••• 4 38 200 .........••..••.•••••..•.•••.•....••••••••••••.••..•....••. _. .••...•...... -·.·. June .18. 
22 Toledo Umvers1ty of .A1ts and Tradeso ....... . ....................................................................................................... . 
23 Scientific department of Willamette University. .••••. •••••. ...... 40 . .. . . . (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) .•• • • .. • • . .......... (d) . • • . • • •. June 24. 
24 Pru:dee Scientific Department of Lafayette Col- 0 0 4 39 45-75 (d) (d) .••••• (d) (d) (d) · (d) (d) · 0 June 30. 
lege. 
25 Franklin Institute.............................. .•••.. .••••• {p) ............ 14,813 ........ 1, 254 
~~ i~~!:c~~f~~~ffoe§~~to\~u~\~t!-~ft~~£:P~~;l~ :::::: · • • io · · · · · 4 · · · · 4o · · · i5o · ·"(a>··· :::::::: · "<"d>. ·1· "<"ci>. ·1· · · · "<"i> · · · · ·1·  · · "<'ci>. · · T · · "(ci>. · · T ··<a)·· T · · · ·-o ·1 June 1s. 
vania.. 
*125, 000 h32, 774 •····· ···•········ 
28 W a.gner Free Institute of Science*........ . • • . • . . • • .. . • • • • • • .. • • • . 25 




(d) I (d) 
500 
Mining, and Metallurgy (Lehigh University). 
30 Norwich University ....................................... . 
31 School of Civil and Minin~ Engineering (Wash- ........... ~ 
4 
3 
38 75 3, 000 I • • • • • o"' I • • • • • • I • • • • • • 
85 ......... , ........ , ...... , .•.•.. 
ington and Lee Univers1ty). r 
32 VirginiaMilita.ryinstitl;lte .... _. .............................. . 




100 I *5 •. 200 I *1. 200 I *220 I *500 45 "530 . *151 .••••.•••••. 
34 Scientific department, University of Virginia... ...... 813 t25 (d) ........ •••••• 0 
*From Report ofthe Commissioner of Education for 
1878. 
a$20 a month, $50 for every 3 months. 
b.A.tlanta University, although not founded under 
the act of Congress establishing agricultural·col-
leges,receives an annual a.pJ?ropriation of 1$S,OOO 
from the legislature of Geor~m under an· act·enti-
tled "An act equitably to adJust tlle claims of the 
colored people to a share of the agricultural land-
scrip." 
cTho university is bound to receive, free of charge 
for tuition, one pupil for each member of tli6 
house of representatives. 
dReported with classical department (see Table IX:-). 
Name. 
: 
eN ot yet orga.nized. 
/The place of this college is supplied by the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College at Amherst. Each 
successill candidate is allowed on entering the 
coHege to matriculate also in Boston University, 
and at !ITaduation may receive his degree at the 
hands o'f the university, with a diploma entitling 
him to the relation and privileges of its alumni. 
g A departmentfol'elective post graduate study only:. 
hReceipts from all sources. 
iTo residents of Worcester County; $150 to otherS'. j To residents ; $25 to others. 




q500, 000 1······ ... -~--- ....... , 0 1 0 1 June. (d) (d) (d) ................ June24. 
3, 000 June26. 
*350, 000 I *40, 000 I ·2. 200 " *9. 950 l*15, 000 
t£> ooo ---·<"a>··· ····(d)··--r tl>50 --·<if>·-·1. ~~r;.~-
m For all departments of the institution. 
nNumber of students who are received free of tuition. 
o .All instruction is for the present suspended. 
p Forty lectures on mechanics, physics, chemistry, and 
scientific subjects are announced for the winter 
of 1879-'80. · 
q Includes value of museum and library. · 
rinstruction in this school was suspended in the fall 
of1879. . 
8 For all departments ; aU students from Virginia 
over eighteen years of age are admitted free of 
tuition. 
tTuition in each school. 
Remarks. 
State Agricultural College .............................................. •••••• ••••••••. -··1 Fort Collins, Colo ..••••• ····I Transferred from Part 2 to Part 1. 


















TABLE XI.-Statistics of schools of theology for 1879; front replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
Name. 
1 
1 Alnbnmi\BaptlstNormal and Theological Institute. 
2 Tbcolo~icnl (]epartment of Talladega College .••••. 
3 Pacific --r'h~olo~cnl Sen;tinary .. : ................. .. 
4 Snn Francisco TheologiCal Semmary ............ .. 
5 '.rheological Institute of Connecticut .••...•.•..•• . 
6 Berkeley Divinit.y School ....................... .. 
7 Theological depnrtmt-nt of Yale College .....••.••. 
8 .Atlanta Baptist Seminarv . ....................... . 
9 'l'bcologicnl department of Mercer u Diversity* .•.. 
10 Theological department of Blackburn University .. 
11 German Theological Class in Carthage College .... 
12 Chicago Theological Seminary ...... 
13 Pr_;~~reriun Theological Seminary of the North-
~~ g~;?e~:)31\Si~~1~!t~~~~~-~.0.~~~~- ••••••••.••••• 
16 'l'ltoolo~ical department of N orthwostern German-
En~hsh N orma.l School. 
17 Swedish Theological Seminary* .................. . 
18 Theologienl department of Lincoln University .. .. 
19 \Vartl>m!! Seminary . ............................. . 
20 Baptist U11iou Theological Seminary 
21 .Tubiloe Collegeo .. . .. . . .. .................... .. 
22 A ugustaua Theological Seminary 
23 Concordia. College ............................... .. 
24 Theological department of Shurtleff College* .... . 
25 Indin11n Confor<'nco 'l'boolo~rical SemiJmry ....... .. 































Selma, Ala ...................... 1877 Baptist ....... .. 
Talladega, Ala.... . • . . . . . . 1869 1872 Congregational . 
Oakland, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1869 1869 Congregational . 
San l!"rancisco, Cal........ 1876 1871 Presbyterian .... 
Hartford, Conn . . . • . • • . • • . 1833 1834 Congregational . 
• Middletown, Conn . . . . . . . . 1854 1854 Prot. Episcopal . 
New Haven, Conn ........ 1701 1822 Congregational. 
Atlanta, Ga ......... ".... . . • . • . 1870 Baptist ........ . 
Macon, Ga ............................ Baptist ....... .. 
Carlinville, Ill ............ 1857 1859 Presbyterian ... . 
Carthage, ill ........................ .. Lutheran ...... . 
Chicago, Ill. (corner Ash- 1855 1858 Congregational . 
land and Warren aves.). 
President. 
6 
H. Woodsmall ....................... . 
Rev. HenryS. De Forest .. :······--·--
Rev . .r. A. Benton, D. n. (actmg) .••••.. 
Rev. W. A. Scott, D. D.,.LL. D . ....••.... 




rt1 T. r:. ~ ~ 0 . '*~ rnrtl ~.s a~ ~ oa ~g B.,; a~ Ap. 
~.s 't;l .... ~~ .... .-o 
~>d ~§ ~ ..... ~ ~~ 't;l ~<;! ~0 ~ ~ r"l 
- -- -




Rt. Rev . .r. Williams, D. D., LL.D. (dean) 6 1 ..... . 
Rev. Noah Porter, D. D., LL.D.......... 8 5 a5 
Rev . .T.T.Robert,LL.D................ 3 •••••..••••• 
Rev. Archibald .T. Battle, D. D . . • • . . . . . 1 ........... . 
Rev. E. L. Hurd, D. D.................. 3 ........... . 
Rev. D. L. Tressler, PH. D ............................... . 
Rev. G. S. 1!'. Savage, D. D. (secretary) . . 7 0 b6 
Chicago, ill. (1060 North 1856 ! 1859 
Halsted street). 
Eureka, Ill... . . .. . . . • . . . . . 1855 1864 
Evanston, ill.......... . . . . 1855 1856 
Galena, Ill. . . .. . . . . • • . . . .. 1871 1868 
Pre•byterian. . . . Rev. J olm M. Faris ("ore-) ....... -~ 
Christian . . . . . .. H. W. Everest, A.M .................... 
Moth. Episcopal Rev. 'W'illiam X. Ninde, s. T. D ......•.. 
Ger. Meth. Epis. Rev. Frederick Kopp ..........••.. ~ .. !I il 4 0 1 0 
Knoxville, m ....................... .. 
Lmcoln, Ill .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 1866 1872 
Mendota, Ill .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 1875 1853 
Mor~au Park, Ill. . .. . . . . • . 1864 1867 
Robm's Nest, Ill.......... 1847 1840 
Rock Island, Ill........... 1865 1863 
Sprmg:field, Ill . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 1874 
Upper Alton, Ill. ......... 1832 1827 
Bareilly, In(J. .............. ---"·· 1872 
Greencastle, Ind . • . . . • • • • . . • • . • . .. •... 
Ev. Lutheran .. . 
Cnmb. Pres b ... . 
Ev. Lutheran .. . 
Baptist .. .. ... .. 
i~~ti~E:~~E~: 
Ev. Lutheran .. . 
Baptist ........ . 
Moth. Episcopal 
Moth. Episcopal 
~~rf.0J.ii~G:i~~i>-h:Y."n:r;.:·~i:o::::~ ~ ····i·1·····5 
Rev. Sigmund Fritsche], D. D . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 0 
Rev. George W. Northrup, D. D., LL.D.. 6 ........... . 
Rev. F. Dlmcan .T audon (rector)....... . • • • .. . .......... . 
Rev. T. N. Hasselquist, D. D............ 2 0 1 
Prof. A. Craemcr. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • • 3 ........... . 
Rev. A. A. Kendrick, D. D ... ; .. .... .... 3 • • .. • • 2 




































27 Theological department of Union Christian College. 
28 St. Meinrad's Seminary* ......................... . 
29 Theological department of Griswold College .•••.. 
30 German Presbyterian Theological. School of the 
Northwest. 
31 German College ..................... ............. . 
32 Bible department of Oskaloosa College ........... . 
33 Kansas ':l'heological. School 
Mero~, Ind ......••.•••••. ~------~18791 Christian····:·-~ Rcv.T.C.Sm~th,A.M .. .•............. , .••... , ...•.. , .••••• St. Memrad, Ind.......... 0 1860 Roman Catholic. Rt. Rev. Martm Marty, o. s. n. (abbot). 3 0 0 
Davenport, Iowa.... .• • • • . 1859 1860 Prot. Episcopal. Rt. Rev. William Stevens ·Perry, D. D., 3 3 3 
LL.D. 
Dubuque, Iowa ........... 1871 1856 Presbyterian .... Rev. Jacob Conzett (senior professor). 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa ....... ,1873,18731 Ger. Meth. Epis. 
Oskaloosa, Iowa.. . . . . . . . . . 1856 1872 Christia~ ...... . 
Topeka, Kans ............. 1874 1874 Prot. Episcopal. 
Rev. William Balcke, A.M. (acting) ... . 
George T. Carpenter, A. M ........... .. 
Rt. Rev. Thomas H. Vail, D. D., LL.D. 





34 Danville Theological Seminary .................. -- 1 Danville, Ky .............. I 1854 I 1853 Presbyterian .••. 
(ex officio). 
Rev. Stephen Yerkes, D. D. (senior pro-
fessor). 0 
'4 4 
35 College of the Bible ... .... ....... ....•..••••.•..•. 
36 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary* ......... . 
37 School of Theology in Bethel College* . ...... .... . 
38 Theological dep~ment of New Orleans Univer-
sity.* 
39 Theological department of Straight University ..•. 
40 Theological. Seminary 
Lexington, Ky ........... . 
Louisville, Ky .......... .. 
Russellville, ky ... . ..... . 
New Orleans, La. (188 Race 
1876 1859 Baptist ..••...•. 1865118651 Disciples ...... . 
1867 1860 Baptist ... "-- .. 
1873 1865 Meth. Episcopal 
street). 
New Orleans, La ..•... ····1186911870 
New Orleans, La .. ..... .............. . 
Congregat-ional . 
Roman Catholic. 
Robert Graham, A. M • • • .. .. .. .. • • •• • • • 3 0 I 0 
Rev. James P. Boyce, D. D., LL.D....... 4 1 ...... 
Leslie Waggener, LL. D........ . .. . • .. . • .. .. • .. .. .. • •••• '. 
Rev. J. S. Bean, A. M. (president of uni- 1 ........... . 
versity). , · 
Rev. \V lilter S. Alexander, A·. M . . . . . . . . 1 •• • • • ·1· · · · · · 
Very Rev. G. Raymond, D. D., v. G. (di- ................. . 
42 Bates Colleg~ ~heologi<:al Sc.,hooL ................. Lew~ston, Me ................... 1870 Free Will.Bapt .. 
43 Centenary Biblical. Institute ............... -~---- Baltrmore, Md. (44 Sara- 1867 1872 Meth. Episcopal 
toga street). · 
rector). 
Rev. Enoch Pond, D. D ............... .. 
Rev. Oren B. Cheney, D. D • 
Rev. J. Emory Round, A. lii 
44 
41 I Bangor Theolo.~P-cal Seminary* .....••••••••••••••. , Ban~or, Me ............... 11814118231 Congregational . 


















52 Newton Theological Institution .................. . 
53 New Church Theological SchooL ...............•.. 
54 Theologica?- ~apartment of Hillsdale College ..... . 
55 Seabury DIVlmty School .............•............ 
56 Au~sburg Seminary ............................. .. 
57 St . .John's Seminary .............................. . 
58 Bishop Green Associfl>tll Mission and Training 
SchooL · . 
59 Natchez Seminary ................................ . 
60 St. Vincent's College and Theological Seminary .. . 
61 J eremiah Vardeman School of Theology in William 
Jewell College. 
llchester, Md .........•.. -I- .••.• / 1868 I Roman Catholic./ Rev. George Ruland, c. ss. R •.••••••••• 6 , ...... , ..... . 
Woodstock, Md .......... . 
Andover, Mass 
Boston,· Mass . 
Can1br~dge, Mass ........ . 
Cambridge, Mass ..... . .. . 
College Hill, Mass ...... .. 
Newton Centre, Mass .... . 
\Valtham, Mass .......... . 
Hillsdale, Mich ......... .. 
Faribault, Minn .....•.... 
Minneapolis, Minn .••..••. 
St. Joseph, Minn ....... .. 































Prot. Episcopal . 
Universalist .... 
Baptist ........ . 
NewChurch ... . 
Free WillBapt .. 
Prot. Episcopal . 
Lutheran . ..... . 
Roman Catholic . 
Prot. Episcopal . 
Rev. James Perron, s. J ............... . 
:Rev. Egbert C. Smyth ...........•...• 
Rev. James ·E. Latimer, s. T. D. (dean) .. 
Rev. C. C. Everett, D. D. (dean) ........ . 
Rev.GeorgeZabrishleGray, D.D.(dean) 
Rev. E. H. Capen, D. D. (president of 



















! l ..... o Rev. Samuel]'. Dike, D. D............. 0 
Rev. De Witt Clinton Durgin, D. D.... 31 .... --~ d1 
Rt. Rev. Henry B. Whipple, D. D ..................... .. 
Prof. Geor~ Sverdrup . • .. .. . .. .. .. . . • . "S .•• • ·- .... • • 
Rt. Rev Alexius Edelb.rock, o. s. B.... 5 ...... -----0 Rev. Willian! K. Douglas, D. D., LL.D.. 2 1 
Natchez, Miss ............ ~------~18771 Baptist ......... \ Rev. Charles Ayer .................. .. 
Cape Girardeau, Mo ...... 1843 1844 Roman Catholic. Rev. J. W. Hickey, c. M.- ......... ----
Liberty, Mo............... 1868 1868 Baptist ......... : Rev. W. R. Rothwell, D. D ............. . 
2, ...... 1'""'() ~ ::::::1 ...... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Four of these are only partially endowed. b Partially endowed. cAll instruction suspended for some years. 

















TABLE XI.-Statistios of schools of theology for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
NIUile. 
1 
62 Concordio.Collerro (Seminary) ........ •••••..••.•.. 
63 (i orman Cougrogationnl Theological Seminary ••. . 
64 J)ivinity School of Nebraska College ... ••• .•...•.. 
65 Gorman TlleologicaJ School of Newark 
66 Drow Thoologioru Seminary .. .. ............. ...• . . 
67 TllcologicRl Seminary of the Reformed (Dutch) 
Cl.tu.rch iu .A.morioa.. 
68 Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church. 
69 .Auburn Theological Seminary ......•......••..... 
70 Brooklyn Lay College and Biblical Institute ..•••. 
71 Canton Theo1o~rical School. .....•...........•...•. 
72 Do Lancey Divinity School'' ..•••••.....•.......•.•. 
73 Hamilton Theological Seminary ..•.•••..•..••...•. 
7~ Hartwick Semin~ (theological department)* .... 
75 Newburgh Theological Seminary a ..••.•.•........ 
76 General Theological Seminary of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church. 
77 Union Theological Seminary 
78 Rochester Theolo"ical Seminary 
70 Seminary of Our i:ady of .Angels ..•••••....•..••. 
80 St. Andrew's Divinity School .....•. ....... .•..... 
81 St. Jose.J?h's Provincial Seminary ... ... . .. ... ..•. . 
82 TheologiCal department of Biddle University ...• . 
83 BC'nnett Seminary ............ •............•.•••••. 
84 Theological department of Shaw University .•.... 
85 T~w?logicaJ dop:utment of Trinity College .. ..... . 











~ C!) ~ 
A A 
-- --
~ 3 4 
St. Louis, Mo ..•.••••••••. 1853 1839 
Crete, Nebr ..........•.... 0 1878 
N ebraska City, Nebr ..... 1866 18G6 
Bloomfield, N.J . ••..... .• 1871 1869 
Madison, N.J ............ 1867 1867 
Now Brunswick, N. J ... . 1784 1785 
Princeton, N. J" .•••••••••. 1826 1812 
.Auburn, N. Y -~··· •. ~~- .. 1820 1821 
Brooklyn, N.Y .. .. .....•. 1872 1872 
Canton, N.Y . .••• ~~------- 1858 1858 
Geneva, N.Y ....... ~-- -· - 1861 
Hamilton, N.Y ........... 1819 1820 
Hartwick Seminary, N.Y. 1816 1815 
Newburgh, N. Y-~---·-···· 1836 1805 
New York, N.Y.......... 1822 1820 
New York, N. Y. (9 Uni- 1839 1836 
varsity Place). 
Rochester, N.Y ...•....• . 185~ 1851 
Suspension Bridge, N. Y.. 1863 1856 
~fo~~N~·f ~ ~:::::: :::::: :::::: · is64-
Charlotte, N.C .......... . 1877 1868 
Greensboro', N.C......... 0 1874 
Raleigh, N.C ...•..•.•.•.. 1874 1865 
Trinity, N . C . . •• • . • .• • • • . 1852 1852 






Ev. Lutheran ... 
Congregational . 
Prot. Episcopal . 
Presbyte1·i:1n ... 
Meth."Episcopal . 
Ref. Dutch Ch. 
in .America. 
Presbyterian .•. 
Presbyterian .. . 
Non -sectarian .. . 
Universalist ... . 
Prot. Episcopal . 
Baptist ......••. 
Lutheran ...... . 
U. Presbyterian-. 
Prot. Episcopal . 
President. 
6 
Rev. C. F . W.Walther, D. D ••••••••.••. 
Rev. J. B. Chase (principal). ; .••...•... 
Rev. R. W. Oliver, D. D ..••••••.•.•..... 
Rev. Charles E . Knox, D. D ......... ~ .. . 
Rev. John F. Hurst, D. D ..••...•... .. .. 
Rev. David D. Demarest, D. D. (secre-
tary). 
Rev . .Alexander T. McGill, D. D., r;r,. D. 
(senior professor). 
Prof. E . .A. Huntington (librarian) ..••. 
Rev. C. E. Lord, D. D. (secretary) .•••••. 
Rev. I. M . .Atwood, D. D ..••.•.•.••.•••. 
Rev. J" ames Rankine, D. D .•••••...••••. 
Rev. E. Dodge, D. D., LL. D. (senior pro· 
fessor). 
Rev. James Pitcher, A.M. (senior pro-
fessor). · ···· · 
Corps of instruc-
tion. 
Cl'.l Cl'.l .:. ~ 31~ 0 0 • gJ ~~ oaJ 
.s ~~~ ~E : o · ~e l~ ~~ . ?.<...- :a ~ -s ~rod '"gCI'.l ~rd ~~ ~ I;<CI'.l 0 -~~ g~ rO ~ 
p:j ~ ~ 
-
'7 8 9 
- - --
























5 , .••...•.••••• 
2 1 ...... . 
J. G. D. FincUey (librarian) .••..•• : . : •. j·······j··--·· j·····. 
Rev. Eugene .A. Hoffman, D. D. (dean). . 6 4 2 
Presbyterian ••. 1 Rev. William.Adams,,D.D.,LL.D .•••••• 7 4 6 
Baptist ........ . 
Roman Catholic. 




Baptist .... . ... . 
Moth. Epis. So .. 
Brethren .•..... 
Rev . .Augustus H. Strong,D.D......... 7 2 6 
Very Rev. P. V.Kavanagh, c.M.. .•.... 3 ...........• 
Rev. C. P. Jennings, D. D ............•................• .. . 
V ery Rev. Henry Gabriels, s.T. L....... 6 ..... . .... . . · 
Rev. Stephen Mattoon, D. D............ 4 •• . . . .. . .•.. 
Rev.E.O. Thayer,A.M ................ 2 0 0~ 










































































Tbeologicnl department of Germa,n Wallace College 
St. Chtu·les .Borromeo Theological Seminary . .... . 
La no '.rheological Seminary ..... ....... .. .. ..... . . 
Mt. St. Mary's Seminary* . ... ....... . ... _ ..• _ .... . 
St. Mary's Theolo~cal Seminary .. ......... _ ..... . 
German Lutheran i::ieminary* .. . __ . 
Uuion Biblical Seminary . ... . _ ................... . 
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 
D epartment of Theology (Oberlin Colle~!3) .. ... _ .. 
'l'heological department of Wittenberg College ... . 
lleidelberg Theological Seminary .. ...... . .... ... . 
Theological department of Urbana University ... . 
Theoloecal Seminary of Wilberforce University .. 
United J:'resbyterian Theological Seminary of Xenia 
Western Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian 
Church. 
Theological course in St. Vincent's College ...• _ •. 
Moravian Theological Seminary ............... __ .. 
Theological Seminary of the General Synod of the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in the United 
States. 
Berea, Ohio .. . _ . .. - . . ---~.. 1864 
Carthagena, Ohio ..• _ . ......... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 1829 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Cleveland, Ohio ... . .. • ... .... ... 
Columbus, Ohio........... 1830 
Dayton, Ohio ...•.......•.. 1871 









Oberlin, Ohio . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1834 1835 
Springfield, Ohio .......... 1845 1845 
'l'iffin, Ohio . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . 1836 1851 
Urbana, Ohio .... ..................•.. 
Wilberforce, Ohio . . . . . . . . 1863 1853 
Xenia, Ohio ... ............ 1877 1794 
Allegheny City, Pa ....... 1844 1827 
Meth.Episcopal. 
Roman Catholic. 
Presbyterian _ .. 
Roman Catholic. 
Roman Catholic. 
Lutheran . ..... . 
United Brethren. 
Prot. Episcopal . 
i~~t~~::~~~~: R eformed ______ _ 
N ow Church .... 
Af. Meth. Epis .. 
United Presb .. . 
Presbyterian . . . 
Bethlehem, Pa ....... ... ~. 1863 1807 Moravian ...... . Beatty, Pa . .......... ·----- ~ ------ ~ ------ ~ Roman Catholic. 
Gettysburg, Pa. .......... 1825 1826 Ev. Lutheran .. . 




R eformed....... Rev. E. V. Gerhart, D. D 
Theological department of Lincoln University.... Lincoln University, Pa . . . 1871 
Meadville Theological School* . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . Meadville, Pa .. __ ......... 1846 
Philadelphia Theological Seminary of St. Charles Overbrook, Pa ...•. _...... 1838 
Borromeo. 
Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal Philadelphia, Pa .. _....... 1862 
Church. 
St. Vincent's Seminary.- ••.•.. ----. --------·------
Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church at Philadefphia. 
Missionary Institute b . . • ---- • -- .. ----- ·- • • · ·- •.• • • · 
Crozer Theological Seminary ......... --- · -- -- · · · · · 
Augustinian Monastery of St. Thomas ofVillanov~ 
Theological Seminary of the General Assembl.v of 
the Presbyterian Church in the Uuited States. 
Philadelphia, Pa. (German- 0 
town). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (218 ·---- · 
Franklin street). 
Selin~g:rove, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . 1858 
Uplana, Pa .. ...•..••..... 1867 
Villanova, Pa . .. -......... 1848 




Presbyterian ... Rev. Isaac N. R endall, D. D .• ••••••••• 
Unitarian ...... Rev . .Abiel Abbot Livermore, A.?tl .••. 
Roman Catholic. Rev. Wm. Kieran, D. D. (vice rector) .. 
Prot. Episcopal. Rev. Daniel R. Goodwin, D. D., LL.D. (dean). 
Roman Catholic. Very Rev. Thomas J. Smith, v. c. M . .. 
Lutheran . . . . . . . Rev. C. W. Schaeffer, D. D 
18561 Ev. Lutheran ... 
1868 Baptist ..•...... 
1842 Roman Catholic. 
1831 Presbyterian ... 
H. Ziegler .•. ...... .. .. ...••••••..•... 
Rev. Henry G. Weston, D.D •••••••••• 
R ev .• Joseph A. Coleman, o. s. A ...... . 
Rev. George Howe, D. D., LL.D. (chair-
Baker 'l'heo1ogical Institute ............. -- --- --··-
Tbcologica,l department of Cumberland University. Orangeburg, S. C ....... - ·1·- ... -11869 Lebanon, Teun . . . . . . . . . . . 1842 1854 Meth. Episcopal Cum b. Presb .... 
man of faculty). 
Rev. Edward Cooke, D. D ........... . 
Rev. Richard Beard, D. D. (senior pro-
Nashville Normal and Theological Institute------
Theolvgical course in Fisk University* . ·- ---- .. .. 
Theological department of Central T ennessee Col-lege. 
Theological department of Vanderbilt University. 
Nashville, Tenn .... ..•.•. , ...•.• ,18651 Baptist ...•..... 
N ashville, T enn -····----· 1867 1869 Congregational . 
Nashville, Tenn ....... - .. 1866 1866 Meth.Episcopal. 
Nashville, Tenn ... ....... 1 1872 
Theological tlepartment, University of the South ·J Sewanee, T enn . --- · ------ I 1856 
Theological department of Burritt College .... .. _. Spencer, Tenn 
18751 Meth. Epis. So .. 
1876 Prot. Elliscopal 
1879 Christian ...... . 
fessor). 
R ev. D. W. Phillips, D. D 
Rev. E. M. Cravath,A.M .•••...•...... 
Rev. John Braden, D. D 
Rev. T. 0. Summers, D. D., LL.D. (dean 
of faculty). I 
Rev. Telfair Hodgson, D. D ••••••• - •••• 
T. W. Brents ........•••.......••...•. 
i 6 0 
6 ·• ·••· .. ........ 
5 ··•··· 5 5 0 0 
3 ···-·· .. ........ 3 ...... 
-- ----3 0 -----· 3 2 4 
8 4 ..•. . . 
2 .••... 2 
2 0 2 
1 6 0 
5 0 0 
5 1 5 
6 ------ ------
3 ·--··· . .. . ... 3 a· 
3 






5 --·-·· 12 2 
4 ·-----













































\ ,, I , Clo~ " ,., ·-·~c;J' _., , ···~~ .ij~- ... 
1241 Thoologioal department of :Saylor University .•••. 
1~5 Theolorrioal deJ?artment of Trinity University .••. 








Richmond Institute .............................. . 
Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran 
General Synod South. 
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary . ...•.. 
Nashotah House .•.....•.•.......•...........•.... 
Seminar.v of St. Francis of Sales ..............•.... 
Theological department of Howard University .•.. 
Wa.ylalid Seminary ............................... . 





·a s:i i .;! 0 
.g ~ ~ 0 ~ 
..... ..... 
·a 0 0 
~ 4l 0 ~ ~ a:> 
A A A 
- ------
~ 3 4 :5 
Independence, Tex . • • • • • • 1845 1866 :Baptist ......••. 
Tehuacana, Tex .....................• Cumb. Presb .••. 
Hampden Sidney College, 1867 1824 Presbyterian .••. 
Va. 
Richmond, Va ...•••...... 1876 1867 Baptist ....... .. 
Salem, Va ...................... 1832 Lutheran ...... . 
President. 
6 
Rev. William Carey Crane, D. D., LL. D • 
Rev. W. E. :Beeson, D. D •••••••••••••• 
Rev. :B. M. Smith, D. D. (chairman of 
faculty). 
Rev. Charles H. Corey, .A.M ••••••••••• 
Rev. S. A. Repass, D. D 
Theological Seminary, Va.l1854118231 Prot. Episcopal.~ Rev. Joseph Packard, D. D. (dean) ... . Nashotah, Wis ........... 1847 1845 Prot. Episcopal. Rev. A. D. Cole, D. D ................. . 
St. Francis, Wis . . . . . . . . . . 1877 1856 Roman Catholic. Rev. Kilian C. Flasch ..••....•••••..... 
Washington, D.C ........ 1867 1870 Non-sectarian •. Rev. William W. Patton, D. D ........ . 
Washington, D.C .............. 1865 :Baptist .•••••••. Rev. G. M.P. King, .A. 111 ............. .. 




Corps of ins true-
tion. 
r1J ~ .. ~ I'< g<ti ~~ ~ ~ ~~ oa:> trj ~'-<~'-~ ~ e~ AE e.n 1-d §g 0 A!! A.S< ~ 
...,m 'd .... ~.;J §.S ..... >d 1-3 !11~ 
'd>d ~Cil ~ 
-~~ §~ 0 0 'g P:i ~ ~ 1-:rj 
1-3 
'7 8 9 ~-
trj 
----
2 6 0 c 
1 .••••. . ..... 0 
4 0 4 ~ ~ 
10 ....... ......... 1-1 
2 ...... a1 m. m. 
1-1 
6 ..••.. 4 0 
4 1 1 ~ 
b13 . ...... 
·-··--
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TABLE XI.- Statistics of schools of theology for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Students. I ~ ~ Library. Property, income, &c • ... 
= ~ 0 ~~ Q ~ 'd <P .; a :::::1 .,q ~ 0 ~ p. ~-~ oo; ~ "' .,q ~ Q 
"' 
..,. 0§0 -:~ -~ "' ~ "' . Q = "' .,q<P <P'""' ~~ Q;) ;;:i -+""' 'd = 'd I Date of next Q;) ~~cD "'~ ~a5 0 ~ .,q<+-< ;...::l ~ A oso 'd. ;... commence--+"0 ~~ Q;)Q;) ~ ....,o ::lbll OCil A.,; ,g ~~~ _.,...,. ~h ~ Q;),.Q ~~ ... 'd s'g ment. --OS ~~ h'+-< A ~-~ ~~ 0 th 'd ~-.--< '+-< '+-< '+-< bL:::l ~~ .g'd ~ "'s '+-< .s ~ 0 0 0 0 <s.E 0 ..,. Cll<P;... a;>ep · ~ m-~ ~ ~Q ... ... ... ... . ~~ ..,. <!) Q;) ,g~ <P Q;) <P Q;) ~ 'd ..0 






C5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H ~ I 1--~--,--,--,--~--~---:---~---1----1----'----l------
1 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 1~ 16 1?' 18 19 20 21 22 
I 1--~--~--~--l--l--l--l--1--1---1---1---1-----
1 .Alabama_ Baptist Normal aml Theolo[!ical Institute .•......•••...•.....•... - .•.... 3 34. 200 30 50 $10, 000 .••••......•.••..... May 28. 
2 Theological department of Talladega College ..•..••. - .• -. 14 0 · 0 3 3 38 1, 000 .• , . . . . . . • . . . . . . a3, 000 $0 $0 J nne 10. 
3 Paeilic Theological Seminary ........... --.-------------- · 6 0 2 2 3 36 3, 120 590 20 75, 000 0 0 MayJ8. 
4 San Francisco Theological Semil!-uy...................... 6 •••••· ·•···· 3 3 35 5, 000 ........ 93 47,000 .....•.....••..•.... .April. 
5 Theolo!rical Institute of ConnectiCut ... --- ... ------------· 24 -••• -. 19 11 3 36 12, 000 . . . . . • . . 5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . May. 
6 Berkel:y Divinity School ....................•... -.-- .. -- · 26 . ----- 24 9 3 36 16, 000 ............................................. . 
7 Theologir.al department of Yalo College ....... ----.--..... 79 10 66 20 3 34 2, 000 . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . . 415,000 301,430 b24, 785 May 13. 
g ~~~~~~i~!f~~;a~t:~~~~iM:~~~~~-uJ.ti~~~sit:V;:::::::::::: eli~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ----~~~- :::::::: :::::::: ·--~~:~~~ - :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~1;J-.2· 
10 TheologicaldepartmentofBlackbmnUniversity ......... 11 ...... •••••· ...... 3 40 2,000 1,200 200 .............................. June10. 11 German Theological Class in Carthage College............ 6 
12 Chicago Theological Seminary . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . 31 
13 Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest..... 41 
14 Bible department of Eureka College . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . 21 
15 Garrett Biblical Institute...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 58 
16 Theological department of Northwestern German-English 8 
··--a· ... i7- .... 8 ..... a· ... 34· --5; 6oo · :::::::: · · --ioo · ... 95: ooo· · ·iiis: ao4 · ... ii: 72o · 
3 26 12 3 30 9, 000 ... 0 0 •• 0 115 100, 000 150, 825 8, 269 
0 0 •••••• 2 40 (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 
0 14 18 3 34 3, 000 0 •• 0- •• 0 10 250, 000 .•• ~- .. -.. 14, 235 
Normal School. 
17 Swedish Theological Seminary*........................... 20 •••••. .•••.• .•.... .•.... ...... 600 .••.........••...•••••.••................•.... April. 
18 ThcologicaldeJ?artmentofLincolnUniversity .••.••••..•. 92 .••... 13 16 6 40 3,162 135 182 (d) 150,000 6,000 June!6-
19 War~burg ~t>mmary . . . . . . .. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • 21 .. ---- · • ·- · · 9 3 40 el, 700 . • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . e5, 000 elO, 500 e800 June oO. 






2~ BaE~Ist Umon Theological Seminary...................... 77 . . . . . . 41 . • • • • . 3 34 15, 000 5, 000 ..... _.. . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 13. 
2 Ju ileeCollegej ............................................................................. *5,000 *500 ....... *12,000 .................. . 
22 Augustan a Theological Seminary......................... 14 0 0 8 2 40 (d) (d) :. . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . June 10. 
23 Concordia College ..................... __ .......... ........ 90 ... . • . . .. . . . .•• . . . 5 43 800 . . . . . 15, 000 ..•..•.•.. ..... ..... 
24 TheologicaldepartmentofShurtle:ffCollege*.............. 8 •• .•.. 3 9 3 36 1,000 :::::::: :::..... .•........ 40,000 1,000 June. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for bincludes amount received from students' fees, dona- dReportecl with claRsicaJ. ~epartment_(see Table I~.) 
1878. , . tiona, &c. . eProperty of .the Evangehsc~-Lutherisches CollegiUm. 


















TABLE X1.-StatisliC8 of schools of theology jor 1879, !c.-Continued. 
~--·"" · 
Students. 
d) 0 Property, income, &c. ltl ~ Library. 
f::l ltl 
0 c;S 




,.q ~~ El ~ 0 0 ~ p. :S ~-~ Ooi ltl ~ ,.q .... -~ 0 rn .... 0 or- -~~ rn • 0 r:J ,.qd) 00 rn 
"' ~ ~(I) d) ..... .§~ (I) ~ +><11 r:J "' I Date of next rn~ ~ai "' 0 ~ ~~~ ,.q ..... rnr:J ~ i t<!o ~ai ...,o ~~ "'"' ...... 0 r:Jt>ll ~~ commence . ,g .... ~I» "'.o ~~ ment. .0 §'0 § .... ~ ~'tl ~-~ "' s «! «!(I) p. Po p.~ a~
~ to ]~·~ rna ..... ..... ..... ..... -~ g bl.:a 'tl~ .§~ .... i~E; a;>Q;l 0 0 0 0 'tl.O 1 § ~~ ... ~ ... ~ § d) Q;l d) Q;l ~I» 
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1 .10 1l 12 13 14 1:1 16 17 18 19 20 21 I :l2 
---------------
--- ------- ----
~ ff~"i!i~~~~~~~~:~~~;~~~~~::::: """j" ::::;: ::~~~= :::~: :::::: :::~: ::~.:~;: :~~::::: :::::~~ ~~~:~~~~~: :::::::::: :~:::~:~:· 
29 Theological department of Griswolcl College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 38 (aj · (a) (a) (a) $53, 500 b$7, 050 I May 20. 
30 German Presbyterian Theological SchooloftheNorthweat . 30 ....................•................................. c$13, 862 .... .. . . . . d5, 772 
31 GermanCollege . .•........................................ 51 1 ...... 0 3 37 200 50 50 (a) (a) (a) June14. 
32 Biblede~m·tmentofOskaloosaCollege ................ .•• 15 4 ...... 1 3 40 1,200 100 ........ (a) (a) {a) June10. 
33 Kansas Theological School................................ 4 .•.... 0 0 o 40 3,578 ---- · ··· 0 20,000 0 o 
34 Danville Theological Seminary............................ 14 0 12 4 3 32 10, 000 ... . . . . . . ••. . . .. 9, 000 e157, 000 10, 000 
3;) CollegeoftheBible ......................... . ............. 45 3 0 8 4 39 800 200 100 0 3,000 .••••.... 
36 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary*.................. 96 0 25 8 3 38 6, 000 2, 000 100 15, 000 ...........••....•. _ 
37 School of Theology in Bethel Colle~e* ...... ..... . .... ... .. 15 ---- .. ---- ............ __ ........•...... ·--~ •..........•••••••••.. ___ ...... -·-- _ .. _ •. 
38 TheologicaldepartmentofNewOrleansUni-versity* ...... 16 ...... ...... ...... 3 40 300 .......................... ----······ ......... . 







40 1'heologiaa1Seminary ....................................................................................... · ...........••............ . .....••....... 
41 Bangorl'heologica.lSeminary*............................ 36 .•••.. 18 16 3 36 18,000 ........ 250 50,000 150,000 6,000 I June3. 
42 BatcsCollegel'heologicalSchool......................... 18 0 7 3 3 36~ 5,597 ........ -------- 25,000 .................... Julyl. 
43 CentenaryBibHcallnstitute*............................. 29 0 0 0 3 42 ....................... 12,000 500 30 May20. 
44 Theological Seminary of St. Sulpice ancl St. Mary's Uni- 110 .••••. ------ -·-·-- 6 ...... {25, 000) -·---·-- -···--···· ................... . 
varsity. I 
Scholasticate of the Congregation of the Most Holy Re- 26 4 . . . . . . 6 6 45 10, 000 600 1, 000 ... _ ...... , . __ •.•.••. , ......... . 
deemer {Mt. St. Clement). 
• 5 
46 I Woodstock College ................. _. .... .. ... . .. ...... .. 90 ,_ ... __ , .... __ , ..... _ 
47 Andover Theological Seminary ............... ·----··---·· 85 
48 Boston University School of Theology ........ ··---·...... 60 











42\22, 000 I 2, 000 40 38, 200 13, 000 
37 4, 500 500 
43 18,500 
3,000 I 60,000 -~---- - ----·~· - ·- -- -··-~June 30. 1, 155 225, 000 550, 000 37, 000 July 1. 
.••..••• ••••..•••. (a) {a) Juue2. 




































50 Episcopal Theological School .•••••...••.. 
51 Tufts Uollcge Divinity School ..... . 
52 Newton Theological Institution .••• 
53 New Church TheologicalSchool ......................... . 
54 Theological department of Rillsdale College 
55 Seabury Divinity SchooL ........•••••...... 
~~ tt!~~~ ~::::::: ::::~::::::: :::: ::::::::~~:::~: ::::::: 
58 Bishop Green Associate Missiorl. ancl Training SchooL .... 
59 Natchez Seminary .............................•.......... 
60 St. Vincent's College and Theological Seminary ......... . 
til J eremiah Vardeman School of Theology in William Jewell 
College. 
62 Concordia College (Seminary) ..•.......•..•............... 
~3 G~~~,n Congregatio:q_al Theological Seminary ........... . 
64 Divimty School of Nebraska College ....•••••• 
()5 German Theological School of Newark ................... . 
66 Drew Theolo~ical Seminarv ................ -... - - . -..... . 
















































1, 800 1, 000 200 (a) 
18 ...... ...... ...... 4 ••••.••••.•... ·••·•·•· .••...•. ·-····· .•.•••.•••••.....•••••. 
2 1 0 2 5 . 40 2, 000 1, 000 100 5, 000 ..•.•..........••••. 
31 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 5 36 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . /60, 000 ......... . ......•... 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . 5 41 5, 000 . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . 60, 000 0 0 







:::::: ::::: ~ :1· ... ~~- .... ~ .... ~~ .. -~·- ~~~. :::::: ~: ..... ~~. ::ii&; 666: :::: ~·: ~~~: : :~~ ::~~~: 
0 . . . . . . 3 40 1, 200 400 . . . . . . • . 14, 500 7, 000 463 
.•.... ' ...... 20 3 35 14, 000 1, 000 . . . . . . . . 250,000 300, 000 15, 000 
31 14 3 35 32, 373 5, ouo 1, 350 250, 000 250, 000 15, 000 
68 Theological Sem~nary of ~he Presbyterian Church . . . . . . . . 1061 10 110 31 3 34 ~9 .Auburn Theol?$ICal Semma~·Y·.········;·················· 45 0 41 12 3 35 
10 Brooklyn Lay voile ere and Bibhcal Institute . •. . . • . . . . . . . . 40 20 . . . . . . 7 2 31 
71 Canton Theo'io!!ical'School .•••. ........ .... ...... ....... 23 2 5 7 3, 4 39 






























73 Hamilton Theological Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 36 . . . . . . 25 11 3 39 
74 Hartwick Seminary (theolo~ical tlepartment)*............ 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 39 
75 Newburgh Theological Semma1·y k ...•.. ..••.•.••••. -.····· •••••· ·••· ·· ·••• · ·••• ·· .••....•..•. 
76 GeMral Theological Seminary of the Protestant Ep1sco- 94 0 76 20 3 39 15,896 
(j) ··w)···~·-·gf··l····br-·· 
225 . ....... 25,000 
9, 837 160 300, 000 124,055 pal Church. 
77 Union Theological Seminary.............................. 130 12 136 39 3 .•.... 36,680 38,226 . 1, 210 200,000 850,000 55,000 
78 Roo~ester Theological Seminary...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 .... -. 40 14 3 35 13, 000 . . . . . . • . 1, 000 105, 000 300, 000 19, 000 ~9 Semmary of Our Lady of Angels.......................... 64 2 2 . 3 3 40 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
6, 247 
~~ ~t~~~'h'r~p~~~~~irSS~f~~-·::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: ····4~ ···4o· ··s:ooo· :::::::::::::::: ··2oo,"ooo· :::::::::::::::::::: 
82 Theological department of Biddfe University ............ · 8 .••••. 3 0 3 36 (a) .••..•......••..••..••••••.• , .••••••.•••••.••. 
83 Bennett Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 0 0 0 3 33 1, 200 200 . • • . . . . . 13, 000 . • • • • . . . . . . ....••... 
84 Theological department of Shaw University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 - · ·-- · ·-. · · .. •.... 4 32 2, 200 200 200 50, 000 ......••............ ~~ ~?e<_>lofical department of Trinity College................ 1~ 0 0 0 4 40 .................•.....................••••..••.....•. 
87 TJblica ~~artment of Ashland College . .................. ll ·•••·· ............ 
1
...... .... .. . ....... ..... .. . . . ... . . . (a) (a) (a) 
88 S heolog_w department of Ge~·man W~llace College . • . . . . 2~ 0 1 5 3 40 ..........................•.•......••••............... 




























89 Lt .. Challes Borromeo Theologulal Semmary. •...... ...••. 3;, ... ·· · ·•·· ·- .•.••. 1 8-10 40 7,100 225 100 16, 000 .•................. · 
!11 st~·Jtr~~~:l:r~~~l~~~:{s:~i~a~:V:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ~~- · ··24· :::::: · ·· 26. ~ !~ I .... _<:~~ ~:~~~ .... :::::::: 2g8: 8gg ........ ~. :::~:::::: 
* FromRepor~of the9ommissionerofEducationfor1878. e Includes $23,000 unproductive funds. J See report of academical department (Table VI). 
a Reported With classical department (see Table IX) j ~'or all departments. k TemporarilY: suspended. 
b Includes recei~ts from other sources. · g From a return for ~877. l Includes real estate yielding an annual income, and 




















TABLE X!.-Sfat-istics of schools of theology for 1879, J·c.-Continuec:i. 
a:> Q Property, income, &c. Students. rn ...., Library. s a> 
0 ci! 
<P ..!;. Q 0 '0 'd a:> a:> ::::l ~ ~$ s ~ 0 § I>- ~ ~l=l oo) cE <ti ~ 
.s Q .... Q ,g·~ . Q~ .s p:, <ti "t) Cl2. rn Q ;:; <ti a:>.-1 a:> ;g_ ...,rn 'd ;:; 'd a:> ~~~ ~'g ~~ ~ rn~ ~=lui 'd 0 ~ ~'S ""0 ... r..: 
""""' 
a:> a:> ~ -o pbO 0 • Aoo a:> ,§ 1i~~ ~1i a:>rn ~ .... '0 a:>,o o.S ~~ ,0 P...'S ~s s'g ~ "" 'd ci!-~ I>- A F-<'d t'o E.-c~ r:t:~S ""' ""' ""' ""' .s·F-< b113 <seE ~.e ;:l 0 0 0 0 
.... ~.~~ a:> a:> F-< F-< F-< ~~ 'S,o .... d ;:l 1g ~ a:> a:> a:> a:> a:> l=l 
a:> '0 a:>a:>rn ~a 1 ,.Q ! ,0 a:> a:> ::l s a> Cl2 r:t:IQF-; s ~ tl ;:; 0 0 a:> Q;><P<P ~ ~ s Q F-< a:> .......... ~ ~ · ~ p:j ~ l2i l2i I> ~ ;:l ,..., 
---,---------------------10 11 12 13 14 t:i 16 17' lS 19 20 21 
-----------
--- ------------








2 !r.l I German Lutbernn Seminary* ... .•••.. .....••..••. ....... 14 93 Union Biblical Seminary.................................. *28 
94 1'heoloaical Seminru:y of' the Protestant Episcopal Church 7 ..•....••.•....... 




36 600 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . $20, 000 a$55, 780 $1, 559 May 5. 40 I 3,000 I 300 I 150 ~·········-~·-·:······~---·······j June25. 






















Department of Theology (Oberlin College)................ 47 1 36 8 
Theological department of Wittenberg College........... 12 .•••.. .•.. .. 4 
Hei<lolbor_g Theological Seminary......................... 9 0 7 2 
Theoloaical department of Urbana University .......................... -....••. --
Theolo~cal Seminary of Wilberforce University . . . . . . • • . 16 0 0 3 
United Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Xenia . . ... 26 4 25 9 
·western 'l'beologioal Seminary of t ho Presbyterian Church 87 5 86 16 
Theological course in St. Vincent's College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 . • • . . . . •• • . . d24 
Moravian Theolo~ical Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . *28 .. . . . . . . . . . . . •. ... 
Theolog_ical Senunary of the (i:eneral Synod of the Evan- 31 0 26 11 
gelical Lutheran Church in the United States. 
Thl'ological Seminary of the Reformed Church in the 
United States. 




40 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 25 . . . . .•••.. (c) (c) June 24. 38, .••..•.. , .....••. , ..•..... , *75, 000 ~-········-~·········-~ June5. 
40 3, 000 500 0 · 0 30, 000 1, 800 May 18. 
.......... ------ ......... . ....................................................... .. ..................... .. .. 
4 42 ....... . ·•······ ........ ······•••· .......... ·•········ 
3, 4 28 4, 000 2, 000 50 10, 000 40, 000 3, 000 
3 32 16, 152 257 233 75, 000 362,369 22, 000 
3 42 .•..........•••..........•••....•..•........•••... .... 
6 40 5, 000 ....... . .. ... . . - 7, 676 3!l, 811 2, 296 
3 40 10,437 800 175 50, 000 80, 000 4, 000 







Theolo~ical department of Lincoln University............ 22 . •• • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . " ... --- .........•....... - -- ... .............................. . 




Philadelphia Theological Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo 85 . . • . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . 9 38 15, 000 . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • 0 0 
Divinity :::icbool of the Protestant Episcopal Church. ..... 25 2 13 11 3 36 8, 000 240 . . . . . . . . 150, 000 240, 000 15, 000 
St, Vincent's Seminary .......••••...................•.....•.... - -.... - .• -.- .•••••....... --- · · · . -.- ... - - . -- .... · · · ·- • .. ------ -.-. ---.------ .••. -----. 
Theolo~ical Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Church 52 . • • • • . 45 . . . • . . 3 40 *3, 525 *1, 020 . . . . . • • . *40, 000 *125, 000 "7, 500 
at Pblladelphia. 
June 17. 
C1ozer Theol~gtcal Semmar:v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 . • . . . . . • . . . . 11 




38 5, 000 . .• .. . . . . . . . . . .. 150,000 200,000 15,000 June 9. 
39 1········1········1········1··········1··········1·······-,-40 10,000 .................................... ······ ····! June. Augustinian Monastery of St. Thomas of Villanova...... 97 
Theological Seminary of the General Assembly of the 29 
Presbyterian Church in the Uuiteu States. 
13 6 























































Baker Theological Institute ..••.•..• •. , .. , . , .. "... . . . . . . 28 • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 3 3!1 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • .• . . 
Theological depaa-tment of Cumberland University....... 15 1 10 7 2 40 4, 000 . ••.• ••. .••. •. .. 10,000 20,000 1, 500 June 3. 
Nashville Normal and Theological Institute.............. 50 0 0 0 2 36 2, 000 .••.. •• . . •.•. .. . 75,000 0 0 May 20. 
Theological course in Fisk Uni>ersity" .... .. ....... ...•.. 12 ..•... .••••. .•.... 3 40 .••......•••.••..••••••..••••••••..•..•••••..•.•.••••. May 23. 
Theological depal'tment of Central Tennessee College.... 45 0 0 0 3 36 340 •••......••...•.••••.•••......••.••...•••..... May 20. 
'l'heological department of Vanderbilt University........ 50 .••••. ..•••. 16 3 40 7, 000 5, 000 200 100,000 200,000 14,000 May 28. 
Theological department, University- of the South......... 7 0 4 0 3 40 (c) (c) (c) 30,000 .••••••••.•••••••... August 5. 
Theological depaa-tment of Burritt College................ ...... 0 0 .•.... 6 40 (c) (c) (c) (c) 0 0 
Theological department of Baylor University............ 11 ...... ..••.. ...• .. 3 40 (c) (c) (c) •••••••••..••••••••..••••••••. June 10. 
Theolo¥cal department of Trinity University............ 12 .................................................................................... 
Union heolo~ical Seminary.............................. 51 0 40 19 3 36 11, 000 . • • . . . . . 205 40, 000 240, 000 16, 500 
Richmond Ins itute ..••. :................................. 86 ...•.. ..•... 7 6 36 2,400 .•••.••. 100 50,000 .•.....•..•••••••••. May17. 
Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Gen- 12 . • . . . . 10 . • . • . . 3 40 bOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22, 000 1, 400 May 20. 
eral Synod South. 
ProtestantEpiscopalTheologicalSeminary .••............ 38 ...... 16 4 3 40 10,500 ........ 250 .•..•......••....•....•..••••. June24. 
Nashotah House.......................................... 16 1 3 ...... 3 42 7, 000 2, 000 40 100,000 35,000 1, 500 June 29. 
Seminary of St. Francis of Sales.......................... /200 /25 . . . . .. /25 flO 43 (g) . . . . . . .. . • . . . • • . (g) .................... 
Theological depaa-tment of Howard University........... 50 0 · 5 4 3 34 (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) May 7. 
Wayland Seminary....................................... h84 ..•••. ...... ...... 3 ...•.. 7, 000 .••..••. .•... ... 40,000 .•••••.••..••••••••. May 26. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Only $25,000 productive. 
b From a return for 1877. · 
Name. 
c Reported with classical department (see Table IX). 
dNumber ordained during the year. . 
e These statistics are for 1878. 
TABLE XI.-Memomnda. 
Location. 
/In both classical and theological departments. 
g See report of classical department (Table VI). 
hFor all departments. 
Remarks. 
Augusta Institute ..••....•••.• -········-········.·····.················· Theological department of Illinois W esleyau U mvers1ty Bl~ommgton, Ill ....................... Does not appear to be a d1stinct department. Augns_ta, Ga ..•...•••.••••••.•.•••.•• ·1 Removed to Atlanta, wit~ n:tme of Atlanta Baptist Seminary. 
Baptist Union Theolouical Seminaa-y .. ----. · · · • • • · • • • • • · ·- · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Western Baptist TheJloaical Institute ........•• ··-·-······:········.··· 
Theological Seminary olthe Protestant Episcopal Church m the Dw-
cese of Kentucky. 
Theological department of Mt. St. Mary's College ... -··········~······· 
Theological department of Hope College ........... ·····-··., •. ········ 
Theological School of Westminster College .•• - .•. -- · · · · · · · · • • • • · · · · · · · 
Martin Luther College (theolo!!i.cal department) ..••..• ·••··· ......... . 
St. Lawrence University (theofogical department) 
Christliche Bildungs-A.nstalt der Mennoniten .......... --- • · ·-- · · · · · · · · 
Theological Seminary of the United Presbyterian Church 
Theological department of U rsinus College .....•••••••••• - • • ·- ·- · • · • • · 
St. Michael's Seminary ........................................... • • • • • 
St. John's Theological Seminary .••••••.•••••.••.••••••.•••••. ·-······· 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . • . . .. • . . . .. . .. • • • . See Morgan Park. 
Georgetown, Ky • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • . Suspended. 
Louisville, Ky . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . • . . . • • . No information received. 
Emmittsburg, Md •..•.••••...••••••••. 
Holland, Mich ...••••. 
Fulton,Mo ..••••......•••••.•••....•. 
Buffalo, N. Y ..•........••..•.••...••.. 
Canton, N. Y ........ · ...• · .....•••••.... 
Wads worth, Ohio .•••................. 
Allegheny City, Pa . : .......••...•••• 
Freeland (Collegeville P. 0.), Pa .••••• 
Pittsburgh, Pa. .•••.•••.•....•••••..••. 
Norfolk, Va. .••••••.••..•.•.•.•••••.••. 
No information received. 
Suspended. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
See Canton Theological School; identical. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information receivecl. 


























































































College of Law ~Southern University ........ . 
Law School of university of .Alabama ....... . 
Hastings College of the Law (University of 
California).* 
Greensboro', Ala .•••••. ······--- ~ ------~------~ Rev. Luthe1 M. Smith, D. D., chancellor •••••• 
Tuscaloosa, Ala . . • . ......•••.. a1832 1873 Henderson M. Somerville, A. M., LL. D • ••••••• 
San Francisco, Cal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 S. Clinton Hastings, dean ..............••••• 
4 Law department of Yale College ............. . 
5 Law department in University of Georgia ... . 
6 Law department of Mercer University* .••... 
7 Bloomington Law School (lllinois Wesleyan 
University). 
8 U~~:t~~ll~~~!r~~i':s~f Chicago and North-
0 Law department of McKendree College .•.... 
10 Law department, University of Notre Dame*. 
11 Iowa College of Law (Simpson Centenary 
College). 
l!! Law department, Stato University of Iowa ... 
1:1 Law depa1-tment, Univeraitv of Kansas ....•. 
14 C ollegeof Law, K<'ntucky tJniversity b •••••• 
U L aw department of University of LouisYille . . 





.Athens, Ga ..................... 1785 1867 
Macon, Ga ...................... 1874 1874 
Bloomington, Ill................ 1853 1874 
Chicago, ill ..................... 1 •••••• 11859 
Lebanon, Til ....................... · ... 1860 
Notre Dame, Incl .......................... . 
Des Moines, Iowa .................... 1875 
Iowa City, Iowa ................ 1847 1865 
Lawrence, Kans . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . 1878 
L exington, ICy............ . . . .. . 1858 1865 
Louisville, Ky . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1846 1846 
1~ I Ln.w dt>partment of C~ntra.I U;nivet:sit;v ... -~ .. I Richmond, Ky .•......... -.-.--- ~ !87311874 
lt Law department, Str:ugbt Umvers1ty~ ....... New Orleans, La . ....... . ....... 1.810 1870 
18 Law department, University of Louisiana. .... New Orleans, La. (box 1915) .... 1847 1847 
10 School of Law of the University of Maryland. Ba.Itimore, Md. (32Mulberry st.) 1812 1815 
~0 Boston Unh·ersity School of Law ....•... ,.... ~o~ton, Mass ....... . .. ,. . 7 ••••••• 18{)9 1872 
Francis Wayland, M.A., LL.D., dean . ...... .. 
William L. Mitchell, LL.D., senior professor. 
Clifford Anderson, chairman of faculty ...•. 
Reuben M. Benjamin, A. M., dean .•••........ 
Henry Booth, LL.D., dean. 
Henry H. Horner, A.M., dean ..••.........•.. 
w.c~~~ll~~d%~;L: ~:::::: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::::: 
William G. Hammond, LL.D., chancellor ... . 
Rev . .James Marvin, D. D ................... . 
Madison C . .Johnson, LL.D ................. . 
Isaac Caldwell, president; .James S. Pirt.le, 
dean. 
Curtis F. Burnam, LL.D ••••••••••••••••••••. 
.Alfred Shaw, dean ........... . 
Carleton Hunt, dean .....•...... 
George W. Dobbin, LL.D .•••••.• 
Edmu~d H. Be~n~tt, LL. D. , d~!an ., 
4 1······1--·---~------~------2 ...... 18 ...... 7 











































18 I 100 







































21 Law School of Harvard U nh·ersiLy . .•••••..•. Cambridge, Mass .•••••...• . .••. ......... 
22 Law department, University of Michigan .•• . Ann Arbor,Mich .••. . .••...•••. 1859 
23 Law department, Shaw U Diversity* ..•••.•••. Holly Springs, Miss .••...•••••. 
24 Department of Law, U nivereity of Mississippi. Oxford, Miss ..•..••.••....•••••• 1844 25 Law department, State University of Missouri Columbia, Mo . .••............... 1839 26 St. Lows Law School (Washington Univet·sity) St. Louis, Mo. (1417 Lucas 1853 
Place). 27 Albany Law School (Union University) ...•.. Albany, N.Y ................... 1851 28 Law School of Hamilton College* ..•••.••••••• Clinton, N.Y ...•••.......•••••. 29 Columbia College Law SchooL ......••••••.••. NewYork,N. Y .••. .....••.... . 1754 30 D~faN~eJr0~~-Law, University of the City NewYork,N. Y ..•..••.•....•.. 1830 
31 Law department, University of North Caro- Chapel Hill, N.C .••...••....... 1'i89 
lin a. 
32 Law department, Rutherford College ..•....•. Happy Home, N.C .•••.•.•••.... 1871 
33 Law department, Trinity College ........•.••. Trinity, N.C .............•...•. 1852 
34 Law School of the Cincinnati College ......... Cincinnati, Ohio ................ 1819 
35 Law department, Wilberforce University .•.. Wilberforce, Ohio .•.••......... 1863 
36 Law department, Lafayette College .........•. Easton, Pa ...............••...•. 
37 Law department, University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa .........•...••. 1755 
38 Law course in Lehigh Universityc .........••. South Bethlehem, Pa ...•.•.••••. 
39 Law School, Cumberland University ..•...... Lebanon, Tenn ...........•.... . 1842 
40 Law department, Vanderbilt University ...••. Nashville, Term .•••••.•••••... . 1872 
41 Department of Law (Trinity University) d ... Tehuacana, Tex •••...•......... 
42 School of Law and Equity, Washington and Lexington, Va .......•••........ 1782 
Lee University.* 
Richmond, Va ................... 1840 43 Law School, Richmond College* ... -.-- .• -•• -. 
44 Law School, University ofVnginia ........••. Universit\vofVirginia, Va .••... 1819 
45 Law deJ.lartment, University of' Wisconsin .... Madison, is ......•............ 1838 
46 Columbian University Law School ........... Washington, D.C .••.....••..•.. 1821 
47 Law department of Georgetown University .. Washington, D. C ...•.....•..... 1815 
48 Law deSartment of Howard University ...•.. Washington, D. C .••......•••••• 1867 
49 N a tiona U Diversity, law department •••.•.••. Washington, D. C ••••..•••.••••. 1870 
..... ~ .. '('~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Charter of university. 
1817 Charles W. Eliot, LL.D., president; C. C. 6 •••••· 
::: 1 .. :~~.1 11 Langdell, LL. D., dean. 190 1859 .Tames B. Angell, LL.D., president; Thomas 6 ...... 
M. Cooley, LL.D., dean. 
Rev. W. W. Hooper, A.M., pre!Jident of uni- 1 ...... 6 ·•·•• · .•••.. versi~. 
1853 Alexan er P. Stewart, chancellor ......••••. 3 3 21 3 13 1872 Philemon Bliss, LL.D., dean .......... : ...... 2 4 28 .......... 13 1867 Henry lptchcock, LL. D., dean ....•••••••••• 7 0 77 27 26 
1851 Horace E. Smith, LL.D •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 3 80 30 64 
Rev. Samuel G. Brown, D. D., LL.D .•••••••••• 2 •..... 30 10 .. ......... 1858 Theodore W. Dwight, LL.D., warden ....•... 5 ...... 436 245 190 1858 Henry E. Davies, LL.D •••••••••••••••••••••• 5 ...... ........... ...... .. ........ 
179:i Kemp P. Battle, LL. D ••••••••••••••••••••••. 2 .•••.. 7 ······•······ 
Rev. R. L. Abernethy, A. ){ ••••••............ 1 1852 Re.v.B. Craven, D.D.,LL. D •••••••••••••••••. 2 0 14 0 0 1833 Rufus Kinf' LL.D., dean ••.........•.....•.. 5 0 127 74 1872 Rev. B. F. ee, B. D .• ••••••••••• •••••••• .•••. 2 1874 William S. Kirkpatrick, A.M., dean ......... 
1790 E. Cojpee Mitchell, LL.D., dean .••••••...... 5 0 141 39 1878 Rev .. M.Leavitt, D. D ••••••••••••••••••••. 1 2 24 1847 Nathan Green, A.M., LL.D., chancellor . .••• •. 3 0 22 27 1874 Thomas H.Malone,M.A.,dean .••••..••..••. 3 0 38 4 12 1874 R. W. Pitman,A.M .•......•.•••••••••...... 3 9 2 1867 Gen. G. W. Custis Lee, president of univer- 5 2 26 l:l 
1840 
sity. 
B. Puryear, chairman of faculty .......••••. 1 2 18 6 1825 James F. Harrison, M. D., chairman of faculty 2 0 126 32 1850 
.J. H. Carpenter, LL.D., dean .•••..•...••..... 7 1 56 15 25 1864 James C. Welling, LL.D ••••••••••••••••••••. 3 0 141 34 1870 Charles W. Ho:ffi:iian, LL.D., dean .••••••..•. 6 0 48 7 7 1870 Richard •.r. Greener, A. B., LL.D., dean .•••••• 3 8 0 0 1870 Arthur MacArthur ••••••.•••.•••.•.•••••.. 4 80 14 52 



















TABLE Xlt.-Statistics of schools of law jo1·1879, ~c.-Continued. 
0 Q ~ Library. Property, income, &c. ~ =+l co a) ~ rt;1 0 ~ 0 ~ rt;1 a) Cl) ~ ~ 0 1=1 ~ ~ Ill ,l:l ri:J .g ~ a) 
.a ~ . ~ 0 ?.. .s~ Q)§ ri:J rn • co 0 .a _..,.rn Q) :<:l ...,.co rt;1. ::l coQ:> :Jfi 0~ co .!>I 0 ,::g~ Name. I;~ ~] ~ A ceo l::lrr.l rt;1 ... I Date of next Cl>a;> ~ .-.o ::lb.O 0 • Aaj ct>l::l commencement • ~I» CI>,.Q 0~ ~:~ ~:3 ct>..._ ~~-~ ~-S s'g l»o =~ I> A ~:a .... ~ ........ .... ..... .... .... ~~ .g~ 0 0 .g 0 0 ..... ~ 0 
~ ... ~ ... <t>a;> .... ..o ~ :ss a) "; a;> gj?. 0 Cl) AO ~ ! ::l ..0 ~ a;> Cl) p s ·G)~ ~ ~ ... ::l 0 0 0 'a s "' C) ~ Q:> z < ~ p.. < ~ ~ I 1--l--l---l---l--1---l---~---l---1---l------
1 11 I 12 13 14 1~ 16 11' 18 J9 20 21 
1· I I 1---l---l--1---~---1----1---l---l-----
1 Collcrre of Ln.wtiSouthern Uuiversity .•......•••••.•••.•••••.••.....•••. ·····-~······ 
2 Law §chool of niversity of Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . • . . • . . • • • . 11 40 
3 Hastings College of the !.aw (University of California)* . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . 3 40 
4 Law department of Yale College....................................... b2 34 










6 Law department of Mercer University*.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • . 1 
7 Bloomington Law School (Tilinois Wesleyan University) . .... .. . ... •••. 2 
8 Union College of Law of Chicago and Northwestern Universities...... 2 
9 Law department of McKendree Colle~e............... •• • •• .. . • • • . • • • . . 2 
10 Law department, University of Notre lJame*.. ... ........ ..•••... ...... 2 
11 Iowa Colle~e of Law (Simpson Centenary College) . • . • • . • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . 1 
12 Law department, State University of Iowa............................. 1, 2 
13 Law department, University of Kansas . .. • . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2 
14- College of Law, Kentucky University e................................. 2 
15 Law department of University of Louisville............................ 2 
16 Law department of Central University................................. 2 
17 Ln.w department, Straight University*.................................. 2 
18 Law departmentJ Univer~ity ~f Louisiana . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . 2 
1!1 School of Law or the Umvers1ty of Maryland.......................... 2 
20 Boston University School of Law....................................... 3 
21 Ln.w School of llarvard Universit:y. .. .. .. . .. . . . . • . • . . .. .. • .. • • • • • ••• • • • 3 













33 125, 75, 50 
36 150 
26 25 
: ~~::: ~: :~:::: :::::::: :::::::: · $ioo,"ooo · ·$7,:-ooo · :::::::: 
8, 200 1, 000 300 . • • . . • • . 10, 000 600 .•...... 
600 . . . • • . 0 (c) 0 0 $420 
··"{c)··· ··(~)- · · .. (~)·· ··"(c) ... """"{c)···· . · "{~) · · · ··"(c)··· 
........ ...... •••.•••. $0 0 0 5,814 
· · 2; 46o · · · 5oo · · · • · 256 · ···(c.>··· · •• ·<~> · · · · · · ·<~> · · · .. 5; 54i · 
· · 2; 2oo · · ··· o· ....... o · · .. <~>- · · ····{c) .... · · ·<~> · · · · ""i42o· 
.••..... •••... .••..•.. .••..... .......•.. ........ 2,400 
390 250 25 . • • . • • . . .. . • • • . .. . . • • . . . . . 300 
0 0 0 .••.••• ·••·•••••· ............... . 
g26, 000 • • • • • . . .. . . • . . 10, 000 0 .. • . • . • . 3, 000 
















· i7; 5oo ·1: :::::1::::::::1::::::: :1···53~ 689 ·1· · 5; sso ·1· 2o: 925 ·1 ~~~: ~o. 
6, 000 ......................... :. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . March 24. 
23 Law department, Shaw Umversity* . . . • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . • . . 3 
24 Department of law, University of Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . 1 
25 Law department, State Univ:ersity of ¥iss~uri.................... .• • • . 2 
26 St. Louts Law School (Washmgton Umvers1ty)...... •. . . . • . . . . • • . •••••. 2 
\!7 A.ll.>nny La.w School (Union University) • . . . . • . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . . h1 
-.. 4o -~- ...... 5o-~--i," iiiiii ·1··· 25·1·---- i5 -~-- -(c_) __ -~--- -<~>:-. -~-- -(~-)- --~-- .. 65ii. June 24. 
29 40 750 .••••. . ••. . ... (c) I c) (c) 680 I March 25. 
31 60 3, 272 .••• •. 144 (c) (c) (c) 5, 280 June 9. 



























































*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
· a Fees for the scholastic year. 
b With graduate course, 4 years. 

















5, 000 ~------~--------1········1··········1········1· ..... . -~·-~~~- :::::: --~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: -~~·-~:~-~ M:~-12. 
100 ...•......•••..•••...............••.........••• . June 3. 
30 i········i······i········i········i··········i·· ······i········l June 10. 60, 30 1, 723 . . . • . . 312 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 6, 604 May 26. 
June 15. 
··· i. · ··· 2o · · · ·· ··ioo· · · · · 5oo · :::::: :::::::: ·2o; ooo · :::::::::: ~:: ::::: :::::::: June 3. 
2 40 100 (c) (c) .••... .. (c) (c) (c) 3, 800 May 27. 
1 .... .. 100 .............. ·•• ····· ........ ------ .•...••..••...•.•••. 
2 37 85 800 • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . June 25. 
2 36 80 . •• . . . • . . •• • • . . • • . . . . . (c) (c) (c) 1, 400 June. 
2 40 25, 60, 80 3, 000 •••••. . .. .. . . . (c) (c) (c) 9, 265 .July 1. 
2 38 k18 1,200 ...... 150 ............••••••..•...•. ........ June21. 
3 34 75 .....••....•........•. 20,000 ••••••.....•....•......... June 8. 
3 34 50 (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) 1, 282 June 2. 
3 38 40 300 ...... .•••.••. .•...... ......•... .••.•••. 300 May 28. 
3 36 45 . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3, 000 June 15. 
d Matriculation fee. 
e Since suspended. 
f Includes matriculation fees. 
g State property. 
TABLE XII.-Memomnda. 
h With 1 year of previous study. 
i Since closed. 
j Suspended ; statistics are for 1878. 
k For non-residents; matriculation fee for each student,$50. 
Locati~n. Remarks. 
Department of Law (Indiana University) .•...••..••.•••••.••• -························-~Bloomington, Ind ••••••••••••.••• .' •••••••••••••• ! Sus:pended. 
Course of Law in Iowa Wesleyan University ••••••.•••••.•••• • ••• • • • • • ·---- · • •• • •• • •• • • • Mt . . Pleasant, Iowa...................... ......... No 1~fo~ation received. 
St. Joseph Law School. ..••••........•..•..•..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• St. Joseph, Mo •••••••••••••••••••••••..•••..•.. Not m enatence. 
Law School (University of South Carolina) .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•• •••• Columbia, S.C .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 8uspended. 



















TABLE XIII.-Stati8tics of schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmacy for 1879; f1'01n replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
• •. - .-. ~- • • --r- - •. ~ . ,.,..,._ __ • ':if -.,..-... ··~ 
Name. 
-~ 'g 
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"' 0 ~ai lui 
ctJ ~ 0;..... 
~~ ~5-0::l ...,..., 



















~oil-~ E-o ;3 
















£ I I 1--1--1 , __ , __ , __ , __ 
1 2 3 4 :i 6 
,. 8 9 10 
I 1--1--1 , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ 
I.-MEDICAL AND SURGICAL. 
1.-Rcgular. 
~ j Coll«?g<' of 1\te<licil!e, Southern University ..•.... 
Mc<hcnl Collogo of Alabama ................... . 
Medical department of Arkansas Industrial 
University. 
4 Mrdieal Coli. oft he Pacific (University College). 
5 Medical department, University of California .. . 
0 Medical departmrnt of Yale College. 
7 A Unntn. Medical College .. 
8 Southern Medical College. 
9 Medical College of Georgia (Unh·ersity of 
Ge01·gin.). 
10 Savannah Medical College 
l1 Chicago Medical College (Northwestern Uni-
versity). 
12 Rnsh :Me<licnl College.~ ....................... .. 
13 Woman's .Medical College ..................... .. 
14 I Medical Collego of Evansville ..... _ ..........•.. 
15 Medical College of Fort Wa:vne ................ . 
lll Mcllical College of Indiana (Butler University). 
Greensboro', Ala .............. --~· ... --~-- .... I Rev. Luther M . Smith, D. D., chancellor. 
Mobile, Ala..................... 1860 1859 William H. Anderson, M.D., dean ........ 
Little Rook, Ark................ 1879 1879 P. 0. Hooper, M. D 
San Francisco, CaL ....•.•..... -~- ..... 11858 
San Francisco, Cal..... . . . . . . . . . 1il68 1872 
New Haven, Conn .••...... . .... 1810 1813 
At lau ta, Gn..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 18M lR!'\5 
Atlanta, Ga..................... 1879 1879 
Augusta, Ga .................... 1828 1829 
Savannah, Ga .......... .. ...... . 1838 1853 
Chicago, 111 ..................... 1859 1859 
Chicago, Ill ..................... 1837 1843 
Chicago, Ill. (337 South Lincoln 1870 1870 
street). 
Evansville, Ind.................. 1845 1849 
Fort Wayne, Iml ................ 1878 1876 
Indianapolis, Ind.... . ... .. ...... l878 1878 
Henry Gibbons,jr., :r.r. D., dean ..........• 
R. Beverly Cole, A.B., M.D., 1\LR.c.s., dean. 
Charles A. Lindsley, M.D., dean .••....... 
Jno. Thad. Johnson, M.D., dean ........ .. 
Thomas S. Powell, M.D., president; R. C. 
Word, M.D., dean. 
DeSaussure Ford, M.D., dean .....••..... 
W. M. Charters, M. D., president; W. 
Dunca-n, M. D., dean. 
Nathan Smitll Davis, M.D., LL.D., dean .. 
.T.Adams AUen,M. D., LL.D ............ .. 
William H. Byford,A.M.,lii.D ........•.. 
George B. Walker, M.D., dean .......... . 
H. D. Wood,A.liL,lii.D.,dean ........... . 
Job)} Chambers, M. D. 1 dean 
1g ----~-~---~~l:::~:l""i8 
10 0 60 1 15 
12 3 45 6 13 
9 4 32 
···---
12 
(9) 110 . ...... 38 121 3 64 8 ...... 
112 
...... 1 24 
12 0 •••••• 
14 
10 
20 0 147 22 37 
33 0 479 90 129 
14 ----- 65 40 5 





































17 Medical dep!lrtnleht ol the State University of Iowa City, Iowa................. 1847 1870 J". :t. Pickard, Lt. D., president; W. F. I> 7 125 • • • • • . 15 
Iowa. Peck, A. M., M. D., dean. 
18 Colle~e of Physicians and Surgeons ... __ .. :····· Keo~u~, Iowa .........•......... 1849 1849 .J. 9· _Hughes, M. _n., dean................. 9 1 262 ••••.. 78 
19 Ho~pital College of Medicine (Central Umver- Lomsville, Ky •.. - ........... -.. 1874 1874 William H. Bolling, 111. D., dean . ---- •. -.. 10 . • • . . . 80 . • . . . . 18 ~0 K:~t[~~ky School of Medicine ................... Louisville, Ky ................... 1849 1850 A. B. Cook, A.M., M.D .••... ·----·........ 8 -·--.. 136 .••••. 43 
21 LouisvilleMedicalCollege ...................... Louisville,Ky ...•.•••........... 1868 1869 .J.A.Ireland,M.D.,dean................. 8 0 140 ·----· 70 
22 Medical department of the University of Louis- Louisville, Ky .........•......... 1837 1837 .J. M . .Bodine, M.D., dean................. 14 0 247 •••••. 95 
ville. 
23 Medical department of the University of Lou- New Orleans, La .•••.•.......... 1835 1834 Tobias G. Richardson, M.D., dean.--·.... 7 .••••. ·193 ..•.•. 50 isiana. 
24 Medical School of Maine (Bowdoin College) .. ... Bnmswick, Me .................. 1820 1820 .Joshua L. Chamberlain, LL.D ..... --·-... (14) a93 a26 
25 Portland School for Medical Instruction b .. .• _.. Portland, Me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1858 1856 Frt>deric Henry Gerrish, M. D .... -.... -. . 11 I 0 18 7 
26 College of Ph sicians and Sm·geons ____ ........ Baltimore, Md .... .. . . . . .. ..••. . 1872 1872 Thomas Opie, M.D., dean ...•... --··----· 11 1 336 ...... 80 
27 School of Medicine (University of Maryland) . . . Baltimore, Md .. _................ 1807 1807 L. McLane Tiffany, M.D., dean . . . . . . . . . . 18 . . . . . . 132 ••. _. . 53 
28 Harvard .Medical School (Harvard University) .. Boston, Mass .. -----·······...... 1782 Calvin Ellis, M.D., dean· ----·-·····---·- (40) 251 115 70 
29 Department of Medicine and Surgery (Univer- Ann Arbor, Mich ......... -·---- 1850 Alonzo B. Palmer, 111. D., dean............ 17 ...•• . 350 16 104 
sity of Michigan) . . . l'J1 
30 Detr~it ~edical College.:- ... ,_ ................. Detrmt,_Mwh .......... --- ... --. 1868 1868 Theo. A. McG:·aw, M.D.................. 18 0 120 ....•. 29 t-3 
31 MedtcalSchooloftheUruversityoftheStateof Columllla,Mo .•................. 1839 1873 .JosepltG.Nonvood,M. D.,LL.D.,dean .... 7 3 43 ...... 9 > 
Missouri. t-3 
32 KansasCityCollegeofPhysiciansandSur~eons. KansasCity,Mo .•.•••.......•.. 1869 1869 S.S.Todd,M.D.,dean ................•••. 9 1 44 2 9 ~ 
33 St . .Joseph Hospital Medical College.---- .. -.... St . .Tos~ph, Mo .. . •.•. --.------.- 1877 Charle8 F. Knight, M.D.................. 10 19 ·----- 9 ~ 
34 MissouriMedicalCollege .......••• . •........... St. Loms, Mo. (23d street and 1840 1840 P.Gervais.Robinson,M.D.,dean .....••. 16 0 295 .•.... 87 ~ Chris~y avenue). a 
35 St. Louis Medical College······:···;···· · ······ St. Loms,Mo .........•......... 1841 1842 .John T.Hodgen,M.D.,dean............. 20 ...... c168 ...... 56 >-
36 New Hampshire Medical InstitutiOn (Dart- Hanover,N.H .................. 1769 1796 C.P.Frost,M.D.,dean................... 1 10 ·100 ...... 23 t1 
mouth College). . . . 
37 Albany Medical College (Uruon Umversity)--.. Albany, N.Y---.--.--.--.--.---. 1839 1838 Thomas Hun, M.D., dean . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . 14 2 161 . . . . • . 43 t-3 
38 LonzislandCollegeHospital~ ............ -:-.... Brooklyn,N.Y .................. 1858 1860 SamuelG.Armor,M. D.,LL.D.,dean...... (18) 120 ·----- ------ >--
39 Medical department, Umversity ofBuffalo .•.•• . Buffalo, N. Y ---- -· ------ ..... --. 1846 1847 .James P. White, M.D. __ ..•... __ ...... __ . 5 4 138 6 40 t;t1 
40 BellevueHospit~l.MedicalCollege* -----····:·· NewYork,N.Y ................ 1861 1861 IsaacE.Taylor,M.D .................... 25 .•••.. 419 •..... 130 t:"'4 
41 CollegeofPhyslclansanol Surgeons(Columbia NewYork,N.Y ................ 1807 1807 AlonzoClark,M.D.,LL.D ................ 44 o 485 180 109 ~ Colleae).* Ul 
42 Medical department, University of the City of New York, N. Y---- · · ---------- . ---.. 1841 Chas. Inslee Pardee, M. D., dean . _ ... _.. 27 .• __ .. 556 117 204- • New York. 
43 Woman'sMedicaJ.CollegeoftheNewYorkin- New Yor)k, N.Y. (128 Second 1864 1868 Samuel Willets-----·----·-----........ 0 17 52 2 10 :fil1llary. avenue . _ 
4o4 Colle~eofMedicine?fSy_racuseUniversity:···· S.vracuse,_N. Y -------·-·---·-· · 1875 1872 Frederick Hyde, M.D., dean............ 13 4 45 5 62 
45 Mellwal School (Umversity of North Carolma). Chapel Hill, N.C ........................... Kemp P. Battle, LL.D. (president ofuni- 3 ...... 7 ........... . 
C. . t' C ll f ...... d" . d S c· . t' Oh" varsity). 
46 mc?Jillai o eg~o :ue Icmean urgery ..•. ~nc~nna~, ~o ................ 1851 1851 D. D.Bramble;M.D.,dean -·-----·----- 9 ...... 110 ------ 32 
47 M!ldi~al Co~ege of Ohio ......................... C~nc~nnat~, Oh~o ............. --- 1819 1819 W. w. Dawson, M.D., dean............. 19 326 · ---- - ••••. • 
48 Miamt Medtcal_College ......................... Cmcmnati, 0~10 ................ 1852 1852 .John A. Murphy, M.D., dean........... 10 ...... 150 25 33 
49 CIC~ll~~~.¥edical College (Western Reserve Cleveland, Oh10 ................ 1843 1843 .JohnBennitt,M.D.,dean ............... . 12 1 73 1 26 
50 ¥edical depar~ent, Wooster University ...... Cleveland, 0hl:o ------ .......... 1864 1864 G. c. E. Weber, M.D., LL.D., dean........ 13 3 106 4 38 
51 Columl>us Medical College ...................... Columbus, Ohw ......•......... 1875 1875 D. N. Kinsman, M.D., dean-·---·-·----· 5 3 143 21 51 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Also, 33 attended during the summer tel1ll. C:.."1 
a Class of 1878. d These 8tatistics are for the year 1878. 00 b This institution does not confer degrees. " ~ 
TABLE XIII.-Statistics of schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmacy for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. Location. 
1 2 
~~ ~tarling Medical College. ....................... Col urn bus, Ohio ............... . 
53 Medical department, Willametto University . . . Portland, Oreg ....••.........•. 
54 Jt-1l'orson Medical College ....................... Philadelphia, Pa ............... . 
55 Medical department, University of Pennsyl- Philadelphia, Pa ............... . 
van in. 
56 Woman's Medioni CollegeofPennsylvania* ..... Philadelphia, Pa . ... 
57 lt(eclical College of the State of South Carolina .. Charleston, S. C 
58 Mt•dical department of the University of Nash- Nashville, Tenn 
ville. ~ 
59 l\£edionl department of Vanderbilt University*. NashYille, Tenn 
60 MehalTy Medical Department of Central Ten- Nashville, Tenn 
ll{'Ssee College. 
61 Nashville Medical College (University of Ten- Nashville, Tenn 
nesst-e). 
62 'l'exas Medical College and Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . Galveston, Tex ....... . .....•... 
63 .Medical department, University ofVermont .... Burlington, Vt ................ .. 
64 Medical College of Virginia. . .................... Richmond, Va ........... ... ... . 
65 Medical department, University of Virginia .•.. University of Virginia, Va. . •••. 
G6 Medical department, Georgetown University... Washington, D. C. (Tenth and E 
streets). 
67 Medical department of Howard University ... . . Washington, D. C 





Q;) -~ ~ ~ bJl ~ ~ Q 
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0 0 





















69 I Collfornia. Medical College (Eclectic)............ Oakland, Cal .......... ... ...... I 1878 I 1879 
Corps of in-1 
struction. Students. 
----
.s "d ~j cl:> ~ Q l'l "d 
..., ~-S Q;) ~ ~ s >tl ~a:> s . ~ . ~a:> 8~ 000 ~aS $~~ m~ !::~ ~ Q;)M 000 
a3"d ~ :S'el ~-+'" AEl 1 ee -+'"-OJ §~ ]~-~ «ll':l A-;1 ooa:> 
.-c- l'l ~-; ~ .,s s ] ';l .... «! Q;) ~ i ~ ~ Q;) ~g~ Q;) 0 .... ~~-+'" p::; :z; Poe Poe 
President or dean. 
--
--
, ~ 6 7 s 9 10 
--------
F. Carter, M.D., dean .............. · · .. ·1 14 
0. P. S. Plummer, 111. D., dean........... 10 
Ellerslie Wallace, 111. D .. • • • . .. • .. • • . . • . . 15 
James Tyson, M. D. (secretary) .. •.. .... 
Rachel L . Bodley, A.M., dean ........... (16) 
John P. Chazal, M.D., dean . . ........... 8 
W. T. Briggs, M.D., dean ............... 18 
Thomas Menees, 111. D., dean ............ 18 
G. W. Hubbard, M. D., dean ............ 4 
Duncan Eve, M.D., dean ......... . ...... 15 
J. F. Y. Paine, M. D., dean .......... ... . (7) 
M. H. Buckham, 111. D .•••••••••••••••••• 7 
James B . McCaw, M. D., dean . ......... . 8 
James F . Harrison, 1\I. D. (chairman of 5 
faculty). 
F . .A.. Ashford, M. D., dean .............. 14 
Gideon S. Palmer, M . D., dean ... .. ..... 8 
.A.. F . .A.. King, 111. D., dean .............. . 11 
















71 ........ 20 
33 .............. 9 
572 .. .. ...... 196 
378 82 91 
a81 ............. 17 
71 ............ b23 
110 ............ 45 
226 .......... 93 
22 3 8 
127 .......... 57 
6 
140 8 49 
60 16 24 
53 ........... 21 










































70 Bennett Medical College .... • .•••••••••••.•••••. Chicago, Ill. (51lanu513 State st.) 1869 1868 Milton :[ay, :M. D., dean •.••.. ·- .•••..•. . 13 ...... ....... . ..... 29 71 American Medical College* ..................... St. Louis, Mo ........••••••.... 1873 1873 G. C. P1tzer, :M. D., dean .....••.•.•..•.. 7 2 .•.... ......... 35 72 Eclectic Medical College of the City of New New York, N.Y. (1 Livingston 1865 1866 RobertS. Newton, M.D ..••...•••...•••. 2 8 135 16 25 York.* place and E. Fifteenth st.). 
Robert A. Gunn, M. D., dean .••.•.....•. 10 47 10 6 73 United States Medical College ..•••........•.... N ew York, N.Y ............... . 1878 1878 ....... 74 Eclectic Medical Institute ...................... Cincinnati, Ohio .•••••.......... 1845 1843 John M. Scuddor, ~r. D., de.11n ..••..••••. 8 0 242 ......... 74 
3. Homreopathic. 
75 Chicago Homreo£_athic College ........ _ ......... Chicago, TIL (200 Michigan ave.). 1876 1876 J. S. Mitchell, M. D .•••••....•••.•...•.•. 
': ~--··:· 80 ··---- 31 76 Hahnemann Me teal College and Hospital .••••. Chicago, Ill. {2811 and 2813 Cot- 1855 1859 R. Ludlam, M.D., dean .........••.•••... 280 15 66 tage Grove avenue). 1877 1877 A. C. Cowperthwaite, M.D., PH. D., dean. 47 3 3 77 Homreopathic medical department, State Uni- Iowa, City, Iowa ............... versitv of Iowa. 
78 Boston Universit-y School of Medicine ........•. Boston, Mass. (East Concord st.). 1869 1873 I. Tisdale Talbot, M.D., dean .•••••••••• . ·(33) 113 10 35 79 Homreopathic Medical College (University of Ann Arbor, Mich ............... 1875 E. C. Franklin, M.D., dean .••.•..•••.••.. (9) 70 ......... 25 Michigan). 
St. Louis, Mo ...•.••......••••.. 1857 1859 G. S. Walker, M.D., dea.n ••.••.•••••••••. 13 0 54 17 80 Homreopathic Medical College of Missouri ..... ......... 81 Homreopathic College of Physicians and Sur- Buffalo, N. Y ................... 1879 1879 S. W. Wetmore, M.D., dean .••..••.••••.. 11 3 .•••.. ...... 6 
00 geons. 
New York, N.Y. (568Fifthave.). 1859 John W. Dowling, M.D., dean .•..••.••.. 21 40 1-3 82 New York Hom_reo~a.thic Medical CollP-,fe •..... 1859 ...... 121 .. ...... > 83 NewYorkMedtca College for Women ........ New York, N.Y. (cor. Lexington 1863 1863 Mrs. Diantha E. Sackett .••.•...•.•••••. 0 20 50 ......... 27 1-3 ave. and Thirty-seventh st.). 
H 84 Pulte Medical College ........•................. Cincinnati, Ohio (cor. Seventh 1872 1872 D. W. Hartshorn, M.D., dean •.•.•••..•. 7 2 66 
·-·-·· 
32 00 and Mound streets). 1-3 85 Homreopathic Hospital College*.---- ........... Cleveland, Ohio (99Prospectst.). 1849 1849 N. Schneider, M. D., dean ................. 10 2 115 24 ........... H c 86 Hahnemann Medical Colle!!e of Philadelnhia . . . Philadelphia, Pa. (1105 Filbert 1848 1848 A. R. Thomas, M.D., dean .••....•....... 19 0 205 28 61 ~ street). 87 Indiana Dental Colle~ ......................... Indianapolis, Ind ............... 1879 1879 Wm. L. Heiskell (president ex officio) ... 13 6 2 
....• i 1-3 88 Baltimore Coll~e of ental Surgery .•••..•••••• Baltimore, Md ...............•.. 1839 1840 . FerdinandJ. S.Gorgas, M.D., D.D.s., dean. 10 0 73 11 > 89 Boston Dental ollege .•••...•••...•.••.......•. Boston, Mass ................... 1868 1868 Isaac J. Wetherbee, D.D.s., president; 14 0 65 17 t:d 
90 Dental School of Harvard Universit:v ........... Boston, Mass ............... ~ ••. Elisha Chenery, M. D., dean. ~ 1ll68 1868 Thos.ll. Chandler, D. M.D., dean .••.•••. 12 3 15 0 5 tzj 91 Dental College of the University of Michigan ... Ann Arbor, Mich ............... 1874 1874 Jonathan Taft, D.D.s., dean •••••••••••. 4 2 83 40 15 r:p 92 Missouri Dental College ........•....•...••.•••. St. Louis, Mo ................... 1865 1866 Henry H. Mudd, M.D., dean ..••...•••••. 12 4 8 7 93 Western College of Dental Surgeons .......••••. St. Louis, Mo ................... 
.... i9 94 New York College ofDentistry ................. NewYork,N.Y. (24SE.Twenty- 1865 "i866" ·1ha~k-Abbott, -M~ i>:~~iea~~::::::::: ::::: 24 0 99 10 third street). 95 Ohio College of Dental Sur-eery ...............•. Cincinnati, Ohio .. __ ............ 1844 1845 H. A. Smith, D.D.s., dean ............... 8 2 70 .... -. 31 96 D epartment of dentistry, Diversity of Penn- Philadelphia, Pa ••••.•..•....... 1878 Chas. J. Essig, M.D., D.D.s. (secretary) .. 21 5 77 4 20 sylvania. 
97 Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery .••..... Philadelphia, Pa .•••••••........ 185i 1855 C. N. Peirce, M. D., dean ••••••••••••••••. 15 .14 127 10 57 98 Philade~hia Dental College ...................... Philadelphia, Pa .•.•............ 1863 1863 D. D. Smith, M. D., dean .................. 12 3 118 ....... 41 99 Dental apartment of the University of Ten- Nashville, Tenn ................ 1878 1878 Duncan Eve, M.D., dean •••...••••••.... 7 ...... 24 17 7 nessee. 
100 Dental department of Vanderbilt University .... Nashville, Tenn .•.....•••...... 
........... 1879 William H. Morgan, M.D., D. D. s., dean .. (22) •••••• ••••••.••••• ill. PHARMACEUTICAL. •1----~-1 68 1······1 8 101 I California College of Pharn1acy ••••••••.•.•••••• San Francisco, Cal. (corner Clay 1872 1872 Emlen Painter, dean ••••••........•.••• · and Kearny streets). C1 















TABLE XIII.-Statistics of schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmadiJ for 1879, 9-c.- Continued. 





'§ i b.() ~ "' 0 
.... .... 0 0 
<l;) <P ~ ~ 
A A 
-- -
1 I 2 3 4 
Chicago College of Pharmacy*...... . . • • • • . . • . . . Chicago, Ill. (79 Dearborn st.) . . 1859 1860 
Louisville College of Pharmacy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, Ky .••....• -......... 1873 1871 
Class in pharmacy (medical department of the New Orleans, La ............••...•.....••••. 
University of Louisiana). 
Maryland C'olleg'e of Ph~rmacy ........ -···---·· :Baltimore, Md .................. 1841 1841 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy............ :Boston, Mass . . .. .. .. . . • . • • . • . • . 1852 1867 
School ofPharma«y of the University of::M.ich- .Ann Arbor, Mich............... . ..... 1868 
i.,.an. 
St.'l-ouis College ofPharmary ................. . 
College of Pharmacy of tho City of New York .. 
Cincinnati College of Pharmacy 
St. Louis, Mo ................... 1866 1865 
New York, N.Y. (209and 2ll E. 1831 1829 
Twenty-third street). 
Cincinnati, Ohio (cor. Fifth and 1850 1871 
John streets). 
Phila<1elphia College of Pharmacy* ..........•.. 
Pittsburgh College of Pharmacy ............. _ .. 
Dt>partment of pi.Jarmacy of Vanderbilt Uni-
versity. 
N ntional College of Pharmacy 
Philadelphia, Pa ................ 1822 1821 
Pittsburgh, Pa ................. 1878 1878 
Nashville, Tenn ................ 1879 
Washington, D. C .............. 1872 1872 
Corps of 
instruction. Students. 
President oc dean. 
.a rd <Pal fi ~>-"' =.S 
rd IS ..c:l~ fi 0"" ~ -;.~ ., ., ~~ <Sal .,<l;) ~~ ~ ~~ <110 ~~ 1 ~e ~~ >Crd • ~0 ::Hi!<P 1=1-.'tij <l;l<P 'tiias~ ~~ l=l ~ <l:) ~ i:l-~-~ ~ "' ~@~ ~ <11 
<l:) 0 f f~'<O ~ lzi ~ ~ 
--
~ 6 7' 8 9 
------
C. Gilbert Wheeler, PH.D ........ -...... 5 0 60 ~------
C. Lewis Diehl.......................... 3 0 47 0 
Randell Hunt, LL. D., president of uni- ...................... .. 
versity. 
Joseph 'Roberts ...... _.................. 3 .. .. .. 60 
1 
.. ----
:Bf'njamin F. Stacey..................... 4 0 85 0 
Albert:B.Prescott,M.D.,dean ........... 10 ...... 80 
James M. Good, PH. G., dean ..•.•........ 
Ewen Mcintyre, PH. G 
4 
5 
























John Weyer .......................... .. 91 ··-··· ··----
Dillwyn Parrish. 
Georg_e A. Kelly ...... ------ ........... . 
N. T . .Lupton, M.D., LL.D., dean .... .' .... . 
0 3 363 
------
118 
3 ...... 16 11 ll 
4 0 12 0 2 
J.D. O'Donnell ........... ------.- ... -- .
1 
3 0 a26 0 6 




















































































































































Date of next com-
mencement. 
~ ! J ~'ti1 ~~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
cB ~ ~-S p. 
1 
~ ~ ~ ~.;:~ ~ I 1---~--~---1---1---1--1---l 1---1---1---1---1------
1 11 12 13 14 1:J 16 1'1 lS 19 
I 1--1--1--1--l--1--l--1 1---
20 I 21 22 23 
I.-MEDICAL .AlH> SURGICAL. 
I.-Regular. 
1 I College of Medicine1 ~out he. rn University. 2 Medical College of Alabama .. .. . .. . ..... . 
3 Medical department of Arkansas Indus-
trial University. 
4 Medical College of the Pacific (University 
College). 






6 Medical department of Yale College------
7 Atlanta. Medical College .. ...... __ ........ , 3 
8 Southern Medical College . .... . ........... . -- ... .. 
9 Medical College of Georgia (University of 2 Georgia). 
10 Savannah Medical College . . ........ ---- .. 
11 Chica;-;o Medical College (Northwestern 
39 , ........ , ........ , .••...•. 
20 
20 500 ' - - - - - --- ' - - -- - - - . 
20 '.-- . --- ... -- -- --. ' .. --.---
38 . . --.--- ... --.- ... ,_ ... - --. 









(d) 150 (d) University). 





13 Woman's Medical College ... __ ..... __ .... 3 32 ......... -- ........ . . __ . ,. 
14 Medical College of Evansville ... _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 20 0 0 0 













~I 20 25 25 
a$1g~ l'$i7o: oiio· j--·-- --$o -~--- .. $o -~-$2;4iio·j ir~lc~. 


















---- -- ·-- - ~ ---- .. -- --~--.---- ., ... -- -- .,.r uly I. 25, 000 . .. .. .. • .. • . .. .. . • • .. .. . Ma.rch. 
20, 000 .. _ .. ____ .. __ ... __ .. .. .. .. February 26. 
20, 000 . __ . ____ .. ___ .. . .. 3, 500 March 1. 
c2, 000 
e40, 000 01 01 650 0 0 8, 000 I March 30. 





17, 000 0 . ______ . 4, 000 I March. 
*5, 000 0 0 787 March 1. 
/2, 000 ....... __ . .. __ .... 1, 800 1 .February 26. * .11'rom Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878, c Value of apparatus. 


























































































0 -~~ ~-S 
I> 
19 


































16 Medical College of Indiana (Butler Uni-
versity). 
17 Medical department of the State Univer-
sity of Iowa. 
18 Collo~e of P ]!ysicians and Surgeons ...... . 
19 llosp1W College of Medicine (Central 
University). 
20 Kentucky School of Medicine ..•......... 
21 Louisville Medical College .............. . 
22 Medical department of th!.' University of 
Louisville. · 
23 Medical department of the University of 
Louisiana. 
24 Medical School of Maine (Bowdoin Col-
lege). 
25 Portland School for Medical Instruction c. 
26 College of Physicians and Surgeons ..... . 
27 School of Medicine (University of Mary-
land). 
28 Harvard Medical School (Harvard Uni-
versity). 
29 Dep_artment of Medicine and Surgery 
(Un~versity of Michigan). 
30 Detro1t Medical College . _____ .... __ ------
31 Medical School of the University of the 














25 I *2, ooo 
20 300 0 50 
20 1···-----1-------·j···----, 20 ................ --------











500 , ....... . 





















































50 ~- ... ------~----- -----~--------~-----. --~ June 29. 80 ------. .. . .......... . ....... 6, 928 February 28. 












100, 000 l*d20, 000 
0 I 14, 489 I March 14. 
o I 1,000 
March4. 
February 28. 
127,320 1 6, 830 I 55,531 1 June 30. 




(a) (a) I (a) 
6, 771 j March 2. 





































32 Kanaaa City College of Physicians and 
Surgeons. 
33 St. J oseJ?h Hospital Medical College ..... . 
34 Missouri Medical College . ..... .......... . 
35 St. Louis Medical College .. .......... . .. _. 






21 50 200 ·· --·----
21 1· --··---~- --·---- ~ ----· --· 24 .. .. ·-- - ---·-··· -------
h32 1, 300 1, 000 200 
















g1, 000 1, 000 100 2, 593 1 March 2. 
···45; ooo· \:: ~: :::: ::J::::::: :J· i9; ooo·J ~:~~~-4-
65, 000 0 . . . . . . . . 14, 000 March 5. 
25,000 1,200 72 ----- ·"·June. 
mouth Uollege). 
37 .AlbanyMedicalCollege(UnionUniversity) 31 i20 I *5,000 ~--- ·----~------- -~ 51 251 100 I 50,000 I 5,000 ~ --···---~--- ----~March. 38 Long Island College Ho~pitalj . . _ ...................... _ ... . .. .. ... . . . . . ....... . ........•....•..•••..... _. _ ... ___ .. . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . 7, 896 
39 Med1caJ department, Umvers1t.v of Buffalo. 3 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 25 75 50, 000 0 0 . . . . • . . . February 25. 
40 Bellevue Hospital Medical College* . . . . . . 3 . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ... ... . .. .. 5 30 k140 ................................... . 
41 College of Physicians and Surgeons (Co- l2 m20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 30 140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . February 28. 
lumbia Uollege). • 
42 Medical department, University of the 
City of New York. 
43 Woman's Medical College of the New 
York Infirmary. 
44 CollegeofMedicineofSyracuse University. 
45 Medical School (University of North Caro-
lina). 
46 Cincinnati College ofMedicineandSurgery. ·· 
47 Medical College of Ohio ................. . 
48 Miami Medical College .................. . 
49 Cleveland Medical College (Western Re-
serve College).* 
50 Medical department, Wooster University. 
51 Columbus Medical College . .............. . 
52 Starling Medical College .......... . . --- .. . 
53 Medical department, Willa.mette Univer-
sity. 
54 Jefferson Medical College ................ . 
55 Medical department, University of Penn-
sylvania. 
56 Woman's Medical College ofPennsylvania. * 


















32 , ________ , ________ , _______ _ 








40 , ________ , ______ ·-·--------·--------·--------







3,000 500 150 
500 , ________ , ______ --
2, ooo - ~ - -· -5oo ·1 : :: : : : : : 
20 , ________ , ______ ·-·------ --
21 , ______ - _, ___ . ·- --··--- ----
22 4,500 3, 500 230 
22 500 , ______ --·--·--·--

























58 Medical department of the University of 
Nashville.* 






59 Medical department of Vanderbilt Uni-
versity.* 
3 , ________ , ______ --·-------···----· --
60 Meharry Medical Department of Central 
:r Te~essee C?llege. 




*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Reported with classical department (Table IX). 
bUsed by this department out of the income from 
"'eneraJ funds of the university. cT~is institution does not confer degrees. 
d For law and medical departments. 
20 (a) (a) (a) 
24 1, 600 2, 000 20 5 
e For residents ; non-residents, $25 matriculation fee 
and $25 for tuition. 
f Two years at school and previous reading. 
g Value of apparatus. 
h Includes a summer term of eleven weeks. 
i Also a sprin cr course of flight weeks. 










































. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 704 February 28. 5, 300 I March 4. 
......... -1·--- ... -I· ....... February 25. 
.......................... April27. 
50,000 3, ooo 1 43, 466 
March13. 
February. 
·· ·--· · -- -·------ ·- · ··-----· ·-···s;4oo·l ~:~~~-13 ' 
40,000 
8, 000 






6, 000 I February 24. 
k For lectures of winter session. 
Z Number required; three at option of student. 
m Also a spring sessionoftwelveweeks, optional with student. 
n Fees for the course. 
o Fee for all the tickets. 
p Charge for tho whole course. 

















TABLE XIII.-Statistics of schools of medicine, of dentist1·y, and of pha1·maoy for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Cl) 0 
Library. tO ~ ~ 
0 ~ 0 
~ 
,.Q 
~ ~ .s~ .s al ..§~ Cl) ~ Name. I all:! ~ p., ~~ CI)CI) ~ ~p., '0 p.,~ p. p., 
.... .... .... .... 
0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ "' Cl) ~ 







~1e ~ ~~ 1::1 
.s .......... 
00 ~ ~~ g 
















Property, income, &c. 
.-d ~ ~ 1e ~ ~al '"" :.3 ~~ 
..o.e ~ g ~ 0 
-ei! 1::1 "0 ~"0 
.g) 1e "0 8 ...... fJ I Dateofnextcom-
~ !5: ~~ A~ ~ ~::~ mencement. 
o c:S Al::l S 1::1 ~ o 
tltg ~.;;; .§.;;1 .£~ -
~~ ~ i Cl) ~~. ~ ~ g ~ '$ ~ ~ 
"2l'"" s 0 a5oi:1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-------------
11 12 13 14 1~ 1 16 17 1 
~ L:1~~:~~~P~~t~~~~~u~~e~~~~i~ v~"-r: -~--~-~ ···<-a> .. · ···<-a>··· ···<-a>·· ·I··· .. $5 · .... $25 . ,~----$+-~-~-···<-a>··· -1:::::: ~~~: I ::~::::: l$io; ooo I ~~cf: 
1 18 21 22 23 19 20 
mont. 
64 Medical College of Virzinia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 21 L 000 500 .. 
6;> Medical dcpartmt•nt, university of Vir- 1 •••••••. 1 41 1 ......•• 1 ..•.••.. I .. 
. . ..... 5 
b30 
ginia. 
66 Modicaldopartment, Georgetown Univer- I 3 I 29 1 ••..•... 1 .••••.. 
li i ...... ,.i ...... J:::::.: 5 sity. 67 Metlicaltlrpartment oflloward University. 
68 National Medical College (Columbian 
University). 2_ Eclectic. 
69 California Medical College (Eclectic) .... .. 
70 Bennett Medical College ................. . 
71 .American Medical College* . . . . . . ...... . . 
72 Eclectic Medical College of the City of 
New York.* 
73 United States Medical College 
74 Eclectic Medical Institute .... _ .... _ ..... . 
3. Homreopathic . 
. 
715 1 Chicago llommopnthic College ........... . 
76 llahmmann MP<lical College and Hos ital. 
77 llomu•upathic llll'<lirnl de-partment, ~tate 
L'"nin· t~ i ty of Iowa. 

















!~ '---- -~~J- ---~~-I:::::::J. ----~-









2,3 i31 ...... . . ........ ........ 5 
3 20 320 400 120 5 































20 10, 000 
125 *125, 000 
$0 1-- ...... I 5, 000 February. 
.July 1. 
April. 
(a) (a) j 1, 300 I March 1. 
$0 2, 950 March 18. 
:::::::~~: \ :::: .... 4, 000 I .April 30. 7, 000 
.................... ··-···-- 5, 960 
................... 
·-------
.. ............... March. 
............. --- ---· .... 1, 005 March 4. 
................... ............ .... ...... ........ . June 1. 
.... __ . _ March 30. 
0 0 10, 000 FPbruary 26. 
(a) (a) 700 : March 2. 





































't9 Homreopathic Medical College (University I 3 40 (a) ................. .... . ......... j10 10 
of Michi1tan) . I 80 Homooop.t ;, Moo;~! Coil•~;• of ID"ourL I 2 22 0 0 0 5 25 81 Homreopathic College of P ysicians and 3 ............... 
-------· ....... . .. .. ... ..... . ...... 5 25 Sur()'eons. 
82 N ew York Homreopnt hic Medical College. 3 h20 
.. ...... .. ... -------- ................ 5 30 83 N ew York Medical College for Women* . .. 3 32 200 ...... -- ................. 5 0 84 Pulte Medical Colle~e ..... ........... . ... , 3 23 
-------- ................. .............. 5 30 85 Homreopathic Hosp1tal College* .......... 3 24 1, 000 -----· -- ................. 5 30 86 Hahnema,nn Medical College of Philadel- 3 21 2, 000 1, 000 ................ 5 30 phi a. 
II. D:£NTAL. 
87 IndianaDentalCollege ........... . ... . ... . .. . .... . 22 ........ ......•. ........ 5 25 
88 Baltimore Colle~e of Dental Surgery . . . . . . 2 23 1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 5 30 
89 Boston Dental College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 31 30 50 . • . . . . . . 5 30 
90 Dental School of Harvard University . . . . . 3 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
j20 .......•...••.•••.•.......•.•••..... ,.Tuly 1. 










. .. .... ... ... . .. . . ...... ... .. .. ...... 
---- ----
............ 
. ..... .. ..... . .... ..................... .............. 8, 0591 Manili l5 1, 935 March 20 . 
45,000 •....... March. 
14,000 ........ March12 . 
50, 000 14, 114 March 10 . 
5, 000 ..•..................... 
91 DentalCollegeoftheUniversity ofMichigan 3 26 125 150 20 10,25 10 
~~ ~~:t>e~ 8:{t!~e ~i1~~:t~ ·s~~g~~-~8 :::::: ..... . ~. . .... ~~. ::: ~:::: :::::::: ::::::: .· ...... ~ ...... ~~ ...... . 






. ____ .. _ .. 
1
. __ .. __ .
1 
640 
d3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 300 
15, 000 0 . . . . . . . . Z3, 278 
m12, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 







95 Ohio College of lJental Surger y . . . . . . . . . . . 2 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 20 
96 Department of dentistry, University of · 2 30 5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 30 
Pennsylvania. 
97 Pennsy lvarna College of Dental Surgery . . 2, 3 n22 100 250 6 
98 Philadelphia Dentaf Colleg e* ............ ·I 2, 3 36 .... -.......... - ... . ... . 
99 DentnJ. department of tbe University of 2 20 ... . ................... . 
Tennessee. 
Dental department of Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. 
100 21 ··-·-··-· ········ •········ 
m. PHARMACEUTICAL. 
101 California College of Pharmacy .. ......... 2 20 
·-i; 2oo · · · · ·aoo· --- -·--· 102 Chicago Collefte of Pharmacy* ............ 2 30 103 Louisville Co ege of Pharmacy .......... - 2 42 60 40 32 104 Class in -J:harmacy (meQ.ical department 2 · ····•·.· .................. -------- ................ 
105 of the Diversity of Louisiana). 17 Maryland Colle5e of Pharmacy ........... 4 . ............ -------· ............... 106 Massachusetts ollege of Pharmacy ...... 2 20 1, 000 5, 000 400 107 School of Pharmacy of the University of 2 40 (a) (a) (a) 
108 
Michigan. 


























*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Reported with classical de!Jartment (Table IX). ~~~~~~~~~: !~~ fa~:tb:::·courses. 
f Also a summer term of 13 weeks. 
g For two years; free tuition for third course to such 
as have paid for two full courses. 
h Also a spr ing course of 6 weeks. a Value of apparatus. 
eincidental expenses, i Includes spring t erm of 10 weeks. j For non-residents, $25. 
145 d5, 000 6, 929 





...... . ... .. . 8, 694 




---------- --- ---· 
11, 000 
50 d3, 000 .............. - ... 16, 000 













d3, 000 ................... ............... 2, 000 
5, 000 0 0 1, 900 
5, 000 0 ........ 
5, 000 3, 000 150 3, 000 (a) (a) 
3, 500 
37, 000 
0 ..... -.. 3, 500 
0 ......... 15,906 
kCharge for the whole course. 
















m Value of buildings and apparatus. 
n With 16 ::uluitional weeks of special instruction. 
o Includes >;u=er term of 10 weeks. 
























































































































Date of next com-
mencement 
lZi 1 1--l--l---1--1--l---l 1---t---t--t---1------
~~ lZi lZi ~ 
1 11 12 13 14 Hi 16 1'1 1S 19 20 21 22 23 
1 1---1---t---t---t---t---t---t t---t---t---1------
Cincinnati College of Pharmacy .......... . 















Pitta burgh College ofPharmac~ ...... .. . 













114 National Co1iege of Pharmacy 2 d33 5 10 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Includes laboratory fees. 
b V2lue of apparatus. 
cReported w1th classical department (Table IX). 
TABLE XIII.-Mmnoranda. 
Name. Location. 
!~w~~:~~~:~~~!?~N:~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::: ::::::: ::: 
School of Pharmacy, Iowa \Vesleyan University . ........... ........ _ ..... . 
Uharity Hospital Medical College ........ ................................. _ .. 
~Z:So<;~~t~~b~r~i~93~Fe~:V ·ru;<i ni·s·e"~;~s ~i w~~en anti ·ahii<h~~- : ~ ~::::: · 
Dental department, Nashville Medical College ........ __ ........... .. ....... . 
Tennessee College of Pharmacy .... __ .......... __ .................. __ ....... . 
New Haven, Conn ............. . 
Chicago, Ill ...... . 
Fort Wayne, Ind .............. . 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa ............ . 
New Orleans, La ......... ..... .. 
~ti~~I:,a~o ~~ ~ = == ~ ~: :::::: =:: 










$600 j· ..... .. , $3, 165 I March. 
16, 000 $1, 550 . . . . . . . . March 16. 
February 25. 
~0 0 , ___ .... 820 I .June. 
dlncludes spring course of 12 weeks. 
elncludes ticket for spring course in analytical chemistry. 
Remarks. 
Name chan~ed to Medical department of Yale College. 
See Woman s Medical College; identicaL 
Reorganized under title of Medical College of Fort Wayne. 
Not a distinct department. 
Not in existence. 
No information received. 
See Table XVII. 
See Dental department of University of Tennessee; identical. 





































STATISTICAL TABLES. 599 
TABLE XIV.-Summary of examinations for admission to the United Statea MiUtwry amd 
Naval Academies for the year 1879. 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEM 
Y. 
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY. 
States and Territo- «i 
ries. Q;> ~ 
rc:l rc:l ;e 




! i lzi 
-
Alabama. . .......... 5 2 
Arkansas............ 3 1 
California... ......... 0 0 
Colorado ....... ...... 1 1 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
D elaware. . ..... .. ... 1 1 
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
t:o1~a_. :::: :: ::::::: ~ ! 
Indiana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
Iowa.. . ............. . 2 2 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
K entucky . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 
L ouisia-na......... . 3 2 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Maryland . ........... 3 2 
M assachusetts. . . . . . . 5 4 
~:.~~~~tU:::::::::::: i i 
M~ssissippi .......... 3 1 
M~ssoun . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
Nebraska .. .... ..... . 0 0 
Nevada .............. 0 0 
New Hampshire . . . . . 3 3 
New .Jersey... . ...... 0 0 
New York . . . . . . . . . . 11 9 
North Carolina . . . . . . 2 2 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 4 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Pennsylvania....... . 15 11 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . 3 0 
South Carolina.... .. . 3 2 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 
T exas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2 
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Virginia .. ........... 1 1 
West Virginia....... 1 0 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
.Arizona .............. 2 0 
Dakota.............. 0 1 
District of Columbia. 0 0 
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Montana .....•...... . 0 0 
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Utah . ............... 0 0 
Washington . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
~~~:::~::::~:::~~:: ~ ~ 
Number rejected. Number rejected, 
On what account. On what account. 
For deficiency in- r.ri For deficiency in-IV 
p:, ~ p:, 
iS rc:l rod iS ~ ;e IV ;!. -+" i ~ §< i 0 rap:, 1~ ;6 fi§. 0 .t- " Q Q <ll 0 
.t-..... ~ ;e ~ I 0 ~ ~ $ "abil b.OSIJ IV ~ & fa fa cg bilb.Oc;s Q;> ~ ~ -~~ ~ Q ~-S~ ~ ; ~ .s 0 ~ ! 'S ~ ·s ~~ 0 b.O ~ P.,<:IS ~ 0 iil ~ 2 ~ ~~ 0 ~ ..c:1 IV IV ""' ~ ~ Q) ~ ~ ~ il-l~ <!:I c:!:! ~ il-l ~~ ..q c:!:! 
-
--- - - - - - - - - --
- - - -
3 .. 1 
2 .. 1 
0 
2 ··-· .... 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --















































:: :: ::~: :::: :::::::::::: ··i· ··a· ··i· ··o· ·r; ··i· ···· ··i· ··i· :: 
:: :: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: ··2· ··2· ··o· ··o· ·r; ··o· ··o· ··o· ··o· ·· 
1 ··-· .... ··-· 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
2 .... ··-· ..•. 4 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
···· · ······· 1112 2 0 00 0 0 0 0 
.... .. ...... ··-· ..... ... 4 1 3 1 0 2 1 2 1 
.... ""i" ""2" ""i" ""2" ""2" ~ i ~ g g g ~ ~ g 
1 ~-- · ........ 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 1 .... ··-· .... .... .... 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 .. 1 1 1 1 .. ..................................... . 
........ ··-· .... .... .... 3 . 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
.. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
·· ·· ··2· ··2· ··i· ··i· :::: ·-r ··o· ··i· ··o· o ··o· ··i· ··i· ··o· :: 
1----. 1 1 1 3 0 3 oo 2 3 2 3 .• 
1 . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
1 2 2 .... 7 5 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 --
........ ··-· .... .... 1 .... ··-· .... ··-· ...... .. ...........• 
. . . . . . . . 2 2 . .• . . . . . 5 3 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 --
1 ..•.. ... ..•. 2 .................................. --
2 2 3 6 3 310121 1 .. 
1 . . . . .. 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
2 1 1 ............ ---· ....... .. .............. . 
1212 2 2 2 0 00 0 0 0 o .. 
2 2 1 .... 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
.. . . ... . .... .... 1 ............ ... ........................ . 















:: :: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: ··i· ··o· ··i· ··o· ·o ··o· ···· ··i· .. i. :: 
:: :: :::::::::::: :::::::: ··i· ···· ··o· ··o· ·o ··o· ··o· ··o· ··o· :: 
Total .......... 109 73 36 2 3 14 21 14 18 10 65 43 22 3 2 14 . 17 17 14 .. 
aNot examined in this branch. 
600 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XV.-PART 1.-Deg·rees conferred in 1879 by universities, colleges, scientific 
[The following are the explanations of abbreviations used in Part 1 of this table: L. B., Bachelor of 
of Science; B. C. E., Bachelor of Civil Engineering; C. E., Civil Engineer; E. Agr., Bachelor of Agri 
Mining Engineer; D. E., DY!lamic Engineer; B. Arch., Bachelor of Architecture; Ph. B., Bachelor of 
D. B., Bachelor of Divinity; D. D., Doctor of Divinity; M.D., Doctor of Medicine; D. D. S., Doctor of 
NOTE.-0 shows that no degrees were 
All classes. Letters. 
All degrees. A.B. A.M. 
Institutions and locations. 
p:i 
~ 
g ~ ~ g p;., g ~ a:> ~ ~ ... ~ ~ ... ~ ... ... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q § Q Q ~ Q § 
~ ~ ;1 0 ~ P:1 P:1 P:1 
---- - - - -
-





1 Agricultural and Mechanical College, Auburn, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . 12 5 ........... . 
2 Southern University, Greensboro', .Ala........................ 6 4 4 . . . . • •.... 
3 Howard College, Marion, Ala................................. 6 1 . . . . 3 ........... . 
4 University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, .A.la. ... .. . ... .. . .•. .... .. 20 8 . . .. 8 5 
5 Cane Hill College, Boonsboro', Ark........................... 2 2 ......•..... 
6 Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, Ark............ 8 0 8 ..........•. 
7 Judson University, Judsonia, Ark . .. . . . ..•... ... . . . ... . .. .. . . .. . . . 1 .................. . 
8 St.John's College of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark.............. 0 0 ..... ..... ......... . 
9 Universit.y of California, Berkeley,, Cal....................... 83 13 5 ... . 
10 IJierce Christian College, College City, Cal.................... 4 4 .•........•. 
11 St. !~natim~ College, S 1n Fmncisco, Cal. ... ~.................. 8 4 ....... .. .. . 
12 St. M.ary's Colle~e, San Francisco, Cal........................ 11 0 . . . . 3 3 ... . 
13 Santa Clara College, Santa Clara, Cal......................... 13 0 . .. . 2 1 ... . 
i~ University of the Pacific, Santa Clara, Cal.................... 7 
3 
2 ........... . 
California College, Vacaville, Cal.............................. 4 2 . .......... . 
16 Trinit~, College, Hartford, Conn............................... 21 3 15 6 
17 Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn...................... 60 6 .... 34 24 3 
18 Yale Coll'3ge, New Haven, Conn.............................. 236 21 .... 131 2 20 
19 Delaware College, Newark, Del. ... ........................... 11 c5 5 2 2 c3 
20 University of Georg-ia, Athens, Ga ... .. . ... .. ....•.. ..... .. . . 62 4 . ••. 18 2 
21 1\ tlanta Universit.v, Atlanta, Ga. ............................ . 10 5 5 
22 J1owdon University, Bowdon, Ga............................. 0 2 ... . . .•. . ... .... 2 







lege, M~con, Ga.................................. 7 6 .......... .. 
25 J e g o ege, Abmgdon, Ill . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 9 1 .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. 1 
~6 Jllinois Wesleyan Universitv, Bloomington, ill............... 40 11 .... 10 .. .. 
27 l\lackbnrn University, Carlinville, Ill........................ 7 3 .......... .. 
~~ C:trtha~re Collede, Carthage, Ill................................ 12 o 10 ........... . 
30 
l lniver:sity of bicago,Chicago,ill ........................... 32 4 17 6 .. .. 
31 
Eureka College, Eureka, Ill .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 1 4 1 
32 ; or:f;b western Utv:ersiir1
·, Evanston, ill....................... 64 3 5 15 1 
33 
•, wLDg o ege, Wing, . .. ... ...... ........................ 4 1 1 ........... . 
34 Knox Co !leg I Galesbul'g, m .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 7 4 ........... . 
:~ fi!~~i~r~o~~~:~J'~~k's~:~~n~~Irr~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 1~ ~ ~ ~ .. i. 





37 '1' cKt ·n<tr<·e College, Lnhauon, Ill.............................. 17 3 2 
3~ .Monmouth College, Monmouth. ill .... .... .......... ....... 32 3 24 ........... . 
3!J l 1\ortllwest rn Colle~, a£ervill , Ill......................... 19 f5 2 3 ... . 
41J Au .~rustana College, ock sland, ill. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. • • . 0 .......... .. 
41 Illinois Imlustrial niversity rbana Ill 12 2 .. .. . ........ .. 
42 W stfi ldColl•ge,Weslfi ld,in ...... ~ ... :::::::::::::::::::: 3 ...... 2 
4:1 Waba!lhColleg<•.Crawfordsvill,Ind........................ .. 21 1 .... 15 ...... 2. "i ' 
44 Fort I"Vayn Colle~ , Fort Wavne, Ind........................ 0 0 . .. . . .. .. ......... . 
•5 Fmnklin ·ollez , Franklin, Ind. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... . 5 4 1 
46 Indian~ Asbu~y J?iv rsity, Greencastle, Ind................. 43 6 21 8 2 
!7 ¥.ansv¥i - mv: r;-; t_v,_llart. vill<•, Ind......................... 28 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 . .. . 
•9 P~rd~e n~y;~h :. I;F~nttlntnci....... .................... 87 1 .. .. 15 .. .. 2 ... . 
50 l'nion 'hri tian 'vll f! Mero~ Ind.......................... 2 ........................ .. 
51 .£oor' Hill ou g, Moor's niu rnci........................ 1~ 1 .... .... ... 2 ... . 
52 j J:nrlbam oll1•g , Ri bmonrl. Ind . :... .. ........ · ........ ·.... 13 0 1 .......... .. 53 Rid2 vill oll "e Rirl vi . ......................... 7 ........... . ~ \ r~~:rc:i~:tr. ~~tiJral ~r:~~r.~::,:i~;~::: ~~::~::::::~~ : 2~ g :::: : :~: :::: :::: :::: 
~f::j~111~:r1 '~t''L~'~'10r nf · acr d theology." dThese ar "bachelor of chemical science." e Conferred on examination. 
c 1 of tl..t i ad ·unden1. /These are "laureate of English literature." 
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and other professional schools, and by schools for the superior instruction of women. 
Letters; A. B., Bachelor of Arts; A.M., Master of Arts; Sc. B., Bachelor of Science; Sc. M., Master 
culture, B. M. E., Bachelor of Mining Engineering; M. E., Mining Engineer; C. & M. E., Civil and 
Philosophy; Ph. D., Doctor of Philosophy; Mus. B., Bachelor of Music; Mus. D., Doctor of Music; 
Dental Surgery; Ph. G., Graduate in Pharmacy; LL.B., Bachelor of Laws; LL.D., Doctor of Laws.] 
conferred; .... indicates none returned. 
Science. Philosophy. Art. Theol-1 Medicine. Law. I ogy. 
---
- I Sc.B. Sc.MJ ~ p;i Ph.B. Ph.D. ~ p;j --- ---
«l «l 
p;j to p;j ,c:l ~ ~ A rr.l Q eli ~ A d <11 ~ !1 «l p;j ~ .,; p:i A A A p ,c:l ..:l ..:l ~ ~ ~ ~ d A ~ !::i !::i ~ A P-i H H 
~ p:, ~ p:, g- g- g- g- Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ p:, g- ;;.:; g- ;;.:; Q) g- g- g- ;;.:; Ill ~ ~ rn ~ [;! [;! ~ Ill ~ ... ... ... ... ... ... !3 ... ... f-< .. !3 ... ... .. ... p ... p ... p ::;:1 p p p p ... p f-< p ... ~ p p p p ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q ~ Q ~ <:) Q Q Q Q Q Q ~ Q ~ <:) ~ Q ~ Q Q Q Q ~ 
.:l 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 





- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
91011121314 lli 16 17" lS 19 20 2122 23 24 21i 26 27" 28 29 30 31 
2 --- --- ---· 5 ------------ ---· .... -------- .... ---· ---- ---· -------- .. .. ---· .... . ... ----
----------------- ........ - ----------- 2 -- -- ........ ---- -------- 2 ---- ............ 2 
3 ... --- --- ........ ---- ------ - ........ ---- .... ---------------- 1 ---· -------- ...... .. 
----- -- ------ ............... ------------------------ ........ ---- 2 -------- .... 7 3 
:::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~ :~· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "i' :::: :::::::::::::::: 
:: : : : : : : : : : : : .. i. : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . 43. : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -i3. : : : : .. 8 -: : : : : : : : 
'4' ------:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
5 ·-- --- .... ---- ........ ---------------- .... ---- ........ ---- .... ---------------- .... ----
8 --- 2 .... -------- ............ ---- ........................ -------- ................... . 
1 ...... ---· .... ---- ........ ---- .... 4 .................... --- · ---· .... ---- .... ---· ... . 
............. ·-·· . ................... 2 ........ ---- ......... .. . 3 ............ ---- ... . 
1 ---- ---- ----. ... 2 
'i" ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: "'i" :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 2 .... ---· .... ---- 1 
...... _ ... __ ......•............. _ . . . . 41 . . . . 3 _ ........ _. _ a20 • • • • 16 ....•.. . b23 1 
... .. . .. 2 ............ ---- .... ---- 1 .... ---- ........ 1 
3 :: : d2- :::: ::: ..• i. :::: : : :: .. 2. : .. : 4 ..•. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 1 24 ... . . -. . 6 3 
'i" ::: ::· :::: :::: :::: :::. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::: "'i" :::: 
7 ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "'i" :::::::::::: --~- :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::.1:::: 
6 ...... . .................. .. ---- 1 .... el . . . . ... . -------- .... -------- ---· 11 ---
• ~ ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::i: :::: : :~: :::: :::: :::. ::::: :i: 
1 --- .................. . ---- ---· .... --- ....... . ---- ............ ---- -------- ... . ·--
2 - . . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - . . 6 . - . . . - . . . . - . - - • . 2 36 - . - . . . . . . - . . . - .. 
3 ... -- - .... -------- .. .. .... ---- .... ---· ........................................ ---- 1 
3 -------------- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- ........ ---- ............ ---- .... ---- .... ---- ... . 
4 .. . - -- .... ---· ............ ---- .... ---- ....... . 2 .................... ---- ........ ... . 
8 ---------- ............ -------------------- .... ---- ... . ---- ... 2 .... ---- --- .... ·-- · 
1 ... --- ---- .... ---- ---- ---- .... ---- 2 ---- .... ---- .... .... .... 2 .... ---- ....... ----
• --- 3 ---- ·--- .... ---- ................ ---- .... ---· .................... ---- .... 3 
8 --- ... ---- .... -------------------- ... . .... ---· .... ---- ---· .... 3 ------------ ..... .. 
4 .. . 5 ---- -------- ........ ·--- .... -------- ....... . ........... . ---- ........ ---- ....... . 
iO. ~ : ~ : :: ~::: :::: :::: : ::: ::: : : : :: : ::: : :: ~ : :: ~ : . :: :::: : : :: : :: ~ : :: : :::: ::: ~ :::: : ::: : ~ ~ _. ~ ::: 
1 -· · --- -------- .... ------------ ........ ---- .... ---- ................................ ·---
4 --- --- ........ ---- .................... ---· .... --- · -------- ... . ---· ........ ---· ... . ... . 
....... . ....................... ·--· . ..... . ---- .... ·-·· ·-- · ........... ---· ---· ... ... ---- ..... ---- ·--- .... ---· 
.•. ::. "2" :::::::::::: ::~: :::::::::::: "8" :::.:::::::: :~:: :::::::: "'3" ................ "i" 
--- ... 20 ---- ---- ---- .... ---· ---· ----. ... ... . 1 -··· ..•. .... .... 1 ....... ···- --- - . --· 
A~ .. . --- .... ---- ................... 2 .... ---- ---- .... ---- .... ---- ~~- :::· :::::::: :::: 
3 ::: "5" :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::_: :::: .. i. ---- ............... . 
3 
5 ::: "i" .:: : :::: ::: : :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : 
15 ... - . .. - : :: : ... 4 ... ii .. -j3- : ::: :::: :::: :::: : ~ :: -ki . -ki. ~::: :: :: ~::: :::: :: : ~ :::: :::: :::: :: :: 
g Includes 1 honorary M.D. i Honorary degree of "master of horticulture." 
h 1 of these received also the degree of "analyt- j "Bachelor of-mechanical enl{ineering." 
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TABLE XV.-PART 1.-Degrees conferred in 
NOTE.-0 shows that no degrees were 
I All cl"''"" Letter• 
All degrees. A. B. I A. M. 
__ I __ 




~ ~ 0 
~ Q l=l H 
~ 1>. al ~ 1e <X> ... 
€ 
~ ... s 0 0 Q l=l Q 
~ ~ ~ ~ 1-----------------------1---------
1 3 4 5 6 '7 8 
1--------------------j------ ----
56 Norwegian Luther College, Decorah, Iowa .....••... -..•...... 
57 University of Des Moines, Des Moines, Iowa ..........••..... 
58 Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa . ............................. . 
119 Simpson Centenary College, Indianola, Iowa ........... . ..... . 
60 State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa ........... ..••..... 
61 German College, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa ... ............•.. ... .. . .. 
62 Iowa Wesleyan University, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa ..............• 
63 Uornell Colleg-e, Mt. Vernon, Iowa ..... ....................... . 
64 Oskaloosa College, Oskaloosa, Iowa ......... .. ........ ....... . 
65 Penn Colle~e, Oskaloosa, Iowa ............ ................. .. 
66 Central Umversity- of Iowa, Pella. Iowa . . • . . ........ .. ..... . 
67 Whittier College, Salem, Iowa .............................. .. 
68 Tabor College, Tabor, Iowa ......... . .... ... . ......... ....... . 
69 Western College, Western, Iowa ............................ .. 
70 St. Benedict's College, Atchison, Kans ....................... . 
71 Baker University, Baldwin City, Kana .. .. ...... ........... .. . 
72 Highland University, Highland, Kana .. ...•.... . . ......... ... 
73 University of Ka~sas, Lawrence, Kana ................•...... 
74 Kansas State Agncultural College, Manhattan, Kans .... . ... . 
75 Cecil ian College, Cecilian Junction, Ky . ......... ............ . 
76 Centre College, Danville, Ky .... ... .......................... . 
77 Eminence College, Eminence, Ky ............................ . 
78 Kentucky Military Institute, Farmdale~.-.. Ky ................. . 
79 A'fr.icultural and Mechanical College of .ti..entucky, Lexington, 
80 Ken1~cky University, Lexington, Ky ........................ . 
81 Kentucky Wesleyan College, Millersburg, Ky ............... . 
82 Kentucky Classical an<l Business College, North Middletown, 
Ky. 't R' K 83 Central Univers1 y, IChmond, y ......... ............. .... .. 
84 St. !x1ary's College, St. Mar;ts, Ky . ...................... .... . 
85 Jefferson College (St. Marys), Convent, La ................. . 
86 St. Charles College, Grand_ ~otea~ La ........................ . 
87 Centenary College of Loms1ana, Jackson, La ................. . 
88 ew Orleans University, New Orleans, La ................. .. . 
89 Straight University, New Orleans, La . ...................... .. 
90 Uni~ersity of Louisiana, New Orleans, La ............. ...... . 
91 Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me ............... ......... ..... . 
92 Bate College, Lewiston, Me.............. . ................. . 





























0 .. .. 19 ........... . 
1 1 ........... . 
0 .................. .. 
1 2 .... 2 .. .. 
2 .... 13 ........... . 
.............. .... 1 
2 9 1 
4 .... 13 4 3 
2 b3 1 .... .... 2 
4 .... i :::: :::: "3' 
0 
2 
1 .......... .. 
2 1 1 
0 .................. .. 
""2' :::: "2' .::: "2' :::: 
5 .......... .. 
0 ...... .... ........ .. 
~ .... 1~ :::: "6' "2' 




3 .......... .. 
2 .... 2 .. .. 












1 .......... .. 
4 .......... .. 
~ :::: "i' ........ "i' 
4 .......... .. 
3 8 ....... . .. .. 
~ : : : : · 2o · : : : : ·is· .. i · 
0 16 ....... ........ . 
0 .............. .. 
94 Colby University, Waterville, Me . ............................ 24 3 .... 19 .. .. 5 2 
95 t .. John's College, Annapolis, Md........ ............... ...... 4 2 4 .......... .. 
06 nited tates NavalAuademy, Annapolis~ Md.... .... . .. .. .. . 0 0 ........... . ...... .. 
07 ,Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Ma.................... 9 3 ........... . 






Rock Hill Collco-e, Ellicott C~, Mq.. .......... .......... ..... 2 
3 
1 .. .. 1 
1 W st rn Maryland College, stmmster, Md................. 8 6 . . .. 2 
101 mherst Collr.·~e, Amherst, Ma s .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100 7 .. .. 71 .. .. 27 2 
102 Ma . achusett:~ A!;ricultural College, Amherst, Mass.......... . . . . . . o ........... . ....... . 
103 Boston College, Boston, Ma s . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 23 0 .. .. 14 .. .. 9 .. .. 
104
1 
Bo. ton Uni• r ity, Boston. Mass .................... .......... k170 o .... 10 .. .. 6 .. .. 
105 Mas. achu. etts Ill titute of T cbnology, Boston, Mass . ....... 23 1 0 
106 Uarvard nh·ersity, C~bridge, Mass........................ 300 10 .... 193 .::: 'iii' "2' 
107 Tuft. College, ColleJI H1ll, Mass .. .. ...... .................. 25 2 .... 17 . .. . .... 1 
108 Williatns ' oll g , Williamstown, Mass . ....................... 47 7 .... 34 .... 13 1 
a"Phnrmaceutical ch mist.'' elncludes 3 B. C. . (bachelor of commerci.a.l sci-
b D ·~ of "normal grndua .'' ence) and 2 B. M. (bachelor of mathematics). 
c DcJ! of "Bible graduat .'' /Inclndea 7 "master of accounts." 
dlDcludes 10 commerciul diplomM. glncludes several "master of pharmacy.'' 
11 "Mechanical engineer.'' 
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1879 by universities, colleges, tjc.- Continued. 
conferred; .... indicates none returned. 
Science. Philosophy. 
Sc.B. Sc.:M. p;i p;i Ph.B. Ph.D. 
-----
0 >;1 p;i ------o(l o(l 
p;i ... p;i ~ >;1 bl) 
.0 ~ >;1 ~ o(l f:<i 
p:i p:i p:i p:i 0 A 
~ t>. g t>. ~ err err err err ('j)- g ~ ai t>. ... ~ 1r) 1r) ~ <ll ~ ~ ~ g til ... ... ... ~ g ~ ... r;j ... r;j r;j ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 § 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 § 
.:l ~ 0 .:l .:l ~ ~ .:l ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- - - - -
-








1r) ~ ~ ... 
0 0 
0 ~ 





A A g- p:; 
"" t:; ~ ...
0 0 
0 ~ 
~ 0 ~ 
- --
Medicine. Law. 
u1 cS p:i A A A 
..c:l ~ ~ >;1 A ~ H ·H 
~ err err g- p:; <ll ~ ~ ... ~ ~ r;j ... 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 <:) ~ 




9 10 L1 l.2 13 14 1:i 16 1 '1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 2'1 28 29 30 31 
·r ::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::.:::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·::: :::: ----
.4. ::: . 6- :::: : ::: :::: : ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: : ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --i. :::: :::: :::: . i9. :::: 
1 .•.. - .. -. . . -- . -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. - . . 14 ... - . -.. 1 . - .. --.. . . . . . . . . 18 ........ 100 
. 8. ::: ii- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .. i. :::: :::: -~2. :::: :::: 
9 ... 5 ---- 3 .... ---- ........ ---- .................... ---- ·--· ---- .... .... .... .... 1 
. i. :·:: : : - : : : : : : :: : : :: :: :: : : : . : : : ~ : : : : .. ~. : : : : :: :: : : : : :: :: : : : : . ~~. : : : : :: : : :·: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : 
... --- . ...... ·--· ---- ... . ---· . ........... ·--· .................... 1 ................ ----
·-· ... 4 ................ ---- ....... .. ... -------- ................ ·--· ............ ---- ... . 
'2' ::: "i' ""i" :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: 
'3" ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
----------------- .... ---- .... ·--· ------------ .... ---- ........ ---- 2 ---- .... ---------- --
4 ...... ---- 1 ............ ---· ........ ---- . · ... ---- ................................... . 
9 ... 2 - ------- ........ ·--- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- ... . 
::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ''i' :::: :::: :::: :::: "i" 
8 .. . ... ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ........................................... . 

























•• - .. . - - - . -- - -- - - . - -- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - .. - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - . - . . - - -- -- .. 5 .. . . 80 
1 . -- . . . . -- . - -- - . . . . -- . . .. .. . . .. -- .. -- .. -- -- .. -- -- .. .. .. -- . . -- . . -- .. .. -- -- . . -- . . .. -- . . . . 81 
·-- .. ... ..... ---- ................ ---- .... ---------------- .... ---- ---· ................... . 82 





--- .......... ---- .... ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- .... ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ·-- - ---- 6 











·-- .............. ---- ---- ................ ---- ---- .... .... .... .... 1 ·--· ---- .... . .. . .. .. 94 
• .. -- . -- . . -- . -- - . . -- . . .. . . -- . . -- . . .. . . -- . . -- . . -- . . -- . -- -- .. .. . -- . 1 . -- . . .. . . .. . .. -- 1 95 
--- ..... . ---- .... ---- ................................ ---- ............ --- .... -------- .. .. 96 
--------- ............................ -------- 6 ---- .... ---- .... . ... ---- ... . .... ---- .. .. 97 
-- . .. . 1 . -- . . .. . . -- - . -- . . -- . . --- . -- . - -- . . -- . . -- . . -- . . .. . . -- . . . .. . .. . . -- . . -- . . .. . .. .. .. . . 98 
--- ...... · --· ........ ---- ·--· ---- .... ---- ---- ---- ................ ---- ............ ---- -- -- 99 
......... -------- . ................... ·--- ........ ---- ........... 2 .................. .. 100 
2 ... --- .... ................ . ............... ---- ................ 2 ... . ........... . 3 101 
(j) -- .... .. -- . -- .. --- . -- .. -- .. -- . .. - .. -.. . --. - .• - . --. -- •.. -- .. -- ... - ... -.. -... --. --- .. - . . 102 
•• . .. ..... .•. ---· ..•..... . .....•...•..•...••. ---· ......•..... ---· ................ ....... 103 
6 . - ... - .. - .. -- .. --- . --- -- ••. --- . --. 3 . . • . 2 . • • . 1 .. -. 9 .• -. 35 . - ... -. . 47 . . . . 104 
23 . - - -- . -- •. -.... - .... -.. -- .. -- .. -.... -. - •. - -.- ..•... -- .. - •. - -- . --- .. -- .. - ...... . - ... - . . 105 
2 .. . l1 ........ m1 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • . 2 . .. • . .. . . .. . 3 1 70 n7 . .. . 13 5 106 
.... - .... --. 4 . -- .. -- .. --. -- •. -- .. ---- . -- .. -- .. - ...... --.. 4 1 ..... -- ...... --. -- .. 107 
.-- ·-- --- .. •..... . ... ·--- .. .. ---- ·--· .••. ··-· ........ ---· --· 4 .... . ... ... . .... 2 108 
i "Bachelor of mechanical engineering." 
JThis degree conferred but the number not speoifled. 
I Includes 42 diplomas conferred for the sat:isfao. 
tory completion of the regular course of study 
in either music, theology, or oratory 
l ''Doctor of science.'' 
m "Bachelor of agricultural science." 
n These are" D.D.M.," 2 of them being hono-
rary. 
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TABLE XV.-PART 1.-Degrees conjer1·et1 in 
NOTE.- 0 shows that no degrees were 
.All classes. Letters . 
All degrees. A.B. A.M. 
Institutions and locations. 
• p:, a) ai p:, <l5 ~ ~ "' "' ~ ~ 
"" ... g g ... "" g ] Q Q § g 
~ ~ ;;~p:j~ j 
1 ..... 
1
• 6 •• 
109 Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science, Wor- 22 0 .... 
1
. . . . . . . . --. ----
cester, Mass. 
110 AdrianCollege,Adrian,Mich ................................. 10 4 .... 2 . ...... 2 
111 Albion College, Albion, Mich.................................. 19 . . • . . . . • . 8 .... -.... ---
112 University of Michigan,AnnArbor,Mich ...........••....... 432 4 .... 35 1 
113 GrandTraver8eColle~e, Benzonia, Mich...................... 0 0 ....•. ---- -- ···· 
114 Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 9 6 5 
115 Hope College, Holland, Mich . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...... ... . . 11 1 6 . . . . 1 
116 KalamazooCollege,Kalamazoo,Mich......................... 4 1 4 ........ -·-· 
117 Michigan State Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.......... 19 1 . . . . .. --- · ----
118 OlivetCollege, Olivet, Mich. .................................. 8 3 ····- 4 :... 1 
119 St.John'sCollege,Collegeville,Minn ........ ................. e12 .............. ---- -··· ----
120 AngsbnrgSeminar_y, Minneapolis, Minn...................... 5 5 ........... . 
121 University of Minnesotu,, Minneapolis, Minn.................. 26 0 6 8 .... ---- ---· 
122 UarletonCollege, Northfield,Miun............................ 5 0 3 .... 1 .... 
123 Mississippi College, Clinton, Miss. .... ..... .. .... ...... ...... 5 0 2 . ... ---- ---· 
124 Shaw University, Holly Springs, Miss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . - -. . . . . . - - - - - - · 
125 University of Mississippi, Oxford, Miss....................... 23 3 7 .... --- · --- · 
126 St. Vincent's College, <Jape Girardeau, Mo .. ... _........ . . . . . . /7 1 . - •. -- ·- -- --
127 Universityof ·theStateofMissouri,Columbia,Mo ............ 78 1 gl9 6 .••• 2 ... . 
128 Centr·al Colle&~· Fayett~ Mo._ .. _._ ................ -----...... 1 .•.••...... __ . . .•. 1 ..•. 
129 La Grange Couege, La urange, Mo . .. ...... ...... ............ j8 ....... ---- --·· 
130 William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.......................... 2 ...... · ... 1 : ... 1 ---· 
131 St.JosephCollege, St . .Joseph,Mo... .. ....................... e3 
132 St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.... . . . .. . ........... ...... 46 
133 Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. ..... ...... ............ 40 
134 Drury College, Springfield, Mo.... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ....•• .... .. 1 
135 Stewartsville ColleHe, Stewartsville, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
136 Central WeslcyanUolloge, Wanenton, Mo.................... lll 
137 Doane <Jollege, <Jrete, N ebr . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 1 
138 University of _gebraska, Lincoln, Nebr....................... 5 
139 Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 
140 New 1Iampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 5 
Hano\·cr, .N. II. 
141 Stevens Institute of Technolog_v, Hoboken, N.J.............. 15 
142 U.utgers Collei!C, New Brunswick, N. J_...... ... . . . .•. . . ...... 65 
143 Uollegeof e>wJers<>v, Princeton, N.J ........ ............... 180 
144 :Setou Hall College, S,mth Umn~e, N. J _ ........... _..... . . .. .. 9 
145 St.Stepilen 'sCollei!e,Annantlaw,N.Y ........................ 19 
146 '1V ell-; Uolloi! •, Aurora, N. Y . _ . _ .. _ .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 3 
0 ---- ............... . 
2 . ... 3 ........ ---· 
1 ........ -- --:::~i: ::~: 4~ ::: : "9' "ii' 
: :: : :: : : : : . 3i. : :: : . 26 --.. 
7 - ... 118 .... 61 .. .. 
.......... 9 ... ... .... .. 
1 . -- . 10 6 --- . 
0 ---- 2 .......... .. 
l47 Brooklj n Uollogin.te alllll'ul_yt~chnic Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y. 4 
1-! • 't. "Franci~:~ Colle~e. Brooklyn, X. Y . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .... .. . .. 0 1~0 .: .:: .. : n3--~-- ... .. 1. 31.- .. 2 .. 149 .--.t. Lawrence niver ity, Uanton, N. Y _.... . .. ................ 10 150 IIamilton 'ollege, Clinton, N. Y ......... _..... .. . . .. . . . .. . 64 
151 Elmira F ·malo Coll ge, Elmira, N. Y .. · .......... _.......... ... 8 5 3 
3 ........ ----
152 IIohartCollege,Genova,N. Y........... ..................... 42 4 4 37 3 
153 Ma(li on University, II:unilton, N. Y . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. 32 7 19 11 4 
154 CornellUniver~:~ity,Ithaca,-"T·y ................... ........ 71 0 7 ........ ... . 
155 Coll•g of t.l'rauci Xn.vi r, TewYork,N. Y ..... ....... ... . 31 1 24 7 .. .. 
156 oil " of thr· Uity of Now York,-" ew York, N. Y .. .. .. .. ... . 51 . .. .. • . .. . 31 -
157 Columbia.Uoll•ge, wYork,-". Y .............. .. .... ........ q362 0 . ... q"d6 :::: q25· :::. 
158 Uoop r nionfortheAdvancementof cienceandArt,New r3 ...................... ----
York,N. Y. 
1!)9 Univ rsityoftheCit_yof_.T wYork,NewYork,N.Y ......... 268 
160 V · r oll·ge, Poughk epsie, N. Y . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. _ . .. . .. .. 37 
161 ni\'er.ityofloch st r,Roche ter, . Y ..................... 38 
162 Union niv rsity, chene tady, N.Y......................... 137 
7 6 5 
36 1 
6 ..... 28 6 
8 ........ 27 
a. In lud • l ·•master of philo ophy." 
~ ~Ji~~~·ma1 h~~o~fb~!lfst. ,; 
d ·• :U lf:r of phil ophy .'-' 
/Includes G comro rcial diplomas. 
g Ninl' of th se ar "bachelor of pedagogics " and 
10 are "prin ipal of p dago~cs." 
hEight ar "topographical engiUeer." 
•'Ih ar "ma.strofaccoun " iReceiv d the dE gr in horticUlture. 
..... 
3 
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9 101112 13 14 ·~ 16 1'1 18 19 ~0 21 22 23 ~4 2~ 126 2'1 28 29 30 31 
22 -- - •• - - -.- .•• - - --- - •• - - .• - - -.- -•• - -•• - . -.- - .• - - .• - ...• - .• - - .• - - ••. - ••. - -. - -.. - - .. - .• - - 109 
! ::: :i: :::: ::i: :::: ::~: :::::::: :::: -~r :::: :~~: :-::: ::~: :::: :::: ::~: i~~: ii~: ~~~: i~~: ::~: H~ 
·i- :::::: :::::::::::::::::::. ::::::::--9-:::: :::: ·ai· :::::::: --2· --2· :::: :::: ::::::::··i-n: 
• -- - -- - -- - . .. .. • . . ........... - •• - - ....... - ................. -- ........ ........ - . -- - • • . • . .. 115 
iii':::::: '"i' :::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~::: :::: --~- ii~ 
-- - -- - 1 - .. - - • -- ................ - .. - .... - ... - ... -.. - .... - .. - .. .. 2 .... - .. - - .. - - - - - - . • . 118 
------ --- .. ...•........•...•..••..••......••.......•.........•••...•...•. - .•..••..••. - --- 119 
t ~~: ~~~ :~~~ ;;~; ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~: ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ j~~~ j~~j j~~j ;~~~ ~~~j ~~~j !i! 
. i. : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : ::: : : :: : : : : : : : : .. 2- : ::: : : : : : : : : : ::: :::: :: :: i : : : : : : : : : : :: -i3 - . -2- i~ 
·a·::: ·2· :::: hia· ·is· .. i. :::: :::: :::: .. s. :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: --6- :::: :::: ·i3· --i- g~ 
..... - .. - ........ --.- ............ - ...... - ........................ -............... -... - --- 128 
..... - --- .... -... -... .. .. .. • . .. .. • ...... - ....... -............... - .•. - .. - ............ - - .. 129 
·-- .................................................................................. ---- 130 
-3. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -i5 . fg~ 
-r ::: ::: :::: ::: :::: :~: :::: :::: :::: ::;: :::: :;:: ::;: :::: :::: :::: ::;: :;:: :::: :::: ::~: ::: in 
... ··- --- .................................... ··-- ........................................ 137 
if : : : : ~: : : : : : ~~: : : : : : ::: : ::: :::: : ::: :::: : : : : : : : : : : ~: : ::: : :: : : ::: : ~~: : ~~: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ~: ~!! 
• · · -.- .. . ..•......... m15 .........••..•.......••......••...•..••.......•......••..••..••. 141 
6 .. - 2 ........ -- ........................... ....................... .... .............. .. 142 
•.. -. - -.- -... 1 -...... - -............••...•. - . . . 3 . . • . . • • . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 143 
•. .. .. .... •...........••..•••..•..•••.••.•••.•••..••.•••.•••..••..••..• • .•.•..•..•••. - ... 144 
T ::: ::: :~:: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :~~: :::::::: :::: :::::::::::: H~ 
.,. ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: '"i' :::: :::: "i' ""2' :::: :::: :::: :::::::: it: 
:i: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::: .. ~. :::::::::::: :~~: ::~: H~ ~ 
: : i :;: :~: :::: :;~ ;;~; :;;: :::: :::::::: ::~ :;;: :::: ;:;; :::: ::~: ~~: :;;: :::: :::: J !¥. 
::: ::: ::: :::: -~~- :::: ~~~- :::: :: :: :::::::: :::: -~~- :::::::::::: :::: :::: ~~~- :::::::: ~~:~ :~:: fg~ 
7 - . - 1 - . . . 6 -.. - - - . . - .. - .. . - - .. - - . . . - .. - - .. - 2 . - . - - .. - - .. - 3 204 - .. - - . - - 39 2 159 
4 ............ ...... ---- ........................ '"3' ---- ........ '"i' ::::::::: :: :: ::: '"2" i~~ 
... ::: ::: :::: '"3' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: .... :::::::: :::: 3 . 43 ........ 64 2 162 
jDegrees not specified. nincludes 2 ex gratia degrees. 
Iclncludes 2 "mechanical engineer." oThese are "bachelor of mechanical engineering." 
llncludes 5 confeiTed on completion of normal pThis is B. V. S. (bachelor of veterinary science). 
course and 1 on completion of theological course. q Conferred on examination. 
mThese are "mechanical engineer." rReceived the Cooper medal and diploma. 
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...:j 
~ ~ ~ q) Q$ ~ Q$ 
cQ ~ rn rn ~ rn ~ ~ ~ ~ ""' 
""' !:: ""' ::I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 § 0 0 § 0 ~ P:1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
----- -
-
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 ,. 8 
---- - -
- - -
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 72 











































3 .... 16 .... 12 .... 
Umtecl States Military Academy, West Pqint, N.Y........... 0 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C............... 9 
Biddle University, Charlotte, N.C............................. 4 
Davidso.n Coll~~e, Davidson College, N. C . . .. .. • . . . . .. . . • .. . .. 9 
Rutherford Couege, Happy Home, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
N o;rt)l Carolina Col~e~e. Mt. Pleasant, N. C . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 4 
Tnmty College, Tnmty College, N. C .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . • . • . .. . 17 
\Vake Forest College, Wake Forest College, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Buchtel College, Akron , Ohio . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .• . . . .....•. 2 
Ohio Universit.v, Athens, Ohio .... . . . ......................... 10 
Baldwin University, Berea, Ohio ... ... ...•.. ...... ............ 17 
German Wallace College, Berea, Ohio ............•...•••.... -. 3 
St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati. Ohio . .................... 6 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. 8 
Ohio vVesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio ...........••... -.. 46 
Denison U Diversity, Granville, Ohio .......................... - 14 
Hiram Collo~e, Hiram, Ohio ... .... . ___ . ......... . ......... . .. . 6 
IV estern Reserve College, Hudson, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Ohio. Central College, ~bcria, O_hio .............. ................... .. 
Manetta College, Manetta, Ohio .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. 22 
l<'ranklin Colle;re, n ea-r Athens, Ohio ... .......... .. . • . .. . .. . .. . 13 
Muskin~tUm College, N ew Concord, Ohio...................... 13 
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio ... .............................. 44 
ScioCollegf\,Scio,Ohio ... _ . ................................ 22 
Miami Valley College, Springboro', Ohio .......... -----· ------ 3 
·wittenberg College. Sp1·ingtield, Ohio ... ..•..........•..... -.- 23 
lleidelberg College, Tiffin, Ohio ........................... -.. 11 
Urbana University, Urbana, Ohio. .. . .... .. .... .. .. . ......... 7 
Otterbein Universit_y, Westf\rville, Ohio ..................... -. 16 
Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, Ohio.................... 5 
Wilmin~on College, Wibuington, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
University of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio . __ ... ..•... .•.•........ 91 
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio........................ 0 
Corvallis College, Corvallis, Orcg ... ... . ... _............. . .. . . . 4 
University of Oregon, Eugene Clty, Oreg.......... .... .... ... 6 
:Pacific University and TualatinAcademy Forest Grove, Oreg. 2 
...... .... 3 .... ---- ·--· 
g :::: ""7" :::::::: "2" 
4 ---· ....... . 
7 
4 .... 1 
2 
0 10 
0 2 4 














1 .......... .. 
1 18 4 .... 
3 12 .....••... 
2 6 .... 
36 .....••. - -·· 
---·o· ---· .. ii. ---· 5 .... 
0 .... 12 7 .. --
2 .... ~ .... ""2" :::: 
1 .... 6 7 .... 
----o· :::: .. i. :::: ....... . 
13 .... 22 .... 18 3 
0 .......... .. 
...... .... .... . ... 1 ··-· 
.......... 2 .......... .. 
0 ........... ........ . 
0 .... . 4 ........... . Ch~istian College, Mon_ruouth, Oreg .. __ ._.'................. . . . . 8 
Philo::nath College, Philomath, Ot·eg. _.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 . .......... -- .. ---
Willamette University, Salem, Oreg....... .. .. .. . .. • .. .. • .. . .. 6 ............... - · --- · ----

















L banon ValleyColleie,Annville,L'a.............. ... ........ 4 · 2 .... e2 .... 
t. Vincent's College, eatty. Pa... ... ........ .. . .. .. .. .. . . • .. /37 ........... • .. --- · ·-- · .. 3 · 
Dickinson qone~ _,Carlisle, Pa ... _ .......... __ ............... 26 5 .. .. 9 .. .. 16 
PennsylvamaMilitaryAcademy,Chester,Pa ................. 16 1 .... ·io" · 
3 Laf:~yette College. ma ton, Pa .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 61 6 36 
13 1 Pennsylvania ollP~C, G tt:vsbnrg, Pa.......................... 25 1 12 
4 2 Tbicl oll B , Gr<'r·nville, Pa . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 2 10 
4 2 iia' rford oll g . llav rford College, Pa......... ......... ... 11 2 7 
onongahela Coli' ~ ., J' fli rson, Pa . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 1 0 1 .... - ---
Alliv r ·ity at L w: bur&,' L wislJUrg, Pa ... _..... .... .. .... .. . 23 0 13 . .. . 10 
4 <-~rhrny Coli f!. , .Mea vill , P .... .......... __ ....... _..... 15 6 15 .... --6 · ·w rcl"rsburg oil " , ere r burg, Pa .......... _ .. _ ....... _.. 12 1 .. .. 6 1 
tminst r 'olleg , ;.;T w Wilmm,!rton, Pa................... 15 1 .. --112 · · · · ·-· · 
ni v ity of Penn. lvr l.ia, Philadelphia, Pa .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . 206 2 .. . 24 8 1 
i_V i/ ·rn~ ~iv ~ ity of Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa. . .. . .. . .. 13 3 4 2 1 
1r:b DlV . tty,, Outh.B thl bem,Pa........ ............... 4 ...................... , .. .. 
alnclud 2 "ma.'t r of philo ophv." a"Master of philosophy:." 
bln ·lud "b· h lorofpaintwg." oTheseare "mistre ofarts." 
cinclud 1 honorury :M.D. 
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6 .. . ................................................................................... 204 
.. . .. ...... .............................................................................. 205 
................................................................................. ·--· .... 206 
.. ....... ............................ 1 ........................ 1 ................ 1 207 
...... ... .... 15 ........................................................................ 208 
-~- ::: -~- :::: --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :::: --~- :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :::: .!~. :::: :::: ~~g 
........................................... . ............... . ............................ 211 
............ . ............... . .......................................................... . . 212 
......... . ............................................................................... 213 
................................................................................ ....... .. 214 
............................................................. -·· 2 .................... 215 
...... ·· - .. . . - -·· .••. ---· ..•......... ···- .••..•.......••...•...•............. -··· ..•... -- 216 
3 ........... ...................................... . ............ 1 .................... 217 
16 ..... - .... - .. - ........... - -.................................. - .. .. 99 20 . • .. 39 1 218 
.. . . .. . .. . . .. 3 ..... - .. - .. - . . • . . . .. 4 ...................... -. 2 .................... 219 
.. . .. . . .. . . .. 2 .. .. h2 ....................................... - -....................... 220 
I These are 13 "master of accounts," and 9 priests, 
2 deacons, and 13 subdeacons ordained during 
the year. 
g "Analytical chemist." 
h These are ''mechanical engineer.' • 
























































TABLE XV.-PART 1.-Degrees confen'ed in 
NoTE.-0 shows that no degrees wer~ 
Letters. All classes. I 
·---,------,----
All degrees. A.B. A.M. 











Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.............. ... 7 
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Augustinian College of Villanova, Villanova, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Washington and .Jefferson College, Washington, Pa....... •. . 39 
Waynesburg College, Waynesburg, Pa ........................... . . 
Br.own University, Providence, R.I.......................... 73 
College of Charleston, Charleston, S. C .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . • • .. . 8 
Erskine College, Due West, S.C............................... 11 
Newberry College, Newberry, S.C........................... 13 
Claflin University, Orangeburg, S.C.... . ........................ .. 
El!-st Tennessee !Vesleyan University, Athens, Tenn......... 3 
Kmg College, Bnstol, Tenn . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 3 
Soutllwestem Presbyterian University, Clarksville, Tenn..... 4 
Hiwassee College, Hiwassee College, Tenn................... 13 
Southweijtern Baptist Universit.v, .Jackson, Tenn . . . . . ... . ... 0 
University of Tennes!'ee, Knoxville, Tenn.................... 76 
Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn .. .. .. . .. .... .• . . .. .. 39 
Bethel Collep:e, :McKenzie, Tenn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
:Maryville College, :Maryville. Tenn ...... ......................... . . 
:Mosheim Institute, :Mosheim, Tenn....... .. .. .. .. . . • • • . . • .. .. S 
Carson College, :Mossy Creek, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 5 
Central Tennessee Colle~e, Nashville, Tenn.................. 8 
Fisk Universit.v, Nashville, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 
University of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn..................... 123 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . •• . 138 
University of the Sout.h, Sewanee, Tenn ...... ········"· ······ 4 
Greeneville and Tusculum College, Tusculum, T enn . . . . . . . . . 7 
'rexas :Military Institute, Austin, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e7 
State Agricultural and :Mechanical College, College Station, 0 
Tex. 
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Tex.................. 8 
Baylor University, Independence, Tex...... ...... .......... 7 
Mansfielll Male and Female CollegH, :Mansfield, Tex . . . . . . • • . . 10 
Austin College, Sherman, Tex ....................... ... ........... . 
Trinity University, Tehuacana, Tex.......................... 11 
:~~~ft~~?~~~~0an~est8.i6.A:gtic~~~i ·a~iiege; :sm.:· ~~ 
lin.L.rton, Vt. 
Middlebury College, :Middlebury, Vt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Virginia.Agricultm aland :Mechanical College, Blacksburg, Va ..... . 
Emory and ~enry College, Emory, V~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g11 
llampd n tdney College, Hampden Stdney, Va. .... ... . ..... 5 
~ 
~ 
~ <I) g ~ ai ~ ~ 1e a.l ~ "' ~ ... g ... ~ ... ... 0 0 0 0 0 
>=I Q Q ~ Q ~ 
0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 IJ:l IJ:l IJ:l 
-- - - -
3 4 ~ 6 ,. 8 
-- - - -
0 .... 3 ........... . 
0 3 7 .......... .. 
3 ... . ....... . 
2 34 5 ... . 
; :::: '46" :::: '24' "3" 
"'"'4' :::: 1~ ·::: :::: "4" 
0 7 6 .... 
2 .... ............ 2 
3 1 ........... . 
g ~ :::: "2' "i' 
1 7 .... 2 .... 
4 ............ 2 
1 7 .......... .. 
2 2 .... 1 .. .. 
1 ........ ... . 
i a1 .. i. :::: :::: .. i. 
5 .......... .. 








~ ::::::: : "3' 
5 ... . 3 .. .. 
1 .... 1 .. .. 
3 .......... .. 
8 ........... . 
1 .......... .. 
0 8 .... 2 ... . 
1 .................. .. 
3 .... 11 .......... .. 
""'7" :::: ~~ :::: "3" "2' 
7 .... 12 .... 4 
0 .................. .. 
1 ............... . 
5 5 .......... .. ¥~mpt_on ~ ~rmal and ;Agricnltu~al Institute, Hampton, Va ....... . 
u·g~ma Mil1tary Instttute, Lexmgton, Va. .... .......... .... h24 ...................... · .. 
Wa. hington and Lee University, Lexington, Va....... .. ...... 28 4 . . . . 9 . . . . 4 
:> .................. .. 
.J.:~nv Market Pol~. technic In titute, New :Market, Va. .. .. .. .. 2 2 · .. · 
Ri<'bmond Colleg.P Richmond, Va . ........................... 15 .... i ....... 2. .... 4 .. .. 
Romoke ollege. al m, Va ...... ... . ............ .......... 10 2 10 .... .... 1 
uoiv rsity of ir~ia, Diversity of Virginia, Va..... .. ... . . 61 0 1 . . . . 6 .... 
J~etllanv 'oll('ge, Bethany, W. Va .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .... .. 23 4 7 .. . . . .. . 4 
W t ir¢oia C•.lle"e, Fleminf.,rton, W. Va............. .... .. 0 1 ............. .. 
W t 'Virginia univer ity, !organtown, W.Va.............. 11 0 .... 3 .... 5 ... . 
• ht pherd olleg , bepbcrdstown, W. Va .... . .. .. . .... .. . .. . 9 . i9 ... .. ...... . .. .. 
LaWl·cnce Diversity, Appleton, Wis........................ 22 .... 3. 4 1 
B !olt 'olleg, B loit, Wis.................................... 15 2 .... 6 5 ... . 
IJi•·!·r ity of Wi cousin, Madi on, Wis . .. .. .. . .... .. .. . .. .. 63 0 11 10 . .. . 2 .. .. 
1lton oll ge, Milton, Wis . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 1 .. .. 3 ........... · 
G · · ~istr of English literature." 
lil:.!" o ~d tnncll'ru. 
cOrnduate in biblical d partment. 
d6 are ad eundem de~ees and 1 honorary. 
e With the degr e of • graduate." 
!Include116 "maid of arts." 
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conferred; .•.. indicates none returned. 
Science. ~hilosophy. Art. Theol- Medicine. Law. ogy. 
Sc.B. Sc.M. r4 r4 Ph.B. Ph.D. 
-----
d ~ 
r4 ------~ ~ 
r4 t1 r4 ~ ~ ~ A 00 6 ~ A d <j ~ ~ ~ r4 ~ a3 ~ A A A ~ ..c:i ..:1 ..:1 p:i p:i p:i p:i d A A A ~ A P-I H H 
a) ~ a) ~ g- aS aS ~ aS g- a) p:, a) i aS ~ ~~ p:; aS g- aS aS p:; <Q <12 ~ <12 <12 ~ ~ ~ <12 ~ ;:... ~ rn <12 ~ '"' ~ '"' ~ ~ '"' ~ c;s l:l ~ ~ !:) '"' '"' p p p '"' ;:... ;:... p '"' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 1=1 0 1=1 0 <;,) 0 <;,) <;,) 0 0 1=1 0 1=1 <;,) 1=1 <;,) 1=1 <;,) 0 0 <;,) § 




'-- - - -
- - - - -
- - - - - - -
9 101112 13 14 115 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 215 26 27 28 29 30 31 
4 ................................................. . ............ .... ................ . .. . 221 
a ... ... .... 2 ....................................................................... :.!22 
2 .............................................................................. ....... 223 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .... :. . . . . . . .. .. .. . 224 ... 
•• . •.. ... .••. .••. .••. .••. .... .••. .... .••. •••• .••. .... .••. .... .••. 2 .................... 225 . 
•• . ... ... .••. .... .... .... .... .••. .••. 3 ........................ 1 .••. .... .... .... 1 226 . 
... ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ..•. .... .... .... .... ..... .... 227 
........ . ............................................................................ . ... 228 
............ . ............................................................................ 229 
"2' ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::·:: :::: :::::::: ~::: :::: :::: :::: :::: "2' :::::::: :::::::: "i' ~~~ 
........ . . : .. ........................................................................... . 232 
'4' ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: '"i' :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- ~~: 
... ... ... .... .... •••. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 235 
4 ... -.. . . .. 1 ...... - ................... -....... -. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 57 7 . • .. . • .. 1 236 
...... ··- .... 1 .... .... .... .... .••. .... .••. 1 .... .... .... 7 1 ............ 27 1 237 
... ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 ................................................ 238 
... ... .. . .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... 2 .................... 239 
1 ... --· .... ·--· ........ ---- .................... ---- .... : ............................... 240 
........ ...... ............................... ---- ........................................ 241 
..... .......... ...................................................... 8 ................ 24!1 
1 .............................................................................. ..... ... 243 
................................................. 2 ................ b114 ............ 3 244 
a .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 4 .. • . 2 ............ c16 .... d94 .. .. . • .. 12 .. .. 245 
2 ...................................................................................... 246 
4 ..................................................................................... 247 
.. . ...................................................................................... 248 
......................................................................................... 249 
......................................................................................... 250 
..................................... 6 ................................................ 251 
............................................. .................. .......................... 252 
............................................. ................ .... 1 .................... 253 
.. ............ ................................................... 3 .................... 254 
......................................................................................... 255 
.. . .. . . . . .. . . 1 .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. • . 2 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. 3 49 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 256 
... ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 ................ 1 257 
......................................................................................... 258 
........... .. .................................................... 1 .................... 259 
...................................... __. .......................... 4 ................ 1 260 
.. ....................................................................................... 261 
......................................................................................... 262 
1 .............................................................. 3 ............ 14 1 263 
......................................................................................... 264 
................................................................. 1 ............ 9 .... 265 
· i · :: : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : :::: : ::: : :: : : : : : : : : : .. ~. · 2i · : : :: :::: · ai · : : : : ~~~ 
10 ...................................................................................... 268 
............................ . .................................... 1 .................... 269 
...... 3 ................................................................................. 270 
......................................................................................... 271 
9 .. . 6 . .. . .. .. . . .. -.. .. .. .. .. . • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 1 . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. 1 272 
..................................... 4 ........................ 2 .................... 273 
:~. ::: ::: .. i. :::: :::: -~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: . ~~- :::: ~~~ 
g Degrees not speci.fl.ed. i 7 are "master of English literature " and 2 
h These are ''graduate Virginia Military Insti- are ''mistress of :English literature." 
tute." j " Dachelor of mining and metallurgy." 
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NOTE.-0 shows that no degrees w~re 
All classes. Letters. 
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~ 
~ 
4l ~ <IS eli ~ eli ~ rn ~ ~ ~ ~ I'< ;... "' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1=1 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ .:1 ~ ~ 1=1 ~ H 
- -
- - -
1 z 3 4 li 6 '1 s 
1-------------------1---------
Racine College, Racine, Wis ................................. . 
Ripon College, Ripon, Wis ................................... . 
Georgetown University, Georgetown1..P· C ..•••••......•..... 
Columbian University, Washington, JJ. C .................. .. 
Howard University, Washington, D. G ...................... . 
National Deaf-Mute College, Washington, D. C ............. . 
· ',I'I ,'.C'·'U...~ ,{'• 










2 .... 5 ... . 
3 .... 3 .. .. 
9 .......... .. 
2 .................. .. 
2 
0 
5 .......... . 
2 
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conferred; •.•. indicates none returned. 
Science. Philosophy. Art. Theol- Medicine. Law. ogy. 





.:a .:a Fi 
Fi ~D Fi .§ ~ ~ A u.i d3 ~ A 0 ~ .... Fi l1i l1i ~ A A A <j <j 
.:a ~ :::! ..c:i ~ ~ p:i ~ ~ ~ 0 A ~ A A ~ A p.; H H g,t- ~ ~ cD a:>" cD 6 g- g- ~ & ~ t g- p:; cD ~ 6 g- cD 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ill ~ ~ ~ ~ Ill rn g ~ .... .... ... ~ ce .... !:; ~ ~ .... 5 p ., p .... p .... .... p .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o;) ;::; o;) I'< o;) o;) o;) o;) o;) o;) o;) I'< o;) I'< o;) ~ o;) I'< o;) o;) o;) o;) § 
~ 0 ~ 0 ~ I'< ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ \ ~ ~ ~ l:q ~ ...... ~ t:I:l ~ t:I:l ~ 
- - -
-




- - - -
- - -
- -
9 10 11 12 13 14 Hi 16 l'f 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 2'f 28 29 30 31 
1 ••.••.•••••••.••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•••••.•.•.•.•••• 27G 
1 ...................................................................................... 277 
1 ... :. . ... . .•.. ..•. .... .... .... .... . .. . .... ..•. .•.. .•.. ..•• •... . .. . 6 ................ 278 
::r: ::: ::~: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::i: :::::::: ::~: :::::::::::: J -~~- :::: :: :~ ::~: !!! 
b Includes 1 degree not specified. 
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Divinity; D. D.~Doctor of Divinity; M.D., Doctor of Medicine; D.D.S., Doctor of Dental Surgery; 

















SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY. 
1 Pacific Theological Seminary, Oakland, Gal . • . • . . . . . . . . a2 
2 San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Francisco, 3 
Cal. 
Theology. 1t1edicine. Law. 
rJ.i 
cS p:j A ~ A A A 
..c::i ~ ~ A A ~ A p, r-:1 
Q ~ Q g- g- i 1>: IT.l rn ~ ;... ;... 8 g s p ;.. p .... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q .. Q Q Q Q >= 0 










1 .......................... .. 
3 
3 Theological Institute of Connecticut, Hartford, Conn.. all ................................ · · 
4 Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn . . . . . . . . . . a9 .•••....••...•••• · ..•.. · · · - · • · · · • · 
5 Chicago Theological Seminary, Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . b10 8 .•.•...... • - ....... · - ·- · -• • • 
6 Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest, a12 ................................ .. 
Chicago, Ill. 
5 ........................... . 7 Garrett 'Biblical Institute, Evanston, Ill . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . a18 
8 Wartburg Seminary, Mendota, Ill. ................. .'.. a9 ........................... · .. ·- .. 
9 Baptist "Union Theological Seminary, Morgan Park, IlL .. .. .. (c) (c) .................... .. 
10 Augustana Theological Seminary, Rock Island, Ill..... a8 ................................ .. 
11 Concordia College, Springfield, Ill...................... a20 ................................ .. 
12 Danville Theological Seminary, Danville, Ky .. .. . .. . • . d3 .. • • .. .. ........................ .. 
13 Ban~or Theological Seminary, Bangor, Me............. al4 ............ , ................... .. 
14 Scho1asticate of -the Congregation of the Most Holy a6 ................................ .. 
Redeemer, Mt. St. Clement, Uchester, Md. 
15 Andover Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass........ al9 ................................ .. 
16 Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass........ a4 ............................... • .. 
17 Newton Theologicalinstitution, Newton-Centre, Mass. 16 16 .......................... .. 
18 New Church Theolo~ical SchoQJ, Waltham, Mass...... a3 ................................ .. 
19 Bishop Green AssoCiate Mission and Training School, d2 . • . • . • . • • • . . . • • • • • . . • . . • • . . . • . . • • • 
Dry Grove, Miss. 
20 Concordia College (Seminary), St. Louis, Mo........... a24 ................................ .. 
21 German Theological School ofNewark, Bloomfield, N.J. a6 ................................. • 
22 Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J .. . .. . . • .. • . a19 ................................ .. 
23 Theological Seminary of the Reformed (Dutch) Church a14 ................................ .. 
in America, New Brunswick, N.J. 
24 Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, 31 31 ........................... . 
Princeton, N.J. 
25 Auburn Theological Seminary, Auburn, N.Y.......... el2 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. ........ .. 
26 Brooklyn Lay College and mblical Institute, Brook- a7 ................................ .. 
lyn,N.Y. 
27 Hamilton Theological Seminary, Hamilton, N. Y .. .. .. all ................................ .. 
28 General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Epis· /20 ................................. . 
copal Church, New York, N.Y. 
29 Union Theological Seminary, New York, N.Y......... a30 ................................ .. 
30 Rochester Theological Seminary, Rochester, N.Y...... a14 ................................ .. 
31 St. Mary's Theological Seminary, Cleveland, Ohio...... a26 ................................ .. 
32 Union Biblical Seminary, Dayton, Ohio .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. a2 ................................ .. 
S:J U~~r: Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Xenia, 9 9 ........................... . 
34 Western Theological eminary, Allegheny, Pa.... ..... 16 16 .......................... .. 
35 Theological Seminary of the General Synod of the ell ................................ .. 
;E-ya?-gelical Lutheran Church, Gettysburg, Pa. · 
86 DIVlmty chool of the Protestant Episcopal Church, all ................. .. ... . .•.... . .•.. 
Philao lphia, Pa. 
37 Crozer Theological Seminary, Upland, Pa............. 11 11 .......................... .. 
38 Theological Seminary of the General .Assembly ofthe a14 ................................. . 
Presoyterian Church, Columbia, . C. 
39 Th olo~cal and Normal Institute, Nash rille, Tenn.... e3 ................................. . 
40 Union heological eminary,Hampden Sidney, Va. .... dl9 ............................... .. 
41 Richmond Institute, Richmond, Va. .. ...... .. . . . . . . . . . a7 
42 Protestan~ Episcopal Theological Seminary, Theologi- a4 
cal mmary, Va. 
43 Nashotah Hoo e, Nashotah, Wis...................... s 
44 minary of t. Franci de Sale , t. Francis, Wis...... a25 
a ~umb r of graduat s reported. dReceiv d certificates of having completed ~Two received certificates only. course. 
cTh ·. d greescon!erredbut thennmberofeacb eNomb rreceivingdiploma. 
anot gtvcn. /Numb r of graduates; 5 received the degrett 
of "bachelor of sacred theology." 
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~ u.i 
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1. 2 3 4 :) 6 '1 8 9 
1--------------------1----------------
SCHOOLS OF LAW. 
45 Union College of Law, Chicago and Northwestern 
Universities, Chicago, ill. 
32 ... --- . ----- . - •••• - .. - .. .. 32 
46 Law department of University of Louisville, Louis- 28 .......................... 28 
ville, Kv. 
47 School of L aw UniversityofM:tryland, Baltimore, Md. 
48 Law School of Cincinnati College, Cincinnati, Ohi,p .... 
49 National University, law department, Washington, D. C 
33 .......................... 33 
74 .................. .... .... 74 
52 .......................... 52 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE. 
50 Medical College of .Alabama.t Mobile, Ala............. 18 .......... .. 
51 M edical College of the Pacinc, San Francisco, Cal. . . . . 15 .•••••.•••.. 
52 Atlanta Medic.al College, Atlanta, Ga .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. a38 .......... .. 
53 Rush M edical College, Chicago, Til . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. b130 .......... .. 
54 Woman's Medical College, Chicago, Til .... ·............ · 5 .......... .. 
55 Medical College of Evansville, Evansville, Ind . .. .. . .. 14 .......... .. 
56 M edical College of Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne, Ind .. .. bll .......... .. 
57 College of Physicians and Sur~eons, Keokuk, Iowa .. . . 78 .......... .. 
58 Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville, Ky . . • . . . . . . 43 .•••••. ..• •• 
59 Louisville Medical College, Louisville, Ky ......... -... 70 .......... .. 













61 College of' Physicians and Sur~eons, Baltimore, Md . . . 80 • • • • • • • • • • • • 80 ••••.••••••••••• 
62 University of Maryland, medical department, Balti- 53 ...... ...... 53 ............... . 
more,Md. 
63 Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Mi~h .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . b30 .. .. .. .... .. 29 .............. .. 
64 Kansas City College of Physicians and Surgeons, · 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 ............... . 
Kansas City, Mo. 
65 Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, Mo .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. 87 .. • .. . .. .. .. 87 .............. .. 
66 St. Louis Medical College, St. Louis, Mo . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. c59 .. .. .. .. .. .. c59 ............... . 
67 Medical department, University of Buffalo, .Buffalo, 40 ...... ...... 40 ............... . 
N.Y. 
10 .......... .. 68 Woman's Medical College of New York Infirmary, 
N ew York, N.Y. 
Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery, Cincin- b30 .•••••.••••• 6!) 
nati, Ohio. 
70 Miami Medical College, Cincinnati, Ohio ... •• ......... . 
71 Columbus Medical College, Columbus, Ohio ........... . 
72 Starling Medical College, Colnm bus, Ohio ..••....... .. 
73 J eft'erson M edical College, Philadelphia, Pa ........... . 
74 Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, Philadel-
. phia, Pa. 
75 Medical College of the State of South Carolina, Charles-
ton, S.C. 
76 Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va ........... . 
77 Bennett Medical College, Chicago, Ill .....•.....•...•. 
78 American M edical College, St. Louis, Mo .. ...... •..... 
79 United States Medical College, New York, N.Y ....••. 
80 Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio ......•..• 
81 Chicago Homreopathic College, Chicago, Til .......... . 
82 liabnemann Medical College and Hospital, Chica.go, TIL 
83 IIomreopathic Medical College of Missouri, St. Louis, 
Mo. 
84 New York Homooopathic Medical College, New York, 
N.Y. 















40 ........... . 
6 ........... . 
10 ............... . 






23 2 ....... . 








40 ---- .... --·· .... 
6 ............... . 
New York, N.Y. 
86 Pulte Medical Colle~e, Cincinnati, Ohio................ 32 ...... ...... 32 ............... . 
87 Homooopathic Hospital College, Cleveland, Ohio....... 25 ...... ...... 25 ............... . 
88 Hahn em ann M edical College,-Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . • . . 61 .· •• _- •• .• _· _· _· _· •· .· .· . _. 6_1_. -4-1• · .· .· .· .· ·. ·_ • . · • .• • •• •• 89 Baltimore Colleue of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, Md _. 41 
90 Boston Dental College, Boston, Mass . : ......... __ .... _ 17 _..... . .. .. . . .. .. . 17 ........... . 
91 Missouri Dental College, St. Louis, Mo .. • .. • • . .. . .. ... 7 . •• • .. .. .. .. . . . • .. 7 ........... . 
a Includes 3 ad eundem degreee. 
b Incluues 1 honorary M. D. 
c Includes 4 ad eundem degrees. 
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TABLE XV.-PART 2.-Degrees conferred in 1879 by professionals~hools, ~c.-Continued . 
. a Theology. Medicine. Law. 
<XI 
IP 
Institutions and locations. 
! rJi ~ ~ A !~ ~ A A A 
..c:l ~ ~ ~E:l A A ~ A. P1 H H 
.... 0 
'!) ~ t rD '!) rD a OQ 112 ~ ~ r1J C1J r1J <lJ ~ ~ ... ~ <lJ ... p 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q = Q Q Q Q ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ A p:j 
---- - -
- -
l 2 3 4 :i 6 ,. 8 9 
1--------------------1----------------
92 New York College of Dentiiiltry, New York, N. Y ..•. 
93 Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio ..... 











Philadelphia Dental College, Philadelphia, Pa. .•••••• 
Chicago College of Pharmacy, Chica~o, Til ....•••..•. 
Louisville College of Pharmacy, Lomsville, Ky ....... 
Maryland Colle_ge of Pharmacy, Baltimore, Md .....•• 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Bosrtm, Mass ..• 
St. Louis College of Pharmacy, St. Louis, Mo ..•.••••. 
College of Pharmacy of the City of New York, New 
York,N.Y. 
Pitt~ burgh College of Pharmacy, Pittsburgh, Pa ..••. 
National College of Pharma.cy, Washington, D. C •••. 
19 •••••. ··•••· ·••••• 
31 
57 

















11 ...................... 11 
a6 .................. ""I a6 
a These are "doctor of pharmacy." 
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TABLE XV.-PART 3.-Degt·ees conferred in 1879 by schools for the superior instruction of 
women. 
[The following are the explanations of ab brevi'ations used in Part 3 of this table: A. B., Graduate in 
Arts; A.M., Mistress of Arts ; B. L.A., Grauuate in Liberal Arts; B. L., Graduate in Letters; M. L. 
A., Mistress of Liberal Arts; M. E. L., Mistress of English Literature; M. Ph., Mistress of Philosophy; 
M.P. L., Mistress of Polite Literature; B. Sc., Graduate in Science; Mis. Mus., Mistress of Music.J 
All degrees. 
Institutions and locations. ~ ~ ....l ,; ,; ~ 
El ~. -~ ;r;~r; .·~ 8 >= !Xl~~~I-4~P.P.c}3 1 a.i 1-----------1--~-~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ 
1 
_______ 1_,__ _____ 
1 
__ 2 ___ a_~_:_~~~~ to~~~  
Florence Synodical Female College, 
Florence, Ala. 
2 Huntsville Female College, Huntsville, 
Ala. 
5 ··•··· .... .... .... .... 4 .... .... .... .... 1 
0 0 ....................................... . 
3 Judson Female Institute, Marion, Ala.. a5 .•••••.••.•••..••..•• . .••.•••. . ••..••..••.•••• 
4 Marion Female Seminary, Marion, Ala.. 14. . • • • • . 14 .••...•..•• . ..•...•...•.. ••.. .•. • ••• 
5 Alabama Central Female College, Tus· b6 . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . . ••..••......•...••.•••• 
caloosa, Ala. 
6 Alabama Conference Female College, c17 ..•... b12 2 1 ... . .......................• 
Tuskegee, Ala. 
7 We.;leyanFemaleCollege, Wilmington, 
Del. 
8 Lucy Cobb Institute, Athens, Ga .. .•••• 
9 Columbus Female College, Columbus, 
Ga. 
10 Dalton Female College, Dalton, Ga .. .. 
11 Georgia Baptist Seminary for Young 
LaclieR, Gainesville, Ga. 
12 Griffin Female College, Griffin, Ga ....•. 
13 La Grange Female College, La Grange, 
Ga. 
3 2 ............... . 1 ............... . 
19 . -.-.. • .. . . • • . . .. . 12 . . . . 7 ............... . 





3 ................................ / ..•• 
5 ................................... . 
10 ..•......••..........••..••...•• 
d4 .............................. . 
14 Southern Female College, La Grange, Ga. ell 
15 CollegeTemple,Newnan,Ga........... 2 ...... ·••· ··2· :::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
16 Almira College, Greenville, IlL......... /8 ............................................. . 
17 Jacksonville Female Academy, Jack· . /7 ..................... .. ...................... . 
son ville, Ill. 
18 Rockford Female Seminary, Rockford, g16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ...... 
Ill. 
19 DePauw College, New Albany, Ind .... 
20 St. Agatha's Seminary, Iowa.City, Iowa. 
21 College of Sisters of Bethany, Topeka, 
Kans. 
22 Bowling Green F emale College, Bowl-
ing Green, Ky. 
23 Clinton College, Clinton, Ky ........... . 
24 Franklin Female Col!ege, Franklin, Ky. 
25 Georget;own Female Seminary, George-
town, Ky. 
26 Liberty Female College, Glasgow, Ky ... 
27 Hamilton Female College, Lexmgton, Ky 
28 L exington Female College, Lexington, 
Ky. 
29 Millersburg F emale College, Millers-
burg,Ky. 
30 Mt. Sterling Female College, Mt. Ster-
ling, Ky. 
31 Paducah F emale College, Paducah, Ky . 
32 Logan Female College, Russellville, Ky. 
33 Science Hill School, Shelbyville, Ky .... 
34 Shelbyville Female College, Shelby· 
ville, Ky. 
35 Silliman Female Collegiate Institute, 
Clinton, La. 
36 Keachi Female College, Keachi, La ..... 
37 Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female 
Colleg:e, K ent's Hill, Me. 
38 Waterville Classical Institute, Water-
ville, Me. 
3ll Baltimore Female College, Baltim()re, 
Md. 
0 0 ........................................ . 
4 •••••• .... .... . ... .... .... •••. .... •••• 4 •••• 







.. .............................. 1 .......• 
6 ................................... . 
0 ...................................... ~. 
8 ........... .... ............. ... .... . 
4 
4 
13 ··•··• .••. d2 ............ 11 
13 ......................... . 13 ............. --~1 
5 4 ............ 1 ............... . 
9 .•••• .... 1 .... .... .... 8 ............... . 
0 0 ....... . ... . ........................... . 
6 6 .................... .. ..... ... . 
7 ................. . 7 ............... . 
1 h3 ............... . 4 
5 5 .............................. . 
9 ................. . 9 .... . ....... . .......... . 
4 2 .......... .. 2 ........... . ... . 
40 Smith College, Northampton, Mass..... 12 ...... 12 ....... ...... .... ·· · · · .. ·•·· .. · · ... . 
a With the degree of '' ~raduate." j Degrees not specified. 
b With the degree of "full graduate." g 7 were graduates in collegiate course and 9 in 
c Includes 2 ''graduates in Enrrlish.'' musical course. 
d " Maid of arts." o h "Mistress of English languago." 
e 6 d~plomas for completion of full L atin and Eng-
lish course, 5 for completion of English course. 
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T~LE XV.-PART 3.-Deg1·ees conjer1·ed in 1879 by schools, ~c.-Continued. 
All degrees. 
Institutions and locations. g t- ,;, <i ~ ~ p ~ C'l ~ ..ci '1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ poi P-; ~ d ~ Q ~ U1 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-- -
- - -
-- - - -
1 2 3 4 li 6 , s 9 10 11 12 13 
------~---------~--- ---------------
41 Bennet Seminary, Minneapolis, Minn ... 
42 Blue Mountain Female College, Blue 
Mountain, Miss. 
43 Whitworth Female College, Brook-
haven, Miss. 
44 Central Femal~ Institute, Clinton, Miss. 
45 Franklin Female College, Holly 
Springs, Miss. 
46 Meridian Female College, Meridian, 
Miss; 
47 Chickasaw Female College, Pontotoc, 
Miss. 
48 Lea Female Colle~e, Summit, Miss ..... 
49 Stephens Female vollege, Columbia, Mo. 
. 50 Howard College, Fayette, Mo .......... . 
51 Fulton Synodical Female College, Inde-
pendence, Mo. 
52 Independence Female College, Inde· 
pendence, Mo. 
53 St. Louis Seminary, Jennings, Mo ..... . 
54 Baptist Female College, Lexington, Mo. 
55 Central Female Colle,ge, Lexington, Mo. 
56 Elizabeth Aull Female Seminary, Lex-
ington, Mo. 
57 Lindenwood Female College, St. Charles, 
Mo. 
58 St. Joseph Female College, St. Joseph, 
Mo. ' . 
59 New Hampshire Conference Seminary 
and Female College, Tilton, N . H. 
60 Tilden Ladies' Seminary, West Lebanon, 
N.H. . 
61 Bordentown FemaJe College, Borden-
town, N.J. 
62 Pennington Seminary and Female Col-
legiate Institute, Pennington, N. J. 
63 Academy of the Sacred Heart, near 
Albany, N.Y. 
64 St. Agnes School, Albany, N.Y ........ . 
65 Buffalo Female Academy, Buffalo, 'N. Y. 
66 Cook'sCollegiateinstitute, Poughkeep-
sie, N.Y. 
67 Greensboro' Female College, Greens-
boro', N.C. 
68 Chowan Baptist Female Institute, Mur-
freesboro , N.C. 
69 t. Mary's School, Raloi~~· N. C ....... . 
70 Thoma ville Female Couege, Thomas-
ville,N. C. 
71 Cincinnati Wesleyan College, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. 
72 Cleveland • eminary for Girls, Cleve-
land, Ohio. 
73 G{!;hi~~e Female College, Granville, 
74 lli~bl:md Institut , Hillsbo!'ough, Ohio. 
75 llill borough F male Colle..,o, llills-
1 
borou~rb, Ohio. 
76 Ir•ing J?emale College, Mechanicsburg, 
Pa. 
77 Pitt burgh Femal College, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
78 Grf' nvill Femalu Coil rre, Greenville, 
7!1 W'u.lb~l1aF male Collf;g~1 Walhalla, S. C 80 William. ton Female ou ge, Williams-
ton, .·.c. 
a. Th ar lnnr at degree . 
b lJ g t· not p clilE-d. d \\~i~fuA~e g -~~J!~~f,;tduate." 
a9 .............. a4 ........... ......... a5 .. .. 
b5 .......... - ... - .. - .. .. ... - .................. .. 
7 .......... ··-· .... .... .... 7 .... ...... ... ~ .. 
b~ :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: "2' :::: :::: :::: :::: 
4 ...... .... .... .... .... .... 4 .... .......... .. 
c6 ............................................ .. 
4 ...................... . ........... 4 ...... .. 
dS 2 ................ --·· .... , ....... ·••• 
~ .......... --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·e5· :::: 
2 ··-· .............................................. . 
3 3 --·· .............................. .. 




:::::: ~::: :::: ~::: ~::: :::: :::: ~::: :::: "'"'i'" :::: 
........................................................................... 
7 7 .................................. .. 
4 1 ............ ·-·· 
b3 .. ... ...................................................................................... . 
12 ...................... 2 .... ........ j3 
14 .......................... 14 .............. .. 






.... ..... .................. .. --·· .................................................. 
g7 ................................................................. . ............ .. 
b5 .............................. ---· .......... .. 
7 g2 5 ....................... . 
16 1 3 -.. - -....... -.. - .•.. -... 12 - .. . 
0 ...................................... . 
blO ............................................ .. 
1 . ... . .. .. ......... .. 
4 4 ................................... . 
hlO .................. . ........... . ...... . ---· .. .. 
17 ...... ell g6 ... ... ...... . .. ......... .. 
.... ~. 1 :::: ·;r :r:::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
e These are "mistr ss of science." 
f"BacbPlor of music." 
gWith tbe <le,.ree of "full graduate." . 
hl clas ical, 6 in En"'li h, and 3 in musiC. 
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TABLE XV.-:-PART 3.-Degrees confert·ed in 1879 by schools, 9'-c.-Continued. 
All deg;rees. 






1 .2 3 4 :i 6 '1 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1---------------1·-- ---------------
81 Wesleyan Female College, Brownsville, 
Tenn. 
82 Memphis Conference Female Institute, 
Jackson, Tenn. 
83 Murfreesboro' Female Institute, Mur-
freesboro', Tenn. 
84 Soule Female College, Murfreesboro', 
Tenn. 
85 W. E. Ward's Seminary for Young 
Ladies, Nashville, Tenn. 
86 Martin Colle~, Pulaski, Tenn ......... . 
87 Rogersville l!·emale College, Rogers-
ville, Tenn. 
88 Baylor Female College, Independence, 
Tex. · 
89 Waco Female College, Waco, Tex ...... 
90 Vermont Methodist Seminary and Fe-
male College, Montpelier, Vt. 
91 Martha Washington College, Abing-
don, Va. 
92 Albemarle Female Institute, Charlottes-
ville, Va. 
93 Roanoke Female College, Danville, Va .. 
94 Marion Female College, Marion; Va .... 
95 Southern Female College, Petersburg, 
Va. · 
96 Staunton Female Seminary, Staunton, 
Va. 
97 Wesleyan Female Institute, Staunton, 
Va. 
98 Episcopal Female Institute, Winches-
ter, Va. · 
99 Broaddus Female College, Clarksburg, 
W.Va. 





9 ............... . 
12 ........... . 5 .............. .. 
5 .............................. . 
44 .............................. .. 
8 8 ............................... . 
9 .................................. 9 ....... . 
3 .............................. .. 
6 .......................... 6 ............... . 
!) ...................... 4 5 ............... . 
11 ...... . 8 .... .... .... .••. .... .... .••. 3 .••• 
c5 ............................................. . 
d4 ......... ..... ............................... . 
c5 
d2 
e8 ............................................. . 
dB ............................................. . 
7 7 .................................. .. 
d2 ................ /1 ............... . 
100 Wheeling Female College, Wheeling, 
W.Va. 
c10 
101 Milwaukee College, Milwaukee, Wis ... 
a Includes 1 M. C. L. 
b Includes 1 in Latin, 1 in art, and 1 in music. 
c Degrees not specified. 
7 7 ................................... . 
d With the degree of "full graduate." 
e W:ith the degree of "graduate." 
f "English graduate." 
TADLE XVI.-Statiatics of additional publio libraries numbering eack 300 volum~ or upwardB for 1879; from replies to inquirica by the United State8 Bureau 
of Educatwn. 
IE~pl.Jwntions of abbreviations: .A.cad., academy; Soh., school; Hist'l, historical; The'l, theological; Pub.,public; Coli., college; Soc'l, social; Med., medical; Mis., miacel-
laneous.] . 
~ ai 0 Q> 




l=l ~ .... 1=1 0 
..;:: ~ .... 
Name. Location. Librarian or secretary. 
l=l 0 ~ 'S ~ G) 
,.c:j ~ CIS 
e: .... 6 ~ ~ 
-- -------
4 fj 6 l ,. 
---------
3 1. ~ 
1 St. J'?s~_h's Academy L~brnx:y . . . . . S~cra~ent_oll CaJ. ---. Sister ~ercy . ..•••.• - .. --.. 1857 . . . . . . Sch..... 2, 050 
•> Public tbruryofllawkmsvillea .. HawkmsVl e,Ga ... Sam Lang .................. 1879 Sub. Pub.... 710 
3 Liut't\ry of Lincoln University...... Lincoln, Til ...... -.. B. F. McCord, A. M ••••••• -. - 1866 Free Coil..... 16, 000 
4 Library of Ccucordia Seminary..... Springfield, Til . .. -.. G. Kroenin& ............. -.. . .. . .. .... .. The'l .. . 800 
5 ~t.Ma'ry'sLi\)rarL ................ lowa<Jity,Iowa .... Sr.MaryCcestine .......... 1861 ...... Sch ..... 571 
(l Tilford ..A.cadomy ·urnry . . . . . . . . . . Vinton, low a . . • • . . . T. Tobin, A. M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1871 Free Acad . . . 500 
7 Atchison Institute Library ........ . Atchison, Kans ..... Mrs.ll.E. Monroe .......... 1875 Free Sch ..... 500 
8 LibrnryofKansns Theological School Topoka, Kans...... . R ev. Richard Eller by . . . . . . . 1872 c l!rce The'l . _. 3, 550 
9 Aloxandor College Library ........ . Burks ville, Ky ...... Re\. J.P. McMillan ..................... CoiL.... 1, 000 
10 Library of Loretto Academb .. .. . .. Loretto, Ky......... Sister M. Cecilia ......... -.. ... . .. .. .. .. Acad .. . 1, 000 
11 Library of Miuclen Female ollege Minden, La . ... .. -.. Thomas 0. Benton ......... - ...... dFree Coil..... 400 
12 St. IsiJore's lnst-itute Library ...... N ew Orleans, La .... Rev. J. Scherer, c. s. c ................... Sch. .... 1,650 
13 lligh ~chool Library .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. Portland, Me........ .Albro E. Chase .. • .. .. . .. . .. 1872 dFree Sch..... 1,131 
14 Jfr:mklin 8cbool Library .... .. . ... .. Topsham, Me ....... D. L. Smith . ...................... dFree Sch. ..• . 400 
15 Library of J olms Hopkins Univer- Baltimore, Md .. .. .. Wm. Hand Browne .. . .. .. .. 1876 e Free Coil..... 7, 081 
silv. 
16 AtholLibrary ...................... Athol,Mass ........ Mrs.ElizaF.Doane ......... 1879 Sub........... 895 
17 Libra.t·y of Public Latin School . . . . . Boston, Mass . . • • . . . Moses M errill.... . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . Sch..... 3, 000 
18 Library of L eicester Academy...... Leicester, Mass . . . . . A. H. Coolidge (president of .... . . dFree Acad . . . 400 
trustees). 
1!) St.Mark'sLibrary .. ............... Southboro',Mass ... J.LT.Uoolidge (hendmas- 1879 Free Sch..... 760 
t er of school). 
20 Grand Traverse College Library.... Benzonia, Mich .. . .. L. D. Maltby................ 1874 Free CoiL.... 320 
21 Latlics' :Library Association . .. .. .. Hillsdale, Mich .. . .. Eliza N. Whittier.......... . 1879 Sub. Mis ... .. 545 
























~ Fund and in-
CIS come. b.ll 
.s ~ q) ,§~ ~ a . o:B 't;l~ 00 Q>. 
~~ A'g .s ~ ~<Z ~0 ~CIS ...... .., 
........ ~::::l ~;§ §~ <1><>3 
ol=l ~s r;l 
'0 a ~~ ~ <tl 8 
--- ------








































.. -· . i2 ·1::::::: :1::::::: :I:::::: ::1::::::::1:::::: :: 
lg 1--~·- ~~~-1--- ... ~ ·1-----~~-1--- .. ~~ ·1:::::::: 1,014 -------- /3,149 ........ 3,149 1,200 
895 
75 
0 705 510 116 
. ----- .................. :.I ........ ! ... ::-.- . • 
0 , .......... , .......... , •••••••• 




1, 658 j ...... --I 825 
0 0 






































23 Library of Starkville Female Insti-
tute. 
24 Phi Delta LibrarJ'"------ ...•.•.••••. 
25 Watson Historical Library .... . ... _ 
26 Libraries of St. Joseph Female Col-
lege. 
27 Library of Central Wesleyan College 
28 Doane College Library ....••••••... 
29 Turner Social Library ............. . 
30 Library of.M:cG awN orrual Institute. 
31 Oran$6 Valley Free Reading Room 
ana Public Library. 
32 Library of Buffalo Practical SchooL 
33 Library of Kinderhook Academy ... 
34 LibraryoftbeNewYork PressClub. 
35 Library of North U~ili Seminary ... 
36 Rockland Colleg;e L1bmry ........•. 
37 Starlin a M.cdica.L College Library .•. 
38 St. Michael's College Library ..... . 
39 Allegheny C.ounty Workhouse Li-
brary. 
40 Library of St. Charles' Seminary ... 
41 Mt. St. Joseph's Library·----------
42 Pennsylvania Board of Public Char-
ities. 
43 Fuller Litera.ry Society Library ... . 
44 Island Free Library ............... . 
45 Bay View Seminary ........ -- .... .. 
46 Green Mountain Seminary Library. 
471 Las Vegas College and Office of the 
Revista Cat6lica. 
48 Masonic Library 
Starkville, Miss .••.. T. G. Sellers ............................ Mia ..... 
Walthall, Miss...... SamiL. Cooke, city sch'lsup't 1877 Sub. Mia ..... 
Ashley, Mo . ----- .. . Joseph C. Watkins . .. ___ .... Sub. Hist'L .. St. Joseph, Mo .••••. Rev. E. S. Dulin, D. D., LL.D. 1876 dFree Coil .•.•. (president of college). 
1876 Sub Coil ..... Warrenton, Mo ----- Henr)r Vosholl .............. Crete, Nebr......... A. B. airchild .............. 1872 d.b'ree Coli ..... Lynn, N. H .. __ .... _ Henry H. Holt .............. 1850 Sub. Soc'L ... 
Reed's Ferry, N.H.. Elliot Whipple ............. Free Sch ..... Orange Valley, N.J. Joseph Campbell, president. 1879 lfree Pub .••. 
and 
sub. Buft'alo, N. Y ........ Herman Poole ..••••........ 1875 Free Sch ..... Kinderhook, N.Y ... W. 0. Reed ..... __ .......... 1825 Free .Acad ... NewYork,N. Y .... Henry Clay Lukens ......... 1873 gFree -s~h:~~::: North Chili, N. Y ... .A. H. Stilwell .. --- .......••. 1869 Free Nyack, N.Y ........ W. H. Bannister, jr .... ----- 1876 Free Sch ..... Columbus, Ohio ..... Otto Frankenberg, M. D ••••• 1848 Free Med .... Port:and, Oreg .••••. B. L. Carr ................... 1873 Sub CoiL •••. Hoboken, Pa ..•.••.. 0. H. Miller ................. 1870 Free Mis ..... 
Overbrook, Pa ...••. Rev. James .A.. Corcoran, D. D 1834 Free The'l ... Philadelphia, Pa . . . . Sisters of St. Joseph ....•... Sch ..... Philadelphia, Pa . • • . Diller Luther, secretary ....• 1869 Mis ..... 
West Chester, Pa .. . 
Block Island, R. I .. . 
Providence, R. I ... . 
Waterbury Centre, 
Vt. 
DebbieWalton ............. 1861~------~ Scp. .... . Charles E. Perry......... . . . 1878 Free M1s .••.. 
Nellie G. Byrne ............. 1874 Sub. Sch ..••. 
A.. M. Marsh .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 1868 Free Sch ..... 
Las Vegas, N.Mex. Rev . .A.. Mandalari, s. J • • • • • . 1875 
SaltLakeCity,Utah.l Christopher Diehl .••.•••••. 118771 Freel Mis ..... 
and 




























:: ~--·· ~~~-~-. --~~~-~---· ~;~ -~·-·- -~~-~-- ·~--~~ 
41 355 ........ 47 47 ---·-··· 
100 -------- 0 -····--- ........ •••••••• 
165 150 50 20 
. ... ·25·1-- · ·4ao·l::::::: :,--- ·-5i., .. ---25 ·1:::::::: 
51 1, 930 ...... -- 45 22 ·····--· 
150 ···-··-- 460 ······-- •••••••• 
350 I 1, 440 300 300 ........ . 
----658 -~::::::::I::::::::~--·· zoo-~-- .. 2so -~: ::::::: 
3 -------- 0 0 0 0 
19 -------- 0 112 112 •••••••• 
150 ................ -······- ........ ·····--· 
. ........................................... , ................. . 
210 .. • .. • .. 0 150 150 •••.•.•• 
.. .. 235 • • • • • • .. -- • • • .. . • ••••• -- • -- ..... 
100 ........ 0 0 0 0 
30 - ••.. - . - - • .. • • .. • •• -- - - - - • • .. . .. • • - ••• --
110 549 ...... -- 75 50 25 
65 1, 220 -- - .... - 70 15 55 
- •••• -. . - -- • • • • . 15, 000 •• - •• -. . . •••••• - • - •••••• 
264 ................ ······-· --····- ·--····· 
621 I 8,509 2, 332 I 1, 620 689 
16 'f38 25 
a Destroyed by fire, October, 1879; since reopened. 
b Increase by gifts; also $100 were expended in books. 
cTo students ofKansaa Theological School. 
dTo pupils. 
















TABLE XVII.-Statistics of tmining school-s for nu1·sesjor 1879; j1·om 1·eplies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education." 
al ~ r1l ~ ~J=~ s:l :::l 0 t:l ~ §' ~~ ~ 0 i3 ~ ~ ~ ] ""' ei ~~ 'rn"C~~ 0 &'5 ~1=1 ~E ~ ~~ 0 
·a ~ e- r1l .-I ~·~ ·~.~ <Pal 0 Name. Location. 0 "' Superintendent. .s 1 . s ~""' ..... Salary paid pupils. Conditions of admission. 0 bl) ""' ,t:>.bl) ~ ~~ ,~~ .s F-< r1l ~~ CQ"' 0 0 <l) j ..... CQ '0 
""' ""' 
F-< ~ ~<I) ~ ~ . ~,.q <l) 1 0 0 ! i ~.s .t:>.o,t:>.O <P <l) ~o l f" ~ ~ <P ~CQ "' A A ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-- - --
I 
1 ~ 3 4 :i 6 7 s 9 10 11 12 13 14 
- - -
-
l CounocUout Training School New IIaven, Conn .... 1873 1873 Gertrude l3arrett ..••. 2 14 ....... 116 40 li 50 $170 for 18 months. .Age, 22-40 ; good health 
for Nurses (State IIos- and character, and com-
pit.nl).a mon school education. 
: Boston City IIospitnl Train- l3oston, Mass ...•••.••. ............ 1878 .Alice C. Davis ..•..•.. b16 42 17 79 19 2 52 $10 a month for Preference given to appli-
ing School for Nurses. :first year; $14 a cants· between the ages 
month for second; of 25 and 35; if other-
$20 to $30 head wise good, a~plicants be-
nurses (gradu-- tween 21 an 25 may be 
ates). admitted. 
Boston Trnining School for l3oston, Mass ......... 1875 1873 J. E. Sangster ..•••.••. ...... 54 7 216 61 2 50 $10 a month for Preference given to appli-
Nurses (Massachusetts first year; $14 a cants between the ages 
General IIospital). ·month for second of 25 and 35. 
year. 
Trnining School for Nurses l3oston, Mass. (Rox- c1863 1872 Ella G. O'Neill .••..... d1 17 6 e67 e41 lt 50 $1 a week for first .Age, 21-35; term, 16 (Now England IIospital). bury district). 6 months; $2 a months; satisfactoryref-
week for second erences. 
4 
6 months; $3 a 
week for last. 4 
months. 
Missouri School of Midwifery St. Louis, Mo. (721 1875 1875 William C. Richardson, 4 11 24 180 173 1 16 None/ ......••.... None. 
and Diseases of Women Chestnut street). 111. D., president. 
and Children. 
5 
Now York St.'l.te School for Brooklyn, N. Y. (46 1873 1873 .A. H. Wolbaupter ... . 8 7 5 66 47 1 52 Boarded and .Age, 21-40; satisfactory 
Training Nurses. Concord street). lodgedduringthe references as to moral 
. 
ent1re course of character and general 
instruction. health, ability to read 
and write, an~ an agree-
Charity llospit.al Training 
ment to remain ono year. 
New York, N.Y. ............ 1875 Harriet L. Clute ...... (g) 40 28 120 57 2 52 $10 a month for .Age, 20-35; good health 
School. (Blackwell's Island). first year; $15 a and character, and good 












































.rsew Y:ork '.!.'raining School 
for Nurses (Bellevue Hos- New York (426E. 26th I 1872 
pi tal). st.reet). 
Training School of New York New York, N. Y. 
Hospital. (West 15th street). 
Nurse Training School of the Phil ad e 1 phi a, Pa. 
Woman's Hospital. (North College ave-
nue and 22d street). 
Washington Training School 
for Nurses. 
Washington, D.C .... . 
a Endowment, $12,()00. 
b These are 1 matron and 15 head nurses. 








E. P. Perkins .•••.•••. 
Eliza Watson Brown . 
Anna E. Broman, M.D. 
J. M. Toner, M. n., 
president. 
d Also lecturers. 









26 14 52 14 
17 10 117 e46 





2 50 $9 a month for the Age, 25-35; sounii healtll 
first year; $15 a good moral charactex 
month for the and a knowledge of ax·it:t 
second. metic, r eading, penma:r: 
ship, and English dict2 
tion. 
1! 52 $10, $13, and $16 a Age, 25-35; sound healtl:J 
month for the p e rfect senses, goo• 
first, second, and moral character, an• 
thiru 6 months, good common school edll 
l'eslectively; cation. 
grn uates, $25. 
Age, 21-45; intelligcnc~ 2 52 $5amonthforfirst 
6 months; $10·a goodcharacterandhabitE 
month for second 
6 months; $16 a 
month for second 
year. 
2 50 None .•••••.•••••. Must not beunder21, mus 
fumish certificates c 
health, good moral cha1 
~~:r~:h!f~~~~S:tio~~n 
j Annual charge to each pu:pil, $75. 





















T.\llr.r XY1TI.-Sfafistics ofinstif1tiions fm· the deaf and dumb fm·1879; from replies to inqui1·ies 7Jy the United States .Bureau of Education. 
Name. 
1 
Al:\b:nnn luRtitntion for the Deaf and Dumb and 
tltolUincl. 
2 A rknnqnR D<'nf-~fnto Institute.- .........•.•....... 
:1 Juqfitntiuu for tho Deaf and Dumb and the Blind .. 
4 Institute for the .Education of the Mute and the 
llliilll. 
5 .Aln<'ricnn Asvlum for the Education of the Deaf 
nml Dumb.· 
G Whi}lplo'A IIomoSchooL ....................•.... .. 
7 G<'or~rin. Institution for the .Education of the Deaf 
:mc'tDumb. 
8 Chkn:!O Day Schools for Deaf-Mutes a .......... _ .. . 
9 11linois lm;titution for the Education of the Deaf 
nnrl Dumb. 
10 Indiana Institution for .Educating the Deaf and 
Dmnb. 
11 Iown. Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and nnmb. 
12 KnnsaR Institution for the .Education of the Deaf 
and Dnmh. 
13 Rentntky Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
nn!lDumh. 
14 Lonisinun. I nstitntion for tho .Education of the Deaf 
nml Dnmll.b 
1:; I>ortlnn!l Day School for tho Deaf* .......... ....•.. 
16 1~. Knn1>p's lnsLitntec. _. __ . _ .............. _ .. _ .... . 

















Talladega, Ala 1860 I State . . . • . . . . . J. H. Johnson, llf. D 
Little Rock, Ark .••• .•.... 1868 
Berkeley, Cal •. .•••...•.•. 1860 
Colorado Springs, Colo ..•. 1874 
Hartford, Conn ... _ ....... 1816 
¥ysti~ R~ver, Conn ....... 1869 
Cave ;:;prmg, Ga .......... 1846 
Chicago, Ill . __ . _ .......... 1875 
Jacksonville, Ill ........ _ .. 1839 
Indianapolis, Ind ..•....... 1844 
Connell Bluffs, Iowa ...... 1855 
Olathe, Kans .........•.... 1866 
Danville, Ky _ ....• _ . . . . . . . 1822 
State . . . . . . . . . H. C. Hammond .....•....•••.••.•. 
~~:~: ::::::::: }: ~~i~fs:_ilkinson, M.A •••••••••• 
Board of di- Job Williams 
rectors. 
Private ....••. Jennie M. Whipple 
State ..• .... _. W. 0. Connor . 
B'dof educat'nl Rey._Phili~ _A. Emery, M.A., D. D .•• 
State ..••..... Ph1hp G. Gillett, LL.D .•••••••••••• 
State . . . . . . • • . William Glenn ....•. 
State .•....... , Moses Folsom, superintendent ... . 
State . . • . . . . . . J. W. Parker, superintendent .... . 
State . . . . . . • • I David C. Dudley .. 
Baton Rouge, La .•••••.••. 118521 Trustees ..... -~ John A. McWhorter, A. M _ •••••••• 
Portland, Me.............. 1876 City . . .• . . . ••. Miss Ellen L. Barton ............. . 
Baltimore, Md __ ..... _.... 1876 Private....... F. Knapp _ ...................•.... 
Baltimore, Md. (92 South 1872 Corporation ... F. D. Morrison, superintendent ... 
.Broadway). 
Number under in· 








~ ..... 0 ,;, 
~ ~ Q;) 
~ ..c 3 ,;, <a s ~ ~ 0 p 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ F4 
- --------
6 ,. s 9 10 
------
4 0 56 40 16 
4 0 78 45 33 
6 0 106 67 39 
2 1 28 11 17 
15 2 258 156 102 
3 •••••• 15 12 3 5 2 84 50 34 
5 2 39 23 16 
23 0 530 308 222 
18 3 392 213 179 
11 6 183 103 80 
5 0 108 54 54 
6 1 115 69 46 
3 0 40 24 16 
2 0 12 5 7 
3 ...... 27 18 9 




































1R 1\fnryl::md Scl10ol for tho Deaf aml Dumb.... . .. . ... Frederick, :Md . . . • . . •••••. 1S07 State . . . . . . . . . Clmrles W. Ely, M. A .............. 8 
' 
96 58 38 ]!) llomco Manu ~chool for the Dea-f.................. Boston, Mass. (63 Warren- 1869 School board .. Miss Sarah ]'uller ................ 8 0 93 44 49 ton street). 
Harriet B. Rogers ..... ... . ........ 10 1 77 30 38 
:?0 Clnrko Inl'ltitution for Dl'af-Mutes ......... .••. .... Northampton, Mass ....... 1867 Pvt. corporat'n :H l\1id rigau Institution for Educating tho Deaf and Flint, Mich . . ............ . 1854 Statfl . .... .... Thomas Macintiro, PH. D .• •• ••• •• 13 2 227 120 107 Dumb and Lbo Blind. 
2~ School of ..t.htieulaiiou .. ...... .. . ........... .... . . . Marquette, Mich .... ....•. 1871 Private .. ..... Mrs. A.M. Kelsey .••••........••. 1 0 2 1 1 23 Evangelical Lutheran As.vlum for Deaf-1\lutes .... Norris, Mich ...•......•... 1873 E. Luth. Asso. Rev. G. Speckbard d . •••• •.. ••.•••• 3 ..... - 36 24 12 24 .:llinnesoLa Institution for the :Education of the Faribault, Minn .. •.. ..... . 1863 State ..•...•.. J. L. Noyes, A.M., superintendent. 7 3 104 63 41 Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. 
25 ~~=:~~:f~~~~\\~~~b/~h;~fu~:ii:doP~~t~;f· Jackson, Miss ............. 1853 State ......... Charles H. Talbot ...•••..••....•.. 3 1 59 23 36 26 Fulton, Mo .. ..... ......... 1851 ~tate ......... William D.Kerr,A.M ............. 10 2 249 144 105 uml Dumb. 
27 St. Louis Day School for Deaf-llfutcs ............... St. Louis, Mo ............. 1878 School board •. Delos A. Simpson, B. A .•••••.•••... 1 1 35 19 16 28 N ebraska l:J:istitute for the Deaf and Dumb ........ Omaha, Nebr ...... .... .... 1869 State ......... J. A. Gillespie .. .. ..... . .......... 5 0 68 44 24 29 Le Con teulx: St. Mary 's lnstitution for Education of Buffalo, N.Y. (125 Edward 1854 Sisters of St. Sister Mary Anne Burke ......... 11 e1 131 74 57 Deaf-Mutes. street.) Joseph. 30 St. Joseph 's Institute for Improved Instruction of Fordham, N.Y .•.. . .. . .... 1869 Board of man- Mary B. Morgan ....••..•.•• ••.. •. 17 1 212 77 135 
U1 Dcaf-Mutes.f agers. 
1-3 31 l<'ree Evening Classes fer Deaf-Mutes ..........•... New York, N.Y. (East23d ........... ..................... 
.. ... .. . ...... .. .. .. . ............ ...... ······ .... ....... . ..... ........ . ......... . ......... 
·> street). 1-3 32 Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf- N ew York, N.Y. (1511 1867 Trustees •••••. David Greenberger ............... 11 0 133 58 75 ~ Mutes. Broadway). Ul 33 New York Institution for the Instruction of the New York, N.Y. (Station 1817 Directors .•.•. Isaac Lewis Peet, LL.D •••••••••••• 17 4 578 356 222 1-3 Deaf and Dumb.g M). ~ 
0 34 Western New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes ... . Rochester, N. Y .......... 1876 B'doftrustees Z. F. We-stervelt .................. 10 0 h133 h78 h55 > 3(j Centl'al New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes ..... Rome,N.Y ............... 1875 Trustees ...... Edward B. Nelson, B. A ••.... ... ••. 9 4 155 87 68 t"4 36 Nort-h Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb Raleigh,N. C ............. 1849 Directors ..... Rezekiah A. Gudger .. . ......... .. i15 2 jl56 j79 j77 and the Blind.* 
1-3 37 Cincinnati Day School for Deaf-Mutes . .......•.... Cincinnati, Ohio . .......... 1875 B'dof educat'n R. P. McGregor ................ . .. 2 2 34 21 13 ~ 38 Ohio Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Columbus, Ohio ........... 1827 State ......... G.O.Fay,M.A .................... 25 8 506 289 217 t::d Dumb. 
Salem, Oreg ............... t"'4 39 Oregon Institution for the Deaf and Dumb k •••...• 1870 State .. .. . . . .. Rev. P . S. Knight ... . .............................. .. ............ tJ::I 40 Erie Day School ................ - .• -- .. - - ·-- .. · · .. · Erie,Pa ................... 1875 School board.. H. S. Jones, superintendent . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . 12 ............ rn 41 Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb .. Philadelphia., Pa .......... 1821 Directors····- Tn~hno T<'n~+m• nn •• --- ·-- · --42 
·western Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruc- Turtle Creek, Pa ....... ! .. 1876 Trustees •.••.• tion of'tbe Doafand Dumb. 
Providence, R. I ••.••..•.. 43 Rhode Island School for the Deaf .•••.. ...... •... -. 1877 State board of Joseph Warren Romer . .• . . •••••. 4 0 13 7 6 
44 South Carolina Institution for the Education of Cedar Spring, S. C ........ education. 1849 State ......... N.F. Walker ....... .. ............. ........ ......... 36 ....... .. .. ........ the Deaf antl Dumb and the Blind. 45 Tennessee Sebool for Deaf and Dumb .. ..... .... .. - Knoxville, Tenn ....•..... 1845 Trustees ...... Joseph H. Ijams, A. B .............. 5 0 110 65 45 46 Texas Institution for the Education of the Deaf Austin, Tex ............... 1856 State ......... Hemy E. McCulloch, superintend- 4 1 68 43 25 an(lDuml!.* 
ent. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. e This is a deaf-mute. h For the year ending October 1, 1878. a '£he mut~ schools of Chicago for 1879 are the Deaf. /This institution bas three branches, one situated at i For both departments. Mute Rizh !3cbool and three primary schools. Fordham, another at Brooklkn (510 Henrv street) and j For two years. b These statistics are from a return for 1876 tho latest 
another at Throggs' N ec , Westchester Co.Jnty, k Temporarily closed. information r~ceived from this institution.' N.Y. l Also 2 deaf mutes. ~ c S~hool for hearmg youth with classes for deaf-mutes. g A branch of this institution was opened at Tarrytown 
to.:) aSmce deceased. in October,1879. 
~ 






§ Under what Principal ~ Name. Location. ! control. ·a ~ § Q.l ~ 
'S ..... .s 0 
..... ~ ;.. Q.l 0 
3 'S ~ 
~ 0 ~ E-1 
--
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 '1 
--
47 Vir~ia Institution for the Education of the Deaf Staunton, Va .............. 1839 State ......... Leonidas Poyntz ................ . . 8 a1 
nnd Dwnb nnd the Blind. 
48 W:l ~~~l~stitution for the Deaf and Dumb Romney, W.Va ........... 1870 Regents ...... John C. Covell .................... 4 1 
49 Wisconsin Institute for the Education of the Deaf Delavan, vVis ............. 1852 State ......... W. H. De Motte, LL. D., superin- 10 2 
nndDumb. ten dent. 
50 Wisconain Phonological Institute for Deaf-Mutes .. Milwaukee, Wis ..... .... . 1878 Directors ..... Prof. A. Stettner ................ . . 2 0 
51 St. John's Catholic Institution ...... . ........•..••. St. Francis Station, Wis .. 1876 R.C .......... Rev. Charles Fessler .............. 3 ...... 
52 Columbia. Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ...... Washington, D.C ... . ..... 1857 Corporate ..... E. M. Gallaudet, PH. D., LL.D., 11res't 11 2 
53 National Deaf-Mute College b ...................... Washmgton, D.C ....•. . .. 1864 National. ..... E. M. Gallaudet, PH. D., LJ,.D.,pres't 










8 9 10 
------
83 48 35 
05 40 25 
200 116 84 
21 13 8 
49 32 17 




































TABLE XVIII.-.StatiBticB of institutions for the deaf and dumb for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 









I~ Eranches taught. ~ ..d ~ 
.s ~a 
a ., "' "' 
Library. Property, income, &c. 
t.;rj 
t::f '"'~ !g. 
~~ 
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~ 0 z ~ z ~ I. l--I--I- I-1-I-I-1- I--1.__.;....1- •- •---·- - '--'----'----·---
) , 1 ~~~~~~~~~1~~~6,1~~181~1201~U~2~~~~~~2~ . __ , __ ,_ 
1 Alabama Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the 
Blind. 
2 Arkansas Deaf-Mute Institute .......... . .......... . 
3 Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind .. . 
4 Institute for the Education of the Mute and the Blind 
5 American Asylum for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb. 
4 160 2 ..... X 1 .... 1 )( 1 •• -.1 >< 
31150 11 5 211 2 
2t 28 0 
3~ 2,184 28 
X 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 X 
....... X X X X X 
.••. ,ex 
----·----···--1 0 

























17 I a$75, ooo I a$15, ooo 



























6 Whipple's Home School ..... .. ........... ... . ... .. - ~-·----~ 481 .... lex lex 7 Georgia Institution for the Education of the Dea.f -. · ·-- 300 4 . • • . x 
and Dumb. 
8 Chicago Day Schools for Deaf-Mutesj ........ .. .. .... · · · · 78 .... .. .. c x 
-~--1::::\:::J~-Tiil:: : t o 200 1, 000 30 52 6, 000 30,000 •••.......• _ .:·.~~~- 1 ----i4,"-5o~ 15,000 
9 Illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf 7 1, 380 15 x h x 
and Dumb. 
____ , ____ , 0 
· ···•·-··• .... ... ! X 
10 Inclianainstitution for Educatin~ the Deaf and Dumb 
11 Iowa Institution for the Educatwn of the Deaf and 7,1, 271 7 630 .... 1 .... 1i x I x I x I x I 0 ........ X .... X .... X Dumb. 
12 Kansas Institution for the Education of the Deaf . . .. -. 236 ... - . . . . x 
and Dumb. 
13 K entucky Institution for the Education of the Deaf ...•. - 732 *12 - · ·- x , .... , ... -1 - .. - ~ x 
14 Louisiana Institution for the Education of the Deaf 5 218 4 . • • . x x x x o 
andDumb. I 




X ~ 1--a; sool.4oo~ 0 , ......... . 46 300,000 
)( 0 ..... 
· ···•·--·• X 
0 
X X 
0 1 .... 1 0 
3, 003 
650 ... so ·1 · .. 9o·J i~~b: g~g 










































* From Report of the ComiillssionerofEducation for 1878. e Lip reading is also taught. i Language (mute) and rhetoric andalgebraarealso taught. 
a For both _departments. ... j The mute schools of Chicago for 1879 are the Deaf- j Value of building and grounds. ' 
b For s~ar~es; $125 per capita for support. Mute High School and three primary schools. k These statistics are from a r~to/n for _1876, the latest 0'::> 
cDrawmg IS also taugh~. ·. g For two years. . . . . information received from this mst1tut10n. tV 





















T.ABLE XYIII.- Statistics of instit-utions fm· the deaf and durnb for 1879, g·o.- Continued. 
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rorthulll Da:l. School for the Deaf .................... ....... .. .. 14 0 ...... X . ..... ---- ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $1,225 $480 $1,500 
Jo'. Knapp's ustitutoa .............................. X 0 X X X 2,300 .......... ------ $60,000 1, 200 
·----··-
. ................. 
Institution for the Colorcu Blind nnu Deaf-Mutes ... 8 27 0 X 0 0 0 0 ............ t b25, 000 b8, 500 . .............. bc12, 323 
Mnrylnnd School for the Denfaml Dumb ..•... ..... 3.!) 210 3 dx X 0 0 X 0 2,100 10 250,700 25,000 150 24,409 
Horiwo :Milnu School for the Deaf. .............. .... 170 0 X 0 0 0 0 ......... 
Clarke Institution for Deai~Mute~ .................. 4 166 e1 X dx ux X X 0 X X X 720 11 100,000 15,462 3, 600 23,692 
Michigan Institution for Educating the Deaf and 6i 605 X X X X 0 X X 0 1, 700 0 90 b380, 000 b44, 046 bh400 b48,575 
DumiJ and the Blind. 
School of Articulation ........................••.... 3 ..•... 
----
....... X ...... ...... . ..... X )( X 3, 000 .. .......... 2 17,.000 0 ..••••.. .. .............. 
Evangelical Lutheran Asylum for Deaf-Mutes .. .... 6 61 .... gx 
----
...... ...... 0 0 0 0 20 20,000 . ................ ............ ................. 
Minnesota Institution for the Euucation of tho Deaf 4~ 23.3 3 .... gx ...... ...... ...... 0 0 X X 900 25 151 175,000 24,000 0 22,898 
untl Dumb nnd the Blind. 
~It::~s~:,yl!;ti~\\~~'}~/t~!hEfu~iJ~! o~~heb rie;r· 6 ······ 1 .•.. X ...... X . ..... X 0 0 0 200 25 77 5R, 000 9, 500 0 9,000 G~ 694 3 ...... dx X X . ...... X X X 0 510 35 83 118,351 45,725 125 35,443 
umlDumb. 
St. Louis Day School for Deaf-Mutes ............... 49 0 .... X ...... ...... . ..... 0 0 0 0 0 ••••·· 0 •••••• .... 0 .•••.•.. .. ................. Nebraska Institute for the Deaf and Dumb ......... 5 111 0 X X ....... X . ..... X 0 0 X 400 50 20 38,000 i19, 600 0 ····-····· Le Couteulx St. Mary'~:~ Iuatitution for Education 6 297 
··--
...... X . .... ....... ...... 0 0 0 0 400 .. .......... •1 50,000 j24, 000 1, 709 c32, 000 
of Denf·.Mutes. 
St. Joseph's IusLitute for Improved Iustructioa of 3l 261 ... X gx ...... .. ..... ...... ...... 0 0 0 400 100 52 106,450 .. ................ l48,378 51,315 
D~-Mutes.k 
Free 'vening Classes for Deaf-Mutes . . . . . . . . . . ... 
Iut!titutiou for tho Improved Instruction of Deaf. 
Mute~:~. 
7 206 0 mx X X ...... ...... 0 0 0 0 500 67 0 nlO, 000 18,000 3,200 31,518 
New York Institution for the Instruction of the 8 2, 832 87 ..•. px X X X X 0 
Den! and Durub. o I 


































3! WesternNewYorkin~titution_forDe~f.Mutes . . ... , 2!1145, .... , .... ,i]x , .... / x ~----~ x I 0 I x I 0 ~-······-~·-•···~······~ :6,066 I i5,i46 I i9,863 3v Central New York InstitutiOn for Deaf-Mutes . . . ... .... .. 185 0 . . . . x x x . . . . x 6 o 0 75 50 6~ 27,356 s34, 993 
36 North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb 8 •.•••. 8 •••. x p x .•.. x x 0 x 0 b600 (t) 7 b75, 000 b42, 000 




37 Cincinnati Day School for Deaf-Mutes . ..... _ . . _. 
38 Ohio Institutiop for the Education of the Deaf and 












. _ .. 
1
























...... . .. . !~ ~~en~;l~~~o:&;~ti·t~~ion fo!'-£h~ ·:ne-aT~.i-:Dt~mb: : _ ---· 5i 1;87o· -i2- . ~-. ~ :::: :~:: :::: . o·. -o· .. "x .. • "x .... 5;ooo· :::::: ····2· ··5oo;ooo· ··~57; 649. :::::::: .... 82." 797 
4. Western Pennsylvarua InstitutiOn for the Instruc- . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 .•• g x . . . . . • . . . . . . o o 0 0 50 . • . • . . •• •• . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 435 15,679 tion of the Deaf and Dumb. 
43 Rbode Island School for the Deaf ...... . ......... . 
31 42, . ... , . • . . , X 
7 1, 763 40 .••. X :::1:::1: :::1· ·o -r·o·T "x. T-; ·1· ·a: oci;l- ·ioo·l· ··io·l-·5oo;ooo· 9~: ~~g 1· · · ···ol··· 75:469 
44 South Ca:rolina-Institution for the Education of the 
Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. 
45 Tennessee School for Deaf and Dumb ............. . 
46 Texas Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb.* 
47 Virginia Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
48 wa~~ ~~~Yf:lnstitution for the Deaf and Dumb 
49 Wisconsin Institute for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb. 





0 l .••. lgx 1 •••• 1 ••• • 1. ... 1 0 
···-•· · ··• ·· ··•····1 - . .. .. 1 .••. 1 X 
0 1·· ··1 X 
•••·• · ···•··· · • X 0 ........ X 
.... . ....... . 1- • •• 1 X 
6 1 .... 1wx 
····•····•····· 0 
0 l .... lgx 
..................... 0 














g I. ... ::~ .I:::::: 1·· i57 ·1:::: :::::: 1· .. i>6; soo ·1· .. b7o6 -~- ... i>6: 84i 
0 
175 25 7 125,000 25,000 ....... .. ..... c25, 100 400 100 57 40,000 14,720 ............ 14,720 
1, 300 ............ 37 b185, 000 b30, 000 0 b36, 851 
0 400 60 14 b75, 000 b2~, 000 0 b2.4, 775 
0 1, 000 ........... 33 a:20, 000 30,300 0 29,000 
50 Wisconsin Phonological Institute for Deaf-Mutes ... 
1 
.... . . 
51 St. Jolm's Catholic Institution...................... 4 
52 Columbia. Institution for the Deaf and Dumb....... 8 
53 National Deaf-Mute College z .. ••..•••••...•... ---.- ~~ 1:: ::1· "x. ·1 ~ 1: ==:j::::l::: :I ~ I · ~- ·I - ~- · I·~- ·I·····-~ ·1::::::1·---~-~---72.- oiio ·1 g 1::::::::,:::: =::: :: 
.. :~~- . :~ .. : ... ~- .. :. "!" :. __ x_ •• _o_ .. ~-. _ ~- .. ~- . .. :·. :~~ .. -~~~- --~~~ .. -~~~~ ~~~ . •. :~~·- ~~~ _ .... ~~~- ·-··. ~~·- ~~~ 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a School for hearing youth with classes for deaf-mutes. 
b For both departments. 
c Includes expenditure for permanent improvements. 
cl Higher English branches are also taught. 
e Teaching in the Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes. 
f Articulation and lip reading afe the basis of instruction 
in this institution. 
g Drawing is also tanght. 
h .Also $4,128 from shops. 
ilncludes $4,500 for improvements. 
$12,000 of this from counties. 
k This institution has three branches, one situated at 
Fordham, another at Brooklyn (510 Henry street), and 
another at Throggs' Neck, Westchester County, N.Y. 
l Income from State, counties, and guardians. 
rn Lip reading, book-keeping, and drawing are also taught. 
n Value of apparatus. 
o A branch of this institution was opened at Tarrytown 
in October, 1879. 
p Also higher math!lmatics and languages. 
q Algebra and Latm are also tauglit, and Kindergarten 
instruction is a feature in the institution. . 
1· Property rented of the city is valued at $81,000. 
Memomnda. 
B From State and county appropriations. 
t $250 were expended in books. 
u 'l'emporarily closed. 
v This is $49,963 paid in 1879 on the Pennsylvania .State 
appropriation for 1877 and 1878, $6,606 from New Jer-
sey, and $1,080 from Delaware. 
w Drawing and painting,are also taught. 
a: Main buildings destroyed by fire September, 1879. 
y Congressional appropriation. . 
z An organization within the Columbia Institution; 1ts 
statistics are there reported. See also Table IX. 
Maryl_and Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Frederick, Md.; name changed to Maryland School for ~he D~af and Dumb. 





















628 REPORT OF JHE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.-
TABLE ,XIX.- Statistics of inst-itutions for the blind for 1879; jrfM 
NoTE.- x indicates the employments taught ;: 
Name. Location. Supe~tendent.:- · 
1 3 4 6 
~ 
.Alabama Institution fortheDeaf Talladega, .Ala.. 1860 Jo.H. Johnson, M.D. State ........ 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
2 .Arkansas School for the Blind ... 
3 Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb and the Blind. 
LittleRock ,Ark. 1859 Otis Patten ....... State........ 11 
Berkeley, Cal. .. 1860 Warring Wilkin- State ........ c31 
ilOn, M. A; 
4 Institute for the Education of · ColoradoSprings, 
the Mute and the Blind.d Colo. 
1874 J.P. Ralstin ....... State ......... · .. . 








Illinois Institution for the Edu- Jacksonville, Ill. 1849 F. W. Phillips, M.D. State .•••. · · · 
·cation of the Blind. 
Indiana Institute for the Educa- Indianapolis, Ind 1847 W. B. Wilson ... ... State .••. .• ·· 
tion of the Blind. 
Iowa College for the Blind ....•• 
9 Kansas Institution for the Edu-
cation of the Blind. 
10 K entucky Institution for the 
Education of the Blind. 
11 Louisiana Institution for Educa-
tion of the Blind and the In-
dustria) Home for the Blind. 
12 Institution for the Colored Blind 
and Deaf-Mutes. 
13 Maryland Institution for the In-
struction of the Blind. 
14 Perkins Institution and Massa-
chusetts Schoolfor the Blind.* 
15 Michigan Institution for the Ed-
ucation of the Deaf and Dumb 
anu the Blind. 
16 Minnesota Institution for the 
Education of the Deaf and 
Dumb and the Blind. 
17 Mississippi Asylum for the Blind. 
18 Missouri School for the Blind .... 
Vinton, Iowa. . . . 1853 Rev. Robert Caro- State .•••.•.. 
thers. 
Wyandotte, Kans 1868 George H. Miller • . State .•••.. · · 
Louisville, Ky... 1842 B. B. Huntoon,A.M. State ..•..••. 
Baton Rouge, La. 18il P. Lane ........... State ...... .. 4 
Baltimore, Md. 1872 Fr~derick D. Mor- Corporation .. · • · · 
(258 Saratoga rison. 
street). 17 Baltimore, Md... 1853 Frederick D. Mor- Corporation. 
rison. 74. Boston, Mass .. _.... 1829 M. Anagnos . .. .. .. Corporation . 
Flint·, Mich . . . . . 1854 Thomas Maclntire. State ......• · 
Far-ibault, Minn. 1866 J. J. Dow, princi- State ........ 
pal. 
Jackson, Miss . . . 1852 W. S. Langley . . . . . State ..•...• · 




man, M.D. 9 9 NebraskainstitutefortheBlind. Nebraska City, 1875 J.B.Parmelee ..... State ........ 
Nebr. 
40 0 lf ~he 1YI:d.State In titution for Batavia, N. Y. . . 1868 R;~-u~· D. Wilbor, State ••••.... 
1 New York Institution for the New York, N.Y. 1832 William B. Wait •. Corporation. 60 
Blind. (34thstreetand 
22 North Carolina Institution for 
the Deaf and Dumb and the 
Blind. 
3 Ohio In titntion for the Educa-
tion of the Blind. 
4 Oregen In titute for the Blind Z .. 
2 
5 P nnsvlvania In titution for 
tb Education of the Blind. 
uth Carolina In titution for 
the Education of the Deaf and 
Dumb and tb Blind. 
Z7 T nn ee 'choolfor the Blind .. 
9th avenue). 
Raleigh, N. C ... 1849 Hezekiah A. Gud- State .... .... (a) 
ger. 
Columbus, Ohio . 1837 G. L. Smead, M. A .. State .•••.. ·· 62 
Salem, Oreg . .... 1872 Mrs.Jennie C. State ........ 3 
Dawne,A.M. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 1833 William Chapin, Corporation 37 
A. M. and State. 
Cedar pring, 1855 NewtonF.Walker. State ........... .. 
. c. 
:::qa hvill, T nn 11 
• Fjg;rl ~ ~ort of th Commi ion r of Education 
a ' Tabl XVIJI. 
1816 J. M. Sturtevant .. State and cor-
poration. 
dDepartm nt for the blind not yet opened. 
e Bru h making is also taught. 
f From th counties and individuals. 
n Ba k t making is nl o taught. b A~~~iu ~~~<:roche in", b adwoxk, bon work 
e or b<t L ·partm t . h Bru b anll hat making anu point printing ar al. o taught. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
•·eplies to inquiries by the Un-ited States Bureau of Education . 
.0 signifies none; .... indicates ne answer. 
Employments taught. "' 'd l ! 
·-.:. ] . d • ·~ ~ ~,:., ~-<-..!.~ M..!. • I <);) <);) 101 ~ b.O • "" ••- 0 1-4"' <ll~ ~ ,.c:l ~ s rn : .S ; · .;:! 'd ~ Q;) §<..S ~ -~ Q;) ~ ~ r.: ~~ ~ !~ ~ -~ 0 ~ ~ ~] ~ ~~ ~]j ~... ~; ~ ~ ; ~ gs ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ; .s ~ ~ll af ~ ~~ ~ '8 ~ . ]. ~ ~ 
j fJ ~ l~ s 1 ~ ] bD $ ~ ~ ~ ~ll~ ls s ... ~i i ~] = ~
a § '"' ~ Q;) ~ ~ o :::~ a Q.l <72 ~:S ~ o :::: .... i3 Q;)--"' ~ .g-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ £ l ~ ] ~..c:l ~ ~ 9~ p., ~~~ ~ ~<S 
Library. Property, income, &c. 
-----------,---------
,. s 9 10 11 12 13 14 u I ~6 1,. · 1s 19 2o 21 22 
---1-
1 0 19 43 .... x .... x ..•. 
1
.... 100 ..... , (a) (a) ........ ......... (a) 
4 32 133 X X x x .... b X 750 ..... 1 $13, 000 $10, 000 $0 $11, 005 $10, 851 2 
.() 30 102 .................... [.... 187 25 j (a) (a) / 2, 835 c38, 835 (a) 3 
....... . .......................... 1 .......... . ............................................... 4-. 
125 10,250 9, 802 4 58 182 X X .. • • X • .. • X 600 100 I 80, 000 13, 500 
. .. 132 605 ex x x ... T. .. x .. .. . 114, 713 28, 318 1, 697 30, 016 33, 282 6 
2 126 625 X • • • • X X 11 915 .•••. 
1 
372, 122 30, 000 /1, 503 31, 503 26, 3Q7 7 
648 25,659 22,770 8 10 89 409 I g X X X X • • .. X I 950 250 : 285, 000 22, 904 
18 51 135 h X • .. .. • .. • 300 50 75, 000 11, 482 0 11, 482 10, 802 9 
7 85 409 X X X I X (i) X 11, 100 100 1 100, 000 19, 710 .. • • .. . . 30, 285 19, 480 10 
a.o 29 52 x x x x i x x / :roo 12 j3, ooo 10, ooo o 9, 200 9, ooo 1.1 
. .J ..... ·· ···I (a) 15 38 X (a) (a) 12 
"7 69 228 X X X X i X X 217 67 I 253, 000 I 12, 625 5, 226 31, 495 27, 101 13 
I • 
::33 123 960 X X X X X X 2, 540 140 I 299, 654 30, 000 16, 670 66, 123 65, 440 14 
0 50 ...... x (g) .... .... .... .... .. ... 
1 
(a) (a) .......... ...... ; (a) 15 
I 
2 27 6, 000 ! 6, 000 6, 000 16 48 X X X .. .. .. .. X 400 351 30, 000 
3 33 . .. . .. X X .. .. X • • • • • .. • 350 .. .. . 6, 000 8, 250 
3 101 469 X X X X • .. • X 1, 100 200 150, 000 23, 000 
0 8, 000 17 
0 .. 23; 000. 21, 500 18 
1 22 
1 190 
39 e X X X .. .. • .. • X 225 65 15, 000 8, 200 
35,000 
0 8, 200 ' 6, 765 19 
41, 884 38, 274 20 
114, 779 103, 034 21 
426 X .... X .... ix X 1, 042 53 332,250 
9 200 11 306 .. .. X X x ix X 600 373,634 50, 159 11, 829 
· · · k107 .. .. .. X X • .. • X .. .. • .. • (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 22 
7 178 1, 043 X X X 
1 (l) 30 X .... X 
X .... X 
•••• .... X 
500 
200 
50 500, 000 
30 , m300 
41,361 
2, 000 
41,361 41,361 23 
26 168 1, 011 'n X X X X • • • • X 1, QOQ 50 205, QQQ 043, 500 p21, 246 53,871 
c7, 506 
1, 900 24 
54,626 25 
(a) 1'26 (a) 
I~ 20 ...... ex .... x 
(a) 
3 30 222 .... X X X i X X 1, 141 46 110, 000 17, 000 Q 17,224 16,569 27 
i Music is also taught. 
j Furniture and apparatus. 
k For two years. 
l School not opened during 1879. 
m Value of apparatus. 
n.A.lso mat and brush making, carpet weaving, 
basketwork, &c. 
o Actual receipts on same, $32,625. 
plncluding sales of merchandise, income of leg-
acy, &c. 
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TABLE XIX.- Statistics of institutions for the bUnd for 1879; from replieJ~ 
NOTE.- x indicates the employments taught; 
6 "=' 
c:;., § 1-< 





Po ~ ~= ~'A Name. Location. Su perin ten dent. ·(}):§ <1.)8 
"=' .s <P ~ o<i! 
::::: 
........ 
""'"' bO O<P 
.s 
.s ... ..s 'H bl) <Po 
... 
0 ~ ~ l=l 0 H 'Ql ~ ~ : 
1 2 3 4 :5 6 
28- Texas Institution of Learning for Austin, Tex ..... 1858 Frank Rainey ..... State ........ 10 
the Blind. 
29 Virginia Institution for the Deaf Staunton, Va .•. . 1839 Leonidas Poyntz, State .....•.. 8 I 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
J o~c~Eh!s Covell 4 30 West Virfinia Institution for Romney, W.Va. 1870 State ... . .... 
the Dea and Dumb and the 
Blind. 
31 Wisconsin Institution for the Janesville, Wis. 1850 Mrs. Sarah F. C. State ..... ... 21 
Education of the Blind. Little, :M. A. 
MEMORANDuM.::::. Missouri Institution for the Education of the Blind, St. Louis; name changed to-
Missouri School for the Blind. 
,. ... 
I .. ~ 
f ~·' 
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C>.) ~ ~ 
' 0 CQ 00 
~ I Number of blind employ~s and workmen. 
CJl I Number of pupils. 
~ I Number: of pupil~ admitted smce openmg. 
""' 
I Broom making. ~ trd 
""' 
I Cane seating. s 
""' 
~ 
... I Fancy work. '< . ~ s 
~ j Mattress making. ~ 
""' 
I Piano tuning. s-II* d ~ 
""' 
I Sewing. ft" ~ 
~ I Numberofvolumes. ~ 
":! 
""' 
I Increase in the last e; 
~ school year. ':'1 
'"I V"ne of ground•, CJl buildings, and ap-
paratus. 
I Amonnt of State or 1-d 
""' 
municipal appropri· 
":! ~ ation for the last 0 
'd year. ~ 
.,.. I Reoeipto from other :<l ~ s· 
= 
Slates and inclividu-
als for the.last year. C> 0 
13 
~a> 
~ I Total receipto for the !?:" 
""' 
last year. r 
~ I Tota1 expenditure for 





t ~· ~ ~-~ ::1. 
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632 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XX.- Statistics of schools and asylums fm· f eeble-minded children 
NOTE.-x indicate& 
Name. Location. Superintendent. 
1 3 
1 Connecticut School for Imbeciles .........•••.. Lakeville, Conu. 1858 Robt. P. Knight, M.D •••• 
2 lilinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children . . Lincoln, ill .. . .. 1865 Charles T. Wilbur, A. M., 
M.D. 
3 IndianaAsylumforFeeble-Minded Children .. Knightstown, 1879 B.F.Ibach ............. . 
Ind. 
4 Iowa State Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children 
5 Kentucky Institution for the Education and 
Training of Feeble-Minded Children. 
Glenwood, Iowa. 1876 0. W. Archibald, M. D .•• 
Frankfort, Ky .. 1860 John Q. A. Stewart, M.D. 
6 Private Institution for the Education of Barre, Mass • • • • 1848 
Feeble-Minded Youth. 
7 Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feeble- Boston, Mass. 1848 
Minded Youth. (7~3 Eighth st.). 
8 HW:h~re~~hool for Backward and Feeble Fayville, Mass .. 1870 
9 Minnesota School for Idiots and Imbeciles .••.. 
10 Idiot Asylum, Randall's Island ..••••..••••.... 
11 New York Asylum for Idiots ................. . 
12 Ohio Institution for the Education of Imbecile 
I Youth.* . 
Faribault, Minn. 1879 
NewYork,N. Y 1868 
Syracuse, N.Y.. 1851 
Columbus, Ohio. 1857 
13 Pennsylvania Training. School for Feeble- Media, Pa . . • . . . 1852 
Minded Children. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Articulation is also taught. 
b Sewing is also taught. 
George Brown, M. D ..... 
George G. Tarbell (as-
sistant). 
Mesdames Knight and 
Green. 
Dr. George H. Knight ... 
Miss Mary C. Dunphy .. 
Hervey B. Wilbur, M.D. 
Gustavus A. Doren, M.D. 
Isaac N. Kerlin, M. D •••• 
c From November 1 to December 31, 1879. 
d Kindergarten instruction and calisthenic exercises are also given. 
e Mechanical industries also taught. 
/For salaries; also $150 per capita. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
f or 1879; from replies to inqui1·ies by the United States Bureau of Education. 



















47 31 78 
153 127 280 
17 8 25 
98 46 144 
70 61 131 
58 24 82 
103 48 151 
. 7 8 
14 8 22 
i119 i92 i211 
161 113 274 
303 209 512 
199 117 316 
I 












10 11 12 13 14 1~ 16 1'1 18 
~- --------·----------
X X X X X .... ..... .......... .. .......... ............... 
X X X X X X 220 $60, 000 
X X X ........ ...... .. ...... . ......... . ....... 
X X X X X X 10 19,780 
ex X X X X ...... ... ......... 73 /7,500 
X X X X X ....... .. ....... *140 
X X X X X .. ...... ......... .. ....... 17,500 
X X X ......... ....... X X .. ....... ................ 
hx )f X X ........ ........... X 0 6, 000 
........... .......... ......... .... ........ . ........ .. ...... .. . ............ .............. jx X X X X .. ......... ........... 750 56,073 
....... ...... ........ ......... . ........ ........... k201 94,904 


















h Gymnastics, dancing, sewing, singing, worsted work, and housework :tre also taught. 
i Remaining in asylum December 31, 1878. jinstruction in household duties, farm and garden work, and several trades is also given. 
k Number dismissed improved up to the close of the year 1877. 
Z Farming, mattress, shoe, and broom making, and domestic work are also taue;ht •. 
:A 
·634 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
T ABLE XXI.- Statistics of reform schoolsfm· 1879; f rom 
Name. Location. Control. Superinte~dent. 
1 3 4 
1 City and County Industrial San Francisco, Cal .. 
School. 
City and county 
tax. 
2 State Reform School. ...•• • .. . ... West Meriden, Conn 
3 Connecticut Industrial School Middletown, Conn .. 
for Girls. 
State .......... .. 
Private, aided 
by State. 
4 Chicago Industrial and Reform Chicago, TIL . . • • • • . . Roman Catholic. Brother Albion . ... . . . 
School.* 
House of the Good Shepherd*.... Chicago, lli ......... Roman Catholic. Mother Mary of the 
Nativity superior. 
6 Dlinois State Reform School*·. . • . Pontiac, Ill. . . . . . . . . State...... . • • . • . J. D. Scoulicr, M.D . . . . . 
7 Ill~f:.* Industrial School for South Evanston, Ill. Municipal. ...... Eliza M. Miller .. .. . . .. 
House of the Good Shepherd* . . . Indianapolis, Ind . . . Sisters of the Mother Mary of St. 
Good Shepherd. Anselm, superioress. 
Indiana Reformatory Institution 
for Women and Girls. 
10 Indiana House of Refuge .••..••. 
11 Iowa Reform School ..•.•••. . .... 
12 Girls' department of the Iowa 
Reform School. 
13 House of Refuge .............. .. 
14 Boys' House of Refuge .....•.•• . 
15 Maine State Reform School .... . 
16 House of Refuge ............... . 
17 House of the Good Shepherd .... 
18 House of Reformation and In-
struction for Colored Children. 
19 Maryland Industrial School for 
Girls.* 
20 House of Reformation . •.. ••.•.. 
21 Marcella Street Home ......... .. 
Indianapolis, Ind . . . State...... . . • • • • Sarah J. Smith ........ . 
Plainfield, Ind .. .. . . State............ T. J. <Jharlttn .. .... . .. 
Eldora, Iowa ........ State ............ B. J. Miles ....... . .. .. 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.. State ............ L. D. Lewelling ...... . 
Louisville, Ky ..... . 
New Orleans, La ..•. 
Portland, Me ..••.... 
Baltimore, Md ... .. . 
Baltimore, Mel ..... . 
Cheltenham, Md ... . 
Orange Grove, Md .. 
Municipal ...... . 
Municipal .....•. 








P. Caldwell .......... .. 
Thomas Brennan . ..•.. 
Geo. W. Parker .....•. 
Robert Jabez Kirk-
wood. 
Rev. John Foley .....• 
General John W. Horn 
John W. Uornelius .... 
Boston, Mass ..••• .. Mtmicipal •...•.. Guy C. Underwood . . . . 
Boston, Mass . . . . . • . Municipal.. .. ... Hollis M. Blackstone .. 
22 Penitent Females' Refuge. . ..... Boston, Mass • . . • • • . . . • • . • . . • . . • . . . . . . Maria Howland ...... . 
23 Truant School................... Boston, Mass • . . .. .. Municipal. ............................ .. 
24 Truant School* ................ . Cambridge, Mass ... Municipal. ...... W. E. Hough, warden. 
25 State Industrial School for Girls. Lancaster, Mass . . • . State...... . . . . • . N. Porter Brown .... -. 
26 Lawrence Industrial School .. • .. Lawrence, Mass .... Municipal ......• R. F. Bishop ....•...... 
27 H~ll~e 3~e~~~~~ation of J uve- Lowell, Mass .. . . • .. MunicipaL...... Lorenzo Phelps ...... . 
28 Plummer Farm School .•.•••.... Salem, Mass .•••.... Private ..••..... Charles .A. Johnson .. . 
29 Truant School a................. Springfield, Mass •.• Municipal. ...... .A.. S. Pease, master ... . 
30 State Reform School* ........... Westoorougb, Mass. State ............ Rev. L. H. Sheldon ... . 
31 Worcester Truant School ....... Worcester, Mass .... Municipal. ...••. Benj. F. Parkhurst . . .. 
32 Detroit Honse of Correction ..•. 
33 ,Michigan State House of Correc-
tion and Reformatory. 
34 Michigan State Reform School .. 
35 Minnesota tate Reform School. 
36 llouse of Refu::e ............... . 
Detroit, Mich . ....•. Municipal .... . .• Joseph Nicholson ..... 
Ionia, Mich ......... State ............ John J. Grafton, war-
den. 
Lansing, Mich ...... State ............ Frank. M. Howe .. . . .. 
t. Paul, Minn ...•.• State ...•.•.. . ... Rev. J. G. Riheldoffer .. 
t. Louis, Mo .... .. . Municipal.. ..•.. John D. Shaffer ...... . 
87 State Reform . chool . . • • .. . . . . .. Manchest r, N.H... State............ J obn C. Ray ....... -.. 
38 t. Francis Uatholic Prot ctory.. Denvill , " . J....... Roman Catholic. Bro. eraphin, o. s. F ••. 
39 -" ew Jersey State Reform '·hool. Jame burg, N.J ... . State ............ James H. Eastman ... . 
40 State Industrial School for Girls. Trenton, N. J . . . . • • . State............ Harriet F. Perry, ma-
41 T tron . 
... ewark City Home............. Verona, N.J ........ Municipal. ...... B. F. Howe ..•.....•.• 
* R port of the Commi!lsioner of Education for 1878. 
• 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 635· 
replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
v 




assistants. Measures taken for the welfare or-
1--..,.....--/ ------.,.---------------1 inmates on leaving tho institu-
tion. 
~ 
a) Other conditions. ~ en 
Ft <l 
------------1 --------l -------------~----------~------------------------
,. 8 9 10 
--- ---- ---1------l------------------------l------------------------
1859 19 2 Under 18 Commitment by court •..••• · ••.••. 
1854 12 10 7-16 Payment of board ................ 
1870 2 15 8-16 Viciousness and danger of deeper Continual oversight until21 year&-
immorality. of age and situations provided1 
for them. 
1863 ......... ............. ........................................... 
1859 33 5 andover. Unruly conduct ................... 
1871 14 5 10-16 Crime only ....................... 
1877 1 3 3-18 Commitment by county or need of 
1873 12 
protection. · 
15andover Commitment by the female city 
court for drunkenness or pros-
titution. 
1873 9 5-16 ................................................ Correspondence· maintained, an (}I 
1868 17 11 7-18 Must be of sound mind ........... 
oversight as long as possible. 
1868 10 9 5-16 Good health and mind ............ 
18- 2 5 7-16 Must be of sound mind_and body • 
1865 12 6 6-16 
. OI];h~;;a:g~,' th~ft,' ;~g;~~~y: "&~·::: 7 4 5-18 
1853 8 9 8-16 Commitment by court .•••........ 
1855 17 3 6-18 ........................................... Boys are re3uireil to report half-
yearly, an · are visited -to see if. 
1864 
properly employed and cared for. 
36 3-50 Desire for reformation .....•••.... Situations are secured. 
1873 14 1 6-16 By magistrates' courts, or as board-
era. 
1866 1 2 10-18 Vagrancy, immorality, &c ........ 
1859 
1877 · .. io · · · · · · · · .. · .. · 7:i5 · · :H~~eie;s;.;~~~ mid.' i"r;ciige~~ii:::::: Indentured to farmers, mechanics, 
and merchants. 
1821 3 .•••••.••••. Need of reformation .•••••........ Plfrl:~d!~ service oT restored to . 
-~~::. :::::: ::::~: A:~~mgeio· ·T;~~~~;;: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1855 1 10 8-17 Commitment by court .....•...... Constant supervision is given un-
til of age. 
1874 2 3 8-16 Truancy, theft, &c ............... . 
1851 1 0 7-17 Larceny .......................... No speoial.ov{miight is given. 
1870 2 3 7-16 None ............................. Constant supervision is given. 
'iS4s· ""si" ... i7. Avera~~g Tru:tncy ........................ .. 
1863 1 7-15 · T~~aitcy :::::::::::::::::::::::::: They are required to attend school. 
1861 *25 *5 • ... .. .. . .. . . .. ...... .... .. • .. . .. . .. .. ... .. .. . .. N~~i~larly. 































· cidtit~i~~~i ·by· c~~~t~·::::::::::: 
Must be residents of the city or 
oounty of St. Louis or be offend-
ers against the United States 
and residents of Missouri. 
None ............................. . 
Truancy, vagrancy, and petty 
crime. 
a Closed in 1879; report is for 1878. 
Effort is made to secure good homes. 
in tho country. 
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XXI.- Statistics of reform schools 
Name. Locat ion. Control. Superintendent. 
1 3 
42 House of Shelter .............. . . Albany, N.Y ...... ...... . ............ Mrs. E. H. Jones .... .. 
-43 Catholic Protectory for Boys*... Buffalo, N.Y ........ Private . . . . . . . . . Rev. Thos. F. Hines · · 
·44 Catholic Protectory for Girls*... Buffalo, N. Y.. . . . . . . Roman Catholic. Mother Mary of St. 
Dominic, superioreas. 
45 New York State Reformatory... Elmira, N.Y . .... . .. State ........••.. Z. R. Brockway ...... . 
46 AssociationforBefriendingChil- New York, N. Y. Private ........ Mrs. Mary C. D. Starr, 
dren and Young Girls.* (136 Second ave.). president. 
47 NewYorkHouseofRefuge* .... New York, N. Y. State ............ Israel C. Jones ..... . .. 
48 NewYorkMagdalenBenevolent 
Society. 
49 Western House of Refuge ...... . 
50 Protectorate and Reformatory 
for Destitute Children. 
51 New York Catholic Protectory*. 
(Randall's I sland) . 
New York, N. Y ...................... Mrs. A. A. Redfield, 
secretary. 
Rochester, N.Y..... State............ Levi S. Fulton ...... .. 
Utica, N.Y .... . .... Roman Catholic. Brother Hugh ....... .. 
West chester, N. Y .. Brother Adrian and 
Sister M. Ambrosia. 






Henry Oliver ......... . 
-53 Protectory for Boys* .. • .. • .. .. .. Cincinnati, Ohio .. .. Franciscan 
Brothers . 
. 54 House of Refuge and Correction. Cleveland, Ohio .... . 
55 Girls' Industrial Home.: ........ Delaware, Ohio ... . . 
MunicipaL ..... . 
State .......... .. 
W. D. Patterson ....... 
Rev. Nathan S. Smith, 
D. D. 
56 State Reform School for Boys ... Lancaster, Ohio ..... State ............ Charles Douglass ..... · 
57 House ofRefuue and Correction ... Toledo, Ohio ........ Municipal ....... Charles Douglass .... ·· 
58 Pennsylvania fteform School. ... Morganza, Pa ....... State ............ G. A. Shallenberger ... 
59 House of Refuge (colored de- Philadelphia, Pa .... Private ........ . J. Hood Laverty ..... · 
partment). 
60 House of Refuge (white depart-
ment). Philadelphia, P a .... Private and mu- J. Hood Laverty .. · · · • nicipal. 
61 Sheltering Arms . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . Wilkins burgh, Pa . . Private . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Br11not, president. 
62 Providence Reform School...... Providence, R. I .... State ............ Martin L. Eldridge ..•. 
63 Woman's Mission Home* ....... Nashville, Tenn .... Board of mana- Miss Mary Smith ...... 
64 Vermont Reform School*........ Vergennes, Vt . . . . . . St~:!~:.......... William G. Fairbank .. 
65 Wisconsin Industrial School for 
Girls. Milwaukee, Wis .... Board of mana- Mary E. Rockwell .... gers. 
-66 Wisconsin Industrial chool for Waukesha, Wis ..... State ............ Wm. H. Sleep ....... .. 
Boys. 
<67 Reform School ... • .. .... .. . ..... Washington, D.C ... United States ... Samuel C. Mullin ..... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
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Conditions of commitment. 
1-----l'-------------------l Measures taken for the welfar& 
of inmates on leaving the insti-
tution. 
Other conditions. 
6 8 9 10 
-------1-----1--------------1--------------
1868 2 Over 14 Need of reformation .••.......••.. General oversight, provided with 
situations, and attention while 
sick. 






































29 Under 16 
In need of reformation; received 
on voluntary application. 
Crime, vagrancy, ·and disorderly 
conduct. 
1 .................................... ············ 
8-16 .••••..............•••••.•.•.•.••••• 
36 7-14 Intrusted by parents or guardians. 
Provided with situations and re- -
qui red to render monthly reports 
for 6 months. 
Returned to friends or sent to 
service. 
9 Under 16 Homelessness, vagrancy, &o ...... Required to report monthly when 
released upon parole. 
2 7-16 
· fu~dr:r:igfbillty, • · :;~~~;;~y; · . a;;d. 26 9-15 
le~ser crime than penitentiary 
Crime. 
23 10-16 Must be sound in mind and body •• Some apprenticed ; others remain 
nuder control until 21 years of 
age. 
2 10-16 Must be sound in body and mind .. 
12 6-21 Commitment by magistrate's court 
for various offences. 
8 6-16 Favorable consideration of com-
mittee. 
ti 7-16 Freedom from physical infirmities . They are visited and encoura~ed 
to continue in well doin~; a so 
required to report to the mstitu-
tion every month. 
18 ............. Intemperance, &c . ................ Placed at service or returned to 
friends. 
12 Under 18 Received as boarders ..........•.. Returned to friends or placed in 
good homes. 
...... . ............ Need of reformation ...•...•...... 
7 10-16 Committed by parents and guar· 
diana. 
Kept under guardianship until 21, 7 Under16 Destitution, neglect, petty crime, 
&c. unless transferred to responsible 
persons. 
22 10-16 ..................................... .. Provided with homes. 
*9 7-16 Incorrigibility and law-breaking •• None. 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER , OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XXI..:_Statistics of reform 
NOTE.-x indicates 
~ ~ Present inmates. 
<:1) ~ p., 
(!; <:1) 
:S ~ .... Sex. Race. Nativity . bJJ bJJ 
l=l 
.!3 
' ~ I'< :::1 
"' 





1 11 12 13 14 ~~ 16 17 18 19 
-------
--------
1 City and County Industrial School.... . . . . . . . . .. .. 107 62 .................. · • · • • • • • 
2 State Reform School...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 111 268 • • • • • • 260 8 .••••• · • • · • • · • · · • • 
3 Connecticut Industrial Schoolfor Girls 56 44 . . . • . . 142 125 17 132 10 14 
4 Chicago Industrial and Reform School* . . • • . . . . . . . . 145 • • • • • • · • • · · • • · .. • • 6 · · .. 28 · .. 253 · 
~ ¥lli~~!s0§t~~:<f{~r:r~h~~~~~f:~:::::::: ·ai72. ·ai54. 19g .. ~~~- i~~ 11 102 3o ··a2i' 
~ Illinois Industrial School for Girls* . . . 21 19 39 38 1 37 2 
2
g 

















44 9 Indiana Reformatory Institution for 52 55 147 
Women and Girls. 1:5 
~~ ~~~!lte~~~ssg{o~f~~~~.:::::~::::::: --~~:. --~~~- ~~~ :::::: .... i9o· ... i4. :::::: :::::: 
12 Girls' department of the Iowa Reform .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 62 55 7 .......... •. · .. • .. 
School. 
13 House of Refuge...................... 85 66 180 42 
i~ :J!'e~~~:: R~ro~~%~h~~i: :::::::::: ~~ :~ 1~~ • • • • o ·
16 House of Refuge...................... 131 112 249 
17 House of the Good Shepherd.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 190 















111 11 ...... 
224 25 30 
...... ...... 33 
177 50 
for Colored Children. 
19 Maryland Industrial School for Girls*. 41 44 0 22 22 20 19 
~~ ~~~~:]Y!~:;~~:r~~~·:::::::::::::::: ~~ 84 ~~~ 2~ .... 2i6 ..... 6. "2i7 ..... 5 .... 32· 
22 Penitent Females' Refuge .. .. .. . .. .. . 15 11 . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. 4 7 
23 Truant School. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. 148 ................................ · .... • 
~~ 
1 
~~~ni;~~~~~}:i S~h~~i 'io~ ·Gi~i~ :::::: ~g !~ 23 7~ · • • · · 65 · · · · · 6 · · · · 29 · · · 42 · · · · io · 
26 Lawrence Industrial School........... 19 14 27 26 1 27 
5
1 
27 House of Reformation of Juvenile Of- 61 57 97 2 99 0 88 11 
~~ 5 
28 Plummer Farm School...... . . • . . . . • . . 13 16 27 26 26 
29 Truant School b....................... 14 17 9 
30 State Reform School* . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 136 141 321 
31 Worcester Truant School............. 11 10 11 
32 D troit House of Correction .......... 1, 594 1, 836 428 
33 1 Michigan tate House of Correction 442 350 442 
.......... soo .... 2i .. ciio· .. ~26 ..... 6. 
0 11 0 11 0 5 
90 c1, 467 cd118 c944 ce644 
427 15 295 147 14-1. 
and R formatory. 
34 Michigan tate Reform SchooL....... 139 159 307 275 f30 cliO c29 
35 Minn sota State Reform SchooL... ... .. .. .. 38 102 10 g98 g4 g97 g5 
9 
8 
36 House of Refuge...................... 177 194 174 72 194 52 .. 
37 • tate Reform School...... .. .. .. .. . .. . 55 52 (117) 116 1 .. ioi · · .. i6 12 
38 l t Francis Catholic Protectory. . . . . . . 22 26 40 . . • • • . 40 40 
3!l N w .Jersey tate Reform hool. .... 104 138 258 o 222 36 clOl c3 6 
40 I Stat Industrial chool for Girls...... 21 14 40 31 9 38 2 8 
41 ~cwark City Home................... 35 40 111 23 131 3 130 4 ...... 
42 !!on _of h lt r...................... 53 43 , . .. .. 27 27 0 h16 h10 16 !! gat~op.c ~rotectory for Boys• .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 134 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. • .. . .. .. . . .. • .. .. .... 
Nat o 1c rotectory for Girls* . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 21 . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... · 37 45 w York 'tat Reformatory........ 520 45 475 o 470 ~ 448 27 
46 A ociation for B friending Children i!l5 91 95 94 1 51 44 32 
and Young Girl .* 
~r ... ~ w York Hou of R fug ~.......... 750 795 752 151 
'" "~ w York Marrdalcn B ·neYol nt .' · 183 191 5!l I 
·iety. .. .... 1 
841 
56 
62 j75 j550 
3 ............ , ..... . 
• Fr~:.n [~jOrt or th Commi. ion ·r of Education 
aDur:n~t twoy ar. 
c Of thos committed during the year. 
d 1 o 0 Indian . 
b Cl d in 1 79; report i for 1 78. eA.lso 6 unknown. 
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the studies taught. 
Present inmates. Studies. 
Tiliterate g3 <ll bb 
when ,.<:l ~ .S 
committed. ~ ~ ~ 
.l ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
.... 0.-d ~-~ ;:: ~ ~ § ':lJ.l c:j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ <l) s .s .s ~ ,. ~ J A ~ S ;.. S .., .., -~ ~ ~ E~ ~s ~8 t fc 1: bil • ~ ~ Oi:>fl ~0 ~gs .., ~ ~ c) .S ~ P:, ~ ~ ~ A .C c:l ~ Q ~,.<:l 1-< ~ toii ~ • ~ ~ '& ; 1- P:, o biJ ~ ~ _; ~f) ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ;.1 <I) e s ~ .. ~ ~ .s .;[ ~ .., -~ ~ s ~ s ~ ~ bll ~ ~ 01J ~ ~ :§ $ I» ~ "' 
Po. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
,... 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 !>9 30 .. 32 ·· 134 ·~ 36 37 38. 39 
•............•.•. • ······ ······ ··· ··· .................................... . ••................. 1 
"""95" """29" ···~3· """24" '""66" """42" "5i' ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: X ··.;· "'x_" :::: :::: :::: :::: ·:,__·· ; 
.... • • . • • • •. •. • • • .. • • • • .. • •. •. • .. 49 .. 49 • ~ ~ . ~- .. ~-. :::: ~ ~ .. X •• :::: : ::: :::: :::: • -.,__·. ~ 
··aa6· .... ias2)···· ··aii>' ... 4i. s2 126 x .•• ..••...•. x x ............ . ....... o 
15 .6. 4 14 23 14 13 X X ............ X X X ••• •••• X ,., ••••• 7 
::::~: ::~~~: ~ ···:· ···~:· ... : .. ::. : : :::: :::: :::: :. ;:t:. ::: :: ;: :: ::: ;! 
•••••· •••••• •••••• ...................... X X ............ X X . ....... . ... 11 . 
• •.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X • • • • • • • • • • .. X X X .. • .. .. .. • • 12' 
78 54 10 95 63 64 112 X X •••••••••••• X X .................... 13 
••·••• .................................. X X ............ X .... X .................... 14 
X •••• X •••• • •• • X •••••••••••••••• • ••••••• 15 
X •••• • ••• •• •• X X X •••••••••• : • • • •• • •••• 16 
35 ............................................ 17 
5 8 .................... .. 
13 37 55 144 41 80 X 
120 70 ...... ...... 65 45 
20 157 20 118 88 X X •••• • ••• •••• X X •••••••••••••••• • ••• • 18 
16 ............ .'..... .. . • . . . . • . X X • • • • • • .. .. .. X X X • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • .. 1!)' 
................................................................ , ........................... 20 
... • •• . • •• .. . . • . •• 140 ... • .. 64 25 X X .. .. .. • • • • • • X X I X • • .. .. .. X X X 21 ::::~: :::~~: ::::~: :::::: :::::: ::::~: ::~: -~· ·~·· :::: :::::::::;::::X:::;::::::::::::::::: : :~::~~ 





.. 0 27 0 0 X X .... .... .... X ' ........................ 26 
10 82 7 17 X X .. .. .. .. .. • • X X .................... 27 
7 2 4 4 17 27 27 




12 ........ 25 .......... . ..... ... ...... 
5 .................... 0 10 
(257) 112 1, 225 
47 20 24 27 
X X ............ X X X ............ X x28 
X X ... ............. ...... ... ................. 29 
X X • • • • • • • • • • • . X • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X 30 
X ............ X X .................... .. .. 31 
X X • ••• •• •• • ••• X X •••••••••••••••••••••••• 32 
x x ............ x ............................ 33 
9 5 67 .......... X X .... •••• .... X X ........................ 3•! 
12 26 6 32 9 X X •••• • • •• •••• X X X •••••••••••••••••••• 35 
· .. oo · :::::: .. · i2 · .. ioo · :::::: .. · i2 · · 25 · ~ ~ :::: :::: :: :. ~ ~ . ~-- :::: :::: :::: :::: . ~-- ~~ 
•••••• ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ••• X X ........... . X X ........................ 38 
· ···· .. ··is .... 22 · ig i~ ~~ 1 ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: = :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :g 
• · · · · • 0 0 . . . . . . . . • • • . 134 . . • . X X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X X •••••••••••••• • • • • • • 41 
8 .. • • • . 3 5 .. • • .. . • • • • • .. .. X X .. .. .. .. .. • • X • • .. X .. .. • • .. X .. .. .... 42 
........................................ X X ............ X ............................ 43 
................................................... 44 
•••••• '""38" '""io" '""i9' '"4oi" '""4o" "4o" X X X X X X X X X .... X ........ 45 
34 7 . . . . . . 9 46 ' 20 24 X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 46 
(c184) 
. ..... ...... , ...... 
c353 
29 c213 -~:~~- ::::
1 
X X ............ X X .................... .... 47 
X ................ X . ............... . .. . ........ 48 
f Also 2 Indians. 
g Race and nativity of 10 not reported. 
h Nativity of 1 not reported. 
i Number received during the year. 
j Nativity of 278 not reported. 
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TABLE XXI.-Statistics of reform 
NOTE.- x indicate& 












ai .-d ai ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.s b() ~ 1 ~ 'a! ~ t;> ai ""' -~ :;3 s 'a! s :.c1 0 ~ ;:::! ~ ~ '0 0 0 z z ::a 1'<t 0 1'<t P=l 
- - ----




49 Western House of Refuge . •••.••••••• a326 a212 a514 a129 .......... ........ .. ... .. ........ ·· ···· 50 Protectorate and Reformatory for Des- .... ...... ....... ........ .......... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ...... ..... .... ........ .......... 
titute Children. 
51 New York Catholic Protectory* •••••• 1, 028 1,153 1, 409 705 2,110 4 2, 005 109 210 
52 Cincinnati House of Refuge . •••.••.•• . 203 182 172 49 . . . . .... ........ 
······ 
... .. ... 19 
53 Protectork for Boys* .•.•••.• •••• •••••• 200 ......... 
54 House of efuge and Correction •••••• 107 92 100 21 106 15 95 26 11 
55 Girls' Industrial Home . ..•.. ••.•••••• 55 43 225 211 14 .... ........ 88 
5!! State Reform School for Boys ..•••.••. 247 235 514 ....... c212 c35 c236 ell 31 
57 House of Refufte and Correction* ••••. 98 92 157 0 153 4 c93 c5 6 
58 Pennsylvania eform School. •.•••.. .. 146 139 271 41 270 42 168 144 31 
59 House of Refuge (colored department). 75 61 143 44 0 187 187 15 
60 House. of Refuge (white department) . • 248 306 282 77 359 c233 c15 32 
61 Sheltering Arms . •••••.•••••••••••.••. 
62 Providence Reform School .•••••.•••• . 119 126 191 40 209 22 206 25 17 
63 Woman's Mission Home* .••••••.••••• .......... ...... .... 6 11 17 17 .......... 
{i4 Vermont Reform School* ..•••.••...• . 34 56 102 20 118 4 32 90 
65 Wisconsin Industrial School for Girls. 49 30 13 58 69 2 68 3 10 
66 Wisconsin Industrial School for Boys. 108 ]02 429 0 417 12 d343 d42 30 
67 Reform School .• ~ ••••••••••••••••• ••• • 63 53 159 ....... 79 80 
······ 
....... 9 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. ain 1878. 
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schools for 1879, ~c.- Continued. 
the studies taught. 
Present inmates. Studies. 
illiterate ~ 2 o£ 
when a;> ·c s:l ~ ;:l 
committed. ~ ~ <l> 
h 'd. 
-d ~ ~ "i:l s:~'t:i I ..!> ~B d '-=' 0 . <l> ~ jl -c'-=' ro.~ "' s:l "" .E Cl5 ""..:: ~§ .£ E tt <1)..:> N ........ ...., .., c;l 'dEl ~ 
"' 
"CO ~ ~ ~ ti: 1l s:l So g~ 
---
f:J; t:J) ~ Q) 5g3 ~ $ ~ <.5 .s h ~ h s "' Ot:J) o" .zj ~ >, 0 c;l ,.C«j -- ~ ~ Q) ,.d ~ bl) bD 0 
<D ~ I'< "' ~~ "' "' to <l> c,i Q) .tl ~ C':l h A h 0 1>-~ Q) a;> Q) 0 .a s "' ,!.<! a;> «: s · O '0 .s 1>- .;..o ..0 ..0 ..0 ..0 :S ..0 .:4 s ... s "' en ~ ·;; ~ ·~ <l> ~ Q) § s s s '-=' a;> bl) .s 0 ~ "' 00 ·~ tJ) 0 0 0 C':l ~ :a h <'j p o3 0 ;::l ;::l :;:! <l> ~ 0 <l> a;> "' 0 ,.d ... p.; ~ R ~ ~ ~ z ~ <1 ~ c!:) 0 c!:) p.; ~ p.; ~ ~ 
20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 21' 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3~ 36 31' 38 39 
........................ • .............. . X X •••••••••••• X X X •••.•••••••• X •••• 49' 
. ..... ...... ...... . ........................... .. .............. . ....... ··-· .... ·--· ..•. 50 
(400) 254 211 232 190 X bx .••. . ••. X X •••••••••••• •••• .~ •• 51 
• • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . 2 165 203 203 X X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 52 
... ......................................................................................... 53 
14 21 10 17 73 30 30 X ............ X X •••••••••••••••• X 54 
...... ...... ...... 171 26i:l 78 249 X X •••• • ••• X X .................... 51) 
• • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 'X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 56 
14 11 45 36 74 52 X .. .. .. • • .. • • X X ........................ 57 
33 5 11 48 265 13 34 X X ............ X .... X ............ X .... 5S 
8 ...... 28 41 .......... X X ............ X ........................... 59 
9 39 16 184 48 64 X X .. • • .. • • • • • • X X X • • • • • • .. • • • • X • • • • 6() 
••...• ······ ....... ..... .................................... · ................................ 61 
54 2 11 215 44 12 81 X X .. .. .. .. .. .. X • • .. X .. .. • ......... • • .. • • 62' 
.............................. •••••• .... X X ....................... , ................ X 63 
........ , • .. .. .. .. 14 11 17 X X .. .. • .. • X X X X .................... 64 
2 20 3 5 X X • .. • .. .. .. .. X X .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • • .. • 65 
343 42 ...... 140 68 289 X X ............ X X ....... ... .............. 66 
............... , •• 22 20 41 43 X X .. .. .. .. • .. • X X X ................ .... 67 
bAlso phonography and mensuration. c Of those committed during the year. d.Also 44 unknown. 
41 ED 
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TABLE XXI.-Statistics of reform 
NOTE.- x indicates 
Industries. 
Name. r,iJ oil oil oil oil oil 
.s ~ ~ bil .s .s ~ ~ :S ~ ~ ~ ·a biJ ~ ~ ,!<1 biJ '§ s "' oil ~ -~ 0 bil s Q;> s s ~ Q t:: :3 
' ' .s "' s .;] "' Q;> 
·a "' '§ ~ Q;> 
<!) 
.-"'1 Q;> 'd ~ ;<;:; Q 0 ~ "' ~ ~ 0 e ~ Q;> ~ ~ 0 ~ .... ~ .... .... c!:l f!:l ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 A ~ ~ 
- - - - - - -
- -
1 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4S 49 50 :u 15~ 
-- - - -- - - -
- i City and County Industrial School...... x .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. .. .. x .... ---- ---- .. --
2 State Reform School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . • • . . • • . . • • . x .. - · ·-- • ·-- · · • · · 
a Connecticut Industrial School for Girls. X .... .... .... .... .... .. .. X .... .... .... X .... 
4 Chicago Industrial and Reform School*. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x x ..................... --- x ! ~~~~:~i~.Ef~;~m!:G~~~~~::~ ;;:; ~~~~ ~~~: :~:: :;:; ::~: :~:: :;:: ;~:: :~:: :~:: ·i· -~ 
9 Indiana Reformatory Institution for x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. .. .. . ............. -- x x 
Women and Girls, 
10 Indiana House of Refuge .......... ~..... . . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. x • • .. .. .. .. .. x .... -- .... • • -- .. 
11 Iowa Re.form School . • .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x ---- .. -- -- .. -- .. 
12 Girls' department of the Iowa Reform ...................................... -- ---- ---- -- · · 
~~ X ~: ~g;:,e:H~!:f~f~-~f;g~~~:::::::::::::::: __ x __ :::: ·-;· (~) __ x __ :::: :::: :::: - ~-- :::: -~-- __ x __ 
15 Maine State Reform School . .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. .. .. .. .. x . . .. x x ----
-~~ ii~~:: ~~~:!uJ~~d Sh~ph~~ci:::::: :::::~ ~-~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: -~-- :::::::: :::: :::: 
18 House of Reformation and Instruction x x .. .. .. • • x .. .. .. .. .. .. x ---- x -- -- · • .. 
for Colored Children. 
19 Maryland Industrial School for Girls* ....................................... -- .. ---- x ----
·:20 House of Reformation ..................................................................... .. 
; ~i f~~:~t~!~t~-~~~~~~~~:::~::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: : ~~: 
24 Truant School* ........................................................................... .. 
· 25 State Industrial School for Girls . . . . . . . . x •••••••..••..•••.••.••• . e x .••..• - · x x 
· 26 Lawrence Industrial School.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. -- -- .. x · -- · 
' 27 House of Reformation of Juvenile Of- .... .... .... .... x .. .. .... .... x ........ ---- ----
fenders. 
··28 Plummer Farm School ...... ...... ...... x . ••. . ••. . ••. x •••. .••. .••. x .••. x x · ••· 
; ~~ gfa~~n~~f~~1lch~~i*·:::: ::::::::: :::::: :::: . 'x .. :::: :::: ::::u·;· . 'x .. :::. ·-.,_-- :::: :::::::: 
:31 Worcester Truant School ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . x _ ....••............. _ . . . . • . . · x . . . . x x · · · · 
:32 Detroit House of Correction.... ......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x x x ................ · .. . 
"33 Michigan State House of Correction and .......... .......... ..... ....... .... ---- ·- .... --
Reformatory. 
S4 Michigan Stah Reform School.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x x .. .. x . .. . x .. -- -- .. 
35 Minne ota State Reform School. ............................ h x x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. -- ----
~~ ~~~!~eff~r:ug~h'o'~i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: . ~-- : :: : :::: : :: : ~ 1 : : : : • 'x" ~ · 'x" : : : : . ~-- _ ~-- : : : : 
~g ~i[~~~~y~ittoe~~~~~f~r0~~~~::::::: :~:: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: - ~-- :::: :::: :~:: :::: 
!~ ~~;a:~rc~r;~r~~~::::::::::::::::::::: .'x .. :::· :::: -~-- :::: :::: :::: .'x .. __ x __ :::: :::: .'x .. :::: 
li ~~~:f~(;~7~k~irJ~~; ~~i,i;~: J :~~ :~: ~- ;~: ~~~ :~:: :~:: ~: :::: f :~: ::. 
:: ~~:fE[!~;r~~~::,, "':so•;;:r ~: ::: :: ::: ~: , :~:: ::: :~: ;; :::: ~ -~ :~:: 
so Pr':It g'~fl~lra~~n fiJrmatoryforD ti-
1 
.... 1' .. :,---- ................................ ---- .. .. 
51 • - w York Catholic Prote tory"......... x x .... .. . . 1 x x .. .. x x .. .. .. .. .. .. (o) 
• From .!'port of the Corumi ion r of Education e Tber is a hosiery d partment in which the 
f,Jl . 1. . ~irls work daily. 
n Tot lm1·A>m . . f 'Io. ·d in 1870; r port i for 1878. 
b AI 1 hoa~k •t m km". [J Al. o manufacture of sleighs. 
t To a\I'IJ to l'i v; ar.tual f':q>Pnclitur . Z7,2 4. hAl~ cabin t making, painting, manufact-
d ~ b k t w kin • nd manu£ tul"e of 11 · rl ur of toys and tin ware. 
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the industries taught. 
a:> ~Q ""' 112 l=i ""' Industries. Q Library. 0 bll 0 0 
.!3 bllo(J ~ :,j 112 
112 
- ~ p:; ~ ·a E bll 
.-c..; al 0 ~.s .!3 biJ '5~ ..., Q~ ;; a:> ::I rna:> a:> rn ..., <l:>O! 
.s e>:i 
.s +>a:> 13 col ~13 ''"'"t:i ....... 'Cil"l Cils ~~ Joi ~ rd~ ;:j 4)~ ~~ oil S..d c:..,O ~ ;:j.s ""' ~ s oil biJ :::1 S-~ 04:> :5l<P ::l,.d 0 Ci1E 0 · l=l''"' ~ 
1:!: 1>1 ~ :::1 :a 8~ 4l,.Q ""' .!3!' O!,.d l':lc;> p:,j h biJ ~ El oil bJJO 0 Q C!lOj 0 ::~rn ~ 0 ""..., 0!.., 
"" 
~g 4)c<l ,p<P Q §·!3 I.; I.; ~ :E oil c<l -a ..,:::1 bl)<l:> bJJ:o..< ...... .._, :::1 ~ 13 4)112 Q;> c;j..d C!l ::1 ~ .s 13 ,.c<P §~ ,.Q <l)Q c<l d:SO p :a <l) ::1 <l) <I) ~ 13 ~ ~ "" ;:j 0:: ~ -~ 1:!: ;S 0 0 Qo -..rn 4) a:> :::1 0:: ;:j ~:::1 Q ~ I> ~ ~ <I) ..d ..d ~ 0 H p., p., w. w. w. w. E-1 :z; jl,,.l:ol :z; ~ E-1 




<')3 54 55 56 51' 58 :m 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 61' 68 69 
- - -
--'-




• .. • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • X • • • • X 3, 121 .. .. . . 400 .. .. .. •• • ............. $50, 000 ... • • .. • 1 
.................................... 2,928 .................................................. 2 
X • • • • X • • • • X • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • 381 254 1, 200 50 $150 00 $20 00 30, 568 $3, 352 3 
................ x .... x •... x ......................................................... 4 
X ·... .. • • .. .. X • .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. 1, 700 200 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 18, 000 a18i 000 5 
X • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X .. .. X 782 80 700 203 189 55 31 10 30, 000 5, 660 6 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 75 125 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • 7 
X • • • • .. .. .. .. X .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 568 25 .. . .. . .. .. .. 75 00 78 ()(} 2, 991 1, 855 8 
X • .. • .. .. .. .. X .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. 347 75 200 100 104 36 .. • • .. .. 21, 500 2, 500 9 
............................ X .... 1,235 ................. ······ 100 00 .. .. .. .. 42, 500 4, 878 10 96 00 ........................ 11 75 200 ..... . • ••• •• •• •••• •• •• X •••• X •• •• X 772 
. ............... X .... .... .... .... 123 70 ........... . 96 00 ........................ 12 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • • X ••••• , • • 1, 064 90 375 .. . . . . 90 00 25 0(1 
• ·,; · :::: :::: :::: ··X·· :::: :::: :::: :::: T6i2 · :::::: i;4oo· :::::: 1~~ ~~ 5g ~~ 
• • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X X 2, 933 85 11 000 0 173 21 45 00 
X •••••••••••• X •••••••••••••••• ••••••· ............ •••••• ............... . 
X • • • • • • • •••• • •• • • • • • • X • • • • X 625 66§- 300 100 83 29 
X • • • • • • • •••• • X • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • 250 75 150 . . .. • . 100 00 ....... . 
......................................... 700 ...... ········ ....... . 
. . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 472 .................. 112 30 0 







6, 476 13 
314 14 
6, 561 15 
9, 491 16 
a37,162 17 
18 
3, 500 1, 300 19 
18,785 ........ 20 
24,611 0 21 
4, 000 267 "22 
16,116 23 
3, 690 24 
x .... :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·i;o47. :::::: i;6oo· ... 4o· ... 5.oo· .. 25'i7 ................. 25 
.. . . . .. . .. .. • • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 98 600 25 191 00 88 56 5, 157 2, 391 26 
.. .................................. 1, 406 ...... 500 50 56 17 18 00 2, 022 500 27 
X .. .. • .. • X .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. • 128 .. .. .. 694 100 184 03 68 93 5, 521 
............................................................................. 1, 900 
.. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X 5, 305 70 2, 500 .. .. .. 201 54 21 38 63, 687 
X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 261 50 100 0 186 00 0 1, 301 
.. ........•......................... 26, 311 800 200 .........•••.... 313, 928 
. ... • ........... ••.. .... X 1, 109 33 1,100 247 158 53 ........ 43, 343 
2, 067 28' 
.•....•. 29 




. .. • .. .. .... .... .... .... X X X 2,135 ...... 2, 840 460 83 75 ... . .... 26,500 3, 577 34 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 384 85 800 0 -- .............. i25, 000 .. .. .. .. 35 
X .. .. .. .. .. .. X .. .. X X 4, 187 600 ... . .. 140 00 29 55 33, 883 7, 476 36 
• .. • .......... • • .. • • • • .. X .. • • X 1, 021 .. .. .. 200 80 150 00 45 00 15, 000 j4, 400 37 
• •• • .................... X .... X ................................ . ........................ 38 
X • .. • .. • • .. .. X X .. • • .. .. .. .. 1, 049 300 . .. . .. 78 96 .. .. .. .. 20, 729 19, 713 39 
.. • • .. • • .. .. .. .. X • .. • .. .. • .. • .. • • 140 265 .............................. ,. ...... 40 
• • • • -.. : .... .... .... • ... .... .... X 255 90 200 25 97 00 16 40 22,372 2, 629 41 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 550 . . . . . . 400 0 100 00 50 00 2, 727 1, 019 42 
........................ X ................................................................. 43 
...................................................................................... 44 
X .............. • • • .. • • .. • .. .. X 780 200 ................................ · .. ·.. 45 
X .. .. .. .. .. .. X .. .. • • • . • .. • .. .. 3, 500 75 200 20 45 00 62 00 5, 679 2, 815 46 
~ .. · · ........ ~(l} .... .. .. .... X 18, 542 73 3, 946 0 118 48 32 61 110, 193 30,332 47 
.. X.. : : : : : :: : : : : : .. ~.. : ~: : : : : : : ~: : : ~: : ~~: ~~~ . ::: : : : :::::: : ::: :: : : :::::: :::: : :: : ~~?~ ~~~. ~4: ~~;. i& 
.. .. .. .. .. .. X .. .. X X .. .. X 14, 250 
i State appropriation. 
j Includes $1 000 from farm. 
. /c .Also manufacture of hollowware. 
J Manufacture of stockings and wire work are 
taught. 
so 1, 674 150 n~~ ~n ........ 296, 712 12, 903 51 
m Proceeds from sewing and the laundry. 
n These statistics are for 1878 . 
o Making sockS and knitting by machine are 
taught. 
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TABLE XXI.- Statistics of reform 
NoTE.- x indicates 
Industries. 
Name. biJ biJ biJ bi biJ biJ 
.s ] 1=1 til .s ~ 1=1 .!4 ,..<:l ~ 1=1 ~ -~ t>iJ ;<;:: ~ ~ ~ ... s ~ ..!3 t>iJ ~ .s 0 t:D t>iJ ~ s Q) 1=1 s s 1=1 Q 1=1 ~ ~ 1=1 s ~ rn Q) . -~ Q) ~ Q) -~ ffi ;<;:: ro rn ~ 0 ~ >:! 0 8 ~ Q) ;:::! ... ';:1 .... [:S ,..<:l ... ~ ... ~ 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 A R R c!:l til ~ 
------
---- - - -
1 40 41 42 43 44 4~ 46 41' 48 49 ~0 ~1 ~2 
----
---- - - - -
52 Cincinnati House of Refuge . • . • • • . . • • • . x . . . . . • • . x . • • . .. . . . • • . .. .. . • • . . • • . x ....... . 
53 Protectory for Boys*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . - . . . - . . . . • · · · - - · · - .. · · · · .. · · 
54
5
,_ Home of Refuge and Correction .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..... x .................................. .. 
v Girls' Industrial Home...... .. .. . . .. . . .. x . . • . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. x ....... ............ . 
~~ State Reform School for Boys .. . .. .. . . .. x x .. . . x .. . . x ........ j x ............... . 
58 ~~~!!y~~!!!uj~f=~~hoeol~i~~~·:: ::::: --,;· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: ·"x·· -~-- :::: 
59 House of Refuge (colored department).. x .. .. . • • . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. • . . • • . .. .. . • . . . ••. x x 
60 House of Refuge (white department) .. . x x .... g x x . . .. . . . . .. .. .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. x 
~~ ~~~~~~~~/R~~~~-S~h~~i::::::::: :: ::: ""x"' :::: :::: :::: .. x .. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ."x .. :::: 
63 Woman's Mission Home* ............... x .............................................. .. 
64 Vermont Reform School*... . .. . .. . . . .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. x . . . . .. .. . • • . x . . .. x 
65 Wisconsin Industrial Schoolfor Girls... .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .... . • . . .. .. . • • . .. .. x x 
~~ iie}~~s~~;o~1~~~~~~l-~-~~~~~~~~-~-~~~::: . : .. :::: :::: :::: ."x .. :::: :::: :::: ~ •••. ~ x 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Also engineering and wire work. 
b Also engineering, gas-making, telegraphy, and music. 




Girls' House of Refuge . . • • . • . . . . . . . . New Orleans, La .. 
St. Alphonsus' House of Mercy...... New Orleans, La .•• 
Boston City Almshouse SchooL...... :Boston, Mass . ... . 
House of Industry................... :Boston, Mass ... .. 




Children removed to other institutions. 
No information. 
Not a reform school. See Massachusetts 
State Primary School, Palmer (Table 
:XXII). 
• 
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8chools for 1879, 9·c.- Continued. 
the industries taught. 
~ ~· 
""' 
m ~ .... Industries. <:) Q;>c:J Library. 0 bl: 0 0 ·~ ~<ld- ~ .s :;! rrr m ~~ _g ~ ~~ ~~ ul ' ~" 0 lob <:) ~ :;! '§ ~ <lJ;:l rDQ;> <lJ QJ~ .s .s ~QJ -~~ ~ -~ ce~ ~~ .... a 't:i;., ~s ~ ~ biJ S..<:l .,..o ,_de;j :::S·r-t ""' ce.S ;., bil ~~ OQ;> -+-><lJ ~-S =.d 0 0 s lob = ~,Q > =» ~ ::s:;! ~ .s ;a .... e;s.d l=ic:J ~ . s lob Q~ e.oo 0 .,..'d <:) ~e;s 0 =12 » ~ 0 lob ,.t4 ~ ~ ;., .... e;s~ ;., <lJO ~e;s ~QJ <:) ... s ;.., ;., ~ :§ lob e;s a = <lJrn ~~ <l) rD,d e_o<lJ b.IJ'H ce ~ 't:i = -~ ] ~ -~ ,QQ;> ,Q "<:) e;s e;so = 0 ~ 0 § s ~m ~ S;l g ce rn -~ c:Jo ~ ~ ~ :a 0 0 ~ ~,; p Q ~ ~ ~ ~ o3 ~ .d .d ~ H P-t. P-t 00 00 00 00 E-1 z z ~ E-1 
-- - --------------
---------------------
~3 ~( ~~ ~6 ~,. ~8 ~9 60 61 6~ 63 6( 6~ 66 6,. 68 69 
.. ...••. ax X .... X X •••••••• 4,141 70 2,000 50 $205 75 .... ......... ,.. ••••·••· 52 
............................................................................................. 53 
.. ........... ........ ............... 1, 203 ...... 275 0 54 00 $49 78 $6,155 $5,675 54. 
X .......... .'. X • • .. .. .. • • .. • • • • 563 75 1, 460 220 62 92 .. • .. . .. 22, 450 • • • • .. • . 55 
X • • • • .. • • .. .. .. .. • • • • X .. .. X 31 166 .••••• 1, 934 0 C123 93 .. • • • • • . 63, 577 80, 920 56 
......................................................................................... ·.... 57' 
• • • . . • • . .. .. .. • . . • • . • • .. x .. .. x 3, 713 70 195 0 c100 22 ....... .{30, 703 4, 000 58: 
• • • • .. .. X • • • • X • • • • X .. .. X 2, 528 65 830 ...... . 158 83 14 16 29, 224 2, 707 59· 
.... .... .... .... .... .... X ........ 11,064 .•.••. ...... ...... ........ 45 14 67,610 16,884 60, 
............................................................. 35418 ........ 1,163 ........ 61~ 
X • • .. • • • • • • • • X .. • • .. .. .. .. X 2, 685 75 1, 800 20 153 31 23 81 30, 663 4, 762 621 
X .. .. • • • • .. • • X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 179 20 .. . • .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. . .. 1, 360 h1, 360 63/ 
•••• ............ ••• .... X '""I""" 594 75 250 117 00 30 38 21,015 3,605 641 
X •••• .... .... .... .... .... .... • ... 188 ...... 300 20 162 90 ........ 8,145 . 286 65 , 
X • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. X .. .. X 11 826 • • • • • • 775 500 100 86 42, 866 66 
• • .. • • .. .. • • .. .. • • .. .. .. X .. .. X .. .. • .. .. .. .. 885 157 27 28, 892 67' 
e Exclusive of officers' salaries. 
[Exclusive of salaries and permanQilt improvements. 
g .Also making stockings, pocket books, and wicker work. 
h Income from all sources. 
MEMORANDA. 
Name. Location. 
TrudhtHomeoftheCityofBrooklyn . .Jamaica, N.Y .... 
Good Shepherd Reform School....... Cincinna.ti, Ohio .. 
Reform School. .. . . • • • • . • • • .. . . • • • • • . Portland, Oreg .••. 
State Reform School . ••• • •• • • . • • • • • • . Lancaster, Pa ..••• 
House of Correction • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • . Charleston, S. C ... 
Galveston Reformatory.............. Galveston, Tex •.. 
Remarks. 
No information. 
See Class of Preservation, Convent of the 
Good Shepherd (Table XXII) . 




\ULl ~'\.II.-Stan~tics oflwmcs and asylums for orphan or clependentohildren, infant asylums, and indt~strial sohools for 1879; from replies to inquiries 
· by the United States B1~1·ea·u of Education. 
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0 
"' fr "§ 
0 
c:.> bJ) 
.s 1-< 0 
Superintendent. 
d 171 Number of offi- Q;) 
1· 
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cers, teachers, sd 










~ 1-< o:l 
~ Q;) ~ 
;::s d) ;::l<l) 0 ~c:.> 
"b'n ~ 'd ]·~ ;::l s Q;) Q;) 0 ~ f>1 H 
-- - --- --------
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 ,. s 9 
---------------------1 . 1--- -----
hurt'11 Hnm<' for Orplllln Boys 
Church llon\ll tl!r Orphans .....••....• -.. - .....•.. 
3 l'roh•~:~taut Urph:m Asylum . ............. -- ...... . 
I Orpbanl:l ' llomo of tho Synod of .A llt.bamn. ....... . . 
5 HacmnH' nlo l'rotcslnut 0I1lhan.Asylnm* ......... . 
(i l .:Hlil's' J'rott•t·tion and Rdief Society* .......•.... 
7 l'adlio Hobrow Orphan .Asylum and Home So-
dt'ty. • 
ll St.lluitifaro's Orphan .Asylum* ..... .•..•..... .... 
9 ::5an lt'mncisco Roman Uatholio Female Orphan 
Asylum. 
10 'Vouinu's Union Mission to Chinese Women and 
Childt"Nl. 
11 :Female Oqlhan Asylnm ..............•........... 
l~ St. Vincent's :fi[alc Orphan Asylum ......•. . ...... 
13 Good Tomplar::J' llome for Orphans. 
14 P:1_jaro Vale Oqlhan .As:.lum ....••................ 
15 l~ri<lgcport Prot.estant Orphan .Asylum .......... . 
~~ ff~~~~0r~~- ?~~~~e!~r~~~::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::: 
18 N ow lln\en Orphan .Asylum .......••..•..•....... 
1!> St. FranCls 01-phan .Asylum ...................... . 
~0 Baptist Orphans' llome . ......................... . 
21 01-phans' llomo, North Georgia Conference ...•.... 
2~ Appleton Uhureh llome .......... ... ... ..•.. ..... 
23 0• pbnm-1' Homo, South Georgia Conference ...... . 
24 Episcopal Orpl1an~s' Ilome ...............•........ 
25 Union :::iocietv, Bethesda Orphan Home 
G St. Jot~eph's Orphanage• 
Mobile, Ala............ . . . . . . . . . • . 1879 
Mobile, Ala................. 1864 1864 
Mobile, Ala................. 183!) 1839 
Tuskegee, Ala . . • . . • . • • . . . . . 1865 1867 
Sacraniento, Cal ............. 1867 1867 
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . 1854 1853 
San Francisco, Cal . . • . . . . . . . 1871 ],871 
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • 1865 
1
. .. . ................. · · 








R.C ..... . 
n.. c ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal. (corner 1869 1869 Rev. A. W. Loomis, D. D.............. Non-seet .. 




















i 1-----~~~ San Juan, Cal. ......••••.••. 1871 1871 San Rafael, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1855 Vallejo, Cal................. . .. . . . 1869 
Watsonville, Cal............ 0 1869 
Sister Carmen Argelaga, superioress R. C ...... 
1 
....... . 
Nehemiah Smith, principal teacher.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Rev . .Francis Codina ..............•.. R. C ...... 8 , ......•. , ....... . 
Bridgeport, Conn ........... 1868 1868 
Hartford, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1833 1829 
New Haven, Conn .......... 1867 1866 
New Haven, Conn . . . . . . . . . . 1833 1833 
New Haven, Conn .......... 1864 1004 
Atlanta, Ga.................. 1872 1872 
Decatur, Ga.. . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . 1873 1871 
Macon, Ga...... . . . . • . . . . . . . 1868 1870 
Macon, Ga.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1872 
Savannah, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1842 1843 
Savannah, Ga ........••.......•... 1740 
Washi:ngton, Ga. ...•.....•.. 1875 1869 
Miss Lydia R. vVanl, president ...... Non-sect ......... . 
Rev. Thomas S. Potwin...... . . . . . . . . Non-sect . . 2 
Mrs. A. J. Carrier...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect ......... . 
Mrs. Laura A. Kingsley . . . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect . . 1 
Sister Mary Felicite. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . R. C . . . . . . 0 
t;~hi.~~L~~~ :~ ~ ~ :: :~:: :: ~~~: ~~·~~::: ::::: ~ 
Mrs. B. A. Reagan, mn.tron ........... P. E....... 0 
Albert V. Chaplin................... Non-sect.. 2 
Rov. Joseph F. Uolbert . . . . . . . . .•• • . . R. C . •. . . . 1 
4 I 118 
10 
2 











































27 I Chicago Rome for the Friendless .•.. 


















Chicago, Til . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1858 1858 
Chicago. ::W. (780 Michigan 1849 1849 
avenue). 
Chicago, lll. (140 Quincy st .. ) . 1874 1874 
Chicago, Ill. (175l>olvling st.) 1860 1839 
Chicago, 111. ••• •• . . . . . . •• • . . . •. . • . 1849 
Chicago, Ill ....... __ . . . . . . . . 1809 1869 
Havelock, Ill . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1872 1865 
Jacl;:sonYille,Ill . ....•..... . ------ lRO!.l 
La Salle, Ill ..•.•. .. .. _.. . . . . 0 1878 . 
Normal,Ill .................. 1865 1l)69 
Peol'ia,Ill . .. ... ............. 1870 1875 
Evansville,Iml .. ........... Hl70 ••••• 
Imliamt}Jolis, Incl . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 1871 
Indianapolis, Incl . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 1871 
Indianapolis, lnd ... _. . . . . . . 1850 1855 
J e:ffersou ville, lncl ...... _... 1876 1877 
Knililhtstown, Ind . .......... 18U7 1867 
La.l!ayctte, lnd .. ........... 1877 1876 
l~ensselaer, Ind .......... _. . 1868 1866 
Mrs. ;J. Grant .•..•................... l Non-sect .. l 11 15
1 
.•.•.... 
Mrs. C. H.lligelow, matron .•.... .. .. Non sect.. . . ... . .. .... .... 2, 939 
Mrs.E . .A.Forsyth ......•............ Non-sect.. 3 7 
M~~~~J~~~0Jo~~pi;:::::: ::::::::::: ~~0-~~~~:: :::::::: i~ 
G.Blankcnhalm .................... Ev.Lutb... 2 4 
SisterM.Hyacilltha, priot'<'SB . . . .... . R.C ...... -------· 10 
Rev. W . .A.l'assa.vant, D. u . ......... Lutheran. . . . . . . . . 2 
Sister Mary V encesla.us . . . . . . . . . . . . . H.. C . . . . . . . . . .. . . . !i 
Mrs. Virg iniaC.Uhr ............ : .... Non-sect.. 11 24 
.A .J. Harllin ............... ... .... .. . Non-8eut. . 0 2 
r,J l'B. E. 1.'. Drew, "Secretary ... ----- .-.. N on-8eut.. . . . . . . . . 2 
Miss Sallie J. Bums •.•. . ............ .Friends .. ... . .... 6 









79 Mrs. Rauuah T. Hadley, pres ident... Non-sect . . 1 8 
Sarah.A.l'attcrson ... . .......... . ... Non-;,ect .. ·· · ····· 2 1 87 ~~:;: 1J~li~~~~~:~d.:::::::: ::::::: :~ ·ji:c· :::::: · -----~- -----~~- __ ---~~~ 





~~~~~~~a: i~a-.-_-_-_-:::: :::: : ~ -~~~~- 1 i~~~ 1 -~~·~·:: ~~ ~~~-~~~~~.· _1~~·~~~~1~~-t-:::: :~-~~~~~~-~~:: I ::::::: :I-- --.-~ ·I- --~·-~:~ . 
Vmcennes,lnll .......... .. .... ... 1850 Stater Ma.ry Theodore .. .. . .......... RC ...... .. ..... 12 1,025 







Davenport, Iowa ..... . ...... I 1803 I 1863 I S. W. Pierce ........................ . I Non-sect .. 8 
1809 1 1808 1 M . . E. Dnnlde . .. . ..... . ........ ···--· ~ Non-sect .. 
1866 1866 Rev.J.B. McCleery .•.. . .... .... .... Non-sect .. J . 1 
1850 1850 R ev.NicholasRyan ···· · ·----------· RC ...... 
1 
....... . 
1869 187.1 :Sister M. Gertrufle Bauer, o. s . .B _. . • . K C . -.... ·-·- · ·-- · 
Leavenwort.ll. Kans ...... .. . 
Leavenworth, Kans .. . .... . . 
~~~~~~~~·]fl.:::::~:::::~: 
Louisville, K_r. (1st s t., cor. 1870 1869 Miss JU. A.. Hollingsworth. matron . .. Baptist ... ·- · · · -- · St. Catherine). 
!iG German Baptist Orphan Home .. ...••••• .. .. ... .. . Louisville, Ky. (234 Clay st) 1872 j------ Jolm Fred. Dohrmann .... . .•..•. .. .. Baptist ... 
















<>9 ~t. J~scpu ~German Orphan .Asylum ............. Lou~s~llo, Ky ------ ---·-- . . 18:19 ·----- S1ster Valentma,. ..... .... ......... .. R C ...... ·- · · · - · · 
GO St. Vmccnt s Orphan .Asylum ... ___ ... ..... . __ ._ .. L~msville, Ky.-----.----- . . 1808 183? Mother C. Spaldmg ...... ............ R. c. ··.·- .. ·- -·--i · 15 
61 KentuckyFomaleOrphan Schoolc ................ Midway, Ky ................ 1847 184~ Samuel!'. Luuy .... .. ... ........••.. Chnstr:m. 
35 62 Clev_olnnc19rph~n Institution . ..... _ .............. V ersailles, Ky --------- ..••. 1870 18~.> Mrs. Nannie Edwards, matron....... Non:sect. . g ~ 





64 .Asylum for D estitute Orphan Boys .•••.. ______ ... N ew Orleans, La ...• -- ...... 1824 18<!4 George Burns ........ ___ .. ---- ... --. Non~sect .. 
1 65 Convent of the Good Shepherd.--------- .•• ....... · New Orleans, La . . .... ·.·- ... 1859 1859 ~other Mar.v. of St. Rose .•..•....... R. C ...... ,··· .. ··· · · ····.:;·· ---· · i25 
66 IIalf-Orphan Asylum* .. -------- .. _ .. _ . . . __ . ____ .. N e w Orleans, La., 7t-h dtst ... ------ 1867 Stater Erncstme ....... ---------. ---· R. C -- ·-- -r- · · ·· -- · 
67 Mt.CarmelFemaleOrphan.Asylum ...•......... . N ew Orleans,La.(53 Piety 1857 1869 SisterJustine .......•.......•••..... RC ...... ---·---· 9 1,200 
- street). J 
68 Poydras Female Orphan Asylum .... ... .....•..•. New Orleans, La ....•..••••• 1817 1817 Mrs. H . G. Hodgson, secretary ....... Non-sect .. 
*From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. b Includes those in the Church Home for Orphan Boys. . 
a See Church Home fo1· Orphans. . . c.A graded normal school for orphan girls; its statistics may also be found m Table ill, 
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I I 1--l I 
1 2 3 4 
--
G9j Thl' Prot<'>~! nut 01']lllnns' llome .................. . New Orleans, La. (7th st) ... 1853 1853 Mrs. A. Walker, matron ..........•.. Non-sect .. 
70 ::;t. Jm!oph's Gt•rman Orpha.u Asylum ............. New Orleans, La.(Josephme 1854 Sister Mary Jacobina, superior ...... R.C .•.••. 
and Laurel sts.). Siste:r Mary of the Desert .•••••.... . R.C ...... Rt. M:trJ's Cnllwlic OrJlhnn Boys' .Asylum* ........ New Orleans, La.(3ddistrict) 1836 1835 
Vhihlrcn's Homo ... ............................... Bangor, Me ..... ............ 1838 1839 Miss Julia A. Sibley, matron ........ Non-sect .. 
llath Milit::u-y antlNaV"nl Orphan Asylum .. ....... Bath,Me .................... 181i6 Helena T. Prescott, matron .......•.. Non-sect .. 
Al'l,\ lnm of Our Lady of Lourdes . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . • . . Lewiston, Me .........•.... . 1878 1878 Sister Cote, superior .............. . .. R.C ...... 
1•\•mnlo Ol']lhnn Asylum of Portland ............•. Portland, Me ............... 1828 1828 ::Miss.L. B. Johnson .................. Non-sect .. 
Baltimore Orphan Asylum........................ Baltimore, Md .............. 1801 1807 Mrs. Stanley, matron ............... . Non-sect .. 
Boys' llomo .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .... •. Baltimore, Md .............. 1867 1866 John H. Lynch ...................... Non-sect .. 
ChristChurch.Asylnm ............. ~---··-······· Baltimore, Md .............. 1841 1840 Sarah A. Brown, matron ............ P.E ...... 
Gt•ueml German Orphan As:vlnm........... . ...... Baltimore, Md .............. 1860 1860 L. B. Schaefer ....................... Non-sect .. 
llubrow Orphan Asylum or'Baltimore............ Baltimore, Md. (Calverton 1872 1873 Jonas Gabriel ....................... Jewish ... 
Heights). 
81 llomo of tho Friendless........................... Baltimore, Md. (cor. Lorn- 1854 1854 ............................................. Non-sect .. 
bardst andDruidHillav.). 
82 Johns llopkins Colorell Orphan Asylum_.. ......... Baltimore, Md. (206 and 208 1866 1867 Kateljams .......................... Non-sect .. 
Biddle st.). 
83 St. .Anthony's Asylum* . • .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. . Baltimore, Md .............. 1860 1854 Sister Mary Rosamunda . ••..•••..... R.C ...... 
84 St. Mary's .Fomnlo Orphaline School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baltimore, Mel. (70 Franklin 1817 1818 Sister Gertrude ..................... R.C ...... 
85 St. Paul's Orphan .Asylum* ....... ..... .. ......... 
street). 
Baltimore, Mel .••........... 1800 1801 Sisterhood of St. Paul .•••......••... P.E ...... 
86 St. Poter's Asylum for Female Children* ..... . .... Baltimore, Mll (252 My1·tle 1845 1845 A.M. Winn, secretary of board of P.E ...... 
87 St, Vinco11t's Malo OrE han Asylum .... ...... ..... 
ave.). managers. 
Baltimore, Md. (N. Front st.) 0 1848 Brother Chronion ................... R.C ..... : 
l)8 llultimoro Manual La or School for Indigent Boys. Catonsville, Md ............. 1840 Edward .A. Welch ................... Non-sect .. 
89 llome fot• Friendless Children of the Diocese of Easton,Md ................. 1870 1871 Miss L. D. Nabb ........ .. ........... P.E ...... 
Ea11tou. 
90 Protestant Episcopal Orphan .Asvlum .. .. .. .. .. .. Frederick, Md.... ... . .. .. .. . .. .. . 1840 Mrs. Ann G. Ross, president .••...••. P.E ...... 
91 Ruhlwiu Place llome for Littl e \\.,.anilorers* ..... .. Boston, Mass . .. .. . .. .. .. •• . 1865 1865 Rev. R. G. Toles ..................... Non-sect .. 
92 Boston Asylnm and Farm Schooli'or Indigent Boys. Boston, Muss . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 1832 1832 vVilliam A. Morse ................... Non-sect .. 
{)3 Boston lt'emule Asylum........................... Boston, Mass .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . 1803 1800 "Mi"" li'~ T .. Pn-lmAr ................... Non-sect .• 
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Children's Friend Society ............. -- .... -.... . 
Children's Mission to the Children of the Desti-
tute in the City of Roston.* 


























Dr. Martin Luther Orphans' Home 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum . ................... . 
Temporary Home for the Destitute ............. . 
Children'sHome (Haverhill Children's Aiel Societ.r) 
House ofPl·ovidence ............................. . 
Protectory of Mary Immaculate ............... .. . 
Children's Aid Soc-iety .. ......................... . 
New Bedford Otphans' Home ................ ... .. 
Newton llome for Orphan and Destitute Girls ... . 
State Primary School .............. .. . 
CityO~han Asylmn ........ . __ ....... ______ ..... . 
Seamen s Orphan and Children's Friend Society .. . 
ChUI'ch Home for Orphan and Destitute Children 
Children's Home .......................... - ..... .. 
Orphans' Home (Children's Friend Society) ...... . 
State Public SchooL ............................ .. 
Home for the Friendless ............. . 
St. Anthony's Male Orphan Asylum* ............ . 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum ................... . 
Home for the Friendless* ........ ......... ...... _ . 
Jackson Home for the }'riendless, and. lnclustl·ial 
School. 
Children's Home ..................... . 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum ........... . 
St. JoseJlh's Orphan Asylum* ........ ............ . 
St. Paul Protestant Orphan Asylum_ ............. . 
122 D'Evereux Hall* ................ ------
123 St. Mary's Orphan Asylmn .... -- -•• - · · 
124 Female Orphan School a .............. ······------
125 Evano-elical Lutheran Orphans' Home and Asylum. 
126 Catho'iic Protectorate of St. Louis- ..•. -••• - · -- · • · -
127 German St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum* ... -- .. -----
128 House of the Good Shepherd .......... -- .... ------
129 Mission Free School ................ .. 
130 St. Bridget's Half-Orphan Asylmn : .. . 
131 St. Joseph's Convent of Mercy .................. .. 
132 St. Joseph's Male Orphan Asylum .......... ------
133 St. Mary's Female Orphan Asylmn .............. -. 
134 Street Boys' Home* ............................. .. 
135 Central Wesleyan Orphan Asylum ............... . 
136 St. Louis Protestant Orphan Asylum . 
137 State Orphans' Home .............. .. 
Boston,Mass.(48Rutland st.) 1834 11834 
Boston, Mass. (277 Tremont 1864 1849 
st., near Hollis st.). 
Boston, Mass. (85 Vernon st. 1853 
Highlands). 
Boston,Mass. (W. Roxbury). 1871 1871 
Boston, Mass .... _ .... _ . _ . . .. 1843 1850 
Boston, Mass. (1 Pine Place) ............ . 
Hn.ve1·hill, Mass ......... __ .. 1866 18G5 
Holyoke, Mass._............ 1878 1873 
Lawrence, Mass ........ •.. .. . 187 5 18GS 
Nantucket, Mass .... ------ ~ -- ........ . 
New Bedford, Mass . . . . . . . . 1847 1845 
Newton, Mass.............. 0 1872 
Palmer, Mass ... .. _ ......... 1855 1855 
Salem, .Mass .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . 1868 1866 
Salem, Mass................ 1841 1839 
South Boston, Mass. (cor. N. 1858 1855 
and 4th sts.). 
Springfield, Mass........... 1866 1866 
w·orcester, Mass. (821 Main 1849 1849 
st.). 
Coldwater, Mich ............ 1871 1874 
Detroit, Mich .. _ .. _ ........ -~1862 1863 
D etroit, Mich . _. . .. .. . . . . . .. 1878 1866 
Detroit, Mich .. .. . . .. .. . . . 1871 1851 
East Saginaw, Mich _........ 1870 1870 
Jackson, Mich .. . .. . . .. .. . .. 1878 1879 
Kn,Jamazoo, Mich........... 0 1877 
Monroe, Mich ...........•... 1855 1859 
St Paul, Minn .. .. ---------- 1869 1877 
St. Paul, Minn. (96 .A.rundel 1865 1865 
st.). 
M1:s. _Jonathan Lane, president .•••• ·1 Evangel. .. 
1 
...... .. 
Wilham Crosby..................... Non-sect.. 2 
Tiev. W.J. Becker ................... ! R. C ..... . 9 
Adolf Brauer........................ Ev. Luth.. 1 
Sister M. Vincent ................... R. C...... 1 
John Ayres, president ........... _ .................... .. 
Mrs. M. L. Nichols, matron .. ____ .... Evangel ......... .. 
Sister Mary Leonard .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. R. C .. .. .. . ..... .. 
Sister PainchancL................... R. C .. .. .. 1 
Catharine Starbueh, president . . . . . . Non-sect .. ..•..... 
Miss Celia Brett ....... .............. Non-sect ........ .. 
Mrs. RebeccaR. Pomroy ............ Non-sect.. 0 
Gardiner Tufts. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . 26 
Sister.A.Mongeau ................... R.C...... 0 
Miss Margaret B~n-rows . ...... _ ... _. Non-sect . . 0 
Sarah A. C. Bond, secretary ......... P. E ............ .. 
M!s· fohn ~- Hixon_, cor. se?retn.ry. -1 ~on-sect .. 
M1ss :ramer son Wh1te, matron .. . . .. Non-sect .. 
0 
0 
Lyman P. Alden .......... ......... .. 
Mrs. Morse Stewart, president ...... . 























Sister Mary Stella . ............ ..... . 
Mrs. Charles Doughty, president ... . 
Mary R. McNaughton, president ... . 
R. c...... 21 18 
Protestant .... . ......... .. 
Non-sect.. .. . .. . .. 1 
Clarissa Head _ . __ ...... _ .......... --~ Christian .
1 
....... . 
Sister M. J ustinia .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 1{. C .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Benedictine Si~ters...... .. .. . . .. .. .. R C .. .. .. 0 
































Natchez, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1858 1858 Brother Gontran 
Natchez, Miss-------------- 1854 1847 Sister Tatiaua ... ....... . R. 0 .. .. .. 7 ! 0 251 
Camden Point, Mo ... ------- 1869 1870 A. F. Smith, principaL ..........•... 
D es Peres, Mo ..•........... 1868 1866 Ernst Leubner ......••••.•..•....... 
G I encoe, Mo ... -... -- - .. . .. . ---- -- 1872 Brother Tertullian ..•..• 
St. J,ouis, Mo .. --...... .. .. .. 1851 1850 Mother Angela .................... .. 
St. Louis, Mo ... -.--. -- ... - -. 1869 1849 Mother Mary of the Sacred Heart .. . 
St. Louis, Mo ........ - .... --. 1840 1841 Mary E. Tucker ................... .. 
St. Louis, Mo .. -- .. --- .... --- 1860 1862 Sisters of St. Joseph ............... --
St. Lo~s, Mo.-.----:-------- 1857 1856 ~other Mary di Pazzi, superior----. 
St. Loms, Mo .... -- .. - -- -- - -- --.- -- 1849 S1ster M. Frances .......... - -- - - -- --
St. Louis, Mo. - - - ---- - - . --- -- 1843 1840 Sisters of Charit.y ........... -- ------
St. Louis, Mo. (11120livest.). ------ ..... John Seage ............. . 
Warrenton, Mo ............. 1865 1864 Chr. F.Schlinger .... . .. 
Webster Groves, Mo ... -.... 1841 1834 Mrs. S. Fuller, matron .... ----.------
CarsonCity,Nev ............ 1869 1870 JobnH.Mills 
R. C...... 1 10 460 
Christian . 1 5 .. - ... --
Ev. Luth.. 3 3 250 
R C .. .. .. 5 ... _. . .. 223 
R C...... 10 17 675 
R. C ...... _ .. .. . .. 28 b2, 535 
Non-sect.. ........ 4 ........ 
R. c .... -- 1 12 600 
~- c .. . . .. 4 25 4, 850 
R. C.............. 20 --·-···· 
R. c .. --- - 1 10 1, 349 
Non-sect ......................... . 
M.E...... 1 3 144 
Non-sect.. 1 8 ..... --. 
Non-sect.. 1 4 215 











































Orphnns' IIomt' .. --. ------------ ...•.. ··-· -· ·····-
Nt•w llnmJlllhit'tl Orphans' llome ...•.. -.------ .. --
l'hihln•n'!l llomt' - ..... ---- ..... · --· .... -- .... -----
C:unllt'll llonw rur ]'rit•mllcss Chilllrcu.--- .. -- .. -. 
W't·~;~t . • Tt'l'til'Y Orpltauago .for Destitute Colored 
()hihlrl'll. ('hi lth'\'U 't1 l~rirml Soddy .. ..... -................ . 
~t. Man'~:~l!'t•mah' Orphau.Asylum ..... ...... .... . 
tTuion .Associaliou, Chiltll'cu'sllomo of Burlington 
Uouuty. 
Uumc for tho Frimdkss 
No\\ ark Orphan Asylum ......................... . 
St. Pt•tcr's Asyltnn ... .. ... ---- __ ................. . 
Patl'rt~on Orphan .As;} huu Association .. ... _ .. _._ .. 
Ht. Josl'pb's Orphan Asylum ........... .......... . 
St. Mary's Orphan Assltnn .......•........ __ ..... . 
t}:~h~~s\)If~~~ ~t~lYot~1:.~-ch"~~·~ii- ·------ · ·- · · 
st?Vinccnt's :Malo Orphan Asvlum . ... ------------
Cayuga .Asylum for Drst.ituto'Cbil<ll'cn ..... ____ .. 
Susquehanna Valleyllome . ...... _____ ...... __ .. .. 
131-ookly~ llowanl Colored Orphan Asylum* ..... . 
llouse of lhe Good Shophenl ....... _________ .... __ 
150 I Oq1ban .Asyllllll Socioly of the City of Brooklyn*. 
160 Orphans' llomc, Chmch of the Holy Trinity_ .. __ _ 
161 I Orphau llonso on. tho Church Charity Fouml:l.tion 
of Long Island. 




Location. ~ Q 
. s 




Concord, N.H .. ··-···-··---· 1874 
Franklin, N.H. .... ......... 1871 
Portsmouth, N.H . ..•....... 1870 
Camden, N.J ............... 1869 
Camden, N. J............... 1874 
Jersey C~ty, N.J............ 1863 
J ersey C1ty, N.J .......... -- 1864 
Mount Holly, N. J.......... 1864 
Newark, N.J ............... 187'2 
N ewark, N.J . .............. 1849 
Nc>wark, N . J ............... 1871 
Paterson, N.J ......•....... 1864 
P aterson, N.J .............. ------
South Oran~ N. J _......... . ----. 
Albany, N . . L ........ :. . .. . 1831 
Albany,"N". Y ............... 1875 
Albany, N.Y ............... 1849 
Auburn, N.Y ............... 1852 
Binghamton, N. Y ............... . 
Brooklyn, N.Y. ____ ......... 1868 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Hopkinson 1868 
ave. ancl Pacific st.). 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Atlantic 1835 
avenue). 
Brooklyn, N.Y. [E. D.] Gra.- 1861 
bam street b etween Mon-
trose and Johnson. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (Albany av. I 1851 
ancl Herkimer street). 
B1·ooklyn, N.Y .............. 1834 
~ rt:l Number of offi- "' .s t6~ ~ cera, t eachers, _§~ 
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-- --- ------ - --
4 a 6 , s 9 
------
1 I 1866 Miss Sarah L. E. Carter, in cb::uge.-- P.E ..... . 3 70 
1871 Mrs. A.R. Mack. ....... . ............ Non-sect .. 1 3 200 
1877 Rev. Cl1arles A. Holbrook . -- ........ P . E ...... 1 3 63 
18U9 Mari::t J. Eastwood, matron .... -.. - .. Non-sect .. ........... . 3 150 
1875 Jane Price, matron ............. --- .. Non-sect .. 
----··-
2 50· 
1863 Sarah B. Winchester, matron .. - .. --. Protestant 0 3 258 ~ 
1!l59 Rov. D.L.Senez .................... R. c ------ 6 400 
1864 Rebecca E. Gaskill, cor. secretary . _ .. Non-sect .. .. ........... . 4 214 
l!l72 Mrs. Lincla n. Fitz' Gerald, secr etary _ Non-sect .. 8 . 333 
1ll48 Mrs. S. J\1. Van Vlcek .......... ------ Non-sect . . 1 6 600 
1871 Sister M. Sever ina . .............. . ... R. c ·---- 10 760 
1863 Mrs. A. \V. A. R eunion, matron._ .... Non-sect .. 1 1 260 
1855 Sister M. Baptista ------ ............ R. c ------ 4 4 1, 200 
1859 Sister Monica, supel'iorcss ....... _. _. R. c ------ 11 1, 894 
1830 Albert D. Fuller_ ................ . ... Non-sect .. 3 5 :!, 751 
1864- Mrs. H. S. Shaxby, matron __ . . ___ . _. P.E ...... 2 ···-----184-9 Bro. Amphian ...................... R C ------ 6 2 1,188 
1852 ~~1. t~~~~r~~~~~·~ ~ ~ ~:: :::: : : :::::: Non-sect .. 1 6 1860 Non sect .. 2 9 523 
1866 William I<'. Johnson. _________ . ...... Non-sect .. 2 7 --------1868 Sister Mary of Loretto, superioress .. R.C ...... 
-------· 
36 3,193 
1823 Mrs. J. B. Hutchinson, first directress Non-sect._ 1 26 3, 203 
1862 Rev. M. May_ ....................... R.C . . .. . . 
---- --- ---·----
109 
1853 I SisterElizabcth ..................... r.E .............. 





































163 81;. Joseph.'s Female Orphan Asylum* ........... .. Brooklyn, N.Y ........ . ..... 1834 ...... S~ster Mary Lewis ........••......... R. c ------ 0 181 1, 021 • 164 Asylum of Our Lady of Refuge ................... Buffalo, N.Y ... • ............ 1856 1855 S1ster ¥·of St. Bernard ............. R. c ------ ........ 5 374 165 Buffalo Orphan Asylum ...........••.............. Buffalo, N.Y ................ 1837 1836 Fredenck Howard, secretary; Mrs. Non-sect.. 1 8 3, 500 M. M. Thomson, matron. 166 Church Charity Fotmdation* ..................... Buffalo, N.Y................ 1858 1866 Sister Louise ........................ P.E ...... 1 3 167 Evangelical Lutheran St. John's Orphan Home . .. Buffalo, N.Y ................ 1865 1865 Rev. Christian Volz .........•...... . Ev. Luth.. 5 8 188 168 German Roman Catholic Orphan As.dum......... Buffalo, N. Y................ 1874 1874 Rev. Theodore Voss .. ... ..... ..... . . R. C . . . . . . 1 10 279 169 St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum ............. Buffalo, N.Y .......... ... ... 1849 1848 Sister Williamanna .................. R. c .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 1, 494 170 Ontario Orphan Asylum ... .................. ..... Cana.nd~ua, N.Y ....... ... 1863 1864 Mrs. A. S.Biegler ......... . .......... 
............ 1 6 424 171 St. Mary's Orphan As.\•lum ....................... Clifton, . Y.(Statenlsland). 0 1864 Sister M. Everlsta .. ...... .. ......... R. C .............................. 172 Or]) ban House of the Holy Sanour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coopersto-wn, N.Y.......... 1870 1871 Susan Fenimore Coo£er ............. P. E...... 0 4 87 173 St . .M:n·y's Orphan Asylum and 8chooL ........... Dunkirk, N.Y .............. 1858 1858 Sister M. Anastasia onevan ........ R. c.............. 5 215 174 St. Malachy's Home .............................. East New York, N.Y....... 0 1870 Mother Mary de Chantal ............ R. u ...... ........ 14 486 175 Southern Tier Orphans' Home .................... Elmira, N.Y ................ 1868 1864 Mrs. R. H. Close, matron ............. Non-sect.. 1 12 815 176 Hudson Orphan and Relief Association . . . .. . .. . .. Hudson, N. Y .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 1846 1843 Miss E . .r ones, matron ............. .. Non-sect .......................... 177 St. Jobnland•· .. .•......... .. ............... . ...... Long Island, N.Y ............. .......... Sister Anne Ayres .. ...... ........ .. 
............ 4 2 ... ..... 178 Wartburg Orpba,ns' Farm School of the Evangeli- Mt. Vernon, N.Y ........... 1869 18M Rev. G. C. Rolls ...... . .......... .... Lutheran . 1 5 108 cal Lutbrran Church. 
179 Homo for the Friendless .......... . ............... Newburgh, N.Y ........................ Mrs. Hector. Craig, first directress ... Non-sect.. 0 6 ..... _ .. 
180 ColoredOrphanAsylum .......................... N ew York, N.Y. (143d st. 1838 1836 O.K.Hutchinson .................... Non-sect.. 7 20 2,333 
and lOth avenue). 
181 HebrowOrphanAsylnm .......................... New York, N.Y. (77th st. 1832 1860 Dr.Herman Baar .................... Jewish.. . 10 8 1,000 
and 3d avenue). 
182 llomefortbeFricndloss,American FerualeGuar- New York, N.Y. (32 East 1849 b1847 S.C.Wilcox,matron ................. Non-sect.. 1 57 25,944 
dian Society. 30th street). . 
183 Hospital of New York Society for the Relief of New York, N.Y. (135 East 1863 1862 James Knight, M.D., sLugeon-in-chief Non-sect.. 4 42 2, 384 
Ruptm<'cl allt.l Crippled. 42d street). 
:!.84 HowardMissionandHomeforLittleWanderers * New York, N.Y. (40 New 1864 18{:)1 Rev. William Parsons .............. Non-sect.. 3 2 ........ 
Bowery). 
185 Institution of Mercy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York, N. Y. (35 East 1854 1846 Sister Mary Elizabeth Callanan, su- R. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 12, 873 
Houston street). perioress. 
:!.86 Laclies'DeborahNurseryanclChilcl'sProtectory .. New York, N.Y. (95 East 1878 1878 M.S. Davis .......................... Hebrew.. 5 3 145 
18 Broadway). 7 Lad~es: Home Missionary Society (Five Points New York, N.Y. (61 Park 1856 ...... Rev. S.I.Ferguson .................. M. E...... 2 9 ........ Mtss1on). street). 
188 Leake and Watts Orphan Hot~se .................. New York, N.Y. (llOth st. 1831 1843 Rev. Richard M. Hayden . ....... .... Protestant 6 22 
and 9th avenue). 180 NewYorkJuvenileAsylum ...................... New York, N. Y.(61 West 1851 1853 E.M.andE.D.Carpenter ............ Non-sect.. 17 44 
13th street). ~90 N~w CY?rk Society for the Prevention of Cruelty New York, N.Y. (100 East 1875 ...... E. Fellows Jenkins .................. Non-sect .......... ---~---· .....••• 
o h1ldrcn. 23d street). ~91 Orpha,nAsylumSocietyoftheCityofNewYork. NewYork,N.Y.(West 73d 1807 1806 GeorgeE.Dunlap ................... Non-sect.. 3 21 2,340 
street and Broadway). 
l
92 O~h!l'ns' ~orne and Asylum of the Protestant New York, N. Y. (49th st. 1859 1851 Mrs. Eugene Dutilh first directress. P. E...... 1 9 1, 050 J!)3 R PlSc~a Church. corner Lexinoton ave.). ' 
oman a,tholic Orphan Asylum .................. New York, N.Y. (Madison 1852 1868 SisterM. Clotilda .................... R. C...... . ....... 18 1,189 
194 R c th li 0 ave. bet. 51st and 52d sts.). 
1 oman a 
0 
c rphanAsylum .................. NewYork,N.Y.(3~Prince 1852 1826 SisterM.Pauline .................... R.C.............. 13 
street). 
1t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
a Has four auxiliary societies, at N ewark New Bruns- bAmerican Female Guardian Society organized in 1834. 







































TABLE L~II.-PART 1.-Stat·istics of ltomes amt asylums jo1· mphan o1· dependent children for 1879-Continued.. 
N:une. 
1 
Roman atholic OI'}lltnn Asylum .•••••..•...•..... 
~1. ll:wnntms Uonso .......•.. . ........ ............ 
til. J o~t•ph's .A.Hylwu in the City of New York ..•. 
St. Mary's lt'!·co IIospitnl for Chiltlren a .......... . 
St. Stt1phcu's Homo for Children ...............••. 
St. Yinct•nt tlo Paul Orphnn Asylum 
St. Vincent's IIomefor IIomelessBoys of All Occu-
l'i l'i ~ 0 
~ ~ 
""' 0 to P< '§ 
""' 0 0 bll 








2 3 4 
New York, N.Y. (5th ave. 185211826 
bet. 51st :Uld 52d sts.). 
NewYork,N.Y .................. 1865 
New York, N.Y. (Avenue 1859 1859 
A and 89th street). 
New York, N.Y. (407 West ........... . 
34th street). 
New York, N.Y. (145 East 1875 1868 
28th street). 
New York, N.Y. (215 West 1868 1860 
39th street). 
New York, N. Y. (53-55 1877 1871 
'Varren street). palionH. ' 
'l'lw ::ihcltering Arms --I New York, N. Y. (129th st. 1864 1864 
and lOth avenue). 
Tl10 Society for tile Relief of Half-Orphan :Uld 
Dt•stitnlo Chiltlreu. 
Oswt•go Orphan .A.sylnm* ........................ . 
Romrm Catholic Orphan Asylum ................. . 
ClliltlrPu's Uome ................................. . 
IIome for lltell'riendless of Northern New York .. 
J>oug:hkoopsie Orphan llouso and Home for the 
New York, N.Y. (67 West 1837 1835 
lOth street). 
Oswego, N. Y . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1852 1852 
Peekslrill, N.Y......... . . . . . . . . . . 1876 
Peterboro', N. Y . ... .. . . . .. . 1872 1871 
Platt.sburgh;N. Y ........... 1874 1874 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y......... 1852 1847 
Superintendent. 
l'i Number of offi- "' Q;> 
.9 ~cers, teachers, ~ . ~ and assistants . s= 
.s . s~ 
s <t-<c:i! 
0 oro 
13 1'-<l'l <P:::;l 
ro 'S~ 
"' ::l a) ::lo 0 ~-~ 'So Q) ~ 
:=l ~ s ~ Q;> Q;> p:; ~ i>'t ~ 
---
--------
ti j 6 ,. s 9 
---· ------
Sister A. Bonomeo .. 1 R. C ....... ...... .. 
S~sterEllen ......................... ! P. E ...... 1 ....... . 







Sister Catharine, superior .. 1 R. C ............... , ................ . 
S~sterF.Xavier ..................... l R. C ....... ....... . 
S1ster Mary of Archangels . • • • • • . . .. R. C ...... , . - .... .. 
Rev. John C. Drumgoolo ............. 1 R. C .... .. 
T. M. Peters, president P.E ...... 
Mrs. Jane M. CampbelL ............. Non-sect .. 
6 
0 
Mrs.Willcox .................. ...... . Non-sect .. 
1 
..... .. . 
Brother Elias ........................ R. C...... 15 
Philemon Tucker .. . .. . . . • . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . 1 
Mrs. MosH Kent Platt, presiuent ..... Non-sect.. 0 












Wostt>rn New York IIome for IIomeless and De-
ll<'Utlt>nt Children.* 
Randolph, N. Y 1878 I 1877 I Charles Strong .•..•. Non-sect .. 2 2 105 
St. Margttret.'s Homo ............................. . 
'burch llomo of the Protestant Episcopal Church. 
Rocltest~r 011lltnu As:>lum ....................... . 
St. tJost>plt's Uorman br~han Asylum ............ . 
St. Marv's Orphan Boys Asylum ......•.......... 
St. Pl\h:ick's :Female Orphan Asylum ...••...••••• 
Red Hook, N.Y ........................ . 
Rocbest<!r, N. Y. (Mt. Rope 1869 1868 
avenue). 
Rochester, N.Y.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1838 1837 
Rochester, N.Y ............. 1863 .... . 
Rochester, N.Y............. 1864 1864 
Rochester, N.Y............. 1845 1841 
MissSchryver ....................... P. E ............ .. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Godfrey, matron....... P. E ...... -.. --.--
Mrs. H. P. Knight., matron........... Non-sect.. 1 
~~~~:~~~~!~~-~~~~~::::::::::::::: ~: g :::::: :::::::: 
SisterM.Eulalia .................... R. C ............. . 
3 
6 


















































































Onondaga Cotmty Orphan Asylum ....•...•••..... 
St . .Joseph's Asyium and House of Providence* ... 
St. Vincent de Paul's Asylum and School. •.•..... 
St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum 
Troy Catholic Male Orphan Asylum .......•....... 
'!'roy Orphan .Asylum .•.••..••••••..........•••••• 
Rouse of the Good Shepherd 
Utica Orphan Asylum ........................... . 
'l'thlt~~-!,~llum for Orphan and Destitute Indian 
.Jefferson County Orphan Asylum .......•... . .... 
Society for Relief of Destitute Children of Sea-
men. 
~~:VJ~e!,stl~:e . ....•............... 
German Methodist Orphan Asylum. 
The Children 's Home .............. . 
Cincinnati Orphan .Asylum ......•................ 
Glass of Prosorvation (Convent of the Good 
Sbephenl). 
Gorman General Protestant Orphan .Asylum ..... . 
N ew Orpha-n .Asylum for Colored Yout.h .....•.•.. 
St . .A.lo,'l" sius Orphan ..Asylum ..............•....... 
Bethel Union . .......... . .. . ..................... . 
Cleveland Protestant Orphan .Asylum* ....•...... 
.Jewish Orphan Asylum, I. O.B.B ................ . 
St. .Joseph's Orphan Asylum ..................... . 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum .......... . 
St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum 
~t . .Joseph's Orphan .Asylum ......•............... 
~ontg:omery County Children 's Home 
ben ezer Oryhan A sylum .•...................... 
hildren 's Homo of Butler County . . .... . .. . ..... . 
hildren 's Home of Lawrence Cotinty ........... . 
Warren County Orphan Asylum and Children's 
Home.c 
Washington County Children's Home .•••......... 
Fairmount Uhildron 's Home . ...... . ......•...•... 
r-ome for Friemliess Children . ...........••..••••. 
C
cioto County Children's Home ..........•••...... 
itizcn Hospital and Orphan Asylum ............ . 
German Evangelical Lutheran Orphans' Asylum .. 
~ro~_stant Orphans' Home ........••............. 
O
t. mcentOrphanAsylum* . .......•••........•. 
hio Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans' Home 
:Mcintire Children 's Home · · • · · • • · 
Children 's Home (Ladies' Rell~f-S~~i~ty)········· 
House of the Good Shepherd · · · · · · · · · 
Syracuse, N.Y .. .. ..•.•••... 1845 1841 Mrs. Helen M. Woods . .... .. ........ Non-sect.. 1 
Syracuse, N.Y .•••••..•...• . ...... 1872 Sister Mary Borgia Ganey ...... . ... R. C...... 3 
Syracuse, N.Y .............. 1860 1852 Sister .A.nacaria Hoey --~--- ... . .... . R. C ..... . ...... .. 
Troy, N.Y. (corner 5th and 1863 1848 Sister M. Onesime... . ........ . . . ... R. () . . . . . . 1 
Washington streets). 
Troy, N.Y.................. 1864 1852 Brother Camlidus ... . . . . . .. . . . ...... R. C . . . . . . 8 
Troy, N.Y. (8th street)...... 1835 1833 Charles W. Tillinghast, president... . Non-sect . . 1 
Utica-,N.Y ... . ......... .. . . 1872 1872 Mrs. Mary Mitchell,matron ... .. .... P. E ............. . 
Utica, N. Y ............••••. 1B30 1830 Mrs . .J.M. Talcott, matron ........... Prot...... 1 
Versailles,N. Y ......••.... . 1855 1855 B.F.Hall ........................... Non-sect .. 2 
Watertown, N.Y ........... 1859 · 1859 
West New Brighton, N.Y. 1851 1846 (S.I.). 
GeorgeR. Torrey .......... . .. . --~---j Non-sect .. l 1 
A.M. Dl'ew, matl'on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect ........ . 
Oxford, N. C ...... ...... .... 0 1873 
Wilmington, N. C . . . . . . • . • • 0 1870 
Berea, Ohio .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. 1866 1864 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1864 1864 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1833 1832 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . 1857 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849 1850 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1845 1844 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 1843 1839 
Cleveland, Ohio ..••••.................. 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1853 1853 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 1868 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . 1862 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1851 
Cleveland, Ohio (Monroe st.). 1854 1852 
Columbus, Ohio............. 0 1875 
Dayton, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 
Flat Rock, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 1866 
Hamilton, Ohio .. . . . . . . .. . . . 1869 1869 
Ironton, Ohio ........ . ............ 1874 
Lebanon, Ohio ..•........•.•.•.•.. 1874 
.J. H. Mills .......................... . 
Rev. Alfred .A. Watson, r ector . ..... . 
H erman Herzer . .... 
Alexander Patterson 
A . .J. C. Wilson .......... . ... . . . ... .. 
Mother M. of St . .Joseph David, su-
perioress. 
Christian .J ahres ........ . .......... . 
Charles Armstead . ................ . . 
R ev . .Jerome Kilgenstein .......•••.. 
Lathrop Cooley .................. . . . 
Abraham H. Shunk ............... ;. 
Dr. Samuel W olfenstein . 
Miss M. Le Masson ................ .. 
Miss M.Le Masson ................. . 
Sister M . .Joseph ................... . 
R ev . .Joseph .Teasing ... . 
Mary E. Ma.nts, matron ............. . 
.J. E. Dreisbach ..................... . 
Mrs. Thomas Moore . ............. . . . 
Thos. I. Murdock (mana~ingtl'tlstee) . 
Henry .J. Dunham 
Marietta, Ohio ... . ........ ~. 1866 
Mt. Union, Ohio........ . .... 0 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio . . . . . . . • • . . 1876 
Portsmouth, Ohio........... 1876 
Tiffin, Ohio . •••...•.•••..... 1869 
Toledo, Ohio . • • . • • . . . . . • . • . . 1860 
Toledo, Ohio • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . 1867 
Toledo, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1875 
Xenia, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 1870 
Zanesville, Ohio ........•.•........ 
Portland, Oreg.............. 1871 
Allegheny, Pa. (Troy Hill) ...••••. 
1867 S. D. Hart ....••.... - . . 
1876 Dr . .J. F. Buck ...... . 
1875 G. vV. McWherter .......•••...•..... 
1877 R. Bell ..... . ..................... · .. . 
1869 Rev . .Joseph Louis Bihn .......... - - . 
1860 Charles Beckel .......•.•••.. · ...... · 
1867 Miss .J. A. McConnell ......... --····· 
1854 Sister Mary, superior ..... ---. ·- · · ·-' 
1870 William L. Shaw ............. -······ 
1866 Mrs. Ann W. Ely, matron ...... ··-·--
1872 Mrs. Woods, matron .... - . - . · · · ·- · · · · 
1872 Mother Mary of St. Casimir, su-
Non-sect.. 3 
P.E . ....... . ..... . 
Ger. M; E ........ . 
Non-sect. . 4 
Prot...... 1 




Non-sect. . 7 
Non-sect.. 1 
.Jewish... . 7 
l~.c . . ........... .. 
R.C .............. . 
1-t.C .............. . 
R.C . ...... 4 
Non-sect.. 1 
Ev. Asso.. 4 
Non-sect.. 0 




Non-sect . . 1 
Non-sect.. 2 
R.C....... 5 
Ev. Luth.. 3 
Non-sect.. 1 
R.C .............. . 
Non-sect.. 37 




10 I 500 11 638 








9 2, 047 
12 512 
4 ... . .... 
2 200 




1 . --····· 
20 1, 000 
15 ~ ..... - - - - -
3 2, 548 
6 562 
17 ....... .. .... . 
27 1, 277 



















*From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for1878. a Temporarily closed for repairs. 
perior. 
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Pittsburgh nnd .A.llt'ghcny llome fur the l?riend-
less. Pl·ot~stnnt Orphan Asylum of Pittsburgh and 
.Ailrgbt•ny. 
St. Jos!'ph's Orpbnn .Asrlum ........ -- ........... . 
Dtillgowntrr Soldiers' OrplHm Homo* ............ . 
St. Pnul's Otllhnn Homo'· ............. ........ ... . 
\\~ bit<' llnll Soldiers' Orphan School. ............. . 
llt>ster Springs Soluiers' Orphnn School nnd 
Litt•mr-y Institute. 
R~~~1·o~0f~~eF;i~~a~~: -~~~~~~::: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
01Ji~~~· offhe0 R:a~ cr~~!1:Lurh~r~~e c1ff~~h~nd 
Utu-ford Soldiers' Orpbnn SchooL ................ . 
nome for the Friendless ... - ......... - ... - .. .... - . 
Dome for ]friendless Children of the City and 
COlmty of Lancaster.* 
Mc.Ullistonillo Soldiers' OlJlhan School . ......... . 
Mnnsfleld Sol!lie1·s' Orphans SchooL ......... .... . 
Mercer Soldiers' Orphan SchooL ..... . 
Em nus Oqlhan House . . ......................... . 
MountJov Solcliers' Orphan School* ............ . 
Aimwell School .Association ............... .. .... . 
2i!l Baptist Orphn.nage. : .. ........................... . 
280 Bethesda Children's Chi·istian Home ....... ...... . 
281 Bnrd Orphan .Asylum of St. Stephen's Church ... . 
282 Church 1Iome for Children* .............. ....... .. 
Non-sect . _.,. . . . • .. ' • 
.Allegheny, Pa ........... -- -~- .... -~1861 
.Allegheny, Pa . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 1834 1832 
Miss M. Spear, matron 
Mrs. E. McKelvey, matron ....•...... 1 Non-sect .. , ..•..•.. 
A..~egbeny, Pa. (Troy Hill) .. 1 1853118531 Sister Ma;ry Rosamunda . -.- .. ·--- · -~ R. C · ·-- • • -~ 1 Bndgewater, Pa . . . .. . . . .. .. 1868 1868 James Stitzer . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. Non-sect . . 3 
Butler, ~a .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . 18~8 18~7 Rev. T: F. Stauffer .. :: .. :............ Ref. Ch'.ch 3 
Camp H1ll, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 1866 J . .Add1son Moore, pnnC1pal . . . . . . . . . Non-sect.. 8 
ChesterSprings,Pa . ........ 1868 1868 Mrs.E.H.Moore .................... Non-sect.. 7 
Dayton, Pa ..... ..... .. ..... 1186611866 
Erie, Pa .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . 1871 1871 
Germantown, Pa ...... ...... 1860 1859 
H';lgb McCandless ............ : . .... -~ . Non-sect.-~ 6 
M1ss Kate M. Mason, pres1dent; Non-sect ......... . 
Miss Mary Myers, matron. · 
ChadesF.Knhnle . .................. Lutheran. 4 
Harford, Pa ..... ..... ....... 1 1865118651 H. S. Sweet .......................... 1 Non-sect ··1 8 
Harrisburg, Pa . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 1872 Mrs. S . .A. Rea ....... ::.:............ Non-sect ... ... ... . 
Lancaster, Pa ...... ........ • 1860 1859 Mrs. S.M. Kramph, p1 cs1dent....... Non-sect ......... . 
Mc.Allisterville, Pa . . . . . . . . . 1864 1864 
Mansfield, Pa............... .. . .. . 1867 
Mercer, Pa ........................ 1868 
Middletown, Pa............. 1830 ...... 
Mount Joy, Pa ... ... .............. 1864 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Cherry l.807 1796 
street, near lOth). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (s. e. cor- 1879 (a) 
ner 17th & Diamon<l sts.). 
1859 Philadelphia, Pa. (Chestnut 
Hill). 
Philadelphia, Pa ............ I 1856 I 1862 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Angora 1856 1856 
Station). 
George F. McFarland . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . Non-sect . . 7 
V. R. Pratt.......................... ...... ...... 10 
J. M. Sherwood, principal...... . . . . . . Non-sect.. 5 
William .A. Croll, principal.......... Lutheran . 1 
George W. Wright ... ~ .............. Non-sect.. 6 
Mary M. Leeds, secreta.ry.. . . . . . . . . . Friends ..... ..... . 
M~s. M. G. Kennedy, secretary.... . . Baptist ... 
1 
....... . 
M1ss .Anna W . Clement.............. Non-sect ... ..... -: 
Rev. Gideon J. Burton, :r.I. A., warden. P. E....... 3 
Mrs. Cooke, matron.................. P. E....... 1 
10 1, 272 



























































































The Educational Home .. .. . ...................... Philadelphia, Pa. {cor. 49th 
Girard College for OI']Jhans . ...................... 
st. and Greenway ave.). 
Philadelphia, Pa ............ 
Home for Destitute Colored Children .... ....•.... Philadelphia, Pa. (Wood-
land ave. and 46th st.). 
Jewish Fost.er Home and Orphan Asylum ........ Philadelphia, Pa. (1431 
North 15th street). 
Lincoln Institution ................•.............. Philadelphia, Pa. (308 South 
11th street). 
Newsboys' Aid .Association .••.........••......••. Philadelphia, Pa ............ 
Northern llome for Friendless Children* ......... Philadelphia, Pa. (n. e. cor-
ner 23d and Brown sts.). 
Philallelphia. Orphan Asylum' ..•......•• ....... .. Philadelphia, Pa. (64th st. 
and Landsdowne ave.). 
Pl'esbyterian Orphanage in the State of Pennsyl- Philadelphia., Pa. (1319 S. 
>arua.. Broad street). 
Soldiers' Orphan Institute ...... .. .....••.• ....... Philadelphia, l'a ............ 
Sou them Home t'or Destitute Children ............ Philadelphia, Pa. (s. e. cor. 
12th and Fitzwatel' sts.). 
1B71 1872 
1848 









William S. R. Gow •••••• ! P.E ...... . 
William H . .Allen, president ........ ·I Non-sect .. 
Paul Conard......................... Non-sect .. 
Solomon W eil Jewish .... 
P.E ....... 
L . .A. Hafley ........ . ................ Non-sect .. 
.Amos G. Huber ...............•••••. Non-sect .. 






:Mrs. Yerkes, matron •••••.......•••. Presb ..... 
William Bo$le ...................•••. Non-sect ··I 10 


















Union Temporary Home*. . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . PhiladelKhia., Pa. (n. e. cor. 1857 1857 
6th an Poplar streets). G. W.Pennington, matron ........... ! Non-sect .. l. 1 I 8 
Western Home for Poor Children*................ Philadelphia, Pa. {41st and 1857 1857 
Baring streets). . Mrs.Joseph Wilson, directress .••••. Non-sect.......... 7 
Homo for Frienclless Children* .................. -· 
~lt~~nb~~~~t}l~~:;n~. ~ ........... ------- · · · · · · 
Children's Home for Borollgh aml County of York* 
Bl'istol Home for Destitute Children ............. . 
St. Mary's Orphanage .......................... .. 
Home for Friendless and D estitute Children* ... -. 
Children's Friend Society . .••••.•••••• ......•..•. -
Pl•ovidence .Association for the Benefit of Colored 
Children. 
St. Aloysius' Orphan .Asylum ...... .............. . 
Charleston Orphan House ........................ . 
Hebrew Orphan Society* .......•.•................ 
Holy Communion Church Institute 
Pittsburgh, Pa . . . • . . . • . . . . . 1868 1867 
Pottsville, Pa . ............. . ------ 1873 
Reading, Pa ...... .... ....• 1864 1872 
Scranton, Pa ................ 1873 1871 
Tacony, Pa . ................ 1856 1857 
Uniontown, Pa . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1866 1866 
Warminster, Pa ............ 1864 1857 
WestPhilaclelphia., Pa. (44th 1822 
st. and Haverford ave.). 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa........... 1862 1862 
Woodville, Pa.............. 1852 1854 
Womelsdorf, Pa ............ 1865 1862 
York, Pa .. ............ .... . 1865 1865 
Bristol, R. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - . 1866 
East Providence, R.I....... 1879 1878 
Newport, R. I . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1867 1866 
Providence, R.I. {47 Tobey 1836 1835 
Mrs. Felix R. Brunot, president .••••. ! Non-sect .. , .•..•... 10 6, 000 
Mrs . .A. Bigelow, matron ..•••..•••••. 
Sisters of Charity. 
Mrs. James Blair .................. .. 
Sister Mary Regina, superioress .•••. 
A. H. Waters ....................... . 
Benjamin Hoopes .....•............. 
Elizabeth C. Loury, secretary ....•... 
Miss Kate N. Hill, matron .••••••.... 
D. C. Hultz ..............•........•.. 
Rev. D. B. .Albriflht .•.. : ............ . 
Mr. Samuel Smail, president ....... . 
E. R. Luther, secretary ............. . 
Daniel I. Odell ...................••. 
Theodora W. Woolsey, secretary .. .. 
Miss Mary E. Baker, matron .. ..... . 
Non-sect,. 0 1 93 
R. c ------ ······ .. 4 105 
Non-sect.. ... . . . . . 1 173 
R. c ·----- 3 12 824 
Non-sect.. 10 6 ....... . 
Non-sect ......................... . 
Friends........... 8 
Non-sect ... 0 6 ....••.• 
Non-sect.. 1 2 ....... . 
Rf.Ch.U.S ....................... .. 
Non-sect.. 1 5 223 
Non-sect.......... 1 4f.l 
P. E............. . . 1 20 
Non-sect.......... 5 128 
Non-sect ....... . .. 9 1,200 
street). 
Providence,R. I. (20 Olive 1846 1838 MissAbbieGuild,matron ........... Non-sect ......... . 
street). 
·a 1 500 
:::louth Providence, R.I .... 1862 1862 Sister Mary Cecilia .................. R. C...... ~ 
Charleston, S.C ......... ... 1790 1790 Miss.A~nesK._Irving ............... Non:sect .. 
1 Charleston, S. C . . . . . . . . . . .. 1803 1802 N athamel Levm, secretary...... . . .. J ew1sh . -. 





cor. Court-House square). 
2 Thornwell O~hanage ...... .................... .. , Clinton, S.C . .. ............. 1873 1875 Rev. William P. Jacobs .............. Pres b..... _ 
PalmettoOrp an Home* .......................... Columbia, S.C ..... .... ................. I.W.Parker,M.D .................... ------------ .... ... . 
2 33 
1 59 




























"" "" 0 0 
... ... 


















Number of offi- $ 
cers, teachers, sd 




a5 d<1l pO 
a5 ~ 3·~ ~ s Q) 0 ~ I'<; E-t 
-------1 1--1--1 ~ - ,.-~-8----
1 
310 I Cnroliua Orphan IIome*a . .•..•. 
:l:!O Cnntlehl Orpbun As;ylnm* . .•... 
3:!1 Church Orpblllls' llome ......................... · · 
3:!:! Ml•mphis Hetbt•l* ............. ..... -- ....... · · · · · · 
3~:1 'Xmo~ln illt' l'rot<>stnnt Orphan Asylum* .......... .. 
3~ I ::.t. Mnry'1:1 Orphan .Asylum . 
3:!5 llomt• for Drstituto Children 
:l~H 1 PI'UYidt•lH't' Orpbnn Asylum ............... ...... . ;J~j l•'n•drril'l..sbur~ l•'t•male Orphan Asylum ..•...... . 
:l~ti I .Ttwl..aon Orphan .Asylum .......... . .............. . 
:l:!!l Norfolk City .Female Orphan Asylum ............ . 
:1:10 Port:1moutl• Orphan Asylum ..... ......... ..... .. . 
:I:Jl l~ichmoml Mule Orphnn Asyltun ......•........... 
:~~~ ~t. Josr{lb's Or~hnn Asylum .... .. 
.13,1 St. Pauls Church IIome ......... . ............... . 
3:!4 St. Viuront's Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum .. . . 
3:1.i <.;atlh• llomo nnd Hospita-l . ..... . 
33ti l\lilwaukre Orphan .A.syltun 
:1:11 f't. ,Tost•ph's Asylum ............................. . 
a:l!l St. Rost''s Orphim Asylum ....... ........ . ....... . 
33U , Taylor Orphan Asylum .......................... . 
3-10 St. lEmilian's Orphan Asylum .................... 
au National Home for De~:~titute Colored Women and 
Chilclr<'n. 
3!~ St. John's Orphanage* ........................... . 
31:1 St. Josrpb's Orphan As.1lum ...................... 
311 St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum ..... ........ 
3!5 Cherokee Orphan Asylum ........................ 
2 3 
Spartanburg, S.C .......... 1872 
Memphis, Tenn............. 186ti 
Memphis, Tenn ................. .. 
Memphis, Tenn ............. 1869 
Nashville, Tenn .. .. .. .. .. .. 1847 
Nashville, Tenn . .. .. . .. .. .. 0 
Burlington, Vt.............. 1865 
Burlington, Vt............. 1866 
Fredericksburg, Va .. ....... 1834 
Norfolk, Va. ... . .. . . . .. . .. . 1856 
Norfolk, Va ................. 1805 
Portsmouth, Va............. 1856 
Richmond, Va .......... . ... 1846 
Richmond, Va .............. 1868 
Richmond, Va ................... . 
~,~:~li~f:Y~!~_::::::::::: :::::~ 
Milwaukee, Wis ........ : ... 1851 
Milwaukee, Wis .. .. .. .. .. .. 1860 
Milwaukee, Wis . . .. .. . .. .. . 1856 
Racine, "\Vis .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . 1868 
St. Francis Station, Wis . ..•. 1850 
Washington, D. C ........•.. 1863 
Washington, D. C ..... ...... 1870 
Washington, D.C ........... 1855 
Washington, D. C. (cor. 10th 1828 
and G streets). 
Cherokee Nation, Ind. Ter .. 1871 

























5 6 9 
I 1--·--·--
R. C. Oliver .....•.. 
James E. Gloss ..................... . 
Sisters of St. Mary ..... . 
R. L. Latting ...................... .. 
Mrs. H. G. Scovel, secretary ...•..... 
Sister Ursula ...................... .. 
Mrs. L. W. Hickock. 
Sister Catherine .................... . 
Mrs. L. C. Brent, first directress .... . 
Mrs. M. Smith .. .................... . 
Mrs. M. F. Mallory, first directress .. 
R. W. Cridlin ... .................... . 
Joseph R. Gill ..... .. 
Sisters of Charity ................. .. 
Mrs. M. C. Staite .................•.. 
Sister Mary Basil .................. . 
Mrs. J. S. Baker, secretary .......... . 
Mis1:1 Maria P. Mason ............... . 
Sister Camilla Keefe .............. .. 
Sister Camilla Keefe ............... . 
"\Villiam K. May, secretary; Miss 
Amelia Piper, matron. 
Rev. A. Zeininger ..•................ 
Miss Eliza Heacock, matron ........ . 
Non-sect.. 1 1 
P.E....... 1 · 2 
P.E....... 1 .6 
Non-sect.. 8 8 
Non-sect.......... 2 
R.C...... ........ 5 
Non-sect.. 1 7 
R. C...... ........ 10 
Presb. .... ........ 1 
P.E. ...... 0 2 
Non-sect.......... 2 
Baptist . .. 1 4 
Non-sect.. 2 2 
R. C...... . ....... 14 
P.E....... ........ 3 
R. c...... 0 8 
P.E ...................... . 
Non-sect.. ........ 7 
R. C.............. 4 
R. C...... ........ 10 
Non-sect.. 1 2 


















~i:~:~ss:i~ta·ii~i:Y ·c~~~~:::::: ::::::\ it.~-::::: :1 ...... i-~-----i2·1 · · ·--6oo 
Sister Mary Blanche .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. R. C .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 14. 1, 500 
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1 10 11 12 13 14 
Church Home for Orphan Boys .• •••••.••. Under 10 .... 12 Voluntary contributions ....... . Tailoring, garden in~ &c .. 
Church Home for Orphans .......•.•...... Under10 ..•. 18 Voluntary contributions ........ Dress making, coo in g, 
dairy and laundry work; 
instruction in music 
with a view of having 
them become teachers. 
Protestant Orphan Asylum .............. Under13 .... No limit .•.. Voluntary contributions ........ Sewing and housework for 
girls; boys have homes 
when able to work. 
Orphans' Home of the Synod of Alabama. 2-15 Boys, 16; Voluntary cont1·ihutions ........ Housework and farming . . 
:fiirls, no 
mit. 
Sacramento Protestant Orphan Asylum* .. Under14 ..•. ........................ Subscriptions, donat.ions annual . ............... ......... ................... 
allowance of $100 for each 
whole and $75 for each half 
orphan. 
Ladies' Protection and Relief Society* .... ........................ ........................... Abpro]wiations, church contri- Housekeeping ............ 
. utions, gifts, bequests, and 
mcome from inmates. 
Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asy lorn and Home Under14 .••. ....................... Donations, membership fees, be- None .•.........•...•.•••. Society.* quests, &c. 
St. Boniface's Orphan Asj lum* ............ Under14 .. . . ~ .......... .. ...... ---. B),!tf~~~-ts, State, and contri- Housework, cooking,laun-
dry work. and sewing. San Francisco Roman Catholic Female G-16 14 State appropriation and contri- Dress making, sewing, &c. Orp·han Asylum. butions. 
Woman's Union Mission to Chinese 3-15 15 Voluntary contributions ........ . ................................................. Women and Children. 
Female Orphan Asylum ••••••............ 1-14 14 By charity............ . . . . . . . . . . Domestic work, neeule-
St. Vincent's Male Orphan As.ylum ....... 6-141 . work, and music. 14 Partly by charity and State aid. Kept at school ............ 



































13 Good Templara' nome for Orphnns •••••• "I Under 14 .••. 
H Ptijaro Vale Orphnn .Asylum . • • . . • • • • . . • . . 6-12 
1fi Bridgeport Protcstnnt Orphan Asylum . . . 3-12 
16 Hartford Orphan Asylum .•••••••....•••.. 
17 IIome for the Friendless ..•..•.•••.•••••.. 
18 New Haven Orphan .Asylum .••.•..••..... 
l!l St. Francie Orphllll Asylum ......•..•..... 
20 Baptist Orphans' Home ..•.•.•............ 
21 Orphans' Homo, North Georgia Conference 
22 Appleton Church Home 
23 Orphnns' Home, South Georgia Conference 
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How supported. Industries taught. 
1~ 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
141 State appropriation, contribu- None .••••••.••••••.•••••. Placed in homes. 
tiona, and members' dues. 
14 Donations and State appropria- Domestic work . • • • • • • . . . . Placed in families. 
tions. 
12 Voluntary contributions .•••••.. Household duties ...•..... Placed in families until 18, when 
No limit •••. , By endowment ..••..•..••.••••.. , D9mestic work and farm-
mg. 
Girls, no Voluntary contributions .••..••. 
limit; boys, 
7. 
12-14 Contributions and small fund ... Domestic work •.......... 
Over 12 ..... Voluntary contributions ...••••. Sewing and housework ... 
Boys, 14; Voluntary contributions ...•.... Housework, gardening, 
girls, 16. and shoemaking. 
21 Contributions and proceeds of Farming and housework .. 
farm. 
16 or 18 Contributions and endowment .. General housework .•••••. 
No limit .... Voluntary contributiond ..•..... Farming 
work. 
and domestic 
18 Subscriptions ..•.•..••••.....•.. Domestic work and sew-
they are to receive $50. 




Good homes found. 
None. 
Homes secured and a good supply 
of clothing provided. 
Homes secured in which they re-
ceive an education. 
25 Union Society, Bethesda. Orphan Home ... 
26 St. Joseph's Orphanage* ••••••••••••••••.. 
27 Chicago Home for the Friendless .•••..•.. 
28 Chicago Protestant Orphan. Asylum .••••. 
4-15 No limit •••. Subscriptions of members, in-
mg. 
Farming and trades ..•.... 
.A good wardrobe and situations 
provided. 
come from rents, &c. 
Contributions of Georgia Catho- Farming, shoemaking,and 
lies. printing. 
No limit ····1 No limit ····1 Voluntary contributions .••..... House duties, sewing, and 
knitting. 
Undel' 12. •• . No limit.... Contributions ..•••... , .....•.••. 
Placed on fanns. 
.A. good outfit; not sent out ns 
servants. 
Those adopting are expected to 
give them two snits of clothing 





































29 Newsboys' and Bootblacks' Home* ..••••. 
30 Nursery and Half-Orphan Asylum• ...... . 
By contributions . .•••..••••••.•. 
Private contributions and small 
endowments. 31 St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ....••••...... 
32 Uhlich 01phan Asylum* 3-12 1 12 I Voluntary contributions .••..... 2 • • • • • • • • • . • • • . Endowment, contributions, and 
pay for half-orphans. 
33 I German Orphan Asylum ...••.•••••....... 2-12 14 
341 Jacksonville Orphans' Home .............. , Under 10 . .. -~ No limit ... . 
S5 Asylum of St. Casimir for Polish Children. 3-12 12 
36 Sol'diers' 01phans' Home.................. 1-13 14 
Church collections, society con-
tributions, board of inmates, 
proceeds of farm, and charita-
ble gifts. 
By charity . .................... . 
Contributions and collections .. . 
State appropriations 
37 1 Home for the Friendless* 
38 Home of the .Friendless* ................ . 
39 Asylum for Friendless Colored Children .. I Under 12 .... , .....• 
40 German Protestant 01phan Asylum .••... 1 Under 14 •••. 
Vohmtary contributions .....•.. 
Ap_Propriations and contribu-
tiOns. 
Appropriation and contributions 
14 I County appropriation and the 
German Protestant Orpha.n 
Association. 
41 I Indianapolis Orphans' Asylum ............ ! Under12 ..•. 1 No limit ..•. Contributions and county appro-
priation. 
42 1 Je~ersonvill~01~phanAs~lum ••••••.••••• l Under12 .••. 
43 Indmna Soldiers Orphans Home.......... Under 15 .... 
44 St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ..•......••••. 
45 St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum and Manual 
Labor School. 
46 I Home of the Friendless •.••..••..••..••••. 
15 
15 I County appropriation and puo-
lic charity. 
State appropriation ...... .. .... . 
Contributions, donations, board 
and tuition of children, pro-
ceeds of farm and garden. 
Contributions and proceeds of 
farm. 
City appropriation and contri-
butions. 
Chair caning and repair-
ing. 
Sewing and light house-
work. 
All domestic work .••..•• . 
None. 
~~i:t'~:::::: ::::::: :~ 
Domest1c duties, sewing, 
farming, and care of 
horses. 
Housework and sewing .. . 
Sewing and housework .. . 
47 I w emloe Or~ han Home .•••.•••••.•.•••.••. , .•.••.••• a: io ., ........... i2l Co~t;ib~tio~~. fr~~. "di"o"c"~;~. ~f. ' ......... . 
48 St. Vincent s Male Orphan Asylum · · • • • · · Vincennes. 
49 I German and English Asylum for Orphans 
and Destitute Children. 
Soldiers' Orphans' Home and Home for 
Indigent Children. 
50 
2-12 14 I Voluntary contributions .••..... 
2-14 16 State appropriations 
51 I Home for the Friendless .•••.••..... ··-···1 No limit ... ·J······ ..... ···J Voluntary contributions .••..... 
52 Kansas Orphan Asylum*.................. 2-15 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Voluntary contributions .•...... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
Employment and homes found for 
them. 
Good homes are provided. 
Employment is found for them; 
they have the privilege of return-
ing to the institution when in 
need of a home. 
Placed in good homes. 
Good homes or situations. 
None. 
Returned to friends or placed in 
homes. 
Permanent homes are provided. 
None. 
Educated and placed in good 
homes. 
Homes are found for them until 
after 18 years of age. 
Adopted or indentured; boys until 
21, girls until18. 
Placed in families. 
Placed in good homes. 
Adopted, placed at service, sent to 
other institutions, or returned to 
friends. 
Good clot.hing and privilege of re-
turning to the home when sick 
or out of work. 
Furnished with three suits of cloth-
ing and returned to friends. 
Adopted or returned to guardians. 
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German ProtcstnntOrpllan.Asylmn. ·----- Under 12 .... Boys, 1-l; 
girls, 18. 
St. Thoma!'! OrphnnAsylmn ............... , 3-18 
St .. ,John's Orpltan .As~;lnm .•.••.... _____ .. 1}-14 
.llnptibt Orpbtms' llomo ................... Girls, 2-12; 
boys, 2-7. 
2 
Orpltnnn)!:o of tho Gootl Shepherd . . . . . . . . . 6-10 18 
St . .JosC'ph's German Orpl1nn Asylum ..... ------ .............. ·------· S!- Vincent's Orpltan Asylum ............. Under 10 .... Ko J.!.m~t .. .. 
h.onhll'ky Fe malo Orphan School a. __ . ___ . 14 No ~rm1t ... . 
ClovolnndOrpban Institution ....... ____ .. 3-13 No limit ... . 
Jewish Widows' and Orpltnus'IIomo ..... No limit .... No limit ... . 
04 I ..tlsylum for Destitute Orphan Boys ..• ... . 3-14 Hi 
65 Convent of the Good Shepherd ............ ------ ....... . 
66 IInlf-OrphanAs.vlum* ...•.•.............. 6-10 ~------·-- ·· ·--
07 Mt. Carmel Female Orphan Asylum ... _ _ _ 5-12 18 
68 Poydras Female Orphan Asylum .... ------ Under15.... 18 
69 Tho Protestant Orphans' Home .. ------ --- Underl4 .... 
70 St..Joseph'sGermanOrphan.Asylnm -- --- 2-12 
71 St.Mnry'sCntbolicOrphanBoys' Asylum* Under12 ..•. 
How supported. Industries taught. 
12 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
Collections and proceeds offarm.l Fanning-- ... --.----------~ Placed in good homes. 
Contributions and endowment . . General household duties--. 
Voluntary contributions . . . . . . • . Household duties ..•... --- Good homes provided. 
Vol1mtary contributions .. ... : . . Housework and gardening. 
Voluntary contributions .••..... and I Placed at trades and in families. 
Contributions 
City appropriations and volun-
tary contributions. 
Public charity .... : ...... ...... -I Tailoring, gardening, car-
pentry, shoemaking, 
cookiu~~:, laundry, aml 
housework. 
Good situations are secured. 
Positions as teachers secured. 
Homes or situations secured. 
Good homes secured. 
Provided with good homes. 
Clothing and a good situation. 
Homes or occupations provided. 
Placed at service fir at trades. 










































7G Baltimore Orphan Asylum 
77 Boys' Home 
Boys, 8; I No limit .. - -~ Uoutributious, f>ndowment, and I Domes t. i c duties and 
girls, un- State appropriation. needlework. 
der 12. 






15 1 Vohmtary contributions and 
labor. 
11 Annual subscriptions, dona- ~ Housework, sewing, and 
12-18 
21 
tions, and invested funds. knitting. 
By subscriptions................ Household duties, sewing, 
and knitting. 
Voluntary contributions and .........•.......•.•.••••••. 
labor of inmates. 
Furnished with two snits of cloth-
ing, 
Adoptecl or placed out at service. 
Placed in families or n.t trades. 
78 Christ Church Asylum ..............•..•. 
79 General Gorman Orphan Asylum ........ . 
5-9 18 
3-16 Boys, 14; 
girls, 16. 
4-10 Boys, 15; 
girls, 18. 
£~~~{i~~!iC:d a~~~~e~~i~~~:~: Sewing .................. · \ An outfit of clothing n.nd a home. Handwork and science .... Under control of trustees until of 
80 Hebrew Orphan Asylum of Baltimore .•.. 
S1 Home of the Friendless .................•. 
82 Johns Hopkins Colored Orphan Asylum* .. 
No limit ................. . 
83 St. Anthony's Asylum~· .................. . 
84 St. Mary's Female Orphaline School . ..... . 
!:>6 St. Peter's As:vlum for Female Children*. 5-9 .............. . 
85 St. Paul's Orphan Asylum* ............... 
1 
............ .. 
87 St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum....... 5-14 
88 Baltimore Manual Labor School for Indi- 8-16 
gent Boys. 
8!l Home for Friendless Children in tho Dio- 3-8 
cese of Easton. 






!l1 I Baldwin PlaceHomefori.ittleWanclerers*\ Any ago .... 
1 
............. . 
92 Boston Asylum and Farm School for Indi- 8-12 13-18 
gent Boys. 
!l3 Boston Female Asylum ...••...•...•.•.... 
94 Children's Friend Society .•....•••........ 1 Under 10 . . --1 Boys, 7; 
gu:ls, 18. 05 1 Children's Mission to t.ho Chilrlren of the 
Destitute in the City of Boston.* 
!l6 House of tho Angel Guardian .... .. .. .... . 
!)7 Dr. Martin Luther Orphans' Home ...... . 
5-15 
ti~ 1 -:N~·u;;it":::: 
98 j St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum .......... ··· \ 3-14 \ No limit ... . 
!l!l 'l'ompor:u-y Home for tho Destitute....... Under 12.... No limit .. -. 
*From Report of tho Commissioner of E<ltpatio}1. for l-878, 
Members' clues and donations ... 
Appropriations, endowment, 
and Rubscriptions. 
Endowment .................. .. 
Charitable collections and con-
trib tt tions. 
Voluntn.ry contributions and 
endowment. 
Endowment and contributions .. 
By subscriptions .............. . 
Charitable donations ........... . 
Contributions. 
By contributions ..•..•..••••.... 
Endowment, donations, 
contributions. 
Voluntary contributions .•.. .... 
Contrib~tions and proceeds of 
farm. 
Contributions and income ...... . 
Volunta,ry contributions 
age. 
Cooking and needlework., 
Housework and sewing ···1 Educated ancl fitted for business. 
Sewing and housework.... Homes or situations are provided. 
Domestic work ancl sew-
ing. 
Domestic duties ... ...... . 
Sewing and housework .. . 
None ................... .. 
Farming 
Homes are provided. 
Placed in homes or at trades. 
Placed in good families. 
None. 
Pro·\idocl with outfit of clothing 
and good home. 
Placed in homes. 
.Adopted into families. 
Phteed in homes or returned to 
friends. 
Indentured, receive board and 







Adopted into fa-milies. 
and 
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1 10 11 
biltlron's llomo (Iln.verhill Children 's 2-10 
1 
............. . 
.Aill Society) . 
Irouse of PL'Ovidence ..•..•................ Under 16 .•.. Girls, 18; 
boys, 16. 
Protectory ofMnry Immaculate.......... 2 Boys, 12; 
o-irls no 
How supported. Industries taught. 
12 13 
Contributions and enc.lowment .. 
Contributions .•......••...•.... ·1 Needlework 
Contributions, proceeds from General domestic duties 
fairs, and industry of inmates. and needlework. 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
Placed in homes. 
Homes or employment secured. 
Good homes found. 
llmit. 
03 1 Chiltlrcn's .Aiel Society . ............••.... . , 4-13 14 I By contributions ......•...••.•. ·I General housework, sew-ing, and knitting. Placed in homes. 
OJ Now Bellfonl Orphans' Ilomo............. Boys, m~der 
7; guls, 
under 9. 
o;; I N ewton Homo for Orphan and Destitute 5-11 
Girls. 
06 State Primary School ..••..•.•............ Under1G .••. 
07 I City Orphan .Asylum •••.•....•...•..•.... 2-10 
08 I Seamen's Orpltnn anc.l Children's Friend 18months ... 
Society. .. 
09 1 Church IIomo for Orphan anc.l Destitute Boys, 4-G; 
Children. ghls, 4-8. 
10 Children's llome .••..•.•.•..•.••.••••..... Boys, under 
~~er~~rls, 
11 I Orpbans'Ilome (Children's Friend Society)! 2-10 





tions, and income from per-
Household duties and sew-
ing. 
Indentured, and at end of service 
given $50. 
manent fund. 
Contributions .•••...•........... 1 Housework and sewing ... 1 Placed at service in families. 
16 I State appropriation ........•••• ·I Baking, dressmaking, 
farming, tailoring, and 
shoemaking. 
Provided with good clothing and 







No limit •••. 
···········-·· 16 
Contributions ................... 1 House duties and needle- Placed in homes or sent to trades. 
work. 
Annual subscriptions and in-
vested funds. 
Housework to girls ..••••. I Homes secured. 
Subscriptions and endowment .. I Housework Placed in homes or returned to 
friends. 
Income from a. fund and con- Housework Adopted into families. 
tributions. 
Voluntarv contributions .. ······I Domestic duties ....... ···I Placed in families. State appropriation............. Domestic work, farming, Pla-ced in families or returned to 






































113 Homo lortho Fciondl.,; .. .•.....• " ...• . . , 2-12 
114 St . .Anthony's Male Orphan .Asylum* ..... 5--12 
115 St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum . ............ 3-H 
116 Home for the Friendless* . .•••.•.•.•••.... I Girls, no lim-
it ; boys, 
under14. ll7 1 Jncbon Homo for tho Friondl"s ond In- ~ Under 8.. ••. 
dustrial School. 
118 Children 's Home .......................... 2-12 
110 St. Mary's Orphan.Asylum....... . ........ 5-
120 
121 
122 D'EvereuxHall........................ . .... 4-13 
123 St. Mary's Orphan .Asylum............... 3-8 
lU F emale Orphan School a . . .••.•...•.•.•.•.. .•.•.•....•.•. 
1~5 Evangelical Lutheran Orphans' Home and Under 16 .... 
.Asylum. 
126 Catholic Protectorate of St. Louis. . ....... 12-15 
127 German St. Vincent's Orphan .Asylum* ... Under 10 .... 
128 House of the Good Shepherd ...•......... - 3-60 
129 Mission Free School ....•...•... ---······- 3-12 
130 St. Bridget's Half-Orphan .Asylum ......•. 3-15 131 St. Joseph's Convent of Mercy .....•...•.. 3 and over .. 
132 St. Jose1)h's Male Orphan .Asylum . . . . --- - 5--12 133 St. Mary's Female Orphan .Asylum ..... - - 5--11 
134 Street Boys' Home* ..••..•••...•••.•.••••. 13 
135 Central Wesleyan Orphan.Asylum ..•••... 3-15 
136 St. Louis Protestant Orphan .Asylum . ..•. Under 12 .••. 
137 State Oryhans' Home .......••••••.••..••. , Under 14 ..•. 138 Orphans Home........................... 1-10 
Boys, 10; 
girls, 13. 
Contributions ..••••• Domestic industries ...... I Apprenticed or adopted. 
.............. , Collections and pay of boarders . , Farm work .•••••........ ·j .Adopted or r eturned to fdends. 
16 Contributions, donations, and Domestic work, embroid- .Adopted or situations found. 
proceeds of annual fair. ~ry, knitting, and sew-
Contributions................... mg. Returned t o friends, adopted, or 
placed at service. 
Boys at 8 .... 1 Contributions and members' fees I Housework and sewing ... , Homes in families. 






By charity...... • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . Housework, knitting, and 
sewing. 
Contributions and donations· ..•..•••.. . .....••••••.••••••••. 
Subscriptions . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . Gardening, housework, 
and sewing. 
Contributions and labor of in- Vegetable gardening and 
mates. farmwork. 
Bequests and donations......... All kinds of domestic work 
Endowment and patronage . . ............•......... . ......... 
Donations .•••••...••........... Farming, housework, 
Contributions and proceeds of 
farm. 
By monthly fees and church col-
lections. 
Contributions and labor of in-
mates. 
By the Church of the Messiah .. 
knitting, and sewing. 
Farming and tailoring .... 
Sewing, housework, and 
drawing. 
Chair caning, sewing, and 
laundry work. 
Contributions . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• •••.......••.•.....••.... 
Contributions and pay of hos- General housework and 
pita! patients. sewing. 
Church contributions . .................••••••.•......•••..•. 
Church collections, contribu- Domestic work, sewing, 
tions, and labor of inmates. dressmaking, and knit· 
Municipal and State appropria-
tion. 
Contributions .••. 





Given good homes. 
Good homes are secured. 
Adopted o.t· taken by friends. 
Placed in families or as clerks in 
stores. 
Placed in good homes. 
.Adopted, sent to service, or re-
turned to friends. 
Placed with farmers or apprenticed 
to trades. 
Returned to parents or put in 
homes. 
Outfit of clothing g_iven. 
Situations provideu. 
.Adopted. 
Adopted, returned to friends, sent 
to St. Philomena's Industrial 
Scb.ool, or :placed at service. 
Some placed m homes in the county 
and some at trades. 
Girls placed at service in families ; 
boys, with farmers or mechanics. 
.Adopted or indentured. 
181 State appropriation .. . ........• ·1 None ••••••.••••••........ ,.Adopted or indentured. . 
Boys, 14; Endowment and contributions . . Farming, gardening, Outfit of clothing and good Sitna· 
. g1rls, 18. housework, and sewing. tion. 
1391 NewHampshueOrphans'Home .•••••.••. j 3-141 18 Voluntarycontributions ..•.•... , Farmingandhousework .. 




























'hiltlrou's Ilomo .••....... 
nnulen llome for l•'rieudlt>ss Children . ... 
"\\TNll JerSl\:l Orphanage for Destitute Col-
or<.'<l Chilurcn. 
biltlnm'tl J!'rion<l Society ................ . 
St. .Mary's l~omnle Orphan Asylum . ..... . 
Union .Association, Children's Home of 
l3urliuj!tou Couut:v. 
nomo for tho Friondloss 
Newark Orphan Asylum a ..... .......... . 








St. Josopl1's Orphan Asylum 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum .. ...•.......... 
Albany Orphan .Asylum------ .•.... ------
Orphans' Home of St. Peter's Church ..... 
St. Vincent's Male Orphan .Asylum . ..... . 




























How supported. Industries taught.. 
lZ 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution . 
14 
4-12 15 l3oard of children and subscrip- Domestic work and farm- .A. home when out of employment. 
tiooL ~~ 
3-12 12 Voluntary contributions........ None •..•••.•••. - .. - .. -.-. Indentured until of age. 
2-8 Under 10.... Contributions and endowment ............. --------- .... -... Homes found for them. 
4-1 o 12 Contributions. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. None . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . Placed at service or at trades. 
2-14 • 17 l3y St. Mary's Parish . . . . . . • • • . . Domestic work ancl sewing Placed at service or returned to 
friends. 
2-12 l3y charity ..................... . 
No limit .... I No limit .... I Voluntary contributions ........ [ D?mestic duties and sew- l3oys placed on fa.rms and receive 
$100 when 21; girls receive board 
and clothing when 18. 
2-10 12 
2-12 l3oys 18· 
gil"ls: 12. ' 
3-10 No limit ..•. 





Appropriations, contributions, I Domestic duties and nee-
ann endowment. dle work. 
Contributions and donations ......••.•.•.... 
Adopted or placed in families. 
Placed in families. 
Contributions solicited by trust-
ees and others. 
Voluntary contributions ....... . 
Contributions and industry of 
illlllates. 
Interest on endowment, appro-
priations, and contributions. 
Contributions from St. Peter's 
parish. 
Houseworkandgardening.l Homes in families or pl:tced at 
trades. 
Needlework .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Placed at service or at trades. 
Domestic work and sewing Placed in familiqs. 
Houseworkandgardening.l Girls bound until 18, receive $50; 
boys until 21, receive $100. 
Housework and sewing. . . .A.doptbd or placed at service and 
furnished with comfortable clotb-
3-12 
2-12 
14 I County appropriation .......... -~ Agriculture. - .•.. -----.---
County appropriations, dona- Domestic work, sewing, 
tions, antl interest on perma- gardening, attention to 




































156 1 Susquehanna Valley Home . 
1571 BrooklynllowardColoredOrphanAsylum* 
158 House of the Good Shepherd ............. . 
159 Orphan Asylum Society of the City of 
Brooklyn.* 
160 I Orphans' Home, ChurchoftheHolyTrinity 
161 Orphans' House on the Church Charity 
Foundation of Long Island. 
162 St. John's Home* ...•..•.....•............ 
163 St. Joseph's Female Orphan Asylum* ...•. 





2-14 ·•·••· ·•··•··· 
5-16 No limit .••. 
County appropriations ....•. :. ·1 Farming, printing, and 
shoe mending. 
Public charity ..•............... House duties ............. . 
By sewing and other industries. Embroidery and sewing .. . 
Contributions, appropriations 
by board of education, and ex-
cise license fees. 
Sewing and housework ... 
Homes found ; those remaming 
after 16 are returned to superin-
tendents of the poor. 
Indentured. 
Placed at service or returned to 
friends or guardians. 
Adopted or indentured. 
Donations, interest on invested 
funds. 
Sewing, &c ......•••••..•. 1 Placed in good families. 
Endowment, contributions, and 
city appropriations, and in-
come from printino-. 




Contributions, donations, and 
labor of inmates. 
Domestic work, printing, 
and basket making. 
Engineering, baking, and 
use of sewing machine. 
Domestic duties and sew-
ing. 
Returned to friends or indentured 
to trades until18. 
Situations are provided. 
Transferred to Industrial School; 
some provided with situations. 
Situations procured or rcturnecl to 
165 Buffalo Orphan Asylum .....•....•.•.••... 1 Under 12 ... . 14 I Board of children, contributions, 
and endowment. 
General housework, knit-
ting, and sewing. 
General housework, knit-
ting, and sewing. 
friends. 
Placed in homes. 
166 Church Charity Foundation* ..........••• : 
1 
............. , 
167 Evangelical Lutheran St. John's Orphan 2-12 
Home. 
168 German Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum . 2-14 
169 St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum ..... 5-13 
170 Ontario Orphan Asylum ••••••..••••...... Under 13 .•• . 
171 St. Mary's Orphan Asylum .•..........••. 3-15 
172 Orphan House of the Holy Saviour ..••••. Bop, 2-7; 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum and School. ••. 
g1ds, 2-12. 
173 3-16 
174 St. Malaohy's Home .••.••••••.•••••..•••.. 2-12 
175 Southern Tier Orphans' Home •••••.•••••. Under16 .... 
176 Hudson Orphan and Relief Association ... 2-16 
177 St. J ohnland* ...•..•••.••••••••••.•.•••••..••••••••..••. 
* l!'rom Revort of t4e Commissioner of Ec1ucatioll for 1878. 
Voluntary contributions ....... . 
Appropriations, contributions, 
and proceeds from farm. 
Farming, housework, knit-
ting, and sewing. 
County appropriations, contri- Chair caning, sewing, knit-
butions, proceeds of fairs, &c. ting, and needlework. 
Appropriation, donations, &c ... Sewing ....•.•.•.•••.••••. 
Contributions and board of pau- Gardening, housework, 
per children. and sewing. 
By labor of inmates ........••••..••.•• 
Contributions and board of 
children. 
Contributions and county tax ... 
County appropriations, dona-
tions, and labor of Sisters. 
Board of children and contribu-
tions. 
Board of children, contributions, 
and endowment. 





ing, and laundry work. 
Indentured or adopted. 
They have a permanent home in the 
institution to which they may re-
turn when sick or out of employ-
ment. 
Placed in ~ood families ; bonds of 
$500 requn·ed as guarantee. 
Good homes are found. 
Homes found or returned to county 
house. 
Good homes carefully sought for 
them. 
Provided with homes or returned 
to parents. 
Returned to friends or placed in 
homes. 
Education and support. 
Indentured. 























Wartburg Orpl10ns' Farm School of tho 


























How supported. Industries taught. 
~~ 13 
By contributions ................ 1 All domestic duties, sew-
in~, farming, gardening, 
prmting, baking, and 
tailoring. 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
1<1 
Privilege to return to the institu. 
tion when sick or out of employ-
ment. 






Voluntary contributions .••..•.. 1 None ..•.. Placed in homes. 
180 I Colored Orphan Asylum 
181 llebrow Orphnn Asylum .•••••.••••....... 
1~ liomo for tho FriencUess, American Fe-
male G unrdian Society. 
183 I HOBJlltnl or New York Sociot.v for tho Rc· 
lief of Ruptured and Cripplcu. 
1841 Howard :Mission and llomo for Little 
Wanderers.* 





Ladies' Deborah Nursery and Child's Pro· 
tee tory. 
Ladies' Home Missionary Society (Five 
Points Mission). 
Leake a.nd Watts Orphan House ......... . 
New York Juvenile Asylum ............. . 
190 I New York Society for the Prevention of 
Cntelty to Children. 
191 I Orpltnn Asylum Society of the City of 
New¥ol'l,, 
4-14 14-15 
Boys, under I No limit .... 
10; girls, 
no llinit. 
Board of inmates, contributions, 
and endowments. 
Appropriation from city and sub-
scriptions. 
Appropriations, bequests, and 
contributions. 
None .•••• Placed in families, indentured, or 
returned to friends. 
Printing and shoemalting .1 Placed at service or at trades. 
Domestic duties .......... I Proper clothing and guardianship. 
4-14 I No limit .... 1 Appropriations, board of pa-
tients, and contributions. 
Housework, sewing, aml 
manufacture of surgical 
appliances. 
When restored to health, they are 
enabled to support themselves or 
sent to orphan asylums. 
2-10 
Vohmtary contributions ..•.••• -I Sewing .................. . 
Appropriations, donations, and I Laundry work and· sewing 
labor of inmates. 
Contributions and city tax...... Sewing ...... . 
Appropriations and contribu- , .......... .. 
tions. 
Placed in good homes until21 years 
of age. 
Placed in good homes, clothed, anu 
privilege of returning. 
Boys placed at trades. 
Endowment ................... . 
Appropriations and contribu-
tions. 
Household duties ... . .... ·1 Indentured or returned to friends. 
Bakin~, sewing, and shoe- Returned to parents. 
makmg. 
Donations, subscriptions, and 
members' dues. 
Provided with homes, returned to 
friends, or sent to suitable insti-
tutions. 


























































Orphans' H<;>ma and Asylum of the Prot-j 
estant Ep1scopal Church. 
Roman Cg,tbolic Orphan Asylum ......... . 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum ..... .... . 





12 I Voluntary contributions . ....•• -~ H~msehold duties and sew-~ Suitable homes found for them. 
mg. 
Charitable contributions ••..... Plain sewing .............. R eturned to friends. 
Charitable contributions........ Housework and sewing . . . Returned to friends. 
Charitable contributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Returned to friends or sent to 
Peekskill Asylum. St. Barn:1bas House ........•............. ·J Under 12 ... ·j· .. · -- ---·.-- ., Voluntary contributions ........ 
1 
........................... . 
St . .Joseph's As:flmn in the City of New 3 Boy-s, 13; Appropriations, contributions, Knitting, sewing, &c ..... ·I Apprenticed or pL'lced at service; 
York. g1rls, 16. endowment, and subscriptions. · the children have the privilege 
St. Mary's Free Hospitalfor Children a . .. 1 ••••••••••••• - ~-- -- •• • --··- • •
1 
............................................•......•......... 
St. Stephen's Home for Children ......... 1 3-11 13 Voluntary contributions ........ Domestic work and use of 
St. Vincent de Paul Orphan Asylum ..... . 
St. Vincent's Home for Homeles!'l Boys of 
All Occupations.* 
The Sheltering Arms 
sewing ma.chine .. 
4-10 I Boys, 12; I Charitable contributions .....••. General housework and 
g1rls, 18. use of sewing machine. 
3-10 1-1-15 
Appropriations from excise fund, None .. __ . 
donations, and subscriptions. 
Appropriations, board of chil-
dren, donations, and endow-
ment. 
Domestic duties and nee-
dlework. 
of returning to the asylum when 
out of work. 
Good homes are found. 
Situations found. 
Returned to friends. 
Returned to parents or gu:trc1ians. 
4-10 12-14 Voluntary contributions ....... . None ..........•••••...... 1 None. 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum ......... . 
Children's Home ..•............•••....•••. 
Home for tho Friendless of Northern New 
York. 
Poughkeepsie Orphan House and Home 
for the .Jj'riendless. 
Western New York Home for Homeless 
and Dependent Children.* ~t~~lji~~~s oY~~ep~:o"t·e-st~~t Epi~~~p;i. 
Church. 













anrl interest on permanent 
fund. 
161 By county .••••.• 
No limit . . . . Voluntary contributions and 
board for pauper children. 
12 Appropri:1tions, contributions, 
and endowment. 
c~~%e~~d board of pauper 
By bequest ..................•... 
Donations, endowment, and sub-
scriptions. 
None .................•.•. I Homes are provided. 




Ba-sket making, gardening:, 
housework, sewing, ana 
shoemaking. 
Housekeeping, sewing, 
gardening, and farming. 
Sewing and laundry work. 
Housework, knitting, and 
sewing. 
Placed at service. 
Homes provided or sent to county 
house. 
Placed in families. 
Adopted and indentmed. 
Suitable clothing for F~ervice. 
Good homes are founu. 
2131 St .• rosep,h's German O:han Asylum ..••. , Under 13 .... 
214 St.MarysOrphanBoys Asylum......... 3-14 
215 St. Patrick's .E'emalo Orphan Asylum...... 1-14 
Appropriations from city and 
county, and contributions. House duties . •• - ••........ 
Domestic work, knitting, 
. . sewing, embroidery, &c. 















Contr1butwns, &c .......•..... ·1-····· ..................... ·I Placed at trades. 
· · · · · · · · · · ·-- · ' Contributions, donations, &c.... Housework, sewing, &c... Adopted or returned to friends. 
216 I Onondaga County Orphan Asylum ..•.... ·j · 2-141 141Appropriations and endowment.! Housework, sewing, anu I Goo.d "?omes provided or retumed ~-
1 t.raues. to fncnds. ~ 
















TAULI~ XXII.-PART !.-Statistics of homes and asylums for 01]Jhan o1· dependent chilclren for 1879-Continued. 
Nnmo. 
1 
St . • los<'ph's Asylum nn<l llouso of Provi-
dt•nN•. 
St. Yincl•nt do raul's Asylum and SchooL. 
Sl. Yiue('ut's J<'t,mnlo Orpl1an Asylum . ... . 
'l'ro.r Cn t holic Mnlo Orphan Asylum . .... . 
Troy Orpllnn Asylum . ................... . 
llouso of tho Good Shepherd ........•••.. 
lien Ot'llh:m Asylum ....... . 
'l'ho:nns Asylum forOrpbnn amlDestitut~ 
1 ndian Cbil<h·cn. * 
Jefferson County Orphan Asylum . ...... . . 































No limit .... 
16 
12 
How supported. Industries taught. 
1~ 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
1'.1 
By conti·ibutions ............... -1 Manuallaborforolclerboysj Adopted, plaeed on farms or at 
trades. 
Homes and situations provided. City an~ co~mty approl)riati.ons, I Domestic :work, knitting, 
contnbutwns, and collectwns. and se~mg. 
By city and county.............. Domestic work, dressmak-~ Placetl in families or stores. 
ing:, and plain sewing. 
Gardening and floriculture. Homes in families. Appropriations and contribu-
tious. 
A ppropria.tions, contributious, 
and legacies. 
County appropriations and con-
ti·ibutions. 
Adopted or phwed at service. 
Adopted, indentured, or placed in 
homes. · 
14 I Board for cotmty children and 
endowment. 
Placed in homes or returned to 
friends. 
Under 16 ..... ............. . By the State of N ow York ..... . 
2-10 
2-16 161 County appropriations and en-
dowment. 
14 Contributions and endowment .. 
None. 
Placed at service or returned to 
Seamen. 
OrphanAsvlum ....................••..... l 8-121 14 
St.James'Hom~---············:·········· Noli~it .... Nolimit .. .. 
Gorman Methodist Orphan A sylum ....... Under 13 .••. Boys, 15 ; 
girls, 18. 
Contributions ... .. . . 
Cont-ributions .........•........ . 
Chmch contributions ........•. 
guardians. 
Adopted or placed at service. 
None. 
Placed in good homes. 
The Children's HoJ;De .........•••......... 
Cincinnati Orphan Asylum .......... .... . 
Class of Preservation (Convent of the 
Good Shepherd). 
No limit .... Placed in homes. 
Adopted and indentured. 
Placed in good situations. 
:!331 German General Protestant Orphan Asy-
hlm. 
234 New Orphan Asylum for Colored Youth .. 
Annual dues, contributions, and 
endowment. 
By donations 
























































St . .Aloysius Orphan .A.sy1llll1 ............ . 1-13 13-18 I Voluntary contl'ibutions ..•.... -I Cenerai domestic work, 
sewin~, tailoring, farm-
ing, snoemaking, and 
baking. 
Bethel Union 
Cleveland Protestant Orthan Asylum* ... 
Jewish Orphan Asyltun, . 0. B. B ......... 
Contributions and income from 
property. 
Endowment and contributions .. 
1 
........................... . 
Contributions of members of Shoemaking 
the order. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum .............. 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum ............... 5-15 
St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum ....... 3-11 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum .... .......... 4-14 
Montgomery County Children's Home .... Under14 .... 
Ebenezer Orphan Asylum ................ 2-10 







Industry of inmates and pro-
ceeds of fair. 
Annual fair and labor of inmA.tes 
By contributions .........• , .... . 
Self-supporting ................ . 
Appropriation by State and 
county. 
Contributions, endowment, and 
proceeds from farm. 
Contributions and county appro-
priations. 
Children's Home of LawrenQe County . . . . 2-16 No limit.... By taxation .................... . 
Warren Cotmty Orphan .Asylum and Under16 ........... . ...... Endowment aml county tax ... . 
Child-ren's Home. a 
Wa-shington County Children's Home .... Unuer 16. ... 16 By taxation. 
Fai=ount Children's Home.............. Under 16.... No limit.... Appropriations 
Home for Friendless Children ............ Under 12 .................. By charity ..................... . 
Scioto County Children's Home ...•....... Under 16. .. . 16 County taxation 
Citizen Hospital and Orphan Asylum..... 2-12 16--18 
Type setting and printing. 
Household duties anti sew-
in g. 
Domestic work and fa.=-
ing. 
General housework anu 
sewing. 
Gardening ............... . 
Housework, sewing, farm-
ing, and gardening. 
Ftnming and general 
bousewo1·k. 
House duties and farming. 
Gardening and houseduties 
Domestic work and gar-
uening. 
Farming and house cluties. 
Placed at trades. 
Adopted into good families. 
Provided with homes. 
Adoption. 
Situations founu for them. 
Placed in homes or returned to 
friends. 
Homes found for them. 
Assisted in finding homes. 
Educateu ancl well cared for; boys 
receiving $200 when of age, girls 
$150. 
Placed in-good homes. 
Indentured until 16 years of age; 
afterwards none. 
Indentured or placed in homes. 
Indentured or adopted. 
Homes in families. 
Three suits of clothing. 
Furnished with clothing and 
money according to merit, and 
253 German Evangelical Luthe-ran Orphans' 
Asylum. 
2-14 I Boys, 21; 
girls, 18. 
. . . . placed at service. 
Farmmg, sewmg, kmtt-mg, I Placed at service or trades and 
2G4 I Protestant Orphans' Home ......•...•••.. I Boys, under 
10; girls, 
DO limit. 
2551 St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum*············!··········· ---~---···· ··· ·i6" 256 Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans' Home 3-16 
2f>71 Mcintire Children's Home ....•......•... -~ 3-12 
258 Children's Home (Ladies' Relief Society) .. Under 12 ... 
259 House of the Good. Shepherd.............. 4-18 
No limit.---~ By endowment 
Boys at 12 . . Contributions ... : .............. . 
No limit . • • . Cha.ritable donat10ns and labor 
of inmates. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
&c. provided 'vith sufficient clothing 
None Adopted or returned to friends. 
Placed in good homes. 
Indentured until of age. 
Adopted or taken by parents. 




















TABLE XXII.- PART 1.-Siatistios of homes ancl asylums for orphan or clepenclent al1Uclren for 1879....:_Continued. 
l=l 










~uo I rittslnu·~rh nntl .L\lloghcny llomo for tho 
l•'dcntllcss. 
nnll .AliN::lwu\·.* 
:!61 I Prot(lst:mt Orphan Asylum of PiLtslnu·gh 
:!6:! St.,Tosoph 's 0IJ)btm Asylum .•............ ! Under12 .... 
:!63 Brhl~owntor Soldiers' Orphan llomo* .... . 
:!li4 1 St. raul 's Orphan llome*. ------.------ .. - .. . 
:!65 Wbitollnll Soldiers' Orphan School------
~66 (.)host~:~r Springs Soldiers' Orphan School 
nncl Literary Institute. 
~tii I Dayton Soldiers' Orphan SchooL. ........ . 
:!tiS ' Homo for tho Fl·ienclless --- ... --------- ... 
269 Orpbnns' llome ~wd Asylum for the Aged 
aud Infirm of tho Evangelical Lut.lteran 
(.)hurch. 
:!iO I llarford Soldiors' Orphan School. ........ . 
271 l llomo for the ]'l:iendless ................. . 
272 Home for Friendless Children of the City 
and County of Lancnster.* 
273 McAllisterville Soldiers' Orphan School .. I Under 16 .... 













Contributions, endowment, and 
board of inmates. 
Contributions a.nd endowment .. 
Collections and contributions .. . 
State appropriations ........... . 







General housework and 
sewing. 
Farming, s9wing, and 
housework. 
Printing, shoemaking, 
farming, and housework. 
Farming, gardening, &c .. . 
Housework and farming .. 
Domestic work, sewing, 
knittinl!:, farming, gar-
dening, and shoemaking. 
Volun.tar:y: contributions ...... --j-- ------- · --------- · · ---- ·- · 
Contnbutwns. . ................. General housework and 
County appropriation 
cane seating. 
General domestic work, 
farming aml gardening. 
Housework, knitting and 
sewing. 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
Placed with farmers, apprenticed, 
or reclaimccfby friends. 
P1·ovided with good homes. 
Returned to friends or provideu 
with homes. 
Indentured or returned to friends. 
Returned to friends. 
Returned to friends. 
None. 
Homes provided. 
They receive two suits of clothing; 
the boys when of age also $100. 
Situations secured or returned to 
friends. 
Placed in homes. 
Indentured. 
work, sewing, and shoe- tution. 
16 I State appropriations .......... --I F.arming,garclening,house-~ The supervisory care of the insti-
making. 






































275 1 Mercer Soldiers' Orpbau SchooL .•...••... 
276 I Emaus Orphan House 
277 
2781 Aimwell School Association 
279 Baptist Orphanage .....•... ...........•.•. 
280 Bethesda Children's Christian Home .••••• 
281 I Burd Orphan Asylum of St. Stephen's 
Churc11. 
282 Church Home for Children* .............. . 
283 The Educational Home 
284 
285 I Home for Destitute Colored Children .. ... 
Jewish Foster Home and Orphan Asylum . 







16 1 State appropriation ........•••• . 
15 I Endowment 
Voluntary contributions ....... . 
Endowment ........•••.•......•. 
Volunt.ary contributions ....... . 
13 St~lec~N~~E~iation and board 
14-18 I Endowment .••••. 
Annual contributions and en-
dowment. 
131 Bequests, contributions, mem-
bers' dues, and endowments. 
Under 9 ..... 1 No limit .... State appropriation, contribu-
General farmwork, gar-
dening, housework, and 
sewing. 
Domestic duties and hor-
ticulture. 
Sewinl!i, domestic work, 
and farming. 
Sewing 
None in particular. 
Good clothing and homes. 
Some are sent one year to normal 
school. 
None. 
Adopted, placed in homes, or re-
turned to friends. 
An outfit of clothing, $50, a trade 
or situation. 
Places are found for them. 
Transferred to Lincoln Institution, 
where they board, and situations 
are found for them. 
Indentured. 
Indentured and three months' 
schooling required, besides $50 
and suitable clothing when of 
age. 
Indentured, but remain umler con-
trol of managers. 
Provided with situations. 
286 
287 
288 Newsboys' Aid Association .••••••.•...... ! Under 16 .••. 
tions, and labor of inmates. 
Contributions ..•••.•.......••••. Placed on farms, in stores, or at 
trades. 
289 J Northern HomeforFriendlessChildren* .. 
290 Philadelphia Orphan Asylum* ........... . 
291 Presbyterian Orphanage in the S~te of 
Penns;ylvania. 
292 Soldiers Orphan Institute 
293 Southern Home for Destitute Children .... 
294 Union Temporary Home* ........... •. .••. 




Women's Christian Association of Pitts-
burgh and Allegheny. 
Benevolent Association Home for Chil-
dren. 
St. Catharine's Female Orphan Asylum ... 
By contributions ..........•.... ·I None ..•••••...... ......• ·J Indentured. 
Endowment and annual contri- Housework and sewing . • . Inuentured into families. 
butions. 
Annual subscriptions ...•... .... ! None •.•••••••••••.•••.••. ! Adopted,indenturedortransferred 
to Girard College. 
House duties, sewing, and None. 
shoemending. 
None .••••...•••...•••••.. , Money and suitable clothing. 
Sewing and housework . • . Taken by parents or placed in 
In~~~~!~d~~ returned to friends. 
Indentured. 
2-14 1- •••••••••... -I Contribu~ions .•.••••....... _ •... I.~ .. ~- ...................... J Placed at service. 




























'rAnLE XXIJ.-PART 1.-Statistics of homes and asylmns for Ol'j_Jhan o1· dependent chitdt·en jo1' 1879-Cont.inued. 
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How supported. Industries taught. 
:12 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
lTomo for Friendless Women and Cbil-~ Under 14-.... 1 No limit .... Voluntary contributions ....... . 
thl'U. 
St. Yinc<'nt's Orrlhnn .Asylum . .. .. .. .. .. . Under 12.... B~ys, 12; Contributions ................. .. 
gnls, 18. 
niontown Soldiers' Orphan School ....... Under 16.... 16 State appropria.tion .......•..... 
Indentured to responsible parties. 
Indenturetl or returned to fTiencls. 
lfome for l~l'il'Dlllcss Chiltlr<'n ' .... . ...... 1 4-14 
.A llc~ht•ny County Homo . 
B<'thnny Orphan IIome .................. . 
'hiltlren'H Home for Borough and County 
of York ~ 
No limit .... 
l~t' iHfol Homr for DrAtitui.r Chilllren ...... l No limit .... 
Rt. M:try's Oq,hnnngo ----· · ......... . . ···J 2-12 
!lome for FI·iomllcsl:! and Drstitute Chil- 3 and o>or .. 
tlrl'n.* 
Children's Fri~nd Society ................. J Under 12. --·J No limit ... . 
Pro,·icleuco Associi\tion for the Benefit of 3-8 No limit ... . 
Colored Chiltlreu . 
Contributions and endowment .. ! Household work and sew-
iiJg. 
County tax ..................... Noue .................... . 
Interest on fund, contributions, 
and State board of soldiers' 
orphans. 
Contributions and endowmm1t .. 
Household work, sewing, 
dress making, and tailor-
ing. 
Housework .............. . 
Indentured: girls untill8, receiv-
ing $40; boys until19, 1·eceiving 
$75; the nssociation adding $:W 
to e:::ch. 
Furnished t.wo suits of clothing 
an(l placed in good homes. 
Indcntnred allfl fmnished with 
two suits of dothiug. 
Four months of schooling each year 
and bound iu good homes until 
18 years of age, when they re-
ceive two suits of clothing and 
$25. 
Placed at domestic service. 
Voluntary contributions ....... . 
Don~ttions, subscriptions, en-
clowment, and interest on leg-
acy. 
Housework ............... I Adoptea, apprenticed, or placed in 
homes. 
By contributions ............. . .. 
Uontributions and endowment .. 
None ................... -- j Homes found for them. 




































318 I St. Aloysius' Orphan Asylum 3-14 1 Bo;v s, 13 ; I Contributions. __ .. 
g1rls, no 
limit. 
314 I Charleston Orphan House ..••......•... _ . 3-12 I 14-16 I City ap:propria.tion, contribu-
tions, and endowment. ~ 




......... _ ... . 
t_:lj 316 Holy Commun ion Church Institute. ...... 10-20 No limit •.•. 





Palmetto Orphan Home* ...•.• --·········-•········-····· 
Carolina Orphan Home* a ....... -.- .... - .. 
Canfield Orphan Asylum* _ ....•.......... 
Church Orphans' Home . ..•••. 
Voluntary contributions ....... . 
Voluntary contributions . _ .... . 
Cby..rch contributions ... __ ..... . 
Housework, sewing, gar-
dening, and floriculture. 
Adopted or placed in situatioll6. 
Professions, trades, farming, a-nd 
homes in families. 
None. 
Often given some occupation. 
Homes are found. 
Homes are provided. 
Placed in good homes. 
322 





Bycontributions. ···--·--------~ Sewin~, &c ----------·---~None. 
Cmmty appropriations and con- Housenold duties . _--..... Ado]! ted and indentured. 
tributions. 
324 St. Mary's Orp ban A fly lum : . ............ . 
323 Home for Destitute Children 
3~6 Providence Orphan As;rlwn ....... -- ... .. 
3~7 FredCI·icksbnrg Fcmn.lo 01·phau Asylum .. 
328 Jackson Orpb:ln Asylum ...... _ ......... . 
329 Norfolk City l!'emale Orphan Asylum .. •• . 
330 Portsmouth Orphan Asylnm .•............ 






St. Joseph's Orphan Asylnm 
St. Vincent's Roman Catholic Orphan 
Asylum. 
CacHo lJome and Hospit.c'll. _ ........ ·-- •••. 
Milwaukee Orphau..d..sylnm 













Private charity.---··· .......... 
1 
...... -··--· ............... . 
Contributions and endowment_. Cane seating. __ .-- ... ____ . 
Voluntary contributions_._ .. _.. Housework and sewing._. 
-c-~~i~i'b~ii~~;: :::::::::::::::::: 
Contributions and interest on 
fnnd. 
None··········--·-······· Sewing and knitting._._ .. 
Household duties anti sew-
16 I Endowment F~~!· work ancl domestic 
18-21 
18 I Endowment 
14 
duties. 
Farming and cigar making 
Domestic work, sewing, 
and use of machine. 
Domestic duties, sewing, 
and knitting. 
General domestic work, 
sewing, and knitting. 
-il~~;s~-- d~tie~~ · · :ki;itti~g: · 
and sewing. 
Sewing, knitting, making 






Taylor Orphan Asylum ..... __ ....•..••••. 1 Under 14 .... I No limit ..•. 1 Endowment 
General domestic work, 
sewing, and embroidery. 




St. 1Emilian's Orphan Asylum._. __ - ... --. 
National Home for Destitute Colored Wo-
men and Children. 
St. John's Orphanage*.--------- .....•.•.. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum .. ------ ..••.. 
Under12---·l No limit ... . 
3-12 No limit_ .. . 
Under 1~.:.ia ·1· · · · · · · · i2.:.ia · 
Voluntary contributions_ .... _. ·I· .............. __ ... -...... . Ap;propr~!J.tio_ps and contribu- HousewoJ:k and sewing .. -
twns. 
Voluntary contributions .. _ ..... 
Voluntary contributions ......•. 
* From Report of the Commisl!lioner of Educati-on f9.r !~78. a Since suspended. 
Outfit of clothing. 
Placed in families. 
Outfit of clothing. 
Placed at service. 
Placed in good homes. 
Apprenticed. 
Placed at service in gooll homes. 
Outfit of clothing. 
Put to trade or placed at service. 
Adopted, indentured, or retur:ned 
to friends. 
Placed in homos o1· situa,tions. 
Adopted into families. 
Adopted. 
Suitable homes selected. 




















T ABLE XXII.-PART 1.-StatistiCB of homes and asyltttns fo1' 01']JhOO 01' dependent child1·en for 1879-Continued. 
1=2 j:l4l 
. 
~· f~ 'd<V r,::l~ !';:l .... -§ ~ ,<:lo. 0-+" 1=2 
.<:lS ,<:l'd•g Provision for children who have 
Name. .~~ ].~~ How supported. Industries taught. ~$ left the institution. F"; g'~ 
~ ~ ~ ... . s 4)4> ~13 ~~~ 
~ ~ 
1 10 11 1~ 13 14 
3 14 St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum .. .. 7-12 14-18 Contributions and tuition ....•.. Dressmaking, shirt mak- Five suits of cl~thing and a tratie. 
Chm·okeo Orphan Asylum ..•.....• • •••.• . 8-16 18 Endowed by the Cherokee Na· 
in~, and fine sewin~ 
None. 315 Agrwulture and mec an-
tional Council. ical branches for boys; 
domestic work and sew-

















































Present inmates. Library. 
Sex. Race. p~;:t- Orphanage., Instrutc;!~~~~mber ~ ~ . 
- - - ------ p a;..., 
..... ,.c::lo;l ~ ~ rD d ~ -:~ E ~ ,.a bJ) • :,3 • 'S .... '0 ~ I ;a . . <d • ~ rtl e- ;§ bJ) lob a ~ . 1Ll ~.8 ~ ! ~ ] ~ ] ~ -~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~ -~ -~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~8z~o~~~~"-11A~ z ~ 
------ ----------
16 1~ I1SI19 I ~ol~li22 I 23I2412~12612~ 1 2S I 29I30 I 3ll 32 I 33 
j l---l---l---l-1-l-l--1--l--1-l--1-l-l--l-1--l-1--1- -
1 Church Home for Orphan Boys . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . $210 11 
2 Church Home for Orphans............ .. ..... ............. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 774 . .. . 45 
3 Protestant Orphan Asylum .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . $6, 000 $4, 000 4, 000 22 19 
4 Orphans' Rome of the Synod of Alabama .. • . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0 2, 334 2, 334 18 19 
5 Sacramento Protestant Om han Asylum* .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . 16, 027 13, 012 46 36 
6 Ladies' Protection and Re1ief Society* . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . • .. • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 14, 000 14, 000 106 94 
7 Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum and Home Society* ................. 118, 632 a44, 000 14, 982 28 33 
8 St. Boniface's Orphan Asylum* ........................................... . ................. 22 26 
9 San Francisco Roman Catholic Female Orphan .Asylum.............. .. .. . .. . 37, 941 34, 506 .... 319 
10 Woman's Union Mission to Chinese Women and Children............ 800 1, 000 1, 000 35 16 
11 Female Orphan Asylum.............................................. 0 200 2, 000 0 33 
12 St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylnm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 0 29, 000 29, 000 465 0 i! ~ood Templars' Home for Orphans................................. . 843 14,184 15,963 61 34 
ajaro Vale Orphan .Asylum......................................... .. . .. .. . 7, 135 8, 820 93 o 
15 Bridgeport Protestant Orphan Asylum............................... 0 2, 500 2, 500 20 12 
16 Hartford Orphan Asvlum ........................................... 100, 000 12, 000 12, 000 55 23 
11 .••. 2 911 
45 ..• : 38 7 45 
41 0 39 2 7 
37 .... 37 .... 20 
82 ........... . 12 
200 .... .... ..•. 0 
61 0 0 61 21 
48 0 46 2 6 
319 ..•......... 87 
............ 51 0 
33 .... 24 9 4 
463 2 152 313 130 
95 . .. 7[, 20 19 
93 0 •••.•••. 16 
32 0 19 13 2 
75 3 45 30 25 
........ !~ ~g ~g :::: "4" ::::::1:::::: 
34 0 28 18 26 0 0 0 
17 .... .... .... .... .... .... 2oo 
70 . .. . 50 50 50 . . .. . • .. 300 
14 0 .... .... .... •••• .... 200 
40 0 44 44 44 44 .. .. 250 
27 21 21 14 14 16 2 0 
200 32 319 319 250 .. .. 40 . . . . .. . ... .. 
6 0 51 51 51 25 51 0 ..... . 
25 4 32 32 32 .. • . 8 100 .... .. 
319 16 375 375 250 0 100 .......... .. 
76 0 90 58 76 0 95 250 50 
73 4 93 .... .... 0 15 ........... . 
30 0 32 20 26 0 0 . . . • .. .. .. .. 
40 10 (b) . ... .. • . .... .. . . 700 80 
17 Home for the Friendless .... .. . . .. ..... .. ..... ....... ............ ... . 2, 000 3, 500 3, 500 ig few Haven Or~han Asvlum ......................................... 80,000 14,000 14,000 
20 Bt. Francis Orp an Asylum.................................... • .... 0 7, 000 7, 000 
21 0 aptist Oif,hans' Home ..................................................................... . 
22 A rp~~· cl~me, North Georgia Conference .... . . ... .... .... .. . .... .. . .•. . .. . 3, 000 3, 000 23 0 pph e ~ H urch Home................................ . . • .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 2, 000 
87 1. 6i. i39 ... 9 .. 63 .. 95 .. i5. iii ... 0. i3ii. i3ii. i3ii. 130 130 1, 100 20 
65 71 136 0 . . .. . . . . 63 73 0 120 120 120 120 120 0 .... .. 
1~ i~ ~~ --~- ~~ ·-~- ti ~ ~ i& ~: ~~ -~~- --~- --~~~- ..... ~ 
24 Erl? ans 1 orne, South Georgia Conference........................... 4, 000 2, 700 1, 890 13 25 Up~sco~a .Orphans' Home............................................ 1,100 . . ...... 1, 800 o 
26 StmJn of;;etb, B:thesda Orphan Home.............................. . . . • .. . .. .. .. .. • . 6, 000 53 27 Ch' osepH s r¥, anage* .................. ·. .... .. .... .. ... .. .. ..... .. . . ... .. . 2,400 4, 000 66 
28 cJJcago p o~e tor tt~e Friendless ............................................ 10,113 9, 992 40 
29 N ca~o ;o eJ .SU tbp>han Asylum................................. . . .. . .. .. 9, 275 9, 115 81 
ews oys an oo acks' Home*...... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 0 13, 578 13, 342 69 
*From Report of the Commissioner ofEdncation for 1878. aOft.bi.s f21
1
000 are a bequest. 
25 25 . .. . 25 . . .. 20 5 . . . . 25 25 25 . . • . . • . . 100 .... .. 
13 26 . .. . 20 6 18 18 . .. . 21 18 13 .. . . 1 3, 000 75 
21 21 0 21 0 16 5 0 17 17 17 0 0 0 .•.... 
.. 53 .••. 48 5 36 17 .... 49 31 27 ............ . 
0 66 0 60 6 60 6 o 50 40 30 12 1 o 
1 
..... . 
40 78 2 40 40 .. . . .. . . 5 30 30 20 . . .. 80 ........... . 
44 121 .( 12 113 22 '70 0 43 85 20 0 0 250 .... .. 
64 534 .... 4623 .••. 696969 2 2 ...... 0 



















































TAlliE XXII.- PART !.-Statistics of homes and asvlums for 01]Jhan OT dep endent children for 1879-Continued. 
] Present inmates. Library . 
.... ~ -------
m S R 6 Parent- Orphanage Instruction ; number lB ~ ~ ex. ac · age. · taught- ~ ~ 
s ------ ....... a:>S-< 
Name. I ~ ~ ,;, ~ ~ * 
.e- ~ ~ ~J) .s ~ .s::: 
1 
.;; · ;a . rd _ d ,;, eo .s en bb ~ bb ... ~ g 
g ~ ~ ~ 1 ] j g ·§ ! ~ ] ~ ~ ~ -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ S 0 ~ c<la:> oc<lo._.~oa:>~.,.._.::s ::S d 
...,q ~ l'<l ~ fXi ~ o Z fXi o p:j fXi ~ p- <1i A ~ Z . H 
11> 16 
-------- ----~-
11' I18 I 19 I ~O I 21 1 22i23 l 24 1 2ai26\21' \ 28\29\30\3LI 32 I 33 




61 I 61 I 61 
300 •.•• ••• 
..... 41 I 32 
1 
..... . 
0 ........... . 
0 123 , 23,23,23, .... , 80 ~------
. - - . 302 302 302 . - - . 302 1, 659 189 
1 14 0 2 0 0 --·--- ----·· 
30 1 181 .... 1481481 ... . 1 1212911130130130 1 ... . 130 22 5 37 . -.. 1  18 29 7 1 30 30 3  14 12 100 35 
63 34 97 0 96 1 24 .• - . .. . 66 66 66 66 66 .•••• - . - - - .• 
15 12 27 .... 27 .... 3 14 .... ·-·· ..• . ---· .... ···-I------I------1R 100 ..•. 118 118 118 . • • . • • . 100 100 
·7o·l--o.li2o· ·75· ·sr,· --o- ··o· :::::: :::::: 
16 ... . 24 16 18 6 .... 150 ...... 
0 128 128 128 80 8 1, 200 0 
1 ··-· ................ 250 30 
18 9 7 .............. •••••• 
. - .. , 50 30 50 -... .. . . 100 0 
0 22 22 22 0 0 100 25 






































M st . Vincent's0rphan.A.sy1um .......•...••••••....•...••••..••••..... , ....... 5,5oo 5,5oo .... 175 175 o .... 50 1'75 do 5o 120 120 100 o 25 ..........•• 
61 Kentuckyl'ema.leOrphanSchoolb ..•...........•......••...•...•.•. 100;000 9,000 9,000 .••. 77 77 .... 7'": .... 27 50 .... 50 50 68 .... 60 500 400 
62 ClovelnndOrphanlnstitution .....................•.................. 75,000 5,000 3,000 0 25 25 0 25 0 7 18 0 24 18 18 0 0 0 0 
63 JowishWidows'andOrphans'llome............................... 0 26,797 23,605 54 53107 .... 86 21 29 78 .... 90 70 70 20 35 425 101 
6-! .A.sylumforDesLitute01phanBoys .............•..•.........•.•.......•.•................... 54 0 54 0 .•...... 15 39 0 54 54 54 0 0 300 0 
~~ fr~1f.o~~b~~s~1;!~~~~~~~-~-:::::~::: :: ::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: · ·1: 6oo· · T6oo · :::: ~:~. ~~:. -=~ ~~~ .. ~~. · ·2 · · ia· :: :.· · 2o · · 2o · · 2o · :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
67 Mt.Ca1·melFemaleOrphan.A.sylum ......•...........•............•.......... 4,400 4,400 .•• 100 100 0 .•• . ................ 90 100 90 ...............••••• 
~g ¥\:{d:P~~t~se~~eo~~t~~~·1r?~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::~:: ·i2;ooo· ·ii;ooo· 7g ~~ 1~~ --~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : :::: :::: --~~~- :::::: 
70 St.Joseph'sGer~anOrphan.A.sylum................................ 0 ................ 106 112 218 0 194 24 126 92 0 145145145 50 218 .......... .. 
71 St. Mar.v's Catholic Orphan Boys' Asylum* .......... _ ............ _.. 0 . .. . . . .. 15, 000 347 0 347 _ ........... 105 225 17 2~7 187 234 .. _. 15 ..... _ 20 
72 Children's Home ....... ... ........................................... 42,000 4,500 4,500 12 28 39 1 34 6 ............ 30 21 25 o o 220 20 
73 BathMilitaryandNa.valOrpban.A.sylum ................ oo ........ oo ........ 8,109 8,109 32 20 52 .. 00 44 8 17 35 .... 51 40 39 1 1 300 ..... . 
74 Asylum of Our Lady of Lourdes .................................................. 00 ........ 205 204 .......... 00 .. 00 5 ...... 00 200 170 150 .... _. 00 .... __ .••••• 
75 FemaleOrpban.A.sylum of Portland ................................. 31,000 3,500 2;889 .... 27 27 ... 24 3 3 15 .... 24 20 19 .... 27 ........... . 
76 BaltimoreOrphan.A.sylum ................................................... 8,000 8,500 70 56 126 ............ 40 SO 0 90 80 60 ........ 300 .... .. 
77 Boys' Home .. 00 ........ 00 ........................................... 0 9, 992 9, 433 67 . . .. 67 . .. 53 4 16 22 .. .. 67 67 67 .... _ ... 1, 025 57 
78 ChristChurch Asylum ....................... oooo·-······000000 ..... 4,000 ........ 2,241 0 29 29 0 ........ 4 20 o .. oo ........ o o o ..... ·. 
79 GcneralGermnuOrpbau.A.s.vlum ............................................ oo .............. 50 36 (86) ........ 29 57 0 60 60 60 GO 60 75 35 
80 llel>I·ew Orphan .A.sylnm of Baltimore .. 00 ........................... 17,000 6, 000 7, 000 18 1 19 37 .. 00. ... .... 8 2!> .... 34 34 34 ... .... 200 37 
81 1Iomeoft.heFrie1111lessoo ..... oo ............................................. 4,000 8,000 (125) 125 .................... . oo. 95 95 95 .................. .. 
82 Johns llopkins Colored Orphan Asylum* ....................... _____ ................ 5,100 11 40 0 51 51 0 10 30 0 30 13 17 19 39 0 ..... . 
83 St..A.11tbouy's.A.sylmn* ............ ----------·---····--------------· · •..•••.. 7,336 7,256 78 95 173 .... 8 165 GO 113 .... 120 120 120 12 4 540 15 ~; ~tW.~~~i\'~sJ~~l1b~~e_il~fl~!i~~-~~~~-~1.:::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::: :::::::: --3;592· --3;579· :::: 1~~ 1~~ :::: ·35· .. i. 10g ~~ .. i. -~~- .~:. -~~- :::: -~~- :::::: :::::: 
86 SLPeter's.A.sylumforl!'ema.IeChildren* ... .................................. 1,778 1,622 .... 26 26 .. 00 ........ 8 18 .... 26 26 26 ........ 125 ..... . 
87 SL Viuc!'!nt's Male Orphan Asylum.................................. 0 ................ 47 0 47 0 46 1 35 12 0 47 43 46 14 47 221 0 
!:'8 Baltimore ManualLaborScboolforlucligentBoys ................... 75,000 5,000 5,000 30 .... 30 .... 30 .... 5 ........ 30 30 30 ........ 200 .... .. 
89 ITo me for ll'rieudless Children in the Diocese of Easton.......... .. .. 11, ooo 1, 077 1, 056 .. .. 22 22 _... 22 .. .. 1 20 .. .. 18 15 15 .. .. .. .. .. _ •. _ .. _ .. . 
90 Pl'OtestantEpiscopalOrphnnAsvlum ............................... 24,500 1,437 1,200 .... 12 12 .... 12 .... 4 .... 0 12 12 12 o o 1,150 .... .. 
91 BaldwiuPlaceHomeforLittleWanderers* .......................... 40,000 23,000 23,000 88 5G 142 2 13-i 10 70 74 .... 126 50 50 20144 llOO ..... . 
92 .Boston Asylum and Farm School for Indigent Boys .................. 100, 000 13, 500 13, 500 101 ..•. 101 . • . . 95 6 25 51 .•.. 101 101 101 101 · 101 1, 000 100 ~~ ~~ri3~e~:=~}:~s~~~~ty~~~~::~::~:::::::~::~::::::::::::::::::::::: 2g;;~~~ 1~:~~~ 1~:~~~ ·22· ;~ ·7i· ~ ·7i· .. ii. :::: ::::::::·5o· ·5o· ·5o·:::: ·5o·:::::::::::: 
95 <..:~~~~~~-~ MJss1on to the Cbildren of the Destitute in the City of 50, 000 8, 580 10, 644 13 11 24 0 15 9 . . . 14 . _. . 22 14 14 . . • . 24 ........... . 
~~ -go1Me o~ tli "ttugel Guardian ........... ... ............................... 0. 2~, ~t~ 2g, ~~~ 155 _ ... _. __ ...................... __ .... _ .......................... . 98 stv·ar ]) ll IerOrphans' Home oooo o•········-------------------- J J 19 8 25 2 2 25 21 6 0 27 27 27 27 27 ---·-- -----· 
99 T. mceut.'HOrphauAsylum ............................................... ..... .... 12,462 0150150 .... 130 .... 36 84 .... 130 100120 .... 6 ........... . lOO C~llgoraryH omeforthe Destitute ........................................... . ................................................. 15 15 ............ .. 
101 H I'erp o~d(HavorhillChildren's.A.idSociety) ................. 6,000 800 750 7 7 14 •••. 13 1 2 9 : ... 13 13 "iii':::::: ............ .. IO'> po~se~ r~vMence ................................................ 1,200 12,135 11,450 36 25 61 .... 61 .... 10 42 3 42 42 42 ........ 400 130 
lOa Cb~ld~en!-'fl_idS~~.yimmaculate ............................. ... ... _. o 5,000 5,324 32 22 53 1 43 n 21 30 3 43 3~ 38 0 53 ........... . 
101 New Bedford Or ~~r.·H~·-·--------·········------------------····· 6o oog ··3·9·-- --4·0·-- .... 2 2 ---- 2 -·-- .... --·· .... 2 2 2 ---· -··· ·••••· 105 Ne to H £P 0 h me.................................... .... ' , 58 , 79 20 16 36 0 32 4 10 23 3 25 25 21 .. oo .... 40 106 Sta~Prim':'"es~ho lip anandDestituteGirls ....................... 3,471 2,461 2,429 0 21 21 0 4 17 4 10 5 21 21 20 8 .... 1?0 I . 40 
107 c·t o h i 1 ° ................................................ -··---·- 52,000 51,982,·304 110 394 18 ........ .. : . ........ 357 307 307 .... 33 325 33 
1"8 g
1 y ~ Oan hsy umd.C .. h·il--.......................................... 0 6,000 6,000 29 36 65 o 58 8 32 33 o 48 20 20 o o .••.. . 
" eamen s rp an an dren's F.riend Society .. _ .... _ ....... _..... 30, 000 8, 983 3, 113 10 30 40 o .. . . . . .. 4 20 0 30 30 30 .. .. . • .. 250 







































TADLL X:X.JI.-PART !.-Statistics of ltomes and asylums for orphan or dependent children for 1879-Continued. 
rei Present -inmates. l'l Library. 
.E 
---+> 
~ Parent- Instruction; number a.i ... Sex. Race. Orphanage. <1> m § age. taught- s ~ 
El ---
p Jl~ 




A .. ::l rn 
.s Qp.. 





.!3 bi.i ~ biJ 
0 
§ a5 ;a ~ rei ;::l A biJ .. 
<DO 
~ 0 ::l .. ;o .!3 :§ ~ ::l <1> m,a s Q a5 C1l ~ -~ blJ C1l 0 -~ .9 'S <'l<:) 0 0 <1> s :8 0 ·a; ..<:l .... Q '0 ~<tl s <:) p.. c;; '0 ~ .. fr c;; p C1l ·~ c<! ~ <:) ~ 1>-1 <1> Is: 0 0 ~ Is: .. p ~ ~ ril ~ ~ 0 z R 0 ~ R ~ A ~ z 
---·---·---·--- ·-·-·~-·-·-··-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·--
lli 16 17 IJ8!19 !20I2ll22123!2tll2::ii26 I 27!2SI29!30I311 32 I 33 
---------------:' 1---1--- 1-1-1- 1-1--1-
hildron .......... . ...•. .... j$62,315 $6,732 $8,134 50 50 100 0 .••... .. .. . .... 0 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) . ..•......... 
42, 000 4, 500 4, 500 11 29 3(1 1 40 . "" . 25 14 1 40 19 :.:11 0 0 ·200 
16, 000 " ••. " •. " """.""". 24 11 35 """. 3;) 0 0 """. " "". 25 25 14 25 """" 200 
.•..•.•.... . .... 50,543 250 36 270 16 . ................... 286 240 160 200 286 850 
0 2,500 4,800 32 27 59 0 17 42 4 .... 6 20 20 20 59 100 
.. 7, 336 7,256 78 95 173 .... 8 165 60 113 . •.. 120 120 120 12 4 450 I 15 
0 8, 000 7, 940 25 120 145 """. 95 50 80 65 -"". 105 60 60 """. 4 500 
0 1,341 767 14 10 24 0 10 14 1 10 .... """" .••. 0 0 0 0 
1, 500 286 190 4 8 12 " ".. 10 2 . ".. 4 . "" ... " ...... " .. "" " .. " ... """ " . """" ". 
0 .••. " " " . " " •.. "". 1 12 13 0 6 7 2 4 " "". 12 12 12 12 12 0 0 
0 345 932 . "" . 15 15 "" ". 15 . "". 1 14 . "". 14 14 13 . "". 12 . """" " "".". " 
.. 1, 000 1,000 8 8 16 0 16 0 6 10 .............................. """""" 
0 3, 000 3, 000 20 10 30 . " " .. " ". . "". 1 28 1 30 30 . ".. 2 . " .. """""" " " .. "" 
0 5,33(1 4,991 47 0 47 0 29 18 34 12 1 45 38 38 0 15 360 10 
240 5, 201 5, 070 0 78 78 0 .. " .. "". 51 24 . "". 71 71 71 68 20 . "" "". . .•• ". 
20,0110 10,000 10,000 .. .. 120 120 .••. 120 ..... . . . .••...... . ......... . """" """" 100 16 
J•:,a u~dical Lntht•ranOrphans'llomoand.A.sylum ..•............... l ................ 6,000 40 30. 70 . ..... _ ....... 2.1 4!) .. .. 45 45 4.5 6 5 ..•••..••••• ('athuliu l'roll'ctorate of St. Louis.................................. 0 ................ 34 .•.. 34 .... 21 13 16 18 .•.. 34 "34 34 .... 34 .......•••.. 
Ul'tm:m :-;t. Yim'l•nt'R Orphan .Asylum* .••.••••••.•..•.•••••••••.... 3,000 10,000 8,000 74 59 133 0 133 0 70 63 0 133 133 133 133 .... 175 25 
ll oHbOOI" thoOo01lShopltcrd .. ... ..... .............. . ..... . ......... 0 17,458 16,640 .... 313 313 ... . 30 283 162 105 5 57 57 57 .••. 25 500 ..... . 
. " •• . "." .•.•• """ ... """ ". 16 8 24 . " . . 4 20 1 19 .. " ..... . "" ... " .. "" . . " ... " .• ". . " •• ". 
0 . "" .. "". 18, 574 0 125 125 0 120 5 16 109 1 80 80 80 50 0 ""."". 0 
0 .•••........•... 0 30 30 1 25 5 20 10 0 28 28 20 .....•.. 500 100 
""."" .... """ "" .. "." •••. " 240 .... 240 . " " " . " " .. "". 180 60 . "" . 240 200 200 . "" ..•• ' . """"" " •...• 
0 . "."" .. " " .. " •• ". "" . . 112 112 . "" . 106 6 25 87 " . . . 94 65 65 . " " .. "". 250 40 
3, 772 . . " . .. " .. ". """ .. "". " . "" . "" . . "". 126 54 . "". 26 . "". 18 . "" .. "" .. """ "" """" ". 
2,830 2,076 20 14 34 .... 3 31 14 20 .... 28 20 25 ..•.......•••..•.•.• 
25,000 \"" """" "" . ............... 194 0 ..... ••... ... ... Q 194 194 194 ... 194 """""" """""" 
. • . • • • • • . • • . • . . . 11, ooo 45 26 n . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 62 o 4o ao 5o o n no a 




































130 ~~lld~~~PH~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 4, 500 10. 000 3, 500 24 16 38 2 40 .•.. 16 22 .... 31 14 18 ....... 40 450 44 140 500 2,100 1, 502 9 8 17 .••. 17 ....... 1 11 0 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 0 0 141 Camden Home for Friendless Children .. ............••...•...•....... 0 3, 500 3, 500 20 12 32 0 ....... ...... ...... ....... . ..... ....... 
------
. .......... 142 W c:>st. Jersey Orphanage for Destitute Colored Children .••..••....... 3, 500 1, 300 1, 000 10 6 0 16 16 16 16 16 143 Childrc:>n's ]f riend Society . ...... .. ....•...........................•• . 0 4, 000 4, 600 14 15 29 8 12 8 21 0 25 25 20 0 0 360 19 144 St .. Mar.r 's F!'male Orphan .Asylttm ... . .......... .. ..........•....... 10, 000 10, 000 105 105 103 2 36 69 99 80 80 3 105 145 Union .Association, Children's Home of Burling ton Count.r ..... ..... 2, 999 2, !J99 22 4 26 20 20 20 146 Home for t.be Friendless .. .•..••••... ... ............•............... . Iii, 000 3, 5!J4 60 17 77 7 54 0 0 147 ~t~P~1~1~r)!~ilr~~~~L~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 25, 940 10,264 8,174 44 36 80 50 30 32 3!) 9 41 37 68 30 68 334 55 148 4, 000 3, 500 48 60 108 25 83 33 75 75 75 75 50 5 14!J Paterson Orphan .As,1lnm .Association . .......•...•..••.............. 18, 670 4, 933 4, 894 44 21 G5 0 28 37 12 50 3 51 51 42 42 150 150 ~:b~~~;.~hl£:Xt~t~0~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::: _::::::::::: ~:::::::::: ~ 5, 000 69 G!J 0 68 1 69 0 0 55 50 50 GO 151 12, 000 13, 000 R3 87 170 1 50 120 0 150 150 150 0 0 300 0 152 80, 000 33,066 3~, 116 14~ 84 2:.!6 0 210 16 80 146 175 100 80 0 0 250 25 153 Orphans' Home of St. Peter's Church .....................•.......... 1, 375 1, 735 1, 206 0 25 25 12 0 25 25 25 0 154 SL. Vincent's Male Orphan As,1lum .....................•••.......•.. 11,573 11,420 ll!J ll!J 24 212 32 69 95 95 !JO 5 400 50 155 Cayuga .Asylum for Destitute Children .....••...•..•................ 19, i,iOO 7, l!J4 7, 260 67 27 83 11 86 8 15 65 0 55 41 56 0 60 300 50 156 Susi}]1eha.nna Valley Home ............. ···.: ...... . .............•.••. 0 !J, 204 !J, 204 !)9 18 113 4 0 100 100 100 117 0 0 157 Bt·oo dyn Howard Colored Orphan .Asylum' ....••................... 0 7, 548 7, 3!)3 40 25 0 G5 61 4 9 37 54 34 39 0 0 158 House 'of the Good Shepherd ........................................ 42,497 42,417 233 233 50 183 20 46 40 28 20 310 20 15!) Orphan .A~lum Society of the City of J?r?oklyn* ...•................ 41, 65!) 36,227 d32,076 204 149 353 98 :l55 44 30!) 309 137 137 353 660 135 160 Orphans' Home, Church of the Holy Trm1ty ......................... 40,000 21,439 21, 299 40 20 60 56 4 48 1;! 50 50 ;;o 161 Orphan House on the Church Charity Foundation of J~ong Island ... 40 39 79 39 26 53 79 70 65 40 79 1, 200 200 162 St. John's Home* ......................................... ...... ..... 0 e93, 1!!2 e92, 018 708 0 708 0 1ti6 542 17!! 39;! 600 512 580 512 708 507 40 163 St. Joseph's Female O~h~ .Asylum*................................ 0 (f) (f) 0 545 545 0 143 348 . ..... 480 480 480 0 0 ····-· ..•••• 164 
.As.vlnm of Our Lad~ o Refuge...................................... . . . . . . . . 2, 580 2,517 .... 40 40 1 3() 11 2!J 38 38 30 .••..•.............. lti5 Bn:ffalo Orphan .Asy um . • • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . .. 35, 000 12, 057 10, 829 56 17 73 
............... 100 .••••• 166 Church Charity Foundation*............... • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . 0 8, 6!J2 8, 516 21 27 48 0 6 42 1!) 18 4:> 16 30 25 .. . . 400 ...... 167 Evangelical Lutheran St. John's Orphan Home...................... 0 !J, 270 8, 878 58 37 !J5 0 8 87 G3 32 0 82 82 82 35 82 . !)90 180 168 Gennan Roman Catholic Orphan .Asyhrm.... ......... .•••••• .••..... 0 15,343 15,284 72 43 115 33 82 21 94 86 86 72 20 0 0 0 160 ~f.tE~:q!~rf:E1l~:~;: ~~~-~~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: ~::: : ~~~ ~~~: :: ~: ~~~: ········ .... !J9 10!J 8 17 03 2 61 62 61 .....••............. 170 7, 722 48 16 . '64:' 1 11 54 4 G1 1 40 30 25 . ... .••. 200 20 171 
............ 1~ 
......................................... 172 Orphan House of the koly Saviour ....•............•••• , . • • • • • • • • • • . 0 2, 883 2, 886 12 32 42 2 42 2 12 20 
............ 44 ...... ··•••• 173 St. Mary's Orphan .Asy luiu and School.. . . . . . • . . • . . • . • . . . . • . • . • • . . . .. 0 8, 362 8, 323 5 21 26 0 26 0 11 15 0 23 23 19 12 1 250 0 174 St. Malachy's Home................................................. 0 16,266 16,266 99 61 160 8 152 16 143 1 130 9688 0 4 250 .•••.. 175 Southern Tier Orphans' Home . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 2, 000 5, 669 5, 346 22 11 26 7 33 3 12 3 20 7 20 20 20 162 0 176 Hudson Orphan and l'{.elief .Association.............. . . • . • • • . . . • . • • • . 61, 000 12, 374 7, 000 42 33 75 0 30 45 25 50 .... .••. .••. .... 500 .••••• 177 St. Johnland* ...••..••.•............•..•................ · · · · ·•· · · ·- · · ·••·· · · · · · · · · · •· 178 Wartburg Orphans' Farm School of the Evancrelioal Lutheran Chtu-cb 0 8, 471 .. s: 475 .. 38' . 23. 61 0 61 47 14 0 61 ·iii· ·iii- ·iii· -iii· ··iioo· ·-·-2o 17!! Home for the Friendless ....••..•••• : •..•.. -~- .•..•••.•... _ ...•...••. 1!J, 407 6, 427 6, 361 27 8 35 0 6 25 2 19 1 20 13 20 0 0 ·••••• ... - -· 180 Colored Orphan .Asylum .•••.•.••••.•..••........•.••• .• •••••.••..••. 140, 000 37, 994 37,800 181 126 0 307 307 0 89 218 0 267 267 ,267 0 1'67 400 110 181 Hebrew Orphan .Asylum...... • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . 60, 000 59, 000 195 101 296 70 225 1 2!!6 ~~~ - ~~~~. ~~~. 1~~ ~~~ .•• ~~~ 182 Hom~ for the Friendless, .American Female Guanlian Society . . • • • . . 0 72, 211 172, 211 (1 72) 172 0 183 HOSJ?ltal of New York Society for the nelief of Ruptured and .••.••.. ·••·••·· 40, 726 84 j 85 169 49 120 12 41 1 169 ~~~ _C~ .. : ~ ~ :.:::: 400 25 Cl.·1ppled. 184 Howard Mission and :Home for Little Wanderers* • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • • . 0 11, 258 11,343 5 ..•. 5 5 5 5 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education forl878. c Has four auxiliary societies, at Newark. New Bruns- e The first of these figures includes income and the second 
a Children attend public school. wick Bloomfield, and Morristown. · includes ex~enditure for St. Joseph's Female .Asylum. 


















































T .\BLE X:XII.-PART !.-Statistics of homes and asylums fo1' 01']Jhan 01' dependent children for 1879-Continued. 
rd Present inmates. Library. l=l 
.s 
i Sex. Race. Parent· Orphanage. Instruction; number 00 t3 ;1 age. taught- Q) ~ s 
~ ------ ~ <::>..: AC<! Q) ai § p.. -+JQ) P< 00 :3 >=lh ..... ~ ..... 0 -+J A biJ b{, 0 •M~ 
-+J ai ;a -d ~ 00 P< >=l bD til "' 1-< Q)O § ai ~ ai 2 1-< ~ ;g >=l s .!:l d "' 
WA 







- - -- -
- - - - - - -
- - - ----
1 15 16 1,. 18 1» 20 :J1 22 23 2-l 25 26 2,. 28 29 30 31 32 33 
1 l---·--- 1---~-~-~-~-~-~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-- ·--
Jn ,.titution of:Mt•l'('y......... . .................. .. ................... $0 $27,314 $27,218 ..•. 227 227 .... ()8 159 124 103 ..•. 165 165 140 .... 165 300 45 t.:11 1i 1 -,.• l> 1 • btn"tlhNm-ser~nut1Cl.liltl':~ProLectory .................... 0 10,526 10,084 74 71 ........ 29116 13 82 0 85 85 53 23 .......... 0 Latlh·,.• UunH• .Mil!~iomu·) Sucit' LY (l!'ive Points Mission)............. 0 26,803 24,820 ................. -- . . ;; ..... --- .. -- ..••. . --. - •• . .... --;· 2, 150 150 
L,·al,lllllltl Wntt:~ 01'Jlhnn Hou8e ............. . ............................................... 87 61 148 ..•. 123 -o 148 ........ 140 140 140 .... 3- 800 ...•.. 
.Nt•\1 \urk,1u,·1·nilo.Asyham....................... .. . . .............. 0 95,385 87,779 G40 135 775 10 225 550 38 321. .... 775 G30 775 .... 775 2,000 ..... . Nt•\1 1.mt. Sudotv for tiao J>rovrntion of Cruelty to Chilthen ..... ... 0 10,000 10,000 ................................... . ............................... . 
Orph:m .\s,InmSm•ietyoftlJe CitrofNewYorlc ...... . .................... 38,105 31,768 97 71168 .... 106 62 49119 .... 153 153153 ..•. 168 ........... . 
thpluuu:l' Homo ~mtl .Asyhuu of tlao Protestant Episcopal Claurch -.. . 25, 000 14, 810 14, 942 56 82 138 0 .... - .. - . . . . . . . . 0 100 100 100 .... 138 500 40 
HouumCntbolkOrJlhnn.As_ylnua..................................... 0 a86,834 a86,9G6 .... 450 450 .... 100 350 118 332 .... 400 300 450 .... 8 ........... . 
]{omuuCnU..10lic0111hilll.Asyhuu..................................... 0 (b) (b) .... 174 173 1 10 1()4 87 87 .... 164 160 160 ... ... ... .. ........ . 
HomauCnflaolicOJphilllAsylum.... ................................ 0 (b) (b) 478 .... 476 2 214 264126 352 .... 465 350 375 .... 6 .......... .. 
~t..Hnmni.Ja:~llomm ................... .. ............ .. ....................................... 40 65 104 1 51 54 1 20 .... 24 1G 12 ........ 456 .....• 
St..hll!l'PIJ 's.AsylnmintlJe Cit.vofNt'WYork .... .. .................. 50,000 14,313 12,956 105 92 197 0 34 163 78 109 ..•. 143 143 143 .... 2 200 . .... . 
St.llan 'sFreo llospitnlforClailtlrcur. ... . .......................................................... . ....................................... . ................... . 
8t.8h'11lu•n's llomoforClaildrrn . .. . .......... . ...... . ............... . ....... 12,466 12,466 95 131 226 .... 60 1()6 58 156 .... 198 198 198 80 40 250 30 
8t. Yinl' t>nttlePaul0rphnu.Asylmu ......................................... 12,055 12,083 44 62 lOG ........ 10() 29 77 .... 106 60 80 .... 30 .... . ... . ..• 
St.Yim•t•ut 'sllomofm·ll.omolessBoysof.AllOccupations* .......... 0 20,268 20,2()8 320 0 320 0 115 205 .... .. ...... 290 290 290 ... 15 .•••....••.. 
The Shl•lleriug.Arms ............ .. . ..... ..................... . ...... 48,953 22,713 24,466 61 71 132 0 48 84 1 90 0 114 114 114 4 114 500 110 
'l'bo Sodl'ty fur tho Rt'liof of llnlf-Orpbau and D estitute Children . .. - . . . . . . . . 18, 000 18, 000 163 96 259 0 30 22~ ... - . . . . 0 235 205 205 0 259 260 ..... . 
O:nH•goOrphnn.Asylmu* ............................................ 21,925 3, 200 3,500 32 15 46 1 40 7 2 . ....... 44 25 30 10 40 300 12 
Uumuu Catholio 01·phan.Asylnm . . . .......................................................... 108 .... 108 .... 78 30 64 44 .... 108 108 108 64 108 160 20 
Clailtln•n':!llome . ......... . . . ............... . ..... .. ........ : ........ 1,488 . ..... .. 3,050 36 10 43 3 37 9 3 29 .... 40 35 30 .•...... 238 6 
Horne ior the l!'riemlles:~ of Northern New York..................... 0 1, 895 1, 781 10 13 23 0 9 14 2 21 0 16 10 10 0 0 0 
Poughl...eepsie Ot·phnnllouse aud ll.ome fortheFri endless .......... 38,200 9,361 7,541 34 15 49 .... ____ .... 1 48 .... 36 36 18 .................. . 
'Vesltm.LNewYorkHomoforHomelessamlDependeutC.:hildren*... 0 3,200 d3,200 27 8 34 1 32 3 0 20 3 27 20 20 0 35 50 •••••• 
St.hlarguret 'sllome . ................................................ -------- ... . .... ------------ ... .. .................................... ....................... . 
ClmrchHomeoftlJe ProtestantEpiscopal Church ................... 6,700 4,353 3,569 17 13 29 1 ........................ . ........... 30 . ••.. .•••••• 
Roche8tet· Or_philll .As:vlmn .... ... .. .. .. ...... .. .................. _.. . 12,000 10, 500 10, 203 77 16 84 9 26 67 21 38 34 77 77 77 15 77 820 30 
St.Josepu 's German Orvhau .As:vlum .............................. .. 0 10,021 9,872 25 55 so o ...... .. 17 62 1 53 40 40 0 · 6 .••••..•••.• 



















































































St. Patrick's Female Orphan .A sylnm .• ••••.•.......•. . ....... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 072 4, 89~ ... . 79 77 2 32 47 6 73 . ... 72 50 50 .••......•••.. 
Ouonuacra Connly Orphan Asylum ........... -....................... 52, 000 15, 500 12, 000 105 78 176 7 124 59 26 99 .•.. 166 166 166 . . . . 3 350 I 25 
St. Jost'pb's Asylum and House of Pro¥idence*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 8, 074 7, 771 96 20 116 0 3 93 25 71 0 85 75 75 0 0 150 50 
St.VincentdePaul'sAsylumandSchool. ................................... 9,000 9,000 ... . 120 120 .... 17103 58 62 .... 110 110110110 .••. 378 
St.Vincent'sFemaleOrpbanAsylum ...... .. .......... .. ........... . 0 14,894 14,436 .... 130 130 ............ 20110 .. .. 112 82100 .••..... HiO 
'l'royCa,tbolic:MaleOrpbanAsylmu................................. 0 22,389 22,203 200 0 200 0 55145 42150 .... 189 118145 o 121 300 
'l'royOrpbnn Asylum ..... . ......................................... . 52,269 14,9il:~ 14,287 45 29 74 0 55 19 10 60 0 69 69 69 30 69 512 
UouseoitboGoodShepherd .......................... . ...... . ..... .. 5,000 3,606 3,446 13 31 44 0 18 26 10 12 2 32 16 16 ........ 30 
Utica,Orpba,nAsylnm ................................................ 161,789 13,560 9,172 109 47 146 10 61 38 7 73 0 83 83 40 .... 156 680 
'rhomas Asylum for Orphan and Destitute Indian Children•· . ....... . . . . . . . . . 9, 592 9, 163 40 47 87 ................ 79 50 53 ___ . 50 250 
J etl'ersonCouutyOrphnuAsylum ----··-- · --·-----.-·-····-··----·-· 20,000 6,300 5,900 55 12 62 5 27 40 4 27 1 58 44 30 o o o 








Orphan Asylum ...................................................... 1,025 9,446 9,238 65 73 133 e5 133 0 138 ........ 138 138 138 .... 13R 
St.JamesHome...................................................... 0 1,000 1,000 .................•. ---- ............ 80 80 80 .... 80 ______ , _____ _ 
GermanMethod.istOrphanAsylum .. .......... ........ ...... .. ..... .. .. ---· 4,000 3,500 25 18 43 0 1 42 32 11 ... . 40 30 30 10 8 400 
'l'heChildren'sHome ................................................ 1,400 33,921 13,333 4R 37 85 0 65 23 7 40 3 50 30 0 0 1 200 
CincinnatiOrphanAsylum .......................................... 12,000 ........... . .... 63 45 108 ---- 39 69 50 56 2 60 60 GO 60 ... . 170 I 20 
ClassofPreservation (ConventoftheGood Shepherd) ............. -------- -- -- - -- 17,800 ... . 50 50 .... 47 3 30 ......... ... ..•....... ... ... 300 20 
GermanGeneralPL"otestant Orphan .Asylum ......................... 55,545 16,741 15,388 61 47 108 0 2 lOG 83 25 0 71 77 71 68 o ...... o 
NewOrpbauAsylumforColoretl Youth---------·---·-·······-- · ···· 0 ---·--·· . .. . .... 24 8 0 32 32 0 28 4 .... 20 15 15 15 15 ______ ..... . 
St.AloysiusOrphanAsylum ................................................. 12,0u0 11,000 130 121 251 ... . 240 15 152 99 1 210 180 210 50 uo ..... . 
Bethel Union------------------------·--------··----······----------- .... .... 8,000 ........ ........ . .. ... ..... . ... . ---· ....... ......... ...... ...... ..... . 
ClevblandProtestnntOrpbanAsylnm·' -·· ··-···--····-··········--·-· 50,000 9,000 9,000 3! _25 56 3 29 30 11 42 G 30 16 11 13 .... 1,000 
JewishOrRhanAsylum, I.O.B.B .................................... 95, 000 38,000 31,000 136 92 228 0 228 0 56 172 ... . 228 18~ 184 114 8 624 1 62 
~ti£::j~or~lfa~aA.:Yi~l:~_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_·_-:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: . :::::::::::::::: ~ 1~~ 1~~ --~ :::::::::::::::: ~::: 1~~ 1~g 1~~ :::::::: :::::: , _____ _ 
St.Vincent'sMaleOrplla,nAsylum .... ...... . .. ................ . ............ 7,705 8,213 172 ... . 171 1 30 142 39 133 .... 142 60 60 .•.. 15 100 
St.Joseph's OrphanAsylum ................................................ ·------· ..... .. . 30 o 30 0 20 10 24 6 .... 25 25 25 ..•..... 3,000 
MontgomeryCountyChildren 'sHome ............................... . ....... --··-- -- 11,376 74 29 103 2 -------· 8 40 2 36 39 42 42 10 o o 
EbenezerOrpba.nAsylum ...... ------- -----------·····--·------ -··· 30,000 5,361 5,204 32 18 50 .•. 40 10 15 35 .... 47 42 47 2 5 395 24 
Children'sHomeofButlerCounty................................... 0 1,500 1,319 22 19 40 1 7 34 5 20 .... 24 20 15 0 41 ______ ..... . 
Children'sHomeofLawrenceCounty . ....... .. ... .................. ....... 2,843 2,843 29 16 45 0 .... - -- · ---· .. ... ... 30 20 10 .. . . 45 ___________ _ 
Warrt?nCountyOrpha.nAsylmuandChildren'sHomej ............. 34,000 4,100 4,100 50 13 63 .... 63 ..•. (48) 1 46 46 38 13 f•3 145 2 j!~;tshingtonCountyClrildren'sHome................................ 0 ................ 46 26 62 10 72 ... . 6 22 3 50 25 20 20 72 .. :... 0 r~~~~~?.~~~:~~sc~fiar?e~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::· ··2:ooo" ··j:ooo· ~:~~~ -~~- -~~- ~~~ - --~- :::::::: --~ - - ~~- --~ - -~~- -~~- -~~- :::: ~~~ - :::::: :::::: 
0?
1C? ountrChildren'sHome..................................... 0 8,796 3,787 32 18 50 0 20 22 10 25 .... 34 18 34 0 50 o ..... . 
ItizenHospttalandOrphanAsylum ... . .......... .... ......... ............ . 2,000 -------· 54 2L 75 0 37 37 20 55 .••..•.......... ____ 2 ...... 0 ~erman Evangelical Lutheran Orphans' .Asylum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 2, 035 2, 034 28 12 40 0 12 28 26 23 1 36 36 30 10 1 30 0 stoi~stantOr0hans'Home ................ ......... .. ............... ....... . 3,687 2,928 20 14 32 2 22 12 3 30 1 20 20 ........ 20 ...........• Oh" Scldlt's, rphanAsylum* ...•...................•............... ···--··· ·····--· ····--·· 46 49 94 1 --- · ··-· ---· -·-· 3 95 95 26 ---- -··· ····-- ------M1fu~ Cb~lnndSailors'Orphans'Home . .......................... 1,000 165,881 126,803 360 •240 600 .••. 482 104 107 412 .•.. 450 450 450 0 o ...... ------C~ild e, Hdren'sHome ....... ........................... ... ...••........ 2,700 2,700 24118 42 o 40 2 2 34 0 24 16 16 0 42 0 0 Hous~e~~heo~~a_L;~e~ReliefSociety) ............................••..... 1,752 1,177 6 8 14 ________ ........ ____ .•.. (g) ([]) (g) (g) .•.. 20 0 
PittsburghandAll ~per~-----------------·············---------- 0 ·- -----· --- --- -- ···· 81 81 .... 22 54 12 10 .••. 23 14 8 . ...... .........•••• 
eg eny omef'ortheFriendless -·-·· ·······----- ... ... .. 8,214 8,214 52 43 95 .... .....•.. 0 0 , ... 61 61 61 ..........••...•.•.• 
"From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. c Temporarily closed for repairs. 
a T\t first of these amounts includes the income and the second the expenditure of d Includes $600 paid on real estate. 
e asyl~ apPeekski)l, the Prince Street asylum, and th~ Fifth~ ven.ue asylum, e Indians. 

















































TADLE :XXII.-PART 1.-Statistics of lwmes and (lSlJlums for otphan or dependent children for 1879-Continued. 
od Present inmates. Library. ~ 
~ Pa.renL- Instruction; number ,.; ~ Q) Sex. Orphanage. ID d Race. taught- Q) ~ 
cU age. s 





""' 0 ;';:: .d 
bO :g b:O 0 0 
~ a5 od .: a3 c. ;§ biJ 1::~ r.. 
Q)O 
'0 o5 o5 1=1 f.< 
.s ~ s .s .s Q) rn.d p s m ~ o5 Q) ~ biJ cU 0 '0 .d .:::> 
«!<:;> 
0 2 ] f.< "' .d ~ d '0 ~ s Q)OO s 0 c. 8 0 f.< c. ::::5 cU -~ ~ ~ r.. <:;> ~ "' 0 cU "' H p <:;> ~ .=l ~ <l.l ~ :z; 0 f.< P=1 0 Q) ~ <1 A :z; d J'il ~ {.) ~ 0 ~ ~ H 
Name. 
------ --- - - - -
- - - -- - - - - - - -
1 15 16 17 18 19 20 2~ 22 23 24 25 26 21' 28 29 30 31 32 I 33 
----~--- - - -
-r - - - - - -----''"'"""'"' OqohHH ' '-' huu .. rrw.tm•gh ••• All•ghony•. ······ $1!!0, 475 111, 800 rn, 1" 109 72 18J 0 -- 0 141 79 79 35 181 350 0 
::;;1. .r,~,.,· 11 h·~~ o•rhnn Ato-'tum .................................... ............ 6,641 6,199 63 70 133 - - - . 120 13 46 87 ... 109 109 80 I2 -··--- ------Htitl!!t'\\,tllt S11 llit•rt~' Orphan Home•............................ 0 (a) (cb) (48) 0 48 48 0 9 29 . - 48 48 48 I2 48 300 0 ~t. l'.ml'tolhplt:m Jlomr• ............. ... ........................ 0 5,000 5,000 24 13 37 . -- 37 8 29 . --. 33 33 28 28 33 325 7fi 
"hilt' Hall ~ohlirrt~' th-ph:m f\chool............................. u b31,350 b31,350 I44 65 209 0 209 209 209 209 200 209 350 50 
t 'ht·t~lt•r ~pnn!!A ~olllit'nl' Oq1bnn ScboCll and Literary Institute .......••...•..............••. 120 80 200 . -- . 58 142 . -- 200 200 200 200 200 1, 200 . -- - --
}):t\ tun ~vlllit•rto' Orphan School ....... . ...................... -- ...... - ...... 26,500 26, 500 99 84 183 .... 183 65 118 183 183 183 183 183 325 0 
Huint' ti•r t lw 1•'ril'nllli'SS ....................... -- .......... -- .. -. 0 6, 215 2, 783 26 32 57 I 5 30 1 48 48 48 1 200 I2 
Orphaus' lltmH' :mel AR.dum fot• lho .Aged and Infirm of the 22, 000 6, 000 6, 000 60 19 79 ---. 24 55 39 40 0 79 59 59 30 79 1, 100 100 
]o;,;ln!!l'lil'nl Lntlwr:m Church. 
Harliml Sohlit•t-s' Ot-ytwu School ......................................... --. 23, 876 23, 874 101 1I2 213 0 213 0 I2 60 2I3 2I3 2I3 213 213 300 50 
llomt' tin· t Itt' Frirull rRs ... .... ... .............. - ......... -...... 0 2, 000 2, 000 ..•. c25 , c~5 .•. c~5 2 25 25 25 200 
Hum(' ti1r l!'l'icmllcss lihiltlrcn of lho Cil·Y and County of Lan- 2, 000 IO, 966 10, 399 85 24 I09 0 69 68 69 106 482 
t·n~tl•r.* 
"""H''"' mo Sol<li<•rt<' o., bon Sohool. ........ -............ -.. --.. . . . .. .. . "'· 000 "'· 000 106 63 169 .... 169 . --. 14 110 . -- 169 151 151 "' 1G9 800 I "' 
::unnRtkhl Holdicrs' Orphan8chool. ................................................ .. ....... 114 86 200 ...................... ~uo ~oo :!00 200 200 ______ ...... 
Mt•rct•rSt•ldicrs'Orplt:tnSchooL................................. 0 41,195 4I,Ul5 166129 295 0 287 8 I9 240 0 ~95 295 295 ~95 0 150 50 
EmausOrJlh:mUouso ...................................................... 8,000 3,000 8 I2 20 .... 19 1 5 15 .... 20 :!0 20 ....... 250 ..... 
J.luunt.ToySol<li<>rs'Orph::mSchool'............................. ............ (d) (d) 167 I36 303 ... . .............. 303 303 303 ... . 161 ....... • 
Aimwt'll Sl'ltool Association ......................... ·---~---- ... 23,650 I, 500 I, 500 0 60 60 0 44 I6 0 0 0 60 60 60 30 0 .... · 
l~aplist. Orpbnnago ................................................... --·- --. -------- --- ... -. . . .. . ... . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... 
lkt ht•sd:L Chilclron's Christian nome . --- .......... - ... - ... -..... 30, 000 5, I89 5, 169 50 52 102 . - .. 102 . - - . G !)6 .. -. 80 40 40 . .. . .. . 1GO I 20 
1~Hnl.Or£ilao.As~·lun~o~S~Slephcn'sChurch ... :---····----·--· 400,000 18,0~0 16,059 ... . li~ ?O .... 40 20 22 ~~ ... 60 ~8 ~0 20 60 4,000 
Chmclt omef01 Cb1lchon ................................................. 14,U6 13,000 9 11<.~ I24 0 ..... . 40 vl:i 0 124 LA IU 0 0 ..... 
ThoE<ln<Oiiono1HomO.-·-······-·--·-···-·oo•·····- .... -... ---· ·-···---- ... 41,770 41,770 172 0 200 I 0 125 " .... ··- 0 m 172 172 0 172 600 0 
CirardColloge_forOrphans .... _. ................................. 10,000,000 700,000 258,114 870 0 870 0 502 368 ........ 0 870 870 870 550 550 7,104 283 
llomo for Dcstttute Colored Cb1ldron................ ............ 36,000 3, 000 3, 000 19 12 0 31 31 0 ............ 31 3I 31 .................... 
Jt,wiRhFosterHomeanllOrphan.Asylum....................... 27,300 17,941 17,280 16 16 32 0 0 32 3 ~3 .... 32 32 32 0 0 300 50 
I.inco1 n lnotitnlion __ ...... _ ....... _ ............... -.... .. .. . .. . . 10, 000 30, 9>1 28, 907 100 .... 1100 .. • 45 55 40 60 .... 100 100 100 100 20 2, 000 100 

























































































7, 336 79 
---·---· ---·- --· 26 
23 132 0 .... ..... ....... 
46 91 0 
12 28 0 2 
132 313 
25 100 0 
16 54 0 35 19 5 
23 51 0 ---· ..... ..... 
250 
9 19 0 19 0 8 
36 36 0 14 36 14 
18 39 0 36 2 5 
75 142 ...... ....... ...... 43 




....... 17 17 . ..... 9 
26 0 ..•. ...... 1 .... 
12 38 0 - --· 38 3 
.. ..... 
---- 72 52 72 .:~. l3g ':~~., ..... ~ 0 ----26 0 28 28 28 28 0 ------ •••••• 
----285 285 285 240 44 1, 900 ------
0 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 
25 ...... 35 35 35 0 54 200 
.... 
----
51 51 51 0 ---- 0 
250 250 250 1, 000 
11 0 Ul 19 16 0 0 200 40 
22 ...... 32 32 32 . ..... 8 ------ .. .......... 15 0 23 9 9 0 0 0 0 
99 0 124 124 124 .. ..... 2 ------ .. .......... 
----
....... 174 174 174 174 174 300 ........ .. .. 
8 ---- 17 17 17 . ..... ....... 200 .. .......... 
----
0 79 79 79 
----
0 0 0 
22 0 38 38 38 0 38 300 0 
--------·--------11  
-- ------ ------ -- 36 30 . 66 0 50 16 10 56 . --. 66 58 58 -.-. 66 350 . ----. 
1 16 47 0 41 6 3 31 0 47 47 37 0 47 -----· ------
3 2 5 0 5 0 1 2 2 ---· ---- -·-· --·· .••..••••. ·••·•• 
40,000 153,855 ----~---- - -- · - -- -- --- .••. ---· ---· .•.. ---· ---- ---· -------- ------ ---··· 







---- - --- --······ 16 
11, 000 11, 000 41 
5, 315 4, 945 8 
13, 000 12, 870 120 
8, 000 21, 000 144 
2, 874 2, 640 5 
15, 000 16, 000 192 
2, 407 1, 945 7 
. --- -- 1, 200 5 
2, 000 2, 000 6 
------ 1, 200 23 
13 29 .... 16 13 2 14 5 25 25 25 15 25 0 ------
33 74 .. - .. -- . . --. 12 50 0 68 50 50 . --. 68 ------ .••••• 
16 ---· 24 24 ........ 5 4 24 9 15 .... 24 ........... . 
105 225 0 80 145 60 20 ---. 200 170 200 40 225 300 20 
97 241 0 ---- .... 70 171 0 196 196 196 ..•. 241 2,376 81 
3 8 0 6 2 3 5 ··-· 8 8 8 0 0 0 0 
0 192 0 192 . - - . 30 60 0 192 192 192 0 -.. . - - - - - - . - - - . -
17 24 . -- . 23 1 12 12 . -- . 24 24 24 3 16 618 102 
9 14 0 14 0 ... . - --· ---· .... ---- ---· .... ---· 200 ..... . 
2 8 ---· 7 1 7 1 .... 8 8 8 -··· ---- ------ ..... . 
22 . .. . 45 43 2 37 8 - - . . 5 2 2 . .. . . . - . 158 -.... -
35 50 0 ---· .... 39 11 3 30 30 20 0 30 ........... . 2, 000 2, 000 15 
500 500 .... ---· ---- ............................ ---- ....................... . 















30 50 80 - - - . - - -. . -- . 65 15 2 70 60 60 . -- . - -- . -.... - ... - .. 
60 20 77 3 40 40 26 52 0 65 65 50 0 80 100 -.. - .. 
43 47 90 .... 90 .... 44 40 6 60 25 25 ---- 13 142 ...... 
7 18 25 ... - 25 0 - ... - --. - .. - 25 25 -... - -- .. --. 0 -.. - .. 
1 9 10 0 10 -......... -. -... 10 10 10 0 -.. - •••••• .... .. 
-~fl:~~: -~f :::: ::~: :::: 
0 
0 
60 60 .... 60 ... 
n n o n o 













24 24 .... .... 150 65 
8 8 6 .................. .. 
44 44 44 .... .... 60 10 
60 60 60 --.. -• -- • • • • • . • ••••• 
23 20 20 0 0 .......... .. 
46 43 43 0 0 ........... . 
4 ................ .. 
25 20 0 0 341 .......... oTT83a·l-·4;4i7 I 2~ 4 .... ---· ---· .... ~ a 2 ~ H 2 4 .... 9 8 36 .... 34 24 
*From Re:port of tbe Commissioner of Education for !~78. 
a Ap:propna~on anc1 exveniliture $150 per capita. 
b Est1mated. 
c Also 10 old ln.dies. , 
d $150 for each child over 10 years nnd $115 for each one under 10. 




















TABLE XXII.-PAR'r i.-Statistics of homes and asylurns jo1· o1<plwn o1· dependent cMldren j01' 1879-Continued. 
.._; Library. l'l Present inmates. 
..:1 
1; Parent- Instruction; number rh .... 
"' Sex. Race. Orphanage. ~ fJ taught- "' age. s ~ ------ ~ ~~ 
"' <15 
rh p. ~ ri; 
.s p. ~p., 'R ... '+-< ~ c<S bJl •r-t'd 0 ,.<:1 .s "t) bjj 0 § a3 .._; d § fr biJ oi: 1-< <I)~ a3 ~ a3 ::cl l'l ~ El ¢:1 "' w,.<:l @ ~ "; "' ~ bJl 0 ~ -~ .~ ! c:ea 0 <15 1'-1 ':;) ,.<:1 ~ g ;a "'"' p. El 0 ~ 1'-1 ~ Q ~ ,.<:1 '0 1'-1 fr ~ 1'-1 Q ~ ~ "' l::: 0 "' l::: !j 1'-1 ~ r::<l ~ Q :z; ~ 0 p:j ~ ~ A ~ 
Name. 
-- -----------------------------
1 1~ 16 l'f lS 19 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 2'f 2S 29 30 31 32 33 
----------------------l---1---1---1-1-1-1-1- 1-1-1-1-1--1--l-l- l-1--'- -
~~:~ ~r : ·~·~~:!·~·Jr!~r~~~"~~.-).it;;~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: ~ -- ·--$o · -$9," ooo- -$9," ooo-.. o ·1~~ i5o · .. o · ·so· ·7o · ·75 · · 75 · .. o ·io5 · ioo · i2o · --5· .. 7 · ::::::1:::::: 
:I:IU 'l'n)lul· OrphnuAs.)lnm .............................................. 142,673 12,19G 11,036 11 17 28 0 0 .... 7 18 3 23 23 23 0 28 100 0 
:140 !:-ii. Jl~miJiuu ',.Orphan.Asylum....................................... 0 G,OOO 5,000127 .... 124 3117 10 11115 1109109 99 10 13 620 135 
:141 NatioualiJnme forDcstitutoColoredWomeuauclChildren.......... 0 ................ 63 a32 0 100 100 0 35 60 .... 71 65 71 32 71 300 
34 ~ ' !:-it. ,Tubu 'll Oqlhnnage* ....................................................................... 20 25 45 ............ 12 24 .............................. 
1 
..... . 
:11 3 St. ,hlllt• ph ' >~ U11•h:tu .Asylum ................................................................. 100 0 100 0 100 0 25 75 .... 54 54 54 ... .... 60 .... .. 
:HI ::;1. Yilll't•ut's }<'.,ma1e0rphan.A.s)lum ........................................................... 130 130 .... 39 91 86 44 .... 130 130 120 ........ 250 50 
3-15 Vhrroh.co Orphttu.Asylmu ........................................... 18,000 ........ 13,000 59 61 ............................ 118 118 118 68 118 68 




































TABLlJ: XXII.-PART 2.-Statistics of infant asylttn~s. 
Name. 
1 
1 Little Sisters' Infant SheUer .....• .. .. --- .... -- ..•... 
2 Day Nursery, Union for Home Work• ............ ---· 
3 Foundlinrrs''Home . ... ......... ....• 
1 Infant F<fundling Asylnm. ---··: ................... .. 
5 St. Vincent's Infant and Foundling Asylum ........ .. 
6 St. Vincent's Infant Asylum* ....................... . 
Boston North End Mission (nursery department) .... . 
8 Massachusetts Infant Asylum .. 
!) Honse of Providence . ............................... . 
10 Buffalo Willows' and Infants' Asylum .............. .. 
11 Babies' Shelter* ...... 
12 Foundling Asylum of the Sisters of Charity* .. -- .. ·-· 
13 Nursery and Child's Hospital of the City of New 
York.*a 
14 St. Barn::tbas Day Nur·sory 
15 Da)· Homo ..................... .. 
16 Day Nursery for Children* ......................... .. 
17 Lombal'd Stroot Day Nursery ..... . 
18 Philadelphia Home for Infants* ... . 
19 St. Vincent's Home* ................................ .. 
20 Rhode Island Children's Hospital and NUrsery*.----. 
21 St. Ann's Infant Asylum ........................... .. 





.s '"' 0 
Location. 
""' ""' 0 0 
'"' ~ Cll ~ ~ 
-- -
2 3 4 
San Francisco, Cal.......... 1874 1874 
Hartford, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 1872 
Chicago, ill .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 1872 1871 
£~~~~~~ .. li: ~::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: 
Baltimore, Md. (cor. Town- 1857 ...... 
send and Division sts.). 
Boston, Mass. (201 North 1867 
street). 
Superintendent. 
= Number of ~~ i nurses and '8§ 
.s other em- •1'"4cS 
s ployes. ""'Q) 
0 OQ 
~ ~-S Q) 
,:;,m 
't:1 S'd 
"' :::1 Q g_; . 
.9 
.!:,0 Q ~ 3§.~ 
'a) ~ ~ 0 ... ~ 
~ ~ ~ E-1 
--- ---- -
:J 6 ,. 8 9 
-- ---
Mrs. George H. Ames, secretary ...... Non-sect ........ 1 3
1 
...... .. 
Mrs. Esther 0. Dorman ............... Non-sect.. ...... 2 ...... .. 
Dr. Geo. E. Shipman ........ ... .. ... Non-sect.. .... .. .. .. .. 2, 700 
Sisters of St. Francis .. .. . . .. . . .. • .. .. R. C . .. .. . . .. • .. . ........... .. 
Sister Julia. . . . . .. . . . • • .. .. . . • . • • • . . . . R. C .. . • . . . .... . 
Sister Euphrasia. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .... . 
Rov. Samuel T. Frost ........ _ ........ I Non-sect ........ . 2 300 
Miss Elizabeth Clapp, matron ........ 1 Non-sect ........ . 10 9Hl Boston, Mass. (BoylstonSta- 186711867 
tion). 
Detroit,Mich ............... 1872 186!) I SlsterM. Stella ...................... , R. C .... .. 








New York, N.Y. (143 West 
Twentieth street). · 1873 Sister Catharine P.E ...... 2 179 
NewYork,N. Y.(EastSixty. 1869 1869 Sister M. Irene, superior ..•........... I R. C ...... , ...•.. 26 10,000 
eighth street). 
Now York, N.Y. (Lexington~ 1854 518~4~ M D b . fir . N t o 541 18 912 Ne~Y~rk,~l¥t:·~~-~-t-~~-~~~ ...... ~~~~~~ ... ~~~-~~--~ -~~s: ... ~~-~~~~~~~~~~:::::: ---~~~~~~- :: ... ~ ........... .' .. .. 
Troy, N.Y.................. 1862 1858 Mrs. Sarah R. McConi.he president... Non-sect.. 0 3 
Philadelphia, Pa ............ 1873 1863 Mrs. Margaret Lafferty.' .............. P. E ...... 0 3 




Providence, R. I .......... .. 
Washington, D.C ......... .. 
1873118731 Benjamin Reeder ..................... ~ Non-sect .. l 1 1858 ...... Si~ter Mary Joseph ................... R. C .......... .. 
1872 · •••·· M1ss S. I. Derby ...................... Non-sect ..... .. 




9 ...... .. 51 ...... .. 



















TABLE XXII.-PAR1' 2.-Statistios of infant asylunis-Continued. 
Conditions of admission. 
Nruno. 
A ge. I Other conditions. 
1 10 ::&';l 
1 Little Sislot·s' Iuftmt Sheller ............... 
1 
. . .. -- -- ·- . . 
!! lh:yNm'llery,Uniou forllowe ·work* ..... Under 8 ·-··· ·· · ·--· · · · · ·-·· ·--· 
:1 }'oimulings''lloruo .. ____ .. __ .. ___ . __ ... __ ... .. _. _ . __ __ .I Desertion . . --.- ... - --. 
4 1ufnntFoundlinj?Asylum ·· -----·- ---· ·- · · 
5 St. Vincont'slutnut null l!'ouudliug .Asylum 
6 St. Yincout'slnfnuL .A.~:~y lum ' . - - - -···-··--· 
7 Boston Nortu End Mis~:~iou (nursery de-
pnrtment.) 
8 Ma.sllachusetts Infant Asylum 
9 Uonse ofPt·oviueure . . . . •.. . ..•• • --- - - · . -- · 
10 .Uu.lf:llo W'iuows' Ulld Infants' Asylum .. __ .• ·----- ·---- -
11 Babies' Sbolter* ·----- -- --- - . . -· -·-. ----- .. 
l:! Fouuuling As) lum of the Sisters of Charity* 
New York. •a 













tions, and contributious. 
Industries taught . 
1:1 
Self supporting. ___ ._ . . _ . . ____ - .
1
. -- - -- · - - --- - --- -· ·----· .. 
Contributions, county appro1Jri- .•. -- ... . . - -
ation and proceeds from fair. 
Donations and board of children . 
Contributions and per capita 
allowance from city and c.ounty. 
By appropriations and contri-
butions. 
Provision fol' children who 
have left the institution. 
i4 
Adopted in families. 
Adopted or returned to 
friends. 
R eturned to friends . 
Provided with homes ; the 
managers exercise a super-
vision over them. 
Returned to friends, adopted, 
sent to other institutions 
or to t.he W est . 
None. 
Adopted or transfer red to 
other institutions. 
Adopted or sent t o Children's 
Home. 






































TABLE XXII.-PART 2.-Stat-istics of infant asyl-ums-Continued • 
.-d 
1=1 





"' Sex. Race. Parentage. Orphanage. Instruction; number taught-
"' 
rn ~ ~ ~ Q;);..: 1-< 
rh '0 .,c:lo:$ 
"' <l3 ~ 
.... .., P< 1=1 
.;, 1=1~ 1-< o:$ d 
"" "" ~ ..c:l bJl :g 0 ·1'"1c; 0 biJ ~ <l3 o) .-d ~ ,;, E' ;§ bil bil 1-< <t>O o) <l3 1=1 
.s 1=1 s .s <l) rll.,c:l 
"' 
s 1=1 ~ <l) ~ bJl o:$ 0 '0 d ,.Q '-'OQ "' o) :<;::: 1-< '@ ..c:l ::!:::1 1=1 'g :;l ..c:l ~ ·;n s ~"' 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ P< ~ .<:I ~ E' "' -~ o:$ p Q Q ~ ~ '0 0 o:$ 0 ~ ~ ~ "' 1=1 ~ J>;l ~ f":<i 0 (!; f":<i 0 P=l f":<i ~ A ~ (!; H 
----------- --- - -- -- --- --- --- --- --- ------ --- ---------
--
1 1:i 16 l'f JS 19 20 21 22 23 ~4 2:i 26 2'f 2S 29 30 31 32 33 
,, l---~---~---,--,--,--,-,--,--,--l--l--l--l--t--l--l--1--l--
1 Little Sisters' Infant Shelter................ $2, 000 $5, 969 $5,274 18 20 38 0 ... --. 38 25 8 2 (a) (a) (a) (a) j (a) . -.. -.
1
.-----I ~f~~~~~~~~;.;~~:~;~;i~- :::_:t :-tm: :::-:m: :~:;:: :~:w :~~:- - ~: ·::::: :~::~: ::;;;: ·::::: :~:w :::::: -~E ~m~~ ~~~::. ~E ~:E ~~::: 
7 Boston North End Mission (nursery depart- 2, 500 10, 000 10, 000 6 7 12 1 .•.......• -.. ---.- . . • • • . . •• • • . (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
ment). 
8 Massachusetts Infant Asylum* ........... . 
9 House of Providence ...................... . 
10 Bufl'alo Widows' and Infants' Asylum ..... . 
1~ Babies'_Shelter* ............. .............. .. 
12 Foundlmg Asylum of the Sisters of Charity* 
13 Nm-sery and Child's Hospital of the City of 







19, 662 1 20,143 
-i7,' 696 ·r· i7,' 696-
4,448 3, 412 
248, 848 1281, 657 



















3 ...... ...... ...... ...... 38 .................................. .. 
.. 19 5 .................................................... .. 
0 .................................................................. ..... .. 
.... ...... ...... 2 13 0 .................................. .. 
30 .................. ------1,512 60 60 60 ...... b100 140 I""" 
4 312 464 29 382 1 ······ .................................. .. 
14 St.Barnabas DayNursery .................. ........ -·-····· ........ ··-··- ······ ·••••· ··-- ······ ·••··· ·•···· ...... ··•··· ·•·•·· ·····- ·····- ·••••· ···•·· ........... . 
15 Day Home ............ . . .. ••••••......•...•. 35,160 3,093 2,461 100 108 183 15 40 168 6 80 1 ........................................ .. 
16 Day Nursery for Children* .. .. .. • • .. o . .. .. . .. 1, 800 ............ ...... .......................................................................... . ~~ Lo~bard S~reetDay Nursery ........ ::::::: o 1, 866 1, 749 55 53 108 0 ................ ........ . :.... (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) ........... . 
19 ~~delph1a Home for Infants*............. 2, 600 5, 200 5, 000 40 .. .. .. 40 .. ........... , ............................................................ .. 
20 mcent'sHome* ........................ o ........ ........ 70 74 142 2 ...................................................................... .. Rhode !sland Children's Hospital and N ur- . • • . . . .. .. • .. • .. . . . .. . .. 9 7 16 .. .. 12 4 0 4 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .............. .. 
sery. 
21 St.Ann'slnfantAsylum .................... l d5,000 1 ........ 1 . ....... 1 57 28 83 2 ..................... 1 .......... 1 ............ 1-·----1··-·-···--·-···-···-··-·····------·------·------
*Frdm Report of Commissioner of Education for 1878. ·-· 
























































~ H H 1--' 1----
3 I 4 :i 6 
Number .s~ 
of officocs, 
""'§ teachers, o,s 




~ J'jlfl ~ c;;~g ~ ~ ~S:;j ~ J"':; E-1 




lti Dl•lroit Industrial School ·-·---··---· ·------·-------· 
17 (;otul ~lll'llllt•rd Industrial School for Girls .... _ -- ___ . 
lS 1 Bliml Gir s' Industrial llome* ...... ·----- ------ ----·· Hl l t;irl"' Imlustrinlliome* ·--------------·---· ·-·------
:!0 .lmlustrial School of tho llouse of tho Good Shepherd. 
~~ Inllustriul School (St. Joscpl1's Com·ent of Mercy).-. 
:.!:! Inllustriul Schools (Children's Friend Society) .... .. . 
~3 ~ Brooklru lndustl·ial School AssociatJon and Home 
for Destitute Children. 
24 Industrial Schools (Chiluren's Aid Society)*- ... -..••. 
5 I Chiltlron's Aid Society Industrial Schools* _ ... __ . ___ . 
~\i 1 Fi"e Points House of ~tl4stry. ·----- ........•.. , .... 
Sa,"annah, Ga ........... _ .. . 11875
1
18751 Mrs. R. Q. Way ___ ........ --- .. -·-- .. -~ Non-sect--~ 1 I 2 I 151 
Chicago, lll.(389 Third ave.). 1864 1867 Miss Helen M. Heffron, teacher.----. - Non-sect.. .•.... -1 
Chica.go,Ill .. "·---- ---·--··· 1868 --···· Mrs.J.Grant ......................... Non-sect .. --- --- 2 Chic~.go, Ill.. ... _--·- ............. ---· __ Miss F. C . .Tone~ ..• •................. Presb ..... ------ 25 
Peona, ill .................. 1876 1866/ Mrs.E.D.Hardin ................ , .... Non-sect.. 0 30 I 327 
Richmond, Incl .............. ------ j1867 
Near Newport, Ky. (High- 18i6 1866 
land avenue). 
New Orleans, La . ........... ---- ·------· 
New Orleans, La ............ ---··- ..... . 
New Orleans, La ..... ...... .......... .. . 
Hallowell, Me . __ .. ... --· ... 1872 1875 
Portland, Me ... .. .... -··--- ---··- ..... . 
Baltimore, Md ...... -.------ 1866 1866 
Canoll, Mel ....... .......... 1866 1866 
Boston, Mass. (Dorchester 1854 1854 
district.) 
Detroit, Mich .. .. _ . -- ...... _ 1859 1857 
St. Paul, Minn ..... - ..... -.... -... 1869 
St. Louis, Mo ........... _... 1878 1878 
St. Louis, Mo ...... _ .. _ ... _. 1855 1849 
St. Louis, Mo. (17th street ------ ...... 
bet. Chestnut and Pine). 
St. Louis, Mo ..... _ ......... b1857 b1856 
.Albany, N. Y . .... _ .... __ ... 1863 1857 
Brooklyn, N.Y ............. 1854 1854 
Brookl)Il, N. Y............. 1866 1866 · 
New York, N.Y. (19 East 1855 1854 
Mrs. M.artha Valentine._·:-.-·- .... ···J Fri~nds. --~ ----·· 





Rev. Father Marine, c. s. c., provincial. 
Sister .Mary of St. Rose, superior-- ... . 
Sister Angelica ....... ............... . 
E. Rowell, manager-------------··-·--
Mrs.A.E. Weston ................... . 
Sister Josepha ........ _ .... --- ....... . 
Brother Alexins .....•...... _ ........ . 
Miss H. R. Burns, matron .. -- ........ . 
R.C ....... .................. . . 
R. C ... .... ------ ------ ..•..... 
R. C ------ --·-·- 20 -···--·· 
Non-sect __ --··-- 3 113 
Unitarian....... 6-8 ........ 
R. c .. ----- ---. -- 9 ' 500 
R. c .. ----- 9 . - •• ' - 1, 250 




3 II 8 
5 
Fourth street). 
New York.N. Y. (155 Worth 1854 1851 \William F. Barnard ................... \ Non-sect-- cl 







































27 1 Industrial School of St. Augustine's Chapel. ••....... J New York, N.Y. (Bowery 1. •••• .1 1870 
and Houston sts.). 
28 I Industrial School of the United Relief Works of the 
Society for Ethical Culture. 
Industrial Schools of American Female Guardian 29 
~ 
~30 












St. Joseph's Indnsttial Home .. ....... .. .. ........ .. . 
8t. Vincrnt"s Indnstrial Scl10oL ..................... . 
:wilson Industrial School for Girls ..•................ 
The Inclnstrial School or Rochester ................. . 
House of tho Good Shepherd ........................ . 
Industrial School and Borne (Children's Aid Society). 
St. Luke's Sewing SchooL .........................••. 
·warren Street Mission Sewing School, No.8 ....•....• 
Toledo Industrial School ............ . .. . 
House of Industry Colored SchooL ...••. 
Industrial Home for Girls ..........................•. 
Pennsyh·ania Industrial HQme for Blind Women* .... 
421 West PbiladelJ?bia Industrial School of the Immacu-
late Conception. 
43 Girls' Industrial Home .......••..•..•.... 
44 School of the Good Shepherd ........................ . 
45 Industrial Home School* 
New York, N . Y ........... . 
Nrw York, N.Y. (29 East 1849 1854 
Twenty-ninth street). 
New York, N.Y ..••.•... ... 1858 1869 
New York, N.Y ....•. ........ : ... 1856 
New York, N.Y ............ 1854 1853 
Rochester, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857 1857 
Tomkin's Cove, N.Y....... . 1870 1866 
Cleveland, Ohio............. 1865 1865 
Marietta, Ohio ........... . ... ..... 1870 
Marietta., Ohio. . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 
Toledo, Ohio ................ 187511874 
Ph~adelph~a, Pa. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . 1848 
Pbiladelplna, Pa............ 1859 1858 
Philadelphia, Pa. (3929 Lo- 1868 1868 
oust street). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (39th and 1858 
Pine streets). 
Knoxville, T enn . . . . . . . . . • • . 187911873 
Lawrenceville, Va.......... . . . . .. 1879 
Georgetown, D. C........... 1872 1864 
: .. ~ 
Miss E. D. Bininger 
*Fro~ R~port of the Commissioner of Education fol' 1878. a Since closed. liFor St. Joseph 's Convent of .Mercy. 
41 •···· ·· ·· 
0 42 
R.C....... ...... 27 
R. c.·····- 0 10 
Non-sect.. ...... 4 
Non-sect.. 0 2 
P.E . . ... .. 1 1 
Non-sect........ 2 
P.E....... ...... 5 
Non-sect.. . ... . . 2 




o I 12 

































TABLE XXII.-PART 3.-Statistics of indust1·ial schools-Continued. 
Conditions of admission. 
Nnme. How supported. 
.Age. I Other conditions. 
1 10 I 11 12 
Imlustrinl nome or llome for the Friend-~12 and over -~.A. virtuous record .- .. -~ Donations from laundry .... 
lt•ss. • !'! I Durt·Mis!lion~ndl}strinl School. ...... ..... --- --~·-:···-- ...... _ .... _ ........ ... ... ~ndowment ............. .. . 
11om~ lullu~tmu Scl.wol. ..... ............ . . No hunt .... Dest1tutwn ........... :Endowment ............... . 
51 Girls' Imlut~ lrinl Sdwol 
tinu Hom~ Mh.siou) . 





12 1 Preble Chn.pol Sawin~ School a 
13 St. Joseph's llonse oi Industry 
14 I St. "Mary '~ Intlustrinl School for Boys ..... , 
15 I Industrial School for Girls . .............. . . 
7-18 
16 1 D etroit Industrial School. ............ ----- ~-- .... .. ···---~ Poverty 
17 Good Shop herd Industrial School for Girls ........ .. ..... ........... . 
l~ Blind Girls' Industrial Rome • ....... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Graduate of Missouri 
Institution for :Edu-
cation of tbe Blind. 
B.v First Presbyterian 
Chm·ch. 
Voluntary contl'ibutions ... -
Donations ..... . 
Appropriations, contribu-
tions, and labor of inmates. 
Donations, subscriptions, 
and legacies. 
Contributions and rents .... 
Contributions, labor of in-
mates, and tuition fees. 
By labor of its inmates ..... . 
Industries taught. 
13 
Sewing-, cooking, housework, 
and laundry work. 
Sewing, knil;ting, c.rocheting,&c. 
Generalbousework, sewing, and 
knitting. 
Sewing 
Useful trades .................. . 
Provision for children 
who have left the 
institution . 
14 
Housekeeping and sewing ••.••• ! Homes in families. 
Sewing ........................ . 
Dress and shirt making, milli-
nery, tailoring, embroidery, 
and plain sewin~. 
Farming, gardenmg, printing, 
sboemaking, tailoring, basket 
making, and other wicker 
work. 
.All domestic duties, sewing, 
knitting, &c. 
House duties and sewing ...... . 
Laumlry work, fancy work, and 
]>lain sewin~. 
Sewing, headwork, lace mak-
ing, crocheting, and chair 
seating. 
Situations are pro-
vided for them. 
Girls are untler guar-
dianship of the man-






































i9 Girls' Industrial Home * ...... . ....... . ... . 
20 Industrial School of the House of the Good 
Shepherd. 
21 Industrial School (St . .Joseph's Convent of 
Mercy) . 
22 Industrial Schools (Children 's Friend So-
ciety). 
23 Brooklyn Industrial School .Association 
and Home for Destitute Children. 
24 Industrial Schools (Children's .Aid ::)ociety)* 
251 Children's .Aid Society Industrial Schools* . 
26 Five Points House of Industry 
30 
271 Industrial School of St . .Augustine's Cba!Jel. 
28 Industrial School of the United R elief 
Works of the Society for Ethical Culture. 
29 Industrial Schoola of .American Female 
Guardian Society. 
St . .Joseph's Industrial Home ............. . 
31 St. Vincent's Industrial School ..•.... -- ... 
32 I Wilson Industrial School for Girls .. -- . .. -· 
Subscriptions from managers: Sewing aDtl housework ....... - . I Indentured or adopted. 
Contributions, industry of I General housework, sewing, I Provided with situa-
inmates, &c. knitting, &c. tiona. 
Contributions and interest Domestic duties aJHlsewing .... Girls are put out to 
on invested funds. serv ice. 
Voluntary contributions .... 
Uncler 21. .• J ....................... 1 Endowment and contribu-
tions. 
State appropriations and 
contributions. 
.At~W5~-!~tious and contri-
.Appropriations from school 
fllllu and contributions. 
.Appropriations, donations, 
and tuition fees. 
Industry ofinmates and tui-
tion fees . 
Contributions, r ents, and in-
come from invested funds. 
Machine and haml sewing; a 1 Placed in good families. 
kit.clten garden class of 25 
chiluren in one ofthese schools 
during the year 1879. 
Sewing . ............ ...... ...... 1 Teachers look after 
Shoemaking, printing, sewing, 
and housework; there is here 
a kitchen garden in which 
were 30 scholars ancl 3 teach-
ers in 1879. 
Hand and machine sewing, em-
bl'Oidery, and worsted work. 
Rudimentary principles of me-
chanical operations. 
Sewing 
House duties, knitting, sewing, 
antl use of sewing machine. 
Domestic work, dress alJd cloak 
making, and use of sewing 
machine. 
them. 
Placed in homes or go 
to friends. 
Provided with a home, 
suitable clothing: 




33 The Induetrial School of Rochester .... _ ... I Under 15 .. •. Board of children, contribu-
tions, and income from in-
vested funds. 
Housework and sewing; a class 
of24 children was taught daily 
an hour and a half in the 
kitchen garden during the 
year 1879. 
Housework . _ .................. . 
34 Honse of the Good Shepherd 
35 Industrial School and Home 
.Aid Society). 
36 St. Luke's Sewing School ..... . ..... . .... -. 
37 Warren Street Mission Sewing School, No. 3 
38 Toledo hid us trial School. ............ - .. - .. 
39 House of Industry Colored School ........ . 
40 Industrial Home :i'or Girls .••..•..... 
By donations 
Voluntary contributions . . .. 
Contributions. ____ ... . ..... . 
By contributions ..... . ..... . 
By contributions .. .... ..... . 
12 and over ·J·G~~d·h~~itb..~ii~:;{r:·, ~~\~\~~y·~~;;t~ibtiti~~~: ::: 
tuous record. 
Housework, farmwork, and gar-
dening. 
.Agriculture, housework, knit-
ting, and sewing. 
Sewing ............ . 
Sewing ............ ... ......... . 
~ew~nfl: and housework ......••. 
SeWIDg ... ....................... . 
Sewing, laundry, and housework 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. a Since closed. 
In homes until of age . 
Placed in sitnations. 























11 I Pcnut~ \ ln nu.• Industrial llom 
" ' mitt'n . 
1:! 'Wt•l'l t l'bilnddphi:\Indns f rial School of the 
Inuuantlato Couct•ption. 
,id~:~' Iluhtt~ ltial llomo ..... . 
J5 I Imlu~:~ triitlllomo Sehool'" 
TABLE XXII.-PART 3.-Statistics of indnBtrialBohoolB-Continued. 
'onditions of admission. 
A~e. I Other concliLions. 
10 . I 11 
How supported. 
12 
Subscriptions and donations . 
Labor of iDmates and tui-
tion fees. 
Contributions and labor of 
inmates. 
Sustained by the Protestant 
Episcopal Church. 
Appropria.tions, board of 
paupers, and labor of in-
mates. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1878. 
Industries taught. 
l:J 
Cane seating, basket making, 
knitting, and sewing. 
Domestic work, dress making, 
em broidery, and use of sewing 
machine. 
Domestic .work and sewing . .... 
Sewing for girls .... 
Provision for children 
who have left the 
institution. 
14 
Placed in situations, 
families, or taken by 
friends. 
Carpentry, cha,ir seating, sew- I Placed in families. 




































T.A.Bt.E XXIt.-1> AR.r 3.-Statistics of ind-ust1·ial schools- Continued. 
rd 
Present inmates. Library. ~ 
Name. 
---i Parent- rti ..., Sex. Race. Orphanage. Instruction; number taught- Q) rn s:l age. s ~ c.s ~ p ]~ w '0 cO 1>- -+'IQ) PI H 1=1 rti 0 '+-< 1::1.., '+-< E c.s bO :g 0 ........... 0 ~ biJ ..., <D ;a <D rd s:l rti PI .s biJ biJ H ~g 1=1 cO <D 1=1 H 8 ~ .e s 1=1 0 Q) ~~ 1=1 s § ~ .., bO ell 0 -~ ,0 cO ;<;::: H .!::; -~ ~ 1=1 ;a :c ~ 'iii e 0 0 A s 0 ~ ..... H"' s c.> ~ ~ 




1 1~ 16 17 1S 19 ~0 21 22 23 24 25 26 27' 28 ~9 30 31 32 33 
----
-- - ------- ·------------
1 Industrial Home or Home for the FriencUess"".. . $6, 996 $4, 519 $1, 410 2 
2 :Burr Mission Industrial School ...•.............. ------. a3, 205 a3, 205 42 
3 Home Industrial SchooL ...... ------------------ -------- -------- ------ -- 10 
4 Railroad Mission Industrial School . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 150 150 ....... . 
5 Girls' Industrial School (Woman's Christian 0 -------- -----·-- 0 
Home Mission). 
~i ~:~~~~~!t1~~t~J~·;She~·H :::::: :~.i.r ::-·m -~:~? ,n ·~~· •-~· •• •• "' :.r: :.l··< :···: :.::::• •--• ·. "· :,, ~~ ~~~:e~~~f~o~e~ff~gl~~lr~· ::·:::::=::::::::: :::=:::= ::=::::: :::::::: :::::::: !~ :::: :::: -~~- :::· ·4o· ---·5· :::: ::::::: : :::::::: :::::::: :::. :::: ""35() .... 5o 
14 St. Marts Industrial S?boolfor :Boys . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 41, 725 68, ~08 386 .. -..... . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . 43 153 ... ............... .. ..... . .. ........ 1, 124 209 
15 IndustnalSchoclforGu·ls ...................... 3,630 5,341 5,366 ....... . 24 ... ........ . ......... . ................................... . ............... . ~~ ~f!it~~i~~~:f~L~!~¥~~~~~~· :~~~·~~::~~~: ::;;;~b: ::~:~~~: ::~:~~~ : :::::~~ : !~ ::i: ::&: ::~ : ::~ : ~ :~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: -- ~~~- :::::: 
19 Girls'IndustrialHome•· ----···-- · ·---·-····--········ ·· 3,479 5,000 0 c60 60 .... 50 25 7 15 0 60 40 30 .. . . 60 100 ----·· 
20 Industrial School of the House of the Good .. ..... - -· · ·- · -· · · - · · - · · · ·- · · · -· .. -- · · -- · - · · - · • · ·- -- ... - -... -. ·. ·. · ·- · ·- ·-- · - - ·---- · · - · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · Shepherd. 











22 Industnal Schools (Cb1ldren s Fr1eml So01ety) . . 14, 800 ~. 598 2, 589 (97) ....... : .................. ... _ ....... . .. -... . . . . . . . . . . . -. .. . 0 -.... . 
23 l3rook1yn_ Industrial School Association and 20, 500 28, 062 27, 169 82 I 57 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ......• . --.-.- -- ----- · -- · ·.--- -- • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Home tor Destitute Children. 
24 Industl'ial Schools (Children's Aid Society)*. __ ..... . .. _ d15,884 d15, 640 (210) 210 __ .. 200 10 . . . . 35 . . . . 210 200 200 ... - 210 190 30 
~· From Report of the Commissioner Of Education for 1878. a Appears to include report on these items of the Sabbath school with which the industrial school is connected. 






















TABLE XXII.-PART 3.-Statistics of industrial schools-Continued. 
Name. 
rd Present inmates. Library. ~ Parent- ai ..., ~ Sex. Race. Orphanage. Instruction; number taught- Q) rn Q age. El ..:s 
e<l p ]~ ~ rD '0 ~ I> ...,Q) p. ~ u:i :3 ...., -~!' .... E ..cl Cll 0 0 ui .s bil 0 § ;EJ ~ rd d ~ bil bil Q) ... <l:>O ~ i, i, bJJ l':l ;;:1 .s -~ El .9 0 Q) "'..cl a § Q) p. e<l 0 ,.0 "'"' i, e<l ] ... "§ ..cl .... § ~ ..cl ~ ~rn0 0 ~ .a ~ -~ ~ rn El a p. ~ ~ e<l ~ 0 0 1>1 ~ 0 ~ 0 Q) ~ ... p l':l ~ ~ I'<; C) z I'<; 0 I'<; p::; ..q A ~ z ~ H ..q H --------------~------
Hi 16 17 JS 19 20 21 22 23 24 2a ~6 27 2S 29 30 :n 32 33 1 
, ___ , ___ , __ ___ ,_,_,_,_, __ , __ ,_, ___ , ___ , ___ ,_, __ , __ j--
0 
0 ~5 ~ q~tiltlrt.'~'~o~ Aid Socio~y Industrial Schools* .............. $~05,583 $2~,~~0 al8,769 a6, 896 .......... . .. .•. .... ... - ...... a21,952 a21,952 a21,952 .•...... 2, 614 
.. G l'ln>Pomtslltm!ll'oiiuduRtr,r ...... . ......... ..... . .. 33,138 33,1 ,,8 /1310 b212 . .. .. ....... ... . 10 132 ... ...... ... ..... .................. 1,000 
~~ l l~!:t.:~:~:l::l~~.\\~)~\o~~~\;:-u;;il~~(\ni~~~?e~·:trv~l:k~- :::::::: ·---~~- ----~~~- : ::::::: ·---~~~. :::: ::: · :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : ::::::::::::::: : ~: :: :::: ::::::······· 
()t' tlw Soddv- for Ethicnl Culture. ~!l ltulustrial SclloolR of .Amoricun .Female Guar- $0 16, 377 32, 302 3, 023 2, !>13 . ••..• ••.....••. 7~2 1, 484 ... . ..••••. ......... . .. ............. 1 400 I 200 
dian Sndt.•ly. ' 
2:.11 :10 St .• Tost•plt ':'l!'utlustl'ialllomo . ...... ................. ... 46,116 46,110 
31 St. Yimwut's lntlustrial School. .. : ..........•.......................... . •. . ...... 
;!:! 'Yilson Intlustriul School for Girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000 P, 276 7, 537 
:13 'l'ho lllllustriu 1 School of Rochester.. . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 5, 146 5, 398 
3-l llouse of the Good Shepherd . ... ... . ...... .. . .. 0 5, 000 5, 000 





311 St. Luke's Sewing: School ........... . . ............. ... . . ..... __ . ...... ... __ .... . 
37 Warren Strel't Mission Sewing School No.3 ..•......................... . ....... 
38 'l'oledolndustrialSchool.... .. .................. ........ 700 700 25 
39 Rouse of Industry Colored School.............. . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 56 
40 lndustriulRomel'orGirls....................... 0 2 352 2 598 0 
41 PeunsylvanialndustrialHomeforBlindWomen• 55,000 5;026 5;230 ... . ... . 















... ·•· ··· •· ········· 43 459 ! ...... \ ........... --·------ .. .. ............... . l••-·1··--
. •• . , . ••. , .••. , ..•. , 4 
..• . .... .••. .•.. 6 
..•. .... .... .... 19 
50 , .... , ........ , ...•.... , .. ..... . , .... , ... . 
19 . -- ....•.•........ -- ...... -- ---- . - .. 










. ---~----~---·1 1 I 22 1·---~--------~------··l--------l·-··l----l------~------···· .... .... 8 25 .... ········ ........ ··••·· -- .... ---- ...... ------26 .. - . - . • . - . - - - - - . -- . - - - - - - . 26 26 26 0 0 .•.• - . - -. - - • 
331. ...................................••••...•••.•...•....•..•.••..••..• 
............ 50 60 .••. -------- .••.••.. .•• ..... ..•..•. .•••••••••••• 
43 Girls\Induslil:ialHome ......................... 0 963 931 
1 
.... . .. .. .. ... . 
44 Sohoo oftltoGoodSho herd.......... . ................................ 60 100 
























160 . -- .. -... -- ... ---- . --. 160 160 160 - - .. -..... ---- .•.. --
0 66 \·... 3 '38 28 66 66 66 66 66 250 75 







































TABLE XXII.- List of homes and asylums for orphan or dependent ch-ildren, infant asy-
lums, and industrial schools from which no information has been 1'cceivecl. 
Namo. 
PART 1.-HOMES AND ASYLUMS FOR ORPHAN OR DEPENDENT CDIL· 
Dl1EN. 
.Asylum for Girls ........ . ..................... " .................. . 
St. Catharine's Orphan .Asylum .................................. .. 
St.. James' .Asylum ........... .. ................................ .. 
Watkinson's Juvenile .Asylum and Farm School. ................ .. 
Middlesex County Orphans' Home ................................ . 
Home for Friendless and Destitute Children . .••••..... ............ 
.Atlanta Benevolent Home ........................................ . 
Methodist Orphans' Home .. ............................. ..... . ... . 
tt~~!~;.~ITr~~:l_Y:;l~~-: ::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: .":::: :::::: 
Columbus Female Orphan .Asylum ................................ . 
White Bluff Female Orphanage ......................... .. ........ . 
Swedish Orphan .Asylum ..... .................................... .. 
Protestant Deaconess's Orphan Home ....................... ...... . 
Woodland Home for Orphan and Friendless ..................... .. 
Home for th'61 Friendless .......................................... . 
Colored Orphan .Asylum ... .. ... .................................. . 
Evansville Orphan .Asylum ..................................... .. . 
Ladies' Auxiliary Orphan .Asylum Society ....................... .. 
German Orphan .Asylum ......................................... . 
Protestant Orphan .Asylum ....................................... . 
Widows' and Orphans' Home ................................ .... .. 
Orphans' Home . ..... ........ ..... ............ ................. ... . 
Masonic Widows' and Orphans' Home .......... .. ...... .......... .. 
Presbyteria,n Orphans' Home Society of Louisville ................ . 
£~~~~~~a Hl!;iu~~~~~~:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Newsboys' Lodging Home .. .... ........... .......... ........ ..... . 
St. Louis Female Orphan .Asylum ................................. . 
Orphans' Home ................................... " .............. .. 
Henry Watson Children's .Aid Society ......... .......... ........ .. 
Kelso Orphan Home ............... ... ................. ........... . 
St. James' Home for Homeless Children .......................... . 
Boffin 's Bower .................................................... . 
West End Sheltering Arms ......... ....•.•.....•••.••••....•... ... 
Shaw's Asylum for Mariners' Children ................... ........ . 
Home for Young Women and Children .. • . ...................... . 
N. E. County Home for Orphan and Homeless Children ........ ... . 
Ladies' Protestant Orphan .Asylum ....................... : ....... .. 
St. Vincent's Orphan Home ...................................... .. 
r!~1o~!c:~-i!iil~s~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Home for the Friendless ......................••......•............ 
Episcopal Orphans' Home .. ...................... . ......... ..... .. 
Southern Methodist Orphan Home ........................ ........ . 
~:;:~: ~i;f~~ ~-s-~1-~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
St. Michael's Or!han .Asylum ..................................... . 
8htfd~~~~Pi£~~e. ~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Davenport Female Orphan Institute ......••.••••..•.•............. 
Brooklyn Union for Christian Work .............................. . 
Orphans' Home .................... ........................ ....... . 
St. Paul's Female Oryhan .Asylum or Industrial School ........... . 
St. Vincent's Home for Homeless and Destitute Boys ...... ....... . 
Catholic Home ...... . ....................................... ..... . 
~~~~~:~rJr~~~t~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: 
Children's Home . ................................................ .. 
Free Home for Destitute Young Girls ...•........•... •......... . ". 
Montefiero Widow and Orphan :Benefit Society ...•.•...•..... ... .. 
Union Home and School . .............................. .... ... .... . 
~~;~hf~~s t~r:?ifo::r~88:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Children's Home ... . : ............ ..................... ........... .. 
Home for the Friendless and Female Guardian Society ........... . 
Union llethel and Newsboys' Home ............................. -·· 
Home for the Friendless . ......................................... · 
St. Vincent's Orphan .Asylum .................................... .. 
Orphans' Home ..... .................................... ... ..... · .. 
~i~[:kseph's Orph~n Ho~e . ....................................... . 
e County Children s Home ......••..•.........•.............. 
St. Joseph's Orphan .Asylum .................... ................ .. 
Church Home . ........................................... · .. · · ·-- · 
Location. 











White Bluff, Ga. 
.Andover, Ill. 











La Teche, La. 
New Orleans, La. (cor. Tonti and 
Hospital streets). 
New Orleans, La. 











East Saginaw, Mich. 
Marquette, Mich. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Hannibal, Mo. 
St. Joseph. Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Virginia City, Nev. 
Manchester, N . H. 
Jersey City, N . .J. 
Orange, N.J. 
Trenton, N . .J. 
Bath, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, ~- Y. 




g~~:~g~~~~~ ~ :· 
Lockporr., ~- Y. 
Newburgh, N.Y. 
New York, N. Y. {41Seventhave.). 
New York, N.Y. {64 E. Fourth st.). 
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TA.BLE XXII.-List of homes and asylums for orphans, <}'c.-Continued. 
Name. 
Home for the Friendless .......................................... . 
Fressler Orphan Home ..... ........ ... .................•.........••. 
Children's Asylum (Philadelphia Alms House) ................... . 
Foster Home Association ............••.•.........•....••.......... 
St. Paul's Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum ..............•.......• 
Orphans' Home of the Evangelical Lutheran Church ............. . 
Orphans' Farm School ......................•...................... 
Home for Destitute Children ........•...........• . .....•........... 
trt:~~~fJ~iKl~~~~{-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Friends' Asylum for Color-ed Orphans ..•.................••...•••. 
Home for the Friendless ............•.......................••..... 
German Orphan Asylum ....... .. ...................... ...•........ 
Washington City Orphan Asylum ... . . .............•.............. 
St. Vincent's Asylum and Industrial Home ....................... . 














Fond du Lac, Wis. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C 
Santa Fe, N. Mex 
Foundlings' Home .. .......... ........•••................ .... ...... Detroit, Mich. 
New York Foundling Asylum Society ..............•.... .......... New York, N. Y. 
New York Infant Asylum ..............• •......•.. ........... ..... New York, N. Y. 
PART 3.-INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 
~ili!: ~~~:tg~i ~~~~~i: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
St . .Joseph's Industrial School .. ..... · .................. .••....•.••. 
St. Mary's Academy and Industrial School ....................... . 
Industrial Home ......•...................... .. .................•.. 
Industrial Home of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum ................•. 
New York House and School oflndustry . ........................ . 
Protestant Industrial School. . ...... . .. : .............•........•.... 
~d~~~'nnlc~ggl0~~:: ~ ~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
.Philadelphia Lying-in Charity and Nurse School ....••••••••.•.•.. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Albany, N.Y. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kingston, N.Y. 
New York, N.Y. 
New York, N.Y. , 
Cincinnati, Ohio (88 E. Thrrd st.). 
Marietta, Ohio. 
Mineral Ridge, Ohio. 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
TABLE XXII:_:_ Memo?'anda. 
Name. Location. 
ORPHAN .ASYLUMS. 
Male Orphan Asylum .... ... ................ Watsonville, Cal .... . 
Jefferson County Orphan Home ........... . Madison, Ind ...... ... . 
German Baptist Bethesda . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Louisville; Ky ....... . 
House of the Good Shepherd................ Baltimore, Md ....... . 
Orphan Asylum . .. .. .. . .. . . • • • . . . . .. .. .. .. . Baraga., Mich ....... .. 
Home for Friendless Children ............ . . Jerse,y City, N.J ..... . 
Concord Female Benevolent Association.... Concord, N. H ... .. .. . 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum................. Albany, N. Y ........ . 
St. Stephen's Home..... .. . . . . . .. . . . . • .. .. . Buffalo, N.Y ......... . 
German Ladies' Society for the Support of New York, N.Y .... .. 
Orphans and Widows. 
House of Charity and Farm ................. Oswego, N.Y ........ . 
Home for the Friendless.. .................. Rochester, N. Y ...... . 
St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum .... . ..•. Utica, N.Y .. ..••..... 
Widows' and Orpha.ns' Home............... Rochester, Pa . ....... . 




Sei~~:tf~~1:Vale Orphan Asylum; 
Not in existence. 
Name changed to German Bap-
tist Orphan Home. 
See Reform Schools (Table XXI) . 
Not in existence. 
See Children's Friend Society. 
Not educational. 
Not found. 
Not in existence. 
Supports from 50 to 60 widows 
with their orphans in their own 
homes, and also works for full 
orphans in connection with 
WartburgOrphanFarmSchool. 
An . alm~house for the city of 
D~~~!§0to care and su ort of 
old ladies, &c. ; no chif9ren iu 
home nor educational depart-
ment. 
Chartered with the name of Pro-
tectorate aml Reformatory for 
Destitute Children. See 'l1able 
XXI. 
Not in existence. 
Closed. 
Cit.y and County Industrial SchooL......... San Francisco, Cal .... See Reform Schools (Table XXI). 
Connecticut Training School for Nnrses . • . . New Haven, Conn . •• . See Table XVII. 
Industrial School of the Holy Cross ..•.. .... New Orleans, La ..... Superseded bv a young ladies' 
'Boston City Hospital Training School for 
Nurses. 
boarding scliool iu 1879. 
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . See Table XVII. 
'Boston Training School for Nurses (Massa- Boston, Mass . . . . . . • • . See Table XVII. 
chusetts General Hospital). 
New England Hospital Training School for Boston, Mass ..••..•. See Table XVII. 
Nurses. 
Bellevue Training School for Nurses ....... New York, N. Y ...•.. See Table XVII. 
New York Hospital Training School for New York, N.Y ...... SeeTableXVII. 
Nurses. 
School for Nurses, CharityHospital ..•..••. New York, N.Y ...... See Table XVII. 
House of the Good Shepherd ........ .. ...... Syracuse, N.Y ....... Not an industrial school; report. 
Training School for Nurses of the Woman's Philadelphia1 Pa ...... Se~d,P!b~eh~~~l. Ho pital. 
Washington Training School for Nurses .... Washington, D.C .. •. See Table XVIL 
698 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XXIII.- Statistics of educational benefactionsjo1·1879; from 
Organiz:ttion to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
----------------------1-------------l--------------------l---------------: 
1 3 4 
UNIVERSITIES .A.ND COLLEGES. 
University of Alabama ......... Tuscaloosa, Al:t ... Thomas U. Peters ....... . Courtland, Ala ..... . 
University of California . . . . . . . Berkeley, Cal . . . . . Henry D. Cogswell........ San Francisco, Cal.. 
Colorado College............... Colorado Springs, ................................................. . 
Colo. 
Wesleyan University ..•.••.... Middletown, Conn . .. . ......... . ................................... .. 
University of ~eor1pa . ........ Athens, Ga ........................................................ . 
Blackburn Umvers1ty ......... Carlinville, ill ....................................... .. ...... : ..... . 
University ofChic11go ......... Chicago, Ill ....... Various persons .......... Boston, Chwago, 
New York. 
Northwestern University ...... Evanston, lll ..... William Deering and Ly- ..................... . 
man .J. Gage. 
Lombard University........... Galesburg, ill..... Various persons ............................ · · · · 
Illinois College ................ .Jacksonville, ill .. Mrs. Valeria G. Stone ..... Malden, Mass ...... . 
Lake Forest University........ Lake Forest, Ill ... ............ .... ................................. · 
McKendree College ........... . Lebanon, ill ...... Various persons ......... . .................... ·· 
Lincoln University .. .. .. .. .. .. Lincoln, Ill ......................................................... , 
Mt. Morris College •....•...... 
Monmouth College ............ . 
Augustana College ........... . 
Mt. Morris, ill ...................................................... ; 
MonmouthCity,ill Many contributors ....... . ..................... - : 
Rock Island, Ill... . ................................................ . 
Westfield College ............. . 
Franklin College .............. . 
Westfield, ill ..... Various persons ............................... . 
Franklin, Ind ..... .James Ernest............. Terre Haute Incl ... . 
Hartsville University ........ .. 
Union Christian College ...... . 
Earlham College .. ............ . 
Iowa College . ................ .. 
G rman College ............... . 
Hartsville, Ind .................................................... · · 
Merom, Ind ....... Mrs . .John Ellis, M.D ..... Yellow Springs, Obi 
Richmond, Ind .... vEliza P. Gurney········· ~Burlington, N . .J ... Sarah M. Taylor ......... 5 
Grinnell, Iowa . . . . arious persons .....•. .•.... ...•..••..... ...... 
Mt.Pleasant,Iowa .................................. ..... .. ........ . 
Corn ll College ............... . 
Tabor Colleg ................. . 
W t rn oil ge .............. . 
Highland Univ«>rsity ..... .. .. .. 
niv ·rsity of Kansa ......... . 
Wa l1burn Coil g . ........... . 
{
Rev. George B. Bowman. California ...•....... 
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 
Various persons ..•. .. •.. Northeastern Iowa .. 
~~s0~~~1:-wo.:~~ : l ·v~;io~~-ti~no-;; ~ :~: ~ ~~:::: : :~::::::: :::::::::::: 
IDghland, Kans . .. William Shaw . . . . . . . . .. . . Pittsburgh, P:t •..... 
Lawrenc , Kans .. I Various persons .............................. .. 
Topeka, Kan .. . . ................ . .......... . .................... .. 
Jackson, La ............................................. ......... .. 
.... w rleana. La.. Mrs. Valeria G. t~ne.... Mnld n, Ma ...... . 
BrtlDswick, :M II nry Winkl y ... .... .... Philadelphia., Pa. .. .. 
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replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
Benefactions. 
_Object of benefaction and remarks. 
------ -------------1----1---------------





Land and real estate t<l be sold for the-
purpose of founding and endowing 
the Cogswell Dental College of the· 
University of California; also from 
rental of building, $3,600 per annum, 
for the endowment of the "Cogswell 
chair of moral and intellectua1 phi-
losophy; " also a certain sum for th& 
aiding of poor students, to be known 
as the " Cogswell . students' relief" 
fund." 
Purpose not specified. 
150, 000 $150, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . For general endowment. 
7, 500 .•••••..•.......•..............•............•..... Purpose not specified. 
4, 500 ...............••..........•........•............. Purpose not specified. 








1, 000 .•... -- ...•..............•........•...•. 
5, 000 $25, 000 .. -...... -- ...... -•.. .. ..... .•.. 
7, 000 1, 500 
3, 000 .•... - - . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . .. .. - . . . • - ... - . 
5, 000 7, 000 .••........... -.. -•........... - . 
2, 000 2, 000 .•... - - . . • • . . . • . . - . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . - .... . 
1, 000 .•••••. -•..••. -••... •..••.. -•.. -.. $1, 000 .. - .... . 
1, 500 1, 500 . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . - • . . . • . . ..... - . . .•... - . 
........ ..... ............. ........... ....... ··-····· ................... . 
600 . --- -•. - - . . - -... -. . .... - . . . - •... - . . . . . . . . . ~ ~~~ 
1,144 1,144 ········ ·••····· ·•······ ........ ··•·•·•· 600 l 28,000 r_-_3_;_ 0_0_0 __ · :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





........................................... .......... .. ... .. -...... .. 
9,166 ...................................... .. 
500 ................ ........... . ......... . .. 
(5, 000) 
925 925 ....... .............. ...... ..... ...... .. 
25,000 .......... 25,000 ............................... . 
10,000 10,000 .... .... -................... ---~ - ...... . 
For the library, 800 Tolumes in Ameri-
can history and political economy. 
To pay indebtedness. 
Purpose not specified. 
The $25,000 for buildlngs includes a cer-
tain amount for scholarships; the 
$5,000 is fur a lectureship. , 
Payment of indebtedness conditional on 
ihe entire debt being paid. The$1,500 
consists of donations to the museum 
valued at that amount. 
Purpose not specified; $2,000 went to· 
, , ~~~i::~~~?ical department. 
For buildings and endowment fund. 
Gifts from the churches supporting 
this college. 
For current expenses. 
For beneficiary aid, the principal not to-
be used. 
For the endowment fund. 
Sixty volumes to the Jibrary . 
(For the library, or for any other pur-
5 pose preferred. 
To meet current expenses. 
Purpose not specified. 
Rea estate valued at $3,000 for endow-
ment purposes. 
To finish paying for the new chapel. 
Purpose not specified. 
For the general cause of education. 
To pay professors. 
Gifts to the library the museum of 
natural history, and the laboratory. 
Partl.v for endowment and partly for 
buildings. No condition except that 
the building erected for young women 
should be on the Mount Holyoke· 
plan. 
For general purposes. 
For tne erection of new buildings. 
For general purposeR, probably the·. 
same as reported in 1878. 
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TABLE XXIII.- Statistics of ed·ucational 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.- Continued. 
I 
. ·J Sundry friends........... . .................... . 
. . &·e~~g~~~V, M:i~:::::~ :::~:::::::::::::::::: 
'Bates College ......... ~·· ...... Lewiston, Me . .. -· B. F. Hayes ................................. .. 
l Citizens • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . Lewiston, Lowell, • and Portland, Me. 
~ Gardner Colby........... Boston, Mass ...... . Colby University .............. Waterville, Me.·· ( J . Edwin Sherman ....... Boston, Mass ..... .. 
Western Maryland College .... Westminster, Md .............. ..... .............................. .. 
Amherst College............... .A.mherst, Mass • . . Ron. Chester W. Chapin . . Springfield, Mass .. . 
Boston College ................. Boston, Mass .... . Anonymous .................................. .. 
.Boston University ........... .. Boston, Mass . .................................................... .. 
(Executors of Mrs. Anne .................... .. 
:Harvard University~.--~ .... Cambridge, Mass. 
I 
E. P. Sever. 
Various persons......... ... 
Mrs. Mary Tileston ...... · N ~~ Yo~k::::::: ... 
Executors of George Be- .. ...••.....•.•.. ..... 
mis. 
Numerous pe~sons ............................ . 
Massachusetts Society for ... .................. . 
Promoting Agriculture. 
Various persons . .... .. . ... .... .......... .... .. 
AdministratorsofQuincy ..................... . 
Tufts. ' 
George Ba.ty Blake ........................... . 
Edward Russell .............................. .. 
Estate of Thomas Con- New York ........ .. 
nell. 
~~~;m':~~~:~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
I ~1~iit.H~~--~ :~: ~ :::::::::::~\\;: 
l Various persons ............................. .. Harold Whiting .............. . ............... . 
lVarious persons ............................. .. Tuft College .................. College Hill, Mal!s. E. tate of Moses Day ..... Boston Mass .......• ilvanus Packard (dec' d). Boston, Mass ....... 
a. Includea the $140,000 from thee tate of Mrs. AnnC' E . P. Sever, which amount is found in the total 
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benefactions joT 1879, ljc.- Continued. 
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~ c!l ~ ~ E-i H 
---- ------ ---------
6 '7 8 9 10 11 12 
---- ------------
( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Purpose of donations amounting to· j :::::::::::::::: :::;:::: ~;,:;;; ::::::::::::::: E.1i~!:iU,f~?~~:.~·~~~~~~ 
l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . The towns in the order named send each. $1,000 for the Bartlett, Woodman, and Symonds scholarships. { ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::: i~~ }Forthelibrary. . 
11,000 ....... . ..........................•..••. Paid in from subscription of $25,000 by 
friends of the college. To be used 
for payment of the college debt when. 
the whole amount subscribed shall 
have been collected. 
55,000 ..•......••..••...•............ . ........ For the endowment of the presidency 
of the college. 
2, 000 . . . . .•.••. . ••. . ••. . . . . . .•. . ... . . . . 2, 000 .....•.. Two gifts of $1,000 each for educating 
poor boys. 
13, 000 13, 000 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For general purposes. 
20, 000 100, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 20, 000 The $100,000 for Sever Hall ; $20,000 to· 
purchase books for the library, and 
$20,000 for the general funds of the· 
corporation. 
38, 030 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . {For the endowment of the divinity 
40, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 school . 
. . _. . . . . . . . . . • • . 50, 000 ........... . ......... _.. For a professorship of international 
law; subject to an annuity. 
11, 455 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. To aid in the scientific work at the 
I observatory. . . . . . . • . 2, 500 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . For the botanic garden and Arnold Ar-
1 
boretum. 
· . • . • • • . . 4, 500 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . To improve the herbarium building. 
I 2, 000 . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . To establish a permanent fund; the in-come to benefit the medical school. 
1 1 000 l~or a pension system. 
a293,134 < .. .' ..... :::::::::::::::: ····ioo· :::::::::::::::: Toincreasethescholarshipfounded by 
I 
hlm. 
409 ............................... . ........ Dividend on bequest of $5,000, for :fire 
r eHeffund. 
, .... 5oo· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ... -~~~- ~~ p;g;~~~"~ bt~0::a1~~;~~ 1~~~a;T~ressor 
500 ···-·· ....•..... ····-· .......... Tg1:~~:r~~~fK~. 
700 . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For lecturer on political economy. 
~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: } For Chinese instruction. 
~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: : ::::::::}For increase ofsalary . 
........ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: Other gifts, 'alue not given, for the 
observatory, library, &c. 
90 ....................... . .............. .. To purchase books for the-laboratory. 
19,000 12,000 ............................... . ........ For current expenses. 
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 . . . . . . .. . • . • . . . . For scholarships. 
. .. . . . . . . ... .• . . 2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A professorship of theology to be 
maintained out of the income of the 
fund left by will; present sum paid, 
$2,000 a year. 
for 1878, although not actually received until1879. See table of cducationD.l benefactions for that year. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educ~tional 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
l 3 4 
-u~rVERSITms, &c.-Continued. 
W 'll' c ll ~ Williamstown, 1 mms o ege ·: ...... .... ( Mass. 
Hillsdale College.............. Hillsdale City, 
Mich. 
(Edward Clark ........... New York ......... . I Ron. J. Z. Goodrich . . . . . . Stockbridge, Mass .. 
~ Estate of M. L. Day...... Boston, Mass . .•.... 
I David Dudley lfield ...... New York ......... . L. L. Brown ............. South Adams, Mass. 
l Charles A. Davison...... New York ........ .. 
Various persons .............................. .. 
Hope College .................. Holland, Mich .... Various persons ............................... . 
r
Estate of Mrs. Ellis...... Nashua, N. H ...... . 
N. Slaght ................. Greenville, Mich .. .. 
Mrs. Lucy E. Tuttle . . . . . Guilford, Conn ..... . 
{)livet College ................. Olivet, Mich .... __ lMP rs. Samantha Hitchcock KAlpena,_ MicMh .... h .. .. 
eyton Ranney . . . . . . . . . . alamazoo, IC .. . 
Various persons ......... Maine, Massachu· 
setts, Michigan, 
and New York. 
[
E. W. Bryant .. .. ............................. . 
· E. M. Williams........... Minneapolis, Minn .. 
Mrs. E. W. Blatchford.... Chicago, lll ........ . 
J ewett estate ...................... .......... . 
Carleton College ............. · .. Northfield, Minn .. ~ Mrs. W. W. Wilkinson ... Cambridge, Mass .. . 
I 
Roland Mather . . . . . . . . . . Hartford, Conn .... . 
' ~-~i~- ~~~ ~ ~~ ~-t~~~~::: :::: :: :::::::::: :::::: 
y· . . . c 11 . l lSSIS~Ippl o ege ........•••. Chnton, Miss .... . Mrs. S. A. Pinkard. Jackson, Miss ...... . 
. {United States E xecutive Washington, D.C ... 
1 Departments. . 
University of Mississippi.. .... I Oxford, Miss...... D~~r.~?mtn~fs~gncult- Springfield, Ill······ 
I 
Department of state of Jackson, Miss ..... . 
Mississippi. 
University of the State of J C . ) V:uious persons ............................... . 
Missouri. I olumbla, Mo ..... l D"ct' t ~ Jueren sources . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Central College................ Fayette, Mo .. . . • . ............................................... .. 
(Mrs. V. G. Stone ........ . Malden, Mass .•.••. . 
I
• ·. M. Edgell .. . . . .. .. .. .. 't. Louis, Mo ...... . 
Rev. C. :L. Goodell........ St. Louis, Mo ...... . 
S. F. Drury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Olivet, Mich ...... .. 
j C. S. Greeley ............. St. Louis, Mo ...... . W. ·.Houghton .......... Boston, Mass ...... . Drury College . . • • • • • . . • • .. • • .. Springfield, Mo . .. 'Y· 0. Gro~er .. .. . . .. .. .. Boston, Mass ...... . .~: . ,J. Morrison . .. . .. . . . . . Drury College .... .. 
I g~t~~!:.~~~~~::::::::: . ~~~~~·-?.~.~::::::: 
I 
Mrs. Persis mith........ t. Louis, Mo .•.•.•. 
Pau~ Roul t . .. .. .. . . .. . Drur.v College ...... 
l Vanou p •ri!on . .. .. .. .. In different States .. 
St. Louis Univ rei y ........... St. Louis, Mo ...... Various persons ....................... ....... .. 
't<lwart ville Coll ge . .. • .. • • • . Stewartsville, Mo . .Anonymou .................................... . 
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benefactions for 1879, cJ·c.- Continued. 
Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction and rema.rks. 
§ g1 ~- ~ :~ ~ ~ ] ! ., 
§ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;3 ·g, l~ ~ ~ ,.Q ~ .... .£-o ~~ '"'~ A '@ 0.:::1 'g§l s A of~ o ~ d... .,... ~ 
!:'; ~ 'g-o ~ ~ ~ :g ] .g ~ ~ § ~ ~:0 ... 
0 = ~ ~ ai"' 0 ~ ~ ~ p.; ~ ~ 
li 6 -,.-,-8--9-~ 11 12 
___ l ___ = ~~~]~~ = = 18, 000 F" oabinol nfnalmal hL'l"Y· 
I I 
........ $25, 000 ..•......••.......... _... . . . . . . . . Amount probably used for some pur-
lf:li. in connection with Goodrich 






To meet current expenses. 
I 
............... .1. ....... . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. 1, 000 JVolumes for the library valued at $1,000. 
:: ~~~ :::::: ::!:: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ?GeneD~. endowment. 
5, 589 200 ........ 1........ . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . (For current expenses. 
l 200 --······ '········ ..................... ... J 
I 
> 
................ :........ ........ ........ 10 Li_brar:v endowment. 
79 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. Miscellaneous; probably for current I expenses. l 500 .. .. .. .. .. 500 
1
........ .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. To aid in erecting a cottage on the col-
lege campus . 
.......... .......... ........ 
1 
................................ Largenumberofofficialllocumentssent 
to the library. 
~ ~~~~~~~~~ :~:::::::: ::::: ~J: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~==:::~::~:::::::::r:::::t. 
I 
{
Donations to the Agricultural and Me-
chanical College, consisting of seeds, 
. . • . • . . • • . . • . • • • . . .. . . • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. silkc_ocoonH, cotton samples, agricult· 
...... ...................... 1........ ........ ........ ........ uralJou:nals, &c. 
I To the library; official documents, col-lege catalogues, newspapers, &c. 2, 400 2, 000 400 .... ............................ The $2,000 for increased endowment; 
J $400 for apparatus. 
1 
r 
.................. .... .......... ········ ........ ) 
1 ~ ~ ~~:: ~~ ::~~ ~ ~ ~ r~:~ ~ ~: :~:: :: ~: ~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~: :~ 1 
f 17,403 J :::::::: ::::: j :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~ Pncpn" not apocifiod 
I 1 :::::::: ::::::::,:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: I 
J l :::::::: ::::::\::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: J In.,:.n,~~~.;t.•m $5 I<> $250 ; pucpnan 
.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . • . Reports, -pamphlets, curiosities, &c. 
1 to the library and museum. 
50 . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • • .. .. . . . . .. In cash for permanent endowment. 50 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
U:NIVERSITIES, &c.-Continued. 
I Various persons ........ . ... -.- .. -- .. ---- · .... -James Smith .•..... ..... _ Philadelphia, Pa .•.. 
I 
Doane College . .... • • . • • • • • .. • . Crete, Nebr .. ..... ~ Charles Boswell .. .. . . . .. West Hartford, Conn 
I W. 0. Grover ............ _ Boston, Mass .. -- .. -l Philip Moen . ..•.. ...... _ Worcester, Mass- .. -
College of New Jersey ........ Princeton, N.J . .. Legatees of John C. Green .............. ·· ..... . 
Hamilton College.............. Clinton, N. Y . . . . . Mrs. V. G. Stone . • . . . . . • . . Malden, Mass .. ···· -
Hobart College ..••......•..•.. Geneva, N. Y ...•. William C. Pierrepont .... Pierrepont Manor, 
N.Y. 
{
Miss Jennie McGraw .... Ithaca, N. Y . ·· · · · · · 
Cornell University-............ Ithaca, N. y .. .. .. Henry W. Sage .. . . .. . . .. Ithaca, N. y ........ 
ColumbiaCollege .............. NewYork,N. Y .. Messrs. F. De Peyster ..................... .. 
· {Ingersoll Rock Drill Co .. .•..... ....... . · · · • · • · 
and others. 
Divers persons ................................ . 
Vassar College .........•••.... Poughkeepsie,N.Y R. H. McDonald ... ........ California .••..••••. 
University of Rochester ....... Rochester, N.Y .. . Various sources ............................. · · · 
fA lady friend ............................ · .. · .. 
yracuse University........... Syracuse, N.Y .... i Thli alumni ............. .................. ·' .. · 
l Different persons ........................... · · · 
University of North Carolina .. Chapel Hm, N.C .. Various quarters ... .... ....................... . 
Biddle Umversity ..... ....... . 
Da>idson College ............. . 
•. haw "C"ni>er ity ............ .. 
r
Various churches and .......... ........... · 
Sunday schools. 
Charlotte,N.C .... ~ Unitetl Presbyterian Scotland .......... .. l Church of Scotland. 
Davidson College, ....... ......................................... .. 
- .Y. 
Raleigh, N.C .................................................. ... .. . 
Wak Forest Coli g .... •• .. .. Wake Fore t Col- Many p I'. ons ................................ .. 
le~'e, N. C. 
Bncht<:l Collrg .. .. .. .... . • . .. . Akron, OLio . . . . . . Hon. J.l3. Bucht 1 ...... --1 Akron, Ohio ....... . 
A blan1l Coll :! ............... A bland. Ohio ........ ... ...................... ! ..................... . 
D ·ni on 'nh· r ity ............ Gran,·ille, Ohio ... B. Thr · i.J r. ..... . ........ Dayton, Ohio ... .. .. 
at ·a Col aric a, llio .... { Tro~an Hillyer ........ .. Columbus, Ohio ... .. 
non 1J r .ODIJ ......... Dillerent 'tat s ... .. 
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. . 663 ..•...•..••..••..•••.... $2,ooo i 10, 000 . -.--- .... - ..• - .. - ••• -- •• -- ..... 
L:.:: ---'~ ::::::.::::::: :::::::· ····::: 
l------" ....................................... . 
. .. .. - ........ -- .... ----.. $6, 000 . - - .. - ........ .. 
5, 700 ·----- ................................. . 
{ -:~:~- :::::::· :~:;~: ·::::::: :::::::: .::::::: 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
12 
Given in small sums for endowment, 
the interest only to be used. . 
321 shares of Burlington (Vt.) Gaslight 
Company; value, $8,025. ]'or endow-
ment; the interest only to be used. 
Cash for endowment; the interest 
only to be used. 
Cash for endowment; the interest 
only to be used. 
Cash for endowment; the interest 
only to be used. 
Purpose not specified, $25,000 appar-
ently for the library of the theologi-
cal department. 
Endowment of a chair, t-he Stone pro-
fessorship of natural history. 
For philosophical and chemical appa-
ratus. 
For museum cases and iron roofing. 
$15,000 for general equipment and 
$10,000 for grading grounds and lay-
ing stone wa-lks. 
To the department of mining engineer-
ing. a rock drill and tripod valued at 
$350. 
Some 5, 000 minerals for which $900 were 
contributed. 
Donations, consisting of specimens, &c., 
to the department of chemi::>try. 
For scholarship . 
For curre:lit expenses. 
General fund ; to be received at de· 
cease of lady. 
To endow a professorship ; available 
when $40,000 shall be secured. 
General fund; in small subscriptions. 
The University Library and the Dialec-
tic and Philanthropic Societies re-
ceived gift!!! of lJooks, p ublic docu-
ments, &c. 
J .. ,, r::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: *~::: For support of students. Fund, the interest of which is to be 
used to prepare students for mission-
ary work in .Africa.· 







4, 000 12, 000 
$650 for chapel; $50 for !iUpport oft1ose 
studying for the ministry. 
$4,000 on endowment fond and $12,000 
for the rection of Wingate Memo-
rial Hall. 
44, 715 .. • • • • .. .. • • • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • To liquidate the college debt ; condi-
tional on the whol amount of debt, 
$61,512, being olJtained in good sub-
scription . 
(ll, 000) .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. Building and endowment fund. 
2, 000 ........................................ For g n ral ndowment. Large snb-
scnptions are to be gathered- in for 
general endowment, $100,000 being 
tb objective point. ~ 28 234 ~ • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 25, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. For prol'essor hip. 5 ' ~ 3, 234 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. For current expenses. 
45 E 
a Evidently the same as reported in 1878. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational 
Orgaruzation to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.- Continued. 
Muskingum College .......... . 
Rio Grande College ........... . 
Wittenberg College ...•........ 
Urbana University ........... . 
Otterbein University ...•.•.... 
New Concord, Ohio Various individuals ....... ···:·· .•..... -···.····· 
R' G d Oh' {Mrs. Permelia Wood ... . . Rw Grande, Ohw ... ~~;r~i:~~~;: ~ : :~~~~~:~;:~~~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Westerville, Ohio ..•.•..... ... ... ......... .......•••.•••••.... ... ·- · 
Wilberforce University. ..... .. Wilberforce, Ohio. Mr. Ware ................. Boston, Mass ...... . 
Wi).min~ton College ........... Wilmington, Ohio. 30 different persons .••••• . Clinton Co., Ohio .. · 
Umvers1ty of Wooster ........ Wooster, Ohio ... ......••.•...............•..................••. 
Ant' h c ll ~ Yell~w Springs, ~ J~egacyof Rev. D. Austin . .............•........ 
lOC 
0 
ege · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ( Ohio. ( Sundry persons ... •.•..... - · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · · · · 
McMimlville College . . . . . . . . . . McMinnville, Oreg ....... . ...... .. ..............•.......... · ·- · ·- · · · 
Philomath College. . . . . . . . . . . . . Philomath, Oreg . . Mt·s. Elizabeth Mason ... ............ -. ·- · · · · · · · · 




cre .......... Gettysburg, Pa ... ~ Lew:is Carl. .... ···· · · · · York, Pa .. · ........ · l Vanous others ...... .... . . ......... ..... · · · · · · · 
Haverford College . ..•....••••. Haverford College, ~Joseph W. Taylor ..•..... Burlington, N. J ··•· 
Pa. l Other gentlemen ............................. .. 
University at Lewi burg ...... Lewisburg, Pa .... Various persons ............................. · · · 
Mercersburg College . . . . . . . . . . Mercersburg, Pa.. Members of the Reformed .. ..... ... ..... .. · ·- · · 
Church of the U.S. 
Westminster College ....... ... New Wilmington, General subscriptions ........•.... .. ....... ···· 
Pa. 
Many persons ........................ · · • · · · · · · 
G. B. Linderman and oth- ............. -.. · · · · · · 
Lehigh Univer ity ....... .... . . South Bethlehem, 
Pa. 
era. 
Ron. AsaPacker ....... . . Mauch Chunk, Pa. . . . 
Various persons . . .. . . . . . . ........ ·. · · · · · .... · · 
warthmore College Swart·l,more Pa. ~ ~amuol Willets .......... New York, N.Y ... . 
· ..... · · · · · ' ' ... )'foseph Wharton ......... Philadelphi~ Pa. .. .. 
~:~gton and Jefferson Col· Wa hington, Pa .. r. F. Julius LeMoyne . ... Washington, Pa ... . 
Wayn burg Coll ge........ .. . Waynesburg, Pa. .................................................. .. 
Brown University ....•......•. Providence R. I ~William F. ayles. ...... . Providence, R. I. ... 
? ' • • • l Miss Amelia . Knight . . Providence, R. I. .. . 
... -ewb rryColl g;e ...... . ...... Newberry, •. C .... veralp rsons . ............................... . 
Claflin Unh· i y ............ . 
th 
oiv 
rn Pr u 
ty. rl:ln} 
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benefactions jo1· 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Benefactions. 
~ rri F!. .& ~ bll <1:1 bll. .s...; 'Oa5 O'l 
'""O'l 
'""= 
,.q:;? ~ ~ §~ :s~ <:;> ..... i::l :::1 O'l O'lF-< ~ui s A ~e- .a~ .e- rritrj ......... '1:::1 
a3g_ A ,.q ;E'§ 'Oi::l § rri§'< ~ i::l<l> ..... ._, 
~ ~~ "''1:::1 ~ ~~ T ~ .g~ g§ ~ 0· .... .d ~ ~ -,.q 0 Q;lO'l 0 :9 0 i::l ~ ~ E-i ril ~ il; ~ E-i ..:1 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
--------
~ 6 ,. s 9 10 11 12 
--- --------
$6, 000 $6, 000 . • • . • • . . . • . • • • .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . In small amounts for endowment. 
l 1, 153 ~ 1, 014 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . { To pay teachers and to increase the 5 ( 139 ...................................... 5 library. 
3, 000 3, 000 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .For endowment of college. 
1, 500 . • .. .. . • • • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . Purpose not specified. 




100 .. • .. . .. • • . .. . .. • .. . . .. . .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. $100 For the museum ; supplemental to one 






given in 1877-'78. 
2, 000 .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . To pay salaries. 
. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . A few small gifts received. 
{
The legacy not yet paid; conditions, 
that colored students be admitted, 
5, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . and no prizes awarded for special 
2, 50!J . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . excellence; the whole to be used 
for the general purposes of the col-
l lege. 
. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. • . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Purpose not specified. 
200 .. .. . .. . . .. . • .. . . .. .. .. . .. • • .. . . .. .. .. Contributi.on to endowment; for per-
petual investment, interest only to be 
used. 
15, 000 . . .. .. . . .. . .. • .. .. .. . • .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. For endowment. A block of city lots 
in Portland, Oreg. An irreducible 
fund, an equal amount to be raised by 
the university. 
~ 4,000 ................... {$~;~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: JPurchaseofscholarship. 
} 8•500 { """3,"566' :::::::: .. ~:~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~:gtsdeh~?~:~~~~~ ' fund. 
.. .. .. . . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . • . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . Gifts to the museum. 
3, 500 3, 500 .. . .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . • • .. . .. .. .. .. For use of college. 
15, 000 Purpose .not specified. 
} ( . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . Gifts to the museum and different de-
I l 
partments of the college. 
. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 23, 350 For the library. 
r·023,350 
1, 500,000 ..... -................ -....... 500, 000 The bequests of Jud~e Packer to the 
Unive~sity amount mall to $3,500,000. 
Of th1s sum $1,500,000 were turned 
over to the endowment ftmd in 1879, 
and$500,000 to the library. I 
J 
} 10,000 
Books, reports, documents, &c., given 
to the library. 
.. . .. . . .. .. 10, 000 . . .. . .. . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. For meeting house, barn, &c. 
21,000 20, 000 1, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . • • .. .. . The $20,000 to endow a chair of applied 
mathematics, and $1,000 fo1· the outfit 
thereof. 
10, 000 . .. .. .. .. • . 10, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Principally for bui~dn:rf£urposes. 
} 51,ooo f ::::::::: -~~~-~~~- :::::::: ·$i,'iioo· :::::: :::::::: i~~ ~~~t~c~~r:;;~ip. · 
...... ....... ......... ......... .......... ............ ....... Books and public documents to the 
library; coins, minerals, and fossils to 
the museum. 
} { 
.. .. . .. . . 6, 000 . . .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • .. . To increase the property. 
9 100 1• 100 ...... · · .... ·• ...... · · .... ·: .. ...... · · ~For current expenses. 
2, 000 ...................................... 5 
::::::::::: ::::::=~::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::: {Gifr~~lt~=-i~~~;!;~~!r:&\~0~~ 
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TABLE XXIII.- Statistics of cclucational 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
l 3 4 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.- Cont-inued. 
Hiwassee College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hiwassee College, Citizens . • . • • • . . • . • • • • . . . . Sweetwater, Tenn .. 
Tenn. 
Cumberland U>riversity ... ..... Lebanon, Tenn .... Several estates .........•.. Chicago and else-
where. 
University of Tennessee ....... Knoxville, Tenn .. Various persons ...•....•. N.Y., Tenn., Utah,& 
[William Shaw •••••...... Pittsburgh,Pa ..... . 
Maryville Collerre ......•....... Maryville Term P. Smith ........ --· ...... Dayton, 0 .. --. ······ ~ ' ... )Hon.WilliamE.Dodge .. NewYork ......... . 
· lMiscellaneous ............... ------.--- ..... ---
r 5 Shawnee Mound, 
Central Tennessee College ..... Nashville, Tenn ... l ~~~~~~-~~~~~-e-~s_::::::: ~-~~-~·~~~~~~t~. 
Fisk University .............. . N hvill T 5Amer.Miss.Assoc ....... NewYork ........ .. 
as e, enn · · · ( Estate of R. R. Graves . . . Morristown.t~· J · -- · 
(WilliamH.Vanderbilt ... NewYork,~.Y ... . 
lwilliamH.Vanderbilt ... NewYork,N.Y ... . 
Nashville, Tenn . .. ) I Various persons .............................. . Vanderbilt University ........ . 
l 
Sewanee, Tenn .................................... -- ............. ··· 
Tusculum, Term .................................. -- --···· ........ .. 
University of the Sout]l . ...... . 
Greeneville and Tusculum Col-
lege. 
Southwestern University ...... Georgetown, Texas Various persons .... ....• .......•...•••••• --···· 
Austin College ...•............ Sherman, Texas ............................... . .......... - -·· .... --· 
University of Vermont and Burlington,Vt .... MissMaryFletcher ...... Burlington,Vt ..... . 
State Agricultural College. 
:Middlebury College.... ....... . Middlebury, Vt . . . Rev. William Patton...... New Haven, Conn .. 
Washington and Lee Univer- Lexington, Va .... Various sources .. . ... ..... ....... ...... ..... ... . 
sity. 
Richmond College ..•.......... Richmond, Va ..... Anonymous .............. Virginia ...... --···· 
Roanoke College .. .. . .•.•...... 
Univer ity of Virginia. ..... ... . 
Botbanv Coil ge .............. . 
We t Virginia University .... . 
Beloit Collcrre ..........•....... 
Univ rsity of w· oll8in ... .. .. 
ilton Colleg ............... .. 
lb<:lne Colle e ........•.•...... 
{
Jacob Persinger ......... Roanoke County,'Va 
alem, Va. · · · · · · · · Different persons........ New York and Mas-
sachusetts. 
{ 
W. W. Corcoran . . . . . . • . . Washington, D. C.-. 
Un~v~r ityofVir- Variouspersons . ............................. . 
gm.In, Va. 
Bethany, We tVa. :Many persons ................................. . 
Morrrantown,We t Variou sourc s ............................... . 
Vn. 
Beloit, Wi ........ { R. Batt ll .. ,- ............. New York ......... . 
nvcontr1butors ............................ . 
:Madison, Wis . .... C. C. \va hburn ...•....... Madison, Wis ...... . 
ilton, Wis ................. .................. ..................... . 
Racine,Wi ....... Rev.Jam D Kov n ..... Racine, Wis . ...... . 





~ ~ ~ bJl bll. 
.s 00 'dai <D 'd~ "d~ ~~ .p <n rs~ <:.) ..... ~ ~ ~~ 00 021'-< <D. a 
....,e- ,.0~ ~ Pi bll<n rlf'd ..... ...., "d ~~ Pi .~§ "d~ ~ <Dp. "'~ ~<D ... '"''d ~'d ~ ~ - ~ "d"d 02<n 'd 3 ~~ ~~ ·a .g~ g~ cS ... 0 ~fll ~ 0 ~ ... ... 0 8 F'l c!l p.; ~ 8 ..:I 
· Object of benefaction and remarks. 
-------- ------------
.') 6 , 8 9 10 11 12 
---- ---- ------
------
$5,000 .. . ....... $5,000 ................................ House and lot "deeded as in fee sim-
ple" for female education. 
- --------- .. ................ . ............................... PropertyinChicago,and bequestll (not 
yet received) for the 'benefit of t.he 
theological school. 
} 
........ . · .{ .. $i,' 000· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: )Specimens sent to the museum. 
2, 000 500 · · · · · · .. · · .. · · • · · • .. · • • · .. · .. · .. · · · · · • .. t To meet current expenses. 350 ..................... . . . ............... . 
150 ........................................ . 
} . 3, 300 3, 000 ....... - ......•..•.......... - . -. { T~~l?r;~~lftc~~eB':illilit~~~ of the Me-
...... .. .. .. . .. . • . . . • . . . • . .. . .. .. . $300 . .. . . . .. To aid students in the theological de 
J 30,000 f 
partment. 
10, 000 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . • . .. . ~For the general purposes of the uni-
20,000 ........................................ S versity. 
65, 000 .. .. . . .. . • . . • . .. .. .. . • .. . • . . . . .. .. . .. . .. To build and furnish the theological 
hall. 
35, 000 . . . . . • .. . . . • • • .. . . . . . . .. . • •• . • . . .. . .. . .. Of this amount $25,000 goes to Science 




l .............................................. .. 
813 ........................ . ............. .. 
50 .. ...... -······· ········ ··•····· 
..... ............................ .................... . .............. .... ............ ............... 
{ 
.... <is5,ooo)···· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ... !~:~ . 
185,375 
.••...•. .•••••.• ........ ..••••.. •••••... 200 
250 .... .............................. ·••••· ........ .. 
2, 000 2, 000 
} { 
10,000 
. 12, 000 2, 000 
1, 000 1, 000 
3, 000 3, 000 --. - - - . - -.•.• - .. .. -- .. - - .•.• - .. - ..•. -.•. 
~ 4, 200 f ~: g~g : :::: : :: :::::: :: : ::: : : :: :::: : : : : : : ::: : : : 







15, 000 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::1--·--so· 
Specimens to the museum and arbore-
tum; books and paintings to the li-
brary. 
For support of the university. 
For building purposes. 
Donations to library, consisting of 
books, fossils, a portrait, &c. 
Several small amounts to the eX}:>ense 
fund. 
For the museum. 
'!'his $185,000 for the building and en-
dowment of a general hospital was 
apparently given in 1878. 
For the library. 
.A. bequest of $250, for what purpose is 
not stated. 
Books a.!!d documents to the library. 
Towards endowment fund. Conditional 
on the free education of ministers. 
Bequest, in reversion, real estate valued 
at $10,000 for maintenance of college. 
Other gifts ($2, 000) in cash contdbutwns 
for maintenance of college. 
Third instalment of a gift of $5,000. 
Documents and books to the library; 
also, donations to the school of gen-
eral and industrial chemistry. 
For general aid and endowment. 
Different volumes to the library. 
J For general purposes. 
For ann tronomical o bscrvatory and in-
struments. 
To pay debts. 
This amount left by will for the general 
interests of the college; also a Hbrary 
of 3, 500 volumes. . 
For the endowment fund. 
Books and specimens in natural his-
tory, worth $50. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 
SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE (mining, en-
gineering, agriculture, &c.) • 
Location. Name. Residence. 
3 
.Arkansas Industrial University Fayetteville, Ark. Several sources ..•••••......• · ·-- · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
Sheffield Scientific School of New Haven, Conn. Various sources .... -... -.- ... · · · · • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
Yale College. 
Maine State College of .A.gricult- Orono, Me . • . . . • • . Hon. Abner Coburn....... Skowhegan, Me.-··· 
ure and the Mechanic Arts. 
Massachusetts Agricultural Amherst, Mass... Bequest of Henry Sweet.. Northampton, Mass:. 
College. 
C~~~~~l~6it~~:~~ti~~~ce- New York, N.Y .. Variouspe:r,:sons ............•••..•.............. 
State Agricultural College..... Corvallis, Oreg.... .A.. H. Brown.............. Baker City, Oreg- · · · 
Hampton Normal and .A.gri- ( · 11 
cultural Institute. 5 Hampton, Va..... Various persons, 453 m a . . •••••.• ·- ....... ·-. ·-
SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY. 
Alabama Baptist Normal and 
Theological School. 
Theological department of Tal-
ladega College. . 
Sa:n Francisco Theological Sem-
y ~!"B'ivinity SchooL ......... . 
Selma, Ala ........ Various churches and per- .A.laba.ma .... -· ..... . 
sons. 
Talladega, Ala. . . . American Missionary As- . .......••.•...... -.. -
sociation. 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ......•...• - --· · - -· --
New'Haven, Conn. Various sources.······-·· .............•.•.. ----
Chicago Theological Seminary. Chicago, lli .......................... -....... · -....... · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · 
Presbyterian TbeologicalSem- l Chi Til 5 Thomas A. Galt .......... ( St l' m 
inary of the North west. 5 cago, · · · · · · · ( Sundry persons._.... . . . . 5 er mg, · · · · · · • · 
Danville Theolo~ca1 eminary. Danville, Ky ............................••.................•...•.... 
Bangor Th olog~eal 'eminary .. , Bangor, Me ....... Samuel Adams ............ Castine, Me ...... ·-· 
{
The Smithsonian Institu- l 
Wood tock College of Balti- Woodstock Sta-( tion. . D. c 
more Cor nty. I tion, Mll. 5 The.A.griculturalDepart- ~Washington, ·· 
ment. J 
Bi bop Gref'n ociate Mi - l D G Mi 5 James aul . . . • . . . . • . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
sionandTraining,'chool 5 ry rov' ·· (JuliaMerrit ............. NewYork,N.Y ... . 
_~atcl! z ·minary ........ ... .. 
1
..:Tatcb z,Miss ....................... .......•. .. ... . .....•......... . 
C'>ncorclia llt"'e (. ·minary).. t. Louis, Mo. __ ._ ther~n 'ynoil. . . { 
G rman Evangelical Lu- Different States ..... 
Syllgg~~-al Pubhshmg ........•............. 
Cr te, ... ~ebr ...• ... Differ ntpersons ......... Nebraska .•....•.••. 
a .A. part of this amount 
STATISTICAL T.LBLES. 711 




Object of ben~faction and remarks. 
----------------- --- ___ , __________ __..;: ____ _ 
6 s 9 10 11 
--------- - - ----------:-------:----------
$70 $20 ....... . $50 
Specimens to the museum; books and 
periodicals to the library. 
Specimens to the zoologica.Idepartment, 
to the art school, ·and to the depart-
ment of dynamic engineerin"'. 
$50 for binding periodicals; $2t1 fur prizes 
for excellence in composition and dec-
lamation. 
1, 000 $1, 00() ....................................... . General purposes of college. 
Volumes and pamphlets to the library. 
50 . • . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . • .. . . . .. • . . • • . .. • .. . . . 50 Minerals valued at that amount. 
58,658 !
10, 463 . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . .. • .. . .. . • • . . • • . . . • .. • • . General donations. 
. . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . 12, 260 . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . For annual scholarships. 
12, 000 .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. For the endowment fund • 
.. .. .. .. $14, 133 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. For the building fund. 
.. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. .. . .. . .. • .. .. . $2,617 ........ For the beneficiary fund. 
. . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . 1, 678 . . • . . • • . For the Indian fund. 
507 .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . • . . . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . For the Butler school. 
. . . .. .. . 5, 000 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. To purchase a farm. 
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. • .. .. • .. .. . One Corliss steam engin eand other do-
nations of material. 
1, 500 1, _500 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. In!d.a;~~d:_~~~r the support of teacher 
2, 500 2, 500 ........................................ Receives about $2,500 a year from this 
association. 
6, 000 6, 000 ........................................ $4,000 for current expenses; $2,000 for 
permanent investment. 
10, 000 10, 000 .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . For instruction in vocal culture and elo-
cution. 
9, 000 9, 000 ........................................ This amount, and pledges of $736000 to be paid in 1880, will be used ror en-
dowments, general expenses, profes-
sorships, salaries, &c. 
a7, 619 ~ ........ $2,500 ........ $2,500 ..... ... ........ an "embellishin~; fund." 
{
To found a permanent scholarship, as 
5 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. Purpose of donatiOns, amounting to 
$2,619, not specified. 
····i; iiiiii' :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: iu~~s~o~~ts s~~~~~~mphlets. 
{ 
.. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Minerals, corals, and fossiliferous 
strata . 
. -...... . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Plants of the Russian .and Indian flora 
and seeds. 
{
For current expenses ancl support of 
· .... · .... · ........ · .. • .... · · ...... · .... · .. · .. · .... · · .... ·.. candidates for the ministry. The 
.... " .......... · · .. · .... • · · · · .. · .. · · · ...... · · · · · · · · · ·...... amount of gifts is not stated. 
500 500 . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . A few books, some clothing, and a little 
money, $500 in all. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . This synod sustains the institution, 
pays professors, &c. 
.. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. Income from this house invested. An-
nual amounts not specified. 
5, 000 .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 5, 000 . .. .. .. . To educate young men for the ministry; 
was evidently given in 1878. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of edncationa~ 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY-Cont'd. 
Rev. L. Brooks ........... Churchville, N.Y .. . 
J
Rev . .r. B. Beaumont ...•....... ------ .......••. 
Estate of S. Benjamin .••. Elmira,~- Y .••..••. 
.A.uburn Theological Seminary. .A.uburn, N.Y. -... Mrs. :Mary Le Conte..... Lodi, N. Y .•••••..•. 
I Estate of E. W. Sylvester. Lyons, N.Y .. ..... ·· H . .Johnson, D. D •••••••••• Auburn, N.Y ...... . l Other persons ...............•.................. 
Canton Theological SchooL.... Canton, N.Y...... Various persons ...... .... ....•............. • ••· 
(Ron. Edwin D. Morgan ... } 
I Frederick Marquand ... . 
u · Th 1 · IS · S New York City, 1D.Willis.James .......... NewYorkCity,N. 
mon eo og10a emmary. { N. Y. M. K . .r esup.............. Y. 
Marcellus Hartley ...... . 




.John D. Rockefeller ...... Cleveland, Ohio .... . 
William Rockefeller . . . . . New York, N. Y ..•. 
Charles Pratt . . . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, N. Y ..... 
.John B. Trevors ......... Yonkers, N.Y ..•••. 
Rochester, N.Y. ··j.r. B. Hoyt _ ....•......... Stamford, Conn .... . 
Ron. Eli Perry........... .A.lbany, N. Y ..... · · 
Dr. Nathan Bishop . .............••............. 
S. S. Constant ..••• . ..•.•..•••••.............. • · 
l-- Wolverton .•.•.•.......................••. 
Union Biblical Seminary .. ...•. Dayton, Ohio ...... Robert Smith R,nd others .. Polo, TIL ........... . 
Western Theological Seminary. .A.lleghenyCity, Pa Rev. C. C. Beatty.......... Steubenville, Ohio .•• 
Moravian Theological Seminary Bethlehem, Pa .••.........•.•..•............•...•.•..•....... · · · · · • · 
Tb eo logical Seminary of theRe-
formed Church in the United 
States. 
Theological Seminary of the 
General .A.s embl.v of the 
Presbyterian Church in the 
United States. 
Union Theological Seminary. { 
SCHOOLS OF LA.W. 
Lancaster, Pa ..... Unknown ..... .......•......••.•...••..••.••.... 
Columbia, S. C . . . . . . ...............................••••.....•...•• · 
Hampden Sydney, { Mrs . .J. B. Ross .•••....... R~ch~~nd, Va ..•••. 
Va. Rev . .A.. Hart...... . . . . • . . V 1rgrma .•....•..... 
nion College of L1.w of the} {Callaghan & Co .•.••...•. } 
University of Chica"'O and 1 Chica~o, lll.. .. . . . 0 H H rt Chicago, lll ....... · Northwe t~rn University. Law.fag•u~;: :::::::::::: 
Law Department, tate Uni- Iowa City, Iowa .......•...••......•.............•••.••••••.•••••••. 
ver itv of Iowa. 
Albany "Law chool............ Albany, N. Y . . . . . Tnomas W. Olcott . . . . . . . . ..A.lbany, N. Y ...... . 
CBOO OF 1£1>1CIXE. 
l.I:P.dieal olle"' of labama . . . Mobile, Ala....... Henry A .• chro d r....... Mobile, Ala ...•..••. 
li. -~W~, .. In titution of Yal• .·ewHavcn, Conn. Legacy of Mr . Kee o .• . .. New York ..•.•.•••. 
(.A.a. o iation for the Ad- ............ ....... -. -l van c m n t of the 
: w Yo,k,.· Y .. l ~~~~~ . ~du~tio~."'. j ................ .. 
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Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
-------- -~- ------------ ----1----------------
6 s 9 11 12 
--------------- - -----1--------------
f ~,690 l :~i:·~~- ~::~~~~~ :~;:::~: :~·:::: ::::::: $!:;0: ~~~!~~~~:,:1~W~~1; 
7, 500 .•••.•.... $5,000 ................ $2,500 ........ The $5,000 for a divinity hall. The be-
quest to aid in the preparation of 
young men for the Universalist min-
istry. 
} 109,000 f: ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::.:::::::: :::::::: l 
{ 
........................ · ................ 100, 000 For library fund; gift in rail way bonds. 
1, 000 ....... . ................................ J For an elocution fund. 
1, 000 ..................•...... ······· .••..... 
l, 000 ........... ,.... .... .... .•..•••. . ... .... . 








14,000 ········ ................................ ) 
2, 000 · ···· ·• · .... · ·· · · · · · ·•· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · jFor current expenses. 1,000 ....................................... . 
l 1, 000 . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .•.. -....... -.. 
26, 646 .. .. . • • . .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. l<'or endowment; the amount to be held 
sacred forever, the interest only to be 
used. . 
13, 625 .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . To promote theological education in 
accordance with policy of the Pres-
byterian Church. 
1, 400 . .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. . • .. . • .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. Contributions by the churches for the 
current expenses of the seminary. 
5, 000 .. .. • .. . . • . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. • • • .. . .. • .. . .. For endowment, the interest only to be 
used. 
7, 600 About $3,500 for endowment, the re-
mainder for current expenses. 
f In books for the library. 
{.A. bequest of books. 
50 .... ........... . 
25 
} { ....................... . 175 .................. ............... ............ . 
............................... ·-···--· 
100 Prize for best exalllillation in the senior 
class. 
Prize for best thesis in le~al argument. 
For best ,iunior examinatwn. 
2,000 ......... . 
.A. few volumes for the library. 
2, 000 .. • .. .. . .. • .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. To aid in the purchase and fitting up 
of a new law school building. 
200 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . To purchase physical apparatus. 
2, 137 .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . • • .. .. . . .. .. . .. Purpose not specified. 
525 525 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . For extra instruction in physiology and 
materia medica; also 3 microscopes. 
The trustees gave rent, repairs, fuel, 
light, ,ianitor, secretary's work, chem-
icals, &c. 
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TABLE XXIII.- Statistics of educational 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
l. 3 4 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINI<.:-Cont'd. 
Pennsylvania College of Den· ~ Philadelphia, Pa .. 5 He~ry C. Cary........... Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
tal gurgery. 5 (Charles Hamilton ........ Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
INSTITUTIONS l<OR SUPERIOR IN· 
STRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Georgia Baptist Seminary for Gainesville, Ga ... Various persons ..•..••.•..••..•••••......... ··· 
Young Ladies. 
La Grange ]female College..... La Grange, Ga.... Various persons ...........••...........•...... • 
Jacksonville Female Academy. Jacksonville, Ill .. Various persons ........•. Jacksonvi1le and vi-
cinity, Ill. 
St. Mary's School.... .. .. ..... . Knoxville, Ill . . . . . Rev. C. W. Leffingwell . • . . Knoxville, Ill ..... · · 
DePauw College ...........•.. New Albany, Ind. Ron. W. C. DePauw .•••.. New Albany, Ind .. . 
College ofthe Sisters ofBeth- Topeka, Kans ... .. ··:························· .••.•••..............• 
any. 
Libercyr Female College ..••.... Glasgow, Ky ..........•.. . ..... . ... .......... . Kentucky ......... . 
Logan Female College . . . . . . . . . Russellville, Ky... Hugh Barclay, sr . . . . . . . . . Russellville, Ky .. · · 
Lasell Seminary for Young Auburndale, Mass Several trustees ......... . Boston and vicinity. 
Women. 
Smith College .............•.•.. Northampton, ................................ .•....... ..••. · · · · 
Mass. 
(Charles Boswell . . . . . . . . . Hartford, Conn ... · · 
Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary 5 South Hadley, tHon. E. A. Goodnow ..... Worcester, Mass ..•. ( Mass. 
Many individuals . . . . . . . . . .................. · · · 
lloward College . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Fayette, Mo .............. .............. ............... .... -· · · · · · · · 
Lindenwood Female College ... St. Charles, Mo . .. Judge S. S. Watson (de- St. Charles, Mo . -·· · 
New Hamsphire Conference1 
, eminary and l!'emale Col-
lege. . 
Packer Collegiate Institute .•.. 
ceased). 
{
Mrs. Hannah Baker ............... ....... .. · · · · 
Tilton, N. H . . . . . . Mrs. Sally Fowler, by will ...............•...••. 
Various persons ..•......................... ·•· 
Brooklyn, N. Y . . . S. B. Chittenden and others .......••.....•... · • · · 
Greensboro' Female College . . . Greensboro, N. C.. Different parties .....•.....•••.......•..•... · · · • 
C~~te~n Bapti t Female lnsti- Murfreesboro,N. C W. W. Mitchell and others ..... .......•..•....... 
Lake Erie :?emale Seminary ... Paine ville, Ohio .. 5 Ron. Reuben Hitchcock. Painesville, Ohio ..•. ( Hon. W. H. Upsur. . . . . . . Akron, Ohio ....... . 
Fri d ' F male College . . . . . . . Bryn Mawr, Pa . . . Dr. J os ph W. Taylor..... Burlington, }[. J .... 
PltEPARATORY SCHOOLS. 
c;~0~ticut Literary In .titu- Suffield, Conn .......... ... ... ...................................... . 
Wood k.A m, .......... Wood tock,Conn. Unknown . ................ NewYork ........•. ~ lin n Univ ra1ty.. ..... .. Burlington, Iowa . Martha llon-er , by will . . . Middletown, Conn .. 
• 
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Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
----------- --------- ----1- --------------
6 9 10 11 12 
-------------- ---1---1--------------
} $1, 500 { : : : : : : : : $1, g~g } For the benefit of a building fund. 
1, 000 . • • • • • . • • . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • • . . . .. .. .. $1, 000 .. .. .. .. To educate girls, and especially or-
phans. 
1, 000 1, 000 .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . Contributed by the public for finishing 
. the buildings. 
2, 000 2, 000 . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . For general improvements. 
5, 000 5, 000 
1, 800 $1, 800 . • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . . • • . • . • . . ••..... 
For the ereo-tion of a needed aduition 
'to the buildinl{· 
$800 for furnishmg, $1,000 for tuition, 
the amount to be used in the interests. 
•of the college. 





1, 500 . .. . .. • . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . To pay a debt ongreunds and buildings. 
.. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 5, 000 .. : .. .. . .. .. .. • . In land, to found a scholarship, $il<W 
'a year to be given in board or tuition 
to any girl named by his family. 
26, 000 . .. .. .. . • .. • • .. . • .. . • .. . • .. . • .. . . .. . . .. . To help cancel the debt. 
3, 000 .. • . • • • . . .. . . • • . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. For an art gallery. 
t 1, ooo f :::::::: .... 6oo· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: .!~·-~~~-
J 1 .............................................. .. 
Towards a permanent fund for library. 
To purchase additional land for semi-
!narjl' grounds. 
11, 000 . • • . . .. • • • . .. .. • • . • • . .. • • . .. • • . • .. 11, 000 ........ 
} 3, 000 { ·<::· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :: ~:~~~: :::::::. 
Gifts for the cabinets, art galleries. 
For library, repairs, and p r i z o s .. 
Amcunt not specified. 
To aid indigent students. 
To increase endowment. 
The income for young men preparing 
for the ministry. 
For current expenses . 
.......... .......... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ Books, pamphlets, public documents, 
coins, and specimens. 
5, 000 ...... , .. . • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • • .. .. • • • • • .. .. • . • .. . .. • . Purpose not specified. 
12, 500 .. .. .. . .. . •• .. .. .. .. • .. • • . .. • .. .. . 12, 500 • .. .. .. . To secure the institution fully and per-
petually to the Baptist denominatiOn; 
conditi9nal on free tuition being af. 
forded to one indigent girl perpetu-
ally for each $1,000 contributed. 
{
To forward endowment of $50,000, to 
be used in aiding needy pupils, in 
} 10, 500 f 10, 000 .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. . • .. .. .. . procuring lecturers, librarjT, cabi-~ 500 .. .. . .. • • .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . nets, and apparatus. Conditional 
upon raising the remaining $40,000 
within 5 years from February 3, 1879. 
450, 000 .......... 450, 000 • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. • .. .. . Towards the erection of a building to 
be used, when completed, as a Friends-• 
College for Women. 
500 . .. .. .. .. . .... • • .. •• .. .. .. .. • • • .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • . PuiEose not s~eci.fl.ed. The interest 
200 
o y to be use . 
500 ...... 5oci' :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~~~~~~~ciji~dd; interest to 1:1& 
used for school . 
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Location. Name. Residence. 
3 4 
Peter Srmth .•.•.•.....•..•.••..••.•..•.•••.... 
{
.John C. P_hillips ...•.................•.... · · · · · · 
Phillips Academy ....••...•... Andover, Mass... ~~~ ~';!:s".".".".".". :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
William 0. Grover and ........ -........ · · · • · 
others. 
English High School ........... Boston, Mass ..............•...••...........•. -----· .... .. ---· -· --·-
Williston Seminary ..... ___ _ . 5 Easthampton, 5 Mrs. Sarah L. Myers----- Yonkers, N.Y ...•.. 
l Mass. { Ninety alumni and friends .... -........ - - . --. · · · 
St. Mark's School. ............. Southborough, N. S. and .John Simpkins .. New York, N.Y .... . 
Mass. 
Austin Academy .•.•.•........ 1 Centre Strafford, Daniel Austin . • . • . . . . . . . . Kittery, Me ... ···•·· N.H. 
{
.James Callanan .. _ ... _... Des Moines, Iowa .. · 
-cazenovia Seminary . . . . . . . . . . C::tzenovia, N.Y... Governor Stanford....... California ... . •······ 
Many others ........................ · · • · • • · · · • · 
York Collegiate Institute ...... York, Pa .......... Mrs. S. Alden .. .... .... ... New York, N.Y.··· · 
(Various persons .............................. . I Mrs. Mary .A.. King . • . . . . Newport, R.I. .. -.. . 
Rogers High School ............ Newport, R.I ..... i 
j Other persons .•......... - ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Wayland University. ..... ..... Beaver Dam, Wis. -~ .......... _ ..•..........•.... ---- ... · · · · • • · · · · · · 
INSTITUTIONS FOR SECONDARY 
INSTRUCTION. 5 Mrs. Valeria G. Stone. __ . Malden, Mass- ....•. 
Talladega College ... -- .... . ... . Talladega, Ala .... { Varjous others ---- .... -... - --~·· ·· ··-- · · ·· · · · · 
Mills Seminary .•.•.......... .. Brooklyn, Cal ..... ...... ..... .......... -- ...... ----·.- · ·· · ·· ••··· ··· 
Urban Academy- .............. San l!'rancisco, Cal. Peter Coutts. ___ ... __ . .. _. Mayfield, Cal.···--· 
School of the Holy Cross ... .... Santa Cruz, Cal .... -:Mi~~-C~tb.e;_fue·w~ir~:::: ·N~~ y~~k,-N."Y·:: :: 
Wolfe Hall .••... --·---- .. .. --. Denver, Colo ..•• -· {Other friends--- .. --.-... Different States.---· 
Bntler.FemaleCollegeandMalel Butler Ga {O.M.Colbert .•.•••.••... ~Butler,Ga ...••••.. 
Institute. ~ ' - · · · · • • · .r. H. Holsey .. _.... . . . . . . 5 
Howard Normal Institute ..... 1 Cuthbert, Ga. ...... American Missionary As- ...........•..•. •••·•• 
sociation. 
Washingt;on F emfile Seminary ·1 Was~ington, Ga. . . .r udge W m. Reese .. _... . . . Washington, Ga .•• · G~~~l.Evangelical Lutheran Addison, Ill ......................... .......... ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Coe Collej!iat~ In titute . . . . . . . Cedar Rapids, Iowa T. M. Sinclair . . . . . . . .. . . . Cedar Rap~ds, Iowa. 
Lenox Collegiate In titute ..... 
1 
Hopkinton, Iowa.. T. M. Sinclair ............ Cedar Rap1ds, Iowa. 
Oelwein eminary . . . .. .. . .. . . . 0 lwein, Iowa.. ... .Jack on Mettlin. .. . .. . . .. Oelwein, Iowa. .. .•. -· 
Troy Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Troy, Iowa........ Citizens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Troy, Iowa ...•... ·•· 
. 1 ,J. 'I. Ca~bright . ...... .. } Alexander College. . . . . . .. . . . .. Burke ville, Ky. .. D. B. Klme . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, Ky .... · · 
W.K. mith ....... ..•. 
Lexinl!ton, Ky . . . . T. B. Tbr lkeld . . . . . . . . . . . Lexington, Ky ••••. • 
Loui~vill , Ky..... Prof . .J. L. Campbell....... Lexington, Va ••••• · 
Hallowell Me {Mr. . . L. , ton . . . . . . . . . Malden, Mass ...... . 
' ... .. Otherp r ons ................................ . 
Dudl y, .. . .. H . .J. onan . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Pawtnck t, R.I. ... . 
Frnnklin, Ma. . .. . . onor not m ntion d . . . . . .. . . . . ..... · ·- · · · · · · · 
'ortbfldll, Minn .. C. K tt lsen, Stat tr as- t. Paul, Minn . ....•. 
ur r. 
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.ELn -ttl o.., (j) "'<::!~ "'<::!~ 'f3.~ 
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r.Q 
~~ - ~~ ...; r.Q~ ~ a 
....,e- ,.Q~ .e< ~...; 
.;! rn"<:! 
.... ...., 
"'<::! ~~ P< ;S'~ "'<::!~ ~ <Vp, ui~ I'-< .s~ s'd "<:!.-o ~ ~~ "'<::! ~' 3 1:!=-.. ~~ $ ·~ ~ ,g.., 0•'"' ... 0 ~..cl :e 0 ~ I'-< ... ..,r.a 0 E-l 1"1 c!:l P-l R E-i H 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
-~-------------~ 6 '1 s 9 10 11 
--------
1~ 
} $80, 993 $80, 993 . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • { "~£',~':,W:,~n!~J!~~!rootion, •ohoJar. 
A. few books for the library. r·~:;;~· r:::~~&: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~!~·~~~~~ ~~~~~r;:~~~d. 
200 •••• •• • • • . . ••. •••. . • •.• •• . •••••••• . • •••• •• 200 For the library. 
5, 000 5, 000 To support the school. 
l 20, 000 { \; ggg · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-- · · · · · · · · · dowment; conditional on the debt 2 {To pay indebtedness and establish en-
~ 7,000 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~!{:tfi~~~~r~d~no more permanent. 
1, 000 ..••••. --. .••• •• •. •• •••••. •• •••••• .•••••.. 1, 000 For the library. . l ! 400 .• _ ••••.•••••••.•..•••••.••.•• _. . • • . • . • . A piano valued at $400. 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 500 . • . • • • . . . • . • • • • • As a trust fund; the net income to be · applied annually to the gift of a gold 
I 1, 900 medal to .the best Greek scholar for the year. 
J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Engravings, photographs, raised map. 
of Switzerland, chemicals, glassware, 
valuable books of reference, &c. 
} 















{ :::::::: ~~~~-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::·: g~v:~~lt n:~~~dina~llars in small amounts. 
• • • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . 1e, 000 . • • • • . • . . • • • • • . . For debt and scholarships. 
20 .••......• _.. • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . A set of maps to illustrate ancient his· 
tory. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For use of one of the Sisters. {:::::::: ~; ggg } _..... . . . . . . . . . .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . { Fb~o~~~lding ; also a donation oi 
2S . • • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • __ •• • . . • . . . . . . { Ofi~~~ock valued at the amount speci-
..•....... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . $80 . . .. . • • . T~~:a ttn;~ghogt s~~~; ~~~~::gb.fr~~-
.•.•.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 50 . . . . . . . . To pay tuition of poor children. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Purpose not specified; $422 was a free-
contribution by members. 
Purpose not specified. 
· · · · · · 76o · :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: For the general interests of the institu-
tion. 
10 . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . For school room. 
100 . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .. • • . . • • . . . . . To purchase apparatus. 
1, 000 . • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . To endow scholarships. 
35 ·········· . .............................. . 35 For library and apparatus. 
25, 000 { ~~: ggg :: : : : : : : :::: :: : : ::: : :: :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : 
5 5 ..........•............. ········ ········ 38,o~g ....... 50 .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
One hundred fossil specimens for illus-
trations in geology. 
} To pa.y indebtedness of school. 
For organ fund. 
Purpose not specified. 
Endowment fund. 
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Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
~am e. 
1 
L'fSTITUTlONS FOR SECONDARY 
INSTRUCTION -Continued. 
Wesleyan Methodist Seminary. 
Mt. H ermon F emale Seminary . 
Butler Academy .............. . 
Morrisville Collegiate Institute. 
Salem Academy . ...... . ... ... . 
Atkinson Academy ..... ...... . 
Location. Name. Residence. 
2 3 4 
{ 
Various persons in the { 
Wasioja, Minn . - . . ~~~~~~ ~nd W estern 5 . -... .... ....... ... . 
W m. Leuty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ligonier, Ind. -. . ... . 
Clinton, Miss ..•••. Various persons ........... .......... -... - - -· · -· 
Butler, Mo .•.•.•........ . ...... ..... .....•........... . ... -- .. -.. -- ·-
Morrisville, Mo . .. Subscriptions . ....•.. ..... ..... •..... . ... . --- · · · 
{
D. Appleton & Co .... . ... New York, N.Y. -.. 
S 1 M Van Antwerp, Bragg, & ~ a em, o. · · · · · · · · Co. Cincinnati, Ohio .-. 
R. Clarke&Co.,andothers 
Atkinson, N.H.... William .Johnson ......... Atkinson, N. H .... . 
Gilmanton Academy ........... Gilmanton, N.H._ Heirs of Hon. H. H. Y. Portsmouth, N.H .. -
Hackett. 
K earsarge School of Practice.. Wilmot, N. H _ .... { Hy~~~~:~d Isaac B. } Wilmot, N. H ..... . 
St St h ' s h 1 M'lb N J {J.D. Condit .. .... ... .... l\filburn,N.J ...... . 
. ep ens coo....... ..... 1 urn, . ..... E.S.Renwick ............ Milburn,N.J . ..... . 
~!~:!;~~~d!!~d~-~!: ::::::: : ~~::;:o;n.y ~- -~ . . Th~~~s ·-w: oi~~tt:::: :::: . Aib~~y, "ii. :y·::::::: 
Ad 1 hi A d B kl N Y { H. W. Wheeler . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, N. Y ..... . e P ca cmy · ·------ ---- · roo yn, · · · · Charles Pratt... ......... Brooklyn, N. Y · · · · · · 
M C 11 · t I t ' t t Elb "d N y {Thomas W. Hill ......... Elbridge, N.Y .... . . unro o eg1a e ns 1 u e .. . . r1 ge, . .. · · Theo. M. Pomeroy . . . .. .. Auburn, N.Y ...... . 
Residents ...... ..... ..... Hudson, Albany, 
Hudson Academy .. ... . .... . ... Hudson, N. Y . . . . . N.Y. 
{
State donation .... ................... ... -. . .. .. 
Subscrip:ions ............................... · · · 
Franklin Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . Malone;. N. Y..... Hon. W. A. Wheeler . . . . . . Malone, N. Y- ..... . 
Chili Seminary .. ........ ..... .. North vhili, N. Y _ Mrs. Katharine Warner ... Binghamton, N. Y .. 
DeGarmo InStitute . ........... Rhinebeck, N.Y .. Citizens of Rhinebeck and .................. . ··· 
graduates of school. 
Female Academy of the Sacred Rochester, N.Y .......................... ..... ............... -- · .. · · 
Heart. 
Rochester Realschule. .. .. ..... Rochester, N. Y ... Rochester Realschulver- Rochester, N. Y . ... -
ein . 
• t. Andrew's Seminary........ Rochester, N.Y... Rev. H. De I:.egge.. ...... . Rochester, N.Y ... . -
Belvidere Academy ............ Belvidere, N.C .... Baltimore Association of Baltimore, Md ..... . 
Tannehill Coli "e ............. . 
Edwards .A.cad my . .... .. .... .. 
Cl pring Academy ... .. ... . 
hin Valley nive ity .. ... . 
Fritlnds. 
~!!~~~~a :r:.~: ·vario~s-f~ie~ci5: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: 
~L~~· ~iu~::::: :::::.:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :· 
Fostoria, Ohio ..... Gov. Fo ter and citizens. Fo toria, Ohio ..... . 
outh New Lyme, W. . D ming and citi- South New Lyme, 
hio. zeus. Ohio. 
bland, Oreg ... _ ...................... ................. ... ...... .. 
Ruth Ann 'ope ...... . ... _ Philadelphia, Pa .. . -
lJnrlge M:. B. Young . .... . l in boro', Tenn ll. J. Rarl y, clerk of Gainesboro', Tenn. county court. 




Rhea town. T nn . Various p 1' on ............................... . 
1I mpbill, Tex ... . I Unknown . .................................... .. 
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Endowment and current expenses. 
For repairs and payment of mortgage. 
.Additions to geological cabinet . and 
library. } --~--~:. :::::::::: ~~:~. :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::: To enlarge building. 120 volumes to library. 
12, 000 . • • .. • • • • • .. .. ... • . .. ............ .. $12, 000 ...... .. 
65 .......... ........ ........ ...... .. ........ $65 
To educate young men ; not available 
until the death of his only daughter. 
Books for library. 
100 100 .••..••.•••••••. ·•••·••· ·••··••· . .. ..••. 
J ....................................................... .. 
f For payment of mortgage provided a • 
{ permanent school be kept. 
Building and greater part of labor. 
For school apparatus. 250 250 .............................. .. 
BOO • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• ••• • •• •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • ••. 800 
J '30, 000 
To purchase a collection of photo-
graphs illustrative of European art, 
scenery, &c. 
fTo enlarge the building; probable cost 

























5 To be used by trustees as they see fit . { 500 · .... · .... • .. • .................... • .. · ( $50 was intended for purchasing ap-
{ -~:~~~- :::::~~: :~~::~~: :~~~~~~: ~-~-:~~- ~.:·'::: :.;.:;.~::::::~?.::::; th&wf 
• .. • . .. • .. . • • . . • .. . .. .. • .. $200 . • .. .. .. . • . .. • • . For prizes. 
37 . .. .. • . • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • . .. .. • • . For general e~enses. 
1, 200 . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • . . • • . .A. six-inch refracting telescope 10 feet 
long. 
100 For chapel and library. 
700 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. . To keep a non-sectarian school and 
Kindergarten. 
1, 500 . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . . • • • . . • . . • • . . • • . To defray expense of new building. 
.. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 75 .. .. .. .. For education of indigent children. 
75 ....................................... . 
3,000 ............................... . 
.......... ........ ........ ........ 100 ....... . 
· · · · · · · · · · · 2o: ooo · : ::::::: :::::::: .... ~~~. : : : ::::: 
2, 700 .••..••..••..••..••.•••. ..• ..... 
To liquidate debt. 
For erection of additional building. 
For furniture and tuition. 
For tuition. 
Land m1d money for building. 
For building and tuition. 
8, 500 ..... ... ........ ... .. ... .. .. . •. The grounds, &c., valued at $8,500, 
seem to be the ~ift referred to. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Purpos not specified. 
{
Conditional on the rebuilding of the 
college or academy; the inter est is 
.................. · .... ... ..... ... 1, 100 .. .. .... then to be appropriated for the tui-
tion of indigent students. 
1, 500 .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. . .. . .. For payment on building. 
200 . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. For improvem~nt in grounds and bnild-
ing. 
2, 000 .. • .. . .. .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. . For general educational purposes. 
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Coronal Institute .............. · San Marcos, Tex . . . ............................. · · · · · .. - .. · · · · · · · · .. 
Beeman Academy .•........•••. 
St. Johnsbury Academy - ..... . 
Vermont Academy __ ..... ... .. . 
Thetford Academy ...... -.. .. . 
5 Mrs. Eliza Meacham .. _._ New Haven, Vt.--- · 
New Haven, Vt .. - ( Elam R. Jewett.......... Buffalo, N.Y ........ 
St. Johnsbury, Vt. Thaddeus Fairbanks_ . . __ Sb. Joh;nsbury, Vt.- · 
Saxton's River Vt. Charles L. Jones_ ..... __ .. Cambndge, Mass .. · 
Thetford, Vt .. ' .... Charles F. Latham ............................ .. 
St. Mary Academy and Orphan Norfolk, Va ___ .. __ .............................. · · · · .. · .... · · · .... .. 
Asylum. 
St. Philip's Church School . .... Richmond, Va ................................ --·· · ----.-· .. ·····--·· 
Storer l.Jollege ....... _ ......... f Harper's Ferry, { Rev: J . L. Sinclair_....... Lake Village, N.H.· 
• ~~kl J:::~:r{e~~~ry::: : : ::: ~~E~:~i~:::::: . ~~~~~~~!~~;~;~_s::: ~ ~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: f American College and Boston, Mass. -..... 
Albuquerque Academy ........ 5 Albuquerque, N .. C~t~ucational Society. Alb q e N ~ Mex. 1 1 1zens . . . . . . . • • • • . . . .. . uquer u , · 
· l Mex. 
Santa Fe, N.Mex. Various persons .......... New Mexico ...... .. 
~~f:~: :g~:~::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mount Pleasant, Various persons ................... - · · . · · · · ·- · · · 
Utah. 
Ogden, Utah . ..... Various friends .........•. ----··· ·· ············· 
Ogden, Utah ...................................................... · 
Payson, Utah..... Churches and missionary Elizabeth,,N. J. , and 
St. Michael's College ------ ... . 
Cache Valley Seminary ... .... . 
St. John's School ............ .. 
'\Vahsatch Academy ...... _ ..•. 
School of the Good Shepherd __ 
Ogden Academy ........... ___ _ 
Presbyterian Mission SchooL . _ 
. societies. Valparaiso, Ind. 
Rocky Mountain Seminary .. .. Salt Lake City, . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . · · · · • · · · · • · • · · • · · · · · · · 
Utah. 
St. ark's Grammar School . -- Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 
Salt Lake Academy ... _. ____ .. . 
Salt Lake Collegiate Institute .. 
Alden Academy ............. . . 
INSTITUTIO~S FOR THE DEAF 
AND DUMB. 
Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 




Subscriptions from Sun- ..•............. · · · · · · 
day schools, churches, 
and individuals. 
Various persons .......... New England ...... . 
Board of Home Missions . . New York, N. Y .. · · 
Rev. Ed. Tade ............ Anacortes,Wash.Te 
Clarke Institution for Deaf.} N rth t M { BequestofWbitingStreet Northampton, Mass. 
:Mutes. 0 amp on, ass Mrs. Henry Lippitt ..•.•. Providence, R. I···· 
t. Jos:gh' Institute for Im· Fordham, N.Y .. : Managers ..... ....... . ...................... ···· ~~Ie . In truction of Deaf. 
N~= ~~~i: 0~~~!onf~ ~g New York, N.Y.. E. Holbrook (deceased) ........................ . 
umb. 
In. titution for tho Improved New York, N.Y.. Mrs. B nj. F. Nathan ......•.••••.•........• · · · · 
Instruction of Deaf-Mutes. 
Wtio~ ~r £~:r.Y~~;mstitu-} Roche t r , N.Y . .. 5 · ·· · · · · · ··· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · .. ···· ······ ···· ·· ··· · · · 
lnon. E. K. Hart ......... New York ......... . 
Ohio Inati tion for tb ,Edu-1 . 
C-'lti n o! the Deaf and Columbu , Obi<.> ... { M! • ara~ F. p rry · · · · · } Colo.mbo.s, Ohio .... 
Dumb. I M.i. na. W lies ...... . 
P n lvnnia In i n lou for Philad lphia, Pa .. Cl•nrlott . E k~ ldt ...............• .•••.... ·· 
b and Dam b. I I 
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$125 . . • . • • • . . • • • • • .. . • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . . • • . . • • . For general purposes, telescope, and 
. globe. 
S . • • .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. • • • • .. $400 .. . . • • .. .. • .. . . . 5 To found scholarship and increase 
l 400 . • • • • • .. . • • • • • • . .. .. . • .. .. .. . • .. .. .. . . .. ~ permanent fund. 





5, 000 : : :: :::: : : : ::: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : . $5;' 000. : : : : : : : : Purpose not specified. The income to be appropriated for tuf. 
tion .of indigent students. 
500 
. . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. . . . .. . . . . Purpose not specified. 
100 100 ..... _.. .. • .. . . . .. • .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. • . .. .. For clothing. 
J 1~: ~~~ { ::i,:~~~: :::::::: ~~~;-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: t~0l~::::::::~h::;edness. 
Additions to museum. r~;;; ... ··;,·;;;· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: For cnttent expon'"· 
4, 800 .. • • .. .. .. $4, 800 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. • .. .. . For erection of new college. 
111 . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . • .. .. • .. . .. .. • .. . .. Purpose not specified. 
520 .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. 520 .. • .. • .. • • • .. • .. For scholarships. 
400 400 ......................................... For current expenses. 
l,f~g :::::::~~: :::::::: :::::::: .. ~~~~~- :::::::::::::::: i~~o1;t~~!¥~:::~ses. 







6, 000 • • • • • • . . For free tuition. 
Purpose not specified. 
For salaries. 
For academic uses. 
J 1• 500 f --~·-~~~- ::::::::::::::::····sao·:::::::::::::::: i~~o~~ef~\r~~~e~or prizes for im· 
provement in articulation in use of 
written language, and penmanship. 
3, 385 .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • .. ... • • .. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. Purpose not specified. 
4,151 Purpose not specified. 
1, 000 .. • • • • • • • . • .. .. .. • • •• • • • .. • .. • • • • • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. Purpose not specified. 
600 .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . $d00 For purchase of books and ornaments.-
. tion library. 
· • • ...... · .. • ·•••• •• .... •· •· .... •• ·· •••••• ........ •· ·•• ... .. VT~b~b~:ld~~~~c~e;e~· etualfund, ~ 150 S 100 ........................................ { th~ inc!>me to be expen~d for peri· 5 l 50 .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. odiCalliterature for the younger pn· 
pils. 
250 ...... . .................. . ....................... . Purpose not specified. 
46ED 
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.l ~ 3 4 t'i 
.t.BCILEOLOGY, FINE .ARTS, AND MUSIC. 
Gmmmnr of Painting and En~ving. Translated from, t_he FI:e"?-ch of S.C. Griggs & Co .•••••••••••. / Chicago, Ill ........... ! 8vo ••••••••.•.•••••.••..••. 
Chnrlt•s Blnnc by :Mrs. Ko.to N. Doggett. illustrated. 'Ihrrd e~1tion. 
Tht' Star Singt•r. For singing sol10ols, musical institutes, conventions, and Jansen, McClurg & Co ..•.•••....•.. do .... Obl.16mo .•. 1.92 
H<H'h\tirt~. By Prof. S. ,V. Sh-aub. 
GiriR' 1Ii~h St•hool Music Rt'ader. By .Julius Eichberg..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ginn & Heath .•••...••..••• 
:I.'t•1wbN'8 Mnnunl, to accompany the ·second n.nd third series of National ...... do 
M ut~ie Charts. B\• L. W. Mnsou and H. E.llolt. 
Artitlts of tho Ninet{)enth Century and their Works. By Clara Erskine~ Hon""hton Osgood & Co ..•••. 1 .•••.. do 
Ch•tm,nt nntl Ln.urenco Hutton. 2 vols. 5 "' ' 
liintR for Pupils in Drawing nnd Painting. By Helen M. Knowlton. Dlns-
frat(l(}. 
Tbo Philosophy of Music. By Wm. Polo. VoL XV of Philosophical , ...... do 
Lihrnrv. 
M. 1•'. s":ectscr's Artist Biographies. 5 vols. New illustrated edition ..•....... do .............•......•• ·1· ..... do 
Sll01<' Pmt;tionl Hi.J?.ts on Woocl Engmvin~. ~y,V. ;r. Lin~on. lll~strated .. Lee & Shepard............... . ..... do .. 
Onr ..imcl'!cnn Artlstll. By S. G. \V. Ben.]anun. W1th 36lllustratwns ...... D. Lothrop & Co ..•...•..•••...•.... do. 
Dlnt1trntion1:1 of the History of Art. Edited by E. A. Seemann. Americ:m 
O<lit illu, Jltlblit:.hed under the supervision of S. R. Koehler: 
Sor.l.-.A.rchit~oture, Sculpture, and the Industrial Arts among the I L. Prang & Co ················j······do 
Nations of .Antiquity. With 39 plates. 
SQr. 2.-Architectnre and Soulptme of tho Early Christian, Ro- ..•.•. do .•.••.••••••••.•..••••....... do 
mnncsquo, and Gothic Periods; falsoJ Architecture and 
Ornamentation of the Mohammea:m Nations. With 96 
plates. 
Ser. 3.-Arohiteoture and Sculpture of the Renaissance Period and , ..•..• do •.•...••••••••••••.•••. , •.•••. do 
of Modern Times. \Vith 4.8 plates. 
Ser. 4.-The In<lu&trinl Arts among the Oriental Nn.tions and the ...... do .•••..••..••••••••.•••....... do 
Nations of Emope from the Middle Ages down to Modern 
Times. With 42 plates. 
Sor. 5.-History of Painting from 'the Time of the Egyptians to the ....•. do 
Close of the Eighteenth Century. With 60 plates. 
Stn<\ving..,A~Ab1·oad, and li~w to do it Cheaply. By May Alcott Nieriker.. Roberts Bros ..•....•......•••...... do 
Mu:;•cal Gmdo. By ,V. S. Tilden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thompson Brown & Co ..••••...... do .............. . 
Bibt•lot s nn<l Curios. By FrMeric Vors. With a glossary of technioal terms. D. Applet~n & Co............. New York, N. Y ...•.. 
Grl'ttt Li~hls in Scnlphuo nnd Paintiu~. By S.D. Doremus ........•............ do .............•.......•..•.... do 
Ru><kin Oll Painting. With~" biogrn11htcal sketch . ............................... do .....................•....... do T~in~~f~1~1~ of Art Gift. Book: Comprising vols. 1 and 2 of the Maga.. Cassell, Petter, Galpin &. Co •....... do .............. . 
.•.•.. do 
Dor6 Bible Gallery. Containing 100 illustrations by Gustave Dor6 ...••••.. Fine Art Pub. Co ...•....•••••..••.. do 
i~~~ ........ l 177 12mo:~~~~~~~ ~ 87+386+:: 
16mo .•...•.. ~ 58+373+43 
Cr.Svo .••••. 
Obi. folio ..•. 
Obi. folio .... 
Obi. folio .... 
16mo ....... . 
8vo ....•••.. 
16mo .••..... 
12mo ....... . 
~:.~r: 4t.;~: :~· · ······ .. 55<>· 





































































Art in America. By S. G. W. BenJamin. illustrated ...................... Hai'per & Bros ...................... do .............. . 
Tho North Americans of Antiquity. By John T. Short. illustrated ........ . ... do ............................. do ............. .. 
Renaissance in Italy-The Fine Arts. By J. A. Ssmonds .................. Henry Holt & Co . .................. do. 
Instmction in Art Wood En,gravin~. By S. G. Fuller ...................... Industrial Pub. Co .................. do. 
Grammar of Japanese Ornament and Desi~11. ByT. W. Cutler. To be W.Lindemann ...................... do. 
completed in 4 part.s. Parts 1 and 2. Eacn 12 plates. 
Conversations on Art. By Thomas Couture. From the French, by S. E. G. P. Putnam's Sons ................ do Stewart. 
Putnam's Art Hand-Books. Edited by Susan N. Carter: 
IV.-Art of Figure Drawing. By C. H. Weigall. 17 illustrations .......... do ............................. do 
V.-A System of Water-Color Painting. By Aaron Penley. From ...... do ............................. do .............. . 38th London edition. . 
Roman Days. By Victor Rydberg. From the Swedish, by Alfred Corning ...... do .....................•....... do Clark. Illust.rated. 
The .Masters of Genre Painting. B:v F. Wedmore. With 16 illustrations .. Scribner & Welford ................. do 
China Painting in America. By Camille Piton. Album, no. 2: Japan. John Wiley & Sons ................. do .............. . With 15 plates. 
LawsofFesole. ByJohnRuskin. Foruseofschools. Vol.1. lliustrateCI. ........ do ............................ do .............. . 
Music Mad~ Eas:y. By Rob. Challo~er ....... .- . ........................... G. D. Newhall & Co .......... C~cinnati,_Ohio .... .. 
Tho Etchers GuHle. By Thomas B1shop. With 5 plates .................. Janentzky & Co .. ............ Philn.delpb1a, Pa ..... . 
lEsthetics. By Eugene V6ron ............. ......................... . ...... J. B. Lippincott & Co ............... do .............. . 
BIDLIOGRAPHY Al'm LITERATURE. 
New Method for the Study of English Literature. By Louise Mrertz ...... , S. C. Griggs & Co 
Orator's Manual. By G. L. Raymond. Second edition ........................... do ...... . 
First Two Books of Milton's Paradise Lost; and Lycidas. Edited, with~ Ginn & Heath 
notes, by Homer B. Sprague. Text book for students. S ' 
Shakespeare's Works. With introduction and notes, for the use of schools, 
by :Rev. H. N. Hudson. (Annotated English Classics:) 
J ulins Cresa.r ....................................................... --~- ..... do ~~:ti~:f;ie~~:~~~ :::::: ::~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ · · ... 
Selections from the Greek Lyric Poets. With introduction and notes by ...... do Henry M. Tyler. · 
American Poems. Selected for home and school reading from works of 
Longfellow, vVhittier, Bryant, Holmes, Lowell, and Emerson. 
Shakespeare. A biographic and resthetic study. By George H. Calvert. With portrait. 
.. 
Sq.Svo ...... , 2141 4 00 ~~~ : :::::::: .... -- .. ~~~~. ~ ~g 
12mo........ 72 30 
4to ........................ 1 Each, · 4 00 
12mo ...... .. 
Svo ........ . 
16mo ....... . 
Cr.Svo .... .. 
12mo ........ 
12mo ....... . 




Sq. 16mo .... 




































The Great Speeches :md Orations of Daniel Webster. With an essay on 
Webster as a master of English style. By Edwin P. Whipple. 
Reading as a Fine Art. By Ernest Legouve. Translated from the ninth 
edition. 
Sylla.bus of a Course of Lectures on the Science and Art of Teaching. By 
Wm.'Harold Payne. 
...... do ............... 18vo ......... 
...... do ............... 16mo ........ 







Rhetorical Method. By Henry W. Jameson. For use in schools and~ 
academies. , · · (. 
Short History of German Liternj;ure. By James K. Hosmer. Second edition, 
Chambers's Cyclopredia of English Literature. New edition. Edited by 
Robert Ca.rruther.s. 8 vola. 
G. I. Jones &·co ............ .. 
A. S.llarnes ·& Co ............ . 
G. I. Jones & Co ............ .. 
American Book Exchange ... . 
St. Louis, Mo ....... } Svo ......... ft~I~i::~~-- f:::: _. Svo ......... 
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BIDLIOGR..U>liY MI'D LITEB.ATU.B.E-Continued. 
Chambers's Cyoloprodia of English Literature. New edition. Edited by American Book Exchange ..•. New York, N.Y ...... 
Robl'rt Cnn-uthors. 4 vols. 
Librnry Mn~azine of Select Foreign Literature. Acme edition. 2 vols.- .. -- .... do ...•. ------------ ......... ·.:..do 
ThoArtofSp(I(•Cb: S_tudi~s in P~etryandPro~e. ByL: T. Townson~, D. D •• D. Appleton & Co ..••..•............ do 
Thomas Curlylo: llis Ltfo-llts 'Books-llis Theones. By Alfred H .....•. do-··-··---··-----------· ••.•.. do 
Guornsl'y. 
Cln&~ionl Writ~rs. Ellitl'd by John Richard Green: 
fiii~ig~~~o~,. ~1~~r~:li~~loke: ~ ~:: ~~~: ~:: ~- ~ ~: ::: ·:::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :~~ 
Dovololnuent of"English Litoratm·o. Old English Period. By Brother ...... do 
.A:r:nrllls. 
Etlucntion ns a Science. By Alexander Bain, LL. D .• ••••••••••••••• - •••••••••• - •. do 
En~lisb Composition. By John Nichol, M.A. (Literature primer, edited .... -.do 
by J. Grt>t•n.) 
'l'ho English Language and its Enrly Literature. By J. H. Gilmore, A.M •••••••••. do 
Essays, Criticnl tmd Miscellaneous. By Lord Macaulay. New .edition. . ..... do 
In 2 •ols. 
Tlw .Amorit•nn Catnlo~o fof books in print and for sale July 1, 1876). 
Etliteu by F. Leypolut nnu L. E. Jones. Vol. 1. Authors and titles. 
~!ncmtlny's :Es~1nys. With a biographical and critical introduction. By ...... do 
;E- "'!!· Whipplt>. ? vol~. . . . 
Dtchontu·y of English L1torature. By W. Davenport Adams. New edit10n. Cassell, Petter, Galpm & Co ... _ .... do ...•........... 
Do .. ....................................... . ................ . -----· ...... do ............................. do .............•. 
Fir~t Sketch of English Literature. By Henry Morley. New edition. ______ do·······-··············· ..•••. do .• . .••••....... 
For uso in colleges and high schools. 
Plutarch's Li•es. Translateu by John Dryden and others. Revised and} T. Y. Crowell ........... _ ..... ~ d 
corrected. 3 >ols. . { John W. Lovell .........•..... S • • • • 0 
Tnine's English Literature. Translated from the French by H.Van Laun ....... do ..............•.............. do. 
Complete revised edition. 
English Lit{!rature: Modern Period. By Eugene Lawrence ......•.......•. Harper & Bros . .•••................ do 
English Men of Letters. Edited by J obn Morley: 
Edumnll Burke. By John Morley ...... ·······----- ..•... -----··-·--· ...... do 
:Robert Burns. By Prinoipnl Sbairp .................. ·---·- ............. __ .do 
~~~~~:~!~~~~;:~f~: ::: :~~. :~~::::~~~~~~~ ~~~~ :~ ~ ~: ~~ ~:. ~: ~ ~ Jl ............ t:·Ji. 









12mo. ....... 5-i- 214 
12mo ....... : 3+ 205 
12mo .••......•............ 
12mo........ 7+ 152 
12mo...... . . G + 206 





























































~Y~~~~:{·ay~Y:r 'I~~~l~;~1Tl:~u~:Pa::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::.~~ 
Lrssons D:om my Masters-Carlyle, Tennyson, and Ruskin. By Peter ...... do Ba:rno. 
.A P1:imer of Spanish Lite-rature. By Mrs. Helen S. Conant ....................... do 
Samuel .Johnson. Edited by E. T. Mason ........................................ do 
ShakesP-eare's Works .. Edi~d;,with notes, by Wm . .J. Rolfe: 




Comedy of Twelfth. Night. lllustrated ..................................... do 
'l.'ra"e<iy of Othello. illustrated ............................................ do .................... ---~------do 
Studies oftho Greek Poots. Bv .John A. Svmonds. 2 vols ....................... do ............................. do 
Cbaut:mqua I-ibrary of English llistor.v and Literature..................... Phillips & Hunt ....••..•......•.... do 
Grt>ek Literature. ByRov.AlbertD. Vail, D. D. Chautauquatextbook,No. 6 ...... do ............................. do 
Putnam's Library Companion. Annual supplement to The Best Reading. G. P. Putnam's Sons .•............•. do Vol. 2. 
Rra<liug Book of English Classics. By C. W. Leffingwell, D. D ................... do ........ .. 
StudicA in Gorman Li.tomturo. By Bayard Taylor. With introduction by ...... do Goo. H. Bober. 
Bibliothcra Americana. By Joseph Sabin. Parts 61 and 62. (McClean to Markham) 
Bibliothcra Americana. By Joseph Sabin. Parts 63-66. (Markham to 
Mcmoiro.) 
Bil>liothcca Americana. By Joseph Sabin, Parts 67 and 68. (Memoire to ...... do .... . 
...... do M.inn<'sota.) 
Cresar: .A Sketch. By .Jan~es A. Fronde. Portmit and map ............... Charles Scribner's Sons ............. do ............. .. 
Goethe and Schiller. By Prof. Ifjalmar H. BoyE>sen ............................. do ............................. do 
Manual of English Literature. By ll. Morley. Revised by Moses Coit Tyler Sheldon & Co ........•.............. do 
]'amous Books. By W. Davenport .Adams ................................ R. Worthington .................... do .. .. 
.A Study of Shakespeare. By A. C. Swinburne .................................. do .................... : ......... do ............. .. 
Bibliotheca American . Supplementfor1879. Edited byRob'tClarke & Co Rob't Clarke & Co ............ Cincinnati, Ohio .... .. 
Complete Works of William Shakespeare. Collated and compared with W. T. Amies ................. Philadelphia, Pa .... .. 
editions of Halliwell, Knight, Collier, and others. With life by Charles 
Knight. lllustrated. 
The Art of Reading. By Ernest Legouve. Translated, and illustrated 
with biog1:aphical notes, by Edward Roth. 
.Annotated Poems of Standard .Authors. By Rev. E. T. Stevens, M. A., and 
Rev. D. Morris, B. A. For use in schools: 1 vol. lllustrated. Forei1)a1~11::~~~s ~; ~~Y.i~a~:n~~~~--_ ~~~~~~ _ ~:. ~~~~ -~~~~~~~-t-: _________ _ 
M.olit\re. By Mrs. Oliphant ..........................•..................... do 
Montaigne. By Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A ................................ do 
Rabelais. By Walter Besant, M. A ......................................... do 
Great Authors of all A~s- By S. Austin Allibone, LL.D ......................... do 
The Philosophy of the J:luman Voice. By .Tames Rush, M.D. Seventh re- ...... do 
vised editiOn. 
Dictionary of Poetical Quotations. By J. T. 'fatson. New edition .....••. Porter & Coates .............. l ...... do 
DICTIONARmS AND ENCYCLOP lEDIAS. 
~~:~::::::::,:::::::::::::: 
12mo........ 449 
32mo ....... . 
12mo ...... .. 
227 
319 
Sq. 16mo . . . . 3 + 218 
Sq.16mo.... 174 
Sq.16mo.... 214 
Sq. 16mo . . . . 483, 419 
8vo ...................... . 
24mo........ 124-
8vo ......... 4+ 80 
Svo ..•...... 
12me ........ 
Svo ........ . 
8vo ....... .. 
8.vo ...•..... 





8vo .. .. .. • .. 18 + 550 
12mo.. ... .. . 19 + 424 
8vo .. .. .. • .. 23 + 665 
12mo ........ 9+384 
12mo ..................... . 
8vo ......... 2 + 92 
4to.... ... .. . 1468 
::::::::::::1.-~~ -~- ~~~~~~-
i~:~::::::: :~----- io ·+· i~2 · 
16mo........ 3 + 192 
16mo........ 4 + 194 
8vo ......... 16 + 9-555 
Svo ....... .. 
12mo ........ 506 















5 00 00 
1-:3 
8 00 ~ 
1-:3 
5 00 ,.., 00 
2 50 1-:3 H 
2 00 c 
2 40 ~ 
1 50 t:-1 
1 75 1-:3 Paper, 25 
5 00 P> t:d 
t'i 
1 50 trJ rn 
1 00 











TABLE XXIV.-Publications, educational, historical, cfo., fo'r 1879, cf·o.-Continued. 
NIUile of book and of author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. 
1 ~ 3 4 






'Yl·b~l<'r's Atulwknu Diction:ll'y of tho Eu::rlish Language. Revised, en-lar~l·tl, nutl impnl\·Nl b) {'huuncoy A. Goodrich, D. D., and Noah Porter, 
11. 11 . , 1 .t~ 11. ""ilh nppeuclh. of tablt•s, supplement of nearly 5,000 new 
wonls, nmlnow pronouucing biographical tllotlonary. lllusLratetl. 
G. and C. Merriam ............ 1 Springfield, Mass ..... I 4to ......... . 72 + 1852 I $12 oo420 oo 
hamhMs's Ent•yt•loprodin. 'From the last (1879) Edinburgh and London~ I American Book Exchange .••. 1 New York, N.Y .••••.. 
t•llitiou. Iu ~0 volmuos. Vola. I-Y. S 
JIJlll•t~n·s Aunnnl Cycloprodla. Now series, vol. ill. Whole seties, vol. 
X\"lll. 'ot,ll•\''t~ Cvt"lopm<lia of Pmcticnl R(lcoipts, and Coll:tteral Information in l ...... do 
t h11 ~\ rts.' 1\In uufntltm'Os, Profe!!sions, and Trades. Sixth edition. Revised 
null parth· nmTittl•n by l~iohanl V. Tuson. In 2 volumes. Vol. 1. 
A Ulvl'snry of lliological, Anatomical, nnd Physiological 'l'erms. By Thomas I •••• -- do 
Dunmun. 
~m·ydoJHl'llin.l3ritaunica.. Ninth edition. Vols. IX and X ....... ------·--
llaq)tn''!! Lntin Didiouary. Foundt'd on the trans. of ..l!'reund's Latin-Ger-
man Lo'-iron. Etlitell by E. A. Andrews, LL. u. Rovised, enlar~~;ed, and 
p;n-tly rowl'itton 1>,\ Charlton 1'. Lewis, PH. D., and Chades Short, LL. D. 
Dil-tiounry for tho Pocket. (French-English and English-French.) By 
John Bolluw1:1. Yonu~ l<'olks' Cyclopmdia of Common Things. By John D. Champlin, jr. l ...... do 
lllustratl'tl. 
Et~·molo~il-nl Dictionary of tho EngliHh Language. By Rev. Walter W. 
...... do 
...... do 
Skt•at. I>nrt 1. 'l'o be completed iu 4 parts. 
Didionnn of Scientific Terms. By w•m. Rossiter. Illustrated ........... G.P.Putnam's Sons ................ do .............. . 
P1wkot Classil'nl Dietionary. By F. G. Ireland ................................. do ............................ do 
lliulico-'l'hoologicnl Lexicon of :N cw Testament Greek. By Prof. Hermann .A.. D. F. :Randolph & Co ...•......•.. do 
Cremer. 
Et.\'molo_gi.cnl and Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language. By Scribner & Welford ................. do 
lll''· Jns. Stormouth. Pronuncintiou revised by Rev. P. H. Phelp. 
Thll Y car Book. of Education for 18i9. Second annual supplement to Cyclo- E. Steiger ........................... do 
prc<lia. of .Education. 
Du~tionnt·y of Chcmislrv and Allie<l Branches of other Sciences. By H. R. Worthington ..................... do 
"yatt!!. Thirtl SuTJple'inent. Part 1. 
PWt~f~~;nmouncing an<l Defining Dictionary. By S. Johnson and J. 
Weut~tcr'l:l Dictionary of tho English Language. Illustrated .........••.... 1 ••.... do 
16mo ••••••• l{ 
Large8vo .. . 
8vo ........ . 
Sm.8vo ..... 





32mo ........ i··········· 
8vo : ...... .. 







Cr.8vo .•• • ••. 
4to ........ .. 


























































Student's Pocket Medical Lexicon. By Elias Longley ........... ... ...... -~ Lindsay & Blakiston ..•....... , ...... do 
A Popular Guido to the Terms of Art and Science. By C. Bankes Brookes. J. B. Lippincott & Co ............... do 24mo ....... Large 12mo. 
EDUCATION. 
Lootmcs before the American Institt1te of Instruction at Fabyan's, White 
:Mountains, July 8-11, 1879. With jourual of proceedings. 
The Public Library and the Common Schools. By Charles F. Adams, jr ... 
First Principles of l;Iousehold Management ancl Cookery. By Maria Par-
loa. Text book for scl10ols and families. · 
Am~rican Institute ofinstrnc-
tion. 12mo ........ 
Estes & Lauriat .............. , ...... do ............... ,Svo ......•.. 
Houghton, Osgood & Co ............ do ............... 16mo ...... .. 
303 
227 
80 + 167 
51 
11+ 133 
Reading Club and Handy Spe[J,ker. Eclite<l by G. M. Baker. Nos. 6 and 7 .. Lee & Shepard ••··· ··········~·-····do · ······ ····· ·· - ~16mo. · · ·····1 { ! t 1g~ ~- Atl1~ms' I~re~ Sc~ool S,r~teru of the United States.·; ........... ·:·· ...... New England Pub. Co .............. do .......................................... . 
1:eachrug Readmg m ~ubhc Schools. ~.V Alex;. Ml:'lnlle. Bell .. ............ J. _P. Burbank . ... . ............ Sal~m, Mass .......... 12mo. ....... 2 + 17 llandl~ook for the Kmdergar~n. W1th 75 htbograph1c plates. Plates Milton Bradley & Co.......... Sprmgfield, Mass . . . . . Sq. Svo...... 16 
re,·ised from "Paradise of Childhood," with directions and suggestions 
by the Florence Kindergartners. 
Kinderg[Lrtncr's Manual of Drawing. By N. Moore. 17 plates . .... ... .... ...... do ......... . 
The Paradise of Cliiltlhoocl. By Edwarcl Wiebe. A manual for sl'lf-instruc- ...... do . 
tion in Friedrich Frobel's educational principles. With 74 plates of il-
lustrations. New edition. 
Complete Word Speller .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . Ulbrich & Kingslev ........... I Buftalo, N.Y ......... . ~~li!~~::~~~~~~r~~~~~:-~~-~~~~-~~~-~~-~~~~---~~:~_:::::::::::::::: -~--~~~1~~~~-~~~:-:::::::::::: -~~~l;o~~~-~--~.:::::: 
Uhild's Book of Language. A graded series of lessons and blanks in 4 ...... do ............................. do ............. .. 
muubers. By J. H. Stickney. 
Gems of Thought. By Charles Northencl, .A.M. 1,000 choice selections .......... do 
Primary Copy Books. Model series. Six numbers, with Wakeman's ...... do 
Sliding Copies. By J. H. Stickney. 
Hand-Book of l~cquirements for Admission to the Colleges of the United ...... do 
States. Editt'd by .A. F. Nightingale. 
Gould's Good English; or, Popuhr Errors in English. By Edward S. 
Gould. 1 vol. New edition. 
Din.logues and Conversations. By Emily S. Oakey. Designed for the use 
of schools. 
.. .... do . ............ .. 



























40 In_dependc~t Writing Speller. By J. Edwin Phillips. 3 books, primary, 
mtormedJate, and advanced. Cla~sical Elocutionist. Edited by W. H. McDougall . .................. ... •. Actin~ and Oratory. By J. E. Frobisher. Designed for public speakers, 
teacners, &c. illustrated. 
Dick's Recitations and Readings. Nos. 9 and 10. 
24, 2<, 321 Paper, ea., 15 
2+256 125 
415 2 00 
School Festival Songs .................................................... .. 
Comic Sneeches and Recitations. Designed for sehools and litera;ry drcles by H. llllliott McBride. 
Rumo.-~us Dtalogues. Designed for school exhibitions, &c., by H. Elliott l ...... do McBnde. 
Crabb's English Rynonymes . . New edition, with additions and corrections. Harper & Bros ..•...•..••••••• , ...... do 

























TABLE XXIV.-Publications, educational, ltistmical, ~c., for 1879, /c.-Continued. 
Nnmo of book nucl of author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. 
1 2 3 4 
EDUCATION- Continued. 
~icl11 to Fnmily C:tn-N"Uml'nt; or, From tho Cmclle to tl1~ School, according I M. L. Holbrook & Co .•...... : .. j New York, N. Y .••••. 1 12mo ..••.... 
to Fnltllwl. ' lh BNtha MeV"E'I'. Translated from second Germltll edition 
hy M. L.liolhr(•uk, M. r•. ; [also) ThoRightll of Children and theTruePrin-
l'l~·~p~;~~~~f'~~~\~~i~·~~~0'i~~n1~1t~~~;t~:: ~~~~~t~~-8p~:~i:tted from the fourth I .•.••. do ...........•...•....... I .••••. do 
C:l'nunn Nlit it>n h\· Mi-A lLomro J\'[auu. 
hilt\'~ <.:ntcchi~m o'r Common Things. By J.D. Champlin, jr 
Nt>nunl \Vonl )look. lh John Swett ........................ . ~wint(llt's Nt•w " 7 unl A"nnlysis ................................................. do- ............ : ......... , .••••. do 
F.tllll'lllitm, it>~ I'"riuciplt•s nnd Prnctico as Devoloped by George Combe. Macmillan & Co .....•..•...•....... do. 
l•:tlilt>tl by "'·,Tolly. 
Tht' Mt•tnrihysir~ ot' tb<' f'chool. By Thomas llarpor ....................••....... do . 
~dllltll CookN'.Y Book. B~- <.:. K Guthrie ·wright ................................. do . 
'l'ho 'l't•nrlwr: lliot~ on 8dwol hlanagem€'nt. By J. R. l3lnkiston ................ do ......... .. 
Tlw rht-nst' l~ook of Practical Phonograpby. By James E. Munson ....... J. E. Munson 
'lumtanqun Tt•'\.t-Book::~: 
No. 10.-What,isEducntion 1 By Prof. W.F. Phelps ................. Phillips & Hunt 
:Xo. 11.-Socmtt•s. B,\' J>rot: W.F. Phelps .................................. do 
:Xo. 1~ -l't>stnlozzi. By Prof. W. F. Phelps ................................ do 
No. 13.-Anglo-Saxou. By Prof . ..AlbertS. Cook ............................ do 
No. 14.-llomCt' Mnnn. By J>rof. W. F. Phelps .................. _ .......... do 
'l'ht' L~~·O;t5syl~~~~~lt'\3y~~!;:~~- 6"iiJ~;,f~-~l~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ....................... , ...... do. 
Art of Cooking. By Matilda. Leos Dods. Edited by llenriette de Conde G.P.Putnam's Sons ................ do 
~lwrmnn. 
Littlt' Lt>~sons for Little llonsekeepers. Lessons given at Wilson Indus-
trial f't'lto(ll. 
llint!\ townnl~ a Nntionnl Cnltnre for Yonn~t .Americans. By S. S. Boyce .. 
How to Lt•nrn Short.-Iland. By Arthur M. Baker ..... ___ ... · ..... _ ........ . 
Art of Quc~tioninl!. B~- Jo11hn:t G. Fitch .... __ ............. _ ............ _. 
llalf a Huntlred SOU!!S ior tho School-Room nnd llome. By Hnttie Sanford 
Rnll~t·ll. 
N~t-i~~~h~:~~~~~!~~~l!n Italy, France, Germany, England, and Wales. By ...... do ....................... 1 ...... do 
Ont_thobPrComWillollofMethodllofTeaching. ByJ. ll.Hoose. With introduc- ...•.. do ............................. do 
ton y . . ennett, 1>. n. 
~11'-lnstructor in Penmnn11bip. By C. R. Wells .....•.••••......•...... _ .....•... do 




2-208 I Paper, $0 50 


















4+ 67 50 
43 Paper, 25 
47-80 15 
3 + 103 35 
28 15 
37 + 376 1 00 
1 00 






































A Fonetio Fur!lt Redur. By T. R. VioJcroy. Printed in the alfabet and f Van .Antwerp, Bragg & Co .. . . j Cincinnati, Ohio ...... . 
~>-peling OY tho Speling Reform .Asosbicshun. 
Eclectic .Remlers. By ·w. H. McGuffey. Revised edition. 5 vols: 
.First Reader ........ .........................•........ . .....•............... do ........••...•.......•....... do . . . .. . ..•..... 
Seeond Reader ..............•.............................................. do ......... .... .. •. ........... . do .............. . 
'l'hird Reader ..... ...........................•.............. . .... . .. . ... .... do .. ...................... ..... do .............. . 
Fourth Reader . ................ . ............ •............................. . do ............ _ ...... . .. . ...... do~--- · ···· ..... . 
Fifth Reader . ..... .. ................ ... ...•.••................. .. .......... do ............................. do .............. . 
Manuals for Teacbrrs. 5 numbers ......................................... Eldredge & Bro ..........•.... Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
'Yobh's Manual of Etymology ..........•.............................. ....... ... do . .. . ..................•.. .. . do .......... .. .. . 
Ono n undred Cl1oico Selections in Poetry and Prose. Edited by P. Gar- P. Garrett & Co . .................... do .........•..... 
rr,tt.. Nos.16 and 17. 
L~~R~ms in,Phonog_raphy. By Wm. E. H. Searcy ...... . ...... ··;··· ..... ... J. B. Lippincott & Co ........ . ...... do 
L1ppmcott s Phomc Chart. .Arranged by Mary McCurdy. W1th oxplan- .•.... do ............................. do 
a ton· text book. 
Co~nprrhensiY_e Spelling. By Geoffrey Buckwalter.............. .... ....... Porter & Coates ........•..... .. ..... do .••....... . ..• . 
Pnma.ry Spellmg. By Geotlroy Buckwalter ... ..... ..........•................... do ... ................•.•.... . . . do ___ ,. __ ........ . 
Principles of E locution and Vocal Culture. By Benj. W . .A.twell. Fourth N.Bangs Williams & Co ...... Providence,R.I. ..... . 
edition. 




(See Arcb::eology, Fine Arts, and Music.) 
GENERAL SCIENCE. 




12mo .. ...•• 
The Embr:ronic System of Nature. By James Milleson, 111. D. 
Outlines of Elementary Chemistry. By Arthur B. Morrill ... .. --.---.--- . . 
Half-Hour Recreations in Popular Science. Edited by Dana Estes. Second 
series. Tilustrated. 
Lormg, Short & Harmon .•.••. Portland, Me ....•..... 12mo ....... . 
Cen~ral Printing Co ......•••. ·1 Indianapolis, Ind . .•.. ,12mo ....... . 
E stes & Lauriat ..•.. ·-------- Boston, Mass ......... 8vo ...•..... 
48 I 






























Graded Science Outlines. Bv Allen F. Wood. 4 vols ..... •...... - ... - .. ---
Catalogue of Scientific Serials of All Countries, 1633-~876. .By Samuel H. 
Scudder. * 
12mo .•..... . J··············I Each, 
8vo .••.••••. 12 + 158 
w 
400 
Our Planet: its Past and Future. By Wm. Denton. Eighth edition . .. •. .. 
The Evolution of Man. From the German of Ernst H::eckel. With numer-
ous illustrations. In 2 volumes. 
12mo ....•... 
12mo ....... . 
Freedom in Science and Teachin~ From the German of Ernst H::eckel. 
With_a prefatory note by T. H . .tiuxley, -F.R.s. ...... do ......•.. ...•.. l12mo .•••.... 
The Farry-Land of Science. By Arabella B. Buckley. illustrated ...•........... do ............•..••••••........ do . .••••......... 
The Human Species. B.v A. De Quatrefages . .................................... do . .....•.....••..•.........•.. do ........... ... . 
Modern Chromatics, with .Applications to .Art and Industry. By Ogden N ....•.. do ..•••.•..•...•..••.......•••. do ... .•..... . .. --Rood. 130 illustrations. 
The Moon: Her Motions, .Aspect, Scenery, and Physical Conditions. By ..••.. do ....••••••.••••••••.•...•••.. do 
Richard A. Proctor, B. A. New edition. Illustrated. 
Popular Science :Monthly. Bound volumes, XIV and XV .......•••••.........•.. do ....•••••••••••.••••....•..•. do 




























TABLE XXIV.-Publications, educational, hist01'ical, ~c., for 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Name of book lUld of author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. 
1 2 3 
GENEltAL scmNCE- Continued. 
&1l:u· Li~bt nml lll'at: tho Source and tho Supply. Gravitation: with ox- I D. Appleton & Co ....••....• ..1 New York, N.Y ...... 
Jllauatiuu~ vf planotnry ;mel molecular forces. By Zach. Allen, LL. D. 
With illu~tmtiout~. 
'l'lw Stmly uf Huck~. By Frauk Rutley. Tilustrated ...... ----------·· .... , .•.... do- ...................... , ...•.. do 
\ 'l'n•tllis~J on Clwmit~hT. Bv II. E. Roscoe, F. n. s., lUld C. Schorlemmer, ...... do ............................. do 
J.'. 11. t>. lllnRtratcd. 'Vol.il, P1n·t 1.-Metnls. 1 volume. 
<towt•r~ of tlw Sky. By Rit•hnrd A. Prot tor. Illustrn.ted ................. . 
J.o:n~y Ll'S~Ulll! in J>opulnr Science; ami IInnd-Book to Pictorial Chart. By 
,J tinu•:! Montt•it11. Maps and illustrations. 
I.i).:hl St'it•noo for L('isuro llours. By R. A. Proctor ..................... . 
tmmll Ht•cord of Science lUld Industry for 1878. Edited by Prof. Spencer 
1•'.lltlirtl. Rt•crcatiom~ in .Astronomy. By Rev. II. W. Warren, D. D. illustrations ...... do --·-····-------·-·····-~------do 
and maps. 
ARtrouomv for Scl1ools and Colleges. By Simon Newcomb, LL.D., and Ed- Henry Holt & Co ................... do 
w:u-ll S. )Iohlcn. llln~;~trntecl. (American science series.) 
Pr:wticnllliutsonUseofMioroscope. By.JohnPhill. illustrated. Abridged Industrial Publishin~r Com- ...... do 
for bt•:.:itml•rs. pany. 
:RI•ymcs ofSt•it1nce: Wise :mel Otherwise. By 0. W. Holmes and others ......... do 
St:t:tion Cutting: Guide to Preparation and Mounting of Sections for Micro- .... _.do 
Rcopo. By SylYcstor :Marsh. 
Eh•tnt'Dtm·y Lessons on Sound. ByW. H. Stone. Tilustrated .............. Macmillan & Co ---- .. ------ ........ do. 
Sl'it•nt~o Lectures at South Kensington. By W. Spottiswoodo and others. . ..... do .. --- ....................... do 
Yol.2. 
Sciontiilo L(lcturcs. By Sir John Lubbock. illustrated ......... -- .............. do .......... __ ..... _ ....... ___ .do 
~·n·ntillo on AJlplicotion of Ge1wrnlizcd Coordinates to the Kinetics of a· ...... do--------------·-------- ...... do. 
Mntt·rial ~ystem. By II. W. Watson nnd S. H. Bm·bury. 
Modem Meteorology. Six lectures by Rob. I . .Mann and others. Colored D. Van Nostrand ................... do. 
phttes. 
Vnn Nosh'llud'!! Scknce Series. Nos. 40-49: 
TI'I\nsmi::~sion of Power by Compressed Air. By Rob. Zahner, M. E ......... do 
Strt.'ngtb of Materials. ~y Wm. Kent, c. E ................................. do 
Von:o:~oir Arches, Applied to Stone Bridges, Tunnels, &c. By Wm ....... do 
Cain. 
'faY~ an<l Vortex Motion. By Tho~as Craig------------ .................. do 
Turbme Wheels. ByW. P. Trowbndge ................................... do 
Thermodynamics. By Prof. H. T. Eddy .................................... do 
leo-Making Machines. By M~ Ledo'UX. From the Frenc4 ... _, .... _ .. , . _ .. d,o 






12nlo ... -- ... 
4to .......... 





12mo .... -- .. 
16mo ........ 
8vo ......... 
8vo .. _ ...... 
8vo .... - .... 
12mo ........ 












17 + 715 









































































Linko.ges; the Different Forms and Usages of Articulated Links. By •••••• do ............................. do 
J.D. C. de Roos. 
Theory of Soli<l and Braced Elastic .Arches. By Wm. Cain ................ do ............................. do 
Elements of the Mathematical Theory of Fluid Motion. By Thomas ...... do ............................. do 
ili~~ . 
Student's MytholO/bY· By C. A. White. For the use of schools and acade- W. J. Widdleton .................... do 
mies. New editiOn, revised and uorreoted. 
Pleasant Ways in Science. Bv Prof. R. A. Proctor ........................ R. Worthington .................... do 
Science at IIome. By Jas. R. 'Nichols, A. 111., ?tl. D ................................ do . ............................ do ............. .. 
Qualitative Analysis. By J. H. Appleton .................................. Cowperthwait & Co •....••..•. Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
Young Chemist. By J. H. Appleton ............................................. do ..... ..... ................... do 
Laboratory Teaching: or, Progressive Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Lindsay & Blakiston ................ do 
By C. L. Bloxam. Fourth edition. 89 illustrations. 
Elements of Modern Chemistry. By Adolphe Wurtz. Translated and ed- J. B. Lippincott & Co ............... do 
ited from tho fourth French edition by W. H. Greene, 111. D. lllustrated. 
Lectures on Popular and Scientific Subjects. By the Earl of Caithness. 8 ...... do ..•••• •......••••••••...••... do 
lectures. Second enlarged edition. 
First Steps in Chemical Principles. By Henry Leffman, D. D • • • • • • • • • • • • • . E. Stern & Co ...••••...•.•....••.... do 
Haeckel's Genesis of .Man. Review of Haeckel's Anthropogenie, by Les- ...... do ...................... ....... do 
terF. Ward. 
GEOGIUPHY. 
.A Hi~tory of Ancient Geography Among the Gre~ks and Romans from the J Scribner & Walford ..•••••.••. 
Earliest Ages to the Fall of the Roman Empire. By E. H. Bunbury. 
With 20 illustrative maps. 2 vols. 
Brief Geography of Onondag;a County, New York. By C. W. Bardeen.l Davis,Bardeen & Co .•••...••. 
For the use of public schools. 
Home Atlas. 30 maps in colors. Index of 4,000 references . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .Marcus Ward & Co........... Philadelphia, Pa ...... 
Portable Atlas. 30 maps in colors. Index . ...................................... do ....................... j ...... do 
Universal .Atlas for School and Home. Revised in accordance with treaty ...... do ............................. do 
of Berlin, 1878. 
IDSTORY. 
Constitutional and Political History of the United States. By H. v. Holst. 
]'rom the German, by John J. Lalor and A. B . .Mason. Vol. 2: 182S-1846. 
Young Folks' History of England. By Charlotte .M. Yonge. Illustrated .. Estes&Lauriat, Lothrop & Co. Boston, .Mass ..••.•.•. 
Young Folks' History of Germany. 'By Charlotte .M. Yonge . .Map and ...... do ...................... ....... do 
illustrations. 
Young Folks' History of Greece. By Charlotte .M. Yonge. Illustrated .......... do ..••...•.....••.•••••..•.••. do 
Young Folks' History of Rome. By Charlotte M. Yonge. Illustrated ........... do ............................. do. 
The Life and Epoch of Alexander Hamilton. By George Shea ........ .... . Houghton, Osgood & Co ............ do 
John C. Hamilton's Life of .Alexander Hamilton. A History of the Repub- ...... do ... : . ........................ do ...... · .•· .... .. 
lie of the Unit-ed States. Fourth edition. 7 vols. 
The Princeton Book: History of Princeton College in all its Departments ...•.. do ............................. do .............. . 
and Relations. 69 heliotype illustrations. 
Reader's Hand-Book of the .American Revolution. By Justin Winsor ............ do ............................. do .............. . 
History of England. By .A. P. Stone....................................... Thompson, Brown & Co ............ do ........ -.... .. 
Pictorial History of Texas. By Rev. HomerS. Thrall...................... N.D. Thompson & Co........ St. Louis, .Mo ....••••. 
Class-Book History of England. Bv Rev. David .Morris. Illustrations and D . .Appleton & Co .......•..••. N€JIW York, N.Y ..... . 
maps. From fifteenth English edition. 









261 1 75 
687 2 50 




481 Paper, 25 
30 maps+32 60 
30 maps, 55 1 00 







16mo ..................... . 
12mo........ 150 
8vo ......... 861 
12mo........ ll + 532 
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Pr<'ltilltorioTimcs. BySirJohnLubbock. illustrated. New and revised I D. Appleton & Co .••••. ······1 NewYork,N. Y .•..•. 1 8vo ...•...•. , .•.••••.•••••. 
t·ditiou. . 'n~titutional IIi~tory of England. Since tho accC'ssion of George III, A. C. Armstrong & Son ..•.....•.... do 1100 
l'itltl-l~tJO . W'ith n JWW snpplomoutary chap tor, 1860-1871. By Sir 1.'homas 
J-:n•kino ltfnv. 2 Yt~ls. 
Rn:,!lillb lli t!h>i)· in Short Storil"s. R<'>ised edition. Colored plates ....... .A.. S. Barnes & Co ................... do . 
lllsllll'Y of tilt' Rt•f<>rmation. By J. li. Merle d'.A.nbign6. Translated by Robert Carter & Bros ............... do 
w·. ~.13. Cntt•s. NtlW edition. Illustrated. 8 vols. 
Dt' l'il'liH• l~vt•nt!'l in llillt<>ry. By Thomas Archer Illustrated ...........•. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ........ do 
lli!l!tiQ of tho Rnt!so-1.'nrkish 'itnr. By Edmund Oilier. 600 illustrations ....... do ............................. do 
2 vol~. J,t• i~htlln's lli11tory of Rome. By J. J. Anderson........................... Clark & Maynard ................... do 
]>upular lli~tory of tho United StnteR. By J.J.Anderson ....................... do ............................. do 
l~t>li!!ion nnd Scitmco; thoir Union Historically Considered. By Maurice 
l~tllli\Jlltl. 
Short Outlino lli~tory of tho United States. By D. B. Scott,jr ............. . 
llil'lton of l!;u~laml ft•om tho Accession of James II. By Thomas Babing-
tun (Lord) ltl:wuula). 5 vols. 
:R,ullin's A_nl'iont Hi!lttl.ry. New edition, revised and corrected. 4 vol:" · .......... do ....................... 1 ....... do 
} 1111\\ _Eg~ pt to Palestme. By S.C. Bartlett, D. D., LL.D. Maps and illus- Harper & Bros .......... : ........... do 
tm!tons. H~1lt'-llour llistory of England. By Mandell Creighton, M.A ...................... do ............................. do 
ll~<~tory. Bt Thomas Babin~ton {Lord) Macaulay ............................... do ............................. do 


















lli$.-l. lly D:lYid llumo. No~' edition. 6 vols. . ..••. do 
Ili<~tory ol' Om· Own Times. By Justin 1\fcCarthy. Part I ...................••.. do . .... ,Paper, 
HOO 
w 
2W llis~ory of tho Church of England. B,v G. G. Perry, M.A. With a sketch ...... do 
ot the I>rotestnnt Episcopal Church m the United States by J . .A.. Spon-
<'t'r,!l.T.D. 
lli<~!~ry of tho English People. By John Richard Green, :r.r. A. Vol. 3. 
\\ 1th map!\. 
:Modem li'rnnco. lly Goorge M. Towle ................................... -~·-·· do 
:Molloy's llistorios. By John Lothrop Motley, LL.D., D. c. L.: • . •• 
Tho Rise of tho Dutch Republic. With portrait. 3 vols ................... do ............ . 
6+451 
5-146 
9 + 579\l 2+582 
2+664 
.••••• do ............... ,8vo ......... ,{ 
H_istory of tho United Neth.erla~ds. With portrait.~. 4 vols ......... , ...•.. do ..•.•.••..••..••••••••• , .•••.. do ............... 8vo -·······- ·· 
Lire nntl Death of John of Bameveld, Advocate of Holland. Illus- .••••. do ............................. do . • •• . • • • ••••••• 8vo ..• • .. -•..••••• • ·- ·• • • · 










































Oligin of the En~lish Nation. By Edward .A.. Freeman, D. c. L., LL.D ..•.••• , •••••• do ..•••••.•••••••••••.••. , .••••. do ..••.•.•.•••••. 
:Readinrrs from English History. Edited by John Richard Green, M. A., •••••• do .••••••.•••••.••••••.•....••• do ...•..••..••••. LL.D."' Three parts in 1 vol. 
Freeman's Historical Course: 
llis.tory of England. By Edith Thompson. New edition. With 61 Henry Holt & Co ············-~·-····do •..•...•.. , ••.. 
maps. 
History of France. B:y C. M. Yonge. With 12 maps .................••••. do ............................. do .............. . 
Yale College . .A. Sketch of Its History. Edited by William L. Kingsley ..•.••. do ............................. do 
illustrated. 2 vola. 
Histo-ry of Germany. By William Zimmerman. Translated by Hugh 
Craig. In 52 parts. Illustmted . 
.Ancient History. By Dr. Leonhard Schmitz, PH. D. LL. D. With chrono-
logical tables. 
~ght'~ History o~ England. ~st ~merican edition .. 8 vols ................... d? ....................... , ...... do ............. .. 
Success10n to English Crown. Histoncal Sketch by Alfred Bailey. . . . . . . . . Macmillan & Co .................... do 
Youth'sHistoryofthel{ebellion. ByWilliamM.Thayer,D.D. Newissue. James Miller ...................... do 4vols. 
Bible History, with a Short History of the Church. By Madam C . .A.. White. P. O'Shea ...•... 
For tho use of schools. illustrated. · 
Greek ~story. By Rev. ;r. ll._Vincent ........................... . ........ Phillips & Hunt .................... do.: ............ . 
Short History of the English B1ble. .By Rev. Dr. J. N. Freeman ................ do ............................. do 
Child's G<>spel History. By C. T. Winter. illustrated .................... Pott, Young & Co .................. do 
France. ByGustaveMa-sson ........................... ~ ....................... do ................ . ............ do 
32mo ..••••.. , 5-172 40 
12mo .•••••.. 9+140 1 50 
............... 110 
16mo •••••••. , 20+ 274 1 00 
::: ~~~~ ~: ~:: ........ -~~~~- 35 00-50 00 Each 50 
580 1 25 
12mo ........ Each 600 10 00 12mo ........ 38 + 298 2 00 12mo ........ . ....................... 5 00 
12mo ........ 279 75 
24mo ........ 68 10 12mo ........ ....................... 50 Sq.16mo .... 196 75 12mo .••..... 12 + 370 1 50 Bismarck in the Franco-German War. 1870-1871. By Dr. Moritz Busch. ~ Ch S 'b , S d 
2 vols. · 5 as. en ner s ons. . . .. . . . . . . . • • . o 
The Dawn of History. Edited by C. F. Keary . ................ .......... ....... . do ............................. do 
Po_pulur History of the United States. By William Cullen Bryant and ...... do ............................. do 
8vo ......... { 11+364 J 4 00 2+ 247 
12mo ...... .. 
S. H. Gay. Vol. m. Illustrated. Roy.8vo .... 
8+240 
........................... 
T~aR~~e ~fv~~-Hugb.enots of France. By Prof. Henry M. Baird. With S ...... do ............................ do 
The :Roman Empire of the Second Century. By W. W. Capes. 2 maps ......... do ............................. do 
History of .Antiquity. By Prof. Max Duncker. Vol. ill. ................. Scribner & Welford ................. do 
8vo ......... { 27+577 J 16 + 681 
16mo ........ 
Josephus' Works. Translated by William Whiston, A.M. With 100 ...... do ............................. do 
ongmvings. 
School History of North Carolina. By John W. Moore .................. .. 
The Pre-Hist01ic World. By ~lie Berthet. Translated from the French by 
Mary J. Safford. In 3 parts. illustrated. 
Stories of Greek History for the Little Ones. By Charlotte M. Yonge. 
illustrated. 
LANGUAGE. 
Alfred Williams & Co .••.... -~ Raleigh, N. C- ....... . 
Porter & Coates . • .. . • . . • .. . .. Philadelphia, Pa .•.•.. 
Marcus Ward & Co ................. do .............. . 
12 + 221 
8vo ......... ....................... 
8vo ......... ........................ 
12mo ..•..... 323 
12mo ........ 310 
Sq.l2mo .... 347 
German withoutGrammarorDictionary. By Dr. F. G. ZurBriicke. Part2. S.C. Griggs &Co ..•.....•••.. ,·Chicago, lli ........... l12mo ........ , 19+ 262 
'Jones's Exercises in Latin Prose Composition. Third edition .................... do ............ ........ ......... do .......................................... . 
Ea-sy Latin Stories for Beginners. By G. L. Bennett. With vocabulary J obn Allyn . . . • • • . . • • . • • .. . • . . Boston, Mass . . • . .. .. . 16mo . • • . . . . . 8 + 148 and notef!. . 
FiTst Latin Writer. By G. L. Bennett. With accidence, syntax rules and ...... do 
· vocabularies. 
The First Three Books of Romer's Iliad. Edited by Arthur Sidgwick and .•.•.. do ·······················~------do ............... 116mo ....... . Robert P. Keep. 
Principles of Hebrew Grammar. By Edward C. Mitchell,D.D ............. Warren F. Draper .................. do ............... 8vo ........ . 
Comical French Grammar. By Edward J. Drury. lllustrated . .• . . • ... . . • Estes & Lauriat .................... do • . . . . • • . . • ... • . 16mo ....... . 
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l~lf.'nH'lltnry· Grt'ok Gmmmnr. By W. W. Goodwin. Second edition .•••..•. Ginn & Heath ..•.•.•.••••.•.. Boston, Mass ......... ,12mo ........ , 30 + 393 
Kl•t•p'A E.'Rst'lttinl Ust•s of the Moods in Greek and Latin .......................... do ............................. do ......................................... .. 
~lwrt GN·mnn Grnmrunr. By R S. Sheldon. For schools and colleges ........... do ............................. do ............... 12mo........ 0 + 103 
'Yhiton's Six W(loks' Preparation for RendingCresar ............................ do ............................. do .......................................... . 
'l'ho l•:udish Lnn~nngo: Its Grammatioal and Logical Principles. By Houghton, Osgood & Co ............ do ............... 12mo........ 17 + 347 
JTnrris R. (ht'l'lto, •L A. • 
A l:>tudy or the lloxnruetor of Vir:::il. By .Tos. W. Clough .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Little, Brown & Co ................. do 
.A. Stud.v of tho J>rincipnl Latin Rhymes Other than the Ilexameter. By ... - .. do - .•. - •........... _ ... __ ...... do 
.Tos. ,V. Clough. 
Vir)!il's1Eueid. Trnnslntt><l by .Tohn D. Long ...... --·------ ............... Lockwood, Brooks & Co···--- ...... do 
34 
56 
431 }'isher's 'throe Prounnciations of Latin .................................... New England Publishing Co ........ do 
Grt•t•k null Latin 1\t Si~ht. By .r. ,V. White ..................................... do ............................. do .... . .......... 1 ............... 1 ............. .. 
'First li''rt•noh Rondin~ Lessons. By Alfred Hennequin.- ..... -- .... -....... Printing and Publishing Co... Ann Arbor, Mich .... . 
}:lt•m<'ntnry L~.>ssons in Ilistorionl English Grammar. By Rev. Richard D. Appleton & Co·--··--··--· New York, N.Y ..... . 
1\lon-is, uq n. Containing accidence and word formation. 
Complote St'ientifio Grammar of the English Language. ByW. Colegrove. Authors' Publishing Co ............. do .. . 
.t.\unlytical Unnual for L~·ning tho Latin Language. By Leonard Tafel.. Boericke & Tafel ................... do ............. .. 
M. Tullii Cic~.>roJJis de Natura Deorum, de Divinatione, de Fato. Recogno- Harper & Bros ...................... do ............. .. 
,·it Rt.'inholtluR Klotz. 
ict'ronis Epistulro Selectro. Rcco~ovit Rein hold us Klotz .. __ ... __ .. ____ . . ••••. do _. __ .. _ 
~'ho Germnu Principia. Part II. J5.V Dr. William Smith. On the plan of ...... do 
Dr. ,V. Smith's "Priuci11ia Latina." 
Stories from Ilt'roclotus and tho Seventh Book of the History. With Eng- . ___ .. do 
lish notes by Robert P. Krop, PH. o. With maps. 
Tall'S from Euripides. By VincentKin~t Cooper ................................. da __ . ·-------------·---··j ...... do 
Grmnmnrof tho English Ln.nguage. By .1. J. Morris. New edition ........ Thos. Holman ...................... do. 
Goethe's Iphigcnie auf Tuuris. Annotated by Prof. Franklin Carter and Henry Holt & Co .............. ------ do 
edit(ld bv Prof. W. D. Whitney. 
lliAtory ot' tho En~lish Language. By Thomas R. Lounsbury .......... .. 
IGmnm'l' German Toxt :nooli:s: 
...... do .. .... do 
Kreis 2, with vocabulary ................................................... do ............................. do 
Latin ~~!~t3; Ti~~ Es~~~~:~PEi~~-~~ts ~"i Lati~-Gro~~a;; · ·;B __y __ O_ t_t_o __ V __ o_n .. --- ... dd0o · ·- · .. - .... ---- · · .. --- · .. -- .. dc:t0
0 Below. · ...... .. .......................... . 
~eu~h11~tu~ent's Assist~_~-nt .. By H._M. Monsanto ................. : ....... Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor&Co ...... do 
G
ttrs a s frnded ~xer01ses m En~tsh Grammar ................................ do .. __ ......... _ ... ______ ...... do . 
rnmmn1· o tho Ir1sh Language. :oy P. W. Joyce. For.theuseofschools. Lynch, Cole & Meehan------- .... _.flo. 
Irish Books for the Use of Irish Classes in America. ~First book.····---·· · ..... do .. · ·.-- · .. ---- --·---- ... --- .. do 













































































Cresaris de Bello Gallico Commcntariorum lib. 2, 3. Editsdforuse of schools :Macmillan&, Co .••••••••••••.. , .•.. do 
by W. Gunion Rutherford. .. . . . . . 
Ciceronis de Imperio Cn. Pompeu OmtiO ad Qmntes (pro le"e ~aD:iha) .....•. do ...•.•.•..••...•.•••••...•••. do 
With introduction and notes edited after Karl Halm, by .A.. S. Wilkm~. 
Cieeronis Pro Sexto Roscio .A.merino Oratio ad Judices. With introduction ...••. do ••.•..•.•••..••.•............ do 
and notes edited after K. llalm, by E. H. Don kin. 
First Latin Grammar. By M. C. Macmillan ....... . ...........................•. do· · ····················· ...... do 
llandbook to Modern Greek. By Edgar Vincent and T. G. Dickson. With ..••.. do ..••...•..•••••••••••••.•••.. do 
R~l:~J~:~~~~o~/~~~!T~ War. Edited for use of schools by .A.. H. Cooke .•••... do ••••..••••••••..•..•••....••. do 
llomer's Odyssey. Translated by S . .A.. Butcher and .A.. Lang ...... . ...•.•.•••••. do .•.•..••...•..••...•••...•... do 
Rorntii :E'lacci Carmina, lib. 1. Edited for use of schools by G. E. Page . . ....•••. do .•.•.....•....••.•••••....... do 
Icelandic Prose Reader. By Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell ....... do ..••....••...•.••...••....... do 
·with notes, grammar, and glossary. · 
Jnvenal for Schools. Editecl by J-. E. B. Mayor. Part 4: satires 12-16 ......••.. do ......••..••..••.••••••.•.... do. 
Pnssa"'es for Translation into Latin Prose. Edited by Alex. \V. Potts ......••••. do .....•.••.•..•.......•....... do 
TL.o Persre of 1Eschylus. Edit~d with notes and a map by .A. 0. Pricka~d ....••.. do .........•...•..••..••....... do 
Second Greek Reader. SelectiOns from Hero<lotus and Xenophon, With .••••. do ..•..•••..•...••.•••••....••. do 
notes and vocalmlary. By A.M. Bell. 
Selections from Ovid. Edited for the use of schools by E. S. Schuck burgh ....•••• do ...•.••••••.••.••••.••....... do 
Short Exercises in Latin Prose Composition. Part 2-Syntax of Sentences, .••••• do .•••...•.•••.••.••..••....•.. do 
with appendix, by Rev. H. Belcher. 
The Synthetic Latin Delectus. Arranged on the principles of grammatical •••••• do .••••••.••••••••••••••....... do anal~'sis, with notes and vocabulary. By E. Rush. 
Virgil s 1Eneid. Book 5. Edited for use of schools by Arthur Calvert .....••••. do •.•••••.••.••.•••••••••..••.. do. 
Xenopbon's Cyropredia. Books 7 and 8. Edited, with introduction and •••••• do ..••••••••••.••••••..•..•.••. do 
notes, by Allied Goodwin. 
Elementary Grammar of the Greek Lan__guage. From the works of Prof. Fr. Pustet .•••••••••••••••••••...•.. do 
Fred. Spiess and Dr. M. Seift'ert, by [t!. M . .A.. Schultheiss]. 
Greek and English Exercises. Arranged a{lcording to the Greek Grammar .••••• do .••••••••••.•••..•.•••..••... do 
of Prof. Fred. Spiess and Dr. M. Seift'ert, by Dr. Th. Breitter. Translated 
from the eleventh German edition, by Rev. Jos. Rainer. 
Poesie fi.ir Hans und Schule. Edited by L. R. Klemm······ ·.·····: .••...•. G. P. Putna~'s Sons .••..••••.....•. do 
Self-Instructor: New Method of Learnmg French. By .A.. B1arnms ..••.•. D. & J. Sadlier .•...••••••••••. . ..... do 
.Abo's First Latin Book. By Dr. P. Henn .................................. E. Steiger ..•.•...••..• .. .•..•....•.. do 
Elements of French Grammar. By Dr. P. Henn. Second part of .A.hn- •••••• do •••••••.••..••..••.•.•....... do. Henn's method of learnin.f the French language. Fr2~n~hd~~alogues. By F. hn. Dramatic selections with notes. Nos.1, .••••• do .•••..•••.••.•••••••••.•••••. do 
tr~an Dialof:ues. By F . .A.hn. Dramatic selections, No.1. ...•...........••••. do .••••••.•..•••••••..••....... do 
atin Vocabu ary for Beginners. B;r,_l!' . .A.hn. With collection of Latin .••••. do....................... do proverbs and quotations by Dr. P . .nenn. •••••· 
Sinskrit Grammar. By W:· Dwight Whitney. Includes both the classical B. Westermann & Co .••.•••• : ..•... do language and the older dialects of Veda aud Brahmana. 
Practical and Progressive Latin Gran1mar. By Thomas Clark. Revised Charles Desilver •••••••••..••. Philadelphia, Pa .•••.. and enlarged edition. 
Cicer()n,is de Qratore~ libri tres. With explanatory notes by E. P. Crowell.. Eldredge & Bro .....••..•..••..••••. do 
Early Teutomo, ~taban, and French Masters. Translated and edited from J. B. Lippincott & Co •••.•••• . .••••. do 
the Dohme ser1es by .A.. H. Keane. 150 illustrations. ~hythmic Prose Translation of Virgil's 1Eneid. By H. Hubbard Pierce .•••.... : do . ..•..•.•.••.••••••.••....... do ......•.•••.... 
ennan Irregular Verbs. By William H. ~osenstengel ...••..•••••..•••••. Wm. J. Park & Co .••••••••••. Madison, Wis ..••.•••. 12mo ......•. l 12mo .•...••. 
34 + 104 40 
53+76 75 
27 + 137 1 00 
3+119 45 
16 + 273 1 25 
6+120 40 
416 2 50" 
8+ 118 40 
8.+ 560 3 00 
207 1 00 
8+ 76 50 
28+ 132 80 
43 + 295 1 00 
00. 
10 + 78 40 1-j 
11 + 141 60 > 1-3 
60 H 00. 
1-3 20 + J03 40 H 
14+ 167 1 00 Q > 
245 1 5~ ~ 
204 1 50 1-3 > 
td 





7+ 145 60 
24 + 486 3 70 
365 1 50 
1 35 
7 50 
3671 2 00 
-1 20 Paper, 15 C,).:) 
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LAW. 
Di~N't of the Lnw of Evidence. By Sir James F. Stephen. Rewritten Callaghan & Co............... Chicago, Ill .......... . 
autlnth\ptOO to tho United States by William Reynolds. 1 vol. J.t~w of Surety nnd Gunmnty. By George W. Brandt. 1 vol. .. ·· .... •·· · ....... do .•••••••••••••••••••.•..•••.. do 
A Tn•ntiso on .Amorican Int~r-Stato Law, as developed by the Statutes and .•.... do .•••..••...•..••••.••...•.... do 
DliOisious of tho State nutl Federal Courts. By D. Rorer. 1 vol. 
A 'l'rt•ntiso on tho Law of Carriers of Goods llliU Passengers. By Robert ..•... do ............................. do 
llutobinson. 1 vol. A T~ntlsoupon tho Law of Prinoipnl and A. gent, in Contract and Tort. By ...... do 
Willirun l~\"IIDR, n. A. Adn:pte<l to the United States by M. D. Ewell, 
LL. D. l!'rom tho first English edition. 1 vol. 
A Trl'tltise upon tho Principles of the Law of Torts. By Hon. Thomas , ...... do 
M. CGoley. 1 vol. 
A''l'r('atiso upon tho Law of Replevin as deduced from a Study of the .••... do 
Statutes antl Decisions of the Courts of England, II·eland, Canada and 
tho United Stat<>s. By H. W. Wells. 1 vol. 
A Treatise on tho Law of Railrond and other Corporate Securities. By 
Lcoonrd A. Jones. 
A Dictionary of Tfll'IDS and Phrases used in American or English Juris-
prudence. By Benjnmin Vnughan Abbott. 2 vols. 
A Practical Treatise on tho Authority and Duties of Trial Justices, Dis- I •••••• do ... 
triot, Police, and Municipal Courts, in Crinlinal Cases. By Franklin 
Fiske lloard. 
A Selection of Cases on the Law of Contracts, with Summary. By Prof ..•.•.. do 
C. C. Langtlell. 2 vola. Second edition. 
Storj''s Corument.nries on Bailments. Ninth edition, revised, corrected, .••••. do 
and onlarge<l by James Scbouler. 
Sto:ts Commentaries on Promissory Notes. Seventh edition, revised and .•••.. do 
owar~ed by J. L. Thorndike. 
Treatise on Ame1·ican Law of Landlord and Tenant. Bv J. N. Taylor ....... do. 
SeTtlllth edition, 1·eviseu by Jus. \Villard. • 
A Treatise on tho Law of Banks and Banking. By John T. Morse, jr ....... do 
Sl'COll(l edition. 
A TI·oatiso on tho Law of Property in Intellectual Productions in Great ...... do . 
Britain and the United States. By Eaton S. Drone. 
A Treatise on the Law of Suits by Attachment in tho United States. By ...... do 
pbarloo D. Drake, LL. D. Fifth edition. 
D1gest of tho Law of Partnership. By F. Pollock . ....................... . 
Troutiso on the Liability of Stockholders ill Corvurations. By Seymour D. 
Thompson. 
.. 
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Treatise on tho Law of Eminent Domain. :By H. E. Mills ................. ...•.. do ..... . 
Tl·eatiso upon tho Law of Pleading under Codes of Civil Procedure. :By ...... do ....•.. 1>. 13liss. ::::::~~ :::::::::::::::1 ~;~ ::::::::: 
Laws of NewYorl;: R elating to Common Schools. By E. W. Keyes ....... Weed, Parsons & Co ; ......... Albany, N.Y ....... ;. 
:Manual of lnh·rnational Law. :By E. M. Gallaudet ....................... . A. S. Barnes & Co ............. New York, N.Y .•.... ~ l:incii>lcs of tho ~n,glis~l J:aw of C!>~tract: :By Sir W. _R. .A~son ... . .. :... Macmillan & Co ............. . ..... . do . ............. . 
homan System of _lroVliiCial Adnnmstratwn to accesswn of Constantme . .... . do .. ...... .............. ...... . do . ..•...•...••.. 
t_:<j tho Ureat. By W. T . .Amold. 
tj Jnlcmation::tl Law. By Theodore D. Woolsey, D. D., LL.D. New edition, Charles Scribner 's Sons ............. do . l '<'Yiscd and enlarged. 
Princi}llcs of Criminal Law. By S. F. Harris. Adapted to the American 
l.aw l>y lion. M. F. Force. 
Tll' :ttiso on Separate Property of Married Women under tho Recent Ei:ta- 1-..... do .... . ......•.......... 1 ..... do 
uling Statutes. By .r. U. W ells. Second edition, revised. 
.An Epitome ofl!'uamo on Contingent Remainde1·s and Executory Devises. ]Jy William M. Coleman. :For the usc of students. ij~~ ~~t~~ l~~~~~~~~~O:e!f rPc~ti~~:;. . 131i~~S~0~:ll~: ~~-~~g::::::::::::: -I· ~~~s d:_~l~~ ~. ?.0.:::::::::::: I::::::~~ ....... -.-----. 
Institutes o~ Common an<l S_tatute i.aw. Vol. 4: Practice in Civil Cases Randolph & English, West, Richmond, Va ...... .. 
and Pleading. By .r. B. Minor, LL.D. .Johnston & Co. 
LITERATURE. 
(See Bibliogi'al)hy and Literature.) 
(Soo Philosophy and Logic.) LOGIC. 
MATHEMATICS. 
f2!~: : :::::: , ..... 2ii --+--32i. 
13mo........ 21 + 358 
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Gruuo's Method: Two Essays on Element-ary Instruction in Arithmetic. S. R. Winchell & Co ... . ....... ~~'""'ov, ..L.U . ....... ---~ ovo ... - ..•. -~ 44 By Louis Soldan. 
TheMotric System of W<·ights and Measures. :By F. A. P. Barnard. Third American Metric Bureau..... :Boston, Mass......... Svo ... . . . . . . 4 + 456 B~~::~~::DiN!-::~~Y0c~:r~t~~~~~~-~'.0.0.0_~-~~~~~~~~~-- ...... . : .............. Ginn & Roath .•..................... do .......................................... . Eaton's Praetical.A.rithmetic, 01·al. and Written. By ·wm. F. Bradbury . ... Thompson, Brown & Co ............. do .. . 
Key to lltescrYey's Book-Keeping, Single and Double Entry. By Prot: .A. .. .... do ............................. do .. . R Mescncy. . . 
Tables for tho Calculation of Simple or C01npound Interest and Discount, .Ann .Arbor Printing Co ...... . 
and Averaging of Accounts. By .Tas. C. Watson. 
Corumon School .Book-Keeping. By .r. C. Bryant. Revised edition .....•.. .T. C. Bryant. 
Now Elementary :Book-Keeping. ByJ. U. Bryant. Revised edition ............. do .................... ·--~-----·do 
NowUommercialBook-Keeping. By.T.U.Bryant. Revised edition ............ -do ............................. do. 
New Countino· House Book-Keeping. By .r. C. Bryant. Revised edition .. . ...... do ............................. do ............••. 
Elements of Plane :ind Spherical Trigonometry. By Eugene L. Richards, D . .Appleton & Co ............. New York, N.Y •••••. D. A. 
Davies & Peck's Brief Arithmetic.... ...................... ................ .A. S. Barnes & Co .... 
J1C'YiRctl Rule~:~ of Proportion. By D. T. Atwood. 13 plates. Second edition. Bicknell & Comstock .. ...... -~ - ..... (lo _ ............ .. 
Uomplete Intellectual Al.·itbmetiC. By .r. B. Thomson.......... . • . • • . . . . . . . Ulark & Maynard ................... do 
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Goorol:'!rt\1 Drn.wing Books. :By G. G. White. Nos. 7 and8 . ..•• . . .....•.... Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor&Co . New York, N.Y ........... . .. ...... ............. . 
J>rncticnl .Aritltmotic for Intl:'rmoclinte, Grnmmar nnd Common Schools. Sheldon&Co ....................... do . ...... ........ 12mo........ 373 
ByKOlno:r. . Notes nn Eteinents of (Annl~ tical) Solid Geometr-y. By C. S. Venable. In University Publishing Co .. ...... . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Svo ... _..... 107 
, 2 pnrts. .. . . . . J•.ll'mtmt~ ofCoordmnto G('omel:ry, m Three Parts: 1. Cartesmn Geometry; .T. W1ley & Sons . ........... .. ....... do . ...... ........ Svo.. ....... 11 + 329 
~- Qnnt('rniOllS; 3. Modern C:cometry. By De Volson Wood. 
~b:un'ht'rs's llathemnticnl Tnhlcs ....................... - ......... ----..... R. Worthington ....... ..... ........ . do . .......... ... . 
Koy to l~ny's Intellcctnnl nnll Prnctirnl.A.rithmotics . ............ ....... .. . Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co . ... Cincinnati. Ohio .... .. 
~~~~ fi~;~~~~t1rft~~~~~ti~~icn/}~;,~~~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::: ::: 
Plnn!' Tri~onometry nn<l Functional .Allnlysis. Bv Alfred H. Welsh ....... G . .r. Brand & Co ............ .. 
Nt'" ml'lllt'ntnry .Al~ebrn. By Shelton P. Sllllforc), A . .M .................... .T.B.Lippincott &Co .......... l Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
~l('m('ntnry Plano GeometJ.:y. By lsaao Sharpless, A • .M...... ........... .... Porter & Coates .................... do 
l~ll:'ml'nts of Plano and Solid Geometry. By Isaac Sharpless, A. .M ................ do ............ ................. do 
1\IF.CJIA .. ~CS AND PIII"SJCS. 
Qo('stious and Notes in Physics, covering parts 1 and 2 of Arnott's" Ele-
ments." By Mertnn S. Keith. 
lntlustrinl Drawing Books. By M . M. Maycock: 
No. t!.-Mechanical Drafting. PlaneProblems ..• ..•... ............. Martin Taylor & Co .......•.. 
N n. 9.-Mechanical Drnfting. Isometric Projection ............ ... .. ...... do ..................... .. 
l-o.o.lO.-Mechnnical Drafting. Orthop-aphic Projection..... ....... .. .... do ........... . ........... ...... do ............. .. 
No. 11.-Artistic Perspective and Sbaoing .................... .............. do . .......... .. .... ........ .... do ............. .. 
N ('W ~~~g· 6;i;!~t~~!~-!:~~pttc:~~e~t-Pby~i~~i Fo~~~s.' "P,'i ii~ ~~o~d .. c~ :K: ~ b~i' & s~~:::::::::::::: . D~~~k, 'ii.'-i :: ::::::I' i2~~:::::: :: I' ........ -io7. 
){Og'l'l'R. 
Mnnunl of Power forMncbines, Shnfts, llllCl Belts. By Samuel Webber, c. E. D. Appleton & Co ............. NewYork,N. Y .... .. 
Mechanics. B,v RobertS. Ball. Illustrated................................ Henry Holt & Co ................... do ............. . 
Practical Physics. llolecu lar Physics and Sound. By Frederick Guthrie. . .... . do ..... . ..........•..•.•..•.•.. do 
Dlustrntl'd. 
Lesson on Thermodynamics. By Rob. E. Baynes. With plates............ Macmillan & Co .................•. . do ............... '112mo ....... - ~ 11 + 205 
TrMtiso on NaturnlPhilosopby. BySirW. 1£homson and P. G-. Tait. Vol. ...... do ....................... .... -. do ..... .. ........ Svo.. .... ... 17 + 508 
I, '{lllrt 1. New edition. 
~ocyrlopredia ot:;rn~ustrinl.A.rts; Partl. _Edited b_y E~est Spon ..... . : .. E. & F. N. Spon ............. • ...... do . ...... .... ....................... ....... .. 
Ittblrs of the Pl'lUCJpnl Speeds m Mechamcal Engmeermg, expressed m ...... do ........................... .. do . .......... .... 18mo........ 19 
mMrcs, in a scrontl. By P. XecrnycJl'. Translated by Sergi us Xern. 
Price. 
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...... do tary, and Nava . Edited by Ernest Spon. Part 1. 852 engravings. Supplement to Sf.on's Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Mili·~ · ·····do ... ····· ·· · 
Text Book on the Steam En ine. By T. M. Goodeve. illustrated ......... D. Van Nostrand ....••...••.....••.. do 
Drafting Instruments and Bperations. By S. E. Warren. In 4 divisions: J. Wiley & Sons ...•••......•. l ...... do 
1. Instruments and materials. 2. Fundamental operations. 3. Plane · 
problems and praot.ioal axeroises. 4. Elements of taste in geometrical 
c1rawino-. ~·ext book. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 
Grapbioii' Computin~ Table. By Wm.H.Bixby. With chart ·········-- · 1·-·--·do ......•.•••••.••...•.•. ! ...••. do 
Trusses and A robes, Analyzed and Discussed by Graphical Methods. Text 
book. Bv Charles E. Greene: 
Pa.rt2. Bridge trusses, single, continuous and draw spans; single 1-····-do ............. . ...... •• . ! •••••• do ...••••••...... 
and multiple system; straight and inclined chords. 10 fold-
ing plates. 
Part 3. Al'obes in wood, iron, and stone, for roofs, bridges, and wall- .. ~ ... do 
...... do .............. . openings. 8 folding plates. 
Catechism oftheMarineSteamEngine. By Emory Edwards. For the use Henry Carey Baird & Co .••••. l Philadelphia, Pa . ... . . 
of engineers1 firemen, and :J?leohanios. 60 engravi~gs. . 
Easy Lessons m Natural Philosophy for Young Children. By Edwm J . Eldredge & Bro . .................... do Houston. illustrated. 
E lements of Natural Philosophy. By Edwin J. Houston. Illustrated ........... do 
......... ... , ...... do 
1\ffiDICINE AND SURGERY. 
Clinical Assistant: Reliable Gleanings from Practice. By R. W. Nelson ... Duncan Bros .................. Chicago, lll. ......... . 
J ousset's Clinical Lectures. Translated by Dr. R. Ludlam . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . S. C. Griggs & Co .. ................. do .. .... ........ . 
Color Blindness: Its Dangers ancl its Detection. By B. Joy Jeffries, M.D. Houghton, Osgood & Co .•..•. Boston, Mass ........ . Illustrated. . 
Color Sense: Its Origin and Development. By Grant Allen ...................... do ................... .......... do ............. .. 
Lecture Notes on Chemical Physiology and Pathology. By Victor C. Printing and Publishing Co ... Ann Arbor, Mich .... . Vaughan. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 
Annl_ysisoftbeUrine, with Special Reference to the Diseases of the Genito- D. Appleton & Co ....••....... New York, N.Y ..... . 
Urinary Organs. By K. B. Hoffmann and R. Ultzmann. Translated by 
T. Barton Bnme, A.M., 1\I. D., and H. Holbrook Curtis, PH. n. Text boo:li: 
in German high schools. 
First J~ines o~Therapentics. By Alexander Harvey, M.D . •. .. ·.·••• .............. do ...... ......... .... .... , .•.... do 
GeneralSurg10alPathologyand Therapeutics. ByTheodor Billroth. In ...... do ...... ....................... do 
51 lectures. Revised and enlarged edition. Text book for students and physicians. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics. By Roberts Bartholow, M.D. Third ...... do .... ......................... do 
eilition, revised and enlarged. 
Encyolopredia of Pure Materia Medica. By Dr. T. F. Allen and others. Boericke & Tafel ................... do. Vol.10. ' 
Hering's Condensed Materia Medica. Second edition ...... ..................... . do .............. .-............... do 
Homceopathio Therapeutics. By S. Lilientllal. Second edition, revised .•.••. do . .. . . . . • . • • . • . • • .. • • • .. . ..•.. do and elilarged. 
Marsden's Hand-Book of Practical Midwifery .. .................. ............. . .. do 
A System of Surgery. By W. Tod Helmuth. Fourth edition, revised and .••••. do 
corrected. 
Text Book of Electro-Therapeutics and Electro-Surgery. Bv J. Butler ....... do . ...................... 1 ...... do Se~ond edition, revised, enlarged, and corrected. • 
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64 Ytulo Ml'cum ofEquino Anatomy. By A. Liautard, M.D .••••••.••••••••••• W. R. Jenkin~ ....... . .. . ..... New York, N. Y .... .. ::}~ }~ P~~·~~~~~i~~:;·ir,~·rcf!~o~f~~icoiogy.' · ·-nY· w:n~ Iie"~~~i::::::: ::: . ~--~~lou~~-~~-~ -~~~.8• :::::::::: :: :: :: ~~ : :: : :: :: :::: ::: ____ • _ _ • _. __ ••• _. __ _ •• _ • • _ •• 
\ill~ tu'l'lwmpt'utics nntl Mntoria:Medicn,. By C. E . .A.moud Semple ............ do ....... . ........ ......... . . .. do ..... ....... ... ..... .... .. ... 60 
llamptou '£t1tt.:t8 fur tho J>coplo on lloalth, ll_ygione, &c. Nos.l-8 ............... do· ..... ........ ........... .... do .... .. . ... . ................ .. ..... .. ..... .. l~~~ayl! i.ll Sur:!il':tl.Anntomy nn<l Surgery. lly John .A.. Wveth ........ .. .. '\V. Wood &Co .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. do .... ... ........ 8vo . ........ 262 
l't".tdit·nl 'l'rt•nti~o on Sur..,.iool Din"'nosis. By Ambrose L.l~anney ........ --;--·do:, .. .. ........... ... .. .. .... .. do .. ... ... .. .. ... 8vo . .... .. .. 386 Hibli~thct't\ Mt'<li~n .. lly f{oll. Ulat!ke & Co. Second edition -- :-- .......... hobert Clarke & Co ........... Cincinnati, Ohio ...... 12mo .. ..... 4 + 241 
l'h.HIIUlO:!Y: J>rt•luumnry Course Lectures. By Jrunes T. Whittaker. 11- Robert Clarke & Co. and .. .. .. do . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 16mo . .. .... 12 + 288 
htNtl11h•d. Chancy R. Murry. 
1-:"nmiuation of Uri no, with sperialreferonces to diseases ofurinn,ryappara- P . G. Thomson ............. ... .. .... do ..... . . ........ 12mo. ...... 9 + 195 
I us. Hy K.lt Uol\1nnn and R Ultzmnun. From second edition, trans-
l<ltl•tl aiul t•tlited bv F. Forchheimor, :M. D. lllustrated. Text book in 
Gl•tmtmlti:!h scliOo)s. 
'omploto Compl'nll of l1:inciplrs nnd Practice of Medicines. By S. H. I S. H. Potter . .. ... . 
J>vtter, M. 11. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 
UliSlloctus uf Orgnuio Materia Medica and Pharmacal Botany. By L. E . 
SHYl'l\. lt'or stmlonts of materia medica. 
Ditlon,utiul Diagnosis: A Manual of the Comparative Semeiology of the .... . . do .... . . . 
Moro Important Diseases. By F. de Haviland Hall. American edition. 
\uatomy, Descl'iptiYe and Surgical. By H. Gray. New edition from Henry C. Lea 
t•i~bth culnr~od EuiTlish edition. illustrated. Jhomistry: Gonornl, Medical, and Pharmaceutical. By John Attfield. n ....... do . ... . . .... . . . .•.•. . .... l •••••• do 
lm:th:ntcll. Eighth edition, revised b:v the author. 
l)Nunustmtious in Anntomv. By G. Viner Ellis. illustrated. From the ...... do. 
t•ighth ro\'iscd English edition. · l~Jlitomo of Skill Diseases: 'vith formulre. By Tilbury Fox, ll!. D., and T. .. .... do ....................... ...... do 
U. l•'ox. Second edition, revised and enlarged. , ' (.~ 11 i<lo to 'l'ht'm pou tics nnd Mn,teria. Medica. By Rob. Farqul1arson, M. D. • • • ••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . do 
Edited with adtlitions by Frank ·woodbury, ll!. D. Second edition. · · · · · · · · · 
l
Opornti,·e Surgery. By L.A. Stimson. lllustra.ted ............. ... ....... . ..... . do.................... .. . do 
'ract_ieo of Su_r~ery: . By Thomas Bryn.nt. Second American from third ...... do ..... . .............. ; ... :::::do 
1·onsed Enghsn cchbon. Illustrated. ,ilf~!f~~~i~~s~ Practice of Gynrecology. By Thomas Addis Emmet. 130 ...... do .. .. .................. . ...... do. 
Priltc~ples nnd Practice of Surgery. By John .Ashhurst, jr. Second edition ...... do . 
ronsotl and enlarged. ' 
Ouiuo to Surgical Diagnosis. By Cbristovher Heath . ..... , .. .... ........... Lindsay & J3lakiston .. ........ \ . ..... do. 
.......... . do 
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t.ectures on Practical Surgery. :By H. H. Toland, H. D. Second edition.l .••••• do ...... • ..•• ••.•••... - ·r······do . illustrated. 
Outlines of tho Practice of Medicine. :By S. Fenwick, M.D. With appro- .••••• do ..•..••.••........••••..••••. do priate formulro and illustrations. 
Student's Guide to the Diseases of Women. By Alfred 14fw Gala bin, M.D. • ••••• do 
With 63 illustrations. 
Theory and Practice of Medicine. :By F. T. Roberts, M.D. Third Ameri-
can from fourth London edition. illustrated. 
.A. Hand-Book of N ursin~ School edition ............•................... -~ J. :B. Lippincott & Co ..•.... - -~- ... ··do 
.A. System of Medicine . ..t:;dited by J. Russell Reynolds. Vol. 5 ................. do . . ..........•••••....•....... do 
Treatise on Therapeutics, comprising materia medica and toxicology. By ...... do .. .........•................. do . N.C. Wood,jr., ?.f. D. 'l'hird edition, r evised and enlarged. 
Guiding Symptoms of Our Materia Medica. :By C. Hering. Vol. 1 ......•. J. M. Stoddart & Co .............•••. do 
MUSIC. 
(See .A.rchreology, Fine Arts, and Music.} 
NATURAL HISTORY. 
Guides for Science-Teaching: . 
• No.1. About Pebbles. By Prof . .A.lpheus Hyatt........ ... ........... Gmn & Heath .•••••.......•. ·1· ... .. do . ...••• .. ...•.. 
No.2. Concerning a Few Common Plants. By George L. Goodale ...••.. do .... . ... .. .•..•..•..•... . .... do . . . .......•.... Second edition. 
No. 3. Commercial and Other Sponges. :By Prof . .A.lpheus Hyatt. II- ...... do . lustrated. .•.•.. do ....... .. ..... . 
No.4 . .A.firstLessoninNatural History. By Mrs. Elizabeth .A.gas- . .... . do ...•...•.••..........••. 1 •••••. do ......•.... . ... siz. illustrated. 
No.5. Corals and E chinoderms. :By Prof . .A.lpheus Hyatt. Illus- ...•.. do . .•.••• tl·ated. . ......•... do .. ..... ... .... . 
Chronological History of Plants. By Charles Picker~, M. D .•••••.••••••. 
Modus Operandi of the Cell Formation of .A.nimal11.nd vegetable Life. :By 
Eliza .A.. Burnham. Illustrated. 
Commercial Products of the Sea; or, Marine Contributions to Food, In-
E. A. Burnham......... ... ... . Ross Station, Byron, 
Kent Co., Mich. 
dustry, and Art. By P. L. Simmonds. llln!!trate<l. 
Natural Resources of the United States. By J. Harris Patton . . Illus- •••••. do . 
trated. 
Little, Brown & Co .......... ·1 Boston, M. ass ....•..... 
D. Appleton & Co . ... '...... ~ .. New York, N. Y 
. ..... do 
Fourteen Weeks in Botany. By Alphonso Wood and J. Dorman Steele. A. S. Barnes & Co .......•..••. , ..... do illustrated. 
Animal Life Described and illustrated. :By E. Perceval Wright, M. D., Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co .....••. do .•.... ..... .... F.L.B. 
Gleanings from t.he Natural History of Ancients. By W. Houghton. Illus- ...... do trated. • ••••••••• 1 •••••• do 
Corals and Coral Islands. By Prof. Jas. D. Dana. With 100 illustrations Dodd, Mead & Co ...•.•..•.••....... do 
and 3 maps. New edition. 
Zool~gy of the Invertebrate Animals. :By Alex. Macalister, M. D. Spe- Henry Holt & Co ...•......•........ do <:~auy revised for Americans by .A.. S. Packard,jr. Illustrated. 
Zoology of the Vertebrate A.nimals. .By Alex. Macalister, M. D .•••••••••••••••••• do . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . ..... do 
ZoOlogy of the Invertebrate and of the Vertebrate Animals. :By Alex:. . ••••• do ..........•.......•.......... do Macalister, M. D. 2 vols. in 1. 
Structural :Botany; [also) Principles of Taxonomy and Phytography, and Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor &Co ....... do Glossary of Botanical Terms. :By Asa Gray, LL.:P. New edition. 
8vo ······•·· 12 + 17-520 4 50 
Svo ..•.••••. 387 2 25 
12mo ........ 370 2 00 
Svo ... .•.•. . 529 5 00 
16mo . .... ... . ................... .. . 1 00 Svo . ... ..... 
--------·----· 7 50 Svo ......... 720 6 50 




16mo .....• .. 25 Paper, 15 ~ 
...... 18mo ........ 61 Paper, 25 U2 
~ 18mo ........ 43 Paper, 30 1-1 a 
18mo .....•. 64 Paper, 35 I> t-1 
18mo ........ 32 Pape.<r, 30 ~ 
4to ..•....... 15 00 >-1238 t:d 24mo ........ 153 60 t-1 
tr.:l 12mo ........ 4+484 1 75 rn 
16mo ........ 9+ 115 45 
12mo .•... .. . 5 +:318 1 25 
Roy.8vo .... 
a 00 "'• • •- • Oo • • ••• 5 00 
12mo .••..•.. 3+252 1 7i 
Large 8vo ... ...................... 3 50 
16mo .. . ..•.. 12 + 143 60 
16mo ..•..•.. .......................... 60 16mo .••••... ......................... 1 00 
Svo ...... • .. 12 + 442 -l 2 00 ~ 
......,. 
TABLE X.XIV.-Publication81 educational, hiBtorical, g·c., for 1879, 9'·c.-Continuecl. 
Nnmo of book and of a nth or. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. 
:l 2 3 4 




.A~. rnuual of l'nl.a•nutolo!!Y· 1;_,- U. A. Nicholson. l!'or tho uso of studonts.l Scribner & Welfol'Cl. ......... -~ New York, N.Y ..... . 
H\•t·oncl <'Clition, l'l'YiSl'tl n11tl (' Hlar~od. 2 \Ois. 
'l'lw lliNtnry ofCon1. By 1{!''· T. 'Viltshiro ................................ E. and F. N. Spon ................... do 
T.iftJ History nf Our rlnuot. l~.Y 'Vm. D. Omming ..... ... ..... ............. R. Worthington ..................... do 
Mmwum of Nntumllli,..lurr. J~y Sir John Richardson and others. \Vith ...... do ............................. do 
~:-~ 8;~~: ::: ~ 1- .... -.. -.. ~~. 
4to.......... 1100 
a UiSI<H'j urI ht' AuiOriC:IIi .l!'nuiu~ by Jos!"ph B. lloldon,ll[. D. lliustratell. 
t '\"!llS. 
lnflt•ot Li. '<'~. l. ~.r ,fttlin, r .. llallanl. Tlhtslratetl ............................. Robert Clarke &Co .......... Cincinnati, Ohio .. ----~ Sq. 12mo .. .. 
Nntullll llistorv- tlf tllo .Agrkultural .Ant of Texas. By H. Christopher Academy of Natural Sciences. Philadelphia, Pa ...... 4to ........ .. 
Mt•Cook. With ~-l plait'"· 
'6\•il's Bnok~ of Nntuml JTi,..tot·,,·. By Selim II. Peabody. Tilustrated...... Claxton, Remsen &Haffelfinger ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo ..... . _. 
Hit'!~ of tho Colo111\lo Valloy. By Dr. Elliott. Cones. Part J. Passeres to Governmen.t Printing Office ... Washington, D. C ..... 8vo ..... .. .. 
Lnuiitla•. W'it h bibliograpllicnl appendix. 70 illustrations. · 
l'IIILOSOt'JJ\' ~0 LOGIC. 
Tho Study of p,..rrbolo~y: its Object, Scope, ancl Method. By George H. Houghton, Osgood & Co....... Boston, Mass ........ . 
• LQwcs. • Tbirtl.sories ol' Problems of Life and Mind. 
t'Ctnres 011 tho Psychology of Thought ancl Action, Comparative and Andrus & Church .....••..... Ithaca, N.Y ......... . 
Jiwunn. By "\\T. D~ 'Vii sou. D. n. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 







15 + 674 
16 + 807 
189 
3 + 392 
8 + 288 
137 OutliucsofLogic. By.t. II. Gilmore, A.JII ........... ........... .......... ......... do ............................. do 
Ll'ctures on tho IIistor-y of Ancient Philosoph,v. 2 vols. By Wm . .A.rche ~ R C . . B 
UntlN·. Edite<l wit lL notes by 'Vm. Hepworth Thompson. 5 ob. aitei & ros .... -- · · · · · ·••· .. do 
Etllics; or, Science of Dutv. By John Bascom............................. G. P. Putnam's Sons ................ do 
12mo ........ { 2-436 415 
12mo ........ 13 + 383 
1\[nu's Mom I Nature. By 'R. M. Bncke, M. n ........................... · .......... . do ................. .... ........ do ............. .. 
'.rho Final Philosophy, as Issuing from tho IIarmony of Science andRe- Charles Scribner's Sons ............. do . 
lig-ion. By Cbnrlcs Woodruff Shields, D. D., LL.D. Second edition, revised. 
Tho EmotiouR. By J:uucs McCosh, D. D., LL.D. 1 vol. ............................ do .. ............................ do ............. . 
l'hilosophy1 llistoricnl nn<l Critical. By Andr6 Lefovre. Translated, with J. B. Lippincott & Co......... Philadelphia, Pa ... _ .. introduction by .A.. IT. Keane. 
8vo ......... 10 + 200 
8vo ......... 8+611 
Cr. 8vo ...... 
-······------· Cr. 8vo ..••.. 598 
PIITSICS. 
(Soo Mechanics and Physics.) 





















Progressive Jn.pnn: Study of Political a:qd Social Needs or the Empire. I .A.. L. Bancroft~ Co ......... --I San Francisco, Cal .... \ Svo .. - .... .. 
Jly General Le Gemlre. 





































Method of Study of Social Science. By Wm. T. Harris . .. . --- --- ....•...... G. I . .Jonel' & Co ..... ........ _I St. Louis, Mo. ___ ................... . 
History of .American Politics. By .Alex . .Johnston ........... .............. H enry Holt & Co ............. ·New York, N.Y ...... 16mo ....... _ 
Money in its Relations to Trade am1 Indust-ry. By Francis .A. Walker .. ........ . do .................... .-.. .. .. do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12mo __ .... .. 
The New Tendencies of Political Economy. By :£milo do Laveleye. Trans- I . S. Romans ........................ do ........... _ _ _ _ 12mo .. __ . _. _ 
latcd from the n ovtle des Deux Mondes b:> Geo. Walker . 
.Addresses, Political and Educ:~tional. • B_y f::lir .John Lubbock .............. Macmillan & Co ...... ... __ ......... do ....... _ .... _ .. Svo ........ _ 
Theory of Political Economy. By W. St::mley .Jovons. Second edition, re- ...... do ............................. do .. ..... ........ Svo ........ _ 
v iseO. and enlarged. 
Economic Monographs on T1 ade, Finance, and Poli ticcl Economy. Nos. G. P. Putnam's Sons ................ do 
11-18. 
23 Paper, 
11 + 274 
5 + 339 
27 Paper, 
8 + 299 
16 + 315 
Each, 
ourse of Instruction m Elements of Art and Smence of 1\"ar. By .J. B. D. Van Nostrand ....... ....... ...... do ............... Svo ........ . 
\Vhet>ler. For nse of cadets in U . S. Military .Arademy. lllustra.ted. 
First Principles of Political Economy. By .Jos . .Ah1en, u. D ...... . ......... Davis, Bardeen & Co .......... S.vracuse, N.Y .... .... 16mo ...... .. 
Paper, Chinese Immtgrati?n· _Bv S .. Wells Williams ---·; · ........................ Chas. Scribner's Sons ............... do ............... 18vo . ...... . . 




Introduction to the Greek of the New Testament. By Geo. L. Cary. Ele- Warren F. Draper 
mentarv text book. 
HPbrew Men and Times. From the Patriarchs to Messiah. By .Joseph Roberts Bros ...... 
.Andover, Mass ........ 1 12mo ....... . 
Boston, Mass ......... 1 16mo ........ Henry .Allen. New and revised edition. 
Essays of To-day, Religious and Theological. B.v Wm. Wilberforce Newton .A. Williams & Co . ........••.. , ...... do ... ..... ..... --1 Svo ........ . 
.A.post()lie Fathers and .Apologists of Second Centur.v. By Rev. G . .A . .Jack- D . .Appleton & Co ............. New York, N.Y ...... 16mo ....... . 
son. (Early Christian Literatm·e Primer, No. 1, edited by Geo. P . Fisher, 
8+66 




The English Reformation: bow it came about, and why we should uphold ...... do . 
it. J3y Cunningham Geikie, D. D. 
Historical Poetry of the .Ancient Hebrews. Translated by Michael H eil-
. ... , ...... do 12mo ........ 18 + 512 
prin. Vol. I. 
Stuuies in the :Model Prayer. By G. D. Boardman, ~r. D----·:-------.- ............ do ....................... , ...... do ............... 112mo ...... .. Cr. Svo .......... .......... . 
The New Testament. Literal translation from Synac Pesh1ta verswn by Robert Carter & Bros ............... do ............... 8vo ...... ___ 
.JaR. Murdock, D. D. New edition. 
201 
518 
The Six Days of Creation. By Prof. Tavler Lewis. New edition .... ............ do 
Works of Dr . .James McCosh. 5 vols. ':New edition: 
The Divine Government .. ............ ... ......... ..... ... - ................. do ...................... _ ..... do t~~i:ir:Ti~=~ ~~~;~ ~~~: ::::::: ~ :~ ~ ~~~:: : ~:: ~: ~: ~ ~:: ::::. ~:: j~ ::::::: ::::~:: :::::::: ~ :: :J~ . 
Smith's Bible Dictionary. With maps and illustrations................... Thomas Y. Crowell ...•........•.... do 
.A Comparative History of Religions. By .Jas. C. Moffat, D. D. 2 vols. in 1. Dodd, Mead &Co .................... do New edition. 
..... . , ...... do 12mo ........ 16 + 416 
~;~ :: :::::: :1:: :::::::::::: 
Svo ....... .. 
Svo ...•.. ... 
Svo . ....... . 
Svo ........ . 
Cruden's .Abridged Concordance. Edited by John Eadie, D. D., LL.D ............. do ............................. do 
Cruden's Complete Concordance. Student's unabridged edition .................. do ............................. do. 
History of the Israelites and Judreans: Philosophical and Critical. 2 vols. N. G. de Groot ...................... do 
Greek Testament, with Lexicon. B.v F. H. Scrivener...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H enry Holt & Co ... . . _ .. _ ..... . _ .... do 
Oxford Sermons Preached before the University. By Rev. Ed win .A. . .A.b bott. Macmillan & Co ....... _....... .. .... do 
Sermons fOl' the Times. By Charles Kingsley. Fifth edition .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... do .......... _ _ _ ...... do . 
Large 12mo . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 
4to.......... 85(> 
f 12 + 386 12mo ........ } 6+416 
16mo ..•..... · ····------·-· 
8vo ......... 58+ 171 




















































T.\BLE XXIY.-Publications, educational, historical, cf·c., jo1·1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
Nnml' of book nnd of author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. 
.1. 2 3 4 
'£11EOLOOY -Continued. 





u:.l;I'~~;J ~~:~~;l'~·hristlnn J.;l<'m£'nts of Theology. By Luther T Townsend, D. D. Phillips & Hunt .... .. .. .... ....... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo ....... . 
J.ec-tm·t·s 1111 p 1·.-nl'llin"'. By Bishop Matthew !?impson, D . D., LL.D .... .. . ......... do ............ ...... ........... do ........... .. . 12mo ..... --·~------·--····· ~::~1\i~~~i;:\~~~.j~~:li.nnlf~t~i~:de~P.~o~a. ?.1:~~-~ :::: :: : ::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: . ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ·.:::::: :::::::: ~~:~::::: ::: 4I: u n •nt . Eu!!li~h Chun·hinl'n. 13iogmpbicnl studies to illustrate annals. char- Poit, Young & Co .... ............... do .. ... . .. .. .. .. . 12mo.. .... .. 4 + 444 
net N ', tciwhiug nml inlhwnce of the Cblll'ch of' England. By W . H. Daven-
port.Atlnm,., 
l'hn .t\g\'S \wforn Mo::1cs : .1. sories of lectures on the Book of Genesis. By 
.rohn.Mouro (Hhson. 
Fuur LN·tnres on Some Ej)O<'h!l of Early Church History. By CbarlesMeri- j ...••. do ..••... .... 
\'llll',ll.ll. 
Jo'innl 'l'hcohll!Y· .BY Ht•\. Leicestl'r A. Sawyer. Vol. 1. Introuuction to 
tho N•'" 'l'estmm•ut; Historic, Theologic, and Critical. 
t'unmu'lltllr\' on tho H oly ~rriptnrcs. 13y J . P. Lange. Translated, en-
lnrgNl, mid e(lill'll by Dr. l•bilip Scbaft'. Old Testament. Vol. 3, Num-
oer>~ tllld l>Nttl' l'llllOlU\. 
:onfer£'nro Paper::~; or; .A naly>~es of Discom·ses, Doctrinal and Practical. 
B,\' Cbarle::~ llod,!!l', o. n. 
Coutlict of Cln·illtinnity with IIenthenism. 13y Gerhard U hlhorn, D . D. I ...... do 
};llitellnud trnn::~lated from the third German e•lition by Egbert C. Smyth 
null C .• T. H. Rope!!. 
.A Cliht·nl null Doch·iunl Comm<'ntary upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the 
Humnn::~. J1y IY. G. T. Shedd, n.u. 
Pnit h nml Ratlonnli>~m, wi tb short supplementary essays on r elated topics. I ...... do . 
B.> U l'll. 1'. J•'ishcr, n. ll. 
Prn<•til'!ll T~Polo,!!y. .By J. J. Tan Oosterzee. Translated anu adapted to ...... clo .. 
tlw u>~<' ot En ~lish rt'nclt:'rs b) .Man rico J. ETans. 
Tht• Enmgelicnl Church. 13:/Rcv. H. Tullidge .......................... . 
lTomilt:'tkal Aids for thl' Christian Year ..... ............................. .. 
Li ro LI',SOIIA from t IH' Book of Pt'O\erb:'!. By Wm. Stevens Perry, D. D. 
Third l'llitiou. . • .An~lo-Americau lliblo RI'Yi!liou. nr Members of tlle .American Revision I American Sunclay School Un- I Philadelphia pn 
'ommittce. • ion. ' ......... 
Sq. 12mo .... 258 
12mo ........ 4+212 
12mo ........ 420 
Svo ......... 1, 6+192+272 
8vo ......... 15 + 373 
8vo ......... 508 
Svo ......... 7+439 
12mo ........ 188 
8vo . ........ 16 + 620 
8vo ......... 749 
12mo ........ 393 
12mo ........ 361 















1 75 lJ:l 
1 50 l:,!j 
c 
1 25 0 
t:s: 
1 50 t:s: 
~ 
2 00 Ul Ul 
~ 
5 00 0 
2: 
l:,!j 
3 00 ~ 
2 50 0 
~ 




3 50 ~ 
~ 
,2 50 ~ 0 2 00 ~ 1 50 
75 
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TABLE XXV.-lmprovements in school jurnitu1·e, appamtus, ventilation, g-o., patented in 
the United States in the year 1879. 
Name of patentee. Residence. Number of patent. Title of patent. 
1 3 
Petty, Solomon. . . . . . . . . . . . . Volcano, Cal ....... . 
Case, Orlando D ..... ....... Hartford, Conn .... . 
IIoney, :Frederic R . . . . . . . . . N cw Haven, Oonn .. 
Judd, AlbertD ............ Wallingford, Conn .. 
Bullock, Walter H . . . . . . . . . Chicago, Ill ..... ... . 












Pneumatic perforating pen. 
:Farrar. 
Jackson. David ..... ....... Chicago, Ill .. . ..... . 

















Mot.t, John M .............. Chicago, Ill ........ . 
Sherwood, John B ... . .... .. Chicago, Ill ........ . 
Umbdenstock, Michael. ... . Chicago, 111 . ...... . . 
Willi:1ms, James D ......... Chicago, Ill .. . ..... . 
Shepard, Morrill .A.......... Lel>anon, Ill ....... . 
r.ltch, Derick H ............ Tuscola, Til ....... . 
"\Volfe, Marion P ........... Crawfordsville, Ind. 
Bradford, William A . . . . . . . Goshen, Ind ...... . 
Breckenridge, Joseph \V.. . La Fayette, Incl. . .. . 
Hitchcock, J ames M . . . . . . . Michigan City, Ind .. 
\Vallace, Jamrs P .......... Burlington, Iowa .. . 
Allen, Lucius P............ Clinton, Iowa ...... . 
Fluke, CnarJes L. . . . . . . . . . Davenport. Iowa ... . 
Clinton, Edward H., and W. Iowa City, Iowa .... . 
Pra,thcr. 
Knight, J. Lee........ ..... Topeka. Kans ..... . . 
Calci.wcll, Charles S . . . . . . . . Wichita, Kans ..... . 
Garland. James G. .. . . . . . . . Biddeford, Me ... _ .. 
Mosher, Thomas B. . . . . . . . . Portland, Me . 
Chambers, J. Wright .... -.. Baltimore, Md . _ ... . 
Gary, EdwardS ........... . 
Schaefer, Ludwig B., and H. 
Hennings. 
Carter, John W ........... . 
Dodge, Buwin L .......... . 
NicholsJlobert C ....... - _ 
Carley, ilorace S _ .... - .... . 
Otis, James K ........ .. ... . 
Nott, Aaron B ............. . 
Gilman, Jonathan W. C ... . 
Gilman, Jonathan W. C . . _. 
Rill, l~cn.iamin B .......... . 
Briggs, William M _ .....•. . 
Bennett, Jacob B ......... .. 
Rankin, James S .......... . 
Allen, Francis W., aucl D. 
Crane. 
Child, J. Wallace . ......... . 
Ham, Henry H. , jr . ....... . 
Koester, C. F .......... .. . . 
R eichhelm, Edward P .•.•.. 
Baltimore, Md ... .. 
Baltimore, Md ..... . 
Boston, Mass ...... . 
Boston, Mass .... .. . 
Boston, Mass . 
Cam br~tlgeport., Mass 
Cam brulgeport,Mass 
Fairhavt>n, Mass ... . 
Malden, Mass ...... . 
Malden , Mass ..... .. 
Springfield, Mass .. . 
Stoughton, Mass .. . 
Lansin~, Mich .... . 
Muskoua, Mich •.... 
Saginaw, Mich ..... . 
Kansas City, Mo . .. . 
Portsmouth, N.H .. . 
Hoboken, N. J .... .. 
Jersey City Heights, 
N.J. 
Downes, Charles H . ........ Jersey C~ty, N.J ... . 
Haring, JohnC ............ J erseyC1ty, N.J ... . 
W akeman, Jotham \V ...... J erseyCity, N.J ... . 
:EllA worth, Henry W . ...... Madison. N . • r. ..... . 
Totltl , Ed wanl.............. Madison, N.J .. ... _. 
Drake, Mahlon S........... N emtrk, N. J . ... _. _ 
Scheffler, Theodore . ........ Paterson, N. J ..... . 
Cochrane, Charles E. . . . . . . . Rutherford, N. J . _ .. 
Allen, IIoratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . South Orange, N. ,J .. 
Cooley, Lester W . . . . . . . . . . Binghamton, N. Y .. 
Card, Benjamin F . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, N". Y .... . 
Dubbcr, John JJ' ............ Broold.1n, N.Y .... . 
Ehrenberg, Charles .A. ...... Brooklyn, N.Y .... . 
H eubach, llenry ........... Brooklyn, N.Y .... . 
Johnson, FrankG ..... : .... I Brookl.yn, N.Y .... . 
Johnson, Frank G .......... Brooklyn, N.Y .... . 
Johnson, Frank G .......... Brooklyn, N.Y .... . 
Knudson, A. A............. Brooklyn, :-1. Y . ... . 
Rosquist, Ucorge........... Brookl.vn, N. Y .... . 
Trum, Emanuel J.......... Brooklyn, N. Y ...•. 
Windrath, Carl . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo, N. Y . ...... . 
















































Device for securing books to covers. 
Ink well. . 




·Pneumatic stencil pen. 
Device for teaching arithmetic. 
Pen. 
Removable book cover. 
Writing tablet. 
Combined slate pencil sharpener and 
slate frame. 
Device for calculating percentage, &c. 
Copy holder. 
.Apparatus for moistening the atmos-
phere. 
Ruler. 


















~~~~f~1s~~c fountain pen. 
Copy book. 
Copy book. . 
Stylogmphic fountam pen. 
Device for carrying books, &c. 
Instrument for' drawing arcs of circles. 
File holder. 
Terrestrial globe. 
Healer for dwellings. 
Meter for measuring electricity. 
Com binecl portfolio and writing tablet. 
Solution for gah·anic batteries. 






Per pectivu drawing apparatus. 
Blotter. 
Coml>ined copying and recording ma-
chine. 
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'rABLE XXV.-Improvements in schoolf~trnitnre, appamtus, ~c.-Continued. 
Name of patentee. Residence. I Number I of patent. 
I 
Title of patent. 
1 
Arkell, .James (assignor to 
.Juvet & Co.). 
Wells, Charles R . .....•... . 
.J uvet, Louis P ........... .. 
Bangs, George H .. ..... ... . 
Benson, Henry C ..... .... . 
Brower, Bloomfield ........ . 
Da Cunha, George W ..... . 
Eckhard, Charles ..•.. ..... 
Gear, Alonzo S ... ......... . 
Greig, Bennet ............. . 
Hoffman, .Joseph . ......... . 
Hoffman, .Joseph ......... 00 
Hoffman, .Joseph . ........ .. 
Hopkins, George M ....... . 
Lorton, Alfred~- ......... . 
Lorton, Alfred H . ......... . 
Macdonough, .James ..... .. 
McGill, .J onn W .......... .. 
Mulford, Daniel L ......... . 
Redding, William F ....... . 
Rogers, L. H .. 00 ......... 00 
Schilling, William .J ....... . 
Tuttle, Edward A ......... . 
YA.n~0~~';_ard R., and G. 
Halleck, Samuel P ........ . 
Gundlach, Ernst .......... . 
Gundlach, Ernst .. ..... ... . 
Faber, .John E . 00 .... 00 .. .. 
Danner, .John 00 .......... .. 
.Taberg, ,John ....... 00 .... .. 
Dow, Dwight S., and M. C. 
Brown. 
Cott, Charles Moo .... 0000 .. 
Clayton, Henry .......... .. 
2 
Canajoharie, N.Y ... 
Clifton Sprinc:s, N Y. 
Glen's Falls,'N. Y .. . 
N ew York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. . 
NewYol'k, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. . 
New York, N.Y ... . 
New York, N.Y ... . 
N ew York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N. Y .. oo 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
Oriskany, N. Y ... .. 
Rochester, N. Y .... . 
Rochester, N. Y .... . 
Port Richmond, N.Y. 
Canton, Ohio ...... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ... . 
Cleveland, Ohio .... . 
Columbus, Ohio .... . 
Dayton, Ohio ...... . 
Hoffman, Rutledge T....... Eaton, Ohio .. ...... . 
lloover, .James............. Gratis, Ohio ....... . 
Friedlander, Herman. . . . . . . Marietta, Ohio ... .. . 
Graybill, .Jacob ...... oo .... Massillon, Ohio .. . .. 
H nkel, George H ...... . ... Middletown, Ohio . . . 
Way, Breading G., and W. New Lisbon, Ohio .. . 
A. Rankin. 
McNeill, .James ............ New Paris, Ohio ... . 
Baird, Maurice E., and .J. Troy, Ohio . ...... .. . 
W. Macy. 
Marble, William .J . . . . . . . . . Wilmington, Ohio .. . 
Enger!'!, P ter 00 .... 00 ...... Dorse:vville, Pa, ... .. 
Hili, Charles F . .. .. .. .. .. .. Hazelton, Paoo ...... I 
Maxwell, Allen .J . . . . . . . . . . Mead villi', Pn. ...... . 
K nn dv, Ebene7.er F .... -- ~ Oil City, Pa ........ . 
Adair, .Jam~s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ph!la<lelpb~a, Pa ... . 
Ba.· tet, Loms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ph1ladelphm, Pa ... . 
Hevsing r, Isaac IV ...... 00 Philadelphia, Pa .. .. 
IIoiden, Warr noo.... ... .. . Philadelphia, Pa .. .. 
Imlay, William L. .. . . . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
King, eorge C ............ Philadelphia, p, .. 00 
L Cont , ~obn L ....... 00 1 Philadelphia, Pa .. .. 
Thoro on, Elihu, anu E . .J. Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Houston. 
Thomson, Elihu, anu E . .J. Philauelphia, Pa .... 
Hou ton. 
'"be 1 r, Elbricl_g ....... . . 
Drak , Cbarl . H 00 00 00 .. .. 
• \ppl ·ton, Willi ant ........ . 
'u hm n, II nryT .... oo .. . 
3 4 
220,462 Time globe. 
21 i, 499 Device for teaching penmanship. 
220, 480 Time globe . 
214, 082 Electriu motor. 
217,256 Inkstand. 
222,811 Inkstand. 
215, 333 Drawing board. 
216, 318 Book cover. 
221, 959 Calisthenic motor. 
216, 177 Paper file. 
215, 521 Lead and crayon holder. 
213, 570 Soluble ink peL. 
213, 571 Pen holder. 
210,477 Galvanic battery. 
212, 612 Blackboard hohler. 
212,613 Blackboat"d. 
216,046 Numbering machine. 
220, 632 Pencil attachment. 
211,104 Mucilage holder. 
211,307 Inkstand. 
220, 943 Electrical conductor. 
2J7, 400 Mucilage holder. 
212, 284 Exercising machine. 
216, 484 Holder for books, &c. 
215, 916 De\ice for teaching arithmetic. 
211, 507 Microscope .. 
222, 132 Eye pie<:e and objective for telescope& 
ancl mwroscopes. 
220, 591 Lead pencil. 
212, 903 Rook case. 
211, 663 P edal for musical instruments . 
213, 981 Book-keeping apparatus. 
214, 890 Writing tablet blotter. 
217,446 Combined pencil sharpener, eraser, and 
tablet. 
215, 620 School and other desks. 
217, 617 Electric motor. 
220, GOO Sponge cup. 
220, 136 Pen, pencil, and ink case. 
210, 300 Ink well for school desks. 
212, 073 Book cover protector. 
218,306 
1 Apparatus for teaching wonl analysis. 
220, 783 Perforating pen. 
220, 163 \ Sectional book case. 
211, 722 Musical note tablet. 
216, 676 chool desk. 
216, 70!J I Blank book. 
217, 8 0 .Music holder anu leaf turner. 
21 , 614 Inl~stand. 
211, 213 Galvanic battery. 
212,141 ]'ountain attaehment for writing pens. 
222, 047 Drawing table. 
218, 273 , 'tenciling pen. 
215, 133 Counting register. 
217, 466 Electric induction coil. 













Proc ss and apparatus for the storage of 
electricitv . 
.Electlical 'oncluctor. 
R movable book cover . 
P n and pencil case. 
11 t }Jcncil holder. 
Comhincd pencil sharpener and pencil 
p p;~;1£1~-tcctor. 
Writing tabl . 
:Ex rei. ing machine. 
Pap r file. 
,_ymua tic ap11arntus. 
nook ·asr·. 
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TABLE XXV.-Irnprovements in schooljurnitu1·e, apparatus, !fc.-Continued. 
Name of patentee. Residence. Number Title of patent. of patent. 
1 2 3 4 
Fritsch, Karl, and J. Forster Vienna, .Austria .... 





Stylographic fountain pen . 
Worthington, Thomas P ... Blackpool, England. 211,741 Apparatus for describing circles. 
~ear, Jacob W ............ London, England .... 214,726 Pen and pencil case. 
cllvenna, Felix, and W. Liverpool, England . 218,893 Drawing and tracing apparatus. 
P. Thompson. 
Galvanic battery. Wilson, William S ......... Sunderland, Eng- 216,774 
land. 
Fresco, Joseph A .......... Angers, France ..••. 222,687 Combined pencil and line measurer. 
Stalmann, Eduard .....•.... Buckau, .Magde- 217,827 Counting register. 
De Faber, Lothaire ..•..••. 
burg, Germany. 
Pencil. Stein, near N urem- .213, 884 
berg, Germany. 
Fuller, George ............. :Belfast, Ireland ••••• 219,246 Calculator. 

INDEX. 
lNOTE.-The reader is respectfully invited to consult the prefatory note on page 3, from which it 
will be seen that the arrangement of this report is such as to obviate the necessity for many entries 
which would otherwise find place in this index.] 
.A. 
Abbott, Jacob. obituary notice of, 116. 
Academies. See Secondary instruction. 
statistical table, 415-500. 
Admission to agricultural colleges, cxxi. 
to Harvard College, 110. 
to the bar, cxl-cxliii. 
Agriculture, colleges of. See Science, schools of. 
.Agriculture, education in, in Europe, cxxix-cxxxv. 
education in, in Massachusetts, 103. 
and the mechanic arts, State colleges of, cxx-
cxxvi. 
Akron, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Alabama, abstract, 5-8. 
summary of educational condition, xxxii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College, 8. 
Alaska, abstract, 264. . 
summary of educational condition, xxxvii. 
Albany, N.Y., schools of, 168. 
Albion College, 122. 
Alcorn University, 135. 
Alexandria, Va., schools of, 244,245. 
Alfred University, 173. 
Allegheny, P a., schools of, 200. 
Allentown, Pa., schools of, 200. 
Alsace-Louaine, educational condition of, cxci. 
Altoona, Pa., schools of, 200. 
Ambulatory schools, 41. 
.American Association of Instructors of the Blind, 
statistics compiled by, clxix. 
American Frobel Union, 300. 
American Institute of Instruction, 293-294. 
American Librar.v Association, 297. 
.American Medical Association, 299. 
American Medical College Association, 300. 
.American Printing House for the Blind, appro-
priation for, clxviii. 
American Social Science Association, 297. 
Amherst College, 111. 
.Anagnos, M., on piano tuning by the blind, clxviii. 
Ann Arbor, Mich., schools of, 119. 
Apgar, Ellis A., history of New Jersey school 
system by, 160. 
term of, 164. 
.Apparatus, patents of school, 745-747. 
.Appleton, Wis., schools of, 257. 
Argentine Confederation, educational items con-
cerning, ccviii. 
.Arizona, abstract, 265, 266. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
supervision of schools in, ccx.xvi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxvi. 
.Arizona Territorial University, plan for, 266. 
Arkansas, abstract, 9-12. 
summary of educational condition, xxxii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Arkansas State Industrial University, 11, 12. 
Arm.v post schools, account of, ccxvii. 
Art, State <lirector of, in Massachusetts, 103. 
training in, in California, 10. 
training in, in Indiana, 62. 
training in, in Massachusetts, 114. 
training in, in :rew York, 177. 
trainiu~; in, in Rhode Island, 216. 
ducation in, in Phila<lelpbia, 207. 
Art school, normal, in Massachusetts, 100. 
Ascham, Roge1·, r mm·k or, on selection of teachers, 
lxxxiv. 
.Associations, educational. See the heading Edu-
cational Conventions, under the respective 
States. 
.Atlanta, Ga., schools of, 41, 42. 
.Atlanta University, 43. . , 
.Attendance, daily average, companson of, for the 
last five years, with diagram, xxvii. 
school, in the United States, statistical table, 
xiv-xv, 302-309. · 
.Attleboro, Mass., schools of, 105 • 
.Auburn, Me., schools of, 90. 
.Auburn, N.Y., schools of, 168. 
.Augusta, Ga., schools of, 41, 42. 
.Augusta, Me., schools of, 90. 
.Australasia, education in, ccviii-ccx. 
.Austria, agricultural schools in, cxxx. 
educational items from, clxxxiii. 
'.Authors' days in schools, lxviii. 
B. 
Baden, cost of schools in, clxxxix. 
Bailey, Geo. W., opinions of, respecting Alaska, 264. 
Baltimore, Md., schools of, 96, 97. 
Baltimore City College, 98. 
Bangor, Me., schools of, 90, 91. 
Barnard, F. A. P., on admitting women to Colum-
bia College, ci. 
Bates College, 92. 
Bath, Me., schools of, 90, 91. 
Battle Creek College, 122. 
Beadle, W. H. H ., letter of, respecting trespasses 
on school lands, ccxxviii. 
term of office of, 269 . 
Belgium, commercial school in, lxxxvi. 
education in, clxxxv . 
schools of agricult are and horticulture in, 
cxxx. 
Bellaire, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Belleville, Ill., schools of, 48 . 
Benefactions, statistical summary of educational, 
clxxx-clxxxi. 
statistical table of educational, 698-721. 
Berlin, education in, cxc. 
Bethany College, 253 . 
Bethel College, 81. 
Biddeford, Me., schools of, 90, 91. 
Biddle University, 183. 
Biggers, A. F., obituary notice of, 249 . 
Binghamton, N.Y., schools of, 168. 
Birmingham, Eng., school statistics of, cxciii. 
Blind, education of the, clxvi-clxix. 
institutions for the. See the beading Special 
Instruction, under the respective States. 
institutions for the, statistical table, 628-631. 
summary of statistics of schools for, clxv-
clxvi. 
Blow,lx~~~?iii~usan E., Kindergarten work of, 
Blue Mountain University, 196. 
Boston, Mass., schools of, 105. 
Boston College, 111. 
Boston University, cxiv, cxv, 110. 
Bowdoin College, 92. 
Bowdon College, 43. 
Box, Lero.v F., term of office of, 8. 
Brady, John G., his opinions respecting educa. 
tlon in .Alaska, 264. 
Brazil, schools in, ccviii. 
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Bremen, education in, cxc. 
Bridgeport, Conn., schools of, 27, 29. 
British Columbia, educational statistics of, ccvi. 
Brockton, Mass., schools of, 105, 106. 
Brooklyn, N.Y., schools of, 168, 169. 
Brown University, 215. 
Bureau of Education, work of, vii-xii. 
Burlington, Vt., schools of, 238. 
Burns, .J . .J., suggestions of, 186. 
term of office of, 193. 
Burt, David, term of office of, 131. 
Business colleges. See Commercial and business 
colleges. 
Bussey Institution, 112. 
c. 
Cairns, Frederick A., obituary notice of, 179. 
California, abstract, 13-20. 
summary of educational condition, xxxvi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Cambridge, Mass., schools of, 105, 106. 
Camden, N . .J., schools of, 160. 
Campbell, Fred. M., term of, 20. 
Campbell, Mrs. H elen, work of, in cooking school, 
ccx.vi. 
Canada, educational condition of, ccvi-ccviii. 
Canton, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Carbondale, Pa., schools of, 200. 
Carleton College, 130. 
Carr, Ezra S., suggestions of, 15. 
Carving and Mo-delling, School of, in Massachu-
setts, 114. 
Centre College, 81. 
Chandler Scientific Department of Dartmouth 
College, 156. 
Charities, organization of, ccxix-cc:xxii. 
Charleston, S.C., schools of, 219. 
Chattanooga, Tenn., schoOls of, 225. 
Chautauqua Lit~rary and Scientific Circle, ccxviii. 
Chelsea, Mass., schools of, 105, 106. · 
Chester, Pa., schools of, 200. 
Chicago, DL, schools of, 48. 
Chicopee, Mass., schools of, 105, 106. 
Children, protection of, ccxxi-cc:xxii. 
societ.iesforthepreveJ!.tionof cruelty to, cc:xxii. 
summer care of, CCXXI. 
Chillicothe, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Chinese, education of the, 19. 
instruction in, in Harvard College, 110. 
Cincinnati, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Circulars of information issued in 1879, vii. 
Cities, summary of school statistics of, with re-
marks and diagram, xlviii-lxix. 
table of school statistics, 310-359. 
Claflin Univer!!ity, 221. 
Clarke, F. W. , circular of information on physics 
and chemistry by, cxxix. 
Cleveland, Ohio, schools of, 187. 
Coeducation in the University of Michigan, 123. 
in the University of Wisconsin, 260. 
CoellD, C. W. von, term of office of, 70. 
Colby University, 92. 
College entrance examinations, remark~ on, cxiii-
cxv. 
summary of, cviii-cx. 
College of France, clxxxvi. 
College of Individual Instruction, 51. 
College of Now .Jersey, 162. 
Colle"'e of the City of N w York,170, 173. 
College of the lloly ro s, 111. 
Con "e of the i t rs of B thany, 74. 
oll " s. , ee niv rsiti and colleg s. 
'olorado, abstro t, 21-24. 
nmmary of flucational condition, xxx:vi. 
taxation for chool purpo e in, ccxx.iii. 
olorado olle,!!f', 2~. 
'olorado t Agricultural College, 24. 
Columbia College, electives in, cxv. 
School of Mines of, cxxvii, 174. 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, 274. 
Columbian University, 274. 
Columbus, Ga., schools of, 41, 42. 
Columbus, Ohio. schools of, 187, 188. 
Commercial and business colleges, summary of 
statistics, lxxxiv-lxxxv. 
statistical table, 376-387. 
Commercial education in Europe, lxxxv-lxxxvi. 
Commissioner of Education, report of, i-ccxxx. 
See table of contents. 
Compensation of teachers, remarks on,lxxxiv. 
Compulsory attendance, in Arizona, 265. 
in Connecticut, 26. 
in Kansas, 72. 
in Maine, 89. 
in Massacl.lusetts, 103. 
in Michi"'an, 118. 
in New Hampshire, 153. 
in New .Jersey, 159. 
in New York, 166, 167. 
in Vermont, 237. 
in Washington Territory, 288. 
in Wyoming, 291. 
Conant, Edward, suggest-ions of, 238. 
term of office of, 241. 
Concord, N. H, schools of, 154. 
Concord School of Philosophy, cii, ccxviii. 
Congdon, .Joseph W., remarks of, on appointment 
of teachers, xxii. 
Connecticut, abstract, 25-32. 
summary of educational condition, xxix. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Conventions and associatwns, educational. See 
the heading Educational Conventions, under 
the respective States .. 
Cook, Geo. F. T., office of, 275. 
Cookery, schools of, cxvi, 177. 
Cooper, Mrs. Sarah B., Kindergarten work of, 
lxxxix, 15. 
Cooper Union Free Night Schools of Science1 
cxxviii, 174. 
Cornell, Ezra, sale of land scrip by, cxxii. 
Cornell University, cxxiii, 174. 
Corson, Miss .Juliet, instruction in cookery by, 
ccxvi. 
Council Bluffs, Iowa, schools of, 65, 66. 
Council of education in Connecticut 32. 
Country schools, proportion of cbilfuen in, in In-
diana, 57. 
County superintendents. See t he heading State 
School System, under t he respective States. 
Covington, Ky., schools of, 79. 
Creigliton College, 14 7. 
Crime, juvenile, in Great Britain, cxciv. 
D. 
Dakota, abstract, 267-269. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
supervision of schools in, ccxxvii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxx:vi. 
Danville, Ill., schools of, 48, 49. 
Danville, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Danville, Va., schools of, 244,245. 
Dartmouth College, 156. 
Dartt, .Ju tus, election of, 241. 
Da.vi , .J. B., on early instruction in drawing, ccxi. 
Dayton, Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
Deaf, school for the, in Portland, Me., 91. 
Deaf and dumb, benefactions to institutions for, 720. 
in titutions for, statistical table, 622-627. 
institutions for the. See the heading Special 
Instruction, unci r tho re pective States. 
ummarv ot statistics of in titutions for, with 
remarks, clxi-clxiv. 
D catur, Ill.,. cbools of, 4 , 40. 
'olorado t.at chool of Mine , 24. 
olor blindn . rrmarks on, lxviii. 
1 olor d rae , 11 . ir for ducation by, in outh Car-olina, 210. 
D !!I' • , chang r p tiug, in Harvard Collerr , 
110. 
collrgiate nnd profrs ional, conferred, statia-
tic:il tabl , 600-617. 
summary of, witb remark., cl-clvi . 
. rlnr tion of t11 , xxxix-. lv. 
in r t of, in flu tion, 34. 
. chool for, in D Jlawar , 33, 34. 
ecbool for, in K ·ntu k.'r·, 1 . 
I i o in titution for the in truction 
r. xl- liv. 
Columbia Pa., echoo of, 200. 
De Koven, .tam~ , d ath ot: noticed, 260. 
D lawar , ab tract, 33-36 . 
I 
ummary of ellnrational condition, x:xx. 
taxation for chool purpo e in, ccxxiii. 
D law r olle e, 36. 
Denmark, agriwltural cbool in, c::n:x. 
school iu, clxxxvi. 
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Dentistry, regulations affecting the practice of, 
cxlix-cl. 
schools of. See the heading Professional In-
struction, under the respectiv~ States. 
schools of, statistical table, 591, 597. 
Denton, .James L., term of office of, 12. 
Denver, Colo., schools of, 22, 23. 
Des Moines, schools of, 65, 66. 
Detroit, Mich., schools of, 119. 
De Wolf, D. F., term of office of, 193. 
Dickinson, .J. W., remarks of, on the supervision of 
schools, xxiii. 
suggestions of, 104. 
Didactics, chair of, at the University of Iowa., 66. 
District of Columbia, abstract, 270-275. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxvi. 
District officers. See the heading State School 
System, under the respective States. 
Doane College, 147. 
Dover, N. H. , schools of, 154. 
Downs, Charles A., term of office of, 157. 
Drawing in public schools, cexi-ccxiii. 
Drury College, 141, 142. · 
Dubuque, low;:,, schools of, 65,66. 
E. 
Easton, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Eaton, .John, Commissioner of Education, report 
of, vii-ccxxx. 
Edwards, Isaac, obituary notice of, 179. 
Egypt, schools of, ccv. 
Elective studies in colleges, cxv. 
Electives in Harvard Colle"'e 110. 
Expenditure, summary of ~hool, xviii-xx. 
Elementary instruction. See the beadinO' State 
School System, under the respective 'St.ates. 
Eliot, C. '\'V., statement of advances in Harvard 
Law School cxxxix. 
Eliot, Samuel, opinion of, respecting Kindergar-
ten, lx:xxviii. 
remark of, on primary instruction, lxvii. 
remarks of, on normal school work, lxxviii. 
Elizabeth, N . .J., schools of, 160. 
Elkhart, In£1., schools of, 58. 
Elmira, N. Y., 168, 169. 
Engineering, school of civil, mining, and mechan-
ical, in San Francisco, 18. 
England, agricultural education in, cxxxiv. 
practice of dentistry in, cl. 
England and Wales, educational condition of, cxcii-
cxcv. 
Enrolment, school, comparison of, for the last five 
years, with diagram, xxvii. 
in the United States, statistical table, xiv-xv, 
302-309. 
Emory and Henry College, 246, 247. 
Erie, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Evansville, Ind., schools of, 58. 
Evening schools, ccx-ccxi. 
Examination of teachers, results of township, in 
Michi"'an, 118. 
Examiners, ~hate boards of. See the heading State 
School System, under the respective States. 
Exhibition of school work at fairs, 48. 
Expemliture, public school, comparison of, for the 
last five years, xxviii. 
F. 
Fav, Edwin H., term of office of, 88. 
]'ail River, Mass. schools of, 105, 106. 
Feeble-minded, education of, in Illinois, 53. 
in Iowa, 69. 
in Kentucky, 82. 
in Massachus •tts, 114. 
in New York, 176. 
in Pennsylvania, 207. 
schools and asylums for, 632-633. 
summary of.statistic of schools for, with re-
marks, clxu:-clxxi. 
Fellowship system of .Johns Hopkins Uni'versity, 
CXVl. 
Finances, school, xxv. 
Finland, agricultural schools of, cxxx:ii. 
clucational condition of lxxxvi. 
Fitchburg, Mass., schools of, 105,106. 
Flint, .Mich. , schools of, 119,120. 
Florida, abstract, 37-£9. 
summary of educational condition, xxxii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Fond du Lac. Wi,.., schools of, 257. 
Forestr,y, relation of education to, ccxviii-ccxix. 
Fort Wayne, Ind., schools of, 58. 
France, agricultural schools in, cxxxi-cxxxii. 
commercial schools of, lxxxvi. 
education in, clxxxvi-clxxxix. 
Franklin and Marshall College, 204. 
Franklin Institute. cxxix. 
Frederick, Md., schools of, 96, !l7. 
Frederick Colle,ge, 98. 
Fremont, Ohio, schools of, 187,188. 
F1·ench language in schools in Louisiana, 85. 
Fund, permanent school, comparison of, for the 
last tlve years, x:xviii. 
Funds, school. See the beading State School Sys-
tem, under the respective States. 
Furniture, apparatus, &c., patents of school, 7 45-7 4 7. 
summary of patents for improvements in 
school, clxxxii- clxxxiii. 
G. 
Gallaudet, E. M., on instruction of deaf-mutes, 
clxiii. 
Georgia, abstract, 40-45. 
siimmary of educational condition, :xxxi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
German in the scbo~ls of Ohio, 186. 
in the schools of St. Louis, Mo., 138. 
Germany, agricultural schools in, cxxxili-oxxxiv. 
education in, clxxxix-cxcii. 
needle-work in schools of, ccxiv. 
Gilmour, Neil, term of office of, 180. 
Girard College for Orphans, 207. 
Gloucester, Mass., schools of, 105, 106. 
Golden, Colo., schools of, 23. 
Gold Hill, Nev., schools of, 150. 
Gower, Cornelius A., term of office of, 126. 
Graduate departments in colleges, cxv. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., schools of, 119, 120. 
Grand Traverse College, 122. 
Great Britain, agricultural education in, cxxxiv. 
education in, cxcii-cxcvi. 
Green Bay, Wis , schools of, 257. 
Gregory, .J. M., letter of, respecting normal work 
in the University of Michigan, lx:xx-lxxxiv. 
Groves, .James H., term of office of, 36. 
H. 
Haisley, W. P., term of office of, 39. 
Halftime schools in St. Paul, Minn., 128. 
Hamburg, school statistics of, cxc. 
Hamilton, Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
Hampden Sydney College, 246,247. 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, 246, 
247, 248, 279. 
Hannibal, Mo., schools of, 138. 
Harris, W. T., 1·emarksof, on Kindergarten instruc-
tion, lxxxviii. 
Harrisburg, Pa., schools of, 200,201. 
Hartford, Conn., schools of, 27, 29. 
Harvard Law School, advances in, cxxxix. 
Harvarcl_Uniyersity, admission to, cxiii, cxiv. 
elect1ves m, cxv. 
graduate departments in, cxvi. 
instruction of women at, ci. 
report of, 110, 111. 
- retiring allowances for officers of, cxv. 
summer cour&es of study at, ccxvii. 
Haverhill, Mass., schools of,l05, 107. 
Hempel, C . .J., obituary notice of, 209. 
High schools. See the heading Secondary In· 
struction, under the respective States. 
Hillard, George ·., obituary notice of, 115. 
Hillsdale College, J23. 
Hobart Colle.(!e, 173. 
Ho't,.~oken, N . .J., schools of, 160. 
Holland. See :rethf'rlands. 
Holley, .A. L., id as of, respecting training in me-
cbanir. arts, rxxv. 
Hollingsworth, 0. N., term of office of, 235. 
Holyoke, Mass., schools of, 105, 107. 
IIome tud.v, ociety for the Promotion of, in Wis· 
con in, 261. 
Homreopatbic Intercollegiate Congress, :1-00. 
Honesdale, Pa. , schools ot; 200,201. 
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Houck, Henry, office of, 210. 
Hough, Franklin .B., paper on relation of educa. 
tion to forestry, ccxviii. 
Houghton, J. S., t erm of office of, 289. 
Houston, Tex., schools of, 232. 
Howard College, 7. 
Howard University, 273, 274. 
Hungary, etlucational condition of, clxxxiii-
clxxxv. 
studies in agricultural schools of, cxxx. 
I. 
Idaho, abstract, 276-27i. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
supervision of schools in, ccxxvii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxvi. 
Illinois, abstract, 46--55. 
summary of educational condition, xxxv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiii. 
Illinois Industrial University, cxxi, 51, 52. 
Illiteracy in Germany, clxx...·dx. 
Imbeciles, education uf, clix-clxxi. 
schools for. See l!'eeble-minded, schools for 
t he. 
Income, public school , comparison of, for the last 
five years, x.xviii. 
Indian education, at Carlisle Barracks, Pa., 207,280. 
at the East, 279. 
in New York, 167. 
Indian '.rerritory, abstract, 278-279. 
summary of educational condition, =xviii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxvi. 
Indiana, abstract, 56- 63 . 
summary of educational condition, x.xxiv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Indiana .Asbury University, 60. 
Indiana Reformatory Institution for Women and 
Girls, 62. 
Indiana University, 60. 
Indianapolis, Ind., schools of, 58. 
Industrial liome School of the District of Colum-
bia, clxxvi, 275. 
Industrial institutions in Southem States, xlv. 
Industrial instruction of g-irls in Baltimore, Md.,97. 
Industrial 'cbool for Girls, in Illinois, 54. 
in Wisconsin, 262. 
Industrial schools . See, also, Reform schools. 
in Brooklyn, 169. 
statistics, 68S-6!H, 696, 697 . 
. ummary of statistics of, clxxix. 
Industrial training, schools for, ccxv-ccxvii. 
at .Atlanta, Ga., 44. 
for deaf-mutes, clxiv. 
for the blind, clx.viii. 
in California, 15, 19. 
in Michigank125. 
in ~ew Yor , 177. 
in Ohio, 19:?. 
in Virginia, 248. 
Infant asylums, statistics o~ 685-687, 696. 
summary of statistics or, clxxviii. 
Institutes. • ' the beadings Training of Teachers 
an1l Ecln ational Conventions, under the re-
sp ·ctive tates. 
Intercollegiate Literary .Association, 296. 
International4 ~ orrual Educational Conference, 297. 
Iowa, a b. tract, 64-70. 
ummary of clncational condition, xxxv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Iowa. 'tat Alrri ·nltural Coil ge, 68. 
Iowa 'tate "nlv ·r ity, 67. 
Ir ·l~~g~~t~~~ltt~~~ot~~-c~~rn in, cxxxv. 
Irontou, bio, school of, 1 7, 1 . 
I tal\·, 0~1 if'ulturals ·hool.- of, r·xxxv. 
·dncntirm;tl it ·m11 from, cxcvi. 
Ithaca,.·. ·., 161$, lG::I. 
,J. 
Janesville, Wis., schools of, 257. 
Japan, educat-ion in, cciv. 
Jefferson University, 135 . . 
Jeffries, Dr. Joy, observations of, on color blind-
ness, lxviii. 
Jersey City, N.J., schools of, 160. 
John ·c. Green School of Science, 163. 
Johns Hopkins University, cxv, cxvi, ccxvii, 98, 99. 
Johnstown, Pa., schools of, 200,201. 
Joliet, Ill., schools of, 48, 49. 
Jones, W. W. W., term of office of, 148. 
Jordan, DavidS., appointment of, 60, note. 
Journals, educational. See the beading Training 
of Teachers, under the respective States. 
Judson, John P., term of office ot; 289. 
K. 
Kansas, abstract, 71-76. 
summary of educational condition, xxxiii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Kansas City, Mo., schools of, 1HS. 
Kansas SLate .Agricultural College, 75. 
Kellogg, D. 0., remarks of, on organized charities, 
cexx. 
K entuck y, abstract, 77-83. . . . .. 
summary of educational co~ll:Itwn, x~x111. 
t axn,tion for school purposes m, ccxx1v. 
K entucky .Agricultural and Mechanical College,81. 
Kentucky Classical and .Business College, 81. 
K entucky University, 81. 
K eokuk, Iowa, schools of, 65, 66. 
K ey West, Fb., schools of, 38. 
Keyes, .Addison .A.. , office of, 180. 
Kindergarten. ~ee the heauing, State School Sys-
tem, under the r espective States. 
statistical tabl \lS, 388-U4. .. 
summary of statistics, with r emarks, lxx.xvu-
xci. 
training in, in St. Louis, Mo., 137. ... 
Kindergarten, its abolition in Boston, lxxxvm. 
Kindergarten convention, 300. 
Kingston, N.Y., 168-169. 
Kitchen ganlens, ccxvi. 
Knoxville, Tenn., schools of, 225. 
L. 
La Crosse, Wis., schools of, 257. 
La Fayette, Inu., schools of, 58. 
Lafayette College. 204-. 
La Grange College, 14-1. 
Lancaster, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Lands, school, in Dakota, 268. 
in the Territories, ccxxviii- ccxxx. 
La Porte, Ind. , schools of, 58, 59. 
Laubier on indnslrial training, ccxvi. 
Law, admission to tho bar, cxl-cxllii. 
benefactions to schools of, 712. 
education in, cxxxix. 
schools of. See the heading Scientific and 
Profes ional Instruction, under the respec-
tive State8. 
schools of, statistical table, 584-587. 
summary of statistics of schools of, with re-
marks, cxxxviii-cxliv. 
table of dep:re s conferred in, 600-613. 
the studv of, in public schools, cxliii. 
Lawrence, Knn~>., schools of, 73. 
Lawrence, Ma. s., s ·hools of, 105, 107. 
Lawr nco Scientific School of Harvard Univer· 
sitv 112. 
Laws, :.· . , gift of, 141. 
L advill , Colo., schools of, 22. 
Lebanon. Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
L bi!!b niv rsity, 204-, 205. 
Leigh's prononnclng type, results of nsing, 28. 
Lemmon, All1·n JJ., t ·i·ru of oflice of, 76. 
L wi ·ton, . fe., thoul~ of, 00, !Jl. 
LPxin!!tou, Ky., !!Chool of, 79. 
Libraric· .. rli. tri ·t, in Ohio, 1 6 . 
. chonl, in. ·ew .Jf'r 1'\', 1:)0 . 
. c·brml, iu T!hrulc I:latHl, 212 . 
. tati. tical tal>ln of pul.Jii1·, 6l8-61!l . 
. ummar_v nf ~;tati.-til'l; ul'puhlic, with remark , 
d\·ii-d\'iii. 
town. hip, in Iurliana. 57. 
town hip chuol, in icbigall, 118. 
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Library, circulating school, in Boston, Mass., 106. 
public, in Cincinnati, Ohio, 187. 
jJUblic, in Columbus, Ohio, 188. 
public, in Indianapolis, Ind., 58. 
public school, in Detroit, Mich., 120. 
· public school, in Jersey City, N.J., 160. 
Library of the Bureau of Education, xi. 
Licensed .Minors, Boston School for, 114. 
Little Rock, Ark., schools of, 10, 11 . 
Lock Haven, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Logansport, Ind., schools of, 58, 59. 
London, England, schools in, cxciii. 
Los Angeles, Cal., schools of, 16. 
Louisiana, abstract, 84-88. 
summary of educational condition, xxxii. 
taxat.ion for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Louisiana State University and .Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, 87. 
Louisville, Ky., schools of, 79. 
Lowell, Mass., schools of, 105, 107. 
Loyola College, 98. 
Luce, N. A., term of office of, 94. 
Lynchburg, Va., schools of, 244, 245. 
Lynn, Mass., schools of, 105, 107. 
M. 
McCoy, Charles D., ol1ituary notice of, 249. 
Macon, Ga., schools of, 41, 42. 
McQuillen, John H., obituary notice of, 209. 
Madison, Ind., schools. of, 58, 59. 
Madison, Wis., schools of, 257. 
Madison University, 173. 
Maine, abstract, 89-94. 
summary of educational condition, xxviii. 
. taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Maine Industrial School for Girls, 93. 
Maine State College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts, 93. 
Malden, Mass., schools of, 105, 107. 
MaHon, Bernard, obituar.v notice of, 45. 
Manchester, N. H., schools ot; 154. 
Manistee, Mich., schools ot; 119, 120. 
Mann, .A. L., opinion of, on politics in school affairs, 
lxv. 
Maun, Mrs. Mary, discussion of Kindergarten in-
stmction by, lxxxix-xci. 
Mansfield, Ohio, schools of, 11>7, 188. 
Manual education. See Industrial training. 
Manual labor in Michigan State Agricnltural Col-
lege, 123. 
Marblehead, Mass., schools of, 105,107. 
Marietta, Ohio, schools of, 187, 181:!. 
Marlborough, Mass. , schools of, 105,107. 
Marwedel, Miss Emma, Kinde1garten work of, 17. 
Maryland, abstract, 95-101. 
summary of educational condition, xxx. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Maryland Agricultural College, 99. 
Maryland Institute, 100. 
Massachusetts, abstract, 102-116. 
summary of educational condition, xxix. 
,taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Massachus~tts Institute of Tcehnology, cxxiv, 
CXXVI, 112. 
Massaehusetts State .Ag-ricultural College, 1::.2. 
Massachusetts State Primary School, clxxv. 
Massillon, Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
·Meadville, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Mechanic ~rts, colleges of agriculture and, cxx-
cxxVI. 
Medic;Jtnstruction, recommendations respecting, 
Med~c~l schools in Michigan, admission to, 124. 
MediCm., )lenefactions to schools of, 712-715. 
pr;;J_~~ary studies needed by students of, 
schools ~f. See the heading Professional In-
structiOn, under the respective States. 
RChools of, statistical table, 588-598. 
scho~ls of, with advanced standards, cxlviii-
cxhx. 
summary of statistics of schools of with r 
marks, cxliv-cxlix. ' 
tabl.e of dc"'tees conferred in, 600-614. e-
Mempbls, T nn., schools of, 225. 
Mercer, Alfred, o.f! proportion of doctors to popu· 
latwn, cxl~u. 
48ED 
Merrick, John Mudge, obituary notice of, 116. 
Metrical system in Bangor, Me., 91. 
Michigan, al:Jstract, 117-126. 
summary of educational condition, xxxiv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Michigan State Agricultural College, 123. 
Michigan State Public School, clxxvi, 124. 
Michigan State Reform School, 125. 
Milford, Mass., schools of, 105, 107. 
Miller Manual Labor School, 248. 
Mills, Caleb, obituary notice of, 63. 
Mills Seminary, 18. 
Milwaukee, Wis., schools of, 257,258. 
Minnesota, abstract, 127-131. 
summary of educational condition, xxxv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Mississippi, abstract, 132-135. 
summary of educational condition, xxxii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
135. 
Mississippi College, 134. 
Missouri, abstract, 136-144. 
suDJmary of educational condition, xxxiii. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxiv. 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, 142. 
Missouri State Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
l e~e, 142. 
Missoun University, 141. 
Mobile, .Ala., schools of, 6. 
Monroe, Lewis B., obituary notice of, 116. 
Montana, abstract, 281-282. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
supervision of schools in, ccxxvii. 
taxation for school purpbses in, ccxxvi. 
Mont,e:omery, .Ala., schools of, 6 . 
Morgan, Edwin D., donation ot; 175. 
Morgan, Joseph A. , obitnar.v notice of, 101. 
Morris, William G., on schools in Alaska, 264. 
Mt. Union College, 190. 
Mulle, Ed., on law in primary schools, cxliii. 
Music, instruction in, in New York, 177. 
instruction in, in Rho1le Island, 216. 
Museum, educat.ional in Japan, cciv. 
Muskegon, Mich., schools of, 119, 120. 
Mutual Improvem~nt Associatiens, Young Men's 
and Young Women's, in Utah, 286. 
N. 
Nashua, N.H., schools of, 154,155. 
Nashville, Tenn., schools of, 225: 
Natchez, Miss., schools of, 133, 134. 
National Academy of Sciences, 298. 
Y ational Deaf. Mute College, clxiii, 274. 
National Educational .Association, 202- 293. 
National German-American Teachers' A:ssociation, 
205-296. 
Naut.ic.al schooll a.t New York, 170. 
Naval Academy, United States, 99, 599. 
Nebraska, abstract, 145-14fl. 
summary of educ~tiunal condition, xxxvi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
Nebraska Cit:v, Nebr., schools of, 146. 
Nebraska College, 147. 
Nebraska.·wesleyan University, 147. 
Necrology. See individual ent.ries in this index, 
and Obituary Record under the respective 
States. 
Needle-work in German elementary schools, ccxiv. 
Netherlands, agricultural study in, cxxx. 
educational condition of, cxcvii. 
Nevada, abstract, 149-151. 
summary of educational condition, xxxvi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
Nevada State Orphans' Home, 150. 
Nevada Stato University, 150, 151. 
New Bedford, Mass., schools of, 105,107. 
New Britain, Conn., schools of, 27. 
New Brunswick, Canada, schools in, cc~iii. 
New Bmnswick, N.J., schools of, 160,161. 
New Castle, Pa., schools ot; 200,201. 
New England colleges, examinations for admission 
to, cxiv. 
New England School Superintendents, Association 
of, 205. 
Newfoundland, education in, ccviii. 
New Hampshire, abstract, 152-157. 
/ 
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Now Hampshire, summary of educational condi-
tion, xxix. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts, 156. 
New Hampshire Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children, 154. 
New H:tven,'Conn., schools of, 27. 
)few Jersey, abfltract, 158-1G4. 
summary of erlnmttion:1l condition, xxx. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
New Mexico, abstr::tct, 283- 284. 
summary of educational condition, xx:xviii. 
supervision of schools in, ccxxvii. 
taxation for school purposes-in, ccxxvi. 
New Orleans, La., schools of, 86. 
New :South Wales, abstract of school report of, 
ccviii. 
New York, abstract, l65-l80. 
summary of educational• condition, xxx. 
taxation for school purJ?OS~s in, ccxxv. 
New York, N.Y., scl10ols-ot, HiS, 169; 
Newark, N.J., schools of, 160, 161. 
Newark, Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
Newben;y College, 221. 
Newburyport, Mass., schools·of, 105,107. 
Newell, M.A., term of office of,.101. 
Newport, R.i., schools of, 213. 
Newton, Mass ., schools of; 105, 107~ 
Norfolk, Va., schools of, 244,245. 
Norfolk County (Mass.) schools; examination of, 
xxvi;l04. 
Normal classes in Wilmington, Dei, 35. 
Normal insttuction in Pans, clxxxvi. 
Normal schools. See, also, the heading Training 
of Teachers, under the respective States' 
appropriations for, lx:xv-lxxvii. _, 
discussion of, in New YoTk, lxx:ix. 
remarks on, lxxvii-lxxxiv. 
statistical table, 3G0-375. 
summary of statistics of, lxix-lxxiv. 
Norristown, Pa., schools of, 200.201. 
North Carolina, abstract,181-184. 
summary of educational condition, xxxi. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
Nort,h Georgia Agricultural College, 44. 
Northampton, Mass., schools of, 105, 108. 
Northrop, Birdsey G., office of. 32. 
Northwestern Inter State Collegiate .Associationr 
296. 
Norwich, Conn., schools of, 27, 28. 
Norwich University, 239,240. 
Nova Scotia, abstract of school report for, ecvi. 
Noyes, Edward F ., letter of, on educational insti-
tutions in Turke.', cciii. 
Nurses, management of t raining schools for, with 
summary of statistics, clviii-clx. 
training of, in New York.177. 
training of, in Philadelphia, Pa., 207. 
training schools for, statistical table, 620-621. 
o. 
Oakland, Cal., schools of, 16. 
O'Fallon Polytechnic 'chool, 139. 
Officers, cbool. See the headings Stato School 
'yst m and Chief tate School Officers, un-
der the respective 'tates. 
Ohio, ab trn t, 185-193. 
summary of dncational conrlition, xxxiv. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
Ohio , tat niversity, 190, 19l. 
hio 'Vesl yan ni\"ersity, 190. 
Olivet Uolle •e, 123. 
maha, .£.,. br., schools of, 146. 
n arlo, ducational condition of, c vi 
mng , " .. J., school!! of,lGO, 161. 
Orphan or dc•p nd nt ·hildren, l10me and n ylnms 
for, t. tistical tabl , 616-6J7. 
summary of ti ti · of in titutions for, 
clxxv1ii--clxxix:. 
Orphan. , ·<lu ation of, in wa, 69. 
(hu·atiou of, in P<·nns.vlv. nia, 207. 
·•lu · tion of, in ."ontb 'nrolin· , 222. 
Jlrf•Yi ion for, in till' Di trict of 'olnmbia, 275. 
orical ool · t, int ·r. t , at ltrva itv. 70. 
lton·, tmiuin" in, in Philadelphia, Pa., ':ws. 
"on, b tr.lct,l -un. 
Oregon, summary of educational condition, xxxvi. 
taxation for ,school p~1rposes in, ccxxv. 
Oregon State Agricultmal College, 196. 
Orr, Gustavus J., term of office of, 45. 
Oshkosh, Wis., schools of, 2.)7, 258. 
Oswego, N.Y., schools of, 16H--170. 
Ottn,wa., Ill., schools of, 48, 49. 
Ottumwa, Iowa, schools of, 65, 66. 
Ouimet, Gedeon , account of education in Quebeo 
b y, ccvii. 
Owensboro, Ky., schools af, 79. 
P. 
Pardee Scientific Department of Lafayette Col· 
lege, 205. 
Paris, France, education in, clxxx~i-clxxxix. 
Parloa, Miss Maria, work of, as a teacher of cookery, 
ccxvi. 
Parsons, II. B., obituar.v notice of, 83. 
Paterson. N.J., schools of, 160, 161. 
Patten, David, obituary notice of, 116. 
Patterson, James W., term of office of, 157. 
Pawtucket. R.I., schools or, 213. 
Peabody, Mass., schools of, 105-108. 
Peabody fund, aid from the, in Alabama, 6. 
in Florida, 38. 
in Georgia, 41. 
in Louisiana, 85. 
in Mississippi, 133. 
in North Carolina, 182. 
in South Carolina, 219. 
in Tennessee, 226. 
in 'rexas, 231. 
in Virginia, 244. 
in West Virginia, 251. 
disbursements from, xlvi. 
Peaslee, J. B., institution of authors' days by, 
lxviii. · 
Pedagogical Association, 299. 
Pedagogics, chairs of, mentioned, lxxx. 
Pendleton; W. K., term of office of, 254. 
Pennsylvania, abstract, 198-210. 
summary of educational cond.ition, xxx. 
taxation· for school purposes m, ccxxv. 
Pennsylvania State College, 205. 
P'errault, Joseph, office of, 277. 
Petersburg, Va., schools of, 244, 245. 
Pharmacy, instruction in, in California, 19. 
in· lllinois, 53. 
in K entucky, 82. 
in Maryland, 100. 
in Massachusetts, 113. 
in Missomi. 14:l. 
in New York, 176. 
~~ ¥:~~~·~~~~n~~,8 206. 
schools of, st~tisti~a1 table, 591-592,597-598. 
Philadelphia, Pa., schools of, 200, 201. 
Pickett, Joseph D., term of office of, 83. 
Pio Nono College, 43 . 
Pittsburgh, Pa., schools of, 200, 202. 
Pittsfield, Ma~:~s., schools of, 105, 108. 
Plugg6, C. H., on needte.workin Germa-n element-
ar:y schools, ccxiv. 
Polytechnic Colle"'e of Pennsylvania, 205. 
Polytechnic School of Washin~on University, 142. 
Pomeroy, Ohio, schools of, 187, J88. 
Population, school, comparison of, for the last five 
years, with diagram, xxvii. 
Portland, Me., schools of, 90, 91. 
Portland, Orerr., ~>chools of, 195. 
Portsmouth, N. H., chools of, 154, 155. 
Port~:~mouth, Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
Portsmoutb, Va., s bools of, 244, 245. 
Portn!!al, a"'ticnltur.ll instruction in, cxxxiii. 
duration iD, cxc~ii. 
Pottsville, Pa., schoola of, 200, 202. 
Powell, L. J., term of offi ·e of, 197. 
Pr paratory schools. 'ee the heading Secondary 
Insti'Uc·tion, und r the r spective States. 
b n r, ctioo to, 714-117. 
stati tical tab! , 501-510. 
summar.v of stati i · of, xcv-xcvi. 
Primary s b.ool , incr ascd attention paid to, lxv-
lx>ii. 
Prince Eel ward Island, scl10 l statistics of. ccvii. 
Pri~at srbool., ·oropari~>ou of tb numb r of PU· 
pits in, for the la t fi v yea1 , xxvii. 
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Proctor, .John C., obi~uary notice of, 15~. . 
Professional instrnctwn. See the 1?-eadmg SCien-
tific and Professional InstructiOn, under the 
respect.ive States. 
Providence, R.I., schools.of, 213. 
Prussh, educational cond1t10n of,, cxc. . 
Publica:Hons summary of educatiOnal, clxxD. 
table of ~ducational, 722-744. 
Purdue University, 60. 
Q. 
Quebec, education i,n, c.cvii. . 
Queenslaml, educatiOn m, CCIX. 
Quincy, TIL, schools of, 48, 49. 
Qtlincy, Mass., schools of, 105, 108. 
R. 
Racine, Wis., schools of, 257, 2!58. 
Raymond, .J. H., remarks on teachers' pay, Ix:x:xiv. 
Raymond, R. vV., remarks of, on general culture 
for engineers, c:x:xv. 
Reading, Pa., schools of, 200, 202. 
Reform schools, in Connecticut, 31. 
in the District of Columbia, 275. 
in illinois, 53. 
in Iowa, 69. 
in Maine, 93. 
in Maryland, 100. 
in Massachusetts, 114. 
in Michigan, 125. 
in New Hampshire, 154,157. 
in New .Jersey, 164. 
in New York, 178. 
in Ohio, 192 .. 
in P ennsylvania, 208. 
in Rhoue' Island, 216. 
in Vermont, 240. 
in Wisconsin, 261. 
statistical table, 634-645. 
summary of statistics of, clxxi-clx:x:ii. 
Reformatory education, clxxii-clx:x:vii. 
Rensselaer 'Polytechnic Institute, cxxvi, cxxvii, 
note. 
Rhone Island. abstract. 211-217. 
- summar,y of educational condition, xxix. 
taxation for school purposes in, ccxxv. 
Richmond, Va., schools of, 244-, 245. 
Tioanokc College, 247. 
Rochester, N. Y., schools of, 168,170. 
Rock Island, Ill., schools of, 48, 49. 
Rockland, Me., schools of, 90, 91. 
Ruffner, William H., suggestions of, 244,247. 
t erm of, 249. 
Russia, education in, cxcvii-cci. 
Rutgers College, 163. 
Rutgers Scientific School, 163. 
Rutland, Vt., schools of, 238. 
s. 
Sacramento, Cal., schools of, 16. 
St. Charles College, 98. 
St . .John's College, 98. 
St . .Joseph, Mo., schools of, 138. 
St . .Joseph's College, 204. 
St. J,ouis, Mo., schools of, 138. 
St. Louis Manual Training School, 141. 
St. Louis University, 141. 
St. Paul. Minn., schools of,l28. 
Salem, Mass., schools of, 105,108. 
Salem, Oreg., schools of, 195. 
San Antonio, Tex., schools of, 232. 
San Francisco, Cal., schools of, 16. 
San Francisco Academy of Sciences, 18. 
San .Jos6, Cal, schools of, 16. 
Sanuorn, IT. F., on teaching articulation to deaf. 
mutes, clxiii. 
Sandusl'Y Ohio, schools of, 187, 188. 
SaratogO: Springs, N.Y., schools of, 168,170. 
Savannah, G•l., schools of, 41, 42. 
Saxony, abstract nf educational report of, cxci. 
Scarbol'Ongh, .John C., t(•rm of off-ice of, 184. 
Scholarships, importance of, in colleges, cxiii. 
1Scbool committees, power ol'. ccxxii. 
School furniture. Sec Furniture. 
School·bouRe~. plans bemg deviseu for, in Mary-
land, 96. 
School lands, area of, in the Te;rit?rie.s, ccxxx. . .. 
trespasses upon, in the Terntones, ccxxvm-
ccxxix. 
School of Fine .A.rt.s of Yale College, 29. 
School officers. See the headin~s State S.chool 
Svstem and Chief State School Officers, 
under the respective State~. 
School population. See Population. 
School rooms, lack of sufficient, in the District of 
Columbia, 271. . 
Schurz, C., letter of, in relation t~. clepredatwns 
on public school lands, ccx~vm. . . 
Science, schools of. See the headmg SCientific and 
.Professional Instruction, under the respec-
tive States. 
benefaclions to, 710. 
statistical table, 562-573. 
summary of statistics of, c~vi-c:s:ix. 
Sciences and Ian o·ua"es vaeatwn school of, !held 
by fllinois fnd~st~ial ~niv~rsity, 47. 
Scotland anTicultural educatiOn m, cx:s:.xv. cduc~tl.Onal statistics of, cxcv. 
Scranton, Pa., schools of, 200,202. . 
Sears, Barnas, remarks of, respectmg Peabody 
fund, :xlvi. . 
Secondary instruction. See the headm.g Second-
ary Instructi~n, u_nde! the respect~ve States. 
benefactions to mst1tutwns for, 714-t21. 
statistical table, 415-500. . . 
summary of statistics of schools for, XCI-XCIV. 
Sellers, Coleman, remarks of, on scientific educa-
tion, cxxv. . 
remarks of, on the teaching of drawmg, 
ccxi. . 
Selma, Ala., schools of, 6. 
Sessions, D. R., term of office of, 151. 
Sewing. See, also, Needle-w~~·~· . 
Sewing in public schools, ccxm-ccx1v. 
in Massachusetts, 104, 106. 
in New Haven, Conn., 28. 
in New York City, 170. 
in Providence, R.I., 214. 
in Syracuse, N.Y., 171. 
Shannon Richard, term of office of, 144. 
Shattuck, .Joseph C., term of uffic.e of, 24. . 
Shaw Chief-Justice, on power of school commit-
'tees, ccxxiii. 
Shaw University, 135. 
Sheffielrl Scientific School, instruction in, cxxiv. 
Shenandoah, Pa., schools of, 200, 202. 
Shepherd College, 253. 
Sherman, M. H., term of office of, 266. 
Slade, .James P., term of office of, 55. 
Slaughter . .John, office of, 291. 
Smart, .James H., term of office of, 63. 
Smith, Henry, obituary notice ofj 193. 
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